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MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR
This volume is part of the series of texts that make up the Acts of the
3rd World Environmental Education Congress – Educational Paths towards
Sustainability, held in Torino, Italy October 2nd – 6th 2006.
The Acts contain the texts which were sent in or which it was possible
to gather in time and while it is obvious that no collection of materials could
ever completely represent the richness and the atmosphere of an event of such
dimensions and complexity in which the photographs and the videos that accompanied (or replaced) with sounds and images the words of the speakers and
in which a major role was played by interpersonal communication and by the
‘atmosphere’ lived by the participants in the congress.
For further documentation reference can be made to the web site of
the congress (www.3weec.org) and to the Permanent International Secretariat, which has its headquarters in Torino (www.environmentaleducation.org).
The Acts are composed of a general volume (published in two separate editions, one in English and French, and one in Italian) and of twelve
themed volumes, one for each of the sessions that made up the congress.
The general volume has been printed, while the themed volumes are only
available in electronic form and can be downloaded from the congress website, they are also included on a DVD enclosed with the general volume.
Only the general volume, which contains the contributions from the
two opening and closing plenary sessions have been translated into the three
official languages of the congress. The contributions for the themed volumes have been left in the language in which they were presented.
It is important to note that many participants in the congress used a
foreign language when preparing their papers and posters and this explains
any linguistic errors that the reader may encounter, we apologise for these.
The high quality of the texts and the variety of languages used made it impossible to thoroughly review all the material, therefore we preferred to
leave to each author the responsibility for the style and/or formal precision
of his/her work. The translations realised for the general volume were carried out under our responsibility.
Mario Salomone
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AVANT-PROPOS
Cet ouvrage fait partie de la série de volumes constituant les Actes
du 3rd World Environmental Education Congress – Educational Paths towards Sustainability qui s’est tenu à Turin (Italie) du 2 au 6 octobre 2005.
Les Actes réunissent les textes qui nous sont parvenus ou qu’il a été
possible de récupérer en temps utile. Cela dit, aucune collecte de matériels
ne pourra jamais rendre complètement la richesse et l’atmosphère d’un événement d’une telle envergure et d’une telle complexité, où les photos et les
vidéos ont souvent accompagné (ou remplacé) par des sons et des images
les mots des intervenants et où la communication interpersonnelle et
l’«atmosphère» vécue par les congressistes ont joué un rôle fondamental.
Pour une ultérieure documentation, nous renvoyons à ce qui a été
publié sur le site web du congrès (www.3weec.org) et du Secrétariat permanent international qui est justement situé à Turin (www.environmentaleducation.org).
Les Actes sont composés d’un ouvrage général (publié en deux éditions séparées, l’une en anglais/français et l’autre en italien) et de douze volumes thématiques, un pour chacune des sessions du congrès.
L’ouvrage général est publié sur papier tandis que les volumes des
sessions thématiques sont uniquement publiés en format électronique, téléchargeables du site web du congrès et contenus dans un DVD joint à
l’ouvrage général.
Seuls les textes de l’ouvrage général, qui contient les interventions
des deux sessions plénières d’ouverture et de clôture, ont été traduits dans
les trois langues officielles du congrès. Pour ce qui est des interventions des
sessions thématiques, elles ont été laissées dans la langue, ou dans les langues, dans laquelle/lesquelles elles nous sont parvenues.
Un avertissement important concerne le fait que de nombreux
congressistes ont souvent utilisé pour leur paper ou leur poster une langue
différente de leur langue maternelle et ceci peut expliquer les fautes de langue éventuelles que le lecteur ou la lectrice pourra relever dans certaines interventions et pour lesquelles nous vous prions de nous excuser. La grande
quantité de textes et la variété des langues utilisées rendaient toutefois impossible toute réélaboration minutieuse : nous avons donc préféré laisser à
chaque auteur la responsabilité de l’élégance et de la précision formelle de
ce qu’il avait écrit. En revanche, nous assumons la responsabilité des traductions réalisées pour l’ouvrage général.
Mario Salomone
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AVVERTENZA DEL CURATORE
Questo volume fa parte della serie di volumi che costituiscono gli Atti del 3rd World Environmental Education Congress – Educational Paths
towards Sustainability, tenutosi a Torino (Italia) dal 2 al 6 ottobre 2005.
Gli Atti raccolgono i testi che ci sono giunti o che è stato possibile
recuperare in tempo utile, anche se ovviamente nessuna raccolta di materiali
potrà mai rendere completamente la ricchezza e l’atmosfera di un evento di
tale dimensione e complessità, in cui spesso le foto e i video hanno accompagnato (o sostituito) con suoni ed immagini le parole dei relatori e in cui un
grande ruolo è stato giocato dalla comunicazione interpersonale e dalla “atmosfera” vissuta dai congressisti.
Per un’ulteriore documentazione si rinvia anche a quanto pubblicato
nel sito web del congresso (www.3weec.org) e del Segretariato Permanente
internazionale, che a sede proprio in Torino (www.environmentaleducation.org).
Gli Atti si compongono di un volume generale (edito in due edizioni
separate, una in inglese e francese e una in italiano) e di dodici volumi tematici, uno per ciascuna delle sessioni in cui era articolato in congresso.
Il volume generale è edito su carta, mentre i volumi delle sessioni
tematiche sono editi solo in forma elettronica, scaricabili dal sito web del
congresso e inclusi in un DVD allegato al volume generale.
Solo i testi del volume generale, che contiene gli interventi delle due
sessioni plenarie di apertura e di chiusura, sono stati tradotti nelle tre lingue
ufficiali del congresso. Gli interventi delle sessioni tematiche sono invece
stati lasciati nella lingua, o nelle lingue, in cui ci sono pervenuti.
Un’avvertenza importante è che molti congressisti hanno spesso utilizzato per il loro paper o poster una lingua diversa da quella materna e questo può spiegare gli eventuali errori di lingua che il lettore o la lettrice potrà
trovare in alcuni interventi e di cui ci scusiamo. La grande quantità di testi e
la varietà di lingue utilizzate ne rendevano però impossibile una rielaborazione a fondo: abbiamo quindi preferito lasciare a ciascun autore la responsabilità dell’eleganza e/o precisione formale di quanto scritto. Sono invece
sotto la nostra responsabilità le traduzioni realizzate per il volume generale.
Mario Salomone
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Sub session 1.1
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RESULTS OF OVER TWELVE YEARS
(1992 – 2005) OF SYSTEMATIC R&D FOR EE AND ESD:
THEORIES AND METHODS, TESTED IN PRACTISE,
FOR UN DESD (2005-2014)
Mauri Åhlberg
Professor of Sustainability Education, University of Helsinki
http://ksgnotes1.harvard.edu/bcsia/forum.nsf/proj/culturallysd
http://ksgnotes1.harvard.edu/bcsia/forum.nsf/people/AhlbergMauri
Personal and research group background
I have been a director of international research groups of EE/ESD
(Envinronmental Education/ Envinronmental and Sustainability Education) in
Finland from 1992. I have participated in several EU and Ministry of Education funded R&D projects. Seven doctoral dissertations have been supervised
in the research group. Practical theories and methods are created and continually tested both theoretically and empirically. Theoretical testing means comparing our theories and methods with the best theories and methods in literature. Empirical testing means practical testing of our theories and methods in
everyday use of teachers, pupils and researchers.
In 2004 I was nominated as the professor of Biology and Sustainability Education at University of Helsinki. I integrated my theory of Sustainable
Development with theories of different capitals Sternberg’s balanced theory
of wisdom. This project of my research group for the UN Decade of Education for Sustainable Development 2005 – 2014 has been accepted into the Forum on Science and Technology for Sustainable Development, based at Harvard University, USA.
Main aspects of education for sustainable development
Some of the main ideas and tools are presented in the following
figure and table. The Figure1 shows only the main ideas what is needed
to promote sustainable development in education. These ideas are more
elaborated in the Table 1. Wisdom can be developed by education and it
is wise to balance at least interests described in the Table 1.
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United Nations
has declared
years 2005 - 2014
as a decade of
Education for Sustainable Development
ought to integrate

ecologically
sustainable
development

economically
sustainable
development

socially
sustainable
development

culturally
sustainable
development

health-centered
sustainable
development

politically
sustainable
development

ought to
create

to promote

abilities, competences
and expertise

to promote

are
developing

are needed to promote

intelligence

wisdom

creativity

described in

Sternberg 2003

Fig. 1. A theoretical framework for my research project to promote the UN Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (2005 – 2014).
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Aspect of
sustainable
development

Form of capital
(accumulated work)

1) Ecologically
sustainable
development

Natural capital, accumulated
“work” of Nature, work of ecosystems and resulting free services: cleaning of air, and water,
food, raw materials, biodiversity.
2) Economically Monetary capital, financial capisustainable
tal: Infrastructure, houses, factodevelopment
ries, roads, money etc.

3) Socially
sustainable development

4) Culturally
sustainable development

5) Healthcentred sustainable
development
6) Politically
sustainable
development

Social capital, social networks,
family, friends, humankind, all
who share increasing and accumulating win-win thinking and
acting
Cultural capital, in a new and
broader sense: everything worthwhile that individuals, societies,
organizations, nations and humankind have learnt during history, including all developing
abilities, competence and expertise, intelligence, creativity and
wisdom. Cultural capital in this
sense includes intellectual capital,
creativity capital and a part of
human capital.
“Health capital” is an important
part of human capital, which
ought to be taken care of. Good
health is requirement for all other
forms of human capital.
Trust capital, political capital,
e.g.: Representatives of nations
have signed many agreements to
promote sustainable development. They have promised to
promote it. If the nations, mu-

Interests which ought to
be balanced applying
Sternberg’s balanced
theory of wisdom
Nature’s interests, interests
of life, ecosystems, biodiversity, protection of nature, management of nature
Interests of global, regional
and local economy, interests of households, interests
of quality of life for individual and societies
Interests of individuals,
families, societies and humankind for good life

Cultural interests, interest
for education and learning,
developing abilities, competence and expertise, intelligence, creativity and wisdom

Health interests, interests for
obtaining and maintaining
optimal level of health individually and socially, nationally and for humankind
Political interests, individual and group interests to
promote common good, as
they understand it. Interest
for obtaining and maintaining credibility, trust.
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nicipalities, organizations and
individuals do not act as they
have promised and agreed on,
then they lose credibility, their
trust capital, political capital.
Table 1. How different aspects (components) of sustainable development are related to
different forms of Sustainable Development according to Halberd (June 2004).

Main theories developed and tested in our research group
The space allows me only to name four theories, but they are described in references (Halberd 1993-2005):
–
Theory of sustainable development.
–
Theory of integrating education.
–
Theory of continual quality improvement (mainly organizational level).
–
Theory of high quality learning with twenty aspects (from individual level to the level of all humankind). According to
Steinberg, Prêt, & Kaufman (2003), integration is one of the
eight types of innovation and an essential part of creativity.
I have scrutinised definitions of sustainable development. The one
developed and tested in my research group is: “promotion of sustainable development means striving for optimal satisfaction of real human needs”.
There is a big difference what people say they need (expressed needs), and
what they really need, after careful studies and reflection on what are their
real long term needs. Real needs are not all kinds of fashions, whimsies, etc.
In each ecological, economical and societal context, only continual research
programs can reveal which are real needs and what would be their optimal
satisfaction. No political declaration is enough alone.
Theory of integrating education is used for interdisciplinary and
trans-disciplinary design experiments. The second theory is important because resources for education are available mainly from healthy organisations. They have to be continually improved as much as possible, to provide resources needed to take care of sustainability, good environment and
good quality of life. In continual quality improvement and in high quality
learning, quality is defined as optimal satisfaction of real human needs.
The more optimally real human needs are satisfied, the better is quality.
The theories and quality methods have stood continual theoretical
and empirical testing. They have been continually improved and enriched.
Main tools developed and tested in our research group
18
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Two of the main tools we have developed and tested in our research
group are:
–
improved concept mapping
–
improved Vee heuristic
The space does not allow me to present them in detail, but they are used and
described in the references (Åhlberg 1993 – 2005). These tools are used also
in our collaborative knowledge building for ESD.
Collaborative knowledge building to promote ESD
The biggest learning challenge for humankind is to learn to live in
sustainable ways. Science and technology are main collaborative learning
projects for humankind. Scientific knowledge building has been a model for
our collaborative knowledge building design experiment.
Since the year 2000 our research group has experimented with collaborative knowledge building using Knowledge Forum®, a leading edge
computer program developed for it. In 2000, I visited three times at University of Toronto, Canada, to learn the method and its theoretical underpinnings from its developers, professors Carl Bereiter and Marlene Scardamalia. We have now over five years research data (over 1100 notes) collaboratively built over five years in our Knowledge Forum website of
ENSI/UNESCO/Finland.
In September 2005 we found even a better program for both individual and collaborative knowledge building: CmapTools (Version 4). We
learnt if from professor Alberto Cannas, who visited in my research group at
University of Helsinki. He demonstrated the new empowering software,
CmapTools (version 4).
Analysis of Reasoning, Rhetoric and Argumentation (ARRA)
Both science and democracy are based on reasoning, reasoned argumentation and reasoned rhetorical persuasion based on evidence and justifications. Using ARRA, chains of rational reasoning and persuasion can be
revealed. (http://bulsa.helsinki.fi/~maahlber/sivut/ARRA.htm)
References
Åhlberg, M. (1993). Concept maps, Vee diagrams and Rhetorical Argumentation (RA). Paper presented at The Third International Seminar on Misconceptions in Science and Mathematics, August 1- 5, 1993, Cornell
University, retrieved September 1, 2005,
from http://www.mlrg.org/proc3abstracts.html
http://www.helsinki.fi/sokla/bgee/Ahlberg_Cornell_1993.doc
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ENVIRONMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY
AND ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION:
RESEARCH AND EXPERIENCES
Antonietta Albanese
Professor of Social Psychology, Università degli studi di Milano
Co-ordinator of the Master in Politics and Economy
of the Environment, Università degli studi di Milano
The object of study in psychology is the living creature’s interaction
with the environment. At first the perception and the memory processes within the relation between the human being and the environment have been
studied, as well as the selection and the elaboration processes of the environmental stimuli which come from the living creature. Jean Piaget’s research about the cognitive development has – then – identified four fundamental elements of the thought maturity:
–
biological elements
–
elements of interaction between the subject and the environment
and the progressive coordination of the subject’s actions in structures which are more and more balanced
–
social elements of inter-individual coordination (information exchanges, cooperation and so on)
–
social elements of educational and cultural transmission.
The mental development progresses through the assimilation of information coming from the environment and the accommodation, that is the
progressive coordination of the action schemes.
The mental structures coming from the subject’s interaction with the
environment develop through stages in sequential order (each stage is necessary to the following one) and in chronological order. These evolutionary
stages (sensorimotor period, preoperational period, concrete operational period, formal operational period) are influenced by interactive elements between the subject and the environment, by social elements, by elements of
educational and cultural transmission. Later on, we are going to focus on
these latter elements, by showing – moreover – interesting experiences of
environmental education at school age.
J. Bruner’s research has considered the sensory and cognitive experience as a process the subject takes part in, in an intentional and dynamic
way, in order to organise his own knowledge. The cognitive development is
the result of an interaction between innately determined abilities and human
abilities which are culturally transmitted: sensory and movement innate abilities are developed through tools, methods, systems that are learnt from the
cultural environment the subject belongs to. The growth of the innate abili21
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ties, caused by the culture the subject belongs to, let the subject adapt to the
environment he lives in. According to Bruner, the study of the cognitive
development is “the study of the means and the ways employed by the
subject, during different ages and in different cultures, to create and use
his own knowledge”.
At first the child knows, interacts with the environment using the “enactive representation”: he knows through actions and he “keeps” the schema of
the actions already done. He will learn soon after to know things by understanding their perceptive qualities (shape, colour, size) and he is going to
“keep” them through mental “images” (iconic representation) and finally
through symbolism, first of all through the speech (symbolic representation).
Bruner, like Vygotskji, highlights the effect of the belonging culture both in the
different ways of “amplifying” knowledge and in the process of speech internalisation: the thought is, according to Vygotskji, “inner speech”.
The pedagogical procedure shows that the real experience is the basis of knowledge and that it is not related just to the first years of the child’s
life or to the years of the nursery school; it is a knowledge device which
goes with a whole human life. Research that we carried out through the national scientific interdisciplinary Committee “Psychology and Tourism”
about school tourism shows how the interaction with the environment, with
environmental, historic and archaeological heritage, experienced in a group
and internalised with individual devices (iconic, symbolic devices) and with
interpersonal communicative relations, “amplify” knowledge, encourage the
memory processes, involve emotional nature and the whole personality.
The interaction with the environment experienced not only by a single subject, but also by groups is stronger and more effective. The cooperation among groups, even and above all during the moment of knowledge
and interaction, stimulates creativity and it generates effective solutions to
the problem solving created by the environment. The cooperation among
groups, the emulation, the synergies among groups belonging to different
institutions encourages, in fact, adaptability and adaptation, in the overcome
of the sclerotic behaviour which is typical of close organisations.
The environmental education is not only environmental knowledge,
but also an acquisition of adaptable behaviors to the environment, that is behaviors that have respect for the context and for the social rules of the belonging group. The environmental psychology has deepened these themes
over the last ten years with an interdisciplinary approach, which is strongly
linked to the economic, sociologic and legal research.
Research that has been carried out by the University of Milan over
the last five years regards both the environment safeguard and the training
for new generations to establish an optimal relation between the subject and
the environment.
In this occasion I would like to remind you the research that we have
carried out since 1998 on this issue. In particular, I would like to stress the
experimental research: “Grandparents and Grandchildren on Holidays: Environmental Education and Digital Photography” I am the national scientific
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coordinator of. It concerns experimental research organized in a context of
holiday between different generations: it is a week-holiday during which
elderly and young people get to know and “enjoy” the surrounding environment through trips and excursions, living an experience of learning the
computer science language and the values associated with the environment.
This research is part of the larger reference context of national research “Computer Science Language and Communication between Generations”, that we have carried out since 1998 and that takes place in association with Corporations, Institutions, Associations, by stressing pedagogic
and social synergies related to a common aim:
–
environmental education, with the transmission between generations of the concept of environment as a natural resource and cultural heritage for the development of the mankind.
Starting from the Self theory applied to the society and from the psychosocial studies about changing processes and relation dynamics, the research-experience has the following aims:
–
verifying the communication and meeting dynamics between generations;
–
analysing the changing processes, of subjects, toward what is “new”;
–
learning of multimedia instruments in a new formative context;
–
promoting the environmental education, by encouraging the concept of environment as a natural resource and a cultural heritage
for a harmonic development of the mankind;
–
introducing a new concept of holiday where formative and playing
aims meet each other through the relation between generations;
–
starting research trainings for young students in order to learn the
methodologies of active research in the context.
The methodology used by the research-experiences of holiday between generations refers to the scientific approach of action-research by Kurt
Lewin. By referring to the publications on this issue, edited by A. Albanese
and S. Pozzi (it is being printed for the 2005 edition of F. Angeli), I underline
the importance of the already said research-experiences “Grandparents and
Grandchildren on Holidays: Environmental Education and Digital Photography”, which have been carried out since 2000 at Sfruz (Trento) – Val di Non,
in the domain of the research convention between the “Università degli studi
di Milano” and “Casa degli scoiattoli” at Sfruz, (socio-psycopedagogic institute for children) and I also underline the research carried out in Viterbo
Terme, in collaboration with the colleagues from University of Rome “La Sapienza” (during the summer 2002-2003-2004). It was also significant the research-experience at Benetutti Terme (Sassari) in 2004, in collaboration with
the University of Sassari.
The holiday between generations activates in the small group the
creation of environmental values shared by everyone.
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The environmental education of these researches takes place through
different methods, which are associated with the members and the context.
The leit motif that links all the experiences, is nevertheless the connection of the couple “grandparent/grandchild” which allows them to work
out the external factors in a new way.
This is a new method of environmental education, which, according
to the principles of NEP (New Ecologic Paradigm), contributes to create an
awareness among young people and children of the necessity of a good administration of the limited resources of our planet, of the interdependence of
the different forms of life and of the effect the material environment has on
the quality of the man’s life.
The comprehension of the national, European, international regulations for an intelligent employ of natural resources, in a small interactive
group context, encourages to learn and above all to interiorise environmental and social rules.
These issues, faced with the research, are moreover the object of
study during the interdisciplinary training Seminars for students of the II
level Master with FSE in Politics and Economy of the Environment which
has been organised since 2000, in the prospective of a close interaction of
Research, Training and Procedure (A. Albanese, 1990).
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PSICOLOGIA AMBIENTALE ED EDUCAZIONE
AMBIENTALE: TRA RICERCA E SPERIMENTAZIONE
Antonietta Albanese
Professore di Psicologia Sociale,
Università degli studi di Milano
Coordinatore Master in Politica ed Economia dell’Ambiente,
Università degli studi di Milano
Oggetto di studio della psicologia è l’interazione dell’organismo vivente all’ambiente. Sono stati studiati dapprima la percezione ed i processi
di memoria nella relazione dell’individuo all’ambiente, nonché i processi di
selezione e di elaborazione degli stimoli ambientali da parte dell’organismo
vivente. Le ricerche di Jean Piaget sullo sviluppo cognitivo hanno – poi –
individuato quattro fattori fondamentali di maturazione del pensiero:
–
i fattori biologici
–
i fattori di interazione tra soggetto e ambiente e la progressiva
coordinazione delle azioni del soggetto in strutture sempre più
equilibrate
–
i fattori sociali di coordinazione interindividuale (scambi di informazione, cooperazione, ecc.);
–
i fattori sociali di trasmissione educativa e culturale.
Lo sviluppo mentale procede attraverso l’assimilazione delle informazioni provenienti dall’ambiente e l’accomodamento, coordinazione progressiva degli schemi di azione. Le strutture mentali derivanti dall’interazione del
soggetto all’ambiente evolvono secondo stadi in ordine sequenziale (ogni stadio è necessario a quello successivo) e in ordine cronologico. Questi stadi evolutivi (pensiero senso motorio, pensiero preoperatorio, pensiero operatorio
concreto, pensiero formale) risentono dei fattori interattivi soggetto-ambiente,
dei fattori sociali, dei fattori di trasmissione educativa e culturale. Su questi
ultimi fattori ci soffermeremo più avanti, presentando – peraltro – interessanti
esperienze di educazione ambientale in età scolare.
La ricerca di J. Bruner ha considerato l’esperienza sensoriale e cognitiva come un processo in cui il soggetto interviene in modo intenzionale
e dinamico per organizzare la propria conoscenza. Lo sviluppo cognitivo è,
cioè, la risultante di un’interazione tra capacità innatisticamente determinate
e capacità umane trasmesse culturalmente: le abilità sensoriali e motorie innate sono sviluppate attraverso strumenti, modalità, sistemi appresi nella
cultura di appartenenza. L’amplificazione delle capacità innate, dettata dalla
cultura in cui l’uomo è inserito, consentono l’adattamento dell’uomo
all’ambiente in cui vive. Studiare lo sviluppo cognitivo è per Bruner “studiare lo sviluppo dei mezzi e dei modi con cui l’uomo, in diverse età e in di27
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verse culture, realizza ed usa la propria conoscenza”.
Dapprima il bambino conosce, interagisce con l’ambiente utilizzando la
“rappresentazione empirica”: conosce attraverso le azioni e “conserva” lo schema delle azioni compiute. Imparerà subito dopo a conoscere le cose cogliendo
qualità percettive (forma, colore, grandezza) e le “conserverà” tramite “immagini” mentali (rappresentazione iconica) ed infine attraverso il simbolismo, il linguaggio in primis (rappresentazione simbolica).
Bruner, come Vygotskji, evidenzia l’incidenza della cultura di appartenenza sia nel diverso modo di amplificare la conoscenza, sia nel procedere
all’interiorizzazione del linguaggio: il pensiero per Vygotskji è “linguaggio
interiore”.
La prassi pedagogica dimostra che l’esperienza concreta è la base della conoscenza e non è certo riservata ai soli primi anni di vita del bambino o
agli anni di Scuola materna; è uno strumento di conoscenza che accompagna
tutta la vita dell’uomo. Le ricerche da noi condotte nell’ambito del Comitato
scientifico nazionale interdisciplinare “Psicologia e Turismo” concernenti il
Turismo scolastico evidenziano come le interazioni all’ambiente, ai beni ambientali e storico-archeologici, effettuate in gruppo ed interiorizzate con
strumenti individuali (iconici, simbolici) e con relazioni comunicative interpersonali “amplificano” la conoscenza, favoriscono i processi di memoria,
coinvolgono l’emotività e la personalità tutta.
L’interazione all’ambiente operata non più soltanto dal singolo individuo, ma dai gruppi è più solida ed efficace. La cooperazione tra gruppi,
anche e soprattutto nel momento della conoscenza e dell’interazione, stimola la creatività e genera soluzioni ottimali ai problem solving che l’ambiente
pone. La cooperazione tra gruppi, l’emulazione, le sinergie tra gruppi appartenenti a diverse istituzioni favorisce, infatti, adattabilità e adattamento, nel
superamento delle sclerotizzazioni tipiche delle organizzazioni chiuse.
L’educazione ambientale non è solo conoscenza dell’ambiente, ma
acquisizione di comportamenti adattativi all’ambiente, ovvero rispettosi del
contesto e delle norme sociali del gruppo di appartenenza.
La psicologia ambientale ha approfondito queste tematiche
nell’ultimo decennio in un approccio interdisciplinare, in stretta connessione
con la ricerca economica, sociologica, giuridica.
Le ricerche svolte dall’Università di Milano nell’ultimo quinquennio
concernono sia la salvaguardia dell’ambiente, sia la formazione delle nuove
generazioni alla relazione ottimale organismo-ambiente.
In questa sede vorrei brevemente ricordare le ricerche da noi svolte
sin dal 1998 sul tema. In particolare vorrei evidenziare le ricerchesperimentazioni dal titolo: “Nonni e nipoti in vacanza: educazione
ambientale e fotografia digitale”, di cui sono coordinatore scientifico a
livello nazionale.
Si tratta di ricerche-sperimentazioni realizzate in un contesto di vacanza intergenerazionale: una settimana di vacanza in cui anziani e giovani,
attraverso gite ed escursioni, conoscono e “godono” l’ambiente circostante,
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vivendo un’esperienza di apprendimento dei linguaggi informatici e del sistema valoriale connesso all’ambiente.
Queste ricerche si inseriscono nel più ampio quadro di riferimento di ricerca nazionale “Linguaggi informatici e comunicazione intergenerazionale”,
da noi svolta sin dal 1998 e si svolgono in convenzione con Enti, Istituzioni,
Associazioni, sollecitando sinergie pedagogiche e sociali in relazione ad un
comune obiettivo:
–
educazione ambientale, nella trasmissione tra generazioni della
concezione di ambiente in quanto bene naturale e patrimonio culturale per lo sviluppo dell’uomo.
Partendo dalla teoria del Sé applicata alla società e dagli studi psicosociali sui processi di cambiamento e sulle dinamiche di relazione, la ricerca-esperienza si propone i seguenti obiettivi:
–
verifica delle dinamiche di comunicazione e di incontro tra le
generazioni;
–
analisi dei processi di cambiamento, da parte dei soggetti, nei
confronti del “nuovo”;
–
apprendimento di strumenti multimediali in un innovativo contesto formativo;
–
promozione di un’educazione ambientale, stimolando la concezione di ambiente in quanto bene naturale e patrimonio culturale
per lo sviluppo armonico dell’uomo;
–
introduzione di una concezione nuova di vacanza nella quale obiettivi formativi e obiettivi ludici si incontrano nella relazione
intergenerazionale:
–
attivazione di stage di ricerca per giovani studenti/laureandi per
l’apprendimento di metodologie di ricerca attiva sul campo.
La metodologia adottata dalle ricerche-esperienze di vacanza intergenerazionale fa riferimento all’approccio scientifico dell’action-research di Kurt
Lewin. Nel rinviare alle pubblicazioni sul tema, a cura di A. Albanese e S.
Pozzi (in corso di stampa per l’ed. F. Angeli, 2005), sottolineo l’importanza
delle citate ricerche-esperienze “Nonni e nipoti in vacanza: educazione ambientale e fotografia digitale”, svolte dal 2000 a Sfruz (Trento) – Val di
Non, nell’ambito della convenzione di ricerca tra Università degli studi di
Milano e “Casa degli scoiattoli” di Sfruz (Istituto sociopsicopedagogico per
bambini), nonché le ricerche svolte a Viterbo Terme, in collaborazione con i
colleghi dell’Università di Roma “La Sapienza” (nell’estate 2002-2003-2004).
Rilevante anche la ricerca-esperienza a Benetutti Terme (Sassari) nel
2004, in collaborazione con l’Università di Sassari.
La vacanza intergenerazionale, dunque, avvia nel piccolo gruppo la
costruzione di valori ambientali condivisi.
L’educazione ambientale in queste ricerche avviene attraverso modalità differenti, in relazione ai partecipanti ed al contesto.
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Vi è comunque in ogni esperienza una relazione di complicità nella
coppia “nonno/nipote”, che permette di elaborare in modo innovativo gli input provenienti dall’ambiente.
Un’innovativa modalità di educazione ambientale che, secondo i
principi del NEP (Nuovo Paradigma Ecologico) contribuisce alla consapevolezza nei giovani e nei giovanissimi della necessità di una buona gestione
delle risorse limitate del pianeta, dell’interdipendenza delle diverse forme di
vita e dell’incidenza dell’ambiente fisico sulla qualità della vita dell’uomo.
La comprensione della normativa nazionale, europea, internazionale ai
fini di una gestione intelligente delle risorse naturali, in un contesto di piccolo
gruppo interattivo favorisce l’apprendimento e, soprattutto, l’interiorizzazione
delle norme ambientali e sociali.
Questi temi, affrontati nella ricerca, sono inoltre oggetto di studio
nei Seminari interdisciplinari di formazione per i corsisti del Master di II
livello con FSE in Politica ed Economia dell’Ambiente dal 2000 ad oggi,
nell’ottica di una stretta interazione tra Ricerca-Formazione-Intervento (A.
Albanese, 1990).
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EVALUATING ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
PROGRAMS FOR TEACHER TRAINING
USING DISTANCE EDUCATION
Rita Bissoonauth
Senior Lecturer
Mauritius Institute of Education, Réduit, Mauritius
Abstract
More and more environmental education programs using distance
education are being developed around the world. They are intended not only
for teachers but also for educators, people in NGO’s, ministries, etc. One of
the challenges, with the increasing number of such programs, is to ensure
quality. Evaluation enables to determine the quality of a program.
There are several evaluation frameworks with their own set of criteria and standards to evaluate environmental education programs, teacher education programs and distance education programs. However there are no existing evaluation frameworks, which encompass these three fields. The aim of
this research was to develop an evaluation framework to evaluate environmental education programs for teacher training using distance education.
Introduction
More and more programs using distance education have been designed by various universities around the world in environmental education
for teacher training. Filho (1998) has identified around a dozen such programs (English and French), which include modules, certificates and degrees in environmental education. However there has hardly been any systematic evaluation of environmental education programs (OECD, 1995). “If
we want a niche for environmental education in our curriculum, we cannot
afford not to evaluate our programs” (Bennett, 1989). If environmental education is to have an impact on our society, environmental education programs for teacher training have to be evaluated to determine how effectively
they address its essential components (Lane & al., 1995).
It is only by evaluating environmental education programs that concerned parties can decide which aspects of a program need to be modified,
dropped or retained. Evaluation should be a common feature of all educational programs, since it provides the means of developing knowledge, of
knowing how programs were conceived and its outcomes (Somekh, 1994).
One of the challenges, with the increasing number of teacher training
programs in environmental education using distance education, is to ensure
quality. Standards and set of criteria are enable to determine the quality of a
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program. They depend on the context, the purpose of the learning process
and on the evaluator (Robinson, 1992).
There are existing evaluation frameworks to either evaluate environmental education programs or teacher education programs or distance
education programs. However, there are no evaluation frameworks encompassing the three fields. Even if there were, this doesn’t mean that they would
correspond to our theoretical framework. Moreover, these evaluation models
do not come without any mishaps, as we shall see.
Approaches in program evaluation
Education is a very complex field and it is important to choose appropriate reference models or frameworks to evaluate such programs.
There are two major trends in program evaluation: the experimental/technicist approach and the naturalistic approach. Each has diverging views of evaluating a program.
The experimental/technicist approach has a more objective view of
reality where the stakeholders’ opinions are not considered to be important.
The naturalistic approach is more concerned with the human dimension of
the situation to be evaluated, of the significance of reality for the people involved (Sauvé, 1997).
The main aim of an experimental/technicist approach is to provide
decision-makers with information on a program’s efficiency (Nadeau,
1988). The evaluator uses pre-determined categories or variables to describe
the program under study (Guba, 1978). He distances himself from his work,
intentionally sealing the objective stance of objective reality (Greene, 1994).
Data are measured with precision and analysed with powerful mathematical
and statistical tools (Guba & Lincoln, 1989). One of its greatest failures is
not taking evaluation values into account.
The naturalistic approach aims at developing the most complete and
faithful perception of a program, including its strengths and weaknesses
(Nadeau, 1988).
The evaluator sets out to understand the day-to-day reality of the
program, making no attempt to manipulate, control or eliminate situational variables or program developments (Patton, 1990). Evaluation
data include whatever emerges as important to understanding the program (ibid.). The researcher does not attempt to manipulate the research
setting, that is the program and does not place any prior constraints on
what the outcomes of the research will be (Guba, 1978). Cronbach (1975)
stresses that the main aim of an evaluation is an “interpretation in context” instead of a generalization of facts.
These evaluation approaches generate various evaluation models
which themselves adopt different standards and set of criteria. Identifying suitable standards or criteria is one of the most difficult tasks to accomplish for it depends on factors such as the target group or the context
(Nadeau, 1988).
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Approaches used in evaluating environmental education programs
The experimental/technicist approach has dominated evaluation of
environmental education programs for a long time. Iozzi’s (1981) review of
research relating to EE in the 1970’s, that of Marcinkowski’s (1990) for the
1980’s and the examination of the 1990’s evaluation research in EE (Hart &
Nolan, 1999) reveal a very positivistic outlook. As Robottom (1989) points
out, this approach is “occupying a position of near-orthodoxy in the field of
EE research”. One of the reasons is that EE is seen as being a branch of
positivist science education (Mayer, 1994; Robottom, 1989). The experimental/technicist approach aims at determining the effectiveness of a program. Congruence between goals and outcomes is measured quantitatively
and presented as an indicator of program effectiveness (Robottom, 1985).
Scientific methods are seen as being the only rational avenue to valid
knowledge; scientific meaning is viewed as a series of propositions or hypotheses that can be tested directly or indirectly by means of observation
or experiment (Robottom, 1989). The legitimate route to truth involves testing and quantification.
Moreover, stakeholders are not part of the evaluation pro-cess and
values are precluded in this approach. Losito and Mayer (1997) underline
the importance of searching for evaluation approaches closer to the requirements and values of EE. “Evaluation must take into account the specific aspects of environmental education, and look at the congruency between environmental values and teaching-learning behaviour, between environmental
attitudes and cognitive attitudes, between the image of the natural and social
world and the image of the inner world where knowledge is constructed”
(Mayer, 1994).
An evaluation framework in environmental education should reflect
the paradigm that one is attached to. Content, aims, objectives and teaching
strategies are identified and selected according to one’s paradigm or theoretical constructs and context (Sauvé, 1997).
There are existing standards, sets of criteria to evaluate environmental education programs. However they do not consider all dimensions of
learning, or of environmental education itself. It is not an easy task to find a
suitable reference framework for evaluating environmental education programs. Moreover, it is important to look for elements, which are consistent
with one’s own theoretical constructs and the contemplated methodology.
Approaches used in evaluating teacher education programs
There has been very little analysis of past practice, few positions on
method and only a handful of theoretical papers inquiring into the purpose
and results of program evaluation in teacher education (Galluzo & Craig,
1990). Because of this lack of information, very little is known about the nature of teacher preparation curricula, teaching strategies used, and if teachers
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have the opportunity to put in practice what they have learnt (Howey &
Zimpher, 1989). According to Knowles (1990), evaluating teacher education
programs is quite an arduous task, as it encompasses several aspects not always easy to identify. The purpose of evaluation in teacher education is “inquiring into practice, facilitating communication, improving how teacher
education is practiced, advancing what is known about education and raising
important questions about issues and practices that need to be addressed”(Freeman, 1987 in Galluzo & Craig, 1990).
The majority of teacher education programs use experimental/technicist
or quasi-experimental/technicist evaluation approaches with pre-tests, post-tests
as well as control groups (Yarbrough, 1995). These approaches to evaluation or
research in teacher education attempt to model the scientific method that has
over the years been adopted from natural sciences (Yarger & Smith, 1990).
Realities of teacher education do not allow for complete adoption of
a scientific research methodology, that is manipulation of variables or use of
control groups (Yarger & Smith, 1990). The aim of evaluating a teacher
education program is to describe, to understand how teaching is practiced
and to raise questions. Teacher education is linked to a social context and it
is important to consider teachers’ opinions, expectations and values during
an evaluation. In a naturalist approach, participants can answer freely without feeling compelled.
Existing evaluation models for teacher education are incomplete.
They either lack one or more of the main aspects that are usually considered
important in teacher education. It would be useful to develop an evaluation
model, which incorporates among others, taking into account teacher competencies, metacognition, reflective practice and andragogical principles.
Problems pertaining to evaluating distance education programs
Distance education adds another level of complexity to program
evaluation. As distance learning courses and programs become more numerous, university or college administrators are faced with the challenge
of assuring quality (Gellman-Danley, 1997).
Approaches in distance education, as in other educational fields, have
concentrated on empirical and quantitative procedures (Simonson, 1997). The
experimental/technicist approach in evaluating distance education programs
aims at describing, characterizing the program as well as focusing on its success and failure. It fails to address the underlying concepts or approaches, and
adds little to our understanding of the generic issues involved in the application of technologies to distance education (Curran & Wickham, 1991).
Moreover, evaluations employing scientific methodology often do so
in a haphazard way. Small sample sizes, samples of learners from very specific populations and settings, non-comparable comparison groups, measures
with untested reliability and validity are used (Dean & al., 1995).
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Evaluators of distance education programs have recently begun to
propose naturalistic approaches, which include the collection of nonnumerical types of information (Simonson, 1997).
Many evaluators believe that the experimental/technicist approach is
not very well adapted for distance education programs.
Guba and Lincoln (1981) suggest that an evaluation should encompass both the scientific and naturalistic paradigms with emphasis being laid
upon the interactions between the program and its context. Other authors,
such as Jones, (1996), call it an eclectic approach incorporating both quantitative and qualitative methods. The aim is to evaluate the effectiveness
and quality of distance education programs whilst at the same time investigating the educational situation as a whole and focussing on the learners.
Quantitative data seem be more privileged when evaluating distance education programs. Criteria used to evaluate the learner or the learning process is often neglected to the technical capacities of media or the number of
courses produced.
Aim and objective of this research
Aim
The aim of this research is to develop a theory in the evaluation of
environmental education programs for teacher training using distance mode.
–

General objective of the research
The general objective is to develop an appropriate evaluation framework to evaluate environmental education programs for teacher training using distance mode.
–

Methodology
The methodology of this research is based on a developmental research, which is defined as “the systematic study of designing, developing
and evaluating instructional materials, processes, and products that must
meet the criteria of internal consistency and effectiveness” (Seels & Richey,
1994). It is based on the process of anasynthesis which consists of firstly
analysing the situation, secondly of synthesizing, thirdly developing a prototype and lastly a simulation process.
This research consists of four steps:
1. Identifying and analysing all the existing evaluation frameworks.
The first step consists in identifying and analysing the existing
evaluation frameworks in Environmental Education, teacher education and distance education.
2. Developing a prototype of an evaluation framework.
The second step tries to put together all the relevant information
in an understandable structure. An evaluation framework is de37
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fined as a set of criteria or standards, which enable to have a
value-judgement on the object being evaluated.
An evaluation requires an evaluation framework which:
–
Specifies the object to be evaluated.
–
Chooses the evaluation approaches and strategies.
–
Identifies criteria and indicators.
–
Guides the value-judgement on the object being evaluated.
3. Validating the framework and trying it out by evaluating four
programmes.
This step consists in validating the prototype by using certain criteria and confronting it to reality. Two validation processes were
used here: a theoretical validation and a “field” validation. Experts in program evaluation, distance education and environmental education undertake the theoretical validation of the
evaluation framework. The experts are given certain specific criteria such as the relevance, the completeness of the evaluation objects,
the coherence of the structure, the clarity to validate the evaluation
framework.
The “field” validation is carried out by evaluating four different
Masters programmes by the stakeholders involved in each program and the researcher. The designer or team leader of the program, a tutor and a student validated each program. This step
comprises four sub-steps: 1) description; 2) critical analysis; 3)
value-judgement of the programme; 4) evaluation of the evaluation framework. The stakeholders evaluated their program using
the evaluation framework given. The researcher then proceeded to
evaluate the different programs using the same format as the different stakeholders.
4. Improving the evaluation framework.
This last step has helped in improving the evaluation framework,
leading to the finalized version of the evaluation framework. All
the suggestions, comments, modifications proposed by the experts as well as that of the stakeholders have been taken into consideration in order to come up with the final version.
Conclusion
This evaluation framework fills a specific gap; it enables us to evaluate environmental education programs for teacher education using distance
education mode. It can also be used to improve existing programs. The different components in the evaluation framework can help the designer to identify
the strong and weak points of a program so as to improve it. The evaluation
framework can also guide a designer in developing a new program.
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UN SISTEMA DI INDICATORI DI QUALITÀ
PER I CENTRI DI EDUCAZIONE AMBIENTALE LIGURI
Stefano Calvillo
Responsabile Scientifico del Centro di Educazione Ambientale
del Parco di Portofino
Luciano Marcello
Responsabile Scientifico del Centro di Educazione Ambientale
Varese Ligure e Val di Vara
Il progetto “Indicatori di qualità e accreditamento dei centri”, realizzato nel triennio 2002/2005 dalla rete dei Centri di Educazione Ambientale
(CEA) della Regione Liguria, ha curato la definizione di uno scenario di
qualità in grado di orientare lo sviluppo e la crescita dei Centri liguri di educazione ambientale, oltre che la nascita di nuovi Centri.
Il progetto è stato condotto con una modalità “bottom-up”, attraverso
l’attivazione di un gruppo di progettazione, costituito dai referenti di alcuni
CEA del territorio ligure, che ha delineato modalità e struttura del lavoro,
ponendo particolare attenzione alla ricerca della massima partecipazione in
tutte le fasi di sviluppo del percorso progettuale.
Obiettivi
Obiettivo preminente è stata la redazione di un documento finale di sintesi, il Sistema di Indicatori di Qualità (SIQUAL), che si propone come uno
strumento di “navigazione” soprattutto per orientare le attività/identità’dei Centri e che apre alla riflessione sulla qualità delle relazioni, delle funzioni e della
struttura del Sistema Ligure nel suo complesso.
Il progetto è finalizzato, dunque, a valorizzare l’intera comunità dei
soggetti coinvolti e a indirizzare la loro crescita attraverso un confronto culturale orientato alla partecipazione attiva, all’autovalutazione e all’inclusività.
In sintesi, si elencano gli obiettivi perseguiti:
–
Creazione di strumenti e modalità ad uso dei CEA per riflettere su se
stessi e definire gli obiettivi di miglioramento.
–
Rafforzamento della rete dei soggetti del sistema - comunità di
pratica e di ricerca - attraverso la condivisione e la costruzione di
elementi comuni.
–
Realizzazione di uno strumento per l’accreditamento dei CEA.
–
Attivazione di un lavoro in progress, mai concluso.
Il SIQUAL ha portato i CEA liguri a definire e adottare un proprio
concetto di qualità. Il primo passaggio interpretativo è stato capire che non è
possibile descrivere la qualità indipendentemente dal contesto di riferimen41
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to. La qualità è un concetto relativo e dinamico, che si modifica a seconda
dei punti di vista, degli interessi e dei valori di chi la definisce e/o la osserva, delle condizioni in cui si sviluppa.
Strumenti e prodotti
L’attività di formazione propedeutica al processo, la definizione di
un Quadro di Riferimento teorico condiviso (QdR), l’elaborazione partecipata di un Sistema Indicatori di Qualità (SIQUAL), l’elaborazione di strumenti per l’applicazione del SIQUAL (il dossier, il portfolio e il report di
visita), il processo di valutazione e autovalutazione fra pari, la validazione
del SIQUAL costituiscono gli strumenti e i prodotti principali che hanno caratterizzato il percorso.
Organizzazione del lavoro
La conduzione del processo con modalità partecipative ha implicato
la sperimentazione di pratiche facilitanti l’inclusione di tutti i referenti liguri, rappresentanti la comunità dei nodi del Sistema InFEA (Informazione,
Formazione e Educazione Ambientale) ligure comprendente (dati 2004)
ventuno Centri territoriali, quattro Centri provinciali ed un Centro regionale.
L’organizzazione del progetto ha previsto la definizione di
un’articolazione funzionale, composta da: Gruppo di Progetto (GdP), Tavolo
di Lavoro (TdL) e Consulenti esterni. Al GdP hanno partecipato i rappresentanti di quattro Centri territoriali, in gran parte coincidenti con il Gruppo di
progettazione originario, (il Laboratorio Territoriale “R.Sanna” del Comune
di Genova, il LabTer del Parco di Portofino, il LabTer Tigullio del Comune di
Sestri Levante e il CEA Varese Ligure e Val di Vara) e un rappresentante di
ARPAL-CREA. Al GdP sono state attribuite funzioni di organizzazione e
conduzione del percorso progettuale, elaborazione degli strumenti per la partecipazione, stesura dei documenti e dei prodotti del percorso.
Al TdL, sede della partecipazione allargata, hanno partecipato tutti i
Centri liguri – quattordici Centri, oltre a quelli già presenti nel GdP – e un
referente della Regione Liguria. Il TdL ha avuto funzioni di: condivisione
degli orizzonti teorici; elaborazione comune di parte dei prodotti; validazione, in itinere ed in conclusione, di tutti i documenti e le proposte emerse dal
percorso.
Il Quadro di Riferimento
Il Quadro teorico di Riferimento (QdR), insieme al Sistema di Indicatori di Qualità (SIQUAL), costituisce il prodotto principale del percorso
progettuale verso la Qualità del Sistema ligure InFEA.
L'elaborazione del SIQUAL ha comportato la necessità di definire un
QdR, una vision dell’educazione ambientale, che integrasse le istanze, i
principi, le modalità dell'agire in educazione ambientale del Sistema ligure.
42
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Uno sfondo teorico condiviso, una connotazione dei Centri del Sistema ligure, e uno strumento di riferimento per l'elaborazione e la successiva applicazione degli indicatori e indizi del SIQUAL.
Nel Quadro di Riferimento si riflette su:
–
Alcune linee di interpretazione della realtà e delle sue trasformazioni, nell’intento di comprendere il contesto storico, sociale ed
economico in cui operiamo
–
Le relazioni e gli effetti sul fare educazione ambientale e sulla
sua evoluzione nel tempo
–
Quale educazione ambientale propongono i CEA liguri, secondo
quali presupposti teorici, in riferimento a quali principi e con
quali modalità
–
L’acquisizione dello scenario della “sostenibilità” come contesto
di riferimento e lo scenario mutato di obiettivi, campo di attività
e soggetti di riferimento per l’educazione ambientale. Si va delineando per i CEA un ruolo di supporto tecnico e metodologico
nei processi locali verso la sostenibilità e, più in generale, nei
processi di progettazione territoriale.
È, inoltre, tracciata una rappresentazione del Sistema ligure dei Centri (nella misura dei soggetti coinvolti, le regole del gioco, la struttura, ecc.)
e sono indicati alcuni elementi inerenti i principi e il funzionamento del Sistema stesso.
Il documento elaborato ha carattere aperto e dinamico, – si snoda attraverso domande e l'articolazione di risposte condivise – non ha alcuna pretesa di essere esaustivo ma, anzi, è suscettibile di modifiche e integrazioni.
CONTESTO
MANDATO
SOCIALE

QUADRO DI
RIFERIMENTO

MISSIONE

ORGANIZ. /
USO RISORSE
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(spazio, tempo
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METODO
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Il Sistema di Indicatori di Qualità
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Nello schema sono indicate le relazioni tra la mission dei Centri, il
QdR, il contesto e il mandato sociale e le macroaree e aree che individuano
l’identità e le azioni dei Centri.
È innanzi tutto tracciata la necessaria connessione tra il QdR e il
contesto e il mandato sociale. Entrambi contribuiscono a determinare la mission del Centro. L’identità e le azioni del Centro si esplicano attraverso due
macroaree: 1) Organizzazione-Risorse e 2) Funzioni-Metodo.
La macroarea Organizzazione-Risorse si articola nelle seguenti Aree:
Organizzazione, Risorse materiali (spazi), Risorse materiali (attrezzature),
Risorse umane e Risorse finanziarie.
La macroarea Funzioni-Metodo è declinata in: informazione, formazione, proposta educativa, progettazione territoriale e fare sistema tra centri.
Il Sistema di Indicatori di Qualità definisce gli Indicatori, gli
Indizi e gli elementi di documentabilità inerenti ciascuna delle aree
indicate. Dal punto di vista funzionale, dunque, l’unità e l’articolazione del
SIQUAL ha previsto la definizione degli elementi strutturali quali le aree e gli
indicatori. Le prime rappresentano gli ambiti significativi nei quali ricade il
lavoro del Centro, i secondi costituiscono gli aspetti essenziali e sintetici rispetto alla qualità, rappresentativi della complessità strutturale e funzionale
dell’area in esame.
Il SIQUAL ha permesso di adottare alcuni aspetti metodologici della
responsive evaluation, attraverso la quale si è interpretata la valutazione
come strumento di miglioramento del lavoro dei soggetti coinvolti. Gli esiti
della valutazione sono stati successivamente proposti come elementi concreti per la possibile rivisitazione di pratiche dei CEA valutati.
Conclusioni e opportunità
Il progetto ha costituito un’opportunità concreta per il confronto e la
definizione, da parte dei Centri del Sistema ligure, di una vision comune di
educazione ambientale e per l’elaborazione dei criteri (indicatori, indizi, documentabilità) per la qualità in educazione ambientale.
Questo percorso ha attivato, di fatto, un processo di costruzione e valorizzazione della “identità” dei soggetti del sistema, rappresentando uno
strumento di crescita interno.
Cardini del progetto sono stati la comunicazione, il dialogo tra i Centri, la costruzione e condivisione del senso della ricerca. Il riconoscimento e
il rafforzamento di tali pratiche riveste un ruolo significativo verso lo sviluppo di un Sistema ligure di educazione ambientale sempre più integrato,
sinergico ed efficace.
I prodotti del progetto SIQUAL sono stati raccolti in una pubblicazione,
che costituisce uno strumento teorico-filosofico di presentazione del Sistema,
che può avere la finalità di accreditare ulteriormente i Centri per rafforzare
l’impegno istituzionale sull’educazione ambientale.
In questo senso muove anche l’ipotesi di procedura di accreditamento e certificazione dei Centri: la prima riguarda l’inclusione del soggetto ac44
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creditato all’interno della comunità di pratica e di ricerca – il sistema ligure
–; la seconda presuppone un più elevato livello di qualità, che può essere
limitato solo ad alcune funzioni.
Sono dunque disponibili tutti gli elementi per un processo virtuoso di
miglioramento continuo dei Centri del Sistema ligure. I prodotti di cui si è
parlato – QdR, SIQUAL, procedure di Accreditamento e Certificazione – non
sono solo, quindi, obiettivi raggiunti, ma soprattutto punti di partenza per una
riflessione continua e una revisione progressiva del Siqual stesso, alla luce
dell’evoluzione del quadro complessivo regionale e globale.
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RESEARCH MATERIALS AND METHODS
TOWARDS A SYSTEM OF QUALITY INDICATORS
FOR ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION IN TUSCANY:
A PROGRAMME OF PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH
Carmela D’Aiutolo,
Francesca Benassai & Serena Innocenti
ARPAT Environmental Protection Agency. Tuscany Region.
Organizational and Technical Support Structure
for the Tuscan System of Environmental Education
The definition of a system of quality for environmental education
in Tuscany is one of the priorities pinpointed by the programs that the Environmental Authority and the Education Authority of the Region of Tuscany have taken part in and have wanted to bring to full force by launching
a specific “Quality Project”. ARPAT, the Environmental Protection
Agency – Tuscany Region, as a structure that provides organizational
technical support for the Tuscan System, offered its services to plan and
carry out, in March of 2005, the first part of the project from which arose
the first proposal for quality indicators for Environmental Education in
Tuscany, which is currently being validated (ARPAT, 2005).
Instead of focusing on selecting purely quantitative measures, the
program conceives of evaluation as a moment of critical reflection, as attention to emergencies, to better highlight the strong points of the system and
its critical points, with the goal of carefully developing the resources of the
system itself.
The Quality Project, coordinated by Michela Mayer and actively
managed by a group of young consultants, has taken on the form of an action-research project and has involved various actors, from the sphere of
Environmental Education in Tuscany, through the integration of and strong
ties with training courses and research projects foreseen by the Tuscan program. The training aspect, in particular, has served as a guiding theme that
has enabled comparisons, participation and planning with all of the potential
actors of the system.
The project demonstrates remarkable results as well as interesting
and innovative developments in terms of research planning and the instruments utilised. Two complementary approaches were adopted:
1. Top down, starting from the elements that constituted the reference framework.
2. Bottom up, adapting and remodelling the experience in light of the results of studies and by participating in each phase with the system actors.
One of the principal instruments relied upon to involve the so-called
“system nodes” was the focus group, a survey technique for social research
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based on the discussion between a small group of persons in the presence of
one or more moderators that focuses on the issue to be examined in-depth
(Corrao, 2000).
Ten focus groups were held – one for each Tuscan Province – involving the participants of the course “The Local INFEA System. Participatory research and planning laboratory,” which was also organised through
the implementation of Environmental Education programs.
The focus groups enabled us to get to know and to understand the
cognitive perspectives of the participants, their agendas (the aspects they
considered most relevant, and in which order), and the language and analytical and discursive categories used. We aimed to achieve a goal that was
two-fold: on one hand, to compile and understand the various interpretations
of Environmental Education that is high-quality and interconnected, held by
those who are recognized by the Provinces and by the Region as potential
system “nodes” because they are interested in, responsible for, or promoters of
Environmental Education initiatives; and, on the other hand, to involve these
persons, from the outset, in a participatory process that also constitutes a model
that is consistent with the quality standards that the Systems aims to create.
For the focus-group sessions we prepared a questionnaire in advance
to meet the needs of the research. This was drawn up by a group of consultants in a series of meetings, in which they analysed the goals of the research,
the characteristics of the participants, and the sphere and context in which
the sessions would be held.
Part of the research consisted of ten in-depth interviews held, using a
semi-structured questionnaire, of so-called “peripheral” system respondents
who, though they did not promote Environmental Education initiatives in an
explicit or comprehensive way, were in some way close to the goals, methods
or content (public libraries, consumer associations, local communities, didactic
farms) within the context of system that is integrated as it is in Tuscany.
We chose to rely on this technique, frequently used in the Social Sciences, to explore the following aspects with analogous and comparable methods: the characteristics, objectives and founding principles; the organizational
aspects and the educational programs promoted by some of the actors who are
situated, at least in appearance, on the margins of the system, in an attempt to
unearth the similarities and differences in the various interpretations of Environmental Education expressed by the Regional INFEA Program.
The questionnaires used for the interviews were given a different
slant than those used for the focus groups, not only because of the differences inherent in the two survey techniques, but also because of the differences between the persons to whom the questions were posed. The interview questionnaire was thus more detailed than the one for the focus groups,
not only because an interview situation, as an interaction between just two
people, facilitates more in-depth discussion on certain arguments, but also
because one of the goals of the interviews was to identify and explore the
specific characteristics of the chosen respondent, as well as the aspects of
the work that he/she had done that was most integrated with the idea of sys48
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tem-wide Environmental Education, and thus as education for an active
general public and for sustainable development.
In order to experiment the functionality and practicality of the rough
draft1 drawn up by the research group at the end of the first phase of work,
nine “case studies” were created, drawing on the case studies routinely used
in Social Sciences, but adapting them to the theme and the goals of the project. To carry out studies/experimentation on this draft, we chose persons who
had been active for years in the field of Environmental Education in Tuscany. The criteria used to make this choice were primarily the following:
–
Experience gained from and awareness of operating in the field
of Environmental Education
–
Having focused primarily on (at least) one of the functions identified
in one of the early versions of the System of Quality Indicators.
It was therefore, in a sense, a reasoned choice: we called upon these
persons because they had experience and had demonstrated continuity in the
specific field of Environmental Education. We believed that the best way to
examine, delve into and discuss the proposal – so that we could then improve it – was to try to compile data and critically discuss its various aspects
together with expert and competent persons.
All of the materials produced during the focus groups, interviews
and case studies were first analysed by the research group and subsequently
elaborated in a more succinct form, to create charts that would be easier to
use for the target audience.
The participatory process that served as a framework for the project
demonstrated itself to be an exceptional experience for building a network
of relationships between the various players involved in the system, as well
as for training, self-learning and critical comparison.
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MATERIALI E METODI DELLA RICERCA
VERSO UN SISTEMA DI INDICATORI DI QUALITÀ
PER L’EA IN TOSCANA:
UN PERCORSO DI RICERCA PARTECIPATA
Carmela D’Aiutolo, Francesca Benassai, Serena Innocenti
ARPAT (Agenzia Regionale per la Protezione Ambientale della
Toscana). Struttura di supporto tecnico organizzativo del
Sistema toscano per l’educazione ambientale
La definizione di un Sistema di qualità per l'Educazione Ambientale
in Toscana è una delle azioni prioritarie individuate dai programmi che
l’Assessorato all’Ambiente e l’Assessorato all’Istruzione della Regione Toscana hanno condiviso e voluto attivare con determinazione attraverso
l’avvio di uno specifico “Progetto Qualità”. ARPAT, in qualità di Struttura
di supporto tecnico organizzativo del Sistema toscano, ha messo a disposizione le proprie competenze per la predisposizione e il compimento, nel
Marzo 2005, della prima parte del progetto, da cui è scaturita una prima
proposta di indicatori di qualità per l'Educazione Ambientale (EA) in Toscana, adesso in corso di validazione (ARPAT, 2005).
Non si è trattato di individuare misure strettamente quantitative, ma di
intendere la valutazione come riflessione critica, come attenzione alle emergenze, per poter evidenziare i punti di forza del Sistema e le sue criticità, con l'obiettivo di un'attenta valorizzazione delle risorse del Sistema stesso.
Il Progetto Qualità, coordinato dalla dottoressa Michela Mayer e attivamente condotto da un gruppo di giovani consulenti, si è configurato come un vero e proprio percorso di ricerca azione ed ha coinvolto i diversi attori dello scenario toscano dell’EA, attraverso l'integrazione e il forte collegamento con i percorsi formativi e con le azioni di ricerca previsti dal programma toscano. La formazione in particolare ha rappresentato il filo conduttore che ha permesso il confronto, la partecipazione e la coprogettazione
con tutti i potenziali attori del sistema.
Il progetto, oltre che per i risultati raggiunti, mostra interessanti ed
innovativi sviluppi per il disegno di ricerca e gli strumenti utilizzati. Sono
stati adottati due approcci tra loro complementari:
1. top down, partendo dagli elementi che costituivano il quadro di
riferimento
2. bottom up, adattando-rimodulando il percorso alla luce di quanto
emergeva dalle indagini e partecipando ogni fase con i soggetti
del sistema.
Uno degli strumenti principali cui si è fatto ricorso per coinvolgere i
cosiddetti nodi del sistema è stato il focus group, ovvero una tecnica di
rilevazione per la ricerca sociale, basata sulla discussione fra un piccolo
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vazione per la ricerca sociale, basata sulla discussione fra un piccolo gruppo
di persone, alla presenza di uno o più moderatori, focalizzata su un argomento che si vuole indagare in profondità (Corrao, 2000).
Sono stati effettuati dieci focus group – uno per provincia – coinvolgendo i partecipanti al corso “Il Sistema INFEA locale. Laboratorio di progettazione e ricerca partecipata” organizzato anch’esso in attuazione dei programmi di EA.
I focus group hanno permesso di incontrare e conoscere la prospettiva cognitiva dei partecipanti, la loro agenda – ovvero gli aspetti per loro rilevanti e il loro ordine – il linguaggio usato, le categorie analitiche e discorsive. L’obiettivo che s’intendeva raggiungere era infatti duplice: da una parte conoscere e raccogliere le concezioni di educazione ambientale, di qualità
e di rete di quei soggetti riconosciuti dalle Province e dalla Regione come
potenziali nodi del sistema perché interessati, responsabili o promotori di iniziative di educazione ambientale; dall’altra coinvolgere questi stessi soggetti, sin dall’inizio, in un processo partecipativo che costituisse anche un
modello coerente con la qualità che il Sistema intende costruire.
Per effettuare i focus group è stata utilizzata una traccia con domande prestabilite, poiché meglio si confaceva alle esigenze della ricerca. Essa è
stata elaborata dal gruppo di consulenti nel corso di diversi incontri, in cui
sono stati analizzati gli obiettivi della ricerca, le caratteristiche dei partecipanti, l’ambito e il contesto in cui si sarebbero svolti gli incontri.
Nell’ambito della ricerca sono state effettuate dieci interviste in profondità, con traccia semistrutturata, a cosiddetti soggetti “periferici” del sistema, che, pur non proponendo percorsi di EA in maniera esplicita ed esaustiva, ci si avvicinano come finalità, metodi o contenuti (biblioteche aperte
al territorio, associazioni di consumatori, comunità di base, fattorie didattiche) nell’ambito di un sistema integrato come quello toscano.
Si è scelto di far ricorso a questa tecnica, molto utilizzata nelle
Scienze Sociali, per esplorare, con modalità analoghe e confrontabili, le caratteristiche, gli obiettivi e i principi fondanti, gli aspetti organizzativi e le
azioni educative promosse da alcuni di quei soggetti situati, almeno apparentemente, ai confini del sistema, cercando di far emergere somiglianze e
differenze con la concezione di educazione ambientale espressa dal Programma regionale INFEA.
Alla traccia d’intervista è stato dato un taglio diverso rispetto a quella usata nei focus group, non solo in considerazione della diversità delle due
tecniche di rilevazione, ma anche perché diversi erano i soggetti che si andavano a interrogare. La traccia d’intervista è risultata, quindi, più dettagliata di quella dei focus group, non solo perché la situazione stessa, in
quanto interazione fra due soli soggetti, permette di indagare più a fondo
un certo argomento, ma anche perché uno degli obiettivi delle interviste
era individuare ed esplorare le specificità del soggetto prescelto, nonché
quegli aspetti dell’attività da lui svolta che più si integrano con l’idea di
EA del Sistema e dunque come educazione alla cittadinanza attiva e allo
sviluppo sostenibile.
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Al fine di sperimentare la funzionalità e l’operatività della bozza di
matrice2 elaborata dal gruppo di ricerca al termine della prima fase del lavoro, sono stati realizzati nove “studi di caso”, prendendo spunto da quelli abitualmente effettuati nelle Scienze Sociali ma adattandoli al tema e agli obiettivi del progetto. Per effettuare lo studio/sperimentazione della matrice
sono stati scelti soggetti che operano da anni nell’ambito dell’EA toscana. I
criteri che hanno guidato la scelta sono stati principalmente due:
–
l’esperienza e la consapevolezza del proprio operare nell’ambito
dell’Educazione Ambientale
–
lo svolgere in maniera precipua (almeno) una delle funzioni individuate in una prima versione del Sistema di Indicatori di qualità.
Si è quindi trattato di una scelta, per così dire, ragionata: ci si è rivolti a questi soggetti proprio in quanto portatori di esperienza e continuità nel
campo specifico dell’EA. Si è ritenuto che il miglior modo per esaminare,
approfondire e mettere in discussione (per poi migliorare) la proposta fosse
proprio provare a compilare lo strumento e discutere criticamente i suoi vari
aspetti insieme a persone esperte e competenti.
Tutti i materiali raccolti nel corso dei focus group, delle interviste e
degli studi di caso sono stati prima analizzati dal gruppo di ricerca e successivamente rielaborati sotto forma di schede sintetiche al fine di renderli più
facilmente fruibili dai destinatari.
Il processo partecipato attraverso il quale è stato svolto il progetto è
divenuto un momento incomparabile di costruzione della rete di relazioni tra
i vari soggetti del sistema e di formazione, autoformazione, confronto.
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ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS OF PRE-SCHOOL
AND SCHOOL CHILDREN, TEACHERS,
AND PRE-SCHOOL CHILDREN’S PARENTS
IN FOUR REGIONS IN POLAND
M. Grodzińska-Jurczak, H. Kobierska,
M. Tarabuła-Fiertak & G. Bryda
Institute of Environmental Sciences, Jagiellonian University.
Gronostajowa 7, 30-387 Kraków, POLAND
Email: GRODZ@EKO.UJ.EDU.PL
Abstract
The aim of the following study was to assess the current level of environmental knowledge and awareness among children of all education levels as
well as their teachers in Poland. Using questionnaire, data were collected over the
whole country from randomly chosen pre-schools and 3 school levels (elementary, middle and high school). Altogether 2884 respondents (947 teachers and
1937 pupils) were investigated. Results were examined in the context of place of
residence, type of school, and educational status of parents.
Objective of the study
Considering that the education process is of great importance in
shaping environmental awareness, it seemed expedient to determine the level
of environmental awareness among pre-school children, pupils at all levels of
education, pre-school and primary school children’s parents as well as teachers.
Environmental awareness was understood as knowledge of the environment,
actions for the good of the environment and how the two are related. To give
the broadest possible picture, it was decided to conduct the research on a sample of respondents residing in provinces differing with regard to the level of environmental pollution, the occurrence of natural assets, and economic and
industrial development.
Area of the study
The study was conducted in four provinces: Malopolska, Silesian,
Mazovian, and Warmian-Mazurian. The provinces were selected because of
their differing environmental situations. A hypothesis was made that the
province itself, its’ natural assets and the state of its environment have a
significant effect on the environmental knowledge and attitudes to the environment of the people who live in it.
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The Warmia and Mazury areas are the least polluted in terms of gas
and dust emissions. More than half of their areas are under special protection. A low proportion of the land is covered by housing estates or transportation routes.
They are also characterised by large areas of uncultivated land and a
high unemployment rate. The Malopolska province, with its moderate proportion of land used for transport purposes, has more than a half of its area
covered by places with particular natural assets.
Also, the province’s area, which is moderately polluted with airborne
dust and gases, has a waste generation level lower than that of Silesia, but
higher than in other provinces.
The area of Mazowsze, characterised by low air pollution, has
similarly a moderate proportion of areas protected by law and the lowest
proportion of uncultivated land. Silesia, with its high proportion of devastated and degraded land, mining areas and land used by transportation
routes and housing, has the lowest proportion of areas with natural assets
among the four provinces under study. It also has the highest pollution
from gas and dust emissions. Silesia generates the highest amounts of
waste per square kilometre (GUS, 2002; WIOŚ Kraków, 2002; WIOŚ
Katowice, 2002).
Sample description
The sample groups were selected by the Chief Statistical Office using the stratified random sampling method. Of the selected 30 kindergartens, 46 primary schools, 20 lower secondary schools and 22 upper secondary schools (altogether 118 units), the tests covered 947 teachers, 1937 pupils, 674 pre-school children and 686 of the children’s parents. The preschool children tested were aged 5-6, the primary school children were aged
between 10 and 11 years, while tests in lower secondary schools covered the
second-graders (aged 14-15) and in the higher secondary school, covered
third-graders (aged 18-19).
Methodology of the study
In the study, questionnaires were used that were individually tailored
to the selected groups of respondents: for pre-school children (sets of pictures), for primary school children, lower secondary school children, higher
secondary school children, for teachers and the children’s parents (set of
closed and open questions). The scenario of the interview for the pre-school
children was prepared on the basis of the American CATES-PV (The Children’s Attitudes Toward the Environment Scale – Preschool Version) Program. The questions were suited to the pre-school child’s perception abilities and were oriented at testing the level of children’s involvement in environmental issues on the basis of their behaviour in daily situations. School
children answered their questionnaires in an auditorium. Pre-school children
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were studied in groups of five, supervised by the person conducting the
questionnaire, who explained each question and the method of answering it.
In the case of teachers and parents, questionnaires were sent by post.
To find out the respondents’ attitude to the statements presented to them, a
position scale and the Lickert scale were exploited. Analysis, presented in
this paper, made it possible to determine the respondents’ attitude to the environment through the actions they declared they carried out for the benefit
of the environment (Mika, 1972; Obuchowski, 1966).
Results: pupils’ and teacher’s knowledge regarding nature and the
environment
The level of environmental knowledge of the pupils studied depends on
the type of school, place of residence (province, size of the locality), and
their sex. In all provinces pupils of gymnasiums and lyceums displayed the
highest level of knowledge. In Mazovian and Warmian-Mazurian provinces
they come from localities with less than 1000 residents or greater than
10.000 residents. In the case of Silesian province, all the boys attained a
high degree of knowledge, whereas in the case of girls, a high degree of
knowledge attained only those from localities with less than 10.000 residents. Among primary school children, those from Malopolska province
displayed a high level of knowledge, except for young people from localities with under 1000 residents and whose fathers have at least secondary
school education. In Mazovian and Warmian-Mazurian provinces, children
with the highest knowledge came from families in which fathers have a university-level education. Primary school pupils from Silesian province have
only a moderate or low level of knowledge about nature. A moderate level
was displayed by those whose mothers have at least secondary education.
There could be a margin of error regarding results pertaining to primary
schools, resulting from children’s difficulty in identifying their parents’
education levels or professions.
A tendency was noted, that the average environmental knowledge
increased with the size of the locality, current stage of education, and the child
parents’ education. The highest proportion of pupils who got the best scores regarding this knowledge came from Malopolska and Mazovian provinces. Also,
in Malopolska and Mazovian provinces the level of knowledge was found to be
dependent on whether the child’s parents were employed: children’s knowledge
was the lowest when both parents were unemployed. A similar relationship was
found in the Warmian-Mazurian province, with the highest scores obtained by
children who had at least one employed parent. Only in the Silesian province
was no such relationship observed.
The higher the pupils’ level of knowledge, about both nature and the
environment, the more often were the sources of that knowledge identified
as school, magazines and the Internet, and less often family or friends. As
the effect of parents’ education on pupils’ knowledge was found only in
primary schools, and the highest level of knowledge about both nature and
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the environment was found in pupils of higher education levels, one could
conclude that the role of school in environmental education is very important. The second most frequent source of environmental knowledge indicated by this group of respondents was subject journals. Yet, the source
most frequently indicated by both teachers and pupils is television.
Among teachers in the four provinces studied, the highest index of
knowledge, which means knowledge of environmental threats in Poland, the
local pro-environmental economy (on the basis of their knowledge of the
existence and types of wastewater treatment plants in the locality in which
they work) and about species protected in Poland was displayed by those of
Silesian province (25%), and the lowest by those of Warmian-Mazurian
province (12%).
Among the localities with the schools tested that have wastewater
treatment plants, the highest proportion of teachers who are aware of the
type of treatment plant (mechanical, mechanical/biological or mechanical/biological/chemical) was in Silesian and Mazovian provinces (28% and
26%, respectively), whereas the lowest was in Malopolska province (only
9%).
This gives ground to the opinion, that teachers’ knowledge depends
more on the level of their province’s degradation, rather than on environmental assets in the province. Environmental knowledge is highest in people
older than 39, and among nominated teachers (most represented) rather than
among apprentices. Neither the education level nor sex bore any influence
on the results.
Attitudes of pupils, teachers, pre-school children and their parents to
the natural environment
The attitudes of most pre-school children, as determined from the
questionnaire composed of drawings, were characterised as friendly to the
environment. Some 90-95% of children declared their respect for animals,
care for cleanliness in their surroundings and for saving water, and 80-85%
declared that they re-use products, feed birds or other animals in winter and
save energy. Some 50-60% indicated saving paper while only 30% indicated
waste segregation.
The majority of children with the highest pro-environmental attitude
came from localities in Silesia (67.3%) and Malopolska (63.4%), which had
over 1000 residents, who attended municipal kindergartens in single-family
housing areas. Also, children who declared a pro-environmental attitude in
4-5 types of the situations specified above were given a very high “ecochild” mark. In most cases such children attended rural kindergartens. By
contrast, most of the children who less often declared pro-environmental attitudes (good or satisfactory attitudes) attended kindergartens in towns.
An anti-environmental attitude was ascribed to the group of conscious opponents to environmental protection or to persons who are aware
of environmental protection issues, but at the same time declare they will
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undertake to solve these problems only in the future. Persons of neutral attitude were defined as those who occasionally or seldom show support for
environmental protection issues through their behaviour. Those parents
who often or very often save electricity and water, who are interested in
environmental protection, declare familiarising their children with topics
related to nature, re-use various products and obey regulations in natural
preserves, were classified as those with a pro-environmental attitude.
Mothers much more frequently than fathers show such an attitude. The
higher the parent’s education level, the more frequent the declarations of a
favourable attitude toward the environment without regard to the province
in which they live, age, or financial status.
In the group comprised of pupils and teachers, their statements concerning their daily activities that are not neutral to the environment were
analysed with respect to their main components. This helped identify most
correlated types of behaviour and define pupils’ and teachers’ attitudes to
the environment. Barlett’s sphericity test result of 0.85 confirmed in both
cases that the results could be treated as the effect of common factors.
In the group of pupils, the following attitudes were identified:
–
Segregation, consisting of correlated statements: I segregate and
throw away into separate containers plastic waste (e.g., plastic
beverage bottles), glass waste (e.g., glass beverage bottles), metal
waste (e.g., beverage cans), scrap paper (e.g., newspapers)
–
Friendly attitude to nature, which is composed of the following
statements: I watch films about nature, feed birds and other animals
in winter, spend time in the open air (in the forest, park)
–
Raw material conservation, which is composed of the following
statements: I turn off the tap when brushing my teeth, turn off the
light when leaving the room, avoid washing up in running water
–
Re-use of products, composed of the following declarations:
when taking notes, I write on both sides of the sheet, re-use
products (e.g., jars, shopping bags, old newspapers).
In the group comprised of teachers, the following attitudes were identified.
–
Waste segregation: plastic, glass, metal, hazardous waste, scrap
paper and textile
–
Environmentally friendly consumer choices associated with purchasing washing powders not harmful to the environment, paying
attention to packaging recyclability, using canvas bags or baskets
when shopping
–
Raw material conservation, represented by turning off water when
brushing the teeth, and avoiding washing up in running water
–
Care for the environment, represented by waste segregation and
composting of organic waste, avoiding pouring into the sink hazardous substances such as paints, drugs, solvents, re-use of metal
products, such as those associated with gardening
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–

Participation in pro-environmental campaigns is correlated in
pupils with behaviour representing a friendly attitude towards the
environment, whereas in teachers, with pro-environmental consumer choices.

Segregation is least practised by pupils from Warmian-Mazurian
province and by teachers from Mazovian province. Pro-environmental
consumer choices are most frequent in Malopolska province and least
frequent in Silesian and Warmian-Mazurian provinces. In Silesia, although the least number of persons are involved in saving resources, the
highest number of teachers are involved in taking care of the surrounding
environment and the highest number of children displayed a friendly attitude to nature.
In Malopolska and Silesian provinces, the number of children who
segregate refuse in the group comprised of children with unemployed parents is markedly higher than the average. It could be that the reason for
segregation is to earn money by delivering returnables to collection centres. In Silesian and Mazovian provinces a similar situation occurs with the
re-use of products and in Warmian-Mazurian province, with saving resources. But the number of children with a friendly attitude to nature is
greater in the group with at least one employed parent.
For the group comprised of teachers, another index was created, characterising self-perceived responsibility to protect the environment. This index
takes into account the following.
–
Perceiving a considerable relationship between one’s actions
and improvement in the condition of the environment
–
Obtaining information about current environmental protection
problems from courses, workshops, seminars, specialised literature or relevant magazines
–
Acknowledging that every teacher with an environmental protection curriculum must permanently undergo training
–
Undertaking these issues through environmental education
–
Acknowledging school as one of three organisations with the
greatest influence on shaping children’s and young people’s attitude towards the environment. The highest number of teachers
with such an attitude comes from Warmian-Mazurian (35%) and
Silesian (32%) provinces, almost twice as much as from
Malopolska province (17%).
Influence of teachers’ attitudes and knowledge on pupils’ attitudes and
knowledge
After combining information from the teacher and pupil databases by
means of a key – their school – the analysis involved checking whether
teachers’ knowledge and attitudes influence those of their pupils. By em64
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ploying concentration analysis with the K-mean method, small relationships
were found between the following attitudes.
–
Waste segregation practised by teachers and segregation and
product re-use by pupils
–
Teachers’ care for the surrounding environment and their pupils’
friendly attitude to nature
–
Saving resources by teachers and saving resources and re-using
products by pupils.
However, these relationships could result from the large size of the
sample. Pupils from schools where teachers segregate waste have the highest level of environmental knowledge. Children with a high level of knowledge about nature are taught in schools where teachers segregate waste or
take care of the surrounding environment. The least influence on pupils
seems to be in the case of teachers who make pro-environmental choices or
participate in environmental campaigns.
Analysis of the percentage distribution of knowledge in individual
provinces reveals, however, different results in all provinces except for Silesian province.
In Malopolska province the distributions indicate that in schools
where most teachers are in favour of caring for the environment, the number
of pupils with good or very good knowledge regarding the environment is
the lowest. An opposite dependence has been observed in Mazovian province where the greatest influence on raising environmental awareness have
teachers representing the attitude mentioned above. In the WarmianMazurian province, however, the teachers’ attitude of saving resources
seems to have the smallest effect on their pupils’ knowledge.
No influence was found of teachers’ knowledge on their pupils’
knowledge, except in Silesian province, where there are indications of a
positive relationship.
It is only in Malopolska province that the attitude of teachers’ responsibility results in pupils’ higher knowledge regarding the environment
and nature along with their positive attitude to conservation of resources. In
Silesian province, teachers’ attitude of responsibility results in more frequent occurrence of friendly attitude to nature among pupils, and in Mazovian province, this attitude is also related with pupils’ attitude to the reuse of products. In Warmian-Mazurian province, although the highest percentage of teachers declares an attitude of responsibility, it has no effect on
either the pupils’ knowledge or attitudes.
Dependence of pupils’ attitudes on their knowledge
To investigate the effect of pupils’ environmental knowledge on
their attitudes, the average degrees of knowledge were compared in groups
selected by factorial analysis. The use of single-component variance analysis made it possible to evaluate the probability of the fact that the differ65
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ences between the average results in compared groups are not accidental. In
groups selected through factorial analysis, the lowest level of knowledge regarding both the environment and nature was represented by pupils who
conserve water and energy. This might imply, that a given attitude is not
necessarily environmentally motivated. In other groups, the level of knowledge is comparable.
The higher the knowledge regarding nature, the less negative the attitude to observing regulations in national parks and natural preserves (I do
not observe regulations and do not intend to do so in the future) and the
higher the number of pupils declaring to observe the regulations.
Conclusion: Pre-school children and their parents
–

–

Almost all pre-school children declare respect for animals, care
for cleanliness in their surroundings and saving water. Most children with a pro-environmental attitude come from Silesian and
Malopolska provinces, from locations with over one thousand
residents
The higher the education level of pre-school children’s parents,
the more favourable the children’s attitude to the environment.

Pupils and teachers
–
–
–
–

–
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Knowledge in both gymnasium and lyceum pupils is high.
The higher the education level of primary school children’s parents, the greater the children’s knowledge
Pupils and teachers with high levels of knowledge more often than
other groups attribute this knowledge to specialised journals
Although the majority of teachers in Silesian province have a
high level of environmental knowledge, most primary school pupils in this province have only a moderate or low level of knowledge about the environment. There are premises, however, allowing for the statement, that it is in this province where there is a
relationship between teachers’ and pupils’ knowledge. This allows one to conclude that increased interest in, and even the
sense of responsibility for the environment increases with the respondent’s age and the average education in the region where the
consequences of irrational economy are still clear. The more so
that the highest percentage of teachers responsible for the environment can be found in this province. This results in pupils’
friendly attitude to nature more frequently then elsewhere
It is only in Malopolska province that the teachers’ attitude of responsibility results in pupils’ greater knowledge about the environment and nature and in their attitude to saving resources
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–

–

A pro-environmental attitude and a high index of knowledge is
characteristic of children who have either one or both parents
employed, except children from Silesian province
Knowledge regarding nature is reflected only by the observation
of regulations in national parks and natural preserves. The
greater the pupils’ knowledge, the more favourable their attitude
to observing regulations.
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Abstract
A series of experimental design research was conducted in western
and eastern countries in order to access the effectiveness of intergenerational
programs. Intergenerational programming, which brings children, youth, and
older adults together for mutually beneficial interaction, represents a relatively
new strategy for broadening the public’s awareness and participation in environmental activities.
To explore the potential benefits of involving older adults and
young people in joint environmental education experiences, a five-day
long program was completed in an environmental education centre in Central Pennsylvania, USA. Senior volunteers in this study were utilized as
teaching assistants. Another weekend long program was conducted in a nature research centre in central Taiwan. Senior adults volunteered to design
the activities and to teach the lessons.
This paper presents the results of the study in USA. Senior adults were
found to influence children to adapt an enriched sense of awareness and appreciation of the natural environment. Senior-student relations were influenced by staff facilitation styles, the roles taken by the seniors, and the intergenerational engagement format.
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Introduction
One of the most significant demographic changes of our time is the
rapidly expanding number of older adults in the world population. In 2000,
there was an estimated 605 million people aged 60 years or older. This
number is projected to grow to almost 2 billion by 2050, when the population of older persons will be larger than the population of children (0-14
years) for the first time in human history (United Nations Department of
Public Information, March 2002).
In the US, there is an active debate about whether this trend should
be viewed in positive terms, e.g., as “an opportunity to be seized”
(Freedman, 1999), or in negative terms, e.g., as a “demographic time
bomb” (Peterson, 1999). A crucial factor in determining the impact of
this demographic shift is the extent to which older adults are called upon,
and enabled, to make contributions to family, community, and society
(Henkin & Kingson, 1998/99).
Just what the growth in the older adult segment of the population
means for the field of environmental education (EE) is not clear. For the
most part, environmental educators have paid limited attention to this trend,
nevertheless ways to involve older adults in the EE enterprise. Current patterns of funding, research, and program design tend to target young people
as the primary audience. Accordingly, it is rare to hear about environmental
centres and other settings, which educate people about the environment focusing on outreach to older adults. This represents a missed opportunity for
strengthening environmental program community relationships (Ingman,
Benjamin & Lusky, 1998/99) and establishing opportunities for older adults
to learn about the natural environment as well as contribute to young people’s environmental learning (Benson, 2000; Kaplan & Liu, in press).
On a positive note, there are EE initiatives that incorporate practices
that have implications for reaching out to older adults. One such practice involves assigning homework, which requires students to conduct environmental discussions with their parents and grandparents. Researchers have
found that children can transfer their learning from schools to the adults at
home (Ballantyne, Fien & Packer, 2001; Vaughan, Gack, Solorazano & Ray,
2003). However, the adults in these research designs were passive learners
who were not designed to provide knowledge to their children and the researchers had little control over the learning process in home environments.
An alternative way of thinking about involving older adults in EE can
be found in the realm of “intergenerational programming.” According to the
International Consortium of Intergenerational Programs, intergenerational
programs are “social vehicles that create purposeful and ongoing exchange of
resources and learning among older and younger generations” (Kaplan, Henkin & Kusano, 2002). In this framework, an intentional effort is made to mobilize the talents, skills, energy and resources of older adults in service to
children and youth. Accordingly, in intergenerational EE programs, older
adults are enlisted as active education providers in environmental programs
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with students. Emphasis is also placed on promoting shared learning experiences and intergenerational engagement between the generations in order to enhance that learning.
Older adults are increasingly joining volunteer initiatives of all kinds. According to a national estimate, older adults in the U.S. contribute about 3.6 billion
hours of voluntary service to organizations every year (Marriott, 1991). With
their flexible schedules and active interest in civic engagement, senior adults represent a valuable human resource for education (AARP, 1992; Kaplan, 2002) that
could be used in EE. Besides giving their time, senior adults can serve as coteachers to add enrichment and authenticity in EE curriculum. For instance, senior volunteers have advantages over other volunteers, and many teachers, when it
comes to teaching history. Simply by recalling their own memories of times gone
by, or by bringing photographs, old tools and so forth, older adults make natural
history come alive for young people (AARP, 1992).
Researchers have also indicated a connection between environmental
problems and today youth’s materialistic lifestyles (Gigliotti, 1992; Russell,
1987). Utilizing senior volunteers in an environmental lesson that compares
past life situations with current ones could be an effective way to stimulate
critical reflection about the environmental consequences associated with
lifestyle decisions.
Even without direct teaching roles, senior volunteers can contribute to the educational process by being role models to children
(AARP, 1992; Henkin, Perez-Randal & Rogers, 1993; Ingman, Benjamin &
Lusky, 1998/99). As Ballantyne (1995) has stated, senior adults have the motivation for undertaking action for the environment and the desire to protect it for
the sake of future generations. Thus, who would be a better role model than
those seniors who show their motivation and desire by contributing their
time on a voluntary basis to an EE program? It is contended that the process of intergenerational programming whereby senior adults act as role
models could be a powerful means to influence young participants’ attitudes toward the environment.
Though there are some groups and organizations – whether local (e.g.,
Center in the Park in Philadelphia and Wildfriends in New Mexico), national
(e.g., Environmental Alliance for Senior Involvement and Senior Environmental Employment) or international (e.g., New Senior Environmental Corps)
– that aim to reach and involve older adults in environment-related initiatives,
opportunities for seniors to engage in EE with children are still limited. The
under-utilization of older adults in EE represents a missed opportunity for
passing historical knowledge and promoting positive environmental attitudes on the part of young people. Also, despite the compelling rationale
for integrating senior volunteers into EE endeavours, there is an absence
of formal research conducted to provide empirical data as to the effects
of intergenerational EE programs.
In cases where intergenerational EE initiatives are evaluated, the research design tends to not include comparison groups, hence questions re71
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main as to which program impacts are due to intergenerational component
(Kaplan & Liu, in press).
To further explore the concept and potential benefits associated
with efforts to involve older adults and young people in joint EE experiences, a study was conducted of an intergenerational outdoor education
program in an environmental centre in central Pennsylvania. An experimental research design was used to determine the effectiveness of this intervention for influencing student participants’ environmental learning.
The research results have implications for environmental educators who
are seeking to increase their program impacts by integrating an intergenerational component.
Methodologies. Objectives
The specific research objectives were:
–
To evaluate the change in students’ environmental attitudes occurring as a function of participating in an intergenerational
monogenerational EE program
–
To evaluate the change in students’ environmental knowledge
occurring as a function of participating in an intergenerational
monogenerational EE program.
Program development
The traditional Outdoor School program offered by Shaver’s
Creek Environmental Centre (SCEC) in Pennsylvania was chosen for this
study. The basic model followed throughout the program’s 50 year history entailed having schoolteachers from nearby school districts bring
their fifth and sixth grade classes to participate in this residential, outdoor-based program. The program, which takes students four days to
complete, offers six major lessons, including nature-discovery walks, lessons of resources and cycles, “living things,” a natural history trip, and a
civic development meeting.
The lessons are instructed by the Centre staff. In addition to the
instructors, youth counsellors, who are usually college students, are also
on hand to supervise activities and take care of children at night.
For the purpose of this study, the Outdoor School program was
modified to include senior volunteers as complements to existing instructors
and counsellors. The senior-student ratio was about 1:8. Senior volunteers
were encouraged to participate fully in the program. Only those who attended at least one training session and two lessons over a two-week period
were included as research subjects.
In addition to the senior volunteer training, the program instructors
were also prepared to ask predetermined questions and to facilitate discussion among the young and older participants. Since the young and old participants can have a greater influence on each other with higher levels of
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intergenerational interaction, the strategy used to promote interactions in
this program was to train instructors to ask a question in each lesson. These
questions called “discussion stimulators,” were tailor made for older adults
insofar as they centre on natural and community history issues and historical
lifestyle issues, thereby providing the seniors with opportunities to share
their relevant experiences and literal stories in the discussion.
Research design
A “non-equivalent control group” quasi-experimental design was
used to compare two experimental (intergenerational) groups with two
control (monogenerational) groups in the Outdoor School in fall, 2002.
Classes from the participating four elementary schools were previously scheduled for different weeks. The intergenerational treatment
was assigned to the second and fourth weeks.
The experimental groups received the same kind of curriculum as
the control groups, but the experimental groups added senior volunteers
and the “discussion stimulator” approach noted above.
There were seven SCEC staff members, 17 senior volunteers, and
149 students from four schools involved in this study. One week prior to
the program week, students in both the experimental and control groups
were administered a pre-test.
A focus-group interview with SCEC staff members and personal interviews with senior subjects were also administered within one month prior
to the program week. Within a two-week period after the program weeks, a
similar post-test questionnaire was given to all students.
Similar post interviews with seniors and a post focus group with staffs
were conducted within one month after the completion of the entire program.
Additionally, students in the intergenerational groups filled out a
“worksheet” at the end of each lesson. Field observations were also conducted during the intergenerational weeks.
The research design and basic information about the participating students
and seniors are listed in Table 1.
Notes: Xinter – Intergenerational treatment
Xmono – Traditional monogenerational method
Opre – Pretest
Opost – Post-test
*Some senior volunteers participated in both intergenerational weeks.
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Week

1
2
3
4
Total

Research design

Opre Xmono Opost
Opre Xinter Opost
Opre Xmono Opost
Opre Xinter Opost

Grade
level
5th /6th
6th
5th
5th

Number of
student
subjects
16
46
39
48
149

Number of
senior
volunteers
0
12
0
14
17*

Table 1. Research design, basic information about the participating students and
senior volunteers, and time sequence Instrumentation

This study used a triangulation research approach that utilized five
types of quantitative and qualitative data sources. First, the first part in the
student questionnaires was designed to obtain students’ environmental attitudes before and after the program. The 18 items in the first part, which
measured students’ attitudes, verbal commitment, and actual commitment,
were modified from the “attitude questions” of the Children’s Environmental Attitudes and Knowledge Scale designed by Leeming, Dwyer, and
Bracken (1993). These attitudinal items were sampled from six contentdependent sub domains: 3R (reduce, reuse, and recycle), water, energy,
pollution, animals and habitat, and general issues. The second part was designed to assess student’s environmental knowledge level. Most questions
were derived from the Outdoor School curricula, except three questions
that were developed especially for assessing students’ familiarity with
people’s lifestyles in the past. Few questions were designed only for the
post-test to the students in the intergenerational groups.
Second, two open-ended questions were listed in the student worksheets at the end of each of the six lessons to further address the study’s objectives. The students were asked to answer if the senior volunteer(s) “teach
them anything” or “encourage them to feel or think differently” about the
natural environment. Third, during the senior interviews, the senior volunteers were asked to rate and discuss what they viewed as their contribution
to the participating students’ environmental knowledge and attitudes.
Fourth, during the focus group interviews, the environmental centre staff
members were also asked to describe the senior adults’ influence on children’s environmental knowledge and attitudes.
Two questions that address the two present objectives were also
asked during the focus group interviews. Fifth, in regard to the field observation, any statement or behaviour which indicated student interest or learning about the environment were recorded (e.g., statements indicating con74
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cern about pollution, gestures toward elements in the natural environment
such as a cluster of trees, and affirmative head nodding indicating acknowledgement of an environmental fact).
Data collection and analysis
The researcher went to each of the participating elementary schools
and administered the questionnaires directly in the classroom, within two
weeks prior to and after the program. Each student was assigned an identification number to ensure that their identities would remain anonymous to
others. All senior interviews and focus-group interviews were also completed within a one-month period before and after the IOS program. The interview sessions were audiotape recorded and transcribed later during the
data analysis process.
The researcher (and research assistants) also recorded observation
notes from the two intergenerational weeks. Generally, the researcher followed each group for about 30 minutes per lesson. Beyond the lessons, the
researcher observed program participants’ interactions and behaviours during free time, mealtime and whenever else senior volunteer(s) and students
were present in the same place.
All quantitative data were analysed by using the SPSS 11.0 software program. Basically, descriptive statistics such as means and standard deviations as well as inferential statistics such as t-test and analysis
of covariance (ANCOVA) were used to analyse the data.
Notes from the field observation and responses to open-ended
questions from all questionnaires and interviews were analysed qualitatively. Data from interviews, which had been audio taped, were transcribed. Short responses to open-ended questions were categorized by the
researcher and revised at least three times.
The final categories were reviewed by another expert with background in youth-adult programming. The percentages of agreement about
the categories between the researcher and this expert were calculated as inter-coder reliabilities.
The long qualitative data such as the observation notes and transcribed interview text were analysed with the aid of the NVivo 2.0.
Results and Discussions
The two research objectives were addressed by analysing data from
the student questionnaires, student worksheets, senior interviews, focusgroup interviews and field observations.
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Change in students’ attitudes toward the Environment
The results of the Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) revealed a
statistically significant difference in the scores among the four groups (F
(3,129) = 11.546, P = .000).3
Table 2 indicates that both intergenerational groups had a greater
improvement in their environmental attitudes than the second control group.
They also had higher scores than the first control group, although the difference in scores was not statistically significant.
Experimental groups
Experimental 1
(N=42, Adj. mean=14.39)

Control groups

Adj. mean
difference
1.13

Control 1 (N=14, Adj.
mean=13.25)
Control 2 (N=34, Adj.
mean=12.17)
2.22*
Experimental 2
Control 1 (N=14, Adj.
1.15
(N=44, Adj. mean=14.40) mean=13.25)
Control 2 (N=34, Adj.
mean=12.17)
2.23*
Notes: The range of possible scores was 0-18. A higher total score indicates better
attitudes held by the student.
Based on adjusted mean. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni.
* P≤.05.
Table 2. Pair wise comparisons of students’ environmental attitude scores among groups

The results showed that 60% of the experimental group students
(n=94) checked “yes” to question 19 in the questionnaires. In other words,
the majority of the students state that the senior volunteers did indeed influence their environmental attitudes. According to their responses to the
open-ended part of this question, the most common responses centred on
how the senior volunteers encouraged them to “be more caring about,”
and “feel more appreciative of” the natural environment. In regard to the
students’ worksheet, almost 70% of their responses confirmed the senior
adults’ contribution in improving their environmental attitudes.
From the senior interview responses, the seniors rated their own impact on participating students’ environmental attitudes as somewhat positive
(mean = 3.82, n = 17, min = 2, max = 5, S.D. = 0.809). Some responses in-

3. A higher total score of the first 18 items in the student questionnaires indicates better
environmental attitudes held by a student.
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dicated that the seniors effectively drew upon their “past life experience” to
reinforce what students were learning. For example, one senior stated:
I remember the discussion about how I was instrumental in my
community in New Jersey when an airport was planning to expand. I
shared that with the children about how I got a petition started so they
were really excited that people could do this kind of thing and it
actually persuaded the company from bringing the airplanes into that
particular commuter service.

Another senior also cited how she promoted environmental citizenship:
I said I know you won’t go out with petitions, but you can ask your
parents and some other adults if they could do something with
something that concerns you…

Some seniors also drew upon aspects of the children’s life experiences to share their (seniors’) views about nature. For example, one senior
stated, “I talked to this one girl about the white fawns in her yard, and you
don’t want to shoot them cause they are very rare… (This helped) reinforce
the fact that we need to protect something like that”.
Only one senior gave a negative reason as to not improving the participating students’ environmental attitudes; he alluded to the need for more
intensive interaction to influence the children. His response suggests that the
lack of opportunity for interaction (perceived or actual) can delimit a senior
volunteer’s potential to influence student attitudes.
According to the focus group interviews, after the program, the
SCEC staff members were more likely to note various assets that senior
adults have which contribute to their ability to enrich the teaching content
and to promote environmental citizenship.
Change in students’ knowledge about the Environment
The results showed that all groups gained knowledge after participating in the program, and both of the intergenerational groups had higher
scores than the control groups, although the results of ANCOVA did not indicate a statistically significant difference in the scores among the four
groups (F (3,137) = 2.336, P = .077). Nevertheless, some data indicated that
the seniors did indeed have an impact on student’s environmental knowledge. For example, in the children’s answers to question 37 in the questionnaire, 84% of the students (n=94) stated that the senior volunteers did enhance their knowledge about nature. In addition to several general comments (22 responses), the students indicated in this question that they
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learned mostly about plants (34 responses), animals (28 responses), energy
conservation and recycling (9 responses), and natural history (4 responses)
from the senior adults.
The students’ responses to the worksheet were also consistent with
their answers to question 37. More than 80% of their responses indicated
that they had indeed obtained knowledge from the senior volunteers. For instance, the students noted learning about hemlock from the nature-discovery
walks, woodpeckers from the lesson of resources, how to make dolls from
burs and so on from the senior adults in their learning groups.
During the interviews, the senior volunteers rated their contribution to the
participating students’ environmental knowledge as “somewhat” good (mean =
3.59, n = 17, min = 2, max = 5, S.D. = 0.939). They indicated that they had
taught the students about animals, plants, composting and natural history; this
was consistent with the students’ responses. Additionally, some seniors tried to
encourage the children to think and ask questions during lessons. However, there
were a few seniors who were not satisfied with their contribution to the program.
They commented that they need a different platform, such as a one-to-one situation with a child in order to get more involved.
Most responses in the focus group interviews disclosed the staff
members’ recognition of older adults’ contribution to children’s knowledge
about the environment. The most frequently cited contribution was that seniors could offer historical facts, such as in relation to past lifestyles, past
mistakes and landscape changes. After working with senior volunteers at the
Outdoor School, most staff members were also more likely to express the
point of view that the seniors provide broader and different views than they
alone could offer students. This is a significant finding in that it attests to increased recognition, on the part of EE staff, of the distinctive contributions
that senior adults can make to the educational process.
According to the field observation notes, the seniors taught the children about animals, plants, and historical events; this is consistent with all
the other qualitative data.
Conclusions and Recommendations
This study has suggested the effectiveness of an intergenerational
approach for enhancing children’s knowledge and improving attitudes toward the environment. The qualitative data from various data sources consistently indicated that the children who participated in the intergenerational
outdoor education program were more appreciative of natural resources, expressed more determination to care for the environment, and gained more
information such as plants, animals, and historical events than their counterparts who did not have access to senior volunteers.
The quantitative data also showed that the students who had the intergenerational treatment displayed greater improvement in their environmental attitude and knowledge scores than the students in the control
groups. Although some differences were not statistically significant, this
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could be explained by factors unrelated to the intervention program, such as
the small number of subjects in one control group, and limitations of the
questionnaire tool for detecting what the students actually learned from the
senior adults. More specifically, many students in the intergenerational
groups noted learning about changes in landscapes and lifestyles from the
older adults, the student questionnaire in this study did not include enough
items to assess students’ knowledge in this area. This suggests that in future
research, in constructing research tools to assess program impact, more focus should be placed on including items tied to subject matter related to
natural history and past lifestyles.
When seniors provided negative responses regarding their potential
to contribute to children’s EE experiences, they were generally referring to
factors related to the program structure. The recommendation forwarded
here is to provide participants with choices of different formats for intergenerational engagement, including, for example, one-to-one as well as small
and large group interaction. A more leisurely walking pace in a nature walk
lesson is also suggested to provide young and older participants with more
opportunities to interact with each other and to observe the natural surroundings. Another recommendation is to ensure that intergenerational EE programs incorporate activities, which promote an extensive amount of dialogue and sharing between participants. Using short questions, such as the
“discussion stimulators” approach in this study, and assigning projects that
require participants to work cooperatively to solve a local environmental
problem, were found to be promising strategies for stimulating intergenerational exchanges.
The instructors’ facilitating style was not a research factor in this
study; however, the senior adults’ actions, including their efforts to engage
students, were found to change when paired with different instructors. Additionally, the senior volunteers in this study were observed to play a variety
of roles, including those of observer, co-teacher, role model, and friend to
the student participants. These different roles seemed to evoke different reactions from the students. It is therefore recommended that in future research, an effort be made to study how program effects varies as a function
of (1) instructors’ facilitation styles, and (2) the roles played by senior volunteers. Finally, considering the trend in current EE research of using students to educate adults at home, an additional idea for future research is to
compare the knowledge gained by adults who volunteer in an intergenerational EE program with the knowledge gained by adults who work on environmental homework with their children at home.
Environmental educators are challenged to find ways to broaden and
diversify the pool of people, who care about the environment, feel a sense of
responsibility to improve it, and have the skills to take effective action. In
this context, intergenerational programming could be seen as an effective
strategy for broadening the public’s awareness and participation in environmental activities. Also, as demonstrated in the research described in this
article, infusion of an intergenerational component into a monogenerational
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EE program is an effective way to promote senior involvement and enhance
student learning in relation to the natural environment.
Hopefully, as intergenerational approaches to EE gain more attention, more environmental educators and intergenerational practitioners will
be encouraged to try proven models and experiment with new ones. And,
with this kind of work gaining traction in communities across the country
(and beyond), we envision great strides in creating an environmentally informed, active, engaged, and united citizenry.
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Introduction
Findings from one component of a much larger, ongoing study of
“environmental action and inaction” are reported below. The study of families and households combines the work of two Large grants. The first investigated the intergenerational environmental ethics/politics (or lack of) in 30
“non green” families in Bendigo, a regional city with a population of
100,000 in the State of Victoria in South Eastern Australia; the second investigated the environmental ethics/politics of 7 inner city Melbourne, a
large city of 4 million people in Victoria and 6 Bendigo families who voted
for, or are committed to the Greens.
This paper presents various findings from the Melbourne inner city
study where at least one parent is a member of the Greens, or votes Green,
and at least one child is between 8-16.
This qualitative/interpretive research seeks to describe how the family household acts as a site of environmental education.
The research problem relates to numerous unresolved questions about
how parents and their children, individually and collectively, “socially construct”
their environmental commitments and “behaviours”. This “situated/circumstantial” locus of everyday household actions, interactions, relations
and associations must be seen in the broader context of the so-called “ecological
crisis”, a popularised notion whose focus “out there” tends to exonerate the individual, social and political agency required “in here” if that “crisis” is to be understood and even remedied. It should come as no surprise that children and
youth (and adults) express high “concern” about the environment and its prospects yet consistently feel “disempowered” and disengaged.
I aim, therefore, to shed some light on how environmental ethics and ecopolitics are enacted “everyday” in the home, “passed down” by parents, and negotiated and practiced with their children. Hence, intergenerational ecopolitics.
This study of the household praxis and the functioning of the family
is different from much research in environmental education and education
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for sustainable development. It is far less concerned with the customary
“head/mind” stuff of (measurable) environmental beliefs, knowledge, attitudes and values of family members – although these rational “concerns”
(a very common expression in env ed) do impregnate the habitual, routinized and pre-discursive “conventions” (rules/resources) of family functioning, (in)action, interaction and relations indicated above.
Why?
Allegations that environmental education hasn’t lived up to its expectations and that the field might have “failed” in promoting environmental “literacy” and/or “pro” environmental behaviours (irrespective of the chronic dilution of environmental education in schools, in curriculum frameworks, in critical education discourses, in pre-service teacher education).
Such allegations rarely consider the powerful (everyday) influence
of the family on the “baggage” those children bring to school. The influence
of the family/household cannot be dismissed or underestimated when
“evaluating/judging” the efficacy of the (contrived) school-based State intervention. This “lack of commonsense” in research and curriculum development also applies to other “human issues” type curriculum such as health
ed, citizenship ed, drug ed. It is counter productive to not examine the relationship between the home and the curriculums/pedagogies we as educators
contrive and discipline as ‘interventions’ in schools.
By listening to “green parents” and their children, about the everyday of the home, we might learn about versions of, arguably, “best practice”. If so, there might be valuable lessons for what schools and teachers
could or should be doing in their environmental education efforts. Green
parenting may, in fact, be an ideal model from which curriculum theory and
pedagogical practices in environmental ed/ed for sustainability might proceed.
There has been very little research into how the home (de or
re)constructs dominant “academic/theoretical” versions of environmental
ethics and ecopolitics.
Then, there are worrying trends in Australian society. ABS data
show declining household concern for the environment (to 62% in 2000
from 75% in 1992) plus the well known/documented view about youth
“feeling powerless” to ‘make a difference’ despite high levels of concern.
But, do those disempowered youth acknowledge or act upon the powerful
opportunity they have at home and in their own lives to make a difference?
Do parents/families enable or disable (environmental) practices? Hence, a
study of inner city and regional families for comparative purposes and inclusion of 8-16 year olds.
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The overall project research frame
Two studies provided the framework for the research design summarized in Figure 1.
Thirty “ordinary” families in Bendigo were studied in 2002. Bendigo
is a predominantly anglo-saxon, regional centre of 90.000 with a suburban
like environment but easy access to the “bush”. The green vote in the 2004
election was 6.55% (+0.91% from the 2001 election). Held by Labor (marginal). Volunteer samples from two primary schools, year 6 students, at the
extremes of the “Like School” index (socio-economic, geographical and
language spoken at home) and two secondary schools, year 10 students, at
the extremes of the same index.
Thirteen “green” families were studied in 2004. Seven lived in inner
city Melbourne where the green vote at the recent federal election was
18.5% (+2.73%) and six in Bendigo. Self-selecting participants were members of the Greens party or vote/committed to Green with children between
ages of 8-16.
STUDY 1
30 ‘Ordinary’ Bendigo Families

STUDY 2
13 ‘Green’ Families

15 from upper
‘Like School’

15 from lower
‘Like School’

7 Inner City
Melbourne

6 Regional
Bendigo

7/8 at year 6
level
7/8 at year 10

7/8 at year 6 level
7/8 at year 10

8-16 yrs old

8-16 yrs old

Parent = 1 -> 1.5 hour ‘conversational’ interview, 25 item household inventory,
134 item survey of environmental action/inaction ‘wisdoms’
Child = 30 -> 45 minute conversational interview, 92 item survey of environmental action/inaction ‘wisdoms’
“Grounded Theory” – inductive, interpretive, content analysis of “data” 
emerging conceptual clusters  returned to “subjects” for verification and negotiation/elaboration findings
Researcher = Male, 50 year old, married, father of one eighteen year old daughter, mixed residence in inner city Melbourne and rural Mandurang (Bendigo),
doctoral degree, academic, member of Greens with extensive “political” experience in a range of local environmental, social and educational issues.
Fig. 1.
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General findings
Intergenerational continuity across three generations of (pro) environmental practices is present in different versions of family ethics/politics according to changing social conditions, characterized by scarcity/financial
need/circumstances (grandparents) → frugality/anti consumerism/low or counter
materialism (parents) → “postmaterial” educated constraint (children).
The current cohort of parents’ environmental practices often mark a
“return” to their own parents’ conserver “way of life” and “memories” of
their values but is now a “retraditionalized” extension and form of social
justice/equity commitments.
The majority of children intentionally rehearse or replicate their parents’
environmental practices and reconstitute a family ecopolitic/environmental ethic.
All participants actively demonstrate conserver and/or pro-environmental practices to a high → moderate level.
Parents (current, 45-55 yrs old)
Parents’ environmental ethics and ecopolitic is evolutionary with
strong social justice and feminist influences, exposure to other cultures due to
travel overseas during late secondary/university studies, often returning to
community living arrangements and inner city orientation while incorporating
environmental into social activism in domestic, local and national spheres.
Nature and nature experiences/endorsement are not prominent in
parents’ formative development but home-based vegetable/fruit growing
and family holidays (in outdoors) were viewed as important/memorable.
University studies and socio-political climate of late 60s/early 70s were
highly influential and “enabling” or favorable; social and environmental activism prominent in 70s/80s and declining in 90s due to family obligations/priorities and work commitments.
Parents are anglo-saxon, highly educated and now work in a variety
of professional human/social service settings with mothers more inclined to
work part-time due to child raising commitments.
Parents agree to earn less income than what could be expected but maintain comfortable and conscientiously low consumption inner city lifestyles
Children/family “delayed”, often to mid/late 30s – “wiser” and more
knowledgeable parenting philosophy and practices attributed to extended
and varied life experiences.
Families
Family functioning/parenting strategies are (strongly) socially “democratic” – participatory, communicative and responsive; are underpinned by
“governing” principles that are strategically and “openly” practiced, sometimes “persuasively” or “manipulatively” and demonstrably modeled.
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Family ecopolitic is increasingly “domestic”, more likely to occur
indoor and is often food/diet related and critical of “consumer culture” practices but also reflected in ongoing/durable commitments to social-justice
and community engagement.
Family ecopolitic and its values and practice bases are usually intensified/managed or sustained by mother.
All family members demonstrate high – moderate levels of “pro” environmental/conserver actions in five dimensions – water, energy, waste, travel
and self. Travel/use of car is “weakest” ethic.
Green practices are “normalized” and habitualized, often through
conscientious repetition, in household conventions and routines. Children
often “remind” parents of conserver “rules” broken in household actions.
Many parents actively limit (younger) children’s access to electronic
media (tv, computer, mobile, etc), restrict selection of content, and
avoid/deflect consumer culture imperatives (fast food, fashion shopping,
school tuck shop). Most families wish to “green” their older houses with solar equipment and other resources but are constrained by lack of finances.
Strong community/cooperative focus of families committed to inner city advantages of “green living” with nature often as “background”
but occasionally sought for “endorsing” of values and/or “therapy” purposes → flow to children.
Children
All children are intelligent, expressive, articulate and “feeling”/mature “beyond their years”. Children less than 10 have vague ideas
about environmental problems, concerns, practices and solutions.
Strong uptake, little resistance, by children of parents’ proenvironmental actions and “voluntary” participation in parents’ interests/commitments Strong evidence of children’s “green” concerns, interests
or commitments despite increasing peer/cultural “pressure”.
Most children are (self) aware and proud of their own “green” (and
family) differences but can confidently negotiate/defend/teach such differences
with their peers. Many children actively reconstitute green household practices.
Most are highly aware of parents social, political and environmental views;
“know” and have basic understandings of national/global environmental problems but have little environmental/ecological knowledge. Children enjoy limited and irregular contact with “local” nature (backyard, local parks/creeks and
community farms) and “holiday” nature (beaches, bush).
Education
Two children attend Steiner school; the majority attend state primary
and secondary schools. Only one school actively demonstrates environmental education/conservation practices beyond the “normal” but irregular
recycling activities/rubbish pick ups and school camps.
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Parents reluctantly accept that (state) schools are limited in their capacity or ability to offer environmental education; most parents view environmental education as their own responsibility.
Conceptual categories . Findings
Mainly lower middle/working class nuclear and “extended”
families; lack of wealth with some educated, professional
people; some intellectuals
FAMILY
–
Depression/WW2 influences – Scarcity  economic
BACKGROUNDS – Strict/simple, frugal/miserly – make do/live within
OF
means/resourceful.
–
Varied geographical but Aust and UK only, city and
PARENTS
rural
–
Traditional gendered families/parenting
roles/expectations
–
Varied political affiliations – conservativecommunist
Formative/
–
Some families “odd” or felt “different” but accepting
primary
–
Little concern about environment in overt environmental
language but practiced economically – gardens, produce,
“shaping”
holiday places
–
Elements of “early” feminism (in some mothers) and “racism”
–
Education supported, girls not encouraged
Some highly influential parents – rights, gardens/outdoors
Normal/conventional but not necessarily traditional upbringing
–
Mostly “cocooned”/parochial households but some with
PARENTS
social exposure from education and cultural exposure from
( 1 @ low 30s;
opportunities
most 43-53)
–
Continuity of domestic frugality/domestic lifestyle linked to
finances, not environmental concerns, eg vege gardens,
clothing, cycling
–
Mainly state primary/secondary schools – secondary
Childhood/
schooling less satisfactory but most achieve highly; no
youth
environmental education; relatively low levels of sport
identity and
–
Females react/rebel against parents, school, friends or
transitions
community/society during later secondary school years 
greater awareness of “independence” – desire for exploration/escape
–
Little overt/planned contact with “nature” – if so,
through family holidays – varying in “significance”
Professional, mobile, creative of opportunity, oriented to
social justice with blending in of environmental issues/concern/activism and membership
EARLY
–
Continuities with university qualifications – usually f/t
WORK/CAREER
in social and community areas
(mainly 1980s)
–
Shared/collective, often alternative/activist households
in older, inner city areas
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–
–
–

Identity
lifestyle
consolidation
and
work
transition

PARTNER
Identity
renegotiation/
affirmation
FAMILY
(1990s)

Family lifestyle/identity
negotiation,
transition and
confirmation

FAMILY
FUNCTIONING/
DYNAMIC

–
–
–
–

Activism in work, pg studies and campaigns/movements (Cain Labour Govt.)
Continued strong influence of feminism on males and
females – extended/fertilized by environmentalism
Anti consumerism supported by increasing organic living and community interest/solidarity
Strong friendships/networks with like-minded individuals/groups where current partner “identified”
“Weak” pursuit of fixed/planned career “aspirations”
Individual decision to live/earn less than “careerist” potential
Later/delayed commitment to partner

“Late” marriage, congruent partnership
–
Strong compatibility of values/lifestyle/politics with
“chosen” future partner
–
Shared decision to live/earn less than “careerist” potential
remain in inner city due to work/continued study commitments and existing networks/community  lifestyle
Mainly nuclear (one blended, two single mother); 3 with
only child; 4 with two children
–
“delayed” children (late 30s/early 40s): limit to larger
family
–
“Upheaval” of personal identity (particularly for female) and lifestyle – “discontinuities” from 80s
–
Shared decision for f/t parenting – lower $/less consumptive, often co-operative (with resources) in preexisting networks
–
All mothers, one father, to p/t or no paid employment,
some voluntary due to community/environmental
commitments.
–
“Waning” political activism “evolves/replaced” with
heightened “domestic/household” feminist/environmentalist activism
–
‘De’politicization frustrating for mothers – hesitant/reluctant ‘acceptance’ re-directed where possible –
particularly food
Planned/strategic: importance of being “older”/far more extensive life experiences, communicative, negotiate differences, consensus, ‘worldview’ committed (equity, social
justice, ecopolitical, environmentally and community ethic,
low consumption)
–
Practice of values – ideals/rhetoric as reality  frugality (chosen/reaffirmed)
–
Household as “micro”community/democracy
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Household
ecology
of
(in)actions,
interactions,
communication,
arrangements

PARENTING
Strategies

Lifestyle/
identity
translation
to children
GEOGRAPHIES/
NATURE/PLACE
RELATIONS

Inner/embodied

90

–
–
–
–
–

Greater/heightened intensity of mother
Importance of friends/cooperative to assist parenting
models
Pragmatic when “forced” by work/social demands
“Parochial” when “pushed”
Contradictions recognized – older houses, “sustainable” household aspirations (eg solar) with “less income” decision, declining affordability of options

“Subversive” but “naturalized” non-conformist/alternative
–
Constructive, supportive, nurturing
–
“Tension” of “imposition/control” and “independence”
for/of children, including “intrusion” of peer pressure
and school/consumer “cultures”
–
-Children (sometimes) “reminder” to parents
–
Conflict/resistance not (yet?) evident
–
Evidence of strong “uptake/rehearsal” of parents/values/actions but few kids yet at age where they
might contest parents
–
Intergenerational “continuity/conflict” in face of cultural/consumer “challenge”
Combination, mix but preference for a “constrained” “liberal” (rational, choice, “self” determining but “consequentially” alert/aware)
–
Modelling/doing
–
Modelling and communicated, explained
–
Receptive, problem solving
–
Ongoing “modelling” from parents (mothers) networks
–
Expected, trained/instructed, habituated  “normalization”
eg lights/showers/
Participatory, optional/persuasive, eg demonstrations
Restrictions eg tv, computers, food, clothes
Sporadic use of rewards/punishments
–
–

Mainly household and school, periodically but declining
with age for community/environmental “farms”, local parks
and (relatively) natural creek/river/bush inner city areas.
Periodic holiday “escape/attraction” to nature for half of
families for re-creational, perhaps “spiritual”, and family/social reasons, and for some potential/probable “downshifting”
–
Food, meals, often organic, often resistance to “refined/produced” and “fast/packaged/commercial” and
school canteen (nb “ecofeminist” domestic politic
–
Vegetable gardening (constant for some, sporadic/constrained for others) and pets – backyard
–
Clothing, often op-shop (mother)
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–
–
–

–
–
–

Social/community

–

–

Household recycling (mother initiated/supervised)
Habituation (lights, doors) (father monitored)
Child “protection”, household “haven/security” from cultural/consumerist “penetration” (tv/computers, advertising)
(shared)
Sporadic play/exploration of local park and creek/river
/bush’
Supported/supervised introduction via bike riding of
above (by fathers)
Regular/ongoing local organic shopping and consumer
education (mother)
Periodic, declining with age local community/farm, but increasing green/war demonstrations, organizations (shared
but probably mother)
Local state schools (one secondary), declining into secondary (shared)

- 2 families own/share “nature/bush” retreats/places
–
Half families camp, visit national parks
–
Most holiday
–
All “belong” to city dwelling, with adaptation to realize
more green advantages than disadvantages in inner city
living when compared with “bush/nature” living.
–
All are “low” or anti-consumer city dwellers
Outer/culturenature

CHILDREN
Intergenerational/
formative

All are intelligent, articulate, expressive, confident and
achieving well at school. Most strongly involved in parent
supported activities outside school – sport and music is
very strong for most
All are “rehearsing” parents’ commitments/values to a
large extent but will reflect/challenge “back”.
All are aware of their “difference” – all seem to be sufficiently self assured/comfortable to “deal/cope” with peer
pressures or influences.
All are “worldly” and know about environmental problems/issues but few have environmental/ecological knowledge.
All feel they can choose but ‘know’ persuasion is used.
All have other, connected “communities of support”
Only one at 16 years old; majority 9-13.

Theoretical directions?
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Curriculum theory. The findings about Green households potentially provide an “ideal” model of education/training to which a school/state
curriculum might aspire if serious about environmental ed/ed for sustainability.
For example, recommended for teaching and schools is the fostering of strong
and participatory democracy, confidence/resilience/assertiveness, normalization
and habituation of green practices in the classroom, food growing/care, outdoors as indoor curriculum, community relations/awareness, etc.
Implications. Current approaches to environmental education for
sustainable development must recognize their limitations and link to a
broader array of family and social interventions.
Validation of the need for a “humanly constructive” embodied/domestic oriented curriculum (Payne, 1997) to precede and then scaffold
to the socially critical perspectives, including (Fien (1993)
The SLE (Tanner, Palmer, Chawla) “body of knowledge” be qualified - the greening/eco activism of individuals is evolutionary, not revolutionary; difficult to establish a cause/effect relationship between “one off”
significant experiences within an unfolding/evolving environmental
sense/practice of self.
Youth (dis)engagement. The chronic sense of disempowerment expressed by or attributed to Australian youth is not something strongly evident in this study of green families and their household oikos. In fact, much
can be learned about youth empowerment and youth transitions through the
study of parenting practices, family functioning and their influence on child
development. Constraint? These green parents are probably exceptional re
level of education, political involvement, intellectual engagement, level of
action (personal, community & wider political – past and present).
Child→ Youth → Young adult transitions including sustainable
consumption and young Australians (Fien et al, 2003). The nature of “postmodern” transitions is not well understood in relation to competing demands
but its development will be enhanced by incorporating how child and youth
identity identities are complicated by family history, functioning/dynamic
and processes and how even very committed parenting strategies grapple
with and negotiate “peer cultural consumer entertainment” imperatives.
Findings here are strongly suggestive of positive intergenerational
continuity about the environment, conserving and consuming. Findings
from the non-green family study are strongly, but in the negative sense, that
non or “anti” environmental and consumer identities are sought, or/and enculturated, often unknowingly.
Political functions of families. Herring (2003) is critical of family
scholarship that has failed to examine the full range of political functions of
the family. According to herring, this limited scholarship dwells on one of
three factors supporting the “reproductive” role of the power of the state –
the production of competent, good citizens (others include, families reliev92
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ing the state of having to care for dependent citizens, and families diminishing the power of other intermediate forms of social association that might
challenge the state).
Herring’s three “subversive” functions of families are indicated in
the findings here:
–
Families producing individuals with diverse opinions, passions
and interests (most children studied here are acknowledged as
different by their parents and already see themselves as different,
often in spite of massive peer group pressure)
–
Parents involving children in social settings that introduce them
to other forms of associational relationship that (potentially) exist
outside the state sphere (eg “voluntary” involvement in demos,
CERES, CCF, workshops, green politics). Potentially these social models “check” state power b/c they provide/encourage intermediate/local forms of associational tolerance
–
Necessary to create the conditions for the stronger functioning of
a large pluralistic democracy
The development of the above possibilities (curriculum reform,
youth empowerment, subversive families) would need to be tempered (theoretically/practically) by other empirical insights gained from this study.
Socio-cultural conditions and formative experiences. These current
parents are legacies of their own parents’ “scarcity” conditions (Depression
era and WW2) and were participants/observers when they were young and
(felt) supported by readily available/accessible social and political change
conditions (Vietnam war, Hippies, feminism, environmentalism, Pedder/Franklin, music).
Parents’ frugality and anti-consumerism/materialism (and its own internal disciplines) has now been replaced in their children by a combination
of “entitlement” and children’s rights, consumer/entertainment and “postmaterial” imperatives that are far less conducive to feelings of (socio-cultural)
support and alternatives. Intergenerational environmental/ecopolitical continuity and commitment may, therefore, be (severely) diminished/displaced by
the affluence of the post scarcity cultural condition in which today’s youth are
growing up. There are far fewer youthful opportunities for the rebellious rites
of passage enjoyed by their parents. Importance of studying these children
longitudinally – in 5, 10, 15, 20 years for continuities/discontinuities, their relationships/family parenting, etc.
Family functioning. The current cohort of parents are having to work
through numerous contradictions themselves about preferred individual and collective eco-identities/lifestyles and that emerging (see above) in their children.
Nature orientation. Families living in inner city (the relatively high
Green vote in the recent Federal election) do not seem to be overly preoccu93
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pied with nature in the “raw”, it is important but “background” and “confirming”. These green parents have evolved in their social justice/feminist/’left wing’ worldviews by including ecopolitics into their quest
for a better world. Their children have less opportunities for ‘nature’ immersion, engagement, affiliation in the urban setting. Children like being outdoors, in gardens, parks, local creeks and holidays.
Will be interesting to compare inner city and regional samples where
nature is more available.
Practical implications/recommendations for curriculum and pedagogical development .(See 1 above).
What, then, are some of the key visible and invisible pedagogical
processes found in the postmodern oikos practised by these families? What
lessons for curriculum developers are to be learned from the (green) household and its ecologies that act as a doing and praxical site of environmental
education? Are there some “best environmental parenting practices” that
teachers might do in their classrooms and schools? For example:
–
A commitment to environmental and social justice in both theory
and practice where rhetoric is consistently matched by reality - an
ecopraxis established communally, cooperatively, supportively
and democratically with children
–
The normalization, habituation and naturalization of such an
ecopraxis through the regular thematization of the environment in the
daily routines, actions and interactions and doing of family members
–
The view that doing as an approach to learning and child development rests upon the (re)cyclical nexus of “doing” (by family
members), informing/explaining (by parents) and communicating
(by all) and, hence, meshing of “real/direct/active/embodied” experiences and learning for the environment in those daily routines, family functioning and household ecologies
–
The development of trust, respect, support, care, reciprocity and
mutualism in enabling children’s confidence and competence to
be different about things environmental
–
The fostering of an ethos or culture that a positive difference can
be made through one’s everyday actions and interactions, even
through little things like, for example, making one’s own bread
rather than “buying” hundreds of plastic bags in which bread is
consumed from the shop
–
The willingness of parents to encourage resourcefulness in a range
of domestic activities and interactions while limiting the availability
or access of children to consumer/material goods, fashions, images
and icons, and technological imperatives and, subsequently, children’s receptiveness to and acceptance of such “constraints”
–
The considerable financial savings and, therefore, economic
benefits to families of constructing an ecopraxis
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–
–

–

The realization that a bodily, domestic, local ecopraxis is inherently political, powerful, highly accessible and easily enacted
Environmental and ecological knowledge are not crucially important aspects of an ecopraxis but a “consciousness”, awareness
and sense of agency and resourceful and “lateral” power in sustaining it are
Occasional appreciative contact with local and holiday versions
of nature is of some value in the intergenerational ethic.
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
AND CURRICULUM THEORY
Phillip G. Payne
Faculty of Education - La Trobe University,
Bendigo, Victoria, 3552 Australia
p.payne@latrobe.edu.au
Abstract
Persistent concerns in the literature over the past 20 years about the
efficacy of environmental education in schools might be traced to the way
curriculum and pedagogical development has exaggerated the importance of
the rational mind and conceptual abstractions in school-based learning while
downplaying the significance of embodied and “real” nature of learners’
everyday experiences. The philosophical deconstruction of mind-body, culture-nature, and theory-practice “gaps” or dualisms asks postmodern curriculum theorists and reflective practitioners to find alternative ways of
thinking about and practising environmental education and education for
sustainable development.
This presentation outlines a novel but empirically qualified approach
to curriculum that places the learner/inquirer at the embodied and everyday
centre of local and global environmental issues.
The vitality now evident “globally” in environmental education research (Gough, 2004; Hart & Nolan, 1999; Lotz-Sisitka, 2004; Rickinson,
2001; Russell & Hart, 2003; Scott, 1999, 2000, 2003) has not been matched
in curriculum theory for environmental education. Curriculum theory has
fallen on hard times as neo-conservative ideology, centralized mandates, bureaucratic standards and accountability measures have subdued any
(re)visionary impulse in schooling. To be sure, the decade-long rise of “education for sustainable development” has influenced educational policy developments at state, national, and international levels. Its blurring with environmental education has also been noted (McKeown & Hopkins, 2003).
By and large, the development of environmental education curricula
have not kept pace with the issues generated in the increasingly fertile discourse of environmental education research or, for that matter, in environmental philosophy.
This presentation aims to rekindle educators’ and researchers involvement in “theorizing” the curriculum. It highlights how the renaissance
of philosophical interest in the body and its embodiment, the phenomenology of place relations, and the questions environmental education researchers pose about the environmental “nature” of educational experience, converge in ways that mark out promising directions for curriculum developers.
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Today, I can only provide the briefest of sketches of a curriculum
theory for environmental education that I have been developing informally
and formally for the past two decades as part of nearly three decades of professional and academic involvement in environmental education.
The sketch will be painted via a series of slides that only provide
some conceptual signposts and highlight some curriculum and pedagogical
issues about developing a postmodern theory of environmental education. In
developing this curriculum theory, I draw more on empirical inquiries and
evidence and less on rhetorical exhortation.
In short, this theory stresses an “ontological”, “phenomenological”
and existential basis of making meaning about our being, doing and becoming
for the environment – both individually and collectively. Only indirectly implied here, rather than addressed directly which would be far too time consuming, is my attempt to formulate an ecological theory of environmental
education where the term ecological is used politically to signal a concerted
effort to deconstruct the I-world, mind-body, theory- practice, text-lifeworld
gaps that much modern and postmodern thinking have (re)constituted.
Trends in Western Environmental Thinking:
The Subjective Experience of Contested Places
Peter Hay’s (2002) comprehensive cross-disciplinary survey of the
main strands of thought in the western environmental movement identified a
number of vantage points from which the development of environmental
education curricula might proceed. These include a variety of ecophilosophies, ecofeminism, religion and spirituality, the critique of science, the
phenomenology of place, and the green politics of authoritarian, conservative, liberal and socialist traditions. Hay expresses surprise that the phenomenological literature of “place” has had so little influence on mainstream ecological thought. This “place literature” – he observes – is relevant
to the wider concerns of ecological thought because it creates empathy, encourages a deep concern for the processes of life, stresses living in accordance with ethical precepts, and has a political edge. For those familiar with
this genre, the writings of Barry Lopez and Gary Snyder are examples of
evocative narratives about poignant experiences of various places, spaces
and natures. Hay concedes the phenomenological literature is primarily concerned with wilderness type environments and should be accompanied by
less romantic critiques of the commodification of space and our alienation
from those very places in which most of us dwell. Bowerbank’s (1999) critique of “nature writing” illustrates Hay’s concerns, as does Cronon’s
(1995) provocative text about the historical, social and cultural levels of
human-nature-place relations.
If so, Hay believes the contribution of phenomenology to the environmental movement would be “immensely valuable”.
Prominent environmental philosophers like Eugene Hargrove (1998)
lament their field’s lack of impact on education and policy. Few curriculum
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scholars in environmental education have developed the rich conceptual
links that exist between, for example, aspects of phenomenology and the
ways in which environmental education curricula might be conceived and
enacted pedagogically. Recently published exceptions include Gruenewalds’
(2003) focus on the experiential and linguistic processes of human social
development, Newbery’s (2003) narration of carrying a canoe, Powers’
(2004) evaluation of place-based education programs, and some largely rhetorical claims about a “deep ecology” pedagogy.
Marjorie O’Loughlin’s (1997, 1998) neo-Deweyan educational appraisal of Merleau-Ponty’s philosophical phenomenology of “lived experience” outlines a number of ideas that are crucially relevant to the aspirations
many environmental educators have in “teaching” about the “relationships”
of humans and their environments. O’Loughlin is critical of the emphasis
placed on the acquisition of knowledge and facts whose “abstractions” are
all-too-often removed from learners’ “everyday experience”. She observes
that the human body is excluded from most curriculum discussions and
documents. Drawing from the prominent social theorist Anthony Giddens
(1984), O’Loughlin differentiates between the practical consciousness (i.e.
embodied/tacit/intuitive habits, emotions, routines, traditions, conventions,
patterns, norms, dispositions, rules/resources) and the discursive consciousness (reason, awareness, knowledge, logic, texts).
Notably, Giddens (1984, p. xx) argues social theory should be concerned,
…first and foremost with reworking conceptions of human being and
human doing, social reproduction and social transformation…

for which the practical consciousness should be a leading focus for
empirical inquiry.
O’Loughlin (1997) proposed the pedagogical development of “intelligent bodies” and “ecological subjectivities”. Her recommended curriculum
invites learners to differentiate between discursive and practical consciousnesses. She highlights the expressive aspects of individual and collective
bodies. Learners should have multi-sensory experiences, not just “sight” experiences. O’Loughlin wants learners to explore “time-space dynamics”.
Her curriculum would offer and draw upon the many “situational encounters” learners have with both built and natural environments where learning
should embrace the continuities and discontinuities of time, and the sensuality and desensitising qualities of places and spaces.
Such experiences should be “extended explorations” of those places
that, she notes, are often “conflictual” and “contested”, highlighting how
such environments are ‘social constructions”, as well as being physical. Investigations should focus on the meanings of spatial behaviours, awareness
of boundaries and territoriality, their histories in human affairs, and their
current significance as environments of action, interaction and relations.
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O’Loughlin (1998) concludes that the multi-sensory study of experiences of various environments should lie in the process of inquiry, discovery, and articulation by the group
…because it is only though the experience of embodied sociality that
students may come to be aware of the deepest meanings generated in
their common corporeal experience. (1998, p. 294)

Trends in Environmental Education Research:
The “Nature” of Experience.
Crucially important lessons are also to be learned from the most recent “meta-reviews” of the past decade’s environmental education research
(Hart & Nolan, 1999; Rickinson, 2001). Rickinson’s analysis of the evidence-base about learners and learning identifies three “well established”
nodes of students’
–
Environmental knowledge
–
Environmental attitudes and behaviours
–
Environmental learning outcomes
and three “emerging nodes”, namely students’
–
Perceptions of nature
–
Experiences of learning
–
Influences on adults.
The implications of the first two emerging nodes are almost selfevident. Learners do require diverse experiences of different environments
and versions of nature so as to better inquire into, reflect upon and understand how they themselves perceive, conceive, construct, compare, act and
relate to “nature” and the “environment”. Learners, teachers and researchers
need, therefore, to understand the “natures” of the environmental experiences
they have and the places in which they occur – at the home, school, playground, river, mall, and so on.
There are, however, risks for the curriculum theorist in not thinking
seriously about the different “natures” and “places” of environmental learning experiences, noting the term “experience” is easily bandied about, not
least of all by educators advocating its virtues. Perplexing questions rarely
asked in environmental education include, “who owns the experience?” and
“whose and what experience is being experienced – the learner’s, the
teacher’s, the curriculum’s author, the policy’s maker?”
John Dewey (1938) anticipated the problem of “social control” in
schools when he called for an intelligent theory of experience that, if neglected, would leave learners “at the mercy of every intellectual breeze that
happens to blow”.
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More recently, Robin Usher and Richard Edwards (1994) argued
that the relationship of the postmodern and experiential learning is undertheorized. They added “meaning is constructed through experience rather
than simply being conveyed by it” and is now too often associated with the
practices of “guidance” and “counselling”.
Zygmunt Bauman (1997) asserted, “the bitter experience in question
is the experience of freedom”. Says Bauman about the growing demands for
“teachers of experience” that “experiencing” has become a “technical problem” for training “perfect consumers” by the “paragons and prophets” of the
postmodern market place.
Hart & Nolan’s (1999) critical review of research in environmental
education focused on the field’s methodological developments and diversification of approaches to inquiry. Their conclusions have strong implications for curriculum theorists and developers if we are to take seriously
Dewey’s, Usher & Edwards, and Bauman’s observations. Hart & Nolan implore educators to “get right” the presuppositions they make about learners’
current activities and their connections in “daily life” to the complex “social
structures” in which they live, act and relate to various environments. To not
undertake such an “elementary” task, they rightly assert, renders pointless
any common vision for environmental education. Hart & Nolan call for
strategies that
…make it possible for teachers and students to work with and as inquirers to confront their own notions and ideas about the way the
world works… (1999, p. 41)

where learning should be seen as an enabling process rather than
mere knowledge acquisition.
The trend identified by Hart & Nolan, Rickinson, and O’Loughlin,
while reiterating Hay’s views, is that learning should be a positive process
of individual and collective inquiry. “Situated” investigations of one’s own
and others’ (embodied) environmental experiences are required to reveal
how we “live” and construct our problematic environmental relations with
various places and spaces.
The durability and relevance of those 1970s United Nations commitments to experiential learning, holism, interdisciplinary inquiry, problem
solving and participatory action (Palmer, 1998) persist but in ways that
highlight the ordinary and enabling/constraining role of the everyday, the
body, and place encounters. This trend also resonates with the latest developments in cognitive science, ecological psychology, and philosophy about
the “embodied mind” as an interface of culture-nature experiences and relations (for example, Lombardo, 1987; Varela et al., 1991; Lakoff & Johnson,
1999; Petitot et al., 1999; Weiss & Haber, 1999).
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There are, therefore, very good historical and contemporary reasons
for educators to take seriously the possibilities of a “humanly constructive”
approach to curriculum theory where learners (students, teachers, policymakers, researchers) interrogate their own (and others’) embodied experiences of “places” and “spaces” whose contested terrains reflect the socially
constructed and problematic nature of “human-environment-nature” relations.
A Humanly Constructive Environmental Education Background
The formulation of the humanly constructive curriculum was a response
to a series of chronic problems in environmental education, curriculum development, social theory, and environmental philosophy, namely
–
Unresolved tensions between competing perspectives of environmental education – the applied science, practical/interpretive and socially critical approaches.
–
Persistent concerns about the processes, materials, outcomes and
“efficacy” of environmental education; allegations of theorypractice “gaps” and ongoing confusion about the nature of interdisciplinary and experiential learning. These problems hinged on
a number of unexamined assumptions about the three approaches
identified above, or were a reflection of the unrealistic expectations of the field to bring about “change”.
–
Practical problems in schools presented by a non-conventional
“subject” that demanded flexibility in timetabling, staffing, field
visits, as well as other logistical, financial and legal issues.
–
Developmentally inappropriate curricula that met the interests of
“absent” experts while not addressing the “present” circumstances of learners and teachers.
–
Limited progress in the ability of social theory, environmental
philosophy, and geography to inform curriculum developers of
how to bridge the dualisms of agency-structure, identityspatiality, and local-global that, effectively, denied the possibility
of plausible empirical insights into the nature of humanenvironment relations and, therefore, satisfactory explanations of
socio-ecological life needed for the planning of meaningful curricula experiences.
–
The need for “change agents” to acknowledge the ontologically
enabling and constraining features of the body, the role of tradition, the force of power, and the contingencies of reason.
The nine questions devised for individual and group inquiries were
derived from a range of theoretical sources (Payne, 1995, 1999a) and have
been empirically qualified over the past decade (Payne, 1997, 1998, 1999,
2000, 2002a,b, 2003, 2004, in press).
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Defining features
The questions are sensitisers for inquiry by learners, or teachers (and
researchers) to foster inquiry. The questions can be utilized individually and infused into existing curricula, flexibility permitting. Or they are a curriculum in
their own right and can be developed over whatever time period is available.
Some questions may be more developmentally appropriate than others. The latter questions hinge on meanings derived from the initial questions.
The “content” and “timetable” of the curriculum are the mundane,
everyday experiences of the learner(s). The locus and focus, or “field-site”
for inquiry is/are the human body(ies) and its/their variable and uneven embodiments of the “sediments” or “residues” of history, society, culture and
nature. Self and group “reflective” inquiries are thematized here by deliberating about what is environmentally “enabling” and/or “disabling”. In so
doing, the humanly constructive approach embodies an environmental
ethic in that very few resources, costs and travel to outside sites are
needed, as has conventionally been the case. This curriculum approach
may also be adapted in other “human/social development/ issues” of education. The astute reader will note how these “related” issues about health,
citizenship, gender, and ethnicity are embedded in the inquiry process and
sequence of questions.
–
In phenomenological terms, the humanly constructive curriculum
is interested in revealing our individual and collective being, doing and becoming with an end-in-view of “for-being-for-theenvironment”.
–
It is concerned, therefore, with “real” human experiences of environmental actions, inactions and relations but it acknowledges that
such experiences are many and layered, often in contradiction,
“stretching” from the body, to the local, through many more layers of geography and culture to the “global”.
–
It acknowledges that “real” experiences are not “authentic”, nor
should the global problem be conflated, individualized and intensified to one’s own body, but that various experiences are temporally, spatially, socially, and symbolically mediated by a range of
forces, including language, families, geographies, technologies,
politics, economics and so on.
–
It is, therefore, concerned with how human experience and embodied environmental actions and relations are “structured” and
“constructed” in the “everyday” and actively “recycled” by actors, often unknowingly, as a re-packaged version of humanenvironment relations, many of which are troubling.
–
It is, therefore, primarily concerned with interpreting what already is the case, in our individual and collective being, doing
and becoming. Exposure to theories of personal, social, and environmental ethics and politics might assist learner(s) in judging
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–

the merits or otherwise of the match of what they find is the case
and what theory says it could or ought be.
Another humanistic aim of this ecocentric inquiry for-being-forthe-environment is that it is “enabling”. Its “in here” focus for
being highlights the need for solutions and hope to the problems
and issues “way out there” whose overemphasis in environmental education reconstitutes a “disabling” paralysis. “Problems” might therefore be understood as temporary constraints on
embodied agency. A judicious mix of “enablement” and “constraint” is pedagogically desirable in the way reflexive learners
mount their individual and collective inquiries.

In sum, this approach to curriculum theory reflects an attempt to reclaim the “places” of human agency (Giddens, 1984; Archer, 2000) where
“real” inquiries can be conducted by learners, teachers and researchers into
their natural, material, social and symbolic experiences of what others refer
to as the “ecological crisis”. The restoration of human agency, the “parent”
of human action, through reflexive inquiries into everyday, (in)significant
experiences is a positive response to the negative instrumental rationality
enframed in modernist, positivist linear approaches to environmental education. Human agency, the “empowering” but elusive possibility of education,
also needs rescuing from those postmodern perspectives of education that
effectively reduce the self and his/her/our lifeworld realities to a disembodied and decontextualized form of textualism where language and discourses
supposedly serve as a mirror in “reading” what it is to be a human being,
doer and becomer.
The defining features of this questioning, inquiry approach aim to be
–
Critical (practical, non-idealist, socially scientific, ethicopolitical)
–
Ecological (embodied, intercorporeal, intersubjective, relational,
glocalized, ecocentric)
–
Ontological (underlying agency structure mutually constituting
“patterns” of human existence).
The questioning for-being-for-the-environment is outlined below.
Sensitizing means
–
The questions can be reworded and/or modified according to
learners’ needs
–
Their pedagogical appropriateness that might range across informal discussions, role playing exercises, group problem solving, action research, extended individual, paired or group projects, a dissertation.
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Sensitizer/probe
In what ways might there be environmental problems and/or solutions
“at work” in my/our acting body(ies)?
What habits/routines and feelings do I
have at home, in the neigbourhood, at
the shops, in the playground, on the
river, at school, at work that allow
and/or limit these problems/solutions
from continuing?
How and from where “out there” do
these “in me/us” problems and/or solutions come from, or go to, everyday? What are the local/global “pathways” of these problems in and out of
my/our bodies?
How do these problems and solutions
converge and diverge for each and all
of us?
What household, school, local and social conventions, rules/norms, talk,
pressures, technologies, recreations
and media are most likely to allow
and/or limit these problems?
How are these embodied problems/solutions, pathways and conventions shaped by personal and family
histories, geographical setting, living
circumstances ethnicity, and social
conditions?

What of my/our actions, interactions,
and relations can be changed to
“help” or not help the environment?

Experiential
dimension
Intelligent
body(ies)

Embodied
reasoning

Ecological
subjectivities/
embodiment
processes
Intercorporeal/
Intersubjective
social intelligence
Structuration
of experience/
Governing/disciplining

Tradition/
social structure/
geography/
culture

Embodied
agency

Conceptual and/or
empirical resources
Melucci (1996)
Payne (1997, 1999a)
Macnaghten (2003)
Le Grange (2004)
Payne (1998, 2002a,
2004)
Kahn (1999)
Lousley (1999)
MacEachren (2000)
Malone & Tranter
(2003)
Fien (1993)
Hart (1997)
Berryman (19999)
Payne (2000)
Loughland et al.
(2003)
Stern (2000)
Kaufman et al. (2001)
Payne (1998, 2002b,
2003b)
Chawla (1998, 1999)
Huckle (1995)
Michael (2000)
Hampel et al (1996)
Brody (1997)
Payne (1998, 1999b,
2004)
Seidel (2000)
Strandbu & Krange
(2003)
Sundstrom (2003)
Jensen & Schnack
(1997)
Payne (1997)
Jickling & Spork (1998)
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What are the consequences of my/our
proposed changes, or non change, for
‘others’ and for the future (people,
environments/nature?
What insights, meanings, interpretations, explanations, or justifications
are needed in responding individually
and/or collectively to each of the
above questions?

Socioecological
agency and ethics/
intergenerational ethics
Environmental
education:
for being for
the environment

Bentley et al. (2004)
Walker (1997)
Hicks (1998)
Malone (1999)
Connell et al. (1999)
Payne (2004)
Numerous, in various
disciplines and interdisciplinary studies

Eating chemically-treated/imported/preserved or organicallygrown/local/seasonal fruit or vegetables are examples of everyday experiences
that can be examined (or compared) via individual and/or group inquiries using
some, or all, of the above questions to reveal how those embodied experiences
“actually” reconstitute certain environmental relations and local-global consequences. Or, where a learner sits at his/her desk/table in relation to available
lighting and ventilation can be considered according to the lesser or greater
demands for clothing, lighting and air-conditioning. And so on.
Young children already receive instruction in, for example, the need
for fruit and vegetables for growth and good health; equally, chemistry and
biology students can study the organic composting and pesticide residues of
the apple varieties they already eat. Or, in geography, history or economics,
learners might study the production, labour market, transportation and retailing of apples. Clearly, this type of curriculum approach endorses the frequent calls in education for “situated learning”, “contextual knowledge”,
“reflective practice”, “constructivist and socially-constructivist pedagogies”,
and “authentic” curriculum.
So too for “story(ies)”, “narratives”, “standpoints”, and “autobiographies”. There is also a deeper “worldview” issue encapsulated in the above
curriculum’s characterization as an education for-being-for-the-environment.
The hyphens reflect the aim of phenomenologists to “reconstruct” the mutually constituting human-environment “duality” while “deconstructing” the
Cartesian inspired “I  World” separation and disconnection. Cartesian
thinking, allegedly, invokes major epistemological and methodological assumptions about the nature of “reality”, “knowledge”, and “truth” upon
which much of the positivist and post-positivist curriculum development
and research in environmental education has proceeded and been legitimized (for example, Robottom & Hart, 1993). Critiques of its dominance
have contributed to the current vitality in environmental education research,
in particular the emergence of a range of interpretive approaches within
qualitative approaches to inquiry. Moreover, many environmental philosophers and eco/feminists, in particular, are critical of the dualisms, binary lo108
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gics, and values hierarchical thinking they associate with the positivist and
patriarchal worldviews of western science and philosophy and their associations with the ecological crisis (Merchant, 1980; Plumwood, 1993).
Conclusion
Trends in environmental education research, educational philosophy
and environmental thought invite us to reconsider the embodied, situated,
and practical nature of educative (environmental) experience. In light of the
revelation that individuals, teachers, researchers and schools actively “construct” and “give meaning” to human-environment interactions and relations
there is now a different role for curriculum theorists to play in “reconstructing” appropriate educational opportunities for those whom education purports to serve – the learner. There can be no doubt that individual and social
agency requires resuscitation via “new” curriculum frameworks/approaches
and pedagogical strategies that “engage” and breathe real “authentic” life
into the processes of learning and the natures of educational experience.
The rescuing of agency, via inquiry into the everyday in which
learners “really” live, is one strong possibility. To avoid the risk, in the full
face of curriculum’s straightjacketing by bureaucratic and economic forces,
risks even greater consequences for the conservation, protection and restoration of those few places and natures that contribute reciprocally to the integrity of the human condition and its intergenerational prospects.
A humanly constructive approach to reflexive inquiries by intelligently embodied learners, teachers, policy-makers and researchers, as outlined above in a critical, ecological, ontology of human experience, is one
creative, practical, enabling, and non-idealistic solution curriculum theorists
now need to pursue for-being-for-the-environment.
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EVALUATION OF AN ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
MEASURE IN THE CONTEXT OF EDUCATION
FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT.
THE ASSESSMENT OF A PROJECT DAY
FOR PRIMARY SCHOOL STUDENTS AT THE
“ÖKOSTATION FREIBURG”
Svantje Schumann
Institute of Forest and Environmental Policy,
University of Freiburg.
Phone: + 49 (0)761/ 4 53 66 69
email: Svantje.Schumann@ifp.uni-freiburg.de
Background and objective of the study
The concept of sustainable development postulates a new global responsibility for the living conditions of present and future generations. It
suggests also the possibility for a comprehensive steering of social development in the direction of sustainability.
The assumption made in the discussion of strategies for sustainable
development is that, for sustainability to be achieved, the far reaching modification of human attitudes and ways of life is of fundamental importance.
Environmental education measures are a building block, which should help
to initiate such a change in mentality and handling. Environmental education outside of schools is growing in importance and is increasingly being
used to supplement environmental education in schools.
In chapter 36 of Agenda 21 on education an action plan was drafted
containing a new orientation of environmental education in favour of education for sustainable development. Education for sustainable development
aims to strengthen environmental awareness and to promote environmentally appropriate handling. It departs from a manipulatively created increase
of knowledge and from the assumption of a “knowledge attitudes behaviour” chain of effects (de Haan 1998). Instead increasingly innovative
knowledge is called for and a focus is placed on independently initiated developments and changes.
The current development shows that the political demands for environmental education are growing and are increasingly manifested in the education sector. This is subsequently followed by an increasing demand for the
evaluation of environmental education measures and facilities. The leading
objective of environmental education is to promote the appropriate utilisation
of natural resources, or merely to highlight the need for this generally. An
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evaluation of environmental education measures must therefore determine
their effectiveness or demonstrate their effects in the main.
However, upon studying the literature, including research reports, it
becomes evident that there is a severe dearth of empirical knowledge with respect to the assessment of the effectiveness of environmental education measures concerning environmental behaviour. Although general agreement in relation to the objective of education for sustainable development exists – even
here there are conflicts between, among others, proponents of classical environmental education and supporters of the new education for sustainable development approach – only very few assessments determining whether certain
existing concepts actually satisfy this objective exist. The drawing up of
strategies and concepts for the attainment of this objective is only one step,
however. Analyses investigating whether the effects of such concepts are
really target oriented are urgently required, especially with a view to possibilities for improvement.
The objective of the study is therefore the documentation and evaluation of an extra curricular environmental education measure in the context of
education for sustainable development.
Methods and procedure
Assessments carried out to date have predominantly employed a subsumption logic approach, that is an environmental education event or facility was tested against predefined criteria (number of participants, duration of
the event, proportion of female or male visitors). The problem with such a
standardised approach is that the very features of an event that are special
and unique, that are both novel and unusual, mostly fall through the net and
are not taken into consideration. At the same time, however, it is this competition-based comparison between different environmental education facilities that illuminates directly the fact that it is the characteristics and contents
and their value, which allows one facility to exceed another.
Given the problems related to subsumption logic research approaches in the field of evaluation research and effectiveness assessments it
was decided to adopt a reconstructive method for this study as an alternative
to the subsumption logic approach described. Reconstruction means than
objects are provided the space needed to present themselves so that they can
later be analysed. The data to be assessed was evaluated content analytically, in a manner closely based on the method of objective hermeneutics.
The term objective hermeneutics stems from Freyer (1923), further to which
Oevermann, Allert, Konau and Krambeck (1979) developed a procedure for
the reconstruction of latent sensory structures. The method has since been
constantly refined and optimised in terms of content and also from the perspective of research economy goals.
In accordance with the current definition and the procedure applied
momentarily, objective hermeneutics – as with every hermeneutical approach – assumes that the social reality is reasonable. At the core of the
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methodological procedure is the sequential analysis of text protocols. In the
sequential analysis versions of a text are created initially and then successively dropped in an adductive process so that over time an explanatory hypothesis relating to the case structure results. This explanatory hypothesis
can and must then be tested against other text excerpts (or other data where
necessary) until either the original explanatory hypothesis is rejected and a
new hypothesis subjected to the testing process, or the original explanatory
hypothesis proves to be the one corresponding best to the data (or a new hypothesis if it proves untenable). The method of objective hermeneutics is
designed to decipher typical or characteristic structures of phenomena to be
researched or, according to Oevermann (1996) to “bring to light the objective laws operating behind the appearances”. The result of its application is the
generation of hypotheses.
The Ökostation Freiburg was selected for the investigation. Since
1986 it has hosted a comprehensive extra curricular environmental education programme for Freiburg and the surrounding area. The Ökostation is
financed by the Regionalverband Südlicher Oberrhein e.V. of the German
Association for Environmental and Nature Protection (BUND). The Ökostation was built in Freiburg in 1986 as part of the state garden exhibition. The
programme covers diverse environment and nature protection oriented topics and appeals to a varied participant group, in terms of age and level of
education as well as career background. With the numerous events taking
place (among other things, the Ökostation hosts more than 200 school
classes and kindergarten groups annually) and the variety of the programmes offered (including green class rooms, project days, lectures, training, seminars, garden get-togethers, consulting), the Ökostation counts
amongst the most renowned environmental education facilities in BadenWürttemberg. The Freiburg Ökostation is linked in various ways to many
environmental education centres and initiatives regionally and beyond.
A project day held for the primary school children entitled “Curious
about nature. Experiments in the subject-combination humans, nature and
culture” was investigated. This sees the Ökostation take on compulsory instruction material from the primary school curriculum and attempt to exploit
the trend seeing more and more schools availing of environmental education
facilities to impart this compulsory experimental course material.
The sequence of the environmental education measure is as follows:
–
Greetings
–
Introduction to the Ökostation
–
Introduction to the event
–
Arrangement of groups
–
Experiments and stations:
– Experiment: “Water permeability of different soil types”
– Experiment: “Soil erosion”
– Station: “Plant growth”
– Experiment: “Waste water treatment”
– Station: “Observation of water birds”.
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To assess the effectiveness of the event, the objective data relating to
the event were presented and analysed first and then the text data. In addition, written ex-post surveys of the students were carried out.
This occurred once with a survey directly after and in the form of a
delayed survey.
Under the term objective data were understood data principally determined externally and involving relatively little need for interpretation. A
differentiation was made between the objective data of the environmental
education measure itself (title of the event, sequence) and the objective data
pertaining to the participant (age, gender).
To capture the event as a concrete individual case five recording media and techniques were employed: data collection with the aid of a digital
camera, data collection with the aid of a digital video camera, data collection with the aid of recording devices, data collection with the aid of observation notes and ex-post analyses.
Results
The results of the study derive from the analysis of the objectives and
the overall concepts of the individual interest groups and in the generation of
hypotheses through which positive effects from an environmental education
perspective can be produced.
The examination of the objectives is particularly important for the
evaluation, as the effects can only be interpreted in the context of the targets
set originally. In the case of concrete examples of environmental education
measures different objectives and concepts are linked. It is possible to name
three principle targets (concepts): the education plan for primary schools, the
objectives and concepts of the participating primary school and the objectives
and concepts of the Ökostation. It was ascertained that all three interest groups
named have a focus on the education for sustainable development concept. The
targets are in harmony with one another, and as such there are no conflicts.
The hypothesis-forming generalisation of the results in this study led
to the naming of elements and principles with a demonstrable potential to
produce positive effects in the context of successful environmental education. The inference of influential factors was made possible by focussing on
repeatedly evoked phenomena observed in the analysis of this individual
case, and the conditions, which initiate them.
In the following the means of arriving at a reconstruction logic determination of the structure elements is presented on the basis of a selected
text passage. The “plant growth” station was selected for this purpose, specifically the part pertaining to the potting of a runner bean. The generation
of results at the station derives from the following steps:
–
Ascertainment of makeup and materials
–
Analysis of the content of the experiment
–
Analysis of the characteristics of the experiment
–
Analysis of the course of the experiment.
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The makeup comprises a tray with pots, crayons; three soil types
(sand, compost, garden soil) in three containers, a mixing bowl, beans, a
filled watering can, stones, twigs and secateurs.
The desired procedure of the experiment is as follows:
–
Mix the substrate from the three available soil types
–
Cover the hole in the bottom of the pots with an appropriately
sized stone
–
Partly fill the pot with substrate
–
Place beans on top of the substrate
–
Cover the beans with substrate and press down gently
–
Place a stick in the substrate to act as an anchor
–
Moisten the substrate
–
Place the pot in a suitable location.
With respect to the characteristics, as a process the procedure can be
steered autonomously. It is both “comprehensible” and visible to the senses.
The links tend to be familiar. The “experiment” can be reproduced, for example, at home, even without guidance, using other beans, seeds or saplings.
Above all, during the procedure the school children are required to
anticipate the type of conditions the germinating and later the growing beans
need; (for example, soil requirements, nutrient demands, water conditions,
hold for twining shoots, etc.). The children can recognise that plants are living organisms requiring nutrients, sunlight and water to survive.
Plant growth can be seen as an entire process. The procedure means
a direct assumption of responsibility on the part of the children for their
plants. This personal duty to care for the plants can evoke according emotions and a valuation of the worth of the plant in the children. This nurturing
role principally promotes the development of a sense of responsibility.
The course of events is presented on the basis of a selected exemplary text sequence. The text sequence is from the opening phase of the station, as the school children are sitting in the Ökostation’s garden shed. The
supervisor is giving the children the task of using the crayons to drawn on
the clay pots into which the beans will later be planted so that they can recognise their own pots again later on. The following text sequence ensues:
Girl: “Should we take off the price tags?” Supervisor: “You can draw
over them.” Girl: “No, I’ll take it off.” Boy: “Oh, look how nicely
she’s doing it.” Other boy: “Really nice.” Other boy: “I’ll do it as well
as I can.” Girl: “I’ll make it match, so that it suits the colour of the
clay.” Boy: “I can’t get the price tag off.” Other boy: “Me neither, but
I’ll keep trying.” Girl: “Maybe it’ll be easier with water”. Boy: “But
we don’t have any water.” Other boy: “This stupid price yoke.” Boy:
“With stupid stripes.” A minute of silent drawing. Boy: “This is taking
me a long time.” “May I use different colours?” Teacher: “That’s
yours.” Boy: “Can I use that colour?” Teacher: “Yes, they’re your
pots.” “Cool project.” “Cool.” “I think so, too.” “The main thing is
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that it’s fun.” “Yes, just because you can draw now you think it’s
cool.” “But we’re not just drawing.” “Now it’s your turn to write.”
“But I’ve already written.” Teacher: “You can draw for now.” “And
why are we colouring these again?” “So that we can recognise them.”
“Can I plant something in it at home then?” Supervisor: “We’re going
to plant something here, soon.” “Cool.” “Yes.” […] “And why are we
colouring them in again?” Teacher: “So that we recognise them.”

At this point it becomes quite clear that the children behold the
station as a holistic aesthetic experience. They perceive the colouring of
the pots structurally as an aesthetic element (Girl: “I’ll make it match, so
that it suits the colour of the clay”; and the irritating price tags are only
disruptive from an aesthetic perspective, but not, for example, in relation
to the growth of the beans).
It also becomes clear, however, that for the school children such a
holistic aesthetic experience is an exception rather than the rule. This means
it is evident that during their school lives the children have made the experience that aesthetic experiences tend to be deemed as being more superfluous
than strongly cognitively structured subjects. Aesthetic experiences require
a degree of leisure (Boy: “This is taking me a long time”). In the present
day, leisure appears to be something almost requiring justification, just as is
increasingly the case with aesthetic experiences. This is why some children
imitate the role of adults: “The main thing is that it’s fun.” “Yes, just because you can draw now you think it’s cool.” “But we’re not just drawing.” These sentences mirror statements made by adults. They feel it necessary to emphasise that they are “not just drawing” and that not only
“fun” is important. The assumption is that if this were the case the activity would not be justifiable. The aesthetic experience is obviously something that is continuously declining in terms of legitimacy, which is why
it seems it requires explanation. The children have plainly internalised
this point of view.
The indispensable precondition for aesthetic experiences, the ability
to make decisions for one’s self, is something to which the school children
are clearly unaccustomed. Some of them need to reassure themselves on a
number of occasions (“May I use different colours?”, “Can I use that colour?”). At the same time it becomes apparent that this type of experience
has a notably stabilising effect (“I’ll do it as well as I can”).
While colouring certain of the school children realise that they
should be taking minutes (“Now it’s your turn to write”, “But I’ve already
written”). The contrast between colouring and minute taking reflects clearly
the contrast between aesthetic and cognitive education processes. Only
when the teacher says to the children that they “can draw for now” are they
reassured and their consciences stilled, that they can view and engage in
colouring as a legitimate activity.
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The subsequent generation of potential positive effect elements in
the context of education for sustainable development provided the following
structural elements:
Immediacy of the experience
Positive effects were generated by the facilitation of an “experience”. The study showed that suspense inducing moments flow into curiosity, excitement and astonishment, with the emotional states mentioned indicators of experience processes and constituent parts of these experiences.
Experiencing, especially direct experiences, have profound and impressive
effects and, therefore, produce lasting impressions.
The “experiencing” hypothesis coincides with the hypotheses of
Oevermann (1996, 1998). According to Oevermann education processes in
the form of experiences present critical situations, the overcoming of which
leads to the stabilising of the individual concerned. Such a stabilisation can
be valued as a useful precondition for the sustainable handling of nature.
–

Independence in the development process
Positive effects can result from the provision of opportunities to gain insight into natural phenomena independently. The provision of as authentic a
natural experience as possible, that is an immediacy of the experience free
of pedagogic guidance, is a constituent of independent learning processes, in
other words the self steering of the handling is integral to the discovery
process. A useful precondition for successful development exists when children are put in or find themselves in a situation where the difference between merely suspecting associations and the intellectual unveiling of the
associations is possible.
–

Leisure
Positive effects can be evoked by the facilitation of a degree of time
and leisure. This hypothesis concurs with the findings of Reheis (1997).
From his investigations Reheis came to the conclusion that people are especially keen to act in an environmentally friendly manner when they have “in
their past education processes had enough time for the processing of impressions, the formation of motives and the growth of perseverance”. Reheis
(1997) considers the time factor to be the decisive component of ecological
education processes. This hypothesis concurs with Oevermanns (1996,
1998) “crisis of leisure” hypothesis, which he deemed fundamental to development processes.
These findings lead, in the context of practical environmental education, among other things, to the conclusion that “less is often more”. The
special significance of the factor leisure should always be accorded consideration. The observance of this notion also impacts upon the type of content
selected. Dealings with the “unconventional” development processes are as
a result also determined differently. By employing open approaches it can
happen that a different answer or a different approach to that or those origi–
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nally planned arises. In accordance with the leisure principle it would be
correct in such cases to accept this in place of the favoured solution of “unwanted” trains of thought. An enrichment in the context of the generation of
new and possibly innovative ideas is more likely than would be the case
through the employment of conventional approaches. In this case one cannot
speak of the failure of a development process as all solutions are perceived
as equal and legitimate.
Primary, individual (nature) experiences/primary, individual
knowledge
Repeatedly during this study moments arose in which primary, individual knowledge and primary, individual experiences flowed from the
school children into the discussions. The school children’s participation was
especially great when a connection to the fundamental aspects of their lives
could be established, that is a thing that fall within the sphere of their individuality. Considerations on the extent to which an observed experiment
process, possibly in an altered form, could be re-observed in every day life, is
to a certain extent relevant to the school children and partly irrelevant. During the course of this study one comes to the conclusion that the decoding
processes are in part simplified by the individual experiences and the individual knowledge of the children and at other times complicated (as they deliberate in a direction contrary to that which is “desired”). An “adequate” nature
protection orientated mode of handling does not appear to be guaranteed by
such knowledge but provides a means to evoke a motivation to act with care,
that is the linking with elementary things associated with the identity-forming
daily life of each individual impacts positively on the motivation for nature
protection orientated modes of handling.
–

Drawing of comparisons/structuring
The drawing of comparisons in the context of a classification or
structuring is a means frequently used by the school children. Here it is also
the case that such attempts at comparing and structuring, partly simplify and
partly complicate the deciphering process. From the didactic perspective it
would be worth arran-ging the experiments or programme points of an environmental measure, which resemble the format of the event presented in this
study, according to the rule of maximum contrast. As the various stations
differ noticeably from one another confusion is avoided, because certain experiments appear similar but target entirely different contents. Additionally,
the exploring and experiencing of certain strongly contrasting “extremes”
provides a very efficient means of comprehensively defining and projecting
a specific area of experience.
Overall the drawing of comparisons is something that provides a
valuable support to schoolchildren in order to classify that, which they have
experienced (es., the size or speed of birds). It is recommended, therefore,
that in practice this need is integrated into the planning and implementation
of such measures.
–
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Aesthetics
It was revealed time and again in this study how memorable, but also
how increasingly rare the aesthetic form of experience is. It repeatedly became clear that an initiated experience, and particularly an initiated aesthetic
experience, represented an exception for the students, rather than the rule. It
is evident that the school children have already experienced for themselves
that aesthetic experiences are generally perceived as “superfluous”, and certainly more “in need of justification” than strongly cognitively structured
subjects. The artistic-aesthetic experience had a direct positive effect on the
school children, which could be readily observed.
Strongly “aesthetically” and “artistically” orientated experiences
were a great motivation factor for the children. This fact correlated with
the moment of experiencing and the personal experience (Oevermann
1998). Aesthetic experience necessitates a degree of time and leisure. For
practical environmental education this means primarily that it is worthwhile to encourage aesthetic moments and provide for the necessary leisure component.
–

Ethics
Ethical moments and questions played a central role in this study
time and again. Above all, the often observed exchange between wariness
and curiosity belong to this, but also the moments of sympathy, consideration and assertiveness. The interplay between wariness and curiosity was
found in this study to be an especially typical structure of the process of environmental education. In this structure lies a strong association with environmentally correct dealings, that is a cautious approach is equivalent to responsible environmental actions, but an explorative, conservative, controlled curiosity can also lead to environmentally appropriate behaviour.
The interplay poses a particular challenge for practical environmental education. During the study it was shown that not all school children
evidenced a desirable balance between the elements curiosity and wariness.
The sphere of the independence must, therefore, be set an external boundary at
the point where it loses equilibrium. At the same time, it can be attempted to
provide impulses in favour of mindful behaviour or to extol the mindful behaviour exhibited by the school children, and also to channel curious behaviour in
favour of environmentally correct attitudes.
Finally, the proposed hypotheses on the fundamental structural elements form a type of foundation for a new recognition theory, including
tenets for recognition theory didactics, meaning that the didactics must also
ally with the phenomena of such an elementary recognition theory.
In the prevailing school didactics of today the predominant approach
involves, among other things, the standardised description of an object or
phenomenon according to a specific formula and using technical terms.
In accordance with the results of this study, it becomes evident that
such an approach cannot represent a lasting and sustainable education
process. An education process is only initiated when the experience is a
–
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structural experience, that is when the opportunity to expose links and associations lying beneath that, which is visible employing an unravelling
process, exists.
In this case the result is the explanation of observed phenomena and
objects, which is the objective of such a recognition theory.
Discussion
The discussion of the methods revealed that the method of objective
hermeneutics applied in this study, characterised by its qualitative, adductive reasoning, was very beneficial to the evaluation. When evaluating extracurricular environmental education measures the content-related procedures
must be analysed. Pure “facts” and “numbers” are not sufficient to portray
the qua-lity of an event. Alone the fact that, for example, the number of projects taking place at a particular environmental education centre or the number
of children that participated in a specific measure are not enough to determine
the value of an event. The fine analytical-reconstructive perspective is required to facilitate the definition of the potentially “new” (new contents or
structures) offered by an environmental education facility and to assess
whether these innovations have been successful or not. In the case of environmental education measures quality is to be expected when the innovations successfully achieve sustainable future dealings with natural resources.
The discussion of the objectives showed that, in the case of the
teaching plan, the targeting of competence has received increasing attention in recent years. In the teaching plan studied here there is a clear focus
on environmental handling and the associated competences (problemsolving competence).
Behind the objectives of the school lies the assumption that the
effectiveness of schooling, at least in the traditional sense, in other words
frontal instruction, is limited. It is implicitly assumed that the primary experience cannot be substituted in a secondary didactic manner, certainly not
entirely. The assumption draws especially on the on the limited effectiveness of fields which concern attitudes and attitude changes as well as behaviour/handling and altering behaviour/handling.
The Ökostation aims primarily to create environmental awareness
and explicitly the evocation of environmentally correct and nature protection behaviour. The predefinition of objectives, both the general and the
specific objectives, corresponds to the greatest possible extent to the guiding
example provided by the education for sustainable development approach. A
particular emphasis lies on the intention to motivate environmentally appropriate handling. Above all, the factors “experience” and “experiencing” are
held as the most suitable means of translating this intention. This makes
evident a degree of understanding operating behind the objectives, namely
the perception that primarily the independent and authentic experience, that
experiencing for one’s self, are most likely to generate the desired effect. It
is assumed that as a matter of principal only the primary appropriation of
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experience of nature leads to a responsible handling of natural resources.
Accordingly, “knowledge transfer” (in contrast to “experience”) is attributed a significantly lower weighting. This assumption corresponds with
the hypotheses of Oevermann, who argued for education processes instead of knowledge training, and in doing so for crisis experience instead
of routine procedures (Oevermann 1996, 1998).
With respect to the effects of environmental education measures,
positive outcomes arose particularly from the opportunity for direct experiencing, the opportunity for independent re-cognition processes, the facilitation of moments of leisure, the opportunity to connect individual (nature)
experiences or individual knowledge, the opportunity to draw comparisons
and to structure, and the facilitation of aesthetic moments and moments of
ethical awareness.
As expected, it proved to be especially difficult to demonstrate effects in the area of sustainable environmental handling. This difficulty is
well known (Langeheine and Lehmann 1986, Braun 1983, Lehmann 1999,
Bögeholz 1999).
The discussion of the effects in the context of the concept of formative competence put forward by de Haan and Harenberg (2001), as one of
the best known educational models of the education for sustainable development approach, should present in conclusion whether or to what extent
the results of this study correspond with the demands of the concept.
The concept is understood as an approach not just concerned with
placing the transfer of natural science knowledge, the specified reorientation
of environmental attitudes and the modification of environmental behaviour
to the fore, but attempts to promote the development of competence aimed
at the recognition of environmental problems and the development of proposals for solutions. To attain formative competence means to possess capacities, skills and knowledge facilitating changes in the areas of economic,
ecological and social handling, without these changes always being merely a
reaction to problems previously created. “Sustainable development does not
refer to a stabilisation or reversal of the status quo but signalises a complex
social formation task in which global and local dimensions of the shaping of
the future merge” (de Haan and Harenberg, 1999). Design competence,
therefore, focuses attention onto the future, the variation of that which is
possible and active modelling. This constitutes aesthetic elements as well as
the question of the shape that econo-mics, consumption and mobility might
and should take, or the manner in which leisure time and everyday life is
spent, the shape of communal policy and international relations, etc. Overall, formative competence for sustainable development can be characterised
by a number of social, cognitive and emotional competences. The differentiation of sub-competences is an analytical action used to emphasise the target and the importance of individual elements. In the realisation, and attainment, of competences such a disentanglement of individual elements is
barely imaginable. According to de Haan and Harenberg (1999) subcompetences include:
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–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Forward thinking, knowledge and skills in the field of future scenarios and projections
Capacity for interdisciplinary approaches to problem solving and
innovation
Networking and planning competence
Capacity for community spirit and solidarity
Capacity for transfer of ideas and cooperation
Capacity for motivation
Competence for critical reflection upon individual and cultural models.

Overall it is apparent that the sub-competences proposed by de Haan
and Harenberg (2001), generally conceived very broadly and at a high level,
namely that of the ideal state, cannot be directly transferred to environmental education measures. Nevertheless, individual elements can certainly
be discovered during the course of a measure, in the small details. Above
all, the opportunity for independent discovery, with the emphasis on independent, and the feelings induced by the accompanying sense of excitement, contribute towards the fundamental contents of the sub-competences
and render the environmental education measures at the Freiburg Ökostation a success in the context of the education for sustainable development
approach.
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Résumé
Cette recherche s’intéresse aux conceptions de lycéens tunisiens sur
la nature et sur l’environnement, et analyse leur évolution à l’issue d’une
année qui comporte un enseignement sur l’environnement. L’échantillon est
constitué de 69 lycéens de 15-17 ans (trois classes de la 2ème année du secondaire dans trois régions de la Tunisie : Nord, Centre et Sud). Pour
l’essentiel, il n’y a pas eu de différences significatives dans les conceptions
des élèves de ces 3 classes.
Nous avons utilisé un questionnaire dont la validité avait été testée
sur des échantillons d’étudiants dans divers pays : il comprend des questions
relatives soit à certaines connaissances, soit à des jugements de valeurs sur
la nature et l’environnement.
Les résultats montrent que les conceptions des élèves évoluent plus
facilement en ce qui concerne l’acquisition de connaissances scientifiques,
que lorsqu’il s’agit de valeurs à fort ancrage culturel.
Cependant les raisonnements linéaires (tels que les chaînes alimentaires) s’acquièrent plus aisément que conceptualisations avec cycles ou régulations.
Introduction
Ce travail analyse les conceptions de lycéens tunisiens avant et après
les quelques mois durant lesquels ils ont suivi une éducation à l'environnement (2ème année du secondaire, élèves de 15-17 ans), afin d'évaluer leurs
éventuels changements conceptuels sur la nature et l'environnement.
Les conceptions seront analysées en tant qu’interactions entre 3 types de paramètres (KVP) : connaissances scientifiques (K), valeurs (V) et
pratiques sociales (P). (Clément 1998, 2001).
Notre recherche essaie de répondre aux questions suivantes :
–
Quelles sont les conceptions des élèves tunisiens de 2ème année
secondaire sur la nature et sur l'environnement ? Varient-elles
d'une région tunisienne à une autre ?
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–

Ces conceptions changent-elles après une année durant laquelle
ils ont suivi un enseignement sur l’environnement ? Si oui, quelles sont les composantes des conceptions (K, V, P) qui ont le
plus évolué chez ces élèves ?

Méthodologie
Les conceptions des élèves sont analysées à partir de leurs réponses à
un questionnaire, validé par des recherches antérieures, sur les conceptions
d’enseignants français, portugais et allemands (Forissier et Clément 2003a,
2003b, Forissier 2003). Ce questionnaire de quatre pages ne peut être reproduit ici. Il a été proposé aux élèves d'une part avant les enseignements sur
l'environnement (pré-test en février), ensuite à l'issue de ces enseignements
(post-test en mai). Trois classes du même niveau (2ème année secondaire),
mais localisées dans trois régions différentes de la Tunisie ont été choisies :
Région Nord, à Borj-Cédria, « classe C », n = 28 ; Région Centre, à Fériana,
« classe F », n = 16 et Région Sud, à Jemna, « classe J », n = 25.
Les réponses sont comparées par analyse statistique classique (test
de Khi2) puis par analyse multivariée (AFC : Analyse factorielle des correspondances ), en utilisant le logiciel ADE-4 (disponible sur Internet). Ne sont
présentés ici que certains de ces résultats.
Résultats.
Evolution des conceptions des élèves sur le schéma d'un écosystème
Une question demandait aux élèves de relier par autant de flèches
que possible les éléments (énumérés) de l'écosystème prairie, en indiquant
la signification de chaque flèche: soleil, sol, herbe, O2, CO2, bactéries, lapins, renards.
Plusieurs types d'interactions étaient a priori envisageables, mais les
élèves n'en ont schématisé que deux (le réseau trophique et la respiration/photosynthèse), que nous analysons séparément bien qu'ils soient présents sur le même schéma (nous utilisons les mêmes catégories que Forissier
& Clément 2003a).
Aucune différence significative n'ayant été mise en évidence entre les 3
classes, leurs résultats sont regroupés dans les deux tableaux qui suivent.
Réseau trophique
chaîne trophique linéaire
chaîne linéaire avec dégradation
cycle de la matière
pas de schéma -incompréhensible

Pré test
31 (45,0%)
1 (1,5%)
3 (4,3%)
34 (49,3%)

Post test
52 (75,4%)
5 (7,2%)
7 (10,1%)
5 (7,2%)

La différence est très significative entre les deux tests (Khi2 =
31.14) : le nombre des élèves ayant effectué un schéma avec des liens trophiques est passé de 35 à 64 sur les 69 élèves. Cependant, parmi ceux qui
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ont répondu à la question, la proportion de ceux qui ont effectué un schéma
linéaire, sans décomposeurs ni cycles, reste très majoritaire (passant de 89%
à 81%), et la proportion de ceux qui ont représenté des cycles de la matière
reste très faible (passant de 9% à 11%).
Respiration/photosynthèse
O2 et CO2 non reliés
O2 et CO2 reliés de manière linéaire
O2 et CO2 inclus dans un cycle
pas de schéma -incompréhensible

Pré test
2 (2,9%)
9 (13,0%)
1 (1,5%)
57 (82,6%)

Post test
12 (17,4%)
17 (24,6%)
4 (5,8%)
36 (52,2%)

Pour la « respiration/photosynthèse », la différence est également
très significative entre pré et post-test (Khi2 = 16.14) : le nombre des élèves
ayant schématisé des liens incluant O2 et CO2 est passé de 12 à 33 sur les
69 élèves. Cependant, parmi ceux qui ont mis ces éléments dans leur diagramme, la proportion de ceux qui ont indiqué un cycle (par exemple le
CO2 rejeté par la respiration est utilisé pour la photosynthèse, ou inversement pour l'O2) est restée très faible (de 8 % à 12 %).
Au total, en ce qui concerne ces connaissances sur un écosystème, il
y a à la fois une évolution significative des élèves, qui sont plus capables de
répondre en fin d'année, mais cette évolution ne remet pas en cause la prédominance d'une pensée linéaire : seuls 4 élèves sur 69 passent de la chaîne
alimentaire à des cycles trophiques, et seuls 3 de plus introduisent en fin
d'année des cycles pour la respiration/photosynthèse.
Evolution des conceptions des élèves sur la nature et l'environnement
Les termes associés à « nature » et « environnement »
Les réponses des élèves ne diffèrent pas dans les trois classes ni entre
pré et post-test, par rapport au principal critère utilisé ici : les mots associés
relatifs à l’homme ou ses activités. Ils restent très rares dans les deux tests (1 à
5 fois selon la classe). Sans différence entre nature et environnement.
Pour ces élèves, l'opposition homme/nature est dominante. Dans
les dictionnaires de la langue arabe tels que « Alkamous Almadrassi »
(BeLhaj Yahia et al, 1999), l’homme souillerait la nature : c’est pourquoi
il ne lui est pas associé. L’homme est « attabaou » ou sans scrupules (Lissan
el arab d’Ibn Mandhour,1995). Pour ce critère, l'environnement semble considéré comme la nature.
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Le différenciateur sémantique appliqué aux termes « nature » et
« environnement »
Une AFC a été réalisée, avec la même méthode que celle utilisée par
Clément et al (1988) :
–
La nature est caractérisée par les 9 adjectifs suivants : sauvage, agréable,
secrète, pure, généreuse, à préserver, donnée, propre et bonne ;
–
L’environnement est caractérisé par les 9 adjectifs antonymes :
artificiel, désagréable, dévoilé, impur, exigeant, à aménager,
construit, sale et mauvais.
Les conceptions sur la nature et l'environnement diffèrent donc par
rapport à ces critères, mais n'évoluent pas, ou guère, entre pré et post-test.
Lorsque les jugements étaient catégoriques avant l’enseignement, celui-ci ne les a pas modifiés (classes J et F). En revanche, lorsqu'ils étaient
moins tranchés au départ (conceptions relatives à la nature pour la classe C),
ils ont un peu évolué suite à l’enseignement mais en restant peu tranchés.
Les OGM, et l'ESB, sont-ils « contre-nature »?
Le nombre des élèves qui pensent que les organismes génétiquement
modifiés (OGM) sont contre-nature est resté sensiblement le même dans les
pré- et post-tests. Il en est de même pour l’encéphalopathie spongiforme bovine (ESB) qui pour la moitié des élèves est une punition de Dieu car
l’homme a fait ce qu’il ne faut pas faire (nourrir des herbivores avec des farines animales).
Conclusion
Au total, les conceptions des élèves sur la nature et l'environnement
ont peu ou pas évolué, alors que leurs connaissances sur un écosystème ont
évolué, même si pas suffisamment par rapport aux objectifs espérés. Plusieurs hypothèses sont possibles, sans être exclusives l'une de l'autre.
Le fait qu'il n'y ait quasiment pas de différences entre les 3 classes
testées suggère soit que la façon dont les enseignants ont pris en charge
l'éducation à l'environnement est voisine, soit que le programme et les manuels ne concernent guère ces évolutions (nous analysons en ce moment les
programmes et manuels dans cette optique), soit enfin qu'il s'agit de conceptions fortement ancrées culturellement.
Par ailleurs, les connaissances (K) sur un écosystème évoluent relativement plus facilement que les conceptions sur la nature et l'environnement plus enracinées dans la culture des élèves (leurs systèmes de valeurs
V, et leurs pratiques sociales P). Une telle opposition entre connaissances et
opinions a été notée par plusieurs auteurs (Simonneaux 1995, Abou Tayeh
et Clément 1999).
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Enfin, la difficulté pour des étudiants et enseignants à assimiler et
mobiliser des conceptions systémiques (avec cycles, boucles de rétroactions) dans un écosystème, a déjà été notée par Forissier & Clément (2003a)
en France, en Allemagne et au Portugal. Des recherches sont en cours pour
analyser les conceptions des enseignants tunisiens sur la nature et l'environnement, ainsi que celles qui sont exprimées par les programmes et manuels
scolaires.
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ROLE, METHODOLOGIES AND STRATEGIES
LABORATORIES FOR ESD OF THE PROVINCIA
DI ROMA: RESULTS OF AN ASSESSMENT PROCESS
ON FIVE YEARS OF PRACTICE
Antonella Arcangeli
LEA Provincia di Roma
Abstract
In 1995 the Italian Ministry of Environment and the Ministry of
Education endorsed a Programme called INFEA, funding the establishment
of a National System of Laboratories for Environmental Education. The initial aim was linking, promoting and strengthening local experiences and national programmes of Environmental Education in an effective strategy
based on a continuous comparison of models, approaches and methods.
The Local Authority of the Rome district (Provincia di Roma), from
2000 to 2005, established seven Laboratories (leas) spread over its territory;
leas are run through local, or national, ngos and are supervised by the Environmental Department of Provincia di Roma. In this framework, in the last
five years, leas focused their role on different levels:
–
Operating at local level.
–
Managing at district network level.
–
Maintaining the connection with national INFEA system.
At present, the challenge for the INFEA National System is its new organization on a Regional scale, and therefore, in different Departments of
Provincia di Roma, like elsewhere in Italy, this re-organization has generated a
debate about the role, the strategies and the resources for local LEAs.
Thus, our LEAs network tried to review the first five years of practice,
through an assessment/self-assessment of strength-weakness analysis, rethinking and rebuilding the “mission”, the methodologies and the strategies of the
seven LEAs. Furthermore, which should be, according to each specific role,
the best “body” – if NGOs or directly the Public Authority – able to run the
LEAs’ mission was deeply examined.
This paper introduces different paths along which LEAs are moving,
displaying the results of the assessment process, started in 2004 also in view
of the UNESCO Decade for ESD.
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Background: INFEA
In 1992 the Rio conference definitely defined the meaning of Sustainable Development, giving to Environmental Education the key role of
promoting Sustainable Development related principles.
In the following years the Italian Ministry of Environment and the
Ministry of Education endorsed a Programme called INFEA (Environmental
Information, Education and Training Programme) to promote a National
System for Environmental Education. INFEA programme funded the
establishment of new structures, called Territorial Laboratories of
Environmental Education, Information and Training (LEA and LABTER).
The aim of the National system of Laboratories for Environmental
Education was linking, promoting and strengthening local experiences and
national programmes of Environmental Education in an effective strategy,
based on a continuous comparison of models, approaches and methods.
Following the Ministry indication, in 2000 the Local Authority of the
Rome District – Provincia di Roma – in agreement with the Regione Lazio,
established five Laboratories (LEAs) spread over its territory; in 2003 other
two new LEAs are been established to cover the entire territory.
In the last five years, LEAs focused their role on different levels:
(a) Operating at local level
(b) Managing at district network level
(c) Maintaining the connection with National INFEA System.

ROME

(a) (b) Provincia di Roma

(c) Regione Lazio

(c) Italy

LEAs Provincia di Roma experience a mixed management between public and private sector organizations: they are run through local, or national, NGOs
and are supervised and coordinated by the Environmental Department of Provincia di Roma (Tab.1).
National NGO

Regional NGO

Accademia del Levia- Terranostra
tano
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Local NGO
Associazione Amici dell’Inviolata
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Acli Anni Verdi

Umana Dimora Lazio
Onlus

Archeoclub d’Italia – Sezione Mentana Monterotondo

Cyberia idee in rete WWF Lazio

Associazione Pan Nomentum Onlus

CTS Centro Turistico Studentesco

Associazione Socio Culturale Progetto XIII

Umana Dimora Onlus

Centro Culturale 25 Aprile Onlus
Circolo Armonia di Legambiente
Onlus
Circolo Legambiente “Le Rondini”
Anzio-Nettuno
Circolo Legambiente di Tivoli
Italia Nostra Sez. Aniene e Monti
Lucretili
WWF Sez. Valle dell’Aniene e
Monti Lucretili

Table 1. Most of the NGO running the LEAs are local organization, to guarantee a
strong relation to the local territory.

At present, the scenario of environmental education in Italy is
changing: new structures and new networks have been set up without any
connection between them, INFEA programme is no longer funded by the
central authority and the new challenge for a National System of
Environmental Education seems to be a new re-organization on a Regional
scale with an interregional coordination.
Therefore, in the Provincia di Roma LEAs’ system, like in all the
organizations and governmental departments responsible for the INFEA
programme present in Italy, this re-organization has generated a debate about
the role, the strategies and the resources for local LEAs operating in Italy. The
key questions are:
–
How are the LEAs doing? Is there still need of something like
the LEAs organizations?
–
If yes: what are the characteristics of a skilful working LEA?
–
Furthermore, could the “LEA Provincia di Roma network system” be a model of good practice to correctly address sustainability in a fast changing millennium?
The self assessment process “Punto a capo”
To answer to these this questions we began, in 2005, an
assessment/self-assessment process on the previous five years of practice of
LEAs called “Punto a capo”. At the assessment process took part the entire
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staff of LEAs, the responsible for the 19 NGOs running the seven LEAs and
the responsible of the Environmental Department of Provincia di Roma.
In this process we worked on:
–
A review of the first five years of work.
–
An analysis of strength and weak points.
–
A review of major documents about sustainability and INFEA
programme.
–
A re-examination of the “mission”, the methodologies and the
strategies of the seven LEAs.
–
A re-consideration of which should be, according to each specific role, the best “body” (if NGOs or directly the Public Authority) able to improve the running of the LEAs’ mission.
We decided to start our process analysing directly from the meaning
of the name, LEA, which in fact means “Territorial Laboratory of Environmental Education, Information and Training)”. In addition, we also investigated the best way to manage the LEA and the meaning of network in a LEA.
Results
Being a “Laboratory” means that LEA is a dynamic project: primarily because, in a changing scenario, it must continuously redefine actions
and priorities and, secondly, because working in cooperation means being
able to change and re-organize after confrontation and knowledge exchange.
Being “Laboratory” also means that LEA must do research on Environmental Education. Consequently, methodologies have always to include a
cycling process of analysis of the situation, work hypothesis, planning, experimentation, assessment and exchange of achievements.
Being “territorial” means:
–
Knowing and participating the territory and its needs, the cultural
heritage, the history as well as its problems.
–
Acknowledging the community groups that operate and live in
the territory.
–
Promoting the sharing of interests and actions between the different groups that act in the territory.
–
Having the competence and the experience required to become a
recognized structure also capable of managing the conflicts in action.
–
Strengthen cooperation and partnership between the LEA and the
territory and between the parts that act in the territory.
–
Supporting and valuing the diversity.
–
Acting to promote sustainability starting from the local territory.
Working on “education, information and training” means to promote
Sustainable Development not only through formal education in schools but
also through non formal and informal learning processes, to plan actions in
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order to involve the civil society and to endorse training programme in order
to equip educators and teachers with the competence to promote Sustainable
Development principles in their teaching.
About the meaning of “environmental”, we agreed with the
comprehensive meaning of environment that obviously includes social,
cultural, economic, politic, ethic and natural environment.
Relating to the best way to manage the LEA, we agree that LEA
needs to belong to the public sector, so that to be able to keep its super
partes (impartial) role of coordination and stimulation. Furthermore,
belonging to the public sector will guarantee the possibility of a long run
process. Nevertheless, to be able to rapidly adapt to changing scenarios, to
be able to follow innovations and to keep updated, LEA needs to have an
“agile” and “low bureaucracy” management. However still remain crucial
the possibility to inter exchange with the NGO.
Networking in LEA means that LEA is not only part of different
networks but it always acts to build up new cooperation chances, in order to
increase the possibility of comparison and exchange of experiences. In this
view each action became a good reason to set up a new net and each programme focus also on promoting cooperation chances.
Looking at some examples of LEA best practices, as it is shown in
the figure below, we work on a continuous cycles of:
A) Analysis of situation” as the assessment on student environmental
perception.
B) “Work hypothesis” and “Planning” going from a problem analysis
to a priority action plan.
C) “Experimentation” as the research on effective communication
that also explores arts, literacy, and emotional experiences;
experimentation of new methodologies as simulation games; support
to local projects or training courses planned also as cooperation
opportunities between responsible of private and public
organisations, teachers and students.
D) “Assessment” of all activities.
E) “Exchange of achievements”.
F) “Development of materials” as cooperation occasions and as support
for other ESD programmes.
f) Development of materials
a) Analysis of the situation
b) Work hypothesis
And Planning

e) Exchange of
Achievements

c) Experimentation
d) Assessments
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Discussion
So, “Is there still need of something like the LEAs?” From our assessment emerges how there is still need of something like LEA’s system,
especially if it maintains a super partes role of coordination and stimulation,
it is managed in a way to guarantee a long term planning and, at the same
time, in a way to reduce bureaucracy in order to maintains the necessary
flexibility to adapt programmes and actions to fast changing conditions.
“Which are the characteristics of a good working LEA?”: according
to our assessment, a skilful LEA deeply knows the territory in which it acts,
it elaborates strategies based on the real priorities, it knows and gives a contribute to evaluate the structures that operate in the territory, it creates occasions of comparison and exchange, it looks for the best practices to experiment and to diffuse.
To answer the last question “Could the LEA net system be a model of
good practice to correctly address sustainability?” we opened a yahoo group to
extend the discussion to all that are interested in the topic.
For this reason we profoundly hope you to join us at “the
informaLEAdiscussion@yahoogroups.com”.
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SCUOLA 10 E LODE.
AN ENVIRONMENTAL-CERTIFICATION PROJECT
FOR SCHOOLS
IN THE EMILIA ROMAGNA REGION (ITALY)
Antonella Bachiorri
Italian Centre for Research
and Environmental Education (CIREA)
Department of Environmental Science – University of Parma
Cristina Bondavalli
Legambiente Emilia Romagna
Alessandra Puglisi
Italian Centre for Research
and Environmental Education (CIREA)
Department of Environmental Science – University of Parma
Silvia Selmi
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Introduction
The project “Scuola 10 e lode” endorses a view of Environmental
Education that reflects the issues debated at the Rio de Janeiro Summit
(1992) and found a wide implementation in the framework of the United
Nations Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (2005-2015).
“Scuola 10 e lode” has been promoted by Legambiente Emilia Romagna, a non-governmental organisation established to protect the environment; recently, the Italian Centre for Research and Environmental Education
(CIREA) of the University of Parma joined the project as a partner. Main
goal of the project is to develop an “environmental certification” approach
addressed to schools, to support the improvement of their environmental
performances (impacts reduction) and to integrate sustainability principles
in schools curri-cula. The certification procedure has been designed according to international standards (Emas, ISO 14001, etc.). The project roots in
the dynamic assumptions of international certifications, including: a) periodical evaluations of the “state of the art”; b) constant improving of performances. This can be achieved through projects, which aim to integrate
the often-fragmentary activities characterizing school context. The recent
objectives pursued by the Emilia Romagna Region within the third regional
program INFEA (Information, Formation and Environmental Education)
2005-2007 (Regione Emilia Romagna, 2005) provide the framework for an
innovative approach whose cornerstones are: 1) promoting the ability of
school to activate links and multiple interactions with its “social” environ145
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ment; 2) taking care, in cooperation with other stakeholders, of specific environmental problems; 3) integrate internal and external human resources in
a more efficient School Educational Offer (POF).
The active role, the students and all the stakeholders within the school
framework are requested to play in the project, would greatly enhance the educational function of this experimental approach and contribute to develop dynamic and useful interactions between the school and the local community.
The project
The main tool characterizing the project, upon which it has been assembled and organized, is the sustainability Decalogue (Figure 1). It lists a
series of issues that relate to aspects for which schools should improve their
environmental performances. This in turn can be obtained melting together
awareness-oriented initiatives and concrete structural modifications.

Fig.1. The Decalogue
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The stakeholders’ involvement has been achieved through the Commission, an organism in which all the school subjects are represented (students, teachers, parents, administrators, etc.). It constitutes the “melting pot”
in which all ideas, projects and needs of school and extra-school actors converge. It also represents the benchmark for organizing and coordinating all
actions related to the project.
According to the ten items included in the Decalogue, schools performed an Audit, that is a questionnaire conceived and designed to investigate school baseline environmental performances. The Audit yields the
"state of the art" from which one evaluate impacts and identify priority actions. Moreover, it represents the opportunity for the acquisition of an historical dataset, useful for a quantitative monitoring of long-term changes in
school performances.
Audit results allowed schools to elaborate the School Project, the action plan to implement sustainability in practice. It comprises of two separate sub-projects:
–
A short-term project, to be completed within one school year,
that must deal with all the different subjects listed in the Decalogue. It implies a minimum level of action, such as increasing
environmental awareness through every-day class activities
–
A long term project, to be completed within three school years,
that must bring to a completion at least one point of the Decalogue, producing concrete changes.
The School Project provided also to list short and long-term targets
together with actions useful for their fulfilment, for each of the ten
points/topics identified in the Decalogue.
A further action toward certification is Monitoring. Each single
school underwent a critical evaluation, based on the results achieved, project
timing, and coherence between actions and results within the framework of
project aims and certification requirements.
In details, Monitoring includes:
–
Student questionnaires, conceived to obtain clues about their perception and practical involvement in relation to the Decalogue issues.
–
School inspections, to assess the progress of the projects.
–
Critical analysis of each single school project, to check the results obtained in terms of environmental awareness and practical
implementation of initiatives.
Schools, which accomplished all the requirements, working for three
years on a project, received the “Scuola 10 e lode” certification..In details, at
the end of the school year 2004-2005 the certified schools were:
–
Istituto Comprensivo di Grizzana Morandi (BO) (elementary school)
–
Direzione Didattica di Bomporto (MO) (elementary school)
–
Scuola Media Statale “A. Pio”, Carpi (MO) (middle school)
–
Scuola Media Statale “M. Buonarroti”, Fabbrico (RE) (middle school)
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–

Istituto Tecnico Commerciale Statale “R. Luxemburg”, Bologna (high school).

Discussion and Conclusions
Results obtained during this first period of testing are useful to highlight strong and weak aspects of the project, and provide clues for improving it in view of its future implementation. The major strength of the project
lies in its scientific methodological basis, which broadens the traditional
idea of a nature-oriented environmental education including participative
and systemic approach toward sustainability. The project, in fact, has grown
and developed along educational trajectories in which practical activities
play a central position.
Through active participation and reciprocal interactions, all the
stakeholders within the school framework created a beneficial synergism,
which amplified the educational value of this project, with positive effects
in terms of development of a new and dynamic connection between school
and local community. All of this has stimulated a broader, highly integrated
approach to school activities that usually are characterized by high fragmentation..Thanks to this approach, single-class activities become a spin-off for
the entire school involvement, supporting and facilitating the idea that environmental education is a permanent element in every single aspect of everyday school life.
At the same time, this first period of implementation has revealed
some difficulties in putting into practice entirely the methodological and
conceptual apparatus that constitute the backbone of the project. In particular, we emphasize the following aspects:
–
Not all the issues listed in the Decalogue, the main tool characterizing the project, could be addressed practically in every different
local context. Therefore, the Decalogue should be adapted to specific needs and characteristics of every single school
–
The Commission, conceived as an operative-working tool, often
became a pure formal and bureaucratic institution. Its main function, that is integrating all the stakeholders points of view and using this synthesis for planning new strategies for actions, has remained in many cases a pure desire
–
The Audit too often came out to be a spoil list of data and notions, without any positive impact in terms of motivation for
planning and action
–
In several schools, it has been very difficult to work at the same on
short and long terms projects, both from the practical and educational
point of view. In fact, they represent two different scales of action
and have created both logistic and conceptual problems
–
The Monitoring represents an important phase; sporadic school
visiting, as it has been done, did not provide enough knowledge
about the level of performance (both practical end educational)
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that each school reached after project completion. Accordingly,
the logistic of visiting should be completely re-defined, with a
higher number of meetings for each school. As for the questionnaires, teachers erroneously considered them as instruments
through which their activity was evaluated. A proper view of the
function of these tools is one that considers them as simple indicators of student perception of the problems addressed during the
project. To this end a drastic reshaping of the questionnaire
seems necessary.
According to the above issues, the whole project has been reexamined and substantial modifications have been introduced as for the single aspects. Such review was necessary to render the project: a) more coherent with the fundamental requirements of environmental education toward
sustainability and b) more flexible in relation with the special needs and requirements of every single school environment. On this basis the auspices
are that an ever-increasing number of schools would take part in the project,
with new approaches that could improve the original idea that has inspired
the initiative discussed in this paper.
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Introduzione
“Scuola 10 e lode” è un progetto che vuole far propria un’idea di educazione ambientale coerente a quanto elaborato a partire dalla Conferenza di
Rio de Janeiro (1992) e che trova un’ampia implementazione nell’ambito della
Decade dell’Educazione per lo Sviluppo Sostenibile proclamata dalle Nazioni
Unite per gli anni 2005-2014. Il progetto è stato promosso da Legambiente
Emilia Romagna; recentemente si è unito, quale partner, il Centro Italiano di
Ricerca ed Educazione Ambientale (CIREA) dell’Università di Parma.
Obiettivo del progetto è quello di sperimentare un sistema di “certificazione ambientale” rivolto alle strutture scolastiche, coerente all’idea di
integrare i principi della sostenibilità all’interno dei curricola ed ai principi
delle certificazioni internazionali, supportando un sistema in grado di migliorare le prestazioni ambientali delle scuole (riduzione degli impatti).
Il progetto si muove coerentemente con i presupposti dinamici delle
certificazioni, che prevedono verifiche periodiche di mantenimento e di continuo miglioramento, sviluppando progetti in grado di integrare le attività
spesso frammentarie che caratterizzano il contesto scolastico.
Le valenze innovative del progetto si collegano ai più recenti obiettivi perseguiti dalla Regione Emilia Romagna nell’ambito del Terzo Programma regionale INFEA (2005-2007), quindi alla promozione di una
“scuola laboratorio” in grado di attivare reti e relazioni “con il suo territorio,
facendosi carico con gli altri attori sociali dei suoi problemi e… in grado di
accogliere le competenze e le risorse esterne che possono utilmente integrar151
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si con il suo Piano dell’Offerta Formativa”. Il coinvolgimento degli studenti
e dei soggetti che operano nel contesto scolastico valorizza inoltre significativamente il ruolo educativo della sperimentazione e, allo stesso tempo,
supporta un rapporto nuovo e dinamico tra scuola e territorio.
Il progetto
Lo strumento relativamente al quale si è articolato il progetto è rappresentato dal Decalogo (Figura 1), che individua le tematiche sulle quali la
scuola è chiamata a migliorare le proprie prestazioni, coniugando inscindibilmente le iniziative di sensibilizzazione a percorsi in grado di tradursi in
interventi concreti.
Il coinvolgimento di tutti i soggetti che operano nel contesto scolastico si è realizzato attraverso l’istituzione del Comitato (composto da insegnanti, studenti, non docenti, genitori, amministratori scolastici e autorità
locali) che ha costituito il principale punto di riferimento delle attività relative al progetto e ne ha coordinato lo sviluppo.

Fig.1. Il Decalogo
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Sulla base delle tematiche indicate nel Decalogo, le scuole hanno effettuato un audit iniziale, utile a documentarne lo stato dell’arte e finalizzato
all’individuazione degli impatti e delle azioni da intraprendere. Ciò è risultato utile, inoltre, per l’acquisizione di una serie storica di dati relativi alla realtà scolastica, funzionale a monitorare anche quantitativamente i cambiamenti nel lungo periodo.
I risultati dell’audit hanno permesso quindi alle scuole di elaborare
un Progetto d’Istituto suddiviso in due sottoprogetti:
a) un progetto realizzabile a breve termine che prevede attività minime (semplice sensibilizzazione nell’ambito delle attività curricolari) su
tutte le tematiche indicate nel decalogo, da svilupparsi nell’anno scolastico
in corso
b) un progetto a lungo termine che può riguardare anche solo un
punto del decalogo, ma che deve portare a cambiamenti delle prestazioni
ambientali e che deve concludersi nell’arco di tre anni, al termine dei quali è
prevista la certificazione.
Nel Progetto d’Istituto sono stati inoltre indicati, per ogni punto/tematica del Decalogo, obiettivi a breve e lungo termine ed azioni utili al
loro raggiungimento.
Una fase ulteriore del percorso di “Scuola 10 e lode” è quella del
Monitoraggio, durante la quale il progetto elaborato da ogni singola scuola,
e quindi i risultati ottenuti dalla stessa, sono stati analizzati criticamente, anche attraverso una valutazione dello stato di avanzamento del progetto e
dell’idoneità delle azioni intraprese per il raggiungimento degli obiettivi.
Il monitoraggio si è quindi articolato attraverso:
–
Somministrazione di questionari agli studenti allo scopo di
ricevere indicazioni sulla percezione e sul vissuto degli stessi
relativamente alle tematiche correlate al decalogo
–
Sopralluoghi nella scuola al fine di verificare l’andamento dei
progetti e le azioni attuate
–
Analisi critica dei progetti delle singole scuole.
Alle scuole che hanno concluso il percorso triennale del progetto,
superando positivamente la valutazione della loro sperimentazione, è stata
attribuita la certificazione di “Scuola 10 e lode”.
In particolare, al termine dell’anno scolastico 2004-2005 sono state
certificate le seguenti scuole:
–
Istituto Comprensivo di Grizzana Morandi (BO)
–
Direzione Didattica di Bomporto (MO)
–
Scuola Media Statale “A. Pio”, Carpi (MO)
–
Scuola Media Statale “M. Buonarroti”, Fabbrico (RE)
–
Istituto Tecnico Commerciale Statale “R. Luxemburg”, Bologna.
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Discussione e conclusioni
I risultati emersi dal periodo di sperimentazione effettuato hanno
permesso di mettere in luce i punti di forza e di debolezza del progetto e
quindi di porre le basi per una sua futura implementazione. I principali punti
di forza evidenziati sono riconducibili ai presupposti scientificometodologici coerenti con le linee guida dell’educazione ambientale per la
sostenibilità (es. approccio partecipato e sistemico e continuità delle azioni)
che catalizzano il superamento di un’idea di educazione ambientale puramente di tipo “naturalistico”. Il progetto si è conseguentemente sviluppato
intorno a pratiche didattico-educative in grado di tradursi in azioni e comportamenti quotidiani per la sostenibilità, visibili e condivisi nell’ambito
delle differenti realtà.
Il coinvolgimento dei diversi soggetti che operano nel contesto scolastico, o che si trovano a interagire con esso, ha permesso di sviluppare o di potenziare le sinergie tra gli stessi, valorizzando il ruolo educativo della sperimentazione ed allo stesso tempo contribuendo a sviluppare un rapporto nuovo e dinamico tra scuola e territorio. Ciò è risultato funzionale all’integrazione ed alla
formulazione di una visione più ampia delle attività spesso frammentarie che
caratterizzano le proposte elaborate entro la scuola.
Questo approccio risulta traducibile in una ricaduta delle esperienze/attività svolte anche da singole classi, sull’intera scuola e in un’idea di
educazione ambientale quale componente permanente di ogni aspetto della
vita scolastica.
Alla luce dei risultati ottenuti dai primi anni di sperimentazione, sono
stati inevitabilmente individuati anche alcuni punti di debolezza, spesso riconducibili alla difficoltà di tradurre nella pratica i presupposti qualificanti il progetto. In particolare, si evidenzia:
–
Il Decalogo, elemento cardine attorno a cui si sviluppa il progetto,
ha presentato alcuni punti difficilmente traducibili in azioni positive e progettuali nella pratica di alcuni contesti. Alla luce di ciò
sembra quindi importante proporre una sua contestualizzazione, al
fine di garantire che le azioni individuabili siano significative e in
stretto collegamento con le realtà delle singole scuole
–
Il Comitato, pensato come importante strumento operativoprogettuale, nella realtà è stato sottostimato, diventando quasi esclusivamente una imposizione di carattere burocratico-formale.
Ciò ha quindi portato al mancato utilizzo, a livello di progettazione, dei punti di vista e delle competenze delle componenti in
esso rappresentate
–
L’audit troppo spesso è risultato essere uno sterile elenco di dati e
informazioni non utilizzati ai fini dell’individuazione delle criticità
della scuola e, conseguentemente, della progettazione didattica
–
La realizzazione contemporanea dei progetti a breve e a lungo
termine, che hanno costituito i singoli Progetti d’Istituto, è risultata particolarmente problematica in quanto difficilmente gestibi154
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le sia dal punto di vista organizzativo, che da quello didattico. A
ciò si è aggiunta una certa difficoltà a tradurre i percorsi effettuati in azioni concrete, finalizzate al miglioramento delle prestazioni ambientali della scuola
–
Il monitoraggio rappresenta una fase importante nell’ambito
dell’intero progetto, dal momento che i singoli sopralluoghi effettuati al suo termine non hanno permesso di rapportarsi in modo
continuativo con le diverse realtà. Alla luce di ciò sarebbe opportuno prevedere un numero maggiore di incontri da svolgersi
durante l’intero corso dell’anno scolastico. Relativamente ai
questionari somministrati è emersa la tendenza dei docenti a
considerarli erroneamente come strumenti di valutazione
dell’efficacia del loro operato, piuttosto che, come chiaramente
esplicitato, semplici indicatori del vissuto degli studenti
relativamente alle tematiche affrontate. Gli stessi questionari
hanno peraltro evidenziato la loro non completa rispondenza a
questo obiettivo e pertanto è prevista una loro significativa
modifica.
Alla luce delle criticità emerse al termine di questa fase preliminare
di sperimentazione, il progetto è stato quindi rivisto nella sua globalità apportando modifiche anche sostanziali ai singoli elementi costitutivi. Tale revisione è stata ritenuta funzionale all’obiettivo di “far crescere” il progetto,
in modo da renderlo da un lato sempre più coerente ai presupposti
dell’educazione per la sostenibilità sopra richiamati e dall’altro sempre più
flessibile – e quindi adattabile – alla realtà scolastica. Si auspica infine di
riuscire a coinvolgere un numero sempre maggiore di scuole, proponendo
un progetto in grado di catalizzare e di rendere visibili le azioni che le stesse
vorranno intraprendere verso la sostenibilità.
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Introduction
Kindergarten and primary school teachers play a significant role in the
educational process for the achievement of the goals of environmental education,
while they are those who would inspire young pupils for caring about environmental issues and respond to the challenge of sustainable development.
A key element to achieve environmental education goals is the concept of environment that is liable to many different personal interpretations
(Alerby, 2000; Flogaitis & Agelidou, 2002; Loughland et al, 2002; Loughland et al, 2002; Shepardson, 2005).
Therefore, teachers' conception of environment is a key concept in
environmental education while it impacts their approaches in environmental
education in schools. In this frame a research project was carried out among
kindergarten and primary school student teachers, which aim to record and
interpret their conceptions about the term environment and study the factors
influencing them.
In this paper, the findings concerning student's conceptions are presented
and discussed their implications in the frame of environmental education.
Method. Sample
Four hundred Greek students in the department of Education
Sciences in Pre-School Age of Democritus University of Thrace and the
department of Primary Education of the University of Aegean, who had
not attended any environmental education module, participated in the
study that was carried out during the academy years 2002-2005. The
52.5% and 47.5% of them were kindergarten and primary school student teachers respectively.
The participants' demographic characteristics are presented, in table
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Gender

Age (years)

Region of residence

Male

Female

18

19

20

21

22

Urban

20

80

10.3

37.3

23.5

24.8

4.9

55.8

Educational grade
A
27.3

B
24

C
24.8

Suburban Rural
24.8

19.5

Study field
D
24

Primary student
47.5

Kindergarten student
52.5

Participation in an environmental education program
Primary student
24.7 27.6

Kindergarten student
27.6

Table 1. The participants' demographic characteristics (%)

Data collection and analysis
The data of the study were collected by the use of a questionnaire, where,
apart from the initial questions concerning their demographical characteristics, all
participants were asked to provide a definition of the term environment.
The method applied for data analysis was a qualitative one (Cohen
and Manion, 1980). The empirical data were condensed and grouped
according to the comments of each. The different responses were compared
and a limited number of categories were produced.
Results and discussion
Analysis of the students' definitions revealed nine distinct types of
conceptions of the environment that are placed between the following two
major categories:
A. The environment as a place with various elements: these conceptions revealed the idea that the environment is a place that contains human beings and/or organisms, natural and/or constructive
or social elements. Five different conceptions are associated with
this idea expressing the majority of the participants (56.6%).
B. The environment as a place with various elements that are in relationships: these conceptions revealed the idea that environment
is a place that contains human beings and/or organisms as well as
natural and/or structural or social elements, that are in some sort
of relations. Four different types of conceptions are associated
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with this idea that was expressed by a percentage of 43.4% of the
participants.
In Table 2, the nine distinct types of conceptions of the environment
that place between the above-mentioned two major categories as well as
typical examples of student’s responses are presented.
A. The environment as a place with various elements
As it shown in Table 2, a percentage up to 9.5% identified the environment with nature. Most of them (28.5%) recognized only the natural
(biophysical) environmental dimension while a small percentage recognized
both natural and structural environmental dimensions (8.5%). A small percentage (5.8%) recognized the natural and social environmental dimensions
while an even smaller percentage (4.3%) recognized three environmental
dimensions, the natural, structural and social one.
B. The environment as a place with various elements that are in relationships
The conception of the environment as “a place that provides conditions for human life, activation and development” represented the 24.5% of
the participants while the conception of “a natural environment in an interaction relationship with human beings” represented the 10% of them. The
environment as “a place that people are responsible for” represented the 5%
of the participants while 4% of them expressed the environment as “a place
that support the living organisms development”.
A. The environment as a place with various elements
6.6
A1. The environment contains living organism and natural elements that
surround people
8.5
“Is everything around us, trees, animals, air, sea, atmosphere”
A2. The environment is the nature “Is the natural world”, “is the nature”
5
A3. The environment is both natural and structural place
“Is everything around man, trees, air, cities, buildings, houses”
A4. The environment is a natural and social place
“Is a place that contains trees, animals, plants, oceans, and people… is also
the social environment”
A5. The environment is a natural, structural and social place
“Is a place that contains fauna and flora, the air, seas, houses,
Buildings as well as people, families”

5
8
.3

B. The environment as a place with various elements that are in relationship 3.4
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B1. A place that provides conditions for human life, activation and
Development
4.5
“Is a place where human beings breath, live it’s the place of man Activation
and development"
“Is the place that provides oxygen for man to live”
B2. A natural environment in an interaction relationship with
0
Human
“Is a place that contains living or non living things and people that
are in a relationship of interaction”
“Is the place that surround us and contains things such as plants,
Trees, the sky, rivers, the air that affect us and that we affect”
B3. A place that people are responsible for
“Is everything around us, animals, air, trees. The environment is
necessary for the continuation of life therefore we are responsible to keep it
clean and safety”
B4. A place that support the living organisms development
“Is the place where living organisms are born and are supported
To live and develop”
Table 2. Types of conceptions of the term "environment" and typical examples of
student’s responses.(%)

The results of this study suggest that:
–
The dominant conception is related to the biophysical dimension
of the environment even though participants consider environment as a rational place. This finding shows that they do not conceptualise the multidimensional character of the environment and
agrees with the findings of other relevant studies concerning either teachers' (Flogaitis & Agelidou, 2002) or primary-aged children conceptions about the environment (Alerby, 2000; Loughland et al, 2002a; Shepardson, 2005).
–
Students that conceptualise environment as a relational place
are more likely to consider these relationships for the benefit
of human beings than for the benefit of the other living or not
living components.
–
Students do express in some way the concept of sustainability even
though they do not recognize its core principles.
Education implication and suggestions
The results of the study suggest that the majority of the students, participated in this study, do have a limited understanding of the environment.
This understanding can be expanded in the frame of environmental education so as students could be able to deal with environmental issues in the
perspective of sustainability. Educational programs need to develop for
empowering students to study environment in a global consideration, to
reveal its multidimensional character and recognize the webs of relations
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and connections between the components that environment consists of
(UNESCO, 1977; Hungerford & Peyton, 1986; UNESCO, 1997; Gomez &
De Puig, 2003). Discussions in the frame of the environmental education need
also to develop for empowering students to participate in conversations for both
investigating and conceptualising the role that personal or social values, beliefs,
cultural ideas and personal desires play in environmental issues in the perspective of sustainability.
Acknowledgements
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ON A SOCIO-ENVIRONMENTAL CONFLICT.
INTRODUCTION AND THEORETICAL GUIDE-LINES
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New cultural trends, new philosophy and ethics are introducing
powerful incitements in the educational domain. These influence also the
Environmental Education and induce to reconsider it (Mortari, 2001; Falchetti e Caravita, 2005). The E. E. could play a crucial role for developing
ways of thinking able to confront the present socio-ecological problems
(Colucci-Gray, Camino, 2003) and could give a valuable opportunity to
propose objectives and reflections aiming at sustainability, responsibility
and justice on the earth.
At the Civic Museum of Zoology of Rome, we are introducing in the
educational projects for the schools, themes and methods consistent with
these new perspectives of the E. E.. In this paper we present schematically
the topics, methodologies and results of a didactical annual project, experimented with two classes of the junior high school, aged 14-15 (the projects
for the School are tested primarily on small samples of classes). By this project we involved the students in a “real” environmental issue and we committed to them the search of adequate solutions. The central theme of the issue was the contention among citizens, scientists and public administrators
for the realization of a regional park in an area of great naturalistic interest.
The park under debate is that of the territory “Monti della Tolfa”,
near Rome (Lazio), which is one of the best preserved and rich of environmental-naturalistic, historical and archaeological resources of the whole region. Since more or less 20 years, scientists and environmentalists have
been proposing different plans for the conservation of this area, but they
have always encountered a strong local opposition. A complex inflamed
dispute exists between on one side various categories of local citizens and
on the other side, the Regional/Provincial Institutions, that support the idea
of the park. Still now, the realisation of the park seems impossible. Up to
now, no one co-operative and shared solution has been considered.
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The educational field of our project include/is the socioenvironmental sustainability, particularly the involvement of the local communities, the environmental conservation, the conscious-reasoned use of the
resources and the management of the conflicts.
Educational strategies
The crucial aspects of this experience (that from various aspects remind the “Life Skills Education” - WHO,1992) were the following ones:
–
to involve the students in an strong debate (park yes, park no, why a
park, the alternatives to a park, who is involved in the dispute, etc.
–
to introduce the students/them to the problems of equity, democracy and rights (who has the right to decide, which parameters
are to be used to take a decision, what are the personal interests
involved…)
–
to attribute to the students/them tasks and responsibilities (to
carry on the research-inquiry, to plan settlements of the dispute,
to find a “shared” solution and to support it by valid arguments)
–
to approach the dynamics of the conflict by the self-identification
into the stake-holders (playing the role of the citizens of the
Monti della Tolfa, scientists, etc.)
–
to attribute to the students responsibility for operating and "caring”
for a territory (to make proposals for the future of that territory).
The planning of the educational paths and activities was democratically negotiated with the students; this was part of the educational strategies
too, aiming at the students’ participation, involvement and responsible ness.
We have thought this experience also as an exercise for the students
to approach environmental problems in a global and complex perspective.
And just the “complexity” (Morin, 2000; Morin 1999) was (explicitly or
implicitly) the focal educational point, the core of the entire path. The complexity was in the contents and methods: we proposed a complex problem
regarding a complex territory, a problem previously unknown, dynamic,
open, comprehensible only through a complex multi-perspective approach
and an interdisciplinary analysis.
We adopted procedures and work methods that promote self–
construction of knowledge, starting from the pre-knowledge and interests of
the students (Falchetti, Margnelli, 2004). The active learning, inspired to
neo-constructivist cognitive models, was the basic methodological line. We
thought that the best way to stimulate attention, participation and reflection
was to go on “by asking questions” (how to identify the problem and its
causes? How to find information? How to inquire? How to determine the
stacke-holders? How to find any solutions? Etc.). Our educational path was
adaptable and “elastic”, open to the interests, suggestions and enterprises of
the students. We allowed them the time they need to discuss, find information and to plan researches. Our role was simply to organize the educational
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experiences; we operated as “mediators” and chairs in the focus groups; we
helped the students in their knowledge path, but our role was mostly to
arouse questions, to suggest ideas for researches and to incite critical and
large views. We played also the role play, as “Experts”. The atmosphere,
during the work, was very friendly, constructive and equal.
Our methodologies were: focus groups (debates, analysis of the
problems and planning of the work), research-action (field surveys and bibliography, planning of the scenarios) and role-playing game (to determine
the various aspects of the conflict, to design the role cards and public Forum
). We meet many times teachers and students, at the Museum and school, to
know the pre-existing knowledge, opinions and personal attitudes as well as
to introduce the theme, to study the documentation, to plan the activities, to
build up the research methodologies, to study roles and tasks, to plan field
experiences and to discuss the information collected in the field or in the
bibliography.
Three field visits have animated the educational dynamics, through
the direct contact with the nature and culture of the territory and with the
“local” view of the problem (a lot of stake-holders are been interviewee);
the visits provided the student with the opportunity to verify the reliability
of their assumptions and expectations. We visited localities rich of naturalistic, historical and archaeological values; we analysed economic resources,
territorial cases/examples of conservation or degradation, local traditions
and habits, social institutions (elders centres, schools, municipality…) and
economic activities (shops, animal farming, etc.). The quantity and the
complexity of the interactions and dynamics that the park could create or
modify should issue from the visits.
After the excursions, we meet still the students and teachers to discuss on old and new strategies for the conservation, on the settlements for
the conflict. We asked the students a portfolio to document their ideas, important events, researches and conceptual changes and a report to discuss in
a “public Forum”.
For the role-playing game we took inspiration from the experiences
of E. Camino, C. Calcagno and L. Colucci (1994; 2000), who introduced in
the school controversial issues and great problems of the earth by means of
role-playing games. These Authors/Authoress had the objective to build up
new ways of viewing the conflict, as a “natural process”, as component/part
of the decisions concerning environmental matters and as element that generate fundamental cultural differences in the interpretation of the environmental problems. In the role-play we let the students free to build their own
role cards as well as to choose the arguments to support their decisions and
to plan their research directions. In fact, we wanted to explore the students’
ability to understand the elements generating a socio-environmental event,
through their personal paths of knowledge.
The teachers were actively involved in the role-play, as “Supervisors” of the European Community, in charge of updating and writing down
a Works Agenda.
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The students worked in interest groups, that they had verified existing in the area (hunters, dealers, unemployeds, students, teachers, gamekeepers...); each group prepared its report, with arguments supporting its
own opinion about the park realization. The various points of view were explained in a final public Forum, at the conclusion of the project.
During the public Forum the students in some ways gave voice to the
real actors of the issue; they supported the park realization and proposed
various solutions aiming to meet the citizens’ requirements and the conservation needs.
Some evaluation of this experience
From the initial debates with the students emerged a simplified view
of the problems and some predictable stereotypes inspired to and by the media, mostly as to the conservation (generally consisting in avoiding to pollute... to drop litter...to dirty up less...to avoid cutting too many trees...). In
general, the students’ attitude was in favour of the park or regardless towards the problem; but all the students didn't understand why such a conflict
existed (Margnelli, 2005).
The final reports evidence that many stereotypes were over. The contact with the territory and the confrontation with the stakeholders produced
significant changes in the students’ ideas. They have acquired a considerable skill to connect territorial problems/events and social life and a more
critical view of the environmental conservation. It appears also a inclination
to accept and understand the conflicts.
We experimented a complex evaluation by the analysis of the portfolio, final conclusions, role cards and research documents of the students; we
analysed also the changes of ideas, the acquisition of abilities (checked by
some repeated tests) and the evolution of the work strategies. From the
evaluation it emerges:
–
an increase of knowledge and awareness of the conservation policy
–
an acquisition of abilities of planning and carrying on research
–
a significant and motivated competence in proposing analysis
methods, hypothesis and scenarios
–
the awareness of the presence of environmental conflicts and a
certain trust in their management
–
an increased ability to construct relations, to associate different
or unknown phenomena/events and to "re-place" the problems in
the reality
–
an increase of systemic, complex and relational view.
Many attitudes appeared changed too: the students had at the beginning rigid position (the park must be realized, in spite of the citizen opposition… or the contrary) or frequently they were indifferent (this question
does not concern us…). Finally they were inclined to propose mediate solutions of the dispute; they showed interest, sense of responsibility and a
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growing confidence in their own abilities of planning and intervention. At
the beginning the teachers were confused, because the didactic pathway was
structured only approximately; the pathway was dynamic and frequently
unpredictable, mostly in the management of the requests and initiatives of
each student. The teachers were in difficulties also in the evaluation of the
students’ progresses. For this reason, we needed constantly explanations,
encouragements, assurances. At the end, the “Works Agendas” of the teachers testifies a positive opinion of the entire experience.
The students too, at the beginning were confused and met a lot of
difficulties in the changing their ways of thinking and “living” a scholastic experience; but they quickly taken pleasure in planning freely new
paths of knowledge, in working together, in looking for feasible, realistic
solutions, in utilizing various and unusual research tools, in expressing
their thoughts freely...
All the students appreciated this experience (mostly Forum, field
surveys and the focus groups), to which they assigned the offers/presents
new incitements and perspectives to the teachers, students, but even to us
“educators”. In fact, we were stimulated all the time and obliged to practice
really new approaches of thinking and acting. We have considered very
positively the dynamism and the unpredictable elements of a planning
“really shared” with students.
We have planned to repeat this experience with the students of the
territory interested in the conflict.
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IL PROGETTO “LA FORESTA RITROVATA”
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Le aree protette della Regione Piemonte sono zone privilegiate in cui
da anni si svolge selettivamente una vasta serie di iniziative dedicate alla
conoscenza dell’ambiente e alle relazioni educative con le scuole del territorio. La presenza di emergenze naturalistiche significative, che spesso suscitano senso di meraviglia e necessitano di una tutela specifica, rappresenta
un’opportunità da valorizzare, un’occasione da cui partire al fine di aumentare la consapevolezza della popolazione, in particolare nella fascia scolastica dell’obbligo, rispetto a situazioni in cui l’ambiente, con le sue componenti biotiche e abiotiche e i processi che le interconnettono, interagisce con le
attività antropiche e con il quotidiano degli allievi.
Queste finalità sono state perseguite nel Progetto biennale “La foresta
ritrovata”, finanziato dalla Regione Piemonte, Direzione Tutela e Risanamento
ambientale, Programmazione e Gestione rifiuti, rivolto alle scuole e alle comunità locali con l’obiettivo di migliorare conoscenza, tutela e valorizzazione della
foresta fossile affiorante lungo il torrente Stura di Lanzo.

Fig.1. Il torrente Stura di Lanzo: in primo piano una delle ceppaie fossili riaffiorate

Il progetto nasce dalla collaborazione fra Parco Regionale La Mandria, Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra dell’Università di Torino e CNR –
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IRPI (Istituto di Ricerca per la Protezione Idrogeologica) di Torino e costituisce una delle iniziative promosse dal Gruppo di studio per la valorizzazione e la tutela della Foresta Fossile dello Stura di Lanzo.
Teatro del progetto è un interessante affioramento di resti vegetali
fossili lungo il torrente Stura di Lanzo, all’altezza dei comuni di Nole e Villanova, da circa un decennio oggetto di ricerche e meta di escursioni per appassionati e scolaresche della zona. Il grande interesse scientifico del sito
deriva dal rinvenimento di strati ricchi di tronchi, rami, foglie e coni fossili e
soprattutto dalla presenza di ceppaie fossili di gimnosperme in posizione di
vita, risalenti a circa 3 milioni di anni fa – Pliocene – (Martinetto & Farina,
2005; Martinetto, 1994).

Fig. 2. Fillite di Alnus cecropiaefolia, forma estinta di ontano, rinvenuta nelle peliti
in alveo

Il progetto didattico coinvolge 33 insegnanti e circa 500 studenti delle scuole primarie e secondarie dei comuni limitrofi all’area protetta (Ciriè,
Nole, Villanova, San Carlo e Lanzo).

Fig. 3. Ubicazione del sito della Foresta Fossile e delle scuole che hanno aderito al
progetto di educazione ambientale
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Queste le fasi del progetto:
Fase 1. Rilevazione e studio delle iniziative finora realizzate per
quanto riguarda gli aspetti di fruizione dell’area. Acquisizione della documentazione scientifica esistente.
Fase 2. Elaborazione di un “progetto pilota” con modalità di lavoro
partecipativa. Individuazione di un percorso di scoperta dell’area e realizzazione di un opuscolo-guida.
Fase 3. Sperimentazione del progetto con classi delle scuole
dell’infanzia, primaria e secondaria. Presentazione del materiale prodotto
presso locali del Parco.
Fase 4. Valutazione dei risultati conseguiti e confronto con quelli attesi. Modifiche e integrazioni. Divulgazione dell’iniziativa con articoli su
riviste e presentazioni scientifiche in ambito di incontri e convegni.
Nell’ambito del progetto è stata attivata una Borsa di Studio per un
esperto nella ricerca didattica delle Scienze della Terra che ha seguito tutte
le fasi di realizzazione.
Nel corso di 6 incontri con gli insegnanti che hanno aderito al progetto sono stati affrontati i diversi temi che hanno permesso di arrivare
all’elaborazione del “progetto pilota”; sono stati offerti riferimenti bibliografici, indicazioni e materiali utili oltre ad un’uscita didattica al sito della Foresta Fossile.
Il lavoro di progettazione svolto durante gli incontri comprende:
Analisi delle attività didattiche precedenti. Gli insegnanti che hanno
svolto in passato attività didattica sulla Foresta Fossile hanno esposto ai colleghi le metodologie utilizzate, nonché i materiali prodotti (cartelloni, CDRom, ecc…). Agli insegnanti sono state poi rivolte alcune domande specifiche sulle attività presentate al fine di valutarne l’efficacia e la riproducibilità.
Analisi sulle concezioni spontanee degli insegnanti. Sono state poste
alcune domande esplorative sul concetto di fossile e fossilizzazione al fine
di sensibilizzare gli insegnanti sull’utilità di svolgere un’indagine riguardo
alle concezioni spontanee degli studenti prima di cominciare l’attività didattica sulla Foresta Fossile. Si è successivamente proposta un’osservazione
guidata di alcuni campioni fossili con l’utilizzo di una scheda semistrutturata che ha permesso di raccogliere dati utili anche per l’indagine delle preconoscenze degli insegnanti (Ferrero, Provera & Tonon, 2004 a).
Riflessione sugli ostacoli concettuali. Il test sulle preconoscenze e
l’attività sui fossili hanno messo in evidenza la presenza di ostacoli concettuali nello studio della paleontologia e, più in generale, delle Scienze della
Terra (ad esempio la difficoltà di distinguere il fossile dalla roccia, la difficoltà di percepire il tempo geologico, ...). Tali ostacoli concettuali vanno
presi in considerazione nella pianificazione di attività didattiche poiché essi
possono generare la formazione di concezioni difformi nei riguardi di quegli
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argomenti per i quali non si è in grado di dare una spiegazione coerente con
la concezione scientifica accreditata (Alfieri, Arca’ & Guidoni, 1995; Guidoni, 2000; Camino, 1998; Camino & Perazzone, 1994).
Definizione degli obiettivi didattici. Gli obiettivi individuati dagli insegnanti sono stati accorpati in 3 tipologie: obiettivi generali (capacità di
formulare ipotesi, raccogliere dati, osservare il territorio, …), obiettivi specifici (capacità di riconoscere e analizzare un fossile, comprensione del
tempo geologico, …), obiettivi comportamentali (dimostrare interesse per
l’ambiente circostante, assumere un comportamento responsabile, ...)
(A.A.V.V., 1998; Colin, 1989; Showell, 1981; Thouin, 1996).
Costruzione di percorsi didattici. Al termine degli incontri gli insegnanti hanno acquisito gli strumenti per elaborare autonomamente delle ipotesi di attività prevedendo tempi, strumenti ed risultati attesi dei vari percorsi didattici. Tutte queste proposte fanno riferimento ad uno schema generale,
elaborato a partire dal lavoro collettivo che si è sviluppato nel corso degli
incontri, il “progetto pilota”.
È seguita la sperimentazione dei percorsi didattici elaborati, che si
sono sviluppati dalla primavera all’autunno del 2005. Elemento comune a
tutte le attività delle scuole è stata l’escursione alla foresta fossile, durante la
quale gli studenti, a partire dall’osservazione del territorio guidata da una
scheda di campagna, hanno formulato ipotesi sulla ricostruzione degli eventi
che hanno portato all’affioramento dei resti vegetali lungo il torrente (Bailet,
Francoise & Maglione, 1989; Battistin, Bezzi, Massa & Pedemonte, 1982;
Ferrero, Provera & Tonon, 2004b; Jacob, 1989).

Fig. 4. Escursione al sito della foresta fossile, scuole secondarie inferiori

Uno dei momenti più coinvolgenti e emozionanti dell’escursione è
stato l’esperienza di esplorare gli strati delle rocce sedimentarie alla ricerca
di tracce fossili dell’antica foresta pliocenica.
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Fig. 5. Momenti di scoperta delle filliti durante l’escursione lungo il torrente Stura
di Lanzo

Il lavoro in aula ha avuto come matrice unificante l’osservazione di
campioni fossili e la ricostruzione dell’evoluzione del paesaggio: dalla palude costiera in cui vegetava la foresta di conifere nel Pliocene, al seppellimento nei sedimenti deltizi fino all’incisione del terrazzo da parte dello Stura e al successivo affioramento delle ceppaie fossili.

Fig. 6. Attività di analisi e confronto di fossili svolta in aula

Ogni classe ha poi arricchito il lavoro con attività ed elaborazioni originali seguite direttamente degli insegnanti (rappresentazioni teatrali, cartelloni, giochi dell’oca…).

Fig. 7. Rappresentazione della foresta fossile, alunni dei primi anni della scuola
primaria.
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Fig. 8 Rappresentazione della foresta fossile, alunni della scuola primaria.

Fig. 9 Rappresentazione della foresta fossile, alunni della scuola primaria.

Fig. 10 Rappresentazione della foresta fossile, alunni della scuola primaria.

Fig. 11 Il sito della foresta fossile oggi e in epoca pliocenica nella ricostruzione di
un alunno della scuola primaria.
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A completamento del progetto, che si chiuderà nell’anno scolastico
2005-2006, è stata prevista la realizzazione di materiale illustrativo e didattico, in particolare la redazione di un opuscolo-guida che suggerisca un percorso di scoperta dell’area e l’esposizione del materiale prodotto dagli studenti presso locali del Parco e nei comuni di Nole e Ciriè.
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Preamble
This paper is part of an on-going research project that aims to investigate how Greek teachers and university students of early childhood education perceive environmental concepts and issues, which are central to environmental education (EE). The article reports on the way university students
envisage environment within the remit of current major social issues and
whether they perceive different levels of gravity among various environmental problems. This can then enlighten their training preparation for EE
as perspective teachers. In the first part of the paper we discuss the relevant
research literature and we outline the rationale of the study. In the second
part we describe the methodology and the sampling procedure for the study.
Finally, in the last part we present the findings of the study and discuss them
in relation to their implications for EE.
Research literature and rationale of the study
Education is acknowledged as a major factor in bringing about
changes in society and thus in the current environmental status (Robinson
and Shallcross, 1998). In 1990 teacher environmental education was regarded as the ‘priority of priorities’ (UNESCO-UNEP, 1990). Currently, EE
is included in the national curricula of most countries without though being
a statutory subject (Palmer, 1998). This leads to a question concerning the
standing of EE in higher education and especially in the departments that
train future teachers. One such department is the early childhood education,
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an educational area identified with a scarcity of theories, practices and approaches on EE perspectives (Davis, 1998; Garbett, 2003).
There are few studies, which have examined pre or in-service teachers’ conceptions of environment and environmental problems in relation to
other social issues. In Greece studies, which have investigated pre- and inservice teachers’ perceptions about environmental problems (Dimitriou,
2001; Dimitriou and Chatzinikita, 2001; Dimitriou and Kostopoulou, 2004;
Scanavis et al, 2005), have shown that teachers were aware of environmental problems and considered themselves fairly informed on these issues.
Flogaiti and Aggelidou (2003) who examined early childhood education inservice teachers’ conceptions about the notions of nature and environment
found that these were romantic and lacked any social dimension. Corney
(1998) delved into the thinking and practice of student geography teachers
in the teaching of environmental issues. There is also a number of other
studies, which examined students’ knowledge of particular environmental
issues (i.e. Spellman, Field and Sinclair, 2003; Boyes et al, 1995), specific
ways of delivering EE (Corney, 1998; Summers, Corney and Childs, 2003)
and their general thoughts about the environment and EE (Jeronen and
Kaikkonen, 2002).
Since 1998 G. Singh called EE researchers to investigate how EE fitted with teachers’ “vocation in life”, their “political commitments” and “environmental interests” rather than examine how teachers fit into an EE research project. The above literature review, which is not exhaustive, indicates a lack of studies on pre-service teachers’ conceptions regarding the
“social dimension” of the environment and environmental problems. With
the current study our aims were to record such conceptions among preservice kindergarten students. This, we believe, can describe whether or not
they perceive environment to be among current social issues, and which environmental problems appear to be more important.
Consequently, this will illuminate:
–
The degree in which their previous participation in school environmental projects has influenced or not their opinion about the
environment as a social issue.
–
How their pre-service training can be updated.
Sample
Our targeted population was the students in the department of Early
Childhood Education at the University of Athens. More specifically, we
were interested in students who had not attended any environmental education module up to this time these modules are elective units, which students
can choose from a range of various modules. Participating students filled the
questionnaire before the semester started.
The collection of the data was realised at the end of February 2005.
Participants were in their majority women (98.1%), in their first and second
year of study (53.7% and 29.8% respectively). Most of them (45.3%) came
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from Athens or other big cities (18.2%), agricultural districts (14.8%) and
towns (13.8%). Only a small percentage (26.9%) had attended EE programmes while in secondary education.
Methodology
The questionnaire (Appendix 1) was the main instrument of the
study and it comprised seven questions with more than one leg at a time.
These were not all closed-ended ones. For instance, the first question, using
the technique of the free word association, asked students to write down at
least five important issues, which concern contemporary societies. With this
question we aimed to establish whether “environment” constituted an
important enough issue for these students to mention it. The second question
asked students to rate 12 social issues according to their degree of importance. These included the following issues: hunger, terrorism, aids, unemployment, racism, environment, absence of democratic regimes, drugs, social inequalities, war, poverty and criminality. Therefore, our second question aimed to reveal how high or low the environment stood in the students’
priority list of significant social issues. A second set of questions asked students to write down as many environmental problems that came to their mind
as possible (again using the technique of free word association).
Then, they were asked to rate these as very serious, serious or less
serious. The qualitative character of these questions gave us an overall insight of students’ alertness to environmental problems and their significance. Other two questions asked students whether EE was delivered in
their secondary school and, if yes, whether they had attended any EE programmes and activities. Taking into consideration the young age of our
sample (eighteen to twenty years of age) we thought it was likely they had
received EE since it was already established as part of the school curriculum
when they entered high school. Additionally, students were asked to declare
if they were members of any environmental organisation, group or club and,
if yes, which were these.
This question aimed to unveil students’ commitment to and action
for environmental issues.
Findings and discussion. The environment as a social issue
The first question asked students to write down issues that concern
contemporary societies. Twelve issues accrued the highest percentages (Table
1). Environment scored quite high (54.9%) being third in students’ list of significant social issues. The issues that scored the highest, before environment,
were unemployment (96.1%) followed by drugs (75.2%). It is clear that environment is established as a significant social issue since students rated it in
third place. The fact that unemployment and drugs were established higher
can be accounted for by the stronger likelihood these issues have than any
other social issue to affect young people in their near future.
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Students seem to experience the significance that society has attributed to these issues. They read and hear almost daily about young people’s
professional impasses and drug related deaths. Thus, one can argue that
these two issues (unemployment and drugs) are the ones that make students
feel apprehensive for life after and during university, respectively.
ISSUES
Unemployment
Drugs
Environment
Criminality
Poverty
Education
Health
Economy
Racism
Terrorism
Violence
War

Frequency of references (%)
96.1
75.2
54.9
53.9
42.7
22.3
21.8
18.4
16.0
15.5
15.0
13.6

Table 1. Contemporary Social Issues mentioned by the students.

However, when students were given a list of 12 social problems asking them to rate the degree of their importance, environment scored a lot
lower (with a mean of 8.15) than other issues such as war (with a mean of
3.40), poverty (with a mean of 4.86), hunger (with a mean of 4.41), unemployment (with a mean of 5.03), etc. Table 2 exhibits the 12 issues students
were asked to rate along with their mean scores.
ISSUES
War
Unemployment
Hunger
Environment
Drugs
Poverty
Criminality
AIDS
Lack of Democracy
Terrorism
Social Inequalities
Racism
Table 2. Importance of Contemporary Social Issues
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Means
3.40
5.03
4.41
8.15
5.77
4.86
5.83
6.70
7.72
6.75
8.56
9.58
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It seems that students considered the environment to be an important
social issue but not as important as war, poverty, hunger and unemployment. Such a finding makes sense since war incidents have been monopolising the media’s interest at a continuous basis and certainly the deaths of so
many people cannot but rate as more significant than any environmental issue.
It appears that the degree of importance students attribute to “war”
depends on the direct consequences this issue has on human life itself. Poverty and hunger are closely related to the human degradation in developing
countries and in many modern societies of our western world as presented in
the media along with dramatic requests for humanitarian aid.
Unemployment is maybe the only social issue which students feel it
threatens them the most. It is more obvious how unemployment can affect a
20-year-old student in two or three years time rather than global warming in
the years to come.
What is furthermore quite interesting is that when we further tested
(t-test) students’ ratings of the social issues, we found that their participation
in EE activities had influenced notably their perceptions of importance
about the environment (p< 01) compared to other issues.
Students’ commitment to and knowledge of environmental issues
Students were asked to write down, using the free word association
technique, any environmental problems that came to their mind. They mentioned a variety of different issues as seen in table 3. Students were aware of
the most well known environmental problems, such as the ozone hole, acid
rain, deforestation, pollution, etc. Similarly, when they were asked to rate
the significance of these issues, the most important ones were presented
again in a similar order.
Table 3 illustrates the degree of importance that students attributed
to environmental problems. This accordance between the environmental issues mentioned by the students spontaneously and their rating as more or
less important following the same order exemplifies the environmental issues that either have a prominent exposure through media or the students
experience them.
Environmental Problems
Ozone Hole
Air pollution
Greenhouse Effect
Water Pollution
Pollution
Noise Pollution
Forests

Frequency of
reference (%)
60.2
51.0
47.6
46.6
29.6
26.7
26.2

Degree of Importance (%)
51.5
40.8
37.4
32.5
22.3
23.3
15
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Endangered Species
Acid Rain
Gas fumes
Litter
Smog
Deforestation
Fires

21.8
20.4
18.0
16.0
16.0
15.0
14.6

12.1
12.1
8.3
5.8
9.2
13.1
8.3

Conclusions and implications
In relation to the aspects we were investigating we have the following two general conclusions.
–
The environment certainly constitutes an important social issue
among these young students but not the most important compared to war, poverty, hunger and unemployment.
–
Students’ knowledge includes most major well-known environmental issues (e.g. ozone hole, global warming, deforestation,
etc.).
The students of early childhood education in this study were aware
of significant social issues, which concern contemporary societies. Environment has certainly been recognized as one such major social issue. All
issues included in the questionnaire (e.g. drugs, unemployment, environment, poverty, terrorism, etc.) are presented and discussed almost daily in
newspapers and television. Furthermore, most of the environmental issues
(e.g. pollution) can be experienced in Athens and other big cities in Greece
where the majority of our population sample came from. Even though the
study did not enquire about the sources of information students had, it is
simple enough to consider that these young people are exposed both to mass
media and the issues they put forward and to the pollution they experience
themselves living in cities.
Admittedly, media assist in popularising issues and this can lead to
further support for these issues. The question though emerging concerns the
role of formal education both in schools and in universities. Even though
environmental education has been part of the Greek school curriculum since
the 1990s, the participant students in the research did not mention any particular environmental school activities nor had any environmental commitments in terms of participating in environmental groups and organisations.
Awareness of environmental issues and other social issues for that matter
seems to be depended on the media and on people’s personal experiences.
Arguably, these can be important sources of information but not enough for
future teachers who may wish to include such issues in their teaching. Many
problems can arise from introducing issues like these into their teaching. Oulton
et al (2004) have highlighted such difficulties when researching into the teaching of controversial issues, education for sustainable development being one of
them. Teachers in England appeared under-prepared and felt constrained in
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their approach towards this aspect of their work. Flogaiti and Aggelidou (2003)
also demonstrated that in-service kindergarten teachers had a limited perception
of nature and this was enriched with romantic elements centred around biophysical traits while any socio-political dimensions were absent. Furthermore,
there can be more contentious issues arising when for instance, the structure of
the curriculum may not support fully the instruction and philosophy of such aspects like environmental education or education for sustainable development
(Chatzifotiou, 2002).
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APPENDIX 1: The Questionnaire
1. Write down 5 social issues, at least, which concern contemporary societies.
- ..................................................
- ..................................................
- ..................................................
- ..................................................
- ..................................................
2. Prioritise the following 12 contemporary social issues according to their
degree of importance where 1=most important.
Hunger ..........................
Terrorism ...................
AIDS ............................
Unemployment .............
Racism ........................
Environment .................
Absence of
Democratic Regimes....
Drugs ........................
Social Inequalities......
War............................
Poverty .........................
Criminality ................














3. Was there EE in your secondary education?
Yes □ No □
4. Did you participate in any EE activities in your school?
Yes □ No □
4α. If yes, which? ………………………………….
5. Do you belong in any environmental organisation, club or group?
Yes □ No □
5α. If yes, in which? ………………………………….
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6. Write down as many environmental problems you can think of as possible. It doesn’t matter how many you know or how many you can remember.
Try to mention each environmental problem
-

...............................................................
...............................................................
...............................................................
...............................................................
...............................................................

7. Insert the aforementioned environmental problems in the table below according to their degree of importance.
Very Important E.P.
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Joanna Birch
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Economic activities are central topics in every discussion for the sustainable future of protected areas (Counsell & Garreth, 2002). Specifically,
primary sector activities (agriculture, fishing, farming and lodging) are
treated as activities that have to be transformed in order to satisfy the criteria
of sustainability, while ecotourism is suggested as an alternative option for
the development of protected areas (Weinberg, Bellows & Ekster, 2002;
Kneafsey, 2000).
Within the above framework, local people’s and especially the
younger generation’s support for sustainable activities should be considered
as an important prerequisite for sustainable management of protected areas
(Trakolis, 2001).
The success of such sustainable management is linked with local
people’s feelings and sensibility towards environmental surroundings.
(Fried, 2000; Jorgensen & Stedman, 2001). Furthermore, the investigation
of the ways environmental knowledge, awareness and concern are acquired
and developed is of great importance for integrate management planning
(Palmer & Suggate, 2004).
Key questions addressed in this paper, as part of a wider study – see
below – concern:
–
The level of understanding of pupils aged between 4 and 10 years
old about activities in the primary economy sector and ecotourism
–
Children’s dispositions towards these activities
–
Children's attitudes towards nature and human society
–
Attitudes towards social or environmental changes in the area
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–

Factors (especially information sources and demographic parameters)
affecting the development of the above attitudes and dispositions.

Study area
The research discussed here was undertaken within the framework of
the European project “Integrated Management of European Wetlands”, in an
area protected under the Ramsar Convention: Kerkini Lake.
Hosting more than 300 bird species, Lake Kerkini is one of the most
important wintering sites for waterfowl such as ducks, geese and pelicans.
The total population of the twenty-three villages lying within the
protected area around the lake is approximately 25.000.
Tourists visit the area for bird watching and boat tours and tourist
numbers have increased considerably over the last decade. Ecotourism activity is more pronounced along the west bank; in the village of Kerkini, an
Information Centre provides baseline information to visitors.
Sample selection
Semi-structured interviews were conducted with children living
around Lake Kerkini. Participation in the study was voluntary and children’s
identities were protected through anonymisation of interview scripts. All
interviews were conducted at the children’s schools. Once the survey scope
was explained to children, interviewers requested their participation. About
10% of children approached refused to take part in the study, which resulted
in a response rate of approximately 90%. In total, 200 children participated
in the study. The sample was evenly distributed across sexes (51.5% female
and 48.5% male) and age- categories (4-, 6-, 8-, and 10-year categories , including each 25.0% of the sample). The sample selected was proportional to
the population of the villages around the lake.
Interview schedule
As part of the interview schedule, children were shown two photographs of primary sector activities, namely fishery and arable crop harvest,
as well as two photographs of ecotourism activities, namely bird watching
and a boat tour. They were first asked to identify and explain the reason for
these activities; afterwards, they were requested to provide their overall disposition towards the above-mentioned activities, that is, whether they perceived them as “good” or “bad”. Responses were coded in the following
categories: (1) just “good” or “bad”; (2) “good” or “bad” for humans; (3)
“good” or “bad” for “animals”/”nature”.
Children were then requested to state their likes/dislikes concerning
their own place of residence; responses were coded in the following categories: (1) likes/dislikes concerning people (i.e. “social life” and “leisure”); (2)
likes/dislikes concerning “animals”/”nature” (“landscape”/”setting”; “crea188
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tures”; “environmental degradation”; “hunting”). Afterwards, children were
asked to suggest desirable and anticipated changes in their place of residence.
Responses to anticipated changes were coded in the following categories: (1)
positive or negative changes affecting people; (2) positive or negative changes
affecting “animals”/”nature”. Finally, children’s gender, age, and place of
residence were recorded and children were asked to state their information
sources (i.e. school; social network, namely friends and relatives; experiences in the local area).
Data analysis
We conducted chi-square tests to examine differences between primary sector and ecotourism activities in description, reasoning, and children’s dispositions. The likelihood ratio chi-square for categorical data was
calculated. The Cramer’s V measure of association was calculated for significant cross-tabulations of description, reasoning, and children’s dispositions towards primary sector and ecotourism activities as well as
likes/dislikes and desirable/anticipated changes concerning children’s place
of residence by demographic variables and information sources.
Results
Children were more able to correctly describe and present reasons
for activities concerning fishing and bird watching than harvesting or boattouring. This would suggest that children had a better understanding of activities that more explicitly involve interaction with fauna, than those that
are only indirectly related to fauna (See APPENDIX, Table 1). Overall,
children were able to describe ecotourism activities more effectively than
primary sector ones, but they were more competent in providing reasoning
for primary sector activities.
Children reacted more positively towards ecotourism activities than
towards the primary sector activities, fishing in particular elicited negative
attitudes (see APPENDIX, Table 2). These attitudes reflect changes of the
educational priorities in protected areas, which are now more in favour of
alternative economic activities. Justification of positive dispositions towards
both primary sector and ecotourism activities refer primarily to humans (i.e.
these activities were thought to be “good for people”: 36.5, 35.0, 33.5, and
30.0% for fishing, harvesting, bird watching, and the boat tour, respectively). Concerning negative dispositions, there was a distinct percentage of
children who attributed a negative stance towards fishing being bad for
“animals”/”nature” (44.0%).
Likes attributed to “people” and “animals”/”nature” were much more
pronounced compared to dislikes. However, there was a relatively high percentage of dislikes pertaining to “animals”/”nature”. Respondents tend to
have ambiguous feelings towards natural elements (Table 3).
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Desirable changes vis-à-vis “people” were more pronounced compared
with anticipated changes (Table 3). On the other hand, there was no significant
difference between desirable and anticipated changes referring to “animals”/”nature”. The percentage of children who anticipated negative changes affecting “animals”/”nature” was three times greater than the percentage who perceived positive changes. This finding is quite important since attitudes towards
changes are linked with attitudes towards economic activities.
Gender, age and place of residence are factors often significantly associated with both children’s correct descriptions and reasoning of local
economic activities, as well as with positive dispositions towards these activities (Table 4). There was low statistical significance for the relationship
between positive dispositions towards economic activities and the sources of
children’s understanding of these activities. In particular, school was found
to have almost no impact.
Children’s views of changes anticipated affecting people increased
with children’s age. Desirable and anticipated changes concerning “animals”/”nature” were more numerous for children residing on the west bank
of the lake; in the latter case, anticipated changes also increased with age
(Table 5). Dislikes pertaining to “people” were more pronounced for those
who cited their school as an information source (Table 5).
Conclusions and implications for Environmental Education
Positive attitudes towards nature, as well as towards environmentally
friendly human activities, were certainly present among young children participated in the survey. However, it was also obvious that many children
hold misconceptions, gaps in knowledge and posses ambiguous feelings towards natural elements. Environmental education programmes in the wetland of Kerkini should help those involved to gain understanding of the interrelationships in a wetland, as well as of their personal association with
their wetland. Moreover, they should support the ability of children to engage in increasingly sophisticated types of reasoning as they mature.
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APPENDIX

Activities
Primary
sector
Fishing
Harvest
Ecotourism
Bird
watching
Boat tour
Overall
Primary
sector
Ecotourism

Description
Correct Incorrect
Replies replies
(%)
(%)

‘Don’t
Know’
(%)

χ2

Reasoning
Correct Incorrect
Replies replies
(%)
(%)

‘Don’t
Know’
(%)

95.74***
99.0
65.0

1.0
29.0

6.0

97.0

1.5

1.5

83.5

16.0

0.5

χ2

69.90***
95.5
63.5

2.5
20.5

2.0
16.0

75.5

3.0

21.5

65.5

17.5

17.0

22.60***

4.83*

11.54***

8.68**

82.0

15.0

3.0

79.5

11.5

9.0

90.3

8.8

1.0

70.5

10.3

19.3

Note: * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001
Table 1. Description and reasoning provided for primary sector and ecotourism activities

Primary sector
Fishing
Harvest
Ecotourism
Bird watching
Boat tour
Overall
Primary sector
Ecotourism

Positive
χ2
dispositions
(%)
0.01
60.0
51.5
6.40*
71.5
59.5
7.98**
55.8
65.5

Negative dispositions (%)

χ2
144.00*

47.5
1.0
2.27
4.5
7.0
57.15***
24.3
5.8

Note: * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001.
Table 2. Positive and negative dispositions towards primary sector and ecotourism
activities
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“People” (%)
Likes/dislikes
Likes
Dislikes
Changes
Desirable
Anticipated
Positive
Negative

“Animals”/
“nature”(%)

χ2
51.44***

χ2
59.92
***

37.0
8.0

64.0
26.0
8.01**

1.39

18.0
8.5
4.0
4.5

20.0
15.5
3.0
12.5

Note: * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001.
Table 3. Likes/dislikes and desirable/anticipated changes referring to “people” or
“animals/nature”

Description
Gender
Age
Place of residence
School
Friends/relative
s
Experiences
Reasoning
Gender
Age
Place of residence
School
Friends/relative
s
Experiences
Positive dispositions
Gender
Age
Place of residence
School

Fishing

Harvest

Bird
watching

Boat tour

NS
NS
NS

0.27**
0.46***
0.24**

NS
NS
0.30***

NS
0.40***
NS

NS
NS

NS
NS

NS
NS

NS
NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS
0.24**
NS

0.32***
0.33***
NS

NS
0.21*
0.26**

NS
0.41***
NS

NS
NS

NS
NS

NS
0.14*

NS
NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS
NS
NS

0.30***
0.50***
0.22*

NS
0.25**
0.20*

NS
0.42***
NS

NS

NS

NS

NS
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Friends/relative
s
Experiences
Negative dispositions
Gender
Age
Place of residence
School
Friends/relative
s
Experiences

NS

NS

NS

0.15*

0.15*

NS

NS

NS

NS
0.28**
NS

NS
NS
NS

NS
NS
NS

0.17*
0.25**
NS

NS
NS

NS
NS

NS
NS

0.23**
NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

Note: NS = non significant; * = p < 0.05; ** = p < 0.01; *** = p < 0.001.
Table 4. Cramer’s V measures of association for significant cross-tabulations of
description, reasoning and dispositions towards primary sector and ecotourism activities by demographic variables and information sources.
Likes

Dislikes

Desirable
changes

Anticipated
changes

“People”
Gender
NS
NS
NS
NS
Age
NS
NS
NS
0.31***
Place of resiNS
NS
NS
NS
dence
School
NS
0.15*
NS
NS
Friends/relatives NS
NS
NS
NS
Experiences
NS
NS
NS
NS
‘Animals/nature’
Gender
NS
NS
NS
NS
Age
NS
NS
NS
0.39***
Place of resiNS
NS
0.25**
0.24*
dence
School
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
Friends/relatives NS
Experiences
NS
NS
NS
NS
Note: NS = non significant; * = p < 0.05; ** = p < 0.01; *** = p < 0.001.
Table 5. Cramer’s V measures of association for significant cross-tabulations of
likes/dislikes and desirable/anticipated changes referring to “people” or “animals/nature” by demographic variables and information sources.
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LEARNING TO SHAPE LIFE
Klaus Hübner
Head of Department for Leisure Time
and Environmental Education
Project history. Landesbund für Vogelschutz in Bayern e.V.
The Landesbund für Vogelschutz e.V. (The Bavarian Association for
the Protections of Birds – hereafter referred as LBV) is the oldest natureconservation organisation in Bavaria and has been involved in environmental education for more than twenty years. Since 1996, the LBV has been
the only German nature-conservation organisation, which operates its own
kindergarten.
This kindergarten, the “arche noah” (Noah’s Ark) kindergarten, is an
integrated, ecologically oriented one based on the principles of Agenda21.
The experiences gained in seven years working on the elementary field of
environmental education created the basis for our project “leben gestalten
lernen – learning to shape life”. The project also is based on the programme of
action for the 21st century, which was adopted in 1992 in Rio de Janeiro by 180
countries. This Agenda21 should lead to a just and equal distribution of
opportunity all over the world and should see to it, that also future generations can take their opportunities as we do now.
Teachers, educators and other people working on education are asked to
make their contribution to our society’s sustainable development.
The background for this project is the experience gained in our daily
kindergarten work. Therefore, in the following, we would like to shortly
present our kindergarten to you.
The “arche noah” kindergarten.
Some basics concerning upbringing and education
Education and upbringing play an important role in the process of
Agenda21; they are essential requirements to support sustainable development and to improve human’s ability to cope with environmental and development tasks. They also are of decisive importance to create an ethnic and
ecological consciousness as well as values and attitudes, skills, competences
and behaviours that are consistent with a sustainable development. These
requirements are also important for the public to effectively participate in
the decision-making process.
Especially in the elementary field, at kindergarten age, skills and
competences that will create the conditions for children to be up to the demands of the 21st century can be initiated and decision patterns are formed.
Therefore, we like to support one of the demands of Agenda21: to develop
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an environmental and development consciousness at the earliest possible
time everywhere in the world and in all fields of society.
With this kindergarten, the LBV makes his contributions to locally
put Agenda 21 into action and we not only want to show new possible solutions how to change our day to day habits but also how to put these solutions into action. Additionally, we do not want to restrict the daily ecological-oriented work at the kindergarten with many rules but to create a positive feeling towards this topic and to highly motivate parents and educators
with this eventful and environmental education based program to try something similar in private at home.
Principles of the “arche noah” kindergarten
We want to make children sensitive to the diversity and beauty of
nature by experiencing nature. Conscious and highly esteeming interaction
with oneself, our fellow human beings and nature is one basic principle of
our work at the kindergarten. Inclusive learning possibilities differentiated
sensory perception and filtering out important information supports children
to develop a good orientation in their environment, in time and space.
Healthy nutrition, waste avoidance and separation, conscious use of resources and a motion-oriented outdoor area are additional parts of our work
at kindergarten. We plan seasons and topics according to the situation and
the children. Regarding the sensible periods in learning, we want to allow a
living and learning that enables children to gain the utmost independence
because of doing things themselves.
Integration is a general principle in the “arche noah” kindergarten
thus children of any nationality, religion, of any physical, psychic and mental individuality live together.
4000 waking hours in kindergarten
Children’s abilities and competences can be ideally developed
through issues of sustainability. Our goal is to enable children to actively affect their future within their sphere of activity. For this goal, we have 4.000
waking hours during which the children are at nursery school. 4.000 waking
hours, during which we can involve the children in the preparation, organisation and realisation of projects and daily routines, 4.000 waking hours,
during which we can adjust these daily routines to the children’s needs. We
can also change the daily routine and thereby achieve ideal cooperation between teachers, parents and children.
This wealth of experience, these seven years of ecological-oriented
and integrated work at kindergarten created the basis for our project “leben
gestalten lernen – learning to shape life”.
We want to enable other institutions, educators and teachers to foster
children’s competences by practical environmental education.
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“leben gestalten lernen – learning to shape life”.
Environmental education supports children’s abilities!

This conclusion is the result of our team after having worked on this
project for more than one and a half year. Our games, activities and projects
were tested by about 250 multipliers from all over Bavaria taking part in a
workshop called „4.000 hours awake“. During our research we have found
out that there are seven abilities which can be optimised by the contents and
methods of environmental education: positive identification with oneself,
communicative competence, gross and fine motor skills, conscious interaction
with oneself and other living beings, emotional competence, social competence and Gestaltungskompetenz (the ability to modify and shape the society
and its future). Now, we would like to describe these seven competences in
more detail.
Positive identification with oneself
When children see themselves as strong, brave, attractive or friendly,
they are capable of changing the world.
This self-esteem must not only be encouraged daily at kindergartens
by educators, but rather we must also encourage parents time and again to
show high regard for their children. Of course, this is also valid for evidence of high regard among the children themselves. Therefore, the educator has to create many situations and possibilities in his or her daily
work in which children can be proud of what they achieve. If a child continuously experiences the changing effect of his or her actions on the
community, he/she will be ready and powerful to tackle new challenges.
Positive identification with oneself is an essential requirement for
successful learning, the ability to succeed, and powers of self-assertion.
Communicative competence
Those who are listened to feel that they are taken seriously. Those
who can communicate are listened to. Although this sounds so simple, it
must continuously be tested and practiced. As our most important means of
communication, language must be developed and cultivated and is therefore
an essential part of the educators’ task during the elementary stage of education. Communication is not only absolutely essential as a bridge between
thinking and taking action, but also because sharing ones thoughts, feelings
and opinions with others is an indispensable requirement for successful action within a group. Successful communication is the most important medium for constructive problem solving. However: successful articulation
starts with listening to others. Vocabulary and language usage are broadened
by educators’ reading aloud and storytelling, as well as through encounters
with the other children’s language variations, new words, new picture books
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and new stories. The kindergarten’s potential in this area has to be supplemented with a positive attitude towards language, reading, and books at
home.
Motor activity competence
“All human organs are designed for movement”. Hugo Kükelhaus,
the initiator of the multi-sensory educational exhibit “Exposition of the
Senses”, made this statement, which could be supplemented by the conclusion that “those who do not move their organs let them waste away.” We
know from developmental psychology how significant the connection between physical and intellectual development is. For this reason, it is necessary to offer children a wide spectrum of possibilities for physical activities,
either in a room especially designed for creative physical activities, or in an
outdoor space, which includes highly challenging playing equipment, or in
nature itself. If there are enough possibilities for physical activity, every
child will choose, according to his or her personal stage of development, the
challenges which are necessary for ideally developing fine and gross motor
skills, and therefore also lay down the basis for language and integrated
thinking. Finding a rhythm between doing and relaxing during physical activity is also of great importance. Finding a rhythm is also an important basis for enabling children to cope with stress situations.
Gestaltungskompetenz
Children should learn that they can influence the course of events in
the group and in their surroundings actively, through cooperative discussion,
and with an end result that they can be proud of. Whether creating pictures,
making up rhymes, telling imaginative stories, creating imaginary animals
from natural materials, playing an instrument, or deciding together in a
group which living space – water, forest or meadow – should be visited that
day: in every situation children are given the opportunity to see themselves
as people who can cope with the tasks at hand.
The more personal freedom and influences we grant our children, the
more they are qualified to deal with groups or act in different spheres of action.
At kindergarten the world is depicted on a small scale where children
of different nationalities and religions live together. The children thereby get
to know foreign cultures, attitudes and customs. This fosters their farsightedness, their understanding and their tolerance.
Emotional strength
Whether sad, furious, funny, balanced, quiet or calm: feelings play
an important role for children. As a result, it is important for children to experience that the society they live in is interested in their thoughts and feel198
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ings. But it is just as important for a child to feel for him or herself what he
or she is feeling and how a feeling – for example anger – feels.
Therefore the child is able to react true to him or herself, but also according to the social setting. Through the reaction of those in his or her surroundings, the child realizes that it is not alone, but gets support and consolation, and also notices that those in his or her surroundings take an interest
in the child’s joy and happiness.
A positive gateway to one’s feelings enables a self-assured manner
and the ability to communicate those feelings. Anger can then be expressed,
instead of being turned into physical actions, fear can lead to assistance, and
joy can infect others. If the child experiences its parents, educators and other
children as they truly are, he or she can differentiate his or her own expressions, and therefore can empathise with others and can react more truly to
him or herself.
Social competence
Often kindergarten is the place where children have their first experiences as part of a social group, outside of the family. He or she experiences new and familiar behaviour and recognizes whom he or she likes and
whom he or she dislikes.
However, the child also realises that he or she is always a part of the
group and takes on different roles. This is important because we shape our
whole life into social systems. Therefore, children should also experience
that together they can change things, that many things are much easier to
cope with in a group, and are often much more fun when done together.
Children need room to try things out in order to experience themselves in numerous ways and in relation to their social environment. However, they also need the most varied social experiences possible, to learn to
understand their social environment.
Conscious interaction with oneself and with one’s surroundings
If we want to give children the ability to recognise, know, understand
and interpret our natural and social environments, this can only be facilitated
upon the basis of feeling and motivation for conscious interaction with oneself and with one’s surroundings: curiosity, amazement and admiration for
creation and cultural achievements; gratitude to those people who have created everything that is of importance to us, keeping and maintaining them;
humility, modesty and love, because all of one man’s achievements depend
on advanced achievements of people before and next to him, and we are only
one “drop in the great sea of human culture”(Maria Montessori).
Children are thereby led to gradually take over responsibility in the
sense of feeling responsible for something, and at the same time for developing standards for the assessment of their own behaviour and that of others, and also for occurrences and proceedings in nature and society.
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We have compared these seven competences with Agenda 21’s
fields of action:
–
mobility
–
building and living
–
health and nutrition
–
group skills
–
gestaltung
–
culture and customs
–
climate and resources
–
orientation in space and time
–
biodiversity.
Mobility
Mobility is of fundamental importance for our lives. It burdens our
environment in numerous ways, though. Contaminants, noise, raw material
consumption, and covering natural expanses with concrete are ever more serious problems in our society. Here, we pick up the topic of mobility with
different action units, and include the broad field of movement in our suggestions: animal mobility, movement with water and wind, above all we
take care that all of the activities that we offer can be reached on foot. From
our point of view, experiencing the possibility of walking to, from, and
around from all of the places of action is one of the foundations for handling
the topic of mobility in the elementary field properly.
Building and living
How people live, the places they choose for their homes, the materials they use to build their own four walls, how they plan cities: all of these
things have enormous consequences for nature, the environment, and us.
From the point of view of a three to six year old, the competence area
“Building and Living” is not only limited to the Gestaltung possibilities
within the kindergarten’s building and garden, but also extends to dwellings
for animals in the surroundings. Therefore, we have broadened the competency area “building and living” to include such possibilities, and of course,
to involve creative work and projects with natural materials.
Health and nutrition
This topic is of eminent and day-to-day importance, especially in
kindergarten, as an important course for nutritional habits can be set here.
With the proper nutrition we can not only promote children’s health, but
with the right product selection, we can also shorten transport routes and
strengthen the regional agriculture and economy. With our suggestions for
games, we also turn our attention to the important fact that nature is, in the
truest sense of the word, precious. We have collected many recipes that our
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grandparents were familiar with, but which have increasingly become lost in
recent years. These culinary strolls through nature stimulate another look at
the season, and of course, another look at the variety of the herbs and plants
that can enrich our menus.
Group skills
Feeling secure in the group, experiencing the strength of the group,
seeing how one’s own contribution enriches the group’s work as a whole:
these are elementary experiences. Groups characterize our society, and
teamwork and mutual help are indispensable conditions for successful decision-making and influencing one’s surroundings.
Gestaltung
Being creative is surely one of man’s most elementary needs. Creating a whole from various parts, moving something inconspicuous into the
right light; with feather and ink, play-dough or clay.
Our natural surroundings offer countless possibilities for performing
originally and creatively time and again.
Culture and customs
Many religious celebrations and regional traditions are integral parts
of the yearly course of events in our kindergartens. We supplement these
customs by looking at other cultures, including natural materials in the
rhythm of the seasons, and direct the children’s gaze towards our own roots,
but also beyond the end of our own noses.
Climate and resources
The imminent climate change, which is certainly in part caused by us
and by our unrestrained CO2 emissions, as well as our even now, much too
wasteful dealing with our resources, are very important fields of reference
for Agenda 21. Ensuring that materials are dealt with more carefully, that
solar energy is used properly, and gaining insight into the production of play
materials are therefore urgent fields of action in our child agenda.
Orientation in space and time
Our demand for high-speed transportation in all areas, and quick accessibility to all of the places in our country and across continents has made
our daily lives more and more hectic. This also affects the daily lives of our
children: poorly planned days and weekends, one more thing to do here, another event there: our children’s daily lives are becoming ever more restless.
And yet, children especially need time to be able to grow up. It’s high time
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that we slow down our daily lives, and those of our children, make our cities
and towns worth living in, instead of more car-friendly, and finally get some
peace and quiet. Please join us on a trip through the three luxury goods of
our time: quiet, nature and time for each other.
Biodiversity
The birds’ chirping, colourful, flower-rich meadows, mixed forests
with varied forest edges; diversity of species means quality of life. Maintaining biodiversity isn’t only necessary for ensuring an environment worth
living in, but also recognizes the natural value of every animal and plant
species. It is only possible to successfully protect plants and animals if we
maintain their habitats; therefore, promoting diversity of species is both definitive and necessary for fertile land, clean water, pure air, and climate
preservation. In addition to that, many species are irreplaceable as renewable resources and as raw materials for medications. It is our aim, with these
suggestions, which are based on the connection between the topics of
Agenda 21 and the fostering of children competences, to enable children to
actively take part in shaping their future in their sphere of action.
The magic word is participation: involving children, taking them seriously, and creatively structuring the days at nursery school together. Children should maintain their own opinions, accept those of the others and
should feel that they can achieve much more together than alone.
You can have a look at our results on a video and a file, where you
can find background information, a big part showing practical exercises,
opinions of experts and further literature. The practical exercises are subdivided into five big topics: Insects, treasure chest, stones, leaves and wild
cuisine. The respective games, recipes, and construction manuals are categorized according to season, Agenda21’ fields of action and the rooms in
which they can be carried out.
Another important point is the parents’ involvement. How parents
can be involved in decision-making, planning, and carrying out smaller and
bigger projects, is shown through a concrete example.
The file including DVD/Video is available in English and German.
For more information contact:
Landesbund für Vogelschutz in Bayern e.V.
Klaus Hübner
Eisvogelweg 1
D-91161 Hilpoltstein
0049 – (0)9174 – 47750
www.lbv.de
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LEBEN GESTALTEN LERNEN
Klaus Hübner
Leiter des Referats Freizeit und Umweltbildung
Landesbund für Vogelschutz in Bayern e.V.
Projektgeschichte. Der Landesbund für Vogelschutz in Bayern e.V.
Der Landesbund für Vogelschutz in Bayern e.V. – Verband für Arten – und Biotopschutz (LBV) ist der älteste Naturschutzverband Bayerns
und befasst sich seit mehr als 20 Jahren mit dem Thema Umweltbildung.
Seit 1996 ist der LBV als einziger Naturschutzverband Deutschlands Träger
eines ökologisch-orientierten, integrativen Kindergartens (des „arche nah“
Kindergartens), der auf den Prinzipien der Agenda 21 aufgebaut ist. Durch
die Erfahrungen die sich in sieben Jahren Umweltbildung im Elementarbereich gesammelt haben, wurde der Grundstein zu unserem Projekt „leben
gestalten lernen“ gelegt.
Das Projekt basiert ebenso auf dem Aktionsprogramm für das 21.
Jahrhundert, das 1992 in Rio de Janeiro von 180 Staaten dieser Welt verabschiedet wurde. Diese „Agenda 21“ soll zu gerechter Chancenverteilung zwischen den Völkern führen und dafür sorgen, dass auch künftige Generationen
ihre Entfaltungsmöglichkeiten so wahrnehmen können wie wir. Auch die
Verantwortlichen im Bildungsbereich sind gefordert, ihren Beitrag zur nachhaltigen Entwicklung unserer Gesellschaft zu leisten.
Hintergrund dieses Projektes sind die Erfahrungswerte aus unserer
Kindergartenarbeit. Deswegen möchten wir Ihnen der Kindergarten im Folgenden kurz vorstellen.
Der „arche nah“ Kindergarten.
Grundsätzliches zu Erziehung und Bildung in der Agenda 21
Bildung und Erziehung spielen im Agendaprozess eine entscheidende
Rolle, sie sind „eine unerlässliche Voraussetzung für die Förderung einer
nachhaltigen Entwicklung und die Verbesserung der Fähigkeit des Menschen
sich mit Umwelt- und Entwicklungsfragen auseinander zu setzen. Sie sind
auch von entscheidender Bedeutung für die Schaffung eines ökologischen
und ethischen Bewusstseins sowie von Werten und Einstellungen, Fähigkeiten und Verhaltensweisen, die mit einer nachhaltigen Entwicklung vereinbar
sind, sowie für eine wirksame Beteiligung der Öffentlichkeit an der Entscheidungsfindung“.
Gerade im Elementarbereich, im Kindergartenalter, werden Fähigkeiten und Fertigkeiten grundlegend angelegt und Entscheidungsmuster maßgeblich geprägt. Deshalb schließen wir uns auch gerne einer der Forderungen der
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Agenda 21 an, die besagt, „zum frühest möglichen Zeitpunkt überall in der
Welt und in allen gesellschaftlichen Bereichen ein Umwelt- und Entwicklungsbewusstsein zu entwickeln“.
Mit diesem Kindergarten leistet der LBV seinen Beitrag zur Umsetzung der Agenda 21 auf lokaler Ebene und will neue Lösungsansätze für die
Änderung der Lebensgewohnheiten nicht nur zeigen, sondern auch mit Leben füllen. Außerdem wollen wir die ökologisch – orientierte tägliche Kindergartenarbeit nicht im Sinne einer "Öko-Reglementierung" betreiben,
sondern das Thema positiv besetzen und mit einem erlebnis-orientierten,
umweltpädagogisch-fundierten Programm eine hohe Motivation schaffen,
im privaten Bereich ähnliches zu versuchen.
Grundsätze des „arche nah“ Kindergartens
Durch direkte Naturbegegnungen sollen die Kinder für die Vielfalt
und Schönheit der Natur sensibilisiert werden. Achtsamer und wertschätzender Umgang mit sich selbst, seinen Nächsten und der Natur sind ein elementarer Grundsatz unserer Kindergartenarbeit. Ganzheitliche Lernformen
und differenzierte Sinneswahrnehmung, das herausfiltern von wichtigen Informationen helfen den Kindern zu einer guten Orientierung in ihrer Umwelt,
in Zeit und Raum. Gesunde Ernährung, Müllvermeidung und –trennung, sorgsamer Umgang mit Ressourcen sowie ein bewegungsorientiertes Außengelände
sind weitere Bausteine unserer Kindergartenarbeit. Die Jahreszeiten und Themen planen wir situationsorientiert und kindorientiert, um unter Berücksichtigung der sensiblen Phasen ein Leben und Lernen zuzulassen, dass größtmögliche Selbstständigkeit durch Selbsttätigkeit zum Ziel hat. Integration ist ein
durchgehendes Prinzip, so dass im „arche nah“ Kindergarten Kinder jeder Nation, Religion, jeder körperlichen, geistigen und seelischen Individualität miteinander leben.
4000 wache Stunden im Kindergarten
Kindliche Fähigkeiten und Fertigkeiten lassen sich mit Themen der
Nachhaltigkeit in idealer Weise entwickeln. Ziel dabei ist es, die Kinder zu
befähigen, ihre Zukunft in ihrem Wirkungskreis aktiv mitgestalten zu können. Dazu haben wir 4.000 wache Stunden während der Zeit im Kindergarten. 4.000 wache Stunden, in denen wir die Kinder einbeziehen können in Vorbereitung, Planung und Durchführung von Projekten und Tagesabläufen, 4.000
wache Stunden, in denen wir diese Tagesabläufe den kindlichen Bedürfnissen
anpassen können, sie abändern und so ein optimales Miteinander von Erzieherinnen, Eltern und Kindern erreichen können.
Aus diesem Erfahrungsschatz, diesen 7 Jahren ökologischintegrativer Kindergartenarbeit, entstand das Projekt „leben gestalten lernen“ mit dem wir anderen Einrichtungen, Erziehern und Lehrern die Möglichkeit geben wollen, durch praktische Umweltbildungsarbeit die kindlichen Kompetenzen zu fördern!
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Leben gestalten lernen. Umweltbildung fördert kindliche Kompetenzen!

Dies ist der Schluss, den unser Projektteam nach 1½ jähriger Arbeit
ziehen kann. Erprobt und weiterentwickelt wurden unsere Spiele, Aktionen
und Projekte mit Hilfe von ca. 250 Multiplikatorinnen aus ganz Bayern, die
an einem Workshop zu den 4.000 wachen Stunden teilgenommen haben.
Wir sind durch unsere Arbeit der festen Überzeugung, dass sich im Kindergarten Kompetenzen anbahnen lassen, die Voraussetzungen schaffen, um
den Anforderungen des 21. Jahrhunderts gewachsen zu sein.
Wir haben in unserem Projekt herausgefunden, dass sich sieben
Kompetenzen mit den Inhalten und Methoden der Umweltbildung optimal
fördern lassen: positive Identifikation mit sich selbst, kommunikative Kompetenz, grob - und feinmotorische Fähigkeiten, achtsamer Umgang mit sich
selbst und mit anderen Lebewesen, emotionale Kompetenz, Sozialkompetenz und Gestaltungskompetenz. Diese sollen im folgenden etwas näher erläutert werden.
Positive Identifikation mit sich selbst
Kinder, die sich selbst als stark, mutig, attraktiv oder freundlich erleben, können die Welt verändern. Dieses Selbstwertgefühl muss nicht nur
durch die Erzieherinnen in der täglichen Kindergartenarbeit unterstützt werden, sondern wir müssen auch die Eltern immer wieder ermutigen, ihren
Kindern gegenüber Wertschätzung zu zeigen. Dies gilt natürlich auch für
die Wertschätzung der Kinder untereinander. Das heißt, die Erzieherin muss
in der täglichen Arbeit viele Gelegenheiten schaffen, die es den Kindern ermöglichen, stolz auf das zu sein, was sie können. Wenn das Kind immer
wieder erlebt, dass es in der Gemeinschaft etwas bewegen kann, wird es bereit und stark sein, neue Herausforderungen anzugehen. Positive Identifikation mit sich selbst ist eine wesentliche Voraussetzung für erfolgreiches Lernen, Leistungs - und Durchsetzungsfähigkeit.
Kommunikative Kompetenz
Wem zugehört wird, der fühlt sich ernst genommen. Wer sich mitteilen kann, dem wird zugehört. Was sich so einfach anhört, muss aber
immer wieder erprobt und geübt werden. Unser wichtigstes Kommunikationsmittel, die Sprache, zu entwickeln und zu pflegen, ist aber auch ein wesentlicher Bestandteil der Arbeit im Elementarbereich. Nicht nur als Brücke zwischen Denken und Handeln ist Kommunikation unverzichtbar,
auch das Teilhaben lassen von anderen an seinen Gedanken, seinen Gefühlen und der eigenen Meinung ist unabdingbare Voraussetzung für erfolgreiches Handeln in der Gruppe. Erfolgreiche Kommunikation wird dabei zum
wichtigsten Medium konstruktiver Konfliktlösung. Erfolgreiches Artikulieren
fängt aber beim Zuhören an. Regelmäßiges Vorlesen oder Erzählen der Erzie205
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herinnen erweitern den Wortschatz und Sprachgebrauch der Kinder ebenso wie
die Begegnung mit den Sprachvarianten, neuen Worten, neuen Bilderbüchern
und neuen Geschichten der anderen Kinder. Dieses Potential in der Einrichtung
muss aber ergänzt werden durch eine positive Einstellung zur Sprache, zum Lesen oder zu Büchern im Elternhaus.
Motorische Kompetenz
„Alle Organe des Menschen sind auf Bewegung hin ausgelegt“, dieser Satz von Hugo Kükelhaus, dem Initiator des Erfahrungsfeldes zur Entfaltung der Sinne, könnte noch ergänzt werden mit der Schlussfolgerung
„wer seine Organe nicht bewegt, lässt sie verkümmern“. Aus der Entwicklungsphysiologie wissen wir auch wie eng der Zusammenhang zwischen
motorischer und geistiger Entwicklung ist. Deshalb ist es notwendig, den
Kindern ein breites Spektrum an Bewegungsmöglichkeiten zu bieten, sei es
in der Bewegungsbaustelle, dem Außengelände, mit Spielgeräten mit hohem
Aufforderungscharakter oder in der Natur selbst. Sind genügend Gelegenheiten zur körperlichen Betätigung vorhanden, so wird sich jedes Kind je
nach seinem Entwicklungsstand die Herausforderungen suchen, die es
braucht, um grob- und feinmotorische Kompetenzen optimal zu entwickeln,
und damit auch Grundlage für Sprache oder vernetztes Denken zu legen.
Wichtig bei jeder körperlichen Anstrengung ist auch der Rhythmus zwischen Tun und Entspannung. Eine solche Rhythmisierung ist auch wichtige
Grundlage für die Kinder, Stresssituationen positiv zu bewältigen.
Gestaltungskompetenz
Die Kinder sollen erfahren, dass sie in der Gruppe und in ihrer Umgebung Vorgänge beeinflussen können – aktiv, gemeinsam abgesprochen, mit einem Ergebnis, auf das man stolz sein kann. Ob beim Gestalten eines Bildes,
dem Erfinden von Reimen, dem Erzählen von fantasievollen Geschichten, dem
Basteln eines Fantasietiers aus Naturmaterialien, dem Spielen eines Musikinstrumentes oder der gemeinsamen Entscheidung der Gruppe, ob an diesem Tag
der Lebensraum Wald, Wasser oder Wiese besucht werden soll – in all diesen
Situationen lernen Kinder sich als Personen zu erleben, die Aufgaben meistern
können. Je mehr Freiräume und Mitbestimmungsmöglichkeiten wir den Kindern dabei zugestehen, umso kompetenter werden sie im Umgang in der Gruppe oder beim Tun in unterschiedlichsten Aktionsräumen.
Im Zusammenleben von Kindern unterschiedlicher Nationen und Religionen bildet sich im Kindergarten die Welt im Kleinen ab. Dies ermöglicht den Kindern das Kennenlernen fremder Kulturen, Einstellungen und
Bräuche und fördert so ihren Weitblick, ihr Verständnis und ihre Toleranz.
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Emotionale Kompetenz
Traurig, wütend, lustig… zu sein, aber auch ausgeglichen, ruhig oder
gelassen: Gefühle spielen für Kinder eine ganz wesentliche Rolle. Dabei ist
es für Kinder wichtig zu erfahren, dass ihre Mitwelt sich dafür interessiert,
wie sie denken und fühlen. Genauso wichtig ist aber, dass das Kind selbst
spürt, was es fühlt und wie sich das Gefühl - Wut zum Beispiel - anfühlt. Es
kann so im Kontakt mit anderen authentisch, aber dem sozialen Rahmen
entsprechend, angemessen agieren. An der Reaktion der Umgebung auf sein
Verhalten erlebt das Kind, dass es nicht allein ist, sondern Unterstützung
und Trost oder aber auch Teilnahme an seiner Freude erfährt.
Ein positiver Zugang zu seinen Gefühlen ermöglicht ein selbstsichereres Auftreten und die Fähigkeit seine Gefühle zu kommunizieren. Ärger
kann ausgesprochen werden, anstelle sich in körperliche Aktion umzuwandeln, Angst kann in Hilfsangebote münden, und Freude andere anstecken.
Erlebt das Kind seine Eltern, Erzieherinnen und andere Kinder in ihrer Authentizität, kann es seine eigenen Ausdrucksformen weiter ausdifferenzieren, sich wiederum besser einfühlen, und echter reagieren.
Sozialkompetenz
Im Kindergarten erlebt das Kind sich oft zum ersten Mal in seinem Leben als Teil einer sozialen Gruppe, außerhalb seiner Familie. Es erfährt neue
und bekannte Verhaltensmuster und spürt, zu wem es sich hingezogen fühlt
und wen es nicht so mag. Es erlebt aber auch, dass es selbst immer ein Teil dieser Gruppe ist und gewisse Rollen einnimmt. Das ist wichtig, denn wir gestalten unser ganzes Leben in sozialen Systemen. Deshalb sollen Kinder aber auch
erfahren, dass sie gemeinsam mit anderen etwas bewegen können, dass viele
Dinge gemeinsam einfacher gelingen und oft mehr Spaß machen. Kinder brauchen Erprobungsräume, um sich vielfältig wahrzunehmen und in Bezug zu ihrer sozialen Umwelt zu erleben. Kinder brauchen die vielfältigsten Sozialerfahrungen aber auch, um ihr soziales Umfeld verstehe zu lernen.
Achtsamer Umgang mit sich selbst und mit anderen Lebewesen
Wenn wir dem Kind das Erkennen, Wissen, Verstehen und Deuten
der natürlichen und sozialen Umwelt ermöglichen wollen, so geschieht das
auf der Grundlage von Gefühlen und Motivation für den achtsamen Umgang mit sich selbst und seiner Umgebung: Neugier, Staunen und Bewunderung über die Schöpfung und kulturelle Leistungen; Dankbarkeit gegenüber
den Menschen, die alles für uns wichtige geschaffen haben, erhalten und
pflegen; Demut, Bescheidenheit und Liebe, weil alle Leistungen eines einzelnen Menschen auf den Vorleistungen von Menschen vor und neben ihm
beruhen und wir nur ein „Tropfen im großen Meer der Kultur der Menschheit“ (Maria Montessori) sind. Dabei werden die Kinder angeleitet, schrittweise Verantwortung in dem Sinne zu übernehmen, sich für etwas zuständig
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zu fühlen und gleichzeitig Maßstäbe für die Bewertung des eigenen und
fremden Handelns sowie den Vorgängen in Natur und Gesellschaft zu entwickeln.
Diesen Kompetenzen haben wir die Handlungsfelder der
Agenda 21 gegenübergestellt
Nicht, um die politischen Auseinandersetzungen in den Kindergarten
zu verlagern sondern um die Pädagogik, die ja vom Menschen ausgeht, aus
der Theorie in die konkrete Praxis/ Realität zu holen. Die Agendabereiche,
denen wir unsere Aktivitäten zugeordnet haben sind:
–
Mobilität
–
Bauen und Wohnen
–
Gesundheit und Ernährung
–
Soziales
–
Gestaltung
–
Kultur und Brauchtum
–
Klima + Ressourcen
–
Orientierung in Raum und Zeit
–
Biodiversität.
Mobilität
Mobilität ist von grundlegender Bedeutung für unser Leben. Allerdings
belastet der damit verbundene Verkehr unsere Umwelt in vielfacher Weise.
Schadstoffe, Lärm, Rohstoffverbrauch und die Zubetonierung natürlicher Flächen sind ein immer gravierenderes Problem in unserer Gesellschaft.
Wir greifen das Thema Mobilität mit verschiedenen Aktionseinheiten auf, beziehen auch das weite Feld Bewegung in unsere Vorschläge mit
ein: Mobilität von Tieren, Bewegung durch Wasser und Wind vor allem aber achten wir bei allen Aktivitäten, die wir anbieten, dass sie für die Kinder
zu Fuß erreichbar sind.
Diese „Fußläufigkeit“ aller Aktionsräume zu erleben, ist aus unserer
Sicht einer der Grundsteine überlegten Umgangs mit Mobilität.
Bauen und Wohnen
Wie der Mensch wohnt, welchen Ort er sich für sein Zuhause aussucht, welche Materialien er für den Bau seiner eigenen vier Wände verwendet, wie er Städte plant – all dies hat immense Auswirkungen auf Natur
und Umwelt.
Aus Sicht der 3 bis 6jährigen haben wir Bauen und Wohnen nicht
nur auf Möglichkeiten der Gestaltung von Haus und Garten der Einrichtung,
sondern auch auf Behausungen der Tiere in unserer Umgebung ausgeweitet und selbstverständlich auch kreative Arbeiten mit Naturmaterialien in
das Thema mit einbezogen.
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Gesundheit und Ernährung
Dieses Thema ist gerade im Kindergarten von eminenter Bedeutung,
da hier wichtige Weichen für ein Ernährungsverhalten gestellt werden können, das nicht nur unsere Gesundheit fördert, sondern auch durch die richtige Auswahl von Produkten sensibilisiert für regionale Angebote, jahreszeitliches Reifen und im wahrsten Sinne des Wortes „kostbare“ Natur.
Soziales
Geborgen sein in der Gruppe, die Stärke der Gruppe erleben, zu erleben
wie der eigene Beitrag die Gruppenarbeit als ganzes bereichert – dies sind elementare Erfahrungen. Gruppen prägen unsere Gesellschaft und Teamarbeit und
gegenseitige Hilfe sind unabdingbare Voraussetzungen für erfolgreiches Handeln. Der vorliegende Praxisteil bietet Ihnen viele Möglichkeiten, diesen wichtigen Agendebezug immer wieder anzulegen und zu üben.
Gestaltung
Schöpferisch tätig sein ist wohl eine der elementarsten Bedürfnisse
des Menschen. Aus Einzelteilen etwas Ganzes zu machen, Unscheinbares
ins rechte Licht zu rücken, mit Federn und Tinte, Wachsknetmasse oder
Lehm – unsere natürliche Umgebung bietet unzählige Möglichkeiten, diesen
schöpferischen Akt immer wieder zu begehen.
Kultur und Brauchtum
Viele kirchliche Feste, regionale Traditionen sind fester Bestandteil
vieler Jahresabläufe in unseren Kindergärten.
Wir ergänzen sie durch Blick in andere Kulturen, beziehen Naturmaterialien im Rhythmus der Jahreszeiten mit ein und lenken so den Blick auf
unsere eigenen Wurzeln, aber auch über unseren eigenen Tellerrand hinaus.
Klima und Ressourcen
Der drohende Klimawandel, der zum Teil sicherlich auch von uns
Menschen durch unseren ungehemmten CO2-Ausstoß mit verursacht ist, und
der immer noch viel zu verschwenderische Umgang mit unseren Ressourcen
ist ein sehr ernstes Bezugsfeld zur Agenda 21. Achtsamer Umgang mit Materialien, sinnvolle Nutzung von Sonnenenergie und Einblick in das Entstehen von Spielmaterialien zu bekommen, sind deshalb wichtige Handlungsfelder unserer Kinder-Agenda.
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Orientierung in Raum und Zeit
Unser Anspruch an hohe Geschwindigkeit aller Verkehrsmittel und
schnelle Erreichbarkeit aller Orte in unserem Land und über die Kontinente
hinweg haben unseren Alltag immer hektischer werden lassen. Dies betrifft
auch den Alltag unserer Kinder: verplante Tages - und Wochenabläufe, hier
noch ein Angebot, dort noch ein Event: auch der Alltag unserer Kinder wird
immer ruheloser. Dabei brauchen gerade Kinder die nötige Zeit, um groß
werden zu können. Es ist höchste Zeit, unseren Alltag und den unserer Kinder zu entschleunigen, unsere Städte und Dörfer wieder lebenswerter anstatt
autogerechter zu machen und wieder zur Ruhe zu kommen. Begleiten Sie
uns auf unserer Reise zu den drei Luxusgütern unserer Tage: Stille, Natur
und Zeit füreinander.
Biodiversität
Vogelgezwitscher, bunte Blumenwiesen, Mischwälder mit vielfältigen Waldsäumen: Artenvielfalt ist Lebensqualität. Biologische Vielfalt zu
erhalten, ist aber nicht nur Aufgabe, um uns eine lebenswerte Umwelt zu sichern, sondern erkennt auch den Eigenwert jeder einzelnen Tier- und Pflanzenart an. Ziel unserer Vorschläge, die auf der Verbindung der Förderung
kindlicher Kompetenzen und Themen der Agenda 21 beruhen, ist es, die
Kinder zu befähigen, ihre Zukunft in ihrem Wirkungskreis aktiv mitgestalten zu können.
Partizipation heißt hier das Zauberwort, bei dem es darum geht, die
kindlichen Wünsche und Bedürfnisse in der Vorbereitung, Planung und
Durchführung des Kinderalltags mit einzubeziehen. Die Kinder sollen dabei
lernen, die eigene Meinung zu vertreten, die anderer zu akzeptieren, zu spüren, dass man gemeinsam mehr erreichen kann, die eigene Stärke für die
Stärke der Gruppe einzusetzen.
Zusammengefasst haben wir unsere Ergebnisse auf einem Video und
in einem Sammelordner, in dem Hintergrundinformationen, ein großer Praxisteil, Meinungen von Experten und weiterführende Literatur zu finden sind.
Der Praxisteil ist untergliedert in fünf große Themengebiete, Insekten,
Schatzkiste, Steine, Laub und wilde Küche. Die jeweiligen Spiele, Rezepte
und Bastelaktionen sind den Jahreszeiten, den jeweiligen Agendabereichen
und den Räumen, in denen sie durchgeführt werden können, zugeordnet.
Ein wichtiger Punkt ist die Elternarbeit. Wie Eltern in die Entscheidungsfindung, Planung und Durchführung von großen und kleinen Projekten im Kindergarten einbezogen werden können, stellen wir an einem Beispiel detailliert dar.
Der Ordner ist inklusive DVD/Video sowohl in Englisch als auch
auf Deutsch erhältlich.
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Weitere Informationen sind beim LBV erhältlich:
Landesbund für Vogelschutz in Bayern e.V.
Klaus Hübner
Eisvogelweg 1
91161 Hilpoltstein
www.lbv.de
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COMPLEJIDAD, RACIONALIDAD AMBIENTAL
Y DIÁLOGO DE SABERES
Enrique Leff
Coordinador de la Red de Formación Ambiental
para América Latina y el Caribe.
Programa de las Naciones Unidas para el Medio Ambiente.
C.E.: enrique.leff@pnuma.org
Hacia el fin del siglo XIX, Friedrich Nietzsche, al reflexionar sobre
la condición de su mundo y de su tiempo habría exclamado: “el erial crece,
el desierto se extiende”. No se refería entonces a la devastación de la
naturaleza, sino a la desolación del alma. Y agregó: “ay de aquél que
esconda ese erial dentro.” Un siglo más tarde esta intuición precursora del
ecologismo se hizo visible. La desolación se abate sobre nuestros mundos
de vida, desprovistos de esperanza y de sentido para la existencia humana.
Martin Heidegger, el filósofo del siglo XX, se habría preguntado: “¿Qué
llama a pensar?” Y habría respondido: “el hecho de que no estamos
pensando”. La crisis ambiental nos llama a repensar nuestro mundo y la
condición humana en la era posmoderna, en la era del terror, el caos, la
incertidumbre y el riesgo. Y esta reinvención de nuestras identidades y
sentidos no podría darse fuera del proceso educativo en el cual se forja el ser
humano de nuestro tiempo.
La crisis ambiental es el signo de una nueva era histórica. Esta crisis
civilizatoria es, ante todo, una crisis del conocimiento. La degradación
ambiental es resultado de las formas de conocimiento a través de las cuales
la humanidad ha construido el mundo y lo ha destruido por su pretensión de
universalidad, generalidad y totalidad; por su objetivación y cosificación del
mundo. La crisis ambiental no es una crisis ecológica generada por una
historia natural. Más allá de la evolución de la materia
desde el mundo cósmico hacia la organización viviente, de la
emergencia del lenguaje y del orden simbólico, la materia y el ser se han
complejizado por la re-flexión del conocimiento sobre lo real. En nuestra
proclamada sociedad del conocimiento, la ciencia avanza arrojando sombras
sobre el entendimiento del mundo y subyugando saberes. La ciencia que
pretendía aprehender la realidad ha intervenido al ser, culminando en la
tecnologización y la economización del mundo. La economía mecanicista y
la racionalidad tecnológica han negado a la naturaleza; las aplicaciones del
conocimiento fraccionado y de la tecnología productivista han generado la
degradación entrópica del planeta, haciendo brotar la complejidad ambiental
del efecto acumulativo de sus sinergias negativas.
El saber ambiental que de allí emerge interroga las causas de esta
crisis y las perspectivas de un futuro sustentable posible, conduciendo la
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construcción de una racionalidad alternativa, fuera del campo de la
metafísica y de la ciencia moderna que han producido un mundo
insustentable. En el conocimiento del mundo – sobre el ser y las cosas,
sobre sus esencias, sus leyes y atributos –, en toda esa tematización
ontológica y epistemológica, subyacen nociones que han dado fundamento
al conocimiento y significantes que han arraigado en saberes culturales y
personales, configurando las subjetividades de los seres humanos modernos.
Para construir sociedades sustentables en ese otro mundo posible al que
aspiramos, es preciso “desconstruir” lo pensado para pensar lo por pensar,
para desentrañar lo más entrañable de nuestros saberes y para dar curso a lo
inédito, arriesgándonos a desbarrancar nuestras últimas certezas y a
cuestionar el edificio de la ciencia. Ello implica saber que el camino en el
que vamos acelerando el paso – la ideología y la política de un crecimiento
sin límites – es una carrera desenfrenada hacia un abismo. Desde esta
comprensión de las causas de esta crisis civilizatoria, la racionalidad
ambiental se sostiene en el propósito de refundamentar el saber sobre el
mundo que vivimos desde lo pensado en la historia y el deseo de vida que se
proyecta hacia futuros inéditos a través del pensamiento y la acción social,
del encuentro con la otredad y el diálogo de saberes.
La crisis ambiental es la primera crisis global generada por el
desconocimiento del conocimiento. El conocimiento científico, al
fragmentarse analíticamente, separa lo que está articulado orgánicamente;
sin intención expresa – sin saberlo – genera una sinergia negativa, un círculo
vicioso de degradación ambiental que la ciencia ya no comprende ni
contiene. Esa forma de conocimiento, que quiere aprehender a los entes en
su objetividad, indagando sus esencias, ha construido un “objeto” complejo
que ya no refleja la multicausalidad de los procesos que lo produjo. El
transobjeto que genera esta transgénesis demanda un saber que desborda los
marcos del conocimiento sistémico, el pensamiento ecologista y los métodos
interdisciplinarios. El desarrollo del conocimiento no trasciende la ignorancia
en una “dialéctica de la iluminación”, sino que va generando sus propias
sombras, sus áreas de desconocimiento, construyendo un objeto negro que ya
no se refleja en los paradigmas de la ciencia normal.
El conocimiento ya no representa la realidad; por el contrario, construye una hiperrealidad en la que se manifiesta y se ve reflejado. El conocimiento ha intervenido al ser generando nuevos entes híbridos, amalgama
de lo orgánico, lo tecnológico y lo simbólico. El conocimiento ya no salva.
El conocimiento ya no provee de una cura existencial. El conocimiento ya
no ofrece seguridad alguna en la era del riesgo y del terror. La libertad ha
sido cooptada por el mercado. El sujeto, el yo, el ser, se mantienen alejados,
enajenados, sometidos al poder de un conocimiento que despliega su propia
lógica interviniendo la vida, pero fuera del mundo de la vida, de los espacios
de convivencia y las redes de solidaridad.
La reintegración del mundo no remite a un proyecto de reunificación
del conocimiento. La emergencia del saber ambiental rompe el círculo
“perfecto” de las ciencias, la creencia en una Idea Absoluta y la voluntad de
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un conocimiento unitario, abriéndose hacia la dispersión del saber y la
diferencia de los sentidos existenciales. El saber ambiental desborda el
campo de la racionalidad científica y de la objetividad del conocimiento.
Este saber se conforma dentro de una nueva racionalidad teórica de donde
emergen nuevas estrategias conceptuales para la comprensión y
construcción de un mundo sustentable. Ello plantea la revalorización de un
conjunto de saberes sin pretensión de cientificidad. Frente a la voluntad de
resolver la crisis ecológica mediante el “control racional del ambiente”, el
saber ambiental cuestiona la “irracionalidad” de la razón científica.
El saber ambiental es afín con la incertidumbre y el desorden, con lo
inédito, lo virtual y los futuros posibles; incorpora la pluralidad axiológica y
la diversidad cultural en la formación del conocimiento y la transformación
de la realidad.
La crisis ambiental lleva así a repensar la realidad, a entender sus
vías de complejización, el enlazamiento de la complejidad del ser y del
pensamiento, para desde allí abrir nuevas vías del saber en el sentido de la
reconstrucción y la reapropiación del mundo y de la naturaleza. La
racionalidad dominante encubre la complejidad, la cual irrumpe desde sus
límites, desde su negación, desde la alienación del mundo economizado,
arrastrado por un proceso incontrolable e insustentable de producción.
Desde el campo de externalidad de la racionalidad modernizante;
desde los núcleos del conocimiento que han configurado a los paradigmas
de las ciencias, sus objetos de conocimiento y sus métodos de investigación,
emerge un nuevo saber. El saber ambiental no es la retotalización del
conocimiento a partir de la conjunción interdisciplinaria de los paradigmas
actuales. Por el contrario, es un saber que, desde la falta de conocimiento de
las ciencias, problematiza a sus paradigmas, generando un haz de saberes en
los que se enlazan diversas matrices de racionalidad, órdenes de valor y vías
de sentido. Más que una mirada holística de la realidad que articula múltiples
visiones y comprensiones del mundo, convocando a diferentes disciplinas y
cosmovisiones, la complejidad ambiental emerge de la re-flexión del
pensamiento sobre la naturaleza; es el campo donde convergen diversas
epistemologías, racionalidades e imaginarios que transforman la naturaleza,
construyen la realidad y abren la construcción de un futuro sustentable.
Si lo que caracteriza al ser humano es su relación con el saber, la
complejidad no se reduce al reflejo de una realidad compleja en el
pensamiento. Pensar la complejidad ambiental no se limita a la comprensión
de una evolución “natural” de la materia y del hombre hacia el mundo
tecnificado y un orden económico, como un devenir intrínseco del ser. La
historia es producto de la intervención del pensamiento en el mundo, no
obra de la naturaleza. La ecología y la teoría de sistemas, antes de ser una
respuesta a una realidad compleja que los reclama, son la secuencia del
pensamiento metafísico que desde su origen ha sido cómplice de la
generalidad y de la totalidad. Como modo de pensar, estas teorías generaron
un modo de producción del mundo que, afín con el ideal de universalidad y
unidad del pensamiento, llevaron a la generalización de una ley totalizadora
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y a una racionalidad cosificadora del mundo de la modernidad. Es en este
sentido que la ley del mercado, más que representar en la teoría la
generalización del intercambio mercantil, produce la economización del
mundo, recodificando todos los órdenes de lo real y de la existencia humana
en términos de valores de mercado, e induciendo su globalización como
forma hegemónica y única del ser en el mundo.
La crisis ambiental lleva a un cuestionamiento del pensamiento y del
entendimiento, de la ontología, la epistemología y la ética con las que la
civilización occidental ha aprehendido al ser, los entes y las cosas; de la
ciencia y la razón tecnológica con las que ha sido dominada la naturaleza y
economizado el mundo moderno. El saber ambiental emerge como una
nueva comprensión del mundo, incorporando el límite de lo real, la
incompletitud del ser, la imposible totalización del conocimiento y la
apertura del ser hacia la otredad. La incertidumbre, el caos y el riesgo son al
mismo tiempo efecto de la aplicación del conocimiento que pretendía
anularlos, y condición intrínseca del ser y del saber. El saber ambiental
permite dar un salto fuera del ecologismo naturalista y situarse en el campo
del poder en el saber, en una política del conocimiento, en un proyecto de
reconstrucción social a través de un diálogo de saberes, que es un diálogo
entre seres.
La epistemología ambiental no es un proyecto para aprehender un
nuevo objeto de conocimiento – el ambiente – ni la reintegración del saber disperso en una retotalización del conocimiento. La epistemología ambiental es
un trayecto para llegar a saber qué es el ambiente – ese extraño objeto del deseo de saber – que emerge del campo de exterminio al que fue expulsado por
el logocentrismo de la teoría y el círculo de racionalidad de las ciencias. Trayecto y no proyecto epistemológico, pues si bien en las tendencias que se
proyectan hacia el futuro lo real está ya trastocado por el conocimiento, la
creatividad del lenguaje, la productividad del orden simbólico y la fecundidad
del deseo no se anticipan por el pensamiento. Es una aventura epistemológica,
pues el horizonte del saber se desdibuja en la lejanía de un futuro que la razón
no alcanza a descifrar.
C´est la mer qui s´est allé avec le soleil

El ambiente no es la ecología, sino el campo de relaciones entre la
naturaleza y la cultura, de lo material y lo simbólico, de la complejidad del
ser y del pensamiento. El ambiente es una realidad empírica; si, pero en una
perspectiva epistemológica es un saber; un saber sobre las estrategias de
apropiación del mundo y la naturaleza a través de las relaciones de poder
que se han inscrito en las formas dominantes de conocimiento. Allí se
configura un pensamiento que ha tomado al ambiente como su objeto de
reflexión, yendo a su encuentro, descubriendo en su búsqueda que éste
desbordaba los marcos epistemológicos que intentan nombrarlo, codificarlo,
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circunscribirlo y administrarlo dentro de los cánones de la racionalidad
científica y los instrumentos económicos del desarrollo sostenible.
La epistemología ambiental conduce este camino exploratorio, en el
que se van delineando los límites de la racionalidad que sostiene a la ciencia
normal para aprehender al ambiente, al tiempo que va construyendo el
concepto propio del ambiente y configurando el saber que le corresponde.
En este trayecto se va desplegando un itinerario epistemológico en un
continuo proceso de demarcaciones y desplazamientos que desemboca en un
saber que desborda al conocimiento científico y cuestiona a la racionalidad
de la modernidad.
El saber ambiental abre un diálogo entre modernidad y
postmodernidad; entre logos científico, racionalidad económica y saberes
populares; entre ética y conocimiento. El saber ambiental se mantiene fiel a
su exterioridad y riguroso con su falta de conocimiento, que lo anima a
indagar desde todas las vertientes y el límite de lo pensado, sin por ello
fundirse con una teoría general de sistemas, disolverse en un pensamiento
holístico o integrarse en un paradigma científico interdisciplinario y una
lógica formal. El saber ambiental se despliega conforme con su identidad de
extranjero, de judío errante, de indio sin tierra, de pueblo sin dios; en su
condición de saber subyugado amenazado de exterminio y de saber
emancipador, libre de toda atadura; comprometido con la creatividad, con el
deseo de saber, con el enigma de la existencia, con el insondable infinito,
con la solidaridad humana y con el valor de la vida.
La epistemología ambiental no es la formalización de un método
diseñado para reintegrar y recomponer el conocimiento de un mundo
globalizado. A tientas, el saber ambiental que nace en el campo de
externalidad de las ciencias, se cuela por los intersticios de las murallas del
conocimiento; desde allí lanza nuevas miradas y va barriendo certezas,
abriendo los razonamientos circulares que con su fuerza centrífuga
proyectan al ambiente fuera de sus órbitas celestiales. Lo que une estas
miradas es su vocación antitotalitaria y crítica, su inconformismo con los
saberes consabidos; lo que impide convertir la crítica en dogma y lleva a
seguir indagando al saber desde todos los frentes y proyectarlo hacia todos
los horizontes.
El ambiente se filtra entre todas las mallas teóricas y discursivas de
la modernidad, haciendo visibles las murallas defensivas que se erigen
frente a la invasión silenciosa del saber negado. El saber ambiental vulnera
los muros de contención de la racionalidad positivista dominante, del
proyecto universal objetivador y cosificador del conocimiento. El saber
ambiental devela las estrategias de poder que enlazan al iluminismo de la
razón y el racionalismo del conocimiento con las teorías de sistemas y el
pensamiento ecologista. Al mismo tiempo establece las bases para pensar y
construir una racionalidad alternativa.
La epistemología ambiental es una política del saber que tiene por
“fin” dar sustentabilidad a la vida; es un saber que vincula las condiciones
de vida únicas del planeta, con el deseo de vida del ser humano; los
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potenciales ecológicos y la productividad neguentrópica con la creatividad
cultural. El saber ambiental cambia la mirada del conocimiento y con ello
transforma las condiciones del ser en el mundo en la relación que establece
el ser con el pensar, con el saber y el conocer. La epistemología ambiental
es una política para acariciar la vida, motivada por un deseo de vida, por la
pulsión epistemofílica que erotiza al saber en la existencia humana.
El saber ambiental desplaza el modelo de la racionalidad dominante
hacia un haz de matrices de racionalidad en la diferenciación de saberes que
vinculan a las diferentes culturas con la naturaleza. El saber ambiental se va
entretejiendo en una trama compleja de conocimientos, pensamientos,
cosmovisiones y formaciones discursivas que desborda el campo del logos
científico, abriendo un diálogo de saberes en donde se confrontan diversas
racionalidades y tradiciones. El saber ambiental problematiza el campo de las
ciencias; pero sobre todo alimenta la construcción de una nueva racionalidad
social. El saber ambiental se construye en el encuentro de identidades y saberes
marcado por la apertura del ser a la diversidad, a la diferencia y a la otredad,
cuestionando la historicidad de la verdad, abriendo el campo del conocimiento
hacia la utopía, al no saber que alimenta a las verdades por venir.
Si ya desde Hegel y Nietzsche la no-verdad aparece en el horizonte de la
verdad, la ciencia fue descubriendo las fallas del proyecto científico de la
modernidad, desde la irracionalidad del inconsciente (Freud) y el principio de
indeterminación (Heisenberg), hasta el encuentro con la flecha del tiempo y las
estructuras disipativas (Prigogine). El saber ambiental acoge el no saber, la
incertidumbre, la indeterminación y la posibilidad en la producción de la verdad,
del conocimiento, del devenir y del porvenir.
El saber ambiental navega hacia nuevos horizontes del ser y del
tiempo. Fuera de la relación de identidad entre el concepto y lo real que
propone la epistemología y la metodología de la ciencia en el imaginario de
la representación, el saber ambiental indaga la relación entre el ser y el saber,
la constitución de nuevas identidades que permiten la emergencia de nuevos
actores sociales en los actuales procesos de reapropiación de la naturaleza y
recreación de las culturas. Esta perspectiva abre nuevas vías para la
desconstrucción del logos científico, de la objetivación, la cosificación y la
economización del mundo, y para repensar la racionalidad ambiental desde
las condiciones del ser: no del hombre en general, sino del ser constituido por
su cultura en los diferentes contextos en los que significa a la naturaleza,
reconfigura sus identidades y fragua sus mundos de vida.
El saber ambiental se construye en relación con sus impensables, con
la generación de lo nuevo, la indeterminación de lo determinado, la
posibilidad del ser y la potencia de lo real, con todo aquello que es desconocido
por las ciencias al carecer de visibilidad, de empiricidad, de positividad. De esta
manera lleva a la reflexión del pensamiento sobre lo ya pensado, en la apertura
del ser en su devenir, en el horizonte de lo posible y de lo que aún no es. El
saber ambiental orienta así la construcción de una nueva racionalidad y abre la
historia hacia un futuro sustentable.
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El saber ambiental emerge desde el límite del pensamiento
unidimensional, de la razón objetivadora y cosificadora. La epistemología
ambiental se lanza a la aventura del pensamiento de la complejidad generando una visión sobre las relaciones entre procesos que supera al conocimiento orientado a establecer el vínculo entre cosas, hechos, datos, variables
y factores, al que accede separando al sujeto del objeto de conocimiento. La
fenomenología de Husserl con la intencionalidad del ser y la ontología existencial de Heidegger desde el “ser en el mundo”, rompen con el imaginario
de la representación y con la ilusión de una ciencia capaz de extraerle a la
facticidad de la realidad su transparencia y su verdad absoluta. La relación
ética de otredad confronta al proyecto epistemológico que pone por encima
la relación de identidad del concepto y la realidad, donde la experiencia humana queda subsumida a la aplicación práctica, instrumental y utilitarista
del conocimiento objetivo.
El saber ambiental produce un cambio de episteme: no es el desplazamiento del estructuralismo hacia una ecología generalizada y un pensamiento complejo que correspondería con la complejidad de la realidad, sino
hacia la relación entre el ser y el saber. La aprehensión de lo real desde el
conocimiento se abre hacia una indagatoria de las estrategias de poder en el
saber que orienta la apropiación subjetiva, social y cultural de la naturaleza
y plantea nuevas perspectivas de comprensión y apropiación del mundo desde el ser, la identidad y la otredad. Más allá de la vuelta al Ser, que libera la
potencia de lo real, del “Ser que deja ser a los entes”, el saber ambiental abre un juego infinito de relaciones de otredad que nunca alcanzan a completarse ni a totalizarse.
El Ambiente nunca llega a internalizarse en un paradigma o en un
sistema de conocimiento. Ante la ontología existencial que lleva al Ser del
ente, la ética de la otredad abre la cuestión del ser al pensar lo que excede al
Ser, lo que está antes, por encima y más allá del ser, de eso que se produce
en la relación de otredad. La ética toma supremacía sobre la ontología y la
epistemología; es la relación por excelencia que recupera al ser y abre la
historia al futuro; no es la relación ontológica del Ser con el mundo, sino el
encuentro del yo con el otro, un diálogo que no dirige al yo con un “eso”
(donde el ambiente es reducido a una cosa), sino un yo que se dirige a un tú,
un tu que es otro, irreducible al yo y a sí mismo, a un alter-ego
ensimismado. La relación ética con el Otro abre un diálogo de saberes, que
es un diálogo entre seres culturales, en tanto que el ser se constituye por su
identidad con un saber arraigando en un territorio de vida. El futuro
sustentable se construye así desde una ética de la otredad, del
reconocimiento del Ambiente como el otro – el absolutamente Otro – de
todo sistema, que abre el conocimiento recluido en la imagen especular de la
representación y lo despliega hacia la infinita alteridad de lo real y lo
simbólico en la aventura del saber.
La racionalidad ambiental se forja en esta relación de otredad en la
que el encuentro cara a cara se traslada a la otredad del saber y del
conocimiento, allí donde emerge la complejidad ambiental como un
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entramado de relaciones de alteridad (no sistematizables), donde se
reconfigura el ser y su identidad y se abre a un más allá de lo pensable,
guiado por el deseo insaciable de saber y de vida; por la dignidad humana y
la justicia social.
La multirreferencialidad de los saberes abre el camino para el
análisis plural de la realidad desde diferentes racionalidades culturales,
sobre la base de un pluralismo ontológico y gnoseológico. Ni el ser es Uno,
ni el saber es Uno. La epistemología ambiental lleva hacia una política de la
diversidad cultural y de la diferencia; se abre a un diálogo intersubjetivo e
intercultural que trasciende el espacio de un intercambio interdisciplinario.
El saber ambiental desconstruye la relación del conocimiento con lo
real, dislocando, desbordando y desplazando la reflexión epistemológica
hacia el reposicionamiento del ser en el mundo en su relación con el saber.
La interdisciplinariedad se abre así hacia un diálogo de saberes en el
encuentro de identidades conformadas por racionalidades e imaginarios que
configuran los referentes, los deseos y las voluntades que movilizan a
actores sociales; que desbordan a la relación teórica con lo real hacia un
diálogo entre lo material y lo simbólico en contextos ecológicos, políticos y
culturales diferenciados.
La epistemología ambiental da curso a un nuevo saber; un saber que
emerge desde la marca de un límite, de una ley-límite de la naturaleza, de la
ineluctable ley de la entropía. Pero también viene a cuestionar la epopeya
del proyecto científico de la modernidad, fundada en la creencia en la
representación de lo real a través del concepto, la voluntad de unificación
del ser, y la objetivación y transparencia del mundo a través del conocimiento.
La epistemología ambiental reconoce los efectos de las formas de
conocimiento en la construcción y destrucción de la realidad; del imaginario
de la representación y la identidad entre el concepto y lo real; de la
supremacía de la relación de conocimiento sobre la relación ética. Al mismo
tiempo revaloriza a la teoría como estrategia de comprensión, significación
y apropiación del mundo, y como proceso de desconstrucción de las tramas
de poder asociadas a la racionalidad formal e instrumental de las ciencias.
La teoría crítica del ambientalismo aparece así como una estrategia
(conceptual) de emancipación frente a los efectos de sujeción de las
ideologías inscritas tanto en el discurso científico como en el discurso
técnico, práctico y político del desarrollo sostenible. De esta manera se
enfrentan los efectos de naturalización de los procesos políticos de
dominación al subsumir a la sociedad como subsistema de un ecosistema
global y dentro de la lógica del mercado – a esos principios ordenadores del
mundo –, que neutralizan la conciencia de los agentes sociales al pensarlos
como individuos iguales dentro de una misma Tierra y ante un futuro
común. El conocimiento aparece como un proceso que se despliega en las
mallas del poder, donde visiones e intereses diversos promueven la
generación de conocimientos asociados a diferentes racionalidades, abriendo
posibilidades alternativas de organización productiva y de apropiación de la
naturaleza en la construcción de un futuro sustentable.
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El saber ambiental se construye en un diálogo de saberes
propiciando un encuentro de la diversidad cultural en el conocimiento y
construcción de la realidad. Pero al mismo tiempo plantea el problema de la
apropiación de conocimientos y saberes dentro de diferentes racionalidades
culturales e identidades étnicas. El saber ambiental no sólo genera una
ciencia más compleja e interdisciplinaria; también produce nuevas
significaciones sociales, nuevas formas de subjetividad y posicionamientos
políticos ante el mundo. Se trata de un saber que no escapa a la cuestión del
poder y a la producción de sentidos civilizatorios.
En el tránsito de la modernidad hacia la posmodernidad, la
epistemología orientada por la búsqueda de la unidad y la objetividad del
conocimiento, se encuentra y confronta con una política del saber
comprometida con la valorización de la diversidad y la diferencia, y por el
lugar que ocupan las posiciones subjetivas en el campo de la
interdisciplinariedad y las esferas del saber. El saber ambiental devela la
voluntad del saber totalitario al que aspira la ciencia moderna y rescata de sus
falsas ilusiones al sujeto creado por la ciencia, a ese sujeto dividido por su
deseo inconsciente y diferenciado por su sociedad, que aspira a cubrir su falta
en ser con el imaginario de un cuerpo teórico total, ocultando su
desconocimiento bajo el manto unitario de la Ciencia, integrado por los
retazos de los saberes disciplinarios que ha producido el proyecto positivista.
La nostalgia de una totalidad originaria, la ambición de un saber absoluto,
impulsan el retorno mítico a un saber total, a un método interdisciplinario
capaz de trascender la división constitutiva del deseo de conocer.
Pues al final del propósito de nombrar, codificar y controlar lo real;
de aprehender, comprender y dominar a la naturaleza; de deletrear el
infinito; luego de todo ese periplo por el mundo de la gramática, de las
ciencias, de la hermenéutica, el sujeto se reconoce siendo pensado por otro,
por el conocimiento como un Otro, externo, que piensa al ente y piensa al
sujeto, pero que no comprende al ser; que lo deja desnudo ante el
conocimiento y ávido de sentido. El desbordamiento del conocimiento
produce el vaciamiento de sentidos existenciales y una sed de vida que se
expresa tanto en las luchas de las etnias por la reafirmación de sus
identidades, como en el drama de ese ser solitario, cuyo grito se escucha en el
vacío que ha dejado la metafísica, el logos y la epistemología que desbordan
lo real y al ser. Un verbo que nos piensa, nos impone su verdad y nos sujeta.
El sujeto existe no como principio del conocimiento, sino como efecto del
conocimiento que lo produce en el sujetamiento del ser. La voluntad de
universalidad, unidad y totalidad del conocimiento ha constituido un proyecto
opuesto a la productividad de lo heterogéneo, al potencial de la diferencia, a
la integridad de lo específico y a la articulación de lo diverso, de todos esos
principios que dan fundamento a la racionalidad ambiental.
El saber ambiental arraiga en identidades que dan sentido a racionalidades y prácticas culturales diferenciadas. La identidad se forja en significaciones relacionadas con prácticas sociales incorporadas a un ser cultural,
cuya memoria viaja en el tiempo echando raíces en la tierra y en el cielo, en
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lo material y lo simbólico. El diálogo de saberes al que convoca la racionalidad ambiental no relaja el régimen disciplinario del conocimiento para dar
lugar a una alianza de lógicas antinómicas, a la individualización del conocimiento, a un juego libre e indiferenciado de lenguajes, al consumo masificado de conocimientos, capaces de cohabitar con sus significaciones, polisemias y contradicciones. El saber ambiental se forja en el encuentro, enfrentamiento, entrecruzamiento, hibridación y complementación de saberes diferenciados por matrices de racionalidad-identidad-sentido que responden a estrategias de poder por la apropiación del mundo y la naturaleza.
La consistencia y coherencia del saber se produce en una permanente
prueba de objetividad con la realidad y en una praxis de construcción de la
realidad social que confronta intereses contrapuestos y muchas veces
antagónicos, insertos en saberes personales y colectivos. En este sentido, el
conocimiento no se construye sólo en sus relaciones de validación con la
realidad externa y en una justificación intersubjetiva del saber, de un discurso
consensuado por una acción comunicativa y un saber común. Todo saber
aparece inscrito en una red de relaciones y tensiones con la otredad, con el
potencial de lo real y con la construcción de utopías a través de la acción
social; ello confronta la objetividad del conocimiento con las diversas formas
de significación y de asimilación de cada sujeto y de cada cultura que se
concreta y arraiga en saberes individuales y colectivos.
El saber ambiental se forja en la pulsión por conocer, en la falta de
saber de las ciencias y el deseo de llenar esa falta incolmable. Desde allí se
impulsa un proceso de real-ización de una utopía como construcción de la
realidad desde una multiplicidad de sentidos colectivos, más allá de una
articulación de ciencias, de intersubjetividades y de saberes personales. El
saber ambiental busca saber lo que las ciencias ignoran porque sus campos
de conocimiento arrojan sombras sobre lo real y avanzan subyugando
saberes. El saber ambiental, más que una hermenéutica de lo olvidado, más
que un método de conocimiento de lo consabido, es una inquietud sobre lo
nunca sabido, lo que queda por saber sobre lo real, el saber que propicia la
emergencia de lo que aún no es. En este sentido, el saber ambiental lleva a
construir nuevas identidades, nuevas racionalidades y nuevas realidades.
El saber ambiental reafirma al ser en el tiempo y al conocer en la
historia; arraiga en nuevas identidades y territorios de vida; reconoce al
poder en el saber y la voluntad de poder que es un querer saber. Más allá de
todo determinismo, de todo esencialismo y de toda certidumbre, el saber
ambiental hace renacer el pensamiento utópico y la voluntad de libertad, no
en el vacío histórico de una posmodernidad sin referentes ni sentidos, sino
como una nueva racionalidad donde se funden el rigor de la razón y la
desmesura del deseo, la ética y el conocimiento, el pensamiento y la
sensualidad de la vida. La racionalidad ambiental abre las vías para una reerotización del mundo, trasgrediendo el orden establecido que impone la
prohibición de ser. Ese saber, que siempre ha estado atravesado por la
incompletud del ser, pervertido por el poder del saber y movilizado por la
relación con el Otro, desde el límite de la existencia y del entendimiento,
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desde la condición humana en la diferencia y en la otredad, elabora
categorías para aprehender lo real; y en ese proceso crea mundos de vida,
construye nuevas realidades y abre las vías para un futuro sustentable.
La racionalidad ambiental genera lo inédito en el encuentro con lo
Otro, en el enlazamiento de seres diferentes y la diversificación de sus
identidades. En el ambiente subyace una ontología y una ética opuestas a
todo principio de homogeneidad, a todo conocimiento unitario, a todo
pensamiento global y totalizador. El saber ambiental lleva a una política que
va más allá de las estrategias de disolución de diferencias antagónicas, en un
consenso basado en la racionalidad comunicativa, en un saber de fondo y
una ley universal. La política ambiental es convivencia en el disenso, la
diferencia y la otredad.
Se abre así un diálogo de saberes que atraviesa el discurso y las
políticas del desarrollo sustentable; es la hibridación entre las ciencias
objetivas y los saberes que condensan los sentidos prácticos y existenciales
que han fraguado en el ser a través del tiempo. El saber ambiental disloca el
cuerpo rígido y el sentido unívoco del discurso científico, mira hacia los
horizontes invisibles de la ciencia y abre los caminos de lo impensable de la
racionalidad de la modernidad.
El diálogo de saberes se produce en el cruzamiento de identidades en
la complejidad ambiental. Es la apertura del ser, constituido por su historia,
hacia lo inédito, lo impensado; hacia una utopía arraigada en lo real, en los
potenciales de la naturaleza y los sentidos de la cultura. El ser, más allá de
su condición existencial general, se constituye a través del sentido de su
mundo de vida, de la forja de identidades individuales y colectivas en el
crisol de la diversidad cultural y de una política de la diferencia,
movilizando a los actores sociales hacia la construcción de estrategias
alternativas de reapropiación de la naturaleza, entre los sentidos antagónicos
de la sustentabilidad.
El saber ambiental se hace así solidario de una política del ser y de la
diversidad. Esta política se funda en el derecho a ser diferente, el derecho a
la autonomía, a su defensa frente al orden económico-ecológico globalizado,
su unidad dominadora y su igualdad inequitativa. Es el derecho a un ser
propio que reconoce su pasado y proyecta su futuro; que restablece su
territorio y reapropia su naturaleza; que recupera el saber y el habla para
darse un lugar en el mundo y decir una palabra nueva, desde sus autonomías
y diferencias, en el discurso y las estrategias de la sustentabilidad. Para
activar las gramáticas de futuro – como diría George Steiner – ,dejar que
digan sus verdades y que se entrelacen en un diálogo entre identidades
colectivas diversas.
La comprensión del ser en el saber, la compenetración de las
identidades en las culturas, incorpora un principio ético que se traduce en
una guía pedagógica; más allá de la racionalidad dialógica, de la dialéctica
del habla y el escucha, de la disposición a comprender y “ponerse en el sitio
del otro”, la política de la diferencia y la ética de la otredad implican la
internalización de lo Otro en lo Uno, en un juego de mismidades que
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introyectan otredades sin renunciar a su ser individual y colectivo. Las
identidades híbridas que así se constituyen no son la expresión de una
esencia, pero tampoco se diluyen en la entropía del intercambio subjetivo y
comunicativo. Estas emergen de la afirmación de sus sentidos diferenciados
frente a un mundo homogeneizado y globalizado.
La crisis ambiental es una crisis del conocimiento y un vaciamiento
de los sentidos existenciales que dan soporte a la vida humana. Frente a las
certezas y el control que buscaba otorgar la ciencia a una vida segura,
asegurada de la violencia de la naturaleza y de la perversidad humana
sometida a la fatalidad, hoy nos invade otro terror: el que ha generado el
forzamiento del mundo por el dominio del poder de la idea universal, del
sometimiento de lo diverso a lo uno, de la palabra significante a los
designios del mercado. Desamparados ante el descreimiento en la magia y la
impotencia del conocimiento que ha desencadenado un mundo a la deriva,
incognoscible, que paraliza la acción no sólo por el terror, sino porque se
han apagado las luces que orientaban el camino hacia alguna parte, así fuera
hacia una muerte con sentido. Hoy, el mundo, enloquecido por la
intervención del poder y de la ciencia, está pasmado por la incomprensión.
Ya no es sólo el mundo de los contrarios que se niegan, del otro a quien se
le desconoce, se le excluye y se le extermina. Más allá del maniqueísmo al
que llevó la visión polar del mundo (lo blanco y lo negro, lo bueno y lo
malo, la verdad y la mentira, el capitalismo imperante y el socialismo real)
estamos en un juego de abalorios donde no hay ni cálculo racional ni
apuesta al azar. La ruleta tiene más de 36 números y el tablero más de dos
colores (rojo y negro). El mundo se encuentra enfrentado a crisis y dilemas
más allá de todo conocimiento y que retan todo abordaje racional para la
recomposición del mundo. Es una alienación que no sólo es provocada por
la reificación del mundo, que sustituye el conocimiento de relaciones entre
procesos y entre seres humanos por relaciones entre cosas, como planteaba
Marx hace un siglo y medio.
Vivimos un mundo sometido al poder del mercado, a una jaula de
racionalidad y una razón de fuerza mayor ante la que se retrae el
pensamiento, se disuelve el sentido y se paraliza la acción. Estamos
sometidos a la racionalidad de un poder concentrador de la riqueza,
generador de insustentabilidad y desigualdad. La inteligencia humana ha
desencadenado el poder del átomo y ha invadido la vida haciendo posible la
reproducción de lo uno, la clonación del ser. La transgénesis, la invasión
tecnológica de la vida, nos enfrenta a incertidumbres y retos que no
alcanzan a dilucidar ni la ética ni el conocimiento. El reclamo de autonomía
y autogestión de la ciudadanía se plantean ante el fracaso del “Estado
Benefactor” y del automatismo del mercado, que dejan a las poblaciones
sujetadas, imposibilidades para autogestionar sus condiciones de existencia.
Y al mismo tiempo, ese derecho de emancipación levanta la cabeza y da la
cara en un mundo donde el poder institucionalizado se ha dislocado. Los
demonios andan sueltos, los procesos económicos y tecnológicos se han
desbordado y desbocado en sus inercias, aplastando toda capacidad para
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recomponer el mundo sobre la base de la racionalidad científica y
económica. La confrontación de poderes se ha exacerbado hacia posiciones
fundamentalistas y el uso de la fuerza, poniendo en riesgo las normas
mínimas de convivencia y democracia que tantos holocaustos, genocidios y
injusticias ha costado a la humanidad.
Para sobrevivir en este mundo tendremos que ejercer nuestro
derecho a pensar y nuestro derecho a saber. Aprender lo que la ciencia
puede saber sobre la crisis global y nuestras condiciones de existencia: sobre
el calentamiento global y el grado y formas de riesgo para la humanidad y
para las poblaciones locales; sobre las relaciones del proceso económico y la
degradación ambiental, el vínculo entre la ley del mercado y la ley de la
entropía. Pero también deberemos aprender a construir una nueva
racionalidad social y productiva y un diálogo con lo Otro. Debemos
aprender no sólo de la ciencia, sino de los saberes de los otros; aprender a
escuchar al otro; aprender a sostenernos en nuestros saberes incompletos, en
la incertidumbre y en el riesgo; pero también en la pulsión de saber.
Navegar es preciso, vivir no es necesario, solía decir Fernando Pessoa,
siguiendo a Nietzsche quien había escrito: “Es necesario navegar, dejando atrás
las tierras y los puertos de nuestros padres y abuelos; nuestros barcos tienen que
buscar la tierra de nuestros hijos y nietos, aún no vista, desconocida”.
Debemos pues aprender a escuchar armonías hasta ahora inaudibles
en el estruendo de las fanfarrias de trompetas que no han cesado de anunciar
la llegada del rey y el triunfo del poder; abrir nuestra razón y sensibilidades
para dejar ser al ser, para abrir las puertas a un devenir, a un por-venir que
no sea sólo la inercia de los procesos desencadenados por un mundo
economizado y tecnologizado. Abrir los espacios para un diálogo de seres y
saberes en el que no todo es cognoscible y pensable de antemano; aprender
una ética que permita desatrincherar y desarmar los cercos protectores de las
identidades que nos damos desde nuestra formación disciplinaria y para
evitar que las identidades culturales se conviertan en campos antagónicos de
batalla, para que pueda surgir un mundo donde convivan en armonía la
diversidad y las diferencias. Debemos aprender a dar su lugar al no saber y a
la esperanza, a aquello que se construye en el encuentro con el otro, con lo
Otro, más allá de la objetividad y del interés, inscritos en el proyecto del
conocimiento que nos ha legado la modernidad.
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EDUCAZIONE AMBIENTALE:
LA NECESSITÀ DELLA PROSPETTIVA PEDAGOGICA
Elena Marescotti
Ricercatore confermato di Pedagogia generale e sociale
Docente di “Educazione ambientale”
Università degli Studi di Ferrara
Considerazioni preliminari
Prima di entrare nel vivo degli argomenti che affronterò, sia pure
sinteticamente, nel corso del mio intervento, mi preme chiarire i principali
presupposti teorici che lo informano, al fine della maggiore comprensibilità
ed incisività possibili delle tematiche e delle argomentazioni concettuali che
saranno via via trattate. Tale chiarimento riguarda, essenzialmente, il titolo
della mia relazione o, meglio, il suo carattere pleonastico: l’educazione ambientale, infatti, in quanto educazione, non può esistere al di fuori della prospettiva pedagogica. Si tratta di un aspetto fondativo quasi banale nella sua
semplicità, di un vero e proprio sillogismo: se per Pedagogia intendiamo la
Scienza dell’educazione, ovvero quella disciplina che, con rigore metodologico, mette a punto il suo oggetto di indagine – l’educazione come modello ideale, individuandone caratteristiche e finalità – ne deriva, quale logica conseguenza, che qualsivoglia aggettivazione del termine educazione – e, quindi,
anche l’educazione ambientale – deve trovare giustificazione e significato
nell’alveo della Pedagogia. Se ciò non avviene, ovvero se una simile operazione non è logicamente sostenibile nel quadro epistemologico della Pedagogia, significa che quell’espressione non ha, scientificamente parlando, alcuna
valenza.
In altri termini, la prospettiva pedagogica è quanto consente di attribuire legittimità scientifica all’educazione ambientale, di spiegarne il corretto significato, di indicarne coerentemente e con rigore prescrittivo le linee
guida per il suo sviluppo, intendendo quest’ultimo sia sul piano della ricerca
che sul piano dell’operatività concreta.
Per queste ragioni, una concezione dell’educazione ambientale, per
quanto condivisibile possa sembrare, sul versante dell’opinione pubblica, per
la positività degli obiettivi che si prefigge, se elaborata al di fuori della Pedagogia non può essere in alcun modo accreditata scientificamente e costituisce
un’espressione impropria, un mero trascorso di lingua frutto di un’indebita incursione nel settore della Pedagogia, per ragioni legate vuoi all’opportunità
politica, vuoi alle sensibilità maturate in seno all’immaginario collettivo, vuoi,
infine, ad istanze messe in luce da altre discipline.
Quanto detto porta, inevitabilmente, a dover chiarire che cosa si intende per Pedagogia, che cosa si intende per educazione, che cosa si intende per
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ambiente, ovvero a sbarazzare il campo da quei fraintendimenti e da quelle
ataviche confusioni che popolano il senso comune – ma non di rado anche il
dibattito culturale “dotto” e il settore della divulgazione scientifica – allorché
si affrontano le complesse questioni dell’universo educativo, e soprattutto
quando ciò avviene in prospettiva, come si usa dire, pluridisciplinare, interdisciplinare o transdisciplinare. Ed è proprio questo lo sforzo che anima le argomentazioni che oggi vi propongo e, più in generale, l’attività di ricerca e di
docenza universitaria che svolgo in questo settore da diversi anni: precisare il
significato di Pedagogia come Scienza dell’educazione; precisare il significato di educazione come suo oggetto peculiare ed esclusivo di indagine scientifica; precisare le dimensioni portanti, le strutture concettuali costitutive della
Pedagogia come Scienza dell’educazione e dell’educazione medesima. E
l’ambiente rappresenta, a mio avviso, come cercherò di dimostrare, uno di
questi nuclei portanti.
Ma procediamo con ordine. I termini in gioco – pedagogia, educazione,
ambiente – sono accomunati da una ambiguità semantica tutt’altro che trascurabile, per motivi di carattere etimologico, storico, culturale in genere. Per ovvie ragioni, non mi è possibile, in questa sede, scendere approfonditamente nel
dettaglio delle cause e delle vicende che hanno talvolta logorato, talvolta arricchito, talvolta addirittura stravolto il significato di questi termini. Mi limiterò,
pertanto, solo ad alcuni accenni che ritengo particolarmente funzionali a illustrare, per un verso, i sopraggiunti meccanismi di fraintendimento e quindi di
ostacolo alla loro affermazione scientifica e, per altro verso, le suggestioni che
indicano la via da intraprendere per una loro assunzione più matura, ovvero più
critica e consapevole.
Dalla Pedagogia alla Scienza dell’educazione
Il cammino della Pedagogia, da prassi formativa e da riflessione
sull’educazione come fenomeno eterodiretto a Scienza dell’educazione autonoma e laica, ovvero strutturata iuxta propria principia, non è stato privo
di difficoltà storiche, e non è agevole concettualmente in sé e per sé. La
stessa dizione Pedagogia è quanto mai infelice a designare una scienza, poiché, in primo luogo, rimanda a un’azione, a un fare, e non a un pensare, e, in
secondo luogo, limita tale azione a una categoria ben definita di soggetti: il
pedagogo era, in origine, semplicemente colui che si occupava di accompagnare i fanciulli presso i luoghi di istruzione. Successivamente, il termine
Pedagogia ha designato il settore della riflessione e dell’organizzazione
dell’attività formativa e della sistematizzazione e della divulgazione di principi teorici riguardanti l’educazione, principi teorici, tuttavia, elaborati sempre “al di fuori” di essa. Principi teorici dettati dalla filosofia e dalla politica,
in primis, per il perseguimento di una ideologia particolare, per il mantenimento e il consolidamento di un determinato status quo, per il perseguimento di un preciso assetto sociale ritenuto opportuno dai detentori del potere.
In questa lunga e complessa fase evolutiva della Pedagogia non sono
ovviamente mancati slanci, né intuizioni, né, tantomeno, articolate proposte
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tali da prefigurarne un assetto scientifico. Ed è proprio sulla base di questi
contributi che è possibile contemplare l’approdo della Pedagogia a Scienza
dell’educazione; un approdo che trova ragion d’essere nel suo rigore metodologico, nel suo apparato lessicale il più possibile liberato dalle ambiguità, nella compenetrazione tra la dimensione teoretica e la dimensione pratica del suo
sapere e, soprattutto, nella messa a punto del suo oggetto, vale a dire del suo
stesso principio di individuazione – l’educazione, appunto – come creazione
concettuale autonoma ed esclusiva.
La Pedagogia, così intesa, andrebbe, allora, più propriamente chiamata
Scienza dell’educazione, ovvero disciplina che costruisce, definisce e garantisce logicamente l’educazione come oggetto di scienza, come invenzione razionale, come ideale da perseguire. In quest’ottica – ripeto: l’unica logicamente difendibile e sostenibile scientificamente che, del resto, e non poteva
essere diversamente, compendia i medesimi requisiti che qualsiasi altra disciplina deve soddisfare per essere considerata una scienza – l’educazione si
configura come un oggetto unitario e universale.
Ai fini del discorso che qui intendo affrontare, quanto detto evidenzia
il fatto che l’educazione, come oggetto di scienza, non si diversifica né nella
sua essenza né nelle sue finalità a seconda dei contesti in cui si sviluppa, dei
soggetti che coinvolge, dei contenuti di istruzione di cui si serve. Le aggettivazioni che derivano da queste circostanze contingenti – ad esempio: educazione familiare, in riferimento al contesto della famiglia; educazione degli adulti, in riferimento agli individui in età adulta; educazione musicale, in riferimento a questo ambito specifico del sapere – non rappresentano entità diverse, bensì declinazioni metodologiche della medesima entità.
L’educazione può e deve esperire svariate articolazioni proprio perché è un’entità concettuale unitaria che pervade, in prospettiva inclusiva e
tendenzialmente totalizzante, qualsiasi ambito e qualsiasi manifestazione
dell’esistenza. Parlare di educazione, in estrema sintesi, significa parlare di
quella inesauribile tensione, in ottica sia individuale sia collettiva, che, mediante la valorizzazione e lo sviluppo di tutte le potenzialità – cognitive, affettive, operative – che consentono di raffinare costantemente le capacità interpretative e di intervento, punta al miglioramento della qualità della vita
olisticamente intesa.
L’educazione ambientale: una questione complessa
È questa, sostanzialmente, la cornice teorica in cui prende corpo la
mia riflessione sull’educazione ambientale; una riflessione che, quindi, non
può prescindere dalla definizione del concetto di ambiente in chiave pedagogica. Il termine ambiente, va detto subito, è un termine polisemico, così
come suggerisce sia la sua origine etimologica sia il significato corrente che
ha assunto nella nostra contemporaneità, al punto che si potrebbe affermare
– paradossalmente quanto correttamente – che tutto ciò che ci circonda, in
cui siamo immersi e con cui entriamo in contatto, il mondo delle realtà concrete così come il mondo delle realtà astratte, inclusi noi stessi, è ambiente.
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Tuttavia, limitare la definizione di ambiente al ruolo di contesto in
cui si svolge la nostra esistenza è, dal punto di vista della Scienza
dell’educazione, indubbiamente interessante ma riduttivo: l’ambiente, infatti, non si configura solo come un insieme di condizioni o come il prodotto di
un’attività operativa o conoscitiva, bensì anche e soprattutto come la relazione dinamica e trasformatrice tra sé e l’altro da sé.
L’ambiente, allora, può essere funzionalmente definito come il rapporto con l’altro da sé e allo stesso tempo come la risultante di tale rapporto,
in un’ottica di complessa circolarità e di evoluzione continua, in cui la permanenza e il divenire delle entità coinvolte nel rapporto diventano l’una il
presupposto dell’altro.
Vale a dire che l’ambiente rappresenta la circolarità tra le dimensioni
temporali passato-presente-futuro e la dimensione spaziale ed è, congiuntamente, fissità e movimento, trasmissione e trasformazione, oggetto e soggetto, fine e mezzo, realtà e ideale, causa ed effetto, contenuto e contenente, in
quanto la dinamicità e la processualità su cui si fonda agiscono in direzione
di una continua decostruzione-ricostruzione degli elementi coinvolti, rilevandone la reciproca relatività.
Così impostata, la questione porta inevitabilmente a considerare
l’ambiente in ottica educativa non solo sul piano fattuale – ambiente come
risorsa o come ostacolo per l’educazione, da un lato, e ambiente come contenuto di educazione, dall’altro lato – ma anche sul piano teoretico: ambiente come dimensione dell’educazione. Nell’educazione, infatti, l’ambiente
entra in gioco su almeno tre livelli, sempre presenti: contestualizzazione del
rapporto educativo, rapporto educativo in quanto tale, trasmissione e trasformazione dell’ambiente-contesto e dell’ambiente-rapporto. Si tratta di tre
momenti inscindibili, che ripropongono integralmente l’essenza del concetto
di ambiente, al punto che la stessa educazione può essere definita, con una
pregnante metafora, ambiente nell’accezione più completa del termine.
Ancora prima della sua implementazione, infatti, la stessa educazione è concepita come un rapporto, ovvero ravvisa nel momento
dell’interconnessione identità/alterità la conditio sine qua non del proprio
sussistere. Per l’educazione, quindi, l’ambiente è un prius logico, antecedente al contesto specifico in cui essa, giocoforza, si immette nel momento della
sua attuazione storica. In definitiva, il concetto di ambiente racchiude in sé il
come (rapporto), il cosa (trasmissione/trasformazione), il perché (miglioramento) dell’educazione.
Non ho ancora accennato al tangibile e pressante problema della crisi
ecologica, e non è né un caso né una dimenticanza. Sulla base delle mie argomentazioni, la crisi ecologica non ha nulla a che vedere con l’educazione
ambientale propriamente intesa, almeno non a livello fondativo e di legittimazione scientifica.
È vero che l’educazione ambientale – come prassi volta alla creazione di una forma mentis rispettosa delle dinamiche ambientali, così come varie discipline, l’Ecologia prima fra tutte, le hanno messe in luce, consapevolmente attenta all’impatto e alle conseguenze, a breve e a medio-lungo
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termine, degli interventi umani e, non ultimo, volta alla tutela del patrimonio naturalistico – comincia a manifestarsi in maniera crescente a partire dagli anni Settanta del Novecento, come occasione risolutiva, come risposta ad
un’emergenza, come necessità contingente tesa a ribaltare un modus vivendi
lesivo della qualità della vita perché non sostenibile, a causa degli indotti di
inquinamento e di riduzione della biodiversità ingenerati. È vero che, attualmente, l’educazione ambientale si configura come un percorso formativo che si qualifica per l’impartizione e l’acquisizione di specifici contenuti e
comportamenti, dalle conoscenze relative al funzionamento degli ecosistemi, delle catene alimentari, dei procedimenti fisici e chimici che interessano
il cosiddetto mondo naturale – non di rado considerato come un’entità disgiunta da quella cosiddetta artificiale, cioè creata dall’uomo – alle buone
pratiche, da adottare sia nella quotidianità sia su larga scala, di conservazione, di salvaguardia, di tutela. Così come è vero anche, va detto, che
l’apparato conoscitivo elaborato dall’Ecologia e dalle correnti di pensiero
ecologiste e ambientaliste ha contribuito, e non poco, all’affermazione di
una visione complessa, sistemica, interrelata non solo del nostro essere nel
mondo ma, soprattutto, del nostro pensarci nel mondo.
Ciononostante, ricondurre significato e ruolo dell’educazione ambientale unicamente a questo insieme di fenomeni non è corretto né auspicabile, poiché significa depauperare la Scienza dell’educazione dal compito
che le è proprio, prevaricandola e relegandola a mera cinghia di trasmissione
di precetti ad essa sostanzialmente estranei e, di fatto, erodere dalle fondamenta la possibilità di un’azione autenticamente migliorativa.
Non ultimo, la prospettiva pedagogica solleva in maniera ancora più
esplicita un interrogativo di fondo, la cui risposta, dai più considerata scontata, è determinante ai fini della stessa concezione di educazione tout court e
di educazione ambientale: è ammissibile l’esistenza della Natura come entità ontologica, con leggi proprie che attendono solo di essere scoperte e a cui
adeguarsi, come realtà incontaminata? Si tratta di una questione che apre
uno scenario di discussione assai ricco e denso di implicazioni che, ovviamente, qui non è possibile affrontare, neppure per sommi capi. Mi limiterò,
pertanto, solo ad un aspetto e all’esito che ne deriva: sulla scia di quanto ho
detto sinora, non è possibile considerare la Natura come entità a sé stante:
nel momento stesso in cui la si nomina, in cui la si conosce, essa diviene
Cultura, cioè Ambiente, prodotto di una relazione, relazione essa stessa. Alla luce di questo impianto, l’idea assai radicata e diffusa di educazione ambientale come difesa di un’entità oggettiva decade e, per contro, si manifesta
in tutta evidenza il proprium dell’educazione in quanto tale, vale a dire il
suo puntare al raffinamento continuo delle capacità interpretative per una
gestione sempre più razionale e positiva delle relazioni che tramano
l’esistenza di tutte le cose.
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Per concludere: alcuni punti fermi
Mi avvio velocemente alle conclusioni del mio intervento, nella consapevolezza che svariati problemi, alcuni dei quali decisivi, sono rimasti
sullo sfondo o sono stati soltanto abbozzati. Cercherò, allora, di riprenderli e
di illustrarli nel tirare le fila del mio discorso e procedendo schematicamente
per punti, in risposta a tre quesiti cruciali.
1) Il primo: che cos’è l’educazione ambientale? L’educazione ambientale è una specificazione dell’educazione intesa come oggetto di indagine proprio della Scienza dell’educazione. Tale specificazione ha valenza euristica, per l’individuazione di piste di ricerca, ermeneutica, per
l’interpretazione e la messa a punto del concetto stesso di educazione, operativa, per il perseguimento storico dell’educazione. L’educazione ambientale,
pertanto, non mira ad altre finalità che non siano quelle dell’educazione tout
court. L’aggettivo “ambientale”, quindi, non rappresenta un elemento aggiuntivo che piega l’educazione verso obiettivi estrinseci e particolaristici quanto
transeunti, bensì l’esplicitazione di un quid già insito nel concetto stesso di
educazione. Tale operazione è funzionale nella misura in cui, denunciando
la riflessione e l’interpretazione critica su specifiche questioni e problemi,
concorre sia ad una migliore conoscenza dell’educativo e dei suoi meccanismi sia ad ottimizzarne le ricadute esistenziali. Pertanto, l’educazione ambientale non si esaurisce nell’insegnamento dell’Ecologia, nella divulgazione dei saperi delle scienze naturali, nelle attività di contemplazione del paesaggio, nel volontariato ambientalista o in esperienze simili. Essa riguarda,
piuttosto, la circolazione di idee, attraverso queste esperienze così come attraverso qualsivoglia altra esperienza o contenuto, intitolate alla complessità,
all’interdipendenza, alla reciprocità, alla dinamicità e alla processualità delle
relazioni che intercorrono tra il sé e l’altro da sé. In quanto oggetto di studio
della Scienza dell’educazione, l’educazione ambientale trova esclusivamente
in essa le ragioni del proprio sussistere e le indicazioni performative che la riguardano, e non certo in presunte ibridazioni o connubi disciplinari.
2) Questo mi porta direttamente al secondo quesito: come si pone
l’educazione ambientale nei confronti di settori disciplinari – penso soprattutto alla famiglia delle scienze naturali – altri rispetto alla Scienza
dell’educazione e nei confronti del fenomeno intitolato alla crisi ecologica?
Fermo restando che un oggetto di scienza non può essere condiviso da più
discipline e che l’educazione ambientale in quanto educazione è appannaggio riservato della Scienza dell’educazione, si profilano due indicazioni epistemologiche di fondo.
La prima indicazione riguarda il fatto che, laddove una qualsiasi disciplina nella conduzione della ricerca conoscitiva sul proprio oggetto di studio
giunge ad interessarsi o comunque a contemplare il discorso dell’educazione
ambientale, deve cedere il passo alla Scienza dell’educazione o, meglio, deve
farsi Scienza dell’educazione, ovvero assumerne consapevolmente i paradigmi e tutte le responsabilità che ciò comporta.
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La seconda indicazione riguarda il fatto che la stessa unitarietà del
sapere scientifico, suddivisibile metodologicamente in più scienze a seconda
della porzione di realtà formalizzata, cioè di quell’oggetto assunto a perno
del proprio essere una specifica scienza, non solo suggerisce, ma richiede,
necessariamente, una integrazione delle conoscenze e delle strategie conoscitive maturate, purché ciò avvenga nel rispetto dell’autonomia di ciascuna
scienza. Per ciò che concerne, invece, il ruolo dell’educazione ambientale a
fronte delle esigenze prospettate dalla crisi ecologica, occorre rimarcare con
forza che non può, nella maniera più assoluta, configurarsi come un ruolo
subalterno, di adeguamento immediato ai bisogni del contingente. Questa
impostazione, che di primo acchito è forse la più impopolare, per così dire,
di tutto il mio discorso, a ben vedere non annulla la positività
dell’educazione per il miglioramento concreto della realtà. Al contrario, le
dà il maggiore vigore possibile, perché la garantisce a prescindere dalle mode e dalle pressioni politiche ed economiche, sottolineandone la vis progettuale, l’afflato ad andare sempre oltre il contingente, la vena utopica intitolata ad un mondo migliore che sta agli individui costruire, guardando al futuro, e non certo conservare, volgendosi al passato. Solo in questi termini,
l’educazione ambientale, proprio perché educazione, non può che incidere
positivamente sul superamento del dato di fatto e trovare nell’analisi critica
della crisi ecologica feconde suggestioni per riesaminare la propria identità e
il proprio ruolo.
Il terzo quesito cruciale, infine, concerne la formazione di tutti coloro che, a vario titolo, si occupano di educazione ambientale. Quale formazione, dunque, per i ricercatori, per i docenti, per gli educatori impegnati in
questo settore? Ho chiamato in causa tre professionalità che, in quanto tali,
non si possono in alcun modo improvvisare o acquisire per abbrivio. Quando ciò avviene, come purtroppo non è raro riscontrare, significa che non si
sta svolgendo in maniera né seria né onesta, al cospetto della comunità tutta,
il proprio mandato sociale. Occuparsi professionalmente di educazione ambientale, sia come ricercatori, sia come docenti, sia come educatori, significa
infatti, in primo luogo, poter contare su una salda preparazione pedagogica
che non si acquisisce certo nello espace d’un matin né si può raffazzonare in
maniera asistematica.
Non basta una superficiale infarinatura di Pedagogia, ma occorre addentrarsi negli affascinanti, e faticosi, sentieri della Scienza dell’educazione.
Del resto, i dilettanti, i faciloni, i parolai tutto fumo e niente arrosto non
contribuiscono al miglioramento della qualità della vita di tutti e per tutti.
Quelle poche volte in cui accade, si tratta solo di un caso fortuito.
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Sintesi
Presentiamo i risultati di una ricerca di tipo diagnostico, realizzata al
fine di individuare le percezioni, gli atteggiamenti e i valori di studenti universitari ad alto profitto in relazione all’attuale crisi ambientale e al modello
socioculturale proposto dal nuovo paradigma della sostenibilità.
I risultati mostrano una chiara percezione del rischio ambientale globale e un’incipiente sensibilizzazione verso la problematica della sostenibilità. Avallano la necessità di promuovere la formazione dei giovani.
Le conclusioni saranno utilizzate nella progettazione di un programma formativo post-laurea, nell’ambito dell’educazione ambientale per
lo sviluppo sostenibile.
Introduzione
Nel dicembre del 2002 l’Assemblea Generale delle Nazioni Unite,
istituendo il Decennio per l’Educazione allo Sviluppo Sostenibile per il periodo compreso tra il 2005 e il 2014, ha rivitalizzato il proprio appoggio al
ruolo centrale dell’educazione come strumento strategico per raggiungere la
sostenibilità globale del Pianeta. La Cattedra UNESCO di Educazione Ambientale della UNED si è aggregata a questa iniziativa mediante diverse attività tra le quali s’inserisce la ricerca qui presentata.
Difendere il diritto allo sviluppo come un diritto umano inalienabile
e, soprattutto, mantenere uno stile di vita coerente con questo principio esige, in molti casi, una profonda trasformazione dello stile di vita sociale, del
nostro modo di essere e di stare nel mondo. Un semplice sguardo
all’attualità ci rivela che facciamo parte di una società ancora molto lontana,
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nei suoi usi e costumi dominanti, da un modello coerente con l’ideale dello
sviluppo sostenibile.
Quindi, sebbene dobbiamo riconoscere assieme a Mayor Zaragoza
(2002) che il passato e il presente ormai non possono più essere cambiati –
possiamo solo descriverli – allo stesso modo condividiamo la sua speranza
verso un futuro che ancora può essere scritto. E l’educazione è uno strumento di primaria importanza per raggiungere tale obiettivo.
Risulta necessario progettare e implementare nuovi programmi educativi, oltre a sottoporre quelli già esistenti a processi di miglioramento che
permettano di ottimizzarne i risultati ed estenderne i benefici.
La pluralità della nostra società, costituita da gruppi umani eterogenei (per credo, opinioni, impegni) ci richiede un trattamento differenziato
per ognuno di essi. Analizzare le caratteristiche dei gruppi è un compito obbligato, preliminare rispetto al disegno di azioni formative con pretese di
grandezza.
Progetto dello studio
Partendo da questa impostazione iniziale, la ricerca che presentiamo
si concentra sulla popolazione universitaria ad alto profitto iscritta nei centri
di istruzione superiore della Regione Autonoma di Madrid (CAM), una delle diciannove che costituiscono lo Stato spagnolo4. Lo studio riguarda tutti
quei soggetti che hanno iniziato la loro formazione universitaria nell’anno
accademico 2004/05 e che, inoltre, avevano ottenuto la Borsa di Studio al
Merito, concessa dalla Regione Autonoma di Madrid (CAM) a un piccolo
gruppo di studenti la cui media di voti alla fine della Scuola Superiore è superiore a 9,3. Il numero totale di soggetti che formano la popolazione target
del nostro studio è pari a 756 studenti, di cui 411 donne. Tutti sono stati invitati a partecipare alla ricerca mediante comunicazione postale, inviata in
due occasioni; coloro che hanno risposto favorevolmente sono passati a far
parte del campione o gruppo sperimentale, un totale di novanta studenti, tra
cui cinquantaquattro donne.
Il nostro obiettivo era quello di conoscere le percezioni, gli atteggiamenti e i valori di questi giovani in relazione a due questioni principali:
l’attuale crisi ambientale e il modello socioculturale proposto dal nuovo paradigma della sostenibilità. Le conclusioni tratte saranno utilizzate per la
progettazione di un programma formativo postlaurea, nell’ambito
dell’educazione ambientale per lo sviluppo sostenibile.
Nella ricerca vengono definiti quattro costrutti o fattori principali:
–
La percezione della crisi ambientale planetaria (v1).

4. La CAM ha un’estensione territoriale di 8.028 km2 e vi abitano 5.423.384 persone. È un
territorio molto popoloso, con una densità pari a 675 abitanti per km2, specialmente
nell’area metropolitana e nei municipi limitrofi. Il capoluogo della regione, Madrid, è anche
capitale dello Stato.
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–
–
–

L’opinione su alcuni assiomi teorici dell’attuale modello socioculturale dominante (v2).
Il grado di accordo con i principi basici dello sviluppo sostenibile
(v3).
L’impegno con i valori della sostenibilità (v4).

Per raccogliere i dati è stato elaborato un questionario ad hoc (Murga
Menoyo, 2005), con sessantuno voci articolate attorno ai seguenti quattro fattori:
–

–

–

–

Crisi ambientale.
Sedici voci consentono di raccogliere i dati relativi al grado di
percezione della crisi ambientale da parte dei soggetti. Si tratta di
indagare, in primo luogo, se esiste una percezione globale, anche
se diffusa e, in maniera più concreta, di indagare tre delle sue
principali dimensioni: quella ecologica, quella sociale e quella
morale o etica.
Assiomi del modello socioculturale dominante.
Le voci di questa categoria, un totale di dodici, enunciano assiomi teorici che la letteratura scientifica e gli esperti reputano essere caratteristici del modello socioculturale dominante. Permettono di raccogliere l’opinione degli intervistati, la loro affinità relativa all’argomento.
Premesse basilari dello Sviluppo Sostenibile.
Anche in questo caso, i quindici enunciati corrispondono a premesse ed a principi molto noti del paradigma della sostenibilità.
Impegno con i valori della sostenibilità.
La quarta categoria di variabili, sedici voci, consente di approssimarsi all’impegno dei singoli soggetti con lo sviluppo sostenibile attraverso la loro intenzione manifesta di agire.

Le possibilità di risposta si adattavano a una scala Likert con cinque
gradi. Le voci consistono in semplici enunciati, derivati dalle conoscenze
messeci a disposizione dagli esperti e dalla letteratura scientifica, sui principi e sui valori fondamentali della sostenibilità e sugli indicatori della crisi
nei grandi assi che la supportano: quello ambientale, quello economico e
quello sociale. La scala di risposte è codificata nel seguente modo: 1 niente,
2 poco, 3 d’accordo, 4 abbastanza, 5 molto e 6 non so.
Il questionario è stato sottoposto a un saggio pilota e al giudizio degli esperti.
Esposizione e interpretazione dei risultati
Tra le caratteristiche del gruppo sperimentale bisogna sottolineare
che la maggior parte di esso, un 63,3% del totale, è formato da donne e che
le donne rappresentano la maggioranza anche nei diversi tipi di corsi di lau239
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rea, eccezion fatta per ingegneria. Inoltre, la maggior parte dei soggetti proviene da facoltà universitarie in cui si studiano le scienze sociali e le scienze
giuridiche (36,7%) oppure le diverse ingegnerie (29,0%). Il resto si distribuisce in maniera equilibrata tra le Facoltà di Scienze Umanistiche, Scienze
della salute e Scienze Sperimentali.
D’altra parte, una percentuale superiore all’80% dei partecipanti svolge i suoi studi presso quattro università pubbliche della regione di Madrid:
Complutense, Politecnica, Autonoma e Carlos III. Il restante 20% è composto
da studenti di altre università sia pubbliche che private (Alcalá, San Pablo
Ceu, Comillas, ecc.). Tutti questi dati confermano le caratteristiche della popolazione di riferimento (Direzione Generale delle Università della Regione
di Madrid), dando validità alla rappresentatività del campione.
Per quanto riguarda gli obiettivi della ricerca, bisogna sottolineare
che, se considerate nel loro insieme, possono ritenersi soddisfatte le aspettative. I risultati dimostrano che gli studenti percepiscono chiaramente la crisi
ambientale. Il fatto che in un gradiente di cinque valori essi scelgano
l’opzione che esprime il grado di massimo accordo con gli enunciati proposti, così come riportato nella Tabella 1, ci consente di affermare che si dimostrano almeno sensibili di fronte alla situazione del pianeta. Possiamo
dedurre che tra i giovani si stia configurando una sempre maggiore coscienza riguardo al degrado e al rischio dell’ambiente, sebbene gli indicatori concreti di tale fenomeno non siano avvertiti in tutta la loro magnitudine.
Oltre il 50% degli intervistati si dichiara
MOLTO d’accordo
S27. Crescono gli squilibri ingiusti tra gli esseri umani e i popoli in materia di
utilizzo delle risorse naturali e lo sfruttamento dei beni sociali.
S29. Stiamo consumando le risorse naturali a una velocità superiore rispetto alla
capacità di rinnovamento.
S30. Il crescente degrado della Natura sta producendo effetti irreversibili nel sistema globale.
S32. La perdita della biodiversità preannuncia squilibri che avranno un impatto
negativo imprevedibile.
Tabella 1. - Percezione della crisi ambientale (I)

In questo modo vediamo, per esempio, una maggiore sensibilità verso la dimensione ecologica della crisi mentre rimangono velati altri aspetti
di carattere sociale, culturale o etico, altrettanto fondamentali nel modello
dello sviluppo sostenibile.
Eppure, anche in relazione a queste ultime dimensioni, si osserva
come il grado di accordo con alcune voci che le riflettono (Tabella 2) raggiunge, se non un ottimo risultato, almeno un buon livello. Lo stile di vita
occidentale viene visto come la locomotiva del consumismo e della mercificazione dei rapporti sociali e viene percepita una certa preoccupazione per
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quanto riguarda le conseguenze della situazione. Ma le risposte a molte voci
del questionario appaiono tiepide e mettono in evidenza numerosi punti deboli relativi alla percezione della possibile associazione tra crisi ambientale
e cause che la provocano.
Sarà necessario ampliare la ricerca per approfondire questi aspetti.
Oltre il 50% degli intervistati si dichiara
ABBASTANZA d’accordo
S7. L’Occidente è il motore dell’estensione del consumo smodato di beni materiali e della mercificazione della vita sociale.
S13. L’attuale globalizzazione avanza parallelamente alla socializzazione dei rischi, ma non alla distribuzione dei benefici provenienti dallo sviluppo.
S14. La crescita economica basata sull’utilizzo delle risorse naturali ha un limite.
S28. Stiamo assistendo alla crescita esponenziale delle tecnologie ad alto rischio.
S33. La capacità di ricarica del Pianeta tende a raggiungere, a passi giganteschi,
il punto di saturazione.
S39. Non ci dirigiamo verso la scomparsa della sistematica violazione dei diritti
umani universali.
S44. L’inusitata produzione di ricchezza va di pari passo a una distribuzione non
equitativa mentre diminuiscono velocemente i livelli di solidarietà sociale.
S45. Nella relazione essere umano - comunità biotica predominano gli interessi
utilitaristici a breve scadenza e l’individualismo narcisista.
S46. Problemi quali: la disoccupazione e la disuguaglianza, la speculazione o
l’esaurimento delle risorse e l’inquinamento sono endemici all’attuale sistema
dell’economia di mercato.
S47. La situazione attuale è di crisi planetaria, con grave rischio di collasso dei
sistemi.
Tabella 2. - Percezione della crisi ambientale (II)

Per quanto riguarda il grado di accordo degli studenti con il principio
e con i presupposti dello sviluppo sostenibile, le Tabelle 3 e 4 raccolgono
l’opinione della maggioranza in relazione a questo argomento. Una percentuale superiore al 50% degli intervistati sembra avere molto chiaro che il nostro Pianeta è un sistema e che quindi è soggetto agli effetti sinergici delle
interrelazioni tra i suoi diversi componenti ed elementi.
Oltre il 50% degli intervistati si dichiara
MOLTO d’accordo
S5. Le caratteristiche del Pianeta ci richiedono la conoscenza degli effetti prodotti
dalle nostre azioni e il loro impatto globale.
S8.Tutti gli abitanti del Pianeta hanno lo stesso diritto di beneficiare delle risorse
della Natura: l’aria, l’acqua, la terra o l’energia sono beni comuni dell’Umanità.
S10. La diversità della Natura è un valore intrinseco che risulta imprescindibile
per il mantenimento equilibrato della vita.
S15. Per ottenere uno sviluppo sostenibile bisogna tener presente la complessità
dei fattori in gioco e l’incertezza degli effetti e delle relazioni.
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dei fattori in gioco e l’incertezza degli effetti e delle relazioni.
S22. Prima di iniziare o meno un progetto scientifico è necessario analizzarne le
ripercussioni etiche (perché? a quale scopo? E per chi?).
S48. L’uso delle risorse naturali deve essere sempre subordinato alla propria capacità di rinnovamento.
S52. Le risorse naturali fondamentali sono un bene comune di tutta l’Umanità e
tutti gli esseri umani dovrebbero averne assicurato il diritto di accesso, in condizioni di equità.
Tabella 3. - Opinioni sugli assiomi e sui principi relativi allo Sviluppo Sostenibile (I)

È anche maggioritaria l’opinione di massimo accordo sulla condizione di bene pubblico delle risorse naturali e il diritto dell’Umanità di sfruttarle e di mantenerle.
Questa è certo una conoscenza elementare del modello dello sviluppo sostenibile ma, essendo un assioma basilare, un così elevato accordo al
riguardo da parte dei giovani produce un senso di ottimismo per il futuro.
Oltre il 50% degli intervistati si dichiara
ABBASTANZA d’accordo
S38. Nelle tecnologie di rischio deve prevalere il principio della precauzione su
quelli dell’efficacia e dell’efficienza.
S40. L’insicurezza globale è consustanziale al modello di sviluppo basato sulla
crescita economica.
S50. Lo sviluppo non deve essere giudicato secondo i parametri della capacità di
consumo ma, preferibilmente, mediante indicatori di qualità.
S51. Il Pianeta è un sistema globale e al momento di prendere delle decisioni cruciali la prospettiva ultima deve tener conto di tutto il Pianeta.
S56. L’utopia dello sviluppo sostenibile richiede alle società occidentali, inevitabilmente, una rivoluzione di fondo che abbia radici nel pensiero,
nell’organizzazione sociale e nella cultura.
S59. La qualità della vita deve prevalere sul livello di vita.

È anche ottimista, sebbene l’opinione a favore non sia altrettanto solida, la valutazione che dà maggiore importanza alla qualità della vita rispetto al livello di vita. Quest’ultimo indicatore si riferisce ad aspetti quantitativi
del benessere, a differenza di quelli qualitativi premiati dal sondaggio.
Infine, i risultati relativi all’impegno preso dagli studenti con i valori
della sostenibilità, che saranno interpretati nell’ottica della considerazione
dell’intenzione di azione espressa dagli intervistati, presentano una maggioranza moderatamente impegnata (Tabella 5), che si colloca in una scala ascendente di quattro su cinque opzioni. È quindi possibile esprimere un ottimismo, non ingenuo, sull’intenzione di azione, sebbene da ciò non si possa
dedurre che, in pratica, l’impegno, giunto il momento, si plasmi in
un’azione coerente con lo sviluppo sostenibile.
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Oltre il 50% degli intervistati si dichiara
ABBASTANZA d’accordo
S6. Preferisco disporre di tempo da dedicare a me piuttosto che possedere grandi
risorse economiche, comfort materiale o tecnologia avanzata.
S18. L’occidente, anche nel rispetto dei propri interessi, dovrebbe agire nelle proprie relazioni internazionali mosso dall’impulso del proprio debito morale verso il
Terzo Mondo.
S24. È necessario anteporre la qualità di vita (tempo proprio, relazioni sociali, salute, ecc.) al livello di vita (comfort materiale).
S36. Occorre che la scienza si occupi di più dei problemi ambientali e demografici e meno della redditività economica.
S37. La dignità degli esseri umani ci obbliga ad appoggiare lo sviluppo endogeno
dei popoli.
S43. Anche se il nostro tenore di vita ne dovesse risentire, i governi devono cercare una soluzione al debito esterno del Terzo Mondo.
S49. L’etica deve essere il primo e principale referente della condotta umana.
S58. I governi dovrebbero adottare misure volte a stimolare l’utilizzo dei fondi
dedicati alla ricerca a progetti che abbiano lo scopo di migliorare la qualità della
vita di tutti gli esseri umani.
S60. È inammissibile che i paesi poveri debbano far fronte al proprio debito esterno a costo di aggravare il proprio debito sociale interno.
S61. In beneficio dello sviluppo sostenibile sarei disposto a diminuire di 1/3 il
mio attuale livello di consumo.
Tabella 5. - Impegno con i valori della sostenibilità

Conclusioni e proposte nel campo dell’educazione
La ricerca ci ha permesso di approssimarci alle idee che un campione
di giovani studenti universitari, la cui caratteristica è una dimostrata capacità
e un alto profitto negli studi, ha intorno allo sviluppo sostenibile.
Un’interpretazione non esageratamente ottimistica dei dati lascia intravvedere in loro una certa sensibilità per i valori della sostenibilità, forse dovuta
alla loro giovane età, da moti associata ad atteggiamenti idealisti.
Pur tuttavia, pare evidente che esista la necessità di progettare e implementare dei programmi formativi di rinforzo destinati alla popolazione
universitaria, affinché i giovani abbiano una conoscenza più profonda e precisa sia della crisi ambientale e delle sue radici profonde sia del modello odierno alternativo rispetto al modello socioculturale dominante, un modello
di sviluppo sostenibile. Programmi formativi che sviluppino in loro, oltre a
un impegno deciso con i valori della sostenibilità, soprattutto e prioritariamente, dei comportamenti civici propri dei cittadini di una società con la
pretesa di muoversi nel sentiero dell’equità, della giustizia sociale e dello
sviluppo sostenibile.
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L’educazione ambientale è già da oltre un decennio, nel suo approccio teorico più elaborato e principalmente nei paesi latini, una educazione
allo sviluppo sostenibile e compie una missione che quotidianamente sembra imprescindibile per il futuro dell’Umanità.
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THE ATTITUDES OF YOUNG SPANIARDS STUDENTS
TOWARDS THE ENVIRONMENT
AND THEIR PERCEPTION OF THE FUTURE.
Miquel F. Oliver Trobat
Margalida Castells Valdivielso
Education and Citizenship Research Group (GREIC).
University of the Balearic Islands, Spain5.
Keywords.
The environment, sustainability, interculturality, a culture of peace, active citizenship, teacher training, heritage.
Presentation.
This paper outlines the main results of a research study entitled
Young Spaniards’ Attitudes to the Environment, which analysed the opinions of 1267 Spanish secondary school students using data from a questionnaire containing qualitative and quantitative questions, as well as 492 descriptions and 138 drawings related to the future of the planet.
Among other issues, the questionnaire asked young students about
their understanding of the concepts of “nature” and “environment”, their
perceptions of the seriousness and causes of leading environmental problems are, their opinions on solutions to these types of situations and their
level of awareness of the issue.
The opinions and attitudes of young Spaniards were compared with
those of other young Europeans, using the research study entitled Training
European Teachers for Sustainable Development and Intercultural Sensitivity (TETSDAIS) (Miranda, Alexandre & Ferreira, 2004), which involved
the same team of researchers from the University of the Balearic Islands,
along with researchers from universities in the UK, Finland and Portugal
(hereon in, E-3). Several questions have also been compared with the Eurobarometre 58.0 (2002), entitled Les attitudes des Européens à l’égard de
l’environnement.
The aim of this paper is to contribute to the debate on the similarities
and differences between the opinions and behaviours towards the environment of young Spanish students and students from different European countries, and to analyse their view of the future. Similarly, another objective is
to act as a springboard for research into improving formal and informal education aimed at forming future citizens who feel greater solidarity towards
5. Contact details: Miquel F. Oliver. University of Balearic Islands. Departament de Pedagogia Aplicada
i Psicologia de l'Educació. Edifici Guillem Cifre de Colonya. Carretera de Valldemossa, km 7,5. 07122
Palma de Mallorca. Balearic Islands (Spain). Fax:+34.971173190. m.oliver@uib.es.
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their immediate environment or, in other words, towards their natural and
cultural heritage.
Data collection and sample characteristics
The sample was made up of 1267 analysis units (surveys) for 1267
subjects: 636 males and 631 females. Seventeen secondary schools (one
secondary school in each of Spain’s autonomous communities) were used as
sampling points and the sample margin of error as a whole was less than
2.75%, calculated for a 95% confidence level and under the most unfavourable conditions of p=q=0.5. A multi-stage sampling procedure was used and
stratified by conglomerates. Simple, random sampling was used to select the
units (one school in each autonomous community), and quotas and proportions were established for selecting secondary units (students). The contents
of the open questions were first analysed and then the responses were categorised to conduct a quantitative approximation of the sample. This step
was not carried out with the international sample (E-3, i.e., Finland, the
United Kingdom and Portugal) and therefore, an international comparison
of qualitative results could not be carried out and only perceptions and
trends could be presented.
The following tables show sample distribution by Autonomous
Community of origin and include information on the size and percentages of
the total sample, as well as subject age and gender variables distributed by
frequencies and percentages.
Autonomous
community
Andalusia
Aragon
Asturias

Frequency %
62
80
53

5
6
4

The Balearic Islands
The Canary Islands
Cantabria
Castile la Mancha
Castila and Leon

80

6

Autonomous
Community
Madrid
La Rioja
The Basque Country
Murcia

Frequency

%

70
80
80

6
6
6

80

6

80

6

Extremadura

80

6

80
80

6
6

Galicia
Navarre

67
80

5
6

80

83

7

Catalonia

52

6 The Community of
Valencia
4
Total

1267

1
00

Figure 1. Sampling distribution by autonomous community
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Frequency

%

636
631

50.2
49.8

473
589
205

37.3
46.5
16.2

Gender
Male
Female
Age
Age 12-13
Age 14-15
Age 16 or over
Figure 2. Sample distribution by sex and age

Young Spaniards’ attitudes towards the environment
General perception.
Degree of importance of political objectives.
Young Spaniards consider solving unemployment and protecting the environment and quality of life to be the two most important political objectives, as do
young people from E-3 countries. Students from the Communities of Andalusia,
Castile-La Mancha, Catalonia, Extremadura and the Balearic Islands chose protecting the environment and quality of life as their priority objective.
–

Solving unemployment
Protecting the environment and the quality of life
Improving salaries
People’s participation in decision-making on public issues
Security and public order
Freedom of economic enterprise

Spain
68
63
53
50
45
18

E-3
61
55
42
45
53
22

15

6

45

42

1
Defending moral codes and traditions

Figure 3. The degree of importance of political objectives. A comparison between
Spain and E-3 countries.

Equal opportunities and social exclusion.
A high percentage of young people from Spain and the E-3 countries
(the latter group more categorically) want their countries to offer all people
equal opportunities (although young women scored higher than young men
did), which is the prevailing trend in ten autonomous communities, whereas
–
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aid to the socially excluded, among other options, had the same or greater
importance in other communities. Young women show slightly more solidarity and are somewhat more inclined than young men are to help the socially excluded, while young men opted in somewhat higher numbers than
young women did for continuing to offer the same help as has been offered
until now.
Aid to the socially excluded finds greater acceptance among young
people from families with middle and lower professional standing than
among young people from families with high professional standing.
Offer equal opportunities to all
Guarantee the present quality of life and help those who
are excluded
Continue to offer me the same that it has offered so far

Spain
47

E-3
54

36
17

32
13

Figure 4. Equal opportunities and social exclusion. A comparison between Spain
and E-3 countries.

Degree of concern about the environment.
The predominant opinions about nature and the environment indicate
young people’s familiarity with and sensitivity for issues caused by human
interventions that do not respect the environment. The communities that
scored the highest on options that respect the environment are the Balearic
Islands, Navarre, Castile-La Mancha, Andalusia and Aragon, but no community registered low scores on any of these proposals. The students displayed greater concern for the state of the environment worldwide than for
other, more specific contexts (country, region and locality). The communities with the highest scores in this territorial area are Galicia, Castile and
Leon, Murcia and the Basque Country. Young women showed more concern about all the issues, especially those referring to the planet and their
country. The E-3 countries and Spain show similar trends as far as the environment at the global level is concerned; nevertheless, the E-3 countries are
less concerned about local levels. The communities with the highest percentages of concern about the overall environment (world, country, region
and locality) are the Canary Islands, Murcia, Aragon and the Balearic Islands. Forest fires and pollution problems (environmental, seas and beaches,
and rivers and lakes) are the environmental problems that young Spaniards
are most concerned about. Noise is the problem that causes the least concern, followed by population loss in some areas. On the other hand, the issue that generates the most concern in E-3 countries is pollution (environmental, seas and beaches, and rivers and lakes), while forest fires rank sixth
on the list of concerns. The communities that are most concerned about environmental problems are the Balearic Islands, the Canary Islands, CastileLa Mancha, Galicia, Murcia and the Basque Country. Navarre, Asturias, Ex–
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tremadura and Catalonia also show concern. It is interesting to note that the
two island communities, together with Castile-La Mancha, display the
greatest concern about environmental problems.
In the world
In your country
In your local area
In your region

Spain E-3
56
59
27
21
22
6
20
11
31

24

Figure 5. The degree of concern about the environment at different levels. A comparison
between Spain and E-3 countries.

Forest fires
River, lake and reservoir pollution
Ocean and beach pollution
Air pollution
Lack of interest in conserving nature and different species
Industrial waste
Destruction of historical sites
Untreated effluent/sewage
Quality of drinking water
Urban (city) waste
Wasting energy
Use of pesticides and chemicals in farming
Increase in unplanned/unregulated building development
Traffic
Decrease in population in some areas
Noise

Spain
55
52
51
48

E-3
34
41
40
46

43
42
38
33
33
26
25
25
25
22
18
15

34
39
19
39
33
31
28
20
15
22
13
8

35

29

Figure 6. The degree of concern about environmental problems. A comparison between Spain and E-3 countries.

Energies the country should invest in.
Overall, young people believe that their countries should invest primarily in solar and wind power energies, and less in tidal power, gas, nuclear, wood, coal and peat moss. Young people displayed a marked trend
–
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towards investing in renewable energies (especially solar and wind power)
to the detriment of conventional energies. No significant differences can be
seen in the results between Spain and the E-3 countries; however, students
from the latter group expressed the need to invest in hydro-electrical energies and tidal power more often than Spanish students did. In general, most
autonomous communities reproduce the above trend, except Cantabria and
Castile-La Mancha, where most students are in favour of investing in conventional energies. Young men demonstrate more support for hydroelectrical energy, oil, gas and nuclear energy than young women do. However, young women scored slightly higher on renewable energies than
young men did. As for parents’ professional standing, a salient feature is that
young people from high and middle status backgrounds favour renewable energies, whereas young people from low status backgrounds are slightly more in
favour of conventional energies.
Solar
Wind
Hydro-electric
Oil
Tidal
Gas
Nuclear
Wood
Coal
Peat

Spain
59
43
28
20
10
10
7
6
4
1

E-3
45
44
36
9
15
13
8
6
6
2

Figure 7. Energies the country should invest in. A comparison between Spain and
E-3 countries.

Priorities for making the world a better place.
Students from Spain and the E-3 countries coincide overall, but the opinions
of the former are more emphatic. The hole in the ozone layer is the first priority in
achieving a better world through global action, followed by poverty, species in extinction and hunger. The Balearic Islands and Galicia give the highest priority to intervening on the hole in the ozone layer. The issues that scored the lowest in
terms of priority are acid rain, population growth, desertification and the destruction of historic heritage. By gender, young women placed higher priority on interventions to help end poverty, while young men had higher scores
on issues related to the environment and heritage: climate change / global
warming, acid rain, desertification and the destruction of historic heritage.
Poverty and AIDS are perceived as a somewhat higher priority by students
from the low status group, whereas the high status group scored higher on
climate change / global warming and human rights.
–
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Hole in the ozone layer
Poverty
Species in danger of extinction
Hunger
HIV/AIDS
Human rights
Deforestation
Water pollution
Exhaustion of natural resources
Nuclear power stations and nuclear waste
Climatic change / global warming
Acid Rain
Population growth
Desertification
Destruction of historical heritage sites

Spain
65
46
45
42
39
36
35
35
32
32
28
18
16
12
10

E-3
53
43
33
45
42
31
39
38
29
37
43
17
23
9
6

Figure 8. Priorities for making the world a better place. A comparison between
Spain and E-3 countries.

Economic growth and protecting the environment.
Young Spaniards coincide with students from the E-3 countries in
demanding a balance between economic growth and protecting the environment. This option received higher scores from young women and young
people from middle and high status backgrounds.
–

It is necessary to guarantee economic growth but also to
respect environmental protection
Protecting the environment should be more important
than economic growth
Economic growth should be more important than environmental protection

Spain

E-3

60

65

27

21

5

4

Figure 9. Economic growth and protecting the environment. A comparison between
Spain and E-3 countries.

Relationship between environment, science and technology.
For a high percentage of students from both Spain as well as the E-3
countries, science and technology are the cause and solution for environmental
problems, a proposition that is more widely accepted by young people from
middle and high status backgrounds than by those from low status back–
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grounds. Navarre scored the highest on these questions, while Catalonia scored
the lowest. More young men than young women believe that technology and
scientific progress will solve environmental problems in the near future.
Science and technology are not only the cause but the solution to environmental problems
Progress in science and technology will solve environmental problems in 10/15 years time
Science and technology cause more problems than they
solve
Science and technology are responsible for the present
state of the environment

Spain

E-3

46

44

17

17

12

14

10

7

Figure 10. The relationship between the environment, science and technology. A
comparison between Spain and E-3 countries.

Information and knowledge.
Knowledge about environmental problems.
Recycling, climate changes, air pollution, the hole in the ozone, layer
and polluted drinking water are the environmental topics that young Spaniards consider themselves best informed about. Local planning, biodiversity, urban planning, evaluating environmental impact and nuclear
waste are the issues young people are least familiar with. The autonomous
communities most familiar with environmental issues were Navarre, Castile
and Leon, Madrid and La Rioja. The communities least familiar with these
issues were Andalusia, the Canary Islands and the Balearic Islands. At the
general level, young men show higher levels of knowledge than young
women do.
–

Recycling
Atmospheric pollution
Climatic change
Hole in the ozone layer
Pollution of drinking water
Water management
Deforestation
Acid rain
Rubbish disposal /treatment
Soil erosion
Desertification
Genetically modified foods
Nuclear waste
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Spain
93
85
85
81
80
79
71
68
61
60
47
45
44

E-3
93
83
83
82
81
65
69
73
72
61
48
55
57
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Environmental Impact Assessments
Urban planning
Biodiversity
Local planning

43
37
28
23

38
52
26
37

61

63

Figure 11. Knowledge about environmental problems. A comparison between
Spain and E-3 countries

Main causes of water pollution.
Young Spaniards consider industrial waste the main cause of water
pollution, followed by the lack of sanctions and fines for those who contaminate. The community with the most students to designate industrial
waste as the main cause was Madrid, while the Canary Islands scored the
lowest on this option.
–

Industrial discharges of waste
Lack of fines and sanctions for polluters
Use of pesticides
Poor quality sewerage system
Lack of law enforcement
Drought

Spain
79
43
36
13
13
13

E-3
73
28
35
33
16
8

Figure 12. The main causes of water pollution. A comparison between Spain and
E-3 countries

Main causes of residual waste problems.
Young people do not agree about the causes of waste problems. The
cause most cited was lack of corporate responsibility, followed by individual lack of respect and the absence of national and municipal planning for
processing waste. The Basque Country gave the highest scores to lack of
corporate responsibility as the cause of waste problems, followed by the
Community of Madrid and Galicia. The Balearic Islands scored the lowest
in this response about this cause. Young women chose causes related to individual citizens more than young men did, while young men chose causes that
only and exclusively affect administrations and businesses more often.
–
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Lack of responsibility by businesses
Inability of councils to act
Lack of respect for people
Lack of national and local council planning to deal with
the treatment of waste
Lack of active cooperation by residents
Absence of incentives to recycle and reuse
Low or no taxation on rubbish produced

Spain
44
27
33

E-3
30
38
45

30
27
19
13

27
27
28
11

Figure 13. The main causes of residual waste problems. A comparison between
Spain and E-3 countries.

Main causes of damage of historic heritage.
Individual lack of interest is the main cause of deterioration in historic heritage, followed very closely by the authorities’ lack of interest. The
community that attributes the greatest weight of responsibility to individuals
is Andalusia, and Catalonia is the community that gives this response the
least weight. On the other hand, Aragon is the community that attributes the
most responsibility to authorities and Catalonia is once again the community
that ascribes the least responsibility to them. By gender, once again, young
women attribute the causes to individual responsibility in greater numbers than
young men do.
–

Lack of interest/care by people
Lack of interest by the authorities
Pollution
Business interests
Increasing number of visitors
Natural processes/disasters
Economic difficulties of the country

Spain
49
36
28
28
22
15
13

E-3
53
33
31
21
16
16
16

Figure 14. The main causes of damage to historic heritage. A comparison between
Spain and E-3 countries.

Individual behaviour and public policies.
Personal economic involvement.
Slightly over half of the Spanish respondents stated that they would
be willing to be involved with personal economic contributions to ensure
that more brands of products respect the environment and that the money
would be used to protect it. These responses received greater support from
–
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young women. However, the response proposing that this money be administered through higher priced products so that business can better conserve
the environment was the least accepted option, although it was chosen by
more young men than by young women. Young Spaniards chose individual
participation over other options as the solution to environmental problems.
Navarre was the most convinced that the solution to environmental problems depends on attitudes (change of habits) and individual participation.
The community with the most pessimistic view of solving environmental issues was Catalonia. Young women believe that environmental problems can be
solved by individual participation more than young men do. This option also received higher scores from students from high status backgrounds than students
from the middle and lower status groups.
–
Participation in civic problems within the framework of formal
and informal education.
Young Spaniards affirmed high levels of participation in school activities that focussed on student rights, health (AIDS prevention, antismoking campaigns), human rights and anti-racism, although these levels
were lower than E-3 students’. The issue schools work on least is animal
rights. Young Spaniards who are enrolled in informal education are less involved in environmental activities than students in formal education, although they are more involved than young people from E-3 countries. In
this case, the issues with the highest participation are those that obtained the
lowest participation in school activities: animal rights, conserving cultural
and historic heritage, and hunger and poverty. On the other hand, informal
education works least on the issues that formal education most works on:
(health-preventing AIDS, anti-smoking campaigns, etc.) student rights and
human rights. Valencia is the community that scored the highest overall
percentage of participation in formal education, followed by Asturias, the
Canary Islands, the Balearic Islands and Murcia. In the informal sphere,
young people from Castile-La Mancha and Madrid scored the highest average percentage of participation in educational activities that deal with citizen
issues. Young women participate more often in formal educational activities
than young men do, whereas young men participate more often than young
women do in informal education settings.
Formal
Informal
Education Education
Spain E-3 Spain E-3
17
2
Student Rights
83
98
Health (e.g. HIV/AIDS prevention, anti-smoking cam17
2
paigns)
83
98
18
5
Human Rights
82
95
20
3
Anti-racism
80
97
24
1
Anti-drugs campaigns
76
99
25
5
Nature conservation
75
95
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Hunger, poverty
Preserving historical and cultural heritage
Animal Rights

74
73
70

95
95
90

26
27
30

5
5
10

77

96

23

4

Figure 15. Participation in civic problems within the framework of formal and informal education. A comparison between Spain and E-3 countries.

Personal actions to improve the environment.
Somewhat over half of the young Spaniards surveyed stated that they
had already made a personal effort to improve the environment, such as
separating paper, plastic and batteries for recycling, attempting to use less
water and using recycled paper. The global percentage of personal action is
higher in Spain than in the E-3 countries. Navarre and Aragon are the communities with the highest percentage of young people that have already
made personal efforts to improve the environment. Young people from Castile and Leon stand out in comparison to the whole for the highest scores in
the use of recycled paper. Young women scored somewhat higher than
young men did on personal efforts that respect the environment: separating
glass, paper, plastic and batteries for recycling, attempting to use less water
and using recycled paper. Young people from high and middle professional
status families scored somewhat higher than those from low status families.
–

Separate glass, paper, plastic and batteries for recycling
Try to use less water
Use recycled paper
Save energy at home
Use energy efficient light bulbs
Prefer products with reusable packaging
Reduce how much you consume
Avoid using the car for everyday journeys
Eat organic foods or those not genetically modified
Use alternative energies
Participate in an activity to improve the environment
Use biodegradable detergents
Sponsor a child in the third world
Participate in a traditional festival of a community which
has a culture or religion different from yours
Forego part of your weekly pocket money in favour of a
child without money
Invite an immigrant to visit your home
Write a letter to Parliament to request that third world
debt be reduced.
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Spain
55
55
52
43
41
29
26
26
23
12
15
14
11

E-3
44
32
31
29
34
34
19
40
30
11
9
18
8

8

8

7
7

5
4

6

4
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Adapt cars to alternative fuels
Volunteer in a refugee centre
Volunteer to teach English to an immigrant who is working in your country
Forego part of your job or salary in favour of a newlyarrived immigrant

3
3

15
2

3

4

2

2

21

18

Figure 16. Personal actions to improve the environment. A comparison between
Spain and E-3 countries.

Trust in organizations and persons to solve environmental problems.
To solve environmental problems, young Spaniards mainly trust individuals themselves, the government, the European Union and international organisations (the UN, Greenpeace, etc.), in this order. This fact confirms the reiterated trust young people place in individuals. Likewise, the high level of trust
placed in institutions both at the national as well as international levels is also
worthy of note, as is the low level of trust young people place in autonomous
governments and the academic world (scientists and schools). Young people
from E-3 countries trust international organisations less than Spaniards do,
whereas they trust autonomous governments more than Spaniards do. By
gender, it is worth nothing that young women place higher levels of trust in
individuals than young men do, whereas young men trust scientists more
than young women do. Young people from low status backgrounds trust
autonomous governments and scientists slightly more than students from middle and high status backgrounds do. Students from high status backgrounds
trust journalists, television and the Internet and international organisations more
than the other students do.
–

People
Government
The European Union
International Organisations
Local councils
You
Scientists
Newspapers, Television and the Internet
Business
Schools
The Regional Government
Famous People

Spain
45
45
43
38
26
18
18
17
16
13
12
6

E-3
53
43
41
11
18
20
20
24
12
18
33
18

Figure 17. Trust in organisations/persons to solve environmental problems. A comparison between Spain and E-3 countries.
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Most important issues that should be solved by governments.
The main problems cited were unemployment, deficient service in
hospitals and medical centres, the homeless and increasing drug trafficking
and consumption. The least urgent problems were deteriorating historic
monuments and sites, disorganisation and chaos in cities and the rising
number of foreign workers and immigrants. Young women are more concerned about problems related to the homeless, unemployment and increasing drug trafficking and use than young men are. Young men scored higher
on topics related to excess waste and tips, the increasing number of foreign
workers and immigrants, the lack of green zones and parks in cities and the
high cost of housing.
–
Actions that local councils should do.
At the local policy level, young Spaniards’ priorities are to make
businesses responsible for collecting and recycling their products’ packaging, to stop certain species of trees from being chopped down and to make
factories pay for the contamination they produce. The opinions of E-3
young people differ widely on this question, as they place priority on other
types of actions, such as limiting the construction of buildings and closing
highly contaminating factories, despite the loss of jobs involved. Accordingly, young Spaniards favour sanctions and regulatory measures more than
E-3 students do. Young people from all the different countries hold the same
opinions on drastic measures. The Canary Islands is the autonomous community that chose sanction solutions most often, followed by Castile and Leon and
Murcia. The communities with the lowest scores on these measures were Catalonia and Madrid. The Balearic Islands was the community with the highest
scores on applying drastic measures, followed by Murcia, the Canary Islands
and Cantabria. Catalonia stands out for its low scores on these types of measures. Regulatory measures were chosen most often by the two Island communities, whereas once again Catalonia was the community with the lowest
scores on this solution.
–
If the waste from a factory started to contaminate a river or lake.
Regarding government intervention to address the problem of industrial waste, most young people from both Spain as well as the E-3 countries
agreed that the government should fine factories and close them until the
problem is solved. This opinion was also the majority opinion in the Canary
Islands and Murcia.
–
If too much traffic endangered the conservation of a monument.
Regarding municipal intervention to conserve public heritage, most
young people believed that municipalities should only allow public transport
to circulate. This option received more support in Catalonia than in any
other community. The most radical proposal, which suggested a municipal
ban on vehicles, received the highest scores in Murcia and the lowest scores
in Valencia.
–
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The perception of environmental problems.
About the concepts of “nature” and “environment”.
Young Spaniards describe different views of the concepts of “nature” and “the environment”. They tend to perceive nature as anything that
is not human (forests, wildlife, clean air, the sea), to value the need for
man’s involvement in its conservation and to highlight its values (beauty,
spectacular scenery, resource for recreation). On the other hand, the environment is linked to the local setting and is perceived as the interaction between nature and society, habitually with negative consequences, and pollution problems,
global warming and acid rain were cited. The respondents appealed to humanity
to be responsible and respect nature.
–

Flora, forests, countryside, nature parks, trees, fields
Fauna, animals
Pollution-free, no cars, no smoke, clean air
Surroundings to be taken care of, everyone’s collaboration in
taking care of them
Landscapes, mountains
Not respected, more and more polluted, destruction

TR
614
371
177
145

%
48
29
14
11

139
132

11
10

Figure 18. The concept of ‘Nature’

Not respected, more and more polluted, destruction
The local environment, our surroundings
Flora, forests, countryside, nature parks, trees, fields
Surroundings to be taken care of, everyone’s collaboration in taking care of them
Bugs, few amenities
No answer

TR
243
173
148
128

%
19
14
12
10

126
125

10
10

Figure 19. The concept of ‘the environment’

The places they live in and where they would like to live.
Students place great importance on the environment in enjoying the
setting they live in, defining the place they would like to live in and describing the planet’s future. The main problems about where they live and the
major weaknesses of the future they will be inheriting are pollution (mentioned both generically as well as in detail: air, water, noise, caused by traffic or by factories, etc.) and the destruction of natural values (extinction of
species, fires, deforestation, overbuilding). The aspects that positively define
–
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the place they live in and characterise the places they would like to live in are
the absence of pollution, traffic and noise; the presence of green zones; citizen
safety and peace and quiet; cleanliness and the beauty of the setting. The respondents would like to live surrounded by nature in rural settings far from traffic, pollution and urban pressure. The mainly urban problems cited above traffic, dirty streets and the lack of green zones - appear frequently; nevertheless, when questioned about the places they would like to live in, a large
percentage of the respondents stated that cities and urban areas are ideal
places. The lack of water was only occasionally mentioned as a problem that
affects daily life. The communities that are most satisfied with the places
they live in are Andalusia and Extremadura and the most unsatisfied are the
Balearic Islands and Murcia. Students from Galicia and Navarre would prefer to continue living where they are to a greater degree than other respondents. The communities that would least chose the place they currently live
in are Madrid, Valencia, Murcia and Aragon. As an alternative, the respondents opted for living in the country and the coast or beach. Cleanliness is
an essential trait for the places they would like to live in for all the autonomous communities, except for respondents from Murcia and Extremadura,
who prioritised the presence of nature.
Pollution (water, noise, contamination)
Parks, gardens, green zones
No answer
Peace and quiet, safe, few conflicts
Pleasant, pretty, a good place to live in
Not very polluted, healthy, well cared for
Incongruent

TR
241
224
184
165
137
131
129

%
19
18
15
13
11
10
10

TR
290
232
191
127
131
114
73

%
23
18
15
10
10
9
6

Figure 20. Perception of the places where respondents live

Clean, unpolluted, healthy
Nature, animals living in the wild
Where I live now
Peace and quiet, silence, well-being
Beach, coast, island
The countryside, fields, natural areas
Cities

Figure 21. Description of the places where they would like to live
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Perception of local, national and international problems.
The respondents indicated several socio-economic and political problems
that affect the quality of life. They mentioned crime, poverty, integration problems and the lack of individual participation, among others. Although the respondents were very critical of the places they live in and provided a list of different problems that demonstrate negative views, a high percentage chose to continue living where they do now, when choosing the place they would like to live
in. As for Spain, a series of problems related to the environment (pollution,
deforestation, extinction of species, drought and global warming), socioeconomic conditions (poverty, hunger, marginalisation, drug addition and
delinquency) and politics were mentioned. All the communities cited pollution as their main concern except Aragon, where terrorism, a problem that
has grown in importance on the national and international level as a result of
the recent attacks on the United States (11-S), was most often mentioned. At
the international level, young Spaniards denounce the seriousness of poverty, hunger, pollution, war and terrorism. Poverty and social inequalities
are perceived as the world’s main problem, surpassing pollution in all the
autonomous communities except Cantabria, Catalonia, Castile-La Mancha
and Murcia. Andalusia mentioned the hunger problem and La Rioja was especially concerned about war.
–

Pollution
No answer
Destruction of nature, fires, deforestation, desertification,
disappearance of green zones, hunting, extinction of species, depletion of natural resources
None
No recycling, residual waste, dirtiness

TR
507
233
191

%
40
18
15

89
66

7
5

TR
432
211

%
34
17

192
183
168
106

15
14
13
8

Figure 22. Problems in the places where they live

Pollution
Destruction of nature, fires, deforestation, desertification,
disappearance of green zones, hunting, extinction of species, depletion of natural resources
Migration
No answer
Terrorism
Unemployment
Figure 23. Problems in Spain
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Poverty, social inequality, inequality between countries,
lack of social aid
Hunger
Pollution
War
Drought, lack of water
Incongruent
Depletion of energy resources
Destruction of nature, fires, deforestation, desertification,
disappearance of green zones, hunting, extinction of species, depletion of natural resources

TR
363

%
29

261
227
206
186
174
131
113

21
18
16
15
14
10
9

Figure 24. Global problems

If excess traffic endangered conservation in a nature park.
Taking drastic measures to solve excess traffic in a nature park was
prioritised. On one hand, closing the road and diverting traffic to other roads;
on the other, building another road in a different place, without lending importance to the negative environmental impact that a new road could cause in
the district. Adopting various regulatory measures and sanctions were proposed as a secondary choice. Solutions that involve individuals were only
mentioned occasionally. The majority of students from the Canary Island and
Castile-Leon chose to build a new road, an option that stood out in comparison to the unanimity demonstrated by the rest of the autonomous communities, which advocated closing the current road and banning traffic.
–

Close the road, ban circulation
Build another road in another place, change the site
No answer
Limit the number of vehicles
Permit only public transport

TR
435
319
123
102
100

%
34
25
10
8
8

Figure 25. If excess traffic endangered conservation in a nature park

Knowledge about organisations, which work for a better world.
Spanish students are familiar with thirty organisations that work to
improve the planet on the local and worldwide level and focus on social as
well as environmental problems. Greenpeace, UNICEF and Manos Unidas
were the most frequently mentioned organisations.
–
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Greenpeace
Unicef
Manos Unidas
No answer
Red Cross
Doctors without Borders
Incongruent
Caritas

TR
516
384
282
243
200
192
146
132

%
41
30
22
19
16
15
12
10

Figure 26. Organisations that work for a better world

Evaluating the environment in each autonomous community.
Half of the respondents mentioned specific natural spaces as the bestprotected environmental space in their autonomous community of residence,
and each autonomous community provided up to seven different examples. The
rest of the responses focussed on certain types of environment and cited protected natural spaces, mountains and the countryside as priorities. The coast and
sea are mentioned by a minority as the best-protected environmental space in
their autonomous communities.
–

Pollution in general
Traffic, pollution caused by cars
Air pollution
Noise pollution
Dirty streets

TR
404
249
184
126
115

%
32
20
15
10
9

Figure 27. Local environmental problems

Distribution of responses in relation with the community of residence.
A clear pattern of response in terms of respondent’s community of
residence could not be established, as that depended on the different questions
posed. Nevertheless, a few significant examples can be mentioned: Madrid
and the Basque Country perceive the environment as not being respected,
while Valencia and Asturias link this concept with nature. All the autonomous
communities except Aragon and Extremadura choose pollution as the main
problem in the place they live. Students from the Balearic Islands mainly denounce the community’s traffic problem, while students from Madrid made
significant mention of pollution and those from Murcia cited noise pollution.
Greenpeace was mentioned by the majority of students in thirteen communities, while the rest chose UNICEF and/or Manos Unidas.
–
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Distribution of responses among sexes.
As for distribution by sex, a clear trend in favour of young women
can be seen. They abstained in lower percentages than their schoolmates and
indicated fewer incongruences. In general, they offered more ideas and solutions for the questions posed and scored higher in the leading response categories. They are more critical than young men are about the places they live
in, but even so, they prefer to stay where they live in higher percentages
than young men do.
–
Distribution by professional standing.
In relation to the professional standing of the respondents’ parents, a
clear pattern of response does not emerge, although some tendencies can be
seen: the results from the responses by students from low professional backgrounds are more diverse. Students from low status backgrounds responded
less often to the questions posed in the questionnaire. Students from high status
backgrounds frequently scored the highest percentages of response, also in the
main categories indicated. Students from middle status backgrounds were closest to the medium. Students from high status backgrounds opted to a greater
degree than their schoolmates did for the places they are currently live in, the
presence of nature, concrete cities and freestanding homes.
–
Comparison with European studies.
The results from the international study in which Finland, the United
Kingdom and Portugal took part are similar to those obtained from the
Spanish study: in the first place, similar connotations are conferred upon the
concepts of “nature” and “the environment”; in the second place, European
students perceive pollution as the primary environmental problem and in the
third place they coincide on their pessimistic view of the future of the
planet. Greenpeace and UNICEF are the organisations they are most familiar with. The findings on the concept of “the environment” are similar to the
Eurobarometre 58.0 (2002, 5): the concept is linked to pollution for a quarter of the respondents and this negative connotation is most frequently chosen in southern European countries (Portugal, Italy and Spain).
–

The view of the future.
The most common view of the future afforded by the students’ drawings and descriptions is mainly negative: an overbuilt, industrialised and
polluted world, unequally developed at the local and global level, with
scarce opportunities for sustainable development. On the basis of the descriptions they provided, young people from Valencia and Andalusia express an especially negative view, while in the case of the drawings, the
most negative views were expressed by students from the Canary Islands
and Galicia. According to their descriptions, the most optimistic students
about the future they are to inherit come from Valencia and the Canary Islands and according to drawings, the most optimistic students come from
Catalonia and Extremadura. Women perceive the future of the planet more
negatively than young men do. The descriptions and drawings reflect the
266
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students’ feelings (sadness, joy, etc.) to a greater degree than they reflect
their knowledge about the environment (sustainable development, recycling,
etc.) Students perceive a world in crisis that requires help but that do not
supply concrete solutions. The various negative aspects mentioned refer to
environmental problems: pollution in the first place but also the destruction
of natural values and global warming, humanitarian problems such as hunger and AIDS, social conflicts such as war and delinquency, and urbanisation and technification. Industrial pollution, water and air pollution are mentioned recurrently, in this case by students from the Canary Islands, Catalonia, Cantabria, Extremadura, La Rioja, Navarre and Valencia.
As for economic and development problems, beyond citing poverty
and hunger generically, students did not usually identify substantial questions such as inequalities, globalisation or market liberalisation, market
agreements, foreign debt. Concrete environmental aspects are mentioned
much more often. On a very few occasions, the respondents represented
themselves as playing an active role to create a better world, precisely one
of the challenges involved in educating for sustainability.
–
If we participate in solving the world’s problems and we concern
ourselves with them, we can solve them. But little can be achieved
without collaboration. The future depends on us.
–
In a few years, especially in the western world, this situation is
going to deteriorate to such an extent that it will influence the
rest of the cultures, countries, etc. and inevitably lead to global
destruction. Part of the solution would be to stand up to the government pacifically and attend to the needs of citizens’ and not
only to the government’s, as their needs are private.
–
A blueprint of the future cannot be designed, but I believe that it
is best to think that the future shall be how we forge it on a dayto-day basis.
–
A world full of life, because everyone all over the world will take
care of the planet.
–
If people continue to abuse nature, the world will be like a desert.
Nevertheless, it seems that now we are becoming aware of nature’s great importance, which is why if we all manage to maintain
our treasure, the world will be able to continue to be inhabitable.
–
All of nature dead...do something.
Aspects such as respect for living beings, cleanliness, intercultural
understanding and protecting the environment are among the few positive
values that stand out. The negative view of the planet’s future posed by
Spanish students coincides with the findings from the TETSDAIS project,
although Spanish students in the latter mentioned the key role that individual participation plays in developing a sustainable future.
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Beyond the conclusions of the study: some key ideas to continue working with.
In addition to providing several key ideas about the attitudes and
opinions of young Europeans towards the environment, the study poses important questions that open the way for new research.
In the first place, the recurring appearance of pollution, both in general as well as in detail, demonstrates that students know more about this
topic than about other issues. It is legitimate to wonder whether too much
work on the issue of pollution is being carried out, compared to other issues
that affect the local, national and international environment - climate
change, deforestation, fires or lack of water - questions that school curricula
should deal with in more depth.
In the second place, the role played by environmental education as
the trigger for changes in environmental attitudes needs to be reflected on.
Among other goals, environmental education should work to achieve a
fairer society, encourage intercultural sensitivity and a culture of peace, “offer reference points so as to guarantee a moral education that helps us live
together in a democratic and pluralist society” (Benayas & Marcén, 1996).
To which degree and how should school curricula work to include attitudes,
values and behaviours into cross-curricular topics, as far as methodology
and contents is concerned and on the process of students’ moral and personal development? Updating the teaching staff’s initial and ongoing training should also be included, so they can implement the knowledge and skills
related to these issues.
In the third place, the question of how to integrate student knowledge, attitudes and opinions into developing education for sustainability is
posed. Precisely one of the challenges involved in educating for sustainability is achieving active individual participation. The results of the study indicate that more work needs to be done to make children understand that they
are involved in the process and that they cannot restrict themselves to adopting a passive role based on pessimistic expectations of the planet’s future.
The respondents mentioned a wide range of organisations that work to solve
environmental and humanitarian problems for a better future. Nevertheless,
this knowledge does not mean that the respondents are directly involved, as
was noted when analysing the personal efforts young people make to
achieve a better world.
The results of the study confirm how important students consider the
environment to be in enjoying a positive future. Nevertheless, in the face of
the evident social and environmental problems that affect humanity, from
the local to the worldwide level, most young Spaniards adopt a passive role
based on their pessimistic expectations of the planet’s future. Training active and responsible citizens does not consist of informing them of environmental issues that mark the conditions for the planet’s future, but rather
making them understand that it is possible to imagine a sustainable future,
that they must work towards that and that it includes respect for cultural diversity and the struggle against environmental, economic, social and politi268
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cal inequalities in different regions and countries.
In short, to achieve a sustainable future, we must first show children
the role they play in negotiating the world they are to inherit, the value of
active individual involvement at the local level and its projection at the
global level. In the words of R. Wade, if we cannot imagine a sustainable
future then it is unlikely to be achieved” (Wade, 2002).
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A NEW THEORY OF HIGH QUALITY LEARNING
TO ENHANCE EDUCATION AND LEARNING
FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Mauri Åhlberg
Professor of Sustainability Education, University of Helsinki
United Nations (UN) has declared Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (2005 – 2014) in 2002. UN is an organisation of all nations of the world and in this sense presents humankind better than any other
organisation. As an animal species humans, as humankind, is a part of biosphere and totally dependent on it for oxygen, food, fresh water, renewable
raw materials etc. In October 2 – 3, 2004, UN General Assembly accepted
the Agenda document for the UN Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (2005 – 2014). In the final document importance of learning is
highlighted, but nature of learning is left in many ways unspecified.
Outline of an integrating theory of high quality learning (based on
http://bulsa.helsinki.fi/~maahlber/sivut/publications.htm )
I present the theory of high quality learning as a list of propositions.
All of them have theoretical underpinnings and justifications, and empirical
support. All the elements, building blocks, of this tentative theory are selected because there are aspects of the same learning process (This integrating theory is coherent until somebody is able to show convincingly that it is
not.)
1) Learning is both individual and social knowledge building process. Learning is a concept that is used to explain change in thinking and actions of individuals, teams, organisations, regions, nations and in humankind. Knowledge covers in this theory declarative knowledge, procedural knowledge, tacit knowledge,
value knowledge etc. The point is that in the learners’ minds
mental models of the world and universe are created, tested and
continually improved. All human knowledge is tentative, at best
approximately true, always, improvable. It is of utmost importance is continually to test both constructed knowledge and its
assumptions, both theoretically and empirically. The best way to
learn in this way is to join a group of knowledge builders, like
research groups or learning groups. It is not wise to stick to dogmatic conceptions, but to be open-minded and to compare own
theories with other theories. All human knowledge is tentative, at
best approximately true.
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2) Science (in broad sense of “Wissenschaft”) and technology are
main tools for humankind to create, test and reconstruct knowledge, concepts, and theories of the world, including sustainable
development. Science and technology are the biggest learning
projects for humankind. Science is the only known systematically self-correcting way of obtaining knowledge.
3) In high quality learning tentative theories of the world are constructed, values included. In high quality learning, learners take
full responsibility for their own learning, thinking, feeling and
acting.
4) Poppers (1972) three (Part) Worlds theory makes understandable
how knowledge can be built collaboratively. Learning itself, as
brain/nervous processes, happens in the World 2. Shared cultural
products of learning, theories etc. are in the World 3. Human beings and the biosphere they are part of, is in the Part World 1.
5) Meaningful learning, in which learning is relevant, new knowledge is linked to earlier knowledge, structures of concepts and
propositions are continually tested and reorganised.
6) Also learning by heart can be meaningful in meaningful contexts,
e.g. learning usernames and passwords.
7) Deep learning in the sense that history and evidence for the
knowledge are sought for. Predictions from on knowledge are
tested, when needed and possible. Teachers can test their tentative personal educational theories by design experiments.
8) When testing of learnt knowledge happens in a form that knowledge is applied to own life, in everyday life and practice, it can
be called transfer aspect of high quality learning.
9) Meta-learning is included, and it covers at least monitoring and
promotion of own learning and knowledge.
10) Creative, proactive learning, expansive learning to create better
possibilities for optimal satisfaction of real human needs.
11) Tacit learning is used and explicated by tools available, e. by improved concept mapping and improved Vee heuristics.
12) Learning everywhere, life as learning, is in use. Both formal and
informal learning are applied in life long learning as a part of
high quality learning.
13) In high quality learning both generalisations and their contextual
irregularities are learnt.
14) In high quality learning mental conceptual systems (tentative
theories) are created of the real systems of the world. The universe is the biggest system known, and all other systems are parts
of it. Everything in the world is somehow connected, linked. If
some part of the universe would not be connected to the rest of
the Universe, humankind would have no chances of ever learning
anything about it. It would no belong to our Universe.
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15) In high quality learning people are seeking as truthlike/truthful
knowledge as possible, as wise as possible, as efficient as possible, as good and beautiful as possible. This is axiological aspect
of high quality learning.
16) Human beings learn best as integrating whole person: thinking,
feeling and acting at the same time. Directing attention is a form
of acting required in intentional learning. It demands whole person to do it.
17) In high quality learning there is continual integration and empowerment that are used to solve problems of both individuals
and societies, and humankind. This happens when win-win strategy is used. It has been theoretically shown that in long run
whole humankind benefits of right kinds of win-win thinking and
decisions, in which all participants and stakeholders win in long
run. Also flow experiences are often met in this aspect of high
quality learning. Sternberg’s theory of wisdom as learning to
balance different types of interests is an essential part of high
quality learning.
18) Learning from the best of each field is an essential aspect of high
quality learning. This is sometimes called bench-learning (from
benchmarking). People can learn from anybody, but highest quality of learning results from learning the best in each field of
knowledge.
19) High quality learning involves learning to network and learning
in networks.
20) Three essential indicators of high quality learning are: a) critical
but at the same time constructive thinking, b) innovative, creative
problem solving, c) constructive actions to promote sustainable
development, integrating ecologically, economically and socially
sustainable development.
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RESEARCH ON PROMOTING WISDOM
FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT:
EDUCATING FOR WISDOM, CREATIVITY
AND INTELLIGENCE AS A MAIN PART
OF EDUCATION FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Mauri Åhlberg
Professor of Sustainability Education, University of Helsinki
Introduction
There are many definitions of sustainable development, including the
landmark one which first appeared in 1987: "Development that meets the
needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations
to meet their own needs." (The World Commission on Environment and
Development, 1987). Åhlberg (1998 and 2005) has defined Sustainable Development as follows: Sustainable Development is development for optimal
satisfaction of real human needs of both present and future generations.
Creating a new framework of Education for sustainable development
I have created a new interpretation of Education for Sustainable development integrating Robert J. Sternberg’s (2003) ideas and my earlier
work in this field. I have developed a new interpretation for culturally sustainable development. From viewpoint of biology everything that is learnt is
part of culture, and may be part of cultural evolution, and in this sense may
be also part of culturally sustainable development. New components of Sustainable Development are health-centred sustainable development and an
amended version of politically sustainable development.
What is culture and culturally sustainable development from viewpoint
of biosciences
Human beings are part of the biosphere, and nature in general, as all
other organisms. Understanding of systems and systemic consequences of
our actions are parts of wisdom. All organisms change their environment
during there lifetime, think e.g. coral and coral reefs, ants and ant hills, termites and their influence on environment, tropical organisms and rain forests etc. Human beings are no exception. All cultural products are transformed nature, all materials are originally from nature, all domesticated
animals and cultivated plants have there origins in nature. Human beings
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have transformed them from nature (physis) to the transformed nature
(artephysis).
Using Sternberg’s research results of educating for intelligence, creativity and wisdom to promote ESD
Sternberg (2003) and his research group have shown that intelligence, creativity and wisdom can be promoted by education. They are based
on openly developing abilities, competence, expertise, and skills. Sternberg
(2001a and 2004) presents 16 practical principles of teaching for wisdom
derived from the balance theory of wisdom. It is a tentative normative psychological and educational theory that can be tested by educational research.
Sternberg (2001b) answers to five critics of his tentative theory. This is kind
of theoretical testing of the balance theory of wisdom that is needed also in
future.
All good theories deserve to be tested continually both theoretically
and empirically. It is the only known way to continually improve them, to
make them more truthful/truthlike and more efficient. According the empirical research results both theory and practice can probably be improved when
the balance theory of wisdom is applied. It is a tentative sound, well justified normative theory that can be tested and improved by educational research to promote Education for Sustainable Development. Both continual
theoretical and empirical testing are needed in order to develop theory and
practice of promoting wisdom as a part of Education for Sustainable Development in science education. The interests involved are both individual and
societal interests of humankind.
Some of the main ideas of promoting wisdom in education to be tested
continually both theoretically and empirically
According to Sternberg (2001a, 238) there are 16 practical principles
of teaching for wisdom derived from the balance theory of wisdom, eg.:
–
Help students to learn to recognize their own interests, those of
other people and those of institutions.
–
Help students to balance their own interests, those of other people and those of institutions.
–
Encourage students to form, critiques and integrate their own
values in their thinking.
–
Teach students to search for and then to try to reach the common good
– a good where everyone wins, not only the ones whom one identifies.
–
Encourage and reward wisdom.
It means that it would be wise if we in education could somehow be
able to integrate those kinds of issues into our daily life and work: to live
wisely, to teach wisely about the balance theory of wisdom and its components. One of the main common goods is sustainable development.
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Ordinary definition of intelligence is often very narrow. It does not
focus of success, e.g. success in promoting sustainable development. I have
selected aspects of Sternberg’s theories. They are coherent and meaningful.
They are tested ideas how to promote successful intelligence, also success in
Education for Sustainable Development.
Main ideas of promoting successful intelligence in education to be
tested continually both theoretically and empirically. According to Sternberg & Grigorenko. (2000) three kinds of thinking ought to be promoted in
order to promote successful intelligence:
1) analytical thinking (analytical intelligence),
2) creative thinking (creativity) and
3) practical thinking (practical intelligence).
Conclusion
It is a good time to rethink curriculum of Education for sustainable
development: How to teach-study-learn, in integrating ways, to learn and to
educate for sustainable development. We have nowadays deeper
understanding of sustainable development than ever and better educational
theories and tools than ever. Sachs (2005) has written a well argued book
how to end poverty, and, as a matter of fact, at the same time to promote
sustainable development, and good environment. Their achievement is open
ended, and requires educating for wisdom, creativity and intelligence
More information and references
My homepage (http://www.helsinki.fi/people/mauri.ahlberg) contains
publications, links, articles, and their lists of references, continually updating
knowledge of research on promoting wisdom for sustainable development, and
education for sustainable development.
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SELF-REGULATION OF ATTITUDES IN EDUCATION
FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Aitor Albizu Intxausti
aitor.ajangiz@euskalnet.net
José Manuel Gutierrez Bastida
jmgb@irakasle.net
The Research And Environmental School of Sukarrieta
Department Of Education Of The Autonomous Basque Government
We are members of the Pedagogical Team of the Research And Environmental Centre of Sukarrieta and on behalf of our school and of the Department of Education of the Basque Autonomous Government we would
like to present you our system of educational intervention in programs of
Environmental Education.
Our centre is the result of the agreement made between the Bilbao
Bizkaia Kutxa Bank, a non profit welfare financial institution and the Department of Education of the Basque Government.
We are located in the Urdaibai Biosphere Reserve and it is here where
we develop our Programs of Environmental Education connected to real environmental issues.
The programs are sustained in the development of:
–
Ethical, conceptual and methodological principles of Environmental Education
–
Working on real environmental issues, dealing with the complexity those issues contain and dealing with the ethical standard, a layer beneath the attitudes and human behaviour;
–
In the environment, about the environment and for the environment.
–

The Psycho-pedagogical Principles of Constructivism
–
building new knowledge on previous experiences and prior
knowledge of students,
–
functional and meaningful learning and with authentic material
–
interaction with the natural, cultural, social, environment),
–
dealing with diversity (race, ethnic group, cultural and socioeconomical means… )
–
considering the regulation of the teaching-learning process,
in order to acquire awareness and autonomy.
–
and assessment being the engine of the educational practice, understood as support of the teaching-learning process, as a selfregulating element of the students’ learning process, and as an
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element of control of the teaching process designed by teachers
(outline set by N. Sanmartí and J. Jorba).
Our educational offer is aimed at the school community of the region
of Bizkaia where 3.500 student, 100 schools and 200 teachers distributed in
weekly stays during the school year have this possibility. Students take part
in one of our 5 projects (Earth, Water, River, Forest, Green Planet) and in
this setting, teachers receive training on our three main columns: Constructivism, Assessment and Environmental Education.
We are a centre of Investigation-action that promotes favourable attitudes towards the environment in schools that contribute to the Sustainable
Development, from a design proposed to teachers and students. It is based
on reflective practice, contrasting different realities and issues, and offering
a teaching-learning process, taking place in and for the environment.
Teaching-learning modes
Next, we will briefly describe the outlines of the educational intervention or the teaching–learning mode in programs of environmental education
that we propose.
Initial stage
In this 1ª stage, Initial Diagnostics, we take into account the students´ prior knowledge about different Environmental Issues in order to
sensitise and to cause enough permeability and complicity that makes
sharing a program possible. We are speaking then, of an immersion in a
program of Environmental Education.
We explore that prior knowledge of the students to detect the Zone
of Proximal Development (Vigosky), this is where we will intervene. The
steps of Environmental Education will act as a thermometer in such a way
that it will allow us to move closer to the students’ needs by making sure
that this will be the outcome of an all-around treatment, without neither falling into the consecration of the concepts, nor falling into activism as a consequence of overrating the procedures, nor falling in the alignment of a
frivolous indoctrinated conception of the attitudinal change.
Procedural stage
2ª Stage: Procedural: in this stage we will undertake the development
of the program itself emphasizing the following phases:
–
Planning-action.
Making use of Gowin’s V (adapted) as a starting point, the objectives shared between students and teacher revolve around three questions:
–
What are we going to do? (Searching for prior knowledge
and the objectives of the activity)
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How are we going to do it? (searching for the attitudinal and
methodological component)
–
What are we going to do it for? (searching for the meaning
and the purpose of the activity)
–
This way we will foster:
–
The attention to diversity, welcoming all contributions that
come from the group
–
The representation of the objectives of the activity and the
anticipation of the action making sure therefore, of a scaffolding that will allow the acquisition of commitments, a
fundamental component in a program of Environmental Education
Investigation-reflection
–

–

Through interaction with the environment we guarantee the meaningfulness of the material, understanding the environment as a complex and
dynamic system where a mountain of interrelations take place among all its
components, that are in constant evolution whether they are physicalchemical or social, cultural, economical...
To that effect, a field trip to the environment is our main resource
so, The Urdaibai Biosphere Reserve becomes the ideal scenario to do
field trips to the Swamp, Forest, Port, River, Coast, Garbage dump... (onsight view).
We implement this with activities that include data analysis, reflections, group discussion, contrasting views, role play... that will expand the environmental perspective and its issues, as much as the indepth knowledge as its location in this globalized world (overall view).
As we advance in the development of the program we begin the
joint process of a Content Network (based on Novak´s conceptual maps)
where the group incorporates new meanings into their prior knowledge,
in the shape of a map, with multiple connections. A graphic representation will emerge that will help with personal and collective construction
of knowledge.
The teacher will guide with his/her questions the map constructing
process, putting in ideas conveyed by students, opening a space for learning among equals and the attention to diversity. Beyond the graphic outcome, what is most important is that a space is offered that will allow the
self-regulation and co-regulation of the students, therefore, this will clear
the way for building an individual and collective awareness of knowledge
(meta-learning).
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Final stage
Among the elements that provide meaning to the accomplishment of
activities and learning, the need students have of explaining what they have
learnt always turns up, specially the causes and consequences of the issue
under consideration and the open practice that will help resolve it.
This entails arranging a sensitising campaign whose preparation and
staging will serve simultaneously to enhance the meaningfulness of the
learning process, assess the achievements and non-achievements and thus,
close the cycle. All in all, to have caused the sensitive, affective and cognitive impact that is directed to induce the attitudinal conflict that stimulates
the desired attitudinal change, in this way facilitates or, at least, helps fulfil our
dream..., which is, to advance towards a desired future scenario, as an alternative to the current one. From our experience during these years ,we do believe
that its possible to change (As Mª Novo, an authority concerning environmental
education, states).
To finish, why Environmental Education
Constructivism – Assessment?
Because we understand that constructivism and assessment must
bear the weight of Environmental Education and only from the contextualization of the constructivist approach of our programs and the educational intervention (in other words, dealing with prior knowledge, announcement of
objectives, foreseeing the action, learning among equals...) and of the regulating mechanisms that assure the conscious knowledge, students will be
provided with Responsibility, Commitment, Cooperation, Solidarity, Freedom, Justice, Critical thinking skills... basic values to achieve the final purpose of Environmental Education that we think is: to educate people that
will have a capacity to give an individual and joint response to current or future environmental issues, rather than being confined to the application of a
set of prescriptions.
References
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AUTORREGULACIÓN DE ACTITUDES EN EDUCACIÓN
PARA EL DESARROLLO SOSTENIBLE
Aitor Albizu Intxausti
Josemanuel Gutierrez Bastida
Centro de experimenpedertación escolar de perdernales
Sukarrieta eskola saiakuntzarako zentroa.
Consejeria de educación y universidades
del gobierno autónomo vasco
Egunon, somos miembros del EP del CEEP y en nombre del
Departamento de Educación del Gobierno Autónomo Vasco venimos a
presentaros nuestro sistema de intervención educativa en programas de EA.
Nuestro centro es fruto del convenio entre una y el Departamento de
Educación del Gobierno Vasco. Euskadi Basque Country.
Estamos ubicados en la Reserva de la Biosfera de Urdaibai (MaB) y
es aquí donde desarrollamos nuestros programas de EA entroncados en
problemáticas medioambientales reales del entorno.
Los Proyectos están sustentados en el desarrollo de los y en los
principios psicopedagógicos emanados del constructivismo siendo la
evaluación-autorregulación el motor de la practica educativa.
Nuestra oferta educativa va dirigida a la comunidad escolar de
Bizkaia y gozan de esta posibilidad 3500 alumnos, 100 centros y 200
profesores repartidos en estancias semanales a lo largo del curso escolar
donde el alumnado desarrollan 5 proyectos (Tierra, Agua, Ría, Bosque,
Planeta Verde) y alrededor de ellos el profesorado desarrolla actividades de
Formación al profesorado en torno a nuestros tres pilares: Constructivismo,
Evaluación, Educación Ambiental.
Basándonos en la reflexión sobre la practica, contrastando distintas
realidades y problemáticas y ofertando un proceso de enseñanza-aprendizaje
desarrollado en el Medio y a favor del Medio, somos un centro de
Investigación-Acción
que
desde
un
diseño
propuesto
al
profesorado/alumnado quiere promover actitudes favorables al Medio que
contribuyan al desarrollo sostenible.
Vamos a citar como planteamos el desarrollo de nuestros programas.
1ª Fase: Diagnóstica Inicial.
2ª Fase: Procesual.
3ª Fase: Final.
En una 1ª fase Diagnostica Inicial recogemos las IP en torno a distintas
problemáticas medioambientales. Para sensibilizar y provocar la suficiente
permeabilidad y complicidad que haga posible compartir un programa.
Estamos hablando en definitiva de una inmersión en un programa de EA.
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Investigamos esas IP para detectar la zona de desarrollo próximo
(Vigoskye) de los escolares. Los pasos de la EA actuaran de termómetro de
tal forma que nos permitirá a las necesidades del alumnado sin caer en la
sacralización de los conceptos ni caer en el activismo resultante de
sobrevalorar los procedimientos ni de caer en el alineamiento de una
concepción frívola y adoctrinante del cambio actitudinal sino que
asegurándonos de que este sea el resultante de un tratamiento integral.
2ª Fase Procesual. En esta fase acometeremos el desarrollo propio
del programa acentuando los siguientes momentos.
–
Planificación.
–
Acción
–
Investigación (por parte del alumnado)
–
Reflexión.
Desde la V de Gowin se comparten los objetivos entre el alumnado y
el docente en torno a tres preguntas – Que, Como, Para que – dando cabida
a la diversidad por lo que promovemos la anticipación de la acción
asegurándonos por lo tanto de un andamiaje que permitirá la adquisición de
compromisos, componente fundamental en un programa de EA.
A través de la interacción en el Medio aseguramos la significatividad
del material. Entendemos el Medio como un Sistema dinámico y complejo
donde se dan multitud de interrelaciones entre todos sus componentes tanto
físico-químicos como sociales, culturales, económicos, que estan en constante evolución. La RBU se torna ideal para poder hacer salidas a la Marisma, Bosque, Puerto, Río, Costa, Vertedero. Implementamos a esto análisis
de datos, reflexiones, debate, juego de simulación, que van ampliando la
perspectiva del Medio y de las problemáticas tanto en su profundidad como
en su ubicación en este mundo globalizado. En la medida en que avanzamos
en el proceso acometemos la elaboración conjunta de una Red de Contenidos (Novak) pero mas allá del resultante grafico abrimos un. Este momento
permitirá la autorregulación y cooregulación y por tanto la consciencia individual y colectiva del conocimiento que se esta construyendo.
3ª Fase Final.
Nuestros programas concluyen con la realización de una campaña de
comunicación justificada por la necesidad que suelen presentar los
alumnos/as de contar aquello que han aprendido y que simultáneamente
sirve para afianzar la significatividad de los aprendizajes y de esta forma
cerrar el ciclo. En definitiva haber provocado el choque sensitivo, el choque
afectivo, el conflicto cognitivo va dirigido a provocar el conflicto actitudinal
que derive en el cambio actitudinal perseguido que posibilite ó cuanto
menos ayude a cumplir nuestro sueño, a avanzar hacia un escenario de
futuro deseado y alternativo al actual. Cambiar es posible (Mª Novo).
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En definitiva ¿por qué? Educación
Constructivismo – Evaluación-Ambiental?
Porque entendemos que el constructivismo y la evaluación han de
ser el sustento de la EA y porque sólo desde la contextualización a nuestros
programas e intervención educativa del enfoque constructivista, es decir
atendiendo las IP, CO, AA ,A entre Iguales, y de los mecanismos de
regulación que aseguren el conocimiento consciente, se dotara al alumnado
de responsabilidad, compromiso, cooperación, solidaridad, libertad, justicia,
pensamiento crítico; ingredientes /valores básicos para conseguir la
finalidad ultima que entendemos es:
“Educar personas que tengan capacidad para dar respuesta individual
y colectivamente a los problemas medioambientales actuales o futuros, y no
que se limiten únicamente a aplicar recetas”.
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ENVIRONMENTAL AND SUSTAINABILITY
EDUCATION IN A UNIVERSITY SETTING:
OUTCOME ASSESSMENT
Thomas Bevins, Sharon Irish Bevins
& Peg Gray-Vickrey
Introduction
The founding mission statement for Florida Gulf Coast University
(FGCU) noted that “study of the environment” would be a central focus and
that “student volunteer service” would complement the teaching and service
missions of the university. These two concepts, ecological perspective and
civic engagement, have become integral parts of the university’s identity
and were reaffirmed when a new mission statement was adopted in December 2002. As further evidence of FGCU’s commitment to these critical
concepts, it chose to focus its university-wide reaffirmation of accreditation activities in these areas.
This plan for self-assessment is known as the Quality Enhancement Plan
(QEP). This five-year plan consists of assessing the extent to which graduates of
FGCU have met the identified student learning outcomes in these areas.
The ultimate goal of FGCU’s Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP) is to
improve student learning in two of the university’s Undergraduate Student
Learning Outcomes, specifically 3 “An Ecological Perspective” and 9
“Community Awareness and Involvement”, by employing teaching and
learning strategies that emphasize experiential learning, scholarly dialogue,
and interdisciplinary engagement. It provides an opportunity to systematically evaluate student learning in these areas and develop strategies to refine
curriculum and enhance student learning as part of an on-going plan of continuous improvement.
The proposed QEP builds on current university planning and evaluation strategies and benchmarking to develop assessment instruments and
processes to systematically evaluate student learning.
Knowledge gained as a result of this systematic evaluation will be
used to inform curricular and administrative decisions and practices. Although both topics are linked both in FGCU’s mission and curricular activities, the focus of today’s presentation is the assessment of the development
of an ecological perspective through environmental and sustainability
education. Goal 3 (Ecological perspective) of the Undergraduate Student
Learning Goals and Outcomes is stated as follows: Know the issues related
to economic, social and ecological sustainability. Analyse and evaluate ecological issues locally and globally. Participate in collaborative projects requiring awareness and/or analysis of ecological and environmental issues.
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The Undergraduate Student Learning Goals and Outcomes are addressed in numerous courses and experiences throughout the undergraduate
curriculum. For the purposes of the QEP, it was decided to limit the focus
by addressing those experiences that fall within the intersection of:
–
courses focusing on the environment and ecological perspectives;
–
courses that incorporate service-learning as part of the academic
experience.
It was further decided to narrow the scope of the QEP by focusing on
the educational experiences provided in three required courses spread
throughout the undergraduate curriculum
Environmental Education at FGCU
An institutional commitment to make environmental education an integral part of the identity of the University evolved from the early and complex environmental history of FGCU. The university developed one course,
IDS 3920 “University Colloquium: A Sustainable Future” (the Colloquium) as
the focus of its instructional commitment to its environmental mission. The
Colloquium is an upper-division course that all students take as a graduation
requirement. The Colloquium examines the diversity of the local and global
communities including cultural, social, political, economic, and ecological differences. It also examines ethical, historical, scientific, and health issues related
to sustainability. Consistent with the guiding principle of interdisciplinary
learning, faculty from all colleges are involved in the development and implementation of the course.
While beginning data suggest that this course provides a promising
beginning for enhancing student learning in ecological perspective, new research in environmental education and in pedagogy suggest that one course
alone, offered at the end of a student’s educational experience, may not be
sufficient. The QEP offers an exciting opportunity to employ a developmental approach to the curriculum to enhance student learning in ecological perspectives throughout the undergraduate experience.
Discussion of Student Learning
Faculty at FGCU consider experiential learning, interdisciplinary
engagement and scholarly dialogue as fundamental to enhancing student
learning. Past experiences are linked to current life experiences in order to
develop meaning, construct new knowledge, and provide learners with the
skills necessary for informed decision making and action.
Experiential learning offers a foundation for lifelong learning. Interdisciplinary engagement occurs when individuals from different disciplines
strive for mutual understanding, knowledge, and awareness in pursuit of
common goals and objectives; integration of knowledge and application and
synthesis of ideas are encouraged, leading to the development of deeper un292
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derstanding through critical thinking. Situations are provided that foster collegiality, reflections, and learning in a controlled and safe environment.
The QEP recognizes that diverse perspectives need to be presented
to facilitate critical thinking, scholarly engagement, and learning. Scholarly
dialogue occurs through a respectful exchange of ideas, based on research,
from a variety of perspectives. It is a transactional discussion in which individuals work toward understanding by critically reflecting upon their own
positions and those put forth by others.
While there has been increasing attention to environmental education
in the literature, there is a noticeable absence of evidence-based studies, particularly in higher education. Interpretation and comparison of research
findings are challenging because of the differences found in research methods, sampling, and focus. In spite of the presence of some conflicting
findings in these studies and the difficulties associated with generalizing the
findings of studies that use small, non-randomised samples, it is still possible to make the following conclusions regarding best practices in environmental education:
–
Exposure to a single environmental literacy course can have profound impact on an individual’s behaviour.
–
Developing an environmental awareness requires that students examine the environment from more than one perspective.
–
Team-based applied problem-solving in environmental studies provides students with the skills necessary to assess sustainability issues.
–
Combining environmental education with in-field experiences
facilitates student involvement in environmental activities and
field research.
–
Active participation during environmental education improves learning
retention and fosters involvement in environmental activities.
Assessment of the Plan. Program Evaluation
This is an objectives-oriented program evaluation based on two preexisting student-learning outcomes of the University. A variety of techniques will be used to measure how well the students are achieving the
stated objectives. Methods used to assess QEP Goals and Objectives are
outlined in Table 4.1 of the QEP document found at
http://itech.fgcu.edu/sacs/QEP-2005.pdf. The QEP evaluation plan outlines
procedures for gathering, management, and evaluation of the data related to
these measurements.
Student Learning Assessment Plan
The QEP will conduct student testing with a nationally recognized
“external” instrument: the Environmental Literacy and Citizenship Assessment Instrument (ELCAI). The ELCAI will be used to measure student learning in the area of ecological perspective (McKeown-Ice, 1997). It is recom293
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mended that the instrument be given to incoming students, and then again
prior to graduation to determine whether their environmental literacy and
environmentally-responsible behaviours have changed during their time at
the institution.
The evaluation plan will utilize triangulation of various external and
internal, quantitative and qualitative measurement of student learning. The
QEP will utilize internal, curriculum-specific tests, surveys, questionnaires,
portfolio assessment of student work (including term papers, journals, and
other products), and focus group interviews designed by FGCU faculty.
Student work that cannot be scored by scanner will only be sampled for rubric-based data analysis. Student portfolio work will also be sampled for qualitative data analysis. In order to evaluate the temporal aspects of student learning, portfolio entries will be required on a regular basis throughout the semester
in order to examine changes in knowledge, attitudes or skill over time. Evidence-based literature emphasizes that portfolios must include student
reflection. A post-graduation survey will be developed to measure attitudes
about ecological perspective and community involvement of our alumni.
Conclusion
The ultimate goal of FGCU’s Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP) is to
improve student learning in ecological perspective and community involvement by employing teaching and learning strategies that emphasize
experiential learning, scholarly dialogue, and interdisciplinary engagement.
This topic has received strong support from all campus constituencies and is
congruent with the FGCU Mission.
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION,
A MATTER OF QUALITY
Antonio Bossi
Education Office of WWF Italy
WWF Italia - Via Po, 25/c - 00198 Roma.
Tel: 06844971. Fax: 0685300612.
e-mail: soci@wwf.it. sito: www.wwf.it.
Ufficio Educazione Via Orseolo 1220144 Milano.
Tel: 02/831331 Diretto: 02/83133251 Fax: 02/83133222.
e-mail: educazione@wwf.it. sito: www.wwf.it
The awareness of the close interdependence among economic development, environmental protection, social equity and education to environmentally compatible life styles, which are the bases of the programmes and
the actions of sustainable development, is increasingly evident and established. By now, the features of the “key concepts” for an educational programme on sustainable development are almost settled:
–
Environmental, social and economic dimension.
–
Long-term view.
–
Connections with the quality of life.
–
Systemic approach to environmental issues.
–
Integration of environmental policies with sectional policies.
In the last 30 years, the great educational aims and the cultural change,
which are typical of the environmental education, have been emphasized in the
documents of national and international conferences, starting from the conference of Rio in 1992. This conference introduced the necessity to revise the relation between man and nature that prevails in the western countries and is characterized by a view of the world, where man dominates nature, to pass to an
outlook of the world, where the future of man is inseparable from the future of
nature and environment. The human being is placed inside the system of relations, which characterize the environment.
Before the Conference of Rio, the Conference of Belgrade in 1975
pointed out the inspiring principles of the environmental education:
–
The environmental education should consider the natural environment and the environment, which was created by man (ecological, economic, technological, social, legislative, cultural and
aesthetic environments) as a whole.
–
The environmental education should be a continuous process, which
extends to the whole life, both in the school and outside the school.
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–
–

–

The environmental education should adopt an interdisciplinary
method.
The environmental education should emphasize the importance
of an active participation in the prevention and solution of environmental problems.
The environmental education should examine the principal environmental issues in a global perspective, while respecting regional differences.

These principles, which have been revised and completed during a
thirty-year process of quality research, are still the basis of several documents, which attempt to describe the features of a high-quality project of
environmental education.
In Italy, the conditions to clarify the principles and the features of the
environmental education occurred during the 1990s, first with the publication
of the “Indicators of Quality for the Environmental Education” (1991), then
with the Charter of Fiuggi for the environmental education (1997).
–
Concreteness and local significance (the value of near and tangible reality).
–
Educational innovation (the change toward a better achievement
of the aims).
–
School/territory relation (the connection with the reference
framework of activity).
–
Complexity (the way of thinking based on relations, the systemic
approach).
–
Fieldwork (it promotes explorative situations and mentalities).
–
Transversality (the interdisciplinary approach).
–
Research/collectivity (the new teachers/student approach).
–
Change (the modification of behavioural styles).
–
Flexibility (the willingness to dispute one’s acquisitions).
–
Enhancement of differences (the methodological pluralism, the
respect for divergences, the search for concordances).
(Ammassari, M. & Palleschi, T.,1991).
Today, a large agreement about the principles and the theories,
which make the environmental education the most important of the “Educations”, is evident; nevertheless the introduction of principles and methods
into everyday life is still difficult. The large experience of our Association,
which is in contact with thousand of students every day, leads us to some
considerations. Through the environmental education, it is possible to live a
total education to the environment, which develops mind and spirit as a
whole. The environmental education cannot be separated from social and personal education; the attention and the respect for the environment cannot grow
without the attention for oneself and the respect for the others. Therefore, some
considerations about the “ethic values” are inevitable, on which an educational
action that involves the people working with environmental education must be
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based. These considerations must recall the general ethic, on which all the educational activity of the WWF is founded.
The basic value for all the other values is the awareness: awareness of
ourselves, our environment, our duties, our rights, our needs, our limits, of the
others, of the global and the local sphere. Another fundamental value is the personal responsibility, the willingness to be protagonists of a change and the feeling to be satisfied of having a positive role for the others. In addition to the
awareness and the sense of responsibility, there is the sense of respect for ourselves and for our planet, for different people and their ideas (with the consequent attitude to intercultural relations), for our environment (nature and its sacredness), for the evolution of every form of existence opposite to conservation
and immobility. To soften the “heaviness” of these strong values, we notice a
pronounced tendency to critical sense, a sort of lightness, non-moralism and
laicism in facing reality, and a certain amount of scepticism about the salvific
philosophies and the simple and schematic solutions.
We notice also a pronounced curiosity for the physical and social
environment and the ideas of the others, and consequently the determination
to turn curiosity and exploration into the fundamental subjects of many educational proposals.
The curiosity is founded on the awareness of the complexity of existence and its irreducibility to simple models and classifications. The perception of this complexity is followed by the sense of limit, which is not understood as a reduction of the complexity but as the perception of the limitedness of reality and as an opportunity to experiment harmony and balance in
the biophysics of ecosystems. Curiosity, listening and respect outline a noncompetitive approach, which is open to sharing and cooperation and is able
to face conflicts.
The non-competitive attitude and the sense of responsibility should
lead to some behaviours that influence the private sphere:
–
Looking for coherence between ideas and life experiences, between statements in favour of a “cleaner” environment and contradictory behaviours.
–
Searching for simplicity and essentiality as key elements of the personal well being and the quality of the relations with our environment.
–
Paying attention to the quality of relations, the respect of time,
with a strong tendency to slow rhythm.
–
Being sensible to the beauty of reality, with the consequent
search for harmony and balance.
The basic ideas
Now we are able to describe some interpretations and essential features to plan high-quality educational programmes:
–
Sensibility. Helping individuals and communities to acquire sensibility and interest in the global vision of the environment and in
the relevant issues.
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–

–

–

–

Competence. Helping individuals and communities to acquire a basic
competence on the complexity of the environment, the relevant issues, the responsibility and the role played by the humankind.
Helpfulness. Helping individuals and communities to acquire social
values, deep feelings, helpfulness for the environment and motivation
for an active participation in its protection and improvement.
Capacity of evaluation. Helping individuals and communities to
acquire the capacity of evaluating actions on the environment and
for the protection of the environment from an ecological, economic,
political, social, aesthetic and educational point of view.
Participation. Helping individuals and communities to develop a sense of responsibility and urgency to ensure an adequate action to solve the environmental problems.

Environmental education and local community
The grater capacity of organizing and planning in the field of environmental education faces various local realities every day and shows the
possibility to become a real service for the local community. But the local
community must be considered neither the community of the users, nor of
the members of the territorial government and institutions. It must rather be
considered the pattern of relations among different institutional and noninstitutional subjects, and between these subjects and the physical environment, which make a territory rich, communicative and particular. Therefore,
the organization of the systems, which promote programmes of environmental
education, must be so flexible to encourage the creation of this territorial network. It is necessary to consolidate the sense of belonging and the common
roots, to modify the meaning of the word “participation”, to act as a real factor of local development. In this way, the idea of education expands beyond
the formal institutions, and involves even the great events of environmental
participation and voluntary work of the citizens.
References
Ammassari, M. & Palleschi, T. (1991). Educazione ambientale, gli indicatori di qualità. Milano: Franco Angeli.
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È sempre più chiara e affermata la consapevolezza della stretta interdipendenza esistente tra sviluppo economico, salvaguardia dell’ambiente, equità
sociale e formazione a stili di vita di ridotto impatto ambientale: i pilastri su cui
poggiano i programmi e le azioni di sviluppo sostenibile. Sono ormai definite
anche le caratteristiche, quasi dei “concetti chiave”, entro le quali ci si muove
quando si affronta un programma educativo sullo sviluppo sostenibile:
–
Dimensione ambientale, sociale ed economica
–
Visione di lungo periodo
–
Connessioni con la qualità della vita
–
Approccio sistemico ai problemi ambientali
–
Integrazione delle politiche ambientali con le politiche settoriali.
Le grandi finalità formative e il cambiamento culturale propri
dell’educazione ambientale sono state ribaditi negli ultimi trent’anni dai documenti elaborati nel corso di conferenze nazionali e internazionali, a partire
dalla Conferenza di Rio del 1992, che introdusse la necessità di rivedere la
relazione uomo-natura che domina l'Occidente, caratterizzata da una visione
del mondo in cui l'uomo è dominante sulla natura, per passare a una visione
che vede il futuro dell'uomo come parte inseparabile del futuro della natura
e dell’ambiente. L'essere umano quindi, all'interno del sistema di relazioni
che caratterizzano ogni ambiente.
Ancor prima di Rio, la Conferenza di Belgrado del 1975 mise in evidenza i principi ispiratori dell'educazione ambientale:
–
L'educazione ambientale dovrebbe considerare nella sua globalità l'ambiente naturale e creato dall'uomo, ecologico, economico,
tecnologico, sociale, legislativo, culturale ed estetico.
–
L'educazione ambientale dovrebbe essere un processo continuo,
esteso alla vita intera, tanto scolastica quanto extrascolastica.
–
L'educazione ambientale dovrebbe adottare un metodo interdisciplinare.
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–

–

L'educazione ambientale dovrebbe sottolineare l'importanza di
una partecipazione attiva alla prevenzione e alla soluzione dei
problemi ambientali.
L'educazione ambientale dovrebbe esaminare le principali problematiche ambientali in una prospettiva mondiale, pur rispettando le differenze regionali.

Tali principi, ripresi e completati durante un percorso di ricerca di
qualità che durò un trentennio, sono ancora oggi alla base dei numerosi documenti che tentano di individuare le caratteristiche proprie di un progetto
di educazione ambientale di qualità.
In Italia negli anni Novanta, prima con la pubblicazione degli “Indicatori di qualità per l’Educazione Ambientale” (1991), poi con la “Carta di
Fiuggi per l’educazione Ambientale” (1997), si crearono le condizioni per
chiarire principi e caratteristiche proprie dell’educazione all’ambiente.
–
Concretezza e rilevanza locale (il valore del"vicino", del direttamente attingibile).
–
Innovazione educativa (il cambiamento rivolto a una migliore realizzazione degli obiettivi).
–
Rapporto scuola/territorio (il legame con il contesto di riferimento in cui opera).
–
Complessità (il pensare per relazioni, l’approccio sistemico).
–
Lavoro sul campo (favorisce situazioni e mentalità esplorative).
–
Trasversalità (l’approccio interdisciplinare).
–
Ricerca/insieme (nuovo rapporto docenti/allievo).
–
Cambiamento (modifica degli stili comportamentali).
–
Flessibilità (disponibilità a mettere di discussione le proprie acquisizioni).
–
Valorizzazione delle differenze (pluralismo metodologico, rispetto per le divergenze, ricerca di concordanze).
(Ammassari, M.& Palleschi, T. ,1991).
Oggi ci troviamo ad un punto in cui, se risulta ormai chiaro che c’è
una notevole concordanza sui principi e sulle teorie che fanno
dell’educazione ambientale la più importante delle “Educazioni”, ci sono
ancora difficoltà a calare principi e metodologie nella pratica quotidiana. La
lunga esperienza della nostra Associazione, impegnata ogni giorno a contatto con migliaia di ragazzi, ci porta ad alcune riflessioni.
Attraverso l’educazione ambientale è possibile vivere un’educazione
totale all’ambiente, che sviluppi cioè globalmente ogni persona nel corpo e
nello spirito. L’educazione ambientale non può, infatti, essere scissa
dall’educazione sociale e personale, e l’attenzione ed il rispetto per l’ambiente
non possono aver luogo senza un’attenzione nei confronti di se stessi e il rispetto per gli altri. S’impongono quindi alcune riflessioni sui “valori etici” intorno ai quali impostare un’azione formativa che coinvolga chi opera
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nell’educazione ambientale. E una simile riflessione non può che richiamarsi,
più in generale, all’etica su cui poggia l’intera azione educativa del WWF.
Il valore attorno a cui ruotano tutti gli altri valori è quello della consapevolezza: consapevolezza di noi stessi, dell'ambiente che ci circonda, dei nostri
doveri, dei nostri diritti, dei nostri bisogni, vedremo poi anche dei nostri limiti, consapevolezza degli altri, della sfera locale e di quella globale. Altro
valore fondante è quello della responsabilità personale, con la percezione di
voler essere attori di cambiamento e di sentirsi appagati nello svolgere un
ruolo positivo rispetto agli altri. Conseguente alla consapevolezza ed al senso di responsabilità viene il senso di rispetto per noi stessi e per il pianeta
che ci ospita, per il diverso e per le sue opinioni (con la conseguente predisposizione all’interculturalità), per ciò che ci circonda (la natura e la sua sacralità), per l'evoluzione delle cose in tutte le forme, in contrasto con la conservazione e la staticità.
A stemperare il “peso” di questi valori forti si legge però una spiccata vocazione al senso critico, una sorta di leggerezza, di non moralismo e di
laicismo nell’affrontare le cose, unite ad una buona dose di scetticismo verso le filosofie salvifiche e le soluzioni facili e schematiche.
Va poi aggiunta una spiccata curiosità verso l'ambiente fisico e sociale e verso le altre opinioni, con la conseguente determinazione a fare della curiosità e dell'indagare l'argomento portante di molte proposte educative.
La curiosità ha come base la consapevolezza della complessità dell'esistente
e della sua irriducibilità ai modelli semplici e alle catalogazioni. La percezione della complessità si accompagna al senso del limite, non inteso come
riduttivo della complessità ma come percezione della finitezza delle cose e
come possibilità di sperimentare armonia ed equilibrio all'interno della biofisica
degli ecosistemi. Curiosità, capacità di ascolto e rispetto delineano un approccio
non competitivo, disponibile alla condivisione ed alla collaborazione, capace di
affrontare i conflitti.
L'atteggiamento non competitivo ed il senso di responsabilità dovrebbero
portare ad una serie di atteggiamenti che si riflettono sulla sfera privata:
–
Cercare la coerenza fra idee e vissuto, fra dichiarazioni tutte a favore
di un ambiente “più pulito” e comportamenti spesso contradditori.
–
Ricercare la semplicità e l'essenzialità come elementi chiave del
benessere personale e della qualità delle nostre relazioni con ciò
che ci circonda.
–
Fare grande attenzione alla qualità delle relazioni ed al rispetto dei
tempi, con una forte vocazione alla lentezza.
–
Essere sensibili alla bellezza delle cose, con una conseguente ricerca dell'armonia e dell'equilibrio.
Su cosa puntare
Ecco quindi delinearsi alcune chiavi di lettura e alcune caratteristiche
essenziali per operare nella progettazione di percorsi educativi di qualità:
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Sensibilità. Aiutare singoli e comunità ad acquisire sensibilità e
interesse per la globalità dell'ambiente e per i problemi ad esso
correlati.
–
Competenza. Aiutare singoli e comunità ad acquisire una competenza di base sulla complessità dell'ambiente, sui problemi ad esso connessi, sulla responsabilità e sul ruolo che l'umanità gioca al
suo interno.
–
Disponibilità. Aiutare singoli e comunità ad acquisire valori sociali,
sentimenti profondi, disponibilità verso l'ambiente e motivazione per
partecipare attivamente alla sua protezione e al suo miglioramento.
–
Capacità di valutazione. Aiutare singoli e comunità ad acquisire
le capacità di valutare gli interventi sull’ambiente e di tutela dell'ambiente, sotto il profilo ecologico, economico, politico, sociale, estetico e educativo.
–
Partecipazione. Aiutare singoli e comunità a sviluppare un senso
di responsabilità e di impellenza nell'assicurare un'azione adeguata alla risoluzione dei problemi ambientali.
Educazione ambientale e comunità locale
–

L’accresciuta capacità organizzativa e progettuale nel campo
dell’educazione ambientale si confronta ormai nel quotidiano con le più varie realtà locali, lasciando intravedere la possibilità di porsi come un vero e
proprio servizio per la comunità locale. A condizione che per comunità locale non si intenda la comunità degli utenti né la rappresentanza istituzionale e
amministrativa del territorio. Piuttosto il tessuto di rapporti tra soggetti diversi,istituzionali e non, e tra questi e l'ambiente fisico, che rendono un territorio ricco, comunicativo e particolare. Occorre perciò prevedere che l'organizzazione stessa dei sistemi che attivano programmi di educazione ambientale siano tanto flessibili da favorire la costruzione di questa rete territoriale.
Rinsaldando il senso di appartenenza e le comuni radici, modificando il significato stesso della parola “partecipazione”, operando davvero come un
agente di sviluppo locale. In questa direzione è la nozione stessa di formazione che si allarga, al di là delle sedi formali, investendo anche le grandi
occasioni di partecipazione e di volontariato ambientale dei cittadini.
Referenze bibliografiche
Ammassari, M. & Palleschi, T. (1991). Educazione ambientale, gli indicatori di qualità. Milano: Franco Angeli.
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PRESCHOOL CHILDREN KNOWLEDGE
AND ATTITUDES ABOUT THEIR COMMUNITY
ECOSYSTEMS: A STUDY CASE
IN THE MEXICAN WEST
Cano Margarita6
One of the main causes of the environmental crisis has it origins in
attitudes and perceptions. Thus, the study of children knowledge and attitudes in the early years of schooling is crucial to develop environmental
education programs at this level.
The aim of this study was to know how children from 5 years old
perceive their community ecosystems: tropical dry forest (TDF) and marine
ecosystem trough the hydrological cycle. 21 children and two teachers were
interviewed. An interpretative methodology was used and 7 tools were designed to evaluate children knowledge and attitudes.
Results show that 100% of children had empathy attitudes towards
marine ecosystem and wide knowledge of its components. Contrary 92% of
them showed a negative attitude and fear towards the TDF and they lack
knowledge about it.
The results of this research could be used to design educative programs in the curricula to promote the development of positive attitudes towards TDF and to improve the knowledge about marine ecosystem in order
to develop environmental awareness to allow the children to understand the
relevance of ecosystems and their wellbeing for the community.

6. Centro de Investigaciones en Ecosistemas, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México.
Morelia, México.
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EDUCAZIONE LINGUISTICA
PER LA SOSTENIBILITÀ AMBIENTALE
Natalia Andrea Gallo
Fondatrice della start up di impresa E-dioms
(Ethics and Environment Languages)
Introduzione
Il presente lavoro rispecchia il percorso professionale e accademico
della dott.a Natalia Gallo, che ha partecipato alla III edizione del WEEC, riportando la propria pluriennale esperienza di educatrice svolta in Argentina
e ora ampliata e consolidata con un percorso di formazione professionale e
universitario in Italia.
Il progetto “Educazione linguistica per la sostenibilità ambientale”
rappresenta un esempio di come le best practices nell’ambito
dell’educazione ambientale europea possono essere trasferite e validamente
utilizzate al di fuori dei confini europei e, più precisamente, nei Paesi
dell’America Latina.
Le premesse del progetto
Le premesse del progetto “Educazione linguistica per la sostenibilità
ambientale” sono legate alla diretta esperienza della dott.a Gallo nel campo di
specifiche iniziative didattiche svolte nei distretti scolastici della Provincia di
Buenos Aires. Tali iniziative, rivolte prevalentemente a bambini in età prescolare, (dai tre ai cinque anni) nell’arco temporale che va dal 1996 al 2001, erano
basate sul tentativo di coinvolgere direttamente i giovanissimi partecipanti in
attività ludiche e ricreative che evidenziassero l’importanza del contatto e della
relazione con l’ambiente naturale (preparazione dell’orto organico, contatti con
animali, realizzazione di giochi con carta riciclata, ecc.).
I risultati, pur soddisfacenti sia a livello di coinvolgimento dei bambini che delle relative famiglie, non mancarono di porre in evidenza alcune
potenziali aree di miglioramento su cui si sarebbero potute investire risorse
ed energie. In particolare, al termine di ogni iniziativa di educazione ambientale venivano rilevate varie criticità, tra cui è possibile ricordare:
–
Esigenza di maggiore sensibilizzazione ambientale nei cittadini,
nei bimbi e nei ragazzi attraverso la funzione di agenti moltiplicatori da parte dei soggetti più sensibili.
–
Consapevolezza del lavoro interdisciplinare come strumento per
stimolare uno sviluppo critico dei giovani sui temi ambientali.
–
Richiesta di aiuto e contributi alle istituzioni locali e regionali
per avviare delle iniziative su più larga scala.
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–

Necessità di aggiornamento da parte degli insegnanti sulle tematiche ambientali e sulla loro trattazione in altre regioni del mondo
(importanza del fattore linguistico per avere accesso ad altre realtà).

E proprio sull’importanza del fattore linguistico come strumento di facilitazione delle comunicazioni internazionali si è concentrato lo sforzo della
dott.a Gallo, una volta giunta in Europa e ottenuto il traguardo della laurea in
Scienze della Mediazione Linguistica presso l’Università di Torino.
Dalla tesi di laurea allo sviluppo di una start up di impresa
La conoscenza linguistica è un punto di partenza per promuovere attivamente e positivamente il melting pot di idee, attività e iniziative che caratterizza e caratterizzerà in grado crescente l’Europa e il resto del mondo.
Sulla base di quest’assunto, largamente condiviso a livello di politiche educative ed economiche in Europa, si è pensato di dare inizio allo sviluppo di un’iniziativa che mette le competenze linguistiche a disposizione
dei temi della sostenibilità ambientale: è nato quindi un progetto di impresa
denominato E-dioms, che costituisce la prosecuzione pratica dei concetti teorici illustrati nella tesi di laurea triennale della dott.a Gallo.
E-dioms fonda la propria filosofia sulla Mediazione Linguistica, intesa come processo culturale teso ad avvicinare interessi, iniziative, progetti
e attività di individui, gruppi, comunità ed imprese che, pur geograficamente
e culturalmente lontani, si sentono vicini nel perseguire quello che diviene
sempre di più un imperativo del XXI secolo, ossia il percorso individuale e
collettivo verso un nuovo modello di sviluppo, più equo e più sostenibile rispetto al passato.
Tale obiettivo ha rappresentato l’asse portante della tesi di laurea
triennale della fondatrice di E-dioms, discussa presso la Facoltà di Scienze
della Mediazione Linguistica nel novembre 2005. In tale occasione sono stati illustrati gli aspetti principali di un progetto linguistico volto a valorizzare
gli strumenti della mediazione linguistica per sviluppare una nuova consapevolezza e una nuova sensibilità giovanile sui temi del risparmio energetico, quale leva individuale e collettiva per contribuire ai cambiamenti culturali, tecnologici ed economici imposti dalla recente entrata in vigore dal Protocollo di Kyoto.
Il lavoro, in particolare, ha evidenziato l’importanza della specificità del
linguaggio ambientale quale strumento in continua evoluzione, su cui deve essere costruita una comune consapevolezza, un condiviso modo di conoscere ed
apprendere con cui i più giovani, in Italia come in altre parti del mondo, possano cominciare ad individuare nuovi modelli di sostenibilità ambientale.
Varie e molteplici sono le tematiche oggetto di studio ambientale: effetto serra, inquinamento di aria, acqua e suolo, riduzione della biodiversità,
gestione dei rifiuti, ecc.; quindi il carattere interdisciplinare in campo ambientale induce alla necessità di individuare un’ampia quantità di termini e
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di concetti che debbono essere definiti e nominati allo scopo di poter scambiare informazioni e conoscenze. Si rivela quindi importante poter disporre
di un’adeguata terminologia al fine di ottimizzare la comunicazione ambientale e, in particolare, le attività di traduzione, insegnamento e redazione di
testi, dal momento che generalmente il corpus terminologico ambientale
presenta una forte predominanza di prestito linguistico: deriva, infatti, da altre scienze (biologia, chimica, zoologia, ecc.), mentre un’altra significativa
parte del suo lessico proviene dalla lingua comune.
A partire da queste premesse, il lavoro si è snodato attraverso le seguenti tappe principali:
–
Una sintetica parte descrittiva che illustra il contesto, i contenuti
e le finalità del Protocollo di Kyoto.
–
Una descrizione dei più rilevanti effetti ambientali causati dai cambiamenti climatici, in corso in varie zone del mondo.
–
La parte centrale ed essenziale della tesi, costituita dalla traduzione
vera e propria dei contenuti di un’iniziativa di educazione ambientale avviata in Italia e potenzialmente trasferibile nei Paesi
dell’America Latina: in particolare, la traduzione vera e propria si
concentra sulla sintesi dell’iniziativa denominata “The Bet - La
Scommessa” lanciata dall’Associazione “Gli Amici della Terra”
della Toscana per sensibilizzare i ragazzi sulla necessità di ridurre i
consumi energetici nell’ottica del Protocollo di Kyoto.
–
La realizzazione di un “Glossario ambientale multilingue” (Italiano,
Spagnolo, Portoghese), da intendersi come ulteriore parte di traduzione vera e propria: tale traduzione parte da 100 termini accessibili
in ordine alfabetico in lingua italiana (testo fonte) e conduce ai rispettivi termini equivalenti in lingua spagnola e lingua portoghese
(testi d’arrivo).
–
Cenni e riferimenti ad altri strumenti linguistici nel campo
dell’educazione ambientale, elaborati in contesti di ricerca italiani ed europei.
Tra le principali osservazioni emerse al termine del lavoro, la più
importante riguarda sicuramente l’eterogeneità terminologica, ossia la natura non omogenea dei concetti ambientali prescelti ed inseriti nel glossario.
Tale eterogeneità è riscontrabile in numerosi termini: si va da termini descritti in maniera molto scientifica (es. il benzene, il biossido di zolfo) a
quelli descritti in maniera molto più divulgativa (es. ambiente, catena alimentare, ecosistema). Questa impostazione è stata voluta al fine di rendere
evidente come le tematiche ambientali possano essere affrontate, analizzate
e descritte a vari livelli, cioè dal più complesso al più elementare e viceversa, dal momento che ci si trova di fronte a una disciplina nuova che presenta
una terminologia nuova, caratterizzata da neologismi, forestierismi, calchi
semantici, oltre a essere vasta, intersemiotica e spesso diversificata nelle
scelte traduttive degli stessi traduttori.
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Una seconda osservazione riguarda gli aspetti di innovazione/sperimentazione di questo tipo di lavoro. L’idea di fondo è stata quella di
adottare le competenze linguistiche maturate nel percorso universitario presso l’Università di Torino per riannodare i fili con una trascorsa esperienza di
docente in un Paese dell’America Latina, l’Argentina.
In particolare, la scelta è stata quella di puntare sul potenziale trasferimento di buone pratiche di educazione ambientale dall’Italia e dall’Europa
verso i Paesi dell’America Latina.
Tale approccio può aiutare a capire che l'educazione ambientale e le
conoscenze linguistiche, se abbinate, sono in grado di determinare nei giovani un determinato processo di apprendimento, di conoscenza e di assimilazione di concetti sempre più universali, per poi manifestarsi in comportamenti e processi mentali capaci di giungere ad una migliore conoscenza dei
rapporti esistenti tra uomo e natura, in Italia come in Argentina e in altri Paesi o regioni del mondo.
Conclusioni
In quest’ottica è necessario che il lavoro di traduzione non sia e non
sembri un episodio isolato, ma costituisca un primo passo di un progetto più
ampio, chiaro e visibile, che dovrebbe interessare il coinvolgimento di un
istituto scolastico del Brasile e/o dell’Argentina, il quale accetti di collaborare con un corrispettivo istituto scolastico italiano sui temi del Protocollo di
Kyoto, che risulta essere un tema di costante attenzione politica anche in
America Latina.
A tale proposito, è da menzionare il concreto intento di dare a questa
tesi una continuità pratica mediante l’avvio di una start up di impresa che in
questo momento sta muovendo i primi passi per realizzare gli accennati obiettivi di formazione ambientale attraverso gli strumenti di mediazione linguistica presso l'incubatore di impresa di Tecnopolis (Valenzano, BA).
E tale start up di impresa, affinché questa idea di trasferibilità di consolidati progetti di educazione ambientale dall’Europa verso l’America Latina assuma una valenza formativa significante, intenderà puntare su strategie e metodologie che colgano due aspetti molto precisi:
–
Le condizioni ambientali sono fortemente influenzate dai modelli
economici e dagli stili di vita delle popolazioni.
–
I provvedimenti legislativi non sono, da soli, sufficienti ad affrontare i problemi ambientali.
Per un approccio corretto occorre, quindi, una forte presa di coscienza da parte delle popolazioni, che si ottiene, anche e soprattutto, mediante
una rivisitazione del "fare scuola", passando da una logica di impostazione
degli argomenti che, anziché fondarsi principalmente sull'emergenza, sui recuperi e sui ripristini, prenda come nuova modalità di riferimento la prevenzione, nonché un ripensamento dell'attuale modello di sviluppo del nostro
pianeta e delle nostre società.
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È questo il presupposto di fondo su cui dovrebbero dialogare i ragazzi europei e quelli dell’America Latina, facendo della conoscenza linguistica
un requisito indispensabile, che arricchisce e qualifica il sempre più importante percorso culturale dei giovani verso la sostenibilità ambientale.
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WE CHILDREN AIM HIGH! - LARGE TOPICS
OF THE FUTURE FOR CHILDREN
IN THE ALPINE REGION
Gerhard Hornsteiner
Project Manager
gerhard@hornsteiner.com / hornsteiner@lgu.li
Environment Protection Society of the Principality of Liechtenstein LGU, Schaan
Aims
The pilot project “We children aim high! - Large topics of the future for
children in the Alpine region” is designed to introduce themes affecting the future of the Alpine region to the younger population living there between the
ages of 8 and 14. Themes which are highly specialised and complex but at the
same time immensely important to the Alpine Regions future. These topics are
essentially orientated around the policy tools of the Alpine Convention.
LGU aims toward a better understanding of the major challenges of the
Alpine Convention by exploring the feasibility of developing an environmental
education tool for children and accompanying persons in the open.
Rationale
Due to the unique combination of biodiversity features, cultural
landscapes, human activities and serious pressures, the governments of the
Alpine countries and the European Union have developed an Alpine Convention and several thematic protocols. These policy tools are aimed at protecting the natural and socio-economic value of the Alps and ensuring sustainable development. They were signed by all parties and entered into force
for those countries which have ratified it so far.
The huge increase in our knowledge of the Alpine system is blatantly
contrasted by the increasing trend amongst younger people towards alienation from nature.
A more recent study in Austria reinforces this image and underlines
the need for action: “Childhood today” means to grow up with abundance,
but without social values that cherish a sustainable lifestyle and without the
development of an awareness of global problems.
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Objectives
The objectives of the pilot project are: (i.) To find new ways in
which the topics important for children can be prepared and experienced
outdoors; (ii.) To prepare 10 thematically different routes in the Liechtenstein Alps using varying methods and then hike them with groups of children; (iii.) To prepare the routes in such a way as to make them applicable to
other regions in the Alps; (iv.) To enable young people to view nature as integral to their personal development; (v.) To develop an understanding for
human use of nature; (vi.) To encourage a responsible relationship with Nature and to sensitize young people to the Alpine countryside.
Innovative Factors, Steps, Timeline
The pilot project is set to start at the beginning of March 2005. In the
space of two years new methods and ways will be selected and tested in the
Liechtenstein Alps that interpret the following Themes appropriately for
children: (1) Conservation of nature and the countryside; (2) Development
of Alpine landscape; (3) Soil conservation, water management and protection of the air quality; (4) Tourism and traffic; (5) Mountain farming and
mountain forests; (6) Energy; (7) Climate change; (8) Competitive and cooperative behaviour in natural systems; (9) Biodiversity, selection and adjustment; (10) Mountains as a problem area.
Every theme will have its own exploring area or walking route. It is
essential that this area is part of the children’s everyday life rather than a
highly uncommon spot. The youngsters have to solve exciting riddles and
exercises – altogether or in small groups. The introduction of systemic exercises accompanied by analogous learn fields plays a key role in the transformation of these complex themes into comprehensible contexts. The unexpected results draw the attention to the real point of the topic. The aim is
to get a creative process started where the children try to come up with their
own ideas as what would be a good solution.
The final objective of the pilot project is to use the experiences
gained to draw up a proposal for Alp-wide sustainable environmental education that can communicate the large amounts of knowledge that we have of
the Alps in an accessible and suitable format.
Methods
Methods for independent discovery and research or for group activities would be developed and tested in the Pilot project phase by introducing
the methodology of analogous learning fields and systemic exercises. The
methods are largely based on “Levels of nature education and nature
meditation” (M. Kalff), “Methods of Flow Learning” (J. Cornell), and “Ecosocial educational concepts and principles”.
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The following questions will need to be answered: (i.) How can the
children be involved? (ii.) How will they work it out? (iii.) What roles will
the children take on? (iv.) What tasks do they have to perform?
Expected Results
Discussions along the Theme paths: (i.) Further development of
childrens’ social abilities (in terms of team work); (ii.) Increase in subject
knowledge and alternative viewpoints on theme; (iii.) Gain in competence in
taking action and of organisational/creative skills as a result of the various
methodologies used; (iv.) A renewed participation in the themes will trigger
introspection and a joy in innovation.
Due to comparative environmental conditions and similar problem
areas across the whole of the Alpine region it can be assumed that the results
achieved on the routes in the Liechtenstein Alps will also be applicable to
other regions.
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IS IT POSSIBLE TO EVALUATE
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPETENCIES?
ICAM – A NATIONAL STUDY FOR THE EVALUATION
OF ENVIRONMENTAL COMPETENCIES
Michela Mayer & Francesco Paglino
INVALSI – National Institute for the Evaluation of the Education System
Villa Falconieri, via Borromini 48 - 00044 Frascati (Roma)
email: icam@invalsi.it ; mmayer@invalsi.it
sito web: www.invalsi.it
The context
The ICAM project (2000-2002)7 springs from the need for competencies linked to themes of sustainable development (at the environmental,
economic, social and cultural level), meant as the “qualitative and lasting
improvement not only of the relations between man and his environment,
but also of relations between men”.
Calling these competencies “environmental competencies” is based
on a broader view of the environment and of environmental education, in
line with what has been stressed in many international and national conferences, and with what continues to be found in international documents such
as the one presented by UNESCO to inaugurate the Decade of Education for
Sustainable Development (2004).
Within studies in the evaluation field, INValSI has found that, for
environmental issues, there is currently an abundance of questionnaires aiming to assess student attitudes, behaviours and interests, but very few studies
aim at first defining and then surveying competencies that environmental
education should more specifically contribute to build.
If we think that the real change proposed by environmental education is that of moving towards a culture of complexity and towards a view of
knowledge that integrates values, rationality and critical evaluation, then we
should define these new competencies, which cut across traditional disciplines, and study their learning.
The study carried out in Italy by INValSI, as the National Institute
for the Evaluation of the Education System, is a first attempt at national and

7. The ICAM study was coordinated at the INValSI by Michela Mayer and involved the
following researchers: Giorgio Asquini, Alessandra Battaglini, Gianfranca Carotti and
Francesco Paglino. The following also took part in the work group as experts: Antonio
Aiello, Maria Arcà, Donatella Cesareni and Giorgio Salza.
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international level to provide this definition and adds a new element to the
debate in the world of environmental education.
Competencies and concept clusters
The competencies that the study proposed to examine are called
strategic (because they can be applied, and observed, in many contexts) and
extensive (in that their applications belong to various spheres, not necessarily disciplinary ones but corresponding to the reality of facts and environmental problems), and thus call for knowledge and competencies relating to
various disciplines and to various sectors of everyday life.
Proposing evaluation tools for this type of competencies has the value
of “acknowledging” what the Italian school system already does, by removing
environmental education from the ghetto of optional and voluntary work or of
a “non-evaluative” project in terms of school results, and proposing a tool for
reflection and orientation on what is proposed and experimented.
The Scientific Committee8 set up by INValSI thus tried to establish
the key concepts (or, rather, clusters of correlated concepts) of a culture of
complexity and sustainable development, which were used as a basis for
the research:
–
The structure connecting all living things to each other and to
the planet: knowing how to grasp relations and to recognise both
the consequences, at local level, of global transformations, and
also the distant and global effects of local actions.
–
A developmental view of natural and social processes: understanding the difference between laws – both deterministic and predictive ones – and bonds within which a variety of processes is always possible; understanding also the importance of diversity and
overabundance of paths and solutions for a selection – partly always random – of possibilities for the future.
–
An awareness of the limits – of resources, of the time necessary
to carry out biological cycles, and of the possibilities of the human mind – together with an awareness of the unpredictability of
complex natural and social systems, and of the risk associated
with each of our actions or non-actions.
The tests constructed for the evaluation of environmental competencies thus concern the use of one or more of the established concepts, within
themes considered to be significant for environmental education, and are
subject to two further classifications: one in disciplinary terms, extending
their use, above all, within upper secondary schools, and one in terms of the
cross-curriculum competencies and cognitive processes used in answering.
8. The scientific committee of the ICAM study is composed of Marcello Cini, Saul Meghnagi, Alfredo Milanaccio, Michele Pellerey, Vittorio Silvestrini and Boris Zobel.
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In this way, the tests are also meaningful for those schools that do
not propose explicit environmental education programmes and which can
contribute to encouraging reflection for reviewing each discipline in the
light of the sustainable development theme.
Thus, the study tried to assess the competencies necessary to deal
with the themes of sustainable development:
1. Within contexts linked to phenomena or information present in
daily life, distinguishing between phenomena and information
concerning the “common good”, i.e. the earth’s resources, and
phenomena and information concerning individual life decisions,
the “quality of life” and “well-being”.
2. By grouping them around clusters of concepts – interdependence, developmental processes, limits and unpredictability, illustrated above.
3. Distinguishing between cognitive processes concerning the understanding of terms and contexts in which problems are posed,
processes concerning the analysis and evaluation of information – both in terms of clarity and reliability of the information
itself and also in terms of the identification of value choices underlying communication – to arrive at processes concerning decision-making or personal positions, also in conditions of uncertainty or of an incomplete definition of the problem.
Research phases
A workgroup composed of experts and teachers constructed the tests
and items for four different school levels (4th year primary school, 1st year
lower secondary school, 3rd year lower secondary school, and 2nd and 5th
year upper secondary school).
The main problem was that of having to evaluate competencies
without being able to rely on a common curriculum, and thus on a corpus of
knowledge shared by all students of the same school level. That is why (following the model used in the PISA – Project of International Students Assessment – international studies), all the item questions were preceded by a
text, often taken from newspapers or textbooks, that placed the problem in
perspective and provided the necessary information. The hypothesis is that
most knowledge is not necessarily provided by school but by the family,
friends or the media, and that schools – and the activities which many
schools propose for environmental education – may have provided the competencies for using this information in an autonomous and critical way.
After a pilot administration (November 2000) on about 650 students
for each school level, in order to assess the validity of a first batch of items,
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the more effective tests and items were then selected and the internal consistency of the study was improved9.
In the end, the students of each school level in the study were provided with 4 booklets, each one containing 5-6 tests (from 25 to 40 items,
envisaging both closed and open answer questions). May 2001 saw test administration on a national sample of about 20,000 students, including a particular sub-sample concerning the Tuscany region, on specific request of
that region’s authorities.
Since actions in the environmental field do not correspond to a
merely cognitive structuring of reality, but also to an emotional and affective one, the following questionnaires were also given in order to study the
connection between attitudes and competencies, and to compare and contrast all this with the real curriculum implemented by schools:
–
A student questionnaire as well as an attitude questionnaire
divided into 4 scales and of increasing complexity with student
age.
–
A teacher’s questionnaire, in order to collect information on the
relationship between educational offering and students’ environmental competencies and to describe the state of environmental education in Italian schools.
Conclusions
The ICAM study, on the one hand, aimed to provide all those interested in environmental education with a description of the national situation,
both as regards school actions and as regards the skills gained by students;
on the other, ICAM also wished to provide elements for reflection on the effectiveness of schools in integrating their curriculum with everyday life information and knowledge, and generally on the possibility of innovating
curricula and educational practices in the direction of a culture of complexity and of sustainable development.
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QUALITY CRITERIA FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCATION CENTRES IN EUROPE
Michela Mayer, Francesco Paglino,
Paolo Tamburini , Stefania Bertolini
Service for Communication, Environmental Education
and Local Agenda 21, Regione Emilia Romagna,
Department of Agriculture, Environment and Sustainable Development
Directorate General for the Environment
and for Ground and Coastal Defence.
www.regione.emilia-romagna.it/infea - eecquality@tiscali.it
The research project on Quality in Europe
The EECQuality research project, funded by the Emilia Romagna
regional authorities through the INFEA 2002/04 programme and coordinated by the CEA-A21 Service, is part of a process for the construction and
qualification of the “Regional Environmental Education System”, which is
geared to strengthening and organising all the regional experiences gained
on the matter.
A key role in the system is given to the EECs and a first indication of
the necessary requirements for joining the network was given in the document Criteria and Requirements for Suitability for the Environmental Education Centres, and this research project aimed to provide further elements
for reflection, starting from a comparison at European and overall international level and from a theoretical foundation.
Research aims
The aim of the research project was thus that of:
–
Establishing, at European level, a methodological and conceptual
frame of reference for EEC quality indicators consistent with the
EE idea proposed by Emilia Romagna INFEA Regional System.
–
Selecting and documenting examples of good practices of Environmental Education in Europe, as the terrain for in-depth study
and co-training for the EECs of the Emilia Romagna Region.
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The research project thus focused on the following, often interlinked, actions:
1. Documentary and bibliographical research into the systems of
“quality indicators” used in the educational field in various
European and non-European countries.
2. Research into the proposals and experimentations on quality indicators or criteria, used explicitly for the evaluation (and selfevaluation) of EECs.
3. Survey of the good practices of particularly significant EECs in
various European countries and recognised for their “good quality”.
4. Survey, through a questionnaire and, where possible, through interviews and on-site observations, of the “implicit or explicit”
indicators inside the EECs assessed.
5. Systematic arrangement of the information, analyses and comparison of the EE experiences, for a proposal consistent with the
EE idea and with the experiences of the Emilia Romagna Region.
Quality Indicators in Education and in Environmental Education
Considering that the field of enquiry is very broad and relatively new,
above all in Europe, the challenge was that of finding criteria or indicators for
an evaluation, and self-evaluation, system in line with EE principles, used not
only for “quality control” but also for “a development of quality”.
In this light, evaluation is not meant as judgement but as an “attribution of value” in order to “recognise problems as they arise”, that does not
overlook the values guiding organisations, actions and educational practices, but indeed takes on the task of comparing them, of accepting that different priorities and interests do exist, and of having as an aim not that of
eliminating diversities but of making them coexist in order to grow together.
Evaluation in the EE field cannot thus be divorced from a reflection
on the paradigms and theories either explicitly or implicitly guiding its practice, in the search for consistency between what is preached in the educational
field and the methodologies, tools and actions used in the evaluation field.
A system of indicators for this kind of evaluation cannot thus be used
as a tool for excluding and selecting, but as a map in order to help recognise
where each EEC or each project lies within a shared qualitative horizon. In
this sense, it is an instrument in the hands of each EEC to define its own profile, to clearly state its own representations, and to argue its own chosen.
Scenarios and quality indicators for EECs at European level.
Despite the ever spreading initiatives and the presence of specialised
journals in many countries, the evaluation issue is still either anchored to the
past or confined to the field of best practices.
There is thus an emerging interest for the quality of EECs, above all, in
Spain, followed by (Walloon) Belgium, Germany, Hungary, France and Britain.
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Spain was the first country to try and promote actions and studies at
national level as regards the quality of its own centres, starting from the
White Book for Environmental Education, which recommends the autonomous communities to “promote the accreditation and control of quality” of
environmental education centres.
In Belgium, the Walloon Region set up a network of CRIE – Centres Regionaux d’Initiation à l’Environnement. More than the characteristics
of the centres, what are defined are the “skills” that the centres should help
to develop in users.
In Germany, the ANU – Arbeitgemeinschaft Natur und Umweltbildung – is an “umbrella” association gathering together local associations
and centres that answer to all the various Landers and is also linked to institutions and centres in other countries – particularly Austria.
Britain has a consolidated tradition of networks of EECs generally
linked to foundations, enterprises and associations. The discussion on quality is essentially carried on within these networks, such as the National Grid
Trasco, Field Study Council or National Association of Field Study Officers
(NAFSO).
In France, EE can count on a large group of centres and associations
linked, above all, at regional level, and on a widespread educational and
epistemological debate. We can cite national associations such as Ecole et
nature or the CFEE – Collectif français pour l'éducation à l'environnement,
which connect various centres and associations, or the GRAINE – Groupe
Régional d'Animation et d'Initiation à la Nature et l'Environnement, which
is widespread throughout the country in regional coordination centres.
In eastern European countries, EECs are still not very widespread
although some support for their creation and development comes from the
REC (Regional Environmental Centre for Central and Eastern Europe), an
international organisation set up in 1990 with the contribution of the USA,
the European Commission and Hungary, which hosts the head office.
In Hungary has also been set up a national agency of the Ministry of Education – the EECPO (Environmental Education and Communication Programme
Office), with funding from the Education and Environment ministries.
In the Nordic countries, the spreading of EE in schools and in the
population does not seem to be accompanied by a reflection on the quality
of EECs, which do exist but are generally strongly linked to the presence of
protected nature areas, “nature schools”, and activities of “naturalistic interpretation”, often run by forestry personnel specialised in effective communication in the ecological field and in nature protection.
In Greece, a network of centres has been developed since 1993 on
the initiative of the Ministry of Education with European Union support.
The 24 centres envisaged, located in the various regions, are municipal
property and have staff seconded from schools. The activities with schools
have largely Community funding.
The research project ended by gathering together the indicators or
criteria found in the field, and which are in line with a socio-critical evalua323
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tion paradigm, in order to construct a list of possible indicators as a starting
basis for the regional system of Emilia Romagna – a list that must then be
interpreted and completed with the actors concerned.
The indicators have been divided into three broad spheres suggested
by the overall analysis:
1. The structures, their management and their consistency (as regards building construction, landscaping, ecological and educational factors) with the principles of education for sustainable
development.
2. The organisation running them, its scientific, educational and
management skills, its capacity to learn from experience and to
work in partnership with others.
3. The centre’s educational mission, its project, the implementation modalities and methodologies, the functions (of participation, research, networking …) characterising it and that are considered fundamental for the success of initiatives.
The summary report, available on the CD ROM entitled “Quality
Criteria for Environmental Education Centres in Europe”, does not purport
to be representative of all the indicators and clues possible, and does not
constitute a complete proposal of indicators to be considered necessary
and relevant, but only tries to offer a list of all the suggestions that we have
actually collected in this survey and which, in our view, may be used within
a socio-critical paradigm.
The CD also contains profiles on 44 European centres, (EECs, agencies and networks) which cooperated in the research project and which appeared particularly significant for illustrating the analysis carried out.
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Il progetto di ricerca sulla Qualità in Europa
La ricerca EEC Quality finanziata dalla Regione Emilia Romagna
(RER) attraverso il programma INFEA 2002/04 e coordinato dal Servizio CEAA21, fa parte del percorso di costruzione e qualificazione del “Sistema Regionale
di EA”, volto a rafforzare e organizzare l’insieme delle esperienze regionali.
Un ruolo molto importante nel sistema è appunto assegnato ai CEA e
una prima indicazione dei requisiti di idoneità necessari per poter entrare a
far parte della Rete è stata data nel documento “Criteri e requisiti di idoneità per i Centri di Educazione Ambientale” e questa ricerca ha inteso offrire
ulteriori elementi con i quali confrontarsi, partendo da un confronto a livello
europeo e internazionale e da una fondazione teorica.
Obiettivo della ricerca
L’obiettivo del progetto di ricerca è stato quindi quello di:
–
Individuare in ambito europeo un quadro di riferimento, metodologico e concettuale, per indicatori di qualità per i CEA coerenti
con l'idea di EA proposta dal sistema INFEA Emilia Romagna;
–
Selezionare e documentare esempi di good practice di Educazione Ambientale in Europa quale terreno di approfondimento
e co-formazione per i Centri di Educazione Ambientale
dell’Emilia Romagna.
La ricerca si è articolata di conseguenza nelle seguenti azioni, intrecciate spesso tra loro:
1. Ricerca documentaria e bibliografica sui sistemi di “indicatori di
qualità” utilizzati in diversi paesi, Europei e non.
2. Ricerca sulle proposte e le sperimentazioni di indicatori o di criteri di qualità, utilizzati esplicitamente per la valutazione (e l'autovalutazione) di CEA.
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3. Ricognizione di “good practices” relative a CEA particolarmente
significativi in diverse nazioni Europee e conosciuti per la loro
“buona qualità”.
4. Indagine attraverso un questionario, interviste e osservazioni in
loco, degli indicatori “impliciti o espliciti” utilizzati all’interno
dei CEA individuati.
5. Sistematizzazione delle informazioni, analisi e comparazione
delle esperienze, per una proposta coerente con l'idea di EA e
con le esperienze proprie della Regione Emilia Romagna.
Indicatori di Qualità nell’Educazione e nell’Educazione Ambientale
Premesso che il campo di indagine è molto ampio e relativamente
nuovo, soprattutto in Europa, la sfida è stata quella di trovare criteri o indicatori per un sistema di valutazione, e autovalutazione, coerente con i principi dell’educazione ambientale, utilizzabile non solo per un “controllo di
qualità” ma anche per “uno sviluppo della qualità”.
In questa ottica, la valutazione non è intesa come giudizio ma come
un “dare valore”, per “riconoscere i problemi al loro nascere”, che non
prescinde dai valori che guidano le organizzazioni, le azioni, le pratiche educative, ma anzi si assume il compito di metterli a confronto, di accettare
che esistano priorità e interessi diversi, di avere come obiettivo quello non
di eliminare le diversità ma di farle convivere per crescere assieme.
La valutazione nel campo dell’educazione ambientale non può prescindere quindi da una riflessione sui paradigmi e le teorie che esplicitamente o implicitamente ne guidano la pratica, alla ricerca di una coerenza tra
quanto si va predicando in campo educativo e le metodologie, gli strumenti,
le azioni che si utilizzano in campo valutativo.
Un Sistema di indicatori coerente con questo tipo di valutazione
quindi non può allora essere utilizzato come uno strumento per escludere,
per selezionare, ma come una mappa che aiuta a riconoscere dove ogni
Centro o ogni progetto si colloca rispetto ad un orizzonte qualitativo condiviso. In questo senso è uno strumento in mano a ciascun CEA per definire il
proprio profilo, per esplicitare le proprie rappresentazioni, per argomentare
le proprie scelte.
Scenari e indicatori di Qualità per i CEA a livello europeo.
Nonostante la sempre maggiore diffusione delle iniziative e la presenza in molte nazioni di riviste specializzate, il tema della valutazione rimane però ancora o ancorato al passato o confinato nel campo delle “buone
pratiche”.
In Europa emerge un interesse per la qualità dei CEA soprattutto in
Spagna, seguita dal Belgio francese, dalla Germania, dall’Ungheria, dalla
Francia e dall’Inghilterra.
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La Spagna è la nazione che per prima ha cercato di promuovere a livello nazionale azioni e ricerche relative alla qualità dei propri Centri, a partire dal Libro bianco per l'educazione ambientale in cui si raccomanda alle
Comunità autonome di “promuovere l'accreditamento e il controllo di qualità” dei Centri di educazione ambientale.
In Belgio, la Regione Vallone ha dato vita ad una rete di CRIE –
Centres Regionaux d’Initiation à l’Environnement. Più che le caratterestiche
dei Centri, vengono definite le “capacità” che i Centri dovrebbero aiutare a
sviluppare negli utenti.
In Germania l’ANU – Arbeitgemeinschaft Natur und Umweltbildung – è un’associazione “ombrello” che raccoglie associazioni locali e
Centri che fanno capo a tutti i diversi Lander ed è collegata anche ad istituzioni e Centri in altri paesi, in particolare in Austria.
L'Inghilterra dispone di una tradizione consolidata di reti di Centri
di educazione ambientale, in genere legati a fondazioni, imprese ed associazioni. Il dibattito sulla qualità avviene essenzialmente all’interno di questi
network, come ad esempio il National Grid Trasco o National Association
of Field Study Officers ( NAFSO).
In Francia l’educazione ambientale può contare su un folto gruppo
di Centri e Associazioni, collegati soprattutto a livello regionale, e su un dibattito educativo ed epistemologico diffuso. Citiamo ad esempio associazioni nazionali come “Ecole et nature” o il CFEE – Collectif français pour
l'éducation à l'environnement - che connettono vari centri ed associazioni, o
il GRAINE - Groupe Régional d'Animation et d'Initiation à la Nature et
l'Environnement – diffuso in tutto il Paese in coordinamenti regionali.
Nei paesi dell’Est i Centri di Educazione Ambientale sono ancora
poco diffusi, anche se un supporto alla loro costituzione e sviluppo viene dal
REC, il Regional Environmental Centre for Central and Eastern Europe, organizzazione internazionale costituita nel 1990 con l’apporto degli Stati Uniti, la Commissione Europea e l’Ungheria, in cui ha la sede principale.
In Ungheria é stata anche costituita una Agenzia nazionale del Ministero dell'Educazione – l'EECPO, Environmental Education and Communication Programme Office – con finanziamenti dai Ministeri dell'Educazione e dell'Ambiente, con compiti di valutazione della qualità.
Nei paesi nordici ad un’ampia diffusione dell’educazione ambientale nelle scuole e nella popolazione non sembra corrispondere una riflessione
sulla qualità dei Centri, che pure esistono ma sono in genere fortemente legati alla presenza di aree naturali protette, a “scuole di natura” e ad attività
di “interpretazione naturalistica”, spesso gestite da personale forestale specializzato in comunicazione efficace in campo ecologico e di protezione della natura.
In Grecia infine un network di Centri è stato realizzato a partire dal
1993 per iniziativa del Ministero dell'Educazione, con il sostegno dell'Unione Europea. I Centri previsti sono 24, diffusi ne lle varie regioni, le strutture
sono di proprietà della municipalità, vi lavora personale comandato dalla
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scuola, e le attività con le scuole sono in gran parte finanziate con fondi comunitari.
La ricerca ha dunque permesso una raccolta di quegli indicatori o
criteri rilevati sul campo, e che risultano coerenti con un paradigma valutativo socio-critico (Flogaitis e Liriakou, 2000), per costruire un elenco di
possibili indicatori quale base di partenza per il sistema regionale
dell’Emilia Romagna, elenco che andrà poi interpretato e completato con gli
attori coinvolti.
Gli indicatori sono stati suddivisi nelle tre grandi aree suggerite
dall’analisi complessiva:
1. Le strutture , la loro gestione e la loro coerenza (edilizia, paesaggistica, ecologica, educativa) con i principi dell’educazione
alla sostenibilità.
2. L’organizzazione che le gestisce, le sue competenze scientifiche, educative, gestionali, la sua capacità di apprendere
dall’esperienza, la capacità di lavorare in partenariato.
3. La missione educativa del Centro, il suo progetto, le modalità e
le metodologie di realizzazione, le funzioni (di partecipazione,
ricerca, lavoro in rete…) che lo caratterizzano e che vengono
considerate fondamentali per il successo delle iniziative.
Il rapporto sintetico della ricerca, disponibile sul CD Rom “Criteri di
Qualità per i Centri di Educazione Ambientale in Europa”, non vuole essere
rappresentativo di tutti gli indicatori e gli indizi possibili, e non costituisce
una proposta completa di indicatori da considerare necessari e rilevanti,
ma cerca solo di offrire un elenco di tutti i suggerimenti che abbiamo effettivamente raccolto in questa indagine, e che a nostro avviso può essere utilizzato all’interno di un paradigma socio-critico.
Il CD contiene inoltre 44 schede descrittive di altrettanti Centri europei (CEA, Agenzie, Network) che hanno collaborato alla ricerca e che sono apparsi particolarmente significativi per illustrare l’analisi effettuata.
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CONTRIBUTION OF THE PHILOSOPHY
OF SCIENCE TO ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT: A CASE STUDY
IN VILA DOIS RIOS, ILHA GRANDE, RJ/BRAZIL.
Elza Maria Neffa Vieira de Castro
Fátima Teresa Braga Branquinho
Marilene de Sá Cadei
Universidade do Estado do Rio de Janeiro
Key words: Philosophy of Science, Hydrologic Resources, Socioenvironmental Practices, Environmental Health.
Introduction.
This essay intends to demonstrate the importance of the concepts of
complexity (Morin, 2001), socio-technical networks (Latour, 1992) and
emancipatory knowledge (Santos, 2001) to the training of organic intellectuals (Gramsci, 1979) and the promotion of integrated actions in hydrographic basins with socio-environmental problems. Therefore, the contribution of the above concepts to the education of local actors capable of facing
the challenges of environmental management will be strongly emphasized.
The sustainability of complex systems such as hydrographic micro-basis requires of social actors a new mindset in which interdisciplinary, interinstitutional and interactive actions between public authorities and civil society play a central role. Environmental sustainability calls for an integrated
management capable of solving conflicts and promoting participation and
cooperation among social actors. The prevailing social practices of visitors,
professors, students, UERJ employees and residents of Vila Dois Rios result
from a fragmented approach to nature and society with limited, rigid ways
of thinking which tend to view scientific facts out of context. The result of
this study is a proposal for environmental education based on the philosophy
of science in which techno scientific knowledge and construction of local
diagnoses combine to produce a collective praxis committed to environmental sustainability.
Vila Dois Rios: social practices and hydrologic resources.
Vila Dois Rios is named after the Barra Pequena and Barra Grande
streams that flow from the Mãe D’ Agua cascade wherefrom water to the
village is supplied. The physical space where social life takes place underwent different occupational patterns through time: Indian village, slave reception farm, Royal Crown estate, Federal Government property, penal col331
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ony and university campus. As water supply to the village is tapped from
Mãe D’ Água cascade, village people do not show any specific concern over
conservation of this natural resource, using it heedless of a possible water
shortage in the village. When asked about the reasons for such a careless
behaviour a village teenager replied: “Even if we don’t use it, it’ll flow to
the sea anyway...there’s so much water! What difference does it make?” No
matter how often the Center for Environmental Education and Sustainable
Development - CEADS tries to instruct people on adequate domestic waste
disposal ways, part of it ends up near Barra Pequena’s right bank or behind
the old prison’s ruins wherefrom it’s eventually carried down to the riverbed
of nearby streams by wind or rain. Although a comprehensive environmental impact study of these practices has never been made, studies undertaken in similar contexts and local direct observation records point summarily to the following negative impacts: reduction of water flow from the
sources of the streams; reduction of the riparian vegetation at some points of
the banks of the Barra Grande and Barra Pequena; pollution of superficial
and underground water bodies; alteration of aquatic flora and fauna; proliferation of mosquitoes and other disease vectors; increased risk of acquiring
water born diseases.
Participative management of hydrologic resources: an educational solution for sustainability.
The environmental management of hydrographic basins is one of the
most effective tools available for bringing about transformation in a given
socio-environmental scenario, mainly with techno scientific and politicoinstitutional aspects embodied in a participative management process with
decentralized decision-making. Hydrographic basins, as environmental systems, are the best work entities because its limits and problems are easily
visualized by local residents. The hydrographic basin, considered as a system made up of different environmental units in diverse conservation or
degradation stages, assumed as space for study and social intervention, allows an integrated vision of the biotic, abiotic, socio-economic and institutional aspects, given the function of water as a link between elements of the
natural environment and anthropic activities, its quality and quantity being a
measure of the way environmental resources are managed (Castro, 2002).
Furthermore, in accordance with the concept of socio technical network (Latour, 1994), the complexity of this system and its multidisciplinary nature
require the involvement of many state and city level authorities as well as
the civil society. The identification of degradation factors as well as the “interplay of forces” and the set of rules and relationships that support it allow
the integration of political and cultural identities of the population to administrative actions in an institutional arrangement wherein participant’s values
are constantly reappraised and measures of environmental management incorporated. The commitment of social actors with an ethic of solidarity with
the sustainability of ecosystems is a precondition to the recovery process in
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hydrographic micro-basins through alternative, non-predatory actions, to be
disseminated by Environmental Education. The intervention of inhabitants
as well as influential outside people in this geographic space requires the
knowledge of relevant politico-economic and socio-cultural aspects and the
planning of integrated actions. According to Prigogine (1998), in dissipative
systems, the larger the number of interacting elements, the larger the possibilities of instability. Very complex systems are always threatened by
events, fluctuations and instabilities that thwart its potential for integration.
This concept can be very useful in the case of the Ilha Grande hydrographic
basin, for example, where transformations following the Atlantic Rainforest
devastation and disorganized human occupation pose questions such as:
which mechanisms can upset those systems? Which systems manage to resist and overcome perturbations? The notion of “socio technical network”
can be usefully applied when it comes to combining technical knowledge to
exercise of power. In this sense, implementation of the concept of a “shared
socio-environmental agenda” can contribute to a more democratic vision as
regards the environment, public health and the power exerted by techno scientific knowledge in a class society, paving the way for an environmental
epistemology wherein different cultures can dialogue and re-signify their
senses of living and acting politically. Building up a socio-environmental
agenda involves the empowerment of social actors in more horizontal power
relationships. In the action research methodology students, residents, municipal authorities and community leaderships are involved in participatory
planning and environmental education actions that foster solidarity and new
forms of individual and collective citizenship. The accumulated experience
in the socio-environmental agendas has shown the relevance of the participation of different social actors committed to conflict solving and production and analysis of information for addressing sustainable strategies.
Final Considerations.
The implementation of socio-environmental practices as well as the
Local Agenda 21 in Vila Dois Rios based on the action research methodology has contributed to: increasing the capacity of different actors to establishing partnerships, alliances and co-management practices leading to
common good; constructing a political ethic that according to Morin (1998,
p. 67-77) must contain some guiding ideas such as relinking, that embodies
everything that associates, solidarizes and fosters brotherliness, as opposed
to all that fragments and divides; developing an educational process committed to human sensibility, able to transcend Cartesian logic and induce
complex thinking and the principles of uncertainty, indetermination and
creative construction of new values.
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PROGETTARE L'EDUCAZIONE AMBIENTALE
PER UNA SOCIETÀ IN TRANSIZIONE
Antonio Moroni
Membro Accademia Nazionale delle Scienze detta dei XL
Professore emerito di Ecologia Università di Parma
1. L’Educazione Ambientale in una società dell’incertezza
La società attuale sta affrontando un processo di profonda trasformazione, in cui il vecchio non c'è più e si stanno cercando gli elementi di un
nuovo rapporto delle persone e delle città con l' ambiente naturale e umano,
esso stesso in rapido cambiamento, che li circonda.
In questa situazione ogni cittadino che opera per la città e nella città
è sollecitato a ripensare ogni giorno alla propria attività, non in un'ottica di
un'esclusiva visione personale (operando, cioè, in un sistema chiuso), ma riflettendo sui reali bisogni della società, decodificandoli in domande e su
queste organizzare l’offerta (operando, cioè, in un sistema aperto).
Nel caso specifico dell'Educazione ambientale, operare in sistema
aperto significa individuarne l'obiettivo attraverso una ricerca nel contesto
socioculturale, politico, economico, in cui si opera.
2. L'Educazione Ambientale, disciplina sintetica
Dagli anni '80 ad oggi, l'obiettivo assegnato all'Educazione ambientale è stato quello di dare conoscenze di biologia e di ecologia, integrate con
motivazioni fornite dall'etica ambientale. Di qui nasce l’obiettivo
dell’Educazione Ambientale: stimolare i cittadini ad assumere un comportamento responsabile verso se stessi e verso l'ambiente che li circonda.
Una definizione di ambiente. Dobbiamo distinguere l’ambiente interno ed esterno rispetto ad ogni vivente. L'ambiente interno, proprietà comune a tutti i livelli dell'organizzazione della vita sul pianeta, è una realtà
viva, fragile e complessa, costituita dai fattori che formano la struttura di un
dato livello dell’organizzazione dei viventi e dal sistema dei rapporti che si
realizzano nello spazio e nel tempo e nella condizione normale o alterata tra
questi fattori stessi. L’ambiente esterno è quel sistema di condizioni fisiche,
biologiche (e,se presenti, culturali) in cui si trova a vivere e operare un determinato vivente.
Per capire cos'è l'Educazione ambientale, occorre chiarire il significato dei termini di sistema ambientale naturale ed umano e di educazione, e
il rapporto che intercorre tra essi.
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3. La modalità dell'analisi e della gestione di realtà ambientali complesse
Negli anni ’90 è stata formulata una metodologia per lo studio e la gestione di tematiche complesse ed è stata chiamata paradigma della complessità di
Kuhn (un paradigma è un modello attorno a cui si costruisce una cultura).
Un’analisi ad esempio di un ecosistema eseguito con questo metodo
si realizza tre fasi (Fig. A):
1. si scompone il sistema nei fattori che lo compongono e ogni fattore viene studiato da una disciplina specialistica (non si considerano i rapporti). Si opera secondo il metodo multidisciplinare.
Questa prima fase è detta "analitico-riduttiva";
2. nella la seconda fase, "sintetico-ecosistemica", si recuperano i
rapporti e si ricostruisce la realtà sistemica dei processi o dei sistemi ambientali in esame. Si usa il metodo interdisciplinare;
3. la terza fase è rappresentata dal prodotto della ricerca che è
trans-disciplinare.
Se qualcosa nell' analisi non funziona, si dovrà ritornare ai fattori,
perchè lì sta il punto critico, da cui riavviare l' analisi del processo o del sistema. Questo indirizzo dovrebbe ormai entrare a far parte della cultura dei
docenti di ogni ordine e grado di scuola, dei ricercatori, dei gestori e dei
semplici cittadini.
4. L'area di progetto: un metodo per l'Educazione Ambientale
Ritornando all'Educazione ambientale, si è detto che il suo obiettivo
consiste nel fornire conoscenze e motivazioni (etica ambientale) e attraverso
l'impiego di discipline metodologiche dell'educazione (psicologia, pedagogia, didattica), suscitare comportamenti di persone consapevoli e responsabili verso il proprio ambiente.
Un buon metodo per realizzare oggi progetti di educazione
ambientale, sia a livello scolastico, sia a livello extrascolastico, sui temi
ambientali di natura complessa, è l'area di progetto organizzata su sei fasi.
1. Il tema della ricerca viene scelto dagli studenti, preferibilmente
nel quadro del territorio di residenza.
2. Successivamente occorre fare il punto sullo stato dell'arte attraverso la ricerca su articoli, libri, interviste, etc.
3. Nella fase analitico-riduttiva si effettua una scomposizione della
realtà complessa nei fattori naturali e antropici che ne costituiscono la struttura.
L'analisi dei fattori critici viene svolta con il supporto dei docenti e
degli specialisti che costituiscono il gruppo di consulenti. Viene anche attuata una campagna per il rilevamento dei dati (sul terreno e tramite interviste)
ed esperimenti in laboratorio.
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Nella fase sintetico-ecositemica si opera un confronto tra le conoscenze ottenute nella fase precedente sui fattori che sembrano più importanti
al fine della ricerca (si parla di fattori critici), per ricostruire “la rete dei
rapporti” al fine di risolvere il problema posto dal tema ambientale che si
vuole affrontare.
1. Discussione dei risultati e confronto con le ricerche precedenti.
Integrazione con i principi dell'etica ambientale.
2. Trasferimento dei risultati ai fruitori, mettendo in contatto gli
studenti con la concreta realtà che hanno studiato: una Pubblica
Amministrazione, un'azienda industriale, una società di servizi,
un quartiere, un paese, etc. Nessun progetto deve rimanere nella
scuola, deve essere comunicato all'esterno, in modo che i ragazzi
siano soddisfatti per aver fatto qualcosa di utile.
3. Prodotti della ricerca. Si ha un duplice prodotto: materiale ed
immateriale. Prodotti materiali possono essere mostre, ipertesti,
videocassette, etc. Il prodotto immateriale è la crescita e la modificazione nella percezione dell'ambiente e l'acquisizione di nuovi
atteggiamenti di consapevolezza e di responsabilità verso il proprio quadro ambientale.
Una conclusione
Non è certo anacronistico, né di maniera, far riferimento alla responsabilità degli intellettuali, siano ricercatori, siano decisori, siano professori,
ricercatori o studenti. Il ricordo va agli studenti e ai Professori del '68, di
Tienamen, di Belgrado, di Timor Est perché essi, gli intellettuali, nonostante
latitanze colpevoli e le innumerevoli crisi di identità, e di ruolo (di cui la
storia del pensiero rende testimonianza) sono sempre stati punto di riferimento nei grandi crocevia della storia.
Nel quadro di una società arida e in cerca di senso, a tutti coloro che
hanno a cuore l'ambiente è rivolto l'invito espresso da Carlos Castaneda nel
testo The teachings of Don Juan:
Qualsiasi via è solo una via, e non c'è nessun affronto, a se stessi o agli altri, nell'abbandonarla, se questo è ciò che il tuo cuore ti dice di
fare ... Esamina ogni via con accuratezza e ponderazione. Provala tutte
le volte che lo ritieni necessario. Quindi poni te stesso, e a te stesso
soltanto, una domanda ... Questa via ha un cuore? Se lo ha, la via è
buona. Se non lo ha, non serve a niente.
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Figura A
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VERSO MODELLI ECOLOGICI
DI TRASMISSIONE DELLA CONOSCENZA
Dott. Pietro Pizzuto
Associazione Yellow Hop Onlus
Arte e scienza, natura ed educazione
L’obiettivo di questo studio è di delineare dei principi guida generali
che applicati ai contesti formativi possano garantire che le modalità di trasmissione della conoscenza siano autenticamente ecologiche. L’ipotesi teorica di base è tratta dal movimento della deep ecology (Arne Naess, 1973),
che a differenza della shallow ecology, ritiene che la crisi uomo-ambiente
vada affrontata a partire da un ripensamento profondo di alcuni modelli epistemologici ed etici che stanno alla base dell’odierna modalità abitativa
dell’uomo “occidentale”, che non sia quindi sufficiente utilizzare al meglio
le risorse e le conoscenze tecnologiche nel tentativo di arginare gli effetti
della crisi, ma che sia in primo luogo necessario risalire alle sue cause remote per rimuoverle, grazie ad un profondo rinnovamento culturale.
I principi cardine di questo nuovo orizzonte culturale sono
l’uguaglianza biocentrica e l’auto-eco-realizzazione, e scaturiscono dalla
interrelazione di tutte le cose, centro concettuale della nuova scienza della
complessità e dalla teoria dei sistemi.
In questo quadro il modello che verrà presentato come strumento
possibile per la realizzazione di percorsi formativi basati su modalità ecologiche di costruzione e trasmissione della conoscenza sarà quello elaborato
da Gregory Bateson, come integrazione tra un paradigma estetico ed uno
antiestetico, modelli rispettivamente rappresentativi della cultura ecologica
con approccio sistemico e complesso, il primo, e della cultura “dominante”
con approccio galileiano-cartesiano, il secondo.
Principi del conoscere antiecologico ed ecologico
Il “paradigma antiestetico ed estetico” di G. Bateson
Gli uomini sono mortali
Socrate è un uomo
Socrate è mortale
(Platone)
Gli uomini sono mortali
L’erba è mortale
Gli uomini sono erba
(G.Bateson)
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Paradigma antiestetico
Cultura dominante con approccio galileiano-cartesiano:
1. Pensare atomistico
2. Prevalere di processi di pensiero che procedono per separazione
3. Elezione del criterio della quantità a principio distintivo del fare
scienza
4. Dimenticanza di qualsiasi senso estetico che conduca
all’apprezzamento della forma
5. Distanza emotivo-affettiva fra soggetto ed oggetto della conoscenza come condizione di un procedere oggettivamente fondato
Paradigma estetico
Cultura ecologica con approccio sistemico e complesso:
1. Principio di contestualizzazione
2. Ricerca della struttura che connette
3. Assunzione del criterio della qualità come presupposto del fare
scienza
4. Il processo di costruzione del sapere non disgiunto dalla ricerca
della bellezza
5. Modalità di ricerca che preveda un accostarsi alle cose con empatia e sentendosi affini ad esse.
A partire da questo modello è possibile delineare una serie di principi guida applicabili sul campo. Va qui sottolineato che “l’educazione e la
formazione ecologica sono intese come aspetti dell’educazione e della formazione relative all’ambiente, che hanno per oggetto specificatamente la relazione tra mondo umano e mondo naturale e che si propongono come
obiettivo di contribuire alla generale educazione e formazione del soggetto
in modo tale che sia in grado di pervenire ad una significazioneprogettazione-gestione del suo abitare la terra nella direzione del rispetto per
la natura in vista di una migliore qualità della vita” come scrive bene la
Mortari. Pertanto si esplicano su diversi piani applicativi interconnessi:
1. Cognitivo: favorire l’acquisizione di una competenza ambientale
scientificamente fondata;
2. Emotivo-affettivo: attraverso la valorizzazione di un rapporto polivalente con l’ambiente (anche sul piano senso-percettivo), promuovere lo sviluppo di un sentimento positivo nei confronti della
natura;
3. Estetico: orientare a forme di apprezzamento estetico degli elementi che configurano il contesto ambientale;
4. Etico-sociale-politico: sollecitare all’impegno concreto e responsabile a favore della tutela e della conservazione del patrimonio
naturale.
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Ecco gli strumenti formativi ritenuti adeguati ad ogni livello applicativo:
1. Le concezioni iniziali, posizionamento, disanima riflessiva, attenzione al qui ed ora, contemplazione ex-centrica, ricerca della
struttura che connette, il contesto che fissa il significato, pensare
per storie, la metafora come strumento cognitivo, la disposizione
dell’ascolto e dell’abbandono;
2. Esperienze senso-percettive, l’osservazione diretta e la permanenza in natura, relazione ingenua con le cose, partecipazione
empatica (pensare che è anche sentire);
3. Osservazione ricolma di stupore, il piacere estetico
dell’esperienza della contingenza, i linguaggi dell’arte;
4. Discutere insieme, elaborare idee guida, l’immaginazionedimensione del possibile, pensare come ideazione di utopie.
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INFORMAL ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
FOCUSING ON WATER.
ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF EDUCATIONAL
CONCEPTS APPLIED IN GERMANY
Carolin Rettig
Institute of Landscape Management,
Albert Ludwigs University, Freiburg
The role of water in environmental education
Water resources fulfil a multitude of ecological, social and economic
functions. Most of all, water plays a key role in sustaining life and it may
well be the most precious natural resource humans utilise. Only about 2.5 %
of the world’s water resources are freshwater (United Nations, 2003). Water
is becoming scarcer around the world as a result of population growth, with
an increase in its use for all sorts of purposes, including direct consumption,
agriculture, industry, recreation, and due to the loss of water resources to
pollution. Water protection and sustainable water resource management are
therefore of utmost importance. Due to great disparities between the world’s
different regions the priorities given to different water issues vary with the
local conditions and needs. No matter what the foremost issue is, education
plays a key role. “Knowledge is accepted as one of the keys to development,
improved livelihoods, environmental participation and stronger democracies” (ONU, 2003). The importance of water education at an international
level is reflected in the efforts undertaken by the United Nations: in 1993
the annual World Water Day was introduced, the year 2003 was proclaimed
the “International Year of Freshwater” and in 2005 the international decade
for action “Water for Life” commenced.
In Germany water already plays an important role in environmental
education. Closer observation reveals, however, that educational approaches
to water issues are often limited to experiments concerning the chemical and
physical properties of water, or to consumption issues and water saving tips.
These are important issues of course, but they do not make full use of the
potential of water in the context of environmental education.
Throughout the world water is incorporated into mythology, religion
and culture, it has numerous symbolic meanings and inspired many myths.
This demonstrates the special nature of the human-water relationship and,
therefore, water seems to be especially suited to conveying the messages of
environmental education. Water education that goes beyond the teaching of
scientific facts presents an excellent medium to raise awareness and promote
the idea of sustainable development, because people relate to water issues as
it occupies such a fundamental position in our lives.
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The research project
The research project began in 2003 and will be concluded in 2006.
This paper focuses on the design of the study and refers to some preliminary
findings. The main research objectives are:
–
To provide an overview of existing methodological approaches
to informal water education in Germany and to analyse the underlying educational concepts.
–
To assess the effectiveness of certain water education activities
or programmes.
–
To evaluate the assessment criteria applied, some of which were
newly developed for the purposes of this research project.
Contemporary cognitive psychology serves as a theoretical framework of the study and encompasses the analysis of the role of cognition,
emotions, the actual environment, as well as the social and cultural environment of an individual. The extent to which the educational concepts implemented in water education programmes comply with the theories and
findings of modern cognitive psychology are being examined. One of the
central research questions is: “Which elements must be included in water
education programmes to have a positive effect on the individual’s environmental awareness and ideally the behaviour, too?”
To find answers to this and other research questions, the assessment
of water education programmes is based on a combination of theoretical and
empirical analyses. Expert interviews were held to gain an overview of the
existing programmes and concepts. Qualitative content analyses are employed to evaluate the underlying educational concepts of selected water
education programmes. Simultaneously, empirical data are collected by
means of questionnaires that are distributed among the participants of different water education programmes. The main target group is school children between the ages of nine and eleven, the most common participants in
the programmes assessed. The survey is based on a pre and post-test design.
The children and accompanying teachers are asked to fill in the questionnaires before taking part in the programme and again four weeks later. This
time frame was chosen because other studies have already shown that this
time lag is sufficient for detecting either manifestations or deteriorations of
attitudes and behaviour (cf. Bogner, 1998). The children’s answers provide
information about their knowledge before and after participating in the programme, as well as about their interests, hobbies and their social environment. In each case a second school class of the same grade from the same
school serves as a control. The statistical analyses of the empirical data will
primarily be based on comparisons of each individual’s answers given during the pre and post-test.
The assessment criteria being employed to analyse the effectiveness
of water education programmes are derived mainly from two studies evaluating environmental education in schools in Germany (Eulefeld, 1993).
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These criteria are deemed suitable because they have been tested on
a large scale. They have been modified for the purposes of this study and
further criteria were added in accordance with the research aims and the
theoretical framework. The criteria include aspects such as “reference to local conditions”, “reference to dependencies and wider contexts”, “action
oriented teaching”, “availability of equipment for experiments”, “addressing
emotions” and so on.
Due to the general lack of impact assessments of informal environmental education, the assessment methods themselves must be analysed
critically. Consequently, it must be determined to what extent the applied
assessment approach is practicable and transferable.
Water education in Germany
Originally, it was assumed that there are only few providers of environmental education in Germany focusing on water issues. During the initial
research phase it quickly became clear that this was a misperception, however. The main reason for this was the lack of publicity extending beyond
the local level in many cases. Once research had commenced more and
more water education activities and programmes were unearthed and so
there could be no doubt that water issues do play an important role in environmental education in Germany. What also became clear was the great variety of educational methods being applied in informal water education, often addressing different target groups. Based on the data collected, four major forms of water education were distinguished:
–
Museums and exhibitions with the foremost aim of providing information, but increasingly addressing all senses and including
elements of a more action-oriented approach.
–
Volunteer groups comprised of all age groups that “adopt” and
care for a local water body on a regular basis, supervised by the
local water authority.
–
Guided tours or water education vehicles which can be booked
for certain educational activities, usually outdoors, providing all
the necessary expertise and equipment.
–
Environmental education centres with a variety of teaching facilities and suitable outdoor areas used for educational purposes.
Even though the varying forms of water education follow different
approaches, they pursue similar if not the same objectives, that is familiarising their target groups with water issues, raising their awareness and ideally
affecting their environmental behaviour in a positive way, nurturing sustainable use and management. What they also have in common is that they are
all action-oriented, but clearly to different extents. Even the museums and
exhibitions make an effort to actively involve their visitors by offering various “hands on” exhibits. Some even include outdoor facilities. All of this
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indicates that the providers of water education apply modern concepts and
methods in order to reach their target groups.
As yet, however, little is known about just how effective informal
environmental or water education programmes truly are. And at this moment in time there is a severe shortage of empirical research addressing and
attempting to fill this knowledge gap. Therefore, the intention behind this
study is to observe and assess different water education programmes, as was
mentioned previously.
Outlook
As the project is not yet finished, the central research questions remain unanswered for now, even though first trends can already be detected.
Once the final results are at hand, it will be particularly important to analyse
how practicable the assessment method employed is.
Furthermore, the transferability of the results to all sorts of environmental education programmes in general and also to other regions, both nationally and internationally, must be examined. These and further issues will
be put up for discussion at a public workshop in Schneverdingen, north Germany, at the end of April 2006. The workshop primarily addresses practitioners and researchers, but is open to anyone who is interested in the topic.
Ultimately, the intention is that the final results will serve as a basis
for practical recommendations and fundamental environmental education
and assessment guidelines.
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L’INTRODUCTION
DE L’EDUCATION A L’ENVIRONNEMENT
POUR UN DEVELOPPEMENT DURABLE (EEDD)
DANS LE SYSTEME SCOLAIRE FRANÇAIS.
LE CAS DU LANGUEDOC-ROUSSILLON
Guillemette Berthou-Gueydan
Institut Universitaire de Formation des Maîtres, LIRDEF
Montpellier (France).
Guillemette.berthou@montpellier.iufm.fr
Depuis une trentaine d’années, les instances internationales ont
régulièrement appelé l’École à réfléchir aux grands défis environnementaux.
En France, une action pédagogique, appelée dans un premier temps «
pédagogie de l’environnement » (années 70), puis « éducation à
l’environnement (EE) », a été mise en place. Elle repose sur des textes dont
la production correspond peu ou prou au rythme des grandes conférences
mondiales. Récemment, l’UNESCO a décidé que la décade 2005-2014
serait consacrée à l’éducation au développement durable.
Le Ministère français de l’Education, dans cet esprit et dans celui de
la charte gouvernementale (Charte de l’environnement, 28 février 2005), a
promulgué (Bulletin Officiel de l’Education Nationale, 2004) la
généralisation d’une telle éducation qui peut être mise en œuvre dans
un grand nombre de dispositifs (les classes transplantées, projets
culturels, ateliers de culture scientifique ou artistique, projets
innovants, itinéraires de découverte, travaux personnels encadrés,
projets pluridisciplinaires à caractère professionnel).
Ce qui se fait depuis une trentaine d’années en Languedoc-Roussillon
L’Académie de Montpellier possède une solide expérience en
matière d’EE. Une importante réflexion pédagogique a déjà été formalisée,
les ressources abondent, de nombreux partenariats sont dès à présent
engagés, de nombreuses sollicitations1 arrivent aux enseignants. Les
initiatives locales, souvent impulsées par les collectivités territoriales et les
services de l'État2 se sont multipliées. A ces partenaires institutionnels, on
1. Propositions d’action sur des thèmes porteurs et médiatisés (énergie, effet de serre,
risques), actions à mener au quotidien (tri des déchets, transport et pollution, électricité, eau
du robinet), modes de restitution alléchants (concours, journées de, semaine de, exposition,
action ponctuelle pour.
2. Ministère de l’Ecologie « 1000 défis pour ma planète », « Printemps de
l’environnement ». Ministère de l’Agriculture « A l’école de la forêt ». Conseil
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peut ajouter les forts nombreux acteurs associatifs, les entreprises et les
fondations dont l’aide n’est pas négligeable. Les enseignants qui ont assuré
avec ténacité cette EE possèdent un net caractère « militant » et font souvent
appel à des partenaires pour leur compétence technique, leurs ressources ou
leur complicité intellectuelle.
On peut affirmer que dans la région Languedoc-Roussillon, il y a
quelques brillantes réussites et un faisceau de conditions favorables. Une
évaluation3 des projets environnementaux durant l’année scolaire 1999-2000
a montré qu’un peu plus de 50.000 élèves, de l’école maternelle au lycée,
ont participé à un projet environnemental. Ce chiffre peut paraître important
mais ne représente que 12% de l’ensemble des élèves scolarisés dans la
Région ; le recensement (Philippe Guizard, juin 2005) des actions menées
en 2004-2005 dans quelques-unes unes des classes d’environ 400
établissements donne un résultat analogue (15%). Cela confirme un
engagement très inégal des équipes si bien que les élèves ne connaissent
malheureusement aucune continuité en cette éducation. En outre, le choix
des thèmes indique une visée essentiellement comportementale, ancrée sur
une action concrète et locale4. Force est de constater qu’il n’existe pas
encore une EE construite et cohérente. La situation est plutôt globalement en
stagnation, sinon en recul, par rapport à celle du milieu des années 90. Il est
possible de déterminer quelques-unes unes des difficultés de l’intégration de
l’EEDD dans l’enseignement, puis de signaler les choix d’amélioration faits
au niveau ministériel.
Les conceptions des enseignants
Comme celle des autres membres de l’Education Nationale, elles sont
marquées par une vision « naturaliste » et « morale » de l’EE (G. Berthou, 2000) :
l’environnement est pensé comme une « nature » à préserver et non comme un
ensemble de relations entretenues par les sociétés avec leur territoire qu’elles doivent
apprendre à gérer en opérant des choix raisonnés et raisonnables.

Régional « Un aigle dans la garrigue », « Sortie nature du réseau des espaces protégés »,
« Réseau d’éducation à l’énergie », trophée CHENE.
3. Evaluation conduite conjointement par la Direction régionale de l’Environnement
Languedoc-Roussillon (antenne régionale du Ministère de l’Ecologie), par L’Agence
Méditerranéenne de l’Environnement (Conseil Régional) et par le Groupe Régional
Animation Initiation Nature Environnement du Languedoc-Roussillon (Graine-LR).
4. Pour exemple, « cultivons notre jardin » dans une école du département de l’Aude,
« gestion des déchets d’atelier » dans un lycée professionnel du département du Gard,
« mieux vivre au collège » dans le département de l’Hérault, mais aussi, et heureusement
pour le développement durable « la brebis lozérienne à l’heure de la mondialisation »ou « la
canicule, explications scientifiques et implications sociales ».
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L’absence d’explicitation claire de l’expression
l’environnement vers un développement durable »

« Education

à

Implicitement, le concept à intégrer de « développement durable »
est issu du Rapport Bruntland5 (1987). Si l’on s’accorde globalement sur les
volets économique, social, culturel et environnemental constitutifs du
concept, les approches divergent en ce qui concerne la signification de
« développement durable ».
Le développement est-il synonyme de croissance ? De
décroissance ? De stabilité ? Que fait-on des différences Nord-Sud ? Ou EstOuest ? S’agit-il d’agir, d’aménager, de gérer ? Durable, pour qui ? Où ?
Jusqu’à quand ? A quelle échelle ? Y-a-t-il réversibilité, irréversibilité ?
Equilibre, déséquilibre ? Cela implique-t-il évolution, statu quo ? A partir de
quel temps « zéro » ?
L’éducation aux valeurs
Elle a consisté pendant longtemps à transmettre certaines vertus
morales, certains codes moraux (leçon de morale quotidienne à l’école
primaire). Puis, elles furent ignorées, donc véhiculées implicitement. Depuis
les années 80, on observe un retour aux valeurs traditionnelles telles que le
sens des responsabilités ou le respect d’autrui.
Dans la mesure où l’EEDD est ajustée constamment aux valeurs
sociales, elles-mêmes en constante mutation, un consensus international sur
les valeurs est quasi impossible à obtenir.
Il est néanmoins crucial de connaître les attitudes et les valeurs aussi
bien celles de notre propre société que celles des autres, puisque certaines
décisions, certaines actions d’aujourd’hui auront une incidence mondiale dans
le futur. Penser à long terme, penser pour ailleurs devient une nécessité.
Comment demander à des enseignants d’éduquer à l’EEDD s’ils n’ont
pas conscience des valeurs profondes implicites qui les guident dans leur action
éducative ? Font-ils la différence entre valeurs, attitudes, convictions,
croyances? Ont-ils réfléchi à l’existence ou non de valeurs spécifiquement
environnementales, de valeurs universelles? Ont-ils intégré les valeurs mises en
avant dans la constitution européenne comme la justice sociale, l’égalité des
droits, la participation, l’engagement, la responsabilité ? Ont-ils pensé à
l’existence dans certains pays de valeurs normatives spécifiques non partagées
par d’autres ? Ont-ils éclairci la nature des objets destinataires de ces valeurs :
est-ce la biodiversité ? la biosphère ? les espèces vivantes ? la nature ? ou bien,
les cultures humaines ? l’être humain ? la civilisation actuelle ?

5. "Un développement qui répond aux besoins du présent sans compromettre la capacité des
générations futures de répondre aux leurs".
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La manière d’enseigner
Elle laisse plus ou moins de liberté à l’élève, depuis l’écoute passive, la
récitation mot pour mot jusqu’à l’ apprentissage actif et l’éducation au choix.
Une recherche européenne en cours (Biohead - Biology , Health and
Environmental education for a better citizenship) insiste sur le rôle joué par les
styles d‘enseignement : ils influencent la façon dont l’élève perçoit sa liberté de
choix et on peut penser que cela jouera sur sa vie d’adulte citoyen.
Dans le style Informatif, il n’y a que des données, des faits, pas de
questionnement environnemental au sens actuel du terme. L’enseignement
Injonctif ne laisse pratiquement aucun espace de liberté. Il y a des normes qu’il
convient de respecter. Dans le style Incitatif, l’avis, s’il est donné, n’est en rien
obligatoire … mais fortement conseillé et approuvé par les autorités. Dans
l’enseignement Participatif, une décision concernant la vie de classe n’est prise
qu’après discussion entre élèves, argumentation et vote. Dans le cas d’un débat,
chaque opinion peut être librement acceptée après argumentation et dans le
respect des valeurs admises par tous. mais quelles sont ces valeurs ? On se
retrouve à l’interrogation précédente.
La politique éducative actuellement mise en place en France
A l’heure actuelle, elle introduit plus de cohérence dans des
directives déjà existantes ; il ne s’agit toujours pas de créer une nouvelle
discipline, ni même de nouveaux dispositifs, mais en restant à moyens
constants, de définir un domaine « Environnement et développement
durable » comme cela a été fait pour la citoyenneté. Durant sa scolarité, un
élève a quatre possibilités de se trouver en « EEDD» :
–
Tout d’abord les projets éducatifs qui concernent les enseignants
les plus motivés et les plus militants.
–
Puis, des projets sur tout un établissement. En LanguedocRoussillon, les plus fréquents de ces projets concernent les Plans
Particuliers de Mise en Sécurité (PPMS), obligatoires depuis peu
pour chaque établissement de la Région et dont l’importance a été
mise en évidence lors des dernières inondations début septembre.
–
Les deux autres possibilités touchent l’enseignement disciplinaire
et les dispositifs pluridisciplinaires. Les programmes ne sont pas
changés, mais s’y ajoute une forte incitation clairement exprimée à
les traiter, dès que possible, dans une optique de développement
durable. Ainsi, la complexité d’une question environnementale a
de meilleures chances d’être appréhendée.
Aux dispositifs évoqués jusqu’à présent qui concernent les disciplines,
on peut ajouter pour la prochaine rentrée scolaire en collège, les thèmes de
convergence : certaines parties du programme peuvent être introduites et
développées de façon coordonnée par des professeurs de disciplines différentes.
En particulier, tout ce qui touche aux importants sujets de société que sont
12
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l’énergie, la météorologie et la climatologie, la santé, la sécurité et bien sûr
l’environnement et le développement durable.
En conclusion
Il semble possible, en s’appuyant sur l’existant, de fonder une véritable
EE, généralisée à tous les élèves, inscrite dans la perspective d’un
développement durable. A priori, les dispositifs existants sont utilisables et
peuvent permettre, avec une réelle économie de moyens, de servir de cadre à
des projets sur l’environnement. Pour inciter les enseignants à introduire de
manière plus fréquente cette éducation, on trouve des directives nationales
publiées et commentées, une volonté affirmée à la fois par l’Etat et par les
différentes instances de l’Education, un effort sans précédent de relecture des
programmes, la mise en place de formation continue ainsi qu’une formation dès
l’entrée dans le métier. S’il y a un effort important sur les stratégies à
développer, on ne peut que déplorer l’absence intentionnelle d’explicitations
sur les fondements de cette éducation et sur les principes qui fondent sa
légitimité. Cet effort suffira-t-il ?
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TOWARDS AN EDUCATION
FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
NATIONAL STRATEGY IN ROMANIA
Carmen Bucovala
NGO Mare Nostrum, Constanta, Romania
Environmental education in Romania can be improved and enhanced
from two different fronts. First, people and NGO’s currently doing
environmental education in Romania need to work together to make their
efforts and resources known and available to each other and to other
teachers and individuals interested in environmental education. Not only
should resources be shared and talked about, but efforts at teacher training
need to increase.
Second, the government needs to make efforts from top to down.
Thus far, almost no movement occurred from this end. On one hand, general
laws affecting NGO’s and donations need to change so that the local
communities and companies are encouraged to support environmental
education efforts. Outside support for these efforts is quickly drying up and
if the void is not filled than the grass root momentum will be lost. On the
other hand, the central and local authorities needs to get their act together
and starts incorporating environmental education into its activities and
protection efforts.
It wasn’t ever a better opportunity to develop a strong framework for
the sustainable development education in Romania. Education is the main
approach for achieving sustainability. Everybody recognize now that the
actual development trends should shift to a more sustainable future society.
Even if in Romania a lot of wonderful environmental
education/education for sustainable development initiatives are taking place
(especially at grassroots level), there is still a lack of clear/coordinate
approach of this extremely wide filed of education. Sustainable development
is difficult to explain in a simple/accessible way, but in any definition should
be stressed the three main components: environment-society-economy.
The concepts of education for sustainable development and related
mechanisms are not well understood in Romania, and are neglected by highlevel decision makers. Many sectorial development policies have been
proposed in the past few years, but these have not been integrated into a
comprehensive document. This is due to the lack of a national forum in which
these varied debates, discussions, and planning could take place. As a result,
education for sustainable development as a concept is almost unknown. Most
people still assume that economic growth must be the priority for the years to
come, and only after economic development and stability is achieved will it
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be possible to pay attention to environmental issues such as clean production
and investment in environmental improvements.
At the same time, demonstrations are needed of how sustainable
development principles, now enshrined in many national policy statements,
can best be translated into concrete actions. This is true especially at the
community level, where capacity building for sustainable development is
needed. Effective models for sustainable development at the community
level, together with an improved understanding of the concept of sustainable
development and what it means for Romania at the national level, are
essential prerequisites to the emergence of a national strategy on education
for sustainable development.
In Romania the path: conservation education, environmental
education, education for the sustainable development has been followed in a
very short time. The huge information input that arrived in the last fifteen
years, the very important changes supported by all the levels/compartments
of the society, the recent need of acquiring new skills and accessing new
structures, showed the necessity of a Education for Sustainable
Development National Strategy in Romania. The initiative of starting a
complex process belongs to the nongovernmental organization Mare
Nostrum, from Constanta, Romania. Based on more than ten years of
experience in the field of environmental education, the experts of this NGO
presented the frame of the strategy to the decisions makers from the
Education Ministry, Environmental Ministry, Health Ministry etc.
The first questions that the NGO Mare Nostrum experts had to
answer was: why an Education for Sustainable Development National
Strategy in Romania? Have been identified more reason to start such a
complex initiative:
–
The existence of a Sustainable Development Romanian National
Strategy (with a chapter dedicated to the human resources).
–
The Romanian Government adopted educational and
environmental protection lows that stress the importance of a
sustainable development of the Romanian society.
–
The need of the harmonization of the national legislation with the
European Union laws, from the perspective of the Romanian
ascension in EU in 2007.
–
The UN decade of Education for the Sustainable Development
(2005 - 2014).
–
And last but not least the commitment of many teachers,
students, NGO workers in the field of education for the
sustainable development.
The main priorities/goals of the Education for Sustainable
Development National Strategy in Romania are:
–
Reorienting the existing education system towards a more
modern, sustainable approach;
16
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–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Insuring a effective collaboration among all the levels of the
educational sector;
Providing the local communities with skills that allowed them to
understand and contribute to the sustainable development of the
Romanian society;
Expending the life long learning initiatives;
Optimising the collaboration among the decision makers
(individuals, local and national institutions and organizations);
Developing quality curriculum support materials that respects the
particularities of the Romanian society;
Organizing a wide database with educational for the sustainable
development good practice examples;
Involving the general public in the sustainable development
decision making process;
Effective training of trainers with the effective involvement of
the universities and training centres;
Strengthening the relation between formal/non-formal/informal
education;
Widening the filed of the education for sustainable development
through the opening of the system to the latest, most urgent
environmental/social/economical local/national/international issues.

Currently, education for sustainable development in Romania is
limited by some of the cultural beliefs and societal attitudes: a general
apathy that things are not going to improve and that an individual cannot
make a difference; an externalisation of responsibility, that is the idea that
someone else is at fault; a rejection of things associated with a imposed
behaviour (e.g. recycling and reusing) and a love for consumption.
The reform of education should lead to a new quality of human
resources. It is a question, on the one hand, of a re-allocation of existing
resources and on the other, of training human resources in another
paradigm, where quality is an objective at least as important as equity.
From this perspective, the strategic objective human resources for
the educational system presupposes the achievement of the following:
–
Consolidate the new school curriculum and training of teachers
for the development of the school based curriculum;
–
Update psycho-pedagogical and methodology training of the teaching
staff according to the requirements of sustainable development;
–
Stimulate the intrinsic motivation of pupils and students,
associating them to the organisation and administration of the
learning system;
–
Emphasising long-term results, not only performances that can
be used exclusively in an academic environment;
–
Shifting to a different system of controlling quality in education,
through formative evaluation and examinations focused on
17
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–

performance not on learning facts and figures by heart, and by
using other relevant instruments;
Encouraging alternative education.
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EDUCATION A L’ENVIRONNEMENT
ET DISCIPLINE SCOLAIRE, ENTRE RUPTURE
ET CONTINUITE. L’EXEMPLE FRANÇAIS
Caroline Frezal
Doctorante à l’université Lumière Lyon 2
La présence de l’éducation à l’environnement à l’école semble être
une évidence. Une grande partie des travaux de recherche présentés au III
World Environmental Education Congress porte sur le public scolaire.
L’introduction de l’éducation à l’environnement soulève des problèmes
théoriques et pratiques que l’on ne peut occulter.
En France, l’éducation à l’environnement a été introduite à l’école en
19776 par une circulaire la rendant obligatoire. Elle prévoit que tout élève
doit aborder l’éducation à l’environnement au moins une fois au cours de sa
scolarité. Cette éducation est alors définie comme devant « répondre » au
besoin généralement rencontré chez l’enfant et l’adolescent de comprendre
la nature et le monde qui les entourent. C’est une formation qui doit leur
permettre de saisir les problèmes de l’environnement de façon intelligente et
constructive Les ambitions premières des instructions officielles ont été
révisées à la hausse en 2004 via une seconde circulaire7qui généralise
l’Education à l’Environnement et au Développement Durable (EEDD).
Désormais elle devient « une composante importante de la formation initiale
des élèves, dès leur plus âge ». Elle n’est plus occasionnelle et ponctuelle
mais systématique et récurrente dans la scolarité des élèves.
L’EEDD se décline théoriquement sous une forme disciplinaire et
sous une forme interdisciplinaire. Le cadre interdisciplinaire est assez
souple. Il s’agit de projets qui mobilisent les élèves autour de leur propre
environnement ou sur des problématiques plus globales dans les classes
supérieures. Ces projets ne répondent pas à un programme précis. Ils sont
créés en fonction des motivations et des opportunités de l’enseignant et
de sa classe.
L’inscription disciplinaire de l’éducation à l’environnement et au
développement durable est plus problématique. Les disciplines scolaires
s’organisent autour de programmes précis. Elles apportent les savoirs
nécessaires à la compréhension de l’environnement et permettent une prise
de conscience des problèmes environnementaux. Toutes les disciplines sont
concernées mais la géographie et les sciences de la vie de la terre sont en
première ligne. Les programmes de ces disciplines sont en cours de

6. Circulaire n°77-300 du 29 août 1977 publiée au BO n°31 du 8 septembre 1977
7. Circulaire n° 2004-10 du 8 août 2004 publiée au BO du 15 juillet 2004
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rénovation dans la perspective d’une mise en cohérence des différentes
disciplines sur les questions environnementales.
L’EEDD prend ici place dans un cadre préétabli que représente la
discipline scolaire ; ce qui pose le problème de savoir comment se réalise
cette inscription disciplinaire de l’EEDD. Est-ce que l’éducation à
l’environnement et au développement durable adopte le cadre disciplinaire
et les normes qui le régissent ? Ou bien, remet-elle en question ce cadre ?
Pour répondre à ce questionnement, nous nous appuierons sur
l’exemple de la géographie. Ce qui est présenté ici est issu des réflexions
théoriques qui ont fondé un travail de recherche entrepris en géographie :
« L’éducation à l’environnement entre culture et patrimoine » sous la
direction d’Isabelle Lefort à Lyon 2.
La difficile introduction de l’éducation à l ’environnement et au
développement durable en géographie.
L’introduction de l’EEDD dans la géographie scolaire soulève la
question de la faisabilité des programmes scolaires en place. Les
programmes de géographie sont chargés. La circulaire qui généralise
l’EEDD ne redéfinit pas des programmes scolaires. Elle attribue à
l’enseignant un nouvel objectif. Comment donc introduire de nouvelles
notions relatives à l’environnement ? Cette question est d’autant plus aiguë
que « les programmes juxtaposent des études spatiales » (Desplanques,
1991) et non des notions. Le programme de la classe de seconde fait
néanmoins figure d’exception. L’introduction de l’EEDD au sein de la
géographie ne semble pas être cohérente avec la structure actuelle des
programmes scolaires de géographie.
L’EEDD constitue, comme nous l’avons vu ci-dessus, une
nouvelle priorité. Elle n’est pas la seule. Les enseignants du primaire et
du secondaire doivent également assurer une éducation à la santé, une
éducation aux risques majeurs… Ces priorités éducatives ne sont pas
hiérarchisées. La diversité et la multiplicité des priorités définies par le
ministère de l’éducation nationale tendent à nuire à une réelle prise en
compte de l’éducation à l’environnement et au développement durable.
L’introduction de l’EEDD pose également un questionnement
d’ordre théorique. La géographie est une discipline scolaire, c'est-à-dire
« une institution qui, si modeste soit-elle, fait vivre des milliers
d’enseignants de tous les niveaux, quelques chercheurs, des techniciens, des
personnels d’édition » (Grataloup, 1988). C’est un cadre contraignant dans
lequel l’EEDD doit s’inscrire pour être mis en œuvre. Le savoir enseigné en
géographie répond à des normes théorisées par François Audigier (1977),
qui les a synthétisées en quatre R. Ce qui est enseigné constitue :
–
Des Résultats, c’est-à-dire des savoirs admis par tous.
–
Des faits Réalistes, qui sont présentés comme la réalité du monde
ou l’explication de cette réalité.
–
Des Référents consensuels, exempt de tout débat.
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–

Des faits exempts d’enjeux politiques. C’est le Refus du
politique.

De là, on peut se demander dans quelle mesure ce qui est transmis
dans le cadre de l’EEDD répond-il à ces normes.
Les ambiguïtés de l’approche disciplinaire
On ne peut qu’ébaucher ici des éléments de réponse à cette question
qui mériterait une thèse à elle seule. On peut tout d’abord souligner la
contradiction entre la démarche de la géographie scolaire et celle préconisée
pour l’EEDD par les textes officiels. L’éducation à l’environnement et au
développement durable part du local et de l’expérience pour aboutir ensuite
au général.
La circulaire de 1977 indique que l’éducation à l’environnement
« suppose une exploration dans le milieu environnant de l’élève ou de
l’établissement (le quartier, la commune, le canton, une entreprise industrielle ou
agricole), mais elle pourra être complétée efficacement par la découverte d’un
milieu différent ». Cette disposition est reprise par la circulaire de juillet 2004.
La démarche de la géographie scolaire est inverse. Chaque cycle du
secondaire, collège et lycée, débute par un cours de géographie générale où
sont exposés des grands principes de la discipline. Le programme de
sixième s’organise par exemple autour de la répartition de la population
mondiale, l’étude des grands domaines climatiques et biogéographiques, les
grands reliefs et la distinction des grands types de paysage. Les élèves
étudient ensuite des espaces singuliers. La structuration des programmes du
secondaire part du général au particulier.
Dans le cadre de l’EEDD, la démarche est inductive, ce qui signifie
que le savoir enseigné est construit avec l’élève. Ce n’est pas un Résultat, ce
qui est contraire au savoir enseigné dans le cadre de la géographie scolaire.
De là même manière, l’éducation à l’environnement et au développement
durable « implique une démarche critique et met en valeur l’importance de
choix », donc des doutes alors que la géographie transmet des Référents
Consensuels.
Le second problème que soulève l’inscription disciplinaire de
l’EEDD est le morcellement des savoirs. C’est ce que met en évidence la
lecture des programmes actuels met comme l’illustre le tableau ci-dessous.
Les sujets qui touchent l’environnement sont éparpillés et disloqués
entre les différents thèmes au programme, sans qu’il y soit une réelle
cohérence dans l’apprentissage.
De la même manière, il n’y a pas ou peu de concordances entre les
programmes des différentes disciplines concernées par l’EEDD.
L’introduction de l’EEDD en géographie ne présente néanmoins pas que des
inconvénients. Elle participe à la réactualisation de la discipline.
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Classe

Géographie
Découvrir le monde : savoir lire en comprenant la description
Primaire Cycle
d'un paysage, d'un environnement et savoir retrouver le rôle de
2
l'homme dans la transformation d'un milieu
Primaire Cycle
Education à l’environnement
3
–
Les grands domaines climatiques et biogéographiques :
"on montre les relations des sociétés au climat."
–
Les grands reliefs: "on montre la relation des sociétés au
6e
relief,"
–
Des paysages urbains: "Afin d’évoquer les problèmes
d'environnement, un exemple peut être particulièrement
développé pour chaque ensemble proposé,"
Afrique: la diversité de l’Afrique "Le rappel du rôle du milieu
5e
s'appuie sur les acquis de la classe de 6ème"
4e

France: "Ces paysages constituent un environnement et un
patrimoine à gérer et à préserver."

3e
L'eau entre abondance et rareté: maîtrise de l'eau et
transformation des espaces, une ressource convoitée et
parfois menacée
–
Les sociétés face aux risques: les zones à risques naturels
majeurs
–
Nourrir les hommes : agrosystème et environnement
Thèmes au choix :
–
Les littoraux, espaces attractifs: gestion et protection
d'espaces convoités
ou
–
Les montagnes, entre tradition et nouveaux usages :
l'environnement en montagne
–

2nde générale

1e scientifique
1e littéraire
La France et ses territoires : des milieux entre nature et société
e
1 Economique
La France et ses territoires : des milieux entre nature et société
et sociale
Terminale
scientifique
Fig. 1. ’environnement dans les programmes de géographe
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Le renouvellement apporté à la géographie par l’EEDD
L’EEDD a permis de renouveler les finalités de la géographie
scolaire. A l’origine, en France, la géographie a été introduite à l’école après
la défaite du pays face à la Prusse en 1870. Cette défaite a été imputée à
l’ignorance des soldats français qui ne connaissaient ni les contrées de leur
pays ni la lecture des cartes d’état-major alors que les soldats prussiens
excellaient en la matière. La géographie vise alors à rectifier la situation.
Elle doit former de bons citoyens. Pour ce faire, elle doit susciter l’amour de
la France dans le cœur de chaque petit Français, en lui inculquant la
grandeur de sa patrie. Les finalités civiques et patrimoniales originales se
structurent autour de l’individu et de son rapport à la patrie.
L’EEDD contribue à décentrer les visées civiques et patrimoniales
de la discipline. Elle permet le passage d’une discipline centrée sur la
formation individuelle à une autre axée sur la socialisation. Le patrimoine à
transmettre ne se limite plus à nos valeurs identitaires portées par la patrie. Il
se comporte désormais un élément commun à l’ensemble de l’humanité :
l’environnement. Le patrimoine n’est plus national mais mondial. Ce
changement d’échelle engendre un décentrage des finalités patrimoniales.
Ce décentrage est double.
Le cadre de référence du patrimoine, c’est-à-dire l’environnement,
transcende l’humanité. Le terme est en effet défini en 1977 comme
« l’ensemble, à un moment donné, des aspects physiques, chimiques,
biologiques et des facteurs sociaux et économiques susceptibles d’avoir un
effet direct ou indirect, immédiat ou à terme, sur les êtres vivants et les
activités humaines» ce qui inclus tous les êtres vivants. Le patrimoine est
deux fois hors de l’entre soi : il est hors de la patrie et hors de l’humanité.
Il crée un nouvel entre soi : celui des vivants. Ce double décentrage
engendre une redéfinition des finalités civiques de la géographie. Il ne s’agit
plus de former de bons soldats mais de faire adopter aux élèves un
comportement respectueux de l’environnement. L’EEDD participe ainsi à une
réactualisation de la géographie.
Conclusion
L’introduction de l’EEDD au sein de la géographie, bien que
difficile, semble bénéfique à la discipline. Elle questionne les pratiques en
place. Elle favorise le renouvellement de la géographie.
De nombreux aspects de la question n’ont pas été abordés ici :
notamment celle de la formation des enseignants, du partenariat avec des
associations, etc. L’introduction de l’EEDD à l’école, que ce soit sous une
forme disciplinaire ou interdisciplinaire, reste un sujet complexe et un
chantier encore en construction.
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PILOT CONTEMPORARY COURSES IN
CENTRAL ASIA
Igor Hadjamberdiev
Sustainable Development and Global Ecology Programmes
manager igorho@mail.ru
Muzofar Isobaev
Civil Initiative Fund, Tadjikistan
Abstract
There are several severe problems in Central Asia (CA): water deficit,
contradiction between hydro-power needs and irrigation needs, strongcontinental alpine and arid climate, permanent danger of earthquakes and
landslides, “nature-consumer” mentality, high population growth, unemployment
and poverty, tribes and religious contradictions. Kyrgyzstan and Tadjikistan are
least development countries of CA and all former USSR territory.
Changing of élite mentality (by new university curricula) is great
destiny for “civilization gap” overcome. Sustainable development and
global ecology curricula implemented in our pilot non-traditional curricula
last six years. The course is emphasizing Strategic Balances (Brundlandt
principle) between Nature Conservation and Nature Use. The theoreticalcognitive part of the courses includes Rio ninety-two documents; Club of
Rome Reports; Vernadsky biosphere-noosphere theory; ESPO, Stockholm
and other Conventions. The experimental courses consisted of
comprehensive: Recent Nature Concepts, Ecology, Nature Security,
Economy (nature using part), Geography, were done in several universities.
Regional natural-emergency problems were included too: The Kyrgyz
Comprehensive Development Framework Strategy (CDF 2001-2010),
Global Mountains Forum resolution (October 2002), Initiative Water
Management for Central Asia (2004) and others.
We include in the curricula several Moslem principles and their
ecological interpretation, for example, “Khima” delicious-touching territory
(similar with natural reserve areas) and “Kharim” strictly non-touching
territory (similar with wildlife/biosphere conservation); and several Islamic
documents were used which support contemporary views on the
environment. They comprise: Right of Thirst (Al-Wanscharisi); Al-Bukhari;
Special “Fatwa” of the Council of Islamic Scholars (announced in 1978);
Uz`Ad Din ibn Abu As`Salam, (published in Thirteenth century) and others.
The courses also deal with specific Central Asian mentality and
ethnic-religious cultures (Turk-Kazakh, Kyrgyz, Uzbek; Farsy/IranianTadjik). Emotions are important in the courses and therefore we are using
poetry (and sometimes religious) verses of Usuf Balasaguni, Furkat,
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Firdousy, Kaligul, Nizamy, Moldo Klich. We used parallel verses and texts
of Leopold, Toro, Wordsworth and other western writers.
Keywords: Kyrgyzstan,
emotional learning.

Tajikistan,

environment,

Moslem,

Introduction
Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan are countries in Central Asia that were
part of the former Soviet Union. Communist mentality crashed and Moslem
mentality renaissance have complicated on problems of the countries, and
ecological education too. Education in these countries has very different
implications then in Europe and other industrialized European countries.
We decided what needs modify education in three ways:
–
To do close connect with contemporary communities needs
(water and energy needs, safe dwelling).
–
To do it close to national plans (CDF)
–
To implement eco-mentality in packet of all conscious (includes
tradition and Moslem dogmas).
Preservation of nature is important for tourism. Various technologies
might help to provide comfort for local inhabitants and tourist and preserving
the natural beauty of the country, like the introduction of new energy and
building-technology in the mountainous region of Tien-Shan-Pamir.
There are several nature problems in Central Asia: A strongcontinental climate, with windy, low temperature, and fast changeable
weather conditions, permanent danger of earthquakes and landslides; long
time of alpine valleys isolation due above mentioned reasons.
There are following habit and mentality problems:
–
The traditional cattle-breeding “nature-consumer” mentality
(resulting in non-entrepreneurial conduct);
–
Non-sanitary habits (use “haus” traditional pit filled with water
in home-yard for cooking, washing, and taking bath).
Nature problems have been analysed and ranked before
[Hadjamberdiev, 1994, 1996).
Education objects
The countries situation leads to specific needs for special
environmental education. The experimental courses (containing: Naturethrifty technologies/Best Available Technique, Safety Dwelling, Sustainable
Development, Recent nature concepts, Ecology) deals with the subject from
two perspectives:
–
Understanding problems and contemporary process over-coming
them;
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–

Understanding the specific local background of Central Asia,
both in respect to natural environment as in respect to the
Moslem and ethnic cultural traditions.

The course has been taught since 1998 and has been offered in two
different forms:
–
For students of “ecological architectures/engineering” (ecotechnology, ecological exploitation of natural resources) it is a
one year course.
–
For decision-makers it is a two months course.
Thus far 700 students and 134 administrators/local authorities passed
through the courses.
Education for Specialists
One of the new education ways is the economy/technology
specialists (Technical and Architecture universities) education on nature
thrifty methods. Some international and some original technologies might
help to provide comfort for local inhabitants and preserving the natural
beauty of the country, like the introduction of new energy- and buildingtechnology in the mountainous region of Tien-Shan-Pamir. Practical ecotechnologies are treated in the courses:
–
Bio-gas machines (to transform manure and residential waste to
eco-fertilizer and fuel).
–
Sun-collectors for water boiling and room heating.
–
Sun-drying equipment for crops and vegetables.
–
Small hydro-electric stations (1-22 KW).
Construction related problems that are treated in the course are:
–
Coal-ash (health danger because of high radioactivity and
cadmium content).
–
Desert-stile clay for building (not safe, and not warm).
–
Granite-stone buildings (high natural radioactivity).
It is especially important to improve the conditions of living in the
mountainous rural areas. Some measures that could be taken are:
–
The construction of special cow-sheds for the mountain cattle herds.
–
The construction of self-strengthening water supplies systems to
enable farmers to grow crops at mountain slopes in rural areas
(Invention, registration number SU 1570677).
New construction methods are treated in the curriculum
(Architecture university) that could help cattle breeding in the mountainous
rural areas by building better stables for hibernation. These methods are
includes: Old Turkish cattle-breeding style constructions (sheep-woollen
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walls and ceiling); Old caravan-saray style (very thick, up to two meter
walls of sedimentary-rock material); New ecological North-European style
(thin, double walls).
Dwelling in the region must be equipped with mini-electricity
stations (wind-power or sun-power) and waste/sewage utilization equipment
(bio-gas) to provide comfort and to preserve the natural environment.
Water and energy deficits
Water deficit is result of: arid/semiarid climatic zone; the ambitious
projects that have been carried out during the Soviet period; non-thrifty
technology and population habit. The Soviet Union constructed a network of
irrigation canals and reservoirs to stimulate cotton production. As a result of
the tapping of rivers the Aral Sea dried out and its ecosystem was destroyed.
Desertification and salinisation of agricultural land became serious problems
and threatened food production. One of the reasons for this development is
that the Soviets introduced non-paid relationships between water-donors and
the water receiving rural areas. The led to non-economic use of water by the
consumers as well as by the manufacturing sector (it is estimated that 70%
of the water is wasted). The average water-consumption per person in
Central Asia is two-three times higher than the water consumption in
Canada. For example, water consumption for one hectare of irrigated land:
13355 m cubic in Turkmenistan, 15860 in Tadjikistan; the Coefficient of
Washing-out Irrigation in Syr-Darja district (which has no underground
water for irrigation) steadfast fall down from 0,64 till 1,0, that shown
initialisation of soil secondary salting.
There are steadfast problems in the region: shortages of irrigating
water and energy-water contradiction needs (Hadjamberdiev et al., 2005).
These process lead to tensions between the states in the region, which
escalated in the last five years. It is a danger for whole regional stability.
As a consequence of privatisation of water and soil, the arable land
of the poor is degrading fast, and pollution of both surface- and groundwater
poses a public risk especially to the poor. So, it leads to special curriculum’s
necessity for local authorities and new farmers.
The old traditions of community control over water consumption
(similar to traditions in all South Asian Moslem areas) need to be restored. A
network of micro-canals (“arik”) and delicate distribution of water to the
villages and families by high skilled “mirabs” might solve the water
problems. In the past three years (2002-2005) there have been extensive
campaigns (TV, papers) to promote economical use of water in our countries.
As it educated in our curriculum: the essence of a solution for the
Central Asian water problem will be to reduce the irrigated area in all
Central Asia (with rise of corn productivity, simultaneously moderate
demographic growth), and changing the electricity source of the Tien-ShenPamir states from large scale hydroelectricity to other (non-traditional)
forms of energy such as: solar energy (potentially the surface for solar
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energy may be increased from 89 to 1350 thousands sq. km, and power
output from 28 to 600 Gcal/hour in Tien-Shen), wind energy (potentially it
may rise from 100 kwt to 25000 kwt).
Sun-collectors for water and house heating, and processes for
drying crops and vegetables by sunlight are also included in the course.
Small hydroelectric power stations (by Swiss example) might be used in
the mountainous regions of the country.
Natural risks (landslides, earthquakes, avalanches)
This subject is included in the course because earthquakes and
landslides are an important factor in the chemical contamination of soil, and
degradation of agricultural land. There are forty-nine uranium-warehouses
in the Tien-Shen-Pamir territory, nineteen poly-metallic storages, twentyfour large water-reservoirs and over two hundred small ones, and over 350
cemeteries for animals killed by anthrax. Without earthquakes and
landslides (which is not likely), the harmful substances may be kept in place
for about hundred years. If the necessary protection and maintenance
measures are taken (repairs of concrete constructions, covering the surface
of waste-storages with viscous materials or limestone, etc), the process may
be prolonged. Moreover, landslides, snow-slides or earthquakes endanger
88% of the roads of both our countries.
Near mountain ranges there are a line of pleated foothills. The line of
foothills is separated from the valley and the mountain range by a series of
faults. The fault lines can cause earthquakes, which might lead to cracks in
storage facilities and the development of landslides. Earthquakes in our
region can occur with magnitude of eight-nine at the Richter scale. The
external morphologic results of earthquakes that, already took place, can be
noted in landslides, avalanches of different nature and volume, and by the
presence of seismic-ditches and seismologic breakdowns. Moreover, the
natural conditions of both Tien-Shen and Pamir are facilitating the
formation of landslides.
The presence of underground ice cellars, combined with occasionally
hot weather might also give rise to landslides. Cracks in the surface are
often filled with clay and mud. These "kurums” can be found all over the
region. They create a great danger to the mountain population.
These natural risks had been issues of separate geographical,
common ecology curriculums, we joint hem in common curriculum. It is
very useful for understanding and common image on motherland problem.
An absolute guarantee of security may be provided only if the
storages and dumps are demolished and the harmful substances are
transferred to areas with favourable natural conditions. However, practical
measures to mitigate the risks has been included in the curriculums:
–
Make an inventory of all old dump sites, and an assessment of
their stability.
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–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Natural ultraviolet irradiation to break down chemicals (open
liquid ponds).
Limestone conservation use for deserted mines and water-pumps.
Groundwater anaerobic remediation method.
Introduce the diaphragm wall-cement insulation method.
Barrier Containment Technology for groundwater.
Global Information Systems for comparative prognosis of
affected areas.
Move people that are endangered to other places.

Traditional culture in the curriculums
Contemporary sustainable development principles are implemented
in our course. The course is emphasizing Strategic Balances (Brundlandt
principle) between Nature Conservation and Nature Use. The theoreticalcognitive part of the courses includes Rio 92 documents; Club of Rome
Reports; Vernadsky biosphere-noosphere theory; ESPO, Stockholm and
other Conventions; and Kyrgyzstan Comprehensive Development
Framework 2001-2010 (KCF). Philosophy, Recent Nature Concept,
Regional and Global Problems are also included in the courses. The Kyrgyz
Comprehensive Development Framework Strategy (CDF 2001-2010) is also
discussed in the course. Moreover, the year 2002 was the UN Year of
Mountains the Kyrgyz Republic was a pivot of the international program
and the host of the UN Mountain Forum in October 2002.
We include in the course several Moslem principles and their
ecological interpretation. For example, “Khima”: delicious-touching
territory (similar with natural reserve areas) and “Kharim” strictly nontouching territory (similar with wildlife/biosphere conservation).
Several Islamic documents were used which support contemporary
views on the environment. They comprise:
–
Right of Thirst (Al-Wanscharisi Le pierre de touche des Fetwas,
v.2, Paris 1909; Al-Bukhari 2, 104 in Hadith Encyclopedia),
–
Special “Fatwa” of the Council of Leading Islamic Scholars
(Saudi Arabia, 1978),
–
Animal Rights for Life and Sympathy (Uz`Ad Din ibn Abu
As`Salam, first publication at 13 century),
–
about eco-crisis (Suras of K`uran, 2:204-206, 30:41, and others).
The courses also deal with the specific Central Asian mentality and
ethnic relations (Turkish-Kazakh, Kyrgyz, Uzbek; Iranian-Tadjik).
Emotions are important in the course and therefore we are using poetry (and
sometimes religious) verses of Usuf Balasaguni, Moldo Klich, Kaligul, and
Furkat. We try to use parallel verses and texts of Toro, Leopold,
Wordsworth and other Occidental writers.
It has been published on wrong mean about contradiction between
Asian/Moslem and European-style cultures (Hadjamberdiev, 2000).
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Conclusion.
Focal points of our curriculums are: to restore balances between
Nature conservation and Nature utilization by thrifty technologies; to restore
balance between contemporary technologies and traditional mentality.
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CORSI UNIVERSITARI PILOTA
NELL’ASIA CENTRALE:
TRADIZIONE E NUOVE VISIONI DELL’AMBIENTE.
Igor Hadjamberdiev
Muzofar Isobaev
L’Asia centrale è oggi caratterizzata da gravi problemi ambientali
dalla scarsità d’acqua alla contraddizione tra i bisogni idrici di base e le
necessità dell’agricoltura, un clima continentale con venti forti e basse
temperature, estrema variabilità delle condizioni del tempo, rischio permanente
di terremoti e frane, prolungato isolamento delle valli montane - e altri di
natura socio-culturale: mentalità “consumistica” nei confronti della natura,
espressa dal tradizionale allevamento del bestiame; mancanza quasi totale
di servizi igienici, crescita demografica incontrollata, disoccupazione e
povertà, contrasti etnico-religiosi.
Il Kyrgyzstan e il Tadjikistan sono i paesi più arretrati tra quelli che
componevano l’ex Unione Sovietica.
La caduta della mentalità comunista e il riaffermarsi di quella
islamica ha determinato diverse conseguenze, anche nel campo
dell’educazione ambientale. L’educazione in questi paesi ha implicazioni
diverse da quelle che ha in Europa o negli altri paesi industrializzati.
La situazione peculiare dei due paesi determina la necessità di
implementare un’educazione ambientale specifica e adatta al contesto
locale, basata fondamentalmente su tre elementi: il bisogno di connettere il
più possibile l’educazione con le necessità delle comunità locali (acqua,
energia, abitazioni sicure); con i piani nazionali; con una maggiore sensibilità
ecologica, facendo ricorso anche alla tradizione e ai dogmi islamici.
La conservazione della natura è importante anche per il turismo.
L’implementazione di nuove tecnologie - come per esempio le energie
alternative e la bio-architettura nella regione montuosa del Tien-ShanPamir potrebbe contribuire a offrire migliori condizioni di vita agli abitanti
e ad incentivare il turismo, preservando però la bellezza naturale del paese.
Il cambiamento della mentalità delle élite, (attraverso la creazione
di nuovi curricula universitari) rappresenta oggi lo strumento più
significativo per superare il “divario economico tra civiltà”.
Islam ed ecologia nei corsi universitari-pilota
I curricula improntati sui concetti di Sviluppo Sostenibile ed Ecologia
Globale, implementati nei corsi universitari-pilota, hanno una durata media di
sei anni. I corsi sperimentali sono interdisciplinari e riguardano temi come:
concezioni recenti della natura, ecologia, sicurezza abitativa, economia (intesa
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come uso delle risorse naturali), individuazione di tecnologie non
invasive/ovvero delle migliori tecnologie disponibili, geografia e sono
realizzati in diverse università del Kyrgyzstan e Tadjikistan.
I corsi enfatizzano l’equilibrio strategico (principio Brundlandt) tra
la conservazione della natura e il suo utilizzo, mentre la parte teoricocognitiva del corso include: i documenti di Rio 92; i rapporti del Club di
Roma; la teoria di Vernadsky sul concetto di biosfera; ESPO, Convenzione
di Stoccolma e altre. Infine, si fa riferimento anche ai problemi ambientali
emergenti su scala regionale, attraverso l’esame di documenti quali il
Quadro strategico Kyrgyzo di sviluppo integrato (CDF 2001-2010), la
Risoluzione del Forum mondiale delle montagne (ottobre 2002), l’Iniziativa
per la gestione dell’acqua nell’Asia Centrale (2004) e altri.
Nei curricula universitari vengono inclusi anche molti principi
islamici e la loro interpretazione ecologica, come per esempio i concetti di
Khima, “territorio appena toccato” (qualcosa di simile alle riserve naturali) e
Kharim, letteralmente “territorio intatto” (qualcosa di simile al concetto di
“natura selvaggia” / “conser- vazione della biosfera”); e molti documenti
islamici sono utilizzati per supportare la moderna visione dell’ambiente. Tra
questi: la shafa o il “Diritto dell’Assetato”, cioè il concetto giuridico
islamico in base al quale tutti gli esseri viventi che hanno sete hanno diritto
all’acqua (in Al-Wanscharisi - Le pierre de touche des Fetwas, tr. E. Amar,
vol. 2, Leroux, Paris, 1909 e in Al-Bukhari 2, 104 in Hadith Encyclopedia);
la Fatwa Speciale del Concilio Supremo dei Dotti Islamici (proclamata nel
1978 in Arabia Saudita); “Diritti degli animali alla vita e alla compassione”
(Uz`Ad Din ibn Abu As`Salam, pubblicato per la prima volta nel
Tredicesimo secolo); “Sulla crisi planetaria” (Suras di K`uran, 2:204-206,
30:41) e altri.
I corsi si adattano alla mentalità dei popoli dell’Asia Centrale e alle
sue culture etnico-religiose: Turco-Kazakha, Kyrgyza, Uzbeka, Iranica,
Tadjika. Anche le emozioni sono importanti e per questo si usano spesso
versi poetici, quando non direttamente di natura religiosa, come nel caso di
Usuf Balasaguni, Furqat, Firdousy, Kaligul, Nizamy, Moldo Klich. Si
utilizzano però anche versi e testi di Aldo Leopold, Henry David Thoreau,
William Wordsworth e altri scrittori occidentali.
In definitiva, i curricula hanno come obiettivo quello di ripristinare
l’equilibrio tra conservazione della natura e il suo uso, utilizzando
tecnologie non invasive; e di stabilire un dialogo tra moderne tecnologie e
mentalità tradizionale.
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ADULT LEARNING AND THE ENVIRONMENT
Joe E. Heimlich
Ph.D. The Ohio State University, Columbus
The Institute for Learning Innovation, Annapolis, MD. U.S.A.
We cannot not learn. Learning is often defined as the process of
taking in data, organizing the data, and making meaning of the information
(Bloom, 1976; Carlson, 1988). Given this construct, then, it might be
possible to attend to life without learning to occur; but even for the most
stubborn of individuals, learning happens even if it is subconscious,
incidental, or ignored. Learning is a life-long, natural process that happens
consciously, subconsciously, and often coincidentally with the intentions of
the individual. Many, if not most people, are neither aware of nor believe in
the self-mentoring strategies that humans continually employ as valid
learning: talking to people, reading, watching how people do things, taking
a class, and simply figuring things out (Darling, 1986 in Cyr, 1999). Few
individuals would argue with the above statements, yet, when we examine
the construct of life span learning, it is often in the context of constructed
situations for learning: schools, universities, training programs, even
conferences such as this.
If we look at the percent of an individual’s life spent in one of these
formal learning settings, however, a different picture begins to emerge. In
the United States, for example, by the time a young person reaches the age
of eighteen (or a high school diploma) approximate 15% of their life has
been spent in school. Even so, these years of their lives are considered to be
dominated by school. Of course, homework and extended learning situations
are not included, but the point is clear. If we extrapolate those hours into
adulthood, add time spent in universities and colleges, training programs,
and even professional development, over a person’s life the amount of time
in formal learning settings is averaged to be 3%. We could argue over the
accuracy of the actual percent, but the point is to clearly illustrate that
formal schooling is not the dominant part of an individual’s life. Even more
to the point of environmental education: within this small percent of a
person’s life spent in formal schooling, the amount of time spent learning
about the environment is but a small percentage (unless career focus is
within this area).
Most people have clear ideas about nature, their relationship to
nature, their attitudes towards the environment, and even topics such as
conservation, individual responsibility and environmental ethics. It is known
that these attitudes, beliefs, and orientations can and do change throughout a
person’s life; so how an individual gains the information to make these
changes is important.
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The purpose of this paper is to explore how adults in our societies
are learners, and to understand how we as educators can access and enhance
the environmental learning that would lead to a more environmentally
literate citizenry.
How adult education coaligns with EE
Though most of a person’s life is spent outside of formal education
and training settings, learning in non-school settings is trivialized. Fields of
study such as museum education, interpretation, visitor studies, and to a
much lesser degree environmental education have frequently focused on
how people learn in non-school settings, but the vast majority of educational
programs, and even interpretive events (such as in zoos, parks, nature
centres, aquaria, science museums) in these non-school settings are focused
on the “captured” audience of youth, and especially school groups. What is
the role of life-long environmental learning, especially for adults?
There are at least five powerful arguments for focusing on adults in
non-formal, informal, incidental free-choice environmental settings:
1. The vast majority of adults have left formal education systems.
2. If educational programs for children are to be effective, the most
be role models and systems in place that support what children
are being taught.
3. Adults are decision-makers and the earth cannot wait for another
generation and hope lessons of childhood “stuck”.
4. It is vital we reach the most people possible if we hope to effect
change in the environment, especially given the level of degradation.
5. Critical-thinking demands ongoing (lifelong) learning and
environmental literacy.
The purpose of this paper is to explore the many access points for
education about the environment, and to examine how principles of adult
learning could be used to help environmental educators better meet their
missions. As noted in a policy discussion paper in the U.K., the vast majority of
citizens, consumers, workers, employers, and parents have already left full-time
education and training (NIACE, 1993), yet the need for them to remain
informed is tremendously important related to the environment.
Perhaps the question that can start this inquiry is the question that
should initiate any discussion on adult learning of the environment: what is
environmental education to adults and the potential adult learner? This
question leads to many others: Is environmental education a strategy for
helping people become environmentally literate and making good decisions
related to their environment and their lives, or is environmental education
about holding certain beliefs, attitudes, behaviours, and positions on
environmental, conservation, and natural resource issues? Is environmental
education limited to laws and principles, or are there affective variables that
influence learning outcomes, career choices, and use of leisure time
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(Koballa, 1988)? Are the goals “the intellectual goals of thinking and
reasoning, the personal goals of appreciation and understanding, the practical
goals that will help us in our life’s work and in our role as intelligent citizens,
and the futuristic goals of innovation and creativity” (DeBoer, 1991) or are
the goals recall, identification, classification, and evaluation?
In many cases, there is a disconnect between what we claim
environmental education to be and what many adults understand as 1)
“education” and 2) environmental education versus nature study or
environmentalism. What creates perceptual dilemma for some was the
dominant approach to “learning” as defined by the educational systems
using cognitive testing of recall throughout the schooling of those who are
now adults (Sears and Kessen, 1964). On the other side of the
teaching/learning exchange, Mathews (2002) suggests that much of the
incidental and even informal learning is not of interest to many educational
professionals who are more interested in examining the instruction-learning
process including the selection, arrangement, and delivery of information in
an appropriate setting and the way the learner interacts with the environment.
My contention is that the vast majority of adult publics perceive
environmental education as a body of knowledge and absolutes based on
their prior experiences as pre-adults. Thus, environmental education is
perceived not as a way of learning to think about ones relationship and
responsibility to nature, but rather as a stable set of data that are either
learned or not learned, a specific catalogue of behaviours that are
environmentally appropriate absolutes, a series of facts of science, and a
way of feeling toward nature. Karruppaiyan (2002) argues that each person
throughout life must adjust to environmental changes requiring active
participation in learning. In a statement related to science education which
applies equally well to environmental education, Bybee (1985) reminds us
that “citizens have a genuine need to understand the impact of science and
technology on our society and the social issues they must evaluate” and
“educators have a responsibility to meet this need”. This responsibility
extends also to the larger society as “to date insufficient policy attention has
been given to education for sustainability for adults. Much needs to be done
to ensure that adults as citizens, consumers, workers, employers, and
parents are able to develop the social and political skills, and acquire the
knowledge and awareness, that they and our society need” (NIACE, 1993).
So what is it about the adult learner that can guide us toward addressing
environmental literacy in our larger population?
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Defining adult learning
In most societies, adult education is concerned with the increase of
quality of life for people. One important component of quality of life is
environmental quality: Yerroju (2002) suggests the deficiency in addressing
environmental issues throughout the world demonstrates the lack of
environmental awareness among adults. Adult education and life-long learning
relate to all activities throughout the lifespan that serve the individual’s needs for
improving knowledge, skills, and competence within a personal, civic, social, or
employment venue and perspective (Louis, 2002).
What are the characteristics that drive adults to want to know
answers; where do they get information; and how intentional is science
learning in adults? Further, why should we care about adults’ learning about
the environment? Among many others, Hariharan (1997) reminds us that
public misunderstandings and attitudes can work their way through the
political process and emerge in detrimental policies. Prewitt (1983) notes
these detriments as wide fluctuations in funding, unrealistic demands for
quick results, political rather than scientific criteria for setting
research/funding priorities, and misguided regulations and/or accounting
procedures. People need to be aware of environment-related social problems
and realize their personal decisions are part of the larger social decisions
that can either further or alleviate social ills (Bybee, Harms, Ward, and
Yager, 1980).
There is a large body of research on how adults learn. Knowles’
(1973, 1980) assumptions of adult learning still stand as foundational in the
field and include that: adults seek information and knowledge that has
immediate application (distinguishing andragogy from pedagogy in the term
of application of learning outcomes); adults seek information that supports
their perception of their life and social roles; adults bring increasingly larger
reservoirs of knowledge with them; adults are increasingly self-directed; and
adults are increasingly intrinsically motivated. Merriam and Clark (1993)
suggest that although “andragogy does not define the uniqueness of adults
learning, it does provide a set of guidelines for designing instruction with
learners who are more self-directed than teacher directed”.
These assumptions, however, are based on thirty years of research
using “primarily white, middle class, employed, younger and better
educated” adults in the United States and to some degree in Canada
(Merriam and Caffarella, 1999).
Much of the criticism of the North American models of adult
learning are grounded in the use of andragogy as a learning theory based on
internal learning structures which ignores the social and cultural context of
learning (Caffarella and Merriam, 2000). Social and cultural contexts include but
go beyond the class, gender, and racial social constructs based on some shared
physical characteristics (Cain, 2002).
By focusing on characteristics of adult learners, the contextual
factors (including disorienting dilemmas as suggested by Mezirow, 1991),
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situated cognition, interpretation of context and adult development are often
overlooked. In 1977, Knox noted factors of content relevance, pacing, socioeconomic status, social change and personal role in society as factors that
influence and modify learning outcomes in adults in formal and no
formal/informal settings (in Cyr, 1999).
A strong dependence on human agency for learning can bias what
we understand about adults learning in the context of their lives (Pratt,
1993). The criticism of universality related to adult locus of control and the
ability of all adults to become self-motivated (Lee, 2003) reveals challenges
to adult learning in marginalized, trans-cultural, cross-cultural, and other
situations where individuals may be discouraged from assuming these
attributes (Alfred, 2003).
The lesson for adult educators is, and remains to avoid seeing adults
as a unified, generalizable group of learners, but rather to see adults in the
complex social constructions in which we operate. This position is both
complicated and complimented by the environmental settings and contexts
in which environmental educators work.
How adult learning differs from pedagogical learning has been
expressed in various ways by different authors: Frith and Reed (1982), for
example, suggest the differentiation is based on the adult’s life experience
creating distinctive needs, attitudes, problems, life-styles and expectations,
while Beder and Darkenwald (1982) explain that the psycho-social dimensions
of learning and the teacher-learner relationships are different for the two
groups. Kidd (1973) characterized adult learners by four broad understandings
for the educator: 1) there are no correct answers for adult questions; 2)
appropriateness of the instruction is associated with traditions or religion; 3)
solutions offered have effects on the individual; and 4) the expectations of
adults differ and include finding answers to specific needs (self directed).
One major difference between adults and pre-adults as identified by
Maslow, is that self-actualisation does not occur in young people
(Darkenwald and Merriam, 1982); further, Maslow’s hierarchy does not
imply any order in which people are motivated to undertake activities, as the
needs in question depend on the individual’s circumstances (Kalat, 1993).
For adults, learning is considered to be correlated more with what the
learner does rather than what the teacher does (Milton and Associates, 1978)
which positions the educator as a change agent who plans and directs the
process for each individual, facilitates the learning and assists in evaluation
(Boone, 1985). For the adult learner, the success of the learning transaction
depends in part on the appropriateness of the teacher helping the learner at
whatever point the learner is in the learning process (Robinson, 1979).
Merriam and Clarke (1993) operationalize the development of the
learning situation for adults by distinguishing learning experiences as those,
which are meaningful, and those, which are meaningless. In doing this, it is
important to note that adult education does not take place in isolation from
the rest of the world (Jarvis, 1987) and how adults make meaning is a key
part of their education and learning (Merriam and Caffarella, 1991). The
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construct of “meaning making” is also espoused by Mezirow (1991) in
writing about the differences between adult and pre-adult learning where he
states that adult learning is “becoming critically aware of how and why our
presuppositions have come to constrain the way we perceive, understand,
and feel about our world”. This provides an important link as to why we
care about adult environmental learning and its role in policy generation.
As with young learners, each adult learner is different, each being a
product of a highly personal and unique set of experiences comprising their
life (Lovell, 1987). Yet, Gagne (1970) offers that “learning is a change in
human disposition or capability which can be retained...not simply
ascribable to the process of growth” (p 3). Authors such as Schon (1987),
Brookfield (1995) and Mezirow (1991) expand on the concept of change as
it relates to learning in describing learning as a reflective process leading to
change; each individual’s path will vary, but change is inevitable (Imel,
2000). So how do adults change? And how does environmental information
enter into their lives?
It is well understood that most adults seek information to answer
immediate needs. Yet, the field of adult education has tended to focus on the
purposes of adult education being 1) personal growth and development; 2)
career-related education; and 3) adult education as a force of challenging or
changing the social order (Merriam and Brockett, 1997).
In a seminar study, Tough (1972) revealed that adults tend to select
no more than five to seven “learning projects” or intentional learning
activities during a year. These may include hobbies, work-related learning,
and recreational learning. The vast majority of information acquired by
adults in daily activity is used for answering immediate questions, but not
for the purpose of long-term recall, or what we call cognition.
This leads us, then, into an exploration of the channels for
environmental information and education by adults.
Creating access to enhance adult learning beyond formal learning structures
In one taxonomy of adult education and training, there are eleven
dominant sources of adult education and training (NIACE, 1993). Of these,
five are formal education: vocational training in the workplace, adult
learning in college-based courses, management training and consultancy,
vocational courses through college, and trade union education and training.
The other six, then, relate to the focus of this paper: non-vocational adult
classes, leisure courses for adults, learning in voluntary groups, voluntary
sector (NGOs) public information and campaigns, broadcasting and media,
and government sponsored information campaigns.
If we can accept two broad assumptions: 1) that adults are a primary
learner for environmental education and 2) that adult learning outside of
formal education and training situations follows a different set of learning
assumptions, then we can begin to examine the paths by which adults
assume environmental knowledge. If we understand these pathways, the
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logical though progresses that we can then better intervene for the purpose
of enhanced learning and engagement in our adult audiences.
Media and environmental learning
One of the dominant sources for environmental information is the
mass media. Television, radio, newspapers, magazines, and even the
Internet are major providers of information for adults (see, for example,
Filho, 1992; Fortner and Teates, 1980; Fortner and Mayer, 1983; Ostman
and Parker, 1987). The media define for many people what it is important to
know and when it is of importance, the agenda-setting model of mass
communications (Kline and Tichenor, 1972). How and what is reported by
the media can shape specific groups’ opinions of issues (Badri, 1991).
Nvirenda (1995) noted that radio broadcasts have tremendous potential in
informing, teaching and persuading adults about issues, but that it is not an
effective educational tool without active and guided group listening; as
many others have observed that ecological issues appear as a peripheral
topic in the media.
Research (see, for example, Borman 1978; Chien, 1996; Cole, 1988;
Fishman, 1982; Friedman, Dunwoody & Rogers, 1999; Fortner, 1988) suggests
that the dominant sources of what are traditionally viewed as trustworthy sources
of science information are highly controlled and selective. Environmental
information gleaned from television shows (the infotainment aspect) and the
various news media tend to be incidental at best.
There are, however, many occasions in which environmental
information is sought to answer immediate needs such as “is this the right
for this location” or “how do I deal with cleaning this particular spill.” The
desired responses, however, are often superficial in terms of the learner
wanting to know what to do rather than understanding why or how the
solution is derived. Further, the sources of the information are often
questionable or intentionally biased; for example, studies have found that
the primary source of information for most people is from family and
friends (Fortner, 1988). Increasingly, individuals are turning to the computer
and the Internet to find answers to questions of immediacy. Some of the most
attractive features of the Internet such as speed, lack of restriction, and ease of
data retrieval are also the same features that can lead to issues of privacy, fraud,
and the proliferation of misinformation (Kerka, 1999). Morrison, Kim, and
Kydd (1998) found that users of the web generally assumed that whatever was
found on-line was indeed fact; Kirk (1999) notes that on the web, excellent
resources reside alongside those that are dubious. Heimlich (2004) found that
among environmental educators, more frequent users of the web found the
amount and the trustworthiness of the information to be their greatest barriers
while those who use the technology less for professional information see
trustworthiness and information overload as far less important and thus are far
less critical consumers of the information they view on-line.
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Even so, not all the information about environmental learning is bad;
there are many occasions in which adults seek out places that teach science
information either for purposive or incidental use. Sometimes these
excursions are happenstance, and sometimes they are destinations.
Where learning occurs
Most of the environmental learning for adults outside of workrelated training occurs in informal and no formal educational settings.
Learning in such settings is often defined by activities outside the formal
learning setting and is characterized as voluntary as opposed to mandatory
participation (Crane, et al., 1994) and often defined as informal, no formal
or incidental (e.g. Heimlich, 1993; Maarschalk, 1988; Mocker & Spear,
1982). As a contrast, there is an emerging body of literature looking at the
teaching-learning event in these settings from the perspective of the learner.
Falk and Dierking (1992; 2002), Falk (2005), and others use the phrase
‘free-choice learning’ to encompass the perspective of the learner. This does
not diminish the philosophical differences in creating signage versus
designing a multiple-contact program or doing an interpretive hike versus
creating an interactive display; but for the visitor, the experience does not
distinguish between informal, no formal, and incidental learning. Marsick
and Watkins (1997) suggest that this type of learning is a process that occurs
in everyday experience, often at subconscious levels and the control of
learning (or not) resides primarily within the learner. Diem (1994) suggests
that education is viewed as something organized, systematic, and planned
while learning suggests something, which is “natural” or “accidental”.
Adults visit those places where they feel comfortable, places that are
no intimidating, user friendly, and speak in the language of the uninitiated
public (Resnicow, 1994). Attractions (such as museums, science centres,
exhibits) are often a draw to the adult visitor, and visitors to these attractions
consciously or subconsciously seek to learn about themselves and their
cultural heritage (Kramer, 1994). Given these considerations, for the
purposes of learning about the environment, the construct of the sciencephobic public is an inherent barrier. If a visitor does not feel grounded in the
science (of the aerospace museum; of the nature centre; of the natural
history/science program; of the zoo) underlying the attraction, the likelihood
of that attraction being viewed as educational is reduced (Falk and Dierking,
1992; 2001).
Why do adults visit?
Beer (1987) found that slightly over half the visitors to a museum
attended with learning as a purpose; other researchers, however (e.g. Hood,
1983; Miles, 1986; Hood and Roberts, 1994) found much lower numbers. The
dominant reason for visits found by these researchers was social; and in one
study (Hood and Roberts, 1994), less than a third of these social events were
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family based. This suggests that the opportunities in adult visitors to
institutions and potential learning is based in the social interactions of adult
with family or of adult with other adults and the learning is, at best, a
secondary factor in attracting the adult.
Some of the emerging literature around the motivations for visiting
suggest that adult decision-makers have multiple roles, and these roles vary
from time and place (Falk and Storksdieck, in press). Heimlich et al (2004)
confirmed early taxonomies of roles of visitors in zoos and aquariums: social;
personal; community; spiritual; and professional/hobby are dominant roles
adult visitors play in making decisions to attend and also in how they engage in
the visit.
Jarvis (1987) suggests that as adults, we all have lots of experiences,
but any one experience may be meaningful or meaningless. As a learner, an
experience can be either attended to and reflected on, or not attended to
(non-learning); if the experience is attended to, the learning can be nonsignificant or not subjectively valued and hence be short term at best, or it
can be significant in which personal value is highly supported by the
experience and thus increase the cognitive impact of the information
(Hilton, 1999).
It is therefore possible to understand that adults may learn about the
environment by happenstance. This suggests that addressing the needs of the
adult learner, through using language carefully, creating a climate of
comfort and safety, and building the educational experience in such a way
that the likelihood of a meaningful experience is increased are keys to
reaching this oftentimes “nebulous” audience. Knowing that the learning
may arise from a chance encounter, it is imperative that the institution
creates a perceived need for the information in the adult visitor. Also of
importance to the environmental educator is recognizing that most adults are
not attending with the primary focus of learning but of socialization;
building our programs around this need may enhance the opportunities for
our educational efforts to be meaningful.
Where adults learn about the environment is answered simply and
complexly as “everywhere” and equally as honestly, nowhere. Adults learn not
the disciplines of science, but rather have the opportunity to apply science to
their everyday lives, if the connections are allowed to be made. It is not
sufficient to expect adults to choose to learn “science,” but it can be expected
that adults may be led to desire to understand how things work; why things
happen; what can be predicated; what relates to “me.” Every adult needs to be
able to answer the question: “why should I know this?”
Applications of adult learning theory to environmental education
Engagement in the visit, however, can do more than create interest or
inspire curiosity (Watkins, 1994). They can allow the adult learner to
become engaged with ideas, even when the visit is for social purposes
(Lucas, 1991). In the early 1960's, Houle (1961) constructed three categories
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of learners based on relationship of how and why the learner participates: 1)
goal-oriented learner; 2) activity oriented learner; and 3) learning-oriented
learner. For many adults, the “goal” in participating in any environmental
education program or attending an attraction or program is the social exchange,
the entertainment opportunity, or the proximity to the information. If, then, an
adult has the opportunity to “learn” science as a part of a destination excursion,
the goal may not be the learning as defined by the educator, but be, indeed, the
social interaction and activity.
In her study of adult learning in museums, Sachatello-Sawyer (1996)
found that museums do offer programs for adults, although by far, most
program offerings are oriented toward children. Applying the principles of
adult education, she found that child-oriented museums are most closely
aligned with schools and the formal curriculum while adult-oriented museums
tend to offer primarily lectures and guided tours, although some museums are
implementing more innovative teaching strategies such as gallery
demonstrations, dramatic presentations, and discussion groups. A need exists,
she argues, for museums to focus on adult learning principles in the
development of their programs.
Adult participation in most environmental learning settings is
voluntary and therefore cannot be prescribed in the same traditions with the
education of children and youth (Rudd and Hall, 1974) and the content of
adult environmental education must be consistent with the interest and
needs expressed by the target adult audience(s) to provide motivating forces
for the adults to desire to learn (Boone, 1985). Turner-Milenovic (1994)
believes it is important that adults understand their stake in the outcomes of
their learning, and how the increased knowledge or information base upon
which they draw in making decisions can affect their lives. More than thirty
years ago, London (1970) stated “adult education has a particularly critical
role to play in a rapidly changing society by providing information and
knowledge that people need in order to cope with changing conditions” (p.
3). The rapid decline in the half-life of knowledge, and especially within the
many sciences and technology, demands that adults must be continually
learning science, and understand science as the process of knowing rather
than a set of facts, in order to meet the needs of the dynamic society (see, for
example, Bybee and DeBoer, 1994).
Adult environmental education internationally must continue the
focus on improving quality of life, whether through use of environment for
literacy, empowerment, transformative learning, or application to daily life
and sustainable living (Daudi, 2000; Hautecoceur, 2002). Joyce and Weil
(1980) suggest the process of learning should be structured to aid
individuals in achieving a fully functioning state where the ideal and the real
selves meet the learner’s capacity to deal constructively with life is
respected and developed. Adult education can address both the natural and
the human-caused issues of the environment as a learning priority with the
“complexity of environment becoming the text to be continually reread and
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interpreted, constantly helping people to build and rebuild themselves”
(Orefice, 2002).
Environmental educators can choose to take the advice of both adult
educators and interpreters (such as Tilden, 1977; Beck and Cable, 1998;
Ham, 1992) who admonish educators to develop programs and messages
that are different for adults than for children and not to treat one as the other.
At its most basic level, the advice offered by these many researchers,
practitioners, and theorists is that we respect the learners for who they are,
where they are. Four major constructs emerge from reflecting on these
ideas:
1. In the literature on adult education outside of General
Equivalency Degrees (GEDs), training, and formal programs, it
is stressed that adults seek information and understanding that
will help each individual deal with the unique factors of their
daily lives. Often our attempts to teach adults, whether via media
or direct programming, fail to take the learner beyond the answer
to the question. We hear the question and provide the answer and
in doing so, maintain learning as a body of facts and not as the
process of inquiry. To create an environmentally literate
population requires adapting the educational outcome to the
needs of the individual and guiding the adult learner beyond the
answer into the questioning process.
2. If we can help adult learners, visitors, participants, and viewers
realize that learning about the environment is a process, we can help
adults discover the power in not always having the right answer. In
many societies, adults fear not knowing answers to the questions
children ask; being environmentally literate can help an adult work
through the question, seek the information, and know the point at
which more information is needed and how to access it.
3. An important goal of environmental education is to foster more
positive attitudes toward the environment and individual’s
behaviours for sustainable societies. Teaching EE with the
orientation of testing of knowledge (even in evaluation)
reinforces the construct of learning as a body of facts. Is it
possible to change the approach to interpretation and explanation
of the environment to focus on a greater use of excitement and
awe leading to understanding? This approach, long advocated by
those in interpretation, museum education, and no formal
education, needs to go beyond traditional practice, and truly
build environmental knowledge on affect; using the hook of the
emotional reaction to an event, an idea, an object as the basis for
leading the viewer/participant to want to understand the
cognitive information that supports the affect. The goal is to not
tell the adults what they need to or should know, but rather to
enhance the experience and then reveal and provoke the visitor to
create a more solidly experiential learning event. This also then
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co aligns with the goals of community-based environmental
education, helping people help themselves by using issues of
importance to the individual.
4. One major focus of adult education in general is that of nation
building and creating sustainable societies. Tanner and Tanner
(1980), for example, write about the importance of education in
promoting democratic citizenship. Merriam and Brockett (1997)
discuss the idea that adult education can be used for
development: “the infusion of personnel, programs, and other
resources, to aid in a nation’s development” (p. 185). Mayo
(1997) writes in terms of adult education for transformation and
relates this to the implications of adult education for sustainable
development in both developing and industrial regions.
Although speaking pedagogically, the concepts McCormack (1992)
offered stand true for adult environmental learners as well: education should
encourage learners to become investigators of the social, economic,
political, legal, and environmental ramifications of issues and to become
active decision makers regarding the applications of discoveries and
technologies in their lives.
The goals of critical thinking and decision-making skills are not
limited to pre-adult learners. Indeed, the very nature of the “need to know”
whether it regards health and medical issues, environmental decisions,
voting practices, or any of life’s demands, adults need and seek information
to help them make decisions. One goal of adult environmental education
must be to continue critical thinking and decision making skill development
into lifespan development and growth.
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ENGAGING AMBIVALENCE:
ENVIRONMENT IN SOUTH AFRICA’S NEW
NATIONAL CURRICULUM STATEMENT
Heila Lotz-Sisitka
Murray & Roberts Chair
of Environmental Education & Sustainability
Rhodes University, South Africa (h.lotz@ru.ac.za)
Abstract
South Africa has, for the past ten years, been engaged in a significant
curriculum transformation process. A key outcome of this process has been
the foregrounding of the relationship between human rights, social justice,
inclusivity and a healthy environment as a principle statement. This
principle permeates all Learning Areas, with the result that each learning
area has a rights-based environmental discourse embedded within the
Learning Outcomes and Assessment Standards. This introduces a
progressive normative discourse, which accords to a large extent with the
“global consensus” on key sustainable development challenges facing
humanity at the start of the 21st Century. This paper examines critically the
opportunities that are created for participation and action through the new
curriculum statements. The paper examines both: the generative power of
the curriculum statements for social change, as well as a newly emerging
governmentality, thus foregrounding the ambivalence inherent in centrally
derived agenda’s for social transformation. The paper draws on historical
and case-based evidence generated in the context of a five-year National
Research Foundation (NRF) research programme.
A note on the research programme
The NRF research programme entitled “environmental learning and
curriculum” involved:
–
Historical an conceptual research into the establishment of an
environmental learning focus South Africa’s national curriculum
statement.
–
Development of twenty case studies (undertaken mostly at Masters
degree level) into re-contextualising processes at policy-in-practice
level (i.e. in classrooms). The NRF research project data is
complemented by research undertaken in a four year formative
monitoring and evaluation programme of the National Environmental
Education Project for General Education and Training (NEEP-GET,
2005). These studies form the data used in this analysis.
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Genesis of the rights based discourse in the SA curriculum
South Africa has a history of unjust conservation laws, and a record
of extreme human rights abuses and social injustice. Exclusionary policies
governed peoples relationship with the environment, and the majority of
South Africans were forcibly removed from the land, denied access to
national parks, were disenfranchised by a lack of access to basic rights such
as the right to water, education, freedom of speech and in the worst years of
the apartheid regime, people were denied freedom of movement and choice.
Development approaches adopted by the colonial and apartheid masters
were extractive and drew heavily on the natural resource base of the
country. Environmental injustices were rife, and numerous communities and
workers were exposed to abnormal environmental and health risks in the
mining, petroleum and other industries (Hallowes, 1993). Mainly black
communities living in apartheid created townships were not provided with
adequate water, sanitation and waste management services, or housing.
When Nelson Mandela was released in 1990, the ANC had already formed
an environment desk, which began to explore relationships between human
rights, social justice and environmental health and management.
This work influenced the Bill of Rights in the Constitution, where
the right to an environment that was not detrimental to the health or wellbeing of SA citizens was enshrined (RSA, 1996), influencing all further
environmental policy making. This development also shaped and influenced
educational policy making and in 1998 environment was included in the
new curriculum. In 2000 when this curriculum was revised, the relationship
between human rights, social justice, inclusivity and a healthy environment
was explicitly fore-grounded as a curriculum principle, to permeate all
learning and teaching in schools. The revised National Curriculum Statement
(DoE, 2002:8) explicitly states that it seeks to “develop the full potential of each
learner as a citizen of a democratic South Africa …with a respect for the
environment and the ability to participate in society as a critical and active citizen”.
This discourse was introduced to the curriculum by a ten year long
state-civil society partnership involving environmental management groups
and educators working together to develop a new focus in the national
curriculum. This process effectively introduced a ‘new regime of practice”
(environmental management) into existing, but changing regimes of practice
(curriculum development and pedagogy) in South African schools. The
genesis of this discourse provides an important antecedent to teachers’ and
learners’ responses to the curriculum statements. It provides a ‘backdrop’
for interpreting a) the generative power of this new focus in the curriculum
and b) an emerging governmentality associated with this new focus in the
curriculum, and thus sheds light on an apparent ambivalence associated with
the genesis of a rights-based environmental education discourse in the
National Curriculum Statement.
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Exploring the generative power of the NCS
In discussing the generative power of this discourse, I draw on
Archer’s (1995) theory of morphogenesis. She proposes that it is possible to
distinguish cycles of Structural Conditioning (e.g. the existing curriculum
policy), Social Interaction (e.g. teacher education programmes and teachers
interpreting the policy), Structural Elaboration (e.g. revised or transformed
policy / classroom practice). Central to this process is an analytical
separation of human action and social structure, which according to Archer
(1995) allows us to analyse the processes by which structure and agency
shape and re-shape one another over time, and to explain variable outcomes
at different times, and also to identify contextual constraints on our
freedoms for social transformation.
A case example explains how contextual constraints upon a teachers’
freedom to undertake environmental education activities in the context of
the NCS influences the outcomes and possibilities for action. It also
provides insight into the generative potential of the NCS, and the role of
teacher agency.
Case: A teacher in a peri-urban township developed a lesson on
sanitation, in response to the fact that learners in the community were still
using a “bucket system” for sanitation (where the municipality collects
household sewerage regularly). To teach the lesson she introduced some
interactive activities (children interviewed parents about sanitation
problems), and she used some materials provided by a local group, which
emphasized the strengths and weaknesses of different sanitation approaches.
Her lesson was aligned with one of the Learning Outcomes of the
curriculum. Learners were able to learn about different sanitation options,
but at the end of the day they were not able to “do” anything about the
problem affecting them.
In this case, the teaching was influenced by the structural conditions
of the community (sanitation practices) and by the Learning Outcomes of
the curriculum, and the available teaching materials. The Social Interactions
that took place included active approaches to learning (which the teacher
had encountered in her professional development programme). Structural
elaborations that resulted were changes in pedagogy, but not in the
sanitation conditions. Archer (1995) argues that analyses like this can help
to generate practical social theories. In the case of this teacher, a practical
social theory could be closer interaction with the municipality on issues of
sanitation, so that the learners have more power to contribute to changes (as
anticipated by the lesson originally).
Other case examples in a similar context of generative interaction
with the National Curriculum Statements have shown that most teachers’
who engage the issues in the context of the curriculum in lessons, achieve
structural elaborations at the level of pedagogical change. Lesson plan
sequences undertaken with NGO, parental or community support (e.g. food
gardening projects) show evidence of structural elaborations (changes) in
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the realm of pedagogical practice (if the school food gardens are used for
pedagogical purposes), and in the realm of environmental and health
management practice (where changes take place in environmental
management and health practice). Teachers’ freedoms therefore seem to be
most prominent in their direct sphere of interest (pedagogical practice).
Teachers’ freedoms to bring about structural elaborations in the regime of
environmental management practice, seem to require additional social /
collective engagements and support.
Governmentality and freedom
Is this “freedom” what it seems? Archer (1995) argues that it is
necessary to consider the contextual constraints of freedom, to articulate
strategies to use our freedoms effectively. A deeper probing of “freedoms”
provided by the generative power of the NCS may be necessary to develop a
more critical vantage point on interpretations of the NCS. Dean (2003, after
Foucault, 1985, 1986) argues that governmentality provides a somewhat
‘hidden’ constraint upon freedom, and that governmentality needs to be
examined to reveal hidden subjugations. Governmentality involves
instituting techniques and concerns for self-government (e.g. instituting
techniques for governing own environmental behaviour), so that the art of
government will be more effective. Governmentality is therefore the study
of the way in which practices of government have ‘come to rely on the
agency of the governed themselves’ (Dean, 2003:64).
In the context of the NCS a governmentality is evident in attempts to
shape teachers’ and learners’ participation, actions and responses to
environmental issues in particular ways. For example, the curriculum
requires learners to:
–
Examine environmental issues through a rights-based discourse
–
Apply issue-based methodologies that are outcomes-based
–
Deploy scientific, geographical, technological and indigenous
knowledge in analysing their own and other peoples’
environmental behaviours
–
Contribute to school environmental policies and action projects
such as recycling, waste and water management (amongst other
requirements).
Here we see governmentality to improve environmental management
in society, being implemented through outcomes-based assessment
technologies, which are criterion referenced. Criterion referenced
assessment in the NCS focuses on knowledge, skills and values, and in
some cases is relatively prescriptive of expected behaviours (e.g. all Grade
Three learners should participate in a recycling project, while all Grade Nine
learners are to constructively deal with waste material and improve water
management).
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Conclusion
In considering Archer’s point about freedoms, we might well ask
“How might we deal with the agency of the governed?”. In this case, we are
considering the agency of teachers and learners. As shown in the analysis
above, elements of governmentality are situated within / underly the
generative nature of the rights-based environmental education discourse in
South Africa’s curriculum. As indicated by Dean (2003) governmentality
appears to be necessary for contemporary management of societies, but care
should be taken to examine possible subjugations if we are to continue
seeking democracy in society. Cruikshank (in Dean, 2003) proposes that
governmentality is a technology of citizenship, which presents an
ambivalence to consider within contextually constrained framing of
freedoms / realms of choice. Harraway (1997) and Bauman (1991) alert us
to the perennial influence of ambivalence in modernity and they argue that
we become more explicitly conscious of ambivalence. This paper suggests
that it is through careful analysis of, and explicit recognition of the
ambivalence in the NCS that further possibilities for teachers’ freedoms (to
undertake environmental education work which may be less constrained by
hidden subjugations) may become possible. Cruikshank (in Dean, 2003)
refers to the need to remain open to the possibility of unintended outcomes,
and the formation of unexpected agencies (which may not necessarily be
inscribed by the instruments of government).
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LES CHANGEMENTS DE PARADIGMES
AU CŒUR DE L’ÉDUCATION AU DÉVELOPPEMENT
DURABLE
Francine Pellaud
LDES - Université de Genève (Suisse)
Résumé.
L’application des préceptes du développement durable passe par de
nombreux changements de paradigmes. Cela implique une manière d’être,
de vivre et de penser nos actions fondamentalement différente de celle que
nous vivons actuellement. Or, si nous désirons que ces changements
radicaux aient une chance d’entrer dans le champ de l’éducation, non pas
seulement sous forme de discours, mais d’une réelle implication dont les
conséquences seraient en accords avec les besoins d’un véritable
développement durable, nos agissements quotidiens en tant que citoyens
doivent eux-mêmes pouvoir servir d’exemple.
En nous appuyant sur l’organisation de ce III Congrès International,
nous tenterons de montrer comment ces changements de paradigmes
interviennent et sont, ou non, intégrés. Cet exemple nous permettra de mettre
au jour une série de principes sur lesquels le développement durable s’appuie
et qui peuvent être autant d’obstacles à la mise en œuvre de ce concept8
Un colloque qui se veut « durable »…
Il n’est pas courant que les organisateurs d’un Congrès International
prennent le temps et l’argent de présenter à leurs participants un bilan relatif
à l’émission de CO2 qu’engendre leur participation à ce même colloque
(transport, chauffage, consommations diverses). Ce geste doit être souligné
et encouragé, au même titre que l’investissement d’une partie des fonds
perçus en faveur d’un appui à la reforestation. Néanmoins, nous ne pouvons
en rester à un simple constat de bonne volonté. Notre travail, en tant que
colloquant et, plus encore, en tant que membre organisateur, consiste à
mettre en évidence de manière tangible ce que représente réellement notre
impact (en termes d’empreinte écologique), afin d’en tirer les leçons
8. Les données présentées ici sont issues d’une recherche commencée en 2000, dont les
résultats sont à la base d’un projet qui met en collaboration le Laboratoire de Didactique et
Epistémologie des Sciences (Université de Genève, Suisse), le Laboratoire de Génétique
Moléculaire Evolutive et Médicale (INSERM et Université René Descartes, Paris, France),
l’Université Pédagogique de Cracovie (Pologne), le Centre de Recherche en Education Paulo
Freire (Université d’Evora, Portugal).
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nécessaires devant nous servir à modifier nos comportements de la manière
la plus optimale pour la planète et ses habitants, dans des buts qualitatifs et
non plus quantitatifs.
Pour ce faire, nous nous sommes basés sur les données fournies par
le Regional Agency for Environmental Protection, Piemonte, Italy, Torino
2-6 october 2005, organe responsable de l’étude d’impact susmentionnée.
Nous pouvons lire dans ces documents que 1392 participants ont été
enregistrés, que la quantité de CO2 émise en quatre jours pour l’ensemble du
3rd WEEC est estimée à 1'100 tonnes et donc, que l’émission par participant
est de 790 kg de CO2.
Que représentent réellement ces chiffres ? Afin de mieux nous en
rendre compte, il nous a paru nécessaire de transformer ces données pour
qu’elles entrent dans un cadre de référence que tous puissent comprendre9.
Pour commencer, 790 kg de CO2 équivalent à une émission d’environ
430m3 de ce même gaz. Une autre manière d’exprimer cette pollution est de
dire que, pour une seconde de travail effectif, en supposant qu’il travaille
dix heures par jour, chaque participant double la concentration de CO2
dans… 10 m3 d’air !
Pour tenter d’être encore plus parlants, à quelle consommation de
pétrole ces chiffres peuvent-ils être ramenés ? La production moyenne par
participant de 790 kg de CO2 correspond à la combustion de 340 litres
d’essence. Or, cette grandeur qui est donc la quantité d’essence qu’aurait
consommé chaque participant moyen s’il était resté chez lui à conduire sa
voiture plutôt que d’assister au 3rd WEEC, est comparable à celle que
consomme un gros 4x4 roulant à 50 km/h en ville durant 4 jours à raison de
10 heures par jour… c’est-à-dire l’équivalent du temps de travail individuel
durant l’ensemble du Congrès.
Notons encore que pour simplement neutraliser l’impact négatif
produit par le colloque, les organisateurs devraient à présent reboiser la forêt
à hauteur d’environ 1400 tonnes, c’est-à-dire replanter un arbre par
participant et attendre qu’il grandisse et qu’il ait absorbé… 790 kg de CO2.
Changer de paradigmes.
Tous fondamentalement sensibles à notre empreinte écologique,
puisque nous nous réunissons à Turin pour défendre une certaine vision de
l’environnement et du développement durable, que devons-nous conclure
face à de tels résultats ? Que nous ne sommes pas encore prêts pour agir au
quotidien de manière durable… Mais quelles en sont les raisons profondes ?
Bien que nous puissions analyser cet exemple sous différents angles,
il nous a paru intéressant de l’aborder par l’utilisation d’un paradigme
9. Les calculs qui ont permis ces transformations ont été effectués par R-E.Eastes, Département
de Chimie, Ecole normale supérieure, Paris. Ils seront présentés de manière plus approfondie
dans un article ultérieur. Consulter http://www.ldes.unige.ch/membres/pellaud.
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particulier, celui du « pollueur payeur ». Mais tout d’abord, qu’est-ce qu’un
paradigme ? Les paradigmes, tels que nous les définissons, sont les
fondements sociaux de la pensée qui caractérisent un groupe humain. En
tant que tels, ils constituent les soubassements de nos manières de penser, de
raisonner. Culturellement acquis, nous n’en sommes pas (toujours)
conscients10. Ils n’apparaissent souvent que dans la confrontation avec la
différence et interviennent de manière forte dans nos jugements de valeur et
l’établissement de nos vérités.
Ainsi, le paradigme du « pollueur-payeur » est issu d’une bonne
volonté évidente, visant à pénaliser économiquement les plus grands
pollueurs. Il n’en demeure pas moins que cette manière de raisonner est
directement issue du néo-libéralisme économique. Si ce paradigme peut,
dans certains cas précis, favoriser le passage d’un développement libéral à
un développement durable, dans le cas qui nous intéresse, il nous montre
essentiellement ses limites. En effet, dans notre exemple, réduire notre
impact est largement insuffisant. Il faut avant tout penser à l’éviter. Mieux
encore, nous devrions viser à réduire les impacts passés… et à éviter les
futurs ! Il ne s’agit donc plus d’envoyer des fonds pour replanter des arbres,
mais de se demander comment il est possible d’échanger des idées, des
expériences, de tisser des liens, de créer des synergies et des réseaux (ce qui
est le propre d’un colloque), sans pour autant participer à la détérioration de
notre planète et aller ainsi à l’encontre des idéaux que nous défendons11.
Cinq principes pour intégrer les changements de paradigmes dans
l’enseignement.
L’organisation d’un colloque n’est qu’un exemple parmi d’autres
pour illustrer le « changement de lunettes » que nécessite le développement
durable. Le schéma qui suit regroupe les principes qui nous semblent au
cœur des changements de paradigmes et qui peuvent faire obstacle à la
compréhension et à l’application de ce concept dans la vie quotidienne.
Le principe de relativité fait appel à l’importance de la contextualisation,
qui définit une compréhension ou des objectifs non pas dans l’absolu, mais
relatifs à un contexte particulier. Penser le développement durable, en définir les
priorités et les moyens d’y parvenir, prend par exemple des formes différentes en
Suisse, au Brésil ou au Mali. Ce principe est facilement repérable à travers les
notions de temps et d’espace. La notion de « long terme », par exemple, prend
des significations extrêmement variables selon le champ disciplinaire considéré ;
de cinq ans en économie à plusieurs millions d’années en écologie. Quant à
10. Pensez simplement à l’utilisation de la base dix dans toutes nos manières de calculer, à
la division du temps en soixante minutes ou secondes, aux sept couleurs de l’arc-en-ciel, à
la division de la gamme musicale en 12 demi-tons… Autant d’exemples évidents… qui ne
le sont pourtant pas !
11. La mise en place d’une visio-conférence internationale permettrait de diviser par 10 la
production de CO2 pour le même nombre de participants…Un article ultérieur proposera
un projet plus complet.
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l’espace, les pollutions ont grandement remis en question les notions de
frontières, de territoires, d’appartenance et de propriétés.
Le principe de non-permanence se rattache à l’idée de processus
dynamique, dans le sens où le développement durable nécessite de penser en
termes de régulation et d’optimum. A l’inverse de ces notions, notre culture
nous a habitués à prendre des décisions en vue de trouver des solutions
définitives. Ce paradigme est renforcé par l’image d’une modernité
salvatrice, dont les seules limites sont d’ordres financiers et techniques. Si
cette image de la modernité commence à être remise en question par les
intellectuels occidentaux et les minorités alter-mondialistes, il reste que
l’école continue à ne proposer que des modes de raisonnement allant dans ce
sens. Tous les problèmes proposés aux élèves possèdent encore et toujours
une, et une seule solution, permanente et menant à une réponse « juste ».
Le principe d’ambivalence et celui de non-certitude nécessitent de
prendre en compte, d’une part le paradoxal et d’autre part, l’incertain et
l’aléatoire. Cela implique de savoir gérer l’inattendu, mais également le flou
et le contradictoire. C’est ainsi que des notions telles que « le moins
mauvais » ou, de manière plus optimiste, le « au mieux » apparaissent. Or,
la confiance quasi aveugle dans le développement des techno-sciences nous
a construit un paradigme nous faisant croire que l’on est - ou sera - capable
de tout gérer, de tout maîtriser dans une logique cohérente. Il n’y a que peu
de temps que des notions telles que le « principe de précaution » sont
évoquées, en vue d’une meilleure gestion des prises de décision dans des
situations dont la complexité et l’incertitude ne permettent pas d’en
appréhender toutes les conséquences.
Enfin, si la psychologie nous montre que derrière toute peur il y a un
désir, nos propres actions, notre propre engagement souffre de cette
ambivalence. Bien des citoyens, attentifs aux problèmes écologiques et sociaux
et cherchant à respecter une certaine éthique, estiment que leurs actions ne sont
qu’une « goutte d’eau dans l’océan ». Cette attitude est due à un
désenchantement envers les systèmes économiques et politiques, mais
également à une non-intégration du principe d’interdépendance qui articule
d’une part les actions locales et le développement global et, d’autre part, les
différents acteurs du développement durable (de l’individu aux instances
internationales). Ce n’est qu’en comprenant l’influence qu’exercent ces
différentes instances les unes sur les autres et en percevant les réactions qu’une
action localisée peut avoir sur un ensemble plus grand qu’il sera possible de
dépasser ce syndrome, révélateur d’un mode de pensée soumis à un découpage
trop cartésien.
Incluses dans ce principe d’interdépendances, les interactions sont le
fondement proprement dit du développement durable, puisque ce sont elles
qui sont au cœur du concept, reliant les développements économique,
écologique et social. Avec elles commence toute l’approche des systèmes
complexes, si bien décrits par Morin (1977, 1990, 1999), dont la densité
exigerait un développement qui ne nous est pas permis dans cet article.
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Conclusion.
Au-delà des changements de paradigmes, le développement durable
nécessite une réflexion profonde sur les valeurs sous-jacentes à nos actions
et à nos décisions. L’exemple que nous avons pris en introduction illustre
parfaitement ces choix auxquels nous devons faire face. A l’heure actuelle,
l’intérêt personnel, individuel prime souvent sur le collectif, alors même que
nous sommes conscients des enjeux qui se cachent derrière nos décisions.
Comment gérer ces paradoxes ?
Face à ces problèmes, l’école a plusieurs rôles à jouer. Le premier,
lié aux changements de paradigmes, touche avant tout les connaissances et
la manière de les aborder. Il devient primordial que l’approche systémique,
inter ou transdisciplinaire permette la compréhension de ces nouveaux
paradigmes dans lesquels nous plongent notre vision, notre compréhension
du monde et nos décisions. Le second, plus lié à la réflexion individuelle sur
nos propres savoirs, doit favoriser une prise de distance permettant cette
vision globale sans laquelle nos choix ne résistent pas à l’égo ou au
« culturocentrisme ». Le troisième, plus prosaïquement, concerne les
habitudes de vie, ces gestes quotidiens qui conduisent, dans un premier
temps, à intégrer des réflexes tels qu’éteindre la lumière, recycler les
matériaux, économiser l’eau, etc. Acquis souvent à travers l’exemple que
donne l’adulte, ils ne doivent pas être une fin en soi, mais le début d’une
réflexion sur le « pourquoi » de leur existence. D’autre part, acquis très tôt,
ils permettent de relativiser la notion d’effort liée à leur réalisation.
Les questions ainsi soulevées, pour autant qu’elles soient mises en
perspectives par l’enseignant, permettent aux élèves de clarifier leurs
valeurs, sans pour autant que l’école n’ait « à faire la morale ». Ceci est
d’autant plus important que le développement durable est avant tout un état
d’esprit, une façon d’être qui s’appuie sur une éthique, tant individuelle que
collective, qui respecte la manière de voir et de penser de « l’autre ». Enfin,
et contrairement à ce qu’imaginent trop souvent les enseignants, aborder les
paradigmes, travailler sur nos modes de raisonnement, voire sur nos valeurs
et nos choix n’exige, dans un premier temps, ni moyens supplémentaires, ni
réforme ministérielle12. Il s’agit avant tout d’une décision personnelle, d’une
volonté individuelle de prendre du recul par rapport à l’objet enseigné et de
proposer à ses élèves ce même travail en leur offrant la possibilité de mettre
le savoir abordé en perspective.

12. A terme une volonté politique est indispensable, ne serait-ce que pour instaurer ce type
de démarche dans la formation initiale et continue des enseignants. De plus, pour que cet
enseignement puisse réellement révéler ses potentiels, il est nécessaire de ne pas en rester à
l’expérience isolée, proposé par quelques trop rares enseignants motivés.
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Introduction: sustainable development
We start with the idea that sustainable development is a dynamic
concept that requires a series of change processes in the relations
between social, economic and natural systems and processes, which
may give rise to a balanced and integrated confluence among economic
growth, social progress and respect for biological and cultural diversity
(Goodland, 1997).
From this viewpoint, the university institution cannot remain on
the sidelines of the road towards sustainability; this involves having to
change:
–
Resource and waste management.
–
The interactions between university community members and
their participation in daily academic life.
–
Qualifying students towards awareness and education with
criteria that are coherent with sustainability.
Furthermore, the idea that “making Higher Education a sustainable
area” is already included in the Bologna Declaration within the present-day
context of the convergent European university process.
The purpose of institutional curriculum greening would be the forming of
an Agenda 21 for the university in correspondence with the development of local
Agendas 21, which would have to consider the following:
–
Actions related to management and research.
–
Education-related actions through the creation of teaching
resources, which link the various study matters with the
sustainability criteria.
–
Actions that involve the university community in the local
sustainability processes, and actions by which the university
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community participates in the local/global community that the
university is included in.
Spanish university curriculum greening
In recent years, significant changes have taken place in Spanish
universities with regards to their curriculum greening.
In September 2002, the Rector’s Conference Assembly of Spanish
Universities (CRUE) unanimously approved the creation of the “CRUE
Work Group on Environmental Quality and Sustainable Development in
Spanish Universities”.
Twenty-four universities have been assigned to this group, and it has
been backed by some universities, which had dedicated more time and effort
to such themes.
The first universities to talk about applying an Agenda 21 were the
two autonomous universities of Barcelona and Madrid (UAB and UAM).
Both universities are located away from the urban centres and they are
similar to local organisations insofar as they have extensive campuses and
have to manage practically everything themselves. Although other
universities have different characteristics, they have also started their own
curriculum greening, such as the Polytechnic University of Catalonia (UPC)
with its Environmental Plans (1996-2001 and 2002-2005), and the changes
of its Interdisciplinary Centre Planning Office in Technology, Innovation
and Education for Sustainability (CITIES), which have just been passed.
Additionally, the University of Girona has put environmental plans
into practice. Others have opted to draw up Environmental Management
Systems by following the ISO-14000 or EMAS standards, such as the
University of Barcelona, the Polytechnic University of Valencia or the
University Jaume I of Castellón. Generally speaking, a management
organisation has been set up in them all (Green Offices, Rector Delegates
for the Environment, or the Delegations themselves, or Occupational Risk
Prevention Services).
University of Valencia
The Universitat de Valencia- Estudi General (UVEG) was created in 1499,
and is the third Spanish university as far as the number of students is concerned.
It has more than 53.000 degree students, approximately 3.370
teaching staff members and 1.680 office workers. It is made up of fourteen
Faculties, a High Technical School of Engineering, three University Schools
and fourteen Research Institutes, which are located in three Campuses. The
Campuses of Humanities and Social Sciences are located in the city of
Valencia, while the scientific-technical Campus is situated in the area of
Burjassot/Paterna, at a few kilometres distance from the city of Valencia.
The University of Valencia is made up of ninety-two Departments and it
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covers fifty-nines Degree courses, 109 Doctorate Programmes, and 253
Master’s Degrees and Postgraduate Courses.
Institutional curriculum greening at the university of Valencia
The sustainability-related actions are divided into three main sections:
1. Management (people, means, resources…)
2. Teaching and research: curricular curriculum greening (our specific
research scope).
3. University life (involvement and participation; interactions and
ways of acting, as a propaedeutic to “professional life”).
Curricular curriculum greening
This is a strategy that tends to facilitate the achievement of education
objectives with regards to developing basic environmental competences of
university graduates, by reorientating the various study plan subject contents
upon the basis of sustainability criteria. The “environmental competences”
concept has been defined as the complex and integrated group of
knowledge, skills, abilities, attitudes and values that people place at risk in
different contexts (social, educational, occupational, family) to not only
solve situations related to environmental problems, but also to operate and
transform reality with sustainability criteria (Erice & Geli de Ciurana,
2005); that is knowing, knowing how to manage, and knowing how to
assess what working on environmental-related contents requires (natural,
socio-economic and cultural) in order to be trained to provide viable
answers to professional situations or problems. Educating and developing
professional competences may offer various teaching-learning approaches
and methodologies.
The constructivist approach has been taken in the study carried out;
it has to be taken into account that the professor acts as a mediator among
the information, resources and materials that he or she provides the subjects
who learn; however, it is the subjects who construct meanings about the
reality they study through their cognitive-affective activity (Aznar Minguet,
1994; 1999).
We inscribe the education addressed to learning competences in the
university pedagogical renewal process framework promoted by the
European convergence guidelines13; building a European space for higher
education represents an appropriate situation to understand the teachinglearning activity in the university as a space for education from which
sustainability challenges are dealt with. University education, as such
13. The Tunning Educational Structures in Europe Project: Gonzalez, J and Wagenar, R.
2003 has extensively occupied the theme of “competences”.
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requires a change in the teaching staff’s teaching culture, as well as in the
higher education institutions themselves; as for learning the competences
that address sustainable development, the existence of an institutional
commitment, and the teaching staff’s involvement and perception as acting
parties to include environmental criteria and approaches in their teaching
programmes, is relevant.
A university education proposal for sustainability must include the
promotion of learning three types of basic competences: cognitive,
methodological and attitudinal.
In our research, we started with an initial proposal of competences,
which was determined by the different work groups of target study degrees
in the various areas of knowledge; to that effect, we begin with the premise
that university degree holders who study an environmental studies plan will
have to develop the following basic competence nuclei:
–
Nucleus 1 (KNOWING). Cognitive competences: critical
understanding of the global, national, local environmental problems.
–
Nucleus II (KNOWING HOW TO MANAGE). Metholodological
competences: acquiring abilities, strategies, techniques and
procedures
regarding
decision-making
and
performing
environmental-related actions.
–
Nucleus III (KNOWING HOW TO BE AND HOW TO
ASSESS). Attitudinal competences: developing environmental
attitudes and values.
With curricular curriculum greening, sustainability is introduced in
university teaching and research by undertaking actions at different planes:
–
Vertical: curricular curriculum greening plans in Centres
(curriculum greening levels in degrees).
–
Horizontal: curricular curriculum greening plans in Departments
(curriculum greening levels in subjects).
–
Transversal: the curricular curriculum greening learning process
plans (defining the environmental content profile – conceptual,
procedural and attitudinal –) which a student needs to know
when finishing a career; the Profile is obtained from the results
of internal surveys addressed to professors and students to
establish minimum environmental contents based on a previous
definition of the educational environmental objectives.
–
Research: Curriculum greening plans in Research Projects (Guide
to environmental contents for End-of-Career Projects, Doctorate
Research Works). This is not only the motive of Curricular
curriculum greening, but also the distinction in teaching.
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Curricular curriculum greening at the transversal plane
Our research focuses at the transversal plane at the learning
processes level, which may be environmentalised in different ways, just as
Capdevila points out (1999):
–
The curriculum greening of the syllabus of existing subjects
means reconsidering subjects to introduce those formative
contents, which are related to sustainability, particular for the
specific subject.
–
Introducing different problems and examples in subjects, which
are coherent with the principles of environmental human and
socially sustainable development.
–
Environmentalising laboratory practices, class works, practices in
companies, and so one.
From this viewpoint, the methodology applied in our research
includes quantitative and qualitative perspectives; the former to perform a
first descriptive-explanatory and evaluative analysis on the initial situation
in relation to curriculum greening, as well as to assess the changes produced
after applying the curricular curriculum greening plans in three pilot degrees
at the University of Valencia; the latter, which are more noticeable in the
context, were applied to identify interactive disciplinary dialogue processes,
and to understand their dynamics more fully.
We have followed an intervention sequence in various phases by
applying the curricular curriculum greening plans:
–
Preparation/motivation seminars to put such plans into practice
with the three target study degree teaching staff members.
–
Organisation and work in Nominal Groups of a disciplinary
discussion type. The previous workshop sessions on alternatives
for curricular curriculum greening are performed in eight twohour weekly sessions, where the discussion will centre on the
following aspects a) “negotiated” conceptualisation on curricular
curriculum greening; b) defining the profile of the university
degree students’ competences to promote sustainability; c)
environmental aspects of the university degree students’
occupational contexts; d) concepts, procedures and attitudes to be
reinforced in the environmentalised studies plan; e) professional
practices that affect environmental problems.
–
Drawing up teaching curriculum greening guidelines, which
include: a) aspect descriptors, practices, examples or questions to
be included in the various subject programmes; b) relevant
pedagogical resources and materials; c) bibliography and
references to web sites.
Furthermore, our research provides a system of indicators to assess
the generated curriculum greening process.
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Twenty first century found the planet in a frame where both the
environment and the developmental strategies are linked together in terms of
an inter-dependable and self-evolving crisis.
The definition of the environment as a holistic frame consists of
complex procedures at the level of social and ethnic identities, environmental
and educational strategies.
The idea that the environment embodies cultural value remains a
recent perception for educational authorities. The environment representation
at school practices, via textual conversion through the curricula, is now
elaborated and re-processed; it is to our concern that the presentation of
environmental aspects transports and reveals important messages, actually
linked with the future of the planet, as they deal with the production of selfconscious citizens and the promotion of good practices. The environmental
messages have to be educationally articulated at a national frame of formal
and non-formal education.
Culture and cultural value consists of a whole system of beliefs,
values, attitudes, customs, actions, institutions and social relations. Culture
shapes the perception of the world and the ways of social interaction with it.
To the extent that the current global environmental crisis is a reflection of
contemporary collective values and behaviour, environmental crisis may be
described merely as a cultural crisis. As pointed out in the report of the
World Commission on Culture and Development set up jointly by UNESCO
and the United Nations, culture is not only the “servant of ends” but “The
social basis of the ends themselves”, a factor of development but also the
“fountain of our progress and creativity”.
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Concerning school practices, all alternative methodology such as
resource learning, implementing of new technologies, interdisciplinary projects,
art activities and on, may not as such transform the current youth and adult’s
attitudes concerning the development - environment relation. Moreover, it may
not alter the mono-dimensional perception of the environment itself, when seen
as an addition of water, fauna, flora and energy.
It is concerned of major educational importance for traditional
Science to affiliate with the Social-Humanistic cognitive fields, in order to
produce a new discourse, that of Environmental Science, Environmental
discourse provides the necessary cognitive frame for the re-evolvement of
environmental education towards sustainability, whereas the object of the
educational strategies is to be the act of embodying new values, totally
different from the consumption pattern upon which the current socioeconomic model is constructed.
Sustainable development calls for comprehensive change in the way
society and thus education operates. An ecologically responsible manner on
production and consumption, a broader view on all matters traditionally
described as strictly environmental is currently variously re-defined and redescribed. Sustainability is not perceived as a concrete, stable notion, but
mainly as a process of change in the relationships between social, economic
and natural systems and processes.
Concerning formal schooling, the organisation of knowledge is the
crucial point, having a symbolic power to diminish the value of the method or
even the value of the cognitive content. The democratisation of classroom life
and learning did not help the school to become less selective or reproductive.
Active learning, handling educational material, encouraging dialogue
offered a great lot of new broadly cognitive opportunities, but did not
always questioned the symbolic authority relations and the traditional
attitudes towards complex cultural/environmental issues built or supported
in the classroom. A friendly classroom environment becomes sometimes a
more convenient environment for a fortified stimuli - response knowledge
building. Either authoritative or liberal, facilitator or communicator, the
teacher in many contemporary classrooms, in the position of transmitter, is
organising evaluation on pre-decided matters and goals and when this
procedure is central, it merely invalids all efforts to alternative learning.
For Greece, the epistemological and educational discussion was
imported. The curricula and taxonomy discussion was brought into
academic environments, still it did not seem to be translated into educational
policies. A mixed model is actually applied, of traditional syllabus and
closed curricula. Nowadays an effort is made towards inter-disciplinary
schemes concerning the first nine years of obligatory education. In this
frame, project method, active learning, group-cantered learning, text or
object- cantered learning are discussed and promoted as the new effective
answer, the radical solution to the well-established educational problems.
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A new cognitive paradigm of the affiliation of Environmental and
Social sciences in terms of formal and non-formal education is expressed
through trans disciplinarity.
Transdisciplinarity involves going between, across, and beyond
different disciplines. While interdisciplinary refers to the links between
knowledge and models available in different disciplines, transdisciplinarity
moves beyond this to develop both a new vision and a new experience of
learning. The move towards trans disciplinarity is closely today linked with
changes in ways of thinking and teaching about the environmental and
cultural challenges.
The concept of sustainable development emerged in the 1980s in
response to a growing realisation of the above needs of balance and since
then there has been a growing understanding of the complexity and
interrelationships of problems such as poverty, wasteful consumption,
environmental degradation, urban decay, population growth, gender
inequality, health, conflict, and the violation of human rights. Transdisciplinary and inter-sectoral approaches provide people with the tools to
confront the changes taking place around them, to make future- oriented
decisions, to transform information to knowledge, to improve skills and will
to make future-oriented choices; to support the commitment to a world of
socially just and peaceful development.
Education is referred as an important tool for promoting greater
consciousness and awareness; bringing about desired changes in behaviours
and lifestyles, and for developing the knowledge and skills needed for a
sustainable future.
A holistic approach to environmental learning implies the need of
reorienting education towards sustainability, necessitates working at the
interface of disciplines in order to address the complex problems of today’s
world. While the natural sciences provide important knowledge of
ecological processes, they do not, themselves, contribute to the values and
attitudes that are the foundation of sustainable development.
Education may not only concern with disciplines that improve the
understanding of nature - despite their undoubted value - but with the study of
the political economy, social sciences, and the humanities. State education
should nowadays emphasize on aspects of learning that enhance the transition
to sustainability including future education; citizenship education; education
for a culture of peace; gender equality and respect for human rights; health
education, population education; education for protecting and managing
natural resources; and education for sustainable consumption.
Education through school activities and programmes towards the
environmental awareness develops objectives, content themes, learning and
assessment processes to encourage changes in moral sensitivities, attitudes and
behaviours. Responsibility for creating a sustainable future presupposes that
classroom practises emphasise on the development of critical and creative
thinking, collaboration and cooperation; decision-making, problem-solving and
planning, civic participation and action, evaluation and reflection.
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This concept of active learning towards a sustainable future requires
that education not only be as broad as life itself but aims to empower
everyone, young and old, to make decisions and act in culturally appropriate
and locally relevant ways to redress the major contemporary problems.
The Decade on Education for Sustainable Development (2005-2014)
offers an opportunity for educational institutions to advance progress made in
education and training to ensure results in meeting current and future needs.
The World Commission on Environment and Development defines
sustainable development as “development that meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their
own needs”. Other definitions have extended the notion of equity between
the present and the future, to equity between countries and continents, races
and classes, genders and ages.
Interpretation is the key word for formal and non-formal learning.
Interpretation is described as an educational activity which aims to
reveal meanings and relationships through the use of original objects, by
first hand experience and by illustrative media rather than simply to
communicate factual information (Tilden). The process of interpretation
focuses on the mental activity of the receiver. Interpretation in classroom
mainly means doing interpretation for others. The interpretative agent may
be the teacher, the cultural or environmental educator, or else.
The reflections of past environmental actions and attitudes in the
present shall not be made in this frame in order for the present to recognise
itself and be justified. Educational institutions organize social coherence
through the messages implied, as the school learning procedure trains young
receivers to that coherence.
The reduction of the examination of human culture to the level of
method is vain. What is crucial is to admit that different ideas on truth,
value and cognition exist and that formal and non-formal education should
reveal this diversity.
Training to the construction of historical sense means that we
overcome the natural naïf perspective, which judge the environmental
decisions according to the variable factors of current life. Having historical
consciousness means that we are thinking inter - and intra -, via and across
the historic horizon which co-extends with the life we are living and had
lived, both on nature’s and society’s matters.
Reflective behaviour towards inherited cultural / environmental
capital consists interpretation: interpretation is not an optional choice- there
is no way we can escape interpretation. But this is an ontological and not a
methodological point.
In this frame the school interpretation policies are not seen as only
cognitive reception policies, as vivid broadcasting of fragmented but
attractive data, but are seen from the state that environmental educational
practice may explain meanings by ex-closing social relations and
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conditions, by de-closing ideology patterns. So the environmental education
departments and institutions are not only sectors which appoint the
technical, methodological elements of projects and activities but organised
spaces in the service of social awareness, critical of itself and critical of the
past, acting involving the communities for the future. An open school is
needed, able to distinct between being empirical and being empiricist.
In this frame, current Hellenic educational environmental strategies,
such as the Environmental Parliament Week for schools, Environmental
Classes, Centres of Environmental Education, national programmes, teachertraining are presented, both as a means of dialogue as well as a case-study.
The Hellenic Ministry of Education in the frame of the National Action
Plan called Environmental Activities-Activities for Life, Education towards
Sustainability is appealing to teachers, students and local communities to
embrace all actions implemented throughout the year, transmitting the message
that the school as α module of human cultural evolution takes a leading role to
the moral initiative of the protection of the planet.
The broad outline of the National Action plan
The broad outline of the National Action plan is:
All academic years of the Decade 2005-2014 are nominated
2006 Water - Blue Planet
2007 Consumption and environment
2008 Forest - Green Planet
2009 Agriculture, Nutrition and Quality of Life
2010 Energy - Environmental friendly energy resources and local
community
2011 Education for Human rights
2012 Health and Productive procedures
2013 Human Environment and Sustainable Management
2014 Active Citizens
In this frame all school projects are encouraged to evolve as
interdisciplinary actions and through problem solving, workshops and
relevant activities to conclude to suggestions, commitments and action of
the student community at a local, regional or national level.
At the end of each academic year a Week of School Activities is
engaged. A special event at a national level through which all educational
material produced together with major projects implemented shall be vividly
presented at a national level.
Support and enhancement of the Centres of Environmental Education
Fifty-six Centres for Environmental Education are established by the
ministry of Education and function at a nation-wide level. The objectives of
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the Centres are to stimulate young people’s thought to environmental issues
so as positive attitudes and co-operational behaviour to be developed
towards the protection of the ecological balance and sustainable
development. This is accomplished by the implementation of one-six days
environmental education programmes for each primary and secondary
school that visit the Centres and by informal, extra-curricular programmes
for other youth groups. Through these programs students get involved in a
collective procedure of learning and become aware of the environmental
issues and willing to take up action towards the protection of the natural
habitat. Moreover the Centres
–
Organise training meetings for teachers.
–
Support environmental education programs implied within the
curriculum or via cross- curriculum projects in schools.
–
Participate in or organize cultural activities concerning the environment.
–
Create information archives and have an active publication plan
of educational material.
–
Organise cooperation actions with the local communities.
For the achievement of the above aims the E.E.C.s cooperate with
each other as well as with institutions from other countries for the exchange
of information and for this purpose they function within national and
international thematic educational nets. The substructure of every E.E.C.
consists typically of accommodation provisions for pupils and young
audiences, restaurants, conference hall, laboratories, computer hall, work
halls and library.
In this frame, the challenge for the teacher involved in environmental
education projects becomes one not of transmitting knowledge but of
creating a meaningful context within which learning can occur.
Critical teachers tend to see themselves as part of a community of
learners among whom they are on call to teach as needed. In these instances,
teachers see themselves as participants and co-learners.
What we all seek to discover still is better ways to create a setting or
environment that is conducive to the pursuit of social useful, correct
environmental, holistic knowledge and experience.
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ISLANDS OF DISCOURSE:
CASE STUDIES
OF AN ECOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK
FOR ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
David B. Zandvliet
David R. Brown
Simon Fraser University
Abstract
This paper describes an ecological framework for environmental
education, enacted through a recent summer institute for teachers conducted
on Haida Gwaii. Our model is grounded in an ecology, which emphasizes
the “imbedded ness” of human societies and cultures (and their
technologies) within physical communities. The model describes a range of
ecological, socio-cultural and technical influences that influence educators'
interpretations of curriculum and explores the model within the context of
“island” communities where we are apply the framework in specific ways:
contributing to the professional development of teachers with/in these
islands of discourse. This paper describes one instance of this framework:
the case of Haida Gwaii.
Haida Gwaii
A recent teacher institute in environmental education was held in
“the place of the Haida” on the northern extremity of the West Coast of
Canada: an archipelago which embodies our “island metaphor” for
ecological and environmental education. The Haida have an archaeological
case for occupying these islands that dates back 10.000 years and as such
the southern portion of the island group has been recognized as a UNESCO
World Heritage Site. Sadly, the UNESCO designation effectively limits
access for the Haida to their historical (read abandoned) village sites despite
the joint management plan put in place. Before continuing the story, a
geographic orientation may be in order: Haida Gwaii is shown on maps as
the westernmost extremity in Canada, about 1200 kilometres north of
Vancouver and separated from the British Columbia mainland by the
turbulent Hecate Strait. The archipelago was originally named for a
monarch who never saw them: Sophie Charlotte von Mecklenburg-Strelitz,
the wife of the Mad King of England, George III. The British called her
Queen Charlotte; hence the more common moniker, the Queen Charlotte
Islands (Reid and Bringhurst, 1984). There is deep irony (and deep offence
taken) in the knowledge that this remains the official name on government
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maps of the area, despite the Haida community’s deep connection to these
magnificent and ecologically significant islands.
Throughout Haida Gwaii, the Hemlock-Sitka spruce zone dominates
(say ecologists), though on the eastern fringe of the islands mountain hemlock
and alpine tundra vegetation zones appear at higher elevations. Elsewhere,
cedar, pine and western hemlock are seen in a variety of island’s
microclimates. The diversity of environments on Haida Gwaii has caused
some naturalists to dub these the “Canadian Galapagos”. The Gwaii Haanas
park website relates the following about the natural history of the area:
The distinct island flora and fauna have evolved over thousands of
years. The species here often differ from those found on the mainland.
Many common continental species are not found on the islands at all,
or have evolved into unique subspecies such as the black bear and the
pine martin (both larger than mainland cousins)…
An estimated 1.5 million seabirds nest along some 4.700 km of
shoreline on the Islands from May through August… Many are
burrow-nesters, such as the rhinoceros auklet, ancient murrelet, tufted
puffin, horned puffin… Because the islands are situated along the
Pacific flyway, dozens of species of migrating birds stop here in
spring and fall.
The seas around Gwaii Haanas teem with life. These waters are home
to salmon, herring, halibut, rockfish, mussels, crab, starfish, sea urchin
and octopus, along with numerous other species. Haida Gwaii is also
on the spring migration route of the grey whales, which spend their

summers in feeding grounds in the Bering Sea…
(Excerpted from the Canadian National Parks web site. Online
document available at:
http://www.pc.gc.ca/pnnp/bc/gwaiihaanas/natcul/natcul2_E.asp).

For the non-islander (indeed, most of us), our “migration” to Haida
Gwaii translates into a six-hour road trip from Vancouver, through the
northern part of Vancouver Island, then on to a sixteen-hour voyage by car
ferry to the northern port city of Prince Rupert. The journey culminates with a
lengthy (and frequently delayed) daytrip by car ferry to the final island
destination. While the entire trip can be made easily in one hour by plane it is
prohibitively expensive to do so. Despite this obvious economic disincentive
for our students to fly, we also make a point of encouraging students to travel
by other means as we believe the process of “slow travel” assists in students
determining the “lay of the land” and a deeper sense of the community they
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will eventually participate in. To this end, many students accompanied us on
our voyage to Haida Gwaii as part of a pre-course road trip and ferry
adventure. Indeed, since most islanders travel to and from the islands by the
ferry system, our cultural immersion in island life began to occur on the ferry
immediately as it left Prince Rupert.
Early on in our time on the islands we further attempted to develop
in our students a spiritual and ecological sense of place by organizing our
first excursion: travelling on foot for two days through Naikun (or Rose Spit
in Naikoon Provincial Park). At Naikun, an island can be seen to grow out
of the sea as new land is formed literally out of the shifting currents and
sands of Hecate Strait. Here, ecological succession is handily referenced
near the shore (in human scale) as the sand, grasses and herbs give way to
the majestic cedar used for the massive canoes and poles that the Haida
people still traditionally carve. Naikun is most importantly the site of the
Haida’s well-known creation story whereby men were said to be released by
Raven from their watery prison “within a cockle shell” washed ashore on
these shifting sands. Later, raven caused the meaty “red chitons” to merge
with the men, creating the female form. As we read these stories, here in this
place, we contemplated the Haida’s deep social and cultural connections to
their island home. This connection embodies our ecological framework. We
imagine the Haida paddling around these islands, founding villages, raising
families: the very social make-up of community imbedded in the physicality
of the place.
An integral part of the experience for students in our course is
backpacking (notable as another form of slow travel). This practice takes a lot
of organization and planning long before a pack is hoisted onto the shoulders
and the hike to Naikun commenced after a great deal of planning and
logistics. Still, after a short van trip we arrived on a stunning twelve-kilometre
stretch of sandy beach. Six hours later, and with tired feet we began to set up
camp where there were still some trees for shelter from the wind. After setting
up our tents, we walked the final five kilometres through grassy fields then
along a beach to arrive at the northernmost tip of Haida Gwaii. Naikun
alludes to the rich spiritual mythology of the Haida. Similar to many cultures,
mythic stories of the creation, its creatures and their adventures instructed,
informed and entertained the members of the Haida society. One of those
creatures is Raven: central to many stories as both a trickster and a
troublemaker. The story at Naikun then, was a natural reading in order to help
capture the essence of this sense of place. Now, with the help of the
(imaginary) sound of waves lapping in the background, here are some
excerpts from The Raven and the First Men, the story we read aloud in that
place:
The great flood which had covered the earth for so long had at last
receded, and even the thin strip of sand now called Rose Spit,
stretching north from Naikun village lay dry. The raven had flown
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there to gorge himself on the delicacies left by the receding water, so
for once he wasn’t hungry. But his other appetites – lust, curiosity and
the unquenchable itch to meddle and provoke things, to play tricks on
the world and its creatures – these remained unsatisfied… He gave a
great sigh, crossed his wings behind his back and walked along the
sand, his shiny head cocked, his sharp eyes and ears alert for any
unusual sight or sound… he found at his feet, half buried in the sand, a
gigantic clamshell. When he looked more closely still, he saw that the
shell was full of little creatures cowering in terror of his enormous
shadow… Their skin was pale, and they were naked except for the
long black hair on their round, flat- featured heads. They were the
original Haidas, the first humans…

The story progresses by relating how the first Haida were male and
how with the help of the Red Chiton, Raven turned some into women. The
story ends with this quote:
They were no timid shell dwellers, but children of the wild coast, born
between the sea and the land, challenging the strength of the stormy
North Pacific and wresting from it a rich livelihood… For many
generations they grew and flourished, built and created, fought and
destroyed, living according to the changing seasons and the
unchanging rituals of their rich and complex lives. It’s nearly over
now. Most of the villages are abandoned, and those, which are not
entirely vanished, lie in ruins. The people who remain are changed.
The sea has lost much of its richness, and great areas of the land lie in
waste. Perhaps it’s time the Raven started looking for another
clamshell (Reid & Bringhurst, 1984).

In retrospect, twenty years had passed since this retelling of Raven’s
story and our recent environmental experiences on Haida Gwai. Throughout
the intervening time, there has been a progressive re-birth of the Haida Nation
and a strong sense of place has re-emerged both culturally and politically
among its people. The Haida here have an ancient saying: “when the tide is
out, the table is set.” This literal interpretation bears true today as it is possible
to subsist here on the incredible intertidal marine life and it would not be too
difficult to consider the Haida “literally” constituted from this easily gathered
(and calorie rich) food source. Even the local black bear has demonstrated this
cultural adaptation here growing fat and large on a steady diet of crabs and
other invertebrates. Later on, after our own rich meal of hand caught
Dungeness crabs (scooped from the receding tides) we contemplated this in
the fully embodied state. With such little effort needed to collect their food, it
is easy to conceive of a member from the Bear (or other) clan, developing the
characteristic deep and broad carving strokes of a master Haida carver. So
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here at Naikun, watching the shifting sands, telling stories and feasting on
Dungeness crab, we thought just maybe the tide on Haida Gwaii had turned.
An ecological framework
The preceding story of our educational experiences on Haida Gwaii
belies the consideration of an alternative framework for environmental
education. Our ecological approach offers a critique of the mainstream
organization of curricula while at the same time makes a case for alternative
place-based pedagogies, which allow teachers to interpret curriculum in a
way that focuses learning within the context of community. Our story gives
just one example of what this approach can look like in teaching practice.
Teaching with/in an ecological framework focuses teaching on attempts to
improve the quality of life within communities while at the same time
assists students and teachers to develop a sense of “their place” within them.
While others make arguments for place based or community based models of
learning, our practice attempts to take this further by describing the need for
critical/embodied approaches in their implementation. Central to this is the idea
that an ecological framework for education identifies many taken for granted
assumptions about teaching. These are best enacted when our actions are deeply
embedded with/in the complexity of real environments and communities.
The notion of a place-based education has been well described by
Soble (1993; 1996) and related ideas have been expanded on by others
(Grunewald, 2003; Hutchinson, 2004; Orr, 1992, 1994; Thomashow, 1996;
Woodhouse & Knapp, 2000). The difficulty in describing exactly what
would constitute a place-based education becomes clouded partly due to the
multiple and interdisciplinary nature of the literature where this notion
seems to reside. Grunewald (2003) writes that the idea of place-based
learning connects theories of experiential learning, contextual learning,
problem-based learning, constructivism, outdoor education, indigenous
education and environmental education. To the more academic critic, this
might indicate that the idea of a place-based pedagogy lacks a theoretical
framework. However, to the pragmatic and community-minded practitioner,
the idea of place-based education might gain greater currency as it has
arisen independently in a variety of different academic discourses.
Grunewald (2003), in arguing for what he describes as a critical
pedagogy of place, writes that our educational concern for local space
(community in the broad sense) is sometimes overshadowed by both the
discourse of accountability and by the discourse of economic
competitiveness to which it is linked. In my opinion, place becomes a
critical construct to it opponents, not because it is in opposition to economic
well being but because it challenges assumptions about the dominant
“progress” metaphor and its imbedded neo-conservative values. This point
is particularly true in the case of the Haida people where progress initially
came at the expense of their local community and cultural values. An
ecological framework would seek to discard this one-sided view of progress
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by taking as its first assumption education “about” and “for” defined
communities. Ecological education denotes an emphasis on the inescapable
“embeddedness” of humans and their technologies in natural systems.
Rather than seeing nature as “other”, ecological education involves the
practice of viewing humans as one part of the natural world and human
societies and cultures as an outgrowth of interactions between our species
and particular places (Smith and Williams, 1999).
Environmental change and society
Realistic interpretations of the kind of environmental and
organizational change experienced by the Haida and other communities can
be attributed to a balance of influences. Goumain (1989) states that due to
the pace of change we are often forced to cope reactively, adapting to
changing environmental conditions only when they become intolerable.
Gardiner (1989) describes a framework for thinking about these pressures
consisting of three spheres of influence, which he described as, respectively,
the ecosphere, sociosphere and technosphere. Gardiner’s ecosphere relates
simply to a person's (or group’s) physical environment and surroundings,
whereas sociosphere relates to an individual's net interactions with other
people within that environment. Lastly, technosphere is described as the
total of all person-made things (present and future) in the world. Gardiner
notes that for many organizations, the influence of the technosphere often
drives the dominant changes in our society at the expense of other mediating
influences including local geographies (ecosphere) and the influence of
local cultural and social norms (sociosphere). Hutchinson writes:
The technological shifts that are occurring just now are already altering
our notions of place community and selfhood. Contemporary notions of
place, which for centuries have been, grounded in the physical experience
of neighbourhoods and local communities now face serious challenges
(Hutchinson, 2004).

While the adoption of technical tools and technological perspectives
can blur the lines and identities of communities, we maintain that it can also
obscure our desired community focus for environmental education. This is
evidenced by the increasingly close association of environmental education
with the sciences. Bowers (1999) states:
The effect of this categorization is that the other areas of teacher
education and graduate education continue to ignore the connections
between the values and ideas they promote and the cultural behaviours
now overwhelming the viability of natural systems.
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The concept of an ecological model lies at the nexus between a
“science education”, which emphasizes particular forms of knowledge
construction conceived of and implemented outside of “authentic”
communities, and an “environmental education”, which juxtaposes this
knowledge with other socio-cultural and values based constructs which
could be described as an environmental ethic. Our developing framework
promotes an understanding of scientific and environmental issues in the
wider context and in particular provides a model for the interpretation of
curriculum in a broad range of communities. To facilitate this, we must look
outside the routine of curriculum and continue to adopt socially relevant
strategies that will make scientific issues readily accessible to the public.
McBean and Hengeveld (2000) write:
Society in general, accumulates and processes knowledge through
experience, perception and intuition. Thus new information and facts
are best understood and assimilated if these are placed within the
context of the existing knowledge and past experience of the
individual or community.” (…). In this effort, we must make a
concerted effort to include the notion of community (even islands)
within this discourse. Figure one introduces our ecological model for
environmental education.

Fig. 1. Island Metaphor for Community and Place

Conclusion
Through the development and presentation of this ecological
framework for environmental education, our assertion is that grounding
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learning in a sense of our physical and cultural environments is an essential
component to a balanced view of environmental education. We contend that
the dilemma posed between scientific and environmental models for
education is resolved as follows: in the first instance, the (hegemonic)
scientific perspective is centrally included in a more holistic model where its
“cultural” meaning is not allowed to dominate and is set beside other forms
of knowledge common to critical pedagogy or environmental education
approaches (eg. ethical, cultural, legal, political, aesthetic). Further, those
perspectives inherent in a critical environmental education framework resist
becoming marginilised as our framework takes the form of an epistemology
rather than a curriculum implementation strategy.
Through the development and testing of this model, we have had
considerable success in the implementation of teacher professional
development activities in a number of Canadian contexts including Haida
Gwaii, the Yukon, and the Okanagan. We are beginning with distinct “island”
communities where the boundaries of the community (physical and social) are
quite distinct, and where we apply the framework in specific ways. These cases
will contribute to the professional development of teachers in what we term
“islands of discourse”, ultimately informing the development of ecological
models in a variety of communities (indigenous and other) for the purposeful
interpretation of curriculum. Our intent is to continue to develop the framework
through a number of case studies and in this way give greater detail to the
model so that others may provide further discussion and critique.
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CURRICULA AND INTERDISCIPLINARY
EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMMES :
THE CASE OF CONSTRUCTING AWARENESS
AT A REMOTE ISLAND COMMUNITY.
Theodore Alexiou
BA Arch.UoA, MA Arch.UoThess.
Museum Educator ICOM-CECA
Educational Portal, Hellenic Ministry of Education
Yiannis Gailas
BA Math. Uo Patras
Department of Assignments, Hellenic Ministry of Education
Following the results of scientific research, a series of new ideas are
evolving concerning the cognitive procedure in terms of formal and nonformal education. Traditional curricula and teaching practices are today
criticized; recent attempts are made towards student-oriented teaching,
creative thinking, problem solving, construction of critical thought, holistic
perception of knowledge instead of information hunting and education
instead of simple pupils’ training.
Learning environments in current Hellenic schooling are weak in
terms of active participation, social interactivity, constructive knowledge
and re-procession of old knowledge, reflective thinking, interpretative
teaching, motivated learning, spare time offering, concern on social or
cultural differences.
Environmental Educational Programmes (EEP) in the frame of the
national education scheme stand as an optimistic umbrella and provide
classroom and extra-mural space for implying experimental teaching and
classroom research, for the appliance of various learning strategies, for the
use, design and production of educational material, the exchange of
experience, the cognitive function of field trips as well as a means for
supporting pupils’ self-appraisal, emotional and mental awareness.
As environment is seen not from a physicalist point of view but as a
social historic entity including natural and social acts, facts, procedures,
aims and perceptions, the EEP becomes more than an educational
programme on natural sciences: it stands as a way of implementing
questions and extract answers, as a tool for investigation of established
attitudes, as a field able to support the effort of a cognitive synthesis.
At the Gymnasium – Lyceum of Volissos, a remote agricultural
community at the north of the island of Chios, near the east Hellenic
borderline, an interdisciplinary EEP was realised under the title TOPOS, the
Greek word for the socially transformed natural space. TOPOS implies the
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places, the fields, the grounds and landscapes which are not considered as
neutral nature but merely as community - identified places through the
historic sense of use, belonging and neighbouring.
The outlines of the above EEP effort at a school of social enclosure
are to be presented, as a case study for the aims and goals, limits and
orientation of an EEP when implemented alongside the national curricula.
The TOPOS programme was organized seeking answers on results
of alternative didactic and pedagogical approaches, concerning the teaching
of modern and ancient Greek language as well as the history curriculum
modules via the use of trans-disciplinary educational material, interdisciplinary projects and creative activities workshops. On the other hand,
the programme was implemented within the potential of production of final
educational material designed by the classroom community, based on the
environmental group activities throughout the year, having a multiplying
effect for other school groups regionally and at nationwide level.
The thematic frame TOPOS was chosen with criteria the broadness
of cognitive fields involved, the inter and trans-disciplinarity, the
combination of environmental, cultural and social dimension, the local
dimension and scope arising via the activities. Within this concept natural
and historical place and ground - in Greek τόπος/topos - is perceived as the
transformed by human collective activity space. Abstract nature in general is
not an object of the EEP study. The EEP focuses on the social organization
of natural space and its connection with human activity, the transport and
reflex ion of social ideas and symbols to natural places, the nature’s
representation on collective consciousness through history.
The EEP provides a perfect field for work at the interface of
disciplines in order to address the complex problems of today’s world. In
this effort of reorienting educational process, environmental education is an
important component.
A highly active pedagogy based on environmental values and ethics for
over fifteen years in the Hellenic national educational system has been flourished,
where emphasis was driven upon learning the local environment through field
studies and classroom experiment or where students were encouraged to examine
environmental issues from a variety of angles and perspectives.
The influence of environmental education in promoting interdisciplinary
inquiries and inclusive education can be seen at all levels of history education,
where the cultural perception was seen together with aspects of environment
functions in order to prevent the over-use and exhaustion of natural resources.
Environmental education has also found original ways of looking at and
measuring human impact on the environment and these efforts may be
reused at the humanities and history study fields in order to support the
building of historical sense, as a key element of environmental awareness.
Natural space was important to the TOPOS EEP programme, mainly
concerning its route through time. The adventure from ancient city to the
agricultural habitations of eighteenth and nineteenth century via the medieval
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era forms the EEP’S thematic red line: natural and human-made environment in
the historic dimension.
The EEP started from modules concerned with the social
organization of space at the center of the ancient classical city - Greek
άστυ/asty - in comparison with the perceptions of fifth and fourth century
BC for the semi-wild space at the borders of the ancient town - Greek
πόλις/polis -, named εσχατιαί /eshatie, and meaning the last end, the ground
between the civil organization and the wilderness of the absence of the
social element, mild and wild place in one, belonging both to the city and
the forests.
At the EEP TOPOS material such as the Hellenic myths of creation,
the mythical onomatology of plants and trees, the mythical motives for
grounds and water, the construction and representation of the idea of
landscape as presented through historic and oral narrations are exploited.
Other EEP modules were concerned with the spatial organization of the
medieval era, where an altered frame of habitat and social needs lead to a
different perception of nature: town/castle - territorium/agricultural settlements fortified roads, observatories, links and routes to the sea.
From there, EEP study extended to the use of space from traditional
communities of eighteenth and nineteenth century and their perceptions of nature
as may be seen at land use, economic relations, folklore, beliefs and values.
The concept of natural and historical space and place offered the
opportunity of combination of a variety of pedagogical and methodology
approaches. The EEP, providing a series of smaller thematic modules and thus
the potential of multiple case- studies at a local and regional level, became a
flexible cognitive chain oriented at the current interests and educational needs of
the school group.
A previous experience of an environmental education programme
called Knowing my History, implemented during the academic year 20012002, was the initial for the school group to familiarize with environmental
and history issues. Evaluated as a successful cognitive experience, the
school group was very eager for new opportunities of collaborative study
and learning, of experimental workshops, field studies and the use of extra curriculum educational material.
The schools at the municipality of Amani cover a rather difficult to
reach area in northern Chios, were cognitive and cultural disprivilege is
profound, still all pupils are characterized by distinctively high emotional
intelligence, strong will for participation and learning, collaboration and
high moral values.
It is recognized that current strategies and programmes have largely
been insufficient or inappropriate with regard to needs of children and youth
who are vulnerable to marginalisation and exclusion. Where programmes
targeting various marginalized and excluded groups do exist in other parts of
the country, they have functioned outside the mainstream programmes.
Differentiation in regional communities may sometimes become a
form of discrimination, leaving children with various needs outside the
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mainstream of school life and later, as adults, outside social and cultural life
in general: Regular schools with inclusive orientation are the most effective
means of combating discrimination, creating welcoming communities,
building an inclusive society and achieving education for all (Salamanca
Statement, Art. 5).
Environmental education efforts try to meet the challenges of
pluralism and enable every child to find its place in the community to which
primarily belongs and at the same time to be given the means to open up to
other communities.
If inclusive education is concerned with providing appropriate
responses to the broad spectrum of learning needs in formal and non- formal
educational settings, whether inclusive education is an approach that seeks
to transform education systems in order to respond to the diversity of
learners, EEPs are to be a premium component of the new process. In the
frame of TOPOS programme broad common cognitive goals were defined for all
students, including skills and values to be acquired. A flexible module structure
was chosen to facilitate responding and providing diverse opportunities for
practice and performance in terms of content and level of participation
After a two-years project of Environmental Education Programme
the school group has gained not to be afraid of the museum and the
archaeological place, has learned that educational field visits may not be
boring monologues, has been encouraged to recognize knowledge, joy and
inspiration at a project, to seek for the educational programme at the
museum instead of gathering around, to participate actively at the
workshops, the last seen, not as loss of class, but as a new, friendly way to
gain knowledge.
The Environmental Education Programme TOPOS was developed at
thematic modules-acts, which internally were organized in typical steps:
–
Classroom activity based on the thematic unit of elements using
the school book with re organization of curriculum units’ flow
where necessary.
–
Collaborative Library research.
–
Classroom approach / presentation using extra-curriculum
educational material.
–
Parallel trans -disciplinary session.
–
Activities Workshops: art, narration/story telling, dramatization/role
playing.
–
Educational Field visit/trip.
In official schooling, because of curriculum demands and time
constraints, it is often a challenge for the teachers willing to implement
alternative approaches to select content which is based on being meaningful,
combine student’s needs and interests, support the environmental learning and
provide more than just learning facts. Curriculum content may be simply what
is prescribed by the ministry of education, thus in curriculum differentiation
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projects teachers are trying to modify the content to some extent to help
students reach the programmes’ outcomes.
The aim of instructors of EEP TOPOS was to support the school
group to recognize and recall former gained knowledge, to facilitate
interpretation and thus promote the creation of meaning and
understanding, to support analytical and constructive cognitive functions,
to enhance cognitive taxonomies and to provide help in order to reorganize information at a new, collectively evaluated, synthesis.
Emotionally, the aim was to support the evolution and development of
intellectual procedures of value selection and perception, the enhancement of
self cognition and self-esteem, the cultivation of collaborative ethics as well as
the will for correspondence and, finally, the cultivation and deliberation of
imagination.
At a psychological level, the instructors were interested at the
strengthening of each pupil’s representation for its body and the kinetic
abilities, the development of concentration and of focused attention.
Finally, it was an ambition for the instructors, the contribution of the
environmental educational programme to the understanding of the idea of
historical time, of the concepts of continuity and discontinuity, to the
understanding of the dynamic relation and inter-dependence of humanity,
social formations and natural environment. It was an aim to encourage
secondary education level students to understand and adopt the
interdisciplinary scientific synthesis as a means for interpretation and
understanding of the world. Last but not least, the support of collective
memory as a contribution to the construction of presently aware citizens was
meant to be the final goal.
All above are seen as construction elements for the built of
environmental consciousness, defined not as abstract love for green or as
simple group study of environmental phenomena, but as political
consciousness for both the environment and human act, according to the
principle think globally, act locally.
Moreover, all the above time/space/environment thematic frame was
implemented based on the belief and in order to prove that EEPs are not
simply convenient ways to speak about specific issues as energy, forests,
biodiversity, water resources et al, but also - and may be mainly - they are
vivid cognitive frames for the evolution of educational plans concerned with
abstract concepts, ideas and values, such as time, citizenship, action, social
representations and reflections.
A special school space was organized to meet the EEP’ needs,
dedicated to interactive teaching and learning. This space was devoted to
exploration and discovery through interaction with works of art, science and
mathematics. Everybody loved the place, where learn through exploration,
play, and experimentation with tools, materials, and other educational
resources was not questioned.
The Environmental Classroom was organized by the reuse of a
forgotten storage room, painted and elaborated as a colourful learning
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environment, organized to promote interactive learning through
explorations, investigations, and pursuits of ideas. All material used
consisted an ever-changing museum exhibition within the school ground.
In-class library was organized and children’s artistic creations were
exhibited all year round. In this frame, learning and teaching was meant to
be both intellectual and seductive.
Environmental Education programmes implemented within the
frame of formal education should be concerned also with the informal or
‘hidden’ curriculum, the ‘unplanned’ learning that occurs in classrooms, in
the school compound or when the students interact together with or without
the teacher present.
For TOPOS EEP, when learning is treated as an active process, it is a
logical step to try to help learners by making the process of learning itself
self-conscious. To this point the hidden curriculum had been a concern,
whilst it may reflected on the projects goals. In order to engage a metacognitive process in the frame of an EEP, an effort was done to accomplish
a social learning context in which the struggle to make sense and reveal
meanings was articulated. Shared meanings n the classroom can be powerful
means of supporting new learning.
The EEP TOPOS includes three Thematic Modules:
Act I - TOPOS in Antiquity/ Ancient City and Urban Landscape
Curriculum elements: ancient Greek language, History units,
contemporary Literature, Mathematics/Geometry, French language and literature
Educational Material: Printed material form the The Acropolis
Centre for Educational Programmes and material designed for the
programme itself.
Units:
I. Ancient Agora of Athens, Festivals and Theatre
Educational game/construction panel for the spatial organisation and
uses of the city centre with guides figures from a role-playing game.
II. Anemone, Narcissus, Yakinthus
Educational Card Game with mythological and botanical information
for plants and trees nominated after a Hellenic myth.
III. Learning the Pythagorean Theorem at the Freeze of Parthenon –
Sculpture within Triangles
Math-History interdisciplinary Educational game with cards and
pawns for 5 to 8 players on a triangle carton base including
alternatively elements of the freeze and questions.
IV. A l’Agora, à la table
educational game in the form of a path across a labyrinth garden,
concerned with the herbs and plants of ancient Agora used in ancient
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Greek and contemporary French cuisine recipes, such the rosemary,
the origanon, the daphne et al.
V. Le Sumposium- De la Cuisine grécque anciénne à la gastronomie
contemporaine francaise
Educational Card Game.- puzzle construction
VI. Learning about the Eukleide’s Algorithm at the Parthenon
columns
Field study, jointed Math-History project on classical architecture,
applications of geometry and ways of construction.
Act II - TOPOS in the Medieval Era:
Curriculum elements: History units, contemporary Literature
Mathematics/Geometry, French
Educational Material: Printed material from The Byzantine and Christian
Museum of Athens, material from the joint project MELINA – Hellenic Ministry
for Culture, Hellenic Ministry for Education- ICOM From Antiquity to the
Byzantine World and material designed for the programme itself.
Units:
I. Volissos, the Castle of Velissarios
CD Rom design and production and Activities Workshops : Water,
Foundains and Mills, The Painter named Markianos, At the
Byzantine Seas, Byzantine Inlays.
II. Fortifications and Habitat.
III. Interdisciplinary Activities Worksheets:
–
The Golden Bull and the Castle of Olympoi, educational game
for children group from 5 to 8 players with cards and pawns,
result of field workshop of the whole school group, in the model
of Treasure Hunt.
–
I Count at the Castle Unapproachable Points
–
Companion to the field activity on the Thales Theorem, area
calculating by similar triangles
–
Water, Sacred and Destructive
Activity for the perception of water in Christian thought
–
Natural Resources and Fortresses Architecture
–
Problem Solving Activity
–
Le Fantome au Castle Medieval
–
Companion to the role-playing game at the field.
Act III - TOPOS Across Time : Settlements, Nature and Tradition
Curriculum elements: History units, contemporary Literature, Art,
Science
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Educational Material: Printed material from museums of Natural
History and from the Hellenic Ministry for Culture and material designed
for the programme itself.
Units:
I. From Aggelos Fountain to Malangiotis River: Nymphs, Fairies
and Phantoms. CD-Rom design and production on water flora and
fauna, folklore tales for the river.
All above educational material designed by the environmental school
group specially for and used at the frame of TOPOS EEP concluded and
formed the content of two Educational Modular Activity Units (EMAU) –
after the model of the Museum’s Activities Boxes.
The EMAUs called POLIS and TESSERA, The School Activities
Boxes, are two articulated trans-disciplinary lending units for classroom and
field-study use, in the frame of environmental programmes. The School
Activities Boxes stand as innovating displays and results of collaborative
work of the children’s group which is oriented towards the pupil’s needs
and interests, and, thus differentiated form relevant material available in the
market. Flexible and with multiplying effect, the School Activities Boxes
may tour the schools of several regions and stand as a critical pedagogy
paradigm for participation and awareness.
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PATHWAYS TO CHANGE.
REPORT OF THE SUPPORTING SCHOOLS
PROGRAMME 2004/05
Benedict Hren Anna Birney
Formal Education Officer, WWF-UK, Panda House, Weyside
Park, Godalming, Surrey GU7 1XR, 2005.
Preface
This report shows how “Pathways: A Development Framework for
School Sustainability” and its support system elements provided
practitioners with the confidence they needed to take forward Learning for
Sustainability forward and place it at the heart of their schools. The
Pathways process – flexible, adaptable, self-facilitated and based around a
learning approach – enabled practitioners to involve the whole school
community and embed Learning for Sustainability within school plans,
leading to changes in practice.
In their action plan for Sustainable Development, the Department for
Education and Skills (DfES) refer to the exploration of a “whole school
approach to ESD” and “a network of sustainable development practitioners
at the regional and national level”. WWF would like to contribute this
“Pathways to Change” report to such an exploration, as well as to local and
regional organisations involved in supporting schools in this work. We
welcome the DfES’ “Sustainable Schools” website where the Pathways
framework for a whole school approach will be highlighted as a model of
good practice for schools to use.
Introduction
In a rapidly changing world, visions and strategies for sustainability
are vital. If we are each to make positive contributions to the local and
global community, now and in the future, we all need to develop appropriate
knowledge, skills, values and attitudes.
WWF believes that whole school communities need to come together,
to share their own visions of sustainability and to place Learning for
Sustainability at the heart of school life and the Formal Education system.
WWF-UK is therefore working with schools and their communities to assist
them in making Learning for Sustainability an underpinning approach.
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Learning for Sustainability
Learning for Sustainability refers to all the different processes
that advance knowledge, skills, values and attitudes, and empower
individuals, schools and communities to pursue social justice, economic
security, environmental stewardship and civic democracy as
complementary goals – now and in the future.
Eenvironmental education, citizenship, peace education and
others have been challenged by Education for Sustainable
Development (ESD). WWF continues to recognise and promote
work in all these fields; this includes work that contributes to ESD,
as well as work that can be more appropriately described as
“Learning for Sustainability”.
WWF-UK’s schools programme sets out to explore how schools can
develop and improve using a Learning for Sustainability approach, as well
as how formal education systems could change to support them. Pathways
and its support system elements play a key role in this programme.
They form the basis for placing sustainability at the heart of schools,
and discovering how the whole school community can work and learn
together, in the way it manages itself, its culture and ethos, and its teaching
and learning.
Pathways and its support system elements
This report describes the learning from a pilot carried out from
January 2003 to June 2005. The aim of the pilot was to explore what is
needed to place sustainability at the heart of a school. Based on WWF-UK’s
experience of working with schools since 1988, a system of support for
schools was designed to provide schools with the skills and opportunities to
advance Learning for Sustainability throughout the whole school
community. Eleven very different schools from across the UK - primary and
secondary, urban and rural - participated in this pilot.
The support system elements included:
–
An organising framework
–
Building the team
–
Professional development opportunities
–
Technical support
–
A learning community.
An organising framework
Pathways: a development framework for school sustainability offers
a process, activities and tools that can be used by a school community to
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explore their understanding of sustainability, assess their current practice
and inform planning. The activities are participatory. The aim is to help
widen school involvement and create a sense of shared ownership, move
beyond a single initiative and embed Learning for Sustainability in the
culture of the school. The structure of Pathways is based on the idea that
self-evaluation leads to effective action planning. It is not prescriptive: each
school will adapt it to determine their own path.
Schools are encouraged to explore their understanding of Learning
for Sustainability and self-assess their practice against a framework of
Learning for Sustainability themes and elements (see box below). This
framework has evolved from schools WWF-UK, has observed and worked
with over the past 10 years. (See One School at a Time: A Decade of
Learning for Sustainability, WWF-UK, 2004, for more information on the
work of these schools.)
Learning for Sustainability themes and elements in schools:
–
–
–
–
–
–

School culture and ethos – whole school approach and
policy;
Monitoring and evaluation – action learning.
Teaching and learning: curriculum, teaching, professional
development, and diversity.
Pupils: empowerment and participation, and a safe and
supportive environment.
Links with the community: governors, parents, local and
wider community.
School estate: resource, grounds and building management.

Building the team
Implementation of Pathways needs to be initiated by a practitioner of
ESD, usually self-selected, although practice varies from school to school.
The key role of this person is to bring together a team or steering group
committed to an inclusive, participatory approach to Learning for
Sustainability in order to facilitate wider involvement. The team can consist
of up to five people who share responsibility for planning, organising,
facilitating and following up the activities. Ideally this team would include
people from senior management, the teaching staff, the non-teaching staff,
and even parents or school governors. The role of the team is to be the
catalyst to ensure that the whole school participates in decision-making.
A training day for all the school teams was essential. The format of
the day allowed participants to explore Pathways, Learning for
Sustainability and a whole school approach, as well as offering
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opportunities to share and create ideas for implementing Pathways back in
their schools.
Professional development opportunities
The support system offered professional development opportunities
to those leading Pathways. In addition to the Pathways activities, a
minimum of one teacher from each team participated in WWF-UK’s online
“An introduction to ESD” course. This, or a similar opportunity, is
fundamental to developing an understanding of ESD in the school. The
WWF-UK online course uses a participatory learning approach to
professional development in ESD. It aims to build an online community and
enable educators to take action in their workplace.
The course content looks at different approaches, frameworks and
skills for ESD, enables participants to reflect on their practice and that of
other course members, trying out and discussing new approaches.
Technical support
Each school was offered support from WWF-UK to initiate and
encourage activity. This interaction was not intended to be ongoing but simply
to stimulate the process. Examples of the support that teams found useful were:
help with INSET sessions, raising the profile of the project with senior
management, asking questions, promoting action and general encouragement.
The process required WWF to question practice, ask for progress
reports, collect stories and ensure that what was happening related to the
needs of the school. In addition to this support an amount of money was
granted to the schools for supply cover to give them the space and time to
initiate change.
A learning community
A key aim of Pathways is to create learning communities as a
vehicle to broaden engagement and deepen thinking. A learning community
enables a school to celebrate achievement and have this recognised beyond
that community. This is a means of ongoing support beyond the initial
project, whatever form that took. In this project the learning community
element was provided through the following:
–
One Year On: evaluation event.
–
The 11 schools came together to look at what they had done over
the year, share practice and support each other in moving
forward. This event also included all those who had been
involved in the programme in order to evaluate and draw
conclusions together.
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WWF Annual Teachers conference.
In 2005, WWF ran its third teachers conference. The aim was to
support schools by creating an environment that enabled
participants to share ideas and concepts, and to move thinking on
together. The pilot schools led workshops to share their practice
and stimulate debate.
Support materials.
In order to disseminate practice and learning from schools, WWF
created a variety of materials for others to use. These include a DVD
of Learning for Sustainability practice (Pathways: real schools, real
experiences, and Signposts, a publication capturing examples of
practice). Case studies and an online area are being developed which
will link to the DfES TeacherNet “Sustainable Schools” website.
Outcomes.
From this pilot WWF has learnt what can best enable and
facilitate change towards sustainability in schools.
Whole school community.
If schools are to include Learning for Sustainability in their
professional practice and change the culture, they need to be selforganising and organic, placing emphasis on informal
relationships.(Roberts, 2001). From this programme we have identified
some of the key learning that can enable these changes to occur.
Schools enter at different points on their journey, depending on their
situation, level of understanding and participation as a school.
Motivation to bring about change.
When starting out, a practitioner needs to feel motivated to take
Learning for Sustainability beyond their own practice (see
“Confidence building”).
Develop team understanding.
Engaging more people in Learning for Sustainability needs a
personal or team understanding of the theory and concepts.
Develop a communications approach.
Before widening out the approach, it is important for each
practitioner or group to think about what they are going to
communicate and how they will get the messages across. This can be
one of the most daunting times. There is a need to make sure that the
language is not alienating or jargon-laden or threatening, and that
messages are clear.
Raise awareness.
Once the communications tools are created, a process of awareness
raising can begin: this is the beginning of the engagement process.
Involve others
Starting to involve others can be a difficult process but can bring
many rewards, not least due to the variety of perspectives and ideas a
diverse range of people can bring. In order to facilitate this approach
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and move beyond a level of awareness, one of the most useful
elements of this programme was the forming of a team or task group.
Increase dialogue.
Crucial to increasing dialogue is to start from where people are
and to ensure that there is time and space for people to come
together. WWF recognised this need and allocated money to
each school for supply cover so they could attend training and
develop the process. Some schools created this time within their
own school allocation of INSET time, school meeting and
development time. With DfES driving “a major commitment to
staff development” in their five-year strategy (2004), it should be
easier for more schools to adopt this approach.
Whole staff decision-making.
Once the school community is engaged, be it a small group or
everyone, they can start to make decisions together. The number of
people involved depends on where the school is along its journey,
with the more advanced stages involving the whole school
community. This particular process broadens school involvement
rather than nurturing a deep shift in values towards Learning for
Sustainability. However, once the staff is on board, ongoing training,
discussion and debate can start truly to transform the ethos of the
school.
Professional learning community.
The benefits of this dialogue, communication and participatory
decision-making are that the school community start to share their
practice amongst themselves. This assists the spread of positive
practice within schools (Michael Fullan,
www.nsdc.org/libary/publications/jsd/fullan241.cfm).
These benefits can be expanded when schools build learning
communities amongst themselves, locally and nationally, within a
context such as Learning for Sustainability.
Plans and policies.
A school policy and plan makes a visible commitment to
Learning for Sustainability, its themes and elements, as well as
acting as a mechanism for articulating its mission and vision
within the formal structure of the school.
Understand and define Learning for Sustainability.
An understanding of Learning for Sustainability needs to be created
amongst the staff involved, so as to create clarity, comprehension and
their own definition. Who is involved will depend on where a school
is on their journey (see “Whole school community”). Some schools
already have an articulation: however, bringing as many
people on board with its creation can lead to greater
ownership.
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Adopt a strategic approach.
A strategic approach needs to be developed or adopted so as it
complements and informs the school’s planning process. The
activities and themes in Pathways can help with this process.
Identify the schools needs.
Schools should identify their needs and place Learning for
Sustainability within their own context. This will assist them in
determining their next steps.
Create a plan.
A plan for future progression and practice can then be created.
This can be used by the originating group, it can be placed within
the school development or improvement plan, or it can be the
process that becomes the school development plan. Involving as
many people as possible can start to embed the Learning for
Sustainability plan at the centre of the school.
Embedding the plan within the school.
The creation of a plan can immediately increase the status and
raise the profile of Learning for Sustainability. (A supporting
process that originates from a respected brand, like WWF, also
assists with profile.) A plan with clear achievable goals, created
by the whole school community and with buy-in from those who
will be implementing it is more likely to gain the approval of
senior management and thus to take Learning for Sustainability
forward. Once within the formal structure of the school, its
implementation is also much more likely to be sustained.
Self-evaluation.
A coherent approach to self-evaluation, conducted in a
participatory way, can underpin a whole school approach and
policy to Learning for Sustainability. It can help bring about
changes in culture, allowing schools to develop their own
agenda. This approach complements the new inspection for
schools in England, which places a greater emphasis on school
self-evaluation. Pathways can therefore enable schools to selfassess their practice using Learning for Sustainability as a
framework.
Through self-evaluation schools gained an overview of their
practice and consequently decided to change and develop
practice and thereby make it more coherent. These two examples
demonstrate a deeper culture shift in the school.
Involving pupils.
Involving pupils can place learners at the centre of their school,
as well as giving them citizenship and leaderships skills for
sustainability. This is an important step towards involving the
whole school community in decision-making.
Teaching and Learning.
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Developing and changing teaching and learning practice – a
school’s core business – is crucial to changing the deep-rooted
elements of the ethos and culture of the school.
Confidence building.
The process of achieving a whole school approach needs
facilitation either within or from outside the school. Practitioners
of Learning for Sustainability do not always see themselves as
leaders of the approach within their school or organisation. It is
important, therefore, to help leaders develop facilitation skills,
increase their confidence and enable them to feel valued. The
elements that enabled the leaders to take on this role included:
the provision of professional development through a WWF
online course; training; attendance at the WWF conference;
support documents as well as individual support and
encouragement.

All these were designed in such a way as to encourage and enable
learning and the sharing of ideas, skills and experiences. WWF staff took on
the role not of experts but of enablers and observers of practice. In addition
to external support, network building was seen as essential to the process.
Leaders of practice within schools need continuing support through training
and access to a wider learning community at a variety of scales and levels.
Recommendations: the context.
Pathways: a model
In November 2003, England’s Department for Education and Skills
(DfES) launched its “Sustainable Development Action Plan for Education
and Skills” committing to “explore a whole school approach to ESD and
identify models of good practice” to improve the content and engagement
with schools. In August 2004, DfES approached WWF and proposed that
they adopt the Pathways framework as a model for developing a whole
school approach to Learning for Sustainability on their TeacherNet
“Sustainable Schools” website.
Supporting school improvement
In 2003, Ofsted published “Taking the first step forward… towards
an education for sustainable development”. The study noted that primary
and secondary schools around the country had developed good practice
using an ESD focus, but could only offer anecdotal evidence that this
approach had contributed to better performance. HMI have embarked on a
three-year survey to investigate the potential of sustainable development as
an approach to whole school improvement.
The results will provide additional evidence of how school
improvement benefits from a whole school participatory approach to
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Learning for Sustainability. HMI will be looking at 12 schools that have
embarked upon Pathways (five from this cohort).
This Ofsted survey will be shadowed by independent research into
teachers’ and pupils’ ESD-related knowledge, skills and values, and on
pupils’ attainments in the short- and medium-term. In responding to the
Environmental Audit Committee’s report on ESD, the government stated
“consideration will be given to extending the Ofsted survey work in 2007/08
to a more widespread review to explore how one would go about inspecting
sustainable development in education”.
Recommendations
Working with schools, WWF has learnt what it takes to place
sustainability at the heart of school life and how such an approach can be
implemented by local, regional or national “supporters” of schools.
Schools
Implementation of Learning for Sustainability across a school
requires a commitment: it needs enthusiasts and leaders to carry a
programme like Pathways forward. From our experience we have found that
these leaders need:
–
Confidence and motivation to engage the school in Learning for
Sustainability.
–
Skills in facilitation (or willingness to learn such skills) to lead
this process forward in their school.
–
Skills in communicating the process and ideas of Learning for
Sustainability.
–
A communications approach, ways and strategies to engage other
members of the school community.
–
A process, and activities that engage the school community in
understanding, auditing and celebrating practice so as to create a
plan or policy across the school.
–
Time and space for developing professional learning,
collaboration and partnership working.
–
A way to ensure it is an embedded and is a continuous process
within the school.
School supporters
If other organisations that support schools – e.g. local authorities,
education centres – were to implement Pathways and its support system
elements or design a similar programme of support for schools, there are
three important conditions that would enable success.
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A learning approach
The learning approach WWF-UK took to this work was reflected in
Pathways and its support system elements. Particular emphasis should be
placed on:
–
Participation and participatory approaches.
The space and time given to sharing, reflecting and providing
mutual support; partnerships with schools based on equality and
democratic principles; a cycle of questions and learning to assist
people to take action and move forward.
–
Facilitation by the school.
Setting up mechanisms that enable the school to facilitate
Pathways themselves – such as creating a team within the school
to take it forward – was crucial to its success.
–
Flexibility and adaptability.
All schools will approach Learning for Sustainability differently
according to their situation and needs. Therefore a flexible
approach is needed to acknowledge these differences. Each
school should be encouraged to choose their own pathway,
adapting their approach as they progress.
–
Regional approaches.
As seen, Pathways does help to foster whole school change
towards Learning for Sustainability. WWF recognises that it
does not have the capacity to deliver Pathways and its support
system on a national level. WWF, in fact, is challenged to offer
such a direct service to more than a dozen schools at a time.
WWF has run a variety of workshops and training sessions with
others using the experience demonstrated in this report; this has
included working with two Local Authorities in depth.
WWF hopes that this report and a forthcoming supplementary
technical manual will offer a local and regional model for school
supporters, such as Local Authorities, education centres and
other NGOs. This model could be used regionally to assist local
brokerage with schools as well as offering a strategic direction
and approach to bring together support and provision in Learning
for Sustainability. This collaboration and partnership is what is
required by the DfES’ five-year strategy. WWF recognises that
there is no uniform support mechanism, locally, regionally or
nationally for schools and their supporters.
At the same time WWF appreciates that differences and
variations in support can result in local and regional initiative
and leadership.
–
A learning community.
WWF has explored what learning networks, at a stage of
information exchange, look like through face-to-face evaluation
events and our annual teacher conferences. In order to progress,
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schools need to be enabled, locally and nationally, to work
together in networks, building Learning for Sustainability best
practice.
This might be through feeder primary schools working with their
secondary schools, local groups supporting a group of schools, or
schools who have already started the process supporting more
schools. A learning community is needed to support the learning
needs of sustainability practitioners in their efforts to cultivate
and mainstream these approaches.
WWF welcomes DfES’ exploration into a network of sustainable
development practitioners at the regional and national level, and hopes
that a wider learning network and community can be developed.
Looking towards the future
Pathways and its support system offers opportunities for schools and
their staff to make personal choices about their future, thus giving pupils the
skills to fulfil their role as world citizens. It supports DfES’ drive for more
freedom and independence in education, whilst offering them a way to show
their commitment to staff development and assisting schools in creating
partnerships that maximise school improvement.
For more information visit www.wwflearning.co.uk/pathways, or
contact abirney@wwf.org.uk.
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Abstract
We live in a complex globalized world immersed in deep crisis, with
expressions in several interlinked domains (environment, society, economy,
politic, culture). Even if we are all affected, developing and impoverished
countries are especially impacted. This crisis has its roots in a certain kind of
totalitarian Northwestern epistemology, used by the global capitalism networks.
The characteristics of this crisis are so clear and its consequences so
unpredictable and threatening, that even some of those that have believed in
capitalistic globalisation, have begun defending the necessity of change. The
concept of development based on continuous economic growth is now being
severely questioned. Since the 70s, and particularly after the Bruntland Report
(1987) the generality of nations, governments, institutions of all kinds, have
been talking about new perspectives of development, in general known as
Sustainable Development (SD). After the Conference in Rio (1992), and more
recently Johannesburg (2002), the role of education in promoting SD has been
highly stressed, and the United Nations have declared the UN Decade on
Education for Sustainable Development (2005-2014). Emphasizing the
importance of promoting Education for Sustainability we defend the necessity
of promoting an epistemological rupture and reunification, as well as adopting
new methodological approaches.
The crisis of our world and its epistemological base.
The boundaries of the crisis
We live in a complex world, globalised or undergoing a certain kind
of globalisation. This globalisation has always been presented as a great
conquest that will improve people’s quality of life, all around the world.
However, even in the opinion of authors who had really believed in it,
(Stiglitz, 2002) globalisation has been having catastrophic effects in several
countries (namely developing countries) and especially among the poor. The
globalised world we live in is immersed in a deep global crisis with
extended expressions in several interlinked domains.
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“Over the past fifty years, humans have changed ecosystems more
rapidly and extensively than in any comparable period of time in human
history” (Sarukhán & Whyte, 2005). “Approximately 60% – fifteen out of
twenty-four – of the ecosystem services evaluated in this assessment –
including 70% of regulating and cultural services – are being degraded or
used unsustainably”. This has resulted “in a substantial and largely
irreversible loss in the diversity of life on Earth”. It is established “that
changes being made in ecosystems are increasing the likelihood of nonlinear changes in ecosystems (including accelerating, abrupt, and potentially
irreversible changes), with important consequences for human well-being”
and “the exacerbation of poverty for some groups of people”. So it is
scientifically clear that “these problems, unless addressed, will substantially
diminish the benefits that future generations obtain from ecosystems”.
After the rupture of the Keynesian capitalist model, that lead to some
degree of economical prosperity and social stability in some countries, the
international economical power was successful in imposing, all around the
world, some general common economical rules (Capra, 2002), based on
very complex global financial networks, that we aren’t sure exactly how
they operate (Hutton & Giddens, 2000, quoted by Capra, 2002). The
difference between rich and poor has increased substantially at both the
international as well as national levels (Capra, 2002). According to UN data,
the difference in the income per capita in the North and the South was in
1993 three times larger than in 1960. “Globalisation is questioned all over
the world” (Stiglitz, 2002), “international bureaucrats are under fire in every
place” and great changes are being claimed.
The ascension of global capitalism has been accompanied by a large
increasing in social inequality and polarization (Castells, 1998, quoted by
Capra, 2002). Urban concentration and rural exodus are associated with a
phenomenology of social exclusion that creates ghettos, linked to an increasing
number of homeless people. It’s a new and miserable segment of society
constituted by “people that have no place to live or food to eat and in general
don’t know how to read or how to write; they have sporadic work, they change
occupation” and sometimes they pass through multiple hunger crises, chemicaldependence, promiscuity, criminality, prison (Capra, 2002). Migratory fluxes,
ethnical/racial and/or religious conflicts, female discrimination, different forms
of marginality, are other evidences of the crisis in the social domain.
The communication networks that have moulded our economy, in
closed relationship with the “global networks of news, art, diversion and
other cultural expressions” (Capra 2002), are changing our culture, having
extended consequences in beliefs, values and attitudes, and are creating a
new world (Castells, 1996, quoted by Capra, 2002). When sounds and
image come together and mix with text, in the form of hypertexts (e.g.
television transmission of court proceedings as if they were soap operas or
news reports on war updates as if they were action movies) and/or when the
objectives of certain events are intentionality subverted (e.g. great sportive
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events are transformed in commercial parades), it becomes more and more
difficult to distinguish between real and virtual.
In the network society “the generation of new knowledge, the
economical productivity, the political and/or military power and the media are
linked to global networks of information and richness” (Capra, 2002, based in
Castells, 1996). The crisis is also political. Under the pressure of the complex
global financial networks, governments are no longer able to give the same
guarantees as those offered by the social welfare state. With the emergence of
new forms of political organization that Castells calls network state (from
which European Community is a paradigmatic example), national states have
lost a part of their power and authority.
Organized crime (including economical crime) also acts in the
context of complex networks, namely global communication networks.
International terrorism, generated in a complex context of cultural, ethnical,
ideological, religious an economical factors, also escapes the democratic
political control. On one hand, they generate waves of fear (with deep
individual, social and economical repercussions) while, on the other hand,
they are used as justification for military actions that cause new terrorist
behaviour and/or different forms of socio-political instability, within
complex positive feedback systems. Conflicts emerge all over the world and
some of them assume catastrophic proportions. We are witnesses to new and
bloodier genocides. Refugees are increasing in several regions of the globe,
such as Sub Saharian Africa, Middle East and some regions of Asia.
Bateson (1979) highlights the difficulty in detecting gradual changes,
especially with those things that are continuously changing, such as the
weather. It is also “very difficult for us to perceive changes in our only
social affairs, in the ecology around us, and so on”. Remembering a quasiscientific fable of a frog boiled gradually and very slowly in a saucepan of
water (because he cannot perceive the moment to jump), Bateson questions:
“Is the human specie changing its environment with slowly increasing
pollution and rotting its mind with slowly deteriorating religion and
education in such a saucepan?”
Epistemological basis of the crisis
Several authors, from different fields of study, even though using
different designations14, (Von Wright, 1979; Erasmie & Lima, 1989;
Figueira, 1990; Montalenti, 1974; Toulmin, 1977; Geymonat & Giorello,
1986; Santos, 1987; Mayr, 1988; Atlan, 1993; Edelman, 1995; Pereira,
1997) consider that it is possible to identify two different great traditions in
the Western (and Northen, I will add) way of thinking, that are related, but
are not coincident, with the classical philosophical dichotomies
14. “Aristotelic tradition” and the “Galilaican tradition” (Von Wright, 1979); “ positivist” and
“antipositivist” systems (Harré, 1972); “metaphysical” and the anti-metaphysical” approach
(Geymonat & Giorello, 1986); “empiricism” versus “rationalism” (Erasmie & Lima, 1989);
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idealism/realism and rationalism/empiricism. In this paper is not possible to
analyse, in detail, the emergence, confrontations and evolution of these
epistemological Northwestern traditions (Freitas, 1999). However, we will
emphasize those are, in our opinion, the main traits of the North/Western
epistemological dilemma (for more than 2 000 years). We are aware of the
risk of doing such a hyper-synthetic analyse, but we think this is essential
for the comprehension of the crisis we are living in, as well as to imagine
ways of building a more sustainable future.
It’s common to consider that the so-called modern science is a way
of thinking and explaining the world that emerged in the XVI/XVII
centuries. In the epistemological debate from which this modern science has
emerged we can identify, however with new dynamics and borders, some
similarities with the ancient Greek epistemological confrontations, which
occurred four or five centuries before Christ (that is to say, more than 2.000
years ago). In fact, behind the “actors” of the modern science (Galileo,
Bacon and Descartes, among others) we can identify the “shadows” of the
“actors” of the old science (Democritus, Platoon and Aristotle, among
others). A pre-mechanicist, reductionist and atomist vision of nature
(defeated in ancient Greece), (re)merged with new powerful characteristics.
The platonic dualism, partially knocked down by Aristotle’s ontological
monism, returned triumphantly and explicitly by means of Descartes’
paradigms, and the implicit acceptance of Bacon and Galileo. The platonic
formal-mathematical15 approach (partially questioned in ancient times by
Aristotle’s common sense approach16) gained a new expression in the
galilean-carthesian position.
The introduction of systematized observation and experimentation
(even in different epistemological contexts) set off a true revolution in the
essence and nature of knowledge and science, up to that time dominated by
Aristotelian ideas, distorted by the scholastics.
In synthesis, we can consider that modern science is based on a
dualistic paradigm and wants to be mechanicist, causal, reductionist, and
physic-mathematical. In general (perhaps with the exception of some traits
of the Aristotelian philosophy and some modern approaches),
rationalism/idealism and empirism/realism/materialism approaches are
dualistic, either in an ontological and/or a gnosiological point of view, and
this has important consequences in North-Western classical way of thinking
and living (Freitas, 1999).
Modern science aims to control nature. That is very clear when
Bacon talks about making it possible for “the human gender to recover their
rights over nature that belongs to them by divine gift”. This idea – that fights
against the Aristotelian’s cosmic integration Man-Nature – could seem, at a
15. The term “formal-mathematical” wants to emphasize some kind of eastern traditional
rationalistic mathematical approach in opposition to an ethno-mathematical or common sense
mathematical approach (D’Ambrosio, 2005).
16. Probably related with a certain kind of “mathematics of the common sense”.
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first glance, emancipative. But it is not. In fact it leads to a complete
separation not only between nature, culture and society (Santos et. al.,
2005), but also to a separation between mind and body, reasoning and
emotions/feelings, and forms the basis of the complex crisis we live in.
Sustainable development and education for sustainability. About
sustainable development
It as been asserted (Jiménez Herrero, 1997; Bifani, 1999; Freitas,
2000 e 2004b), emphasize that the genesis of the concept of sustainable
development (SD) can be related to the preparation of United Nations
Conference on the Human Environment (1972), held in Stockholm under
the motto “Only one earth”. Jiménez Herrero (1997) also relates the notion of
SD to the concept of eco-development, introduced by Sach (1973) to refer a new
stile of development environmentally suitable and based on “the integration of
ecological, and socio-economical dimensions in development processes”.
Fien & Tilbury (2002) consider that the term sustainable
development “was first given currency by the World Conservation Strategy
(IUCN, UNEP, WWF, 1980) and later reinforced by the Brundtland Report
(World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987)”, which is
considered, by the majority of the authors, as the crucial moment in the
formalization of the SD concept.
Based on an anthropocentric ethical perspective, the Brundtland
Report presents a definition of SD centred on inter generations’ principle:
“Sustainable development meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.
Even though this definition is considered by some sectors “the globally most
authoritative definition of sustainable development”17, it is only one among
many others we can find in literature. It can be included in the group of the
most conservative SD definitions, which give preference to “sustainable
economic growth”. It is a reformist approach of SD that conceives natural
environment “in a utilitarian way with conservation treated as one of a range
of policy” (Fien & Tilbury, 2002).
It “does not support the transformation of current social or economic
systems” and place great emphasis “on the role of technological and
economic tools in shifting individual, group and industry activities towards
a more sustainable path of economic development”.
In contrast, the definitions included in the “sustainable human
development view”18 demands “radical departures from the current system”,
17. Leaflet of the International Consultation Education for Sustainable Development
“Learning how to change our world”, promoted by the Swedish Government, 4-7 of May,
2004
18. Typified by Beyond the Limits: Global Collapse or a Sustainable Future by Meadows,
Meadows and Randers, 1992
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and focuses “issues of social equity and ecological limits and, thereby,
questions world views and development models that are predicated on
assumptions of unlimited economic growth” and claims for a deep
“challenge to established interests” (Fien & Tilbury, 2002).
Sustainable development can be seen as “an inspired way in which a
bridge can be built between two conflicting paradigms, between the paradigm
that has underlain past Western approaches to the environment and an
emerging new environmental paradigm” (Yencken 1994, quoted by Fien &
Tilbury, 2002). In the opinion of Fien & Tilbury (2002) a “bi-polar, either-or
way of thinking in absolutes could be seen as symptomatic of the reductionist
way of thinking of the Western scientific worldview that is one of the root
causes of social and ecological decline”.
The same authors argue that those who “question the value of the
concept of sustainable development as a metaphor or heuristic for a
social ideal tend to be thinking about sustainable development as a
‘product’ ” which is “inconsistent with the holistic, ecological
worldview that looks more to process than product, and recognizes the
interconnectedness and interdependence of all aspects of human and
non-human nature and the systemic view of change associated with
this”. “A holistic or systemic view of sustainable development sees it as
a process of change guided by two sets of values or principles”: “one
related to our responsibility to care for nature (or ecological
sustainability) and another related to our responsibility to care for each
other (social justice)” (Fien & Tilbury, 2002).
In synthesis, we can conceive sustainable development as a process
of questioning and reflecting human development that reclaims the right to:
–
Question the inefficiency of the hegemonic way of thinking about
the world and development; the consequences of classical socioeconomical mechanisms; the failure of what the world leaders
promised in Rio 1992; the totalitarian power of a global capitalism
networks that, instead of accomplishing the promise of a better
quality of life for all, is increasing more and more the difference
between rich and poor.
–
Question the consistency and adequacy of other ways of
conceiving human development, including the more extreme
positions that emphasize the need for stopping any kind of
economical growth.
–
Defend the right of a democratic participation of all people from
different countries, cultures, religions, in defining their future, and
discussing all issues, including the more “sacred”, that usually are
reclaimed with exclusivity by all sorts of specialists. In figure 1 we
present a synthetic diagram for conceiving the discussion on
sustainable development as a process of constructing a new and
better future.
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Such a process view of sustainable development is flexible and open
to community (re)definition in the light of general principles and values,
local circumstances and interests (Chris Maser, 1996; Fien & Tilbury,
2002).
Social
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Fig. 1. Sustainable development considered as an oriented process of reflection and action

To make this possible, we need to change some very well established
mechanisms of control, generated by the reductionist and “either-or” way of
thinking of the North-Western scientific worldview. Based on this
hegemonic perspective, and in the context of a hegemonic colonialist and
neo-colonialist capitalistic world order, the North-Western dominant
ideological-financial-political elites imposed some abusive ways of thinking
and conceiving the future. It is a non-contextualized, simplified, linear and
non-critical way of thinking and living. It is a dualistic way of conceiving
man and nature, body and mind, reasoning and emotions/feelings, subject
and object. It is some kind of “closed future” based on the neo-liberal
principle of the regulatory power of the free market, and the non-stopping
capacity of science and technology in inventing solutions for all human
“needs”.
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A flexible and open to community definition of sustainable
development is possible if we change the “exclusivity” of this tradition of
thinking and acting. Education is one of the most important motors of
sustainable development implementation.
Education for sustainability
The idea of Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) or
Education for Sustainability (EfS) has been in discussion since 1987, when
SD was determined an aim in the UN General Assembly (Hopkins &
McKeown, 2002)19. The concept of ESD/EfS matured between 1987 and 1992
and took on a more precise form in the Chapter 36 of Agenda 21, “Promoting
Education, Public Awareness and Training”, under the designation “education
for environment and development”. In the Thessalonica Conference (1997),
and the Johannesburg Conference (2002), ESD/EfS was stressed as an
important way of promoting SD. The United Nations proclaimed the UN
Decade on ESD (2005-2014) and some strategic documents were produced and
disseminated. The European Community, some regional organizations (like the
group of Baltic countries) and several individual countries had approved their
own strategic documents for ESD implementation.
Even though some words are seen as being more ambiguous then
others, the problem of the meaning is more a language problem then a
specially word problem. Live in language (Maturana & Varela, 1990)
creates a world in which the negotiation of meanings plays a central role.
We can’t banish words and we shouldn’t abandon the debate about their
meaning (namely when we are talking about “powerful” words such as
“development” or “sustainable development”).
In this way we will be facilitating the incorrect or opportunistic use
of the words by the sectors that are responsible for the world crisis we now
face. However, we think that it is better to talk about Education for
Sustainability (EfS) than Education for Sustainable Development (ESD).
Firstly, because using EfS we are focusing on a quality or state of things, a
certain kind of Cosmo vision (including, but not restricting to development),
with a set of principles and values; and using ESD we are talking only about
a different kind of development. Secondly, though in exaggerated terms,
some environmental educational communities in certain countries (namely
the developing countries of South America, among others) strongly react to
the use of the term ESD.
As Hesselink et. al. (2002) stressed, “less agreement can be found
with regards to the relationship between ESD and EE”. However, many of the
specialists that participated in ESD Debate view ESD as “the next generation
of EE, which includes issues of ethics, equity and new ways of thinking and
19. However, as pointed out by some authors (Fien & Tilbury, 2002), and as happened with
SD, the genesis of ESD concept can be found in the World Nature Conservation Strategy.
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learning”, other opinions were expressed. Caride & Meira (2004), for
example, seem to defend that ESD should be, eventually, a part of EE.
These and other authors (namely the Brazilian authors) are
concerned about the possibility of an ESD trying to occupy the EE field of
action and legitimating the same orientation of “development, culture and
economical politics that have been generating the existing socio-ecological
problems” (Caride & Meira, 2004). On the other hand, some authors defend
EE as a part of ESD while others (Mckeown & Hopkins, 2002) defend EE
and ESD as two complementary but different perspectives that should
cooperate by maintaining their own agendas.
We continue defending the opportunity and importance of
considering EfS as another educational perspective different from EE, at
least in its actual phase of evolution. However the more representative
authors in the field defend EE as an approach similar to our EfS approach.
We think there are other very strong and representative tendencies
inside EE that have different and more restricted objectives. At the same
time, the tradition and necessity of acting in different fields (nature
conservation, waste management, and so on) of the “environmental
question” in a more restrictive sense and separate way (even though
stressing the relationship with socio-economical issues) is still strong. At
last, the term environment and environmental have acquired a strong
meaning that links to natural environment or to the relationship between
man and his surroundings.
The designations used by some political organs in our society20, the dayto-day use of the term, the necessity of a term to designate human (natural and
sometimes social) surroundings, the massive use of the term by media, etc., has
reinforced this connotation of the words “environment” and “environmental”.
Epistemological framework: pluralism and knowledge ecology
As we have already indicated, the modern science is based on a
double epistemological demarcation, related to what some authors call
double epistemological rupture (Santos, 2003) and double epistemological
plurality (Santos et al., 2005).
In fact, the modern science promoted a demarcation between (figure
2): a) science and common sense (external demarcation), related to the first
part of the double epistemological rupture (Santos, 2003) and the problem
of the external science pluralism (Santos et al., 2005); b) true/hard science,
with a hard physical-mathematical nucleus, and the dirty/soft science, that is
to say, the other “sciences” (internal demarcation), related with internal
science pluralism (Santos et al. 2005).
The construction of a new (post-modern) or sustainable scientific
approach, more than a double rupture (Santos 2003), needs a triple rupture
20. Ministry of Environment separated from Ministry of Economy or Ministry of Social
Issues or Ministries of Culture.
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and reunification – (1) science versus common sense, (2) “hard” sciences
versus “soft” sciences and (3) a rupture with these two ruptures – based on a
triple reunification – (1) man and nature, (2) mind and body, and (3)
reasoning and emotions/feelings (figure 2).
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Fig. 2. Triple epistemological rupture and reunification
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Methodological framework
Hesselink et al. (2002) refer to some features that participants in
ESD debate indicated as being significant:
More future-oriented (careful examination of probable and possible
futures); critical of the predominant market and consumption driven
society; more sensitive to the different realities that challenge people
around the world (sensitive to context); more systemic in dealing with
complexity; more community and solidarity oriented (as opposed to
individualistic and self promoting); less concerned with product
(behavioural outcomes); more concerned with process (creating the
right conditions for social learning); more open to new ways of
thinking and doing; preoccupied with linking social, economic and
environmental equity at the local, regional and global level

We believe that the discussion about the methodological
characteristics of EfS is, in first place, a discussion, which should be the
learning theories we should consider. Based on theoretical considerations
about learning and education, made in other moments (Freitas, 1999; Freitas
in press), and against the old dichotomies reception versus discovering, or
literal versus significant, we defend the idea of learning as a selective
process of the entire body (with embodied mind), in which reasoning as well
as emotions play an equilibrated role. This perspective of learning is related
to the epistemological framework designed above and is supported buy
some pioneer biological reformulations (Maturana & Varela, 1990), and
subsequent biological (Edelman, 1995) and neurobiological (Damásio,
1995) studies and conceptualisations. It is based on modern evidences that
emerged from a scientific approach of mind and consciousness.
Based on this theory of learning we defend the use of diversified
methodologies, strategies and activities selected with the idea that knowing
is doing and doing is knowing (Maturana & Varela, 1990). Factors such as
the age (children, adolescents or adults), context (scholar, non scholar),
place (country, local community, etc.), culture, are important in the selection
of each set of methods and activities.
However some features are or can be common to several
methodological approaches. Among the suggestions of several authors (Fien &
Tilbury, 2002; Mckeown, 2003; Tilbury & Wortman, 2004; Scoullos &
Malotidi, 2004; Freitas in press) we point out the importance of giving relive to:
–
Envisioning methods and activities, as an important approach of
“opening the future”, against the “closed” or “either-or” typical
conceptions of future.
–
Critical thinking methods and activities, as an important
complementary tool for analysing developmental options and
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–

–
–
–

–

–
–
–

–
–

their consequences.
Thinking-linking methods and activities, to facilitate the
establishment of meaningful connections between environment,
society and economy (and also with politics and culture).
Systematic and complex thinking methods and activities in order
to help people analyse the complexity of man and the world.
Participative methods and activities in order to prepare people for
cooperating and participating in public policies and decisions.
Intercultural based methods and activities, to facilitate the
establishment of new relationships between scientific approaches
and other knowledge approaches.
Artistic centred methods and activities, with the same proposal
and also for establishing connections between different ways of
expression and language.
Body centred activities, in direct connection with what referred before,
in order to facilitate the experience of feel body and mind together.
Case study analysis, as a way of working with the real world,
anticipating examples of things we can/should do or not do.
Problem solving activities, with real or simulated problems, in
order to promote solving problem capacities as well as situations
in which they can train several kinds of competencies.
Field work, for allow direct contact with the real world and real
problems.
Reflexive methods and activities in order to train the capacity of
monitor evaluate and reconstruct decisions and the results of
their implementation.

As pointed out before, these and other methods and/or activities can
be integrated in different sequences, logic, depth, etc., according to the
different situations in which they will be applied. In our practise we have
been involved in testing and validating different methodological sequences.
Making reference to a few examples, we can refer to the different
methodological approaches utilized in the context of: in-service teacher
training workshops; reorientation activities for the syllabus of
Environmental Education in a Education Program, at the University of
Minho (Portugal); developing and implementing an optional course in
Master Education Programme at the University of Minho and more recently
at the Federal University of Santa Catarina (Brazil); in designing an elearning first grade teachers training programme at the State University of
Santa Catarina (Brazil).
In a poster presented at this Congress we describe the detail of some
of our experience in designing and implementing optional programs in the
Masters Education Course of The University of Minho.
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Abstract
Through their operations, organizations continuously transact with
their environment. Transactions result to physical and monetary flows
impacting both the organizations’ financial prospects and their external
physical environment. The simplest way to achieve efficient monitoring of
the latter is through the use of environmental indicators.
The UoM developed an array of indicators as proxies of its actual
environmental performance in partial fulfilment of its obligations to
implement the EU Environmental Management and Auditing Scheme
(EMAS). Trying to develop its own set of indicators, the Institution came
across a number of questions and attempted to provide answers. This paper
presents in a concrete way the answers provided, the indicators selection
criteria, and the limitations and delimitations set. The rationale followed
draws on a framework, suggested by the OECD and Eurostat, and reveals
the reasons for the extended convergence between the environmental
indicators developed by the various International Universities.
Introduction
One of the most important tools in achieving efficiency and
obtaining the maximum effort from the employees of an organization is to
set clear and well known criteria for measuring their performance in specific
actions. Management spins around three basic groups of activities: plan-act ,
measure and control. A critical part of the last group involves the design and
development of a successful performance measurement system (PMS). At
the same time, management involves extensive decision making, i.e.
choosing rightly among alternatives.
In the case of devising a new PMS, such choices would involve the
selection of the proper key variables, based on the strategic objectives of the
company and the assignment of measures to the key variables chosen
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(Brandon and Drtina 1997). By devising the proper PMS, managers and
employees keep close watch on early warning indicators of deterioration in
the corporate effectiveness, efficiency, and / or quality.
The term “measure” in this context refers to a scale on which to
evaluate performance. Scales related to the efficiency of operations measure
how well (economically) the input resources are transformed into products or
services. Scales related to the effectiveness measure the degree to which the
strategic objectives of the organization have been met. Both types of scales
enjoy the same advantages: they can take the form of a ratio and thus can be
used to assess and compare operations on a temporal or intra-company basis.
They also can be computed in financial or non-financial (physical) terms, a
critical feature for the environmental cause. The term “indicator” in this context
refers to a variable that describes the state of a system and is equally applicable
in both for-profit (firm) and non-for-profit (institution) organizations.
This paper examines the development and application of a system for the
measurement of the environmental performance of a higher education institution,
the University of Macedonia located in the city of Thessaloniki, Greece. During
the last two years, the UoM has developed an Environmental Management
System (EMS), which is currently in the process of certification according to
EMAS regulation. To monitor the performance of the University’s EMS, a set of
indicators was developed through a careful procedure, the main steps of which
are analysed in the present paper.
The theoretical framework on which the selection of indicators was
based is presented in Sections 2 to 4. In order to build on solid ground,
emphasis was placed in gradually moving from the general PMS to an
Environmental PMS and finally to the development of environmental
indicators for the case of academic institutions. In section 5 we proceed to
the application of the theory in the UoM case. Section 6 presents the main
actions taken by the UoM, while Section 7 presents the criteria used to
choose the specific environmental indicators to measure the performance of
the University’s EMS. Section 7 concludes the paper.
The selection of the appropriate performance measures
A necessary and highly important step an organisation has to take
before the development of a PMS, is to identify the high-risk, critical,
strategic activities that should be closely monitored. Since a successful
organization is one that monitors continuously and promptly its internal
and external environment, and efficiently adjusts the former to the latter,
the key-variables chosen should gauge both external characteristics
(expectations, technical requirements, social values) and internal
operations (consumption rates, pollution produced). Following this step,
the first stage in developing a PMS involves the selection of the proper key
variables, tailor-made to the needs of the department or responsibility
centre that will use them. Key features that must characterize these
variables entail (Anthony & Govindarajan, 1995):
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–
–
–
–

Easy and objective measurement.
Sensitivity and volatility (quick response to changes in
performance).
Explanatory in nature (able to indicate potential reasons of
failure or success).
Prompt collection (to allow for corrective action if needed).

Depending on the type of objectives the key-variables are attempting
to promote, one can distinguish five broad groups of variables; those
concerned with:
–
shareholder value
–
quality
–
market position
–
flexibility
–
productivity.
Obviously, the key variables selected at an operational level
should be integrated with those selected at a divisional level, and the
latter with those chosen at a facility and at a corporate level.
The second stage in developing a PMS involves the attachment
of measures to the key variables chosen. These measures are the
indicators that determine exactly how the variable will be evaluated. To
qualify for an indicator, a measure should be simultaneously:
–
appropriate
–
error-free
–
timely provided
–
easily understood
–
cost-effective (Brandon and Drtina 1997).
Further, the World Bank (1999) suggests that the indicators be
directly relevant to the project objectives, limited in number, clear in design,
reliable, with easily identified causal links to what they attempt to measure
and be produced with the participation of the organization’s employees.
Environmental performance measures for a University
Performance monitoring vis-à-vis the environment is applicable to
many types of projects and organizations assuming that the primary or
secondary characteristics of these projects / organizations directly address
environmental issues or have an indirect effect on the environment. Given the
diversity of the environmental problems, the variety of contexts in which
they arise and the numerous possible pressures and solutions to manage
these problems, no single universal correct set of indicators exists
(Segnestam 1999). This paper is designed to provide a framework for
selecting and applying environmental performance indicators for
Universities and to apply this framework in the case of the UoM.
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For the selection and application of Environmental Performance
Measurement Indicators (EPMI) at a University level, certain adjustments
and changes to the above described general pattern and content of actions
should take place. EPMI aim at describing changes in the consumption
rates, level of pollution and state of the local environment with the help of
few selected representative variables (Walz 2000). The characteristics of
these key-variables still apply but the type of objectives to be promoted
differs. For example, in the case of a state tuition-free University, variables
concerned with shareholder value are meaningless, though the same axiom
does not apply in the case of private Colleges. Variables concerned with
quality and market position are relevant under a number of assumptions but
irrelevant when those assumptions do not hold. For instance, if the
University operates under a stringent evaluation and control system and it’s
funding relates to its performance, the pursuit of high quality or a
competitive market position becomes a critical element. This holds true for
state Universities that compete in the same market with private Universities
or have to meet state-defined clear and measurable evaluation targets.
The flexibility is another criterion to measure the Institution’s ability
to promptly detect changing patterns in the societal quest for its services and
adapt its curriculum accordingly, for as long as the school serves fast
developing, turbulent fields. Finally, as it regards productivity, Universities
render services, an output, which is difficult to evaluate in quantitative, not
to mention qualitative, terms. So, not all key-variable groups will be equally
critical in all cases and thus, deciding on the crucial EPMI that will measure
a University’s performance starts with defining the Institution’s primary
overall objectives.
Corporate environmental management embraces both technical
(“hardware”) and organizational (“software”) activities. The former aim at
the straight reduction of a firm’s pollution output and the latter exert an
implicit impact on the environment affecting the formal systems of the
organization (Alvarez Gil et al., 2001). While technical measures are
industry-driven, organizational activities are similar across industries. The
latter activities are those upon which emphasis is placed when tackling a
University PMS. Efficiently devising a University EPMS is critical for the
following four major reasons:
–
Environmental legislation has a lesser importance for the service
industry and in particular for Universities which authorities
hardly ever oversight.
–
Environmental issues are mostly neglected by the Universities.
–
Studies on organizational environmental practices benefit the
most when they focus on a single industry – type of
establishments (Handfield et al 1997).
–
The success of a University EPMS can have high pedagogical
value to its students, who could transfer their experience on their
work environment.
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The ISO 14031 is the most widely used standard on environmental
performance evaluation in relation to environmental management. (ISO
1999). The standard provides guidance towards the design and the use of
EPMS, based largely on industry perspectives. It suggests that three types of
indicators can be used:
–
Operational environmental performance indicators (EPI),
covering the organization’s environmental aspects;
–
Management EPI (evaluating management systems);
–
Environmental condition indicators (covering environmental
impacts).
In the case of a service organization management, performance
indicators are of primary importance, followed by the environmental
condition and operational performance indicators. Normally, the opposite
applies in the case of a manufacturing, highly polluting company with the
operational performance indicators being of utmost importance, followed
by the environmental condition, and the management performance
indicators. Further discretions can be made among Universities. For
example, the terms “output” and “product” in the case of Universities,
mostly refer to the values and information added on the perceptions and
knowledge base of their graduates: the teachers, politicians and business
decision makers of tomorrow.
Improving the “product” is the ultimate priority for Universities
teaching economic and social sciences (such as the UoM), with their main
expected contribution to sustainability being the efficient integration of the
environmental concerns in their syllabi and the positive multiplying effect
that their graduates are expected to have to the society. Improving the
production activities is critical for most other Institutions such as
Polytechnic and Medical Schools, which could benefit the environment
mostly through the proper management of the abundant hazardous materials
used in their laboratories, such as radioactive substances, fertilizers,
pesticides and refrigerating systems (Smith 1993).
A framework for developing University EPI
The framework suggested in this paper draws heavily on the
Pressure State – Response model developed by OECD (1994) with the
necessary modifications to optimise its applicability in a University context.
The adjustments were required since “the relevance of the policy chosen
will be additionally improved by a planned sectoral subdivision of the
pressure indicators” (Walz 2000). The framework, presented in its general
form in Figure 1, provides the means to choose and structure sets of
indicators in a way that facilitates their interpretation and interrelations.
The pressure variables describe the causes of the problems arising
from the operations of the Institution. The state variables usually describe
some physical, measurable characteristics of the environment, resulting
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from the pressure. The response variables involve policies, instruments, or
investments introduced to solve the problem. The Pressure - State Response model has been widely used for developing EPI in all types of
settings ranging from general environmental assessments, (for instance, the
basic framework of the UN Millennium Ecosystem Assessment Report,
available at www.milleniumassessment.org.) to single organization’s
environmental assessment.
Eurostat has elaborated on this model and has developed the following
framework to measure the environmental impacts of various projects. The new
framework (Figure 2) adds two more nodes: the driving forces and the impact.
For a University, the driving forces involve the underlying factors influencing
the critical variables, such as the number of students, number of commuters that
use private vehicles, number of labs, number of A/Cs.

Fig. 1. The Pressure - State -Response model. Source: OECD (1994)

Pressure indicators describe the variables which (may) cause
environmental problems such as the amount of solid waste produced by the
students, water and paper consumption, CO2 emissions, and shortage of local
parking space. State indicators show the current condition of the micro138
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environment (for instance indoor air-quality, noise levels) while Impact
indicators describe the ultimate effect of the pressures on the state (decreasing
number of students attending the courses, asthma attacks or allergic reactions,
noise-induced heart attacks, traffic accidents in the campus. Finally, Response
indicators demonstrate the efforts of authorities or the society to solve the
problems and meet the strategic targets set by the organization (by, for
example, hiring new parking spaces, introducing paper and aluminium
recycling programs, improving the in-door air quality by implementing
proper ventilation systems).

Fig.2. The Driving force-Pressure State-Impact Response (DPSIR) model. Source:
Eurostat 1999

Using the basic elements of the general framework for developing
University EPI, laid out in this Section, we developed a set of indicators for
measuring the environmental performance of the UoM.
In section 5, we describe briefly the context in which these actions
were undertaken and in section 6 we proceed to analyse the main indicators
and their selection process.
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The development of an EMS in the University of Macedonia

The UoM, located in the city of Thessaloniki in Northern Greece,
has developed and implemented during the last two years an Environmental
Management System according to the EMAS scheme (Environmental
Management and Audit Scheme, EU Regulation 761/2001). The project was
co-financed by LIFE-Environment, European Commission, and DG
Environment. Although the focus of the project was on the development of
the EMS, a number of other environmental awareness-raising activities were
undertaken targeting University’s staff and students but also kids at the primary
education level. Thus, the set of indicators developed was necessarily quite
broad. It is not limited to physical flows but it includes measurements of
educational impacts, and furthermore, it is not confined in the limits of the
University campus. The UoM’s goal is to serve as a focal point for the
development and dissemination of environmental best practices and
environmental awareness. Beyond the registration under the EMAS scheme,
we aim at the continuous minimization of the University’s environmental
impact, and the enhancement of its contribution to sustainable development
through its role as an educational and research institute, and an active member
of the local community.
For the purposes of EMAS registration, following the Environmental
Review of the University and the Occupational and Health and Safety
Assessment, we proceeded to the development of quantified environmental
targets and goals, which were briefly presented in University’s
Environmental Policy and elaborated in the University’s EMS System
Procedures. These environmental objectives, which are mostly related to
physical flows – such as energy consumption, recycling of paper,
aluminium, etc. –, were directly linked to indicators, as it is presented in
detail in Section 6. Very crucial for the monitoring of these indicators was
the development of an information system, specifically designed for the
needs of the University of Macedonia. The University of Macedonia’s EMS
has successfully completed the environmental verification, by an Accredited
Verification Body, and awaits the formal registration to EMAS.
As was discussed above, the environmental performance of a
University, and especially of one that specializes in economic and
management disciplines, cannot be judged only by its impact directly on the
environment. A University’s main contribution to sustainability should be
the impact that could have on its student’s attitude towards the environment.
The awareness raising could have substantial impact on students’ every day
activities, while a well-structured environmental curriculum could have
important effects on long-run businesses’ behaviour, since our students are
the managers of the future. The environmental education and training
activities are targeting two groups. For these reasons, we structured a body
of environmental awareness raising events, we developed a ten-hours
Seminar on Environmental Economics and Management, in order to pointout to student the link of environmental issues to their academic subjects,
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and finally we gradually increase the number of environmental courses
offered in the curriculum.
Awareness-raising events and activities were also designed
particularly for the University’s staff. Such activities include the training on
EMS implementation procedures, first-aid seminars, simple practical
techniques of environmentally friendly attitudes, and seminars on energy
conservation and health and safety at the workplace. Other activities, such
as visiting National Conservation Parks, and picnics following cleaning up
of beaches were occasionally chosen to enhance a collegial environmentally
friendly attitude in a more relaxed environment.
The educational and environmental awareness raising activities are
not confined within the limits of the University campus. Our belief, that
environmentally friendly attitudes are build primarily in early stages, led us
to develop a short program, forty-five minute of presentations and activities,
for young kids between the age of five to eight. This program is presented to
the student in the Environmental Information Kiosk, which was constructed
in collaboration with the Municipality of Thessaloniki, and co-financed by
Life-Environment, in one of the city’s main parks. We consider this activity
as an excellent example of the social benefits that can be derived from the
collaboration between academic institutions and regional authorities.
In order to evaluate the performance of all the above activities we
developed a set of indicators that closely monitor each one of them. The selection
criteria of these indicators are briefly described in the following Section.
The selection of indicators in the case of the University of Macedonia

Over fifty indicators were initially selected, of which twenty-six
were finally chosen to monitor the performance for the first five years of the
project. These indicators were chosen based on the following main criteria:
–
Ecological significance for the local area.
–
Ability to quantify, data availability and cost-efficiency.
–
Comprehensibility and relevance for the user groups.
The selection process was further greatly influenced by the EMAS
reporting requirements, since part of the indicator system was used for the
EMAS certification. Thus, the EPI were developed, primarily, in such a way
as to follow up the progress of the adopted environmental actions and
programs on an annual basis, and to allow the periodical evaluation of the
University’s EMS. Another factor influencing the selection of indicators
was the compatibility with other Universities’ EPI systems, so as to allow
for direct comparison. Other factors that played a role in the selection of
indicators were the reduction of complexity and the minimization of the
number of indicators. Table 1 presents the key environmental objectives and
the associated indicators selected to measure the UoM’s environmental
performance.
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Environm
ental
Objective

Environmental Performance
Indicators

Electrical
Energy
Saving

Ratio of total annual electrical
energy consumption to the
operating hours of the UoM’s
premises (kWhel /h operation)

Thermal
Energy
Saving

Ratio of total annual thermal
energy consumption to the
operating hours of the UoM’’s
premises (kWhth/h operation)

Reduction
of Paper
Use

Ratio of the amount of paper
used per capita (employees)

Paper
Recycling

1. The amount of recycled
Recycle bins are weighted
paper per annum (kgrpaper /yr)
each time they are emptied.
2. Percentage of recycled paper Data recorded to a database.
per annum

Reuse of
Toners Cartridges

Percentage of re-used toners
and cartridges

Environme
ntal
Awareness
Raising
actions for
Employees

Environme
ntal
Awareness
Raising
actions and
Training
for
University’
s Students
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1. Number of environmental
awareness actions and training
courses
2. Number of employees
participating in the
environmental sensitisation
actions and training courses
3. Number of employees
actively engaged in the
operation of the Environmental
Management System
1. Number of students
participating in the
environmental awareness
actions and training courses
2. Number of seminars,
conferences and modules
organized and related to
sustainability
3. Number of students that
attend modules related to
sustainability

Means of Measuring
The amounts of energy used
(electricity or thermal) are
estimated from the
correspondent bills, whereas
the operating hours from the
University’s on-line
reservation system.
Data provided by the UoM’s
Provision Office.

Data provided by UoM’s
Provision Office

The EMAS Office records
the number of participants
via the filling of participant
lists or the evaluation sheets
of the training courses.
The Admissions Office
provides data on the number
of modules related to
sustainability - environmental
management, and of the
students attending.
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Improveme
nt of
Health and
Safety
Conditions
Environme
ntal
Awareness
Events and
Training
for
Elementary
Schools’
Students
Participatio
n in E.U.
or National
Funding
Programs
related to
Sustainabil
ity
Use of
Green
Products
and
Services

1. Number of Health and
Safety Seminars and Courses
2. Number of employees that
have attended the seminars
3. Number of accidents injuries

The EMAS Office organizes
the seminars in collaboration
with the University’s Health
and Safety Manager.

1. Number of events and
participants
2. Number of elementary
students that attended the
environmental lessons
3. Number of official
participations in
Environmental Conferences

The EMAS Office records
the number of participants at
the events and the
environmental lessons.

The number of proposals
submitted

Data provided by UoM’s
Research Office.

Number of Green Products or
Services purchased. Amount of
money spent on Green
Products

The Provision Office follows
up the related contracts.

Table 1. UoM Environmental Objectives and Performance Indicators

Further, a number of additional indicators have been developed and
used to contribute to a more thorough monitoring of the University’s overall
environmental performance. These indicators include:
–
Total energy consumption (kWh) per capita (students and employees).
–
Water consumption (m3) per capita.
–
Carbon Dioxide emissions (tons) per capita.
Furthermore, since the UoM is committed to continuously improve
its environmental performance, new objectives are set every year and the
necessary actions are taken. In accordance, the set of indicators is expanding
to provide the necessary measurement of performance. For example, for the
coming academic year 2005-2006, the following indicators were added to
monitor the three newly introduced recycling programs:
–
Quantity and percentage of recycled aluminium.
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–
–

Quantity of recycled batteries.
Number of recycled electrical and electronic devices.

As mentioned above, one of the criteria in selecting the indicators
was the comparability of the University’s environmental performance with
that of other similar Institutions that have adopted Environmental
Management Systems (not necessarily within the framework of EMAS or
ISO 14000).
As the available literature indicates (Viebahn, 2002; Dahle &
Neumayer, 2001), the most commonly used environmental indicators by
academic institutions are the ones related to such Institutions’ daily
activities and operation and mostly involve the measurement of:
–
Energy use and conservation.
–
Greenhouse gas emissions.
–
Water consumption.
–
Paper consumption.
–
Reuse and Recycling of materials.
–
Procurement Policies & Options.
–
Sustainability-Related Courses.
–
Environmental Awareness.
Comparison of the above list of indicators to the indicators listed in
Table 1 indicates that we have used all key indicators that other academic
institutions has used, and thus, direct comparison of the UoM’s performance
will be possible when a complete set of data for a number of years is developed.
There are some minor differences, which primarily concern the way
in which particular results are measured. For example, the energy saving
indicator, in the case of the University of Macedonia is measured per hour
of operation, instead of energy consumption per capita or square meter,
which is the most common measurement. The specific indicator was
selected in order to take into account the continuous increase in the
University of Macedonia’s activity (for example, two new undergraduate
and another two graduate programs were introduced in the last couple of
years during which data are reported) and the use of its premises for the
operation of several non-academic seminars, life-long learning programs,
and courses of the Greek Open University.
All these activities have increased drastically the utilization of the
University premises’ capacity, far more than the increase in the actual
number of staff or students. Thus, the modification of the reported indicator
was necessary. Despite such minor differences in reporting, we still believe
that the set of indicators used by the UoM will enable the direct comparison
of its own environmental performance with that of other academic
institutions.
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Conclusions

In their quest for sustainability, Universities must develop and
implement a number of indicators, measuring the environmental impact of
the activities they perform. The relevant literature provides an extensive
array of indicators that qualify for this role, as well as guidelines on the
criteria applied to identify critical variables, select representative indicators
and assign values to them.
Contrary to relevant expectations, the literature review has proven
that individual, non-cooperating Universities from different countries or
regions come up more or less using the same set of indicators.
This paper posits that the convergence of the indicator systems
chosen by the various sustainable Universities does not reflect an imitative
attitude; rather it results from the application of the same Pressure-StateResponse framework. It is well expected then that, since all Universities
maintain related structures and operate through the same activities, the
“pressure” and “state” parts of the model will be alike and differences in the
“response” will mostly result from secondary characteristics of the physical
environment of the Schools and - most importantly - from administrative
differences in the institutional context in which they operate, such as the
national environmental policy, the authorities’ oversight, the University
evaluation criteria, the financing means of the school, and its interest and
motivation to implement an EMS.
The paper concludes that managing these secondary characteristics
will improve not only the arithmetic values of the indicators but also the
prospects of the University for a more sustainable future.
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Introduction

Among the tertiary education, the university plays an important role
in the area of environmental education. Especially, roles of teachers are
crucial to the success of teaching. In addition, teaching is an important
media leading to the success of environmental education. Currently, it still
lacks of a systematic and valid assessment with regard to the teaching index
for environmental education in Taiwan. As a result, it motivated us to
construct the evaluation instrument.
Methodology

This research included three stages. In the first stage, literature review,
interview, questionnaire analysis and discussion were carried out for
constructing initial index system. Through the experts’ symposium and
Delphi, the importance and suitability of the index were evaluated and
evidenced by the findings of statistical analysis. According to the inputprocess-output model, three fields, ten layers, twenty-nine indicators and
eighty-nine items were constructed in the context of environmental education.
After the accomplishment of environmental education indicators, the
selection and conceptualisation of the indicators were carried out in order to
construct the evaluation instrument for environmental instruction. We
consulted published literature and figured out that capacities that
environmental education teachers need include: “foundational competencies
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in professional education”, and “competencies in environmental education
content” (Wilke, Peyton & Hungerford, 1987). May (2000) indicated that
the key factor for successful teaching in environmental education relies on
“teaching practice”, “teacher competencies” and “teaching condition”. After
integration, three major categories were mainly carried out for evaluation
with respect to the university environmental education teachers. The
research framework consisted of “teaching condition”, “general competence
in education”, “specific competence in environmental education”. It can be
classified as three fields including “resources”, “teaching curricula” and
“environmental literacy” as well as six indicators, thirteen items and twentynine evaluation contents.
In terms of evaluation content, the database pertaining to item was
established through the literature review, in-depth interview with experts
and subsequently the assessment tool was constructed. The assessment tool
was also modified based on insights collected from experts’ symposium and
Delphi. In order to truly reflect the results of the investigation event and to
emphasize the difference of relative importance of the evaluation items, the
weighted method of index items was performed using Analytic Hierarchy
Process (AHP). The standard of assessment tool was finally established for
the sake of demonstrating that the constructed evaluation instrument is able
to concretely display the meaning of the evaluation results. Therefore, we
conducted a large-scale nationwide status investigation using the developed
evaluation instrument. Additionally, ten experts representing senior
environmental education professionals and university teachers were invited
to review the research results. On-site experts’ negotiation and adjustment
was conducted and standard scores were adjusted for EIEI.
Results

Research results contained three parts, including EIEI, Weighted
Index Item, and Standard of evaluation instrument. EIEI was developed for
the university based on the current research consisting of four layers, three
major fields. It further contained six indicators and thirteen items (each of
the items includes a thorough list of evaluating content). Four different
levels of written description were constructed pertaining to the item design.
Evaluation content contained “degree of relative importance”, “frequency”,
“degree of coverage” and “degree of typology”. Likert scale was employed
using 1, 2, 3, and 4 for calculation. 1 represented “not very close to” and 4
represented “very close to” ideal teaching of environmental educators. For
example (table 1), considering the spirits of environmental education in the
relative importance, teachers who can incorporate campus (2 points) and
community resources (3 and 4 points) were better than merely classroom
teaching (1 point). Regarding the measure of frequency, seldom (1 point),
sometimes (2 and 3 points), often (4 points) were used for layer transformation.
As to the measure of coverage dimensions, the number of coverage dimensions
was considered. 4 point represents the highest number of coverage dimensions,
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such as classroom teaching, use of campus resources, and linking to community
resources. On the other hand, mainly considering the “ideal extent of evaluation
type” multiple curriculum assessment and feedback (4 points) is better than
subjective evaluation (1 point).
Evaluation Content: Mastery in employing and linking external
resources
Description:
The curriculum is ideal using classroom teaching as foundation
combination of with outdoor teaching, integrating community resources.
Point 1
Teachers seldom make use of campus environment or
community resources in accordance with teaching activity.
Point 2
Teachers occasionally make use of campus environment
as teaching resources without applying community
resources.
Point 3
Teachers occasionally make use of campus environment
and community resources as teaching resources.
Point 4
Teachers frequently make use of campus environment and
community resources in accordance with teaching activity.
Evaluation Content: Diverse Curriculum Assessment and Feedback
Description:
It tends to use multiple curriculum assessment and operation-oriented
environmental education. Curriculum is adjusted according to students’
performance using student-oriented evaluation.
Point 1
There is a lack of objective curriculum assessment and
grades are subjectively given by the teachers.
Point 2
Teachers use a single assessment to give students’
semester grades.
Point 3
Teachers use multiple assessments according to students’
performance (e.g., observation, test, operation, selfevaluation or evaluation for each other, learning files) as
evaluation and record; however, they seldom adjust their
design for teaching method and activity.
Point 4
Teachers can use multiple assessments to record and to
assign students’ performance and students the job. As a
result, they adjust their teaching method and strategy
according to students’ grades.
Table 1.

Weighting was calculated after the assessment. Weighting was
processed through AHP. After adjustment, original score 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 became 1,
1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, ready for further statistical analysis.Both teaching curricula and
environmental literacy accounted for about 40%, however, resources only
accounted for 21.0%.
Environmental educators obtained scores of 3.08 points in
“environmental literacy”, 2.97 points in “teaching curricula”, and 2.28
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points in “resources”. The mean score was 71.51 points after adjustment.
From experts’ perspective, the standard of environmental literacy was the
highest dimension. Among 5 items, 3 items stood at 4 points in the context
of environmental literacy (60%) and the rest stood at 3 points. Among 6
evaluation items, 2 items were 4 points in the context of teaching curricula
(33.3%) and the rest were 3 points. In terms of resources, 2 items were 3
and 2 points, respectively, showing its relatively least importance. The
standard set by experts was roughly 80 after weighting conversion. Thus,
the standard score was set at 80 after weighting.
Experts also constructed the layer score in order to concretely reveal the
meaning of evaluation results. Standard score was 80 points, accounting for
25%. The layer score are as follows: “Outstanding” was 90-100 points
accounting for 5%, “Excellent” 80-90 points accounting for 20%, “Good” 7080 points accounting for 30%, “Poor” was under 70 points accounting for 40%.
Conclusion

This research selects important dimensions and indicators in relation
to educators’ teaching based on “university environmental education index
system”. In terms of the design of evaluation instrument, four different
levels of written description were employed as multiple description items.
The index content was classified according to the degree of execution. This
design made the assessment index concrete and valuable. This assessment tool
employs AHP for construction of weighting. The priorities pertaining to index
items would be taken into account when the real assessment is carried out.
This research also included a survey that investigates current
teaching condition. The results indicated that the evaluation system
possessed the characteristic of representing the actual condition, matched
with the ideal of environmental education, and of great importance in
environmental education evaluation.
This research has completed the database of “Investigation of Teaching
Condition among University Environmental Educators”. It can be used for selfevaluation or evaluation across different universities. Governments can use the
research results leading the trend of environmental education.Apart from
teaching, there are other indexes for further development. The course of
development for evaluation instrument provides a useful reference to
environmental educators, researchers and decision-makers. In turn, it will
form further evaluation instrument for environmental education in order to
enhance its teaching efficacy and quality.
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
IN AN INTERCULTURAL PERSPECTIVE
Angela Perucca
University of Lecce – PhD programme in Developmental
Pedagogy – Chair of Pedagogy
Environmental education and ecology of the human development

The environment education requires a systemic consideration upon
the themes and the ways, the individuals it addresses to and the places
where it is accomplished.
Everyone perceives the importance of the envinroment education in
the contemporary world, which is exposed more than ever to the break of
the socio-anthropological and geo-political balances and to climate and
pollution issues. The latter issues in particular cause widespread fears
regarding the destiny of the planet and the human species, but they are not
always considered in connection with the socio-anthropological imbalances,
such as the migrations. The interdependence between the perturbations of
the geo-physical balance and the social upsets is not always perceived and
managed with a consistent awareness: the former is part of a category where
there is a clear possibility to establish a discussion based on the commune
interest, and the latter part arises defensive attitudes connected to opposed
interests and values.
This work aims to provide an educative proposal, that can be called
ecological, not simply for the subjects it proposes – the knowledge and the
protection of the natural eco-systemic balances, but rather considering the
ecology of the human development and, therefore, the age and the skills, the
aptitudes and the interests of people different in culture or age.
The environment education is one of the possible ways to overcome
the borders each culture restricts the education within and to spread the
metacultural knowledge about the human being and the nature. This
knowledge must rekindle everybody’s sensitiveness and be a recall to the
experience and responsibility in the different geographical, cultural, social
and life contexts.
The question we ask is: what can we do to make the new generations
grasp the relationship between the protection of the ecological balances and
the different cultural ways to the plausible development?
The awareness of the environment as an expression of nature and
culture develops by experiencing the near and the far and is linked to the
times and the ways of the process of becoming and of the personal growth,
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to the development of the needs, of the instincts, of the interests, of the
reasons and of the values.
Environmental education and ecological conscience

For a discussion about the common ecological conscience, it is
necessary to specify what awareness means and what the environment is in
the individual experience.
Since childhood the I-world interactions produce the awareness as a
classification and record of the events’ meaning; the conscious experience
leads then to transformations of the subjective behaviour: from
environment-sensitive it becomes gradually able to grasp the sense of things
and to reply adequately to the environment questions.
The relationship with reality develops along the evolutionary path
starting from the emotion-instinct-based reaction towards the affectionfeeling-based reply, in order to get to the construction of conscious
motivations of value (A. Perucca, 1998).
Thanks to the attention of the differences, the environment education in
intercultural perspective can encourage a development from the reactive attitudes
to the conscious reply behaviours; as a consequence, it starts a progress, which is
useful for the people’s growth – because it induces a development of their skills
at relating with the surrounding reality, and profitable for the environment –
because it permits to take into account the needs, the laws, the rhythms and the
harmonies ruling the different cultural habitat.
So, in order to foster the ecological conscience, it is necessary to
bear in mind the usual reference level of cognitive competence; but apart
from that, it is necessary to keep in mind also the path of emotional,
affective and social development, in order to measure the ways of proposal
to the evolutionary course of the individual and to foster an open way to
think about the differences, the reciprocity, the respect and the responsibility
in connection with the surrounding environment.
An ecological education in intercultural perspective makes it
possible to identify in the different approaches to problems a factor of
growth of their awareness; it permits to obtain positive reply attitudes rather
than emotional reaction ones; it can lead to distinguish among desire,
project and fulfilment and to adapt to the needs of reality, while we are
involved in transforming it so that it fits our own intentions.
Origin of the ecological learning

During the development, the levels of awareness of the perceived
environments follow the principles of the ecology of the human
development; here, perception ability and environment change move
gradually from the near to the far (U. Bronfenbrenner, 1986). The ecology
of the human development is composed of two kinds of environment
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experience: a direct one, regarding the near environment, and an indirect
one, regarding a remote environment.
Pupils can be prepared since the school for a good relationship with
the nature starting from the different levels of awareness and of experience
of the near environment. They can therefore reply with the adequate
reflection paying attention at the others’ experiences. When they go beyond
their own experience, they can indeed get to a level of awareness that
implies the awareness of the reasons of knowledge, of action and of
intervention, and so reach a pro-action and protection disposition.
At a psycho-pedagogical level, it is necessary to remember that:
–
the emotional reaction doesn’t always denote cognition;
–
the adaptive reply requires cognitive awareness and affective
significance;
–
the protection initiative involves an awareness oriented towards
the constructive interaction between the reasons of the Ego and
the environment needs.
The antagonism humankind-nature so falls and it becomes simple to
understand that an approaching path is to be followed towards the
environment:
–
to know and understand;
–
to adapt and protect;
–
to intervene and transform with respect and love.
A constructive relationship with the environment needs therefore to
cultivate at least three aspects of the personal growth: cognitive, adaptive
and pro-active, in order to avoid the break of the ecological balances and to
make the progress get plausible orientations.
The experience of the far environment is always mediated by the
cognitive aspect and, with regard to it, it is not always likely to fulfil an
adaptive or pro-active experience.
Certainly, not everyone has the logic ability to understand the causal
links and the ecological balances of the macro-system; not everyone
possesses the abilities of enquiry and critical recognition necessary for an
adaptive reply or a shaping intervention; not everyone has the economic and
ethical evaluation tools to ponder the results of pursuing an aim, of
intervening and of transforming the natural balances. Nevertheless,
everyone perceives personally, even intuitively, the world in its entirety and
has a notion of the environment-world and, because of how widely they are
used, of the television frames and of mass information. The educative
intercultural mediation can lead, as it is possible to, the problems of the far
environment in the field of the subjective experience; the aim is to foster the
awareness of the possibilities and responsibilities everybody has within their own
culture to safeguard the environment and to prevent from the ecological disasters.
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Ecological education and interculture

The intercultural aspect of the learning favours a positive approach
to problems and a non-traumatic familiarity with the wider fields of reality.
Intercultural education and ecology are the new horizons of the social
education and have some common principles:
–
the difference principle;
–
the responsibility principle;
–
the interdependence principle.
The processes of knowledge, adaptation, transformation and
safeguard are, first of all, tasks of the personal development, but also aims
of the ecological education; as seen above, they can be activated in the
intercultural sphere, with reference to the near and the remote environment.
Fostering a widespread ecological education doesn’t mean to expect
the mastery of problems above the abilities of the individual. It is necessary
instead to propose pedagogical criteria linking the educative objectives with
the tasks of the social and personal development; furthermore, it is
necessary to encourage relational experiences fit to go beyond widespread
stereotypes and cultural prejudices; it is necessary to foster the awareness of
the interdependence among the socio-anthropological contexts, going
beyond the personal experience and the local environment.
Ecological education and intercultural proposal are general
objectives of the education, not just subjects to study and, thanks to them,
all the learners can orientate, considering the evolutionary course, the
mental skills, the social dispositions and each one’s cultural differences.
The orientation of values is not fulfilled through fragmented and
specialised learning, but through the formation of reciprocity and
responsibility attitudes and the development of skills at understanding and
respecting world different from our subjective universe.
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Educazione ambientale ed ecologia dello sviluppo umano

L’educazione ambientale richiede una considerazione sistemica oltre
che dei temi e dei modi anche dei soggetti cui ci si rivolge e dei luoghi in
cui si attua.
L’importanza dell’educazione ambientale è avvertita da tutti nel
mondo contemporaneo esposto, più che mai, alla rottura degli equilibri
socio-antropici e geo-politici oltre che ai problemi climatici e di
inquinamento. Questi ultimi soprattutto entrano a far parte di diffusi timori
riguardanti il destino del pianeta e della specie umana ma non sempre
vengono percepiti in rapporto a squilibri socio antropici come ad esempio le
migrazioni. L’interdipendenza fra le perturbazioni dell’equilibrio geofisico e
i rivolgimenti sociali non è sempre avvertita e gestita con coerente
consapevolezza: i primi fanno parte di una categoria di preoccupazioni in
cui è chiara la possibilità di far sorgere un dialogo fondato sull’interesse
comune, i secondi destano atteggiamenti difensivi correlati a interessi e a
valori contrapposti.
In questo lavoro si intende tracciare una proposta educativa che si
possa definire ecologica non tanto per gli argomenti proposti (la conoscenza
e a tutela degli equilibri eco-sistemici naturali) quanto in considerazione
della ecologia dello sviluppo umano e, quindi dell’età e delle capacità delle
attitudini e degli interessi delle persone, diverse per cultura o per età.
L’educazione ambientale è una delle vie possibili per superare i
confini in cui ciascuna cultura circoscrive l’educazione e per far circolare
saperi meta culturali sull’uomo e sulla natura, conoscenze che risveglino la
sensibilità di ciascuno e fungano da richiamino alla esperienza e alla
responsabilità nei differenti contesti geografici, culturali e sociali e di vita.
La domanda che ci poniamo è: come fare perché le nuove
generazioni possano cogliere il rapporto fra salvaguardia degli equilibri
ecologici e differenti vie culturali allo sviluppo sostenibile?
La consapevolezza dell’ambiente come espressione di natura e
cultura si sviluppa attraverso i percorsi dell’esperienza del vicino e del
lontano e si connette ai tempi ed ai modi del divenire e del crescere
personale, all’evolvere dei bisogni, delle pulsioni, degli interessi, dei motivi
e dei valori.
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Educazione ambientale e coscienza ecologica

Per discutere di una comune coscienza ecologica, occorre precisare
che cosa si debba intendere per consapevolezza e che cosa sia l'ambiente nel
vissuto soggettivo di ciascuno.
Sin dall’infanzia, l’esperienza delle interazioni Io-mondo, genera la
consapevolezza come costrutto e registrazione del significato degli eventi;
l'esperienza consapevole induce, poi trasformazioni nel comportamento
soggettivo che da reattivo all'ambiente si fa gradualmente capace di leggere
il senso delle cose e di dare risposta adeguata alle richieste dell’ambiente.
Il rapporto con la realtà matura lungo la linea evolutiva che muove
dalla reazione, a base emotivo-pulsionale, verso la risposta, a base affettivosentimentale, per giungere a costruire consapevoli motivazioni di valore (A.
Perucca, 1998).
L'educazione ambientale in prospettiva interculturale può favorire,
con l’attenzione alla differenze, una evoluzione dagli atteggiamenti reattivi
ai comportamenti di risposta consapevole, conseguendo un progresso che è
funzionale alla crescita del soggetto, perché induce una evoluzione delle sue
capacità nel rapportarsi alla realtà circostante, e proficuo per l'ambiente,
perché consente la considerazione delle istanze, delle leggi, dei ritmi e delle
armonie che governano i differenti habitat culturali.
Per promuovere la coscienza ecologica occorre, quindi, tener
presente, nell’ordine generale dell’educazione, oltre che il livello di
competenza cognitiva cui di solito si fa riferimento, il percorso dello
sviluppo emotivo, affettivo e sociale, per calibrare le modalità della proposta
all’iter evolutivo del soggetto e promuovere una riflessività aperta alle
differenze, alla reciprocità, al rispetto e alla responsabilità nel rapporto con
l’ambiente circostante.
Un’educazione ecologica che dia spazio alla prospettiva interculturale,
può consentire di riconoscere, nella diversità degli approcci ai problemi, un
fattore di crescita della loro consapevolezza, può far conseguire atteggiamenti
di risposta positiva più che di reazione emotiva, condurre a distinguere fra
desiderio, progetto e realizzazione e ad adattarsi alle istanze della realtà
mentre ci si adopera a trasformarla per adeguarla alle proprie intenzioni.
Genesi degli apprendimenti ecologici

Lungo l’iter dello sviluppo i livelli di consapevolezza degli ambienti
percepiti seguono i principi dell’ecologia dello sviluppo umano che vede la
capacità di percezione e di modificazione dell’ambiente muoversi nella
direzione che dal vicino si spinge gradualmente verso il lontano (U.
Bronfenbrenner, 1986) e riconosce due tipi di esperienza dell'ambiente, uno
diretto, che riguarda l'ambiente prossimo, uno indiretto che riguarda
l'ambiente remoto.
Già nella scuola si possono preparare gli alunni ad un positivo
rapporto con la natura a partire da quelli che sono i diversi livelli di
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consapevolezza e di esperienza dell'ambiente prossimo per predisporli a
rispondere con adeguata riflessione ponendo attenzione al vissuto degli altri.
Quando si supera il vissuto egocentrico si può, infatti, giungere ad livello di
consapevolezza del proprio ambiente che comporta la consapevolezza dei
motivi del conoscere, dell'agire e dell'intervénire e, quindi, una disposizione
proattiva e di tutela.
Sul piano psico-pedagogico occorre tener presente che:
–
la reazione emotiva non sempre indica cognizione,
–
la risposta adattiva richiede consapevolezza cognitiva oltre che
significato affettivo,
–
l’iniziativa di tutela comporta una consapevolezza orientata alla
interazione costruttiva fra i motivi dell'Io e le istanze
dell'ambiente.
Viene così destrutturato l'antagonismo uomo-natura e si giunge a
capire che vi è un cammino di approssimazione da compiere nei confronti
dell’ambiente:
–
conoscere e comprendere,
–
adattarsi e salvaguardare,
–
intervenire e trasformare con rispetto e amore.
Un rapporto costruttivo con l'ambiente richiede, quindi, che siano
coltivate almeno tre dimensioni del crescere personale: quella cognitiva,
quella adattiva, quella proattiva, onde evitare la rottura degli equilibri
ecologici, e consentire che il progresso assuma direzioni sostenibili.
L'esperienza dell’ambiente lontano è sempre mediata dalla
dimensione cognitiva; non sempre nei suoi confronti, è possibile realizzare
un’esperienza adattiva o proattiva.
Certamente non tutti hanno la capacità di comprensione logica dei
nessi causali e degli equilibri ecologici del macro sistema, né le capacità di
indagine e di ricognizione critica necessarie per una risposta adattiva o un
intervento plasmativo, e tanto meno possiedono gli strumenti valutativi
economici ed etici che consentono di ponderare gli esiti del perseguire un
obiettivo, dell'intervenire, del trasformare gli equilibri della natura. Ognuno,
tuttavia, ha una percezione, sia pure intuitiva del mondo nella sua globalità,
una nozione di ambiente-mondo e, per l'ampia fruizione che ha delle
immagini televisive e della informazione di massa. La mediazione educativa
di matrice interculturale può ricondurre, per quanto è possibile, nell'ambito
dell'esperienza soggettiva i problemi dell’ambiente lontano; l'obiettivo è
quello dì promuovere una consapevolezza della possibilità e della
responsabilità che ciascuno ha, all’interno della propria cultura per la tutela
dell’ambiente ed alla prevenzione dei disastri ecologici.
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Educazione ecologica e intercultura

La dimensione interculturale degli apprendimenti favorisce una
positiva approssimazione ai problemi, una familiarità non traumatica con
dimensioni più ampie della realtà. Educazione interculturale ed ecologia
sono i nuovi orizzonti dell’educazione sociale ed hanno in comune alcuni
principi:
–
il principio differenza,
–
il principio responsabilità,
–
il principio interdipendenza.
I processi del conoscere, adeguarsi, trasformare, tutelare che, come
abbiamo visto, sono obiettivi dell’educazione ecologica, ma innanzi tutto
compiti di sviluppo personale, possono essere attivati, in dimensione
interculturale, con riferimento all'ambiente prossimo come a quello remoto.
Per promuovere una coscienza ecologica diffusa, senza pretendere la
padronanza di problemi che superano le capacità del singolo é opportuno
proporre criteri pedagogici che consentano di connettere gli obiettivi educativi
ai compiti di sviluppo personale e sociale; occorre, inoltre, promuovere
esperienze relazionali idonee a superare stereotipi diffusi, pregiudizi culturali
ed è necessario favorire la consapevolezza dell’interdipendenza dei contesti
socio antropici andando al di là delle dimensioni dell’esperienza personale e
della esplorazione dell’ambiente locale.
L’educazione ecologica e la proposta interculturale, non si esauriscono
nelle discipline di studio, ma sono obiettivi generali dell’educazione, in ordine
ai quali tutti gli apprendimenti si possono orientare, tenendo conto dell’iter
evolutivo, delle capacità mentali, delle disposizioni sociali e delle differenze
culturali di ciascuno. Non è attraverso la frammentazione e la
specializzazione degli apprendimenti che si consegue l’orientamento
valoriale, ma attraverso la formazione degli atteggiamenti di reciprocità e di
responsabilità e con lo sviluppo della capacità di comprendere e di rispettare
mondi diversi dal nostro universo soggettivo.
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Abstract

The main aim of the research was preparation and initiation of
ecological project and evaluation of ecological consciousness of the students
at the secondary school level in view of their activity for the benefit of ecodevelopment.
As a result of environmental evaluation, which was carried out, task
priority was established. The evaluation of the project, had different forms
at various stages of realization and at the end of the project, it has been
described in the paper.
The survey research was a way of gathering information. Its analysis
let us identify the strong and weaker sides of practical activity and was a very
important factor of improving it. The research also served as a means of
evaluating the state of students’ ecological and environmental consciousness
and the degree of understanding the notion and principles of sustainable
development. The main aim of the survey research was the study of
connections between the activities for the environment and these principles.
260 students took part in the research. Apart from the didactic
evaluation of the undertaken activities also an attempt at social and
educational evaluation was made. It required the following criteria:
–
General and subject abilities of students
–
Motivation of undertaken activities
–
Students’ behaviour during work on the project and after it
–
Students’ social attitudes
During the realization of the project main emphasis was put on
learning teamwork, which is closely connected with ethical aspects, which
were taken into account.
The research results point to the fact that the forms of environmental
activity, which were proposed help to increase students’ ecological
awareness and their proper pro- environmental attitudes.
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Key words: sustainable development – biodiversity – ecological
project – students’ ecological and environmental consciousness –
environmental attitudes.
Introduction

The task of ecological education is, on the one hand, to provide
human with knowledge about the environment as a system, the way it
functions and the influence of various human activities on the system, as
well as mechanisms and processes occurring within it, while on the other
hand to develop environmental consciousness on the basis of the
knowledge. In consequence, ecological education should lead to the
development of a sense of responsibility for the present and future condition
of the environment. It is possible when human perceives the environment as
a vital value, both for an individual and for the whole society.
Ecological and environmental education particularly emphasizes the
following attitudes: acting in accordance with the rules of eco-ethics and
ecological culture connected with coexistence with the surrounding nature,
sensitivity to the beauty of nature and the effects of its destruction,
emotional and practical involvement in protecting nature and the
environment. Positive examples given to young people by teachers and all
the people who do not display egoistic and consumer approach towards
nature may be determinants of such attitudes.
The conviction concerning the values existing in the environment
and complex relations between human and the environment must result
from current knowledge on natural phenomena and processes and on the
contemporary problems of the natural environment.
The concept of sustainable development refers both to social and
cultural development, and to economic development as well. It is also
connected with the changes occurring in nature, development of the
animated nature, succession of ecosystems and global sustainable processes
occurring in the biosphere.
Biodiversity, to put it simply, is the diversity of life-forms along with
all their variability on the level of genes, species and ecosystems, on the
scale of Earth or lower biogeographic units. The issue of biological diversity
became one of the main paradigms of ecology, contemporary environmental
protection and environmental policy.
Environmental education strengthening sustainable development

Developing and improving ecological and environmental awareness
of students in the field of personal responsibility for environmental
protection and protection of its resources, as well as presenting the need for
living in accordance with the idea of sustainable development, both in
reference to every human and the whole society, became the overriding aim
of ecological education.
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The aims of education should be clear not only for the teacher who
sets them, but also understandable for students, since their clarity could
result in their creative actions, thanks to greater and better motivation.
According to the regulation of the Ministry of National Education on
the “Curricular basis for general education” concerning nature and
ecological education at primary school level and biology and ecological
education at lower secondary school level (OJ No.14 1999), as well as in
general secondary schools, specialized secondary schools and technical
secondary schools (MNE 2002), a small number of entries directly
connected with “sustainable development” and the concept of biodiversity
was observed.
These issues are reflected in the educational content of a subject on a
given stage of education and in educational paths. As an example, a sample
record in a general curricular basis for the subject biology for a general
secondary school is given below. The aims of ecological education in uppersecondary schools should be:
–
Understanding the interdependencies which exists in the
biological environment.
–
Developing the consciousness of the importance of preserving
biodiversity and the motivation to obey rules.
–
Understanding human dependency of the environment and
human influence on it.
–
Developing the consciousness of civilization threats.
School’s tasks:
–
Development of the responsibility which students take for
actions undertaken in the immediate environment.
Topics:
–
Anthropopressure, reasons and results of reduction of
biodiversity.
–
Renewable and non-renewable resources, rational resource
management.
–
The principle of sustainable development.
Achievements:
–
Evaluation of the changes taking place in the environment as a
result of human impact and their influence on the quality of life
and the ability to find remedies
–
Formulation of principles of sustainable development and
analysis of own decisions and behaviours in this respect.
Furthermore, the aims of ecological education should be implemented
in general secondary schools within the framework of ecological path
(provision in the Curricular basis of 2002), e.g.:
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–

–

Making students aware of the various positive and negative
impacts of human on the environment and development of ability
to recognize them in practice.
Development of the attitude of responsibility for the state of the
environment and readiness for actions promoting sustainable
development.

School’s tasks:
–
Enabling doing research activities in the field
–
Creating conditions enabling integration of various disciplines in
order to facilitate understanding of the idea of sustainable
development
Educational topics:
–
Economic and social aspects of the connections between human
and their actions and the environment. The value of the
environment. Profits and losses connected with its exploitation.
Renewable and non-renewable resources.
–
The contemporary economic order and its impact on the
degradation of natural environment
–
Civilization threats connected with energy. Renewable sources of
energy.
–
Ways of protecting biodiversity
–
Intensification of agriculture and threats connected with it.
Organic farming.
–
Problems of biological security (e.g. genetic engineering)
Students’ achievements should be:
–
Perception of the contemporary civilization threats resulting from
irrational resource management and uneven living standards in
different parts of the world.
–
Evaluation of the activities of ecological organizations, their aims
and forms of acting, as well as agreement with state’s ecological
policy.
–
Undertaking rational actions conducing to the improvement of the
state of the environment on a local, regional, country and global
scale.
What constitutes an important problem is interpretation of
assumptions contained in curricular basis regarding sustained development
and the way of covering them in curricula and textbooks. Their most
important task (at each educational level) is and will be not only
transmitting knowledge on the environment, explaining the essence of the
global nature of the environment, but also stimulating for action, convincing
to choose a certain model of life and system of values.
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Aims of research

The aim of the research was to evaluate the level of ecological and
environmental consciousness of general secondary school students taking
part in ecological projects, as well as the influence of their realization on the level
of understanding the notion and principles of sustainable development. Another
aim of the research was to show the influence of educational activities
undertaken by the school on the development of students’ attitudes.
Characterization of the research method
The research covered general secondary school students taking part
in projects regarding initiatives connected with improving their competence
in botany during classes on the territory of the Ojców National Park and
with complex activities continuing the local project “Mainstay of Nature”
(“Ostoja Przyrody”). The initiation of the first project /1/ “Mainstay of
Nature” was supported by the Environmental Partnership for Central Europe
(Fundacja Partnerstwa dla Środowiska). The series of biology lessons and
weekly class meetings was students’ preparation to the realized task. The
aims of the lessons, defined in particular categories, assumed among others
familiarity with and understanding of the concept of sustainable
development, ability to interpret the rules of eco-development in the
ecological, economic and social context and developing students’ attitudes
and beliefs concerning the need to introduce and undertake particular
activities for the natural environment in their lives. This phase differentiated
a group of young people (leaders) who were most interested in the
realization of the project. The group worked out and formulated the aims of
the project (Table 1).
Environmental aims
Creating possibilities of life and
development for living creatures
(birds, insects), trough enriching
species biodiversity of plants in
the environment
–
Enriching species biodiversity
–
Creating breeding sites for birds
–
Extending the green area on the
school premises

–

Educational aims
–
Creating possibilities of carrying
out biological observations
–
Developing students’ practical skills
concerning decision making,
planning and task organization
–
Developing pro-environmental
attitudes among young people.
–
Stimulating social activities with
participation of young people,
parents, teachers, head of the
school, aiming at maintaining and
improving natural features of
urban areas
–
Integrating the whole school
community
–
Creating an educational path

Table 1. Aims of the project /1/
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Environmental aims of the present project /1/ in the scope of
understanding the meaning and enriching species biodiversity of plants in
the environment required continuation. Also the educational aims of the
project made the teacher organize the educational process in such a way that
it would support the students and people not belonging to the school
community in the sphere of the undertaken activities. It was reflected in the
second part of the project (Table 2).
Environmental aims
Educational aims
Specifying the main contemporary – Specifying educational tasks of the
Ojców National Park / historical
orientation of activities of the Ojców
sketch; i.e. what has been
National Park and the influence of
changing, which orientations used
development
of
biological
to be dominant ones/;
knowledge on possible changes;
–
Adaptation of specific plant – Getting familiar with world
tendencies reflected in educational
species occurring on the area of
activities of Polish national parks;
the Park to “Mainstay of Nature”.
–
Familiarity with and understanding of
the methods of popularizing
biological knowledge in the Ojców
National Park
–
Ensuring more acceptance, tolerance
and respect for other people,
–
Ensuring more acceptance, tolerance
and respect for other people.

–

Table 2. Aims of the project /2/

As a result of the environmental evaluation carried out, a priority of
tasks realized within the framework of both projects was established.
Evaluation of projects comprised evaluation of pro-ecological
attitudes and ecological consciousness of students participating in both
projects on the basis of their answers given in survey research regarding
personal characteristics in the scope of intellectual, emotional and spiritual,
as well as moral and social development. The survey was supposed to
provide information, the analysis of which, identifying strong and weak
sides of the practice undertaken, constitutes one of the important factors of
its constant development.
It also regards the intellectual sphere. Emotion can be defined as a
subjective mental state, launching a priority for the action connected to it
(Niemierko, 2002), thus the aim belonging to the spiritual and emotional
sphere was dedicated special attention to in the context of development of
attitudes (graph 2). Experts project consultants provided students with
comprehensive information on district development plans, ways and
possibilities of development of urban areas, birds breeding sites, and ways
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of attaining materials and tools. Furthermore, a series of classes in the
Ojców National Park was aimed at learning species of plants together with
their living requirements before their adaptation at the chosen site. Both
projects combined social, biological and economic aspects, which were
evaluated and taken into consideration during later planning and foreseeing
the results of various decisions.
Organization of research
–

The research was carried out in two stages (Table 3).
Stages of
research

The number of
students in control
groups

2003/2004 initial
research
2004/2005 actual
research

61

The number of
students in
experimental
groups
61

69

69

Table 3. The number of students taking part in particular stages of research

During the realization of the project, methods and techniques of
student activation were applied: metaplan as a method of successful
discussion in order to consider a problem and find a common solution, the
“U-procedure” in order to carry out analyses, evaluation and description of
the actual state of affairs and possibilities of introducing changes,
associogram technique in order to diagnose the current state of affairs and
create a list of ideas on how to solve problems, decision tree technique in
order to present the problem along with positive and negative consequences
of the decision. The mentioned methods and techniques conduced to the
development of abilities to make choice and make a decision with full
consciousness of its consequences. In the process of evaluation of the
project, the Delphic method was applied. The method is a way of predicting
the future, specifying probability of occurrence of events and defining
estimate values of some variables. The method boiled down to carrying out
a survey among the whole group of students, covered by the previous
obligatory course in ecology. The questions in the survey were of an open
character and were connected with the analysis of data collected by the
students during interviews, lectures and consultations. In the next phase,
with preserving anonymity, they were mutually confronted in so that the
students could work out an agreeable stance. Simultaneously, the level of
details was increasing. Students were also making attempts to extrapolate
trends in order to predict events in the future.
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Results of the research

The results of the survey carried out by means of the Delphic method
prove that when the students of experimental groups learned the gist and
meaning of the rules of sustainable development and biological diversity, it
helped them to understand the surrounding world and make decisions which
are responsible and respect the rights of nature. Opinions of the students
taking part in the project proved that they understood the need to preserve
biodiversity and their consciousness concerning the value of biological
diversity increased. The students taking part in the project (E classes) to a
greater extent than students of K classes noticed the importance of school
knowledge in the context of its use in everyday life (graph 1 b), they thought
that familiarity with one’s own strengths and weaknesses and the ability to
fight one’s own weaknesses are the features which help in life (graph 1 e, f).
The ability to make self-evaluation, understood as a sense of one’s own
value resulting from internal and external sources (graph 2 b), were revealed
earlier during teamwork on preparation and implementation of the project.
Externally, they manifested by means of comparisons with other people;
internally, they were determined by the level of their own aspirations, i.e.
the set of realized needs and life aims of a person (Niemierko, 2002). Social
and educational evaluation, which is different from didactic evaluation, in
this case required adopting, among others, the following criteria: general
and subject skills of a student, motivation of undertaken actions and
behaviour during the work on the project and after its completion, social
attitudes. During the realization of the project the emphasis was put on
learning team work activities which was strictly connected with taking into
account ethical aspects. Thanks to working together, the students of E
classes were getting familiar with the rules and they had to follow them.
Friendliness, tolerance, requirements, friendly criticism, consequences, mutual
help, responsibility for the final product are only chosen sample rules which
enabled the students to fulfil the task in the team well and in a good mood. The
students from the classes taking part in the project ascribed a lot of importance
to the rules (graph 3).
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Graph 1. Listing of answers of surveyed students
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Graph 2. Listing of answers of surveyed students specifying general secondary
school graduates’ specifying general secondary school graduates’ characteristics in
the sphere of intellectual characteristics in the sphere of emotional development
and spiritual development
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Graph 3. Listing of answers of surveyed students specifying general secondary
school graduates’ characteristics in the sphere of moral and social development

Conclusions

The totality of social and natural reality comprises many spheres:
natural, cultural, economic, technical. Each of them has its own value and
character, both as to its substance and educational quality. The spheres must
be understood in their closest and far away parts to each human being.
Economic, social and cultural diversity requires decisions right for
the particular region and observance of the universal and supranational
values, such as human rights, tolerance and understanding, sense of
responsibility, universalism and cultural identity, environment protection.
School and non-school education must serve the society as the tool
for creating, improving and popularization of knowledge (Learning: the
treasure within. Report to UNESCO of the International Commission on
Education for The Twenty-first century, 1996). A student should be
equipped not only with knowledge concerning protection and forming of the
environment, human activities in the environment and contemporary
environmental problems, but the knowledge they acquire should influence
the ways of thinking and acting in the environment.
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The projects undertaken have led to an increase of ecological
consciousness of the students and changes in their attitudes, which manifests
e.g. in preferring a lifestyle agreeing with the idea of sustainable development,
which should be characteristic for a human living in 21st century.
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Abstract.

Sustainable development comprises three aspects, which cover
ecological, economic and socio-cultural issues. All should be included in
school education. In environmental education practice, however, ecological
sustainability has often been strongly emphasized at the expense of social
and cultural sustainability. My present aim is to argue for culturally oriented
geography, which could be used in strengthening the socio-cultural aspect of
sustainability education and in seeking out opportunities to broaden
environmental education.
The “cultural turn” has prompted geographers to find new
approaches to geographical issues and brought them closer to discourses in
other culturally and socially oriented disciplines. It has occasioned a broader
alertness to how people, understood as highly differentiated and multiply
positioned but always distinctly social beings, build up shared repertoires of
cultural meanings. In the context of environmental education, the re-defined
concepts of identity and subjectivity as well as the importance of popular
culture offer new opportunities and pose important challenges. Geographical
education in schools could apply many of the ideas of the cultural turn;
these new approaches could help teachers attain a better understanding of
the daily lives of young people, as well as providing students with some
“tools” for interpreting the social and cultural realities they live in.
Key words: Social sustainability, cultural sustainability, environmental
education, cultural geography, identity, subjectivity, popular culture.
Introduction.

This article deals with environmental education from the viewpoint of
cultural geography. I will show that contemporary geography has many
interesting views on the people-environment relation, which could bring school
education closer to everyday life. Social and cultural aspects of sustainability
could be promoted in schools better employing these approaches. First, I will
offer a brief overview of the cultural turn in geography. I will then raise some
issues from cultural geography that I find especially important for the school
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context. I will finish by describing some notions that could be valuable for
sustainability education.
The “cultural turn” in geography.

The so-called “cultural turn”, which has occurred in all the social
sciences, has also had a great impact on geography since the late 1980s. The
cultural turn emphasizes new ways of comprehending the concept of culture
in the social sciences; for example, the ways of seeing and communicating,
and the construction of values and multiple identities have been taken into
account more than before (Shurmer-Smith, 2002). In geography, the
multiple meanings of “culture” and the conceptualisation of the new cultural
geography provoked heated debate in the early 1990s (e.g., Philo, 1991;
Cosgrove, 1993; Jackson, 1993; Price & Lewis, 1993; McDowell, 1994;
Mitchell, 1995; Barnett, 1998; Cook et al., 2000). The outcomes of the
cultural turn were often criticized as simply playing with theories without
any visible connection with the real world. Cultural geographers have since
reacted to criticism of the de-materialized character of the new approach by
paying more attention to the social and material aspects of the culture (Pain
& Bailey, 2004).
There is much of interest in the new cultural geography. The shared
character of environmental meanings, the importance of locally based
cultures, and the significance of distinctive social groups have been subjects
of study. Topics in media studies and popular culture, for example, have
become popular in cultural geography. The construction of meanings has
become central to this approach, as well as the idea that landscape reflects
power relations and dominant ways of seeing the world. Literary theory,
semiotics, art history and discourse theory have provided some key concepts
and new ways of conceptualising the landscape. It has been seen as a text
that can be interpreted, or “read” (e.g., Barnes & Duncan, 1992; Duncan &
Ley, 1993).
Socially and culturally produced spaces have been central to the new
cultural geography. The meanings of identity and subjectivity have been
redefined in the new approaches, and have often been understood through
the meanings of bodily experience. Studies concerning the body and place
became increasingly popular during the 1990s (e.g., Routledge & Simons,
1995; Duncan, 1996; Longhurst, 1997; Ainley, 1998; Nast & Pile, 1998).
Feminist, post-colonial and post-structural approaches have challenged
traditional views by showing whose viewpoint is represented and whose
voice is left out. This has led to studies concerning identity and difference,
and power and resistance. Subjectivity is seen as a production of spatialised
power relations, and is contested in everyday life.
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The “cultural turn” goes to school.

In the context of geographical education, the re-defined concepts of
identity and subjectivity, as well as the meaning of popular culture, offer
new opportunities and pose important challenges (Tani, 1997; Morgan,
2001, 2002). Geographical education could apply many of the ideas of the
cultural turn in practice; these new approaches could help teachers get a
better understanding of the daily lives of young people, but could also
provide students with help in their own lives, in various social groups and
sub-cultures. The cultural turn has occasioned a broader alertness to how
people, understood as highly differentiated and multiply positioned but
always distinctly social beings, build up shared repertoires of cultural
meaning. The cultural approach is essential in geographical education if
schools wish to help children and young people to become active citizens who
can understand and act critically and responsibly in their local and global
environment. John Morgan (2000) has written about the potential of cultural
studies in geographical education. Culturally oriented geography education
would “start from the lived experiences of young people; be concerned to
examine the “texts” that young people use to construct their identities; and be
deconstructive in that it seeks to prise open new meanings and provide
resources for the construction of new identities” (Morgan, 2000).
The main approaches deriving from the cultural turn that could be
applied in schools are:
–
“Reading” the world through various representations (media
education, thinking skills, critical thinking).
–
Understanding the global through the local (understanding
different scales and their interdependence; taking responsibility
for the individual’s own actions).
–
Socio-cultural diversity in different environments (understanding
difference and various cultural and social backgrounds; tolerance
and empathy).
–
The meaning of neighbourhood for residents (active participation;
responsibility; the importance of emotional geographies).
–
Social spaces, uses of public space (understanding power and
resistance; local interests and ways of taking possession of space;
participation).
Environmental education in cultural geography.

The aims and methods for successful teaching and learning practices
have been studied in environmental education, but the concept of the
environment and it's use have seldom been defined. Because the tradition of
environmental education has been related to nature conservation and
environmental problems and their solution, environmental education has
often concentrated on studies of the physical environment, especially of
nature. Ecological sustainability has thus been crucial, while economic, social
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and cultural aspects of sustainability education have been rarely considered.
Ecological sustainability is an important aim for environmental education but, I
argue, it is not enough. Environmental education associated only with the
natural environment is easily separated from people’s everyday lives in the
present situation, where the majority live in urban surroundings. The effects of
environmental education may remain modest if people do not see it as relevant
to their daily environment. More attention should thus be paid to social and
cultural aspects of the environment in the future. New cultural geography can
offer important “tools” for environmental education in schools. It will put more
emphasis on social and cultural aspects of environmental education by paying
attention to young people’s relations with their environment. Their identities
will be strengthened and their cultural and social sensitivity, tolerance of
difference, and understanding of others will be promoted. By doing this, their
opportunities for active citizenship, environmental awareness and
empowerment will be enhanced.
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PROMOTING ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
AT KINDERGARTEN LEVEL
IN SAVONLINNA, FINLAND
AND IN SAKU, ESTONIA
Vienola Vuokko
PhD lecturer. Savonlinna Department of Teacher Education,
Finland. Vuokko.vienola@joensuu.fi
The aim of this study

The aim of this study was to develop a program for environmental
education in kindergarten both in Savonlinna, Finland and in Saku, Estonia.
The project lasted for four years, and every year the program was slightly
improved. The university researcher and the kindergarten personnel tried to
find different ways to educate small children environmentally.
The methodology and methods of this study

This study was mainly qualitative and the approach was hermeneutic
and phenomenological. It means that the researcher tries to understand and
explain experiences of the people and tries to interpret them. (Denzin &
Lincoln, 1998.). The study was a case study, actually the multiple case
studies, and an action research. We can talk about tree main case studies,
two in Savonlinna (Tenavatalon and Nojanmaan päiväkoti), and the third in
Saku (Lasteaia Terake). (Yin, 1994). The main cases have also sub-cases; it
means that every kindergarten group is one single case, because every group
has their own program. The action research means that the personnel has an
idea, how to develop the action. The researcher goes with them, she (or he)
is both inside and outside in action. This position gives her (or him) some
ethical problems, too (Kemmis & Wilkinson, 1998.).
A typical action research is going on with cycles: planning, doing and
evaluating and make it better. We planned, educated, evaluated and then
repeated our kind of action research cycle. We planned in many cycles: for
instance, in a kindergarten group we planned the program weekly, for whole
kindergarten monthly and for integrated education once a half year or a year.
In this case we tried to educate small children to perceive and understand both
natures, man build environment and ecological way of living.
During the education the researcher made observations and
interviews. The kindergarten teachers took videos during the trips and wrote
diaries. These have analysed according to our educational themes. The
members of staff and also parents have interviewed.
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Theoretical ground

Behind our thinking were experiential (Dewey, 1916/1966; Kolb,
1984) and outdoor education theories (Brugge, 1999, Åhlberg & Dillon,
1999). The way to see the action was system theoretical.
Results

In both countries we found that the most important result was that all
kind kindergarten education could be interpreted as environmental education.
The change was mainly in the thinking of the teachers, not in the activities of
the children, but it had an effect how the adult gave feedback to children.
For every learning event an environmental goal can be created.
Environmental education can be realized in music, mathematics, arts, etc. It
can be integrated in all “normal” activities in kindergarten. In Finland it was
usually during trips in the forest or in the town, in Estonia they had one day/
week environmental mathematics, environmental sport, and so on.
Accordingly every behaviour is also behaviour for or against
environment (Palmer, 1998). The teacher should tell, for instance, how to
behave in the forest (e.g.: leave plants and animals to live in peace) or in the
man made environment (no “arts” on the wall!). It’s important to give
children the possibilities to experience nature and man-made environment. It
takes time and the children should not have over-planned program.
How to educate the Estonian teachers had better knowledge about
plants and animals and they told more environmental folktales to their
children than the Finnish teachers. The Finnish teachers educate more
indirectly and were more child-cantered than the Estonian teachers. But both
teacher groups made very good work and educated children excellently.
Motto: Too many boundaries inhibit learning (e.g. in planning,
during trips)!
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A STRATEGY TO GREEN UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENTS.
THE EXPERIENCE AT THE UPC
Yolanda Bolea, Antoni Grau, Juan Gámiz,
Joan Domingo and Herminio Martínez
Automatic Control Department,
Technical University of Catalonia (UPC)
C/ Pau Gargallo 5, 08028 Barcelona, Spain
antoni.grau@upc.edu
Abstract

Lastly, because of the environmental crisis, some universities are
doing a great effort to integrate environmental issues within them. Usually,
in order to achieve this goal actions are proposed in four areas: Education,
Research, University Life and Coordination and Communication. Therefore,
the full and successful integration of Sustainable Development (SD) in the
university in order to catalyse the university’s greening process should be
carried out by linking the previous areas with schools, departments,
university and campus life greening.
We present a general action plan to green university departments.
This action plan is based on different aspects:
1) definition of objectives (actions on the awareness of faculty and
staff for SD; flexibility, change and evolution of dept rules;
actions on education (bachelor, master and postgraduate studies):
greening curricula; actions on the research and technology
transfer: greening research);
2) definition of the environmental indicators according to several
approaches (economical, ethical, ecological, social, technological
aspects);
3) definition of the process;
4) phases of the process. The Technical University of Catalonia
(UPC) inside its First Environmental Plan (1997-2001) has
developed the greening of different departments by their own
greening Plans that guide the decision-makers at the University.
Keywords:Department Greening Plans, curriculum
research greening, transfer technology greening, sustainability.

greening,
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Objectives

The greening of the UPC departments carried out
(http://www.upc.edu/mediambient) during the First Environmental Plan
(1997-2001) has had as the main goal:
–
To green the set of activities of the University (undergraduate
training, postgraduate training, research and university life).
–
To define an environmental global model exportable toward the
society.
The departments have also shown considerable progress with regard
to greening. During 2000 and 2001, eighteen departments (out of forty) at
the UPC elaborated their own Department Greening Plans (DGP), with three
main objectives:
1. To establish the basic environmental issues which define the
department’s activities.
2. To priorize the greening lines of action in pre-graduate and postgraduated studies, as well as the general research lines, the
projects and the technology transfer.
3. To elaborate a short-term action plan to introduce the highpriority lines of action into pre-graduate and post-graduate
educational programmes, as well as doctorates and research lines.

Fig. 1. Diagram of department’s activities and purposes.
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To develop the greening cycle of the departments it is important to link
the activities carried out by the academic staff together with the environment,
where these activities are elaborated and executed. It is important to not forget
the great incidence of the daily activities in the generation of waste and the
wrong use of the resources. For this reason any global environmental plan must
include the following two aspects (Grau, 2002):
–
Greening the own activities of the academic staff. Task carried
out in the first part of analyse.
–
Greening the environment in which the university department
activities are developed. These aspects were treated in the
Integral Selective Collection Plans (ISCP).
This first point includes:
–
The curriculum greening of the first, second and third cycles
(undergraduate and postgraduate) adapting these taught to the
greening norms already established. That means that the
curriculum greening includes the introduction of knowledge,
criteria and sustainable values in the university curriculum. It
supposes the inclusion of the study of concepts and tools that
allow understanding and appreciating the environment and its
complexity, to understand the relationship between the human
activity and the environment and to integrate the green factor in
the human professional activity. Thus, it represents a radical
change in the conception and explanation of many subjects
taught in the University.
–
The greening of the research adding environmental and
sustainable elements into the research and into the doctoring
programmes of each department.
–
The greening of the transfer of the technology in such a way that
all the proceedings carried out in this framework take into
account the environmental topics.
Methodology

To carry out this plan department’s administrators must follow these
steps:
–

–

To explain to the department’s faculty the importance of their
subjects for the real world (industrial, social, economic, etc.) and
the necessity to green the theory, problems and labs including
environmental examples.
To give to the faculty the necessary formation and tools to carry
out the renewing of themes, exercises and/or practices.

Once these two previous points have been reached, teachers will
begin the work of greening their subjects. Then, to reach correctly the
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objectives related with the Curriculum Greening Plan of the departments,
we propose the next methodology.
To achieve the objective 1 the two following actions must be
carried out:
–
Collection of information about environmental responsibilities
and greening the tasks of training and researching in the
department. The first task is carried out surveying the present
environmental opinions of the faculty and researchers in the
department.
–
Proposal of a formal environmental declaration of the
department. In this declaration must appear a set of commitments
that the department will fulfil to implant and follow the
Curricular Environmental.
To achieve the objective 2, the high-priority intervention lines in
the different docent and research frameworks are established.
Administrators are responsible to implement such recommendations.
Faculty are responsible of the pedagogical changes (methodological,
procedures, concepts, etc.) and the possible actions and necessary tools
(greening guides, seminars, courses, educational resources: web,
environmental bibliography, etc.) to achieve the greening of the curriculum.
The main educational actuation of the teachers should be centred in:
integrating the respect for the environment and the challenge of
sustainability in the educational process; intensifying the research into
scientific or technological alternatives designed to prevent, correcting and
solving the impact caused by the interrelation between mankind and the
environment; and developing specific schemes for environmental
management that can be exported to society.
To achieve the objective 3 to elaborate the Environmental Plan of
the department, previous objectives should have been achieved. It is of
special interest the help of environmental engineering experts in such a
work. The UPC has set up an “Environmental Office” to coordinate all the
departments’ actions.
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APPROACH TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL
HIGHER EDUCATION
Luigi Bruzzi, Simona Verità
Centro Interdipartimentale di Ricerca per le Scienze Ambientali
di Ravenna, Università di Bologna,
via dell’Agricoltura n°5, 48100 Ravenna
Environmental education is an important task at any level of
education, but it assumes a relevant role at the University level.
Environmental Science curricula have many subjects of common interest
with Natural Science curricula; the most important difference is the study of
the interrelationship between the human activities and natural resources;
therefore the teaching programs of Environmental Science include subjects
such as economics and law in order to prepare professional people able to
help politicians and administrators to make decisions involving the scientific
aspects of environmental issues.
University and post-graduate environmental education to be effective
requires that the analysis of environmental problems be performed
throughout a quantitative training in more than one discipline: the aim is the
creation of awareness of the physical, biological, social, political and
economical effects due to the anthropic pressure on the environment. The
students should experience a truly interdisciplinary program that goes
beyond a mere coursework in several disciplines, but it is able to create a
coherently integrated approach based on blending teaching, research, and
real-world problems.
Figure 1 represents the classic scheme of the Bologna Declaration: a
first curriculum of three years (180 credits) (figure 2) where basic scientific
knowledge plus some fundamentals on law, economics and assessment
methodology are delivered; a second step of two years (120 credits) (figure
3) expressly addressed to create a specialist in specific fields, such as marine
environment, green processes, land planning, etc. The degree in
Environmental Science gives access to different kinds of job, including
positions in public and private organizations, consulting and engineering
companies, municipalities and local authorities, national and regional
environmental authorities.
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Fig. 1.Higher education curricula in Environmental Science & Engineering
Training Activity
Basic

Characterizing

Integrative

Student choice
Interdisciplinary laboratory
Final test
Total

Disciplines
Naturalistic
Mathematics
Physics
Chemistry
Biology
Ecology
Earth sciences
Agriculture
Chemistry
Physics
Environmental Law
Environmental Impact
Assessment
Environmental Management
System
Life Cycle Assessment
Economics
Miscellaneous
Experimental activities
Technical report
-

Ects
(Indicative
Figures)
40

65

20

30
20
5
180

Fig. 2. Typical structure of three-year course in Environmental Science (1st level degree)
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Training Activity
Basic

Characterizing

Integrative

Student choice
Interdisciplinary
laboratory
Final test
Total

Disciplines
Mathematics
Physics
Chemistry
Biology
Earth sciences
Agriculture
Chemistry
Environmental Law
Environmental Impact
Assessment
Environmental
Management System
Life Cycle Assessment
Economics
Miscellaneous

Ects (Indicative
Figures)
20

15

15

20

Experimental activities

25

Technical report
-

25
120

Fig. 3. Typical structure of two-year course in environmental sciences (2nd level degree).

As shown in figure 1, at the end of three year curriculum it is
possible to attend to one year (a Master course of 60 credits) (figure 4)
devoted to students already graduated in scientific disciplines (physics,
chemistry, biology, geology, natural sciences, etc.) having the aim to deliver
competencies in specific fields of environmental issues.

Module 1
Ethical & Juridical
Fundamentals
Module 2
Environmental
Assessment
Module 3
Environmental And
Economic Management

The principles of sustainable
development
The principles of environmental
protection
Legislation on sustainable
development.
Local, regional, global impacts

11 ECTS

Environmental prevention
methods and tools

8 ECTS

Models for environmental
analysis
Sustainable management of
energy systems
Methods and tools for
environmental management

17 ECTS
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Module 4
Application Training
Stage
Final Test
Total

Environmental accountability
Tools for supporting decision
making
Case studies

10 ECTS
16 ECTS
4 ECTS
66 ECTS

Fig. 4. Typical structure of a Master Course on Management of Sustainability
(Master 1st level)
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FROM THE BIODIVERSITY TO THE CONJUGATION
OF DIFFERENCES AS AN EXISTENCE MODEL
Vittorio De Vitis
University of Lecce (Puglia, Italy);
PhD student in “Pedagogy of development”
WWF Italy (Puglia regional section)
The topic of diversity in pedagogy involves, among many others,
two areas of reflection that tend to intersect, even if they have numerous
operating difficulties. These areas are:
–
in what way the meeting between different people can become
occasion of development and exchange, instead of crash and conflict;
–
in what way the diversity can be seen as a source of mutual
enrichment, instead of source of problems and difficulties that
push to homologation.
Up to now, the way to face every single difficulties related to the
conjugation of differences has been realized in educational attempts for the
acknowledgment of the “right to difference”.
This approach has turned in the construction of a learning too much
related to the knowledge, which has been progressively consolidated as a
central value of the modern culture and as a basic principle of the
information society. However, this kind of knowledge has not be able to
generate stable and durable competences.
An education that watches to the complexity of the society and of the
culture generated for and from the same education, postulates different
approaches that operate on several plans and cross not only several subjects
but also different dimensions (for example cognitive, emotional and
pragmatic ones). This kind of education can be able to generate learning for
the life and to motion growing and change processes.
Routes and itineraries of research in “environmental education” can
be considered a good example of the difficulties in generating meaningful
and durable learning. The “environmental education” is able to combine
knowledge, being able to do and being able to be.
The educational intertwining between knowledge and experience,
identity and environment, values and change, will enable to an instruction
and to an “ecosystem learning” (therefore, to a school system as formal
context of learning) of establishing strong motivations for the adoption of
the “metaphor of environment” as a strategic paradigm of educational, value
and didactic choices.
In the wide context of the “ecological theory of development”, one
of the possible tracks of didactic and educational research is the attempt of
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an approach related to the items of diversity. On the one hand, this approach
can lead to the awareness of the great importance of the respect and of the
value of the natural biodiversity; on the other hand, this approach can lead
to a gradual construction of educationally meaningful relations on the
intercultural area. These relations will be founded on solidarity and
reciprocity, based on the comparison and the dialogue between people,
different because of individual or socio-cultural features.
The biodiversity for a new environmental culture

The term “biodiversity” was used among scientific international
literature at the end of 80es, spreading with extraordinary rapidity. Used for
the first time by the American scientist Walter G. Rosen in September 1986,
in occasion of the conference “National Forum on Bio-Diversity” in
Washington, the term “biodiversity” - thanks to several studies and
researches - has broadened its original meaning from the ecosystems to the
landscapes, the bio-geographical regions and the biosphere.
Apart from the definitions and the technical-scientific improvement,
the thematic of biodiversity increases more and more its horizons of
epistemological research, as we said before, also to the respect and the
defence of the cultural diversities, the safeguard of that is unavoidable. For
this reason biodiversity supplies an effective contribution and support to the
intercultural pedagogy and didactics.
Moving from the knowledge of the deep operating biological
mechanisms operating in nature, in fact, biodiversity & interculture can
supply to the next generations indelible examples of relation life, of models
of solidarity and of social development. In synthesis, biodiversity &
interculture can establish an irreplaceable union between the protection
(recovery, conservation, improvement) of the environment and the
intellectual evolution of people.
To study and to investigate biodiversity have, therefore, a high
formative value, not only in the construction of the scientific thought, but
also in all the educational processes to the “complex” thought and to the
“ecological thought”, which should be favoured in today education and in
the future education (Morin E., 1993).
The multidimensional and complex nature of biodiversity causes
many difficulties in the didactic and pedagogical communication, without
the necessary knowledge and abilities “to read” socio-cultural and
environmental relations and interactions, also because biodiversity often
remains related to the meanings assigned by cultural traditions or the
common sense.
To interpret and live natural and cultural biodiversity means that we
have to reach to its knowledge interrogating, inquiring and trying relations
(and new attitudes), constructing scientific coherent and structured
knowledge, and engaging on the didactic-pedagogical and ethical-social
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areas, without pretensions of assimilation, so to reach a mutual development
based on solidarity.
In this sense, to develop an “intercultural mediation” (as dialogue
between different people and cultures) becomes necessary, in educationalenvironmental perspective, and realizing concrete opportunities of
integration and cohabitations of every people with the social group.
To cover this road means to pass from the discovery of the “your
own environment” - in local sense and, gradually, planetary - to the
knowledge of the characteristics and conditions that make the environment
sustainable for us and for the next generations. This can lead young people
to a level of judgment, interest, “pro-active” disposition, of protection and
improvement (Perucca A., 1998).
The synergy between school and institutions, in local, national and
international contexts, is essential in orienting the young generations not
only to the protection, the preservation and the care, but also and above all
to construct meaningfully and authentically empathic relations with the
other, the different one and faraway from yourself.
Programs and routes of environmental education from an
intercultural point of view can promote an awareness, even if only intuitive
and analog, and, at the same time, value the effort for the acquisition of a
responsible and virtuous life style, towards the close environment (and,
therefore, in the systemic meaning), and also towards the distant
environment, activating relations of solidarity with the other different, near
or far away.
The pedagogical and cultural proposal on the diversity, privileging
the differences (as a value) but also the social-anthropological connections
and characteristics of the local communities and of the natural environment,
will refuse to generalize the cultural homogeneity, encouraging, on the one
hand, the usual scientific-naturalistic experiences and, on the other hand, it
will stimulate the education to the perception and to the aware reflection,
beginning from immediate and narrow levels (diversity among species,
expression of genetic diversity, diversity between species or groups
etcetera), to more complex levels.
The disappearance or the impoverishment of biodiversity is a real serious
problem, that we must face with the maximum consideration in the educational
relation, according to the criterion of responsibility (Jonas H., 2002).
The natural extinction are integral part of the history of life on the
Earth, but a greater and greater number of species are becoming extinct with
a rate of loss without precedent in the history of the planet, because of the
anthropic action: pollution, excessive sampling of resources, destruction of
the habitats, etcetera.
The goal of the stability of the natural and human ecosystems is
perspective far from the daily life and generally not perceived in one
generation life time. This goal can become a concrete and permanent cultural
patrimony if we “sprinkle” the education not only with knowledge but also
with new kinds of thought and new responsible and ethical attitudes.
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The “environmental-intercultural education”, fully connected with
biodiversity, lead to the acknowledgement of the variety and the diversity as
a “value in itself”, which we have to promote and to respect, forcing
ourselves to critically and deeply re-think to the several and daily events of
intolerance, incomprehension “inter-subjective” and “inter-groups”, to the
persistent actions of discrimination, to the clear imbalance between social
groups, between riche and complex cultures and cultures of silence,
forgotten and depressed.
The recovery of the knowledge of the real relational dimension with
a widest environmental context – as an ecosystem of which the man is an
inseparable part and in which nothing and nobody can be isolated and selfsufficient - is the educational and formative challenge of the mankind of the
Third millennium.
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DESDE LA BIODIVERSIDAD A LA CONJUGACIÓN DE
LAS DIFERENCIAS COMO MODELO DE EXISTENCIA
Vittorio De Vitis
Universidad de Lecce,
Doctorando en “Pedagogía del Desarrollo”
WWF Italia - Sección Regional de la Puglia
El asunto de la diversidad en pedagogía hace referencia, entre
muchos, a los ámbitos de reflexión que, aunque derivados de distintas
dificultades prácticas, tienden a entrecruzarse:
–
cómo el encuentro entre diversos puede ser ocasión de
intercambio y crecimiento, en cambio de ser ocasión de
enfrentamiento y de conflicto;
–
cómo la diversidad puede ser fuente de riqueza, de
enriquecimiento mutuo, en cambio de ser fuente de problemas y
dificultades que empujan hacia intentos de omologación.
La forma de encarar cada dificultad, en la conjugación de las
diversidades, ha sido traducida, hasta ahora, en tentativas educativas
tendentes al reconocimiento del “derecho a la diferencia”.
Este enfoque ha llegado a determinar la costrucción de un saber
demasiado atado al conocimiento, que se ha paulatinamente afirmado como
valor central de la cultura moderna y como soporte de la sociedad de la
información, siendo sin embargo incapaz de traducirse en prácticas que
engendren competencias estables y duraderas.
Una educación que mire a la complejidad de la sociedad y de la
cultura, producida por y a través de estas mismas, necesita de enfoques
distintos que actúen en ámbitos distintos, y atraviesen ámbitos disciplinares
distintos y también distintas dimensiones (cognitiva, emocional,
pragmática), capaces de engendrar aprendizajes para la vida y de empezar
procesos de crecimiento y de cambio.
Un plan que, de forma estratégica, puede ayudar para solucionar la
dificultad de producir aprendizajes significativos y duraderos, puede ser
representado por recorridos e itinerarios de investigación en “educación
medioambiental”, capaces de conjugar el saber, el saber hacer y el saber ser.
De hecho, el entrelazamiento formativo entre conocimiento y
experiencia, identidad y medio ambiente, valores y cambio, hace posible
que una enseñanza y un aprendizaje (es decir, un sistema escolar como
contexto formal de conocimiento) “ecosistémicos” motiven decididamente
hacia la adopción de la “metáfora del medio ambiente” como paradigma
estratégico de las decisiones educativas, axiológicas y didàcticas.
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En el amplio contexto de la teoría ecológica del desarrollo, una de
las posibiles vías de investigación didáctico-educativa es la que se origina
en el intento de un enfoque anclado en el asunto de la diversidad, que de un
lado lleve a la conciencia de la enorme importancia del respecto y del valor
de la biodiversidad natural y del otro a una paulatina costrucción de
relaciones significativas desde el punto de vista de la educación
intercultural, fundamentadas en la solidariedad y en la reciprocidad, en la
comparación y en el diálogo entre sujetos diferentes por características
individuales o socio-culturales.
La biodiversidad para una cultura medioambiental nueva

El término “biodiversidad” ha aparecido en la literatura científica
internacional a finales de los ’80 y se ha difundido con una rapidez extraordinaria.
Utilizado por primera vez por el científico americano Walter G.
Rosen en el mes de septiembre de 1986, con la ocasión de la conferencia
“National Forum on BioDiversity” en Washington, como consecuencia de
muchos estudios e investigaciones, el término ha adquirido un sentido más
ancho del originario hasta incluir hoy no sólo los ecosistemas sino que
también los paisajes, las regiones biogeográficas y la misma biosfera.
Además de las definiciones y de las profundizaciones técnicocientíficas el asunto de la biodiversidad amplía cada vez más sus horizontes
de investigación epistemológica, como ya se ha dicho, hasta llegar a tomar
en cuenta el respecto y la defensa de las diversidades culturales, cuya
salvaguardia es ya insoslayable, otorgando una contribución eficaz y soporte
a la pedagogía y a la didáctica interculturales.
En efecto, a partir del conocimiento de los profundos mecanismos
biológicos que actuan en la naturaleza, permite ofrecer a las generaciones
futuras ejemplos indelebles de vida relacional, de modelos de solidariedad,
de desarrollo social; en resumen, permite establecer una insustituible unión
de la tutela (rescate, conservación, valoración) del ambiente con la
evolución intelectiva de una población.
Estudiar e investigar la biodiversidad tiene, por lo tanto, mucho valor
formativo, no sólo en la construcción del pensamiento científico, sino que
también en todos los procesos de educación para el pensamiento “complejo”
y el pensamiento “ecológico” que tendrían que ser privilegiados en la
educación hodierna y en la futura (Morin E., 1993).
No son pocas las dificultades que su naturaleza multidimensional y
compleja origina en la comunicación didáctico-pedagógica, si no se tienen
los necesarios conocimientos y la capacidad de “leer” las relaciones e
interacciones socioculturales y medioambientales, además porque a menudo
permanece atada a las significaciones que las distintas tradiciones culturales
o el sentido común, muchas veces estereotipados, le atribuyen.
Interpretar y vivir la biodiversidad natural y cultural significa llegar
a conocerla preguntando, investigando y buscando relaciones (y actitudes
nuevas), construyendo conocimientos científicos coherentes y estructurados,
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y comprometendose en el ámbito didáctico-pedagógico y ético-social, sin
miras de asimilación y con vistas a un desarrollo recíproco fundamentado en
la solidariedad.
En este caso, es más preciso que nunca desarrollar una “mediación
intercultural” (entendida como diálogo entre poblaciones y culturas
distintas) en una perspectiva educativo-medio ambiental creando
posibilidades concretas de integración y convivencia de cada persona con el
grupo social.
Recorrer este camino significa pasar del descubrimiento del “propio
medio ambiente” – entendido en sentido local y también planetario – al
conocimiento de sus características y de las condiciones que lo hacen
aceptable para nosostros y para las generaciones futuras, para llegar después
ad un nivel de juicio, de interés, de actitud “proactiva”, de tutela y de
valoración (Perucca A., 1998).
La acción sinérgica de la escuela, de las instituciones, en los
contextos locales, nacionales e internacionales se manifiesta asì fundamental
para guiar los jovenes en proteger, preservar o curar pero, también y sobre
todo, en construir relaciones significativa y auténticamente empáticas hacia
con el otro, el distinto, el lejano de sí.
Programas e itinerarios de educación ambiental en una perspectiva
intercultural pueden promover una conciencia (aunque sólo intuitiva y
analógica) y, al mismo tiempo, valorar el esfuerzo para la consecución de un
estilo de vida responsable y virtuoso, hacia el medio ambiente cercano, y
por eso, en su acepción sistémica, también hacia el medio ambiente lejano,
iniciando relaciones solidarias con el otro distinto, cercano o lejano.
La propuesta pedagógica y cultural sobre la diversidad, privilegiando
las diferencias (como valor), pero también los nexos y las características
socio-antropológicas de las comunidades locales y del ambiente natural,
tiene que negarse a generalizar la homogeneidad, animando, de un lado, las
usuales experiencias de tipo científico-naturalista y, por el otro, impulsando
la educación a la percepción y a la reflexión consciente, desde los niveles
más inmediatos y reducidos (diversidad de las especies, expresión de
diversidad genética, de diversidad entre especies o grupos, ...) hasta llegar a
niveles más complejos.
La desaparición, o el empobrecimiento de la biodiversidad es un
problema de enorme relieve, que tiene que ser encarado con la máxima
consideración en la relación educativa según el principio de responsabilidad
(Jonas H., 2002).
Las extinciones naturales integran la historia de la vida en el planeta
Tierra, pero un número cada vez mayor de especies està extinguiendose con
una rapidez nunca vista hasta ahora en la historia del planeta, por efecto de
la acción humana: polución, excesivo consumo de recursos, destrucción del
hábitat, ...etc.
La meta de la estabilidad de los ecosistemas naturales y humanos es
una perspectiva lejana del vivir cotidiano y, generalmente, no es percepida
en el tiempo de una generación; para llegar a ser concreta y patrimonio
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cultural permanente, hace falta “rociar” la educación no sólo con
conocimientos sino también con formas nuevas de pensamiento y nuevas
actitudes responsables y éticas.
La educación ambiental de marco intercultural, íntimamente
relacionada con la biodiversidad, lleva al reconocimiento de la variedad e
de la diversidad como “valores en sí mismos” a promover y respectar,
obligando a revisar crítica y profundamente las muchas y cotidianas
manifestaciones de intolerancia, incomprensión, intersujetiva e intergrupal,
las persistentes acciones de discriminación, los evidentes desequilibrios
entre grupos sociales, entre las culturas ricas y variadas y las culturas del
silencio, olvidadas y desanimadas.
La recuperación de la conciencia de la susistencia de una relación
real con el amplio contexto medio ambiental, como ecosistema del que el
hombre hace parte de forma insoslayable, y en el que nada y nadie puede ser
aislado y autosuficiente, representa el desafío educativo y formativo para la
humanidad del Tercer Milenio.
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DALLA BIO-DIVERSITA ALLA CONIUGAZIONE
DELLE DIFFERENZE COME MODELLO DI ESISTENZA
Vittorio De Vitis
Università degli Studi di Lecce;
Dottorando di Ricerca in “Pedagogia dello Sviluppo”
WWF Italia; Sezione Regionale Puglia
Il tema della diversità in pedagogia comporta, tra i tanti, due ambiti
di riflessione che, pur rivenienti da numerose difficoltà operative, tendono
ad intersecarsi:
–
come fare affinché l’incontro tra diversi diventi occasione di
scambio e di crescita, e non di scontro e di conflitto;
–
come fare affinché la diversità risulti fonte di ricchezza, di
arricchimento reciproco e non sia, invece, generatrice di
problemi e di difficoltà spinte a tentativi di omologazione.
Il modo di affrontare le singole difficoltà, legate alla coniugazione
delle diversità, si è concretizzato, sinora, in tentativi educativi finalizzati al
riconoscimento del “diritto alla differenza”.
Tale approccio si è risolto nella costruzione di un sapere troppo
legato alla conoscenza, che si è venuta progressivamente a consolidare come
valore centrale della cultura moderna e principio portante della società
dell’informazione; conoscenza incapace, tuttavia, di tradursi in condotte
generatrici di competenze stabili e durevoli nel tempo.
Un’educazione che guardi alla complessità della società e della cultura
che, da essa e per essa, venga generata, postula approcci diversificati che
operino su più piani ed attraversino non solo più ambiti disciplinari ma a più
dimensioni (cognitiva, emotiva, pragmatica), capaci di generare
apprendimenti per la vita e di innescare processi di crescita e di cambiamento.
Un piano che può risultare strategicamente determinante della
condizione di difficoltà nel generare apprendimenti significativi e durevoli,
può essere rappresentato da percorsi ed itinerari di ricerca in “educazione
ambientale”, capaci di coniugare il sapere col saper fare e col saper essere.
L’intreccio formativo tra conoscenza ed esperienza, identità ed
ambiente, valori e cambiamento, permetterà, infatti, ad un insegnamento e
ad un apprendimento (quindi, ad un sistema scuola, come contesto formale
di conoscenza) “ecosistemico” di instaurare forti motivazioni per l’adozione
della “metafora dell’ambiente”, quale paradigma strategico di scelte
educative, valoriali, didattiche.
Nell’ampio contesto della teoria ecologica dello sviluppo, una delle
piste di ricerca didattico-educativa possibili è il tentativo di un approccio
legato alle tematiche della diversità che, da una parte, conduca alla
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consapevolezza dell’enorme importanza del rispetto e del valore della
biodiversità naturale e dall’altra, una graduale costruzione di relazioni
educativamente significative sul versante interculturale, fondate sulla
solidarietà e sulla reciprocità, basate sul confronto e sul dialogo di soggetti
differenti per caratteristiche individuali e/o socio-culturali.
La biodiversità per una nuova cultura ambientale

Il termine “biodiversità” è apparso inizialmente nella letteratura
scientifica internazionale alla fine degli anni ottanta diffondendosi con una
straordinaria rapidità.
Usato per la prima volta dallo scienziato americano Walter G. Rosen
nel settembre 1986, in occasione della conferenza “National Forum on
BioDiversity” a Washington, il termine, in seguito a numerosissimi studi e
ricerche, ha allargato il suo significato originario estendendolo al di là degli
ecosistemi fino ai paesaggi, le regioni biogeografiche e la stessa biosfera.
Al di là delle definizioni e degli approfondimenti tecnico-scientifici
la tematica della biodiversità allarga sempre più i suoi orizzonti di ricerca
epistemologica, come si è detto, anche al rispetto e alla difesa delle
diversità culturali la cui salvaguardia è oramai ineludibile, fornendo un
efficace contributo e sostegno alla pedagogia e alla didattica interculturale.
Partendo dalla conoscenza dei profondi meccanismi biologici
operanti in natura, infatti, consente di fornire alle future generazioni esempi
indelebili di vita di relazione, di modelli di solidarietà, di sviluppo sociale;
in sintesi, a stabilire un insostituibile connubio tra la tutela (recupero,
conservazione, valorizzazione) dell’ambiente e l’evoluzione intellettuale di
un popolo.
Studiare e indagare la biodiversità ha, quindi, un alto valore
formativo, non solo nella costruzione del pensiero scientifico, ma in tutti i
processi di educazione al pensiero “complesso” ed al “pensiero ecologico”
che dovrebbero essere privilegiati nell’educazione di oggi e nell’educazione
del futuro (Morin E., 1993).
La sua natura multidimensionale e complessa pone non poche
difficoltà nella comunicazione didattico-pedagogica, senza le conoscenze
necessarie e le capacità di “leggere” relazioni e interazioni socio-culturali e
ambientali anche perché, spesso rimane legata ai significati che le
attribuiscono le diverse tradizioni culturali o il senso comune, spesso
stereotipate.
Interpretare e vivere la biodiversità naturale e culturale significa,
attingere alla sua conoscenza interrogandosi, indagando e cercando relazioni
(ed atteggiamenti nuovi), costruendo conoscenze scientifiche coerenti e
strutturate e impegnandosi sul versante didattico-pedagogico ed eticosociale, senza pretese di assimilazione, in vista di uno sviluppo reciproco
improntato alla solidarietà.
In questo senso, diventa quanto mai necessario sviluppare una
“mediazione interculturale” (intesa come dialogo tra popoli e culture
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diverse) in una prospettiva educativo-ambientale e realizzando concrete
possibilità di integrazione e di convivenza di ogni individuo con il gruppo
sociale.
Percorrere questa strada vuol dire passare dalla scoperta del “proprio
ambiente” - inteso in senso locale e, via via planetario - alla conoscenza dei
suoi caratteri e delle condizioni che lo rendono sostenibile per noi e per le
future generazioni, per accedere ad un livello di giudizio, di interesse, di
disposizione “proattiva”, di tutela e di valorizzazione (Perucca A., 1998).
L’azione sinergica della scuola, delle istituzioni, nei contesti locali,
nazionali e internazionali diventa fondamentale nell’orientare le giovani
generazioni non solo a proteggere, preservare o curare ma, anche e,
soprattutto, a costruire relazioni significativamente e autenticamente
empatiche con l’altro, il diverso e il lontano da sé.
Programmi e percorsi di educazione ambientale in un’ottica
interculturale possono promuovere una consapevolezza (pur anche solo)
intuitiva ed analogica e, nello stesso tempo, valorizzare lo sforzo per
l’acquisizione di uno stile di vita responsabile e virtuoso, sia verso l’ambiente
vicino e, quindi, nell’accezione sistemica, anche verso l’ambiente lontano,
attivando relazioni solidali con l’altro diverso, vicino o lontano.
La proposta pedagogica e culturale sulla diversità, privilegiando le
differenze (come valore) ma anche le connessioni e le caratteristiche socioantropologiche delle comunità locali e dell’ambiente naturale, rifiuterà di
generalizzare l’omogeneità culturale, incoraggiando, per un verso, le
consuete esperienze di tipo scientifico-naturalistico e, dall’altro, stimolerà
l’educazione alla percezione ed alla riflessione consapevole, a partire da
livelli più immediati e meno vasti (diversità all’interno delle specie,
espressione di diversità genetica, diversità tra specie o gruppi, ...) per finire
a livelli più complessi.
La scomparsa, o il depauperamento della biodiversità è un problema di
enorme rilievo, che deve essere affrontato con la massima considerazione nella
relazione educativa secondo il criterio di responsabilità (Jonas H., 2002).
Le estinzioni naturali fanno parte integrante della storia della vita
sulla Terra, ma un numero sempre maggiore di specie si sta estinguendo con
un tasso di perdita senza precedenti nella storia del pianeta, per effetto
dell’azione antropica: inquinamento, eccessivo prelievo di risorse,
distruzione degli habitat, ecc.
Il traguardo della stabilità degli ecosistemi naturali e umani è una
prospettiva lontana dal vissuto quotidiano e, generalmente non percepita
nell’arco di una generazione; per diventare concreta e patrimonio culturale
permanente, occorre “irrorare” l’educazione, non solo di conoscenze ma anche,
di nuove forme di pensiero e di nuovi atteggiamenti responsabili ed etici.
L’educazione ambientale di marca interculturale, intimamente
connessa con la biodiversità, porta al riconoscimento della varietà e della
diversità come “valori in sé” da promuovere e rispettare, costringendo a
ripensare criticamente e profondamente alle molteplici e quotidiane
manifestazioni di intolleranza, di incomprensione, intersoggettiva ed
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intergruppale, alle persistenti azioni di discriminazione, ai vistosi squilibri
tra gruppi sociali, tra le culture ricche e articolate e le culture del silenzio,
dimenticate e depresse.
Il recupero della consapevolezza della reale dimensione relazionale
con il più ampio contesto ambientale, quale ecosistema di cui l’uomo è parte
inscindibile e nel quale nulla e nessuno può essere isolato e autosufficiente,
costituisce la sfida educativa e formativa dell’umanità del Terzo millennio.
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REORIENTING HIGHER EDUCATION TOWARDS
AN EfS PERSPECTIVE
THE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF TWO
SYLLABUSES IN MASTER PROGRAMMES OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF MINHO (PORTUGAL)
Mário Freitas
Assistant professor21
Department of Methodologies of Education,
Institute of Education and Psychology,
University of Minho, Braga, Portugal
mfreitas@iep.uminho.pt
Stressing the importance of reorienting formal education (at all
levels), towards an Education for Sustainability (EfS) perspective, we will
present the design and the participative development of two syllabuses in
two different Master Programmes of University of Minho, according to a
Problem-Based Learning (PBL) approach: a) “Health, Environment and
Sustainable Development” in the Master Programme of Health Education;
b) “Environment and Health” in the Master Programme of Environmental
Sciences. In direct relationship with some general competences, objectives
and contents previously established, the development of the syllabuses
started with students’ suggestion and selection of some problems (Problem
Market activity). Divided into groups of 3 to 5, students worked together in
order of solving the problems. The syllabuses development combined
collaborative group work with discussion sessions (namely for debating the
solutions suggested by each group) and lectures.
Throughout the course, each student elaborated a reflexive diary
and/or a portfolio. In order of empowering the outcomes of the experience
we finish the process with a collective reflection and an individual
evaluation.

21. Degree in Biology, Master and PhD in Education.
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CASE-STUDIES FOR EDUCATION
IN SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
IN AUTOMATIC CONTROL
Antoni Grau, Yolanda Bolea, Joan Domingo,
Juan Gámiz and Herminio Martínez
Automatic Control Department,
Technical University of Catalonia (UPC)
C/ Pau Gargallo 5, 08028 Barcelona, Spain
antoni.grau@upc.edu
Abstract

In this work we present a case-study teaching material suitable for
Automatic Control Engineering career that can be used for teachers as well
as students. The material has a web format with pictures, links and selfevaluation pages.
Keywords: Case-study methodology, didactic material, e learning,
multimedia.
Introduction

The Automatic Control studies have a very close relationship with
the industrial world. This proximity makes suitable the use of case studies to
close the gap between students and professionals. The task of educators is to
choose adequate cases to show to the students the relevance of their
decisions when they will get positions of responsibility in companies. Their
decisions have to make more sustainable industrial processes, generating
few wastes, consuming little energy, using recyclable materials, using few
raw materials to produce goods, and other precepts of interest for a
sustainable development as well as introducing good ethics. For this reason,
in the paper we present a very useful tool to complement the teaching of
automatic control studies.
This tool is addressed to teachers as well as to students, and it is in
electronic format, that is, in a web page format. The cases have been split
into four main sub-areas (Industrial Computer Technology, Modelling and
Control Theory, Control Technology and Automation, Industrial Robotics.)
in order to clarify the organization. Each case has the following structure: a
short theoretical introduction, the real case remarking the impact in the
environment or in the society, and some solutions or recommendations,
some of the cases also incorporate a self evaluation test and the most
relevant references.
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These case studies are included in an interactive CD or DVD or in
the environmental website of the UPC. We, the authors of the case-study
tool, also make some recommendations to teachers on how to use it, how to
emphasize and how to assess the impact at the student. The result
demonstrates that the degree of awareness of student for sustainable
development has risen after the use of the tool. Besides the case studies,
some sustainable laboratory practices are also presented with the object to
be taught to students.
Methodology and Description

Control engineering is based in the fundamentals of feedback theory
and the analysis of linear systems, and it integrates the concepts of network
theories and communications (Dorf, 1998), (Eronini, 2001), (Ogata, 1993).
Thus, this area is not limited to any discipline in engineering, and it also can
be applied to aeronautical engineering, chemical, mechanical, environmental,
medical, civil and electrical. In fact, the curriculum greening in Control and
Automatic Engineering follows the same path that others matters, because
the concepts and basic descriptors of courses are not modified, including
sustainable criteria in the theory, problems, exercises and laboratory
practices, either by of environmental applications as through solutions
respectful with the environment.
Subjects must be greened homogenously with the same methodology
and with the following actions.
Through a problems compilation along the academic year and the
proposed examples in the classroom. Theses examples and exercises have to
be ‘for the sustainability’ (or sustainable) and they could be proposed as:
–
Exercises of control systems with environmental applications
(where the plant is, i.e., a cleaning water central).
–
Exercises where the criteria to design the controller are green
(minimal consumption of water, energy) and to achieve a big
energetic safe and a better natural resources management. The
control systems can also use renewable energy sources.
Through the implicit introduction in the syllabus of environmental
themes without changing the basic theory contents, explaining
environmental applications and sustainable solutions to typical problems in
every subject, for example:
–
Applications related with the environment in robotics systems,
such as automatic disassembling, waste cleaning.
–
To take into account the possibility of using recyclable materials
and components.
–
To choose devices fulfilling some environmental specifications.
Through the greening laboratory practices.
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Fig.1. Case-study tool layout. In this example, technical and environmental
challenges to overcome in the design of portable electronic equipments based on
microprocessors

Fig.2. Self-evaluation form for the case study of the Fig.1.
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The Automatic Control Dept has been working for several years in
the edition and publishing of teaching materials that could be useful for
introducing environmental issues in their regular subjects. An example is the
Environmental Curricular Plan, (Grau, 2002), addressed to lecturers, where
different publications have been done, (Grau, 2005). Now, a new step is
presented in this paper.
The case-study tool has been delivered to the Automatic Control
Dept, with a teaching staff of sixty-five people. After one year of evaluation
use, only 15% of lecturers have introduced sustainable concepts in their
subjects, a very low rate if we think that everybody recognizes the
importance of environment and sustainability. But, the one hundred percent
of lecturers that decided introduce these kind of concepts, have use this tool
and they recognize its effectiveness. We are already working in its second
edition, incorporating more cases based on real environmental problems. In
the UPC web page, (http://www.upc.edu/mediambient), the complete
version of this case-study tool can be found. The tool has been done
completely in HTML language and it can be used in any computer with a
web browser. The attached document to the case studies pages are in pdf
format, also a format with free reader programs.
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A PRACTICAL COURSE
TO ENGAGE UNIVERSITIES TO ESD
Antoni Grau, Yolanda Bolea
Automatic Control Department,
Technical University of Catalonia (UPC)
C/ Pau Gargallo 5, 08028 Barcelona, Spain
antoni.grau@upc.edu
Abstract

Nowadays, the awareness about sustainable development is
increasing substantially all over the world as well as in all the activities we
do. Even though people individually are aware, it does not happen the same
with the collectivities, and particularly not all the Universities have the
Education on Sustainable Development (ESD) considered as a goal. For this
reason, we propose a practical course addressed to those Universities that
need: first, to initiate the process of incorporating ESD and ethical values in
their careers; and, second, to put in practice some slogans and good
intentions but that have never been carried out. It is of special relevance to
compile the obstacles to overcome before the objectives could be achieved.
Finally, some assessment methods are mentioned in order to evaluate the
degree of SD implantation in each university.
Keywords: ESD, environmental and sustainable development,
practical course, university administrators.
Objectives

At the Automatic Control Dept in the Technical University of
Catalonia, we have designed a course entitled “Introducing ESD at the
University”, which objectives are:
–
To initiate the Education on Sustainable Development (ESD) in
regular careers as well as ethical values in the Universities
without a tradition on ESD.
–
To empower and improve Education in those Universities with a
tradition on ESD.
The course is addressed mainly to faculty, but the experience
demonstrates that students, staff and administrators have to receive it for
transforming the environmental and sustainability awareness into a set of
real actions at the University. The effectiveness of the course will depend on
the degree of engagement of the different groups involved in the course.
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The idea is based on the picture in figure 1, which shows the
relationship among the different stakeholders involved within the University
as well as the external community. We have defined the next steps as the
methodology to follow the course and execute the linked actions:
–
To identify who are “key people”.
–
To promote actions to be done for the key people in order to
create a strong network in the University.
–
To propose actions to motivate the other university’s
stakeholders for integrating sustainable development in their
activities.
–
To identify the weakest points among the stakeholders: the
obstacles.
–
To assess the whole process.

University
University
Administratio
Administration

Students
Students

n

Community

Community

Co
m
m
un
ity

Co
m
m
un
ity

Key
Key
People
People

Staff
Staff

Faculty
Faculty

Community
Communit
y
Fig. 1. Relationship among the different stakeholders at the University’s system.

Methodology

In this section, for each objective the different actions to take are
described. It is of special interest to identify who are the key people, because they
will promote the introduction of sustainability concepts in all the university’s
activities, ranging from the ESD to a sustainable campus’s life.
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STEP 1.

a) Who are Key People?
–
Enthusiastic and open people with a deep interest in
sustainability.
b) Actions to take for KP:
–
Sharing experience in ESD
–
Think-tankers
–
Attract new key people (faculty, students, staff, administrators,
community leaders...)
–
Involve professional associations on SD actions
–
Attract external funding
STEP 2. The Strong Network
–
–
–
–
–

Networking: eco-breakfast, coffee, lunch, home dinner
Talk to stakeholders: faculty, head of dept, dean, provost, rector,
president, head of EHS, food services
Seminars, panels, round-table
Media access
Advertising board (eco-board)

STEP 3 and 4.

In the following table, the actions to take with each group are shown
as well as the obstacles that will be found.
Faculty
• Education
• Curriculum
development
• Itinerant
professor (at
department
level)
• Faculty
development
seminar
• Motivation
through lectures
• Service
learning
Research

Students

Administration
Engaging in
• Education
• Compliance issues
• Student forum
• Environmental Health
for SD
and Safety (EHS),
• Invited Lectures: assurance to campus and
guest speaker
community
• Service learning environmental
on SD: credit
protection
awards
• Formal agreements
• Curriculum
for SD
development:
• Public
laboratory practices exposure/relations/media
• Env. Projects:
= image
credit awards
• Cost-saving
• Contact with
sustainable practices
itinerant professor
• Green campus: bike,

Staff
• Recognition
and reward
system
• Appreciation
• Creation of a
reward structure
• Compliance
implementation
• Purchasing
food & supplies
policy: e.g.
Reusable
Utensils
• Energy
management
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• Faculty
incentive and
awards
• Thesis/Project
Topic: Heavy
Env. And SD
component
Others
• Media
publication
(newspapers,
webs, radio
station,)

• Lack of Time
• Insufficient
Funding
• Poor
Communication
among
stakeholders
• Lack of
spirituality
/enthusiasm
• Institutional
inertia (laziness)
• Lack of
reward system
that recognizes
contributions to
sustainable
development
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Others
flex car, compost, solar
• Oikos, students
cells, efficient
associations and
illumination, native
unions,
plants, properties
environmental
interchange)
clubs
• Change of habitudes
• Second-hand
(habits + attitudes)
market
• E-mail
• University
communication instead
publication
of hard copy,
(magazine, journal, • Agreement
news-paper)
University-Government
• Social events:
• Relationships among
competition,
Universities
exhibitions,
contests on SD
• Environmental
film festival
• Sustainable
week (inc. Earth
day, no-car day,)
Obstacles
• Time:
• Image
• Study, work,
• External pressures
family, mobility,
• Budgetary constraints
recreation
• Institutional inertia
• Lack of
enthusiasm
• Limited funds

• Recycling
infrastructure
• Staff forums
• Invited staff
lectures
• Information
courses for SD

• Impression of
lack of value
• Inertia
(personal,
institutional):
“It’s always
been done that
way”
• Perception of
being
overworked
• Budgetary
constraints
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STEP 5. The assessment

a) Quantitative
–
Number of subjects, BSc, MSc and PhD Thesis including ESD
concepts
–
Transfer of technology in environmental and sustainable issues
–
Other quantifiable issues
b) Qualitative
–
Perception of doing the right thing
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SUSTAINABLE DESIGN EDUCATION
FOR FUTURE ARCHITECTS
Pavel A. Kazantsev
Ph.D. architecture
Far East State Technical University,
Vladivostok Russia

C. “Land of Ginseng” - Ecological tourism center. Diploma project, 2005. Author E.Lezhnenko. Poster size 2.0 x 4.0 m., model.

Working for sustainable future last five years in Architectural
institute of Far East State Technical University (Vladivostok, Russia), after
learning the theoretical course, students design passive architectural forms.
Theoretical course of Architectural Climatology (third year students, 65-75
pupils every spring; lecturer Ph.D. Pavel A. Kazantsev) describe the main
principles of Green design (with the exception of natural constructions and
plasters). More attention in my lections I give to modification of
microclimatic conditions of open and closed space using previously
architectural forms. First of all the change of wind and insolating mode of
open spaces by means of architectural corrects its other meteorological
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dates: temperature and damp conditions, the mode of rainfalls, and also
directly influences the comfort of adjoining close spaces.
During next three years one group of students (20-25 pupils) are
master green design principles in practice. Compulsory “green” design steps
from simple forms to diploma drought include:
A. Design simple architectural form with wind-break and solar
heating possibility. Covers for kindergarten for 10-12 children’s
(third year student projects, spring). Compulsory practice in
framework of theoretical course.
B. Design passive heating and cooling, hot water and space heating
by solar water collectors; wind-break design of building and site.
Low store dwelling or single family house (four year student
project, spring). Compulsory use all methods of passive and
active solar design. May be natural constructions and plasters.
C. Complete design of sustainable building options. Diploma
project of public building or out-of-town complex (six year
student project, autumn-spring). The main part of diploma
projects besides draughts is research essay about Green design
principles.
In this year all five year students begin their compulsory design of
sustainable City Hall and Ecology Tower for Vladivostok. There were the
projects of sustainable Landscape design center only for advanced five year
students two years before.

A. Simple “Green” architectural form. Three year students practice work.

B. Passive and active solar heating study. Four year student’s project. Poster size
0.8 x 1.6 m., model. T.Belousova (1), E.Lezhnenko (2), 2003.
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Bionic view of Landscape design center interiors. Five year student’s project.
Author: Tatjana Belousova, 2004 .

Diploma project. Educational and research center of Sustainable design.
Author: Tatjana Belousova, 2005. Poster size 2.0 x 4.5 m., model.

The mover conception of a volumetric lay-out composition
IGUANA, which is lying on hill and basking in the sun, and also the
microclimate of the plot-the-top of the southern downhill which is blown off
by strong winds, deeply demonstrated us the usage of “Green architecture”
in the building volume’s decision of Sustainable design center.
There where three “Green” graduates groups for the last five years: 2001,
2003, 2005 (June) – almost 50 students. And one group of 20 students will
be in future – 2007, June. All projects design for local climatic conditions of
south Primorye, Russian Far East.
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RESEARCH PROJECT: THE CURRICULUM GREENING
PROCESS IN COMPULSORY EDUCATION
Rosa M. Medir, Anna M. Geli, Mercè Junyent, Lídia Ochoa,
Fanny Padilla, Emili Puig, Pere Salvatella
Grup de Recerca en Educació Científica i Ambiental (GRECA),
Universitat de Girona, Spain.- greca@udg.es
This research, coordinated by the Research Group on Scientific and
Environmental Education (University of Girona, Spain) is carried out thanks
to the financial support of the Ministry of the Environment and Housing and
the Ministry of Education of the Government of Catalonia. The
Environmental Education Catalan Society also takes part in the research
team, as well as teachers from pre-school, primary and secondary schools
engaged in the “Green Schools Program”.
Objectives

The main goals of the project are:
–
To define the concept of a curriculum greening and its
characteristics in pre-school, primary and secondary education
(compulsory education).
–
To design concrete actions and generic proposals towards the
improvement of the curriculum greening in all the stages of the
compulsory education.
–
To organize a shared workspace including all the different levels
of education.
–
To define the quality criteria in a greened curriculum and
evaluative strategies as well.
This project, considered as an action-research process for all the
parts involved, is articulated on the basis of three seminars and, between
them, internal work in the educational centres in order to allow other
teachers to participate. This process consists in interdisciplinary,
collaborative and participatory work aiming at the elaboration of common
shared papers answering the main goals proposed.
The first seminar aims are:
–
To define the curriculum greening process in compulsory education.
–
To define the key elements of this process and iii) to define its
characteristics.
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The first results are discussed in all the educational centres involved
in the project in order to approve the definitive version on the second
seminar, which main goals are.
–
To propose actions to improve the curriculum greening process.
–
To elaborate generic proposals which will be discussed in the centres.
During the third seminar the definitive common and shared papers
are elaborated, as well as the evaluation of the whole process. In addition,
participants also decide the communication plan to show the process and its
results beyond the parts involved.
Definition of Curriculum Greening Process made by seminars’ participants.

The curriculum greening is a reflexive and active process focused on
reaching an education for a sustainable development in the curricular
display, linked to the educational centre management and orientated in
promoting a more equitable, solidarious and participatory society.
The curriculum greening process should permit a socialenvironmental reality analysis and the research of alternatives according to
sustainability values. The curriculum greening process embraces all
knowledge fields and promotes actions involving all kind of institutions.
The curriculum greening process means acquiring global thinking
competences related to the environment and encourages responsibility,
commitment and action of the educational community towards the
development of environmental identity signs (trets d’identitat).
Methodology

This research project is based on a participatory and collaborative
work model, developed through democratic and flexible work teams, which
are created by participants owns initiative.
The dynamics of the work teams is based on the dialogue and shared
goals, and the personal expertise and contributions of every component.
On the other hand, plenary sessions, in which all the teams’ work is
shared and discussed, are crucial for the process development. In these
sessions, the discussion and reflecting based on the elaborated materials,
leads to integrate diversity into a shared concept construction.
During all this process, the GRECA (Research Group on Scientific
and Environmental Education) coordinates all different work teams and
plenary sessions, as well as the work carried out between seminars.
Our methodological references are:
–
Qualitative-Inductive research models
–
Participatory action research
–
Nominal groups work
–
The own research as a reflective and creative process of all
agents that are involved.
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First provisional results (summer 2005): Curriculum Greening Process,
characteristics.
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Methodology that promotes creative, critical and solidary
thinking and action.
Expressing ideas about the greening process and sustainability in
the official educational documents of the centre.
Coherence, linkage and contextualization with a sustainable
management of the centre.
Communication between the educational community and its
social environment
Assessment and valuation according to an environmental thinking.
Existence of participatory mechanisms with the involvement of
different institutions and agents.
Individual and collective work at different scales: local, regional
and global.
Concretion of strategies addressed to an educational action.
Interpretation of the reality as a complex and changing system.
Interdisciplinary and incorporation of the environmental dimension
in the curriculum content.

Flexible and adaptable process to the centre owns reality.
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MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR
This volume is part of the series of texts that make up the Acts of the
3rd World Environmental Education Congress - Educational Paths towards
Sustainability, held in Torino, Italy October 2nd - 6th 2006.
The Acts contain the texts which were sent in or which it was possible
to gather in time and while it is obvious that no collection of materials could
ever completely represent the richness and the atmosphere of an event of such
dimensions and complexity in which the photographs and the videos that
accompanied (or replaced) with sounds and images the words of the speakers
and in which a major role was played by interpersonal communication and by
the ‘atmosphere’ lived by the participants in the congress.
For further documentation reference can be made to the web site of
the congress (www.3weec.org) and to the Permanent International
Secretariat, which has its headquarters in Torino (www.environmentaleducation.org).
The Acts are composed of a general volume (published in two
separate editions, one in English and French, and one in Italian) and of
twelve themed volumes, one for each of the sessions that made up the
congress. The general volume has been printed, while the themed volumes
are only available in electronic form and can be downloaded from the
congress web-site, they are also included on a DVD enclosed with the
general volume.
Only the general volume, which contains the contributions from the
two opening and closing plenary sessions have been translated into the three
official languages of the congress. The contributions for the themed
volumes have been left in the language in which they were presented.
It is important to note that many participants in the congress used a
foreign language when preparing their papers and posters and this explains
any linguistic errors that the reader may encounter, we apologise for these.
The high quality of the texts and the variety of languages used made it
impossible to thoroughly review all the material, therefore we preferred to
leave to each author the responsibility for the style and/or formal precision
of his/her work. The translations realised for the general volume were
carried out under our responsibility.
Mario Salomone
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AVANT-PROPOS
Cet ouvrage fait partie de la série de volumes constituant les Actes
du 3rd World Environmental Education Congress – Educational Paths
towards Sustainability qui s’est tenu à Turin (Italie) du 2 au 6 octobre 2005.
Les Actes réunissent les textes qui nous sont parvenus ou qu’il a été
possible de récupérer en temps utile. Cela dit, aucune collecte de matériels
ne pourra jamais rendre complètement la richesse et l’atmosphère d’un
événement d’une telle envergure et d’une telle complexité, où les photos et
les vidéos ont souvent accompagné (ou remplacé) par des sons et des
images les mots des intervenants et où la communication interpersonnelle et
l’«atmosphère» vécue par les congressistes ont joué un rôle fondamental.
Pour une ultérieure documentation, nous renvoyons à ce qui a été
publié sur le site web du congrès (www.3weec.org) et du Secrétariat
permanent
international
qui
est
justement
situé
à
Turin
(www.environmental-education.org).
Les Actes sont composés d’un ouvrage général (publié en deux
éditions séparées, l’une en anglais/français et l’autre en italien) et de douze
volumes thématiques, un pour chacune des sessions du congrès.
L’ouvrage général est publié sur papier tandis que les volumes des
sessions thématiques sont uniquement publiés en format électronique,
téléchargeables du site web du congrès et contenus dans un DVD joint à
l’ouvrage général.
Seuls les textes de l’ouvrage général, qui contient les interventions
des deux sessions plénières d’ouverture et de clôture, ont été traduits dans
les trois langues officielles du congrès. Pour ce qui est des interventions des
sessions thématiques, elles ont été laissées dans la langue, ou dans les
langues, dans laquelle/lesquelles elles nous sont parvenues.
Un avertissement important concerne le fait que de nombreux
congressistes ont souvent utilisé pour leur paper ou leur poster une langue
différente de leur langue maternelle et ceci peut expliquer les fautes de
langue éventuelles que le lecteur ou la lectrice pourra relever dans certaines
interventions et pour lesquelles nous vous prions de nous excuser. La grande
quantité de textes et la variété des langues utilisées rendaient toutefois
impossible toute réélaboration minutieuse : nous avons donc préféré laisser
à chaque auteur la responsabilité de l’élégance et de la précision formelle de
ce qu’il avait écrit. En revanche, nous assumons la responsabilité des
traductions réalisées pour l’ouvrage général.
Mario Salomone
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AVVERTENZA DEL CURATORE
Questo volume fa parte della serie di volumi che costituiscono gli
Atti del 3rd World Environmental Education Congress – Educational Paths
towards Sustainability, tenutosi a Torino (Italia) dal 2 al 6 ottobre 2005.
Gli Atti raccolgono i testi che ci sono giunti o che è stato possibile
recuperare in tempo utile, anche se ovviamente nessuna raccolta di materiali
potrà mai rendere completamente la ricchezza e l’atmosfera di un evento di
tale dimensione e complessità, in cui spesso le foto e i video hanno
accompagnato (o sostituito) con suoni ed immagini le parole dei relatori e in
cui un grande ruolo è stato giocato dalla comunicazione interpersonale e
dalla “atmosfera” vissuta dai congressisti.
Per un’ulteriore documentazione si rinvia anche a quanto pubblicato
nel sito web del congresso (www.3weec.org) e del Segretariato Permanente
internazionale, che a sede proprio in Torino (www.environmentaleducation.org).
Gli Atti si compongono di un volume generale (edito in due edizioni
separate, una in inglese e francese e una in italiano) e di dodici volumi
tematici, uno per ciascuna delle sessioni in cui era articolato in congresso.
Il volume generale è edito su carta, mentre i volumi delle sessioni
tematiche sono editi solo in forma elettronica, scaricabili dal sito web del
congresso e inclusi in un DVD allegato al volume generale.
Solo i testi del volume generale, che contiene gli interventi delle due
sessioni plenarie di apertura e di chiusura, sono stati tradotti nelle tre lingue
ufficiali del congresso. Gli interventi delle sessioni tematiche sono invece
stati lasciati nella lingua, o nelle lingue, in cui ci sono pervenuti.
Un’avvertenza importante è che molti congressisti hanno spesso
utilizzato per il loro paper o poster una lingua diversa da quella materna e
questo può spiegare gli eventuali errori di lingua che il lettore o la lettrice
potrà trovare in alcuni interventi e di cui ci scusiamo. La grande quantità di
testi e la varietà di lingue utilizzate ne rendevano però impossibile una
rielaborazione a fondo: abbiamo quindi preferito lasciare a ciascun autore la
responsabilità dell’eleganza e/o precisione formale di quanto scritto. Sono
invece sotto la nostra responsabilità le traduzioni realizzate per il volume
generale.
Mario Salomone
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LEGAMBIENTE SCUOLA E FORMAZIONE.
UNA ASSOCIAZIONE DI PROFESSIONISTI
DELL’EDUCAZIONE AMBIENTALE.
Paola Bonis
Legambiente Scuola e Formazione
Se un'associazione ambientalista pensa l'ambiente non con una
accezione prettamente “naturalista”, ma come tutto ciò che ci circonda, in
un “mondo tutto attaccato”; se la definizione che diamo al termine
educazione ambientale è “formazione di mentalità e competenze utili per lo
sviluppo locale e globale sostenibile”, comprendiamo immediatamente che
tale associazione non può astenersi dal farsi coinvolgere pienamente in tutto
ciò che riguarda la scuola.
La ragione di questo percorso sta nella profonda convinzione
maturata in Legambiente, secondo cui la qualità del sistema formativo
nazionale è condizione indispensabile anche per la realizzazione di efficaci
politiche ambientali, a garanzia di una società e di un futuro sostenibile.
Non è sufficiente dire che non bisogna buttare la carta per terra: affinché ciò
avvenga, bisogna che la volontà di non farlo nasca dall'acquisizione di un
diverso punto di vista, da un vero cambiamento culturale.
Con l'intento di promuovere questo cambiamento è nato nel 1987 il
settore scuola e formazione di Legambiente, con la consapevolezza che
l'ambientalismo è uno strumento utile per tutto il Paese se sa interloquire
con le politiche strutturali, se sa fare proposte che migliorano e rinnovano il
Paese, se sa diffondere nella vita di tutti i valori della solidarietà e
dell’equità sociale. Questo modo di fare educazione ambientale, il nostro, ha
lasciato il segno, ha marcato la storia delle educazioni trasversali.
Fin dall'inizio si è puntato ad inserire l'educazione ambientale
all'interno dell'attività curricolare, curando sia la relazione con le discipline
ed il loro rinnovamento epistemologico che la cultura della complessità,
individuando nel ruolo centrale dell'insegnante la garanzia dell'innovazione
educativa e metodologica.
Nel 1997 Legambiente ha visto l’autonomia scolastica come progetto
di rinnovamento profondo, culturale, professionale ed organizzativo, che
poteva essere l'occasione per valorizzare i temi del curriculum di scuola, della
progettazione partecipata e della relazione tra scuola e territorio.
Nel 2000 è nata Legambiente Scuola e Formazione, riconosciuta dal
MIUR quale ente qualificato per la formazione del personale scolastico.
Essa vuole valorizzare la forma associativa fra professionisti per contribuire
al miglioramento della scuola e delle professioni coinvolte nei processi
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educativi e formativi, partendo dal presupposto che la scuola ha un ruolo
centrale nel formare un’identità e una cultura personale e collettiva.
Legambiente Scuola e Formazione quindi vuole essere un luogo di
incontro, di riflessione, di scambio e di esperienza.
Per questo offre ai suoi soci:
–
Attività di formazione in presenza e a distanza.
–
Lavori di ricerca professionale ed epistemologica.
–
Gemellaggi con altre realtà.
–
Occasioni di dibattito politico e culturale.
–
Consulenza per la realizzazione di progetti educativi.
–
Materiali didattici e informativi.
Legambiente Scuola e Formazione associa insegnanti, educatori,
formatori ed animatori del territorio e di gruppi giovanili e vuole
rappresentare un luogo privilegiato per affrontare, dal punto di vista
ambientalista, i nodi culturali dell’educare in un mondo che cambia, per
affrontare, in chiave politico-culturale e professionale, le sfide quotidiane
dell’istruzione e della formazione.
È una associazione nazionale articolata sul territorio tramite
coordinamenti regionali, gruppi locali e Centri di Educazione Ambientale,
crea sul territorio eventi che diano una visibilità concreta alle nostre idee in
un sistema in cui troviamo al primo posto la “capacità di rete”. Chi non sa
stare in rete difficilmente potrà promuovere processi di sviluppo sostenibile;
questa è una delle professionalità richieste ad un educatore ambientalista, un
requisito fondamentale per la ricerca di sostenibilità ambientale, economica,
sociale e relazionale.
Il ruolo educativo dell'associazione si esercita non solo attraverso le
azioni svolte sul territorio, dalle campagne ai progetti educativi in senso stretto,
che coinvolgono i cittadini, ma attraverso la stessa pratica associativa.
Alcuni progetti e Campagne di Legambiente sono pensati in
specifico come rivolti alle scuole e agli ambiti formativi. Clima e Povertà è
il progetto educativo che ha l’obiettivo di affrontare il problema del legame
tra i cambiamenti climatici (aumento della desertificazione e dei fenomeni
alluvionali) e la crescente povertà che colpisce soprattutto i paesi del sud del
mondo.
Clima e Povertà inoltre testimonia l’impegno di Legambiente ad
allargare gli orizzonti dell’agire attraverso la cooperazione e le azioni di
solidarietà internazionale con/e verso altri paesi, nel rispetto delle risorse
locali e delle identità culturali. Il progetto consente:
–
Gemellaggi internazionali: il gemellaggio scolastico potrà essere
attivato con paesi extraeuropei dove si sono consolidate attività,
relazioni con le rappresentanze locali, gli abitanti, le scuole.
Perseguendo obiettivi culturali, educativi, formativi si
contribuisce a rafforzare i progetti esistenti in questi paesi.
–
La settimana della solidarietà: è un’iniziativa attraverso la quale
le scuole che aderiscono possono compiere un atto di solidarietà
14
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concreto e utile, anche se apparentemente piccolo, sostenendo
attraverso la raccolta fondi le attività previste a Cuba, Ecuador,
Swaziland. La raccolta fondi può essere attivata attraverso
l’organizzazione di piccoli eventi o attività didattiche, dentro o
fuori la scuola, dove i ragazzi avranno un ruolo da protagonisti.
Tesori d’Italia è il progetto educativo sul tema della valorizzazione
dei numerosi e diffusi “tesori” di cui l’Italia è ricca e che la rendono unica in
tutto il mondo. Le scuole, attraverso il progetto Tesori d’Italia potranno
coniugare pratiche educative innovative con l’impegno culturale e sociale a
favore del territorio in cui operano. Il progetto prevede, tra l’altro:
–
L’Atlante dei Tesori d’Italia: è la raccolta telematica dei tesori
scoperti, studiati e valorizzati dalle scuole che aderiscono al
percorso educativo Tesori d’Italia. È questa un’occasione per
promuovere e valorizzare i tesori e i territori di cui l’Italia
“minore” è ricca e per presentare i percorsi educativi elaborati
dalle classi.
–
La scuola adotta un comune: è rivolto alle scuole dei Piccoli
Comuni e alle scuole di città con l’obiettivo, da una parte, di portare
i bambini e i ragazzi che vivono nelle grandi città a contatto con la
varietà e la diversità delle numerose realtà territoriali del nostro
Paese e, dall’altra, facilitare il superamento dell’isolamento
culturale che vivono i giovani dei Piccoli Comuni.
Con La scuola adotta un Comune è possibile avviare:
–
Gemellaggi a distanza, attraverso i quali le scuole possono
conoscersi, scambiarsi informazioni e notizie legate anche a temi
didattici sui quali stanno lavorando.
–
Gemellaggi con soggiorni educativi, attraverso i quali, le scuole di
città visitano e scoprono le bellezze dei Piccoli Comuni. Tali visite
si possono svolgere o in occasione dei viaggi di istruzione o in
momenti successivi, anche estivi, con il coinvolgimento diretto
delle famiglie.
–
I comuni in festa: durante l’anno scolastico viene organizzata una
giornata di festa nei Piccoli Comuni che apriranno le loro “porte”
alle scuole italiane: sarà un’occasione da non perdere per
riscoprire le bellezze naturali, storiche, culturali e ricreative di
un’Italia spesso dimenticata e per favorire lo scambio e la
socializzazione fra i ragazzi e la conoscenza di realtà diverse.
Le Classi per l’Ambiente
Sono composte da alunni e insegnanti interessati alle tematiche
dell’ambiente e dello sviluppo sostenibile, impegnati a comprendere le
problematiche relative al futuro del nostro pianeta e alla qualità del nostro
territorio, disponibili al lavoro cooperativo, alle iniziative di cittadinanza
15
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attiva, desiderosi di vivere in una scuola migliore che abbia legami, scambi
e collaborazioni con gli altri soggetti presenti nel suo territorio. La rete di
Scuole Capaci di Futuro ha l’obiettivo di fornire strumenti e materiali
idonei ad affrontare i numerosi cambiamenti in atto nel mondo della scuola,
attraverso lo scambio di esperienze, riflessioni, informazioni e proposte
culturali e metodologiche:
–
Rete di scuole capaci di futuro
La rete è un luogo e un mezzo di confronto e ricerca su obiettivi
comuni, su progetti, su iniziative territoriali attraverso i quali la scuola
assume un carattere di protagonista culturale in un rapporto dialettico con
gli altri attori sociali del territorio.
La festa dell'albero
I protagonisti di questo appuntamento sono i ragazzi che a migliaia,
con le loro famiglie, ogni anno adottano aree verdi, mettendo a dimora
piccole piante e curandole anche nei mesi a seguire.
–

Non ti scordar di me
È una giornata di volontariato organizzata ogni anno nelle scuole con
il patrocinio dell’Associazione Nazionale dei Comuni Italiani e dell’Unione
delle Province d’Italia per migliorare le condizioni degli edifici scolastici e
degli ambienti circostanti, coinvolgendo le famiglie e gli abitanti del
quartiere. Ogni istituto che aderisce ha a disposizione un questionario per
indagare lo stato di salute dell’edificio e un manuale operativo per
organizzare la giornata.
–

100 strade per giocare
È la manifestazione rivolta a tutti i cittadini, grandi e piccini, per
vivere in modo diverso le strade della città, in questa occasione chiuse al
traffico e all’inquinamento e restituite al gioco e al divertimento, alle
passeggiate e alle biciclette.
–

Le Bande del Cigno
Le Bande del Cigno sono l’occasione per gli under 14 di potersi
incontrare, stare insieme e divertirsi al di fuori dei consueti spazi di
socializzazione e nel contempo di affermare il proprio punto di vista;
un’esperienza semplice e qualificata di cittadinanza attiva che permette di
indagare ed esplorare, ma anche di proporre ed intervenire.
Le Bande del Cigno agiscono fuori la scuola per rendere la città a
misura di bambino, adottando spazi nel quartiere o costituendo organismi di
rappresentanza per far valere le proprie esigenze. A livello nazionale
formano una rete dove scambiarsi informazioni, punti di vista, esperienze. A
loro disposizione due strumenti interattivi: Jey, la rivista degli under 14 di
Legambiente e il sito www.ragazzi.legambiente.com.
–
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I Centri di Educazione Ambientale di Legambiente
Distribuiti su tutto il territorio nazionale, i CEA di Legambiente si
trovano nelle Aree Naturali Protette e nelle città d’arte. Sono strutture
residenziali che offrono alle scuole sostegno a progetti educativi, attività di
aggiornamento e formazione, percorsi didattici di educazione ambientale. Ai
giovani offrono occasioni di incontro, volontariato, vacanza e studio.
I Centri di Documentazione
I Centri di Documentazione di Legambiente rendono accessibili a
tutti le pubblicazioni prodotte dall’associazione nel corso degli anni
(dibattiti, articoli, riviste, dossier, depliant). Molti materiali sono disponibili
sul sito www.legambiente.com, altri possono essere richiesti dietro
versamento di un contributo per le spese di spedizione.
Per informazioni: tel 06 86268327;
e-mail: centro.documentazione@mail.legambiente.com.
Il sito web e lo spazio informazioni
Il Canale 6 del sito www.legambiente.com è dedicato al mondo della
scuola e della formazione. Contiene, tra l’altro, tutti i numeri della
newsletter informatica Legambiente Scuola News.
Le pagine del Canale 7 sono dedicate ai ragazzi e ai giovani.
Contengono notizie sui campi estivi, gli appuntamenti e Jey News, la rivista
on line per gli under 14.
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EDUCOM@MED: EDUCATION IN COASTAL
MANAGEMENT FOR THE MEDITERRANEAN
Monica Camuffo, Paola Minoia, Gabriele Zanetto
IDEAS centre -Ca’ Foscari University, Dordoduro 2137, Venice.
camonic@unive.it
Gonzalo Malvarez
Universidad Pablo de Olavide de Sevilla (ES)
Faculty of humanities
Abstract
One of the main pillars for sustainable development practices is
education and capacity building. Universities can play a fundamental role in
creating the capacities required for integration of the economic, social and
environmental approaches to the development challenges, and to translate
the theoretical developments into practical decision-making and application
at local scale. This goal can be achieved by formulation of new curricula
responding to the need for inter-disciplinary skills.
In particular, the territorial management of transitional areas - like the
coastal ones - requires complex knowledge and capacities that cannot be
properly covered by sector experts. Within this framework, a EU-Tempus
project has been launched by a consortium of partners formed by the
Universities Ca’ Foscari of Venice, Pablo de Olavide of Sevilla, Cairo, Split,
and the UNEP PAP/RAC of Split, for creation of an E-learning based
International Masters in “Coastal Management in the Mediterranean”.
Introduction
The International Conference held in Graz1 in April 2005 highlighted
how higher education occupies a central position in shaping the way in
which future generations learn to cope with the complexities of
globalisation. Universities thus are called upon to teach not only the skills
required to advance successfully in the labour market, but also to nourish in
their students, faculty and staff a positive attitude towards cultural diversity
and to help them to understand how people can contribute to a better life in
a safer world.
Already during the World Conference on Higher Education (1998),
organized by UNESCO, was defined the core missions of higher education
systems as educating, training, undertaking research and, in particular,
contributing to the sustainable development and improvement of society as
1. “Committing Universities to Sustainable Development” Graz, Austria. 20-23 April 2005.
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a whole, but also to provide opportunities for learning throughout life.
Higher education systems should respond to what society expects of them
and thus to meet the challenge of a sustainable society. Therefore it is
becoming more and more important for universities to support each other
through international cooperation.

Fig. 1. IDEAS Working areas and methods. www.unive.it/ideas

Ca' Foscari University of Venice can be considered an example of
University able to adapt itself according to the local and international
requirements (Zanini, 2004). This strategy has permitted to establish a
virtuous system where local, national and international institutions and the
university have benefits. An example of this ability is its Interdepartmental
Centre for Dynamic Interactions between Economy, Environment and
Society (IDEAS), created in 2002 by the departments of Environmental
Science, Economics, Law, History, and Eurasian Study.
IDEAS has its priorities (Fig. 1) in the fields of Integrated Coastal
Zone Management (ICZM), Integrated Water Resource Management,
contaminated mega-site rehabilitation, and governance and civil society in
the Mediterranean. The aim of this Centre is to create and co-ordinate a high
education and interdisciplinary research for the sustainable development,
with a particular attention to the Mediterranean area and the Easter Europe.
The competences of the researchers that collaborate with IDEAS are
shared to integrate different disciplinary formations, particularly to promote
inter-cultural exchanges through specialised courses but also activities open
20
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to the population. Examples are the international Ph.D. in Analysis and
Governance of Sustainable Development2(DAGO), the Master on InterMediterranean mediation3(MIM), the Master on Environmental Certification
and Quality, but also intercultural activities for the population and the new
project for the Education in Coastal Management for the Mediterranean, the
master Educom@MED.
Educom@MED: the project
In the European Union a long tradition in the development of
environmental protection and the related regulations have provided the basis
for a sophisticated view on the management of complex environmental
systems, like the Coastal Environments; however, educational programmes
have not followed the path for the creation of the needed skills in the field of
Integrated Coastal Management. Thus, a demand for professionally trained
managers able to recognise and understand the conflicting issues,
particularly in the Mediterranean area, is strongly perceived. Within this
framework has been defined Educom@MED, a Tempus financed project
carried on by a consortium of six Universities and Management institutions:
Universidad Pablo de Olavide, Sevilla (SPAIN), Università Ca Foscari, Venice
(ITALY), University of Split (CROATIA), Cairo University (EGYPT) and the
Priority Actions Programme/Regional Activity Centre (PAP/RAC) of the United
Nations Environment Programme in Split (CROATIA).
The aim of Educom@Med is to create and implement a new
curriculum for a postgraduate course in Coastal Management. Its crucial
issue is to introduce, through an EU standardized curriculum, the possibility
for stakeholders to achieve the necessary capacity building that is required
to manage the complex coastal environments of the Mediterranean. The
regional framework of cooperation is necessary for an ICZM Course,
because it offers opportunities for the exchange of information, experiences
and ideas between states on practices, polices and problems.
Educom@MED: methodologies and Course contents
The main focus, from an educational point of view, is to create a
Mediterranean network sharing available teaching resources and capabilities
in line with EU European Credit Transfer System principles and practices.
The growing awareness of coastal management issues, both on a
national and on an international basis, has increased the demand for
professionally trained managers who can recognize and understand the
2. It can be recognise as international Ph.D. thanks to a Mediterranean Interdisciplinary
Network (Rete Interdisciplinare Mediterranea) with the University of Tunis, Rabat and
Autonoma of Barcelona.
3. In collaboration with the University Autonoma of Barcelona, Montpellier, Palermo,
Ceresdi and IUAV of Venice.
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conflicting issues facing the many different users of coastal resources and
provide strategic and practical management solutions.
Such a professional skill needs therefore a training course, in which
theory, specialized knowledge, integrated methods and tools have to be
encompassed. This will be achieved by developing, lobbying and running an Elearning based programme that draws upon the experiences and expertises of
the partner countries. Distance learning has been preferred for its flexibility,
more suited to the potential student of such specialized work and for its
suitability for networking within the consortium.
In the E-learning, information and education mutually interact,
becoming an innovative form of knowledge that allows the learner to
construct his/her own knowledge, rather than being a recipient for the
knowledge transmitted by the teacher. Moreover it can provide better
educational material, academic discussions and networking possibilities, and
it is an alternative when striving to raise anyone’s environmental
competences, as it expands the scope of where education and life-long
learning may take place (Eneroth, 2000).
However, the access to ITC equipment might be a problem, but the
consortium decided to facilitate students providing also Cd-Rom facilities,
so as to reduce the time necessary to the Internet connection. Furthermore
the technologies that enable the use of E learning represent a filter that
reduces the communication possibilities among the course participants and
makes it difficult to simulate an academic dialogue. Therefore there is a
need to explore ways to improve E learning for environment.
The course will carry out also a field base component to develop the
necessary skills in an environmental science course of this kind. Further on
the fieldwork will allow to better assess the technical progress of the
students and to enhance the networking nature of this international project,
linking Europe to the Southern Mediterranean countries.
Experts in ICZM need to understand ecological, social, and
economic issues through the many lenses of an interdisciplinary framework,
because integrated decision-making is not possible without integrated
thinking. Furthermore implementing any vision of sustainable development
calls for more problem solving and action oriented environmental
knowledge. For such reasons the course structure has been built according
to the following scheme:
–
Definition of the driving forces acting in the coastal zone
–
Response and framework for the coastal zone management
(CZM)
–
Definition of elements to be integrated in CZM to answer to the
problem identified in the first module
–
Tool Box for ICAM based on case studies.
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Discussion
When we deal with the training of trainers, we have to remind that
with this term we don’t indicate only teachers: trainers of environmental
education are also all those consultants, company managers, territorial
experts that can assure a real life-long learning. This Course would
contribute to their preparation offering a formation based on their
professional needs for an inclusive ICZM.
Moreover, the project provides an opportunity for the consortium to
develop curriculum, to acquire experience regarding methods for curriculum
development according to the Bologna Declaration and the ECT System, as
well as training staff members in coastal management through Information
and Technology. The staff of these universities will be enabled to exchange
experiences, work together on the elaboration of the course materials and
teaching with the EU universities members, gaining expertise in distance
learning education.
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DESCRIPTION DE FORMATION INFORMELLE
D’ANIMATEURS EN EDUCATION
ENVIRONNEMENTALE EN ALGERIE
Thérèse Gernigon, Jean-Pierre Henry, Lucie Hoff, Azzedine
Larfaoui, Djoher Yacef, Latifa Remki, Mouloud Blidia
Amitié Sans Frontières,
22 chemin d’Hydra ; DZ-16030 El Biar, Algérie
Amitie_sans_frontieres@hotmail.com,
amitiesansfrontieres@yahoo.fr
Introduction
Eduquer à l’environnement, c’est mettre au premier plan les valeurs
et amener chaque personne à l’autonomie et à la responsabilité. Eduquer à
l’environnement c’est passer d’un monde-objet à un monde-projet
(MEIRIEU, 2002). En Algérie la formation à l’éducation environnementale
commence à être pratiquée dans le formel au cours des universités d’été et
des séminaires proposés par le Ministère de l’Education Nationale (MEN)
aux enseignants. Mais de nombreux animateurs non enseignants sont
intéressés par cette formation nécessaire aussi dans l’informel. Voici donc
pourquoi nous nous sommes impliqués dans ce volet de formation
informelle. Nous sommes un club de quartier « Amitié sans Frontières »
recevant les jeunes de 10-15 ans une après midi par semaine (le jeudi après
midi en Algérie, étant équivalent du samedi après midi pour les pays
européens). Les activités éducatives de ce club sont présentées dans le
poster intitulé « Education environnementale en milieu extra scolaire et
urbain en Algérie ».
Présentation de la formation
Pour pouvoir pratiquer l’éducation à l’environnement auprès de ces
jeunes, les animateurs bénévoles de notre club vert de quartier reçoivent une
formation mise en place par une équipe de formateurs. Elle concerne une
vingtaine de jeunes, de dix-huit à trente ans. Il s’agit de jeunes travailleurs,
de jeunes apprentis, de jeunes en recherche de travail ; certains n’ont pas
terminé leur cursus scolaire. Cette formation se déroule sous trois formes
complémentaires et indissolubles :
–
Une réunion hebdomadaire à la fin des activités permet de faire
le point de l’après midi
–
Des week-ends trimestriels
–
Des sessions plus longues au cours de l’année.
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Au cours de ces temps privilégiés, les animateurs toujours répartis en
petites équipes peuvent partager leur vécu et créer entre eux une solidarité.
L’Education à l’Environnement concerne tous les aspects de la vie et
par suite différents volets sont abordés au cours de cette formation :
–
la gestion d’un groupe
–
la sécurité, l’hygiène et la santé
–
l’art de vivre dans la nature
–
la place de l’imaginaire
–
la pédagogie de projet
–
la psychologie de l’enfant et de l’adolescent
–
le regard critique.
Méthodologie
Cette formation a pour but l’acquisition d’un savoir, d’un savoir-faire et
surtout d’un savoir être. Elle comporte deux aspects : l’aspect théorique, par le
biais d’intervenants extérieurs suscitant le débat, et l’aspect pratique, en lien
avec le vécu, permettant l’appropriation des nouvelles acquisitions.
Les interventions des professionnels de l’environnement portent sur
l’importance et le rôle du recyclage des déchets ainsi que la notion de
biodiversité et d’écologie, l’intérêt et le but des parcs nationaux et régionaux.
S’il s’agit de conférences avec débat, l’appropriation des acquis se
fait par des discussions en petits groupes, des jeux de rôles ainsi que par la
préparation d’activités destinées aux enfants (réalisation d’affiches sur le
thème présenté par l’intervenant, préparation concrète d’une activité ludique
pour les enfants).
La rencontre des professionnels se fait aussi sous forme de sorties,
permettant une immersion dans la nature ainsi que la préparation d’activités
de terrain pour les enfants.
Des visites de Parcs Nationaux permettent d’apprendre à mener une
sortie de ce type avec des enfants et de connaître des plantes utilisées à des
fins médicinales ou d’aménagement du territoire, par exemple : l’If Taxus
baccata sert à la fabrication de traitements de certains cancers, l’Eucalyptus
Eucalyptus permet le drainage de l’eau. Ces types de sorties sont guidés par
les forestiers même des Parcs Nationaux choisis pour présenter les espèces
locales. Les animateurs sont toujours en situation de découverte.
Des sorties en forêt permettent de comprendre l’importance de
préserver la propreté d’un lieu. Lors de ces sorties, nous sommes
accompagnés d’un professeur en botanique qui partage ses connaissances sur
les plantes locales. Les animateurs ont ensuite en charge l’animation d’une
après midi dans le même lieu avec les enfants : jeux de découvertes dans la
forêt, pique nique et nettoyage du lieu.
Des visites d’usines de traitement et de régénération des matières
plastiques et de recyclage du papier et du carton permettent aux animateurs le
contact réel avec les professionnels. La transformation des déchets en matière
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à nouveau utilisable est vue et expliquée par les responsables de ces usines.
Une collecte de bouteilles plastique par les jeunes est depuis mise en place.
Evaluation et valorisation
L’évaluation est pratiquée tout au long de la formation : évaluation
des après midi du jeudi ; évaluation des sessions de formation, évaluation
finale en fin d’année. A tout moment, l’animateur prend en charge sa propre
formation et développe un regard critique. ( Figure 1 )

5

8

4

10
9

3

7

2

6
1

5
4

3
2
Fig. 1. Grille d’évaluation proposée en fin de stage.
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Les points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 concernent l’apport des formateurs et des
intervenants extérieurs ; les points 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 concernent les savoir-faire
acquis par les animateurs. Chacun remplit sa propre grille en notant de 1 à 5,
une moyenne est ensuite réalisée et le débat est ouvert.
La formation porte également sur l’acquisition d’un regard critique
sur l’action de l’homme sur l’environnement. Une évaluation de notre
quartier a été faîte par trois équipes d’animateurs, disposant d’une grille
d’évaluation à travers la présence ou non d’espaces verts, de signalisation
des chantiers, d’espaces pour les enfants, les piétons, la localisation des
dépôts d’ordures. ( Tableau I ).

Evaluation

Bon ou
suffisant

Mauvais ou
insuffisant

Observations et
améliorations
possibles

Espaces
verts
Espaces enfants
Espaces piétons
Dépôts
d’ordures
Signalisation
Patrimoine
Tableau I. Grille d’évaluation du quartier

Une rencontre ultérieure avec un responsable de la commune a permis
un débat fructueux sur les améliorations possibles du quartier et les
changements de comportement à réaliser.
Conclusion
Au cours de cette formation, les animateurs découvrent la richesse
du travail de groupe, pratiquent l’auto évaluation et la pédagogie de projet,
en créant des liens avec le monde professionnel, l’administration
communale et les familles du quartier.
Mots clés : formation, pédagogie de projet, éducation à l’environnement.
(Financement assuré par le Ministère de l’Aménagement du Territoire et de
l’Environnement ( MATE) projet MATE N° C 505 / CNFE / 2003).
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Introduction
The current paper presents the results of the first two phases of a
broader project (BIOPAEDIA) “Biodiversity as a concept and a value in
Education: Initial Training and Professional Readiness of Primary School
Teachers”. The project is funded by the Cyprus Research Promotion
Foundation and is currently running in Cyprus, Switzerland and England.
Because of the multiplier effect (Powers, 2004), the concept of
environmental education and the way it is perceived among teacher trainers
is of particular importance. Every teacher trainer will educate a large
number of students, who themselves will educate a much larger number of
pupils. It is thus essential to ensure the quality of training offered to the preservice teachers because it will contribute to the formation of future citizens.
The research project acknowledges that environmental awareness
and responsibility have been accepted as a necessity in primary education
(McMilan et. al., 2004). Most of national curricula and educational policies
have made environmental education a compulsory topic.
Nevertheless as research on environmental education reveals, teacher
training does not place sufficient importance to environmental education
(Van Peregem et al., 2005) or lacks consistency and coherence (Kyburz,
Graber, & Robottom, 1999).
This can have a negative impact on the quality and effectiveness of
the environmental education offered by primary education.
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Methodology and objectives
Being aware of the particular nature of environmental education and
all of the factors leading to its marginalisation, this research project
proceeds to a review of the way environmental education is delivered in
teacher training institutions where it is offered as a studies’ option. The
overall objectives of the project presented in this paper are to:
–
Assess the importance given to environmental education in the
initial teacher training.
–
Investigate the teacher students’ self efficacy to teach about the
environment.
For this purpose three teacher training institutions, one in Cyprus,
one in England and one in Switzerland, were taken as case studies. The
research methodology makes use of document review and analysis of the
universities’ syllabi, in depth interviews with teacher trainers, and
questionnaires addressed to the students, in order to investigate:
–
How is environmental education included in the initial training
programmes of the primary school teachers?
–
Which was the students’ environmental activity level during
secondary education?
–
Is there a pattern between their secondary education background
and their university topic options?
–
Which are the students’ views on the environmental education
they receive?
–
How confident are the students for delivering environmental
education compared to other curriculum topics?
Results
Environmental Education in the teacher training programmes
1. Special environmental modules
First results show that all participants offer at least one specialized
environment-related module. Environmental modules in all cases were
optional. Having to compete with traditional curriculum modules there is a
high probability that the students will not select the environmental module
and therefore graduate without receiving any specialised training (Powers,
2004). This hypothesis was verified by the students’ questionnaire where in
the cases where students had to choose between the environmental module
and other natural science modules, they opted for science education.
There is a diversity of approaches to environmental education within
the specialised modules, which differ in their context and structure. They
vary from pure holistic environmental education to pure environmental
science. The rationale behind each module’s structure is based on one or
more of the following arguments: sufficient or insufficient secondary
education and national policies.
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–

–

–

In Switzerland, students were expected to be familiar with
environmental issues before their entry to the university.
Therefore equipping pre-service teachers with teaching
techniques and skills required for their future function was a
priority for their training.
In England the teacher trainer delivering the environmental
module gave priority to information, clarification of
misconceptions and scientific understanding of various
phenomena and environmental issues (due to insufficient
secondary education information). Moreover national policy set
global warming as a priority environmental issue.
Cyprus appeared to be rather science oriented with certain
didactics’ elements too.

UK

CY

CH

Environmental modules’ structure
Environmental
issues
Science oriented

Didactics
and school
organisation

2. Integration of environmental issues in non-specialised modules
The review and analysis of the module descriptions revealed limited
exploitation of the opportunities for cross-curricular links and a rather
strong orientation of the modules towards their topics. Interviews with
teacher trainers (social sciences, art, and science education modules)
revealed that they consider environmental education a fundamental topic for
the teacher training, and that they are aware of the opportunities available
for environmental links within their areas. They were all presented with a
quantitative 1-7 scale of relevance of their module with environmental
education (7: maximum relevance obtained only by the specialised
modules), which is illustrated in fig.1.
Although several linking opportunities were acknowledged, few
non-specialised modules included the environmental dimension. The teacher
trainers in Cyprus and England stated that they linked their modules with
environmental issues once per semester (or slightly more).
The Swiss trainers took advantage of the existing environmental
links at least once a month.
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Environmental education linking opportunities in non
specialised modules
6

5.1

5

4.2

3.8

4
3
2
1
0
Cyprus

Switzerland

England

Fig. 1. Environmental Education linking opportunities within non-specialised
modules.

Students’ environmental activity in secondary education
Students’ environmental activity in secondary education was
investigated through the questionnaire. Only 28,6% of all the trained
teachers had chosen a science topic (biology, physics, chemistry) or
geography in secondary education.
Biology was the most popular natural science topic (15,0%). They
were rarely involved in any environmental activities (e.g. environmental
games, taking care of the school grounds, plant and animal study in the
school grounds and away, etc.)
Fig. 2 illustrates the frequency with which students (during secondary
education) studied plants and animals outdoors, in the school grounds.
Students from Cyprus and Switzerland had the opportunity to
participate generally in these activities averagely once in a school year.
Students from England appeared to have more opportunities to practice
environmental activities during secondary education.
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30.

41.

2

2.

1.

England

0

13.

36.

44.

5.

Fig. 2. Study plants and animals in the school grounds

Secondary education and university options.
Students with biology background tend to choose biology relevant
modules: 93,8% of the students attending the environmental module in England
had chosen biology as one of their specialisation topics in secondary education.
Similarly, 84,5% of the Cypriot students that chose one of the environmental
modules (environmental education or life and living organisms) had biology
background. Few Swiss students appeared to have biology background.
Students’ views on their environmental training
All students attending the specialised environmental modules were
asked to rate their satisfaction level on the training they received on:
–
Information on global and local environmental issues.
–
Principles and philosophy of environmental education.
–
Acquiring skills for developing positive environmental attitudes.
–
Dealing with controversial issues.
–
Organising outdoor activities and environmental games.
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The training satisfaction level (1: min — 5:max) ranged for:
Cyprus
3,0 – 3,7

Switzerland

England

2,3 – 3,3

1,9 – 3,7

In Cyprus and Switzerland students were slightly more satisfied with
their training on developing positive environmental values and attitudes.
Pre-service teachers´ self efficacy on teaching about the environment
All students were asked to use a 1 - 5 scale to state how confident
they feel to organise and implement a number of environmental activities. In
total average the ones feeling more confident about their teaching skills are
the students from Switzerland (3,9). Cypriot students felt slightly less
confident (3,7). The least confident were the students from England (3,4).
Students were asked to state how competent they expect to be on
teaching 11 curriculum topics and biodiversity due to their training. This
question could also extract information about the importance the students
gave to the curriculum topics. The first three topics for each country were
those of the following figure.
Environmental Education was 8th in Cyprus, 7th in Switzerland and
4th in England. Biodiversity was 12th (last) in Cyprus, 11th in Switzerland
and 11th in England.
Cyprus

Switzerland

England

Language

Language

Language

Religion

Mathematics

Mathematics

Sport

Sport

Science

Discussion
Secondary education choices appeared to influence university
modules’ choices. Nevertheless the students’ confidence in organising and
implementing environmental activities does not depend on their secondary
education activities but rather on their experiences during university
training. Students whose training focused on developing teaching skills
appeared to be more confident compared to students who attended content
modules. Swiss students appeared to be the most confident about organising
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environmental activities probably because their training paid more emphasis
on teaching skills.
Vice versa English students appeared to have the lowest self efficacy
for teaching the topic probably because their training paid the least emphasis
on teaching skills, compared to their peers form the other two countries.
Recommendations
Teacher training programmes should consider including at least one
compulsory module on the environment in order to boost the teachers selfefficacy on teaching about the environment. Environmental modules should
find the ideal balance between cognition and teaching skills in order to meet
the students’ needs and raise their self-efficacy levels for teaching the topic.
Within the non-specialised modules, the environmental integration
opportunities should be further explored and used. There is a need for cooperation among the teachers’ trainers in order to highlight these
opportunities and integrate more effectively the environmental dimension in
their modules revealing thus the interdisciplinary and holistic character of
environmental education.
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SOFTIMMIGRANTS - SOME ELEMENTS TO DEVELOP
A VOCATIONAL TRAINING
FOCUSED ON SOCIO-CULTURAL SKILLS
FOR MIGRANTS AND THEIR RECEIVERS
Filippo Laurenti
The survey here presented is a part of a Leonardo da Vinci project
called “Development of socio-cultural working skills for immigrants and
their receivers - Softimmigrants” (2002-2005). The project promotes the
mobility of work force, the integration to the new society and the prevention
of discrimination on work places because of the immigrants’ different
culture and ignorance of new country’s working culture and habits. In this
project are involved three pairs of countries: Finland - Estonia, Austria Hungary, Italy - Rumania.
The objective of the Softimmigrants project is to improve the
cultural sensitivity and socio-cultural skills of both immigrants and the staff
of the enterprises employing them.
Target groups of immigrants have been selected regarding to sex,
age and sector and the situation of the immigrants. The Austrian target
groups represent the rapidly developing IT-sector seeking highly educated
young people; immigrants are foreign workers. The Finnish target groups
represent the building sector, affected by economical trends, the sector is
male and suffers in Finland of aging of work force, immigrants want to
come to Finland to live there. The Italian target groups represent the
traditionally female branch, cleaning; immigrants are the Rumanian
minority that already live as immigrants in Piemonte area. All companies
involved in the project employ immigrants. This combination of target
groups gives the project the advantages of transnationality because in this
way we can find a multiply view on the issue of socio-cultural factors.
According with the results of this survey a pilot training focused on sociocultural skills for migrants and their receivers has been developed and tested.
Survey Method
Each partner involved in the survey interviewed employers and
workers belonging to their own target groups.
The method was an un-structured interview. The interview was
divided into three parts:
1. A set of open questions.
2. A table of given competences to be valued by the interviewee.
3. A moment dedicated to a free discussion with the interviewee in
order to get their opinions/ideas/experience about the topic of the
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survey and let them express their satisfaction/lack of satisfaction
about the interview.
After discussion the table of given competences (1. bearing the
responsibility for one’s own work; 2. giving and receiving feedback; 3.
communication and interaction skills; 4. cooperation and teamwork skills; 5.
independent work; 6. taking initiative; 7. working in a strange environment;
8. general knowledge of working life; 9.general knowledge of culture) was
presented and the interviewee was asked to assess the importance of the
characteristics on a scale from 1 to 5. 1 means little important, 2 = fairly
important, 3= important, 4= very important, 5= essential. (Based on the
training programme of long-term unemployed by Dutch Laborel. Adapted in
Amiedu in spring 2001. For further information regarding this “table” see
www.softimmi.com)
During the interviews this table was utilised as follows: the Italians
interviewed were requested to give two marks: one referring to the
importance of each characteristic in the Italian context of employment, the
other the Romanian workers’ abilities in responding to these characteristics.
Also the Romanians interviewed were asked to give two marks: one their
idea of the importance of each characteristic in the Italian employment
context, the other their ability to respond to these characteristics. The
interviewees, both the Italians and the Rumanians, were also asked if any of
the issues are, in their opinion, culture-bound, and which ones.
This way of using this check list comparing answers from the
employers and the Romanian workers about their ideas (how important such
a characteristic is important in Italy) and perceptions (up to what point they
are able to meet these characteristics), has meant the possibility to identify
elements of reciprocal incomprehension which turned out to be absolutely
useful in the developing of a vocational training course to fill the gap in
socio-cultural skills.
Results of the Survey
Socio cultural Competences
Italians' point of view
5
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1,75

2,5
2,5

1,75

Rumanians capacity
to fulfil given
characteristics

1
0
1
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Rumanians' point of view
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Importance of given characteristics in Italian employment
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Interviewees’ comments on given characteristics’ cultural influences
Bearing the responsibility
The Romanian labour market, still influenced by years of Soviet
regime, would appear to have produced in the Romanians the lack of ability
to assume their own responsibilities.
Giving and receiving feedback
The Romanian workers often demonstrate a reduced ability to express
their own opinions in a manner that is considered by the Italians as
educated, they often use tones and manners that are a bit too “energetic”.
They often feel object of racist attacks, taking a simple rebuke about work
as an aggression at a personal level.
What clearly emerges is what some Romanians affirmed to be a
consequence of the dictatorship: the lack of direct superiors (as the State
was the only employer) has meant that the Romanians have not had the
possibility of getting used to collaborating with superiors.
Communication and interaction skills
Mostly as the previous point.
Cooperation and teamwork skills
The Romanian workers are rather rigid in group relations in the work
place and they show notable difficulty in collaborating with others.
Independent work
No differences found
Taking initiative
Once again it would appear that the origins of the Romanians has had a
notable negative influence. Most of the persons interviewed considered the
Romanian employment system one that left little or no space at all for taking
initiative.
Working in a strange environment
Afraid of the new working and social context, uprooted from their
homeland in a new place they don’t know, blocked by a language unknown
to them, the Romanians encounter quite a few problems for integrating into
the Italian context. The situation improves when they only change
employment after a first job in Italy.
General knowledge of working life
The Romanian labour market would appear not to be interested in the
subject of work legislation, thus leaving Romanian workers with a lack of
awareness of the importance of respect of legislation and little interest in the
subject.
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General knowledge of culture
No differences found.
Conclusions
When the Romanian workers arrive in Italy they encounter a labour
market, which is regulated by laws that are very different from the existing
ones in their country. With its State model of Russian influence, the
Romanian labour market until recently guaranteed a job for everyone, the
quality of work was not a determining factor in the success of employment
for each worker; one of the workers interviewed repeated a popular way of
saying in Romania, that represents the distance of the State, the only
employer in the Romanian labour market: a worker says to his colleague
“I’ll pretend that I work, you pretend to pay me, that’s it!”.
Responsibility for one’s work, and the ability to relate to superiors
were completely unknown to Romanian workers, because of the context
they were used to working in.
The habit of being evaluated for one’s work results is totally lacking
in Romanian workers, which means that often when criticised they react
with aggressive or unjustified behaviour.
From here the suggestion to teach Romanians the importance of
taking one’s own responsibility for work carried out that must respond to a
criteria of quality, and the importance of cooperation and teamwork skills.
Another difference that needs to face regards the attention paid to
work legislation in Italy; not used to giving importance to this subject in
Romania, the Romanian workers do not give importance to this factor in
Italy, whereas the employers consider fundamental an interest in this area.
Also the subject of hierarchy in the work place would appear to be
frail: the employers interviewed stated that the Romanian workers learn
quite quickly about work levels and the limits of their own job, but they
deliberately choose not to pay attention to them when convenient. It will
therefore be necessary to work not so much on the perception of hierarchic
levels but more on the respect of levels.
It is also necessary to take into consideration the Romanians’ lack of
ability in cooperating and working in a team, which they are not used to
doing and as a consequence are too rigid in relations with colleagues.
From these conclusions there is certainly an environmental feature,
which influences the behaviour of Romanians in Italy every day and not
only in the field of employment. Finding themselves in a new context (work
and cultural), considered quite different from what they are used to, only
partly understandable; forced to use a new language to move around in their
job and to sort out Italian bureaucracy; without suitable practical and
psychological back up from family and friends. This means that the
Romanians (like any other foreign newcomer to Italy) felt as though they
have been thrown into a hostile environment, where they react, as a form as
defence, in a way that seems aggressive (often finishing up considering
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normal rebukes and criticisms as racist attacks) It is of particular interest to
our research the fact that the employers are aware of these dynamics. They
know that the foreign workers find difficulty and are willing to help on one
condition. To quote one of the persons interviewed “as foreigners they have
made a very difficult choice and we are willing to admit this and help them,
but they must develop a positive attitude of collaboration and cooperation:
they must “eat humble pie” and admit that they have a lot to learn because
they are in a new context”.
A considerable part of the vocational training should focus on
analysing and managing conflicts that arise in the work place because of this
type of aggressive defensive behaviour.
As turns out form the charts above presented, Romanians consider
themselves to be totally inadequate for the Italian labour market. In fact they
have defined themselves unprepared on each characteristic mentioned. The
more important they consider a characteristic the more they consider
themselves insufficient. But not only: for five characteristics out of the nine
proposed, the Italians have a higher opinion of the Romanians’ ability than
the Romanians themselves. It is therefore obvious that the Romanians
undervalue their own abilities.
With regard to this consideration it should be a strategic move to
include psychological counselling to help the Romanians improve their self
esteem, this as well as supporting them from a personal point of view,
would be helpful for reducing their insecurity and as a consequence the
aggressiveness that they use for defending themselves in the workplace.
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VALUTAZIONE PRELIMINARE SULL’OFFERTA
FORMATIVA DELLA RISERVA NATURALE MARINA
DI MIRAMARE
Chiara Manni Gabrieli, Milena Tempesta
Riserva Naturale Marina di Miramare – Viale Miramare 349,
34014 Trieste, Italy – tel. +39 040 224147
fo@riservamarinamiramare.it
Angela Granzotto
Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche Istituto per l'Ambiente
Marino Costiero (IAMC-CNR) Sezione Territoriale di Mazara
Via L. Vaccara 61, 91026 Mazara del Vallo (TP), Italy
tel +39 923 94.89.66
La Riserva Marina di Miramare, avendo tra le sue finalità istitutive
anche quella di fornire opportunità per la realizzazione di programmi di
educazione ambientale, ha avviato al suo interno fin dal 1989 un Centro di
Educazione all’Ambiente Marino (C.E.A.M.), al fine di progettare e
svolgere attività didattiche, consentendo la scoperta e lo studio
dell’ecosistema mare.
Lo scopo del presente lavoro è stato quello di analizzare l’efficacia
dei pacchetti didattici offerti dal C.E.A.M. attraverso la formulazione di
questionari appositamente elaborati e distribuiti agli studenti che hanno
visitato la Riserva da inizio ottobre a metà novembre 2002. Sono stati
preparati tre questionari, uno per ogni livello di scuola (elementari, medie e
superiori), con la finalità di capire quanto gli studenti percepiscano il
messaggio loro inviato durante la visita a Miramare riguardo ai problemi
ambientali, alla conservazione della natura ed al concetto di sviluppo
sostenibile.
Alcuni gruppi di domande dei tre questionari, pur contenendo
linguaggi diversi, possono essere confrontati e per questo motivo l’analisi
dei dati è stata effettuata su sub-campioni di studenti così raggruppati:
–
livello di scuola: elementari, medie e superiori;
–
durata dell’attività: mezza e una giornata per le elementari e le
medie, una e due giornate le superiori;
–
studenti che avevano già visitato altre aree protette rispetto a
quelli alla prima esperienza.
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durata attività

0,5 giorni
1 giorno
2 giorni
sì
no

prima visita
totale

elementari
40
48

medie
65
64

46
40
88

58
47
119

superiori
74
45
49
72
128

Tab. 1. Numero di studenti ai quali sono stati distribuiti i questionari, con
specificate le tipologie di attività effettuate nella Riserva.

Risultati interessanti relativi all’analisi dei 379 questionari.
Scuole elementari
I risultati relativi al questionario rivolto agli studenti delle elementari
sono qui di seguito riportati.
Definizione di riserva marina (Fig. 1): la maggior parte degli
studenti si è concentrata sulle risposte 3 (risposta meno corretta) e 4
(risposta più corretta).
Motivo della visita (Fig. 2): per la maggior parte degli studenti è la
visita alla Riserva Marina.
Elementari

Elementari
56

35

52
48

30

44
40

25

36

20

32
28

15

24
20

10

16
12

5

8
4

0
1

2

3

4

3e4

1e3

Definizione Riserva Marina

46

3e2

0
1

2

3

4

Motivo Visita

5

2e4
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Fig.1: definizione di riserva marina
1=posto dove non si può entrare e ci sono solo piante e animali particolari;
2=posto creato per proteggere la natura, in cui l’uomo entra poco;
3=posto in cui si fa ricerca scientifica;
4=posto che per le sue caratteristiche naturali ha bisogno di protezione
speciale, ma senza escludere le normali attività dell’uomo.
Fig.2: motivo della visita
1=perché è vicino alla scuola;
2=per fare una gita nella natura;
3=per vedere il Castello;
4=per vedere la Riserva Marina;
5=per vedere il Castello e la Riserva.
Significato di conservazione della natura (Fig.3): nessuno ha dato la
risposta corretta (numero 5), se non combinata con altre (erano previste anche
risposte multiple); la maggior parte ha dato come corretta la risposta 3.
Motivo per cui è stata istituita la Riserva Marina a Miramare
(Fig.4): quasi tutti hanno dato la risposta “più corretta”, la numero 3, anche
se le altre potevano trarre in inganno perché non totalmente sbagliate.

Elementari

Elementari

12
39
11

36

10

33

9

30

8

27
24

7

21
6
18
5
15
4
12
3
9
2

6

1

3

0

0
1

2

3

4

3e5

Significato di Conservazione

4e5

1e2

1

2

3

4

5e3

4e3

2e5

Motivo Riserva a Miramare

Fig.3: significato di conservazione
1=prendere animali e piante e metterli in un barattolo; 2=imbalsamere
animali e seccare piante, e fare un museo; 3=salvare le specie in estinzione
facendo degli zoo;
4=usare la natura senza alterarle troppo;
5=proteggere animali e piante nel loro ambiente per consentirne l’esistenza
anche in futuro.
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Fig.4: motivo dell’istituzione della Riserva
1=è un bel posto;
2=ci sono tanti pesci;
3=ci sono scogli e sabbia, quindi si possono proteggere ambienti e animali
diversi;
4=c’è una forte escursione di marea;
5=ci sono piante e animali in pericolo di estinzione.
Nella figura 5 sono riportati i confronti fra le risposte date dagli
studenti, raggruppati in base al fatto che avessero o meno precedentemente
visitato un’area protetta; per le tre domande: motivo per cui è stata istituita
una riserva marina a Miramare, definizione di riserva marina; significato
di “ conservazione”.
Elementari

Elementari

0.70

0.8

0.65
0.7
Significato Conservazione

Definizione Riserva

0.60
0.55
0.50
0.45
0.40

0.6

0.5

0.4
0.35
0.30
No

Sì

Mean+SE
Mean-SE
Mean

Prima visita

0.3
No

Sì

Mean+SE
Mean-SE
Mean

Prima visita

Elementari
0.68

Motivo Riserva Miramare

0.62

0.56

0.50

0.44

0.38
No

Sì

Mean+SE
Mean-SE
Mean

Prima visita

Fig. 5: confronti fra studenti che avevano già visitato altre aree
protette e studenti che erano alla prima visita (“Sì” e “No” corrispondono a
risposta giusta e risposta sbagliata): (a) rispetto alla definizione di riserva
marina; (b) rispetto al significato di conservazione della natura; (c) rispetto
al motivo per cui è stata istituita una riserva marina a Miramare.
Si nota che i bambini che non sono alla prima esperienza rispondono
più correttamente; l’esperienza ripetuta è quindi una forte discriminante per
i bambini delle elementari.
Scuole medie: confronto fra studenti che hanno svolto attività di mezza
e di una giornata
Nella figura 6 sono riportati i risultati relativi alla definizione di
“riserva marina”; in entrambi i casi la maggioranza ha dato la risposta 2,
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che non è la più corretta. La risposta corretta (4) è data in maggioranza dai
ragazzi che sono stati un giorno.

Fig.6: definizione di riserva marina.
1=luogo a cui l’uomo non può accedere per non disturbare gli animali e le
piante presenti;
2=luogo creato per proteggere la natura, in cui l’uomo ha accesso limitato;
3=luogo in cui si fa solo ricerca scientifica;
4=luogo che per le sue caratteristiche particolari ha bisogno di una
protezione speciale, che però non esclude le normali attività dell’uomo.
Nel grafico (Fig.7) relativo al motivo per cui è stata creata la riserva
marina a Miramare si nota una forte differenza fra i ragazzi che hanno
svolto attività di mezza giornata, che hanno dato prevalentemente la risposta
4, e quelli che hanno svolto attività di una giornata, che hanno dato
prevalentemente la risposta più corretta (3).
Fig.7: motivo dell’istituzione della Riserva di Miramare.
1=è un bel posto;
2=ci sono tanti pesci;
3=ci sono tanti tipi di ambienti in un unico luogo, così si possono proteggere
ambienti diversi in una volta sola;
4=ci sono specie in pericolo di estinzione.
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Medie

2
11
aa
42a
3 a14a 3

2a3 1

2

3a4

4a3
5
3

4

3
4

GIORNI: 0.5

GIORNI: 1

Motivo Miramare

Scuole superiori: confronto fra studenti che hanno svolto attività di una
e di due giornate
Superiori

2a3 2a5

2 a 3 1 a 2+

1

1

5

5

3

2

2

4
3

GIORNI: 1

GIORNI: 2

Def. area protetta

La figura 8, relativa alla definizione di area protetta, mostra una
notevole differenza fra i ragazzi che hanno svolto attività di un giorno e di
due; chi ha fatto una visita di due giorni dà più risposte giuste (5), anche se
sono però numerose le risposte 1 e 3, che sono quelle meno corrette. Ciò
denota una certa confusione riguardo a questa domanda, forse a causa del
maggiore carico di informazioni assimilate dagli studenti che fanno attività
di due giorni.
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Fig. 8: differenza fra le risposte relative alla definizione di area protetta fra
ragazzi che hanno svolto attività di un giorno rispetto a quelle di ragazzi che
hanno svolto attività di due giorni.
1=luogo preservato da ogni tipo di contaminazione ed alterazione, in cui
non è ammessa la presenza dell’uomo;
2=oasi naturalistica, tutelata e protetta, separata dalle zone circostanti, in cui
l’uomo può solo entrare;
3=luogo in cui si fa solo ricerca scientifica;
4=zona in cui sono ammesse attrezzature per l’impiego sociale del tempo
libero (parco attrezzato);
5=territorio caratterizzato da particolari risorse naturali, in cui, con vincoli
differenziati, sia possibile conciliare la salvaguardia delle risorse ambientali
e lo sviluppo economico.
Nella figura 9 si verifica che la differenza nel numero di risposte
esatte (risposta 2) relativamente alla definizione di sviluppo sostenibile non
è degna di nota in relazione alla diversa durata delle attività. Probabilmente
il concetto di sviluppo sostenibile non è nuovo per i ragazzi delle superiori,
quindi la durata dell’attività non influisce sulla loro risposta, oppure è un
concetto nuovo che li ha colpiti, venendo immediatamente memorizzato.
Superiori

5

2 a14a 3

1

4

2a3

1

4

3

3

2
2

GIORNI: 1

GIORNI: 2

Def. Sviluppo Sostenibile
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Fig. 9: differenza fra le risposte relative alla definizione di sviluppo
sostenibile fra ragazzi che hanno svolto attività di un giorno rispetto a quelle
di ragazzi che hanno svolto attività di due giorni.
1=sviluppare tecnologie sempre più avanzate in grado di sostenere la
sopravvivenza del genere umano;
2=sviluppare nuove tecnologie in grado di migliorare la qualità della vita
dell’uomo, senza però intaccare gli equilibri della natura, in modo che
l’ambiente in cui viviamo non venga degradato in modo irreversibile;
3=sviluppo economico che, pur sfruttando le risorse naturali, dà loro modo
di rigenerarsi;
4=sostenere economicamente e tecnologicamente i paesi in via di sviluppo,
affinché raggiungano il livello dei paesi industrializzati.
Conclusioni
Gli studenti delle elementari hanno risposto correttamente alle
domande più specifiche sulla Riserva di Miramare, mentre hanno dimostrato
una maggiore incertezza sui concetti generali di riserva marina e di
conservazione della natura, che probabilmente sono ancora troppo
complessi. Per bambini di questa età è risultata fondamentale l’esperienza
diretta: gli alunni che erano già stati in altre aree protette hanno risposto in
modo più corretto.
Le risposte degli studenti delle medie non mostrano una forte
differenziazione a seconda della durata dell’attività svolta. Il fatto che
alcune risposte meno corrette siano state date dai ragazzi che si sono fermati
più a lungo può essere spiegato considerando che l’attività più lunga ha
portato naturalmente ad una maggiore mole di informazioni trasmesse in un
periodo di tempo comunque ristretto, non permettendo agli studenti di
assimilarle tutte.
La diversa durata dell’attività svolta dai ragazzi delle superiori
sembra influenzare poco le risposte date, se non in alcuni casi, come per la
definizione di area protetta. La presenza di risposte multiple a questa
domanda vede però spesso associata alla definizione corretta, indicata dai
ragazzi che hanno svolto l’attività di due giorni, la presenza di percentuali
rilevanti delle due risposte meno corrette: ciò in parte inficia il risultato
positivo che sembra avere la maggior durata dell’esperienza a Miramare. Il
fatto di aver visitato precedentemente altre aree protette non influisce sulle
risposte date.
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TURKISH PRESERVICE PHYSICS TEACHERS’
KNOWLEDGE AND AWARENESS
OF ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
AND ELECTROMAGNETIC POLLUTION

A. Kadir Maskan
Assist. Prof. Dr., Dicle University, Education Faculty,
Department of Physics Education, Diyarbakır, Turkey.
Abstract
The aim of this study is to investigate pre-service physics teachers’
attitudes towards environment and assess their knowledge and awareness of
environmental issues, particularly electromagnetic pollution. The study was
carried out with the participation of 160 pre-service physics teachers at
Faculty of Education at Dicle University in Turkey. Two different
questionnaires were conducted to collect the data. The results displayed that
pre-service physics teachers responded positively towards environmental
issues. All participants suggested environment education as subject in
schools with the majority favoured environment education being taught at
primary and secondary levels.
Key words: Environmental issues, Electromagnetic pollution,
Physics education, Student teachers.
Introduction
Over the last decade, environmental problems have increasingly
attracted attention from scientists, environmental activists as well as
ordinary people. Amongst the various problems we impose on the
environment; such as water, air, noise, soil and space pollution, there is also
industrial wastes, solid wastes and electromagnetic pollution, as well as the
depletion of the ozone layer, global warming and loss of bio-diversity. One
of the important but little acknowledged concerns is electromagnetic
pollution (Szmigielski and Sobiczewska, 2000; Repacholi et al, 1999). In
the last few decades, the use of devices which emit electromagnetic fields
(EMFs) has increased considerably. This proliferation has been accompanied
by an increased concern about possible health effect of exposure to these
fields (Bernhardt et al., 1997; ICNIRP, 1998; WHO, 1993). In many
countries, cellular phones (CPs), electric and electronic equipments have
become so much a part of modern life that people assume that their safety is
proven and these appliances do not cause any health problems. However, CPs
are EMF transmitter and this radiation has been linked in some studies with
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possible cellular effects (Brusick et al., 1998; Lia and Singh, 1996; Verchaeve
and Maes, 1998).
These issues often appear in the printed and visual media.
Nevertheless, the interest of media in environmental issues can often be
confusing rather than informing, as it is well underlined by Adler (1992) that
media can cause misconceptions and errors that render the environment
education difficult. In order to prevent or reduce misconception and ill
information that is constructed by students during the construction of their
knowledge (Groves and Puhg, 2002), teacher education programmes become
important as encouraging student to discuss environmental issues. This study
focused on Turkish pre-service physics teachers’ perception and
understanding of environmental issues.
Methodology
Two different types of questionnaires were used for this study: an
Attitude Scale Toward Environment (ASTE) and Environmental Issues
Questionnaire (EIQ). The study was carried out with the participation of 160
pre-service physics teachers (118 male and 42 female) from the Physics
Education Department in Education Faculty at Dicle University in Turkey.
The survey was performed over the 2004-2005 academic year.
The scale (ASTE) consisted of 21 Likert type items, which some of them
were adapted from the previous attitude scales (Aiken, 1979; Dauphinee et al.,
1997). The minimum and maximum scores for the scale were 21 and 105
respectively. The reliability coefficient for the scale was found to be 86. EIQ
consisted of 16 open-ended statements. The data were analysed by SPSS
program.
Findings. The influence of demographic differences on
student teachers’ attitudes towards environment
The mean value of the ASTE for all participants was 86.10, 85.68 for
male and 87.15 for female respectively. These results indicated that preservice physics teachers had positive attitudes toward environment. There
were no significant differences between male and female participants’
attitudes toward environment (P>0.05). The study also revealed that there
were no significant differences between the two age groups (18 to 23 and 24
to 29 years old) of student teachers (P > 0.05, 85.25 and 86.94 respectively) in
terms of their attitudes towards the environment.
Student teachers’ perceptions towards environment issues
In terms of global environmental issues, 84 % of the participants
were concerned with the increase in environmental issues, while 16 % of
student teachers did not display any concern.
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Of the items listed by the participants, awareness of industrial wastes
(86%), noise pollution (71 %) and electromagnetic pollution (60 %) were
most popular. And air pollution (51%), ozone depletion (47 %), water
pollution (43), solid wastes (42 %), nuclear power plants and weapons (40
%) and global warming (30 %) were perceived as serious environmental
issues. Also, a minority of student teachers (18 %) perceived soil pollution
and shabby urbanisation (16 %) as important.
The participants saw industrial wastes (63 %), noise pollution (58
%), electromagnetic pollution (46 %), air pollution (42 %), ozone depletion
(40 %), water pollution (40 %), nuclear power plants and weapons (39 %),
solid wastes (34 %) and global warming (29 %) to be amongst the worst
environmental problems. Participants believed that technological
developments (68 %), human factor (56 %), industrial wastes (49 %), lack
of education (47 %), nuclear power plants and weapons (29 %) and loss of
biodiversity (6%) were the causes of the global environmental pollution.
Information Sources of Environmental Issues
The majority of the respondents indicated that they acquired their
knowledge of environmental issues from printed (52%) and visual (31%)
media as well as school (19%), family (16%), internet (10%), friends (7%)
and environmental organisations (5%). Twenty per cent of the participants
believed that the environmental news and programmes in printed and visual
media were sufficient, while 80 % disagreed with the idea. The participants
were asked if they believed that there was a need to study environment as a
subject in schools. All of them responded positively to the suggestion.
Undoubtedly, environmental subjects should be taught by teachers in
schools (Groves and Pugh, 1999). Fifty per cent of participants took part in
the study, suggested that environmental subject should be compulsory in
primary school, while 20 % of them thought it was important to have a
compulsory environmental subject in secondary school and 30 % at all
levels of schooling.
Pre-service teachers’ Opinions of Electromagnetic Pollution
Sixty eight per cent of the participants believed that technological
developments cause electromagnetic pollution. Fifty one per cent of
participants believed that electromagnetic pollution is caused by CPs, BSs and
other communications means that are harmful to ecological system, while 47 %
indicated that electric and electronic appliances produced electromagnetic
pollution and 48 % of pre-service physics teachers believed that
electromagnetic pollution is harmful to human health. Also, 28 % of the
participants indicated that electromagnetic pollution caused hereditary damage
in biological organisms, while 26 % believed that brain cancer is caused by
electromagnetic field. As a result of electromagnetic pollution, 22 % of
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participants asserted that natural magnetic field of earth may change. Only 9 %
of participants indicated that this pollution has fatal effect on bio-organisms.
Sources of Electromagnetic Pollution
Seventy three per cent of the participants believed cellular phones,
while for 60 % electric and electronic appliances, 50 % base stations, 32 %
transmitters, 16 % radars, 11 % high voltage lines, 10 % cosmic rays and 8
% nuclear power plans and weapons were the sources of electromagnetic
pollution.
Ways to Alleviate the Electromagnetic Pollution
Pre-service physics teachers suggested several logical ways to
alleviate electromagnetic pollution: Seventy per cent of them believed that
development of environmental friendly technology, while for 68 % the use
of technology consciously, for 52 % raising human awareness of
environment, for 14 % avoiding usage of environmentally harmful
technology were important. Likewise, 34 % of the participants claimed that
mobile phone companies could use warning red labels (SAR: Specific
Absorption Rate - ICNIRP, 1998).
Conclusions
This study investigated pre-service physics teachers’ attitude towards
and knowledge of environmental issues. Pre-service teachers are greatly
concerned with environmental issues such as industrial wastes, noise
pollution, electromagnetic pollution, air pollution and so on. Despite this
positive attitude towards environment, their concerns are not reflected at
practical level. The research revealed that student teachers are usually
informed through printed and visual media. Participants were well aware of
the inadequacy of media in informing environmental issues. This
inadequacy at a certain level leads student teachers to develop
misconception of environmental issues. The results showed the need and
importance of studying environmental education as a subject in primary and
secondary schools. Also an appropriate curriculum development seems
crucial to prevent any misconception that might be carried to students after
completion of pre-service teacher education.
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FORMATION INITIALE ET CONCEPTIONS
DE L’ENVIRONNEMENT CHEZ LES ENSEIGNANTS.
CAS DU PREMIER CYCLE
DE L’ECOLE DE BASE TUNISIENNE
Faten Meddah
Institut de l’Education et de la Formation Continue
43 rue de la liberté, le BardoDépartement de Biologie
Tunis, La Tunisie medwomenf@yahoo.fr Tel : +216 98 38 00 47
Introduction.
L’usage du mot « environnement » ne détermine pas seulement les
jugements de valeur que les uns ou les autres peuvent porter à son sujet,
mais aussi, il structure des opinions, des professions ou des institutions, sert
à construire des politiques ou stratégies de marché, délimite des champs
d’intervention ou de connaissances, contribue à définir des cultures, des
identités ou des représentations du monde et justifie éventuellement des
comportements ou des actions qui peuvent ne rien avoir avec
l’environnement entendu dans son sens courant.
Il y a autant de définitions et de conceptions de l’environnement que
ceux qui le conçoivent et veulent le définir. Dans ce travail, nous nous
sommes référés à trois grandes conceptions qui nous semblent les plus
globales. La première est objective et bio-centrique, où l’environnement
s’est assimilé à la nature et précisément à une série ou système d’objets
isolés. La deuxième s’oppose d’une manière quasi symétrique à la première.
Elle est subjective et anthropocentrique puisqu’elle envisage
l’environnement en « systèmes de relations entre l’Homme et son milieu
naturel et construit entre des sujets et des objets » (Theys, 1993) ; ce que
nomme Sauvé l’environnement milieu de vie et l’environnement
communautaire. La troisième conception se situe entre les deux premières.
Elle est «technocratique » ou « objecto -subjective ». Elle fait émerger une
notion de dépendance réciproques entre l’Homme et son milieu naturel et
construit et subséquemment l’environnement devient le produit de la
relation entre éco et sociosystème.
Les enseignants n’échappent pas à la diversité des conceptions de
l’environnement. Ces dernières subissent l’influence de plusieurs facteurs.
La formation initiale des enseignants du premier cycle de l’école de base
tunisienne est le facteur dont nous étudions l’influence sur la conception de
l’environnement dans le présent travail.
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Méthodologie
Afin de dégager l’influence de la formation initiale sur l’édification
des conceptions de l’environnement chez les enseignants, nous avons choisi
un échantillon d’enseignants du primaire, formé de deux sous-groupes (les
enseignants de l’ancienne école normale et ceux de l’Institut Supérieur de
Formation des Maîtres). Dans un premier temps, les enseignants ont fait le
choix de dix mots qui représentent le plus, à leurs sens, le mot
environnement. Ils ont schématisé, dans un second temps, la relation entre
des constituants d’un écosystème prairie (SOLEIL. SOL. RENARD. O2.
LAPINS. HERBES. CO2.BACTÉRIE). Les figures suivantes illustrent les
résultats attendus pour les deux questions.
B

A

D

C

Cas décalé 1 : un
positionnement de
spécialiste pollutionnature avec une
perspective morale

B

B

A

D

A

C

C

Cas décalé 2 : une
conception liée à deux
tendances
anthropocentriques
morale et cadre de vie

D

Cas médian : une
représentation médiane

A : axe / pollution-nature, B : axe / morale, C : axe / cadre de vie, D : axe / sociopolitique

Fig.1. Catégories de conceptions attendues selon la formation
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Fig. 2. Exemples de réponses sur le cycle du C par classe (1, 2, 3).
D’après Clément & Forissier )
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Fig. 3. Exemples de réponses sur le cycle de l’O2 par classe (1, 2, 3).
D’après Clément & Forissier
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Analyse et conclusion
Partant des mots choisis, nous avons noté une différence d’emploi de
lexique définissant l’environnement selon la formation (tableau 1).
FORMATION

Conception des
spécialistes

Bac sciences +
2ans à l’I.S.F.M
Bac lettres +2ans
à l’I.S.F.M

E14, E15, E29, E27,
E34,
E13, E23,

Les enseignants
normaliens

E1, E5, E10, E11,
E32,

Conception
anthropocentriq
ue

Conception
médiane

E16, E28, E20,
E30

E17, E19,
E25,

E2, E3, E4, E9, E6, E7, E8,
E12, E18, E33,
E21, E22,
E24, E26,
E31,

Tableau 1. Les différents types de conceptions de ’environnement chez les
enseignants de premier cycle de l’école de base

L’environnement est exprimé par "pollution", "nature", "sources", ou
encore "faune-flore" chez les enseignants ayant une formation scientifique
de base. Ils ont présenté une conception à orientation scientifique autour de
la nature, la pollution et l’écologie. La relation entre l’homme et
l’environnement se conçoit à l’échelle de la biosphère avec une double
relation hiérarchique entre le global et le local d’une part, la nature et
l’homme de l’autre. Ceci résulte une reconnaissance de l’homme
biologique, une conscience bio-sphérique et un outil d’étude de naturaliste
et scientifique. Ce que Sauvé désigne par l’environnement problème à
résoudre et ressource à gérer.
Pour ceux ayant suivi une formation littéraire, cet environnement est
"le patrimoine", "le retour à la nature" ou "le bien-être". C’est une
conception liée à deux tendances anthropocentriques : morale et cadre de
vie. Elle caractérise les enseignants voyant dans la nature un objet à
respecter et à apprécier. Quant à l’environnement, il est à aménager et
connaître. L’anthropocentrisme apporte une réflexion critique et prospective
sur les aspects sociaux et politiques du projet, une reconnaissance de
l’homme culturel et un savoir-faire particulier dans le champ éducatif.
La troisième catégorie des enseignants présente une conception
médiane. Elle englobe toutes les orientations scientifiques, esthétiques,
communautaires, sociales. L’homme et l’environnement sont ainsi des coproductions de valeurs et de contraintes mutuelles. Cette co-production
peut être envisagée de deux façons. Soit d’une manière positive, et on
s’interroge alors sur les conditions de création du meilleur environnement
possible pour l’Homme. C’est l’environnement ressource de Sauvé, centré
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sur la notion de patrimoine et ressources limitées. Soit d’une manière plus
négative, en définissant à travers la gestion de l’environnement ce qui est
supportable pour la nature dans les activités humaines, ou inversement, ce
qui est supportable pour l’homme et la société dans la nature. Ce type
correspond chez Sauvé à « l’environnement problème » où l’homme vise à
apprendre, à préserver et à restaurer un environnement menacé.
La deuxième partie du test a montré également que la conception
des enseignants à propos de l’environnement semble être linéaire et non
systémique (Fig. 5), à l’exception de quelques-uns qui ont une formation
hétérogène ou scientifique. Pour la majorité de ces enseignants, les
relations entre les différents constituants de l’environnement sont linéaires
et causales et se résument généralement en une relation alimentaire entre
les constituants vivants de la Nature. Ceci pourrait refléter une formation
initiale linéaire, causale et cloisonnée dont les enseignants dépendraient
encore. Il s’agit aussi d’un mode explicatif plus simple à concevoir plus
qu’une vision systématique. Les premiers enseignements marquent d’une
façon durable les conceptions. Malgré son unicité d’enseignement,
l’instituteur reste soumis aux enseignements tronçonnés par disciplines
qu’il a reçu durant ses études (Clément, 1998 ; Tissier, 1998). Le modèle
systémique, plus pertinent pour représenter les dimensions cycliques de
l’écosystème, n’est que peu présenté pour les deux cycles dans un même
schéma (E9 et E14). Ceci peut être le résultat d’un obstacle
épistémologique chez ces individus (Clément, 2002) ainsi que
l’enracinement dans chaque discipline aux niveaux lycéen et universitaire
(Tissier, 1998). Ces résultats pourraient être expliqués aussi par le fait que
ces enseignants n’ont pas abordé ce thème pendant un certain temps ou
même depuis qu’ils ont quitté l’université et par conséquent ce savoir
tombe dans l’oubli.
CYCLE DE LA MATIERE

C Y C LE D E L'O2

N
3%

9%

R1
29%

36%

R2

26%

32%

R3
32%

33%

Fig. 5. La cyclicité de l’écosystème
Répartition des types de réponse chez les enseignants
N : non réponse, R1 : réponse 1, R2 : réponse 2, R3 : réponse 3
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Ces conceptions relevées montrent une relation entre la formation
initiale, la conception et la cyclicité de l’environnement chez chacun des
enseignants de notre échantillon. Néanmoins, cette formation n’est pas le seul
facteur intervenant, plusieurs autres encore peuvent y participer. Ces facteurs
sont multiples tels que la culture, les systèmes de valeurs, la religion, le milieu de
vie de chaque individu. Nous citons aussi l’oubli de certaines notions. En effet,
si une notion a été enseignée à maintes reprises par un enseignant, elle serait
assez bien maîtrisée. Mais si elle n’a pas été abordée pendant un certain temps,
elle pourrait tomber dans l’oubli. Nous avons remarqué aussi la présence chez tous
ces enseignants, d’un degré certes différent, de l’axe de la morale ce qui revient à
leur métier d’éducateur et d’enseignant. Il est indéniable que la formation initiale
a une influence sur la conception de l’environnement chez ces enseignants ; mais
elle peut être mise en corrélation avec tout ce que nous avons cité préalablement.
En résumé, les différents résultats obtenus auprès des enseignants constituant notre
échantillon sont diversifiés. Même si nous avons pu les regrouper sous trois
catégories, chaque conception garde sa propre spécificité. Cette spécificité est le
résultat de l'originalité de chaque individu nécessitant la prise en compte de la
situation particulière de chacun, ses pratiques, son histoire, sa culture, ses
représentations sociales telles que les systèmes de croyance, de valeurs.
Pour conclure, nous pouvons dire que la formation initiale a certainement
une influence sur les conceptions des enseignants à propos de l’environnement,
mais elle n’est pas le seul facteur intervenant. Elle peut donc contribuer à la
constitution de ces conceptions avec la collaboration de facteurs divers que nous
avons tenté de mettre en évidence dans une autre étude.
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A CASE STUDY OF ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION:
BIOMONITORING OF OZONE
WITH YOUNG STUDENTS
Cristina Nali4, Cinzia Catoni, Giacomo Lorenzini
Dipartimento di Coltivazione e Difesa delle Specie Legnose
“Giovanni Scaramuzzi”, University of Pisa
Via del Borghetto 80, 56124 Pisa, Italy
Abstract
The wide diffusion of tropospheric ozone is nowadays a major air
quality problem, in urban areas as well as in rural and remote localities; its
man-related air mixing ratios are increasing and severe impacts on human
life and welfare are expected, such as adverse health effects, damage to
manufacts and injury to plants. Biological monitoring (“bio monitoring”) of
ozone is a powerful tool for filling the gap between the causes and effects of
environmental toxins, as bio indication agents assess in an easy-to-detect
fashion the cumulative effects of pollution.
A project on bio monitoring of air quality was launched in 2004 to
involve 400 students (ages 6-13) from seven schools in Livorno (Central
Italy) in active bio detection of ozone effects with sensitive Bel-W3 tobacco
seedlings. Results implied the reading of 5000 raw figures and were
fortified by the data captured by three automatic gas analysers. Under the
guidance of their teachers, the students had several opportunities to practice
with many basic and applied study areas and were initiated into the
scientific method in a simple and absorbing manner. Biological and
chemical data were in good relationship and were treated with geostatistical
methods; results were exposed in the form of cartographic restitutions.
Though primarily an educational exercise, the survey provided sound
research elements and the picture of pollution that emerged has increased
the knowledge of air quality in the area. Bio monitoring is confirmed to be a
powerful tool to involve young people in key educational topics.
Key words: Air pollution; Environmental quality; Indicator plants;
Oxidative stress; Tobacco.

4. Corresponding author. Tel.: +39 050 960092; fax: +39 050 960622; E-mai address:
cristina.nali@agr.unipi.it
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Introduction
Air quality is likely to be the environmental issue of most concern in
the future (Beaumont et al., 1999) and the detrimental effects of air pollution
on human health and welfare are well known (Brimblecombe and Maynard,
2001). iological monitoring (“bio monitoring”) of ozone is a powerful, cost
effective, user friendly, tool for filling the gap between the causes and
effects of environmental pollutants, as bio indication agents assess the
cumulative effects of pollution. A useful application can be the location of
air quality stations and the setting up of bio monitoring campaigns with
school children (Castell and Maronnier, 2002; Lorenzini and Nali, 2004).
This paper describes a set of pilot studies aimed at involving several schools
in mapping air quality by means of indicator plants in the district of Livorno
(Tuscany, Central Italy).
Materials and Methods
A simultaneous and coordinate pilot study was performed in the spring
2004, involving seven schools (and seventeen classrooms) in the district of
Livorno (Fig. 1). Altogether, about 400 kids were involved in the project, their
grade range spanning from primary schools (6-10 years), to junior secondary
(11-13 years). In April 2004, a series of preliminary seminars was given to the
teachers. An ad hoc Internet forum was set up in a specific web site
(www.biomonitoraggio.org) and a discussion group activated.
S. M. S. Borsi
A

S. M. S. Pazzini

1
B
B

S.E. Razzauti
Rome

C
C
S.M.Mazzini
Mazzini
S.M.
D
2

N
E

O
S. E. Banditella

3

S
E
E

S.E. G.O. Noolt
F

G
G
S. E. Montenero

Fig. 1. Map of the area investigated showing the location of the schools (indicated by
letters) and of the photometric analysers of ozone (indicated by numbers). Legend: A, SM
Borsi; B, SM Pazzini; C, S.E. Razzauti; D, SM Mazzini; E, SE Banditella; F, SE Noolt; G,
SE Montenero; 1, Piazza Cappiello (Livorno); 2, Maurogordato (Livorno); 3,Gabbro
Rosignano Marittimo).
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Ready-to-use miniaturised kits (Lorenzini, 1994) were delivered on
May 10 and 17, 2004, and exposed to ambient air for seven days. The entire
methodology, data results and elaboration has been performed in according
to Lorenzini and Nali (2004).
The actual ozone presence in the study area during the campaign was
measured by three automatic photometric analysers run by local environmental
authorities; their location is also reported in Fig. 1. Raw data were processed to
describe the typical day and compute the AOT40s (Accumulated exposure
Over a Threshold of 40 ppb - Nali et al., 2002a) and the M1 (maximum daily
hourly means - Nali et al., 2002b). Two-dimensional zone-maps of CII and
AOT40 values were drawn using the Surfer plotting program using kriging as
the interpolation algorithm (Olea, 1974).
The reproducibility (i.e. the concordance of the estimates of pupils and
of expert evaluation team) was evaluated using k statistics (Cohen, 1960).
Results
70
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Fig. 2. Ozone average diurnal profiles for the period 10 to 16 (week # 1) and 17 to
23 May (week # 2), 2004 from the automatic analysers. Legend:, triangle down,
Cappiello (Livorno); square, Maurogordato (Livorno); circle, Gabbro (Rosignano
Marittimo).
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Fig. 2. shows the typical bell-shaped circadian profile of ozone levels in the three
stations where the analysers were present during the two weeks of the present
study; this is due to the dependence of ozone formation on the presence of solar
radiation (Colbeck and MacKenzie, 1994). Cumulated AOT40s and M1 values are
reported in Table 1.
Station
Cappiello (Livorno)
Maurogordato (Livorno)
Gabbro (Rosignano
Marittimo)

AOT40
Week # 1 Week # 2
1008
974
2793

1306
1113
2720

M1
Week # 1 Week
#2
76
67
72
63
89
78

Table 1. Cumulated AOT40s (ppb h) and maximum hourly means (M1, ppb) for
ozone in the three stations where photometric analysers were operating, in the
period 10 to 16 (week # 1) and 17 to 23 May (week # 2), 2004.

Due to the relevant ozone levels, which occurred in Tuscany in the
late spring of 2004, all the sensitive Bel-W3 tobacco seedlings showed
typical bifacial necrotic symptoms after a few days of exposure to ambient
air in all the exposure sites.
In many cases, the standard deviation of the average score was very
high, due to the large variability of single scores expressed by each pupil.
Fig 3. Relative scattered distribution of the average Cotyledonar Injury
Index reported by each classroom from the actual figure detected by the
expert team.
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Fig. 3. summarizes the average results given by each classroom, in comparison to
the lectures given by the expert team. Eight classrooms gave results within a range
of plus or minus 30% in comparison with the reference score. The bulk of the
responses highlighted a quite low level of accuracy, but an acceptable level of
reproducibility (Table 2).
Type of school
Primary

Junior secondary

School

k

Noolt 5
Razzauti 3A
Montenero 4
Pazzini 1L
Pazzini 1I

0.31
0.20
0.26
0.26
0.18

Strenght of
agreement
fair
slight
fair
fair
slight

Mazzini 2L

0.44

moderate

Table 2. Values of k, as a measure of reproducibility of the estimates of pupils in
comparison to expert evaluation team ones.
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The processing of all of the validated data by the expert team
allowed the creation of two thematic charts, which describe the spatial
distribution of CIIs and of AOT40 (Fig. 4a-b).
a

b
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Fig. 4. Spatial distribution of the Cotyledonar Injury Index (CII, on a 0-4 scale) on
tobacco Bel-W3 (ozone supersensitive) seedlings (based on data recovered by the
experienced team) (a) and of AOT40 (ppb h) (b) in the study area.

Discussion and Conclusive Remarking
Ozone confirmed to be a significant presence in all the area
investigated, both in urban and in rural areas. This is not surprising
anymore, as it is clear that the geographical and climatic context of Tuscany
is favourable to significant high levels of photo chemically produced ozone
(Nali et al., 2001).
The project was a success on the educational plan and reached its
aims, which were those to allow students to have a first-hand experience of
how polluted is their aerial environment, by using an extraordinary and
reliable tool, such as biological monitoring.
The use of the miniaturized kit described here is a solid example of
good science, reliable, specific, quick, very cost-efficient and easy to
manage (Toncelli and Lorenzini, 1999). The kit represents an original and
innovative tool whose simplicity and readiness may be profitably used to
trace formative pathways for students, so as to improve their awareness and
involvement in key topics of environmental education.
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TRANSDISCIPLINARITY
AND ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION:
A PRODUCTIVE ASSOCIATION FOR TEACHERS
Monica Osorio Simons
Biologist, Expert in Environmental Education,
MSc. in Education. Coordinator of the Environmental Education
Post-graduation Course at the Senac University Center
in São Paulo, Brasil
Director of the CEAG Environmental Education Centre of Guarulhos
Abstract
In this paper we share our experience in a symbolic research with
teachers at one public school in Guarulhos, in São Paulo city of Brazil. We
present some interesting results about the pedagogic performance from this
teachers in environmental approaches through the trans-disciplinarity and
how this different way for knowledge construction produce opportunities for
a better quality of their perceptions for the relations with themselves, with
their pupils and their parents and with the environment.
Context
Mankind is before a contemporary world, based in economical
models spoiling of natural resources and responsible for unfair life
conditions and excluding for the great majority of human beings. This
condition demands an urgent search for a new “civilizatory” Project, based
on sustainability, integrating harmonically social, environmental and
economical issues.
The Environmental Education, powered by the bases and principles
of trans-disciplinarity, can become a possible way of change and school, as
a privileged place to work for the formation of values, through the
integrated action of teachers, pupils and the community, can contribute
significantly in the search for solutions.
In this context, and for believing that the quality of the external
landscapes produced by human beings (teachers) has a direct relation with
the quality of the interior landscapes of them, it has been developed a
symbolic research with thirty-two teachers from the City School Dr. José
Mauricio Oliveira, city of Guarulhos, Sao Paulo, Brazil.
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Methodological procedure
We developed the research based in:
–
Monthly meetings with all the teachers, providing moments of
dialogued reflection using different kind of symbols
(passion/circle; spiral, stairs/“three polar” formation; new
consciousness of the reality/wind; the knowledge/web;
environmental education/wave - infinite), through reading
reflective texts and poems, hearing music’s, dancing circle sacred
dances, looking videos, observing pictures or photos, relating
with the daily work in their classrooms.
–
Promotion of situations based on trans-disciplinary pillars (levels
of reality, complexity and logic of the third part included) and on
principles (severity, openness and tolerance) in search for the
improvement of the formation working for the teachers involved,
looking for an environmental education that contribute with
pedagogical practices that aim the development of ecologically
correct attitudes from the students.
–
Searching for a trans-disciplinary praxis, constructing through
our experience as one of the members of the Coordination Team
at the Learning Company of the CETRANS (Trans-disciplinary
Education Centre - São Paulo, Brazil); based in the Principles of
the Trans-disciplinary Charter (Arrabida - Portugal - 1994); The
Learnings for the XXI century (UNESCO). The work about selfformation of Pascal Galvani and the Trans-disciplinarity
Manifesto of Basarab Nicolescu.
–
Minute register of the perceptions about the appearing of
formative landscapes produced during the meetings; reports,
written register of guided or spontaneous speeches, observation
of the art works produced, pictures and evaluation forms.
–
The analysis of the results was organized based on the axles of
the “three polar” formation (self-formation, hetero-formation and
eco-formation), proposed by Galvani.
Results
The work was directed in a sense of trying answer the following
question: “Is it possible, based on the pillars and principles of transdisciplinarity and using vectors and symbols, to empower the environmental
education at school composing formative landscapes, that contribute with
the formation at service of public teachers, for making possible
transformations in their interior landscapes, optimising the socialenvironmental performance at school?”
The research propitiated: sensitizising and reflecting spaces; new and
differing formative landscapes; a new way in learning construction and
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teacher formation; made the faculty more perceptive about its own
pedagogical acting and for its quality of relationship wit the world.
Qualitative results
We find concrete examples in some meaningful speeches: “If it goes
to the human side, this will bring calmness and consequently it will reflect
in our work class”; ”Despite the obstacles (…) to transform the obstacle in
something pleasurable”; “(…) to do a well done job with each age range
(…) so that the child can develop herself as a good construction like the
web”; “All we are seeing brought me a greater self-confidence (…)”; “We
have to work more the process to teach the students to think”; “(…)these
reflections drove us to a more humanitarian way in life as well as at school”;
“(…) it made me have a more attentive look to the world around me”.
Quantitative results
At the end of the six months of work, a questionnaire with open and
closed questions has been applied. To the closed questions, the following
results have been obtained.
These six months through environmental education under
transdisciplinarity light contributed to make you:
1 - More reflexive in relation to your pedagogical practice?
2 - More reflexive about the quality of your interpersonal relations?
3 - More perceptive to the world around you?
Being the answers foreseen as: Yes ( ) More or Less ( ) No ( )
together with a justification.
The three questions have been proposed to reach the three points of
three polar transdisciplinary formation: Self-Formation (Question nº1),
hetero-formation (question nº2) and eco-formation (question nº3).
The results were:
Question nº 1
YES
More or Less
NO

Total
19
03
0

%
79,16
12,5
0

3

0

19
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YES
More or Less
NO

Total
20
2
0

%
83,33
8,33
0

Question nº 3
YES
More or Less
NO

0

2

Question nº 2

20

2

Total
19
2
0

%
79,16
8,33
0

0

19

Observing the absolute values as well the percentages, it becomes
evident that for the three questions, most answers were affirmative, what
leads us to the conclusion that the realized work contribute positively for the
formation of the participants in self, hetero as well as eco formation.
It must be remarked that the sum of the values doesn’t fulfill 100%,
since some participants didn’t answer all questions.
Conclusion and follow up
With these results we think it is possible to affirm that the transdisciplinar approach to the environmental education of teachers brought an
opportunity for find a new better way to work and in this context the school
could better perform their social responsibility with the global formation of
their students.
As it happened with the teachers from this public school, we
approach different other groups with the trans-disciplinary praxis
(University students, Post-graduation Students, health professionals, etc),
achieving, usually, the same beneficial results of persons that, becoming
more perceptive for themselves, the others, and the surroundings, end up
establishing more harmonic relations and contributing to the consolidation
of much healthier environments.
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IL CIELO:
UN AMBIENTE DA CONOSCERE E DIFENDERE.
PROPOSTE DI DIDATTICA DELL’ASTRONOMIA
Cristina Palici di Suni
Rappresentante nazionale EAAEEuropean Association Astronomy Education
www.eaae-astro.org - palici@quadricom.org
Presentazione di proposte didattiche per rendere gli studenti, di
diversi ordini di scuola, consapevoli del fatto che il nostro pianeta è unico,
che la conoscenza del cielo è ed è stata importante per la crescita della
conoscenza, che la salvaguardia della visione del cielo stellato è un valore.
Forse la terra non è l’unico pianeta abitato ma al momento non
conosciamo altre forme di vita simili alla nostra su pianeti di altri sistemi
stellari. La conoscenza e le sue sfide sono il bagaglio dell’uomo e il suo
vanto. La conoscenza della natura e delle caratteristiche dei corpi celesti ne
sono un esempio. Alcuni procedimenti possono essere riprodotti in classe
alla maniera degli antichi per comprendere l’importanza del metodo e il
valore dell’intelligenza dello scienziato. La bellezza del cielo stellato attira
lo sguardo dell’uomo, adulto o bambino, la conoscenza dei fenomeni celesti
è un arricchimento che contribuisce alla crescita umana culturale ed emotiva
del bambino, del giovane, del cittadino.
Le attività proposte favoriscono questo coinvolgimento, sono adatte
a studenti dalle scuole primarie alle secondarie oppure ad un pubblico
generico e si prefiggono gli obiettivi di :sviluppare conoscenze scientifiche,
sensibilizzare sulla delicatezza del sistema cielo-terra, favorire le capacità di
sperimentazione attraverso l’uso di strumentini costruiti con materiale di
poco costo e facile reperimento.
Le attività proposte sono: la misura del diametro del sole con un
tubo di cartone e una prima indicazione sulla potenza assorbita (usando una
guancia di studente!), la misura della costante solare a terra con valutazioni
sull’assorbimento da parte dell’atmosfera terrestre con uno strumento
(bolometro) costruito ad hoc, la misura del diametro terrestre con il metodo
di Eratostene e il riconoscimento delle principali costellazioni del nostro
emisfero con l’uso di un trovastelle di semplice realizzazione.
Un altro spunto di lavoro nelle classi fortemente legato all’ambiente
è il tema dell’inquinamento luminoso per il quale non ho spazio in questo
contesto se non per citare attività svolte indicate nel sito EAAE Italia
www.pd.astro.it/eaae. Esse sono: un lavoro dell’ Istituto Sociale di Torino
presentato ad Atene (maggio 1999) al meeting della Dark Sky Association
organizzato dalla rappresentante greca EAAE, l’insegnante Margarita
Metaxa , e “Un francobollo per le stelle e la difesa del cielo stellato”: scuola
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elementare “Roberto D’Azeglio” di Torino (7 ottobre 2005: giornata
nazionale delle Poste e filatelia e vigilia della giornata nazionale contro
l’inquinamento luminoso).
Altre attività possibili legano l’astronomia all’arte, e di queste cito
un’attività che ha preso spunto da una ricerca condotta dal prof. Giovanni
Ferrero dell’Università di Genova. Egli ha ritrovato nelle sculture dei
capitelli di una deliziosa chiesetta di Cortazzone, sulla collina di Asti, la
“storia” cioè il resoconto di un’eclisse di sole del medioevo scolpito da un
misterioso monaco.
La trasposizione didattica di questa ricerca ha coinvolto molto un
gruppo di studenti ai quali è stata proposta l’attività. Disponiamo di poster
per il confronto tra le indicazioni dei capitelli e la ricostruzione a computer
del cielo nella sera dell’evento astronomico.
Come si vede dunque l’ambiente cielo offre spunti di attività
didattiche molto diversificate che mi accingo ad esporre molto in sintesi.
Naturalmente ogni insegnante sa valutare e adattare le proposte alle classi
più idonee in base ai prerequisiti, competenze e finalità specifiche.
La misura del diametro del sole con un tubo di cartone è una prima
indicazione della potenza assorbita.
Noi vogliamo calcolare quanto è grande e quanto scalda il sole
usando materiale di facilissimo reperimento. Conoscendo la distanza terra
sole (circa 150 milioni di Km, che si può ottenere da altre semplici
esperienze) possiamo ricavare la misura del diametro solare utilizzando
l’attrezzatura seguente: tubi di lunghezza diversa (50 cm, 80 cm, 1 metro o
più) e, per ognuno, un foglio di carta translucida (carta forno ad esempio) e
uno di alluminio (in cucina si nasconde molto materiale utile!) ed infine uno
spillo. Dopo aver fissato alle due estremità dei tubi, rispettivamente un
foglio di carta translucida e uno di alluminio, pratichiamo su quest’ultimo
un piccolo foro in centro con lo spillo. Puntiamo il tubo al sole (ma non i
nostri occhi!!!) e facciamo in modo che i raggi entrino paralleli al tubo
esponendo al sole la parte con il foro di spillo. Noteremo, quando riusciamo
a catturare l’immagine del sole proiettata dalla parte opposta, sul foglio
translucido, che essa ha dimensioni diverse a seconda della lunghezza del
tubo. Allora non resta che fare la proporzione: la distanza terra-sole e il
diametro solare sono in proporzione come la lunghezza del tubo e la
dimensione della macchiolina. Conosco tre grandezze e quindi calcolo la
quarta (la misura del diametro del sole) con una semplice divisione.
La cosa più difficile è tenere fermo il tubo quando si riesce a
catturare la macchiolina dell’immagine del sole e misurarla. Essa misura
alcuni mm (dipende dalla lunghezza dei tubi come detto) e non dipende
dalla larghezza del tubo. Si suggerisce di usare un cavalletto per appoggiare
il tubo oppure la spalla di uno studente immobile! La distanza terra sole
varia durante l’anno, ma è in media 149 600 000 Km. Utilizzando i dati che
indicano la distanza giusta (più vicino il sole in inverno e più lontano in
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estate, è bene ricordarlo) la misura del diametro del sole è ancora più
precisa. Con un tubo di circa un metro, la macchiolina è circa 9- 10 mm.
Ma vogliamo fare di più. La lampadina “sole” di quanti Watt è? La
potenza emessa da una lampadina misura l’energia erogata nell’unità di
tempo. Prendo un lampadina da 100 W e voglio confrontare la sua potenza
con quella del sole. Ho solo bisogno di un volontario /a. Disporre il suddetto
volontario con una guancia al sole e gli occhi chiusi. Avvicinare,
cominciando da una distanza di circa mezzo metro, all’altra guancia una
lampadina da 100 W accesa. Quando lo studente sente lo stesso calore sulle
due guance, si può ragionare sul fatto che l’energia irradiata da una
sorgente, per unità di superficie, è proporzionale alla distanza al quadrato
(una legge oggetto di tutti i programmi scolastici). Non resta dunque che
fare la proporzione: la potenza del sole sta alla distanza terra-sole (al
quadrato), come la potenza della lampadina (100 W) sta alla distanza
guancia-lampadina (al quadrato) indicata dal volontario come la distanza
giusta, quella cioè alla quale egli sente, sulle due guance, lo stesso calore.
Questa distanza è circa 10 cm verificata con studenti di diversa sensibilità!
È interessante osservare che l’energia solare che ci arriva a terra è
assorbita dall’atmosfera e in modo diverso a seconda della giornata:
limpida, inquinata o nuvolosa e ovviamente dell’ora in cui si effettua la
prova. Ripetere dunque l’esperienza in diverse giornate è fonte di
interessanti spunti di discussione. Anche in questo caso si può andare a
vedere che il valore della costante solare indicato dai libri di testo (circa
1400 W al metro quadrato) è sempre almeno dimezzato a terra, e in alcuni
casi (forte inquinamento anche con cielo limpido, oppure cielo grigio e
nuvoloso) ancora minore.
La misura della costante solare a terra con valutazioni
sull’assorbimento da parte dell’atmosfera terrestre con uno strumento
costruito ad hoc: il bolometro.
Sappiamo di poter considerare il Sole come un corpo nero che
irraggia in modo uguale in tutte le direzioni. Scopo dell’attività è
sperimentare come la costante solare cambi in funzione del diverso strato di
atmosfera attraversato cioè delle ore di misurazione diverse nella giornata,
dell’inquinamento atmosferico di una città come Torino. L’assorbimento
infatti dipende dall’abbondanza di alcuni elementi presenti nell’atmosfera
quali ozono, vapore acqueo, biossido di carbonio, metano, presenza e natura
delle polveri. Lo strumento cattura luce, mangia energia (dal greco “bolos”
cibo) deve essere costruito in modo che un dischetto di metallo, ben isolato
termicamente, annerito con nero fumo sia esposto in modo perpendicolare ai
raggi del sole. Una finestra leggermente più ampia della misura del dischetto
si trova all’estremità opposta di un corto tubo del tipo di quelli usati dagli
idraulici (in PVC), in cui è posizionato il dischetto. Pratichiamo un foro in
cui infilare il termometro nel dischetto, attraversando anche il tubo
contenitore ed esponiamo il dispositivo al sole inclinandolo correttamente,
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dopo aver individuato la direzione dei raggi solari con un apposito mirino
(vedi figura). Iniziamo a registrare la temperatura ad intervalli regolari per
circa 10 - 12 minuti. Conoscendo il calore specifico del metallo del
dischetto, la sua massa e l’aumento di temperatura, ricaviamo il calore
assorbito che divideremo per il tempo di osservazione registrato.
La misura del diametro terrestre con il metodo di Eratostene
Si tratta di un’esperienza molto nota che quasi tutti i testi di scienze
o di fisica di scuola superiore descrivono, ma è importante sottolinearne la
valenza didattica se l’esperienza viene ripetuta con le classi. Come è noto
Eratostene riuscì a calcolare, nel terzo secolo avanti Cristo, con una buona
approssimazione la misura del raggio terrestre misurando la diversa
inclinazione dei raggi solari al mezzogiorno in due punti dell’Egitto di cui
conosceva la distanza. Egli aspettò il momento in cui nel pozzo di Siene
(attuale Assuan) il sole penetrava in profondità illuminando il fondo: Siene
si trova quasi sul tropico del Cancro e ciò si verifica al solstizio d’estate al
mezzogiorno. Confrontò questo con l’inclinazione dei raggi rispetto alla
verticale in quel medesimo istante ad Alessandria d’Egitto, distante un certo
numero di giorni di cammino a cammello e circa sul medesimo meridiano,
accordandosi ovviamente con un collaboratore! Conoscendo l’angolo al
centro (del valore poco superiore a 7 gradi anche se non era questa l’unità
usata) e la corda sottesa cioè la distanza Siene-Alessandria, si ricava il lato
dell’angolo cioè il raggio terrestre. In altri termini avendo egli trovato che
alla distanza Siene-Alessandria corrisponde un angolo pari ad un
cinquantesimo di angolo giro, ottenne la circonferenza terrestre
moltiplicando per 50 la distanza tra i luoghi di osservazione.
Al giorno d’oggi gli studenti sul medesimo (o quasi ) meridiano si
mettono in comunicazione attraverso la rete e confrontano in tempo reale i
dati di misurazione delle ombre di paletti piantati nel terreno in modo
perfettamente perpendicolare. Ovviamente alle nostre latitudini il sole non è
a picco come nel pozzo di Siene che si trova sulla linea del tropico, ma il
principio del confronto di inclinazione dei raggi attraverso la lunghezza
dell’ombra di un paletto è identico. Muniti di righello, carta geografica,
goniometro e un po’ di precisione si raggiungono risultati di tutto rispetto.
Il trovastelle
Seguendo le indicazioni della figura si può facilmente costruire
questo strumentino (che era in vendita alcuni anni fa nei negozi Natura and
Co di C. Bay).
Ulteriori indicazioni su: http://cddazeglioto.scuole.piemonte.it , alla
voce anno della fisica-attività mostra.
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Disegno dalla proposta dell’insegnante Rainer Gaitsch , socio EAAE della Germania
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Studenti dell’Istituto Sup.“D.Birago” di Torino, con i tubi di cartone.

Il bolometro. Figura tratta da Newsletter n.1 EAAE pagina 15 Luglio ’95.
Riferimento: gruppo francese del CLEA.
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ANALISI DELL’OFFERTA EDUCATIVA:
PRIMO PASSO PER LA CREAZIONE
DI RETI TRA OPERATORI
Maria Antonietta Quadrelli
Responsabile Ufficio Educazione WWF Italia
In Italia, a partire dagli anni Ottanta, sono aumentati i soggetti che
operano nel campo dell'educazione ambientale, del turismo scolastico, della
sensibilizzazione, della formazione: dalle associazioni ambientaliste storiche
ai comitati locali, dagli enti pubblici a quelli privati.
La ricerca, che viene presentata come un modello da riproporre, parte
dall’ipotesi che, volendo far crescere la qualità degli interventi di educazione
ambientale attraverso la formazione, e in particolare la formazione di
formatori, si debba tenere conto degli operatori che sul territorio offrono alla
scuola e ai cittadini interventi di educazione ambientale, nella convinzione
che gli operatori del settore siano i primi soggetti da supportare.
Attraverso la ricerca si voleva prima di tutto: realizzare la mappatura
dell’offerta educativa in termini di operatori, servizi e strutture; conoscere il
mondo degli operatori; far acquisire consapevolezza della propria identità ai
soggetti presenti sul territorio; recuperare la progettazione diffusa; favorire
la messa in rete delle competenze presenti sul territorio, mettendo in
collegamento gli operatori che a vario titolo si occupano di educazione
ambientale nel territorio; rendere più efficiente ed efficace il lavoro degli
operatori del settore.
La ricerca è partita all'interno di aree protette con tre indagini che
hanno analizzato e messo a confronto:
–
Il Parco Agricolo Sud Milano, un parco di cintura metropolitana
nel 1997 e 1999.
–
Il Parco Nazionale dello Stelvio, settore lombardo, un parco
nazionale, nel 2001.
Cioè due contesti territoriali profondamente diversi, un parco
agricolo di cintura metropolitana il cui territorio si situa tutto all'interno
della provincia di Milano, e un parco nazionale nel territorio alpino.
Il progetto prevedeva la mappatura dell'offerta educativa all'interno
dell’area protetta attraverso l’individuazione dei soggetti presenti, la
somministrazione di un questionario/traccia di intervista, la sua trascrizione
e la validazione del risultato da parte del soggetto intervistato. I contenuti
dell’intervista erano l’auto descrizione del soggetto, l’elenco delle tipologie
delle iniziative svolte, i destinatari dei loro interventi, le tematiche trattate,
le collaborazioni con altri enti e i progetti futuri.
La ricerca seguiva le modalità della ricerca intervento, che già nella
fase di raccolta dati produce un cambiamento rendendo i soggetti, dal
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momento stesso in cui si devono valorizzare attraverso l'intervista, più
consapevoli di se stessi. Mentre l’analisi critica dei dati emersi dalla ricerca
fornisce agli Enti Gestori elementi per intervenire con azioni formative
mirate, con azioni di orientamento e di raccordo rivolte ai vari soggetti
individuati. Dall'interpretazione dei dati raccolti, infatti, si possono
individuare le risorse presenti da valorizzare e i punti critici su cui intervenire.
Parco Agricolo Sud Milano
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Istituito nel 1990.
48000 ha in area di cintura metropolitana (provincia di Milano).
61 Comuni.
48 Strutture.
Cascine.
Musei.
Monumenti.
Aree naturali.
Organizzate per la fruizione con personale.
129 Soggetti.
62 Amministrazioni Pubbliche.
52 Associazioni.
9 Enti pubblici.
3 Società.
4 Altro.
Tipologie di attività.
Uscite sul territorio 27%.
Produzione materiali 23 %.
Lezioni in classe 15%.
Cicli/progetti 15%.
Formazione docenti 11%.
Iniziative di sensibilizzazione 10%.
Argomenti trattati.
Caratteristiche del territorio 51%.
Problematiche del territorio 24%.
Problematiche globali 10%.
Qualità della vita in città 8%.
Altro 7%.

Parco Nazionale dello Stelvio
–
–
–
–
–
–
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63.000 ha in provincia di Sondrio e Brescia.
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15 Strutture.
Orti botanici.
Musei.
Centri faunistici.
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–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Monumenti.
Aree naturali.
Organizzate per la fruizione.
55 Soggetti.
10 Comuni.
14 Associazioni.
20 Enti pubblici.
5 Società.
6 Altro.
Tipologie di attività.
Trekking e soggiorni 32%.
Uscite didattiche 20%.
Formazione docenti 20%.
Proposta di percorsi didattici 16%.
Iniziative di sensibilizzazione 8%.
Lezioni in classe 4%.
Argomenti trattati.
Caratteristiche fisiche del territorio 54%.
Caratteristiche storiche culturali del territorio 24%.
Sistema delle acque 22%.

Mettere in rete queste realtà, creare nuove forme di confronto,
valorizzarle, orientarle rispetto ai propri fini è sicuramente un compito
importante di un Ente Parco nell'ottica di incentivare nuove forme di
occupazione, attivare nuovi processi produttivi che nel territorio, attraverso
l'offerta di servizi nel campo dell'educazione ambientale e del turismo; in
conclusione, incrementare lo sviluppo.
Sicuramente questo tipo di ricerca comporta i seguenti risultati: i
soggetti si descrivono e nel farlo prendono consapevolezza di essere inseriti
in un sistema con sovrapposizioni, similitudini e differenze. Un altro
importante prodotto di questa indagine è la documentazione delle attività.
Da tutte le indagini, indipendentemente dal periodo e dalle
caratteristiche del territorio emerge che la quasi totalità dei soggetti censiti
si muove sul territorio programmando i propri interventi, nella stragrande
maggioranza dei casi, in modo non coordinato e sicuramente meno efficace
ed efficiente di quanto potrebbe essere se queste realtà si confrontassero e
seguissero un orientamento concordato. Si tratta comunque di realtà
caratterizzate da una forte motivazione, con competenze specifiche e un
fortissimo legame con il territorio in cui operano. Per contro la scarsa
consapevolezza del ruolo che giocano e del contesto in cui si trovano, come
anche la mancanza di coordinamento, di documentazione e il forte livello di
sovrapposizione, dettato spesso dalla tipologia dei finanziamenti, rende
difficile una trasformazione in rete, un recupero della progettualità diffusa,
una crescita in termini di efficacia ed efficienza.
Per favorire il passaggio da un intervento di educazione ambientale
inconsapevole e scoordinato a un intervento più maturo e professionale
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alimentato dal confronto tra le attività dei vari operatori e dalla storicizzazione
degli interventi c’è molto ancora da fare. Spesso di fronte alla ricchezza e
varietà dei soggetti e dei progetti, gli enti preposti manifestano una grande
difficoltà. Il percorso di valorizzazione e di coinvolgimento dell’esistente
sembra un percorso difficile da attuare. Eppure ci sembra importante e
maggiormente coerente il fatto di non perdere e far crescere questo
patrimonio umano proprio partendo dalla sua conoscenza per impostare
interventi di formazione e costruzione di reti.
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SCIENCE-ART CONNECTION:
USING A CONTEMPORARY ART MUSEUM AS
ENVIRONMENTAL LITERACY TOOL FOR
PRE-SERVICE SCIENCE TEACHERS.
Jose A. Resines, F. Javier del Pino
Área de Didáctica de las Ciencias Experimentales.
Dpto. de Física, Química y E.G. Universidad de León
dfqjrg@unileon.es; dfqjpg@unileon.es
Abstract
In connection with the opening exhibition, “Emergencies”, at the
MUSAC - Contemporary Art Museum of Castilla y Leon - (Spain), with a
distinct environmental approach, teaching units including pre- and post-visit
activities were developed to widen the conception of visiting pre-service
science teachers about environmental problems.
Keywords: No-formal learning. Museum as educational tool.
Environmental education. Training of teachersResumen.
Aprovechando la reciente inauguración del Museo de Arte
Contemporáneo de Castilla y León, MUSAC, se ha utilizado su primera
exposición, “Emergencias”, con un fuerte contenido ambiental, para
explorar y ampliar las concepciones sobre el medio ambiente y el desarrollo
sostenible en los estudiantes para Maestro.
Palabras clave: Aprendizaje no formal. Utilización educativa de
museos. Educación ambiental. Formación de profesores.
Objetivos
–
–

Ampliar las concepciones de los futuros profesores de ciencias
sobre los problemas ambientales que padece el mundo.
Explorar la utilización de museos no científicos en la formación
ambiental de maestros en formación.

Introducción
En abril de 2005 abrió sus puertas el museo de Arte Contemporáneo
de Castilla y León (MUSAC) con una magnífica exposición inaugural en la que
bajo el título “Emergencias” se mostraba de manera clara cómo el mundo del
arte contemporáneo está comprometido con la situación de emergencia
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planetaria que actualmente padece la humanidad. La exposición utilizaba el arte
contemporáneo emergente para lanzar una mirada general a las situaciones de
crisis en el mundo. Se creaba así un espacio para la reflexión donde el
espectador, a través del arte, percibía y se sentía afectado por algunos
problemas acuciantes de nuestra sociedad como son la destrucción del medio
ambiente, los conflictos armados, los movimientos migratorios, las nuevas
estructuras sociales o las emergencias culturales, entre otros.
Como profesores de Ciencias nos llamó inmediatamente la atención
esta preocupación del mundo artístico en contraste con la escarsa atención
que la educación científica muestra hacia la formación ambiental de los
estudiantes, a pesar de las llamadas que las conferencias mundiales efectúan
insistentemente sobre la necesidad de formar ciudadanos comprometidos
con el medioambiente como única vía hacia la sostenibilidad. Por ello nos
propusimos aprovechar la oportunidad que nos proporcionaba tener en
nuestra ciudad la citada exposición y decidimos utilizarla para intentar
mejorar la formación ambiental de nuestros alumnos.
Marco teórico
–

–

El trabajo que describimos asume dos premisas fundamentales: la
primera es que el conocimiento ambiental posee una componente
fuertemente interdisciplinar, y la segunda, que las situaciones de
aprendizaje no formal ofrecen oportunidades para la alfabetización
ambiental, tanto en el ámbito del currículum escolar como para la
población escolarizada. Incorporar estas ideas a la formación de
profesores conduce a que se deba mejorar la formación
interdisciplinar de los mismos y a que sean capaces de utilizar
espacios educativos no formales en su práctica docente.
El concepto de medio ambiente incluye tanto realidades naturales
como otras de tipo urbano, social, cultural, etc. En consecuencia el
conocimiento ambiental integra saberes diversos, a menudo
generados en ámbitos que no son epistemológicamente coherentes.
Los profesores comprometidos con la educación ambiental se
enfrentan, por tanto, al reto de superar la visión reduccionista que
les ofrece su formación inicial. En concreto los profesores de
ciencias deben superar la tendencia a considerar prioritariamente los
sistemas naturales e integrar factores sociales, culturales, políticos y
económicos en su visión del mundo (Fien, 1995; Tilbury, 1995;
Edwards et al., 2004) lo que les resulta difícil.

El aprendizaje en situaciones no formales y las experiencias
extraescolares se han fomentado desde diversos sistemas educativos como
medio para acrecentar el interés y la motivación de los estudiantes. Los
museos constituyen contextos no formales de aprendizaje que han sido
estudiados en profundidad como medio para mejorar la alfabetización
científica tanto en adultos como en niños y adolescentes escolarizados.
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Generalmente se han utilizado visitas a museos de ciencias como medio
para mejorar la comprensión de conceptos científicos o ambientales, aunque
no tenemos constancia de la utilización de museos de arte para lograr fines
similares. Algunos investigadores han mostrado las limitaciones que
presentan para mediar en el aprendizaje de conceptos nuevos (Bitgood,
1989), sin embargo otros estudios han mostrado que las vistas a museos en
combinación con actividades previas y/o posteriores, pueden proporcionar
rendimientos de aprendizaje considerables (Henriksen y Jorbe 2001).
En este trabajo hemos utilizado una visita a un museo de Arte
Contemporáneo combinada con actividades previas y posteriores con el fin
de ampliar la visión ambiental de futuros maestros de educación primaria.
Exposición “Emergencias”
Emergencias presentó por primera vez al público una parte de la
colección MUSAC. Este proyecto inaugural pretendía ser una llamada de
atención sobre las problemáticas urgentes de nuestra sociedad. La muestra,
que ocupaba todo el espacio expositivo de este nuevo museo (5 salas y más
de 3.400 metros cuadrados), exhibía obras de 55 artistas que reflejaban estas
“emergencias” planetarias. En la Tabla 1 se recogen las obras presentes en
la exposición Emergencias, agrupadas en las categorías que hemos
denominado “emergencias” y que se refieren a distintos tipos de necesidades
apremiantes de nuestro mundo (las obras pueden consultarse en el catálogo
de la exposición que acompañamos en la presentación de este trabajo o en la
página web del museo http://www.musac.org.es).
Emergencias
problemas que
surgen y
parten del
medio
ambiente
los distintos
tipos de
discriminación

desigualdad

Obras/autores
Ohne Titel XIII (México)/Andreas Gursky; serie Black
Tide (Marea Negra)/Allan Sekula; Supergas/Superflex

Espejito/Pilar Albarracín; Paraíso/Carmela García; Sin
título nº1 casa de campo/Cristina García Rodero;
Dream of Beauty 3.1/Kirsten Geisler; Antonio, serie
utópicos 2004/Pierre Gonnord; Paradise omeros/Isaac
Julián; Mujeres peligrosas/Gilda Mantilla; Serie
instrumentos de tortura/Marina Núñez;
Flame(Capriccio)/Julia Montilla; Scarred for life II
serie/Tracey Moffatt, Dorian Gray/Yinka Shonibare;
De la serie Now that You Are Mine/Trine Sondergaard;
Burka/Joana Vasconcelos
Serie American Night/Paul Graham; Paisaje11/Ángel
Marcos; serie case histoty/Boris Mikhailov; serie
Sugarcane/Zwelethu Mthethwa; Santos inocentes/Jorge
Pineda.
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puntos en
conflicto

ocupación
espacial

movimientos
migratorios
la alienación
del hombre

emergencias
culturales
nuevas
estructuras
sociales
el continente
africano como
“emergencia”

Serie History/Luc Delahaye; United Nations
Miniatura/Thomas Hirschhorn; Un Charco de sangre,
poema/Jorge Macchi; Solid Sea 03: The Road
Map/Multiplicity; Carretera entre Prizren y Djakovica
cerca de Meja, el 14 de abril de 1999/Simeón Saiz;
zarabanda/Pepo Salazar
Residente pulido. Ranchos (serie)/Alexander Apóstol;
Suburbia/Sergio Belinchón; Reykjavik-Series/Olafur
Eliasson; What We Want-TOKYO-D01AB/Francesco
Jodice; Caracas: House with Extended
Territory/Marjetica Potrc; Das nachste Mal/Next
Time/Corinna Schnitt
No/w/here/Rogelio López Cuenca; Estrecho/Valeriano
López; Travelbox (Wayaway)/El Perro
A room whith a view/Shoja Azari; Rehaznos to
Belice/Marc Bijl; Joy of my life/Daniel Buetti; Mayday
at Mayfair (serie)/Immo Klink; Climate/Iñigo
Manglano-Ovalle; Boot/Toni Oursler; Crash
course/Sven Pahlsson; Emergency Observer
Trip/Fernando Sánchez Castillo
Visita Guiada/Sandra Gamarra; Utopia/Mujeres
Creando; Dammi i colori/Anri Sala; Video art: The
iberoamerican legend/Martín Sastre
Tänään Today/Eija-Liisa Ahtila; En círculo II/Mira
Bernabeu; La familia/Enrique Marty
Emergency/Alfredo Jaar

Tabla 1

Metodologìa
En este trabajo han participado 36 alumnos de segundo curso de la
carrera de Maestro de Educación Primaria. La actividad se ha desarrollado
como parte de la asignatura de Ciencias de la Naturaleza y su Didáctica.
Hemos considerado 4 fases en el desarrollo de esta actividad:
–
Test para explorar las concepciones previas sobre los problemas
ambientales.
–
Visita al MUSAC.
–
Debate en gran grupo sobre los temas ambientales presentes en la
exposición. Consenso sobre las emergencias ambientales
planetarias.
–
Trabajo en equipo sobre las distintas emergencias ambientales
consensuadas en la fase anterior.
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El debate en gran grupo que tienen lugar en la fase tercera se realizó
durante una de las clases presenciales de la asignatura.
Resultados y discusión
Para indagar las ideas previas sobre “problemas ambientales” se
pidió a los participantes que contestaran por escrito la pregunta ¿Cuáles son,
en tu opinión, los principales problemas ambientales que afectan a nuestro
planeta? Las respuestas mostraron un claro sesgo hacia el medio natural,
incluso reducida a los problemas directamente relacionados con la
contaminación, y una ausencia significativa de referencias socio-culturales
(ver Tabla 2).
La visita al MUSAC funcionó como desencadenante de la actividad
propiamente dicha. Para visitar el museo se les dejó libertad absoluta a los
participantes para que lo hicieran por su cuenta solos, acompañados o en
grupo. El museo dispone de un servicio gratuito de guías aunque ninguno de
los participantes lo utilizó. Todos recogieron, por indicación expresa, la
guía/periódico de la exposición.
La semana siguiente a la visita al museo se celebró un debate en gran
grupo, centrado en el contenido ambiental de la exposición visitada. Se
inicia con dos preguntas:
–
¿Qué temas importantes has visto o crees que son tratados en la
exposición?
–
¿Cuáles de ellos te parece que son temas ambientales o que
tienen relación directa con el medio ambiente?
Cuatro obras fueron relacionadas directamente, desde el primer
momento, con la problemática ambiental por los futuros profesores de
ciencia: las referidas a vertederos, marea negra del Prestige, producción de
biogas y desmontes. Son aquellas que hacen referencia expresa al medio
natural y la contaminación pero también se identifica rápidamente
problemas más globales relacionados con el cambio climático.
A pesar de que hay en la exposición obras que de forma directa se
refieren a la guerra - la que mayor superficie ocupa en la exposición - la
emigración, la desculturización, la discriminación de la mujer, el conflicto
judío-palestino, el consumismo, etc. en una primera lectura de la exposición
sólo tres participantes identificaron los desequilibrios entre grupos humanos
o el crecimiento urbano desordenado como aspectos de la problemática
ambiental.
Pronto surgieron contribuciones de los participantes apuntando hacia
problemas ambientales, tratados explícitamente en la exposición, que
trascienden el medio natural, pero que aparecieron de forma desestructurada
y fragmentada y el profesor tuvo que asumir el papel de moderador,
dinamizando el debate y buscando elementos estructurantes.
Para dinamizar el debate se utilizaron preguntas elaboradas
previamente, referentes al contenido del MUSAC:
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–
–

–

¿Es la guerra un problema ambiental?
Una autopista, ¿es un problema ambienta en cuanto barrera del
medio natural? Y el muro de “seguridad” que construye Israel
entre su territorio y Cisjordania, ¿es un problema ambiental?
¿Son temas ambientales la globalización, los movimientos
humanos, los movimientos económicos, la desculturización?...

Como conclusión del debate los alumnos decidieron por consenso las
principales emergencias ambientales que afectan a la humanidad y que
debían ser objeto de trabajo posterior en pequeño grupo. Como se ve en la
Tabla 2, el rango de los problemas ambientales que los alumnos
consideraban importantes en esta fase (contaminación, cambio climático,
agotamiento o deterioro de los recursos naturales, crecimiento urbano
desordenado, pérdida de diversidad cultural, desequilibrios entre grupos
humanos, nuevas estructuras sociales) se mostró mucho más amplio que en
el test previo.
Emergencias ambientales consensuadas
Contaminación
Cambio climático
Deterioro de los recursos naturales
Crecimiento urbano desordenado
Desequilibrios entre grupos humanos
Pérdida de diversidad cultural
Nuevas estructuras sociales

Test previo (participantes que
detectan la emergencia)
33
9
11
1
2
0
0

Tabla 2

Por último, siguiendo las indicaciones de Gil et al. (2005), los
trabajos de los distintos equipos fueron puestos en común y cotejados con
información especializada proporcionada por el profesor para favorecer una
discusión global de una cierta profundidad.
Conclusiones
La sola visita al museo no parece suficiente para ampliar la
consideración de los problemas ambientales a los temas sociales. Es cierto
que en bastantes casos se empieza a ver una relación entre la consideración
del entramado social como parte del Medio Ambiente y la visita al museo de
arte contemporáneo, pero es principalmente después del trabajo en equipo, y
la confrontación en gran grupo, cuando el Medio Ambiente se contempla
como una confluencia del medio natural, el medio social y el medio
económico o tecnológico. Parece que el diálogo o discusión se muestra
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como fundamental para “observar” el arte contemporáneo y, en nuestro
caso, también para descubrir esas “emergencias” ambientales.
El simple hecho de utilizar un museo de arte en el contexto de la
enseñanza/aprendizaje de las Ciencias produce cierta “perplejidad” - e
incluso rechazo - entre los alumnos y resulta un buen punto de partida para
la toma de conciencia por parte de éstos de la necesidad de abordar la
problemática ambiental desde un punto de vista interdisciplinar.
El mundo del arte contemporáneo muestra, desde su particular
perspectiva, una gran preocupación por los problemas que afectan a la
sostenibilidad de nuestro planeta. Creemos que se puede complementar la
formación ambiental de los profesores de ciencias con la mirada que
propone el arte contemporáneo.
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EDUCATION FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
IN PRESCHOOL INSTITUTIONS.
DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF A TRAINING
CONCEPT FOR SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN (GERMANY)
Marco Rieckmann
Institute for Environmental and Sustainability Communication
(INFU), University of Lüneburg
Education for Sustainable Development
During the United Nations Conference on Environment and
Development (UNCED) in Rio de Janeiro in June 1992, more than 178
governments adopted the Agenda 21 and thus the concept of sustainable
development as a global mission statement. Sustainable development is
understood as “development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”
(WCED, 1987).
Sustainable development as a comprehensive societal modernization
concept requires an innovative advancement of education in all areas: from
preschool to adult education. It is the objective of education to establish a
better understanding for ecological, economic and social problems, and to
stimulate society’s reflection about ethical questions. In addition, education
should support people’s consciousness structures, competences, attitudes
and values in terms of sustainability. This requires a change of perspective
in education, a re-orientation towards an Education for Sustainable
Development (ESD).
The comprehensive education objective of ESD is the acquisition of
“Gestaltungskompetenz” (de Haan/Harenberg, 1999).
“Gestaltungskompetenz” is defined as “the forward-looking ability
to actively modify and shape the future of societies in which we live in
terms of sustainable development”. The structuring and the organisation of
the future require considerable competences from everyone who is involved
in communication and decision processes. The entirety of these
competences is summarized in the term “Gestaltungskompetenz”.
It is the duty of all educational institutions to intensively deal with
the matters of sustainable development. In the last years, the implementation
of ESD in Germany particularly advanced in school institutions, which is
mostly due to the program “21” (BLK, 2005). In contrast, the field of
preschool education has been neglected until now, with only a few model
projects for the integration of ESD in this educational area.
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Education for Sustainable Development in Preschool Institutions
Sustainability is not meant to be a new topic for didactic efforts in
preschool institutions but as an overall concept, providing orientation for the
choice and the arrangements of projects and didactic concepts. The themes
and the perspectives regarding content mentioned in the concept of ESD
may be taken as a basis in preschool institutions, in order to sensitise the
children for the natural basics on which life depends, to enhance their
perceptivity, but also to help them to look behind the things after doing
some research of their own. In addition, ESD contributes to the children’s
personality development. Whatever the children learn in preschool institutions
(comprehension, knowledge, experience) forms the foundation for educational
processes in school, vocational school, higher education institutions and for
learning outside school, finally for processes of lifelong learning.
Approaches of environmental education already existing in
preschool education should be complemented by social, economic and
cultural aspects, in order to enhance integrative, networked thinking. New
findings in developmental psychology, learning and scientific theory show
that such approaches do not pose excessive demands on children.
Project work is the central methodical approach for ESD in preschool
institutions. Projects with a serious character enable the acquisition of
“Gestaltungskompetenz”. At the same time, they may contribute to a sustainable
organisation of the kindergarten and/or its surroundings. In “serious situations”,
children may experience self-efficacy and they may learn “to take responsibility for
themselves and for others” (Godemann, 2002). Thus, in such projects, the kids may
deal, e.g., with their routes to the kindergarten, with the origin of the foods used in
the institution or with different cultures (taking children with a migratory
background as example). Then, they may become constructively active in this area.
ESD does not only have consequences for the pedagogical work in
preschool institutions, but also for the kindergarten as an organisation and
for its integration in the communal environment (Wüst, 1998; Stoltenberg,
2005). An integration of ESD into the pedagogical work requires that the
kindergarten itself as an organisation is analysed. It should become a location where
the children - as well as their teachers and their parents - can experience
sustainability. This requires a sustainable organisation of the institution
“kindergarten”; the central question is about how to handle the existing resources. In
addition, structures need to be created that permit a true participation of the children.
Furthermore, the external relations of the kindergarten and thus its
integration into the communal environment need to be analysed.
Kindergartens should take responsibility for the community and contribute
to a sustainable development on the communal level. This is possible, e.g.,
by participating in a Local Agenda 21 process, or by taking part in other
communal planning processes relevant for sustainability. Conjoint projects
with communal partners enable participative experiences in “serious
situations”. Such freedoms and possibilities may hardly be provided by a
kindergarten alone, without any co-operation.
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A fundamental prerequisite for the integration of the concept of sustainability
into preschool educational practice is finally the complementary training of skilled
employees in the preschool education. ESD should become a fundamental part of
education and further education in order to enable the kindergarten instructors to
integrate the concept of sustainability into their work.
Model Project in Schleswig-Holstein
At the end of 2003, the Institute for Environmental and Sustainability
Communication of the University of Lüneburg (INFU) was assigned by the
Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Agriculture of SchleswigHolstein to develop a practice-relevant further education offer about ESD for
multipliers, to conduct an exemplary education seminar, and to evaluate this.
The development of a concept for the further education offer (Stoltenberg et
al., 2004) was supposed to promote the implementation of ESD in preschool
education. In the summer 2004, a two-part model seminar was offered for teachers of
vocational schools for social pedagogy (who themselves educate kindergarten
instructors), directors of preschool institutions and expert advisors for kindergartens.
The model seminar was offered in two parts with a duration of three
days each. The first part took place from April 21st to April 23rd 2004 in the
Nordseeakademie in Leck. After a six-week gap, the second part took place
from June 9th to June 11th 2004 in the Umweltakademie in Neumünster. The gap
between the two seminar parts was considered appropriate to enable the
participants to reflect on the ideas and approaches introduced in the first seminar
part, and to test them in their own workspace. In addition, the project work group
had time to organise a meeting in order to critically analyse the first part (fig.1).
The seminar was planned for 20-25 participants; finally, more than thirty
persons took part. Every interested vocational school should send at least two persons.
Thus, the reflection of the concepts introduced should take place in small groups in every
institution. Then, via a common engagement, a larger multiplier effect was to be created.
Seminar (part I)
(21- 23.04.04)
- Reflexive understanding of
nature
- Basics of ESD and their
meaning for vocational schools
and kindergartens
- Consumer education
- “Homework”: reflection of
the seminar contents in the
participants´ own sphere of
activity.

Seminar (part II)

Gap of
Six weeks

(09-11.06.04)
- Experience report of the
participants
- Basics of the organisational
change of educational
institutions.
- Cooperation, educational
institutions as partners in the
LA 21
- Consequences for the future
work.

Fig. 1. structure of the model seminar
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Fig. 1 shows the rough structure of the seminar. After an
introduction and after getting to know the other participants, the module
“reflexive understanding of nature” formed the first lead into the seminar
contents. Afterwards, the group dealt with the “basics of ESD and their
meaning for vocational schools and kindergartens” as well as with the
“consumer education”. At the end of the first seminar part, possible
approaches for the implementation of the seminar contents into the
participants’ own sphere of activity were addressed and discussed. The
participants were assigned the “homework” to carry the seminar contents
back into their institutions, and to consider the possibilities for an
implementation of ESD into their organisation. The second part of the
seminar started with the experience reports concerning the “homework”.
The participants presented their experiences and put them down for
discussion. Subsequently, the modules “basics of the organisational change
of educational institutions” and “cooperation and educational institutions as
partners in the Local Agenda 21” were introduced, considering the examples
of vocational schools and kindergartens. The seminar closed with a discussion
about the consequences of the seminar contents for the participants’ future
work in their respective institutions (vocational training, specialist counselling).
Throughout the entire seminar, aspects of gender, participation, and of course
the one-world-aspect (which is an inherent part of the concept of sustainability)
were taken into account as cross-sectional topics.
Results and Recommendations
The contents brought up in the seminar were met with interest by the
participants and could well be connected to their existing knowledge and
experiences. The vast majority of the participants carried the seminar
contents back into their own institutions and - via the topics and methods
covered in the seminar - received inspirations for their own education
practice and for the reflection of own behaviour patterns, too. In addition,
they started new projects in their institutions against the background of
education for sustainable development, or they made modifications to their
own educational practice, respectively.
The seminar succeeded in carrying the concept of education for
sustainable development into the preschool education system of SchleswigHolstein, particularly into the vocational schools of which almost every one
was reached. Additionally, the project served as an innovative contribution
for the integration of ESD into the preschool education, even across the
borders of Schleswig-Holstein.
Now it is necessary to put the effects of the model seminar on an
ongoing basis and to broaden them. This first realisation of the model
seminar leads to the following recommendations concerning a further
implementation of ESD in preschool education:
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–

–

–
–

–

More training about ESD in preschool education should be
offered. Such additional trainings are necessary to enable a wide
implementation of this educational concept.
Possibilities for exchanges, e.g. work groups “education for
sustainable development in preschool education” should be
created on the Federal State level.
Model projects for the realisation of ESD in preschool education
should be promoted.
The guidelines for the education of kindergarten educators
should be revised, and the concepts of ESD should be integrated
in those guidelines.
Consulting services and scientific monitoring for the
implementation of ESD should be accessible for kindergartens,
concerning financing possibilities as well as regarding
information.

The world decade “Education for Sustainable Development” (20052014) offers perspectives for an intensified perception of ESD, for the
networking of different educational levels and their actors, and thus finally
for an establishment of ESD all over the country. Finally, one hopes that the
activities carried out in the framework of the UN decade will lead to a
further progress concerning the implementation of ESD, particularly in the
preschool education.
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LEARNING BIODIVERSITY:
THE “GREEN CLASSROOM”
Giulia Sirgiovanni
Istituto Pangea ONLUS’s expert
Since 1997 the Pangea Institute, within the framework of the
“Labnet Lazio” Project, is carrying out a training programme on
biodiversity and landscape conservation in Protected Areas of Lazio Region.
The training activities involve pupils and schoolteachers of all grades.
Training is considered fundamental for the success of every
Environmental Education project; it gives an effective answer to the most
recent international recommendations, such as those of “Parks for Life”,
“Agenda 21” and “Education for Sustainable Development”, as well as to
the pan-European initiative “Countdown 2010”, promoted by governments
and NGOs and aimed to halt the loss of biodiversity within 2010 with
concrete actions. Actually, this international framework encourages the
promotion and development of education programmes aimed to better the
integration of Protected Areas with local communities, enhancing public
awareness on conservation and sustainable development policies.
In the project hereby presented, training of schoolteachers was
organized into two steps: first, both theoretical and practical training courses
were realized; then the tutoring of designing and field activities was
undertaken, aimed to create a green classroom.
Why have we decided to educate on biodiversity values and
conservation through the creation of a green classroom? Because our green
classroom is a space designed to run concrete field work, to get in touch
with the environment (of which it reflects the essential features), to
experience nature processes, to open to children and adults a wide variety of
discoveries, surprises and different activities that will continue after the two
years needed to build it up. Thanks to a green classroom, the school and its
teachers become permanent promoters of training, encouraging the
development of the green classroom from a simple space for study and
research into a “laboratory of relationship”, where ideas and behaviours
gather together and can be compared. Training is particularly important as the
creation and the enjoyment/use of a green classroom can involve, by the mean of
the schools, the citizens of all ages, developing their interest toward the territory
and bringing them in the “core” of the local biodiversity conservation issues.
The activities carried out within the project
Training activities were developed into two consecutive steps: ten
basic courses on environmental education, followed by six advanced
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courses, three about “Parks and Biodiversity” and three about “Landscape as
a Bank for the Future”. Schoolteachers of all grades from Lazio Region
participated in the courses; the courses, which were residential and lasted
forty hours, were held in Sabaudia, within the Circeo National Park, where
it is possible to carry out many field activities.
These courses were followed by seven afternoon short courses of
twenty-four hours, each intended for schoolteachers of single schools, on
the specific theme of Designing and creating a Green Classroom.
Most of the schoolteachers followed the entire training programme;
some others were involved by their colleagues and had part in the process at
different level afterwards.
At the end of the training the schoolteachers gained motivation,
knowledge, and specific techniques and methodologies for conducting
environmental studies. Putting into practice the methods learnt they also acquired
skills to work together and were able to turn problems into opportunities.
The training activities were followed by the participatory design of
educational programmes on biodiversity, then by the tutoring of the
programmes. The Local Administrations, the Protected Areas and the
National Forest Corps were involved; the Forest Corps also provided some
of the plants needed from its nurseries.
Moreover, before starting to build up a green classroom, an evaluation
system of the environmental education programme was developed.
Usually, before starting to build up a green classroom it is necessary
to study the surrounding gathering a bibliography, making up proper field
instruments and running field activities aimed to know the natural
environment where the green classroom will be created. The following step
consists in making a map with: the habitats to be reproduced (meadow,
wood, hedge, rocky garden, pond, kitchen-garden, garden of “senses”); the
space to be settled down (walls, corridors, structures for wheelchairs); the
“furniture”, such as greenhouses, nests for birds, weather station, compost
bin, water tanks.
To complete the design of the green classroom a list of the plants to
be planted is needed, as well as a list of the needed materials (garden
equipments, pots) and the estimate of costs. Finally, it is possible to start the
planting phase.
When the green classroom has been built up, the project is not
finished but it starts right then. Maintenance must be provided and, since
this time, the natural processes will start and biological cycles can begin to be
observed, the animals will arrive and the biodiversity will increase by the time.
The “Labnet Lazio” project, within which the schoolteachers were
trained and several environmental education projects were developed, also
provided the production of the booklets Reading the Nature, full of
educational ideas, worksheets and deepening. Besides other titles, the series
contains the handbook for schoolteachers “A lesson in a green classroom”
and an exercise book for pupils “Budding students”.
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The results
Thanks to the continuous assistance and expertise of the Pangea
Institute’s educators and to the help provided by ad hoc educational
materials, the training programme made the schoolteachers more
independent and self-confident. In slightly more than three years more than
fifty green classrooms were built up, 500 schoolteachers and 5000 pupils
were involved. Moreover, through the participation of local communities,
the biodiversity conservation policies were enhanced.
Some pupils who were involved in the building up of a green
classroom had a very rich experience and defined this special space like “a
classroom with an everyday changing ceiling, with walls made up of soft or
thorny leaves, and a floor on which everything falling down can grow up,
provoking the pleasure of the observation and discovery”.
The “Istituto Pangea ONLUS”.
Pangea Institute-European Institute for Environmental Education and
Training
The Pangea Institute, located in the Circeo National Park, is an
Italian NGO specifically founded to provide and carry out environmental
education and training for protected areas and nature reserves. Its mission
consists in developing innovative actions for the enhancement of the
national system of protected areas, throughout strategic programmes in the
field of continuous training and education for sustainable development.
The Institute manages “Labnet Lazio”, an Environmental Education
Centre, one of the national networks promoted by the Ministries of the
Environment and of the Public Education. The Centre is located in
Sabaudia, of which the Municipality is a member of Pangea; its mission is
to enhance the role of the Circeo National Park and of the Protected Areas
System of Lazio Region for educational purposes.
The activities of Pangea Institute are organized into two
Departments:
–
One is responsible for naturalistic and environmental education
activities, particularly the training of schoolteachers of all grades,
the production of educational materials, the training of trainers,
the design and management of Environmental Education Centres
and Laboratories.
–
The second is specialised in training activities for sustainable
development and conservation of natural resources, particularly
the management of protected areas.
Since 2003 Pangea Institute is officially recognised by the Italian
Ministry of University and Public Education as a training centre for
schoolteachers. The Institute is member of the IUCN-The World
Conservation Union, and participates to the activities of its World
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Commission on Protected Areas (WCPA); it is responsible of the training
unit of the Italian Federation of Parks and Nature Reserves (Federparchi)
and it is member of EUROPARC, the European Federation of Parks.
Istituto Pangea - ONLUS
c/o Centro Visitatori del Parco Nazionale del Circeo
Via C. Alberto
04016 Sabaudia (LT)
Tel e Fax + 39 0773 511352
campus.istpangea@libero.it
www.istpangea.it
Labnet Lazio
Tel e Fax + 39 0773 520027
istpangea.labnet@libero.it
www.istpangea.it
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A SCUOLA DI BIODIVERSITÀ: LE AULE VERDI
Giulia Sirgiovanni
Collaboratore dell’Istituto Pangea ONLUS
Dal 1997 l’Istituto Pangea ONLUS, nell’ambito del progetto LabnetLazio (laboratorio territoriale della rete INFEA), ha promosso nelle Aree
Protette del Lazio attività formative, rivolte agli insegnanti di ogni ordine e
grado, sulle tematiche della biodiversità e della tutela del paesaggio.
La formazione, infatti, è un elemento essenziale per la buona riuscita
di qualsiasi progetto di educazione ambientale e permette di rispondere in
modo efficace alle più recenti indicazioni internazionali contenute in
documenti quali “Parks for Life”, “Agenda 21” ed in “Education for
Sustainable Development”, nonché all’iniziativa pan-europea denominata
“Countdown 2010”, finalizzata ad arrestare la perdita di biodiversità entro il
2010 con azioni concrete intraprese da governi e ONG. Questo quadro
internazionale di riferimento, infatti, auspica la promozione e la realizzazione
di programmi educativi tendenti a migliorare l’integrazione delle aree protette
con le comunità locali, e ad ampliare il consenso e la comprensione delle
politiche di conservazione e gestione sostenibile del territorio.
Nel progetto presentato in questa sede le azioni formative rivolte agli
insegnanti sono state realizzate, in un primo momento, attraverso percorsi
teorico pratici in aula e sul campo e, in un secondo tempo, attraverso il
tutoraggio permanente sia delle attività di progettazione, sia di quelle di
ricerca d’ambiente, che hanno portato alla realizzazione di un’aula verde.
La scelta di educare ai valori della biodiversità e di condividere i
principi della sua conservazione attraverso la realizzazione di un’ula verde è
scaturita dalla sua particolare connotazione. La nostra aula verde, infatti, è
stata concepita come uno spazio progettato per entrare in relazione diretta
con l’ambiente circostante di cui rispecchia le caratteristiche essenziali e
organizzato per fare esperienze concrete sulla natura e sui suoi meccanismi,
nonché per aprire a ragazzi e adulti un orizzonte vastissimo fatto di scoperte,
sorprese ed attività di ogni genere che non possono certo esaurirsi nei due
anni necessari per l’allestimento. In questo modo la scuola e gli insegnanti
continueranno, nel tempo, ad essere soggetti di formazione permanente,
capaci d’innescare l’evoluzione dell’aula verde da spazio di studio e di
ricerca a laboratorio di relazione, in cui possano essere messi a confronto
convinzioni e comportamenti. L’aspetto della formazione è tanto più
qualificante in quanto la creazione, e in seguito la fruizione, di un’aula verde è
in grado di coinvolgere, attraverso la mediazione della scuola, i cittadini di tutte
le età interessandoli concretamente alla conoscenza del loro territorio e
guidandoli nel cuore del problema della conservazione della biodiversità locale.
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Le azioni intraprese per la realizzazione del progetto
La formazione ha seguito gradi di approfondimento successivi: sono
stati realizzati prima dieci corsi sui temi di base dell’educazione ambientale
e in seguito sei corsi di approfondimento, di cui tre sul tema “I Parchi e la
tutela della biodiversità” e tre su “Il Paesaggio come Banca per il Futuro”.
Alle attività didattiche, della durata di quaranta ore ognuna, hanno
partecipato insegnanti provenienti da istituti di ogni ordine e grado della
regione Lazio; i corsi hanno avuto carattere residenziale e si sono svolti a
Sabaudia, nel Parco Nazionale del Circeo, dove è stato possibile svolgere
numerose attività sul campo.
A questi percorsi formativi hanno fatto seguito sette corsi
pomeridiani, della durata di ventiquattro ore, dedicati agli insegnanti di
singoli istituti scolastici che hanno affrontato il tema specifico relativo alla
Progettazione e realizzazione di un’Aula Verde. Molti degli insegnanti
interessati hanno partecipato all’intero percorso formativo, mentre altri sono
stati coinvolti successivamente rispetto ai colleghi e si sono inseriti a diversi
livelli del percorso.
I corsi hanno permesso agli insegnanti, oltre ad accrescere la propria
motivazione, di acquisire conoscenze, tecniche e metodologie specifiche
idonee alla realizzazione di ricerche d’ambiente. Dalla metodologia di
lavoro applicata sono derivati, inoltre, valori aggiunti quali la capacità di
lavorare insieme e di trasformare i problemi in opportunità.
Alla formazione è seguita la progettazione partecipata di percorsi
educativi sulla biodiversità e il successivo tutoraggio dei progetti. Sono stati
coinvolti anche Enti Locali, Aree protette e il Corpo Forestale dello Stato
che ha donato anche piante provenienti dai propri vivai.
Prima di procedere alla creazione di un’aula verde è stato messo a punto,
infine, un sistema di verifica dei percorsi di educazione ambientale intrapresi.
La realizzazione dell’aula verde generalmente è preceduta dallo
studio del territorio effettuata attraverso una ricerca bibliografica, la
realizzazione di strumenti di indagini e la conduzione di una ricerca
d’ambiente mirante a conoscere le caratteristiche dell’ambiente naturale in
cui l’aula si andrà a inserire. Il passaggio successivo consiste nel realizzare
una mappa che illustri: gli ambienti da riprodurre quali prato, bosco, siepe,
giardino roccioso, stagno, orto, giardino sensoriale; gli spazi da sistemare
con muretti a secco, vialetti, strutture per portatori di disabilità motorie;
eventuali “arredi” come serre, nidi artificiali, stazioni meteorologiche,
bidoni per il compost, serbatoi per l’acqua.
La compilazione di un elenco delle piante da mettere nell’aula verde,
dei materiali occorrenti (attrezzi da giardino, vasi ecc.) e di un preventivo,
concludono la fase progettuale e permettono di passare alla messa a dimora
delle piante.
Il progetto, tuttavia, non si conclude con la realizzazione di un’aula
verde ma, al contrario, prende il via proprio da questo momento: non solo
perché è necessario provvedere alla sua manutenzione, ma anche e
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soprattutto perché finalmente si possono cominciare ad osservare i processi
naturali e cicli biologici che vi s’instaurano, gli animali che ne sono attirati,
la biodiversità che si accresce giorno per giorno.
Il progetto Labnet Lazio, che ha fatto da cornice al percorso
educativo comprendente la formazione degli insegnanti e la formulazione di
specifici progetti di educazione ambientale, ha previsto anche la produzione
della collana editoriale “Leggere la natura”, ricca di spunti didattici, schede
di lavoro, approfondimenti. Fra gli altri titoli, essa comprende il manuale
per insegnanti “A lezione in un’aula verde” e il corrispondente quaderno per
ragazzi, “Studenti in erba”.
I risultati
Questo programma ha dato maggiore autonomia e sicurezza ai
docenti grazie al supporto continuo e specializzato degli esperti dell’Istituto
Pangea e all’ausilio di specifico materiale didattico e ha permesso, in poco
più di tre anni, di realizzare sul territorio oltre cinquanta aule verdi,
interessando cinquecento insegnanti e cinquemila alunni. Grazie al
coinvolgimento della comunità locale, inoltre, ha rinforzato anche la politica
di conservazione della biodiversità sul territorio.
Alcuni dei ragazzi che hanno contribuito a creare una delle aule verdi
realizzate nell’ambito del progetto hanno arricchito di particolare significato
la loro esperienza e hanno definito così questo spazio un po’ speciale: un’aula
con il soffitto che cambia tonalità ogni giorno, con le pareti fatte di foglie
morbide o spinose e con un pavimento sul quale tutto ciò che cade può
crescere, suscitando il piacere dell’osservazione e della scoperta.
L’Istituto Pangea ONLUS, Istituto Europeo per l’Educazione e la
Formazione Professionale per l’ambiente.
L'Istituto Pangea è una ONLUS italiana (Organizzazione Non Lucrativa
di Utilità Sociale) specializzata nel campo dell’educazione ambientale e della
formazione professionale per i parchi e le riserve naturali, con sede nel Parco
Nazionale del Circeo; la sua mission consiste nello sviluppo di azioni
sperimentali ed innovative volte a promuovere e consolidare il sistema
nazionale delle aree protette, anche attraverso programmi e progetti strategici di
formazione permanente e di educazione allo sviluppo sostenibile.
L’organizzazione, che tra i propri soci fondatori annovera il Comune di
Sabaudia, gestisce Labnet-Lazio, uno dei Laboratori Territoriali Nazionali di
Educazione Ambientale inseriti nella Rete Planet prevista dai Ministeri
dell’Ambiente e della Pubblica Istruzione. Il Laboratorio ha sede a Sabaudia e
si caratterizza per una proposta di Educazione Ambientale rivolta in primo
luogo alla valorizzazione delle potenzialità didattiche del territorio del Parco
Nazionale del Circeo e delle Aree Protette del Lazio.
Le attività didattiche dell'Istituto Pangea sono organizzate all’interno
di due Dipartimenti:
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–

–

Un Dipartimento promuove e svolge iniziative di Educazione
Naturalistica ed Ambientale, curando in particolar modo
l’aggiornamento professionale degli insegnanti delle scuole di
ogni ordine e grado sulle tematiche dell’Educazione Ambientale,
la progettazione di materiale didattico, la formazione dei
formatori, la progettazione e gestione di centri e laboratori di
Educazione Ambientale.
Un Dipartimento è dedicato alla formazione professionale
specializzata per i “mestieri della natura”, con particolare
riferimento a quelli per la gestione tecnica ed amministrativa delle
Aree Protette e per la tutela e la valorizzazione delle risorse naturali.

Dal 2003 il Ministero dell’Istruzione, dell’Università e della Ricerca
(MIUR) - Dipartimento per lo sviluppo dell’Istruzione - ha accreditato
l’Istituto Pangea come soggetto formativo del personale della scuola, come
previsto dal D. M. 177/2000, art. 2-c.4.
L'Istituto Pangea aderisce in qualità di membro effettivo allo IUCN The World Conservation Union, partecipando attivamente ai lavori della
Commissione Mondiale per le Aree Protette (WCPA); cura il settore
formativo della Federparchi - Federazione Italiana dei Parchi e delle Riserve
Naturali; è membro di EUROPARC, la Federazione Europea dei Parchi.
Istituto Pangea - ONLUS
c/o Centro Visitatori del Parco Nazionale del Circeo
Via C. Alberto, 04016 Sabaudia (LT)
Tel e Fax + 39 0773 511352, campus.istpangea@libero.it, www.istpangea.it
Labnet Lazio
Tel e Fax + 39 0773 520027, istpangea.labnet@libero.it, www.istpangea.it
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EDUCARE IN UN CONTESTO NATURALE:
UN’ESPERIENZA FORMATIVA
PER I FUTURI INSEGNANTI DI SCUOLA PRIMARIA)
Marco Davide Tonon, Angela Provera
Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra - Università di Torino
Anna Perazzone
Dipartimento di Biologia Animale e dell’Uomo
Università di Torino
Abstract
A field activity is highly involving, both for teachers and pupils. It
enriches the teaching-learning relationship with an emotional experience
and is remembered as a relevant event. The external world discovery is the
discovery of the environment, but also of us in relation to it. A natural
fieldtrip on the Cuneo’s mountains (at St. Anna di Bellino, Varaita Valley)
has been included in the curriculum for primary school teachers in order to
demonstrate its potential cognitive, affective and psychomotor impact.
It is an opportunity to realize that geological and biological events
are dynamic and last their own time, to realize that some of them are
cyclical and others are often unpredictable. Students learn to detect the
natural resources and the signs of abrupt changes and of slow evolution in
the territory, they get conscious of the conceptual obstacle of geological
time, compared to biological time and the related connection between the
history of Life and that of Earth. For these reasons the didactic fieldtrip is
such a useful tool in Environmental Science teaching, making pupils aware
of the various factors interacting in the environment.
Students with different skills in Natural Sciences discuss problems
and results of a fieldtrip, reflect on the complexity of the environment, make
a project and experience it. The fieldtrip is an opportunity for metareflection and self-evaluation for the professional role of teachers.
Contesto
Le Alpi cuneesi e i suoi rilievi collinari occupano più di metà del
territorio regionale e costituiscono per il Piemonte un paesaggio
d’inestimabile ricchezza. Allo scopo di valorizzare quest’ampia parte del
territorio regionale, inteso come complesso intreccio di relazioni fra
componenti sociali, economiche e aspetti naturali, può rivelarsi utile attuare
interventi educativi atti a promuovere la cultura del territorio, inteso come
spazio da cui ricavare risorse ma anche di cui prendersi cura.
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Questa dimensione territoriale della sostenibilità è estremamente
preziosa in termini educativi in quanto è quella che più facilmente può
ricomporre la dicotomia natura - società. Per questo, a partire dal 2004,
abbiamo voluto progettare un laboratorio per il Corso di Laurea in Scienze
della Formazione Primaria che desse la possibilità agli studenti di avere
un’esperienza di contatto diretto con questo ambiente naturale al fine di
esplorarne gli elementi costitutivi e coglierne la complessità delle relazioni.
Prima di partecipare al soggiorno, ai venticinque studenti frequentanti
il laboratorio sono state fornite (in tre incontri preliminari di tre ore ciascuno)
informazioni e strumenti atti a sviluppare abilità progettuali per effettuare la
programmazione di un'escursione didattica. Questo laboratorio, realizzato al
di fuori delle usuali strutture accademiche, ha rappresentato per alcuni
partecipanti una novità assoluta, non solo nell’ambito universitario, ma più in
generale in tutto il loro percorso formativo.
Finalità ed obiettivi
Le esperienze dirette hanno un ruolo centrale nei processi cognitivi,
soprattutto se costituiscono momenti di problematizzazione, di analisi di
situazioni reali e di verifica in itinere del percorso intrapreso. Considerando
che la persona in sé, e non esclusivamente la sua conoscenza, va valutata e
rispettata nella sua globalità, nell’esperienza didattica da noi progettata
abbiamo voluto favorire l’integrazione della sfera cognitiva con quella affettiva
e quella psicomotoria, simultaneamente coinvolte nei processi educativi.
Riportiamo di seguito gli obiettivi specifici che ci siamo posti nella
realizzazione di questa proposta educativa:
–
Far sperimentare modalità di interazione con l’ambiente che
aiutino a riconoscere i processi messi in atto per osservare,
investigare, interpretare la realtà (Mortari, 2001), anche
migliorando le capacità di percezione sensoriale e di raccolta dati.
–
Sviluppare alcuni organizzatori concettuali delle Scienze della
Terra e delle Scienze della Vita: a partire dalla complessità dei
fenomeni osservati e inferiti, dai rapporti dimensionali degli
oggetti studiati e dalla loro evoluzione dinamica, legata ai tempi
geologici e a quelli biologici.
–
Applicare le conoscenze teoriche acquisite precedentemente in un
contesto reale e quotidiano, allo scopo di interpretare la complessa
realtà del territorio regionale sul quale viviamo, mettendo in
relazione (in un contesto dinamico) fenomeni naturali e
modificazioni antropiche.
–
Far riflettere gli studenti sul concetto di ambiente inteso come
sistema complesso e dinamico in cui s’intrecciano e interagiscono
componenti “naturali” (flussi di materia ed energia), sociali e
culturali, stimolando un approccio di tipo sistemico.
–
Far riflettere sulla necessità di riorientare in senso ecologico il
nostro modo di pensare, agire ed educare per affrontare e
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risolvere una crisi che è culturale prima ancora che ambientale
(Orr, 1992).
La proposta educativa
Le attività proposte durante lo stage hanno avuto il merito di
valorizzare gli aspetti ludici e percettivo-sensoriali, mostrando il carattere
formativo di tale approccio in un’ottica di formazione professionale dei
futuri insegnanti di scuola primaria.
L’importanza di ciò è evidente se si tiene conto che molti bambini
hanno una scarsa consuetudine al contatto fisico con l’ambiente naturale:
camminare su un sentiero, giocare in un bosco, ascoltarne i suoni,
percepirne gli odori, le forme, i colori, i mutamenti sono esperienze
importanti che permettono di scoprire la propria identità ecologica
(Thomashow, 1996) intesa come il modo che ciascuno di noi percepisce se
stessa in relazione alla natura (Orion e Hofstein, 1994). Gli studenti hanno
potuto sperimentare personalmente esperienze riproducibili con i loro futuri
allievi, affrontando e superando diversi tipi di difficoltà, alcune più evidenti,
altre inattese.
Alcune delle attività proposte si sono ispirate ai soggiorni del
Laboratorio Didattico sull’Ambiente di Pracatinat (Fenestrelle, Torino),
altre invece si basano sulle esperienze maturate in altri contesti didattici del
Corso di Laurea e riguardano l’elaborazione di mappe pittoriche a diverse
scale e quindi grado di dettaglio.
Costruire mappe di piccole porzioni di territorio, carte pittoriche di
percorsi che si snodano in paesaggi diversificati, rappresentare graficamente
quanto si riesce a distinguere a grande distanza sotto la linea di orizzonte
significa non solo imparare ad osservare a scala diversa quanto ci circonda
ma anche riflettere sul nostro modo di conoscere e percepire la realtà
(Garcia de la Torre, 1994).
Le attività qui sotto illustrate hanno aiutato gli studenti ad arricchire
anche dal punto di vista emotivo la loro rappresentazione della realtà e in
particolare gli hanno permesso di:
–
Distinguere - a seconda degli obiettivi che ci si pone - il
superfluo dal rilevante.
–
Comprendere il senso del classificare e del determinare gli
oggetti.
–
Riflettere sulle relazioni spazio-temporali.
–
Allargare la percezione agli altri sensi (mappe sonore, …).
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Carta pittorica del percorso
Mappa del percorso escursionistico dal rifugio Melezé (1812 m) a
Pian Ceiol (2074 m). La mappa è stata realizzata a piccoli gruppi
individuando e rappresentando gli elementi ritenuti particolarmente evidenti
e/o interessanti soprattutto nella prospettiva di un suo utilizzo con allievi
della scuola primaria.

Un orizzonte da riempire
Completamento cromatico e didascalico di un profilo panoramico
rappresentante la linea d’orizzonte a 180°, entro il quale sono state
identificate le componenti ambientali significative.
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20 Passi x 20 Passi
Suddivisi in piccoli gruppi gli studenti hanno individuato e
rappresentato in scala una piccola porzione di territorio indicando i punti
cardinali e l’ubicazione degli “oggetti” (alberi, arbusti, erbe, rocce, formicai,
tracce animali, …) contenuti nell’area considerata. La rappresentazione è
stata poi completata con la corrispondente mappa sonora diurna e notturna.

Conclusioni
Il lavoro sul campo rappresenta un’opportunità per riflettere
attraverso l’osservazione guidata, sistematica e integrata sulla complessità
dei processi naturali (Ferrero et al., 2004). Un approccio empirico ai sistemi
complessi aiuta gli studenti ad individuare e separare le variabili che
interagiscono tra loro a determinare un evento naturale di cui essi sono stati
testimoni diretti o di cui hanno colto le testimonianze/evidenze: nessun
campione (roccia, fossile o preparato biologico), modello, esperimento o
libro di testo riuscirà a rappresentarne altrettanto bene l’interezza e la
specificità. Il contatto diretto con l’ambiente da scoprire fornisce inoltre
motivazioni all’apprendimento rendendolo significativo grazie alla
simultanea messa in gioco delle sfere cognitiva, affettiva e psico-motoria
(Colombies, 1997).
Al termine dello stage è stato chiesto ai partecipanti di scrivere su un
foglio, in maniera anonima, una frase che sintetizzasse l’esperienza vissuta.
Dall’analisi di tali scritti si evince che le finalità del laboratorio sono state
condivise da tutti gli studenti, che hanno ben compreso le potenzialità di
un’attività pratica a contatto con la realtà territoriale locale. Tutti i lavori
svolti, sia le attività di tipo più disciplinare sia quelle che coinvolgevano
maggiormente la percezione e la sfera emotiva, sono state giudicate non
soltanto utili dal punto di vista personale ma importanti anche sul piano
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professionale, in quanto considerate interessanti stimoli facilmente
riadattabili ad un contesto di formazione primaria
Questo lavoro è dedicato ad una delle autrici, Angela, che con entusiasmo
manifestato in modo per lei insolito ci ha aiutato e sollecitato a raccontare
l’esperienza di tre giorni coinvolgenti sul piano emotivo anche per noi.
Purtroppo nel riproporre questa esperienza ad altri studenti non
potremmo più giovarci del suo contributo, ma se siamo così convinti
dell’opportunità di farlo è principalmente grazie a lei.
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LA GESTION INTEGREE DES DECHETS SOLIDES
URBAINS ET L’EDUCATION EN VUE DU
DEVELOPPEMENT DURABLE
DANS L’ACTION LOCAL AU MAROC
Riccardo Varotto, Mustapha Azaitraoui
Università Ca’ Foscari Venezia. IDEAS
Au Maroc, la gestion des déchets solides (GDS) au niveau urbain est
devenue une préoccupation majeure alors que les activités socio-économiques
de production et de consommation ont généré une augmentation importante des
quantités de déchets solides.
Les modes de gestion, de traitement et d’évacuation de l’amont à
l’aval sont, malheureusement, loin de résoudre les problèmes provoqués
dans ce cycle de gestion. La production actuelle des déchets au Maroc
s’élève à environ 17.413 tonnes/jours et varie d’une région à l’autre.
Depuis le 1976, la gestion des déchets ménagers au Maroc est une
responsabilité reconnue par la Charte Communale aux collectivités locales,
mais celles-ci se trouvent en difficulté pour l’assumer pleinement. Dans les
grandes villes, l’État s’est souvent substitué aux communes, passant
directement des marchés de concession avec l’aide des financements
internationaux. Les villes moyennes et de petite taille, livrées à elles-mêmes,
essayent sans grand succès de faire face à des besoins qui ne cessent de croître.
La privatisation de la collecte des ordures ménagères et de la gestion
des décharges est à l'ordre du jour, la cadence s’accélère pour les
concessions publiques à travers les projets de gestion déléguée. Après les
six opérations réalisées en 2004, et qui ont concerné six villes (Oujda,
Berkane, Kénitra, Safi, Casablanca et Sidi Bennour), seize autres seront
concrétisées avant la fin de l’an 2005. La privatisation de la collecte a
entraîné une amélioration très nette du service dans les communes urbaines
où elle est en vigueur.
En fait, la gestion actuelle de ce secteur se caractérise par un certain
nombre de défaillances et de contraintes. Celles-ci ont été listées en 1999 par
les collectivités locales et le Secrétariat d'Etat chargé de l'Environnement :
–
Faiblesse des moyens financiers et, souvent, l'absence de ligne
budgétaire spécifique à la gestion de déchets au niveau des
collectivités locales.
–
Défaillances des systèmes de collecte qui se soldent par un très
faible taux de collecte et par des rejets dans décharges sauvages.
–
Multiplicité des organismes intervenants.
–
Absence de filières spécialisées de déchets.
–
Absence de normes et d'outils réglementaires de contrôle des
différentes étapes d'acheminement des déchets.
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–
–

Diluition et chevauchement des responsabilités des différents
générateurs de déchets.
Schémas Directeurs d'assainissement ne concernant que les
grands centres urbains et n'incluant pas toujours des centres périurbains ; ce qui conduit à un risque sanitaire et à une pollution
accrue des milieux récepteurs (dépôts dans les lits d'Oueds,
décharges sauvages sur des terrains perméables, etc.).

Les directives récentes émanant du secrétariat d'Etat chargé de
l'Environnement, en collaboration avec la Direction des collectivités
Locales, ont été focalisées sur la priorité d'instauration d'une gestion
rationnelle des déchets solides basée sur des normes et prescriptions
techniques de production, de transport, de stockage, de recyclage et de
traitement. Ces mêmes directives ont appelé à une coopération horizontale
des acteurs locaux publics et privés à travers des partenariats avec des autres
acteurs nationaux et internationaux.
La problématique de la gestion des déchets urbains présente des
enjeux économiques, environnementaux et sociaux et se situe parmi les
interactions des paramètres du développement durable. L’étude des déchets
fait appel à ces paramètres qui permettent la compréhension des déchets non
seulement à travers les composantes physico-chimiques et le mode
technique de leur collecte, évacuation et mise en décharge ; plutôt, il nous
permettra à comprendre les différentes interactions et enjeux à une de tout le
système de gestion en liaison avec le contexte local. Les déchets reflètent la
société, le mode de vie de la population. De par leur nature et leur
composition, les déchets solides urbains des villes des pays en
développement peuvent constituer une matière première pour diverses
activités économiques, agricoles, artisanales ou industrielles. L’exploitation
de ce gisement peut avoir des impacts positifs sur toute la chaîne de gestion
des déchets et au-delà (génération d’emplois et de ressources).
Malheureusement, cet aspect de la gestion des déchets est resté longtemps
ignoré par les gestionnaires urbains d’abord préoccupés par la collecte et
l’évacuation des déchets. C’est au secteur informel que reviennent les
activités de récupération, de recyclage et de transformation des déchets.
Mais, les marges bénéficiaires sont faibles, en raison de contraintes
techniques (tri manuel, déchets centralisés à la décharge) et économiques
(méconnaissance des produits finis, coûts de production).
Cette conception restreinte de la gestion des déchets évolue : les
déchets sont de plus en plus considérés comme une ressource, bien que
l’impact économique de la valorisation soit encore mal connu, et la gestion
des déchets tend à s’élargir à la valorisation. Celle-ci devient alors une
composante d’un schéma global et cohérent de gestion des déchets, selon
une approche qui, à l’idéal, prend en compte d’autres objectifs
(économiques, sanitaires et sociaux, environnementaux).
S'ajoute à ces dimensions, l'aspect de la « gouvernance des
déchets » ; cette tentative d’analyse en matière de la gestion des déchets
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suppose de pouvoir délimiter les rôles de tous les acteurs participants à cette
gestion (communes, secteur public, élus, associations, secteur privé,
population locale…), ainsi d’évaluer l’efficience et l’efficacité de divers
types de partenariats entre les secteurs publics, privé et communautaires aux
fins de la gestion des déchets urbains, qui impliquent des nouveaux acteurs,
notamment la société civile et la coopération internationale. Ce type de
gestion renvoi au concept de « gestion intégrée et durable des déchets » qui
ne pourra pas être abordé sans une prise en considération des aspects
environnementaux, socioculturels, politiques et institutionnels, techniques,
économiques et financiers.
Le Centre Interdépartemental IDEAS, dans le cadre de l’ouverture
de l'Université Ca’ Foscari sur son environnement socio-économique, a
démarré une collaboration avec l’ONG Enda Maghreb pour développer une
action pilote en matière de la gestion intégrée des déchets urbains. Enda
Maghreb (ENDA) est une organisation marocaine à caractère associatif et à
but non lucratif. Les activités de cette ONG remontent au 1990, la mission
que s’est assignée consiste à lutter contre la pauvreté et à soutenir un
processus de développement humain respectueux de l’environnement.
Depuis 1996, ENDA a mis en œuvre des programmes de développement, en
milieux urbain et rural défavorisés, contribuant à améliorer les conditions de
vie des communautés les plus vulnérables, à assurer une gestion durable des
ressources naturelles et de l’environnement et à renforcer la participation et
les capacités d’action des acteurs dans l’identification et la gestion des
priorités du développement local.
La valorisation et la gestion intégrée des déchets
Le déversement anarchique des déchets solides dans le milieu
naturel, avec un ensemble de retombées néfastes sur l'environnement et la
santé publique, a été effectué pour dizaines d’années par un grand nombre
des collectivités locales marocaines.
ENDA a démarré ses activités avec la mise en place d’initiatives
permettant de diminuer le taux de mise en décharge et la valorisation du
potentiel que représentent les fractions organiques et recyclables des déchets
ménagers. Un procédé alternatif de gestion et de traitement des déchets solides,
à la fois adapté aux capacités techniques et financières des petites et moyennes
collectivités locales et de l'environnement, a été développé par ENDA en
collaboration avec l’équipe interdisciplinaire du Centre IDEAS de Venise. A
partir du mois de février 2004, IDEAS et ENDA, avec le soutien financier de la
Région de Venise, ont mis en œuvre un projet de coopération décentralisée.
En coordination avec les Municipalités, les autres partenaires ont
contribué dans l’activité de tri à la source des déchets, la gestion de la
collecte, le traitement et donc la valorisation des déchets ménagers à travers
la technique du compostage et la pulvérisation du PVC pour la filière du
recyclage de la plastique.
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L’Université Ca’ Foscari de Venise a donc mis en réseau les
laboratoires de recherche et les entreprises de son territoire avec les
universités, les organisations à but non lucratif et les collectivités locales au
Maroc, garantissant leur contribution à la durabilité économique,
environnementale et sociale.
A partir de l’analyse de cette expérience, des actions intégrées pour
l’amélioration de la gestion des déchets solides (GDS) ont été identifiées par les
équipes de ENDA et celle du centre IDEAS, selon l’articulation suivante:
–
Recherches et actions sur la gestion des déchets solides en
adéquation avec le contexte local.
–
Sensibilisation médiatique et publique sur la problématique de
la GDS.
–
Démonstrations pratiques d'alternatives techniques de GDS.
–
Positionnement fort de la femme en tant qu'acteur privilégié
de la GDS.
–
Assurer la correcte mise en œuvre technique des nouveaux dispositifs
de traitement des déchets ménagers des communes.
–
Déterminer la qualité agronomique du compost produit pour une
correcte utilisation en réponse aux besoins agricoles locaux.
–
Etudier et formaliser les modalités adaptées aux communes pour
la gestion financière et administrative.
L’éducation en vue du développement durable
Dans le cadre de la coopération décentralisée proposé par le Centre
Interdépartemental IDEAS avec les acteurs locaux marocains, l’éducation
environnementale a été une partie fondamentale pour l’aboutissement des
objectifs du projet.
La sensibilisation de la population sur l’importance du recyclage a
été réalisée dans les écoles primaires avec les élèves et les associations
parentales, par contre la formation au tri à la source des déchets a été
possible dans les quartiers avec la collaboration des associations amicales.
La distribution d’affiches, d’autocollants et de t-shirts, la décoration
de murs des écoles primaires par des fresques avec des messages de
sensibilisation à l’environnement, la mobilisation des jeunes pour la
réalisation de chantiers de nettoiement dans la ville sont parmi les activités
réalisées dans le projet. Cette initiative a contribué à une transformation
bénéfique de la société locale, suite au changement des comportements et de
la perception de l’environnement de la part des citoyens et des décideurs
locaux. Cette expérience dans le domaine de l’éducation environnementale
peut continuer avec l’éducation pour le développement durable, pour faire
valoir l’importance de traiter ces questions comme des éléments du vaste
agenda du développement durable à niveau local et urbain. Les liens des
thématiques environnementales avec les considérations sociétales et
économiques permettront aux apprenants d’adopter une attitude nouvelle à
l’égard de la protection des ressources naturelles, la sauvegarde de la santé
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publique et durabilité économique, qui sont indispensables au
développement de l’homme et à la survie de la planète.
En décembre 2002, l'Assemblée Générale des Nations Unies a
adopté la résolution 57/254 relative à la Décennie des Nations Unies pour
l'éducation en vue du développement durable (2005-2014) et désigné
l'UNESCO comme organe responsable de la promotion de la Décennie. La
Décennie des Nations Unies pour l'éducation en vue du développement
durable a comme objectif de voir l'éducation pour le développement durable
mis en application dans des milliers de situations locales sur le terrain,
comportant l'intégration des principes du développement durable dans une
multitude de différentes situations d'apprentissage. Ces initiatives peuvent
être des catalyseurs pour l'action et contribuer aux buts et objectifs de la
Décennie; et ainsi, les organismes et les individus peuvent être des acteurs
du mouvement global pour le développement durable.
Dans cette perspective, le Centre Interdépartemental IDEAS a
travaillé pour faciliter la liaison et la mise en réseaux et l’interaction entre ses
partenaires scientifiques, les collectivités locales, les entreprises de la Région
de Venise et les Universités, les ONG et les autres parties prenantes de
l’Education pour le développement durable au Maroc. Cette stratégie de
partenariat entre secteur public et privé peut donner à l’éducation en vue
développement durable ses meilleures chances de voir les acteurs locaux
participer pleinement à l’élaboration des politiques publiques qui visent le
développement durable et la bonne gouvernance.
Le Centre IDEAS désire continuer à promouvoir la transition vers le
développement durable au Maroc, par tous les canaux de l’apprentissage et
de la sensibilisation du public, pour créer des chances prometteuses de
progrès social et économique et de redressement de l’environnement, aux
échelons local et national.
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WATER EDUCATION THAT WORKS
Rita Vazquez
Mexican Institute of Water Technology
Paseo Cuauhnahuac 8532, Jiutepec, Morelos, 62550 Mexico.
rvazquez@tlaloc.imta.mx
John Etgen
Project WET International, (406) 585-5696
1001 W. Oak Street, PO Box 847, Bozeman, MT 59715, USA
John.Etgen@projectwet.org
Abstract: introduction
Many years have elapsed since environmental education was pointed
out in Rio as a priority. Little has been achieved since then. The brand new
Decades for Education on Sustainable Development and Water for Life will
hopefully push to take action in this regard. If we really aim to achieve
sustainable development or to reach the millennium goals, environmental
education - and specially water education - shall have a major role.
Many water education efforts and programs have been displayed
worldwide. Though, few have probed to be effective and even less have
lasted. Many of them have been disconnected from teachers and have ended
as frugal and expensive media campaigns. Project WET (Water Education
for Teachers) stands as an exception.
Started as a local water education project in North Dakota in 1984 as a
means to reduce public health problems caused by groundwater pollution,
Project WET was developed by teachers, for teachers, with the guidance of
water specialists. It soon became a national program in the United States and
then grew internationally. Today, it is being used in more than seventeen
countries. Its curriculum has been localized to different countries and translated
to Spanish, Japanese and French. Over 200 thousand educators have been
trained in this program, finding it to be a solid and useful water education tool.
Besides its original and main program, Project WET has specialized in
developing education materials on a variety of water topics.
Abstract: Methods
Its curriculum and main tool comprises more than ninety educational
activities to be used with children and young people. The activities are
science based, fun and creative, making learning relevant and long lasting.
Topics range from water physical and chemical characteristics to social and
cultural constructs. This crosscutting multidisciplinary curriculum is useful
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for formal and non-formal educators teaching subjects such as natural science,
chemistry, geography, literature, history, government, math, art, biology.
Abstract: Results and conclusion
Project WET International Foundation facilitates and promotes
awareness, appreciation, knowledge and stewardship of water resources
through the dissemination of classroom-ready teaching aids and the
establishment of internationally sponsored programs. Here we will describe
the major accomplishments of its international network. Its experience is
already an example of international cooperation and understanding of water
resource issues through education, irrespective of political boundaries.
Background
The need for environmental education is increasingly being
recognized worldwide and water education has a major role to play in it.
Our common future is tightly bound to water. The global water crisis must
be addressed through greater public involvement at all socio-economic
levels, among all water users, and across all borders. Sustainability can only
be achieved as a result of cooperation and commitment to education. Good
will is not enough. Knowledge and understanding are required as well.
Young people should be provided with a deeper comprehension of the
complex environmental issues they will soon be facing and with the skills
required to take positive appropriate action. Sustainable water management
will be crucial to reach social and economical stability within a healthy
environment. The basis to achieve this aim relies heavily on education.
In this regard, Project WET International is a highly useful and
relevant non-profit water education program and publisher for educators and
young people, aged 5/18 years. Its mission is to reach children, parents,
educators, and communities of the world with water education.
Curriculum features
Two main tools define Project WET: the Project WET Curriculum
and Activity Guide, and the network of Project WET coordinators. The 516page guide contains ninety fun and classroom-ready activities, crossreference tables, indexes and a glossary. Its main features are the following.
–
Conceptual areas: Project WET activities address the following
conceptual areas: Teaching strategies, Water physical and
chemical characteristics, Water and life, Water and Earth systems,
Water as a natural resource, Water management, Water and social
constructs, Water and cultural constructs. This Curriculum and
Activity Guide was translated to Spanish and adapted to Mexico’s
culture, history, issues and teaching methods.
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–

–

–

–

Interdisciplinary: the curriculum and activity guide can be used
by teachers of different disciplines such as art, physics, language,
literature, biology, history, geography, government, mathematics,
chemistry, environmental science, ecology, health. The activities can
also be used by no formal educators, community organizations,
government agencies, NGOs (non-government organizations),
museums and parks.
Diversified teaching strategies: Project WET provides a wide
range of constructivist teaching methods, from hands-on to role
playing, debate, demonstration, inquiry, reading, writing, whole
body, field and library research, and technology applications.
Complement to educational programs: Project WET activities are
designed to satisfy the goals of educational programs by
complementing existing curricula rather than displacing or adding
more concepts.
Friendly format: the guide was written and designed to respect the
time and resources of educators. All of the activities have been
extensively field tested and developed by water resources leaders,
educators and students. The book’s organization and appearance all
have the teacher’s needs in mind, from clarity of topic to suggested
teaching units. Photos, maps, illustrations, and graphs highlight key
concepts, and student pages are ready for copying and distribution.

Believes
Throughout all activities of Project WET we can find three main
premises, which are:
–
Water is important for all water users (e.g., rural and urban
communities, energy production, farming and ranching, fish and
wildlife, manufacturing, navigation, recreation).
–
Wise water management is crucial for providing tomorrow’s
children social and economic stability in a healthy environment.
–
Education can encourage a lifelong commitment to responsible
and positive community participation toward water.
Development of Project WET International Network
Project WET has proved to be a sound, creative, useful and fun tool to
educate people on water issues regardless of country, culture or language.
This can be attested by the recent development of its international network.
The program has grown considerably during the last five years in the
international arena. Interest in water education is increasingly expanding in
many countries and Project WET International is becoming a vehicle to make
it happen as well as becoming a link among these countries. From 1984 to
1996 Project WET USA was set in place. On 1996 Canada joined the
program. Samoa and Palau followed on 1998. Mexico got started on 1999;
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Philippines on 2001; Ukraine on 2002, Nigeria, Japan, Uganda, Cameroon
and Togo on 2003, Costa Rica and Argentina on 2004. Agreements to
establish Project WET in Jamaica, Panama and South Africa are underway.
Project WET International has granted these countries permission to use and
adapt its materials, methodologies and know how, so they can implement a
program that is appropriate and relevant to their countries.
Project WET International has recently become a Foundation. Since
the program’s inception in North Dakota in 1984, it has trained over
200.000 educators to use Project WET with students. We know that some of
these teachers never use Project WET, but we also know that some use it
with many more than thirty students per year. So, if we make the
assumption that each teacher trained has used the materials with thirty
students each year since they were trained, then we can calculate that over
the life of the program, more than 20 million students have learned about
some aspect of water through the efforts of the Project WET network.
Adaptation process
Although Project WET was not developed to be an international, nor
even a national program, it soon was clear that the methods used could be
successfully applied in other States and Nations. This was confirmed by the
educator’s evaluations at many workshops in different countries. Many of
the curriculum activities do not need adaptation at all. That is the case of the
ones about physical and chemical characteristics, water and Earth systems,
water and life and water as a natural resource. Nevertheless, some
adaptation is required when we talk about water management or water and
social and cultural constructs. Some countries, like Canada, decided to use
the original guide and added a supplement with information about Canada
and conversions to metric system. Mexico translated and adapted the guide,
added three activities and an appendix about water in Mexico. Japan
translated the guide and is currently adapting it. The Philippines used the
original guide for some years while they developed their adapted guide.
Costa Rica and Argentina are currently using the Mexican guide, while they
adapt their own too.
Other water education materials
Besides the Project WET Curriculum and Activity Guide, the
educator’s network of Project WET also takes advantage of other great
publications such as “WOW!”,”The Wonders of Wetlands”, which
comprises around 50 activities on wetlands; “Healthy Water”, “Healthy
People”, which teaches about water quality parameters and issues;
“Discover a Watershed Series”, which aims to facilitate and promote the
awareness, appreciation, knowledge, stewardship, and understanding of
watershed topics and issues through materials, training, and network support
services. Among the printed titles are: “The Everglades”, “The Rio
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Grande/Rio Bravo” (English and Spanish), “The Watershed Manager”, “The
Missouri”, “The Colorado” (English and Spanish), and “The Mexican Lake
of Patzcuaro, Michoacan” (Spanish), developed by the Mexican Institute of
Water Technology (IMTA), using Project WET methodology. The volumes
corresponding to the Rio Grande/Rio Bravo and Colorado rivers were the
result of bi national projects developed in partnership with IMTA, who
coordinates and sponsors Project WET-Mexico. The volume corresponding
to The Missouri was also a bi-national project in collaboration with Project
WET Canada. All the projects under this series are developed in close
collaboration with educators from each region. Thus, these publications are
done by the watershed, for the watershed.
A final reflection
Attention should be paid to the increasing interest on water
education topics all over the world. This could be seen as a result of the
global water crisis, but it could also be seen as a breakthrough opportunity
to make progress, not only on environmental education but also on
international cooperation and better understanding among nations. Water’s
conflict potential is usually remarked, but little attention is paid to water’s
cooperation potential. Governments, private organizations, citizens, students
and non governmental organizations can play a major role in fostering water
education and building a strong international network of committed people.
The United Nations Decades Water for Life and Education on Sustainable
Development are good opportunities to get started.
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ANÁLISIS DE UNA ESTRATEGIA DIDÁCTICA PARA LA
FORMACIÓN INICIAL DEL PROFESORADO
Pedro Vega
Universidad de A Coruña (España)
pedro@udc.es
P. Álvarez, G. R. Cañadas, E. I. De la Fuente.
Universidad Granada (España)
Introducción
Vivimos en un mundo complejo, sumergido en una profunda crisis
ambiental y la atención a un futuro sostenible no puede seguir ausente de la
Educación, así la ONU declaró el período 2005-2014 como la Década de la
Educación para un Desarrollo Sostenible. Ante este reto, la Educación
Ambiental (EA) se configura como “instrumento” indispensable para
preparar a los ciudadanos a fin de que apliquen criterios de sostenibilidad a
sus comportamientos y actúen, tanto a nivel local como global
(“glocalmente”), a favor del medio. Ello implica el diseño de estrategias
educativas que superen: por un lado, el abismo existente entre el discurso
teórico de la EA y la práctica educativa, y por otro abarquen la dimensión
del desarrollo sostenible (Vega y Álvarez, 2005).
Hay un cierto consenso en cuanto a considerar el desarrollo
sostenible como una concepción que intenta asociar aspectos hasta ahora
disociados: el desarrollo económico, la conservación del patrimonio cultural
y natural, la calidad de vida para la humanidad actual y futura; superando así
la tradicional confusión entre sostenibilidad y conservación de la naturaleza.
En cualquier caso, cualquiera que sea la perspectiva asumida, ésta debe
contemplar propuestas educativo-ambientales a fin de preparar ciudadanos bien
informados (alfabetizados ambientalmente) (Kramer, 2003), y con suficiente
capacidad para tomar decisiones sobre la problemática socioambiental.
Por otra parte, para que el proceso ambientalizador funcione se
precisa una actuación efectiva del profesorado en la planificación y
desarrollo de la enseñanza de la EA, lo que, lógicamente, estará
condicionado por su capacitación para actuar sosteniblemente; ya que,
aunque existiese una adecuada configuración del currículo y se dispusiese
de materiales bien planteados en cuanto a los objetivos de la EA, sin la
adecuada competencia del profesorado para su desarrollo no se producirá
una efectiva EA (Álvarez y Vega, 2002). Pero, desde un punto de vista
operativo, como paso previo a la modificación de sus patrones básicos de
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conducta ecológica, es imprescindible que los futuros docentes puedan
analizar el estilo de vida característico de su grupo social.
En consecuencia, como responsables de la formación inicial de
profesores en EA, hemos diseñado una estrategia didáctica “investigativa”,
de carácter constructivista, basada en diversas problemáticas, tanto de
carácter local como global, que presentamos en este trabajo, junto con los
resultados obtenidos en un estudio piloto para valorar su eficacia frente a la
metodología “tradicional” (expositivo-transmisiva), en cuanto a la
modificación de la conducta ambiental de los docentes en formación.
Material estimular
Los alumnos reciben un breve texto introductorio sobre la
problemática a trabajar, los objetivos de la “investigación” y las
consideraciones previas que deberán tenerse en cuenta. Tras la realización
de las actividades programadas, en grupo pequeño, se realiza la puesta en
común sobre los resultados obtenidos, que incluye la elaboración de un
“mapa conceptual” consensuado sobre los conceptos trabajados y las
propuestas de intervención para una “solución sostenible” de la
problemática tratada.
Como ejemplo de las actividades realizadas por los alumnos de
acuerdo con la estrategia didáctica diseñada, presentamos de forma
resumida las relativas al Impacto ambiental del modelo de alimentación
imperante en los países occidentales (centrado en el consumo masivo de
productos cárnicos), que se abordan desde una perspectiva interdisciplinar,
mediante “investigaciones” sobre los impactos ambientales de nuestra forma
de vida y hábitos de consumo, relacionándolo, por tanto, con los conceptos
de equidad y sostenibilidad.
El debate sobre las conclusiones obtenidas implicó el análisis de la
situación en sus dimensiones reales, valorando la incidencia de los
condicionantes externos (estilo de vida predominante, publicidad,
responsabilidad de las grandes multinacionales) e internos (gustos
alimenticios, consumismo); culminando la puesta en común con la
elaboración del “mapa conceptual”. Todo ello, los llevará a la toma de
posición, individual y colectiva, frente al problema estudiado y a la
propuesta de acciones sostenibles para modificar los hábitos y consumos
alimenticios por una dieta más tradicional y equilibrada.
Metodo
Participantes
Participaron en la investigación 137 sujetos, profesores en formación
de la Universidad de Granada, de los cuales 109 (79,56%) eran mujeres y 28
(20,44%) eran hombres, con una edad media de 21,19 años (desviación
típica: 0,746).
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Variables, diseño y procedimiento
La comprobación del funcionamiento del modelo de intervención ha
implicado la utilización de un diseño cuasi experimental (Campbell y
Stanley, 1982), con dos grupos - experimental y control, a los que se aplican
tres cuestionarios, elaborados ad hoc, en dos momentos (pre-test y posttest). Se evalúan Conocimientos Conceptuales sobre el medio ambiente,
Actitudes Ambientales e Intención de Conducta a favor del medio mediante
escalas elaboradas ad hoc. Así como la Deseabilidad Social mediante la
escala de Marlowe y Crowe (Avila y Tomé, 1989), a fin de comprobar si se
producen diferencias entre los sujetos de los grupos experimental y de
control respecto a estas variables y si estas diferencias son estadísticamente
significativas. En el grupo experimental se utiliza el modelo didáctico
propuesto, que incluye el material estimular relativo a las problemáticas
indicadas. En el grupo control se utiliza una metodología “tradicional”.
Se registra, por tanto, una variable independiente: la metodología
didáctica utilizada, con dos niveles: experimental (capacitación para la
acción a favor del medio) y expositivo-transmisiva; utilizándose tres
variables dependientes: actitudes proambientales, conocimientos
conceptuales sobre la problemática ambiental e intención de conducta a
favor del medio; se controlan la homogeneidad de los grupos en cuanto a
estas variables en el pretest y la deseabilidad social de los sujetos.
Análisis de datos y discusión de resultados
En primer lugar, comprobamos la homogeneidad de ambos grupos experimental y de control - en el pretest, en cuanto a las variables personales
(sexo y edad) y variables dependientes. Los resultados obtenidos en el
pretest indican que no existen diferencias estadísticamente significativas
entre los dos grupos considerados (Tabla 1).
Tabla 1
Variable

Prueba realizada

Edad
Sexo
Actitudes
Conocimientos
Intención de
conducta

ANOVA
Kruskal-Wallis
ANOVA
ANOVA
ANOVA

Chicuadrado

F

Sig.

1,643

2,516

0,1347
0,396
7,485 0,382
45,731 0,253
13,164 0,186

En cuanto a sus conocimientos conceptuales sobre medio ambiente y
la problemática ambiental destaca el que, en su mayor parte, los sujetos
desconocen los conceptos básicos relativos al medio ambiente y manifiestan
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ideas confusas (sobre todo en lo relativo a las relaciones causa-efecto)
acerca de los principales problemas que le afectan; respecto a sus actitudes
hacia el medio, de nuevo, los universitarios españoles muestran un elevado
nivel actitudinal (Álvarez et al., 1997), aunque también se pone de
manifiesto la “función defensiva” que se atribuye a las actitudes, en el
sentido de evitar la implicación personal y culpar a las instituciones de los
problemas de degradación del medio. Por su parte, la preocupación ambiental
percibida no se corresponde con la intención de conducta a favor del medio, que
es muy inferior; pudiéndose señalar respecto a esta última que existe una mayor
disposición a realizar comportamientos de carácter individual y en escenarios
cotidianos, antes que otros comportamientos que implican una acción grupal.
De los datos obtenidos en el postest, se puede concluir que los
sujetos del grupo experimental modifican significativamente sus
conocimientos (F=37,902; p=0,000) (figura 1), mejoran sus actitudes
(apertura al pensamiento biocéntrico) (F=48,256; p=0,000) - a pesar del alto
nivel de partida - (figura 2) y, sobre todo, manifiestan su disposición a
realizar acciones, tanto individual como grupalmente, con criterios de
sustentabilidad. Con especial énfasis en la solidaridad y equidad intra e
intergeneracional a fin de garantizar el desarrollo y calidad ambiental de las
generaciones futuras en este mundo globalizado, para lo que la metodología
experimental les habrá capacitado (figura 3) (F=40,712; p=0,000).
Conocimientos conceptuales
7
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Fig. 1.
Actitudes ambientales
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Fig. 2.
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Intención de conducta proambiental
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Fig. 3.
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AN INNOVATIVE EXPERIENCE OF TRAINING
IN SUSTAINABILITY, ADDRESSED TO PhD STUDENTS
INVOLVED IN ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH
Elena Camino, Giuseppe Barbiero, Marta Angelotti
University of Torino
Laura Colucci-Gray
University of Aberdeen
IRIS (Interdisciplinary Research Institute on Sustainability)
www.iris.unito.it
A two-year course in “sustainability literacy”
This experience stems from a former collaboration between IRIS and
Regione Piemonte (Assessorato Tutela Ambientale) aimed at developing
knowledge and raising consciousness of sustainability issues, through
educational activities. A two-year course on “sustainability literacy”, planned
by the IRIS members and now partially implemented, was addressed to
graduate students, winners of grants from Regione Piemonte to carry out
institutional research (local Universities and Polytechnique) on environmental
problems. Thirty-two students enrolled on a voluntary basis, and from a
variety of curricula: from Economic Policy to Natural Sciences, from
Engineering to Chemistry.
Aims of the course
The IRIS staff identified a plurality of aims:
–
To present an interdisciplinary approach to issues of sustainability.
–
To promote a reflexive attitude towards scientific data, research
methodologies and epistemological aspects of the involved
academic disciplines.
–
To help students to critically reflect on the links and feedbacks between
their own research and the local and global eco-socio-systems.
–
To provide opportunities of dialogue and collaboration amongst
the participants, in view of future synergies and joint research.
Some crucial points were also identified, which worked as seeds for
further reflection:
–
To develop awareness of the complexity of the systems under
study; of the ambiguity of language use when communicating
between different disciplines; of the presence of controversies
and conflicts, and the need for sustainable, non-violent means to
cope with them.
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–

To interiorise a conceptual frame and a value-system in tune with
the idea that our Planet is a closed system, and that ecology and
equity issues are not separable.

The structure of the Course
The Course consisted of three independent modules (total eighty hours):
I module: lectures and seminars. Year 2005
II module: a residential stage. Year 2005
III module: lectures and seminars. Year 2006
During the first year the main topics proposed to the participants were:
– The Earth system and its functioning: the carbon cycle:
respiration and photosynthesis; the Net Primary Production
(NPP)
– Contrasting visions offered by Economics and Ecology: the
classical economics’ idea of unlimited growth and the
externalisation of burdens on ecosystems, was compared and
contrasted with the need to recycle matter and to preserve
ecosystems’ services in a closed, finite system.
– Human use of natural resources: local vs. global resources;
traditional vs. “modern” resources.
The titles of the lectures
1.Dynamics of biochemical cycles
2.Economics - ecology: in search of a balance
3.Elements of environmental macroeconomics
4.A socio-ecological interpretative key: an
experiment of collective management of
natural resources
5.Methods of environmental accounting
6.The territorial approach to environmental
sustainability
7.Environmental criteria in politics and
in public institutions
8.From interdisciplinary to trans-disciplinary
research: epistemological, methodological and
linguistic perspectives.
9.Primary Net Productivity and natural resources.
Students’ seminars
10.Linguistic analysis and non-formal strategies in
dealing with complex socio-environmental issues.

During the lectures the teachers paid special attention to underlining
their conceptual frameworks and tools; for example:
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–
–

Bases of environmental macro-economy: how to measure
economic and ecological wealth; how to include natural capital
within economic calculations.
Methods and politics for environmental accounts.
The territorial approach to environmental sustainability.

Moreover students were introduced to a dimension of meta-reflection
about one’s way of thinking, and about different disciplinary approaches.
Some cues were also offered to stimulate students’ thinking about
the changing nature of the scientific endeavour, and on the role of natural
and iconic language in describing and interpreting events and processes
Methodology
In order to offer a pleasant and informal atmosphere, which would
encourage exchanges of ideas, and which would also be consistent with our
shared views on sustainability, special care was given to the quality of the
context and the relationships: coffee breaks were organized by a local
cooperative, which supplied local and fair trade products.
Most of the teachers attended all lectures, sharing with the students the
role of learners and actively contributing with questions and comments on
issues with which they were unfamiliar. The lectures were organized so to
actively involve the students, by alternating traditional lessons with tasks,
group work, individual reflections and plenary discussions.
Some lectures were held by two teachers, each one bringing forth
different, contrasting views on sustainability, and engaging in discussion
about controversial interpretations. All the relevant information offered by
the teachers (including interactive activities and suggestions for reading)
was provided to the students at the end of each lecture, and through the web
site www.iris.unito.it.
As the students were engaged in personal and group activities, their
products were timely examined and some feedback was offered to them on
the following week. In such a way we could easily link the topics as we went
along and through the various disciplines’ views, and we were able to adapt
language and degree of detail according to the students’ levels of understanding.
The stage
In September a residential stage of three days was organized up in
the Alps, in a hut at 1800 meters of altitude. Participants were offered a
variety of experiences: from the excursion in the natural environment to the
reflection on “local” sustainability, from the perceptual approach to the
artistic interpretation of nature. In such an informal context, great attention
was devoted to offering opportunities for dialogue between students, and
amongst teachers and students. This module was characterized by a deep
emotional involvement and meta-reflection about one’s position (personal
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and professional) within the natural systems, as it emerged from the
comments expressed by the participants in the following weeks.
Assessment
After the conclusion of the first two modules it is now possible to
analyse reflectively some aspects of this experience. A first point concerns
the role played by the IRIS members in the preparation and implementation
of the course: did we succeed in offering students some conceptual tools
useful to approach sustainability issues with an interdisciplinary view?
A second point regards the involvement of the students: did they
appreciate being solicited not only on the cognitive aspects (new knowledge
and competences), but also at the relational and emotional levels (degree
and quality of inner involvement)?
A third aspect refers to the extent of integration: did the experience of
multiple learning contexts (from lectures in university halls to open air routes)
help the participants to find connections between the natural systems and the
research activities they are engaged in?
Some answers to these questions were found in the questionnaires
we administered to the students: one questionnaire was distributed after the
first module, and another one after the stage. Moreover there were several
opportunities for the students to exchange ideas in a more relaxed and
informal way.
The feedback from the students cast lights on some positive aspects
as well as critical points:
–
The richness of the interdisciplinary approach offered such a
variety of view points, that allowed them to grasp complexity
and interdependence of events and processes.
–
A sense of “displacement” was pointed out by the participants
during the first module, as regards to both approaching other
disciplines and carrying out meta - reflection.
–
Group working proved to be very useful, because it stimulated
discussion and interaction between participants. However, time
constraints were perceived as a significant obstacle.
Some notes written by the participants after the first module
By reflecting on energy and matter flows, on direct / in direct use of
ecosystems in human activities, on the life-cycle of products, enlarged
my world vision.
I received some illuminating ideas about possible consequences of
human actions on ecosystems.
It is the only PhD course where I was offered the opportunity to share
ideas with my colleagues.
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I understood how difficult it is to find a common language: there is
really a need for integrating individual approaches in order to develop
a deeper understanding.

Comments at the end of the stage
Bridges have been built between my scientific work and the personal,
artistic sphere.
I think this experience with IRIS allows us to understand what it
means to live within a sustainable world…
The language of art: a new way to approach sustainability topics.
Sustainability cannot be only a word to give to a project on which you
work few hours a day… You must be within the process in order to
understand it.

Conclusions
This experience is considered from all IRIS members as a work in
progress. It has been a shared experience in our search for sustainability,
based on discussion, dialogue and mutual understanding. It involved people
engaged in different disciplines, professional priorities, and world views,
with the progressive inclusion of young researchers interested in developing
a new and more sustainable approach in their research, reflection and action.
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
OF FUTURE TEACHERS:
A SYSTEMIC APPROACH
Jan Cincera
Faculty of Education, Technical University in Liberec,
Czech Republic, jan.cincera@vslib.cz
Introduction
This presentation describes an effort of the Faculty of Education at
the Technical University in Liberec (The Czech Republic) in the field of
environmental education. The Faculty is focused on preparing future
teachers at elementary and high schools; a new, currently preparing
programme is dedicated to leisure time education. Environmental education
plays a significant role in all those programmes. In this presentation I would
like to introduce three topics:
–
A theoretical framework that forms the basis of our
environmental education approach.
–
The system of gradational preparation of students in the field of
environmental education.
–
The Course of Global Education, as an example of our activities.
Theoretical Framework
Firstly I would like to briefly analyse the weak points of
environmental education in the Czech Republic. Despite having a high
number of environmental education centres that operate in this region, the
efficiency of their work is sometimes not at an appropriate level. There are
areas that might be improved:
–
Better declaring and clarifying the goals of environmental education.
These goals should be taken as the basis for whole curricula.
Nowadays, environmental education in our country suffers from being
fragmented, activities are usually chosen out of any system, just
because somebody knows and likes them. Projects and programmes
are also usually too short, what underscores the fragmentation.
–
Games and activities, which play an important role in achieving
these goals, should not be used apart of relevant educational
theories. Very often we can see exciting games whose educational
impact is diminished by poor organization of follow-up discussions
or by their inappropriate sequencing.
–
Better differentiation between various approaches in this field. The
question is not whether a given approach is good or bad (Earth
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Education better than Ecology education, for example), but whether
we understand the background (ideas and methodology) of the work
we do. A mixture of methods and approaches may undermine strong
points of all of them.
The efficiency of the projects is usually measured only by a number
of their participants. However, a really efficient programme should
change awareness, attitudes or skills and actions of participants. An
invention of a good system for measuring such changes is a big
challenge for everybody in this field.

In this part of the presentation I would like to mention the way we work
with the first two problems.
We tried to redefine the goals of environmental education to make them
more useful for curricula designers. Our main idea is a systemic approach. One
of reasons for mentioned fragmentation is that the number of goals is too high.
In praxis cognitive goals, based on data transmission, are superior. The
principle of the systemic approach is to start with a few most important terms
connected with awareness, attitudes and skills. The next principle is not to think
information as data but as challenges for changing our horizons. We have
identified seven such challenges: awareness of interdependency, reverence and
accepting of intrinsic value of life, recognizing beauty of nature and life,
recognizing poverty and suffering in the world, active citizenship, diminishing
our ecological footprint, critical thinking. In our approach we try to design
projects that start with these areas (we call them thesis), which are further
elaborated to a form of brief messages. During a project students are firstly
asked to formulate their opinion on problems connected with a thesis. Then
they are confronted with activities that describe topics that show various aspects
of the thesis. Finally, they are faced with the message of the thesis and asked to
express the way the thesis is linked to their own lives and life - style. The
benefit of such an approach is that all activities have their place and sense in the
structure of a project, they are logically organized, what may improve its
efficiency.
The described methodology is influenced by Earth Education and by
constructivist educational theories. The same painstaking attention must be
dedicated for designing of selected activities. There we are highly influenced by
the constructivism and experiential education. Constructivism is an educational
theory that declares that all learners have some kind of preconception of any
taught topic. During education these preconceptions should be challenged by
new information. It causes a disequilibrium that should finally give students to
a new awareness of the problem. As a consequence, an activity (or a block of
activities) should be organized in such a way that promotes this process.
Experiential education is based on the Experiential Learning Cycle. It deals
with learning by experiences. A methodology that was invented by the
organization Project Adventure divides an activity in three parts: briefing,
activity and debriefing. When briefing is the time for introducing a metaphor
for the activity, debriefing is the time for rational processing an experience. It is
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further divided into periods of reflection, generalization and transference of the
experience into improving students’ skills. Generally speaking, we feel that the
constructivist methodology works better for activities that have cognitive goals
and the Experiential Learning Cycle is more useful for activities with
behavioural goals. Actually, there is also an opportunity for the combination of
both methodologies. It works well for some kind of activities, like are
simulation or role-playing games, which can be used for a mixture of
behavioural and cognitive goals.
The system of gradational preparation of students
Although environmental education is declared as an important area of
education, there are many opportunities for increasing efficiency of teacher’s
training and preparation in this field. Although it is common that students of
education may choose environmental education as a voluntary subject during
their university study, opportunities for environmental education
methodology are very often limited by including ecological and
environmental topics in curricula of these subjects. That is why we decided to
separate subjects concerned on ecology and environmentalism from subjects
dedicated to environmental education. As a result, students now may choose
from a large scale of subjects, including Global problems, Ecology,
Environmental Education, Global Education, Course of Global Education,
etc. The key principle is a chance for step-by-step improvement of knowledge
and skills in both environmentalism and the environmental education
methodology. Participating in the Environmental Education subject, students
achieve basic awareness of goals, approaches and methods, most of them they
experience themselves. After finishing the subject Global Education, they will
be able to lead activities and design simple projects. The voluntary Course of
Global Education - a ten-day experiential outdoor course - plays a special
role, which will be described in the next chapter. Although all of the subjects
are voluntary, we have regularly about one hundred students at the
Environmental Education and at the Global Problems, subjects that represent
a basic level of the whole system.
The Course of Global Education.
The Course of Global Education is a voluntary subject for students of
education at three Czech universities and for leaders working in non-profit
organizations. It is based on a ten-year tradition, continuously enriched by
new theoretical impetuses. The Course is prepared in close cooperation with
non-profit organizations and other volunteers. The Course plays three
important roles:
–
A lab for testing new methods and activities.
–
A training course for improving teaching skills of participants
in this area.
–
A shaping of environmental thinking of its participants.
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As the lab, the Course offers a natural setting for testing the
mentioned methodology in praxis. Although the Courses are shaped in a
similar way, every year is unique and slightly different from previous years.
The Courses have highly intensive programme that starts at eight ‘o clock
and ends about ten p.m. This intensity helps to create a joyful, friendly
atmosphere of sharing and trust, which is crucial for open discussion about
values, attitudes and life-styles. Our effort is to get an impetus for new
projects based on our methodology. That is one of reasons why we so
appreciate a close cooperation of partners from other organizations: it helps us
share our ideas out of our regional borders. As training facility, the Course is
based on participants - apprentices - tutors hierarchy. Participants are the
students who take a part at the Course for the first time. It is a set of students
from three universities and from non-profit organizations, with different
experiences and skills. All participants get their direct experiences from
taking part at the programme, they get information brochure about its
methodology and they have an opportunity to lead a selected activity for the
others. The participants who are interested to go on are encouraged to take a
place in an organizational team as apprentices. Being the apprentices, students
get experiences from the whole process of designing a new course and they get
responsibility for some parts of its programme. Each of activities is managed by
one tutor and two or three apprentices. A tutor leads his/her group of apprentices
and shares his/her responsibility for an activity with them. Skilful apprentices
may become tutors during next years. Last but not least, the Course is an
opportunity for shaping awareness, values and skills connected with all of
its thesis and also for sharing ideas about environmental education.
Conclusion
In the presentation I have introduced three areas of activities we do at
the Technical University in Liberec (Czech Republic) in the field of
environmental education. Although we have been working on this for a couple
of years, a long way is still ahead. The system of teacher education, as well as
the methodology of environmental education, must be more scrutinized and
further invented. The systemic approach, which was briefly introduced in this
article, should be carefully evaluated. Our successes in disseminating our
methodology out of our regional borders are still very limited. We must find
out a transparent way for evaluating of efficiency of environmental education
programmes. These are challenges we have to face during next years.
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THE EDUCATION OF TEACHERS.
OPPORTUNITIES, CAUTIONS, METHODS
Federica Di Luca
Education Office of WWF Italy
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The comments in this paper come from an experience of educational
research on the problems concerning the education of adults, which
characterizes the proposal of CREDIA WWF. The CREDIA is the first
Centre of Education Research, Intercultural and Environmental
Documentation of WWF Italy for the Mediterranean Ecoregion, which is
specialized in childhood and adult age (National Park of Monti Sibillini,
Contrada Vallato di San Ginesio, MC). It is recognized by the region
Marche as a Centre of Experience, inside the system I.n.f.e.a., and as an
Education Farm; it is a member of the national system of CEA WWF
(Centres of Environmental Education) and of the Italian Network of Openair Ecology Schools (R.I.S.E.A.), promoted by the national association
“Civiltà Contadina”.
The education of teachers today is an increasingly complicated
question. We have to face the school as a mirror and a fragment of our
society, a contemporary multicultural and multiethnic reality, the changes
based on the new reforms of the school, increasingly multimedia, interlocked
and fast educational programmes. The idea of children and boys and girls is
also changing: they are qualified from birth, with their own interests and
rights, not only duties, devisers of possible futures and changes.
The proposal of “refresher courses” as places or moments, where
theory is the principal matter and techniques and methods are secondary
matters, is totally inadequate. We are facing a lack of reference educational
models, from which we can get reliable answers (the same idea of
rationality and accuracy might seem unsuitable); we cannot refer to a
national historical archive for education, which is able to collect multiple
variables and to answer to the contemporary questions and uncertainties of
teachers. The education received by teachers is even questioned.
Perhaps it is necessary to start from the analysis of what teachers actually
and constantly do, from the necessary skills, from the research of their
educational needs, from the redefinition of their role compared to the other
educators and from the reassessment of the education of adults and for adults
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(How is the education, the adult, the teacher and the educator of the
contemporary school?).
Adult age is the natural and cultural period of maturity; it is a
complex web of continuity and discontinuity at a personal, social, historical
level; it is a sequence of innovations and repetitions (our educational history
retraces and reintroduces our educational models antithetically or
coherently); it is an archive of experiences in the world of emotional
relationships (love and friendship), operative relationships (work, social
commitment), playful relationships and relations with death (mourning,
abandonment, separation).
It is necessary to overcome the idea that adult age is a terminal phase
of life, a quality, an attitude, a mood, a target or a missing model. On the
contrary, it is multiform, stratified with different levels of complexity,
tangled with the past and open to future, to research and new knowledge.
A questioning idea of the adult age seems more appropriate, namely
a partial and temporarily condition of our existence, which is open to any
change and chance (Duccio Demetrio). We do not become and remain adult
always and everywhere, fortunately.
Despite the good intentions, the introduction of new disciplines and
the opening to local structures, the school very often is a context, where the
dimension of control, the linear teaching of notions, the binary relation
between the adult, who is the absolute holder of knowledge, and the passive
student, who must receive it, are widespread. This model has been strongly
questioned by several parts and was made worse by the increasing feeling of
inadequacy of the teachers (but even of parents and other educators) and by
the anxiety to play a role, which concerns education as well as new
technical, relational and organizing skills.
The concept of education is also a strongly questioned matter, which
refers to its epistemological and philosophical roots and is linked to learning
and knowledge. If education and self-education are necessary to learn, they
concern the exploration, transmission and building of knowledge and the
relation with knowledge. Knowledge is increasingly specialized,
technological, refined, and it refers less and less to definitive theories.
In this context, education can be research of meaning, of
reflectiveness about the self, the others and the environment, of “care”, of
listening to the body-mind, of communication and knowledge. “It is an
experience of action and mind” (Bernard Honoré). It is a process that
accompanies and characterizes adult life as an existential project, as far as
permanent education is concerned, because it implies a new awareness of
one’s action and becoming.
But in which fields education grows intertwined with adult age? The
idea of education asserted until here is mostly self-education, because it is a
project of building, enrichment and organization of one’s knowledge. In the
evolutionary process of the individual, it is formativity (Honoré), namely
understanding of existence. In this endless research of meaning, action and
reflection grow intertwined in a recursive cycle. In an educational process,
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the others are a source of exchange and sharing, their eyes are mirrors: they
offer suggestions, help to rebuild one’s identity, to recognize it through
distinctions and significations.
The theories of adult learning suggest that in the educational field it
is fundamental to consider concepts such as the following: the importance of
personal relations (Rogers), motivations and needs (Maslow), experience
(Dewey), willingness to learn (Bruner), identification and imitation
(Bandura). It is fundamental to pay particular attention to the initial phase of
an educational project: educational setting, recognition of the individual and
the developing group and attention even for the smallest details. The initial
phase is not a banal moment, because it is very tense, full of emotions, of
expectations and conflicts. It is the social phase of building of the group. On
the one hand, the whole group can often become the absolute protagonist,
risking a process of standardization and stereotyping. On the other hand,
some individuals can prevail and suffocate the meaning of an education,
which considers the dimension of the group as a benefit.
The educational contract, as “a deliberate, shared, purposeful, aware
of responsibilities (explicit, as far as possible) agreement to what we are
doing and consequently decide to do…” (Paolo Guidoni) is an appropriate
instrument. This contract supports and allows deciding roles, times, working
methods, questions of research, personal narratives and focused
enlargements of fragments of life (autobiographical approach). It can
become a regulating factor to handle conflicts.
The theme of the travel, as educational approach, is an ideal
metaphor. All the travels are opportunities of encounters, explorations,
recognitions, acquisitions and loans of knowledge, pauses, advancements
and setbacks, accumulations, as well as deconstruction of one’s knowledge
to leave some empty space. During a travel, we abandon and lose
something; we work hard (resistance to change, experiential density) but we
learn and leave our mark. Education helps to build potential learning
opportunities and to give a meaning to the architecture of a travel.
The most appropriate kind of learning for this approach is the
systemic-rational, net-like and non-linear learning. The quality of
experience is directly connected with the quality of learning. We cannot
learn an experience but we can learn from experience. The learning of
experience produce mental pain, because it concerns our mental order,
destructures certainties, forces to constantly revise our self, to suffer anxiety
in front of novelties. It is clashing and upsetting. It is an emotionally
difficult learning, but it is the only one that can produce the development of
the mind. Every place expresses culture. A rich, fascinating, aesthetically
interesting, uncomfortable, diverging, polisensory space stimulates
exploration, creativity, opportunities of choice and complexity of mind in
the educational and formative field. If an environment can host both
individual stories and the working process of the group, it becomes
narration. The environment as a community of practice and research is a
place of constructivism for mind and body, a great atelier. Therefore, it is
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not a monological space but has its identity, it is open to indeterminacy and
to diversity; it is a hybrid and cross environment.
In our educative approach, nature with its complexity, variability and
inflexibility is a challenge and an open question. The natural environments
are sources of emotions and meanings, which have an influence beyond
culture. They suggest educative actions, the choice of materials, the
fanciful-narrative setting, the metaphor.
Within this process, teachers recognize their educational
responsibility. They choose, rearrange, exclude, give a meaning to what they
have learned and “educate” themselves. Teachers experience, meditate,
learn again, research together with the group and the trainer; they are not
shaped by experience but they shape the educational experience. The
education of teachers does not stop at the end of the course, but it will
continue, it will be modified, producing new thoughts and actions.
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FORMARE DOCENTI.
OPPORTUNITÀ, ATTENZIONI, METODOLOGIE
Federica Di Luca
Education Office of WWF Italy
WWF Italia Via Po, 25/c - 00198 Roma. Tel: 06844971
Fax: 0685300612. e-mail: soci@wwf.it. sito: www.wwf.it
Ufficio Educazione - Via Orseolo 12 - 20144 Milano
Tel: 02/831331 Diretto: 02/83133251 Fax: 02/83133222
e-mail: educazione@wwf.it. sito: www.wwf.it
Le riflessioni di questo intervento nascono da un’esperienza di ricerca
formativa attorno alle questioni dell’educazione degli adulti e dell’educazione
in età adulta, che caratterizzano la proposta del CREDIA WWF. Il CREDIA è
il primo Centro di Ricerca Educativa, Documentazione Interculturale ed
Ambientale del WWF Italia per l’Ecoregione Mediterraneo, specializzato per
infanzia e adulti (Parco Nazionale dei Monti Sibillini, contrada Vallato di San
Ginesio, MC). È riconosciuto dalla Regione Marche come Centro di
Esperienza, all’interno del sistema I.n.f.e.a., e come Fattoria Didattica; fa
parte del sistema nazionale dei CEA WWF (Centri di Educazione
Ambientale) e della Rete Italiana di Scuole di Ecologia all’Aperto
(R.I.S.E.A.), promossa dall’Associazione Nazionale “Civiltà Contadina”.
La formazione dei docenti è oggi una questione sempre più
complessa. Siamo di fronte ad una scuola specchio e frammento di società,
ad una contemporanea presenza multiculturale e multietnica, a
trasformazioni dettate dalle nuove riforme scolastiche, a percorsi di
conoscenza sempre più multimediali, intrecciati e rapidi. Anche l’idea di
“bambino”, di “bambina” e di “ragazzi” sta cambiando: competenti fin dalla
nascita, portatori di interessi e di diritti, oltre che di doveri, ideatori di futuri
possibili e, quindi, di cambiamenti.
La proposta di molti “corsi di aggiornamento”, caratterizzati come
luoghi o momenti in cui si fa sostanzialmente teoria e qualche volta si cerca
di far acquisire tecniche o metodologie, è oggi, più che mai, inadeguata.
Siamo di fronte alla carenza di modelli educativi di riferimento dai quali
attingere risposte certe (e, forse, le stesse idee di razionalità e di esattezza
appaiono inappropriate); non c’è un archivio storico educazionale al quale
riferirsi, capace di tenere dentro molteplici variabili e di rispondere alle
attuali domande e alle incertezze degli adulti educatori; vengono, inoltre,
rimesse in discussione le stesse educazioni ricevute.
Forse è necessario ripartire dall’analisi di che cosa fa,concretamente
e quotidianamente, un insegnante, dalla ricerca dei suoi bisogni formativi,
dalle competenze necessarie oggi, dalla ridefinizione del suo ruolo in
relazione alle altre figure educative, e dal ripensamento della formazione
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dell’adulto e della formazione in età adulta (Quale formazione? Quale
adulto? Quale insegnante nella scuola di oggi? Quale formatore?).
L’età adulta è la sede naturale e culturale della maturità; è un intrico
di continuità e discontinuità sia a livello personale che sociale, storico,
psicologico; è una trama di innovazioni e ripetizioni (basti pensare alla
propria storia educativa che ripercorre e ripropone - in antitesi o
coerentemente - i modelli educativi ricevuti); è un archivio di esperienze nel
mondo delle relazioni affettive (amori ed amicizie), delle relazioni operative
(lavoro, impegno sociale), delle relazioni ludiche e di quelle con la morte
(lutto, abbandono, distacco). È necessario superare l’idea che l’età adulta sia
una fase apicale e terminale della vita, una qualità, un atteggiamento, uno
stato d’animo, un modello da raggiungere o mancante. Al contrario essa è
multiforme, stratificata su più livelli di complessità, intrecciata al passato ed
aperta al futuro, alla ricerca, a nuovi apprendimenti.
Ci sembra, quindi, più opportuna un’idea problematizzante dell’età
adulta definibile con il neologismo “adultità”; ovvero, una condizione
dell’esistenza parziale e provvisoria, aperta al cambiamento ed al possibile
(Duccio Demetrio). Adulti lo si diventa e lo si è non sempre, per nostra
fortuna, e non in ogni luogo.
Nonostante le buone intenzioni, l’introduzione di nuove discipline,
l’apertura alle risorse del territorio, la scuola, ancora troppo spesso, si
caratterizza come un contesto dove è pervasiva la dimensione del controllo,
della trasmissione lineare di nozioni, della relazione binaria tra un adulto
detentore unico del sapere ed un allievo passivo che deve riceverlo. Questo
modello è fortemente messo in discussione da più parti ed è aggravato dal
crescente senso di inadeguatezza dei docenti (ma anche dei genitori e di altri
educatori) e dall’ansia di sostenere un ruolo che non si riduce nell’istruzione
ma mette fortemente in gioco competenze tecniche, relazionali ed
organizzative nuove.
Anche la formazione è un concetto molto discusso, che rimanda alle
sue radici epistemologiche e filosofiche ed ha legami con il conoscere e
l'apprendere. Se formare e formarsi serve ad apprendere, questo ha a che
fare con la conoscenza, con la sua esplorazione, la sua trasmissione, la sua
costruzione, con il rapporto che noi abbiamo con essa. Il sapere è poi
sempre più specialistico, tecnologico, ricercato, meno riferito a teorie
definitive. In questo contesto la formazione può essere luogo di ricerca di
senso, di riflessività sul sé, sugli altri, sull’ambiente, di “cura”, di ascolto del
corpo-mente, di comunicazione e di conoscenza. “È un’esperienza
dell’azione e del pensiero” (Bernard Honoré). È un processo che
accompagna la vita adulta e che la caratterizza come progetto esistenziale,
nell'ottica della formazione permanente, poiché presuppone una presa di
coscienza sul proprio agire e divenire.
Ma in quali ambiti la formazione s'intreccia alla “adultità”? L'idea di
formazione fin qui sostenuta è innanzitutto autoformazione in quanto
progetto di costruzione, di arricchimento e di sistemazione delle proprie
conoscenze; nella funzione evolutiva dell'individuo è quindi formatività
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(Honorè), cioè comprensione dell'esistere. In questa infinita ricerca di senso,
l'agire, l'apprendere ed il riflettere s'intrecciano in un circolo ricorsivo.
Dentro ad un processo formativo l’altro consente scambio,
condivisione, l'altrui sguardo è uno specchio: offre rimandi, aiuta a ricostruire la
propria identità, a riconoscerla attraverso distinzioni e significazioni.
Le teorie dell'apprendimento adulto ci indicano che in ambito
formativo è fondamentale tener dentro concetti quali: l'importanza della
relazione personale (Rogers), le motivazioni ed i bisogni (Maslow),
l'esperienza (Dewey), la volontà di apprendere (Bruner), l'identificazione e
l'imitazione (Bandura).
Riteniamo, dunque, che nell'incipit di un progetto formativo si debba
porre particolare attenzione alla predisposizione del contesto (setting
formativo), al riconoscimento del singolo e del gruppo che va formandosi,
alla cura anche del più piccolo dettaglio. L'avvio è un momento non banale
perché carico di tensioni, di emozioni, di attese-aspettative e di conflitti;
rappresenta la fase sociale di creazione del gruppo. Spesso il gruppo nel suo
insieme finisce per diventare l’unico protagonista, col rischio di
omologazione e stereotipizzazione.
Viceversa, alcune individualità possono prevalere soffocando il senso di
una formazione che ha un valore aggiunto proprio nella dimensione del gruppo.
Pertanto l’accoglienza, o meglio l’ospitalità, nel senso di ricettività e di ascolto,
diventa attenzione progettuale per il formatore ma anche condizione per
l’adulto in formazione. In fondo, porsi in relazione permanente con la
conoscenza, con l’apprendimento, con l’autoformazione è un po’ come
accettare di arrivare più volte stranieri in un luogo, aperti all’accoglienza ed alla
condivisione, seppur provvisoria, di un terreno comune.
Il contratto formativo come “l'adesione cosciente , condivisa,
finalizzata, responsabilizzante (esplicita, per quanto possibile) a quello che si
sta a fare ed a quello che conseguentemente si decide di fare” (Paolo Guidoni)
rappresenta uno strumento adeguato. Il contratto sostiene e permette di
dichiarare ruoli, tempi, modalità di lavoro, domande di ricerca, narrative
personali ed ingrandimenti focalizzati di frammenti di vita (approccio
autobiografico). Può diventare regolatore nella gestione dei conflitti.
Anche la tematica del viaggio, come approccio formativo, è una
metafora ideale. Ogni viaggio è un'opportunità di incontro, esplorazione,
riconoscimento, acquisto e prestito di conoscenze, sosta, avanzamento e
ritorno, accumulazione, ma anche di de-costruzione dei propri saperi per
lasciar posto a spazi vuoti. Nel viaggio si abbandona e perde qualcosa, si
fatica (resistenze al cambiamento, densità esperienziale) ma si apprende e si
lascia traccia di sé. La formazione aiuta a costruire spazi potenziali di
apprendimento e a dare un senso all’architettura del viaggio.
L'idea di apprendimento più coerente a tale approccio è di tipo
sistemico-relazionale, reticolare, quindi, e non lineare. La qualità
dell'esperienza è direttamente connessa alla qualità dell'apprendimento. Non
si apprende un’esperienza ma si può imparare da essa. L’apprendimento
dall’esperienza determina dolore mentale poiché mette in gioco i propri
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assetti mentali, destruttura le certezze, obbliga a rivedersi continuamente, a
sostenere l'ansia di accogliere il nuovo, è dissonante, scuote. È quindi un
apprendimento emotivamente faticoso ma l'unico che può realmente
determinare lo sviluppo della mente.
Esiste, tuttavia, una notevole difficoltà a definire oggi che cos’è
un’esperienza e quando ci sono le condizioni per un’ esperienza. È un fare?
È un riflettere? È un intreccio tra fare e riflettere? Rispetto al fare, infatti,
possiamo affermare che quotidianamente siamo impegnati nell’operatività,
nel produrre, nel realizzare; anche in ambito formativo sempre di più si sente
l’esigenza di proporre modalità attive; facciamo quasi troppo, con tempi stretti
e accelerati. Bisogna restituire senso al nostro fare come vissuto, come
processo, prima ancora che come prodotto, come un tempo più lento.
Se fino a poco tempo fa l’esperienza era imprescindibile da un
contatto diretto con la realtà, oggi la dimensione del virtuale ha messo in
discussione anche questo, poiché le tecnologie digitali stanno trasformando
le forme comunicative, le strutture di conoscenza, l’apprendimento.
Disponiamo di macchine e strumenti che non solo accelerano i tempi e fanno
divertire, ma aiutano anche a costruire e a dare senso al mondo. Quindi, si fa
esperienza anche dentro alla multimedialità; non è casuale l’attrazione
esercitata dai media nei bambini e nei ragazzi - ma anche nell’adulto - per la
loro capacità di creare scenari illusori, immaginativi, artificiali ma concreti,
dove si può osare, dove l’errore è reversibile perché si può tornare indietro o
cancellare tutto.
L’impulso che stanno avendo i progetti e.learning, ovvero di
formazione e scambio a distanza, vanno in questa direzione. Il problema,
forse, è la rapidità con cui si sta sviluppando questa nuova forma di
elaborazione culturale e l’eccedenza delle tecnologie per le quali costruiamo
nuovi usi, nuovi bisogni, nuovi consumi.
Il ruolo delle tecnologie digitali dentro ai processi di apprendimento
e di formazione in età adulta è, quindi, una frontiera aperta e sulla quale
ricercare. Non possiamo non tenerne conto.
Progettare per la formazione dei docenti luoghi complessi, capaci di
parlare da soli perché densi di opportunità, è un’altra grande attenzione
culturale e metodologica. Ogni luogo esprime cultura. Uno spazio ricco,
coinvolgente, esteticamente interessante, spaesante, divergente, polisensoriale,
sollecita in ambito educativo e formativo l'esplorazione, la creatività, la
possibilità di scelta, la complessità del pensiero. Se un ambiente è capace di
accogliere le storie individuali ed i processi di lavoro del gruppo, diventa
narrazione. L'ambiente come comunità di pratica e di ricerca è luogo di
costruttivismo per la mente e per il corpo, un sorta di grande atelier. Non è,
quindi, uno spazio monologico, ma con identità: più aperto
all’indeterminazione, alla diversità, è un ambiente ibrido e meticcio, più
coerente all’idea di sostenibilità.
Nel nostro approccio formativo la natura con la sua complessità, la
variabilità e l'irriducibilità costituisce una sfida, una domanda anch’essa
aperta. I luoghi naturali sono portatori di emozioni e significati che
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influenzano al di là della cultura. Da essi vengono suggerimenti per le azioni
educative, l’uso di alcuni materiali, l'ideazione fantastica-narrativa, la
metafora. La natura mantiene la sua intensa capacità di generare
conoscenza, ricerca, suggestione, emozione ma fa anche paura (ad es., un
bosco di notte); la si conosce poco, è sempre più minata nella sua bellezza,
nell’integrità degli equilibri ecologici, nella sua conservazione, tanto che è
necessario parlare di gestione sostenibile, di pianificazione, di parchi e
riserve. Quale idea di natura sostenere allora nella formazione? Con quale
approccio porre in relazione l’uomo adulto con la natura?
I presupposti epistemologici del binomio uomo-natura influenzano
agiti, stili di vita ed impronte ecologiche. La natura è un luogo in cui,
innanzitutto, bisogna andare, percorrere, toccare, sentire, soprattutto in una
proposta formativa.
Il dentro ed il fuori hanno funzioni e potenzialità diverse.
L’educazione della scuola è ancora troppo pensata ed agita dentro alla mura
scolastiche, in spazi con poca identità, strutturati senza intenzionalità
pedagogica, poveri di sensorialità, di fascino e di estetica. In natura, invece,
complessità, relazione, ordine e caos, matericità, empatia, ci sono tutti nelle
massime espressioni. È necessario, quindi, ripartire da lì: riappropriandoci
della natura come sistema, come paesaggio, con un’identità anche umana,
come storia, geografia, biologia, cultura, economia; indagandola nei suoi
meccanismi, nelle invisibili trame relazionali, nelle rotture e negli squilibri
indotti dall’uomo trasformatore; portandola dentro alle scuole, alle città, e
lasciando spazi affinché i luoghi chiusi accolgano anche la dimensione
naturale in un dialogo continuo, quasi osmotico tra il dentro ed il fuori.
Dentro a tale processo, dunque, è l'insegnante che riconosce la
propria responsabilità formativa. È lui/lei a scegliere, ricombinare, scartare,
dare senso a ciò che ha appreso, a “formarsi”. Fa esperienza, riflette,
riapprende, ricerca insieme al gruppo ed al formatore; non prende forma
dall’esperienza ma dà forma all’esperienza formativa. La formazione del
docente non si esaurisce al termine del corso ma continuerà a trasformarsi in
lui, generando nuovi pensieri ed azioni.
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SYSTÉMIQUES ET ONT DU SENS POUR L’APPRENANT
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et en formation continuée dans le département
pédagogique de la Haute Ecole Charlemagne, Liège- Belgique.
Coordinatrice de la formation CERISE (centre d’éducation
relative aux interactions santé et environnement)
Abstract
Alors que bon nombre de chercheurs dénoncent les freins et
obstacles au désir d’apprendre, les praticiens voudraient orienter les
recherches plus positivement vers plusieurs éléments négligés jusqu’ici :
–
Recherche des facteurs de motivation externes pouvant induire
les apprentissages et dans le cadre de l’EEDD dresser un état des
lieux de l’existant.
–
Recherche de sens par la détection de situations- problèmes,
porteuses d’intérêts collectifs et de solidarité (problématiques
transversales créant des liens avec l’apprenant).
–
Recherche d’une dynamique de projet, dirigée vers la création, le
décloisonnement ou la recherche des divers moyens d’action.
Même si l’on sait que l’EEDD en tant que telle n’est pas encore
mentionnée dans nos programmes de formation ,quelques contenus pouvant
s’y inclure, sont déjà présents dans l’éducation à l’environnement en
formation initiale d’enseignants. En voulant attirer l’attention de mes futurs
enseignants sur les facteurs de motivation externes, j’ai conçu un
questionnaire permettant d’identifier leurs conceptions et d’appréhender leur
affectivité face aux sciences. Les résultats partiels présentés ici ne ciblent
que quelques facteurs de motivation qui leur semblent prioritaires et qui
pourraient être pris en compte et valorisés pour l’EEDD :
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- Le lien, la relation prof-élève
Le professeur « idéal » a une approche sensible ou créative, il a de
l’humour, est souriant. Il les «séduit », les bouleverse, s’il a un certain
charisme il déclenche de l’émotionnel et touche leur affectivité. Il les
écoute, essaie de répondre à leurs questions, est ouvert, en interaction, en
dialogue. Le prof « passionnant », est celui qui arrive à donner du sens au
savoir utile pour leur vie en lien avec leur quotidien. On comprend de suite
l’importance d’une formation initiale performante des enseignants si on veut
susciter la motivation des élèves.
- Le choix des activités menées
Ils plébiscitent les démarches actives, participatives, non frontales ou
subies, ils citent les manipulations, expérimentations, apprentissages par le
jeu, jeux de rôle, activités ludiques et sensorielles. Les étudiants citent les
démarches de terrain (sorties, classes de mer, de forêt, réserves naturelles)
ou l’utilisation des technologies comme les activités les plus motivantes car
elles répondent bien à ces critères. On peut se baser sur les ouvrages de
Dominique Cottereau qui font référence dans le domaine de l’écoformation
et qui confirment l’importance de cette création de liens affectifs entre les
enfants et le milieu, avec l’environnement (pour induire le respect,
comprendre des démarches de gestion, de préservation). Celle-ci est donc à
la base d’une éducation environnementale et de l’induction des valeurs et de
l’éthique qui y sont associées.
– Les contenus
Ils souhaitent du concret, de la structure, des savoirs « certains » et
qui ont du sens, et sont mis en lien avec leur quotidien. Ils veulent aussi de
l’originalité, de la créativité, de l’actualité. Et une bonne vulgarisation. Or
avec l’EEDD, on doit apprendre à nager dans le complexe, dans les
questionnements, dans les incertitudes, (prévention des risques et avenir des
générations futures). La démarche classique constructiviste devra donc
s’allier à un premier temps de déconstruction, nous rejoignons en cela le
professeur André Giordan et son modèle d’apprentissage allostérique.
Notre pratique réflexive a amené cette recherche sur les motivations
dans l’éducation formelle (didactique des sciences pour la formation initiale
des enseignants) et a permis la création d’une formation complémentaire
continuée non formelle (CERISE, centre d’éducation relative aux
interactions environnement et santé, http://www.formation-cerise.be). Cette
innovation en éducation est systémique par l’ensemble des modules qui la
compose et leur mise en lien avec des problématiques qui prennent en
compte les besoins sociétaux et environnementaux. Elle teste de nouveaux
outils, films, documentaires (vache folle, cauchemar de Darwin) et allie
deux méthodologies :
–
Partir du complexe pour se poser des questions et comprendre
pourquoi il est nécessaire de s’ap-proprier les connaissances de base
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–

Partir du simple pour construire du complexe, adjoindre des activités
en fonction des besoins pour créer des projets ou des actions.

La formation permet l’intégration de multiples concepts en interactions
(santé, environnement, méthodologie et éthique) et elle utilise les technologies
pour la création de compétences d’éducation vers un avenir durable et solidaire.
Elle permet la mise en place de multiples partenariats avec les
collectivités locales et les associations et implique un travail en équipe et en
réseau. Cependant il reste des difficultés car ces partenariats ne sont pas
faciles à envisager et peuvent poser quelques questions, que vous introduis
pour le temps de débat qui suivra nos interventions.
Pour construire des liens scolaire/associatif/entreprises, qui paie ?
Comment échanger ? Certains se plaignent de ce trop de bénévolat ? Les
réseaux de compétences ou d’expertise qui peuvent s’établir intègrent - ils
aussi les experts praticiens ? Ils sont souvent les oubliés des systèmes,
notamment lors des financements des recherches collaboratives. N’y a-t-il
pas danger d’une dérive marketing des partenaires (Les tarifs sont variables
et les associations en concurrence) ? Les formations sont-elles privées,
/subventionnées/publiques ? Les critères qualitatifs et budgétaires devraient
être accessibles pour tous. Comment développer l’EEDD en milieu rural
africain par exemple ? Le temps est trop court pour aborder ces différentes
questions mais les autres interventions de ce congrès y feront sans doute une
place lors des débats qui seront menés.
En conclusion, il nous apparaît opportun :
–
de mettre en place des complémentarités de formations
fonctionnelles (PUZZLES) dirigées vers les actions (y compris
sociales) et des espaces de formations, décloisonnés, espaces où
les projets interdisciplinaires pourront se construire.
–
de donner les moyens aux institutions d’intégrer de telles
formations dans les formations initiales ou sous forme de
formations complémentaires, pour tous les publics qui en ont
besoin: scolaires tous niveaux, associations, médias, entreprises.
–
de valoriser ce qui se fait déjà, les projets d’ERE (vers un DD
appuyé par les Etats) ; c’est à dire impliquer, écouter les besoins,
(variables selon les contextes) pour pouvoir innover ou améliorer
les démarches entreprises.
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FORMAZIONE A DISTANZA (FAD),
USO DI INTERNET E COMPLESSITÀ
NELLA E.A. PROGETTO: UNO STRUMENTO
PER LA DIDATTICA DEL PAESAGGIO
Lucio Maciocia
Psicologo, Psicoterapeuta
Laboratorio Educazione Ambientale Isola del Liri (FR)
Ente gestore: Italia Nostra, sez. della Ciociaria
La Sezione della Ciociaria di Italia Nostra gestisce, per conto della
Provincia di Frosinone, due Laboratori di Educazione Ambientale, ad Isola
del Liri e ad Acuto. Nell’ambito delle attività del Laboratorio e in accordo
con il Settore Educazione Ambiente di Italia Nostra stiamo sviluppando un
progetto di Formazione a Distanza sulla Lettura del Paesaggio, destinata ad
insegnanti delle scuole Primarie e Secondarie.
Il testo base da cui si partirà per la costruzione del progetto è
“L’ambiente e i segni della memoria”, a cura di Titti Braggion, Giorgio
Chelidonio e Ugo Poce, Carocci Editore. Sulla base del materiale storico di
Italia Nostra sulla lettura del paesaggio - materiale derivante soprattutto da
articoli e dalla pubblicazione citata, oltre che fotografico - si tenterà una
traduzione multimediale che possa permettere il raggiungimento del
seguente obiettivo: fornire una metodologia on line che possa permettere la
costruzione di un percorso di lettura locale del paesaggio, attraverso l’uso
dei cinque sensi degli alunni dei gruppi classe coinvolti.
La scelta della lettura del paesaggio deriva dalla consapevolezza che
il termine “paesaggio” in pochi decenni ha rapidamente cambiato
significato: moltiplicando le sue valenze si é progressivamente arricchito in
complessità fino ad assumere valenza di documento storico delle relazioni
avute dall’uomo con i luoghi in cui è vissuto. “Paesaggio” ha oggi un
significato ben più dinamico e “vivo” rispetto a quello romantico ed estetico
del passato, perché la percezione delle trasformazioni apportate dall’uomo,
nel tempo, allo stato e al senso dei luoghi lo fanno diventare luogo della
memoria, scenario per gli attori che vi abitano, laboratorio di verifica della
sostenibilità, microcosmo del mondo.” (dalla Premessa del libro
“L’ambiente e i segni della memoria”).
La metodologia per la “traduzione” dalla forma scritta di un libro ad uno
strumento multimediale di formazione a distanza si baserà su alcuni capisaldi:
–
L’esplicitazione di alcuni elementi basilari della lettura del
paesaggio (l’ecosistema, l’antropizzazione, il valore storico
dell’apporto umano, le criticità nel rapporto collettività ambiente).
–
Il passaggio di competenze specifiche al docente, sia in termini
di metodologie di approccio, sia in termini di contenuti specifici.
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–

–

–
–

–

Il coinvolgimento del gruppo classe, proponendo un approccio al
gruppo e con il gruppo, piuttosto che attraverso il tradizionale
veicolo di valutazione di assolvimento di un compito individuale.
La partecipazione attiva dei docenti e degli allievi, attraverso la
proposizione di metodologie di autopromozione e di assunzione
di una responsabilità collettiva di valorizzazione dell’ambiente,
del concetto di “sviluppo sostenibile”, di tutela del territorio.
La trasversalità didattica dell’esperienza.
Lo sviluppo di un progetto di tutela, controllo e valorizzazione
delle potenzialità paesaggistiche che vada al di là del progetto
FAD e che duri nel tempo.
La possibilità di creare una rete virtuale di valorizzazione del
paesaggio locale, tramite la costruzione di una “mappa” e la
pubblicazione delle esperienza di ricerca in un sito internet di
riferimento.

L’elemento innovativo, rispetto ad altre esperienze FAD e,
soprattutto, rispetto alla metodologia INDIRE, è rappresentato
dall’attenzione verso aspetti di partecipazione attiva dei partecipanti alla
FAD e alle metodologie proposte.
Sarà data grande attenzione al trasferimento di competenze ai docenti,
rispetto alla capacità di trasportare nella classe quanto appreso, attraverso la
proposta di schede di rilevazione, ricerche sul campo, verifiche in itinere; questi
aspetti costituiranno gli elementi di valutazione dell’apprendimento, mediato
attraverso il coinvolgimento diretto del gruppo classe.
Punti qualificanti del processo di trasferimento delle competenze.
–
La visione del paesaggio è un atto percettivo che coinvolge i
cinque sensi, ma soprattutto è un atto emozionale.
–
La trasmissione via internet dei contenuti avviene attraverso uno
strumento che non ha in sé la possibilità di esprimere “emozionalità”.
–
Uso del testo “emozionalmente”, e uso di immagini “emozionali”.
–
L’emozione, la passione, viene trasferita tramite un “compito” da
proporre al gruppo classe.
–
La modalità della verifica dell’apprendimento, di solito espresso
tramite un compito individuale, avviene mediante la trasposizione
dell’esperienza diretta con il coinvolgimento attivo del gruppo
classe.
Di conseguenza, l’altro elemento qualificante della formazione
proposta è l’attenzione alla partecipazione diretta degli alunni al processo di
apprendimento dell’insegnante: la verifica di quanto appreso dal docente
avverrà tramite la verifica del coinvolgimento diretto del gruppo classe
all’azione proposta.
Punti qualificanti del processo di Promozione della partecipazione.
–
Favorire la partecipazione attiva dei docenti e degli allievi,
attraverso la proposizione di metodologie di autopromozione e di
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–

assunzione di una responsabilità collettiva di valorizzazione
dell’ambiente, del concetto di “sviluppo sostenibile”, di tutela del
territorio.
La FAD diviene uno strumento interattivo tra i promotori
dell’iniziativa, il gruppo locale che realizza l’iniziativa, gli altri
gruppi coinvolti nell’esperienza.
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ENVIRONMENTAL THEME,
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION AND TEACHING:
FROM THE LIMITS OF FORMAL LOGIC
TO DIALECTIC MEDIATION
Edilson Moreira De Oliveira
UNESP- São Paulo State University/ S. J. Rio Preto, Brasil
edilson@ibilce.unesp.br
Abstract
This study has been guided by the following research problem: how
is the organization of knowledge (method) of a novice teacher processed, in
logical terms, for educational work with the environmental theme at schooltraining technicians in environment? The leading hypothesis has been that
underlying the methodological organization of the content worked by the
novice teacher there is a logical principle directing the methodological
organization of this content in the classroom, having such organization a
formal or dialectic character. For Lefebvre (1975), there are two possible
ways of structuring teaching through mediation, that is, the formal
Aristotelian logic and the dialectic logic. We have observed that the
educational work carried out by the novice teacher has been structured
through a principle of methodological organization of teaching ruled by the
formal Aristotelian logic. We have reached the conclusion that the
educational work, mainly regarding the ones working with the
environmental theme and environmental education, conceived in a critical
perspective, requires the exact articulation of these two principles of logical
and methodological organization, that is, the formal Aristotelian logic and
the dialectic logic, through an analytical category of mediation (Lukács,
1979), in the Ontology perspective of the social being. The experiences
undergone by the novice teacher result from an attachment to the formal
Aristotelian logical principle in her methodological organization of the
teaching content, evidencing the influence of this model derived from her
graduation background (License in Biology), which has this logical
principle as its main foundation.
Keywords: Educational Work, Environmental Theme, Environmental
Education, Novice Teacher, Dialectic, Mediation.
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LEARNING PARTNERSHIPS
IN SUSTAINABILITY EDUCATION:
OPPORTUNITIES FOR POSTGRADUATE ACTION
RESEARCH
Kristin Pedersen
Sustainable Communities Research Group,
University of Tasmania
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the opportunities for creating
learning partnerships between researchers and practitioners, through the use of
an action research methodology. Particularly, this paper will address the
potential for postgraduate researchers to utilise this method of inquiry in a way
that empowers teachers and practitioners who are involved in sustainability
education. This paper will give a short account of my own experience as a
postgraduate student doing action research. Links will be made between the
lessons learnt from my own experience with this methodology and the
objectives and strategies proposed by the United Nations Decade of Education
for Sustainable Development (DESD). The paper will conclude by highlighting
the unique position of postgraduate students in making contributions to onground sustainability initiatives that promote sustainability education.
My own postgraduate research project took place in Tasmania,
Australia, for the duration of the 2004 school year. This project explored ways
that the Tasmanian State curriculum could be implemented through the
integrative tool of a whole school sustainability program. At the time of my
research, three schools had been chosen by the Department of Education
Tasmania to plan and implement whole school sustainability programs within
their school communities. It was these three schools that made up the case
studies for my larger research project. It was my initial intention to observe the
ways that each school planned and implemented a whole school sustainability
program in order to identify the critical success factors for whole school
sustainability in Tasmania. However, after meeting with staff and students from
one of my case study schools, a tension began to develop between my role as a
researcher and my desire to encourage and empower practices in sustainability
education. In this particular school, the notion of a whole school program had
not attracted whole school interest. In fact, only two out of thirteen teachers and
twenty-four out of three hundred students had volunteered to explore
sustainability education as an option for their school. Furthermore, those who
were interested in this project had little previous experience or knowledge
about the theories that underpin learning for sustainability as an integrative
educational tool. I didn’t want my research to undermine the commitment of
this small but passionate group by simply observing them in an uphill battle to
introduce a whole-school program to a resistant community. I wanted my
research to support and motivate their hope to bring sustainability education to
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their school. I decided that my role as a researcher needed to reflect my role as
a partner in learning for sustainability and I approached my research
community about the potential of creating a collaborative learning partnership.
Diverging from my initial research design, I sat down with the
participants from this school, which included both students and teachers, and
we discussed our ideas about learning for sustainability. In particular, we
discussed the visions they had for their school, as well as the visions that I had
for my research and my own learning. It soon became quite clear that we
shared a common vision that linked our projects and ambitions. We shared a
common goal to achieve an understanding of sustainability education and how
a whole school program would best deliver the desired outcomes of this
community. We also shared a common commitment to explore this topic as
students within a learning framework. There was also a shared interest in how
research might support and encourage the achievement of these visions. Joining
together these three objectives, we decided to use Kurt Lewin’s spiralling steps
approach to action research as a research design that would recognise and
empower all participants as co-learners and co-researchers within this process
(Lewin, 1946).
Lewin’s spiralling step approach to action research exists as a series of
four steps that spiral forward in a constant state of critical reflexivity (Kemmis
and McTaggart, 1988). The model attempts to empower people to recognise
their current situation, create a shared vision for change, plan and implement
this action for change, and critically reflect on the process in a way that enables
them to re-vision, re-plan and re-act to their learning. The notion of a spiral
highlights the reflexive process of action research, in which constant
observation and reflection of a situation requires that any progression of a
group’s actions be responsive and innovative to accommodate new learning. In
this way, the research design assists the research community to become aware
of, and critically reflect on, their actions and changing perceptions.
Using this research design, we embarked on a series of actions that
were inspired by our collaborative vision. The preliminary steps of our project
attempted to ground our vision in a theoretical framework of sustainability
education that included learning from examples of whole school sustainability
programs from around the world. From this grounding we went on to assess the
school’s current situation in regard to behaviours in school ground and resource
management and we began to vision and plan ways that this school might readdress these management issues in a more sustainable manner. Once a plan for
action was developed, our actions were then implemented. Throughout this
process there was a constant desire to increase the participation of the rest of the
school community. By constantly observing and reflecting on our own actions,
we were able to witness how the rest of the school’s perceptions of our program
were changing throughout the course of the project, and which forms of
communication were effective in increasing participation. While some actions
that were upon observation and reflection, did not promote a whole school
program Our partnership was encouraged when, in the third semester of the
school year, we planned and implemented to great success the restoration of a
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45-metre bank at the front of the school. By reflecting on our actions, a new
plan was developed and implemented that responded to our learning, which in
turn led to a process that saw every student in the school contributing to this
project by planting at least one native plant in the ground. Using a method of
collaborative inquiry, we empowered a mixed group of participants to become
co-researchers and co-learners within the research process. Most importantly,
each participant gained experience and skills in research, practice and
cooperation. Furthermore, the spiralling approach of action research
empowered a learning framework that will enable this group’s learning to
progress indefinitely.
In my experience, action research offered an emancipatory approach to
research in which I was able to combine my own learning journey with the
learning journey of my research community. Through a collaborative learning
approach, we were able to explore and ultimately design a program for
sustainability education that was informed by, and supportive of, our
collaborative learning experience. Through this process it became apparent that
collaborative action research promotes a number of the same objectives
endorsed by concepts of sustainable development. By engaging all research
participants as co-learners within the research process, action research for
sustainable development promotes the social dimensions of learning for
sustainability and empowers people to participate in planning for, and creating,
change. For these reasons action research aligns with the objectives, and
strategies, of learning for sustainability and the DESD.
In regards to the seven interlinked strategies proposed for the
implementation of the DESD, many of these approaches can be seen to parallel
the action research approach. Such strategies as vision building, shared
ownership, partnerships and networks, capacity building, innovation,
monitoring and evaluation (UNESCO, 2003) are all significant parts of the
action research process. In the midst of a collaborative partnership, action
research offers an approach to multidimensional learning that enables these
strategies to function in a flowing matrix. Furthermore, the collaborative nature
of action research promotes the partnership framework that the rhetoric of the
DESD recognises as necessary to building social capital in on-ground
sustainability initiatives. A number of benefits emerged through the use of this
approach that held advantages for my own learning, and for the learning of my
research community and the academic communities in which my study was
based. Some of these benefits are common to any partnership where resources
and responsibilities are shared, however a number of advantages also show the
unique position of postgraduate partnerships for progressing on-ground
sustainability initiatives by creating partnerships through research. One of the
most prominent roles for a postgraduate researcher that remains active
throughout the course of their work is an immersion within the literature of
their topic. Through collaborative action research postgraduate students are
given the opportunity to share their growing theoretical knowledge. From this
contribution, practitioners receive a partner whose primary focus is to engage
with the diversity of theoretical perspectives within their shared field. In
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addition, by building a connection with practitioners through action research,
postgraduate researchers are given a first hand experience within which to
apply theory, offering case studies that trial, and challenge, some of the ideas in
the academic literature. This amalgamation of theory and practice will produce
postgraduate researchers capable of bridging theory and practice during and
after the completion of their study.
Postgraduate partnerships also offer partners with a dedicated focus to a
particular project, which can offer relief for many practitioners who may be
experiencing an overcrowded schedule. Other advantages of postgraduate
partners include the ability to link university networks to on-ground
sustainability initiatives. Because postgraduates are students of higher
education, they are often perceived as the middle ground between community
and universities and can offer a valuable meeting place for university
community engagement. With a postgraduate partner, a number of university
resources also become more readily available to on-ground initiatives, such as a
large a literature resource base, laboratory facilities, and feedback from
professionals with a diversity of backgrounds. Above all, the most
advantageous role of postgraduate partnerships in enhancing on-ground
sustainability education initiatives can be seen in the learning component that
links action research, postgraduate students and learning for sustainability. As
postgraduates, we must always recognise our learning role within our research.
Action research offers a methodology, which enables this learning to be
recognised and re-visited throughout the course of a project. The collaborative
approach of action research recognises that as postgraduate students we are part
of a learning community cooperating to enable change, which is a fundamental
concept of learning for sustainability in any on-ground initiative. A process
such as action research promotes learning for the individual and learning for the
community, which for many postgraduate researchers, is the primary objective
of doing research for sustainability in the first place. By using a learning
framework to link postgraduate research with the goals and motivations of an
on-ground sustainability initiative, a collaborative research design such as
action research creates the learning partnerships that are necessary for
achieving the outcomes of the United Nations Decade of Education for
Sustainable Development, in which we are all recognised as partners engaged
in learning together for the future.
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PROMOTION OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
AND TRAINING IN FINLAND
Susanna Tauriainen
Counsellor of Education, Finnish National Board of Education.
Finland
Introduction
It is essential to increase competence related to sustainable development
and environmental issues in order to survive challenges involved in aspects
such as prevention of climate change, increasing consumption of natural
resources, reduction in biodiversity and development issues. Schools and other
educational establishments play a key role in creating these abilities. One of the
objectives of education is to educate responsible and contributing citizens, who
are able to take the perspectives of sustainable development into account in
their work and everyday choices.
A responsible citizen is aware of the ecological, social and cultural
dimensions of sustainable development, aiming to reconcile them in
everyday decisions. It is essential to be aware of change needs at both
individual and community levels, be able and motivated to contribute and
participate, and be committed to a sustainable lifestyle.
National policy concerning sustainable development
Sustainable development in legislation
According to the Finnish constitution, every individual is responsible
for nature and its biodiversity, the environment and cultural heritage. It is
the task of public authorities to assure everybody's right to a healthy
environment and opportunities to participate in decision-making concerning
the environment in which they live. Sector legislation defines the areas of
responsibility of different branches of business in respect to implementing
sustainable development.
The systematic policy for preparing laws relating to the environment
and producing and circulating information about the environment belongs to
the Ministry for the Environment, the Finnish Environment Institute and the
regional environment centres. Each administrative sector is responsible for
environmental matters in their own field.
In Finland, there are many inter-ministerial boards and committees.
Joint projects are a natural way of working in environmental issues. The
Finnish National Commission on Sustainable Development is the main joint
organisation at the national level. The chairman of the group is the Prime
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Minister. Many ministers and civil servants of various sectors are members
in this organisation.
The programme of the Finnish Government for sustainable development
The Government Programme for Sustainable Development (1998)
outlines national measures to be taken to promote sustainable development. It
is the third in a line of comprehensive documents on sustainable development
since 1990. The programme is designed to promote ecological sustainability
and the economic, social and cultural preconditions for achieving this end.
The Government Decision-in-Principle defines the strategic objectives and
lines of action for key sectors of sustainable development. In respect of
ecological sustainability, the primary goals defined in the programme are to
reduce the use of non-renewable resources, to preserve nature’s generative
capacity and ecological values and to generally improve the condition of the
environment. The programme also proposes lines of action for solving farreaching environmental problems through international cooperation.
Improving the condition of the natural environment and living environments
also has beneficial effects for human health.
In respect of social and cultural sustainability, the aim is to
disseminate knowledge and skills needed to ensure sustainable development,
thereby also improving social well being in general. In respect of economic
sustainability, the aim is to improve Finland’s competitiveness and
employment, and to reduce the environmental burden of production and
consumption.
The programme steers planning, decision-making and other activities
within the central government. In addition, it provides a basis for a dialogue
with other parties concerned, and a framework for planning activities and
actions with them.
National goals for sd in education
Development scheme of Ministry of Education
Every four years, the Finnish Government approves the
Development Plan for Education and Research. The most recent one,
“Education and Research 2003-2008”, begins by defining the principles
underlying educational provision. One of the important principles is
sustainable development: “The principles of sustainable development will
be taken into account in the educational provision and other activities of
different school forms.”
Framework curricula in VET
In Finland, the Government determines the common national
objectives of education. National Board of Education decides the national
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core curricula. They define the objectives and core contents of education,
also providing advice on assessment and the design of local curricula.
The norms of framework curricula were made less detailed. More
emphasis was put on the objectives being of current interest, and on
developing learning skills. There was a general wish to shift decision-making
power from a national level to the level of individual educational provider.
Sustainable development has been included in the common
emphases of the National Core Curricula as follows: “The objective of the
promotion of sustainable development shall be for students to know the
principles of sustainable development and become motivated to promote
them when studying, at work and as citizens. They shall know
environmentally positive working and operating methods and act
accordingly and shall, in particular, recognise common hazardous wastes
and be able to treat them accordingly. They shall value the diversity of
nature, understand the economic, social and cultural dimensions of
sustainable development and know how to promote them.”
Optional advanced studies in core subjects include Environmental
Studies, 0-4 credits. “The core content comprises preservation of biodiversity,
ecological consumption and functioning so as to promote sustainable
development.” Sustainable development is also included in the vocational
study modules of different National Core Curricula according to field-specific
emphases.
Sustainable development in VET
The project to concretise SD in practice
Between 2002 and 2004, the Finnish National Board of Education
carried out an “SD in VET” (Ammatti-KEKE) project to provide more
detail on the learning objectives and contents of the National Core Curricula
relevant to the level of individual vocational institutions’ own curricula. The
objective of the project was to promote inclusion of the perspectives of
sustainable development and environmental issues in vocational education
and training and to produce related support material and operating models.
Its mission was to:
–
Create models for inclusion of environmental and sustainable
development perspectives in local curricula, implementation of
instruction, on-the-job learning and skills demonstrations in
different fields of vocational education and training.
–
Promote communication of the environmental requirements,
occupational practices and competence needs of working life to
vocational education and training.
–
Produce field-specific support, teaching and on-line materials
on sustainable development for education and training in the
fields in question.
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–

Co-operate with and promote networking between vocational
institutions providing education and training in the field and with
other key partners.

The SD in VET project included five education providers/educational
establishments during 2002-2005. These covered more than twenty upper
secondary vocational qualifications.
Concrete outputs included:
–
Elaboration of sustainable development in curricula.
–
Sustainable Development Guide for Education Providers.
Incorporating sustainable development as part of everyday school life
The credibility of education for and instruction in sustainable
development depends on the way in which its value basis is reflected in an
educational establishment’s everyday life and operational culture. The
learning community should set an example of a sustainable lifestyle. It is
therefore important that the staff and students are jointly involved in
planning and implementation of sustainable development issues and in
continuous improvement of operations. Another essential aspect is cooperation with external parties to develop instruction and everyday
practices. As vocational skills demonstrations become established,
sustainable development will also be incorporated in working life functions.
Issues relating to sustainable development should be integrated as part
of the educational establishment’s values and management. The first step in this
work is an initial review to chart consideration of sustainable development
issues in instruction and daily functions. Objectives and measures should be
recorded in the school’s own environmental or sustainable development
programme. It is important to evaluate implementation of this programme and
update it as part of the school’s annual planning cycle.
A sustainable development programme enables educational
establishments to reduce consumption of materials and energy and amounts
of waste, for example, while also saving hard cash. In addition, their image
and the quality of instruction will also improve. Various systems and tools
have been developed to support the sustainable development work of
educational establishments. These include the Eco-Schools programme and
the Environmental Criteria and Certification for Schools and Educational
Establishments.
The Eco-Schools programme
The Eco-Schools programme is an international programme for
environmental education, co-ordinated in Finland by the Finnish Association
for Environmental Education (SYKSE). The Eco-Schools programme is an
operating model, which provides participants with a concrete way to reduce
the environmental effects of their operations, link sustainable development
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issues as part of their everyday instruction and operations, and mobilise
students and staff. Programme participants receive support materials and
regular feedback on their actions. Participants include day-care centres,
comprehensive schools, upper secondary schools, vocational institutions and
other organisations operating in the field of education.
The Eco-School Programme is organised to progress one theme at a
time. Basic themes include water, energy and waste reduction. Later on,
participants may choose a local environment theme or a theme they have
developed themselves. Each theme is always dealt with for a period of one
year, at the end of which the educational establishment may apply to the
national Green Flag Committee for the Eco-Schools Green Flag. The idea is
for the project to continue with a new theme in the next school year.
Further information about the Eco-Schools programme is available
at www.eco-schools.org (www.vihrealippu.fi in Finnish).
Environmental criteria focus on management, instruction
and daily functions
The Environmental Criteria for Schools and Educational
Establishments set a target level for exemplary environmental management.
The criteria have been prepared as a tool and incentive for improvement of
educational establishments’ operations and quality of instruction. They
consist of three elements: inclusion of environmental issues in management,
instruction and maintenance functions. The criteria are applicable for use by
comprehensive schools, upper secondary schools and vocational institutions,
but they can also be exploited in other educational organisations.
The criteria focus on the ecological dimension of sustainable
development, but they will later be extended to cover the economic, social
and cultural dimensions of sustainability as well. The criteria support
curricular work, because sustainable development is implemented in
instruction in the form of cross-curricular themes or common emphases. In
addition, the criteria also lead establishments towards a learning and
operational culture that supports the objectives of environmental education.
Next step: Environmental Certification of Educational Establishments
Educational establishments may apply for an environmental certificate
from the OKKA Foundation. Certificates are awarded on the basis of the
Environmental Criteria for Schools and Educational Establishments.
Certification requires an educational establishment to carry out selfassessment and draw up a report on this. In addition, an external auditor will
verify that the educational establishment fulfils the environmental criteria.
In order to be awarded a certificate, the educational establishment
has to meet the compulsory requirements set out in the assessment criteria
and achieve certain scores for scored criteria.
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The OKKA Foundation and SYKLI Environmental School of
Finland provide materials, advice and training to support use of the
environmental criteria, preparation of a sustainable development programme,
self-assessment and application for a certificate. Further information is
available at www.koulujaymparisto.fi and www.sykli.fi.
The Finnish National Board of Education also encourages vocational
institutions to take up the criteria and certification system through financial
incentives. Educational establishments may apply for grants for external
audits from the National Board of Education. The environmental criteria and
certification system for educational establishments were developed as part
of the Envedu project, co-funded by the European Community’s LIFE
Programme and the Finnish Ministry of the Environment. Project partners
included the Trade Union of Education in Finland (OAJ), the OKKA
Foundation, the Finnish National Board of Education, the HyvinkääRiihimäki Vocational Adult Education Centre, the University of Oulu, the
University of Joensuu Department of Applied Education and Eco-One.
Conclusions
Sustainable development is the greatest challenge facing humankind.
When schools commit themselves to practising the principles of sustainable
development in their work, this will gradually radiate to all sectors of
society through young and adult people. It is extremely important that there
is nationwide support available to schools in the instruction of sustainable
development. Sustainable development needs to be clearly recorded in
national documents setting objectives for education. Core curricula have to
lay the foundation for including sustainable development in different school
subjects and study fields. Schools also need guidelines for the planning and
implementation of environmental programmes.
Changes are needed in teachers' initial and in-service training. Since
environmental issues are interdisciplinary and relate to lifestyles, dealing
with them in a varied way requires cooperation within in the school
community and with partners outside the school. This line of action requires
further development and structural solutions. Entire work communities
should be trained in these matters. In addition, it is still needed to produce
teaching and learning materials for teaching sustainable development.
Collecting that material personally takes too much time and effort.
Network cooperation has proved to be a good way of promoting
solutions, which are in keeping with sustainable development. Networks are
platforms for sharing experiences and further developing established lines of
action. Cooperation with environmental experts and organisations has also
helped schools to find new solutions.
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L’E-LEARNING COME STRUMENTO PER
CORSI DI AGGIORNAMENTO PER INSEGNANTI
Milena Tempesta, Gianna Visintin, Francesco Zuppa
Riserva Naturale Marina di Miramare – Viale Miramare 349,
34014 Trieste, Italy - tel. +39 040 224147
info@riservamarinamiramare.it
Il Centro di Educazione all’Ambiente Marino (C.E.A.M.) della Riserva
Marina di Miramare (Trieste)
La Riserva Marina di Miramare, facente parte del sistema delle aree
marine protette italiane, è stata istituita dal Ministero dell’Ambiente e della
Tutela del Territorio nel 1986 (D.M. 12/11/86). Annovera da sempre tra le
sue finalità istitutive anche quella di fornire opportunità per la realizzazione
di programmi di educazione ambientale e per questo ha avviato al suo
interno fin dal 1989 un Centro di Educazione all’Ambiente Marino
(C.E.A.M.) con lo scopo di progettare e svolgere attività didattiche per
scuole di ogni ordine e grado, consentendo la scoperta e lo studio
dell’ecosistema mare. L’esperienza del C.E.A.M. di Miramare è maturata,
quindi, all’interno di un’area marina protetta, contraddistinguendosi pertanto
per una doppia specializzazione: la specificità delle attività proposte
soddisfa l’esigenza di elaborare uno strumento culturale per la gestione
dell’area marina e, contestualmente, esse sono un sussidio didattico ad
argomenti relativi all’ecosistema marino (Tempesta e Zuppa, 2002).
Nei molti anni in cui la Riserva Marina di Miramare è stata
impegnata in attività di didattica e di sensibilizzazione verso l’ambiente che
protegge, una delle richieste avanzate dagli insegnanti che hanno avuto
modo di partecipare alle attività di interpretazione e educazione ambientale,
è stata quella di avere la possibilità di preparare preventivamente loro stessi
e la classe per la visita e successivamente di continuare il percorso
intrapreso sul campo, richiedendo nuovo materiale di approfondimento,
condividendo le metodologie con gli operatori della Riserva o con altri
colleghi. Questa richiesta finora si scontrava con il fatto che dei circa 7.000
studenti che annualmente usufruiscono degli oltre venti percorsi didattici
diversi proposti dal C.E.A.M., solo una piccola parte proviene da scuole del
territorio. Per questo motivo si è subito posto il problema dell’impossibilità
degli insegnanti provenienti da istituti lontani a raggiungere la Riserva per
eventuali corsi preparatori alle successive attività con la classe. Per risolvere
questo problema si è deciso quindi di sfruttare le opportunità offerte dalla rete
Internet, che coniuga il facile accesso con la possibilità di scaricare e
condividere materiali di vario tipo: web fiction sulla Riserva, brevi video con i
suoi abitanti, foto e disegni sugli organismi macro e microscopici, lezioni e
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presentazioni multimediali; tutti strumenti utili per organizzare un lavoro in
classe di preparazione all’eventuale visita programmata.
La piattaforma di e-learning
È stata, quindi, approntata una piattaforma di apprendimento a
distanza (e-learning) opportunamente personalizzata ed è stato allestito un
corso completamente gratuito, grazie al contributo della Direzione Centrale
Risorse Agricole, Naturali, Forestali e Montagna della Regione FriuliVenezia Giulia, rivolto ai docenti di scuola elementare, media e superiore
del territorio regionale.
L’accesso alla piattaforma è stato attivato attraverso uno spazio
dedicato alla voce “Area Insegnanti” sul sito web della Riserva Marina di
Miramare (www.riservamarinamiramare.it), grazie ad un accesso limitato da
una password d’entrata. La pagina iniziale (Fig. 1) mostra un menù dal
quale si accede alle diverse lezioni ma anche alle altre funzionalità della
piattaforma e cioè la possibilità di comunicare attraverso una chat o di
lasciare le proprie impressioni su un forum dedicato a vari argomenti. È
presente inoltre uno spazio per scaricare e/o inserire propri files, per lasciare
il profilo personale o creare un proprio desktop. Inoltre attraverso lo spazio
news e links si ottengono direttamente informazioni utili sull’inizio dei corsi
o sul rendimento delle singole unità.

Fig. 1. Schermata iniziale della piattaforma di e-learning della Riserva Marina di Miramare
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Cliccando alla voce “Lezioni” (Fig. 1) sulla schermata di entrata si
accede ai singoli moduli, ognuno organizzato in Unità, Risorse,
Esercitazioni e Test finale. La sezione Unità comprende lezioni di
approfondimento sul modulo attraverso l’uso di web fiction, testi da poter
stampare, presentazioni in power point da poter scaricare e salvare. Nella
parte Risorse, invece, si trovano gli approfondimenti sul tema attraverso
riferimenti bibliografici, links a siti web collegati all’argomento, brevi
video, schede specifiche di riconoscimento degli organismi, ecc. Alla voce
Esercitazioni vengono proposte attività sul tema trattato, quali ad esempio:
ricostruzioni di reti alimentari attraverso semplici puzzle o riconoscimento
di organismi planctonici attraverso la presentazione di fotografie al
microscopio. L’ultima parte è quella destinata alla verifica e autovalutazione
del modulo con test a risposte multiple che possono essere a tempo
prestabilito o a punteggio minimo da superare.
Tutte le statistiche relative ai singoli allievi e all’uso della piattaforma
(accesso, funzionalità, ecc.) sono accessibili ai soli tutor del corso, che
possono in questo modo verificare quale lezione è stata particolarmente
seguita, quale test è risultato più ostico e/o quale esercitazione è sembrata più
gradita. Tutte queste informazioni, sommate anche ai tempi di accesso
dedicati dai singoli discenti all’uso della piattaforma - e di conseguenza al
corso -, servono per migliorare il corso stesso, tarandolo sulle esigenze
specifiche evidenziate dai corsisti.
Il corso di aggiornamento a distanza
Il corso di aggiornamento a distanza denominato “Il Mare nella Rete”
si è svolto nell’arco di un mese e mezzo tra febbraio e marzo 2005. Sono stati
organizzati cinque incontri in apprendimento sincrono on-line durante i quali
due tutor del C.E.A.M. erano a disposizione in chat sia per coadiuvare
nell’uso della piattaforma sia per moderare discussioni e aprire nuovi forum.
Il corso era comunque fruibile 24 ore su 24 nell’arco di tempo prefissato per
l’accesso in autoformazione off-line (apprendimento asincrono) con la
consultazione del materiale disponibile in rete.
Il corso è stato organizzato in quattro moduli ognuno riferito ad un
diverso argomento sempre relativo alla conservazione e alla conoscenza
dell’ecosistema marino, con una prima parte introduttiva all’uso dello
strumento. I moduli trattati sono stati:
–
Introduzione all’uso della piattaforma
–
Presentazione della Riserva Marina di Miramare
–
La Rete Trofica
–
Il Plancton
Gli iscritti al corso sono stati trentaquattro, di cui quattordici
insegnanti di scuola superiore, undici di scuola media e nove di scuola
elementare. Dalle statistiche ottenute si è visto che il 70% degli iscritti ha
seguito il primo dei quattro moduli, percentuale che si è ridotta al 60% nel
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seguire anche la seconda e la terza unità formativa, mentre solo il 30% ha
portato a termine tutto il corso fino alla valutazione finale.
La valutazione del corso da parte degli insegnanti/allievi
Alla fine del percorso formativo è stato approntato un questionario
specifico con lo scopo di avere una valutazione sia del corso che dello
strumento usato da parte degli insegnanti iscritti. Dall’analisi delle risposte
ottenute si è notato che:
–
In generale la durata del corso è stata definita troppo breve e si
auspica una maggiore fruibilità della piattaforma nel tempo. Il
materiale messo a disposizione in rete è risultato buono o molto
buono, così come la qualità delle lezioni teoriche, delle
esercitazioni e dei test che è stata valutata medio-alta (Tab. 1).
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Tab. 1. tabella con relative percentuali di risposta riguardo al corso
–
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Dalla Tab. 2 si nota come le lezioni proposte siano state valutate
sempre molto positivamente con una preferenza verso l’unità che
trattava il plancton che più della metà degli intervistati ritiene di
livello molto buono.
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Tab. 2. tabella con relative percentuali di risposta riguardo ai diversi moduli proposti
–

Si sono evidenziati, comunque, dei problemi legati all’uso della
piattaforma soprattutto relativamente alla velocità di connessione
che non sempre era tale da supportare una veloce apertura dei
documenti (Tab. 3). Più della metà degli insegnanti che hanno
risposto al questionario, inoltre, non aveva mai partecipato ad un
corso on-line per cui si sono avute anche difficoltà iniziali nel
maneggiare lo strumento.
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Tab. 3. tabella con relative percentuali di risposta riguardo all’uso della piattaforma
–

Alla fine comunque le aspettative iniziali riguardo ai contenuti del
corso sono state raggiunge totalmente per il 47% degli insegnanti
mentre per altrettanti si è avuta una soddisfazione parziale. Al 71%
degli intervistati il corso ha dato nuove idee da applicare in classe e
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–

si auspica un prosieguo della fruibilità della piattaforma con
materiali specifici su altre tematiche legate all’ambiente marino.
E’ stata inoltre analizzata quantitativamente la fruizione del corso
dai dati ottenuti dal server che ospita la piattaforma di e-learning.
Dal dettaglio riportato nella Tab. 4 si evince, su trenta allievi
effettivi nel periodo di cinque settimane di durata del corso,
quanto appare in tabella :

Totale ore di connessione da parte degli allievi
Media ore totali di connessione per allievo
Media minuti totali di connessione per settimana per allievo
Numero totale di aperture
Media di aperture per allievo
Media di aperture totali a settimana

120
4
58
906
30
181

Tab. 4. statistica descrittiva della fruizione del corso di e-learning

A conclusione di questo primo corso si può comunque dire che lo
strumento della piattaforma di apprendimento a distanza si è dimostrato un
mezzo utile e di utilizzo relativamente semplice, anche se è stata notata da
parte dei tutor una difficoltà degli allievi nel mantenere elevata l’attenzione e
l’impegno in termini di tempo da dedicarvi.
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FOSTERING VALUES IN ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCATIONAND TEACHERS’ TRAINING
Orietta Zanato Orlandini
Professor of Environmental Education,
University of Padua, Italy
It has been noted that environmental education does not admit
reductionism or unilateral approaches, needing to balance within its
operative strategies the cognitive aspects (necessary to access information
and to interpret it), ethics (related to the capacity to acknowledge, express
and share values, and to act on this basis) and participation (connected to the
capacity to relate with others and act in the world): in fact education is a
condition to access culture, but does not guarantee responsible, prudent
behaviours or participation by itself.
Succeeding on changing the horizon of values of individual subjects
is a difficult aim to pursue, but necessary for its pedagogical relevance, in
any educational context and for every age of life: in particular, in the
training of those who have an educational responsibility.
The present contribution proposes to take into account some possible
significant passages of such process, using the analysis of texts produced by
a group of university students that are preparing to teach, concentrating in
particular on the educational value of reflective and self-evaluation
practices, activated through autobiographic means.
Such activities, as well as forming a useful, non-selective and selfregulating evaluation factor for the teacher, allow not so much as to “prove”
the mutation, but to make visible and relevant a process held to be central in
a profession that should be distinguished by a research style, according to a
method transferable to other contexts of action.
One of the central problems in environmental education concerns the
choice of strategies capable of changing the possible values of individual
subjects in terms of consciousness and of critical objectification or revision,
in a significant way but always respectful to the identity and the beliefs of
the participants.
This problem, already shown in research literature (Bardulla, 1998),
that discusses, for example, the weakness of behaviours not anchored to an
adequate value system, usually remain on the background of educational
action: sometimes a superficial or slogan-based sharing is taken for granted;
other times value themes are not examined because of a misunderstanding in
respect to the pluralism that borders relativism, with the consequent,
unacceptable disorientation that this creates in those that are educated
(Brezinka, 1994).
Instead, I believe that dealing with the value question in an explicit
way is absolutely necessary for those who do educational action, whatever
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the context in which one operates or the age group to which it is intended
are. It is important for a series of reasons. First of all, those who educate
must be aware of the values which they believe, at least enough not to
suggest them in a reflexive or distorted way: awareness is one of the
conditions of coherence. In fact, values, more than being “taught,” are
“testified to”: ignoring this aspect in the training process of educators and
teachers can become problematic with reference to effects of the educational
proposal. There is no neutrality in those who choose to ignore this aspect.
Secondly, planning educational action requires the capacity to
recognize the values that others uphold: in the case of teachers, they must
compare their opinions with the students’ ones, their families’ ones, and with
the respective communities to which they belong ones. Contextualizing
educational action demands an attentive and continuous analysis of the context.
Lastly, the values shouldn’t become an occasion to argue, but of
coming together and of authentic growth: ignoring differences is certainly not
a way of teaching tolerance.
As mentioned previously, I am referring to the initial training of about
fifty students that are preparing to become teachers in pre-primary school (but I
think it is appropriate to proceed in an analogous manner even in the case of
training of extra-school educators). I will try to discuss, in exemplifying keys,
certain significant passages of didactic action addressed to know, make explicit,
discuss, and share values. I will proceed in a synthetic form. For the
examination of the qualitative data (open-response), I adopted the technique of
ex-post manual structuralizing.5
Among the objectives of my teaching course, those more relevant to
the topic in discussion regard giving visibility and relevance to the process
of value sharing and acquiring competence in the reflective and selfevaluating practices. Furthermore, from my point of view as teacher, I was
interested in understanding if and how the students had modified or
5. The indicated procedure permits the construction of interpretive concepts starting from
the texts of the corpus. Using repeated readings of the texts a structured questionnaire is
created, where “every topic can constitute a statistical variable and is reformulated in a
question of the questionnaire: the question to which the answer is believed to have been
found in the texts. Having fixed the subject (…) the different points of view expressed in
the texts (…) represent the modes of the statistical variable, which are the categories”
(Tuzzi, 2003). Facing the limits, the simplifications, and the margins of arbitrary connected
with any choice, this technique presents indubitable advantages: it permits taking account,
in a more complete way than a structured questionnaire, of the subjective expressions
(something absolutely important for didactic action); of fully redirecting them to the
effectuated path, also for that which they implicitly contain, thanks to the information held
by the code-maker (i.e. the teacher); of allowing the categories of those who research
dialogue with those emergent in a particular context, improving their pertinence. More than
a statistic point of view, it seems that the choice assumes a particular value on a didactic
level, because it permits the activation of self-regulating processes employing easily usable
instrument, low technology, transferable to different contexts, even in the absence of
written text (by simply making transcripts of the recordings).
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consolidated their value options following the didactic activities that I had
proposed, to test the efficiency of my action and, in case, to modify it.
After an initial phase of problematicizing, I then proceeded by
inviting the students to answer to a questionnaire, planned to investigate
their attitudes and personal experiences about nature and environmental
education. The questionnaire was presented in an anonymous form (to
facilitate communication, encourage sincerity, and not generate evaluation
anxiousness), with the explicit invitation to refer to one’s personal
educational biography.
The first of these questions was: “In your opinion, respecting nature
means…”, formulated with the double intention of provoking a personal
reflection (so that each student could begin testing their own personal
reasoning before confronting them with those of the others) and to introduce
the following debate, addressed to share the convictions of everyone, to
confront them, and to put them to the test of critical intersubjective check; in
this way the strength or the weakness of the argumentations began to be
tested, better articulating one’s own thoughts, listening and pondering. This
context of discussion, frequently lively, created the appropriate humus to
deal with the study of a few positions pertinent to the area of environmental
ethics, proposed as possible answers to the questions raised little by little,
and taken in their limited and problematic nature.
At the end of this sequence, I asked the students to answer to the
following question: “Why should we respect nature? Explain if and how
your opinion has changed in comparison with the beginning of the course.”
Here, I preferred to focus the attention on the synthesis of the positions of
each student and on the reflection upon how each perceived the change
within himself. This procedure made a complete review of what the group
had elaborated possible; it gave every participant the opportunity to think
about their own personal educational process (on an individual level and in
collective terms at the moment of the feedback); finally, it underlined the
importance of creating such occasions of expression (also of the metacognitive sort) using the model of critical discussion.
“Respecting nature means…”
The first answer can be synthesized as such:
–
Motivations expressed in positive forms, that substantially regard
four contexts of action: knowledge (8 responses), sensitiveness
and respect (29), protection and dedication according to an
operative modality (28), calls for responsibility (4); specific but
partial behaviours (10): an interesting piece of data not to be
underestimated because frequently it refers to superficial or
limited visions and behaviours.
–
There are also numerous indications expressed in negative forms
(to avoid…, not to …) some regarding general attitudes (5);
other, much more numerous, indicate concrete behaviours, put
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synthetically to avoid dirtying, damaging, polluting, and
destroying the environment (38) and the reduction of human
interference in nature (10).
It seems clear the existence of two types of problems: the first, of
educational nature, suggests to us to reflect on the difficulty on the part of the
students to understand the problem of the relationship between humans and
nature in cultural terms, not simply in single actions, good or bad. The second
induces us to orient the following training course in a way to avoid that the
coming teachers consolidate a conception of environmental education made
of prohibitions, instead of the promotion of positive behaviours.
“Why should we respect nature?”
These answers demonstrate significant changes:
–
The reflection on the human/nature dialectic is very evident: in
only one case it is sustained that nature is at the disposition of
humans; instead an idea of nature as “mother” that offers us
sustenance, and in this sense is a resource, is sound (12); humans
are a part of nature (8) but nature does not belong to us, and we
are not it’s owners (6); it has a right to continue to exist (3) and
humans must preserve it’s integrity and beauty (4), because it is a
precious good (2). In consideration of the limited nature of
resources (3), we should save the existing ones (3): the
understanding of the necessity of not altering equilibria, for the
survival of humans and of nature is clear (14), to preserve
ourselves (7), but also for the transformative value of nature, for
the plurality of possible uses, not necessarily economic (5), or
because nature is recognized as a biological and social need (11).
–
The conviction that it is necessary to respect life in every form is
also very strong (16), with a mention of the so-called intrinsic
value ethics and to the conditions of uncertainty and risk,
connected with the nature of our knowledge, that invite us to be
prudent (14). Lastly, the themes that concerns specifically the
primary concept of sustainable development are present in a very
significant way, with references towards the future generations
being much more evident (20), more than for the fair distribution
of resources (2).
A few words should be said about a self-reflective point of view.
Although solicited, not all of the participants deal with the theme (some
were absent at first survey). Those who answer (around 70%) declare to
have maintained their own personal conviction, clarifying and articulating it
(10), or comparing it with other positions or authors6 (12), or rather
6. Jonas, Passmore and Deep Ecology are the most frequent references.
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sustaining that the initial idea had been enriched, becoming less superficial
and less partial (9). Finally, some (3) affirm of having examined concepts,
problems, and new visions for the first time.
There would be much more to add7, but I would like to conclude
with the words of one of my students: “Having known the wide outline of
different thoughts, now I have the possibility to adopt my position freely.” I
think that these words synthesize the sense of value education just as it
should be achieved in every environmental education project.
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DO ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES NEED
STRICT ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION?
Franco Becchis
www.fondazioneambiente.org - info@fondazioneambiente.org
Introduction
Environmental education and training follows the growing interest in
enviromental issues among citizens and in the policy agenda. Also, a lot of
“environmental profession”, sometimes unlikely, are emerging. Spotting the
market labour has been the focus of the research interest.
Our Research
In 2002 Fondazione per l’Ambiente has conducted an inquiry on
regional level (Piedmont) on the demand and supply of environmental
education and training. The leading idea was starting from competences (to
know, to know how, to know to relate), instead of following the short term
demands of the labour market.
A questionnaire has been submitted to the demand side, in particular
to administrators, directors and functionnaries working in the major
agencies and institution, directly or indirectly in charge of or involved in
environmental policies, both public and private. The analisys was lead in
different areas of environmental polices:
–
Area 1: Education and reserach agencies
–
Area 2: Public policies and project planningn (local authorities)
–
Area 3: Environmental public services management (public
trustee, park and green areas, local public utilities)
–
Area 4: Public agencies in charge of monitoring, control and
sanctioning (Local Authorities, Environmental Protection
Agencies, Police agencies)
–
Area 5: Agencies that issue environments permits
–
Area 6: Environmental Mangagement of firm 00
More than 100 interviewed must rank a list of knowledges and
competences, to show the perceived quality of education supply. The groups
of knowledges and competences to be ranked were:
–
Law, Public regulation and administration
–
Production processes, products, techniques, natural sciences,
environmental assessment
–
Regulatory impact analysis
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–
–
–

Economic theory, industrial economics, cost analysis, CBA,
financial analysis
Negotiation and relationship with controlled actors
Urban and rural planning

The results has showed a strong need for better knowledge and
competence in the field of economic analysis and techniques applied to
projects and policies assessment, in the broader family of the cost benefit
analysis.
For more information on the research and the results:
www.fondazioneambiente.org
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TEACHERS’ PERCEPTION OF CONSERVATION
PRIORITIES: A CASE STUDY WITH THE GLOBAL
AMPHIBIANS DECLINE
Daniele Canestrelli1,2, Marco Palladino2
Daniele Porretta1,2, Francesco Paolo Caputo2
¹Dept. Ecology and Sustainable Economic Development, Tuscia
University; Via San Giovanni Decollato 1, I-01100 Viterbo, Italy
²Hydra Ecologia Applicata; Via G. Serbelloni 115, I-00176 Rome, Italy
Italy. Correspondence: canestrelli@unitus.it
Introduction
The rapid biodiversity depletion, which is affecting natural environments, is
one of the major challenges to global community, being a worldwide
phenomenon that affects species of all taxonomic groups. This appears
particularly serious when considering that the majority of earth biodiversity
is still undiscovered (Pullin, 2002) and that, also following technical
advances, species are described at a growing rate even in the most studied
regions of the world (e.g. Veith, 1996; see Figure 1).

Fig. 1. The spectacled salamander, which is the symbol of the Italian Zoological
Society, has been recently splitted into two distinct species Salamandrina
terdigitata and S. perspicillata (in the above photo) basing on genetic
investigations (Canestrelli et al., in press). (Foto: D. Canestrelli).

Our preliminary investigations suggested that Italian undergraduate student
perception of biodiversity conservation priorities is often linked to conservation
status of single species, usually big mammals, lacking of geographic context and
far from their personal experience. This perception appeared to be at least in
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part a by-product of the wide use of flag species in conservation practice.
Conservation projects are hardly effective when social perception and
interests don’t meet conservation targets (e.g. Campbell, 1998 and
references therein). Therefore, this perception suggests that didactic
pathways based on local environmental realities ought to be developed, also
in order to create the necessary background so that future community-based
conservation programs can be successful. With this aim, we started
developing a didactic pathway by investigating teachers’ perception of local
aspects of world conservation priorities, using the Global Amphibians
Decline as a case study.The Global Amphibians Decline (GAD) is one of
the world’s major conservation priorities. At the First World Congress of
Herpetology in 1989, researchers began gathering largely anecdotal
evidence that a global pattern of population decline and species losses was
occurring. Since then, burgeoning evidences have suggested that massive
amphibian declines are occurring at local scales in many regions of the
world, including North and South America, Australia and Europe. The
IUCN has recently published a document indicating that 32% of the world’s
5743 known amphibian species are threatened by extinction, and at least
43% of all species are declining in populations (IUCN, 2004). By
comparison, just 12% of all bird species and 23% of all mammal species are
threatened.
The Mediterranean region is one of the main twenty-five biodiversity
hot spots of the world (Myers et al., 2000). Within this region, Italy is the
country that has the highest amphibian species diversity, with more than
forty species, most of which are endemic. Therefore, this phenomenon
appears as a suitable starting-point to develop a didactic pathway aimed to
introduce Italian students to global conservation priorities through the study
of local realities and priorities.
The Method
Preliminary talks were made with fifty science teachers from sixteen
secondary schools. To those who referred to know the GAD phenomenon
we proposed an household questionnaire aimed at assess: 1) their
knowledge of the general GAD phenomenon; 2) their knowledge of Italian
amphibian populations conservation status; 3) how many times they spent
and, especially, what are the main didactic tools they use to teach issues
related to environmental conservation. The questionnaire was prepared and
processed following suggestions in White et al. (2005).
Main Results and Conclusion
On the whole, 42% of the teachers interviewed were aware about the
GAD. However, they all referred to have read about it on newspapers and/or
national periodicals rather than on scientific journals.
Among them, only the 38% were able to cite at least two among the
main causes of this phenomenon. Cited GAD causes were: agro-chemical
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pollution of freshwater environments, anthropogenic habitat abolition,
global warming.

Fig. 2. The Apennine yellow-bellied toad Bombina pachypus, a species endemic to
peninsular Italy, whose conservation status has been recently cause of concern.
(Foto: D. Canestrelli).

Interestingly, only two teachers showed general knowledges about
the local amphibian fauna, and only 1 was aware about its present
conservation status and recent demographic trends.
All teachers interviewed referred to cite biological conservation
issues during their lessons, but only in relation to flag species or key
environments (e.g. rain forests, coral reefs, etc.).
This study strongly suggests that presently Italian teachers’
knowledge of conservation issues both at a global and local scale is
substantially lacking. Therefore, improving teachers’ knowledge about local
environmental realities and conservation priorities is a fundamental
prerequisite of any didactic pathway for biodiversity conservation.
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www.comune.roma.it/ECOAGENDA
LA SOSTENIBILITÀ IN WEB
Elisabetta Falchetti
Responsabile Sezione Educativa, Museo Civico di Zoologia
Via Ulisse Aldrovandi 18, 00197 Roma
Alessandra Sperduti
Collaboratrice didattica per il web, Museo Civico di Zoologia
Via Ulisse Aldrovandi 18 00197 Roma
Ecoagenda è un progetto di educazione informale del Museo Civico
di Zoologia di Roma, per aprire in forma diretta con i cittadini un dialogo
sull'ambiente e la sostenibilità. Si tratta di un sito web, che funziona come
un'agenda interattiva e multimediale; si rinnova, infatti, ogni giorno,
pubblicando per l'intera durata annuale:
–
Ecoitinerari, reali e virtuali, per la conoscenza di aree (anche rurali
e cittadine) di interesse naturalistico-ambientale, ma anche per la
conoscenza di problemi di sostenibilità ambientale e sociale.
–
Ecoattività, proposte di attività nell'ambiente e per l'ambiente, da
svolgere online e/o a casa o sul campo.
–
Ecoinformazioni e concetti ecologici.
–
Ecoconsigli (risparmio energetico, tecnologie alternative,
limitazione dell’inquinamento, salute alimentare, commercio
equo, tecnologie alternative).
–
Ecoriflessioni (pubblicazioni, passi di libri, racconti di
esperienze, immagini che stimolano riflessioni sui problemi
socio-ambientali).
–
Ecosegnalazioni (eventi, libri, e prodotti mediatici..).
–
Econotizie.
–
Ecolink a siti per la formazione e ricerca ambientale, per la pace,
la sostenibilità e la solidarietà.
–
Ecopersonaggi: ritratti, notizie di personaggi impegnati nella
difesa dell'ambiente.
Un settore dell'Ecoagenda è dedicato all'Ecoinsegnamento, per
offrire strumenti di riflessione ad insegnanti ed educatori ambientali e per
mettere in evidenza la complessità dell'Educazione ambientale. Le scuole
possono partecipare alla redazione dell'Ecoinsegnamento.
Ecoagenda ha come obiettivi:
–
Promuovere il pensiero ecologico, ovvero conoscenze,
sensibilità, apprezzamento e comportamenti responsabili verso
l’ambiente nella sua totalità.
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–
–

–

Promuovere una coscienza civica basata sulla pace, l’armonia, la
solidarietà, il rispetto per tutte le forme di vita e per le diversità.
Promuovere la presa di coscienza dell’insostenibilità di molte
nostre azioni, dei nostri modi di vivere e di produrre e la
consapevolezza delle relazioni che esistono tra problemi
ecologici e sociali.
Promuovere il consenso e la partecipazione dei cittadini alle
scelte di indirizzo dell’Amministrazione comunale, a tutela
dell’ambiente.

Ecoagenda presenta alcuni aspetti originali-innovativi, rispetto ai
numerosi siti dedicati all’ambiente, in quanto:
–
generalmente i siti istituzionali, sorti dopo Agenda 21,
contengono informazioni sulla legislazione ambientale o su uffici
e servizi cittadini. Ecoagenda invece è un sito pubblico (Comune
di Roma, Museo Civico di Zoologia) per l'Educazione
ambientale; nasce per sensibilizzare, per avviare nuove forme di
riflessione, promuovere coscienza ambientale e comportamenti
sostenibili, in una prospettiva di educazione permanente e di
dialogo con tutti i cittadini.
–
anche nelle informazioni e nelle notizie tecniche cerca linguaggi
ed approcci facilmente comprensibili.
–
ha una forma scorrevole, amichevole, dialogata.
–
offre una grande varietà di contenuti con l'obiettivo di mettere in
evidenza la complessità e la trasversalità dei problemi ambientali.
–
utilizza diverse forme e metodologie comunicative (la scheda, il
gioco, il dialogo, l’intervista, il filmato).
–
la metafora dell'agenda richiama Agenda 21, ma soprattutto mira a
far inserire nella vita di ogni giorno degli utenti internet una
riflessione sull'ambiente (vari utenti hanno Ecoagenda in homepage
del PC) e sottolinea il fatto che i problemi dell’ambiente “sono”
parte integrante dei nostri problemi quotidiani.
Ecoagenda ha una casella e-mail. Nel primo anno di funzionamento
sono arrivate numerose richieste dei cittadini, per informazioni, ma anche
per orientamento professionale (ad esempio: “dove frequentare corsi per
educatore ambientale? Dove specializzarsi per lo sviluppo sostenibile?”),
per la vita "sostenibile" nella città di Roma (ad esempio: “qual è il pericolo
per chi vive vicino alle antenne di…? A chi rivolgersi per ridurre
l’inquinamento acustico ed atmosferico prodotto dagli autobus al deposito?
Come riutilizzare le potature dei giardini? Quali sono le giornate
ecologiche? Perché non lasciare aperti i parchi pubblici anche di sera,
affinché ne possano usufruire genitori e bambini?”).
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCATION AND SCIENCE DIDACTICS
Silvia Fant
Department of Environmental Sciences, Ca’ Foscari University,
Venezia (Italy)
Abstract
In Europe it is observed a progressive separation of society from science
that is put in evidence by the students attitude towards scientific subjects.
The role of school is changed, considering that in the digital era
Internet plays an important role as a tool to acquire knowledge. This change
has not be well considered, and following to this in the Italian context it’s
evident a gap between teaching methodologies and learning techniques.
The Internet era made evident the errors of a behaviourist approach
in science didactics, proposing a different approach based on constructivism
in its different perspectives (cultural, social, etc.).
During this research it has been developed a project of didactics and
environmental education that “uses” the environment of the Lagoon of
Venice as a mean for the dissemination of environmental sciences and as a
tool to increase awareness in the issues related to Venice and its territory,
using Internet as medium of communication.
Introduction
All over Europe is has been noticed that students have a different
attitude towards science, that leads to a significant decrease of the number
of enrolment on scientific faculties. European Community began to take
measures to oppose to this tendency. The “Lisbon Strategy”, promoted in
2000, stated that it’s necessary to improve policies regarding information
and research. Besides this, during the meeting of Uppsala (2001) the
European Ministries of Research and Education stated that it is fundamental
to increase attendances of scientific faculties and improve relationship
between Science and Society.
The ideas coming from different European Union meetings and
programmes in science field led to the VI Framework Programme (VI FP) and in
particular to the Action Plan called “Science and Society”, that aims at
encouraging harmonious relationships between science and society and
sensitising society towards innovation, thanks to new relationships and a
conscious dialogue among researchers, enterprises, public authorities and citizens
(EC, 1999). Scientific community plays an important role in knowledge
dissemination, as stated in the Thessalonica Declaration, considering that it
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has to assure that education and communication contents are based on
updated data.
The VI FP puts in evidence that it’s necessary to improve the
development and testing of pedagogical methods addressed to awake the
interest of young people in science. The European Standard Reports 55.2
points out that 60% of students say that science lessons are not interesting
(EC, 2001): school has lost its contact with students, their way of learning
changed a lot, but school seems not to realize it.
At the Istituto Veneto di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti (IVSLA) in Venice
it has been started a project whose aim is to organize and to realize an
Environmental Database addressed to didactics and restricted to wetlands.
The Database aims to collect information regarding different aspects
of wetlands dynamic, with particular attention to Venice Lagoon; to
organize in systematic way acquired knowledge; and finally to put these
information at everyone’s disposal.
Environment can be used as a gym for teaching many different
disciplines with direct experiments, for this reason into the environmental
database carried out at IVSLA a section for dissemination and environmental
education has been planned: it offers information and tools useful to make
easier the understanding of the database contents and to promote its use for
didactical purpose. It is organized in chapter:
1) Environments, with general information about the types of
environment in the lagoon and their dynamics;
2) Flora and Fauna;
3) Didactics, offering educational courses, training experiences,
lessons and activities, games and simulation;
4) Glossary.
In this research it has been developed a project of environmental
didactics and education that uses the lagoon environment as a tool for the
dissemination of Environmental Sciences and as a mean to increase
consciousness of the issues regarding Venice and its territory.
Developing the project, three aspects have been considered, that are
fundamental in order to the realization of a multimedia didactic and
educational tool effectively usable and useful: 1) pedagogical characteristics
of learning process; 2) potentiality of computer and new technologies as a
tool that teachers can use to support science teaching; 3) peculiarities of
environmental sciences as study subject.
One of the project aims is to bring constructivism in science
didactics as a method to overwhelm the difference between learning
methodologies and the teaching ones.
For the planning and the compilation of the didactical section,
secondary schools teachers have been involved in order to get a first hand
understanding of their requirements and also tap from their on-the-field
experience when in came to deciding contents organization.
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Results
In order to measure the attitudes of the students towards the
Dissemination Section of the Environmental Database, we prepared a Likert
questionnaire. The statements were meant to give information about
students’ attitude and to analyse some constructivist aspects about learning
method: collaboration, knowledge as personal construction, use of multiple
intelligences. The possibility to use different tools, like cards, quizzes,
documents, has been appreciated both by teachers and students. The former
think that the Dissemination Section of the Database can help them in the
setting up of didactics and environmental education activities, the latter use
it as a useful multimedia tool for researches about Venice and its lagoon.
The use of informatics’ tools needs the study of their possible
didactic relapses, and the survey carried out at secondary schools showed
that new technologies can be useful at school, without omit other traditional
tools like direct experiences in the environment.
The creation of the Dissemination Section has taken to the
establishment of important connection between schools and scientific
agencies that work in the Venetian territory.
This kind of multimedia product can help solving the separation
between students and science, through the creation of an interesting tool and
of a concrete context on which science, society and school can meet in order
to work together toward a human and social growth.
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TEACHING ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
IN ITALIAN UNIVERSITIES:
A QUINQUENNIAL EXPERIENCE
Daniela Lenti Boero
Corso di laurea in Scienze Psicologiche e delle Relazioni di
Aiuto. Università della Valle d’Aosta - Université de la Vallé
d’Aoste. Chemin des Capucins 2A, 11010 Aosta
Email: d.lentiboero@univda.it, www.disat.unimib.it/bioacoustics
Introduction
Analogously as in other western countries, at the end of the last
century the “environmental problem” was considered at first in a political
view (Perussia 1989). In the meantime, Italian naturalistic associations
(LIPU, WWF, Italia Nostra, Legambiente, among others) spontaneously
started specific educational projects, some of them being of very high
quality, mostly employing a pragmatical approach aimed at heightening the
environmental knowledge of the new generations (ex: naturalistic oasis of
WWF). Later on, this pragmatic approach was included in pilot projects
aiming at conjugating both cognitive and emotional approaches, the latter
being most important for a permanent modification of attitudes towards the
environment, as suggested by the research-action paradigm (Sauvé &
Orellana 2002) (ex: WWF’s adoption of a park, among other). In order to
induce a thorough cognitive appraisal of the many connections of the
“environmental problem” an integrated approach was proposed to students
and teachers in primary and secondary schools (Aa.Vv. 1983).
Environmental education became a University subject for future
primary teachers at the end of the last century, and the first scholars
encharged to draw the programs really had the proviledge to create new
programs adapted to Italian reality (Lenti Boero 2004).
Here I present the motivation of the multidisciplinary approach that
informed my teaching job from 1999 to 2004 at University of Urbino and
University of Valle d’Aosta, Italy. This approach aimed at the integration of
different “field of knowledge”, that is different “points of view” of the
environment and related arguments, and at the integration of both
naturalistic and pragmatic activity to the teaching of theoretical ground
knowledge for environmental education.
The course was composed by 30 hours of frontal lessons and 30
hours of laboratory and field activity.
The following subjects were treated:
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–

–
–
–
–

cultural evolution and the growth of environmental impact
(history, geopolitics, natural sciences, theatre: animation of
prehistoric life).
animal behaviour and ethology (natural sciences, zoology,
mathematics).
plant biodiversity in the school garden.
history of landscape (geography, geology and art as source of
knowledge of landscape in ancient time).
environmental psychology (exploring the emotional link with
the environment), and related techniques (drawing, interviews
and questionnaires (language).

Field activity included visits to protected areas in the surroundings
(education to movement) and a sensorial approach to environmental
exploration (science, human body).
Because environmental education in paedagogical Faculties is aimed
to forge teachers for maternal and primary schools, where teaching is mostly
carried on by means of projects, the final proof was an original project made
by each student. In the project a key activity had to be found (i.e.: life in the
sea, animals in a rural factory, visit to a protected area etc.), and links with
the most possible subjects taught in primary schools had to be found (i.e. sea
project: poetries and literature about the sea (Italian), counting the waves in
fixed time periods near the sea (mathematics and movement education), art
representation of the sea (drawing, art education), the animal of the sea
(biology, zoology), etc.
Independent evaluation of teaching was performed only in Aosta
University and demonstrated that the aim of the course were fulfilled.
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MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR
This volume is part of the series of texts that make up the Acts of the
3rd World Environmental Education Congress - Educational Paths towards
Sustainability, held in Torino, Italy October 2nd - 6th 2006.
The Acts contain the texts which were sent in or which it was possible
to gather in time and while it is obvious that no collection of materials could
ever completely represent the richness and the atmosphere of an event of such
dimensions and complexity in which the photographs and the videos that
accompanied (or replaced) with sounds and images the words of the speakers
and in which a major role was played by interpersonal communication and by
the ‘atmosphere’ lived by the participants in the congress.
For further documentation reference can be made to the web site of
the congress (www.3weec.org) and to the Permanent International
Secretariat, which has its headquarters in Torino (www.environmentaleducation.org).
The Acts are composed of a general volume (published in two
separate editions, one in English and French, and one in Italian) and of
twelve themed volumes, one for each of the sessions that made up the
congress. The general volume has been printed, while the themed volumes
are only available in electronic form and can be downloaded from the
congress web-site, they are also included on a DVD enclosed with the
general volume.
Only the general volume, which contains the contributions from the
two opening and closing plenary sessions have been translated into the three
official languages of the congress. The contributions for the themed
volumes have been left in the language in which they were presented.
It is important to note that many participants in the congress used a
foreign language when preparing their papers and posters and this explains
any linguistic errors that the reader may encounter, we apologise for these.
The high quality of the texts and the variety of languages used made it
impossible to thoroughly review all the material, therefore we preferred to
leave to each author the responsibility for the style and/or formal precision
of his/her work. The translations realised for the general volume were
carried out under our responsibility.
Mario Salomone
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AVANT-PROPOS
Cet ouvrage fait partie de la série de volumes constituant les Actes
du 3rd World Environmental Education Congress – Educational Paths
towards Sustainability qui s’est tenu à Turin (Italie) du 2 au 6 octobre 2005.
Les Actes réunissent les textes qui nous sont parvenus ou qu’il a été
possible de récupérer en temps utile. Cela dit, aucune collecte de matériels
ne pourra jamais rendre complètement la richesse et l’atmosphère d’un
événement d’une telle envergure et d’une telle complexité, où les photos et
les vidéos ont souvent accompagné (ou remplacé) par des sons et des
images les mots des intervenants et où la communication interpersonnelle et
l’«atmosphère» vécue par les congressistes ont joué un rôle fondamental.
Pour une ultérieure documentation, nous renvoyons à ce qui a été
publié sur le site web du congrès (www.3weec.org) et du Secrétariat
permanent
international
qui
est
justement
situé
à
Turin
(www.environmental-education.org).
Les Actes sont composés d’un ouvrage général (publié en deux
éditions séparées, l’une en anglais/français et l’autre en italien) et de douze
volumes thématiques, un pour chacune des sessions du congrès.
L’ouvrage général est publié sur papier tandis que les volumes des
sessions thématiques sont uniquement publiés en format électronique,
téléchargeables du site web du congrès et contenus dans un DVD joint à
l’ouvrage général.
Seuls les textes de l’ouvrage général, qui contient les interventions
des deux sessions plénières d’ouverture et de clôture, ont été traduits dans
les trois langues officielles du congrès. Pour ce qui est des interventions des
sessions thématiques, elles ont été laissées dans la langue, ou dans les
langues, dans laquelle/lesquelles elles nous sont parvenues.
Un avertissement important concerne le fait que de nombreux
congressistes ont souvent utilisé pour leur paper ou leur poster une langue
différente de leur langue maternelle et ceci peut expliquer les fautes de
langue éventuelles que le lecteur ou la lectrice pourra relever dans certaines
interventions et pour lesquelles nous vous prions de nous excuser. La grande
quantité de textes et la variété des langues utilisées rendaient toutefois
impossible toute réélaboration minutieuse : nous avons donc préféré laisser
à chaque auteur la responsabilité de l’élégance et de la précision formelle de
ce qu’il avait écrit. En revanche, nous assumons la responsabilité des
traductions réalisées pour l’ouvrage général.
Mario Salomone
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AVVERTENZA DEL CURATORE
Questo volume fa parte della serie di volumi che costituiscono gli
Atti del 3rd World Environmental Education Congress – Educational Paths
towards Sustainability, tenutosi a Torino (Italia) dal 2 al 6 ottobre 2005.
Gli Atti raccolgono i testi che ci sono giunti o che è stato possibile
recuperare in tempo utile, anche se ovviamente nessuna raccolta di materiali
potrà mai rendere completamente la ricchezza e l’atmosfera di un evento di
tale dimensione e complessità, in cui spesso le foto e i video hanno
accompagnato (o sostituito) con suoni ed immagini le parole dei relatori e in
cui un grande ruolo è stato giocato dalla comunicazione interpersonale e
dalla “atmosfera” vissuta dai congressisti.
Per un’ulteriore documentazione si rinvia anche a quanto pubblicato
nel sito web del congresso (www.3weec.org) e del Segretariato Permanente
internazionale, che a sede proprio in Torino (www.environmentaleducation.org).
Gli Atti si compongono di un volume generale (edito in due edizioni
separate, una in inglese e francese e una in italiano) e di dodici volumi
tematici, uno per ciascuna delle sessioni in cui era articolato in congresso.
Il volume generale è edito su carta, mentre i volumi delle sessioni
tematiche sono editi solo in forma elettronica, scaricabili dal sito web del
congresso e inclusi in un DVD allegato al volume generale.
Solo i testi del volume generale, che contiene gli interventi delle due
sessioni plenarie di apertura e di chiusura, sono stati tradotti nelle tre lingue
ufficiali del congresso. Gli interventi delle sessioni tematiche sono invece
stati lasciati nella lingua, o nelle lingue, in cui ci sono pervenuti.
Un’avvertenza importante è che molti congressisti hanno spesso
utilizzato per il loro paper o poster una lingua diversa da quella materna e
questo può spiegare gli eventuali errori di lingua che il lettore o la lettrice
potrà trovare in alcuni interventi e di cui ci scusiamo. La grande quantità di
testi e la varietà di lingue utilizzate ne rendevano però impossibile una
rielaborazione a fondo: abbiamo quindi preferito lasciare a ciascun autore la
responsabilità dell’eleganza e/o precisione formale di quanto scritto. Sono
invece sotto la nostra responsabilità le traduzioni realizzate per il volume
generale.
Mario Salomone
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L’ORIENTAMENTO ECOMUSEALE
DEL MONTE BALDO ORIENTALE (VERONA, ITALIA)
COME VALORIZZAZIONE PARTECIPATA
DEL PAESAGGIO
Chelidonio Giorgio - Braggion V. Titti
Centro E/A “E.Prato” – ItaliaNostra/Sezione di Verona
Abstract
La complessità paesaggistica della dorsale baldense è ben nota per i
suoi aspetti botanici (lo si definì “giardino d’Europa” già nel XVII secolo),
ma assai meno per il suo insieme geo-antropico che spazia da:
–
Un mosaico ambientale “profondo” quasi 200 milioni di anni, tale da
spaziare dalla deposizione delle dolomie all’orogenesi alpina.
–
Diffuse tracce preistoriche in quota riferibili dai cacciatori
paleolitici alle prime deforestazioni praticate dagli agricoltoripastori neolitici (circa 5000 anni fa).
–
Un ambiente oculatamente modellato dall’attività antropica, fin
dalla spartizione medievale degli alpeggi in “montagne”.
La nostra associazione (dal corso per insegnanti 2003-2004 ARPA
Veneto) sta proponendo di orientare la valorizzazione di tutte le potenziali
risorse culturali in forma di rete ecomuseale nella convinzione che questa
formula culturale può:
–
Ricomporre il senso dell’appartenenza fra generazioni, proponendo
elementi reali del patrimonio culturale come risorse educative e
rinnovabili, anche per un turismo ecosostenibile e rispettoso dei
luoghi e dello stile vita locale.
–
Conservare e valorizzare i beni culturali nel loro scenario
paesaggistico.
–
Permettere la fruizione decentrata di singoli patrimoni storicoambientali.
–
Produrre nuove economie culturali diffuse nel territorio, anziché
accentrarle in pochi luoghi assediati dal traffico.
Perché l’EA (educazione ambientale) può trasformare il patrimonio
culturale di un territorio in elemento strategico del suo sviluppo a patto che
l’identità locale venga ricomposta e valorizzata come fattore-chiave.
Nell’esporre brevemente le ragioni per promuovere un orientamento
ecomuseale del territorio del Monte Baldo (Verona/Italia) non possiamo non
ricordare alcune riflessioni-chiave espresse dal prof. Eugenio Turri († 2005),
9
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cui dobbiamo gran parte delle considerazioni sulla complessità socioambientale di questo territorio pre-alpino, come ad esempio:
–
Il paesaggio vive e racconta a seconda della nostra memoria,
della nostra cultura, della nostra sensibilità nei confronti dei
segni di cui è intessuto.
–
La nostra percezione del racconto del paesaggio si fa partendo
dai diversi elementi antropici che danno origine alla nostra
percezione complessiva essi possono essere chiamati iconemi
(perché stanno al paesaggio come i fonemi stanno alle parole di
un discorso) gli iconemi forti danno identità ad un paese, ad una
regione.
–
Ma il paesaggio è fatto di tanti altri elementi, anche minimi, di
scarsa visibilità e tuttavia spesso importanti.
–
Il dramma delle generazioni che, spesso, non sanno trasmettere i
valori e le memorie cui dovrebbero ispirarsi le generazioni più
giovani (Turri 2000).
A nostro avviso, queste riflessioni coincidono sia con i fondamenti
dell’EA (come metodo adatto a far percepire la complessità del paesaggio in
quanto mosaico uomo-ambiente), sia con alcuni indicatori che orientano i temi
di questo convegno (criticità e innovazione, connessioni società-culturaeconomia, trasferibilità culturale, sostenibilità del modello educativo scelto).
L’economia montebaldina (marginale e perciò subalterna a quella
della circostante area gardesana), a dispetto della sua ben nota ricchezza
naturalistica e ambientale, non ha finora trovato in oltre 30 anni di
discussioni la volontà di far decollare un progetto di Parco, nonostante essa
costituisca un “troppo vuoto” turistico che la vicinanza del “troppo pieno”
gardesano non riesce a compensare. Questo limite di sviluppo però ha finora
determinato un basso impatto antropico su entrambi i versanti, permettendo
un buon livello di conservazione non solo botanicamente ma anche come
“montagna dell’uomo”.
In questo contesto la stessa creazione dell’Orto Botanico di
Novezzina non sembra aver dato finora i risultati sperati, forse anche per il
suo orientamento disciplinare mono-tematico. Su queste basi, siamo
convinti che, prima che altre scelte socio-politiche vi inneschino nuovi
attrattori di turismo di massa, sia necessario attivarvi un orientamento
ecomuseale che valorizzi e proponga questo territorio come “rete di risorse”
ambientali e culturali.
Pur rimandando ad altra sede in cui dover ricordare le molte
differenze che caratterizzano un ecomuseo (www.ecomusei.net) da un
museo: quest’ultima opzione culturale, anche se realizzata secondo le più
recenti tendenze scenografiche, rischia di veder implodere su stessa i
propri potenziali di sviluppo, piuttosto che attivarsi soprattutto come
volano per una capillare fruizione ambientale del territorio in cui si trova.
Ci interessa evidenziare invece come un orientamento ecomuseale (inteso
come rete di itinerari e punti di osservazione adeguatamente connessi per
10
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far percepire la complessità dei luoghi) non debba nascere “dall’alto” (in
forma di costosi attrattori museali) ma da iniziative decentrate, capaci di
attivare processi educativi rivolti sia alla popolazione locale sia ad una
fruizione didattica: i primi potranno innescare una conoscenza-coscienza del
valore dei luoghi in cui abitano, mentre i secondi potranno avvalersi non
solo di una maggiore ospitalità ma anche fruire di un sapere diffuso, di un
“abitare la storia ambientale” ben diverso dagli standard informativi di
stereotipate guide turistiche. Evitando così anche il rischio di un potenziale
sviluppo tipo trullalero-land, così facile nei casi in cui si è voluto stagionalmente
travestire intere comunità, applicando soluzioni scenografiche, museali e non,
che cadono in eccessi di semplificazione culturale, orientandosi allo “stupire per
intrattenere”, spesso banalizzando in forme di animazione anche temi storici o
preistorici, secondo logiche di puro consumismo culturale.
A nostro avviso neppure la soluzione a “rete di musei” è risolutiva del
problema identitario, come ben esemplifica la vicina Lessinia veronese dove
appunto una nutrita rete museale di stampo naturalistico non è capace di
contrastare il crescente massacro paesaggistico prodotto dalla proliferazione
socio-economica delle cave di marmo e di pietrame.
La nostra idea-guida quindi non è promuovere una rete di microecomusei ma rendere capillarmente fruibile l’intero territorio in chiave
ecomuseale, connotandola specificamente secondo i principi dell’esplorazione
educativa cioè dal “vicino e noto” verso il “distante e sconosciuto”, sia nella
dimensione territoriale che in quella cronologica. Fin dalle prime esperienze
abbiamo incluso negli itinerari ecomuseali anche frequenti micro-laboratori per
ottenere un maggior rinforzo cognitivo secondo l’equilibrata percezione del
“vero ed esatto” teorizzata da Konrad Lorenz (1985).
Sintetizzando, a nostro avviso, l’orientamento ecomuseale di un
territorio più o meno ampio ma connotato da elementi omogenei di storia
uomo-ambiente:
–
Conserva e valorizza un insieme di beni culturali nel loro
ambiente e con il loro scenario paesaggistico, permettendone una
più immediata e completa leggibilità e godibilità.
–
Permette la fruizione decentrata di singoli patrimoni storicoambientali, armonizzandone il valore anche socialmente, purché
ricomponga e riattivi anche elementi d’identità locale dimenticati
o quasi.
–
Produce nuove economie culturali diffuse nel territorio anziché
accentrarle in pochi luoghi, dislocazione che, fra l’altro, determina
congestioni di traffico, finendo, quindi, per degradare i luoghi stessi
che le ospitano.
–
Sposta flussi turistici da aree “troppo piene” ad altre “troppo
vuote”, magari vicine.
–
Orienta ed attiva, anche culturalmente, nuovi indotti economici,
promuovendo piccole attività ricettive, una ristorazione non
massificata, produzioni gastronomiche tradizionali ed artigianati
tipici.
11
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–

Ricuce e/o rinsalda il senso dell’appartenenza fra generazioni, in
modi adeguati all’essere fieri di condividere e offrire il proprio
patrimonio culturale, considerandolo non come curiosità per
turisti “mordi e fuggi”, ma risorsa rinnovabile per un turismo
colto ed orientato a modi di fruizione non occasionali, rispettosi
dei luoghi e dello stile vita di chi vi abita.

Quindi, certo non per musealizzare i versanti montani baldensi, ma per
attivarvi una rete di unità e punti di osservazione ecomuseali abbiamo ideato
l’itinerario Affi-Novezzina, a partire dal corso ARPAV/ItaliaNostra 2003
(http://www.arpa.veneto.it/pubblicazioni/htm/scheda_pub.asp?ID=108),
tenutosi presso il nostro centro EA “Elsilena Prato” di Ferrara del Monte
Baldo. Si tratta, infatti, di un’asse ecomuseale principale da cui estendere un
sistema di percorsi ambientali rivolto a:
–
Alle comunità locali perché conoscano e condividano la
complessità ambientale e la ricchezza culturale del loro territorio,
nonché i suoi equilibri evolutivi.
–
Alla didattica scolastica come laboratorio EA (sia formativo per
insegnati - come sperimentato nel corso ARPAV/ItaliaNostra 2003 che esplorativo per gruppi di studenti).
–
All’educazione permanente, proponendosi in formule plurigiornaliere
o settimanali per famiglie (o per gruppi infra-generazionali) come già
stiamo facendo (dal 1992) con sezioni di ItaliaNostra.
Qualora infine l’ampiezza del territorio baldense orientale sembrasse
eccessiva da ecomusealizzare, basterà confrontarsi con l’ecomuseo "Dalle
Dolomiti al Garda" (www.dolomiti-garda.it), attivato in base alla Legge n. 13/2000
della Provincia Autonoma di Trento sul territorio di ben 8 Amministrazioni
comunali. Questo per evidenziare che il modello ecomuseale europeo sta ormai
ponendo solide radici anche fra la valle dell’Adige e quella del Sarca.
Concludendo, è possibile progettare un futuro eco-sostenibile per gli
abitanti, vecchi e nuovi, del versante orientale baldense basandolo sulla
propositività decentrata tipica degli orientamenti ecomuseali, facendo
interagire in modi armonicamente sinergici le naturali vocazioni dei luoghi
con un processo di ricomposizione dell’identità locale e delle attività
coerentemente connesse.
Come ha affermato M. Maggi (responsabile dell’area di ricerca
ambiente e territorio dell’IRES-Regione Piemonte) nel convegno ICOM
2000, la cultura può essere elemento strategico nello sviluppo, e l’identità
locale va sostenuta come fattore competitivo nel progettare il futuro
sostenibile di una comunità nel suo ambiente.

12
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RURAL POVERTY, ILLITERACY AND THE QUEST
FOR FOREST RESOURCE CONSERVATION
IN NIGERIA

Biodun Ogunyemi
Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye, Nigeria,
boye20022003@yahoo.com
Kolawole Raheem
University of Jyvaskyla, Jyvaskyla, Finland
raheem@cc.jyu.fi
Abstract
This paper addresses itself to four major questions:
–
What is the nexus between rural poverty, illiteracy and
environmental degradation?
–
Under what conditions are the poor likely to be involved in anticonservation practices?
–
To what extent are the conservation promotion strategies in
Nigeria successful or unsuccessful?
–
How best can forest resource conservation be promoted, taking
into account the challenges of living among the rural poor?
The popular “explanation” for deforestation and loss of forest
resources in Nigeria (and, indeed, sub-Saharan Africa) revolves mainly
around the activities and lifestyles of illiterate rural dwellers who are said to
be ignorant of the implications of loss of biodiversity for sustainable
development. Available evidence however suggests that the common
definition of “literacy” is oblivious of UNESCO’s concept of functional
literacy. Successive governments in Nigeria have approached the issue of
forest resource conservation and survival needs of the rural people rather
mechanically through strategies like legislations on biodiversity
conservation, annual tree planting campaigns, non-formal and adult literacy
promotion, and partial provision of rural infrastructure. This paper submits
that these and other strategies have not achieved the desired result partly due
to policy inconsistency and largely because of the neglect of economic
injustice evident in the distribution of resources and power structure which
fundamentally foreground the rural people’s lifestyles and environmental
behaviour. The paper calls for an endogenous-holistic environmental
literacy programme that “puts the people first” in Nigeria as a sustainable
way of arresting the country’s fast depleting stock of flora and fauna.

15
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Introduction
In much of the tropical world, valuable forest resources are
vanishing at a rate that threatens the sources of meaningful livelihood for the
rural people. The World Bank (2000) reports that one-third of the world’s
population depend on wood fuel as a significant energy source while 90 per
cent of the 1.2 billion poor derive their livelihood from forest resources.
Recent accounts however point to new patterns of resource exploration and
exploitation that are unsustainable particularly in Africa. According to
Kituyi (2004, p. 230),
…the abstraction and conversion of natural resources such as minerals
and forests, as well as processing of agriculture-based commodities
potentially present the biggest concern for material and energy losses.
It is on these sectors that economies and livelihoods of most countries
in Africa depend.

The Nigerian situation vividly illustrates this situation. According to
Nathaniel and Adebobola (2005), forestry experts have estimated that about
65 of Nigeria’s 560 species of trees are now faced with extinction while
many others are at different stages of risk. In addition, the forest elephant,
chimpanzee, leopard, yellow-backed duiker, the royal python, the Nigerian
quenon (Cercophithecus erythorgaster) are among the animals on the
endangered list. It has also been reported Nigeria loses more than 350,000
sq. metres of its land annually to the advancing desert. For instance, desert
dunes had buried many villages in Borno State, while farmers had been
forced to abandon their ancestral farmlands due to sand-dune encroachment.
Available data further reveal that more than five million head of
livestock in the Borno-Yobe axis are under serious threat as lifesupporting oasis in the region are gradually drying due to the effect of
desert encroachment.
One major consequence of this trend is the worsening of poverty
level, a condition worsened by the preponderance of illiterate population, in
Nigeria. And, indeed, the Nigerian situation quite illustrates the evident
circularity in unsustainable use of environmental resources, rural poverty
and illiteracy. This paper attempts to answer four major questions with
reference to Nigeria:
–
What is the relationship among rural poverty, illiteracy and
environmental degradation?
–
Under what conditions are the poor likely to be involved in anticonservation practices?
–
To what extent are the conservation promotion strategies in
Nigeria successful or unsuccessful?
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–

How best can forest resource conservation be promoted, taking
into account the challenges of living among the rural poor?

The paper relies mainly on secondary sources, drawing on data and
reports available in print and electronic materials.
Rural poverty, illiteracy and environmental degradation
Environmental degradation connotes a condition in which the
elements of the life-support system (air, water bodies, land, forest) have
been significantly altered to the point that it is no longer capable of
maintaining its natural equilibrium or mechanism for self-adjustment. In the
natural habitat, these elements interact in a symbiotic manner that
complement each other to support life-forms and make the earth habitable as
home for humans. However, human use and mismanagement over time have
led to a situation in which the natural give-and-take relationships have not
only been disrupted, but also significantly weakened in manners that
currently threaten the very survival of human species that depend on them.
This is evident in incidences like desert encroachment, climate change,
unpredictable rainfall in many parts of the world, and the growing incidence of
toxic waste problem. It has been estimated that nearly half of the world’s
original forest cover has been lost, and each year another 16 million hectares
are cut, bulldozed, or burned. Indeed, forests provide over US$400 billion to
the world economy annually and are vital to maintaining healthy ecosystems.
However, current demand for forest products may exceed the limit of
sustainable consumption by 25% (Population Reports, 2000).
Evidence of environmental degradation is mounting and has been the
driving force behind global movements on improving the quality of human
environment.
Since the first World Conference on Environment in Stockholm
(1972), conferences and summits have also been held in Rio de Janeiro
(1992) and Johannesburg (2002), among other places, to consider the
various dimensions of environmental degradation and ways of handling
them. The twin-issues of poverty and illiteracy have featured prominently at
these various discussions on environmental resource management problems.
The Rio Earth Summit particularly placed education at the centre of efforts
at achieving consciousness about sustainable living while Johannesburg
underscored the need to address the conditions of the poor as a pre-requisite
to sustainable development.
The Nigerian situation evidently illustrates the interrelationship
between poverty and illiteracy on one hand, and environmental degradation
on the other. At the African Union Extraordinary Summit on Employment
and Poverty Alleviation held in Burkina Faso in September 2004, Nigeria’s
Minister of Labour and Productivity, Alhaji Hassan Lawal, put poverty in
the country in context by declaring that:
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At independence in 1960, Nigeria’s poverty rate was 15 per cent of the
population which translated into about eight million Nigerians. Forty-four
years on, the population of Nigeria living below the international poverty
bench-mark of US$1 a day is 70.2 per cent. At the current level of the
country’s population of 126.2 million, this translates into about 89 million
people living in abject poverty thereby making Nigeria a nation with the
highest concentration of people living in extreme poverty (see The
Guardian, Lagos, September 19, 2004, p.14).

With over 70 per cent of Nigerians residing in rural areas and well
over 70 per cent of them being unable to read or write (Oyejide, 1998), there
is no gainsaying the fact that rural poverty and illiteracy are the major
landmarks of the Nigerian condition. An overwhelming major of the rural
dwellers are unable to make the kind of investment in land, labour and
capital that will help to reverse their condition of marginalisation and
borderline survival in the Nigerian equation.
This condition of poverty undermines their capability to use
resources around them in ways that would not compromise the delicate
balance of environmental elements. However, this is not to say that the
illiterate-poor are incapable of relating to the environment in a wholesome
manner. For, every people have always devised means and methods of
preserving the cherished resources of their environment within the
indigenous socio-cultural milieu to guarantee their continued survival in an
inter-generational perspective.
Examples of local practices in this respect abound in traditional
Africa and Nigeria as illustrated in sacred grooves, seasonal fishing, and
group hunting (Ogunyemi, 2000; Asabere-Ameyaw & Anamuah-Mensah,
2003). Under the capitalist mode of production, however, the rural poor are
forced to act in environment-unfriendly manners if they must survive.
According to Ekekwe (1997, p. 132).
In modern economy, the environment is a means to an end, a source
of profit. Whereas the members of the traditional society obtained only usevalue from their environment, people in the modern community see it as a
source of exchange-value. Because trees can now be harvested and sold for
firewood and timber, deforestation - and with it the destruction of delicate
ecosystems and loss of biodiversity - and soil degradation are only a few
steps away. Money and capital which permeate every culture and defy every
custom turn any fish in the river into fair game.
It therefore amounts to blaming the victims whenever the rural
illiterate-poor are condemned for degrading the environment when the
dictates of their survival leave them with no alternatives. Issues relating to
this phenomenon are explored further in the next part of this paper.
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Forest resources and the rural poor
Environmental resource management, among other things, connote
two inter-related concepts - conservation and preservation. Conservation
deals with the use of renewable resources sustainably and avoiding wasteful
use of non-renewable natural resources. This suggests that fisheries, wildlife
and forestry, for example, should be used in a manner which respects and
protects the threshold of sustainability.
Preservation, on the other hand, implies that selected natural
resources like unique biological formations, endangered or threatened
species, representative natural and cultural sites of importance, be set aside
and left alone so as to maintain their characteristics in a manner unaffected
by natural or human activities to the fullest extent possible (Okidi, 2003).
The leading conservation problem in developing countries like
Nigeria is one of dire poverty. This, in turn, leads to the over-exploitation of
natural resources in order to live and make a living. Indeed, the main
conservation challenges in Nigeria relate to those of meeting needs for food,
fuel wood and water without compromising environmental stability,
problems of checking erosion and pollution, and problems of developing
wildlife (flora and fauna) for food, tourism and scientific and other values.
Indeed, forest conservation is central to all these because the Nigerian
forests house valuable woods needed for domestic and industrial purposes;
they store useful non-wood products such as fruits, fibres and medicinal
plants; and the forests protect the land resources against desertification and
soil erosion, in addition to serving as the sanctuary for wildlife resources
and providing avenues for human recreation (NEST, 1991).
The most desirable conservation strategy therefore will be one which
factors the people’s realities into its activities and programmes. In the words
of Wangari (1992, p. 42),
The kind of conservation that should be promoted is that which
recognises its primary responsibilities in providing for human needs,
while relying on environmental stability to ensure sustained satisfaction
of these needs.

This presupposes a policy environment that guarantees good quality
of life for all and sundry. For it is unrealistic to explain environmental
disasters such as drought and desert encroachment in isolation without
considering the extreme situations that are implicit in the everyday
conditions of the people in a country like Nigeria. In fact such consequent
development may be an outcome of policy failure especially when efforts at
environmental resource conservation ignore the people’s reality.
Hence, the rural poor do not necessarily act out of ignorance
(illiteracy) of the consequences of environmental degradation in general or
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unsustainable exploitation of forest resources in particular. And it is
plausible to argue that it is because of “literacy” that many of the indigenous
strategies for protecting and managing forest resources have been
undermined. Hardly are environmental impact assessments carried out
before locating “development projects” in rural areas. Where this is done, it
is often merely for the purpose of fulfilling official requirements.
Preservation centres in sacred groves and rivers are cleared with impunity in
the process of constructing roads, dams and factories that do not, in the final
analysis, impact favourably on the rural areas where they are situated. A
case in point is the Niger delta region where the presence of oil-exploring
multi-national corporations like Shell and Chevron has worsened the
environmental crises - water and air pollution, soil infertility, etc - and
deepened the people’s poverty level (e.g. see Ake, 1996).
Consequently, the so-called developmental projects often become
major sources of environmental problems and the worsening of rural
poverty in Nigeria.
Rural population use fuel wood because kerosene or gas is too
expensive and inaccessible for majority of them. Between May 1999 and
September 2005, for example, the incumbent civilian administration has
reviewed upward the prices of petroleum products including kerosene and
gas. For example, prices of petroleum products (including kerosene and gas)
have been reviewed about five times in the lifespan of the civilian
administration that came to power in May 1999. From a bench-mark of less
than 20 Naira six years earlier, a litre of kerosene now sells for upward of 60
Naira. And with the price of cooking gas also rising phenomenally, the
people in the middle class not only struggle for kerosene as a source of
domestic fuel with the rural poor but also turn to fuel wood on frequent
occasions that kerosene supply becomes erratic.
The net result is that unavailability and unaffordability of gas and
kerosene continue to put pressure on fuel wood as the source of energy
particularly among the rural poor.
An overview of Nigerian strategies
Official attempts at promoting forest conservation in Nigeria dated
back to the colonial days. During this period, a system of periodic forest
blocks was introduced which involved allocation of forests every 25 years
and exploitation on a 50-year circle. With the first allocation of 1,815 sq.
km in 1945, the next re-allocation would have been due in 1996 to allow for
regeneration of the forest. The second allocation was made in 1970, with its
re-allocation scheduled for 2021. However, between 1980 and 1983, most of
the forests reserved for 1996 allocation were corruptly allocated to
middlemen, who re-sold their concessions to wood processing firms, who in
turn over-exploited and ruined the concessions (Peters, 1993).
It is significant to note that, while it lasted, the forest blocks
allocation system overtly sidelined the poor who lacked the wherewithal
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required for scrambling for forest allocation. The colonialists introduced the
system not out of genuine concern for the preservation of the country’s
forest resources but to ensure a steady supply of forest woods in furtherance
of their imperialist mission. This implies that the real objective of the
“periodic forest blocks allocation” was to sustain the promotion of the
industrialization rather than conservation of tropical forest in Nigeria. This
actually was the position of FAO concerning the tropical forests in
developing countries, as asserted by Raumolin (1988).
On their own part, the post-colonial administrators supported it
because it provided an avenue for enriching their patrons even though it
impoverished the poor rural dwellers.
Meanwhile, the Federal Government regarded the Sahelian drought
of 1969-72 which caused extensive damages to crops and animals in several
parts of northern Nigeria as a national disaster. Among other things, a
national tree planting campaign was mounted while afforestation
programmes were introduced to stem desert encroachment. In 1977, the
National Committee on Arid Zone Afforestation Project was set up.
Consequently, a programme of shelterbelt planting along the northern
border was embarked upon. The Committee was later dissolved in 1985, and
its functions were transferred to river basin and rural development
authorities. These latter bodies were themselves later re-organised and have
since been disbanded. In 1987, the Forestry Management, Evaluation and
Coordinating Unit (FORMECU) was established in the Federal Ministry of
Agriculture, Water Resources and Rural Development to co-ordinate the
World Bank and African Development assisted forestry projects.
In its evaluation of the foregoing strategies, however, NEST (1991,
p. 20) concludes that
the haphazard nature of the afforestation projects embarked upon by these
various agencies has resulted in only little being achieved.

For instance, the total forest estate in Nigeria was put at 10 per cent
of the land area by 1988, far less than the internationally recommended 25
per cent. But
unless afforestation is made to fit in with agriculture, it takes up land
which may be in high demand by farmers (NEST, 1991, p. 120).

It was perhaps in anticipation of the reaction of the rural people in
this respect that the Babangida’s Military Administration established the
Directorate of Foods, Roads and Rural Infrastructure (DFFRI) in 1986 as a
strategy for addressing the multi-dimensional nature of rural privation.
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A direct evaluation of DIFFRI is beyond the scope of this paper.
However, evidence from available reports (e.g. NEST, 1991) indicates that
the DIFFRI strategy did not have much to show for the amount of resources
committed to it. It was therefore no surprise that the Abacha Military
Government which succeeded the Babangida’s did not hesitate to scrap it.
Moves were then made by the Abacha and succeeding governments to
address the issue of poverty alongside afforestation projects. These moves
gave rise to the emergence of the Family Economic Advancement
Programme (FEAP), Poverty Alleviation Programme (PAP), National
Poverty Eradication Programme (NAPEP), and National Economic
Empowerment and Development Strategy (NEEDS). In its recent
assessment of these various poverty-reduction strategies with implication
for quality of life for rural dwellers, however, The Guardian (Lagos,
September 19, 2004, p. 14) remarks:
It is obviously not enough to throw money at poverty without ensuring
that it is applied for executing specific projects. “The bulk of the funds
expended on the programmes disappear into the pockets of cronies to
those in authority. Besides government concurrently deploy policy
measures which foil the stated intentions of the programmes.

Beside the seeming failure of economic blueprints aimed at
addressing poverty, legislations in respect of forest resource conservation
have also not yielded much dividends. By 1991, it was estimated that
Federal legislations on forest conservation and related matters were 19 and
more were in the pipeline going by the volume of technical reports being
produced by the National Advisory Committee on Conservation of
Renewable Resources established in 1989 (NEST, 1992).
While acknowledging the significance of legislations in
environmental resource management, Anijah-Obi (2003) notes that most, if
not all, the laws exist merely on paper, since individuals, oil companies, as
well as large and small scale industrial concerns have continued to flout the
laws without being disturbed by the laws or law enforcement agents while
also having nothing to fear from the nation’s courts.
It is in this context that the condition of the Nigerian forest
resources seems to be getting worse by the day. Nigeria’s natural
vegetation estimated at 600,000 sq. km in the 1880s had been reduced by
over 90 per cent in the early 1990s. And out of the remaining 38,620 sq.
km, one third is mangrove type forest in the largely inaccessible southeastern delta swamps where water, air, and soil pollution resulting from
about five decades of concentrated oil exploration and production
threaten it with extinction (NEST, 1991).
Thus, to date, like Baker (1986) says of Kenya, efforts at forest
resource conservation in Nigeria represent an elaborate mechanism for
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rearranging the ways of avoiding the real issues - unequal access to land,
marginalisation of the poor, lack of alternative to resources being conserved,
institutional oppression of the poor, lack of security apart from land or
children - under the guise of environmental protection and its attendant
allies. But as the inadequacies of such technical approaches begin to
manifest themselves, the national government is forced to introduce
palliatives as currently being debated in respect of the pricing of petroleum
products in Nigeria.
Towards a sustainable conservation strategy
It is undeniable that a healthy natural environment plays a
fundamental role in poverty eradication. Since many people in the rural
areas depend directly on natural resources for their livelihoods, there is need
for well-functioning ecosystems that provide a wide range of valuable
benefits to wildlife and human society - from goods such as food (e.g. fish),
fibre (e.g. reeds for building and weaving), water, medicines that sustain life
to services such as natural water filtration, flow control, partial soil
retention, nutrient cycling and wildlife habitat (NCF, 2003, p. 21). As NCF
further observes, unsustainable use of natural resources can exacerbate
poverty as essential resources are exhausted and the services and functions
of natural ecosystems are destroyed or diminished.
By the same token, and at the other extreme, the strict protection of
natural resources that excludes the people can also intensity
poverty(NCF, 2003, p. 21).

Thus, by integrating conservation and development of local
communities, bottom-up decision-making and support for measures to meet
people’s needs and improve local livelihoods, people can be empowered to
secure sustainable livelihoods that are positively linked to natural
ecosystems (NCF, 2003).
What the foregoing suggests is the need for an endogenous-holistic
paradigm that factors the requirements of meaningful living - realistic
income, good roads, educational/functional literacy, healthcare, etc - into
Nigeria’s forest resource conservation drive. This paradigm is erected on
three inter-connected planks: One, that forest conservation (and
environmental protection in general) strategies are only workable when they
are developed with, rather than for, the people. Two, that for literacy to
promote forest conservation practices, enhance income and prevent
environmental degradation particularly in the rural areas, it must be made
functional. Three, that people’s attitude towards resource management is
mediated by their social, political and economic circumstances; perceived
injustice in any of these domains of living engenders distrust over the state’s
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right to keep resources in trust for all as exemplified by the raging
controversy over Nigeria’s Land Use Act of 1978.
Our proposal here is of course not new. Mangane (1992), Wangari
(1992) and Population Reports (2000), among others, have all called for
environmental management models that spring from people’s practical
requirements for meaningful existence. But the functional literacy
dimension to this model deserves some elaboration as this aspect has not
enjoyed much attention in literature. In the first place, the literacy
programme should be promoted within the context of integrated, universal
education with both the formal (school-based) and the non-formal (out-ofschool) components. Enrolment arrangements in the two sectors should be
made flexible to allow for re-absorption of dropt-outs especially the rural
females. In addition, the curricula should be highly diversified to reflect the
interests, yearnings and aspirations of the rural poor. A rural parent may be
discouraged from sending his/her child to school if what is taught is largely
at variance with family requirements for survival in the locality. But the
same parent would, in addition to sending children, himself/herself
participate in adult literacy programmes if knowledge gained can, for
example, be used to boost agricultural production and raise income
(Adesanya & Ogunyemi, 2001).
The experiment in migrant herdsmen and fishermen education in
Nigeria which began over a decade ago could have passed for a good step in
this direction but for its politicisation and tendency to associate it with the
sharing of the “national cake”.
For a meaningful and sustainable programme, target beneficiaries
must be involved at every stage of the functional literacy project - planning,
implementation and evaluation. It must tap from the reservoir of knowledge,
skills and ways of life of the local people on which it builds to improve
habit and practices related to environmental resources management and
poverty reduction. For example, traditional ways of forest conservation
should be revisited to upgrade them for modern use within the context of
functional literacy. Also, seasonal hunting should be encouraged by
involving the rural population in deciding when. There are still some rural
villages that have traditional seasonal ban on fishing and hunting in Nigeria.
In addition, the slogan “Plant a tree when you cut one” should be further
popularised by giving incentives to the rural population who hold the key to
success in afforestation. In addition, improved logging systems that will
minimally destroy other plants around should be promoted while
encouraging the re-use of organic waste (composting) which is indigenous
to the rural people as fertiliser. All these and other environment-friendly
practices should form the core of the participatory environmental education
project that would be fostered within the in-school and out-of-school
functional literacy programme. There is necessity for an in-depth reappraisal
of government housing policies in Nigeria. The present policies, apart from
making it difficult for rural dwellers to own better houses, are not promoting
conservation. Instead it is making the rural land owners to sell off their
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forest land cheaply to rich people from the urban area who are not interested
in conservation but maximum exploitation of the land for economic profits.
Above all, the structural defects which put the rural poor at disadvantage in
the socio-economic matrix must be addressed concurrently with efforts to
promote literacy and environmental management. Cost of energy sources
(particularly kerosene and gas) should be reduced for those who live in the
rural areas. The sales should be rationed and strictly controlled to lessen the
abuse of such form of social security for the rural population. The ongoing
encouragement by government at national, state and council levels for the
planting of cassava for mass export to China, on the surface, looks attractive
in economically empowering the rural poor. However, unless well managed
by relevant authorities, such venture could further deplete the forest. People
will clear more forestland and destroy the ecosystems to plant the “cash
crop” which on the long run may result in environmental disaster of
monumental proportion.
Conclusion
The facts of forest degradation cannot be denied in Nigeria and
tropical Africa of today. However, a lasting solution does not lie in
palliatives, legislations and similar measures characteristic of the technical
approach. At best, some of these measures could only be supportive to a
model that mobilises people - men and women, youth and adults - for action
against the circumstances that make them over-exploit the rural
environment. This paper has suggested an endogenous-holistic
empowerment model. It is hoped that further research would be conducted
on the suggested model to further establish its relevance to resolving the
poverty-conservation equation in Nigeria and, indeed, sub-Saharan Africa.
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ASPETTI DELL’ADATTAMENTO DELL’UOMO
ALL’AMBIENTE ALPINO:
RICERCHE ANTROPO-ECOLOGICHE
Emma Rabino Massa
Dipartimento di Biologia Animale e dell’Uomo, Torino
L’adattamento a un dato ambiente è un processo graduale che
richiede molte generazioni, pertanto lo studio di una popolazione isolata è
interessante per valutare l’interazione tra le caratteristiche genetiche e
l’ambiente. Infatti le popolazioni rurali attuali non possono essere
considerate come un residuo di una società del passato; esse si evolvono
velocemente, pur essendo ancora testimoni di una storia culturale, sociale,
biologica e antropologica che non deve essere ignorata.
La caratterizzazione genetica di una popolazione assume una
notevole importanza in quanto propedeutica alla risoluzione di molti
problemi ecologici e di possibili programmi di intervento nel campo della
medicina sociale e della pianificazione territoriale.
Modelli diversi di genetica delle popolazioni, in particolare quelli
relativi agli “isolati” mostrano la necessità di integrare i dati demografici
con quelli bio-antropologici. Le popolazioni rurali attuali sono popolazioni
particolarmente interessanti perché soggette a profondi cambiamenti.
Le ricerche hanno considerato gli aspetti del rapporto uomoambiente, con lo scopo di valutare i meccanismi intrinseci ed estrinseci
responsabili delle biotrasformazioni, i meccanismi microevolutivi e i
processi di adattamento delle piccole comunità montane delle Alpi e
dell’Antico Delfinato, sia dal punto di vista biologico che da quello storico e
socio-culturale.
Le indagini sulle popolazioni di Postua (Val Sessera - Vercelli),
dell’Antico Delfinato italiano e francese (Val di Susa - Chiomonte e
Vallouise - Briançon - Francia) si sono basate sulle analisi:
Biodemografiche
Le indagini condotte da Girotti e Boetsch (Boetsch et al., 2002,
2005) hanno preso in considerazione i parametri vitali, la mortalità,
l’isonimia, la consanguineità. Lo studio ha messo in evidenza la presenza, in
queste popolazioni, di elementi in grado di innescare fenomeni di deriva e di
isolamento.
Nel Brianzonese la popolazione della Vallouise è stata oggetto di
uno studio che ha considerato diversi parametri: culturali, genetici, sociali,
per un periodo di molti secoli.
Tra tutti i fattori considerati, nel direzionare la dinamica riproduttiva,
i fattori sociali apparivano certamente i più significativi.
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In ambiente di montagna, dove lo spazio riproduttivo è molto
ristretto e molto rapidamente saturato, si constata che le famiglie autoctone
adottano delle strategie matrimoniali che tendono a evitare la
frammentazione delle proprietà agricole e l’incesto. Infatti la divisione del
patrimonio in modo egualitario e in maniera ricorrente nel corso delle
generazioni potrebbe portare a una dispersione del patrimonio, qualunque
sia la sua consistenza (Prost et al., 2005).
Al fine di evitare questa dispersione il modo per contrastare la
parcellizzazione dell’eredità sta nella scelta di un partner consanguineo
prossimo, che permetterà di mantenerne l’integrità.
Questo tipo di strategia porta inevitabilmente a una alta percentuale
di endogamia che in questa regione delle Alpi supera il 90% nel corso di
parecchi secoli.
Girotti (Girotti et al., 2002) ha effettuato l’analisi della mortalità a
Chiomonte dal 1670 al 1989. Dall’esame di 14516 decessi è risultato che
fino alla metà del 1800 il 50% dei decessi avveniva entro i primi 14 anni di
età; in seguito l’età di morte è aumentata progressivamente. All’inizio del
secolo, infatti, la metà della popolazione raggiungeva i 49 anni, mentre
nell’ultimo decennio, oltre il 50% giunge a 75 anni di età (Fig. 1 e 2).
L’andamento della mortalità rappresenta un'importante fonte di
informazione per valutare come le condizioni ambientali, igieniche,
sanitarie, socio-economiche e culturali possono influire sui cicli vitali. Sulla
mortalità infatti agiscono numerosi fattori che possono incidere in maniera
differente, oltre che nei diversi ambienti, anche nei diversi momenti storici e
contesti socio-culturali.
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Fig. 2. Percentuali cumulative totali e per sesso per intervalli d’età quinquennali dei
decessi avvenuti prima dei 9 anni e dopo i 65.

Per quanto riguarda il comportamento matrimoniale della
popolazione di Postua, l’endogamia, che supera quasi sempre il 90%,
evidenzia un sistema chiuso di scelta del coniuge. Fino alla metà del secolo
scorso i Postuesi sceglievano, di preferenza, un coniuge del paese e i pochi
“stranieri” nella maggior parte dei casi giungevano dai paesi limitrofi.
Postua ha vissuto in modo isolato almeno per duecento anni, dal
1640 al 1850, ma è probabile che la situazione procedesse immutata già
molto tempo prima del periodo preso in considerazione in questa ricerca.
La chiusura della popolazione in se stessa, praticamente senza flusso
genico con l’esterno, ha sicuramente favorito l’instaurarsi di fenomeni di
deriva genica, in particolare dovuti all’effetto del fondatore, viste le ridotte
dimensioni iniziali della comunità.
Antropogenetiche
Tramite lo studio dei parametri antropologici, delle caratteristiche
emogruppali, dei marcatori plasmatici, dei polimorfismi del DNA è stato
evidenziato che tutte le comunità hanno caratteristiche peculiari. Le
frequenze aplotipiche determinate da Marin (Marin et al., 2005) per la
popolazione di Postua indicano un isolamento genetico dovuto alla presenza
di un ristretto numero di aplotipi fondatori e a uno scarso flusso genico. Lo
studio a livello molecolare conferma la tesi della deriva genica: Postua
mostra, sia nell’analisi del cromosoma Y che in quella del DNA
mitocondriale, una forte individualità anche rispetto alle comunità più
vicine. Gli aplotipi più diffusi a Postua, sia per il cromosoma Y che per il
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DNA mitocondriale, sono di origine paleolitica e durante l’ultima grande
glaciazione sono rimasti confinati nel santuario climatico situato tra la
penisola iberica e la Francia, nella zona attualmente abitata dai Baschi, per
poi ridiffondersi da lì in tutta l’Europa al termine della glaciazione.
Il pool genico di Postua, caratterizzato da una forte impronta
paleolitica e un minor contributo di aplotipi neolitici, accomuna quindi il
paese a popolazioni “geneticamente antiche” come quella dei Baschi. La
ragione non va probabilmente ricercata in eventuali contatti tra le due
comunità, ma piuttosto nei fenomeni di isolamento e di deriva genica che
hanno interessato entrambi i gruppi umani dal paleolitico. Sul campione
della Vallouise sono state condotte da Salis (Salis et al., 2002) analisi sul
terzo fattore del complemento (C3), sul componente gruppo specifico (Gc) e
sul fattore B della properdina (Bf). È stato evidenziato un solo polimorfismo
raro per quest’ultima, la variante S1F, mentre i polimorfismi delle altre
proteine sono quelli più comuni, pur manifestandosi con frequenze alleliche
che risultano essere peculiari.
Il confronto con altre popolazioni ha evidenziato che, in generale, in
questa popolazione sono state riscontrate caratteristiche di tipo
principalmente europeo, anche se è emersa la presenza di alcuni aspetti
peculiari, riferibili da una parte al maggior isolamento geografico e
dall’altra a contatti, nel passato, con popoli provenienti dall’Europa del
Nord (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Analisi dei clusters dei polimorfismi sieroproteici nelle diverse popolazioni
europee e nord africane

La ricerca ha permesso inoltre di indagare i flussi genici e le barriere
riproduttive legati alla struttura i matrimoniale di queste popolazioni
sottoposte a forme complesse di isolamento.
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In conclusione i parametri biodemografici e l’analisi dei marcatori
genetici si sono rivelati strumenti molto utili per la valutazione della
diversità genetica a livello microgeografico. Inoltre lo studio della
variabilità ha fornito preziose informazioni, che riguardano non solo gli
aspetti biologici, ma anche quelli socio-culturali nel processo evolutivo del
rapporto Uomo-Ambiente.
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NELLA REGIONE SOMALA DELL’ETIOPIA SOLO
I PASTORI NOMADI POSSONO SOPRAVIVERE
Alberto Salza, Marilena Bertini, Gianluca Pressi
CCM Comitato Collaborazione Medica
Nel Corno d’Africa vivono circa 15 milioni di pastori nomadi: la più
alta concentrazione al mondo.
Queste persone, attualmente, sono tra le più svantaggiate e marginali
delle minoranze d’Africa. Le cause sono storiche (isolamento), politiche
(rapporto nomadi-stanziali) e ambientali (instabilità climatica). Il progetto di
CCM e AVEC-PVS , finanziato dalla Commissione Europea (European
Initiative for Democracy and Human Rights), si occupa dei loro diritti.
Lo Stato Regionale Somalo dell’Etiopia ha una popolazione stimata
di 3,4 milioni di abitanti (1997). Il 70% della popolazione pratica la
pastorizia nomade o semi-nomade su un territorio che riceve dai 250 agli
800 mm di pioggia l’anno. La maggior parte del territorio è sottosviluppata
rispetto alla media nazionale, con pochissimi servizi e infrastrutture.
L’amministrazione statale e locale rimane ancora debole.
L’area del programma è nel distretto di K’elafo, lungo il fiume Wabe
Shebele e sull’altopiano dell’Ogaden centrale. Il clima, tra arido e semiarido, è
connesso al monsone, con due stagioni delle piogge (gu, tra aprile e fine
giugno, e deyr, tra metà ottobre e metà dicembre), inframmezzate da due
stagioni secche (particolarmente pronunciato il jiilal, tra metà dicembre e
aprile). Le stagioni delle piogge mancano spesso del tutto.
Titolo del progetto: “Supporto al sistema sociale tradizionale dei pastori
nomadi somali, nello Stato Regionale Somalo dell’Etiopia”, Ogaden,
area di K’elafo.
Obiettivo generale: preservare, rafforzare e rivitalizzare la cultura dei
nomadi attraverso la protezione di specifici diritti umani e di tipici modelli
di gestione delle risorse, in funzione delle locali “basi di conoscenza”.
Obiettivo primario: proteggere e supportare lo status sociale dei
nomadi somali per favorirne l’integrazione nel sistema socio-economico
dell’Etiopia. Solo recentemente, con la Costituzione del 1994, adattata nel
2000, ai pastori nomadi viene riconosciuto lo status di gruppo umano
destinatario di speciale considerazione e diritto, in quanto minoranza
svantaggiata. I nomadi somali subiscono una duplice marginalizzazione:
come gruppo etnico e come pastori.
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Obiettivi specifici:
–
Incrementare la consapevolezza dei diritti sociali di base dei pastori.
–
Rafforzare la capacità organizzativa dei gruppi pastorali nomadi.
–
Migliorare le interazioni tra governo, autorità locali e pastori nomadi.
–
Aprire questioni di genere e migliorare la posizione sociale delle donne.
Razionale:
–
I pastori nomadi sono gli insostituibili custodi della biodiversità e
non i desertificatori nel mito degli stanziali.
–
Il loro modello di vita è sostenibile.
–
Il riconoscimento e la registrazione dei gruppi nomadi mette sul
mercato il loro “capitale nascosto”, integrandolo alla macroeconomia.
–
La difesa dei diritti deve passare dal patrocinio esterno alla
gestione diretta delle comunità.
–
Rapporti di genere innovativi retroagiscono sull’educazione degli
individui e sullo sviluppo della società.
Il processo di autoaffermazione, conservazione e integrazione culturale
dei nomadi si basa su:
–
Utilizzazione di un approccio appropriato e sensibile e di una
strategia d’impatto a scala minima (diritto alla diversità culturale).
–
Coinvolgimento della comunità in processi di capacity building e
empowerment (diritto all’autodeterminazione sociale e politica).
–
Dialogo tra i gruppi nomadi e i rappresentanti politico-amministrativi
locali e nazionali (diritto al riconoscimento e alla registrazione).
–
Elaborazione di pacchetti didattici dedicati per i pastori, derivati
da basi di conoscenza locali e scientifiche (diritto a un’appropriata
educazione permanente).
Taccuino di campo:
Se lo Stato vi costruisse delle case e poi delle scuole, un ospedale, le
botteghe. Se vi scavassimo pozzi con acqua sempre disponibile e pulita,
come è vostro diritto, accettereste di sedentarizzarvi da queste parti?
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Dopo un conciliabolo parla un vecchio:
Certo, ma solo se lo Stato è disposto a darci anche l’erba. Senza erba
muoiono gli animali. E poi moriamo noi.

Se l’educazione scolastica non rende un nomade un pastore migliore,
è molto probabile che questa forma di sussistenza si estingua. Se per andare a
scuola il nomade deve sedentarizzarsi, i suoi animali saranno in pericolo: o
abbandonati al pascolo o affamati nel recinto.
Se i nomadi saranno forzati a sedentarizzarsi, il Corno d’Africa andrà
incontro a un’immensa catastrofe umanitaria: si dovranno sfamare almeno 10
milioni di persone che al momento sono autosufficienti.
L’umanità ha evoluto la pastorizia contemporaneamente all’agricoltura,
integrando l’utilizzo delle risorse: attività intensive su piccolo territorio ad alta
produttività (agricoltura) e mobilità estesa su vasto territorio a bassa
produttività (pastorizia nomade).
I pastori nomadi integrano un territorio flessibile con un capitale su
zampe. L’imperativo è la mobilità, in funzione dell’erraticità delle piogge e la
variabilità imprevedibile di ambiente e clima.
Il fattore limitante è l’erba, non l’acqua. Gli animali trasformano
l’erba in proteine assimilabili dall’uomo: latte, sangue e carne. L’erba è
pascolata durante gli spostamenti periodici verso i punti d’acqua. Il
movimento di uomini e animali è come quello di un organismo vivente che
respiri: contrazioni ed espansioni. Se bloccate il movimento, sopraggiunge
l’apnea e l’organismo muore.
Ogni progetto con e per i pastori deve essere altamente flessibile. Lo
scopo è quello di aggiustare il progetto in funzione delle persone cui è
destinato. L’operazione è pianificata, organizzata e messa in azione come un
progresso a partire da diritti locali e non un progresso verso diritti universali.
“Diritti umani”: una cassetta degli attrezzi per impedire agli agenti di
divenire pazienti.
Parlare oggi di diritti a un gruppo umano tra i meno considerati al
mondo non è aria fritta. I diritti umani hanno a che vedere con ciò che è
giusto, non con ciò che è bene. I diritti umani non esistono di per sé:
vengono generati da individui e culture. I diritti umani non hanno a che
vedere con la sacralità e l’innata dignità della persona, ma proprio con il
fatto che siamo capaci di azioni ingiuste e orrende. Essi definiscono, nel
modo più semplice e locale, le condizioni minime per ogni strategia di
sopravvivenza: la “buona vita”. La legittimità dell’intervento deriva così dai
bisogni dei nomadi, non dai nostri. Il consenso informato delle popolazioni
locali diviene imperativo.
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Il progetto si propone di generare diritti attraverso 3 fasi:
1. Ricerca e analisi del potenziale della cultura locale sul diritto
(tassonomia dei valori);
2. Disseminazione dei concetti dei diritti umani “universali”
(pluralismo dei valori);
3. Dichiarazione di diritti umani glocali (integrazione dei valori).
La fase 1 si concentra sul diritto al movimento (priorità dei nomadi), sul
diritto alla salute (priorità degli individui) e sul diritto all’acqua e alle minime
condizioni di vita (priorità delle comunità); si individuano i target groups.
La fase 2 discute la Dichiarazione Universale dei Diritti Umani del
1948 con le comunità nomadi raggiunte a piedi e in automobile nei punti di
transumanza; si utilizzano appositi media, in quanto l’analfabetismo in zona
supera il 95%; si individuano i potenziali iniziatori locali, da addestrare.
La fase 3, per mezzo di workshop centralizzati, tende a formare un
gruppo registrato permanente di supporto ai diritti dei pastori nomadi in
Etiopia, mediatore con le autorità locali e il governo federale. Questa fase
coinvolge operatori e comunità in due funzioni operative:
–
Funzioni permissive: fenomeni che innescano processi di
sviluppo del sistema.
–
Funzioni istruttive: fenomeni che costruiscono e mettono in
opera sistemi di circuito per operazioni specifiche.
Attività implementate nella fase 1 (marzo-aprile 2005, alla fine della
stagione secca jiilal)
–
–
–
–

–

–

–
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Messa in opera della base operativa, dotata di radio e computer.
Coinvolgimento delle autorità locali, per mezzo di incontri
multilaterali e illustrazioni del programma.
Assunzione e formazione del personale locale per la
partecipazione comunitaria.
Elaborazione di una rete di rapporti con e tra i principali clan di
pastori nomadi dell’area di K’elafo: Awliyan, Bahgari e Awdaq,
tutti appartenenti al clan-madre degli Ogaden, per mezzo di
contatti prolungati con gli anziani di riferimento.
Primo contatto partecipato con gli insediamenti mobili dei
nomadi sul territorio (pianura in automobile e altopiano a piedi) e
definizione dei target groups: 587 insediamenti famigliari (aqal)
con contatto visuale o intermediato di 3896 individui (densità
media di 6,63 per aqal). Spesso il contatto non aveva precedenti.
Illustrazione del programma durante i contatti. Raccolta
informazioni sui diritti e sul concetto di “minimo di vita buona”,
attraverso piccole assemblee e questionari.
Raccolta di indicatori di abbandono pastorale e inurbamento
verso K’elafo, con indicazione che le attuali cultura materiale e
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–

mobilità sul territorio sono funzioni dirette della siccità (1991) e
della guerra civile somala dei primi anni Novanta.
Formazione del personale locale, con particolare riferimento
all’alfabetizzazione mediatica, all’animazione partecipatoria e
all’analisi teorica dei diritti umani.

Attività implementate nella fase 2 (luglio-agosto 2005)
–
–
–

–

Sostenuti 4 programmi di formazione-informazione sui diritti
umani con i 3 clan differenti oltre clan minori.
Gli argomenti affrontati durante questi incontri sono stati: diritti
umani, diritto alla salute umana ed animale.
Sono state contattate numerose organizzazioni etiopi e
internazionali che in rete continueranno la discussione sui diritti
dei nomadi.
Preparato il workshop che si terrà con le autorità etiopi a
novembre, in cui la rete di organizzazioni farà advocacy.

La terza fase inizierà a novembre e consisterà soprattutto nella
organizzazione di workshop con rappresentanti delle comunità locali e del
governo.
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COMMUNITY-BASED APPROACHES
TO ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION:
LESSONS FOR SOCIALLY CRITICAL EDUCATION
AND BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION
Shailesh Shukla and James S. Gardner
Natural Resources Institute
University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada
Introduction
Community-based approaches to environmental education (EE) are
receiving renewed interest as part of UNESCO’s call for education for a
sustainable future.
While these approaches are designed to build on local efforts, they
may face several challenges in addressing local environmental issues with a
range of stakeholders, including local communities, especially rural
educationally and economically disadvantaged communities in developing
countries. Such communities have developed their own knowledge systems
for survival and management of natural resources. A community-based
approach to environmental education in such a context should therefore be
sensitive to and recognize the informal local knowledge base in order to be
effective.
The purpose of this paper is to describe three such community-based
environmental education approaches in India and to assess their educational
strategies including the use of local knowledge systems. The paper seeks to
address two main research questions:
–
What kinds of village-level community-based EE approach should link
the local knowledge (local communities) and formal education
(school) for local biodiversity conservation?
–
What are the educational features (target groups, communication
strategies, outcomes) of these community-based EE and how can
they be supported by formal EE structures?
The paper is divided into three sections. The first section reviews
prevalent “paradigms” in EE and discusses in brief the utility and limitations
of the socially critical “paradigm” in understanding and implementing the
community-based EE. It also highlights some of the successful initiatives of
community-based EE in India. Using case studies and interactive-adaptive
research design, the second section of the paper describes and analyses three
innovative environmental education approaches viz. biodiversity contests,
recipe contests and community plant diversity register in two remote and
economically poor villages in the state of Maharashtra, India.
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These techniques are examined in terms of the environmental
education strategies used (including local knowledge), the target groups
reached and the barriers for effective communication. Finally, implications
for school-based polices (such as formal EE curricula and practices) for
strengthening community-based EE for sustainable conservation are outlined.
Community-based environmental education: a review
Approaches to environmental education
The recent debate about educational “paradigms” in environment
education is dominated by a socio-cultural focus (Sauvé, 1996; Palmer,
1998). This is evident in the three major approaches to environment
education (proposed by Bertrand and Valois (1992) as cited in Sauvé,
1996): the rational “paradigm”; the humanistic “paradigm”; and, the
inventive “paradigm”.
These approaches offer differing educational visions and shape
educational choices in the discourse and practice of environmental
education. For instance, the rational “paradigm” views nature as being
dominated by humans/society and emphasizes the use of pre-structured and
expert-driven learning as happens in the case of transmission of formal
knowledge in schools.
The humanistic “paradigm” places emphasis on optimal personal
accomplishment and learner-centred educational strategies. The inventive
“paradigm” is an emerging approach, which calls for critical construction of
knowledge and concrete actions at the local level through co-operative learning.
The inventive educational “paradigm” fits best with communitybased environmental education and focuses on the symbiotic relationship
between humans, society and nature. It recognizes the value that different
knowledge systems, including local knowledge, bring to the critical
construction of knowledge. It focuses on collaborative learning, which
offers choices for collective decision-making and problem-solving for a
given local environmental issue. A focus on community-based and local
environmental issues is congruent with the socially critical approach to
environmental education (Robottom & Hart, 1994) that draws its
conceptual underpinnings from critical pedagogy (Freire, 1968, 1985).
The desired result is the empowerment among students and teachers
to bring about social transformation and change on the basis of democratic
and socially just ways. In the Indian context, Gandhi’s philosophy and
political activism are reflected in the Freirian critique of formal education as
a tool of oppression and political power. This vision gave birth to the
alternative model for basic education, nai talim, which revolves around local
knowledge and practical experience and emphasizes the importance of
regional languages (Chand, 1996).
Studies of the socially critical approach to environmental education
have been primarily theoretical (Robottom & Hart, 1994) or centred on
40
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“school” and schooling practices (Sammel, 2001). Environmental education
is not limited to improvement in the knowledge, skills and attitudes of
young children in schools but extends to the design and implementation of
pedagogic strategies for local communities and schools (Dillon & Kelly,
2002). One of the ways to address this challenge for formal environmental
education is to build on local knowledge systems - a valuable resource used
by economically poor communities in their own survival (Gupta, 1999) and
sustainable management of local biodiversity (Berkes, 1999).
Trends in approaches for linking community-based and formal
environmental education
While the combining of local knowledge with formal systems of
knowledge is difficult (Aggarwal, 1995), it does present a way foreword to
make environmental education effective and practical. The literature on
ways and means of facilitating such fusion is scanty (CEE, 1999; Semali &
Kincheloe, 1999; Gardner & Shukla, 2002) and largely focused on nonformal environmental education programs for high school or post-secondary
education. Some such programs seem to have evolved from the “camping
programs” of the 1980’s in North America, perhaps as a response to
dissatisfaction with “science” focus of environmental education and its
lack of social relevance (Dillon & Kelly, 2002).
The North American Association for Environmental Education has
designed community and school outdoor education programs which have
become a popular means of incorporating environmental education in
formal curricula (Lori et al, 1988). Well-known examples from North
America, such as the Rediscovery program in Canada (Henley, 1996) and
Foxfire in United States (Starners, 1999), as well as similar initiatives from
Europe (CERI, 1991) and Asia (Chand & Shukla, 1998), demonstrate how
students, teachers and communities have successfully joined hands, shared
their knowledge and established common grounds for communications and
engaged in reciprocal learning in some innovative ways.
The combining of local knowledge systems with formal curricula in
India has been attempted primarily by development NGOs and a few
isolated but motivated educators. For example, the Society for Research and
Initiatives for Sustainable Technologies and Institutions (SRISTI), an
Ahmedabad-based NGO, documents, disseminates and adds value to
knowledge and informal institutions at the grassroots among tribal and poor
communities across India through innovative methods like biodiversity and
recipe contests (SRISTI, 1994).
The Centre for Environment Education (CEE), an autonomous
organization supported by the Ministry of Environment Education,
Government of India, has reviewed the primary school level curriculum for
environmental education in order to recognize and support innovative
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programmes and initiated efforts to correct inadequacies through programs
like BAIDIK1 (CEE, 1999). The Hoshangabad experiment in
Madhyapradesh implemented by the local NGO Ekalavya in collaboration
with university scientists emphasized the use educational aids made from
local and low-cost material as well as learning from rural communities’
daily life experiences. This experiment was expanded to more than 500
schools in the state by mobilizing political support from the State
Government and is being considered a successful educational reform with
regard to teaching science in schools (Rampal, 1994).
In the field of school-based environment education, a practical
course titled “Our land our life” was designed and implemented by the
Uttaranchal Environmental Education Centre in 1987 in the Himalayan
region with the help of state and national departments of education.
This course encourages high school students to engage in solving local
environmental problems, such as land degradation, by using local knowledge
of elders in the villages and concepts learned through formal environmental
education in schools. It is now expanded to over 530 schools in Uttaranchal
covering more than 68,000 high school students (Pande, 2001).
These initiatives have demonstrated that local ecological knowledge
can communicate and collaborate with village-level formal institutions such
as panchayats and schools, thereby creating a form of socially critical
environmental education that may enhance biodiversity conservation. With
few exceptions, these efforts have been limited to short-term projects and
have not become a regular part of the mainstream or formal education.
One of the important reasons is that the design of effective
environmental education and communication strategies that brings together
the local knowledge experts and those responsible for planning and
implementing the formal curricula (e.g. teachers/curriculum planners and
administrators) is extremely difficult.
Lessons for developing and implementing such innovative
community-based environmental education strategies can be learned from
context-specific experiments and approaches. Three such environmental
educational approaches are presented in the next section as case studies.
Field research: communities and methods
Selection of the villages and communities
Before the start of field activities, a series of consultations was held
at the Centre for Community-based Natural Resources Management at
Natural Resources Institute (NRI), University of Manitoba, between April
1. The BAIDIK (Biodiversity Awareness Integration through Documentation of Indigenous
Knowledge) initiative implemented by CEE has noted that knowledge regarding ethno–
botany, plant-based home remedies and eco-indicators were recurrently reported by
children of five different agro-ecological zones in India.
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and October 2003 as a part of the Equator Initiative of the United Nations
Development Programme.
This helped in the selection of communities, field research methods
and research objectives. The Rural Communes’ Medicinal Plant
Conservation Centre (RCMPCC) of Pune, India was one of the four selected
Equator Initiative sites selected as part of the team research study at NRI. A
second organization selected for this specific study was SRISTI (Society for
Research and Initiatives for Sustainable Technologies and Institutions),
based in Ahmedabad, India.
SRISTI was selected considering past association, working
relationship and its outstanding work in the field of developing and
experimenting with community-based approaches to the documentation and
dissemination of traditional knowledge and grassroots innovations.
The purpose, objectives and research design to suit the interactive
adaptive approach as suggested by Nelson (1991), were shared with key
leaders and field staff of RCMPCC and SRISTI. Two villages (Amboli and
Baripada) from Maharashtra were chosen for the field research, based on
three criteria, as follows. The purpose and objectives of the research were
shared again with local villagers of Amboli and Baripada through inception
workshops in local languages.
a) Willingness of the community/project functionaries to participate
Since the research interventions demand frequent and close contact
with the community, the researcher lived in the villages. The willingness
and consent of villagers were ascertained and obtained in local dialects
during inception workshops in both villages which were attended by village
panchayats or local management committee members.
Special efforts (e.g. personal visits or informal conversations while
walking in forest) to ensure participation of groups such as women and
healers were also made.
b) Presence of a school in or around the village
Considering the objectives, scope and methods of research and the
feedback of villagers and NGOs, the secondary schools were thought as
appropriate formal institutions for research activities. However, in the case
of Baripada, a secondary school from the neighbouring village of Bopkel
(located at a distance of 6 km from Baripada) was chosen because of:
–
the absence of a secondary school in Baripada
–
the preference of Baripada community leaders
–
the encouraging response by the school management at Bopkel.
c) Evidence of use of local knowledge in sustainable management of
local biodiversity
Amboli and Baripada have well-documented evidence for their
community-based conservation efforts both in local media and
community-based conservation databases of RCMPCC and SRISTI.
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RCMPCC has created Medicinal Plant Conservation Areas (MPCA),
local management committees (LMC2) and self-help groups (SHG) for
women residents in Amboli and twelve other locations of Maharashtra for
which it was honoured under EI program of UNDP in 2002.
Amboli has been considered as one of the best MPCAs by RCMPCC
(RCMPCC, 2003).
Baripada was recognized by the International Fund for Agriculture
Development in 2003 for its outstanding work in conserving the local forest
owned by the State Forest Department.
Characteristics Amboli
Population
3647
Social groups
Two groups: Marathas and
Gurav considered as higher
castes. About ten percents of
lower castes include dhangar,
chamar, jadhav etc.
Marathas and Gurav had a
Relationship
long standing history of
among social
religious conflict for old
caste/groups
village temple. Social
mobility between these
groups strictly discouraged.
Altitude
690 m from sea level
Area Conserved 445.28 hectares
Landscape
Dry Deciduous with patches
of evergreen forests

Baripada
786
All tribal. But two main
groups are pawar and chaure.
A small proportion of Bhils
also included.
There is a good trade and
social relationship among
groups. Marriages can be
possible among all
community groups.
Around 350 m from sea level
267.63 hectares
Semi evergreen forest

Table 1. General description of villages selected for field research.
Source: Compiled based on village records of local Government Revenue and
Agricultural Departments.

Research Methods
As mandated by the purpose and objectives of the research and
guided by interactive-adaptive approach (Nelson, 1991), the field research
has an explicit commitment to create or build on qualitative methods. Semistructured interviews with school teachers (N=14), selected local healers
(N=36) and winners of biodiversity (N=32) and recipe contests (N=23) were
conducted to ascertain their views on effectiveness of biodiversity and
recipe contests. Extended conversations, informal walks in forest with local
2. The local management committees (LMC) were created by RCMPCC in all thirteen
project sites to design implement and monitor various program activities in consultation
with RCMPCC and local Forest Department staff. The self-help groups (SHG) are women
micro-credit group which were involved in preparation and marketing of herbal products
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healers and village children provided useful insights in understanding
process of local knowledge transmission.
Field observation and participation in village activities (such as
stonewall dams construction or plantation in forest) both at Amboli (January
to March 2004) and Baripada (September to November 2004) helped in
gaining closer interactions and triangulation of data.
SRISTI has developed and successfully used innovative participatory
methods such as biodiversity contests (Chand, Shukla & Gupta, 1997) and
recipe contests (Honeybee, 1999; Shukla, 2004) to document and
disseminate traditional knowledge of school children and women in rural
and economically poor regions of India. The researcher has used these
methods while working with SRISTI during 1996-2000 (Chand & Shukla,
2004). The methods were explained to local villagers and school teachers
and were locally adapted on the basis of their feedback. The idea of a
community plant diversity register was developed by the villagers of
Baripada after learning about the success of the community biodiversity
register in Southern India (Gadgil et al, 2000).
Community-based environmental education: case studies
Biodiversity Contests
Biodiversity contests focus on children and their traditional
ecological knowledge. The philosophy that guides the contests is that
children are the future guardians of biodiversity conservation and resource
management at the local level.
The children therefore should be sensitized to the value of local
natural resources (in this case, plants) and associated local knowledge that
they informally acquire on their own, from family members and healers.
The specific purpose of the contests organized in this study was to
identify and document knowledgeable children and local healers in the
communities and through their perspectives understand the biodiversity
contests role as a pedagogical tool for bridging local knowledge and schoolbased environmental education.
The process of Biodiversity Contest
A biodiversity contest was organized on 23rd January 2004 in the
Amboli secondary school. An initial round of meetings with teachers was
held on 8th January 2003 to discuss the idea and logistics of the contest.
Pamphlets describing the contest in Marathi were distributed to all school
children almost two weeks in advance. In addition, individual visits were
made to different classrooms to explain the process of participation and seek
the consent of participants. To participate in the contests, children were
expected i) to make a list of names of as many plants that they know, ii) to
chronicle the local uses (including medicinal) of the plants and iii) to
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indicate the sources that they consulted to learn about the plants. A separate
meeting with the teachers was organized to assess their willingness to help
organize the contests.
The student participants were evaluated on four criteria:
–
The number of plants listed
–
The number of plants for which uses were described
–
The presentation style
–
A knowledge test (skill in identification, medicinal and other
uses of plants and habitat).
Following the suggestions made by LMC members and school
teachers, the idea of children bringing plant specimens to the committee was
replaced by extended knowledge test in order to avoid over-extraction of
plants, particularly rare species. The local forest staff provided samples of
herbarium sheets, which were used to test identification skills of the
participants. Class-wise evaluation committees were formed. The typical
evaluation committee had 4-5 members, comprised of a teacher, a local
healer, a Forest Department staff person and a member of LMC or SHG.
The participants were judged and ranked independently by all
members of the evaluation committee in each class. The class-wise winners
were decided on the basis of the highest mean ranks, calculated separately
for the boys and girls.
Winners were awarded prizes in the form of teaching-learning
material during a special cultural event organized by the school and village.
The contest in Baripada was organized in the government residential
school of Bopkel village on 24th September 2004. The process of conducting
the contest was same as at Amboli. The orientation of teachers and school
children was conducted through a workshop and class-wise instructions on 6th
September 2004. The local healers and members of local Forest Management
Committee of Baripada were also involved in the evaluation committee.
In Amboli and Baripada, the primary schools were inspired by the
contests and subsequently organized similar contests with some
modification in the methods. For example, the primary school of Amboli
encouraged its students to bring parts of the plants. While in Baripada, the
knowledge of primary school children was tested on the specimens brought
by the local healers.
Outcomes of the Biodiversity contests
A total of 406 students from primary and secondary schools at
Amboli (N= 269) and Baripada (N= 269) participated in the contest. In
addition, school teachers (N=20), local healers (N=6) and local community
members (N=19), including the members of local forest management
committee and self help groups, took part in the contests as observers and
members of evaluation committees. The average number of plants listed in
Amboli was 101 and plants described along with the details such as uses and
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habitat was 22. Although the average numbers of the plants listed by the
girls were almost the same as the boys, the girls demonstrated more detailed
knowledge with regard to the use of plants (Mean=25) than boys
(Mean=19). In Amboli, a grade 7 girl made a list of 290 plants along with
their uses and their preferred habitats, while a grade 5 boy listed 475 plants.
On the whole, the children that participated in the contest exhibited a rich
knowledge of local plants.
As a follow-up to the contest, a one-day interactive forest
walk/workshop (guided by local healers) was organized with the
participation of school teachers, winners of the contests, women from SHG
and community members. In Baripada, an educational tour in the village
forest with local healers and teachers took place, in which students gained
skills in identification, use and habitat preferences of certain common
medicinal plants.
The dialogue and display of plant lists and specimens from the
contest was organized in an open space in the school or village common
place. This was perceived as a useful educational idea by students, teachers
and community leaders particularly in expanding knowledge of local plants
and verification of medicinal uses of certain plants. These outcomes
facilitated meaningful interactions among students, local healers, teachers,
village forest staff and community leaders who collaborated to develop an
action plan for conservation and regeneration of rare medicinal plants in
Amboli. The contest provided a platform for recognition of village healers
and expanded the use of their knowledge in village schools.
Recipe Contests
The Recipe contest: Concept and Process
The idea of a recipe contest was conceptualized and implemented by
SRISTI (Society for Research and Initiatives for Sustainable Technologies
and Institutions) based at Ahmedabad (Honeybee, 1999; Shukla, 2004).
Recipe contests were designed mainly by and for women to document their
local knowledge about uncultivated plants used to make local dishes with
some medicinal or health value and which can enrich the taste and provide
incentives for their conservation. The recipe contests organized for this
research aimed at documenting women’s knowledge of medicinal and
food related uses of cultivated and uncultivated plants. The first contest
was organized in the months of February 2004 at Amboli and the
second was organized in August 2004 in Baripada.
The process of organizing the recipe contests was same in both
villages. The idea and methods of participation were conveyed to the village
women through local language pamphlets and small group meetings with
community leaders and members of SHG and LMC. The members of SHG
and LMC provided useful feedback on organization (e.g. logistic
arrangements and timing of contests) and expressed their willingness to
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follow up with village women to encourage their participation. Interested
members were also involved in the evaluation committee. The recipes were
evaluated on the basis of following criteria:
–
Number of recipes brought
–
Number of ingredients/plants used in the recipes
–
Taste
–
Significance of recipes (medicinal or/and nutritional value)
–
Use of uncommon/ wild plants in the recipes.
Four to five evaluation committees (depending upon the expected
numbers of participants) - each having 2-3 members - were formed. The
typical evaluation committee included: a local woman healer, local NGO
representatives, community leaders, school teachers and members of SHG
and LMC.
On the day of the contest, participating women and girls brought the
dishes prepared from the recipes and written descriptions on methods of
preparation. After registration, the participants were randomly deployed to
the evaluation committee with their recipes. Besides the set criteria, the
committee members evaluated the participants by posing questions about
the recipes that were displayed at a common place in the villages. The
evaluation took almost three hours, followed by a half an hour community
lunch programme in which all the dishes were included. The committee
members also gathered informal feedback (such as taste of the dishes) from
community leaders and villagers. The committee members then finalized
their evaluation and passed these on to two people, consisting of a senior
community leader or healer and a village school teacher who were
independently observing the whole process. The average marks for all
participants were calculated and the ten highest scores were chosen as the
winners. Winners were rewarded with the prizes in the form of kitchen
3
utensils and certificates by a senior official from Forest Department and
village community leaders in the public function.
Outcomes of the recipe contest
More than 87 (N=42 in Amboli, N=45 in Baripada) women
participated with 153 recipes (N=57 in Amboli and N=96 in Baripada).
Besides women, the contest elicited participation of local community
leaders (N=6 in Amboli, N=7 in Baripada) local healers (N=6 in Amboli,
N=8 in Baripada), school teachers (N=3 both in Amboli and Baripada) and
village youth (N=9 in Amboli and N=10 in Baripada). The range of
recipes/dishes included:

3. The funding support from International Development Research Centre (IDRC) and
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC), Canada, in conducting these
field research activities is gratefully acknowledged.
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–
–
–
–

Unknown wild and/or known plants
New recipes from known plants (which have either nutritional or
medicinal values)
Known recipes with wild plants as an ingredients (spices or as a
separate addition for taste or flavor purposes)
Known recipes/dishes with different methods of preparation
emphasizing the use of locally-grown wild or lesser-known
plant-based ingredients.

Although most women brought one recipe/dish, the number of plants
used in the recipes in some cases went beyond 30 and in one case up to 42
in Amboli. Many participants were surprised by the nature and variety of
different wild plants, which were seemingly looked upon as “weeds” but
turned out of having great local medicinal and nutritional values.
Even though, some of the recipes/dishes were same and commonly
known, their methods of preparation, tastes and uses (nutritional and
medicinal) were distinct.
The display of recipes/dishes provided an opportunity for informal
knowledge exchange. The participants shared their recipes in spontaneously
formed interest groups of village women and men. The evaluation was
slightly modified in Baripada with more weight placed on two criteria, taste
and number recipes/dishes. In the earlier contest, emphasis on testing
knowledge and ranking based on medicinal/nutritional value of the plants
restricted the scope for village-wide sharing and exchange of knowledge
about common and uncommon local wild plants. Considering the interest,
more time was devoted to women to women exchange and interactions
among villagers about the recipes in Baripada. The local healers (both male
and female) had final authority in deciding the significance of the recipes
based on their medicinal or nutritional values, local availability and the
conservation status of the wild plants. For example, a wild plant locally
known as Nargoot is not commonly available in and around Baripada and
few women had to walk deeper (22 km) into forest to locate such plant
species. Recipes with such locally unavailable and rare plants were more
valued in evaluation.
Most of the women who participated had learned these recipes either
through their mothers or close relatives, in most cases females. In addition,
they also widened their knowledge about plants through informal networks
with elder women in and around village, known through their personal
contacts and informal conversations during their domestic chores in the
forest. Deriving inspiration from these contests, the local SHGs of Amboli
and RCMPCC decided to organize recipe contests in different seasons to
capture the seasonal variability and availability of wild vegetables.
In Baripada, the enthusiasm and positive feedback from villagers
motivated a local NGO, Jan Seva Foundation to organize the recipe contest
on annual basis.
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Community-based Plant Diversity Monitoring Register
Origin of idea
The idea of a community biodiversity register originated as the
Peoples’ Biodiversity Register Program by a few NGOs in southern India
(Gadgil et al, 2000).
The Peoples Biodiversity Registers Program encourages and builds
capacities of local communities in monitoring the local biodiversity through
a local language register. This register is kept at a public place for easy
access by villagers and may serve as a tool for protecting the intellectual
property rights of village communities. The residents of a village or a
group of neighboring villages document the human uses (livelihoodrelated and others such as medicine) in their registers, which is
maintained and updated annually (any convenient regular interval) for
monitoring and sustainable use of local biodiversity.
When these experiments were shared with local villagers of Baripada
during the inception workshop, the villagers decided to test the idea of
community-based plant diversity register, with a focus on only plants.
The community-based plant registers: process and outcomes
This initiative was a follow-up to a community effort to protect
village forests, which was originally targeted to deal with the crisis of
shortage of firewood, food and water in nearby forests of 445 hectors as a
result of indiscriminate cutting of teakwood trees by outsiders. A village
youth from Baripada had mobilized the community and formed an
informal village forest protection committee in the year 1993.
The committee had crafted and enforced an interesting set of
access, resource-use, and conflict-resolution rules to prevent pressure on
this forest4.
The Forest Department, after realizing the community spirit,
legitimized the informal village forest protection committee into a Joint
Forest Management protection committee in 1999. The results were
revealing and brought an international recognition when Rome-based
International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) honored them for
their outstanding community-based conservation and development work in
2003. After this success, the villagers realized the need for continuous
monitoring of the plant diversity within the forest and the need for
collection of baseline data on plant diversity.
They were all preparing to the next stage was of community-based
management the plant diversity with forest department. This led to a joint
exploration by local youths, healers and university teachers of Botany
4. For description on these rules, please see Honeybee, Vol.15 (2): 7-9
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and Zoology from Pimpalner and Sakri towns for collaborative learning
about mapping of plant diversity.
In September 2004, a focus group discussion was held among all
partners to decide on a site for a demonstration. An area of 0.50 acre with
dense mixed vegetation was identified by the local healers of Baripada
village and a team of scientists. After careful consideration of potential sites,
it was finalized that a plot of 10 sq meters would be ideal for laying down
the quadrant. The skill of marking, plotting and recording of plants in zigzag
fashion was demonstrated on selected pilot site. It was decided that
individual healers and village youths with good knowledge of local plants
and their habitat would carry out the recording of observations.
A simple code of conduct was developed and followed. For example,
each local healer would take turns in counting the number of the plants that
s/he first reports. Once s/he had completed the counting of a particular plant,
s/he would then move to next plant that had not been reported. The botanists
and zoologist guiding the exercise, decided to record the information in
Marathi language. Each plant should be collected with flower and fruits for
easy identification.
The order of counting should be from smaller size to bigger ones
(first creepers and lastly trees). After the counting was done for all plants,
all the members of a team moved randomly with in plots so that any unlisted
plants should not be left out. The forest protection committee after couple of
meetings with local healers and shepherds finalized the 14 different sites
capturing geographical variations as sample. From each such site, three
plots (10 sq. metres each) would be laid. Three teams of fifteen people (each
having five members including local healers, village youths and members
from forest protection committee) were formed. Within two weeks, the
benchmark vegetation mapping of all 14 sites was completed.
The register was formally inaugurated at a village workshop in
October 2004, that was attended by local healers, primary school teachers
and children, forest staff, Ayurvedic practitioners, government officials
from the District Agriculture Department and local NGOs. It helped
generate useful policy recommendations for community-based conservation.
Some simple rules for the access and use of the information provided in
community register were also formed.
The villagers have decided to monitor the status of plant diversity
every two years from the same sites.
Features of Environmental Education in three approaches
The environmental education features and strategies as revealed and
highlighted by biodiversity contests, recipe contests and the community
plant diversity register have some common threads, as indicated in Table 2.
Keeping the target groups informed from the inception of the
program, through a mix of locally appropriate communication media is
the most common strategy used by three methods.
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Since these methods were primarily targeted at different
stakeholders, their priority of removing specific barriers also changed.
For example, the biodiversity contest was designed for school children
and targeted at informing, interacting and transforming school-based EE,
while the recipe contests were targeted at facilitating intergenerational
transmission and recognition of commonly-discounted women’s
knowledge systems in local conservation agendas.
Use of local language and resources, creates platforms for dialogue
among multiple stakeholders, encouraging intergenerational interactions by
building upon local knowledge systems are prevalent strategies for
achieving effective community-based environmental education.
Interestingly, all three approaches have consider conservation of
local natural resources through either village action plans, collaborative
learning (biodiversity contest), development of positive attitude towards
wild vegetables (recipe contest) and a community level record for
monitoring of village forest and plant species (community register).

Communication
Strategies

–

–
–

–

Targeted
Audience

–

–
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Biodiversity
contest
Printed
pamphlets
and verbal
announcemen
ts followed
by informal
discussion
with school
children and
walks.
Orientation
to teachers
Orientation
to local
community
leaders
including
local experts
Language
(regional)
Primary
school
children and
girls in rural
and tribal
areas
Local
ecological
experts such
as healers

Recipe contest
–

–

–

–

–

–
–

Printed
pamphlets &
verbal
announcements
followed by
informal
discussion with
women
Orientation to
local groups
such as SHG
Orientation to
local women
experts and
community
leaders
Language
(regional)

–

Rural & tribal
women
particularly
Illiterate girls
and women
Village
Women’s
groups

–

–

–

–

–

–

Community
register
Orientation to
village
community
leaders and
local healers
Discussions
with formal
scientists such
as botanists and
ecologists
Local
demonstration
and hands-on
training
Language
(regional)

Educationally disadvantaged
rural and tribal
communities
Local healers
and unemployed
village youths
University
scientists and
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–

Outcomes

–

–

–

–

–

as healers
Primary
school
teachers
Engaging
local
participation
of lessarticulate
(healers and
educationally
-challenged
children)
Collaboration
of multiple
stakeholders
(e.g. teachers,
local healers
and school
children)
having varied
interests and
knowledge
Recognition
of local
knowledge
systems
Exchange
and positive
action
between local
knowledge
and schoolbased
knowledge
for ensuring
local
conservation
Educating
school-based
environmental
education by
chronicling
local uses of
plants (such
as ecoindicators)
and
collaborative
action with
communities

scientists and
NGO
representative
–

–

–

–

Recognition to
women’s local
knowledge
Engaging local
participation
less-articulate
and weaker
(women
particularly
tribal and from
weaker social
groups)
Collaboration
of multiple
stakeholders
(e.g.
knowledgeable
elder women,
community
leaders and
village women
groups) having
varied interests
and knowledge
Develop and
sustain interests
of village youth
in local plants
by promoting
intergeneration
al transmission

–

–

–

–

Platform for
exchange
between local
knowledge and
formal
knowledge for
ensuring local
conservation
Educating
forest
department by
chronicling
local uses and
monitoring of
plants leads to
collaborative
action for
sustainable comanagement
Recognition of
local
knowledge
systems
Develop and
sustain interests
of village youth
in local plants
by promoting
intergeneration
al transmission
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–

Local
Action and
lessons for
policy reform

–

–

–

communities
for
conservation
Develop and
sustain
interests of
village youth
in local plants
by promoting
intergeneratio
nal
transmission
Enriching
classroom
learning
through
hands-on
experience
Institutionaliz
ation as cocurricular
activities by
school
Village
Action plan
for
conservation
and
monitoring of
medicinal
plants

–

–

–

Institutionalizat
ion of activity
by local
organizations
and village
institutions
Promoting
sensitivity
towards and
use of wild
vegetables
Local health
improvement

–
–
–

–

Monitoring of
local ecosystem
Monitoring of
plant species
Village
community
register as a
common
property
Mutual
Strengthening
of skills among
healers,
scientists and
local youth

Table 2. EE features revealed by three approaches used in two villages

Conclusions and policy implications
The socially critical approach is useful for understanding and
promoting community-based environmental education. If it builds on
informal, local knowledge systems it can make an important contribution to
environmental education in the formal setting of school curricula.
Experiments in India suggest that efforts have been made in this direction
but they have been limited in scope and longevity. In this paper, we have
described community-based biodiversity contests, recipe contests and plant
diversity registers. It has been demonstrated that these initiatives, as
examples of local knowledge systems in practice, can inform, interact with
and transform formal systems. They can connect the holders of local
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knowledge systems, such as children, women and elders, with teachers in
schools in collaborative and cooperative learning and action.
The key contributions by these activities are their reliance on
practical local knowledge, their direct approaches to communication of
knowledge across generations and their linking to formal knowledge
systems. Biodiversity and recipe contests are process-oriented methods,
which help create platforms for future actions, while the community-plant
diversity register is a more action-oriented technique which helps in
recognition of local knowledge and contribute to sustainable management of
local biodiversity. Biodiversity contests, recipe contests and plant diversity
registers are means and not ends and therefore require constant
experimentation and innovation appropriate to different ecological and
socio-cultural contexts.
One of the key educational features demonstrated by biodiversity
and recipe contests and community plant diversity is recognition of local
knowledge systems. Local knowledge therefore should be made an explicit
component of socially critical approaches to environmental education. At
the village level, schools can initiate, experiment and encourage
community-based environmental education and generate outcomes
envisioned in socially critical approaches to environmental education. The
schools that participated in the study had shown some motivation in
continuing these approaches as avenues to enrich formal learning through
regular co-curricular activities (school herbal gardens at Amboli and
creating opportunities of exchange between local healers and students in
Baripada). These efforts need to be reinforced in schools to promote critical
thinking, action and transformation through involvement of children,
teachers, healers and community leaders. At the macro level, the schoolrelated policy in general and discipline-oriented formal environmental
education policy in particular need to be reoriented. For instance, in the
three community-based examples, the proactive role of schools in building
long-term partnerships with village-level institutions is not forthcoming.
Such partnerships, if developed can generate critical understanding and
positive action (such as sustainable use and conservation) towards local
biodiversity issues.
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Abstract
Learning within informal settings of local communities (especially
indigenous groups) continues to remain less understood and celebrated.
Theories of learning developed within and applied to formal education
settings have been applied to study learning in informal environments, but
the notion of “informality” constructed by these theories emphasizes the role
of informal learning in serving the purposes of formal education practices.
This inherent bias of learning theories towards formal systems undermines
the learning that happens in the informal knowledge systems.
The process of knowledge acquisition and transmission in informal
knowledge systems such as traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) may
need a distinct conceptual framework to explain the nature of learning that
results. This paper attempts to outline a framework of learning in TEK, a
sub-set of local knowledge systems, by using the example of “biodiversity
contests” held in Western India.
These contests aim at uncovering, in a healthy competition mode, the
ability of children to articulate their knowledge about local plant diversity.
SRISTI, a nongovernmental organization (www.sristi.org), formulated the
initial idea of the contest. This paper draws on the findings from 49 such
contests conducted in the rural areas of Gujarat, India, during 2001-2002, in
which more than 1600 children participated.
We identify the learning features and strategies along four major
dimensions: sources of knowledge, context/settings, methods of learning,
and criteria of selecting the learners to determine the purpose of learning.
Finally, we explore the scope for integrating informal experiences of
children and informal learning into formal environmental education.
Learning Theories: Changing Meanings
Early western philosophy focused on three epistemological
perspectives on learning (Scheffler, 1965): the rationalistic, the empiricist,
and the pragmatist. The rationalistic perspective privileges the brain and
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intuition as major contributors to learning. Its emphasis on human reason
did not recognize realistic experience-based learning, both formal and
informal. Later, learning theorists like Piaget (1964) stressed that learning
happens by the learners’ own efforts and that it could be informal as well.
The role of the external environment as an important contributor to learning,
and thereby reality getting constructed “objectively”, was the idea proposed
by the empiricist perspective on learning. The empiricist ideas of the
Eighteenth century in Europe (for instance, those advocated by Berkeley
and Hume in Atherton, 1999) suggested that the new experiences of learners
(guided by teachers) helped in learning. This epistemological foundation
also provided a basis for the behaviourists’ theories of learning, starting
with the original contributions of Skinner (Gowin, 1981). The behaviourists
argued that learning results in visible changes in behaviour towards “prefixed” objectives, and could be guided or facilitated by teachers.
Behaviourist theory and empiricist philosophy emphasize the one-way
transmission of an idea from the teacher to the student. The more recent
pragmatist view is grounded in the contributions of John Dewey in North
America (Dewey, 1938). Pragmatism combines selected features of
empiricism and behaviourism and can be described as “learning by doing”
in the context of society. Experiences and practices do shape realities, but
these experiences also happen in social interactions.
Pragmatism also corresponds to “cognitism” (Ausubel, 1963), which
views learning as triggered by “symbols” external to individuals and can
result in new understanding or new knowledge but may not necessarily
change behaviour. Later on, the theories of social development proposed by
Vygotsky (1978) supported the pragmatist view. Simple transmission of
fact, according to social development theory and pragmatism, is not
desirable. The teacher’s or the facilitator’s role becomes very critical in
maintaining a balance among assisting students in generating ideas, helping
them take action, and helping the change to be seen in the context of social
interactive mechanisms. The reality is thus negotiated in the communities in
which learners or students interact.
Later, some scholars coined an inclusive term, constructivism
(Bruner, 1966), to include both pragmatism and rationalism. The hold of
rationalism and empiricism as the two major epistemological traditions of
learning is however strong, even though Piagetian ideas could be considered
a way forward to constructivism.
The different ways of understanding learning are becoming
competing perspectives due to the enrichment of the field; however, the
distinctions among the three continue to remain fuzzy (Farrah, 2001).
Constructivism’s socio-cultural focus has influenced recent work on
theories of learning. This has resulted in two important shifts. Firstly, there
is an increasing emphasis on “informal experiences” that children imbibe
from adults and community members. Secondly, there is a growing attention
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to “informal learning”, in addition to the focus on school-based or “formal
education” and “non-formal education”.5
The privileging of informal experiences happening during sociocultural interactions, is evident in recent work in education and psychology,
like the theories of situated cognition (Lave and Wenger, 1991),
communities of practice (Wenger, 1998), apprenticeship learning or learning
through “rich context” (Brown, Collins and Duguid, 1989; Rogoff, 1990),
collateral learning (Jegede, 1995) and social learning (Ingold, 2000). On the
other hand, the term “informal learning” has started appearing in the
specialized field of adult education. Livingston (2001) defines informal
learning as
any activity involving the pursuit of understanding, knowledge and
skills which occur outside the curricula of educational institutions or
the courses or workshops offered by educational or social agencies.

University-based networks like the “New Approaches to Lifelong
Learning” at University of Toronto in Canada have also systematically
studied “informal learning”.
Schugurensky (2000) has proposed a taxonomy of informal learning,
based on the “intentionality” or purpose of learning and an individual’s
appreciation of the learning experience or “consciousness” which may be
seen as the “outcome” of the learning experience. According to this
taxonomy informal learning may be self-directed (driven by the individual,
who, therefore, is aware of the learning), incidental (without an intended
purpose, but with the individuals realizing later that new learning has
happened) and socialization (mostly unintended, with the nature of the
knowledge being tacit, but the skills/knowledge/understanding being
internalized through daily living experiences).
The features of informal learning (objectives, contents, means and
processes of acquisition, duration, evaluation of outcomes, applications) are
decided by the individuals and groups who engage in it. The explicit
recognition of the potential of “informal learning” (Pitanwanakwat, 2001)
has followed its implicit recognition by socio-cultural learning theories. The
field of “informal learning”, however, is still to be adequately researched; it
is often neglected (Schugurensky, 2000). The ideas of learning from the
community, learning processes within the community, and learning from the
everyday lives of people, have in fact provided avenues for the growth of
concepts like local knowledge and the emergence of “traditional ecological
5. Formal education is usually characterized as a progressive ladder of structured education
taking place usually in classrooms/colleges, with sophisticated and time-bound evaluation.
Non-formal education programs are semi-structured and targeted at particular groups of
people, and are usually designed to impart skills, with or without structured evaluation.
Adult literacy education would be an example.
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knowledge” (TEK) (Berkes, 1999). These are now key concepts in the fields
of natural resources management and environmental education (EE).
Learning in Environmental Education (EE)
The learning theories and ideologies, in general, have had the same
order and degrees of dominance in EE as they have had in other fields. For
example, the research on learning in EE in North America in the 1970s and
1980s was mostly influenced by the behaviourist approach, and then by the
empiricist and pragmatist ideologies in the 1990s. The learning models of
constructivism however began to appear in the mid-1990s (Robertson, 1994;
Robottom and Hart, 1993). In her extensive review of the philosophy, the
policies and the programs of EE in various countries Palmer (1998) suggested
that while formal EE programs are important, they are not sufficient to bring
about changes in the attitude towards the knowledge of, and the motivation to
take, positive environmental action.
Underscoring the significance of other “informal” influences in the lives
of the people, she placed these at the core of the teaching/learning model of EE.
These “informal” influences often come from and through the learners’
interactions with the environment and the local communities, in the context of
real life experiences. Parallel to this reworking of formal EE, TEK emerged in
the field of development and natural resources management (Berkes, 1999).
Scholars define TEK in a variety of ways, but it encompasses the following
features:
–
It is a cumulative body of knowledge, practices and beliefs
–
It is “generative”, through the use of adaptive processes
–
It is multigenerational and depends on cultural transmission
(Berkes, 1999).
TEK is also considered as a sub-set of indigenous knowledge, which
is commonly defined as unique, traditional, local knowledge and learning
systems, existing in and developed by groups of people who are indigenous
to a specific geographical area or region (Grenier, 1998). Ironically, despite
the usefulness of TEK in the field of natural resources management and
development, its relationship with formal education systems has been
tenuous (Semali and Kincheloe, 1999). The persistent neglect of local
knowledge systems by “dominant” power structures of formal education has
been noted to have deep-rooted ideological backing (Freire, 1968; also
evident in the political action of Mahatma Gandhi [Chand, 1996] and
Nyerere [Semali and Kincheloe 1999]). In fact, synthesizing formal
education and TEK in order to create mutual learning and change has been
considered as a “systemic challenge” (Dei, 2000), and viewing the “learner
as an active creator of knowledge" has been further refined through a
socially critical perspective - “reconstructive” learning - so that a different
kind of educational change becomes possible.
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Rickinson (2001), conducted a detailed review of the research on
learners and learning in EE by examining more than 100 journal articles, books
and reports published between 1993 and 1999, and identified three weaknesses:
–
Less diverse research methods and concepts than in the wider field
of EE research. The research mainly relied on quantitative evidence
(mostly informed by behaviourist and empiricist traditions) and
very rarely drew upon constructive or interpretive philosophies.
–
Uneven focus. There is a relative dearth of evidence on learning
processes as opposed to learning outcomes, educational
characteristics as opposed to environmental characteristics and
learning as opposed to learners.
–
A lack of interconnectedness in the evidence presented on
learners and learning, as a consequence of which the indicated
future directions tend to emphasize evaluation of EE programs or
generating ideas on students’ environmental characteristics such
as knowledge, attitude and concerns, in contrast to focusing on
learners and their learning processes.
While this review is useful in terms of outlining broad directions for
future research, some environment educationists like Dillon (2003) consider
it “incomplete” and partial. One of the major shortcomings, according to
Dillon, is the omission of an emerging body of knowledge on learning from
“informal contexts”. Learning in informal settings is strong enough to be
compared and contrasted with learning in formal contexts. Research focused
on informal learning in EE has emerged recently through the study of
museums, zoos, and EE or interpretation centers. However, as Dillon
argues, the formal-informal dichotomy itself is problematic. Further, the
inclusion of the already-existing category of non-formal EE complicates the
debate on the formal/informal divide. Dillon (2003: 223), on the basis of a
review of informal learning through museums, suggests three areas
highlighted by informal learning contexts:
–
A conceptual understanding of how learners engage and interact
with everyday phenomena.
–
Children’s perceptions of the range of phenomena.
–
Structure and efficacy of pedagogic strategies which involve
direct, hands-on experience with an object or situation.
While studies in EE do throw some light on the development of
children’s perceptions, knowledge of the other two areas is limited. In this
article, we address the issue of what informal learning in EE has to offer
formal EE and theories of learning.
We offer the following reasons for our approach:
–
Informal learning spaces as viewed by Dillon (2003) should not
be limited to just “informal contexts” as encountered through
museums or EE centers. In economically poor countries, such
infrastructure is limited, but the learning that happens in
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–

–

–

economically poor but socially and ecologically diverse
communities has much to offer (Gupta, 1996). The potential of
the local knowledge of such communities has been recognized
internationally in the fields of sustainable development and
natural resources management.
A review of the programs and policies of formal EE (Palmer,
1998) suggests that the world’s most successful programs in the
21st century are likely to be those in which the formal and the
informal elements of education are supported alongside each
other. Formal EE can be more effective if it can make use of the
prior experiences, often acquired within their communities
through informal learning modes (Palmer, 1998; Chawla, 2001),
that children bring to school.
The emerging tradition of socially critical EE seems to provide a
useful framework to understand such “informal” learning or
TEK. If there is a call for constructivist research in EE, the
voices of research based on socially critical traditions are bound
to become stronger.
The learning within communities with respect to their survival
and adaptation or to their own local knowledge systems is not
very well understood. While there have been some studies on
informal learning in museums/ science centers, how the children
of adaptive communities socialize and learn within their
traditions is an area often neglected in EE (Berkes 1999; Battiste
and Henderson 2000). Gaining a better understanding of
“informality” would not only help formal EE, but also highlight
the features of local knowledge systems that are distinct and are
better explained by alternative learning theories.

We now take up the “biodiversity contest” as an instance of creating
an informal learning space, located within the context of inter-generational
and local learning and knowledge transfer, and as a pedagogical tool that
illustrates some of the methods and tools used in informal learning contexts.
Our purpose here is to illustrate the possible links with formal
environmental education.
The Case of the “Biodiversity Contest”
A “biodiversity contest”, implemented since 1992 in various parts of
rural India, refers to the uncovering of the knowledge of children about local
biodiversity through a competition. The definition of biodiversity was
limited to plant diversity. Other areas of biodiversity like fauna, were not
covered. In addition, the ability of the children to identify the plants in their
environment and to explain their uses during oral questioning was taken to
indicate knowledge of plant diversity.
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The methodology of the contest can be summarized as follows: a
pamphlet communicates to children and their parents the concept and
purpose of the contest. On a specified day, the children bring specimens of
plants with which they are familiar, and answer questions about the uses and
habitats of plants. An evaluation committee interviews each child, and
assesses the specimens brought and their novelty, and the quality of the
answers. The winners get school bags or crayon sets as prizes.
The contests were limited to school-going children and
schoolteachers helped in conducting them. We begin with a summary of the
findings of the pilot contests conducted in 14 schools in 1995-96, in which
905 boys (38.6 percent of a school enrollment of 2346) and 657 girls (47.2
percent of a school enrollment of 1372) participated.6 Thus, 1562 children,
out of 3718 in the 14 schools (42 percent) participated. The aim of these
contests was to generate issues for in-depth examination later. Specifically,
academic performance, as measured by the rank obtained by the students in
their school examinations over the previous year, was compared with the
number of plants brought or listed, which was assumed to indicate
knowledge about biodiversity. In two of the villages where herbaria of the
samples brought by the children were prepared, about 80 percent of the
students contributed five samples each. However, the highest number of
samples brought was 35. While 43 percent of the children listed 50 plants or
less, 39 percent could list more than 100.
These figures indicate the existence of a rich knowledge base among
primary school children, perhaps unevenly distributed, in matters relating to
identification and utilization of plants.
Boys seemed to perform better than girls, though later contests
indicated that the differences were not significant. The academic ranks
(ranks obtained in the latest annual examination conducted by the schools)
seemed to be positively and significantly correlated with biodiversity ranks
(correlation value of 0.2063, significant at 0.01 level), though the value of
the coefficient is small. One reason for this correlation could be the
relatively homogeneous environments from which the children came.
The feedback obtained from the 36 teachers who organized the
contests indicated an important linkage between the biodiversity contest and
the environment subject taught as part of the formal syllabus; the major
benefits identified were the identification of alternative knowledge systems
and the pedagogical value of the contests, through which it was now easier
to “make sense” of the prescribed textual content.

6. These are drawn from an unpublished note by Vijaya Sherry Chand, Shailesh Shukla and
Anil Gupta, “Ecological knowledge of rural children: Biodiversity Contests as educational
innovation” (1999). The biodiversity contests discussed here have all been conducted by
SRISTI (Society for Research and Initiatives for Sustainable Technologies and Institutes), a
non-governmental organization based in Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India. SRISTI’s field staff
identified the schools and helped conduct the contests.
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With this background, another 49 contests were conducted in 200001, in which 1680 children participated. The winners of 31 of the contests
could be contacted in late 2002 and they were interviewed to study the
process by which they acquired the knowledge, which led to their becoming
biodiversity contest winners. We summarize below some of the features of
the pedagogical elements of the biodiversity contests (The details have been
presented in Chand & Shukla 2003).
In the development of “biodiversity competence”, the grandparent,
rather than the immediate parent, generation has played a significant role as a
source of knowledge and an active transmitter of plant diversity knowledge.
Almost all the sources happen to be male. Reproducing this pattern is the
process of selection of children as protégés or apprentices by the elders. Boys
are chosen by their elders (grandfathers mainly) as apprentices, to receive
knowledge. These complementary patterns - males as sources and purposeful
selection of boys as apprentices - seems to suggest that at least as far as plant
(specifically medicinal plant) knowledge is concerned, the process of selection
of receivers of knowledge may be gendered. However, a crude measure like the
number of species about which the children are knowledgeable indicates little
difference between boys and girls (the mean number of species for boys being
66 and the number for girls being 64). The lesson for curriculum developers is
that girls who have had an opportunity to learn within the same indigenous
cultures acquire comparable levels of knowledge.
Four unwritten rules used by elders while transferring knowledge to
communicate certain values and beliefs are:
–
Many herbs cannot be grown near human habitations: the
“sanctity of the herbs may be lost”.
–
Herbs should not be “grown”; rather, they should develop in their
natural habitat, and people should “take them according to need”.
–
“The one who knows about uses of herbs and serves people as a
healer should not go alone to collect herbs. He has to choose
someone to accompany him.” This is important from the
perspective of apprenticeship as a mode of education.
–
“The first thing we are taught by our mentors is, ‘Do not tell this
to anyone’”.
The first two rules work against conservation of biodiversity. The
third indicates the role of apprenticeship. The fourth may sound paradoxical
since the same children have shared their knowledge in the contests, but
according to the elders, there is no dilemma, since the contests were held in
a formal education context. These indicate that formal environmental
education can usefully develop communication and curricular strategies to
promote active conservation, while retaining the importance of learning
from knowledgeable elders who use their own methods of instruction.
Some of the methods used by the teacher-mentors (the elders) include:
–
Systematic instruction in identification, attention to morphology
of plants, and their uses
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–
–
–
–
–

Requests to bring specific herbs/plants
Observation of use and practice by child
Questioning about knowledge and to check memory
Explanation and instruction through “kits” of mentors,
developing a “utility perspective”
Strong encouragement of questioning, a crucial feature of
knowledge transmission.

The Biodiversity Contests and Formal Environmental Education
Our experiences over many years with the biodiversity contests
indicate that the formal schooling system does not usually recognize
children’s knowledge about local plant diversity, since the competencies
demanded by the two systems do not match. However, acknowledging and
valorizing the knowledge that children possess because of informal learning
within their family/community contexts may help overcome the lack of selfesteem of those children who perform poorly in the formal system.
The contest can also become a tool to re-educate the local
community and the children on promoting conservation. Teachers in the
formal system become more aware of the alternative pedagogical techniques
that help in bringing the outside environment into the classroom; they also
reflect more on the local apprenticeship models of education.
Another advantage of the biodiversity contest is that the school can
get involved in recording knowledge that is eroding along with the erosion
of the natural resources associated with that knowledge.
This is important in inter-generational learning as well. The above
are brought together in the following figure (Figure 1).
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Re-orientation of schooling practices through
re-visioning of local knowledge as “formal”

Formal EE

Improved local
conservation/education
Community experts as
mentors/teacher
Re-visioning local knowledge
as “formal”

Teachers, written material.

Predictable outcomes (exams),
structured access and systematic
ladder of progression.

Classroom instructions, few
practical lessons, questioning often
discouraged.
Improve employability; build
qualifications to reach further
stages of higher education.

Source

Context

Methods

a

Outcome

LocalInformal
Knowledge

Grand parents/relatives, local
knowledge experts.
Semi-structured access. Outcomes
are often unpredictable in the
beginning, more practical and
learner-centred.
Hands-on, apprenticeship coupled
with systematic instruction,
questioning often encouraged.
Evaluation of skills through handson or elicited questioning
behaviour, local problem-solving,
intergenerational transmission.

Fig. 1. Links between the formal and informal environmental education systems

We now turn to the implications of the links between formal and
informal environmental education systems for re-visioning an integration of
formal and informal learning contexts. The identification of particular
behaviours of indigenous students about which educators should be
conscious while developing educational and motivational strategies for
children has had a long tradition (Wax et al. 1964; Philips 1972). However,
the transmission of indigenous heritage - biodiversity knowledge is an
example - to children through the processes of socialization operating in
their home and community environments, is still to be understood
adequately. This is all the more critical since the linkages between
indigenous knowledge systems and natural resources management are well
known. At the same time, there is a fair understanding of the mechanisms
that facilitate such transmission in non-Indian contexts. These include
formal apprenticeship, systematic interactions that use informal processes
(Ruddle 1993; Ritchie and Ritchie 1979), and a strong emphasis on
observation followed by imitation and discouragement of questioning by
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children, with less reliance on verbal instruction. For instance, Ruddle
(2000) and Battiste and Henderson (2000) note that the mode of cognitive
transmission of indigenous knowledge is primarily oral and intimate. The
land-ecology complex has been a central “classroom” site for teaching about
knowledge and the heritage of indigenous peoples (Daes 1994).
However, while some attempt has been made to study the
mechanisms of transmission of indigenous knowledge, Battiste and
Henderson (2000) note, importantly, that a focus on “assimilation”
(Johnston 1988; Knockwood 1992; Milloy 1999) may have militated against
understanding the transmission of indigenous knowledge within indigenous
traditions. Berkes (1999: 141) makes a similar point when he notes that
ethnographic studies on generation of traditional knowledge (and its
transmission) are significantly few in number, and remarks on the “silence”
concerning these processes in the field of education.
The biodiversity contests, as reported in this paper, have all taken
place in contexts of extreme deprivation. That is, the community itself has
been the informal context for learning, in contrast to environment education
centers or museums as contextual spaces. The biodiversity contest, rooted as
it is in the local context offers local schools a means to re-visualize the
informal contexts in which learning can take place. It is a means to valorize
hitherto unrecognized knowledge and a means to re-educate the local
community and children, thereby enabling them to take action. The contest
is thus not an “imposed” tool for environmental education through which
outsiders determine the content of knowledge and how it is to be taught;
neither is it an exploitative (in a neutral sense) mechanism to just bring out
children’s knowledge without returning something into the local
environment. Thus, the biodiversity contest can be interpreted as an
inherently democratic and non-exploitative method of education, rooted in a
relevant local context, a method which has potential for leading to
environmental action, but also a method that is flexible in that it can
incorporate external (and also expert) knowledge at the levels of adding value
to children’s knowledge and to local environmental conservation plans.
Daes (1994) structures some of the pedagogical elements noted
above - apprenticeship, sequential and additive processes of interaction, and
observation and imitation - into three elements that form part of a pedagogy
operated by the people themselves: apprenticeship, ceremonies and practice.
These elements offer a framework to understand the role of elders in the
intergenerational transfer of local ecological knowledge. Such an understanding
will also help in better appreciating the role of children’s “formative
experiences and prior knowledge” in transmission of knowledge, from an
indigenous perspective. It should also help in re-designing teaching and
learning strategies for environmental education, and in developing concepts
that more faithfully reflect traditional education transmission processes.
These strategies should acknowledge and build on the strong presence of
formal “environmental education” in most national contexts. In India,
historically, environment education was not taught in primary schools as a
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subject. However, there has been a policy emphasis, dating back to the
1960s, on understanding the facts, concepts and processes that are relevant
to the “biological environment”. A National Policy formulated in 1968 led
to the development of curriculum material on environmental education
(UNESCO 1985). After 1968, the debate on including environmental
education within the ambit of educational policy and curriculum gathered
momentum (Pandey 2000; Sharma 1999; Raina 1999). However, national
debates have not highlighted the issue of incorporating local ecological
knowledge in environmental education in spite of the success of a few
initiatives of non-governmental organizations and the efforts of a few
motivated educators.
Very recently, there have been some attempts to correct this state of
affairs. The Centre for Environment Education (CEE), an autonomous
organization supported by the Government of India, has recently initiated
efforts to correct certain inadequacies of existing environmental education
curriculum through programs like BAIDIK7 (CEE 1999) at the primary
school level and SAMVARDHAN at the higher education level; (see
Gardner and Shukla 2002 for details). The NBSAP8 has noted the scope for
creating awareness about biodiversity and its conservation among children
and youth in the formal education system. The case of the biodiversity
contest reported here indicates that while translating the strategies for
application at the local level, teachers will find it useful to keep in mind the
framework of Schugurensky (2000), noted earlier. The main forms of
learning evident seem to be incidental learning (appreciation of the purpose,
but intention not clear) and social learning (intention is unintended and
children not being consciously aware). There is an element of self-driven
learning, where the intention is clear to the child and the appreciation of
learning is present. There is a consensus among many international agencies
(UNESCO 1975, 1977, 2005; IUCN, UNEP and WWF 1991) that
curriculum and pedagogical practices in which students engage (both
individually and in groups) in problem-solving and action-based activities,
are desirable. This focus calls for tran-disciplinary, practical and flexible
inquiry. School curricula, however, tend to be more discipline oriented and
to emphasize abstract theoretical problems. Palmer (1998) in an interesting
study of the environmental education programs of several developed and
developing countries concluded that the influence of environmental
education has not been as effective as it should have been because of two
7. The BAIDIK (Biodiversity Awareness Integration through Documentation of Indigenous
Knowledge) initiative implemented by CEE has noted that knowledge regarding
ethnobotany, plant-based home remedies and eco-indicators, was reported by children of
five different agro-ecological zones in India.
8. The National Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan (NBSAP) prepared by the Ministry
of Environment and Forests, India, with support from the Global Environment Facility
(GEF), is a plan for the conservation of biodiversity. Examples of studies that have been
taken up include an assessment of species diversity in a city in western India, and a
collaborative study with 20 undergraduate colleges on Environmental Quality Monitoring.
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principal reasons: logistical problems associate with widespread
implementation, and the failure to take into account prior life experiences
and knowledge that have been significant for people’s lives in terms of
understanding, awareness, concerns and actions. The latter reason provides a
rationale for enriching formal curricula with local ecological knowledge. In
the specific context of biodiversity education, awareness, commitment and
innovativeness, have been identified as the key resources for building up
biodiversity awareness among school children (World Resources Institute
1992). Novak and Gowin (1984), and Driver (1989), have advocated
“meaningful learning” (in contrast to rote learning) on the premise that
young children do know about their environment and biodiversity when
they enter schooling. Learning will therefore be more successful if teachers
can relate to and build upon existing understandings that children hold of
the concepts being taught (Palmer, 1993; Palmer and Neal 1994). Gigliotti
(1990) notes the absence of ecological knowledge in current environmental
education frameworks as a reason for decisions being uninformed and
inappropriate. Worse, formal schooling itself can often underpin a negative
attitude towards indigenous knowledge (Grenier 1998). Correcting this
through a mechanism that values children’s prior knowledge and
understanding, as in the biodiversity contest, would enrich formal
environmental education.
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Introduction
The drum beating the message of sustainable development and
education for sustainable development (ESD) is heard far and wide and even
India has joined the rhythm.
As advocated by the Honorable Supreme Court of India in the year
2003, environmental education is a compulsory school subject. With
education being an old tradition and cultural heritage being rich and diverse,
India is much closer to nature till date. Ironically India has the worse
environmental problems that are intensely complex to deal with.
Though educational facilities have increased substantially during the
last twenty-thirty years, children in democratic Indian are missing a lot by
studying in a rigid school system, which is based on the British
Education system.
ESD creates possibility of introducing informal education in a
formal setup. Gurukul is a successful model of the same; besides,
expectations from ESD are similar to those achieved in Gurukul.
The Gurukul System
This system of education was well established during 1200-800B.C.
The salient features were:
–
The Guru’s home was the school and his shishyas lived with his
family during the entire period of education.
–
Emancipation was the objective of education. The “shishyas”
were given to understand that all are mere specks in the huge
universe and performing ones own role dutifully is essential for
smooth functioning of all systems in nature.
–
The “Guru” was a wise man, a sage and an epitome of knowledge.
He stepped into the role of a Guru voluntarily; only when he
believed in his own capacity to teach and could not be challenged.
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–

–
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–

–

Of the four Vedas, Rig Veda, Sam Veda and Yajur Veda were
taught as texts to shishyas. Vedas are repositories of knowledge
and contain “Para” and “Apara” Vidya. Vedas were handed
down from one generation to another through oral tradition. This
made the Guru’s role very prominent. Without a Guru, education
was impossible.
The Guru assumed supreme control over shishyas during their
stay at Gurukul. Children were accepted as shishyas after the
Upanayan Sanskara.
The shishyas were entirely devoted to education and helped in
household chores including sweeping and cleaning the Guru’s
abode, plastering the floor with cow dung paste, taking animals
out to graze, fetching water from a well, guarding a crop before
harvest, etc.
At Gurukul the shishyas developed:
–
Decision making ability - essentially leadership and ability to
take necessary action - as in “action competence”
–
Ability to overcome materialistic wants
–
Excellent command over Sanskrit language
–
Values like respect for elders, honesty, obedience,
humbleness, high regard for all living and physical entities,
gratefulness towards nature, brotherhood, etc. were
inculcated through education
–
Due to involvement of students in routine activities at the
Aashram, a sense of responsibility was instilled and shishyas
developed an ability to deal with infrastructural problems at
Gurukul as well as in the society
–
Through plentiful opportunities of informal discussions with
the Guru and fellow shishyas, teacher-student relationship
blossomed and was par excellence
–
Students experienced a variety of emotions and learnt to
control them effectively.
Once the process education was completed to the Guru’s
satisfaction, the shishyas went back to their family and became
independent sources of knowledge in the community - each
earning the community’s respect.

Modern systems of formal education in India stray from creating
“wise citizens”, resulting in loss of social integrity and self-respect. The
benefits of increase in Indian economy and availability of material wealth
has created social, political and economic inequality among the populace.
Education, even at school level, is largely disadvantaged, fueled by a
stiff competition for bettering ones own social status. This pillar of
education rests on a foundation that is weak in teacher education and
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teacher-student relationship, which is further weakened by interference from
political and religious organizations, especially in rural India.
Emancipation is not given the slightest thought at any stage in
education. Inculcation of values, which is a prime need for effective
environmental education, is sacrificed.
Could the philosophy of the Gurukul be revitalized?
Based on the basic values of respect for each other, excellence of
excellence in another basic requirement for a democratic society, India has
adopted democracy, as a way of life, so Gurukul in its philosophical
dimension, is appropriate from these two essential dimensions of democracy
–
Guru being a role model of excellence
–
Student-teacher relationship based on respect for each other.
Whenever teachers and students meet in a modern setup of formal
schooling, if the training system focuses on the value of respect and value of
being excellent, Gurukul is not a deviant system, which cannot be fitted in at
this juncture.
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Annexure 1: Clarification of Terms
Guru - the term originated as an adjective and is used to address the
highest or greatest teacher, the one who gave education for liberating the
soul of materialistic bonding.
Gurukul - home of the Guru wherein the Ashram or the school was
held. Such Gurukuls’ were in the forests and also in towns. But the students
lived with the Guru’s family during the period of education, even if the
Gurukul was in the same town. This system flourished later and was going
strong till 7th century A.D.
Kul - this ideally means the family roots or family itself. The term is
extended to include the Guru’s abode.
Upanayan Sanskara - this was a religious ceremony the modern
version of which is still performed in India as “Thread Ceremony”. It does
not convey the same meaning any longer. Upanayan was very important for
a child, as it was a mental preparation to stay away from his family during
the period of education. It also prepared the child for abstaining from
worldly distractions. It was also a preparation for the family to send the
child away. It also prepared the Guru to accept the child as his student for
the next 10-12 years. The student’s ability alone otherwise convinced the
Guru to accept him or her as his disciple. Girls were also given admission to
a Gurukul and also went through Upanayan. This ceremony was very
significant as the Guru who adopted the child as his pupil, beheld the child, as a
mother would hold her baby in her womb, for three nights. It was believed to be
the rebirth of a child and even Gods came to seek the child’s blessings.
Shishya - the student-disciples were known by this term. They
served the Guru under whose tutelage they were engaged. Only then the
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education received had any value. Education was not free, but a shishya
could give whatever he could to the Guru in return for the education he
received. It ranged from sacks of grain to gold coins. Many students who
could not afford education served the Guru by doing manual labour at
the Ashram or Gurukul. But the Guru was merciful and devoted to the
well being of his students and therefore these hardships were well
appreciated.
Veda - these were the sacred volumes that were taught during the
Gurukul Period. They were handed down by oral tradition. Though predated, they were written down after the Upanishads. Rig Veda being the
foremost and the most important one was followed by Sam Veda, Yajur
Veda and Atharva Veda. Atharva Veda was written much later than the first
three. During the period of the Gurukul education included learning of the
first three Veda.
Vidya - means knowledge, which is of two types Apara Vidya means
knowledge of sciences, literature, etc. Para Vidya means knowledge of the
eternal self that is close to nature and God. It was believed that it is this
knowledge that makes one immortal.
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Abstract
Numerous studies have been done to explore the relationships among
environmental knowledge, attitudes and behaviours, yet no definitive
answers have been found so far. After the International Year of the World's
Indigenous People in 1993, the Taiwanese government has been paid more
attention to the welfares and concerns of indigenous people. Here in
Taiwan, indigenous people usually lived in the primitive environment, it is a
must to conserve natural habitat in order to achieve the goal of
sustainability, therefore, to understand their knowledge about, attitudes
toward, and behaviour in the environment is becoming an important issue.
The authors developed a 54-item survey instrument to measure
environmental knowledge, environmental attitudes and environmental
behaviour among the indigenous school students in central Taiwan. The
survey was completed by 388 grade third, fourth and fifth students from
nine elementary schools in Nantou County and Taichung County.
The results showed low knowledge scores, appropriate behaviour
scores, but high score levels for attitudes. The study revealed that there were
statistically significant differences among indigenous students’ county
location and grade level in the environmental knowledge; as well as grade
level and gender in the environmental attitudes. In addition, the differences
among the indigenous students’ socioeconomic status in the environmental
behaviour were also statistically significant. This research found there were
statistically correlations between indigenous students’ environmental
knowledge and attitudes (γ=.338), as well as between environmental
attitudes and behaviour (γ=.129). But, there were no statistically significant
correlation between environmental knowledge and behaviour.
Consequently, schoolchildren with knowledge in mind would not
necessarily produce positive behaviour; however, via “attitude”, the
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intervening variable, a pro-environmental behaviour might possibly happen
even though it was only a low correlation. According to the findings, the
authors suggest that in order to promote pro-environmental behaviour for
Taiwanese indigenous schoolchildren; teachers should not only instill
environmental knowledge but also foster positive attitudes in their daily life.
Introduction
Taiwan has made rapidly economic progress in the past three
decades. An increasing population with speedy economic growth has
produced harsh environmental problems and a deteriorating quality of life
(Environmental Protection Administration [EPA], 1988). In past decade, the
public has become aware of environmental problems gradually and has
initiated many efforts in environmental protection and conservation. One of
these efforts was the promotion of environmental education (EPA, 1988,
1992). The Taiwanese government started to encourage researches about the
environment, assess the content, framework and materials of environmental
education (Yang, 1989). The Ministry of Education in Taiwan implemented
environmental education as one of major issues of the nine-year integrated
curriculum in 2001(Ministry of Education, 2000).
In 1977, the Tbilisi conference on environmental education outlined
the objectives that environmental education should provide every person
with opportunities to acquire the knowledge, values, attitudes, commitment
and skills needed to protect and improve the environment (UNESCO, 1977).
Fien (1993) suggested that environmental education should promote
participation in a variety of forms of social action to help improve and
maintain environment. Educating younger children is very important, given
that most attitudes are immovable and difficult to change when students are
in high school (Jaus, 1982).
After the International Year of the World's Indigenous People in
1993, the Taiwanese government has been paid more attention to the
welfares and concerns of indigenous people. The Taiwanese government
implemented the Project of Development and Improvement Indigenous
Education which has further considered the need of indigenous people and
trend of multi-culture education, and shifted the emphasis away from the
role of the Hans people to the role of the indigene.
Numerous studies have been done to explore the relationships among
environmental knowledge, attitudes and behaviour. In Taiwan, many
researchers were eager to investigate environmental knowledge, attitudes
and behaviour that they inquired students, teachers, national park officials,
community leaders, and so on. However, there were only few studies
regarding indigenous people.
The results of this study could provide government agencies, the
school administration and the front line teacher as a reference to reform
environmental education programs for indigenous people in Taiwan.
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Objectives
The objectives of the study were as follows:
–
To assess environmental knowledge, attitudes and behaviour
held by the indigenous schoolchildren in Taiwan.
–
To identify any significant relationships between environmental
knowledge and background variables.
–
To identify any significant relationships between environmental
attitudes and background variables.
–
To identify any significant relationships between environmental
behaviour and background variables.
–
To identify any significant relationships among environmental
knowledge, attitudes and behaviour.
Method
Research Design
Environmental knowledge
1. Natural Resource
2. Environmental Protection
and Prevention
3. Social-Economic Impacts

Basic Information
1. County
2. Grade
3. Gender
4. Race
5. Family
background

Environmental
behaviour
1. Persuasion
2. Consumerism
3. Ecomanagement
4. Legal Action
Environmental Attitudes
1. Natural Resource
2. Environmental Protection
and Prevention
3. Social-Economic impacts

Fig. 1. Research Framework

Population and sample
We surveyed the third, fourth and fifth grades of the indigenous
elementary schoolchildren in Hoping town of Nantou County and Xinyi
town of Taichung County in central Taiwan. There were eleven primary
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schools with 305 third, fourth and fifth graders in Hoping of Nantou
County, and seventeen primary schools with 602 schoolchildren in Xinyi of
Taichung County. The total indigenous schoolchildren of these two counties
were 907. We used stratified sampling and cluster sampling. The population
was grouped two clusters by Nantou County and Taichung County. There
were 133 students selected from four elementary schools in Nantou County,
324 students selected from five elementary schools in Taichung County.
A total of 457 students were sampled. Only 388 questionnaires were
valid for data analyses.
Hypotheses
The hypotheses were as follows:
Hypothesis 1: Environmental knowledge will differ from the
background variables (county, grade, gender, race, family background) of the
indigenous elementary schoolchildren.
Hypothesis 2: Environmental attitudes will differ from the background
variables (county, grade, gender, race, family background) of the indigenous
elementary schoolchildren.
Hypothesis 3: Environmental behaviour will differ from the
background variables (county, grade, gender, race, family background) of the
indigenous elementary schoolchildren.
Hypothesis 4: There are correlations among environmental knowledge,
attitudes and behaviour of the indigenous elementary schoolchildren.
Instruments
The instruments framework of environmental knowledge and
environmental attitudes were adopted from Wang et al. (1987), which
pointed out the constructs of environmental education in Taiwan should
include three categories “Natural Resource”, “Environmental Protection and
Prevention” and “Social-Economic Impacts”. These constructs were
reflected the concepts of environmental education revealed by the Ministry
of Education and the content of environmental education of the nine-year
integrated curriculum. The instruments of environmental behaviour were
based on the study of Hungerford and Peyton (1976) that included five
constructs of responsible environmental behaviours (Persuasion,
Consumerism, Ecomanagement, Legal Action, Political Action). The
instruments were reviewed by a panel of 15 environmental education
experts, and examined by two senior teachers of elementary schools in
indigenous community.
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The questionnaire was consisted of four parts: environmental
knowledge instrument, environmental attitudes instrument, and environmental
behaviour instrument and background variables.
Validity and Reliability
- Validity
The content validity of the questionnaire was formed by a panel of
15 environmental educators and experts, and the construct validity the
instruments were reconfirmed by factor analysis.
- Reliability
Reliability is concerned with the consistency and stability of the
instrument in measuring whatever it measures (Miller, 1992). The
instrument reliability was established by coefficient alpha. The coefficient
alpha was taken from the three constructs yielded value 0.8062
(environmental knowledge), 0.8499 (environmental attitudes), and 0.9086
(environmental behaviour). It proved that the instruments were reliable.
Data analysis
The statistical program used in this study was the Statistical Package
for the Social Science (SPSS for windows 10.0). The statistical procedures
conducted in this study were descriptive statistics, factor analysis,
Independent-sample t-test, One-way ANOVA, and Pearson correlation.
Results
The Analysis of Environmental Knowledge, Attitudes and Behaviour:
1) The average score of indigenous schoolchildren in environmental
knowledge was 56.6% with standard deviation of 1.52. The
results showed low knowledge scores among indigenous
schoolchildren regarding environmental knowledge.
2) The average score of indigenous schoolchildren in environmental
attitudes was 80.95% with standard deviation of 2.66. The results
showed positive attitudes toward the environment.
3) The average score of indigenous schoolchildren in environmental
behaviour was 60.39% with standard deviation of 3.81. The
environmental behaviours of indigenous schoolchildren in central
Taiwan were moderate.
Hypothesis 1, 2 and 3 were investigated by t-test and one way
ANOVA to understand the differences among the background variables,
environmental knowledge, attitudes and behaviour, respectively. If the F
value of variance analysis is above .05, we would use Scheffe’s method for
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multi-comparison in order to identify the differences among groups.
Hypothesis 4 was investigated by Pearson product-moment correlation
technique to determine relationships among environmental knowledge,
attitudes and behaviour. An alpha level of .05 was used for statistical tests.
Hypothesis 1: Environmental knowledge will differ from the
background (county, grade, gender, race, family background) of the
indigenous elementary schoolchildren.
As shown in Table 1, As for environmental knowledge scores, we
found significant differences with respect to county and grade (t=2.122,
p＜.05, county; F=14.197, p<.001; grade). After further analysis through
Scheffe’s method, the score of the fifth grade indigenous students was
significantly higher than the third and fourth ones; the score of the
indigenous students locating at Taichung County was significantly higher
than that of locating at Nantou County. However, the scores of the
environmental knowledge in gender, race and family background were not
significantly different.
County
Taichung (N=109)
Natou (N=279)
t value
Grade
third (N=132)
fourth(N=137)
Fifth (N=119)
F value
Scheffe method
Gender
female (N=196)
male (N=192)
t value
Race
Atayal (N=100)
Bunun (N=279)
t value
Family Background
high class (N=17)
middle class (N=142)
lower class (N=224)
F value

11.20
10.43
2.122*
10.35
9.86
11.88
14.197***
fifth＞third ; fifth＞fourth
10.72
10.57
.477
11.06
10.51
1.470
11.24
10.71
10.57
.370

Note: * p<.05 ***p<.001

Table 1.The Difference between Schoolchildren’s Background and Environmental
Knowledge
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Hypothesis 2: Environmental attitudes will differ from the
background (county, grade, gender, race, family background) of the
indigenous elementary schoolchildren.
As shown in Table 2, the environmental attitudes scores indicated
significant differences with respect to grade and gender (F=10.729, p＜.001,
grade; t=4.574, p<.001; gender). After further analysis through Scheffe’s
method, the fifth grade indigenous students scored significantly better than
the third and fourth ones, then females have higher environmental attitudes
scores than males. However, the scores of the environmental attitudes in
county location, race and family background were not statistically
significant different.
County
Taichung (N=109)
Natou (N=278)
t value
Grade
third (N=132)
fourth (N=136)
fifth (N=119)
F value
Scheffe method
Gender
female (N=195)
male(N=192)
t value
Race
Atayal (N=100)
Bunun (N=278)
t value
Family Background
high class (N=17)
Middle class (N=142)
lower class (N=224)
F value

48.50
48.58
-.112
47.48
47.76
50.68
10.729***
fifth＞third ; fifth＞fourth
49.95
47.15
4.574***
48.54
48.71
-.229
47.59
48.84
48.51
.356

Note: * p<.05 ***p<.001

Table 2. The Difference between Schoolchildren’s Background and Environmental
Attitudes

Hypothesis 3: Environmental behaviour will differ from the
background (county, grade, gender, race, family background) of the
indigenous elementary schoolchildren. From the data presented in Table 3,
the environmental behaviour score indicated significant difference with
respect to family background (F= 3.945, p＜.05). After further analysis
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through Scheffe’s method, the score of high family background was
significantly higher than those of medium and low ones (F= 3.945, p＜.05).
Even though, the scores of the environmental behaviour in county location,
grade, gender and race were not statistically significant different.
County
Taichung (N=108)
Natou (N=275)
t value
Grade
third (N=130)
fourth (N=134)
fifth (N=119)
F value
Gender
female (N=195)
male (N=188)
t value
Race
Atayal (N=99)
Bunun (N=275)
t value
Family Background
high class (N=17)
middle class (N=140)
lower class (N=222)
F value
Scheffe method

60.74
60.32
.267
60.58
59.95
60.83
.136
61.30
59.54
1.237
60.72
60.27
.254
69.53
59.63
60.16
3.945*
high＞medium；high＞low

Note: * p<.05 ***p<.001

Table 3.The Difference between Schoolchildren’s Background and Environmental
Behaviour

Hypothesis 4: There are associations among environmental
knowledge, attitudes and behaviour of the indigenous elementary
schoolchildren.
Pearson product-moment correlations were employed to determine
the relationships between environmental knowledge and attitudes,
environmental knowledge and behaviour, and attitudes and behaviour. As
seen in Table 4, first, the correlation coefficient of environmental
knowledge and attitudes was positive and significant at the .001 level
(γ=.338 p<.001). These data revealed that environmental knowledge and
attitudes of indigenous elementary schoolchildren were significant positive
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correlated. In addition, we also found the correlation coefficient of
environmental attitudes and behaviour was statistically significant at the .05
level (γ=.129 p<.05). The finding suggests that environmental attitudes and
behaviour of indigenous elementary schoolchildren are significant positive
correlated. However, we found the correlation coefficient of environmental
knowledge and behaviour was not statistically significant (γ=.088 p>.05). It
was suggested that environmental knowledge would not necessarily produce
responsible environmental behaviour.
Score
Knowledge
γ
p vlaue
Number
Attitudes
γ
p value
Number

Knowledge

Attitudes
.338***
.000
387

Behaviour
.088
.086
383
.129*
.012
382

Note: * p＜.05 *** p＜.001

Table 4. Bivariate Correlations (Pearson’s γ) for the Relationship between
Knowledge, Attitudes and Behaviour Scores

Discussion
Environmental Knowledge
In this study, we have shown that the score of environmental
knowledge of the indigenous students locating at Taichung County was
significantly higher than that of locating at Nantou County. The score of the
fifth grade indigenous students was significantly higher than the third and
fourth ones. Perhaps the fifth grade students’ cognitive development and
comprehension ability were better than the third and fourth ones;
additionally, the fifth grade students have learned more relevant courses and
activities about environmental education.
Environmental Attitudes
The data on environmental attitudes indicated that the fifth grade
indigenous students scored significantly better than the third and fourth
ones. The reason probably was that the fifth grade students have learned
more environmental education courses and have participated in more
environmental conservation activities so that they realized the importance of
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environmental protection. Moreover, the ethical development of
schoolchildren was getting mature with the age so they showed more
positive attitudes toward the environment.
In addition, females have higher environmental attitudes scores than
males. After statistical analysis, the reasons were probably that the traditional
(Chinese) education and social expectation result in the female schoolchildren
perceived environmental protection as a personal responsibility. Hence, they
have much higher positive environmental attitudes.
Environmental Behaviour
The scores of environmental behaviour were statistically significant
differences as to family background. The schoolchildren from high family
background status had higher level of environmental behaviour than those
medium and low ones did. This result was consistent with the findings of
Paul & James (1977). Perhaps the reason was that students within low status
family background have more concerned with making more money to
improve their living standard instead of paying more attentions on the
environmental issues. As a result, schoolchildren from high family
background status would have more chances to fulfil positive environmental
behaviour than those medium and low ones.
Correlation among Knowledge, Attitudes, and Behaviour
This research found indigenous students’ environmental knowledge
and environmental attitudes were positively correlated. This finding was
similar to those of Perez (1987), Arcury (1990), Armstrong and Impara
(1991), Hsu and Roth (1996), Bradley, Waliczek and Zajicek (1999),
Dimopoulos and Pantis (2003). Based on the results, the researchers suggest
to develop a systematic knowledge of the environmental education for
indigenous students in order to promote the positive environmental attitudes.
In addition, there was a positive correlation between environmental
attitudes and behaviour. The finding was consistent with Kuhlemeier et al.
(1999), Tikka et al. (2000), and Wu (2001). Hence, schools could pay more
attention to the environmental curriculum about affection domain, enable
children with proper environmental concepts and foster positive
environmental attitudes so that responsible environmental behaviour can be
achieved. However, the correlation between environmental knowledge and
behaviour was not statistically significant.
This result was similar to Hungerford and Volk (1990), Huang
(1998), Kuhlemeier et al. (1999), and Tikka et al. (2000). Therefore,
students with abundant knowledge about environment would not necessarily
generate responsible environmental behaviour.
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Conclusion
The results showed that indigenous schoolchildren had low
knowledge scores but high levels attitudes, and moderate score of
behaviour. There were significant differences in the average score of
environmental knowledge between the grade and residence.
There were significant differences in the average score of
environmental attitudes between grade and gender.
The environmental behaviour score was significant difference with
respect to family background. This research found there were statistically
correlations between indigenous students’ environmental knowledge and
environmental attitudes (γ=.338), and between environmental attitudes and
environmental behaviour (γ=.129).
However, there was no significant correlation between environmental
knowledge and environmental behaviour. However, via “attitude”, the
intervening variable, the responsible environmental behaviour might possibly
happen even though it was only a low correlation.
Recommendation
Based upon the conclusion, the study provided some
recommendations as the reference for the government agency, school
administration and front line teachers. The real challenge for Taiwan is to
develop environmental education curricula, methodologies, and programs
that are consistent with, and reflective of, indigenous own identity,
uniqueness, and cultural background.
For the government agency
According to the study of Krugly-Smolska (1995), if the teaching
method and assessment of teacher do not consider the students’
multicultural background, it does influence the learning achievement of
students. Therefore, the government should emphasis the historical culture,
the values, and life background of every indigenous tribe through inviting
experts in multiculturalism to join the task force while designing and
compiling supplementary environmental education curricula, so that
indigenous schoolchildren can learn materials regarding environmental
knowledge from their own perspectives.
For the school administration
From the results, the family background status of the most
indigenous families are classified as “middle class” and “lower class” in
Taiwanese society, therefore, the school could provide “the parenting
education lecture” and “parents-kids environmental conservation activity” to
explicit the idea of environmental education to the parents and children, by
presenting the related information about environmental protection in daily
life, and by encouraging the parents to participate in the environmental
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protection activity, so that their environmental knowledge and attitudes can
be improved, and the responsible environmental behaviour will be
produced.
For the front line teacher
Teachers should incorporate environmental education into each field
of courses, and design meaningful learning classes and use appropriate
teaching methods in order to enhance students’ interest, so that they can
obtain enough knowledge and possess positive attitude. In the meantime, the
programming and pedagogies of environmental education should reflect the
viewpoints of multiculturalism. Teachers can utilize and access websites or
mass communication for teaching purposes, while indigenous students could
use Internet to explore their horizon, hopefully their environmental
knowledge can be strengthened. However, teachers should not only instil
environmental knowledge but also foster positive attitudes in their daily life.
Hopefully, by doing this, more responsible environmental behaviour
will be generated in the near future.
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I RABDOMANTI NELL’ARCO ALPINO OCCIDENTALE:
INDAGINE SU UN SAPERE EMPIRICO
Donatella Meaglia
Il lavoro di ricerca sul campo qui di seguito esposto è nato con
l’intento di registrare testimonianze di un sapere empirico ancora presente
nelle vallate alpine italiane che ben si inserisce in un discorso globale di
problematiche inerenti l’approvvigionamento delle risorse idriche.
Tale discorso è legato al crescente problema di carenza di acqua e
mostra un aspetto del rapporto uomo-ambiente in un momento storico in cui
l’utilizzo delle risorse naturali sembra diventato difficile da gestire.
Da ciò nasce la necessità di sensibilizzare al problema non solo la
parte di popolazione attualmente adulta, ma anche le fasce di età più
giovani, attuando programmazioni didattico-educative volte ad una
formativa educazione ambientale.
Parallelamente si ravvisa la necessità di raccogliere le testimonianze
di strategie di utilizzo delle risorse ambientali e di saperi del passato che
possono apportare informazioni e modelli di comportamento ancora oggi
validi per risolvere problemi di utilizzo sostenibile dell’ambiente.
Come già anticipato, dunque il lavoro di ricerca in oggetto è
consistito nel raccogliere informazioni sull’attività dei cercatori d’acqua
nell’area alpina occidentale italiana.
L’acqua è un composto chimico indispensabile per l’uomo, in quanto
rappresenta il principale componente dell’organismo ed è inoltre sia
cofattore primario nello svolgimento delle funzioni biologiche, sia oggetto
di interesse culturale.
Per queste motivazioni la disponibilità di acqua ha da sempre
rappresentato la conditio sine qua non per gli insediamenti e le attività umane.
Non sempre, però, la disponibilità d’acqua era manifesta e allora l’uomo ha
perfezionato e tramandato la pratica della rabdomanzia, finalizzandola alla
ricerca di nuove fonti da mettere a disposizione della comunità.
Il metodo di ricerca delle falde acquifere utilizzato dai rabdomanti si
è tramandato e mantenuto in uso, lungo il corso della storia umana, anche in
ambienti già naturalmente ricchi di acqua di superficie come l’ambiente
alpino, dove le conoscenze tradizionali sulle metodologie di ricerca delle
fonti sono arrivate fino ai giorni nostri, permettendo di confrontare usi e
modalità d’azione in aree diverse.
Le indagini sono state svolte in quattro valli della catena alpina
occidentale italiana: Val Chisone (di cultura occitana), Val di Susa, Val
Cenischia e Val d’Aosta (di cultura franco-provenzale), registrando notizie
di 16 rabdomanti, di cui 5 contattati personalmente.
Da tali indagini è emerso che la metodologia con cui si effettuava (e si
effettua ancora oggi) la ricerca, consisteva in due fasi successive: la prima era la
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ricerca del preciso punto del terreno sotto cui scorreva l’acqua, la seconda era
quella che permetteva di valutare con una buona approssimazione (+ o – 50
cm) la profondità alla quale scorreva.
Per definire il punto del terreno in cui scavare il pozzo, il rabdomante si
serviva di bastoncini di legno fresco a forma di Y, di V o lineari.
Per effettuare la ricerca il rabdomante procedeva lentamente sul
terreno, impugnando lo strumento con entrambe le mani; arrivato nel punto
giusto avvertiva lungo le braccia una forza sotto l’azione della quale la
punta dello strumento si piegava verso il basso o verso l’alto, indicando il
punto in cui scavare. Per effettuare la seconda fase della ricerca, cioè
valutare la profondità della falda, il rabdomante si serviva di un apposito
pendolino metallico oscillante che teneva sospeso sul punto del terreno
segnalato dal bastoncino; si concentrava su precisi valori numerici crescenti
di profondità in metri e quando arrivava a pensare l’esatta profondità, il
pendolino si immobilizzava.
La capacità di una persona di trovare l’acqua viene chiamata “il
dono” ed è definita “innata”. In effetti, anche nell’ambito della stessa
famiglia non tutti i componenti evidenziano questa capacità, permettendo di
ipotizzare che la capacità non sia solo frutto di un apprendimento per
imitazione, ma l’evidenziazione di una capacità non comune a tutti. Il dono
si può evidenziare sia in età infantile che adulta, provando sotto la guida di
qualcuno che lo possiede e lo utilizza. Non tutti quelli che hanno il dono lo
utilizzano, non tutti inoltre hanno l’opportunità di verificare il possesso o
meno di questa capacità.
Per i motivi appena esposti risulta difficile fare un censimento di
quante siano le persone delle comunità studiate che attualmente hanno il
dono, senz’altro la valutazione risulterebbe approssimata per difetto. Non
esistono neanche dati storici ufficiali, probabilmente perché l’attività di
cercatore d’acqua non era una professione vera e propria, ma un sapere, una
capacità messa a disposizione della comunità. Per questo motivo la
ricompensa era quasi sempre rappresentata da omaggi in natura, a meno che
l’attività si svolgesse al di fuori della propria comunità.
In tre delle quattro valli dove è stata condotta l’indagine cioè Val
d’Aosta, Val di Susa e Val Chisone, nonostante le differenze di origini
culturali e linguistiche, risulta esserci uniformità nelle ricche conoscenze per
quel che riguarda le metodologie di ricerca dell’acqua. Tali conoscenze sono
in accordo con quelle riportate dalla bibliografia, anche storica, e
rispecchiano le metodologie da sempre utilizzate dai cercatori d’acqua nei
più diversi ambienti ed epoche.
Ciò porta a ipotizzare che si tratti di conoscenze molto antiche, già
presenti e diffuse nella zona in epoca antecedente a quella in cui si sono
differenziate le aree linguistiche di cultura occitana e franco-provenzale.
Si discosta dalle precedenti la situazione rilevata in Val Cenischia,
dove, al momento attuale delle ricerche, non sono emerse testimonianze di
nessun tipo di attività rabdomantica, passata o presente, finalizzata alla
ricerca di nuove fonti. Tale dato può essere spiegabile con l’enorme
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abbondanza in questa valle di acqua di superficie, anche a quote elevate, per
cui neanche in passato gli abitanti hanno avuto necessità di sviluppare o
utilizzare strategie finalizzate alla ricerca del prezioso liquido.
Dalle indagini svolte emerge come l’acqua, bene primario di vitale
importanza per la sopravvivenza, fosse talmente indispensabile da desiderare
di mantenerne il diretto e completo controllo e quindi si evidenzia come fosse
forte l’esigenza di cercare punti di approvvigionamento vicino alla propria
abitazione o ai propri terreni, con uno sfruttamento delle risorse ambientali di
tipo individualizzato.
È solo tra l’inizio e la metà del secolo scorso che, anche nelle
comunità alpine studiate, nasce l’esigenza di costruire acquedotti comuni, a
gestione centralizzata, coinvolgendo però, anche in questo caso, i cercatori
d’acqua per individuare con sicurezza la localizzazione delle sorgenti
sotterranee da sfruttare.
Nell’ambito di un discorso interdisciplinare sul rapporto uomo-acqua
in ambiente alpino è sembrato utile raccogliere e registrare fedelmente
testimonianze di un antico sapere a connotazione empirica nel quale la
figura protagonista del cercatore d’acqua
c’est une personne intermédiaire entre les mondes visible et invisible.
Il recoit des informations du monde invisible à destination du monde
humain (A. Jaeger-Nosal).

In sostanza, si può affermare che la rabdomanzia risulta essere
un’attività ancora utilizzata e di cui si conserva memoria perché ritenuta
efficace, pur mantenendo una connotazione empirica, priva di giustificazioni
scientifiche, oggi come nel XV sec., ai tempi di Leonardo da Vinci, che
asseriva:
Se t’avvien di trattar delle acque consulta prima l’esperienza e poi la ragione.
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TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE AND ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCATION AND PRACTICE IN SRI LANKA
Rohan H. Wickramasinghe
Institute for Tropical Environmental Studies,
41 Flower Road, Colombo 7, Sri Lanka
ites@itmin.net
Introduction
Descriptions of the characteristics of Sri Lanka are given elsewhere
(Wickramasinghe, 1986, 1997). While a census performed in 1824 recorded
a figure for the island of some 890,000, a considerable population was
probably present in the island in the early historical period (Arunachalam,
1902; Brohier, 1934, 1935; Forbes, 1840; Ranasinha, 1950 and Tennent,
1859). The increasing population (Department of Census and Statistics,
1991; Wickramasinghe & Gunaratna, 1993) is presently estimated as being
around 20 million.
The Peoples of Sri Lanka
Archaeological evidence suggests the habitation of Sri Lanka by
humans since at least 75 to 125,000 B.C. (S. Bandaranayake, personal
communication). Bandaranayake (1985) comments on the heterogeneity of
Sri Lankans in the prehistoric past and the importance of the migration of
techniques. Historical records exist of the travels of individuals between Sri
Lanka and Europe and the Middle East on one hand and China on the other
(Gunaratna, 1987; Tennent, 1859). Pliny recorded that the King of
Anuradhapura sent an embassy of four, headed by one Rachias, to Roman
Emperor Claudius Caesar around 47 A.D. Marco Polo lived in Sri Lanka
from 1292 to 1294.
Sri Lanka formed part of the empires of the Portuguese (1505-1656),
Dutch (1656-1796) and British (1796-1948). Among other “technologies”,
domestic cuisine in Sri Lanka has absorbed influences from the Sinhalese,
Tamils, Arabs, Malays, Moors, Portuguese, Dutch, British and French
(Deutrom, 2005). Other introductions include the faiths and followers of
Buddhism, Hinduism, Christianity, Islam and Zoroasterism (the Parsees).
The Veddahs or indigenous hunter-gatherers were believers in Animism.
Before considering traditional knowledge in Sri Lanka, it must be
repeated that the population of the country is composed of groups which can
be distinguished on the basis of, for instance,
–
ethnic origin
–
religion
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–
–
–

caste (Banks, 1960; Ryan, 1953; Wickramasinghe, 1986)
traditional or family occupations (Wickramasinghe, 1986)
educational, social and (or) economic position.

The ethnic groups in the country include the “Low Country
Sinhalese”, “Kandyan Sinhalese”, Ceylon Tamils, Indian Tamils, Ceylon
Moors, Burghers and Eurasians and Malays (Department of Census and
Statistics, 1991; Wickramasinghe and Gunaratna, 1993).
Traditional knowledge
There was no single source of traditional knowledge in Sri Lanka.
The individual components of the store of traditional knowledge in the
country have been contributed by various sources and tempered by
experience to meet local conditions.
An example may be found in the field of ayurvedic medicine, which
has flourished in India for more than 3000 years. We have proposed that the
efficacy of certain of these preparations in Sri Lanka may be linked to the
consumption of curries heavily spiced with chilli peppers (Wickramasinghe,
Mueller & Norpoth, 1980).
Traditional knowledge sources
Reviews by Dr. C.G. Uragoda (1987, 1989-90, 2000) give overall
information on the traditional knowledge of the country. Specific sources
are given below:
–
Medical knowledge (Uragoda, 1987).
–
Antisepsis (see Aluthwela et al., 1987; Chopra et al., 1958).
–
Medicine troughs(Gunawardena, 1978).
–
Malaria transmission by mosquitos (Blake, 1905; Nell, 1925;
Stephenson, 1972; Still, 1930; Tennent; 1960).
–
Insect pests (Anon, 1903; Lewis, 1934; Perera, 1984; Senaratna,
1952; Trimen, 1895 vol. 3; Uragoda, 2000; Worthington, 1959).
–
Weed control (Paul, 1945).
–
Chena cultivation (Boomgart, 1720; Wickramasinghe, 1997).
–
Iron and steel production (Juleff, 1990, 1996; Uragoda, 2000).
–
Harvesting of pearls (Pearson et al., 1926; Uragoda, 2000).
The Future
Space does not permit discussion of the prospects and proposals for
the development of environmental education and of traditional practices.
However, further information may be found in the following publications:
Anon (1998); Shantha (1996); Wickramasinghe (1989); Wickramasinghe,
Fonseka and Fernando (1991); Wickramasinghe (1993); Wickramasinghe
(1994 a, b); Wickramasinghe (2005 a, b).
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MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR
This volume is part of the series of texts that make up the Acts of the
3rd World Environmental Education Congress – Educational Paths towards
Sustainability, held in Torino, Italy October 2nd – 6th 2006.
The Acts contain the texts which were sent in or which it was possible
to gather in time and while it is obvious that no collection of materials could
ever completely represent the richness and the atmosphere of an event of such
dimensions and complexity in which the photographs and the videos that
accompanied (or replaced) with sounds and images the words of the speakers
and in which a major role was played by interpersonal communication and by
the ‘atmosphere’ lived by the participants in the congress.
For further documentation reference can be made to the web site of
the congress (www.3weec.org) and to the Permanent International
Secretariat, which has its headquarters in Torino (www.environmentaleducation.org).
The Acts are composed of a general volume (published in two
separate editions, one in English and French, and one in Italian) and of
twelve themed volumes, one for each of the sessions that made up the
congress. The general volume has been printed, while the themed volumes
are only available in electronic form and can be downloaded from the
congress web-site, they are also included on a DVD enclosed with the
general volume.
Only the general volume, which contains the contributions from the
two opening and closing plenary sessions have been translated into the three
official languages of the congress. The contributions for the themed
volumes have been left in the language in which they were presented.
It is important to note that many participants in the congress used a
foreign language when preparing their papers and posters and this explains
any linguistic errors that the reader may encounter, we apologise for these.
The high quality of the texts and the variety of languages used made it
impossible to thoroughly review all the material, therefore we preferred to
leave to each author the responsibility for the style and/or formal precision
of his/her work. The translations realised for the general volume were
carried out under our responsibility.
Mario Salomone
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AVANT-PROPOS
Cet ouvrage fait partie de la série de volumes constituant les Actes
du 3rd World Environmental Education Congress – Educational Paths
towards Sustainability qui s’est tenu à Turin (Italie) du 2 au 6 octobre 2005.
Les Actes réunissent les textes qui nous sont parvenus ou qu’il a été
possible de récupérer en temps utile. Cela dit, aucune collecte de matériels
ne pourra jamais rendre complètement la richesse et l’atmosphère d’un
événement d’une telle envergure et d’une telle complexité, où les photos et
les vidéos ont souvent accompagné (ou remplacé) par des sons et des
images les mots des intervenants et où la communication interpersonnelle et
l’«atmosphère» vécue par les congressistes ont joué un rôle fondamental.
Pour une ultérieure documentation, nous renvoyons à ce qui a été
publié sur le site web du congrès (www.3weec.org) et du Secrétariat
permanent
international
qui
est
justement
situé
à
Turin
(www.environmental-education.org).
Les Actes sont composés d’un ouvrage général (publié en deux
éditions séparées, l’une en anglais/français et l’autre en italien) et de douze
volumes thématiques, un pour chacune des sessions du congrès.
L’ouvrage général est publié sur papier tandis que les volumes des
sessions thématiques sont uniquement publiés en format électronique,
téléchargeables du site web du congrès et contenus dans un DVD joint à
l’ouvrage général.
Seuls les textes de l’ouvrage général, qui contient les interventions
des deux sessions plénières d’ouverture et de clôture, ont été traduits dans
les trois langues officielles du congrès. Pour ce qui est des interventions des
sessions thématiques, elles ont été laissées dans la langue, ou dans les
langues, dans laquelle/lesquelles elles nous sont parvenues.
Un avertissement important concerne le fait que de nombreux
congressistes ont souvent utilisé pour leur paper ou leur poster une langue
différente de leur langue maternelle et ceci peut expliquer les fautes de
langue éventuelles que le lecteur ou la lectrice pourra relever dans certaines
interventions et pour lesquelles nous vous prions de nous excuser. La grande
quantité de textes et la variété des langues utilisées rendaient toutefois
impossible toute réélaboration minutieuse : nous avons donc préféré laisser
à chaque auteur la responsabilité de l’élégance et de la précision formelle de
ce qu’il avait écrit. En revanche, nous assumons la responsabilité des
traductions réalisées pour l’ouvrage général.
Mario Salomone
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AVVERTENZA DEL CURATORE
Questo volume fa parte della serie di volumi che costituiscono gli
Atti del 3rd World Environmental Education Congress – Educational Paths
towards Sustainability, tenutosi a Torino (Italia) dal 2 al 6 ottobre 2005.
Gli Atti raccolgono i testi che ci sono giunti o che è stato possibile
recuperare in tempo utile, anche se ovviamente nessuna raccolta di materiali
potrà mai rendere completamente la ricchezza e l’atmosfera di un evento di
tale dimensione e complessità, in cui spesso le foto e i video hanno
accompagnato (o sostituito) con suoni ed immagini le parole dei relatori e in
cui un grande ruolo è stato giocato dalla comunicazione interpersonale e
dalla “atmosfera” vissuta dai congressisti.
Per un’ulteriore documentazione si rinvia anche a quanto pubblicato
nel sito web del congresso (www.3weec.org) e del Segretariato Permanente
internazionale, che a sede proprio in Torino (www.environmentaleducation.org).
Gli Atti si compongono di un volume generale (edito in due edizioni
separate, una in inglese e francese e una in italiano) e di dodici volumi
tematici, uno per ciascuna delle sessioni in cui era articolato in congresso.
Il volume generale è edito su carta, mentre i volumi delle sessioni
tematiche sono editi solo in forma elettronica, scaricabili dal sito web del
congresso e inclusi in un DVD allegato al volume generale.
Solo i testi del volume generale, che contiene gli interventi delle due
sessioni plenarie di apertura e di chiusura, sono stati tradotti nelle tre lingue
ufficiali del congresso. Gli interventi delle sessioni tematiche sono invece
stati lasciati nella lingua, o nelle lingue, in cui ci sono pervenuti.
Un’avvertenza importante è che molti congressisti hanno spesso
utilizzato per il loro paper o poster una lingua diversa da quella materna e
questo può spiegare gli eventuali errori di lingua che il lettore o la lettrice
potrà trovare in alcuni interventi e di cui ci scusiamo. La grande quantità di
testi e la varietà di lingue utilizzate ne rendevano però impossibile una
rielaborazione a fondo: abbiamo quindi preferito lasciare a ciascun autore la
responsabilità dell’eleganza e/o precisione formale di quanto scritto. Sono
invece sotto la nostra responsabilità le traduzioni realizzate per il volume
generale.
Mario Salomone
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PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT,
DEMOCRATISING DEVELOPMENT
Israel Aloja
Introduction
Environmental Rights Action (ERA) is a Nigerian advocacy nongovernmental organization founded on January 11, 1993 to deal with
environmental human rights issues in Nigeria. ERA is the Nigerian chapter
of Friends of the Earth International (FoEI), the world environmental justice
federation campaigning to protect the environment and to create sustainable
societies. ERA is the coordinating NGO in Africa for Oilwatch
International, the global South network of groups concerned about the
effects of oil on the environment of people who leave in oil-bearing regions.
ERA is the premier winner of the Sophie Prize.
Environmental Rights Action (ERA) believes that all ecosystems are
now human ecosystems. And as such has been involved in series of
environmental educational enlightenment campaigns in different forms, and
the local community people are particularly carried along. ERA has been a
grassroot organisation and specifically emphasis environmental education
because that is the future.
Purpose
The organisation is dedicated to the defence of human ecosystems in
terms of human rights, and to the promotion of environmentally responsible
governmental, commercial, community and individual practice in Nigeria
through the empowerment of local people.
It describes itself as having two main purposes:
–
To act as a peaceful pressure group, campaigning for change in
the policies of governmental, non-governmental and commercial
organizations where those policies are likely to act against
environmental human rights and
–
To enable local people to defend their environmental human
rights in law.
ERA’s campaign focus is on corporate accountability to influence
public policy for adequate environmental protection and livelihood. ERA
has consistently campaigned and documented the impact of oil and gas
exploitation in the Niger Delta to influence public policy thrusts on the
region. For example it has helped to provide information of the state of the
Nigeria environment through its public reports, which has helped in
advocacy and campaigns. Since ERA’s inception in 1993, ERA has been
15
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involved in a number of campaigns against persons and corporations
responsible for the destruction of habitats and resources in the Niger Delta.
ERA has continued to work to assist local communities to defend their
livelihood against destructive activities of the multinational companies as
well as states and federal agencies.
ERA is a grassroots organization
These seven beliefs are fundamental to ERA's approach to
environmental human rights, and explain the importance of ERA's approach
to environmental human rights, and explain the importance of ERA as a
grassroots organization based on:
–
The Community Resource Centre
–
Individuals who share and can demonstrate a commitment to
ERA beliefs
–
Any community, group, non-governmental or non-commercial
organization that shares and can demonstrate a commitment to
ERA beliefs.
Programme areas
ERA works on eight broad themes, categorized into: Natural
Resources Conservation; Energy and Mining; Environmental Education and
Training; Democracy Outreach; Trade and Development; Gender; Media
and Publications; and Legal Resources.
Local people must be empowered for this to succeed
ERA believes this is the key to sustainable development and
conservation. ERA aims to achieve this through the establishment of
Community Resource Centres (CRC’s). These are initiated with the help of
NGOs, but are ultimately maintained by the communities themselves. Once
established, a good CRC will be a focus for the accumulation and use of
knowledge, and for the creation of wealth. It may also enable the
community to attract any available aid funding and help. CRC’s can become
centres of innovation, but essentially they are places where community
members (as individuals or as groups) can empower themselves with
knowledge and access the tools of communication to make things happen.
“Local people” may of course include immigrants, if they define
themselves as local and see their future and that of their children as being
bound up with the locality.
Environmental Awareness and Education
In Primary and High Schools ERA has conservation clubs, which are
aimed at “catching the young” and educating them on environmental and
16
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human rights issues. The conservation club teaches the young children on
environmental protection, conservation, sustainable development, and other
problems associated with waste management and control.
Students are usually taken on excursions to conservation sites, games
reserves and oil production facilities. Regular meetings are organized for
debates, workshops, seminars, conferences, and a conservation newsletter is
also published and circulated to both participating and non-participating
schools alike at no cost at all. Of course, the cost is borne by Environmental
Rights Action.
In some Universities and Colleges in Nigeria, ERA has an arm called
“Students Environmental Assembly” (SEA): this practically educates
“would be graduates” on environmental issues and also equip them with the
environmental gospel tools, to enable and prepare them for now and the
future. We also discovered that a lot of people believe that issues on the
environment are for environmental specialists. But ERA says no, we are all
environmentalists and our activities as humans pollute the earth hence we
must fight to keep the earth, so that those coming after us will have a better
place to live in.
Seminars conferences and workshops are held regularly, and highly
seasoned environmentalists and motivational speakers are invited to speak
on current global environmental issues. They are also encouraged to
volunteer in various capacities in environmental and human rights groups to
ensure participatory involvement.
Environmental enlightenment campaign is carried out in
communities through Community Resources Centres (CRC), through which
other educational activities are done. Community resource centres are
strategically located across the Niger Delta. The CRC’s facilitated by ERA
is one that confirm the supremacy and potency of ideas. The CRC’s evolved
from open interactions of ERA people with local people at the real
grassroots and they stand today as testimonies to the resolve of the people, a
viable future for themselves.

Fish trapped in spilled crude oil, Bayelsa States, Nigeria
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For ERA, the CRC’s signify an end to the pursuit of handouts or
cargo-cut aids that emasculate communities of people and render them
helpless and depend on so-called benefactors.
These centres are the main tool and closest means to reach
community people. The CRC’s also house other activities like evening
classes for school drop outs and young women caught in the web of teenage
pregnancy. Many people in communities have been sensitized through
seminars, workshops, photo exhibitions and film shows.
The CRC’s is a tool that tends to give a new lease of life to
community people, whose sources of livelihood have been destroyed daily,
as a result of unwholesome practices by oil exploitation and exploration.
Training in different trades and several others means of survival, like soap
making and other kinds of skills are also taught at the CRC’s, so that the
people may have a job, to be able to make a living.
Environmental rights are human rights
Article 24 of the African Charter of Human and Peoples' Rights
states that:
All people shall have the right to (a) generally satisfactory
environment favourable to their development. ERA believes that a
respect for all forms of life is an essential foundation to human
happiness. In other words, a genuine concern for human kind and our
habitat depends upon a respect for other animals and their habitats,
and upon recognition of the importance of diversity. Human kind
cannot achieve happiness in a degraded environment; living in
harmony with other forms of life (as in some traditional relationships
between people and their environment) is in itself a human rights.
Furthermore, every individual and responsible human being has an
equal right to happiness, regardless of his or her wealth.

Conservation is best achieved through sustainable development and
participation
This was articulated in Agenda 21 of the 1992 Earth Summit. The
Summit brought together more heads of government than any previous
meeting in history, to focus world attention on environmental issues – the
most critical issues we face as global community.
Agenda 21 is the global plan of action adopted to address those
issues. The real hallmark of the Earth Summit was the emphasis on broad
public participation, and the success of Agenda 21 depends on the continued
participation of the public in decisions that affect their lives, both nationally
and internationally.
18
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Agenda 21 states that sustainable development is the way to reverse
both poverty and environment destruction. Achieving this will demand
broad public participation in policy development, combined with greater
accountability; individuals, groups and organisations need to know about,
and participate in environment and development issues affecting their
communities. Thus ERA agrees that:
Sustainable Development = Participation + Wealth + Knowledge =
Empowerment of Local People = Conservation
Wealth creation without local knowledge and participation does not
equal sustainable development. If local people are kept ignorant and unable to
participate in or benefit from the creation of wealth, environmental degradation
will result. Poor people may even directly damage the environment, if they
cannot afford to think about tomorrow. Sustainable development of local
communities, involving the elimination of absolute poverty and of gross
income inequity is therefore vital to any real conservation.
Crude oil, gas flare and the Niger delta
There are 150 oil fields and 1,481 oil wells in the Niger Delta region.
Nigeria currently produces 2.12 million barrels of crude oil per day, making
it the twelfth largest oil producer in the world. Even though Nigeria earns
$17.2 billion from oil revenues annually, it still remains one of the most
underdeveloped countries. Oil money currently provides for nearly 80% of
government revenue, over 90% of foreign exchange earnings, and 90-95%
of export earnings. More than 75% of this oil is found in the coastal area of
the Niger Delta, which is the largest oil reserve in Africa and the tenth
largest in the world.
There are hundreds of oil spills in the Niger Delta yearly.
Communities located around crude oil facilities live in hell, as frequently
19
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spills render there lives useless. As an ace field officer with Environmental
Rights Action, I see spills happen often and the community people,
especially women and children suffer most from this occurrence.
The main occupation of the people is fishing and farming. Oil spills
destroy all forms of life in water and land. Meaning after oil spills the
sources of livelihood is of surrounding communities is destroyed. The
multinational corporations, like shell, Chevron Texaco, ExxonMobil, Agip
and others have turned the lives of community people to hell.
Nigeria flares 17.2 billion m³ of natural gas per year in conjunction
with the exploration of crude oil in the Niger Delta. This gas flaring expends
huge amounts of energy and causes environmental degradation and disease.
Even though oil has become the centre of current industrial development
and economic activities, the links between oil exploration and exploitation
processes and the incumbent environmental, health, and social problems in
oil producing communities are not well known.
The oil-producing communities have experienced severe
marginalization and neglect. The environment and human health have
frequently been a secondary consideration for oil companies and the
Nigerian government.
There are several gas flares scattered across the Niger Delta and
these also means doom for the people residing there. Children born in the
last fifty years may have never seen true night, neither have they seen the
stars because gas flares means “daylight forever”. There are certain kinds of
malady associated with residents around the gas flare site, this include
respiratory and skin diseases, among others. For many of the communities
this automatically means death by installment.

No water … No light … No night
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There is also, acid rain that pollutes the rainwater. Because the river
water is destroyed by frequent spills, the alternative would have been rain
water, but the rainwater is equally dangerous for drinking because the
hydrocarbons and soot from the flare comes down as acid rain.
Acid rain means poison and causes corrosion on rooftop thereby
reducing the life span of the roof sheet by less than half.
Destruction of livelihood, raping, maiming and killing
Peaceful protest against the activities of multinational oil mogul is a
taboo. Communities who have protested have been attacked and in some
cases wiped out. Wipe out in two stages:
–
The first one is through irresponsible activities, like oil spill,
flare, etc.
–
The second is through the instrument of the state.
Military, air and police forces are move into such zones and people
are shot at sporadically. Children and woman are not spared. Women are
raped. Properties looted. Livestock’s are stolen by the military forces that
are supposed to maintain law and other.
Nevertheless, these problems in earnest have given birth to the recent
spate of violence and restiveness across the Niger Delta. Community
people, youths to be precise, are tired of the assault on their environment.
Sacred forests are violated, cemeteries and other lands, that houses deity or
ancestral worship are torn apart during seismic operations. Oil spills also
open special and sacred forest to foreigners.
The restriction of certain amount of community land as sacred forest
is a form of conservation because these pieces of reserved land may have
been for tens or hundreds of years.
But ERA believes that resistance is advocacy. Non-violent resistance
is what we preach, people and community who work with us know our
believes and they practice same too. The present move of environmental
education in communities where ERA operates, also include campaign on
non-violent resistance.
For more information about this and other issues about ERA and the
Niger Delta, log on to www.eraction.org or email me Israel@eraction.org
and alojaisrael@yahoo.com
Environmental Rights Action/Friends Of the Earth Nigeria
(Era/Foen) 214 Uselu Lagos Road, Benin City, Edo State, Nigeria. Tel/Fax:
+234 52 600165. Email: alojaisrael@yahoo.com
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THE PRACTICAL CONTRIBUTION
OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION (SDE)
TO PEACEFUL LIVING
Michael Atchia
Melrose, Mauritius
e-mail:mklatchia@intnet.mu
web-site:http://www.michael-atchia.info
Statement of principle
This statement, made at the onset of this paper, summarizes the
broad conditions, which, according to the author, are needed in order for
people all over the world to live in peace. Extensive discussion, at 3WEEC,
during question and debate time after the presentations of this and other
papers seem to support these ideas.
In order to live in peace:
–
All present conflicts must be referred to local, national or
international “arbitration-cum-reconciliation” bodies, to be resolved.
–
Potential causes of possible future conflicts must be identified
and defused.
–
At the same time, strong and persistent efforts are to be made by all
governments, IGO’s and NGO’s to meet the basic human needs for
life and making a living of all inhabitants of planet earth.
Historical perspective
Over the last 30 years, a series of Conferences and Congresses stand
out as the main landmarks in the development of Environmental Education
and later of Sustainable Development Education (SDE or ESD), with as
main actors, UNEP in Nairobi, UNESCO in Paris and organizations such as
IUCN and WWF.
Belgrade 1975(UNESCO-UNEP)
Tbilisi 1977 (UNESCO-UNEP)
Moscow 1987(UNEP-UNESCO)
Jomtien 1990(UNESCO-UNDP-UNICEF-WB)
Rio de Janeiro 1992(UN)Santiago de Compostela 2000(UNESCO)
Johannesburg 2002(UN)
WEEC at Rio, 2004
WEEC at Torino, 2005
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SDE and human life
Care for the environment as well as judicious and rational utilisation
of resources does impact positively on human life. Hence if one wishes to
eliminate a major potential cause of conflict and help achieve peace, the
broad lines of action needed are, in a nutshell, to:
–
Learn about man and his environment and teach others, i.e. make
sustainable development education available to all.
–
Learn about development that will benefit the present generations
and (in a continued way) benefit their children.
–
Collectively apply this approach to our societies, i.e. practice
sustainable development at all levels of life.
Good environment = peace
A parallel is drawn between the policy choices available for achieving
both environmental protection and lasting peace. The point is made that while
absence of education (basic, moral, artistic, scientific, technological, physical
and environmental) is a clear early warning of oncoming conflict, the
destruction of the environment and of the resource base which serves people’s
livelihood and the absence of reasonably lasting development are sure
indicators of oncoming strife and conflict. Hence, a good environment, coupled
with good governance, is part of the formula for peace.
Revolution of 21st century society through education
Most countries of the world, in these early years of the 21st century,
are embarking into educational and curricular reform, of one sort or another.
This is an opportunity for educational reformers and decision-makers to
remodel educational systems to meet the challenges of these times, in
particular to make concepts such as sustainability, development, solidarity
and personal responsibility universal. The reforms call for in-depth reengineering of Education, not mere cosmetic changes.
For this purpose we are called upon to identify:
–
New knowledge
–
New actors
–
New partners
–
New approaches, as well as new institutional structures for
Education in the 21st century .
Definitions
–
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At the onset, let us agree on the meaning of some basic concepts
from which we can deduct practical definitions for SDE and
SDE’s contribution to peaceful living.
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–
–
–
–

Resource: Anything that is usefully and directly used by people.
Restoration: To return a degraded ecosystem (or culture or
community or painting) to its original.
Pedagogy: The science and art of facilitating and guiding learning.
Sustainable development: Improving the quality of human life
while living within the carrying capacities of supporting natural
ecosystems and supporting built-up systems (Atchia, 2000).

War and peace
At a time of crisis, an immediate precursor to war, one recognises
and indeed cherishes basic values such as human rights and duties, social
progress, peace, continuity and development, the need for security, for law
and order, as well as the intrinsic personal values of freedom, search for
happiness, willingness to cooperate, honesty, humanity, love, respect, nonaggression, simplicity, tolerance, unity and above all responsible behaviour.
Furthermore in all societies, whatever the religion, prayers are
always said at times of impending conflict. The personal habit of the faithful
to pray at all times, whether in joy or difficulty, is a solid basis for
preventing conflict and achieving peaceful living.
The crucial role of education in preventing conflict
The more an education system provides moral and ethical, physical,
academic, artistic, scientific and technological education in an integrated way,
the more it can be successful in building peace. Instruction (i.e. the pure
acquisition of data and skills – which is sometimes mistaken for education –
does not provide for human development, nor can it prevent conflicts).
What education?
–

–

–

The “rule” of love, the vocation that animates teachers, pastoral
care of pupils in an atmosphere of peace, serenity and search for
the truth, strongly contribute to the formation of children, young
people and adults convinced of the value of peaceful living.
Parallel with that approach is an education solidly anchored in
the basics: ecology and sustainability, scientific rationality, the
arts, acquisition of personal skills for communication, for
initiative and progress, human values, solidarity.
Sustainable Development Education and Environmental
Citizenship are the best educational tools to combine individual
rights and responsibilities. Success or failure of developing
positive citizenship attitudes and actions depends of course on the
pedagogy utilized, but also on a sound scientific and ecological
basis to all programmes of studies-hence the proposal that all such
25
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educational programmes be based on a selected few, fundamental,
natural concepts and simple common sense rules.
Key concepts
Simple, common sense rules exist, which can be used to
avoid/resolve conflicts, in particular deep-rooted conflicts.
Wide perceptions of economic and social injustice often fuels what
is called “deep-rooted” conflict, with each and every issue becoming
emotionally charged. Hence dispassionate and objective approaches,
“cooling-off” periods, the services of independent arbiters are some key
tools in conflict management.
Following an outrage (e.g. a large scale terrorist attack) when the desire
to stamp out those responsible to “make them pay” is very strong, the cooling
off period becomes crucial, leading to legal, social and technical responses
addressing the causes as well as, eventually, forgiveness and reconciliation.
Quality of life
Based on research by Atchia, carried out under the aegis of IUBS,
starting in 1982, the following were identified by large samples of people
from all continents as what they wish/require for a life of quality: love;
friends and family; recreation; music and communication; education and
formation; material and equipment for living; money and other resources;
natural environment and access to nature; pleasant and functional man-made
environment; liberty; law and order; justice and discipline in society; personal
and community health and the ability to develop one’s in-born abilities;
feeling secure and living in peace; meaningful occupation during working
life; meaningful occupation during retirement.
It is a universally acknowledged pedagogy to start educating
someone on the basis of his or her needs. Hence the usefulness of such
research, which together with Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, formed the
basis of a UNEP-UNESCO series of educational posters for schools,
published in 1990, in several languages.
New areas of learning
New years of learning coming into the education scene in the last
30 years:
–
Family-life education
–
Health education
–
Computer literacy
–
Consumer education
–
Moral, civic and ethical teachings
–
Life-skills programs
–
Environmental education
26
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–
–

Sustainable Development Education
Environmental Citizenship

Earth Citizens
First each one is born a citizen of a country, i.e. is a National Citizen.
Then, in this globalized world, we are increasingly becoming Citizens of the
World, but it is only when our consciousness has reached maturity that we
become true Earth Citizens. What current actions does an Earth Citizen do?
Here are some urgent guidelines:
–
Phasing out ozone-depleting substances
–
Planned human development, based on sound ecological and
ethical principles and education
–
Improving transportation, housing, shopping; schools, medical,
recreational and other facilities for all
–
Allowing only sustainable use of renewable resources
–
Respect for and knowledge of traditional cultures and practices,
specially when these can make unique contributions to world
civilization
–
Adopting lifestyles which are people-friendly as well as
environmentally-friendly (war, violence, drugs, exploitation and
poverty, racism, genetic manipulation, unlimited growth and
ignorance of natural laws are not part of such lifestyles).
Getting started
This is proposed as a standard format of Project design and
development. Only the main steps are given below:
–
Choose one objective at a time: e.g. ensuring reliable and
sustainable food-supply to a given household/village/city/country.
–
Find out how to achieve that objective.
–
Assemble an action group made up of all stakeholders.
–
Define a set of practical actions that are realist and achievable.
–
Seek inputs and from scientists, politicians & community
leaders, businessmen & industrialists and others about the action.
–
Establish mechanisms and carry out the recommended actions.
–
Ensure effective internal communications and public relations.
–
Follow-up each step in the implementation.
–
Evaluate what is working and what is not.
–
Assess the results obtained and positive effects on people.
–
Devise additional actions where necessary.
–
Identify the next and new objective and repeat the process.
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Education for peaceful living
Education for peaceful living should be targeted, in priority, to:
–
Journalists, writers, media people, NGOs
–
Local authority workers
–
Businessmen and industrialists, bankers and shopkeepers,
parents, homemakers
–
Transportation and construction workers; tourists and leisure personnel
–
Architects, planners, engineers and all other professionals
–
All categories of workers including trade unionists
–
Mayors, ministers and other political decision-makers
–
Military leaders, strategists, analysts
–
Pre-primary level pupils and primary school pupils
–
Secondary school , high school and colleges students, technical,
vocational and professional trainees
–
University students, staff and researchers
–
Senior citizens and retired people
–
Clergy and other religious leaders.
Some basic pedagogy of the teaching-learning process
Here one is reminded that we learn and remember:
–
10% of what we hear
–
15% of what we see
–
20% of what we both see and hear
–
40% of what we discuss with others
–
80% of what we experience directly and practice
–
90% of what we have experienced and taught others.
“Those who care teach”
This slogan brings to mind one of the fundamentals of civilization,
namely the role of Education, defined by the author as follows:
In civilizations, the process of transmission and/or discovery, through
which a learner acquires knowledge, concepts and skills, undergoes
personal development and improves his or her understanding of the world.
(See UNESCO-EOLSS Encyclopaedia: Our Fragile World, p. 1229)
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EDUCATION FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
LEARNING FOR SUSTAINABLE LIVING IN KENYA
A PROJECT OF NATURE KENYA
(EAST AFRICAN NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY)
Eric Deche
Ford Foundation
P.O. Box 44486 Nairobi, 00100, GPO, Kenya
Tel: 3749957 e-mail: office@naturekenya.org
www.naturekenya.org
UK - Royal Society for the protection of birds (UK-RSPB)
The Lodge - Sandy SG19 2DL, UK Tel: +44 1767 680551
Abstract
Nature Kenya (the East Africa Natural History Society) is a nonprofit society of over 1,000 members, working with 12 local community
groups. Nature Kenya works for the study, education, enjoyment and
conservation of nature and the environment.
Aim:
Promote the study of natural history, and conservation of the natural
environment, in eastern Africa.
Mission:
Connecting nature and people.
In pursuing this mission, Nature Kenya strives to:
–
Build a strong constituency for conservation across the country
–
Enhance knowledge of Kenya’s biodiversity
–
Advocate policies favorable to biodiversity conservation
–
Promote conservation of key species, sites, and habitats
–
Encourage community participation in conservation through
promotion of sustainable benefits
–
Create an awareness on Important Bird Areas in Kenya as Key
Biodiversity conservation areas of extreme importance.
The State of the Environment report 2003 clearly reveals that
Kenya’s environmental status has shown no significant improvement despite
the wide range of efforts to both conservation and environmental education.
Kenya recognizes that for environmental conservation to be effective, it needs
an informed, educated and skilled citizenry. This it can only achieve by
reorienting its environmental education initiatives towards Education for
29
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Sustainable Development giving credence to the development of a
comprehensive Education for Sustainable Development strategy.
A different approach to environmental education has to be adopted if
we are to see a shift in people’s perceptions and attitudes towards the
environment. Coupled with the socio-economic problems, there is also a
great lack of capacity in Kenyan schools and non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) to deliver effective, locally relevant education on
issues relating to sustainable development. Nature Kenya’s attempt to
address this problem is through material production believing that, by doing
so, we will help to improve understanding of sustainable development
throughout Kenyan society. We are confident that this will result an
enhanced implementation of sustainable development initiatives at the local
and national levels, and will ultimately contribute to the reduction of
poverty and the prevention or reversal of environmental degradation.
The production of a resource book for all public primary schools,
based on the project, Learning for Sustainable Living in Kenya, we believe
shall raise a generation of Kenyan’s who will be conscious of, and have the
necessary skills to face environment challenges. The resource book now
being printed will be launched late march 2006.
ESD: Strategy for Kenya 2005-2010
The Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) strategy for
Kenya, 2005-2010 was prepared by the National Environment Management
Authority (NEMA) in collaboration with key stakeholders Nature Kenya
being one of them. The development of this strategy was occasioned by the
need to streamline and provide a framework for organizing and coordinating
various ESD initiatives as a response to the UNESCO-UNEP Decade of
Education for Sustainable Development. The strategy focuses on key
domains of ESD namely Basic Education, Reorienting Existing Education
Programmes, developing Public Awareness and Understanding of
Sustainability and Training in achieving sustainable development. The
strategy also focuses on pertinent issues that need to be addressed in
order to achieve sustainable development in Kenya.
These include overcoming poverty, gender equality, health
promotion, environmental conservation and protection rural transformation,
sustainable production and consumption, intercultural understanding, peace
and disaster preparedness.
Project overview (Learning for Sustainable Living in Kenya)
The project Learning for Sustainable Living in Kenya, came up as a
challenge posed by the United Nations Secretary General Koffi Annan,
during the preparations towards the World Summit on Sustainable
Development (WSSD), Johannesburg 2002. At the conference he proposed
that by conserving Water and Energy, providing Health care, ensuring food
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security through responsible Agriculture mankind shall be able to conserve
Biodiversity, what came to be known as (WEHAB) initiative, which is
linked to the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). Realizing the lack of
appropriate materials and skills to teach sustainable development in Kenya,
Nature Kenya took the challenge to develop such for schools. The project is
therefore in line with the Decade on Education for Sustainable Development
(DESD) and the Kenyan national strategy.
The WEHAB initiative has a great relevance to Kenya’s socio
economic and political development. Water, energy, health, agriculture and
biodiversity resources are some of the basic ingredients needed to eradicate
poverty, boost economic development and enhance the health status of
Kenyans. Sustainable development of these resources is needed.
Use of these resources has been going on since time immemorial but
recent studies show that their utilization has not been sustainable (MENR,
1994; NEMA, 2004).
WEHAB
Water

Energy

Health

Agriculture

MDGs
–
Key to poverty eradication – supports agriculture, livestock,
industry
–
Supports biodiversity
–
Safe drinking water – reduces child mortality and
improvement of maternal health
–
Malaria and other diseases lead to poverty and death of
people
–
Expansion of energy to the poor vital in reducing poverty
–
Renewable energy, energy efficiency and clean conventional
fuels vital in ensuring environmental sustainability
–
Reduction of pollution from energy sources improve health
of people
–
3 goals directly relate to health – need interventions such as
clean water, sanitation, household energy and sound
environmental management
–
Eradicating extreme poverty and hunger lead to
improvement of human health
–
Universal primary education key to improving health
–
Promoting gender equality and women empowerment
improves health of children
–
Environmental sustainability – ensures that health gains are
sustained in longer term for benefit of future generations
–
Agriculture is key to stimulating sustainable economic
growth and rural employment
–
Enhances food security and poverty reduction
–
Women key to agricultural growth in developing countries
and hence gender equality and women empowerment is
important for achieving sustainable development
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Biodiversity

–

–

–

Biodiversity ensures survival of human societies – provide
food, income and medicines to combat diseases, e.g.
HIV/AIDS, malaria etc; reduce child mortality, improve
maternal health - conservation, use and equity issues
important
Women are custodians of traditional knowledge and direct
users of biodiversity – gender equity and women
empowerment important
Biodiversity reduce risks associated with natural disasters
e.g. floods, droughts, hurricanes and stress resulting from
human activities e.g. pollution and climate change

Table 1. Relationship between the WEHAB initiatives and MDGs

The Problem
Currently there is an inadequacy of relevant learning support
materials for effective Education for Sustainable Development in Kenya, a
critical need that ought to be addressed. There is also the lack of capacity in
primary schools and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) in Kenya to
deliver effective, locally relevant education on issues relating to Sustainable
Development. The reason we are addressing this problem is because we
believe that, by doing so, we will help to improve understanding of
Sustainable Development throughout Kenyan society. In turn, we are
confident that this will result in improved implementation of Sustainable
Development initiatives at the local and national levels. Such initiatives
have the potential to reduce poverty, improve people’s livelihoods in many
ways, and prevent or reverse environmental degradation. Therefore, their
implementation is a high priority. Enhancing the educational capacity of
schools and NGOs will lead to improved understanding of Sustainable
Development in two main ways.
–
Firstly, schools will be able to improve understanding among
their students. These students will impart at least some of their
new knowledge to their parents, and will soon go on to become
influential members of their communities and, in some cases,
important decision-makers.
–
Secondly, NGOs will become better equipped to educate the
communities they work with. These communities include the
poorest people in Kenyan society, who have the most to gain
from Sustainable Development because they are the most
dependent on natural resources.
Similarly, improved understanding of Sustainable Development will
result in enhanced implementation of Sustainable Development initiatives in
two main ways.
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–

–

Firstly, improved understanding among students, their parents
and other members of local communities will enable them to
make informed decisions about actions leading to positive or
negative impacts on their local environment. These citizens will
also become more aware of their right to key environmental
services and a sustainable livelihood, and better able to protect
this right by demanding that decision-makers in positions of
power implement appropriate initiatives.
Secondly, improved understanding among decision-makers will
strengthen their ability to identify alternative development
options and assess their relative merits.

The way forward
Nature Kenya tactfully considered bridging this gap through the
project Learning for Sustainable Living in Kenya which developed materials
aimed at enhancing education for sustainable development.
Through this initiative, Nature Kenya’s hopes to enhance the
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) on sustainable development using
Water, Energy, Health, Agriculture, Biodiversity and Environment & People as
important themes.
Phase one of the project was developed to tackle the problem
outlined above by carrying out three main activities.
–
Development of high-quality, up-to-date, locally relevant
teachers’ resource book and educational posters on issues relating to
Sustainable Development. These resources designed primarily for
teachers of 10-to-12-year-olds, will also be suitable for use by NGO
staff involved in community education.
–
Distribution of these resources to all public primary schools and
NGOs involved in community education throughout Kenya, and
to relevant decision-makers.
–
Hold high-profile seminars for national and local decisionmakers and the media to launch the resources and highlight the
importance of Sustainable Development.
The resource book focuses on the following six thematic chapters:
–
People and Environment
–
Water
–
Biodiversity
–
Energy
–
Health
–
Agriculture
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The material development process
This initiative has empowered teachers and all participating
stakeholders on material development processes owing to its participatory
nature; this clearly reflects a shift from the traditional expert-centred
approaches which focus on the Research-Develop-Disseminate-Adopt
(RDDA) model. Involvement of learners in the active learning process leads
to taking action making learners feel ownership over the activities and value
the environment as theirs.
Consequently, this has developed motivation and confidence among
learners realizing that their knowledge is valued and contributes to the
betterment of their local environment. Implementing this project was been
done in several stages:
–
Stage 1: Was done using a workshop approach whereby the
participants developed activities and draft content for a resource
book. A panel of teachers from this initial group to forge the
process was also formed.
–
Stage 2: Culminated with the first draft of the resource material
that integrated teachers’ and experts’ ideas on WEHAB and
education for sustainable development.
–
Stage 3: Involved piloting of the resource material with teachers
in selected schools. The teachers examined the suitability of the
resource to there teaching subjects and proposed several
adjustments. Their comments were used to guide the development
of the final resource material.
–
Stage 4: Was a consensus building phase and involved reflecting
on the experiences of teachers about the resource material and
their additional comments. This phase was done using the Project
Advisory Group (See below) and which culminated in the final
version of the resource. The final version is now undergoing
printing in bulk quantities and later to be distributed to schools,
NGOs and education resource centres. Use of these resources
will be evaluated and the findings used to guide future editions of
similar resource.
Project Advisory Group
This involved the formation of a Project Advisory Group taking
advantage of the varied expertise by other Environmental Education
practitioners and the important role these organisations play. The Project
Advisory Group formed the pillar of the project providing technical
advisory role. The composition of the group was carefully done to take care
of the Government interest in order to gain political support, the Academia
and the Non-Governmental Organizations in order to form a strong
partnership of implementation.
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Some terms of reference for this group were also developed to
ensure smooth running and avoid conflicts of interests. Members of the
Project Advisory Group were drawn from the National Environment
Management Authority, Kenya Organisation for Environmental Education,
Ministry of Education Science and Technology, Department of Quality
Assurance and Standards, Kenya Institute of Education, Kenyatta
University, UK Royal Society for the Protection of Birds and Nature Kenya.
First Workshop 9th-13th August 2004
Being participatory, a cross section of teachers from different parts
of the country was invited. The teacher selection took into consideration
close proximity to the following ecosystems: forests, wetland, drylands and
urban areas. Also were considered subject teachers who were conversant
with environmental conservation. Key education stakeholders in
Environmental Education in the country were also represented, these
included, the Ministry of Education, Wildlife Clubs of Kenya, Kenya
Wildlife Service, Kenya Organisation of Environmental Education, National
Environment Management Authority, Kenyatta University, Giraffe Centre,
A-Rocha Kenya, Nature Kenya, the Elsamere Field Study Centre and UKRoyal Society for the Protection of Birds.
Resource persons, experts in the five key areas of Water, Energy,
Health, Agriculture and Biodiversity from the government, Nongovernmental Organisations and the Universities were invited to highlight
on these key issues as they affect the country. Each of the resource persons
was tasked with a specific WEHAB topic to help orientate participants of
the current country status on the issues. Great input was provided by the
International Education Manager of the UK-RSPB who gave experiences
from other countries. This one week gruelling teacher’s workshop was able
to develop specific activities that conformed to the education curriculum.
During the workshop period a smaller team of six teachers who would carry
on with the process was selected.
During the workshop an approach to understanding Sustainable
Development using the three main pillars of sustainable development
(Economic, Social and Political) was developed and called the problem tree,
as per diagram below against which activities were developed.
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Damaged Environment

Economic

Social

Political

Environmental
Problem

Economic

Social

Political

Improved Environment

The activities were developed according to the following format and
checked against the matrices respectively.
Activity Template:
Ecological Region:
Theme:
Objectives:
Learning outcomes:
Subject and curricular links:
Materials required:
Activity:
Further activities:
Reference/Further reading
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Matrix for identifying skills in
Learning for Sustainable Living activities
Theme:______________ Ecological region: _________________
Does the activity help to develop the following skills?
Activity Activity
No.
No.

Activity Activity
No.
No.

Develops creative skills
Develops critical thinking skills
Develops oral communication skills
Develops written communication
skills
Promotes collaboration and
cooperation
Develops decision making skills
Develops problem solving and
planning skills
Promotes practical citizenship
Develops conflict management skills

Matrix to identify sustainable development factors in activities
Theme:________________ Ecological region:__________________
Activity
No.

Activity Activity Activity
No.
No.
No.

Problems caused through
economic reasons
Solutions through economic
reasons
Problems caused through social
reason
Solutions through social reasons
Problems caused through
political reasons
Solutions through political
reasons
Problems caused through
physical environment reasons
Solutions to solve physical
environment reasons
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Second Workshop 6th-9th December 2004
It was found necessary to convene a second workshop for the smaller
team of selected teachers and experts in Environmental Education and
Development to review the materials developed at the first workshop. This
consultative workshop filled in the gaps and charted the way forward. This
workshop shaped the activities to allow them to be used for piloting in schools.
The main tasks of this workshop were to fill in the gaps from the
previous workshop which involved:
–
Developing a table of content which was to be used to guide the
writing of the background information. It was also their
responsibility to ensure that the table of content was linked to the
school curriculum.
–
Reviewing and editing the activities that were developed, which
involved approving of the appropriate activities and rejecting
those that were inappropriate and generating alternative ones.
The resultant of this work was activities that were ready for
piloting in schools.
Piloting and results
60 schools were identified across the country to pilot the activities,
and out of these 50% responded. The schools were selected to represent the
different geographic zones, some urban and others rural. The list of schools
included those that were involved in the two workshops and also some that
were not involved at all. The responses from these schools were varied;
while some were useful others were not. Piloting these activities in some
schools provided an opportunity for these schools to undertake practical
activities that were not possible before.
Some of the general comments from teachers included:
–
Most of the activities were relevant to the school curriculum
–
Some activities involved critical thinking and Brainstorming
teachers found them very interesting and could be incorporated
in their teaching skills.
Some of the more specific comments included:
–
Pupils understood life cycle of mosquitoes and how to break it so
that they do not transmit malaria
–
Although the activity was based on birds, it aroused them to care
for other animals too
–
From these activities students were motivated and organized a
trip to the nearest National Park (Lake Nakuru National Park).
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Students cover page designing workshop
This workshop was organized for students from within Nairobi who
were invited to design the cover page of the resource book.
The aim was to make the resource book appealing to the users and
therefore involving students in designing the cover page was going to add
value of ownership. From this one day workshop very interesting artwork
was generated. A selection of one piece of artwork was used to generate the
cover page of the resource book and poster.
Lessons learnt
The project process has a few lessons that it has learnt over its
implementation period.
–
The creation of the Project Advisory Group has served as a
strong point of reference as the group has helped to shape and
guide the process. This group remains essential for both political
and policy gains, it also helps in soliciting for academic input.
–
For acceptability it is necessary to involve the users of this
material and thus both teachers and students have been involved
throughout the process.
–
Piloting of the resource book before bulk printing served as a
barometer of its usefulness in schools.
Phase two
Phase two will involve development of a teaching manual and
training in sustainable development and how to use the resource book to
practicing teachers and student teachers in all 31 teacher training colleges in
Kenya, both private and public. This is subject to availability of funds.
Conclusion
The project strongly felt that teachers and students being users of the
resources had to be at the centre of developing them. Teaching Learning for
Sustainable Living in Kenya remains a prerequisite for true development
and this project is Nature Kenya’s contribution towards the Decade on
Education for Sustainable Development (DESD) 2005-2014.
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BALANCING CONSERVATION AND HUMAN NEEDS:
AN EXAMPLE USING SANTA CATALINA ISLAND
Joe E. Heimlich, Ph.D.
Institute for Learning Innovation and The Ohio State University
Martin Storksdieck, Ph.D.
Institute for Learning innovation
Ann Muscat, Ph.D.
Catalina Island Conservancy
Introduction and Theoretical Underpinnings
The Catalina Island Conservancy has protected 88% (42,000 acres)
of Catalina Island’s wild lands for the last 32 years. Conservation and
restoration efforts were intensified in the early to mid 1990’s, causing
tensions with both resident and tourist communities. Realizing that its
mission of being “a responsible steward of its lands through a balance of
conservation, education and recreation” requires an ongoing partnership
with the 4,000 year-round residents and more than one million annual
visitors alike, the Conservancy is embarking on a concerted effort to more
effectively understand and engage with stakeholders and to deepen their
understanding of the complex scientific and social issues underlying the
Conservancy’s conservation decisions.
Such an approach requires understanding the characteristics of the
various stakeholders and designing consistent messages across stakeholder
groups appropriate for the different groups.
One of the social issues facing the Conservancy is the strong sense
of place and place-identity of both residents and visitors. Place identity is a
sub-structure of an individual’s perception of self, that consists of cognitions
about the physical world in which the individual lives (Proshansky, Fabian
& Kaminoff, 1995). Such cognitions represent memories, ideas, feelings,
attitudes, values, preferences, meanings, and conceptions of behaviour and
experience which relate to the variety and complexity of physical settings
that define the day-to-day existence of every human being and lead to place
attachment (Kyle, Graefe, Manning & Bacon, 2003).
Similarly, Positioning Theory suggests that motivation can be
viewed in terms of the orientation of individual people to the world about
them: what they experience as wanting at a particular moment and how their
mental life is organized around that. Reversal Theory on the other hand,
suggests the way we see the world and act in it depends on the basic values
we are pursuing at a given time and these values are continually changing in
the course of everyday life (Harré & Moghaddam, 2003). Brody et al (2002)
found visitors build upon prior knowledge and experiences – new values
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and understandings were built on prior knowledge and experiences.
Ultimately, Brody suggests Groups create their own collective understanding
which may be factually based or not.
Another important element of the context is that of the social
structure. It is generally agreed that historical context of intergroup affect
and cognition are important precursors to how someone feels and what they
hold as knowledge (Bodenhausen & Moreno, 2000). Whereas affects are
universal, the cognitive accompaniments of a given emotion vary greatly
given factors such as age, experience, and culture; therefore, the quality and
complexity of conscious experience change throughout an individual’s life
as affects become associated with cognition, or as affective-cognitive
structures are formed (Ulrich, 1993). Furthermore, as Korn and Calvert
(1996) noted, although community members have a basic understanding of
the concept of connected natural systems, many lack the scientific
vocabulary to describe the concept. Given these and additional
considerations, the driving questions being asked by the Conservancy
included: In what ways are the residents and visitors similar? In what ways
do they differ and can this difference inform the Conservancy on how to
better frame its message for informal science learning?
Objectives of the Study
To ensure that the Conservancy’s strategy of community-based
conservation is built upon an understanding of the environmental
knowledge, awareness, attitudes, interests and behaviours of influential
stakeholders, the Conservancy partnered with a non-profit social science
research organization to study attitudes about Catalina Island, conservation,
and the Conservancy. To do so, specific research questions were asked:
–
What do residents and visitors cherish about Catalina Island?
–
What are the residents’ and visitors’ attitudes toward
conservation, conservation needs on Catalina Island, and toward
the Catalina Island Conservancy?
–
To what degree are residents and visitors aware of various
conservation and environmental issues on Catalina Island?
–
What is the level of knowledge around the Conservancy’s key
messages, and how do the subgroups differ in ways relevant to
possible education or communication strategies?
Design and Procedure
Face-to-face exploratory interviews were conducted randomly with
35 visitors and 45 residents. Findings from these interviews were used to
develop a closed-ended questionnaire for visitors and residents that
addressed the main research questions. The questionnaires were pilot-tested,
revised and visitor sampling occurred in the fall 2004 and spring 2005.
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The resident survey was distributed in the spring of 2005 to all post
office boxes (census) on Catalina Island.
Resident survey. This instrument consisted of eight scales plus
demographics. The first scale, which overlaps in part with the visitor survey,
is a measure of attitudes toward Catalina. The second scale, which only
appears on the resident survey, relates to living on Catalina, both positive
and negative aspects. The third scale asked residents to rate positive and
negative aspects of life on the Island as identified through interviews. The
fourth scale asked residents to rank various environmentally-related issues.
The fifth scale related to attitudes toward general conservation. A sixth scale
specifically referred to conservation needs on Catalina Island.
An affective scale was designed to measure residents’ opinions of
the Conservancy. The eighth section of the survey included eight knowledge
questions about conservation and island biogeography and ecology that
were built from the key educational goals/messages of the Conservancy.
The final section of the instrument was designed to collect basic
demographic data related to age, gender, education, racial identity, and
household income.
The survey was translated into Spanish and both English/Spanish
were included on each instrument (upside down/reverse language model).
Two surveys and a cover letter from the Conservancy were placed in
an envelope with a self-addressed stamped return envelope and sent to all
approximately 2000 mailboxes in Avalon. There were 333 surveys returned
which translates to approximately 17% response rate. The standard response
rate for general public surveys is between 5% and 20%. Of the returned
surveys, only three were completed in Spanish, although 14% of the
respondents did self-identify as Latino/a.
Visitor survey. The visitor survey was designed to overlap greatly
with the resident survey for the purposes of comparison. Additional items
and scales were added to address the visitor agenda, and items that were
specific for residents were eliminated. Sampling was done primarily on the
ferry that connected Catalina Island with the mainland.
Some sampling was conducted on Avalon’s pedestrian area. Over
350 questionnaires were collected.
Data analysis. For the quantitative analysis, a number of techniques
were used. For descriptive purposes, means (averages), standard deviation,
and modes (most frequent response) are reported. For many of the
descriptive items in this study, a Kendall’s Tau b was used. To determine the
differences in scales and subscales, analysis of variance (ANOVA) was
used. Correlations were determined with Spearman’s Rho.
Respondents to the survey were most likely to be female, Caucasian,
and of slightly higher educational attainment and higher household income
than the U.S. average. The visitor sample was younger and more ethnically
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diverse than the resident sample. Caucasians completed the majority of
resident surveys (86%); however, other data sources suggest that almost
50% of Island residents are of Latino or Hispanic descent. Almost 80% of
residents and visitors have at least an associate’s degree; the educational
level of respondents is thus higher than the national average (31%). A third
of the resident and visitor respondents reported household income of more
than $90,000; two-thirds reported household income of $50,000 or more
(U.S. median household income is $44,000).
What are attitudes toward conservation in general?
Residents and visitors differed significantly in their attitudes toward
conservation as measured by the summated conservation scale (t571=5.67,
p<.001). Residents (M=5.17) generally had a more positive attitude toward
conservation than did the visitors (M=4.75). Residents and visitors differed
significantly in their perceptions of conservation behaviours they could
undertake (t 621=-5.8, p<.001). It is noteworthy that visitors (M=5.30) felt
there was more they could do to conserve water and energy than residents
(M=4.50). Residents and visitors were bifurcated related to their support for
active management of the environment. The mode for “The best way to
protect human-impacted natural environments is to not interfere but let
nature take its course” and “The best way to protect human-impacted natural
environments is to actively manage them” was 4. This finding indicates that
a plurality of residents and visitors are undecided or neutral on the issues.
Visitors (M=4.97) were significantly more likely to agree with active
management of human-impacted natural environments than residents
(M=4.63) [t483=-2.15, p=.032].
What are attitudes toward conservation on Catalina Island?
Residents and visitors saw a strong need to conserve water and
energy, though residents (M=5.82) were significantly more likely to see a
need to conserve water and energy on Catalina Island than visitors (M=5.20)
[t609=5.41, p<.001]. Visitors generally felt more empowered to effect change
in that they felt that there was more they could do to conserve water and
energy. Residents overwhelmingly support the idea that protecting the
interior is important to the character of Catalina Island; this item correlates
moderately with a notion of active management. Managing access to the
interior is also strongly supported by residents, which is not surprising since
residents appreciate the Island’s limited development. Support for managing
non-native species is weaker, though still mildly positive, but there is at best
moderate awareness of pets as a threat to native species. Visitors (M=4.78)
were more likely to agree that there is a need to manage non-native animals
on Catalina compared to residents (M=4.24) [t481=-2.93, p=.004].
The patterns of correlations and the statistical significance provide
evidence that those who believe in actively managing natural environments
to protect them from human impacts are supportive of the efforts of the
Conservancy. The moderately strong to strong correlations are all
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significantly correlated and indicate a positive skew. On the other hand, the
negative and weak to moderate correlations related to the management
efforts of the Conservancy with “letting nature take its course” suggests that
those who believe in this approach, disagree with the strategies (the negative
correlation) and in a predictable way (the significance).
To what degree are residents and visitors aware of various
conservation and environmental issues on Catalina Island?
In the survey, both residents and visitors were asked to rate their
perception of the importance of different issues for Catalina Island.
Residents were more concerned about housing, infrastructure, congestion
issues, and access to the interior of the Island. Visitors, however, had higher
means on four of the conservation/restoration issues with protection of
native plants being statistically significant. Conservation and restoration
(protection) issues were consistently seen as less severe than quality of life
issues for residents. It would appear visitors can support conservation since
it doesn’t affect them negatively. Many visitors admitted that they were not
aware of specific issues or concerns on Catalina Island. The percentage of
visitors who said they did not know ranged from 32.9% (“traffic
congestion”) to 49% (“Avalon’s infrastructure”). Many visitors were not
familiar with the problems of Catalina, the concerns of the residents, or the
concerns of the Conservancy.
What is the level of knowledge, and how do the subgroups differ in
ways relevant to the possible education or communication strategies?
Knowledge was assessed using eight multiple-response items,
created based on the Conservancy’s key educational concept outcome
statements. Residents had significantly more correct answers than visitors
(p<.001). A comparison between residents and visitors revealed that Island
residents had a higher understanding of island ecology and island
biogeography than visitors. In fact, 80% of residents answered correctly the
question of island colonization by plants and animals (compared to 54%
visitors). More than half to almost two-thirds of residents knew about
ecological characteristics of Catalina; visitors on average showed very little
understanding. Four-fifths of residents and visitors each knew what the term
co-evolve means; just one fifth of each group and thus fewer than would be
expected from a random guess knew what determines the biodiversity of
islands versus mainland habitats. There were significant differences as a
function of education level (resident and visitor data were combined for this
analysis) (F2,578=6.11, p=.002).
There was a significant difference for residents’ involvement with
the Conservancy (F2,317=8.35, p<.001). Residents who were more involved
with the Conservancy had more correct answers.
Residents have greater knowledge related to the Island and the
desired knowledge outcomes of the Conservancy than did visitors. This
suggests that respondents were informed and concerned, which ties closely
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to the strong attitudes toward the Island. The identity with Catalina extended
to understanding many of the concepts of island biogeography.
There was no evidence that this knowledge, however, translated into
conservation action. Engagement with the Conservancy relates to
knowledge, as does educational level, which supports most prior studies of
conservation knowledge.
Sample Conclusions
Although residents are more knowledgeable about island ecology
than visitors, visitors were more inclined to support conservation issues and
seemed to feel more empowered than residents. Visitors were generally not
aware of the problems that plagued residents and about the conflicts
between conservation/preservation and living near, and being influenced by,
protected land. Since the resident sample was biased towards people with
positive attitudes towards conservation, the results indicate that:
–
The proximity to the problem (residents) seem to foster knowledge
–
Higher knowledge and awareness does not necessarily lead to
support for specific action
–
Higher support (visitors) might be based on naïve understanding
of the implications
–
Eco-literacy communications efforts do not need to start from scratch.
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GRASSROOTS ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
FOR SOCIAL CHANGE: THE HISTORICAL LEGACY
OF RACE RELATIONS IN THE SOUTHEASTERN USA
Robert J. Hill
University of Georgia
Vice President of North America
for theInternational Council for Adult Education (ICAE)
bobhill@uga.edu
Introduction
At the 3rd World Environmental Education Congress, 2-6 October,
2005, I present two case studies from my research on environmental
advocacy and activism in the south-eastern USA. One case study was from
The Citizens for Environmental Justice/Harambee House located in
Savannah, Georgia and the other was Glynn Environmental Coalition in
Brunswick, Georgia, USA. The former engages in community environmental
education involving resistance to a nuclear facility and other environmental
problems. The latter works on environmental education related to toxic wastes
at sites scattered throughout their region. The area wherein the groups operate
is a region that has a legacy of oppressing African-Americans from the time
of their arrival on slave ships in the 1600s through the civil rights struggles in
the 1950s-1960s, and into today.
Both organizations explore the intersection of sustainability with
environmental justice/environmental racism, however the work of
Harambee House is directly situated within this discourse. Hill (2003) has
pointed out that people of colour (e.g., Native Americans, aboriginal
peoples, African Americans, Latinos/as, Asian Americans, etc.), and lowincome communities of all colours, experience siting of unwanted toxic
facilities, unequal enforcement of environmental laws, unjust political
processes, and disproportionate exposure to pollutants. The term,
environmental racism, was coined to define this phenomenon. The currently
popular term for the topic is environmental justice.
The study of environmental justice explores disparities at the
perilous intersection of racism, class favour, the hegemony of the overprivileged, and sexism that underlie much ecological destruction,
unsustainable practices, and deteriorating health of marginalized and
oppressed populations, at all levels on a global scale. Environmental groups
(non-government organizations or NGOs) have mobilized minority and
disadvantaged populations to resist poisoning, protect their natural
resources, and to effect social transformation through public policy changes,
and other means. Unambiguously, citizen participation, popular activism
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and direct action are essential to maintaining a balanced ecology,
sustainability, and people’s health. Environmental adult education plays a
critical role in achieving social justice, setting public policy, and building
more democratic societies (Hill, 2003).
This presentation was drawn from a larger qualitative research study
funded by the Kellogg Foundation, Houle Scholars Program
(http://www.coe.uga.edu/hsp/), to the author. The larger study was designed
to gather the disparate voices of environmental adult educator/activists in
the south-eastern USA. The presentation used documentary film, produced
by the author that gave concrete and stimulating examples of the strategies
that have been successful in mobilizing communities around environmental
issues. It also illustrated the barriers to organizing for sustainability that
must be overcome through education.
Research such as this is needed because educators have paid
inadequate attention to environmental education with/for adults and
communities despite pressing environmental problems, and scholars in
almost every field have ignored the outcomes of organizing, mobilizing, and
activist behaviour. In the south-eastern USA, raising oppositional voices has
been described as fussin’. Anecdotal evidence suggested that citizen
environmental fussin’ – when it occurs – often does not materialize into
well-organized efforts and therefore brings about limited social change.
While grassroots leadership may be fixin’ to educate fellow citizens about
environmental hazards, few action-oriented organizations have been
reported in the South, at least outside of the Appalachian mountains of the
USA. Scholars suggest that environmental activism has relatively low levels
of participation in this region, and organizers face multiple barriers in their
efforts to mobilize and to build collective resistance to pollution. The study
was designed to explore these commonly held beliefs.
Environmental Learning for Social Change: Findings
This study explored environmental organizing and mobilizing in the
context of learning for social change. It looked at environmental adult
educator activities – or fixin’ to fuss – to build grassroots movements, to
accomplish environmental organizing and mobilizing, and to promote
environmental adult education for a sustainable future within their groups.
Implicit in the research questions guiding this study were the interrogatives,
“What strategies are successful in organizing and mobilizing groups to
address local environmental sustainability issues?” and, “What are the
barriers to organizing and mobilizing around environmental sustainability in
this region of the USA?” The original study explored the actions of eight
leaders from nine NGOs in the south-eastern USA. I have published the full
study as a monograph which can be accessed on the Internet (Hill, 2005).
The study showed that organizing and mobilizing occur in the southeastern USA in polychromatic ways, that is, in a rainbow of “green”
(environmental) adult education for sustainability. In the south-eastern USA
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the polity, or political organization of groups and their form of governance
are centred in multiple locations; some influenced by the racial history of
the region. Educational efforts are built on paradigms ranging from
“collectivist” and “social justice” models to “corporate bureaucratic” ones.
Barriers to environmental organizing and mobilizing for educational
change, and successes resulting from collective gathering in the southeast,
were discussed. The presentation explored two fundamentally different
strategies used to create spaces for environmental education in communities:
one is employed by African-American-centred groups who have developed
a “Consciousness from the Margins,” based on a Civil Rights Model, and
the other is by Euro-Americans that exploit a more dominant cultural
perspective and utilize a “Status Quo Consciousness” based on a CorporateBusiness Model.
Consciousness from the Margins: Employing a Civil Rights Model
The African-American-centred groups’ Civil Rights Model, as
exemplified by The Citizens for Environmental Justice/Harambee House,
promote environmental education, and organize their communities from a
racialized view of social justice. These groups often use informal locations
from the everyday life of the community to educate. The AfricanAmerican-centred groups lean toward “things sentient” – that is, based on
affective understandings, community relationships, and personal feelings.
Social behaviour – behaviour that is specifically oriented toward and with
people – is centred on interpersonal dynamics. Social behaviour is
followed by social action. There is a sense of kinship and emotional
relationships. The racialized emotional relations move out of the affective
realm to induce cognitive streams that are unique to this group.
Status Quo Consciousness: Employing a Corporate-Business Model
The Euro-American-centred groups’ Corporate-Business Model, best
exemplified by Glynn Environmental Coalition, educates from the
perspective of an ostensibly race-neutral perspective. These groups employ
telephone hotlines, the media, annual reports, fact sheets, law suites, and
computer technology in their efforts. The Euro-American-centred groups
stress the value of “things sapient” – the cognitive, empiricist, positivist
ways of knowing and meaning making. I employ the term “status quo” as a
reflection of bureaucratic processes, administrative execution of ideas,
regularized procedures, formal division of responsibility, and consciousness
of the necessity of social norms – even if contested. The term “Status Quo
Consciousness” is used in a guarded fashion here since it is not meant to
imply that this group argues in favour of preserving the status quo, nor does
its leadership oppose radical change. The means to change, however, often
falls within norms positioned at the social centre, that is, in ways accepted
by the dominant society.
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Conclusions
The study showed how the selection of best practices and methods
for environmental education and organizing are influenced by the history of
racial segregation in the south-eastern USA. In this study, groups that
tended to structure around a Civil Rights Model are at one end of a
spectrum, while organizations centred on a Corporate/Bureaucratic Model
were at the other pole. The tendencies found in the two types of groups are
not absolute characteristics since both types of organizations employ both
forms of perceiving and processing of environmental information.
Interestingly, Thomas (2005) has found that in organizations, “white
networks” tend to provide mentoring and advice related to the business
while “minority networks” focus more on “social support” (p. 83) –
something seen in this study of environmental organizations. The findings
also parallel those of Scott (2005) in that they support conclusions
discovered about racial diversity in feminist organizations. For instance,
different cultural models emerge that reflect either “collectivist” (Bordt,
1997) or “bureaucratic” structures (Alter, 1998).
Many grassroots groups are “hybrids”, i.e. they incorporate elements
of both in their strategies. Hill (2005) presents a complete description of this
range of behaviours – environmental education in a polychromatic array.
This research highlights how in the south-eastern USA, there are different
mechanisms to promote environmental education for social change.
The various strategies have been heavily influenced by historical
legacies of race relations.
The significance of the study is that it shows there are many ways to
arrive at environmental education for sustainability – and these mechanisms
are influenced by historical experiences. Grassroots environmental groups
operate from the perspective that learning is a socio-cultural encounter that
fundamentally involves identification with and within a community of
theory (whether formally or informally articulated), practice and identity.
General principles, drawn from the study’s key findings are:
–
Context may be significantly more important than knowledge
and skills in the learning process, i.e. context counts. Community
environmental education is often a social and cultural venture as
much as it is an intellectual/cognitive enterprise.
–
Groups, in various ways, explore the intersections of cultural,
social, political and economic interests within their
environmental work: legacies of poverty, social justice, human
rights, health, etc. are all a part of how they construct
environmental education for sustainability. That is,
intersectionality is key.
–
Communities make meaning, construct knowledge, identify and
frame problems, devise decisions, and solve their problems in
culturally sensitive and culturally suitable ways – based on their
perceptions of what is really happening in their communities.
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–

–

–

–
–

Learning communities, such as those identified in the study,
function in multiple ways, such as to make sense of experience,
to reproduce dominant discourses, to resist contrary discourses,
to practice hegemony (and counter-hegemony), and to
circumscribe who and what constitute legitimate authority.
Communities of learning (e.g. communities experiencing
environmental problems) reproduce what is judged as valuable in
the context of the group. This has strong implications for African
Americans who identify as marginalized within society, and who
have experienced a history of racial oppression.
Contexts, situations, and intersections can create appropriate
models in which learning to organize and mobilize for
sustainability occurs.
Community leaders who are grassroots, libratory educators
empower and challenge adults to do what is just and equitable.
Society is transformed by social movements contending in a
variety of cultural and political arenas, including in the southeastern USA, where race has been – and continues to be – a
significant factor.
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Abstract
Environmental Education and Awareness is one of the tools for
combating environmental degradation.
Some success has been reported in implementations of
environmental education and awareness activities at national level. However
there are few case studies on cross-border EE&A activity implementations
reported and even fewer which are transboundary in nature.
Networks have been formed for various reasons. Mostly for sharing
information, creation of synergy and in some cases help in monitoring and
evaluation. Rarely are networks formed for planning and implementation.
This paper shares and describes a story in action on experiences in
formation of networks as a means for planning implementation and
monitoring of transboundary activities.
The formation process is described, cases studies on their functions
and activities implementation shared as examples.
Introduction
The Nile basin is home to about 160 million people, majority of
these, live in rural areas and depend directly on land and water resources for
shelter, income and energy. Six of the ten Nile basin countries1 are among
the world’s poorest, with a GDP of less than US$250 (NBI, 2001). Such
grinding poverty in combination with very rapid population growth has put
enormous pressure on the natural resources and ecological systems on
which economic development is based.

1. Burundi, D.R. Congo, Egypt, Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda.
Eritrea is an observer.
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Having recognised their common concerns and interests, the Nile
basin riparian countries established in 1999 the Nile basin initiative (NBI)
whose vision is
To achieve sustainable socioeconomic development through equitable
utilisation of, and benefits from, the common Nile Basin water resources.

To translate this shared vision into action, the NBI launched a
strategic Action Programme which includes two complementary components:
a basin-wide Shared Vision Program (SVP) and Subsidiary Action
Programmes (SAPs).
The SVP includes eight projects: seven basin-wide thematic projects
and one aimed at building the capacity of NBI secretariat for the programme
execution and coordination.
These are:
–
Nile Transboundary Environmental Action (NTEA)
–
Nile basin Regional Power Trade
–
Efficient Water Use for Agricultural Production
–
Water Resources Planning and Management
–
Confidence building and Stakeholders Involvement (CBSI)
–
Applied Training
–
Socio- Economic Development and Benefit Sharing
–
SVP Coordination
The objectives of the SVPs are:
–
Help in establishing a foundation for transboundary regional
cooperation and
–
Create an enabling environment conducive for investment and
action projects on the ground within an agreed basin-wide
framework while the SAPs are aimed at the delivery of actual
development projects on poverty reduction, economic development
and reversal of environmental degradation (NBI, 2003).
The Nile Transboundary Environmental Action Project (NTEAP) is
one of the eight projects under the Nile Basin Initiative Shared Vision
Programs (SVP). The main objective of the project is to provide a strategic
environmental framework for the management of the transboundary waters
and environment challenges in the Nile river basin.
Specifically, the project will:
–
Improve the understanding of the relationship of water resources
development and environment
–
Provide forum to discuss development paths for the Nile with a
wide range of stakeholders
–
Enhance basin-wide cooperation and environmental awareness
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–

Enhance environmental management capacities of the basin-wide
institutions and the NBI (NBI, 2002).

In order to achieve these objectives the project is divided to five
components:
–
Institutional strengthening to facilitate regional cooperation
–
Community-level land, forests and water conservation
–
Environmental Education and Public Awareness
–
Wetlands and Biodiversity Conservation and
–
Basin wide water quality Monitoring
The Environmental Education and Awareness component is aimed at
creating and enhancing awareness on the River Nile environmental threats2
and its effects on communities.
The main objectives of the component include:
–
To develop or strengthen transboundary partnership and
networks of environmental education and awareness practitioners
–
To build EE&A practitioners capacity
–
To introduce and build transboundary cooperation
–
To demonstrate, through pilot activities, the feasibility of
developing and delivering a variety of EE&A programs at basinwide level.
The component will stimulate behavioural change at three levels:
–
Public Information and Awareness
–
Schools – through project based learning and
–
Universities & Research Institutions.
Table one below gives a summary of EE&A component activities
(NBI, 2002).
Subcomponent
Public Awareness

Activities
Support Transboundary EE&A
campaigns based on Nile threats
–
Support capacity building through
training, exchange tours of various
target groups
–
Facilitate information exchange
within the basin
–
Lobby for policy change favouring
EE within the Nile basin
–

–

2. Land degradation, water quality degradation, disaster preparedness and loss of
biodiversity, habitats and wetlands
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Schools

–

–

–

–
–

Universities & Research Institutions

–
–

Support electronic network of
schools through connectivity and
development of electronic modules
Support delivering of EE in schools
including building teachers capacity
and development of teaching
materials
Support transboundary
environmental projects to enhance
project based learning
Establish Nile Transboundary
Environmental Award Scheme
Support infusion and mainstreaming
of EE within current schools
curriculum
Support Faculty Exchange; both EE
lecturers and Masters students
Develop a regional EE course
framework for adoption at
Institution level.

Table 1. Environmental Education and Awareness Activities

What are networks?
Network is defined in Oxford dictionary as a net-like arrangement, a
group of people that exchange information, a system of computers linked
together. The Ms Word thesaurus gives two words – a system (n) [set-up,
set of connections, arrangements, association, group, set of contacts] and
meet people (v) [meet people, make contacts, exchange ideas, interact].
There are several notions of networks, which include: information
networks, technical networks, professional networks, learning networks, etc.
Economists look at networks as tools for increasing returns that result from
improved coordination between entities and process of organisational
learning. Lupele (2004) suggests that looking at the typology of networks
help in their understanding. There basically three types of networks:
–
Line or chain networks – these have many nodes spread out in
more or less linear fashion.
–
Star or hub networks – relationships move through a central hub
or hubs.
–
All channels networks – communication proceed in all direction.
Goldstick (1993) defined a network as a system that links people
together for the purpose of sharing information, while Taylor (1997)
describes a network as a structure, where informal or formal, that enables
people to share information and work together. To elaborate his definition,
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Taylor, (ibid) gave an example of Share-Net: an informal, collaborative
network through which individuals, projects and agencies can both
contribute to, and benefit from, the development and use of environmental
education resources.
Taylor (1997) cautions that a network is neither a computer retrieval
system nor a clearing house but rather an informal structure which
encourage grass-root participation by local groups and communities, and
foster joint activities amongst different stakeholders.
There are several international, regional and national environmental
networks. Some are general and some highly specialised. The functions of
these networks also vary but most networks are formed for sharing
information. Goldstick (1993) lists some examples as: Climate Network
Africa (CAN), Econews Africa, World Information Services on Energy
(WISE), Alliance of Northern People for Environment and Development,
Association for Progressive Communication- a computer network (adopted
from, East African Environmental Network (EAEN), etc.
Why Nile Basin Environmental Networks?
One of the main outputs of the NTEAP project is “to increase
number of basin-wide networks of environmental and water professionals”
(NBI, 2002). The EE&A component uses networks as an approach to
planning, implementing and monitoring of transboundary environmental
education and awareness activities. Failure of the top-down or centre-toperiphery approaches, lead to participatory approaches made in early 1990s.
A participatory orientation to environmental education was seen as a
solution to the top-down, centre to periphery approach. Unfortunately this
approach was unable to provide all the answers. More problems emerged as
the process turned into a cure-all and increasing became a legitimation
exercise (Taylor, 1997). This emerged in a new concept of using networks
as a means of implementation of activities, especially those of
transboundary in nature. There are several reasons why environmental
education networks are vital today (Chumo and Rego, 1993).
–
It enables organisations and individuals to share and coordinate
ideas in the course of planning and implementation of programmes
–
Environment is a cross cutting issue with both many ideas and
players at different levels, hence need to have a forum to enable
keep track or respond to all issues
–
Networking discourages duplication of efforts
–
Allows members to share information and know that they are not
working in isolation
–
Regional Networks promotes exchange of resources among
member organisations and institutions
–
Exposing of members to new ideas and in-depth knowledge on
current environment concerns within the region, as well as simple
technology and skills found successful and useful in other regions.
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This paper tries to answer two main questions on network formation.
–
How can networking offer better support for the emerging
process of transboundary environmental education activity
implementation? And
–
How can one avoid formation of networks that have a
deterministic intent to achieve the objectives of the initiating
organisation?
The Nile Basin Environmental Education Networks
Taylor (1997) argues that for a network to be formed there should be
cooperation between individuals and organizations with a range of different
but complementary skills and equipment. Cooperation takes place because
of specific needs and realization of wider opportunities. This argument fits
with the formation process of the Nile basin EE&A networks.
The EE&A component has embarked in the formation of several
networks3 as a mechanism in implementation of transboundary activities, to
facilitate information exchange, participate in both planning and monitoring
of activities. The first step in formation of Nile basin EE&A networks was
initiated by first forming a hub at country level. This hub – the national
environmental education and awareness working group (NEE&A WG) – was
instrumental in a participatory process of forming all the other EE&A
regional networks.
National Environmental Education and Awareness working group
This initiative stemmed from the realisation that there are
appreciable but uncoordinated projects and activities responding to
environmental degradation through environmental education at country
level. Whereas coordination of EE&A activities is vested within the
environment enforcement agencies with each country, a forum where more
stakeholders can share information is lacking. The need for the formation of
such forums was echoed ten years ago in most of the Nile basin riparian
states. For example Field (1994) recommended formation of such a forum in
Uganda. The objectives of the national environmental education and
awareness working group are:
–
Promote awareness and provide a forum for exchange of ideas
on EE&A
–
Open channels of communication through networking
–
Disseminate information regarding EE&A
–
Support professional development for EE&A practitioner
–
Participatory planning, implementation and monitoring of EE&A
activities
3. EE&A National Working group, EE&A Practitioners Network, Environment Journalists
Network and EE Lecturers Network, Teachers Network and Members of Parliament Network.
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The formation process was done though a workshop. A cross-section
of stakeholders on EE were invited to form the network and plan for
national EE&A activities.
On average twenty five people participated representing nongovernmental organizations, civil societies, relevant Government ministries,
the private sector, media and groups (youth and women).
The two-day workshop came up with
–
A list of national working group committee
–
A list of national activities and recommendations on how the
network can be sustainable (NTEAP, 2004).
Nile basin EE&A Practitioners Network
The need for participatory planning, implementation and monitoring
of transboundary EE&A activities was the backbone of this network. The
fact that countries within the Nile basin are on different stages of EE&A
activity implementation; there was need for sharing information to move
them to the same level.
The objectives of Nile basin EE&A Practitioners Network include:
–
Exchange of EE&A information and case studies to accelerate
implementation of activities
–
Using participatory approach plan and monitor transboundary
EE&A activities
–
Create awareness to a wider target group
The core Nile Basin Practitioners’ network is composed of four
members from each country. The coordinator of environmental education at
the national environment agency, an EE&A non governmental organization
representative, a director from the ministry of education and the NTEAP
National Project coordinator. The selection was done by the National EE&A
working group from each country. The formation workshop was held in
Khartoum Sudan 17-19 January 2005. The Network meets once every year.
Nile basin EE Lecturers’ Network
Environmental education practitioners are few within the Nile basin.
There is therefore need to build capacity. Only two universities – Makerere
(Uganda) and Ahilia (Sudan) – offer stand alone courses on environmental
education (NTEAP 2005b). The need to develop an EE course framework
for the basin where tertiary institutions can adopt can not be over
emphasised. Sporadic environmental activities do occur at universities,
however deliberate efforts to form environmental clubs are lacking yet most
students at the universities belonged to similar clubs at secondary schools.
The main objectives of the Nile basin EE lecturers’ Network include:
–
Exchange of information on delivering of environmental
education courses at tertiary institutions of learning
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–
–

Participate in development of EE course framework and teaching
materials for the Nile basin
Build capacity for network members
Implement EE&A transboundary environmental activities

The EE lecturers’ network was formed in 19-21 May 2005 in Dar Es
Salaam, Tanzania. Two universities per country were represented by one
lecturer each.
Nile basin Environment Journalists Network
The media have played a major role in sensitisation of communities
through dissemination of information generated and in many cases the only
sources of information for various stakeholders.
The media can and do influence the policy makers and their
decisions. They also motivate and influence large scale public participation
towards environmental conservation.Due to various reasons, the media have
sometimes presented superficial and inaccurate environmental information
and exercised selectivity and sensationalism in reporting the Nile basin
natural resources. This has created suspicion, lack of confidence and
possibly misguided opinions and decisions among stakeholders.
The main objectives of Nile Basin Environmental Journalists
Network are:
–
Facilitate information exchange at all levels: locally, nationally,
regionally and internationally
–
Strengthen transboundary collaboration in communicating Nile
basin environmental issues
–
Enhance capacity of networks members for responsible,
investigative, accurate interpretation of facts and reporting.
The Nile Basin Environmental Journalists Network was formed
through a regional workshop held on July 2005 in Nairobi, Kenya.
Two environmental journalists from participating Nile riparian
countries attended.
Networks to be formed
Nile Basin EE teachers Network
Bringing educators together for joint program development and
training will help nature a new generation in the region that has been
exposed to other Nile countries and is more aware of transboundary
environmental impacts and opportunities, thus establishing a community of
spirit over time.
The main objectives of Nile Basin EE teachers Network are:
–
Share information on delivering (teaching) EE within set
curriculum
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–
–

Build capacity of EE educators through training of trainers
Implement jointly transboundary EE&A activities

The network will be formed in April 2006.
Nile basin Members of Parliament Network
Policy affects the implementation of environmental activities. Most
of the Nile basin countries have legislations and policies which guide
environmental activities. However, most of these policies are not in line
with the current changes (NTEAP, 2005). This necessitates constant
engagement with the policy makers. This network will:
–
Provide of forum for Members of parliament from Nile riparian
countries to share information on different policies on
environment
–
Provide a one stop shop for lobby for transboundary environment
issues
–
Provide a forum for creating awareness to policy makers on good
environmental practices.
This network will be formed in July 2006.
How do Networks play the functions of Planning, Implementation and
Monitoring of Activities?
All the EE&A Networks plays a big role in planning, implementing
and monitoring of EE&A transboundary activities.
Planning of activities was done during the formation workshop and
NWG meetings. Box 1 below gives a case study of planning for World
Environment day (WED) activities in various countries of the Nile basin.
The EE&A practitioners’ workshop proposed transboundary activities
(NTEAP 2005a), among them was a need to improve the visibility of
NTEAP at country levels. The WED was selected as a good entry point.
The National EE&A working groups in each country planned for a
variety of activities to be implemented. The working group also
played an active role in the implementation.
Box 1. Planning for WED

Box 1 gives an example of activity implementation by the EE&A
NG networks. Some Network members implement activities directly. For
example all members of EE&A practitioners’ network were trained as
trainers on EE&A materials development. The TOTs have been involved in
training at country level giving a multiplier effect.
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The EE&A practitioners annual workshops plan and monitor
implementation of the previous years implementation. The EE&A working
group monitor implementation of activities at national level.
This two-tier system (both at regional and national level) helps in
monitoring and provision of feedback on activities implementation.
Nile basin Environmental Education Networks – deterministic intent?
Ideally, networks are supposed to form spontaneously. What
happens when the do not form while they have a big role to play? As argued
in this paper, formation of networks has played a major role in planning and
implementation and monitoring of transboundary activities. Formation of
networks is also a mandate of the NTEAP project (NBI 2001).
Networks have also been recommended by various authors as one of
the tools of ensuring awareness reaches wider audience (Field, 1994). How
then does one ensure that these networks are not deterministic in nature both
in the formation process and achieving their objectives?
To answer this question this paper looks at indicators of non
deterministic networks viz cooperation of individual members, ability to
implement beyond the objectives of the forming organisation and the
whether the networks a sustainable.
As argued by Taylor (1997), cooperation among individuals of the
networks is one of the main ingredients of a non deterministic network. The
issue of cooperating individuals was explored in details during the
formation process of all the Networks. The other aspect of a non
deterministic network is the ability of the formed network to plan,
implement and monitor other activities outside the forming organisation.
Whereas the EE&A networks are rather young, this is already happening as
indicated by in box 2.
NWG Meeting in Ethiopia
The first and subsequent EE&A National working group of Ethiopia
deliberated on issues beyond the set agenda for NTEAP. The working
group has a chance to discuss the use of Technical Vocational
Training Centres for EE training in the whole country.
Development of UN Education for Sustainable Development national
and regional plan of action by Practitioners Network
Being the decade for UN ESD, EE&A Practitioners dedicated
sometime in discussing and planning for national and regional plan of
action. They also gave feedback for the plan of action for the Africa
programme.
This is an indication that the Network is deliberating on issues other
than the Nile Basin agenda.
Box 2. Case studies – Discussing and Implementation of activities more activities
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Even more important is the issue of sustainability of the formed
networks. Will they continue after the life of the forming organisation
ceases? Together with the network members, the issue of sustainability is
constantly being reviewed in all meetings. In addition an exit strategy for
each network has been developed. For example, the National EE&A
working group uses the diversity of composition of its members as one
element, while being hosted by the government environment enforcement
agency as the other. This strategy has already bearing fruits as in the case of
Burundi where the working group is a fully recognised organ by the
government by a decree form the Minister of Environment.
The Environmental Journalists networks suggested developing a
secretariat and national chapter office and use members as a pool of
consultants to initiate income generating activities, like production of
environment documentaries.
Evaluation of networks so far
Literature gives prescriptions of what makes good networks. Goldstick
(1993) for example determines a successful network as one which should:
–
Clearly define what is relevant
–
Get the objectives of the network right and correctly
–
Choose effective ways of communicating
–
Establishment of personal contacts where people develop in the
first workshops and then maintained through other meetings
–
Active linkages with other networks
Where as it could be too early to evaluate the recently formed EE&A
networks, the initial planning and implementation of some activities gives
an indication of progression towards the intended functions.
These include:
–
Sharing of information among and within members, including
case studies on success EE&A from different countries
–
Implementation of various activities. For example EE university
student exchange programme by EE Lecturers Network
–
Planning and implementing activities outside the NTEAP
project. A case of UN ESD and frequent meetings of National
EE&A working group are good examples.
Within the short time, certain challenges have also been observed.
Main challenges for the Networks
–

Members are far and wide and it is very costly to allow them
meet even once a year
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–
–

Most members are project implementers and can spend up to
three weeks per month out of office
Non effective distribution of information by members to their
local networks
Making members active in implementation of activities within
their busy day schedules.

Recommendations through lessons learnt
There are several lessons which have been learnt while forming and
using the networks for implementing transboundary activities.
–
Networking activities should be part of everyone’s daily
activities, not an add-on
–
Many NGOs and CBOs are working on EE. There should be a
deliberate effort at national level to bring these institutions
together. Creating and enhancing partnership and networks is
paramount in the execution of EE&A al all levels
–
There is need not only to view networks in terms of people, but
look at how the network is made, maintained and functions
–
For network members to take interest, networks should be
encouraged to implement common activities together
–
There is need to form legal structures for the networks and find
legal entities within the governments. The recognition of
National EE&A Working group by the Government of Burundi
as a legal structure within the Ministry of environment indicates
its sustainability.
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SUSTAINABLE RELATIONSHIPS.
THE KEY TO THE SUCCESS OF THE NEW ZEALAND
ENVIROSCHOOLS PROGRAMME
Heidi Mardon, (M.Ee),
New Zealand Enviroschools National Director, Enviroschools,
Hamilton. NZ.
Co-author: Pamela Williams, (M.Ed),
EE Research Fellow and Advisor,
Victoria University of Wellington, Wellington. NZ.
The New Zealand Enviroschools programme is a whole school
process that promotes and enables long term changes in student behaviour.
This facilitated, holistic programme results in empowered students
understanding the interconnectedness of their ecological, built and social
environment and taking action for more sustainable communities.
The key to the success of the Enviroschools programme has been the
development and support of sustainable relationships with other partners.
Development of the Enviroschools Programme
The Enviroschools programme operates in most regions of New
Zealand, and has grown from 3 pilot schools a decade ago to over 255
Enviroschools in 2005. This figure represents 9% of schools in New
Zealand. The programme has 5 theme areas that encourage and enable a
wide range of initiatives and actions to take place. These themes are:
Healthy Water, Living Landscapes, Ecological Buildings, Zero Waste and
Precious Energy. The themes provide a framework for schools and their
communities to work together for the learning and actions needed to design
a sustainable future.
Enviroschools had it’s beginnings as a Hamilton City Council
initiative, in response to increasing requests from students, teachers and
their communities for environmental and social sustainability issues, arising
from interest in the recommendations from the Earth Summit at Rio and the
principles outlined in Agenda 21. Hamilton City Council personnel
recognised the need for providing more than just basic environmental
information in response to requests from school teachers, students and
community groups interested in environmental issues.
The question that arose was “how can we integrate environmental
education into students lives”, rather than just providing them with discrete
items of information in response to a specific, usually environmental,
question. Meetings and discussions led to the formation of a team with the
brief to develop an educational programme and pilot it with schools in the
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region and it was decided to work with key teachers to experiment with
“how to engage students in real ways with real issues”.
During 1993-1995 a pilot project was developed in local schools,
then further evaluation, changes and improvements continued from 19972001 to produce the Enviroschools Kit, a whole-school framework for use
by Enviroschools facilitators in schools.
Considerable work was undertaken to develop a robust facilitatortraining programme and a deliberate effort was made to forge and
develop good relationships with national and regional organisations
involved in environmental education initiatives.
The Enviroschools Programme was launched officially in July 2001
and the Foundation established in 2003. From the beginning three elements
were recognised as being critical for programme development, otherwise the
result could have been just another booklet on “how to get your students
doing the environmental things that you want them to do”.
These elements were:
–
Having a dedicated person to drive development of the programme.
–
The need to involve key people in actual programme development
–
Support of organizations that were prepared to take a risk and do
something different was hugely important.
The National Management team (three part-time educators) has
regular and close contact with the 12 Regional Enviroschool Facilitators,
mostly employed by Regional Councils, who are responsible for the
Regional Implementation of the programme, through 60 Facilitators who
work alongside teachers in schools, assisting them to deliver the
programme. These school facilitators are employed by Councils, NGOs,
Colleges of Education, and community groups to work in schools willing to
engage with learning for a more sustainable future, through the
Enviroschools programme.
Developing Key Partnerships with Maori
Agenda 21 points out the need for indigenous and cultural
perspectives to be part of the development of environmental education
initiatives and the team soon realised that the Maori perspectives of the
natural and social environment were missing. Te Mauri Tau, a team of
Maori educators were approached and asked if they would be prepared to
participate in an inclusive environmental education programme. The
recognition within the Treaty of Waitangi of the importance of other
cultures developing partnerships with indigenous people first was a key to
seeking participation that would result in different cultural perspectives
becoming an integral and important part of the Enviroschools programme.
Maori culture values extensive consultation and discussion,
especially when considering issues that will affect the wider community.
Consequently a key requirement was to have enough time as a group to
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work through differences, so that despite various misunderstandings and
preconceptions the group developed real respect for each other’s viewpoints.
There was a genuine wish to have meaningful integration of the
different perspectives, not homogenisation of ideas into a watered down
education kit. Meetings (hui) were held in a number of Maori locations and
the resulting understandings and goodwill have led to enduring partnerships.
It is these special partnerships that are one of the keys to what makes the
Enviroschools programme so successful. Key partnerships are recognized
in the way that the different operational and guidance components of the
Enviroschools programme are structured. The Enviroschools Foundation
is established as a charitable trust with an eight member Board of
Trustees representing the diversity of the participants of the programme.
Developing Key Partnerships with Ministry of Education
At the same time as the Enviroschools Kit was being developed, the
Ministry of Education “Guidelines for Environmental Education” was being
written. These guidelines were aimed at encouraging teachers in formal
education to integrate environmental education into their existing curricula.
The four main concepts of Sustainability, Interdependence, Biodiversity and
Personal responsibility and Social Action were advanced as frameworks for
delivering a range of information about environmental issues. There was no
actual mandate from the Ministry of Education stating or even encouraging
teachers to actively use the guidelines.
Following pressure from environmental education groups, who
pointed out that as the Ministry of Education was producing guidelines it
had a responsibility to provide training on how to use them, a two year pilot
programme for training teachers how to use the guidelines was put in place
This programme began in 2000, involved regional, EE-trained part-time
facilitators and included paying for “teacher release days” from school for
those teachers attending the 2-day workshops.
Effectively two EE implementation programmes were beginning,
one funded by the Ministry of Education and one funded by the community
through the Councils and the schools who were interested in education for
sustainability. Fortunately the EE community in NZ was small enough that
some “players” were connected closely to both programmes.
Key individuals were aware of the strengths of both EE approaches
as well as the potential conflict or undermining of capacity and effectiveness
if relationships between the two were not encouraged to be cooperative and
synergistic. Following the elections in 2002, through a politically driven
demand from the Green Party entering into coalition with the Labour Party,
the Ministry of Education was charged with developing a national EE
advisory contract to assist those teachers who were interested in using the
guidelines for EE to develop new topics and courses.
Once the Enviroschools team had met with the Ministry of
Education national contract team of environmental education advisors, both
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realised that it was undesirable to have two “competing” models, and they
became engaged in some strategic planning to avoid confusion of
programme intent and build overall environmental education capacity.
The key to these ongoing and strengthening partnerships has been
doing strategic planning together, clarifying roles and working together at
national and regional levels. The key to this progress was the relationships
that were built between individuals in a spirit of collaboration, for the
“cause” of environmental education, despite the lack of realistic support by
Government for education for sustainability.
The role of strategic partnerships
There is no doubt that strategic partnerships play a critical role for
Enviroschools. The success of National Coordination is accomplished
through working in partnership with the Ministry of Education, Department
of Conservation, Local Government and the Ministry for the Environment.
Regional implementation is driven through the interaction of the Regional
coordinators with councils, businesses, government departments,
community groups and iwi groups all prepared to support the local
enviroschools and local roles in education for sustainability are provided
through partnership with others involved in providing linked activities.
Benefits to Enviroschools are provided by Regional Councils,
through funding for Enviroschools regional coordination, issue based
programmes and support and publicity for events and workshops. Colleges
of Education provide curriculum expertise, research into effective education
for sustainability pedagogy and teacher training. Government Agencies
provide expertise in specific environmental issues, support for national
programmes, support for local events. District and City Councils provide
expertise in specific environmental issues, support and funding for events
and workshops while Community & Iwi Groups provide local knowledge,
events and workshops and action projects.
Strategies used by Enviroschools to strengthen 3 Key Partnerships
Local Government Councils have received Enviroschools
presentations at their meetings and conferences, been encouraged to
incorporate Enviroschools support into job descriptions, received training
for Local Government educators, been encouraged to provide financial
support for Enviroschools Facilitators and encouraged to have a role in
regional coordination, networking.
Maori have been fully recognized as partners through inclusion of
Maori early in the development programme and explicit acknowledgement
of Maori world-views, and have received support for writing a Facilitation
Kit in Te Reo, for Maori language schools. The Ministry of Education
National Guidelines Contract management receives full collaboration from
Enviroschools, which shares knowledge and resources for the teacher
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professional development contract and offers Enviroschools facilitation
training to EE advisors as well as working with EE advisors in schools.
A number of other strategies are planned and used to maintain strong
partnerships. In brief, these include providing:
–
Invitations to attend National Hui (3-day workshop meetings),
providing learning and networking opportunities for all
participants,
–
Annual Regional Enviroschools Expos, where schools,
community and strategic partners can learn from each other,
about more sustainable practices
–
Annual Scrapbooks, celebrating progress and acknowledging
partners’ roles, are printed and delivered to all supporting
partners and Enviroschools
–
Close working relationships with those involved in the new
(2004) Enviroschools Awards Scheme
–
Governance by the Foundation Board that deliberately seeks
representation reflecting the diversity of major participants, and
ensuring that decisions are made according to the basic
philosophy (kaupapa) that underpins the programme.
The importance of planning for and working to develop, strengthen
and nurture partnerships has been a key to the increasing numbers of
Enviroschools in New Zealand schools. The programme is not funded by the
Ministry of Education and all funding has been sourced through the efforts of
those working for the programme. Another critical key to success has been the
careful nurturing of friendly and mutually respectful relationships with others
who share a common vision for a more sustainable future. Maintaining
partnerships so they continue to both contribute to and benefit from the
Enviroschools programme is vital for the programme.
The importance and role of Councils is further highlighted by the
programme, through a number of other initiatives. All councils receive the
annual scrapbook that showcases a representative group of some schools’
progress in different regions around the country.
The contribution of the Councils is further acknowledged both by the
“recipient” school and the Enviroschools programme at meetings and in
written papers and presentations where the different roles and contributions
to the programme are highlighted.
Regional and national “hui” (workshop-meetings) are held at
differing times during the year, and an effort is made to hold them in
different locations, reflecting the interest and contribution of local
organizations. Regional Council educators may attend these hui.
The Key factors for the increasing success of the programme have
been identified as:
–
Good communication between the National Office and regional
coordinators, as well as the Governance Board.
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–
–
–

Open relationships and trust between a diverse group of people
seeking a common outcome, that of learning for a sustainable future.
The role of a MoU in formalising the commitment of
Enviroschools partners.
Extensive sharing of resources and ideas.
Regular opportunities for hui for facilitator professional
development and to support the learning of all partners.

The main challenges remain those of:
–
Funding increases to enable expansion of the national office team
to better support the regional teams and provide more
professional development.
–
Funding increases to improve resources and develop new ones
identified as needed by those in the programme.
–
Recognition by the Ministry of Education and the public of New
Zealand of the need for holistic learning for sustainability, to
encourage increased community support of Enviroschools
programmes.
Despite the challenges, there is a comprehensive and strategic plan
that Enviroschools is following, building more capacity while continuing to
develop strong sustainable partnerships with those interested in learning for
all for a more sustainable future. As of October 2005, the future for
Enviroschools looks very positive.
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FROM IJONI TO ECO WARRIOR:
THE IMPACT OF SOUTH AFRICA'S RECONCILIATION
ON ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
Mary Murphy
Poloandfriends
Abstract
In April 1994 South Africans elected their first democratic president.
By December 1996 the SA Constitution was signed into law enshrining the
right of all its citizens to a healthy environment. Both events signify a
change from a socio-political activism focusing on sovereignty and statehood
to a growing focus on sustainable development. Kader Asmal, Mahommed
Valli Moosa and Ronnie Kasrils played key roles in the international antiapartheid movement, constitutional negotiations and Umkhonto we Sizwe
respectively. Since 1994 they each took up cabinet posts in Education,
Environment, and Water Affairs and Forestry. Collectively they have been
responsible for hosting the WSSD, chairing the World Commission on Dams,
facilitating the Kyoto Protocol and have centralised environmental education
in the national school curriculum.
This paper explores the relationship between SA's reconciliation and
its growing focus on environmental education. Since 1994, many “iJoni's”
(political warriors) are now joining the war to save the planet.
Climate change is a subtle form of human rights violation. There is no
direct persecution or threat, but combustion of fossil fuels in
industrialised nations has jeopardised the ability of certain societies to
maintain their traditional practices, diminishing their cultural identity and
their connection with their natural environment. In 1998, the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change recognised that global
warming could lead to a wave of environmental refugees: some suggest
as many as 150 million by 2050 (Robinson, 2005; Adam, 2005).

The links between Human Rights and Environment are increasing. In
fact, some groups, like the Inuit Circumpolar Conference (ICC), are arguing
that there are direct links between human rights abuses and the environment.
The ICC represent Indigenous people in the Arctic Circle who are suing the
United States, blaming the number one carbon polluter for stoking climate
change that is destroying their habitat.
The petition asks the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights to
investigate the harm caused to Inuit by global warming, and to declare the US:
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...in violation of rights affirmed in the 1948 American Declaration of
the Rights and Duties of Man and other instruments of international
law (Black, 2005).

The World Renewable Energy Assembly (WREA) is another
illustration of this growing movement. The WREA, which met in December
2005, states that
Energy is the fundamental prerequisite of every life. the availability of
energy is a fundamental and indivisible right...This right can only be
achieved by renewable energy (INSNET, 2005).

In South Africa there are similar organizations highlighting this
growing awareness between human rights and the environment. The
Wentworth community near Durban, South Africa, have seen marked impacts
on their health, with evidence of long-term effects of pollution from the heavy
industries that surround them. The founder of the South Durban Community
Environmental Alliance (SDCEA), Bobby Peek, stated in 2000 that
We are going to hold government responsible. They are the ones we
voted into power to protect our human rights. This issue is not
primarily about the environment. It is primarily a human rights issue
(Larsen, 2000).

Conversely, governments are using environmental degradation to
justify their human rights abuses as is the case with the British
Government's response to the exiling of the Chaggosian people from Diego
Garcia4. Jared Diamond argues that political conflict and environmental
degradation are synonymous (Diamond, 2005, p. 474). If we continue to
deplete our resources the possibility of violent conflict grows and the chance
for their resolution diminishes.
We have now entered the era, described by the US vice-president,
Dick Cheney, of total war (Blumenthal, 2005).

4. For example, the British government argues that the Chaggosian people can not return to
their island home Diego Garcia because of global warming. Pilger, John, Stealing a Nation,
TV documentary, 2004.
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Reconciliation
Reconciliation is defined as
the beginning of a process to overcome personal, social or political
alienation that has the capacity to destroy. It operates as a metaphor
that encourages truth, justice and understanding (du Toit, 2003).

Although the Institute for Justice and Reconciliation – which arose out of
and in response to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission – acknowledges
that their studies of reconciliation do not include the environment,
it acknowledges that the link between reconciliation, development and
the environment is of crucial importance...sustainable development
depends on social stability, but also on accountable and creative
engagement with the environment (du Toit, 2003).

More broadly, studies that directly explore the links appear
infrequent. There are three possible interrelated reasons for this:
–
Human Rights and the associated concepts of Peacemaking and
Reconciliation have been defined within a narrow
anthropological framework that forefronts human relations to the
exclusion of non-human interests
–
The impact of environmental degradation on human health has
been masked by debate, mis-information and conflict
–
Until recently, Conflict, Aggression and War dominated political
discourse.
That domination is directly linked to the structure of the international
system. The end of the Cold War marked the beginning of a new chapter in
International Relations. The possibilities of reconciliation within deeply
divided societies became a possibility as the sectarian certainties of right
and left were replaced with negotiations and conversations of peace.
Coinciding with the Cold War was the blind insistence that there would be
no negotiations with “terrorists”. The label “terrorist” helped to cement the
international status quo. Any conflict, such as the South African, that
threatened the system, was often defined as a “terrorist” one. The
internationalization of the South African conflict began in a climate that
favoured the eradication of all forms of racism and colonialism. Even the
risk it posed to Capitalism was not enough to encourage stronger pressure
by the international community.
The Cold War and the divisions resulting from it superseded any
other concerns. Only when the “communist threat” subsided with the
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collapse of the Berlin Wall was South Africa pushed to the top of the
international agenda. The unravelling of the principle of non-negotiation
with terrorists coincided with a shift in global power politics. Political
power and political will are the key elements that govern the success of
negotiations. South Africa is indicative of the belief that without the will to
change, negotiated agreements will not hold (Murphy, 2001). Increasingly,
negotiations and the search for peace are being contextualised within an
environmental framework. Crowley explains why this is so.
The fact remains that there is frequently a correlation between the way
people treat one another as social beings and the way they treat the
natural world. Attitudes to nature often reflect patterns of social
interaction between people (Crowley, 2005).

At the 3WEEC a number of authors presenting in Session 5.1,
“Promoting Participation and Governance, and Creating a Network”,
remarked that education is central to sustainable development and
transformation because society, economy, politics and culture come together
in sustainable development. Therefore, Education for Sustainable
Development can be used as a tool for peace and transformation.
Environmental Education is critical to the shaping of a new ecological
sensibility, and a new ecological sensibility is critical to sustainable peace.
A lot of the literature on environmental education speaks of the need for a
“new way of thinking” (Sterling, 2005; Yeld, 2000).
What is needed is an ability to move beyond our pedagogies and our
ideologies to see beyond. This ability to move beyond the abyss, past the
possibility of social destruction, is clearly seen in the example of South
Africa's reconciliation.
South Africa’s Reconciliation
“Now we need to fight for the environment, just like we fought for
our dignity and human rights during apartheid”. Mr Amsterdam, Principal,
Kerria Primary School, Atlantis, Western Cape South Africa was the first of
three supposed intractable conflicts to reach a negotiated settlement, which
culminated in the inauguration of Nelson Mandela and his Government of
National Unity in 1994. After only four years of negotiations, the South
African parties brought to a close a chapter of violence and repression, and
re-entered the international community as a democracy. This was shortly
followed by the adoption of the Constitution, which enshrined the right of
all her citizens to a healthy environment.
The decisions by the ANC and the NP Government to engage in
direct negotiations were based on their respective assessments of their future
power. Changes in the international system as well as internal resistance led
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to the realization that neither side could defeat the other. This realization led
to SA’s reconciliation.
Alistair Sparks (1994) speaks about the importance of an outing
between Cyril Ramaphosa and Roelf Meyer in solidifying the negotiations
process. As lead negotiators for the ANC and NP Govt respectively they
were the official “channel” for dialogue. Roelf Meyer believes the
environment played a critical role in facilitating dialogue. The moment
came during a weekend in the countryside when Ramaphosa, an avid angler,
helped remove a hook from Meyer.
That incident began a personal relationship of trust and respect that
played an essential role in the subsequent negotiations between both parties
to the conflict. When official negotiations were broken off in the middle of
1992, the relationship between the two men helped prevent a total
breakdown. Both men continued to meet secretly and frequently, developing
a confidence, as Meyer explained, that no matter how intractable the issue,
the two of them could find a way to work it out (Murphy, 2001).
Verwoerd offers an explanation for the facilitating role of the
environment in processes of reconciliation.
Being encouraged to tread softly on the naked skin of an African
wilderness invited us to walk less wastefully upon our return to
clothed city living. Furthermore, there is the potential for this respect
to reverberate through that part of the web where human life is found.
For one recovers an almost childlike wonder at a dung beetle or an
elephant, it becomes rather problematic to reduce the life of a fellow
human being to being a 'peeler' or a 'screw' or a 'terrorist'. Once a
sense of the underlying connectedness of all life is recognised, once
this sense of inclusive, interdependent community is grasped, it
becomes more difficult to remain blinkered by an impoverished sense
of exclusively being [black] or [white], [Afrikaner] or [Xhosa]
(Verwoerd, 2004).

South Africa's reconciliation facilitated a new approach to people
and the environment. Whereas prior to 1994 political consciousness was
geared toward constitutional law, human rights and democracy, there was a
marked shift after the first democratic elections in 1994.
This shift is illustrated in the changing focus of key figures in the
anti-apartheid movement after the elections. Most notably, Mahommed
Valli Moosa, Kader Asmal and Ronnie Kasrils.
It has now become “common, even 'fashionable', to speak of
reconciliation” (Villa-Vicencio, 2003). We can add to this list sustainable
development and a sluggish but increasing understanding of the importance
of environmental education.
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Environmental Education
The purpose of education is engagement – democratic, negotiated and
pragmatic (Fagan, 1996).

The 1992 Earth Summit marked the beginning of an unprecedented
effort to understand and work toward achieving “sustainable development”.
The WSSD (2002) re-emphasised the vital role of education in
building awareness for the need for sustainable development. The most
recent guidelines to emerge within environmental education's global 28 year
history is the UNDESD. Launched in March 2005 the Decade (2005-2014)
has highlighted ten Priority Areas, which include Human Rights and Peace.
Many reports, conferences and action plans have defined what needs to be
done to achieve sustainable development, but progress has been slow, and
the global environment continues to deteriorate. This failure has largely
been due to a lack of political will and motivation to make the necessary
changes in individual lifestyles and social action. The Rio Declaration
(1992) states:
Human beings are at the centre of concerns for sustainable
development. They are entitled to a healthy and productive life in
harmony with nature.

It has taken ten years to realize the synergistic nature of sustainable
development and education. The UNDESD gives education a central role in
the pursuit of sustainable development. One of the impediments to its
realisation is the estimated 1000 definitions. The UNESCO draft proposal of
August 2003 describes sustainable development as essentially an
educational enterprise and summarises the four pillars of education as:
learning to know, learning to live together, learning to do, learning to be5.
Environmental Education in South Africa
We need to reclaim the environment – to create a climate of civic
consciousness – and where better to start than in our schools? (Former
Minister of Education, Prof. Kader Asmal).

Excessive consumption has been promoted locally and
internationally to such an extent that our success is measured in material
5. www.sustainableliving.com, www.gdrc.org/sustdev/un-desd, www.unesco.org/education
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terms. We are losing our immunity to the seductive power of over
consumption, excessive packaging and disposable goods. “After being
taught over past centuries to live unsustainably, we now have to learn to live
sustainably” (Matsuura, 2005).
Until Kader Asmal tenure as Minister for Education the South
African education system largely ignored environmental principles and the
philosophy of sustainable living. One of the key projects, spearheaded by
Asmal, which redefined South African education in terms of sustainable
development is the National Environmental Education Programme (NEEP).
NEEP was a collaborative project coordinated by the Department of
Education. Its purpose was to support teachers in implementing
environmental education at schools, and integrate it with the outcomesbased curriculum. The Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism
(DEAT) supported NEEP with resource materials on contemporary
environmental issues.
Some important policy documents that define South Africa's
Environmental Education Strategy are:
–
The Constitution on the Republic of South Africa (1996)
–
The Bill of Rights enshrines the right to an environment that is
not detrimental to the health and well-being of citizens
–
The National Environmental Management Act (NEMA) – (1998)
–
Commits the South African government to sustainable
development, and emphasises the need for environmental education
and capacity building in all sectors of South African society
–
The White paper on Education and Training (1995)
–
Notes the need to integrate environmental education at all levels
and phases of the education and training system
–
The Norms and Standards for Educators policy (2000)
–
Previously known as the COTEP document, this policy requires
teachers to identify and respond to social and environmental
issues through their educational practice
–
Curriculum 2005 (C2005).
Designed to set out an implementing framework for the outcomesbased education system advocated in the White Paper on Education and
Training, Curriculum 2005 has come under heavy fire.
While still in use up until 2003, C2005 (but not outcomes-based
education) has been replaced by the Revised National Curriculum
Statement (RNCS), which aims to strengthen and streamline C2005
(Asmal). The environment is embedded in the eleven learning areas. Asmal
was also instrumental in the Eco-Schools programme, which aims to embed
the environment into the curriculum and system of participating schools.
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Why link environment and education in South Africa?
In 1995 the Minister of Labour and the Minister of Education
released the White Paper on Education and Training. This White Paper
presents the framework for the transformation of the Education and Training
system in South Africa. A principle in this White Paper notes that:
Environmental education, involving an interdisciplinary, integrated
and active approach to learning, must be a vital element of all levels and
programmes of the education and training system, in order to create
environmentally literate and active citizens and ensure that all South
Africans, present and future, enjoy a decent quality of life through the
sustainable use of resources (White Paper on Education and Training,
1995, p. 18).

It goes on to state that, an important reason for linking
“environment” and “education” in South Africa is that environmental
education can contribute significantly to transformation and development.
Environmentally literate citizens are able to consider the ecological
sustainability of development, to actively work to reverse environmental
degradation, and to manage and use the country's natural resource base more
wisely and democratically. They can use information, legislation and
community action to protect and improve human and environmental health.
Environmental education also contributes to transformation through better
education. Education can be improved significantly by promoting active
learning in and about the environment through outcomes-based education
which deepens the relevance of classroom learning and strengthens schoolcommunity links. The development of environmental literacy should be a
key concern in an emerging democracy, for it is only when people are
knowledgeable about environmental issues and competent to address them
that they can consider appropriate development options and contribute to
sustainable living patterns in an informed way.
Being able to participate as a responsible citizen in the life of local,
national and global communities, another of the critical cross-field
outcomes of the new curriculum, strongly depends on an awareness of how
environmental issues affect communities, and the action competence to
address them (White Paper on Education and Training, 1995).
Although the formal education system in South Africa is threatened
by poverty, overcrowding, decreased capacity, and under-resourced schools,
there is a growing awareness and acceptance of the environment as the
foundation for our education.
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Conclusion
We must understand sustainable development as a new and viable
long-term relationship between human beings and their habitat, one
that places humanity in the forefront.6.

There is an uneasy peace between the concepts of reconciliation,
sustainable development and environmental education. The links are
undeveloped: although there is growing “talk” of the connections, there are
few studies available that show their interrelatedness. This is partly a result
of a lack of attention and partly because of the lack of consensus about the
definitions on which the concepts rest. The concept of peace, for example,
has evolved as the absence of violence during the Cold War, to an emerging
definition that responds to the relationship between sustainable development
and human rights. Of course the definitions themselves are at the mercy of
those who define them. The Earth Charter attempts to elevate these definitions,
to reclaim them from the global domination of War, Aggression, and Economic
development. Reconciliation “points towards: sustained, cyclical processes
specific to different social contexts...” (du Toit, 2003, p. 303).
The process of reconciliation seem to echo the process of sustainable
development. The South African Minister of Defence in 1991 admitted that
R1million was being spent everyday on arms and ammunition alone to
destablish Angola. In the late 80's the SA Defence Budget accounted for
15% of state expenditure. Since reconciliation South Africa is now spending
more on environmental education than any other country in the world
(Preston, 2005). The real threat to SA was not external enemies but social,
economic and environmental degradation. It was political will that ensured
South Africans were spared all out war.
It is political will that will lead us to a sustainable way of living and
it is education that will teach us how to get there.
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IF IN THE PARK…
CONFLICTS IN PROTECTED AREAS
Marta Angelotti, Anna Perazzone
Dipartimento di Biologia Animale e dell’Uomo
Università di Torino
Fabrizio Bertolino
Corso di Studi in Scienze dell’Educazione
Università della Valle d’Aosta
Eugenio Gobbi
Ente di Gestione del Parco Naturale della Collina Torinese
Luca Giunti
Ente di gestione del Parco Naturale Orsiera Rocciavrè
We believe that a correct understanding of the concept of protected
area is the key to take consciousness of everyone's ecological identity and of
the bond that ties mankind to our planet. A planet that has limited resources
and works as a closed system.
Park concepts
Our experiences of cooperation with natural parks brought us in
contact with the different typologies of park users (schools, visitors, tourists,
etc.). Such contacts made us realize that the widely spread concept of
protected area is extremely basic and simplified, very tightly connected with
early ideas of environmental protection.
A further confirmation came from a survey on a sample of college
students (Faculty of Natural Science and Faculty of Primary Education) and
high school students to whom has been submitted an articulated
questionnaire. We bring back here some elaborations of questionnaire data.
The data analysis shows that the word park, in most cases, recalls
exclusively the image of a territory with particular natural characteristics
that needs to be protected from the “disturbance of men”.
Parks are so seen as “islands”, places where prohibitions are
abundant, for which the main objective is to keep “nature as much as
possible as it was in the origins”. In this sense the protected area has no
relation with anything outside it (the “non-park”).
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Ideas of Environmental Education in Parks
On another side our cooperation with the protected areas brought us
to investigate about the perception of parks in the national territory with
reference to one's educational role. The questionnaire submitted to all
national parks and the interviews to the operators of some regional parks
where aiming to define:
The objectives that park administrations set for environmental
education.
The resulting idea of environmental education is quite articulated even
if in some cases the administrations report that they do not have a specific
policy but they use the one of the operator working for them in the education
sector. We hereby report some of the replies and a synthetic summary.
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Are there any specific way to be an educator in/with a protected
area?
All operators agree that environmental education in protected areas
has specific characteristics and most part of them think they are related to
the natural features of the territory. Following are reported two significant
statements on the subject.
–
It is possible to observe a fine environment, watch animals that
would be difficult to see somewhere else, use tracks and follow
itineraries with specific themes.
–
In a protected area like ours the winning key is bio-diversity. In
an “ordinary” area most times it is almost completely missing
and that makes it difficult to give specific inputs to people.
–

In opposition to what expressed by the operators about
environmental education and the importance of underlining the ties of man
to the territory, it does not appear that the actual educational policies do
implement the concept of “protected area” as a model of territorial
management – it seems like that the recognized theoretical importance of it
has not been followed by a practical application.
What specific features for education in environmental protected areas?
Parks represent a potential reference point on the territory in respect
to the dynamic relation with nature, traditions and economy – the
enhancement of local specificities and the consciousness of the natural and
cultural assets, can contribute to the creation of a new identity founded on
new strategies of durable and sustainable development.
In this regard in the last years, it has emerged, as a growing trend,
the need for a wider approach front in the transformation of the management
and conservation of resources. Such approach has to keep into consideration
not only the safeguard of ecological processes on which organisms and
ecosystems are based, but also the complex interactions between natural and
social systems.
In this regard the practical experiments of sustainable management
of the territory become very significative – they can provide fundamental
indications for wider scale transformations – as well as the educational
instruments to improve the knowledge of the sustainability concept in the
population. The concept of protected area itself, radically different from
what the surveys show, can promote a new way to perceive our relation with
the surrounding environment, where nature, culture and economical
development are seen as inter-connected elements of the same reality.
The protected areas, although aware of their role as educational
institutions, appear to be not effective in promoting an image of themselves
that goes beyond the reductive role of sites created to safeguard particular
natural environments.
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Parks are with no doubt privileged areas to experiment a direct
contact with natural environments, but an environmental education
exclusively based on the natural knowledge of a territory is not enough to
develop the educational potentialities implied in the protected areas concept
itself. Promoting their own missions, describing the daily activities of the
personnel working for them, explaining the complex management dynamics
of a territory, parks not only produce the best of themselves but they can
also have a key role in offering and developing models and theoretical
instruments for an “ecological comprehension” of our relation with the
environment in sustainability scenery. From such reflections we developed
our didactical proposal, hereby presented.
Our educational proposal
Managing a protected area requires a continuous dialogue among all
the subjects acting on the territory in order to activate policies of
cooperative choices. From a didactical point of view the ideal instrument to
recreate such process is the Role Play.
In the simulation the players take the role of the administrators of the
Park Directors Board, whose task is to decide about the enlargement of its
borders in the surrounding areas.
The objectives
–
To promote a new way of perceiving the relation with the natural
environment.
–
To make the perception of protected area more close to reality,
with its complexity and variety.
–
To propose an experience of “contact” and understanding with
the selected territory and the persons operating in it.
Subjects involved
The experimental project has seen the involvement of two regional
protected areas, the Parco Naturale della Collina Torinese and the Parco
Naturale Orsiera-Rocciavré, as promoting subjects.
In addition there was the educators of the cooperatives Arnica and
Biloba, involved both in the development of the project and in the conduction
of the role play. The Research Group in Science Education – Department of
Animal Biology, University of Torino – offered a scientific and didactic
expertise. Ce.Se.Di. (Didactical Service Centre) of the Province of Torino
promoted and financed part of the didactical experimentation.
The experimentation
In the school years 2002/03 and 2003/04 the educational proposal
has been experimented with 10 high school classes of the Province of
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Torino (Piemonte Region) both in the Parco Naturale della Collina
Torinese and in the Parco Naturale Orsiera-Rocciavré. The notes and
observations made by teachers and researchers during the experimentation
made possible to redefine the structure of the proposal and improve its
educational contents.
1st Meeting

In the classroom

Evaluation of the knowledge related to the
concept of protected area
Presentation of the activities
Beginning of Simulation: establishment of
the Board of Directors

Experiencing the Park: territorial settings,
2nd Meeting Tour in the park
(Whole day) with the Park Guard administrative and managing features
3rd Meeting

In the classroom

Search and reading of the relevant
documentation
Simulation: developing of the strategy and
preparation for the final debate

4th Meeting

In the classroom

Simulation: debate in the Board of Directors
and decisions concerning controversies

5th Meeting

In the classroom

Analysis of the decisional process and
moment of comparison outside the "roles".

Specificities
The features that characterize the proposal are:
–
Tours within the protected areas
–
Meetings with the Park Guard
–
The decision taking process that simulates what happens within one
Park Directors Board meeting and showing the dynamics of it.
The publication
The role play hereby presented will be published during year 2006.
With the purpose of making accessible each proposal related to each
protected area, the publication will include the general documentation on
protected areas, the material needed for the simulation (role cards, operative
instruments, ...), the notes and didactical indications related to each phase of
the proposal. For reference purpose the documentation related to the
promoting subjects will be made available on their respective web sites.
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R E S - NETWORK OF EUROPEAN REGIONS
ON EDUCATION FOR SUSTAINABILITY
Paolo Camerieri
Head, CRIDEA (Center for Environmental Information,
Documentation and Education)Umbria Region, Italy
with the participation of
Ida Koppen
Facilitator RES, Sustainable Development Strategies
Geneva, Switzerland
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The Italian INFEA System
The UN Decade on Education for Sustainable Development
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Initial instruments and actions
Upcoming activities
How to contact the RES
Conclusion

Launching the Network of European Regions on Education for
Sustainability – RES
On 23 September 2005, the first meeting of the Network of
European Regions on Education for Sustainability (hereinafter “RES”) took
place in Brussels. The meeting was organized by the Italian Regions Umbria
and Emilia Romagna at the representative office in Brussels of the Central
Italian Regions (Regioni Centro Italia). The following Regions participated
in the meeting:
–
Flanders / Belgium
–
East Finland / Finland
–
Ile de France/ France
–
Abruzzo / Italy
–
Emilia Romagna / Italy
–
Lazio / Italy
–
Marche / Italy
–
Umbria / Italy
–
Limburg / Netherlands
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–
–
–
–

Jämtland / Sweden
Kent / United Kingdom
South East England / United Kingdom
Wales / United Kingdom
Yorkshire and Humber / United Kingdom

Wales was present also in its capacity of coordinator of the
Sustainable European Regions Network (hereinafter SERN); Limburg also
represented the work program of the SERN on governance and education.
Background of the RES
The launching of a European Network of Regions on Education for
Sustainability, can be seen as the result of a cross-fertilization between
events at the global, UN level and developments at the national and regional
level in various member states of the European Union. In fact, the Centre for
Environmental Information, Documentation and Education – Umbria
Region, in Italy (hereinafter CRIDEA) has been an important actor in the
Italian National System of Environmental Information, Training and
Education (hereinafter INFEA) for more than a decade. Similarly, important
initiatives had been developed in a number of Regions in other countries in
Europe. The Italian Regions jointly decided to take steps to create a
European network, at the occasion of the start of the UN Decade on
Education for Sustainable Development, in 2005.
The Italian INFEA System
As an example of the impact that Regions can have on education for
sustainability a few words about the Italian INFEA system might be
appropriate here. The regional environmental education centres in Italy meet
regularly together with representatives of the national Ministry for
Environment. The purpose of INFEA is to share policies, strategies and best
practices among Regions and with the Ministry of Environment. Jointly, the
Italian Regions have created the conditions for developing new
methodologies and innovative approaches to education for sustainability, on
the basis of a permanent dialogue among the different actors involved,
including training and education centres, NGO’s, environmental and other
civic society groups, schools, government agencies, private companies etc.
Most Italian Regions actively support and stimulate participatory decisionmaking processes, like Agenda 21.
In 2000, the national government and regional governments signed
an important agreement about the further development of the INFEA
system. In 2005, the results of this agreement are clearly visible. Almost all
Italian Regions have activated a Regional Network of Environmental
Education Centres and Regional spending in this field exceeds national
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subsidies, a clear sign of the awareness and commitment that the Regional
Networks were able to create.
It was in the context of an inter-regional training program for
officials in charge of the Regional INFEA networks, organized in Umbria
by CRIDEA at the School for Public Administration “Villa Umbra” in 2004,
that the idea was born to start a European Regional Network on education
for sustainability in order to share and exchange experiences among
European Regions and with the European Commission.
Picking up on this request, the Regional Council of Umbria decided
on 29 December 2004 to officially promote the initiative asking CRIDEA
and the representative office of Umbria in Brussels to start the necessary
contacts with the Italian Regions and with the representative offices of other
European Regions in Brussels.
The UN Decade on Education for Sustainable Development
In a background paper prepared by CRIDEA and endorsed by all the
Italian Regions, the proposal to start the RES is really presented as a
question:
Is it possible to create a network of European Regions on Education
for Sustainability that corresponds to and supports a major
commitment from the side of the European institutions?

The answer given in the paper places a European initiative in this
field in the context of the start of the UN Decade on Education for
Sustainable Development:
The UN Decade on Education for Sustainable Development starts in
2005 and it would be highly desirable and meaningful if Europe
opened it with an action program designed and coordinated by the
regions, as the level of government closest to the citizens of Europe,
and supported by a European policy in which the Commission
indicates priorities and provides incentives.

European initiatives
A number of initiatives already exit in Europe to which the
background paper refers. Both the INTERREG and LIFE projects of the
European Union have made it possible for Regions to start cooperation
projects in the field of environmental education or education for
sustainability. However, a real coordinated programme of actions is missing
and RES proposes to fill this gap.
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Objectives of the RES
During the first meeting of the RES participants worked in small
groups to discuss and share ideas about the possible objectives of the RES.
The following objectives were agreed jointly by the participants:
–
To raise awareness of the importance of education for
sustainability
–
To share best practice and exchange information among different
target groups (public and private)
–
To provide guidance to regions in developing and implementing
policies for education on sustainability
–
To harmonize regional regulations on education for sustainability
–
To function as a focal point for European initiatives in the area of
education for sustainability
–
To elaborate a common definition of education for sustainability
–
To make a contribution to good governance in Europe by
applying a bottom-up approach
RES meetings will make use of professional facilitation services in
order to enhance innovative decision-making. Interactive tools will be
applied that allow participants to contribute their experiences and ideas in a
creative manner.
Consensus-building mechanisms will stimulate cross-fertilization
and optimization of individual input into group decision-making.
Initial instruments and actions
During the first meeting participants also agreed on the following
instruments and actions:
–
Create RES Website
–
Establish working group to define education for sustainability
–
Establish dialogue with existing networks
–
Organise training programmes for practitioners
–
Set up exchange of regional officials
–
Produce case studies and best practice guides
–
Organize study visits
–
Organize European events to raise awareness
–
Make an inventory of existing education centers and set up an
observatory of their work and teaching methods as well as their
organizational structures
–
Publish policy papers
–
Launch joint projects
–
Joint fund raising
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As part of its regular activities, RES will closely cooperate with the
following European Regional networks:
–
Sustainable European Regions Network (SERN)
–
Environmental Conference of the Regions of Europe (ENCORE)
The Representative office of Umbria in Brussels has informed the
following European Institutions of the launching of the RES:
–
European Commission
–
Vice President Margot Wallstrom
–
DG Environment
–
DG Regional Policy
–
DG Education and Culture
–
European Parliament, Environment Committee
–
Committee of the Regions
During the next phases of development of the RES, these institutions
will be kept informed and different venues for collaboration will be explored.
Upcoming activities
The first important step of the RES will be the construction of the
RES website by the Region Emilia Romagna. The website will allow
Regions to post best practice examples, to share teaching materials and to
provide information about Regional Education Centres. Through the
website, RES intends to activate a number of virtual working groups.
RES will establish a formal link to the ENCORE Network as the
only European Platform of elected officials and political leaders, to begin
with during the upcoming ENCORE Conference on 15-16 June 2006 in Åre,
Sweden. In 2006, RES will start to work on the preparation of a European
Charter of Regions on Education for Sustainability.
How to contact the RES
CRIDEA, together with the Region Emilia Romagna and the
respective Representative offices in Brussels, will continue to function as
the Secretariat of the RES and be responsible for organizing RES meetings
and other activities. In order to find the latest news about the RES, we refer
to the website of CRIDEA: www.cridea.regione.umbria.it. To join the RES,
please send a message to cridea@regione.umbria.it
Conclusion
What seems most important for the successful functioning of a
European network on education for sustainability, is to create an
organizational structure that allows for a real exchange of experiences, for a
continuous dialogue and for the amalgamation of different types of
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knowledge and cultures. An approach like this will also contribute to the
process of constructing Europe from the bottom up, by involving citizens in
public decision-making and joint problem solving.
It will be a big challenge for the Regions to carry out this complex
task. They will certainly encounter a number of difficulties of various nature
and the results will depend on their commitment to a learning process the
contours of which have yet to be defined.
The creation of a Network on Education for Sustainability, can play
a pivotal role as Europe is experimenting with new forms of participation,
governance and democracy. The Regions, as the form of government closest
to the citizens, can legitimately claim a key-role in this process and RES
will help them stand up to the task.
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RES
RETE DELLE REGIONI EUROPEE
PER L'EDUCAZIONE ALLA SOSTENIBILITÀ
Paolo Camerieri
Responsabile, CRIDEA (Centro per l’Informazione,
la Documentazione e l’Educazione Ambientale)
Regione Umbria, Italia
con la collaborazione di
Ida Koppen
Facilitatore RES, Sustainable Development Strategies
Geneva, Switzerland
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Il sistema Italiano INFEA
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Avvio della Rete delle Regioni Europee per l’Educazione alla
Sostenibilità - RES
Il 23 Settembre 2005, si è tenuta la prima riunione della Rete delle
Regioni Europee per l’Educazione alla Sostenibilità (RES) a Bruxelles.
L’incontro era stato organizzato dalle Regioni Italiane Umbria ed Emilia
Romagna alla sede di Bruxelles delle Regioni Centro Italia.
Hanno partecipato all’incontro le seguenti Regioni:
–
Fiandre / Belgio
–
Finlandia Orientale / Finlandia
–
Ile de France/ Francia
–
Abruzzo / Italia
–
Emilia Romagna / Italia
–
Lazio / Italia
–
Marche / Italia
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–
–
–
–
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Umbria / Italia
Limburg / Paesi Bassi
Kent / Regno Unito
Inghilterra Sud Orientale / Regno Unito
Galles / Regno Unito
Yorkshire e Humber / Regno Unito
Jämtland / Svezia

Il Galles era presente anche nella sua qualità di coordinatore della
Rete delle Regioni Sostenibili Europee (Sustainable European Regions
Network, SERN); anche il Limburg rappresentava la SERN in quanto
responsabile dei lavori sulla Governance e l’Educazione.
Origine della RES
L’avvio della Rete delle Regioni Europee per l’Educazione alla
Sostenibilità si colloca all’incrocio di eventi storici a livello globale
promossi dall’ONU ed a livello nazionale e regionale nei paesi membri
dell’Unione Europea. Infatti, è da più di dieci anni che il Centro per
l’Informazione, la Documentazione e l’Educazione Ambientale (CRIDEA)
della Regione Umbria in Italia, è uno dei principali attori all’interno del
Sistema Italiano Nazionale per l’Informazione, la Formazione e
l’Educazione Ambientale (INFEA). Iniziative importanti paragonabili sono
state sviluppate dalle Regioni in altri State Europei. Le Regioni Italiane
hanno deciso insieme di fare il necessario per avviare una Rete Europea, in
occasione dell’inizio del Decade ONU per l’Educazione allo Sviluppo
Sostenibile nel 2005.
Il Sistema Italiano INFEA
Come illustrazione dell’impatto che le Regioni possano avere
sull’educazione per la sostenibilità, sembra utile spiegare il funzionamento
del sistema italiano INFEA. L’Educazione ambientale ha assunto in Italia,
da un decennio a questa parte, un particolare rilievo e uno spazio crescente,
non solo per i contenuti di elevato profilo che una pluralità di soggetti ha
prodotto ma anche per la sua collocazione all’interno di un disegno
istituzionale che vede coinvolti a pieno titolo, dagli anni ‘90, lo Stato, le
Regioni e gli Enti Locali.
Il Sistema-Rete nazionale INFEA è costituito infatti dall’insieme
delle Reti Regionali, versatili e dinamiche, di cui le stesse si stanno dotando
e dal Ministero per l’Ambiente e la Tutela del Territorio, nel quadro di un
accordo tra Stato e governi Regionali del 2000.
Attualmente, lo Stato e le Regioni sono impegnati a far evolvere il
processo di costruzione dell’INFEA, inteso come integrazione di sistemi a
scala regionale, verso una configurazione aperta al raccordo ed
all’integrazione con altre reti che si occupano a diverso titolo di problemi
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ambientali e di sviluppo sostenibile, come l’implementazione di “nodi” che
vengono pertanto ad arricchire il Sistema medesimo.
Il modello di Sistema nazionale, quale insieme dei Sistemi regionali,
sta dando in Italia risultati piuttosto significativi in termini di efficienza ed
efficacia dell’azione, di razionalizzazione della spesa e di disseminazione
della buona prassi organizzativa e contenutistica. Si pensi che oggi, a soli
cinque anni dalla ratifica dell’accordo Stato – Regioni, la quasi totalità delle
Regioni italiane si è dotata di un proprio Sistema o Rete Regionale INFEA
ed i flussi finanziari centrali hanno attivato l’impegno a livello locale di
somme ben maggiori del 100%, per effetto di una efficace azione di
promozione, sensibilizzazione, progettazione e monitoraggio messa in
campo dagli uffici regionali competenti (Centri Regionali di Coordinamento
previsti dall’accordo Stato-Regioni).
Proprio nell’ambito del Corso interregionale di aggiornamento per i
responsabili delle reti regionali INFEA tenutosi in Umbria, presso la Scuola
di Amministrazione Pubblica della Regione Umbria (Villa Umbra) nel 2004
è maturata l’idea di portare l’esperienza che si stava costruendo in Italia, al
confronto con altre realtà istituzionali europee in contesto Regionale. La
Giunta Regionale dell’Umbria, raccogliendo questa sollecitazione ha
deliberato di promuovere ufficialmente l’iniziativa il 29 dicembre 2004,
incaricando il CRIDEA ed il proprio Ufficio di rappresentanza di Bruxelles
di avviare i necessari contatti rispettivamente presso le Regioni Italiane e
presso le sedi di rappresentanza delle Regioni europee a Bruxelles.
Il Decennio ONU per l’Educazione allo Sviluppo Sostenibile
Nel documento di presentazione preparato dal CRIDEA e adottato da
tutte le Regioni Italiane, la proposta di avviare la RES è formulata in realtà
come una domanda:
È possibile costituire una rete delle Regioni Europee per l’Educazione
alla Sostenibilità che corrisponda e sostenga un maggior impegno
delle istituzioni europee?

La risposta data nel documento collega un’iniziativa Europea in
questo campo all’inizio del Decennio ONU per l’Educazione allo Sviluppo
Sostenibile:
Con il 2005 prenderà avvio il Decennio ONU per l’Educazione allo
Sviluppo Sostenibile e sarebbe quanto mai opportuno e significativo
che l’Europa lo aprisse con un programma di intervento fortemente
voluto, elaborato e coordinato dal livello intermedio di governo della
comunità dei cittadini europei, ossia le Regioni, appoggiato da una
politica di indirizzo ed incentivo della Commissione fortemente
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consapevole della specificità e della preminenza dell’azione educativa
e formativa in tema ambientale rispetto a quella semplicemente
informativa.

Iniziative Europee
Il documento di presentazione si riferisce ad una serie di iniziative
già presenti su territorio Europeo. I progetti INTERREG e LIFE dell’Unione
Europea hanno consentito alle Regioni di iniziare esperienze di
cooperazione nel campo dell’educazione ambientale e dell’educazione alla
sostenibilità. Manca però un programma d’azione ben coordinato e la RES
intende contribuire a colmare questa lacuna.
Obiettivi della RES
Nel corso del primo incontro della RES, i partecipanti hanno
lavorato in piccoli gruppi per elaborare e condividere i potenziali obiettivi
della rete. I seguenti obiettivi hanno trovato l’accordo da tutti i partecipanti:
–
Rafforzare
la
sensibilizzazione
verso
l’importanza
dell’educazione alla sostenibilità
–
Scambiare esperienze, informazioni e buone pratiche tra diversi
target group pubblici e privati
–
Fornire orientamenti e linee guida alle Regioni che intendono
sviluppare e implementare politiche per l’educazione alla
sostenibilità
–
Armonizzare le normative regionali sull’educazione alla
sostenibilità
–
Accreditarsi come qualificato riferimento a livello europeo per le
iniziative nel settore dell’educazione alla sostenibilità
–
Elaborare una definizione comune di educazione alla
sostenibilità
–
Contribuire, attraverso un approccio ascendente (dal basso),
all’affermazione in Europa di buoni sistemi di governo (“good
governance”).
Le riunioni della RES si avvarranno dei servizi professionali di un
facilitatore per garantire un metodo di lavoro quanto più coerente e adeguato
all’approccio teorico-metodologico innovativo dell’educazione alla sostenibilità.
Strumenti interattivi permetteranno ai partecipanti di condividere le loro
esperienze ed idee in maniera creativa. Il metodo del consensus building
contribuirà alla fertilizzazione incrociata ed alla ottimizzazione dei
contributi individuali alle decisioni del gruppo.
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Strumenti ed azioni iniziali
Nel corso del primo incontro i partecipanti hanno inoltre concordato
l’attuazione delle seguenti azioni e l’utilizzo dei seguenti strumenti:
–
Creare per RES un apposito sito web
–
Istituire un gruppo di lavoro che elabori la definizione di
educazione alla sostenibilità (dal punto di vista delle Regioni
europee)
–
Instaurare un dialogo con le reti esistenti sull’ambiente e sullo
sviluppo sostenibile
–
Organizzare programmi formativi per chi insegna la sostenibilità
–
Stabilire scambi tra i referenti delle regioni della rete
–
Fornire studi di casi (“case studies”) e linee guide di buone
pratiche
–
Organizzare visite di studio
–
Organizzare eventi europei volti a promuovere la
sensibilizzazione
–
Predisporre un censimento dei centri di educazione ambientale
esistenti e costituire un osservatorio che analizzi metodi di lavoro
e modelli organizzativi e didattici di tali centri
–
Pubblicare documenti sulle politiche per l’educazione alla
sostenibilità
–
Proporre progetti congiunti
–
Raccogliere congiuntamente fondi
Come parte integrale delle sue attività, la RES avvierà una stretta
collaborazione con le seguenti reti Europee:
–
Sustainable European Regions Network (SERN)
–
Environmental Conference of the Regions of Europe (ENCORE)
La sede della Regione Umbria a Bruxelles ha informato le seguenti
istituzioni Europee dell’avvio dei lavori della RES:
–
Commissione Europea
–
Vice Presidente Margot Wallstrom
–
DG Ambiente
–
DG Politica Regionale
–
DG Educazione e Cultura
–
Parlamento Europeo, Commissione Ambiente
–
Comitato delle Regioni
Durante le fasi successive dello sviluppo della RES, le stesse
istituzioni saranno sempre tenute informate, mentre si analizzeranno le
possibilità di collaborazione.
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Prossime attività
La Regione Emilia Romagna si è incaricata del primo passo
importante della RES, ossia la costruzione del sito. Il sito permetterà alle
Regioni di esporre esempi di best practices, di condividere materiali
educativi e di fornire informazione sui Centri Educativi Regionali.
Attraverso il sito, la RES intende anche attivare dei gruppi di lavoro
virtuali. La RES costituirà un legame formale con la Rete ENCORE, l’unico
forum Europeo di ministri/assessori regionali eletti e leader politici
regionali, a cominciare dalla prossima Conferenza di ENCORE, il 15-16
Giugno 2006 ad Åre, in Svezia.
Nel corso del 2006, la RES inizierà la preparazione di una Carta
Europea delle Regioni sull’Educazione alla Sostenibilità.
Come contattare la RES
Il CRIDEA, insieme alla Regione Emilia Romagna e le loro sedi a
Bruxelles, continuerà a svolgere il ruolo di Segretariato della RES e ad
organizzare le riunioni e le altre attività della RES. Per avere le ultime
notizie,
rimandiamo
per
ora
al
sito
del
CRIDEA:
www.cridea.regione.umbria.it. Per iscriversi alla RES, si prega di inviare un
messaggio a cridea@regione.umbria.it
Conclusioni
Importante per il successo di una Rete Europea per l’Educazione alla
Sostenibilità appare la messa a punto di soluzioni organizzative che
consentano un reale scambio di esperienze, lo svolgimento continuo di un
dibattito di merito, l’integrazione delle diverse conoscenze e culture.
Soluzioni tra l’altro in grado di contribuire efficacemente allo sviluppo del
processo di costruzione europea, attraverso forme di partecipazione dei
cittadini alla conoscenza di specifiche tematiche ed alla condivisione di
problemi connessi.
La sfida è di altissimo livello e sottende l’acquisizione di un ruolo
che le regioni in Europa stanno, sia pur tra difficoltà di varia natura, man
mano acquisendo. L’istituzione di una Rete per l’Educazione alla
Sostenibilità potrebbe quindi configurarsi anche come palestra per esercitare
nuove forme di partecipazione estesa e democratica al governo
amministrativo dell’Unione Europea, in cui le Regioni, più vicine ai
cittadini degli Stati centrali, possono rivendicare legittimamente un ruolo
cardine. La RES le aiuterà a svolgere con successo questo loro nuovo ruolo.
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LE DONNE NEL MONDO DELLA SCIENZA
LE ATTIVITÀ DEL CENTRO INTERNAZIONALE IPAZIA
Maria Paola Azzario Chiesa
La mia vuol essere una breve presentazione di quanto il Centro
UNESCO di Torino, di cui sono presidente, ha effettuato ed ha in progetto,
a favore della donne e delle donne di scienza in particolare.
Premesso che ormai i documenti internazionali riconoscono, primo
tra tutti la Carta del Millennium Goals, che l’apporto della donna allo
sviluppo, non solo è fondamentale, ma assolutamente indispensabile per
riuscire ad ottenere quanto urge per la salvezza della terra e del genere
umano, rimane il dovere di dare alle donne, di tutti i continenti, la possibilità
di dimostrare le proprie capacità, aiutandole ad avere gli strumenti più
idonei al successo delle loro azioni.
Il Centro UNESCO di Torino opera per la realizzazione di tali
obiettivi sin dal 1983, in stretta collaborazione con Università e Politecnico
di Torino ed altri Enti di formazione nazionali ed internazionali. L’ultima
attività, in ordine di tempo, è il Concorso indagine “Donne e fisica: un
mestiere possibile”, di cui il 24 maggio scorso è avvenuta la proclamazione
delle vincitrici nell’Aula Magna del Rettorato dell’Università di Torino.
250 studentesse degli ultimi anni degli istituti superiori della
Regione Piemonte e di tutta Italia hanno scelto di partecipare al Concorso
lanciato il 10 novembre 2004, durante le celebrazioni della Giornata
mondiale UNESCO per la Scienza come veicolo di pace e sviluppo.
Un Comitato Promotore misto formato, oltre che dal Centro
UNESCO, da istituzioni universitarie e di ricerca ed associazioni, in
occasione dell’Anno Mondiale per la Fisica 2005, si è costituito per ideare e
condurre una azione pilota capace di rompere stereotipi che impediscono la
partecipazione delle donne alla scienza ed alla tecnologia.
Da un’indagine da noi condotta lo scorso anno, sempre presso le
studentesse degli Istituti superiori nazionali aveva mostrato che alcuni degli
stereotipi più consolidati erano: “… dedicarsi alle carriere scientifiche non
è un’occupazione femminile, non consente una vita privata, non rende
celebri, ecc…”.
Il Concorso-indagine del 2005 ha portato le studentesse ad
intervistare direttamente circa 90 donne, italiane e straniere, di età tra i 35 ed
i 65 anni, che hanno scelto la pratica della fisica come professione. I
risultati, che pubblicheremo prossimamente, sono stati molto confortanti e
alcune ragazze hanno dichiarato di aver cambiato idea ed una, di un Liceo
Scientifico di Napoli, ha deciso di dedicarsi all’astrofisica!
Come e perché il Centro UNESCO di Torino è arrivato a prediligere
la tematica delle Donne e la Scienza negli ultimi 6 anni? Di seguito, in
sintesi le tappe più significative.
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1997-1998: Il Forum Internazionale delle Donne del Mediterraneo
Nel 1997, su indicazione e in pieno accordo con la Commissione
Nazionale per l’UNESCO, il Centro UNESCO di Torino è diventato il focal
point internazionale dell’organizzazione non governativa “Forum
Internazionale delle Donne del Mediterraneo", rete di 20 paesi del
Mediterraneo, accogliendone il Segretariato Internazionale, la segreteria di
Presidenza e la direzione amministrativa. Il Forum nel 1999 diviene ONG
con status consultivo presso l’ECOSOC, e ONG UNESCO, grazie all’opera
del Centro UNESCO di Torino.
Gennaio 1999: Il Congresso “Women, Science and Technology: what
future for the Mediterranean?” a Torino
Nel gennaio 1999 il Centro UNESCO ed il Forum delle Donne del
Mediterraneo organizzano a Torino, con la collaborazione preziosa del
Gruppo Donne e Scienza della Città, Università ed Istituzioni Internazionali,
il Congresso Internazionale “Women, Science and Technology: what future
for the Mediterranean?”. Durante tre giorni di lavori si sono incontrate oltre
350 donne leader e scienziate dei paesi dell’area mediterranea per
concordare strategie comuni d’intervento sul tema “Donne e Scienza”. Il
Congresso è stato accreditato dall'UNESCO come uno degli incontri
preparatori ufficiali alla Conferenza Mondiale UNESCO “La Scienza nel
XXI secolo: Quali nuovi impegni?” (Budapest, luglio 1999).
La partecipazione nella delegazione ufficiale italiana alla XLIII
Sessione della Commissione delle Nazioni Unite sullo status della donna
(New York, giugno 1999), è l’occasione per relazionare all’Assemblea
Generale sui risultati del Congresso di Torino e le relative richieste.
La partecipazione alla Conferenza mondiale UNESCO a Budapest,
permette di far includere nel Piano d’Azione della Conferenza il paragrafo
90, interamente dedicato al tema “Donne e Scienza” e contenente le
proposte operative già indicate nella Dichiarazione Finale del Congresso di
Torino, tra cui: istituire corsi di formazione per formatrici sulla
volgarizzazione della scienza e della biotecnologia, creare una rete
internazionale on line di donne scienziato.
2000: Nasce il programma IPAZIA UNESCO
Nel 2000 come uno dei seguiti della Conferenza di Budapest il
Centro UNESCO di Torino dà l'avvio al programma IPAZIA, Rete
Internazionale di donne scienziato, sostenuto e supportato fin dalla sua
nascita da:
–
Commissione Nazionale Italiana per l'UNESCO
–
UNESCO
–
UVO/ROSTE (UNESCO Venice Office – Regional Office for
Science and Technology in Europe)
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–
–

Ministero degli Affari Esteri
Università ed Enti locali piemontesi

2000-2003: Le attività principali del programma IPAZIA
I Corsi di formazione per formatrici.
Il Centro UNESCO, in stretta collaborazione con il Forum
Internazionale delle Donne del Mediterraneo, la Commissione Nazionale
Italiana per l'UNESCO, il Centro Internazionale di Formazione
dell’Organizzazione Internazionale del Lavoro (CIF/OIL di Torino), con il
finanziamento del Ministero degli Affari Esteri Italiano, organizza e attua
per il triennio 2000-2002 il progetto “Women, Science and Development –
Creazione di una rete di formazione di formatrici dell’area mediterranea nei
campi della scienza e della biotecnologia”. 85 scienziate formatrici
provenienti da 10 paesi del Mediterraneo, Albania, Algeria, Egitto,
Giordania, Libano, Palestina, Marocco, Siria, Tunisia, Turchia, hanno
partecipato, suddivise in gruppi nazionali al programma di formazione che
si è svolto a Torino. Grazie alla formazione sono stati concepiti e realizzati
20 progetti nazionali per far fronte specifici problemi di formazione
nazionale. Ad un anno di distanza ogni gruppo ha frequentato una settimana
di valutazione che ha testimoniato che la formazione a catena ha raggiunto
oltre 3.400 soggetti nei paesi sopra citati.
Tavole rotonde internazionali
Sono state organizzate tavole rotonde bilaterali e multilaterali sul
tema “Qualità e responsabilità dell’apporto femminile nei campi della
scienza e della tecnica”, realizzate a:
–
Melbourne, Australia (settembre 1999) per Australia e Pacifico
–
Torino, Italia (febbraio 2000), per Australia e Pacifico
–
Pechino, Cina (giugno-luglio 2002), per Asia
–
Ouagadogou, Burkina Faso, (febbraio 2003) per l'Africa
–
Rabat, Marocco (dicembre 2003) per i Paesi Arabi
Per ogni Tavola Rotonda sono stati pubblicati gli Atti, in più lingue,
su supporto cartaceo, informatico e fruibili anche su Internet.
Il Sito Internet.
www.womensciencenet.org è il principale strumento di
comunicazione della rete IPAZIA-UNESCO. Il sito, attraverso il suo Forum
di discussione e la sua chat, offre la possibilità alle reti di donne scienziato
già esistenti ed alle specialiste in generale, di lavorare insieme su temi
UNESCO, quali l’etica della scienza ed il suo compito di servire l’umanità.
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Borse di studio annuali intitolate a Francesca M. Buzzetti
Assegnazione annuale di due borse di studio a due giovani
ricercatrici, una piemontese e una di un PVS, in età compresa tra i 18 e i 26
anni, che operino per l’innovazione delle Scienza e il potenziamento della
partecipazione femminile al mondo scientifico, in paesi in via di sviluppo.
Centro di Documentazione
Il Centro UNESCO di Torino ha aperto nel 1985, presso la propria
sede, un Centro di Documentazione riconosciuto Biblioteca Depositaria
UNESCO, dotato di 5000 volumi UNESCO, emeroteca e videoteca.
Dal 1997 si è aperto un Centro di Documentazione specializzato
sulle tematiche femminili, che offre materiale dell’UNESCO, delle
Organizzazioni Internazionali e delle ONG sulla condizione femminile nel
Mediterraneo, nei PVS e nel mondo.
Entrambi i Centri di Documentazione sono aperti al pubblico per
conferenze, seminari, ricerche e studi.
Pubblicazioni
La collana "Ricerca e didattica" realizzata dal Centro UNESCO di
Torino rappresenta un'importante attività di documentazione e
pubblicazione dei contributi che esperti internazionali e nazionali hanno
fornito, in 23 anni di attività, nelle conferenze, tavole rotonde, incontri
organizzati dal Centro UNESCO di Torino.
Le edizioni della collana sono disponibili in più lingue, per poter
essere fruite a livello internazionale. Per il pubblico nazionale si è altrettanto
curata l'edizione in lingua italiana, nonché la traduzione e divulgazione dei
più importanti documenti UNESCO.
2004: La nascita di IPAZIA-UNESCO - Centro Internazionale Donne e
Scienza per il Mediterraneo e i Balcani
Per consolidare i risultati conseguiti e anche sulla base dei consensi e
dei risultati ottenuti in ambito internazionale, nazionale e locale, il Centro
UNESCO ha creato il Centro IPAZIA-UNESCO Centro di studi,
documentazione e formazione al servizio principalmente delle donne
scienziato dell'area mediterranea e balcanica.
La finalità è quella di continuare ad offrire un luogo fisico e virtuale
ove riflettere sul ruolo e sull'efficacia dell'apporto femminile in un mondo
che sembra non accorgersi dell'indispensabilità dell'approccio di genere. Il
Centro IPAZIA, in sinergia con le mete specifiche UNESCO e dell’UE,
intende migliorare la propria missione di “facilitatrice” del dialogo tra le
diverse culture della scienza e realizzare attività efficaci per uno sviluppo a
misura dell'umanità intera.
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Il programma del 2005 del Centro IPAZIA, oltre alla continuazione
delle attività istituzionali prevede i seguenti impegni:
–
Il Corso di formazione per formatrici “Donne per lo sviluppo
economico e culturale nei Balcani. Creazione di una rete di
formatrici in Albania, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croazia, Macedonia,
Serbia e Montenegro”. L’obiettivo è quello della creazione di
una rete di formatrici per la realizzazione di progetti nazionali di
microimpresa femminile nell’ambito dell’eco-turismo.
–
Uno studio di fattibilità per la “Creazione di una rete di
formazione di formatrici all'educazione alla salute e all'utilizzo
delle risorse ambientali nell'Africa sub-sahariana”. L’obiettivo è
la raccolta dati necessaria alla programmazione di un corso di
formazione per la creazione di una rete di formazione di
formatrici all'educazione alla salute e all'utilizzo delle risorse
ambientali nell'Africa sub-sahariana, per contribuire allo
sradicamento della povertà.
Tavola Rotonda “Qualità e responsabilità del contributo femminile alla
scienza e alla tecnologia. Gli effetti della fuga dei cervelli e il futuro
delle giovani donne scienziato in Europa e USA”.
Gli obiettivi sono:
–
Realizzare un incontro tra giovani donne scienziato, provenienti
da Europa e USA, al fine di discutere le loro prospettive future e
il problema della fuga dei cervelli
–
Rafforzare la cooperazione tra le reti delle donne scienziato nordamericane e europee, attraverso le azioni della Rete
Internazionale IPAZIA, promuovendo le politiche di genere
nell’ambito di “donne e scienza”.
VI Congresso del Forum Internazionale delle Donne del Mediterraneo:
“A 10 anni da Pechino e Barcellona: le politiche euro-mediterranee dal
partenariato al ‘buon vicinato’, tra realtà ed utopia” Torino, Italia 2427 novembre 2005.
I temi, definiti dal Comitato Scientifico Internazionale, sono i seguenti:
–
“Da una zona di prosperità condivisa ad uno spazio di ‘buon
vicinato’”
–
“Conoscenze e competenze: come condividerle?”
–
“La costruzione di spazi e progetti di cooperazione” con due
sotto-temi:
–
“Il ruolo delle associazioni femminili”
–
“Il microcredito: quali nuove prospettive per le donne?”
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Gli obiettivi sono:
–
Realizzazione di un incontro di valutazione a 10 anni da Pechino
e da Barcellona, sui temi della crescita nella cooperazione grazie
all’apporto femminile
–
Rilevazione della presenza femminile nelle diverse reti di città,
province, regioni e ONG
–
Valutazione della collaborazione tra i paesi del Mediterraneo e
indicazioni per amministratori e società civile finalizzate al suo
potenziamento.
Tempo di realizzazione: 24/25/26 Novembre 2005 Torino
Come si può notare il programma è molto ambizioso e variegato,
quindi l’invito rivolto a tutte é: la partecipazione e la collaborazione di chi
sia interessata, non solo è bene accetta, ma attesa a “braccia aperte”.
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THE SCHOOLS’ENVIRONMENT PROGRAMME:
AN EIGHT YEAR JOURNEY
Carlette Falloon
Programme Director Jamaica Environment Trust
E-mail: cfalloon.jet@cwjamaica.com
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Background
SEP is an environmental education programme implemented in
schools of all kinds across Jamaica. It was first implemented in 1997 and
was designed to address the generally low levels of environmental
awareness among Jamaican teachers and students.
Low environmental awareness has been identified as a national issue
for Jamaica in a series of studies (Espeut, 1991 and 1999; Ridge to Reef
KAP Survey, 2002), and contributes to the continuing and serious levels of
environmental degradation. In that year, two environmental non-government
organizations became aware that they were conducting very similar
environmental education programmes and decided to collaborate.
The organizations were the Jamaica Environment Trust (JET) and
the Jamaica Conservation and Development Trust (JCDT). After
discussions, the best elements of both programmes were merged and the
Schools’ Environment Programme began.
A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was signed between JET
and JCT who were then the co-lead agencies. Contracts were also signed
with seven other NGO partners and the Schools’ Environment Programme
was implemented in 125 elementary and high schools islandwide.
SEP conforms to the goals and objectives of Jamaica’s National
Environmental Education Action Plan for Sustainable Development
(NEEAPSD), which was developed in 1998 and also works closely with the
National Environmental Education Committee (NEEC). This Committee
was established in 1997 by the Natural Resources Conservation Authority
(now called the National Environment and Planning Agency), the Jamaican
government’s leading environmental regulatory agency.
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Introduction
Currently, SEP is implemented in various school size, within a broad
spectrum of socio-economic classes. Our smallest has nine students, while
our largest one has 1800 students. We work in inner city schools and deep
rural schools. We work with schools that have sophisticated computer labs,
and schools without basic amenities such as running water and telephones.
We work with schools for children with learning challenges and
physical disabilities. In short, SEP seeks to involve the entire educational
community in raising environmental awareness islandwide.
In addition, SEP has been a stable, productive and growing
partnership among 13 to 15 environmental agencies and other nontraditional partners, such as the United States Peace Corps and the Kiwanis
Club of Kingston over the past eight years.
The culmination of the 2004-2005 school year also marked the end
of the eighth year for the Schools’ Environment Programme (SEP).
SEP has five main objectives:
–
To increase environmental awareness and knowledge among
teachers and students.
–
To involve teachers and students in hands-on activities which
will demonstrate practical solutions to environmental issues.
–
To promote curriculum integration of environmental issues.
–
To present examples of sound environmental management to
local communities.
–
To improve school environments.
These objectives are implemented through four criteria which forms
the base of SEP:
–
Garbage Management
–
Greening of School Grounds
–
Starting or Strengthening an Environment Club
–
Environmental Research.
Garbage management
Schools typically carry out garbage audits, implement litter warden
patrols, establish compost heaps, and undertake solid waste reduction, reuse
and recycling programmes. This area of SEP is one of the most difficult for
schools, since garbage collection is often problematic and societal attitudes
to litter are difficult to overcome.
Greening of school grounds
Schools establish tree nurseries, conduct tree planting exercises on
school grounds or in nearby communities, label school trees, plant organic
gardens, test organic plots against plots using intensive farming methods,
make home-made insect sprays and design nature walks.
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Environment club
Schools may use existing clubs, such as 4H or Science Clubs, to
carry out environmental projects. The clubs are considered key factors in
project sustainability. Environmental clubs often make posters on various
environmental issues, address school assemblies or PTA meetings, conduct
advocacy campaigns, work in the garden, conduct clean ups or adopt nearby
early childhood centres.
Environmental research
Students research issues such as energy conservation, deforestation,
soil erosion, air, land and water pollution, climate change, protection of the
ozone layer, loss of biological diversity and the endangered species of
Jamaica. Schools often build models to demonstrate their work, or use song,
drama, art and poetry to make their work visible. The environmental
research component of SEP is sometimes difficult for schools, as teachers
may not feel they have the required expertise.
Achievements
JET implements the programme in partnership with 15 partners, who
help to supervise and motivate schools. This demonstrates an excellent
example of a stable, productive and long-standing partnership. SEP also
works closely with the Ministry of Education, Youth and Culture
(MOEYC). The Ministry approves workshop content and resource
materials. In addition, the MOEYC signs certificates of participation for
teachers who attend the Programme’s teacher training workshops, once the
material covered is part of the school curriculum.
SEP has grown into a large, national programme. In the 2003/2004
school year, it was implemented in 353 schools reaching almost 300,000
students and 600 teachers, making it the longest running and largest
environmental education programme in Jamaica, as it impacts on
approximately 30% of Jamaica’s schools excluding early childhood centres.
However, in the 2004/2005 school year, the number of schools that
implemented all aspects of the programme, was reduced to 200 – a decrease
of 43%. Despite the funding challenges, the teacher training workshops, one
of the most successful components of the Programme, were delivered to
teachers from over 350 schools. Although JET would like to see SEP in
every school across Jamaica, funding does not permit that and
unfortunately, given increasing funding constraints, the number of schools
will be further reduced in the 2005/2006 school year.
Funding
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The work that has been done under the programme could not have
been done without the committed and steady assistance of our donors.
Funding been received from Jamaica’s local Ministry of Education, Youth
and Culture, the Canadian Government through the Environmental Action
Programme (ENACT) and the Canada/Jamaica Green Fund. The British
Government has also provided support through the High Commission that is
located in Jamaica. In addition, SEP has benefited from local donor agencies
and members of corporate Jamaica.
Teacher training workshops
A major objective of SEP is to improve teacher knowledge and
awareness of environmental issues. The programme has exposed teachers to
over thirteen environmental themes ranging from forest education to the
importance of coral reefs. In the 2002/2003 school year a field trip element
was introduced, which took teachers into the field to test water quality in
rivers, identify wetland plants and animals and see coral reefs, in some
cases, for the first time. Our teachers have reported that the field trips have
been exceptionally interesting and have allowed them to introduce more
hands on teaching methods into their classrooms.
The teacher training workshops have been a major strength of SEP,
as over 83% of teachers who attended the workshops felt they were
informative, interesting and practical. (See Plate 1 below)
WORKSHOP FEEDBACK
No response
12%
Not useful at all
0%
Somewhat
informative but not
very practical
5%

Interesting,
informative &
practical
83%

New initiatives
The Programme now has a new component called “SEP Earth Kids”,
which targets early childhood education centres. This component’s main
purpose is to develop and test methods for delivering environmental
education to early childhood centres. The objectives are to:
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–
–

Develop and implement developmentally appropriate activities
for pre-school children to explore, learn about and respect nature.
Work with teachers to implement these activities and develop
and distribute appropriate supporting materials.

SEP Earth Kids is now being implemented in 35 early childhood
centres across Jamaica and it is endorsed by the Ministry of Education,
Youth & Culture and the Dudley Grant Memorial Trust.
So, how well has the programme done? What has been the impact of
SEP on the ground? An independent evaluation was conducted in the
2000/2001 school year and another evaluation was conducted by JET in the
2002/2003 school year. In all four categories of the programme (garbage
management, greening of school grounds, starting/strengthening an
environment club and environmental research), the indicators have
improved as illustrated in Table 1 below:
Table 1- Programme Evaluations
EVALUATION 2000
(PSEARCH Associates
Co. Ltd.)
Improved Waste
Management

66%

68%

School
gardens,
organic gardens, tree
planting

72%

87%

Environmental Clubs

69%

85%

Environmental
Research

59%

47%
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Lesson learned
What have we learnt after eight years? We know principal
commitment is absolutely vital, as is teacher enthusiasm and support – and
we know teachers need incentives to keep motivated. We know we have to
strengthen our relationship with teachers colleges, so that teachers in
training become more knowledgeable about environmental issues. JET
hopes to achieve through our most recent environmental education project,
which will involve conducting professional development workshops on
Jamaica’s biological diversity in seven of the local Teachers’ Colleges. This
project will be implemented in collaboration with the Joint Board of
Teacher Education (JBTE). We have also realized that preschool children
need to exposed to.
We have learned that sustainability of a programme like SEP is
difficult, given the shortages of resources in Jamaican schools. We do not
see a time in the future when a programme like SEP can be funded entirely
from public sources. We remain convinced that environmental education is
a fundamental building block of sustainable development – but it is a long
term process. We would like to see research done on the impact of SEP.
Although we can present data on the visible elements of SEP, like
gardens, we know less about how it has affected the thousands of persons it
has touched – students, teachers, parents and community members. We look
forward to an independent, academic research on the programme.
In closing, all over the island of Jamaica, teachers and students are
learning about our fragile and threatened natural environment. Teachers are
evaluating and improving their teaching practice and integrating
environmental issues into curriculum activities and students are going
outdoors to learn and appreciate the natural environment. JET looks forward
to another eight years of building a islandwide understanding of what
sustainable development truly means and positively impacting the lives of
so many Jamaican teachers and students.
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PROPOSTE DI EDUCAZIONE ALLA SOSTENIBILITÀ
ATTRAVERSO UN PROGETTO
DI GEMELLAGGIO E COOPERAZIONE
Elena Ferrero
Università di Torino, Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra,
Istituto di Ricerche Interdisciplinari sulla Sostenibilità (IRIS),
Centro Interdipartimentale di Ricerca e Collaborazione
scientifica con i paesi del Sahel e dell’Africa Occidentale
(CISAO), elena.ferrero@unito.it.
Angela Cappa, Paola Lovesio, Rosalba Prando
MIUR, USR Piemonte, docenti di Scuola Primaria e/o Secondaria
Teresa Duarte, Luisa Hoppfer
Ministério da Educação, Ciência, Juventude e Desporto, Cabo Verde
Ettore Molinaro
Museo Civico Craveri di Storia Naturale, Bra (Cuneo)
Giovanni Mortara
CNR - Istituto Protezione Idrogeologica, Sezione di Torino
Il progetto
Il progetto “Indagine sulla percezione dell’ambiente fisico e delle
sue modificazioni in allievi di scuole dell’obbligo del Piemonte e di Capo
Verde”, si colloca nell’ambito del piano di cooperazione internazionale con
i paesi del Sahel promosso dalla Regione Piemonte e ha finalità proprie di
ricerca didattica secondo la metodologia della ricerca azione. Si propone di
attuare un percorso di educazione alla sostenibilità in allievi italiani e
capoverdiani di età compresa tra 5 e 15 anni con l’obiettivo di renderli
consapevoli della precarietà del rapporto Uomo – Ambiente in territori ad
elevata vulnerabilità e/o pericolosità.
La prima fase del progetto: la percezione soggettiva dell’ambiente fisico
Sono coinvolti 250 allievi e una decina di insegnanti di scuola
primaria e secondaria del Piemonte: Scuola Primaria Mosca, Bra (Cuneo)
Scuola Primaria Fontana, Torino, Scuola Secondaria di I grado MaggioraVergano, Refrancore (Asti) e della Repubblica di Capo Verde: Escola de
Lavadouro, Praia (Santiago), Escola Salesiana, Mindelo (S. Vicente), Escola
Secundária de S. Filipe (Fogo). Il progetto si fonda sulla condivisione delle
finalità da parte dei partner coinvolti, sulla collaborazione tra insegnanti di
scuola di base e insegnanti universitari nella realizzazione delle diverse fasi
del lavoro e si avvale del supporto scientifico di ricercatori del CNR e del
Museo Craveri.
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La prima fase del progetto prevede uno studio comparato del grado
iniziale di consapevolezza degli allievi delle classi gemellate che partecipano
all’esperienza. Si è indagato sulla capacità di riconoscere le caratteristiche
fisiche del proprio ambiente di vita, le forme del paesaggio, le caratteristiche
climatiche, la natura del substrato roccioso, la percezione dei cambiamenti
in corso e di quelli avvenuti nel passato, le situazioni di rischio ambientale e
di possibile degrado.
Le attività didattiche si basano sull’osservazione e il contatto diretto
con le situazioni da esaminare, l’analisi guidata dei campioni, il confronto
tra gli elaborati e gli schemi interpretativi.
Alle attività esplorative sono seguiti momenti informativi sugli
elementi caratteristici del paese gemellato sollecitati dalla curiosità e
dall’interesse degli allievi ad ogni scambio di elaborati.
Per permettere lo scambio e il confronto tra i prodotti gli insegnanti e
gli alunni hanno operato con le stesse schede di lavoro seguendo la
medesima sequenza operativa. Per facilitare la reciproca comprensione tra
bambini anche molto piccoli e di lingua madre diversa sono state limitate al
massimo le espressioni verbali a favore di rappresentazioni figurative.
L’incontro e il confronto
Completato il primo anno di lavoro si è sentita l’esigenza di un
primo confronto tra i protagonisti in un Seminario a Fogo (Capo Verde) dal
31 Agosto al 2 Settembre 2005 con gli obiettivi:
− di favorire la conoscenza personale
− di sperimentare a livello adulto le esperienze proposte agli
alunni attraverso attività sul campo di esplorazione e di
rappresentazione del territorio con l’obiettivo di coglierne i
punti di forza e di debolezza in vista della futura
organizzazione in classe
− di condividere le esperienze attraverso l’analisi e il confronto
dei prodotti secondo criteri comuni
− di effettuare una valutazione della prima fase del percorso
− di condividere la progettazione della seconda fase del progetto.
Dall’analisi dei prodotti alla nuova fase del progetto
Si confrontano gli elaborati prodotti, si individuano somiglianze e
differenze rispetto alla percezione dell’ambiente fisico e alle sue modificazioni.
Si individuano due categorie di abilità da rafforzare nei ragazzi:
− abilità di osservare e raccontare quello che si ritiene importante
− abilità di rappresentare tenendo conto degli obiettivi selezionati e
dei destinatari.
Gli elaborati degli allievi infatti mettono in evidenza abilità diverse,
non necessariamente correlabili con l’età, nell’osservare e nel rappresentare
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graficamente un territorio, nel selezionare gli elementi ritenuti significativi
da comunicare ai partner del gemellaggio. Guardando oltre le singole
rappresentazioni, è possibile riconoscere come gli allievi percepiscano la
morfologia del territorio con le caratteristiche superficiali del suolo, la
copertura vegetale spontanea e l’uso agricolo del terreno. Il confronto tra i
diversi elaborati offre la possibilità di delineare relazioni importanti e
ricorrenti degli elementi sopraccitati con altri parametri, ad esempio con la
disponibilità di acqua, con l’esposizione al sole o al vento. Mettendo
insieme le diverse osservazioni che emergono è possibile individuare
situazioni da generalizzare e da applicare ad altri contesti.
La conoscenza del territorio in cui si vive, quella del territorio dei
partner del gemellaggio e dei possibili mutamenti nel tempo può facilitare il
formarsi di una cultura diffusa di rispetto e tutela dell’ambiente, che passa
anche attraverso:
− il riconoscimento del tempo di oggi, ieri, domani, del tempo
storico, del tempo geologico
− i mutamenti che avvengono rapidamente o lentamente o
contemporaneamente
− la consapevolezza che la conoscenza del luogo in cui si vive
passa attraverso la “visita - sopralluogo” per l’osservazione
diretta, ma anche attraverso i racconti degli anziani, le immagini,
i documentari, i racconti, le informazioni degli esperti, i testi.
Si cercano così indizi e tracce per ricostruire nel tempo i
cambiamenti del paesaggio e le modificazioni dell’ambiente. Il discorso
sull’ambiente permette infatti la costruzione di un sapere indiziario: ci
accorgiamo di piccoli e grandi cambiamenti che si svolgono nei tempi
adatti, percepiamo differenze nei modi di vivere o le immaginiamo
basandoci su una serie di piccoli particolari.
Mettendo insieme osservazioni ed esperienze, possiamo farci una
idea complessiva su come funziona un ambiente; cogliamo intrecci e
relazioni complesse, riflettiamo su noi stessi come viventi e sul modo in cui
l’uomo sfrutta per i propri scopi l’ambiente di tutti. Si incomincia a fare
ipotesi su cosa potrà avvenire in futuro, ad immaginare cambiamenti: ”Per
chi potranno essere utili? Per chi saranno pericolosi? Cosa può succedere
se…?” e si acquisisce un nuovo modo di pensare.
In conclusione nella seconda fase del progetto si vengono a delineare
le seguenti Finalità:
− riconoscere nel territorio le caratteristiche morfologiche e la sua
evoluzione dinamica
− vedere e vivere il territorio quale risorsa per la popolazione in
un’ottica di sviluppo sostenibile
− riconoscere situazioni in cui i processi naturali intervengono a
modificare il territorio e le eventuali situazioni di rischio e si
definiscono gli Obiettivi
− individuare i fattori di cambiamento
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− conoscere i cambiamenti significativi a lungo termine ricavabili
dalle testimonianze orali
− conoscere direttamente o indirettamente i fenomeni sismici,
vulcanici, alluvionali, i loro effetti sul territorio, i danni che ne
possono derivare per le attività antropiche.
Valutazione e riflessioni conclusive
L’esperienza di gemellaggio tra paesi lontani e differenti ha messo in
evidenza l’interesse e l’entusiasmo degli allievi e delle famiglie coinvolti
nell’esperienza con una forte richiesta di contatto diretto, per la conoscenza
reciproca e l’instaurarsi di una relazione duratura di amicizia.
Ha permesso di avviare gli allievi alla consapevolezza che il nostro
ambiente è ormai l’intero mondo e aiutandoli a comprenderne la
complessità. Ha offerto agli insegnanti l’opportunità di collaborazione, di
scambio, di formazione comune nell’ottica di una cultura volta allo sviluppo
sostenibile allo scopo di
fornire strumenti culturali, atti a riorientare valori, saperi,
atteggiamenti e comportamenti per costruire una società umana più
giusta e più attenta agli equilibri di un pianeta bello e fragile
(Salomone, 2005).

Le inevitabili difficoltà di comunicazione linguistica, oltre che nel
trasferimento di dati e di materiali, sono state in gran parte superate con
l’entusiasmo e l’impegno perseverante di tutti i partecipanti al Progetto. Il
Seminario a Fogo è stato realizzato grazie al contributo finanziario della
Regione Piemonte al CISAO, Università di Torino, nell’ambito del
“Programma di sicurezza alimentare e della lotta contro la povertà nel Sahel
e in Africa Occidentale” – Percorso B.
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Lund University, Lund, Sweden
e-mail: birgit.hansson@pedagog.lu.se
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Birgitta Nordén
International Institute for
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Abstract
This study is a part of the research project in Learning in the
Extended University (LiEU), which is conducted by the Centre for Learning
Lund at Lund University.
The purpose of this research is to analyse and describe how upper
secondary school students experienced their learning process in the field of
sustainable development in the ICT-mediated course Young Masters
Program (YMP) within the framework of university outreach development.
The aim of the analysis was to find qualitative differences in the
learning experiences. Interviews were carried out for collecting data. The
interviews took place at the Global Environmental Youth Convention
(GEYC) 2004 in the Library of Alexandria in Egypt. The students had
joined the YMP course online before participating in the convention.
Twenty six group interviews with 45 students from 13 countries all over the
world were carried out.
In the YMP teenagers explore a learning environment with new ICTmediated ways of communication, including global interaction with ideas
and descriptions, and a trans-disciplinary approach focusing on social,
economic and ecological dimensions. The global meetings seem to
particularly catalyse the teenagers’ commitment for – and their learning
process in – a more sustainable direction. The study demonstrates the way in
which young people from different countries – cultures – are tackling and
working with a common content and in the extended classroom. Youth as
stakeholders outside the university challenge the academic world and offer a
unique opportunity for dialogue on the role of higher institutions in an
overall societal transition towards sustainable development. The YMP might
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serve as a learning example in the process of increasing understanding of
how successful learning processes could be designed and carried out as
outreach at the university. The YMP outreach activity seems to be of great
importance to the students as individuals and as members of both the local
and the global society.
Introduction
Background and purpose
LiEU focuses on experienced and constituted meaning in ICTsupported outreach initiatives involving flexibility and diversity. The
overriding aim of LiEU is to describe and analyse learning in three
distinctly different outreach initiatives and consider the implications of the
results for ongoing development and future design. Professor Shirley Booth
heads the LiEU project and has been awarded funding by the Committee for
Educational Science of the Swedish Research. This study was carried out by
Birgit Hansson and Birgitta Nordén.
The purpose of this study is to analyse and describe and how upper
secondary school students have experienced their learning process in the field
of sustainable development in the ICT-mediated course YMP (Young Masters
Programme) within the framework of university outreach development.
The International Institute for Industrial Environmental Economics
(IIIEE) was established by the Swedish Parliament in 1994 at Lund
University. The IIIEE has accepted the challenge of involving young people
of today and transferring to them knowledge as well as the tools, selfconfidence and motivation they need. Our aim was to encourage a dialogue
and also – as an important contribution to the work for a more sustainable
future – to incorporate their experiences and views in the IIIEE´s
development work towards Education for Sustainable Development (ESD).
Among the outreach activities at the IIIEE the initiative was taken of
running a series of Young Masters Program (YMP).The IIIEE´s present
teaching within YMP has been adapted in order to reach those who will
assume responsibility in the next generation more easily. To work with such
issues as preventive environmental strategies, secondary school students
from all parts of the world take part in a mass distance course, followed by a
face-to-face convention (GEYC) every second year.
Experience during the last few decades shows that one of the target
groups that it is hardest to reach and engage in work for sustainable
development, is that of upper secondary students (teenagers). This was first
made known during the Intergovernmental Conference on Environmental
Education in Tbilisi in 1977 (UNESCO). Ten years later a follow-up
conference in Moscow confirmed that this still was the case. Younger
children often participate in different types of environmental and awarenessraising projects for sustainable development, but the teenage group has not
easily been caught up or committed itself to these questions. That is one
reason why this study could be of special interest and importance. By taking
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a closer look at and investigating a successful program on sustainable
development for young people, some new aspects might be revealed about
the teenager group involvement and their experiences, insights and
knowledge (Gough, 1987 and Hansson, 2000).
Learning for Sustainable development
The content of environmental education has gone through different
phases. The early concept “nature conservation” has been replaced by
“environmental protection”. People are supposed to take care of the environment
as a whole. The focus has shifted to forming environmental knowledge for
“sustainable development”. It is intended that the students will be ready to act
and work for changes and for solutions of environmental conflicts.
The learning field of environmental knowledge in schools will
require development and restructuring of knowledge of sustainable
development in concrete applications. It is essential to identity the normsupporting structures which the especially dedicated individuals and
forerunners in the local schools can use for the implementation of new
education policy. Its driving force and nourishment of this policy come
mainly from distant Agenda 21 management at international and national
level (Wickenberg, 2004).
Wals and Jickling (2002) point out the that there is an opportunity
here to enhance the quality of learning processes connected to the
contextualization of “sustainability” as it offers an occasion for reflection on
the mission of universities and colleges. Because the concept
“sustainability” is very complex and open to different interpretations
(involving ethical, moral, aesthetic, and spiritual issues as well as more
conventional technical, economic, social and cultural ones), focusing on it
provides new ways of thinking. This brings academics into whole new
pedagogical worlds – experiential, epistemic, and systematic – and whole
new worlds of learning and researching.
As Hansson (2000) emphasised, we, as educators with concerns
about the future of the earth, and about all the aspects of human-societynature relationships seek more, not less diversity of thoughts.
Sustainability talk brings together different actors in society searching
for a common language to discuss environmental issues. The process is about
seeking rather than setting standards for education for sustainable development.
Above all this means creation of space – space for alternative paths of
development. When different ways of experiencing the world meet, dissonance
is created and “learning on the edge” is likely to take place.
The fact that the concept “sustainability” is unclear, provides
colleges and universities with an opportunity to confront their core values,
well established pedagogies, students’ learning, and relationship with the
whole community.
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Showing believability and formation of knowledge
Learning takes place not only at school but also in different contexts
and in an “extended room”. There is an overall context in which the students
form their knowledge. The knowledge area is both close and distant for the
students. In their total surrounding world they have to connect theory and
practice, and the simplistic presentation of scientific principles could make
it impossible for them to understand the theory behind the practice.
Individuals try to form knowledge in different areas and appreciate this
knowledge for different purposes. Through their knowledge students may
anticipate what will happen, and people can understand why things work as
they do. Knowledge is an essential basis for forming values and taking action.
If knowledge is lacking people will only have unfounded opinions when they
take decisions about environmental issues (Hansson, 2000).
According to Peirce (1934) knowledge is to be judged for its purpose
in relation to action. It is important to confirm a new meaning in relation to
earlier knowledge. Through a process of verification it will be decided what
is believable and what is to be rejected. Peirce uses the concept abduction as
the logical basis for relational thinking and for a holistic representation.
Through an abductive operation of thinking we will become more aware of
the complexity of the world around us, and the possibility for deeper
understanding will increase.
Abduction is important in finding qualitative characteristics and is a
way to understand complexity. The students very often lack the ability to
make a deductive step. In schools this could be repaired through more
qualified discussion during classes (Bateson, 1972 and Hansson, 2000).
Meetings and discussions with teachers are important occasions for learning
the deductive step, as Gough (1987) emphasizes.
Online learning
There are many definitions of online learning, reflecting the diversity
of the practice and the associated technologies, i.e. e-learning, Internet or
web-based learning. This paper will use the term online learning according
to the definition by Ally (2002).
The use of the Internet to access learning materials: to interact with the
content, instructor, and other learners, and to obtain support during the
learning process, in order to acquire knowledge, to construct personal
meaning, and to grow from the learning experience (Ally 2002).

Education is one of the few sustainable ways to equip people all
around the world with skills and resources to combat poverty, war and
environmental degradation. Distance learning, in the form of online
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learning, is perhaps the most powerful means of extending these skills and
resources to people all over the globe.
Laurillard’s (2002) research analyses the complexities of setting up
and using the ICT-mediated university from the perspectives of both
students and teachers. For the teacher the aim is to make learning possible.
The actual teaching should be designed so that learning is situated in the
domain of the objective, and the activities provided must match this domain.
But, as well as passing on knowledge and information, teaching must take
into account the students’ experience of the world and allow them to reflect
on the relationship between what is taught and their own experience of the
world. The teacher must have also have the possibility of finding out if what
the students learned corresponded with the result intended.
A first order experience is not enough. Every subject offers a
different way of thinking. It is challenging to help students go beyond their
experiences, to use their knowledge and reflect upon the subject, and
thereby change their perspectives and the way they experience the world.
That is why education must act at the secondary-order level of
reflecting on experience (Laurillard 2002).
When thinking about teaching is student-centred finding out what
goes on when a student is learning online is of primal interest. There are,
according to some, independent learning modes that students must address,
to give birth to successful learning. The various aspects of learning form an
integrated whole, but they can be seen in different ways, which could make
discussion about learning more manageable. Five general aspects, such as
apprehending structure, integrating parts, acting on world of descriptions,
using feedback, and reflecting on goals-action-feedback, could be used to
encompass the essence of the learning process.
There is no logical order of the parts of the process. Each part is
constituted in its relation to the other parts, given the integrative nature of
learning process, the inseparability of knowledge and action, and of process
and outcome (Laurillard 2002).
Malmberg and Svingby (2004) have shown in their research on
online learning for sustainable development in a computer-supported course
for teacher students, that the students’ contributions are important resources
to every participant’s learning. Knowledge-building is facilitated since the
individual participants gain access to each other’s resources.
Young Masters Programme
The Young Masters Programme YMP is an online learning course
for young people 14-18 years old. Almost 2500 upper secondary students
from all over the world have been educated since the beginning of 1999.
The participants receive the learning material through the internet and on
CD. The CD contains photo and film presentations and detailed information
about how to interact in virtual course rooms to optimise the learning
process. There are different learning activities, including presentations and
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discussions in the Forum. The YMP online covers the first two parts. The
contents of these are also available via CD.
The introductory parts provide participants with basic knowledge
about sustainability and sustainable solutions.
Students and teachers from different parts of the world were able to
meet virtually in Forum discussions (asynchronically), in chat and via quick
messages (synchronically) or e-mail within the course site to exchange ideas
about environmental, economic and social challenges and possible
solutions. The students participate together with their teachers or mentors,
who tutor and facilitate for the students. The YMP seems to be of great
importance to the students as individuals and as members of both the local
and the global society (Nordén, 2005a and Nordén, 2005b).
Research Design
The study has been influenced and informed by the
phenomenographic tradition (Marton, 1981; Marton et al, 1997; Marton &
Booth, 1997; Booth & Hultén, 2003), where the goal is to capture the ways
in which learning is experienced by the students, taking a second-order
perspective on the object of study.
The research questions involved the ways in which young people
conceptualise central phenomena that are of importance in the field of
sustainable development. Data was collected by an interview technique. The
interviews were semi-structured, and resembled dialogues. The dialogues
involved different learning situations during the YMP course. Through
interviews it was possible to trace learning events in the extended classroom
and to relate them to the way in which the material of the course influences
ways of conceptualising the phenomena in focus.
The interview guide was divided into three themes to study:
–
On your own
–
At school in small groups (i.e. delegations) and
–
At the forum in big groups (i.e. teams).
The questions involved both process and content. The students
talked about different contributions made to their forming of knowledge for
sustainable development. The data from the interviews comprehended the
students’ experiences of ICT-mediated course in this field.
The interviews took place at the GEYC 2004 (Global Environmental
Youth Convention) in the Library of Alexandria in Egypt 2004. The
students had joined the YMP course online before their participation in the
convention. Twenty six group interviews with 45 students in all from 13
countries all over the world were carried out.
Group interviews involved the following countries: China,
Columbia, Egypt, Hungary, Indonesia, Japan, Jordan, Mexico, Pakistan,
Poland, Russia, Spain and Turkey.
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Different aspects of the learning process emerged in the results. But
these have not been linked to any country. The analysis was related to a
global perspective, and the purpose was not to find cultural differences
between the countries.
The interviews were carried out in English. This language was
neither the mother tongue for the students or even of the researchers. The
concepts have had different meanings for different people. It took some time
to clarify and to understand each other (Shah, 2004). The aim of the analysis
was to find qualitative differences in the experiences of learning.
Results
Learning experiences from two different rooms with variations in
experiences are recognized. A room here is space that was opened for
learning or a context for learning.
Room A – The local room for learning.
Description of the room
Room A was an inner room of the extended Room B. Room A was a
prerequisite and a preparation before the students joined each other in the
extended room. It was also a room for online learning. In this room the
students’ learning activities were summarized in different assignments, which
were resembled local reports. The learning process involved theory as well as
practice. The learning context was delimited, not defined.
“Prevention is better than cure” is the title of the YMP course. There
are two parts: Part I – Introduction to the environment, and Part II –
Preventive environmental strategies. The students studied the modules on
the CD, and besides that they took part of different subject classes at school.
The students’ knowledge was formed mainly from these two sources.
Groups were formed locally to study the ICT-mediated course. These
groups were called delegations. Each group belonged to a school, but was a
self-operating, active group. The group functioned as a study unit and could
study and have meetings in different localities such as school, library, home,
and even other places. Different localities offered different possibilities.
According to the aims of the YMP, the group was in contact with the
community and the surroundings. A school could have several groups
involved in different activities.
After the study of the content of a module there was a learning
activity, and the group worked with an assignment for the forum. The
objects for the learning activities were close to the students as members of
the local environment and community.
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How to learn for Sustainable Development
The role of teacher or mentor
The local teacher’s role was very important. It was a kind of base for
learning. Meetings “face to face” give you other possibilities than studying
online. It is important to have educated staff, as some students said. But
there were teachers who were not familiar with the field of Sustainable
Development. These teachers could be stressed and lacked time to devote to
this field. Support varied a lot between the schools.
It is obvious that school subjects overlap and give contributions to
each other and to the field of sustainable development, which is
multidisciplinary. The support could also depend on teachers in relation to
the subject they teach. According to the students, they got support mainly
from teachers in biology and chemistry, and English teachers were also
often mentioned.
The Internet and the CD
The content of the CD has a general approach. Some areas were well
known to the students, but others were not. The students could recognise
many things from their school studies and even from other situations, but on
the CD they explored more in depth. The real-life examples on the CD were
good. This motivated learning. The students were familiar with the
situations, especially those in Part I. They could see themselves in the
situations from daily life. Part II was sometimes difficult to understand.
The qualities in Room A could change. To some groups the issue
presented could be experienced as very western-oriented and far away from
the ordinary life of the students. There were difficulties in understanding
some situations for example a bike is not a familiar thing in all societies, as
some students mentioned. Some problem scenarios were not convincing.
Some issues which were presented on Internet were unfamiliar. The result
was that some students were not motivated, they found it boring.
Books
There was a great belief in books among many of the students. Some
of them found books preferable to Internet for learning about sustainable
development.
We also use books because they are a better source to learn.
This was not the case for all. For most students the use of Internet was
a challenge.
The books and Internet are good teachers for us.
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Textbooks were very important; some students also mentioned other
books. These were a contribution to forming knowledge. Some of them
emphasised that they even got knowledge on their own.
Discussion in the group
The students found “discussion most effective thing” for learning. It
was very important to discuss in the study groups. It was important for the
whole learning process. It was a way for helping each other to understand
the content on the CD. Without discussion the student found that s/he was
studying this complex area quite alone. Some of the students extended their
learning experience by starting up discussions with other young people,
sometimes even in their families and with other people in the community.
Sustainable development
Growing knowledge
The field of sustainable development looked different in different places.
We have learnt about garbage and recycling.
About biodiversity and how to understand Nature.

In the students’ opinion parts of the learning material about human
beings and nature were a good basis for understanding and preparation for
sustainable development. They commented that knowledge was very
important not only for young people.
The students had different approaches to the field of sustainable
development. Most of them didn’t have sustainability as a specific school subject,
and at school they were not learning in terms of environment and sustainable
development. This was just an aspect of natural sciences in many schools.
For some students the concept “sustainable development” was so
strange that they had to go to the university and to other organizations to get
an idea of what it could be. They found it a challenge to work with the
content of sustainable development.
War as an environmental problem was important for the students.
Protecting the environment was not only about protection of nature, i.e.
lakes and forests. They mention that national treasures were destroyed and
that historical heritage was important, too.
The biggest problem was people’s behaviour, according to the
students. People hurt the environment in daily life without knowing what
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they were doing. Understanding that “Prevention better than cure” was a
good way to proceed.
Awareness
The students talked about levels in learning process. The first level
was “to know”. After that the students were able to be aware, or to be
conscious. The next step was that the learners could go deeper by doing
research. They talked about being conscious in terms of how to stop
destroying nature and how we hurt the environment in everyday life.
They talked about lifestyle and about being sensitive to the
environment and paying more attention to the environment. Some students
talked about a new philosophy.
How to act
It is about us and what we can do.
Even young people are responsible.

People had to interact for solving environmental problems. The
students stated that it is important to go further, and they use phrases such
change attitudes, change behaviour, change habits, building up characters
and some of the students talked about skills.
Some students found it difficult and even hopeless to change to a
more environmental society. Industrial areas were important for every
country. There were economic interests.
Several students were not motivated to be interested in the
environment at all. Other issues were more interesting for youth.
Learning skills
This course inspired the students to teamwork according to
themselves. They learnt how to plan homework and to cooperate in a team.
Other things the students have learnt were ways to search for information.
From the CD they also learnt how to make presentations. They studied how
environmental issues could be introduced to other people.
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Room B – The extended room
Description of the room
The extended room involved the local room. This was focusing on
the process. It was the main room because it involved the learning
experiences of the whole course.
The study group published the assignments online, and everybody
had the opportunity to read and comment the assignments from other
countries. Thus the students could compare, discuss, reflect and test their
knowledge. The time assigned for the module’s learning activities was
flexible during the period and within its framework.
Students about Online learning
ICT-mediated way
E-learning experiences are very exciting.

The students related that their generation spends a lot of time in front
of the computer. It has been a good thing to develop education for young
people using ICT-mediated courses.
Online learning should not be allowed to be a copy of school
teaching. According to the students it has to be developed on its own way.
We have been in school for ten years and those ten years were just
‘Open your bags, start reading’ and nothing (…) more.
It requires various situations for learning.
E-learning is much better than traditional learning.

The students found that they were actually working during the
course and not just learning by heart since they had to work with both
theory and practice.
You have to make a balance between learning through activities and
learning in school. So, they both are good.
One thing about this that’s nice, that you like doing activity, you
know, learn in a nice way.
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Sometimes it could be difficult.
The study on Internet and CD is sometimes hard to keep up.

The extended room has used a common language, but concepts were
not held in common. Some words in English had no similar words in another
language. The students had to find an explanation for the special word. The
students found that their attention was focused when they were in the extended
room and that interaction there was important for the learning process.
Communication needed time, and it was difficult to find time
enough, as the students said:
keep on doing the presentation without being bored.
Internet is the best way, learning knowledge from other countries, a
person’s knowledge is limited.

Internet opened up for many possibilities. Online learning was a base
for global learning.
Reading the assignments written by the students was a way to learn
new things and to learn about other countries. The students mentioned
tourism and agriculture as interesting topics in a global world. The students
became more aware of their own country when students from other
countries wanted information from them. Earlier, they said, they just read a
book and that was enough. The students found aspects within the area of
sustainability which have not yet have been highlighted in the YMP course.
Now we read for being able to discuss.
The assignment I do, I really understand it more by reading others.
It is so much easier to be critical online, than to be that in the
classroom, because when giving critics online you must have an
opinion when you write. You must be more clear what you really
mean.

The meetings online were also about meeting different cultures. The
cultural differences were very obvious. And, some students said, culture was
a bigger barrier than language.
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Discussion online with young people all over the world
To be free to discuss together with young people, is a good way of
learning.
There are no marks stopping our way of developing thinking.
It is important for the process to discuss students together,
contribution to knowledge is coming from ourselves, too.

The students found it great to have opportunities to talk to other
young people from all over the world, to give advice and collaborate on
finding information.
They have opportunities to share ideas and to compare different
answers. They learned through knowing about other peoples’ way of
thinking. But it was not an easy way.
Different cultures
The students found it very interesting that the same assignment could
give such different answers. The countries focused on different aspects.
Different cultures have got different problems. Through how the students
discussed, it was possible to know more about how people from other
cultures live. Different ideas appeared in the discussion, because students
were from different cultures. There were two dimensions:
–
To be in a world with different cultures. The students talked
about the Forum meetings, and that they belonged to different
cultures in one world.
–
Deal with other cultures. The students were focused on their own
culture, and within this they met other cultures. The students did
not talk about the cultures as belonging to one world.
Meet expertise
Feedback from the Swedish teacher was good to have. Feedback
could clear up misunderstanding and was important in the process. The
students recognized more problems through this process.
Discussion with young people all over the world
The students used chat and e-mail. Chat enabled them to open up and
develop a community in the extended room.
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Sustainable development
Extended knowledge
It’s a fragile matter itself.

Knowledge about other countries surprised the high school students.
They met so many new and even special things, which they would not be
able to possibly find in any other way. For them a new way of knowing and
understanding the world was made available.
It was unexpected for the students themselves that students didn’t
know very much about each other’s countries. And, of course, there were
pre- and misconceptions.
Some students found exchange of thoughts was too limited. Because
of that it was also difficult to grasp and to go deeper, as they said “to really
get inside the topic”.
Awareness
Growing knowledge contributed to more awareness. The students
were more aware of their own country in relation to other countries. The aim
from some of them was to “foster to something good for your country”.
They became more conscious of environmental problems from the
global perspective.
The students used words such as “passion” and “serious”. They
talked about “new philosophy” and ”the helping to new thinking”.
Skills
The students found that working online developed “how to be
social” and “social skills”. Some of them expressed the thought that they
have learnt to be professional.
How to act
To go further or to give up? According to the students all of us have
to be active as individuals to achieve sustainable development. This could
not to be left to society. It was important to be peaceful to and think about
next generation. The international level contributed to motivation.
Discussion
The purpose of this study is to analyse and describe how upper
secondary school students have experienced their learning process in the
field of sustainable development in the ICT-mediated course YMP (Young
Masters Programme).
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Learning process in the extended room
To be prepared for meeting online
In the online course YMP, the Internet and the CD are used for the
students’ learning. Some students feel safer with books than with Internet.
There is sometimes, but not often, too much confidence in learning from
books. And, of course, it is important to learn how to be critical when using
information from the Internet. Young students may experience uncertainty
when using information provided via the Internet, and they may not be
trained to review the sources or references. Textbooks are considered to be a
reliable source for learning.
Different situations from daily life were presented for the students,
using the CD. To be familiar with the situation presented was important. If
the students could find their own situation similar to the presentations at the
CD, it was easier to understand the content, and they could see the relation
between theory and practice. Seeing this connection made things easier to
understand, and it contributes to formation of knowledge.
The students learn in this special context about the need for practice
for understanding the theoretical level.
The final assignment for each module was related to the students’
local environment. After that the students were prepared to take part in the
Forum discussion. The students could compare their own contribution with
other students’ descriptions of environmental issues.
To meet online
The students emphasize the importance of discussions. The
discussions in the study group were the first steps into the field of
sustainable development. The students could communicate about this
subject in their local environment. These discussions in the group were good
support for writing the assignments.
These study group discussions were very important, but not enough
when learning for sustainable development. The extended room is
worldwide and students were invited to meet other young people. The
discussions were carried out from young peoples’ perspective. They
experienced other young people’s way of thinking. They could read each
other’s assignments and learn from each other.
The forum is a reflection area for students. Through the discussion
they could work in a deductive way, not only inductive. They learned to be
more critical and that nothing is completely right or wrong.
The feedback from expertise was good. But the students need to start
and meet each other first, before the “experts” are allowed to enter the
forum, since the latter may interfere the learning process.
Sustainable development is a global concern. During this course in
the extended room, it was possible to distinguish different aspects of
discussion. It appears that the meetings have varied qualities.
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Cultural differences were very obvious and surprising for the
students during the meetings in the extended classroom. This opened up for
an interest not only for environmental issues, but also for knowing about
other countries. Through this knowledge the students learnt more about their
own countries.
Sustainable development in the extended room
Growing knowledge
The students learn about ”sustainable development” from different
contexts. Sustainable development has also different focus in different
countries. There are even countries where students have not heard about
sustainability before. Sometimes the ecological dimension is most obvious.
Environmental issues are different for rich and poor. Some problems are
only problems in the western countries. The students think in terms of
solutions and do not always analyse. The extended room opened up for
other fields related to sustainable development and to cultural and national
differences. The students stated that knowledge was a good basis for values
and action.
Awareness
More knowledge contributes to more consciousness and awareness.
To be aware of the relation between nature and human beings and to see
people’s possibilities for changing their behaviour in order to work for
attaining sustainable development make the students feel responsible. The
relationship between nature and human beings is not always realised at the
beginning of the course.
The students very often used the word “conscious”. By taking part in
the YMP course they know so much more, and because of that they became
more conscious. Some students found that they were now alone in caring for
the environment.
Although the students talked about “new thinking” and “a new
philosophy” they have not yet developed what they really mean. They used
expressions such as “building up characters”.
Learning skills
This course has opened the students to the importance of searching
for information. This course was not limited to the course materials and for
most of the students the course served to initiate a search for more
information. As a student you had to be active. To use the group as a context
for learning was also a skill.
They also learnt to be social both in the study group and in the
Forum. And time after time during the course, they commented that it was
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easier for them to take part in the discussion at the Forum. Because of their
growing knowledge and different skills they felt more professional.
How to act
The young people discover that they are responsible and that
sustainable development is about them and what they can do. They learnt
that it is important to act and take part as an individual and that they cannot
leave all the responsibility to society.
All the same many young people are not motivated and do not want
to take part in the effort to create a sustainable society. Other issues are
more interesting and more important for them Taking part in an
international forum does not arouse their curiosity.
Building an extended community
The study demonstrates how young people from different countries –
cultures – are working with a common content and in the extended
classroom. They are in a way searching for a common language to discuss
environmental issues.
On the other hand they are conscious of cultural differences. It is of
interest how they may change in discussion depending on the issues.
In the YMP teenagers explore a learning environment with new ICTmediated ways of communication including global interaction with ideas
and descriptions, and the trans-disciplinary approach focusing social,
economic and ecological dimensions. The global meetings seem to
particularly catalyse the teenagers’ commitment for – and their learning
process in – a more sustainable direction.
Youth as stakeholders outside the university challenge the academic
world and offer a unique opportunity for dialogue about the role of higher
institutions in an overall societal transition towards sustainable development.
To increase understanding of how successful learning processes
could be designed and then carried out as outreach at the university, the
YMP might serve as a learning example. The outreach activity YMP seems
to be of great importance to the students as individuals and as members of
both the local and the global society.
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“VOGLIO UN PARCO TUTTO BELLO!”
IL CASE STUDY DI COMUNICAZIONE
ED EDUCAZIONE AMBIENTALE
NEL PARCO NATURALE REGIONALE
DEI MONTI LUCRETILI
Maurizio Martucci
Responsabile Ufficio Tecnico
Area Comunicazione ed Educazione Ambientale
Non a caso un detto comune vuole che solide case si costruiscano da
solide fondamenta. Per questo, volendo strutturare un’azione di restyling
dell’immagine istituzionale e complessiva del Parco Naturale Regionale dei
Monti Lucretili, si è voluto iniziare partendo proprio dall’elemento
originario ed identitario, riconosciuto come tale nell’immaginario collettivo
comune, qual è il logo marchio che identifica l’area naturale protetta alle
porte di Roma. Lo Statuto dell’Ente precisa che l’elemento grafico distintivo
del Parco Naturale Regionale dei Monti Lucretili è una tipica pianta dai
bianchi fiori profumati con proprietà mellifere. Pianta protetta con Legge
Regionale n. 61 del 1974 dal nome “Styrax officinalis”, detta gergalmente
“Mella bianca” o semplicemente “Storace”. Nel restyling il vecchio
simbolo è stato sottoposto ad un accurato processo di rivisitazione e ad
un’attenta azione di restauro, capace di rispettare la tradizionale armonia
grafica già conosciuta, per contestualizzarla in un’espressione comunicativa
maggiormente identificata, emotiva, evocativa ed impattante. La pianta dai
bianchi fiori e dai gialli pistilli, nella sua espressione simbolica più diffusa,
ovvero nel momento dell’apertura massima dei bianchi petali, è stata quindi
ridisegnata e posizionata in sovrapposizione a due alte vette, come a voler
richiamare le alture del Monte Pellecchia e del Monte Gennaro,
gettonatissime mete per intere generazioni di escursionisti appassionati del
trekking e del vivere all’aria aperta. Per l’iconografia delle montagne sono
state scelte delle velate sfumature cromatiche relative alle tonalità del verde
e del marroncino chiaro, a voler richiamare l’attività di antropizzazione
presente all’interno del territorio protetto, sede di colture pregiate quali il
famoso ed apprezzato olio extravergine d’oliva della DOP Sabina. Styrax
officinalis e montagne sono state poi uniformate in un unico logo marchio
comprendente la scritta “Parco Naturale Regionale” nella parte superiore, e
“Monti Lucretili” in quella inferiore, attraverso un equilibrato studio
geometrico e d’ingombri ottici pensato tra un semicerchio ed una retta
immaginaria orizzontale, a voler evocare nella mente dell’osservatore un
senso di comprovata “protezione”, relativa all’azione perpetrata dall’Ente
gestore, oltre ad una tipica contestualizzazione geografica ad evocare la
perimetrazione del Parco. Il lettering usato ha venature neutre e l’aspetto
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cromatico generale uno spiccato richiamo al colore percepito per eccellenza
come il colore dell’ambiente, ovvero il verde. Diciamola tutta: il logo del
Parco non poteva non richiamare il colore del verde!
Il logo del Parco Naturale Regionale dei Monti Lucretili è un
marchio registrato, regolarmente depositato presso l’Ufficio Marchi e
Brevetti della CC.I.AA. di Roma. Ciò significa che, sulla scorta della
regolamentazione interna adottata dall’Ente, chiunque intenda farne uso per
finalità promozionali deve inoltrare la richiesta di concessione d’utilizzo ed
aver ricevuto il relativo nulla osta da parte dell’Ufficio Tecnico – Area
Comunicazione ed Educazione. Lo stesso Ufficio ha poi redatto un breve
documento finale di sintesi ed operatività dal titolo “Logo: istruzioni per
l’uso”, a disposizione di quanti intendano approfondire le proprie
conoscenze sulle declinazioni e la corretta utilizzazione del logo. Anche il
logo ha una sua area di rispetto ed una zona d’ingombro.
Il logo marchio di “Prodotto del Parco Naturale Regionale dei
Monti Lucretili” nasce come naturale declinazione del logo marchio
istituzionale. Pensato per essere applicato su etichette e buste per la
valorizzazione delle produzioni tipiche locali, in aggiunta al primo ha una
banda tricolore in sovrapposizione – a richiamare il senso del “made in
Italy”, tipico delle produzioni dirottate su mercati esteri, e la scritta
“Prodotto” sovrastante quella di “Parco Naturale Regionale dei Monti
Lucretili”. Anche in questo caso, sulla scorta della Regolamentazione
interna adottata dall’Ente, chiunque intenda farne uso per finalità
promozionali su etichette, adesivi, packaging o buste relative alle produzioni
tipiche locali del territorio lucretile, deve inoltrare la richiesta di
concessione d’utilizzo ed aver ricevuto il relativo nulla osta da parte
dell’Ufficio Tecnico – Area Comunicazione ed Educazione. Questo
processo di valorizzazione delle tipicità locali, si inserisce nel progetto
“Natura in Campo”, pensato dall’Assessorato all’Ambiente della Regione
Lazio. Sul sito internet istituzionale del Parco è possibile scaricare on line il
Regolamento ed il Disciplinare tecnico.
L’immagine coordinata è stata pensata per uniformare il linguaggio
in uso e gli strumenti di comunicazione interna in dotazione a tutte quante le
Case del Parco, quali la sede centrale della Direzione Generale e del
Consiglio Direttivo a Palombara Sabina, le due sedi del personale
Guardiparco – una sempre nello stesso centro sabino e l’altra ad Orvinio – i
13 Centri Visita del Parco presenti in ognuno dei Comuni afferenti il
territorio dell’area naturale protetta, ed il Laboratorio Territoriale di
informazione ed Educazione Ambientale del Parco con sede a Montorio
Romano. Per ogni Casa del Parco sono state concepiti degli strumenti di
comunicazione coordinati quali la carta intestata personalizzata ad uso
interno ed operativa su sopporto informatico, nella versione del 1° e del 2°
foglio sia a colori che in bianco e nero, le buste da lettera nei diversi formati
usati regolarmente per tutte le attività di corrispondenza, ed inoltre delle
cartelline personalizzate utilizzate soprattutto durante riunioni, workshop o
seminari come kit d’accoglienza. Va detto che la Direzione Generale ha in
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dotazione anche una tipologia di carta intestata a colori stampata su carta
ecologica riciclata, pensata per le comunicazioni ufficiali, oltre ad una cover
fax pensata per la prima pagina solitamente usata per l’inoltro di
comunicazioni a mezzo fax.
Rientra nell’intervento dell’immagine coordinata anche la
personalizzazione del parco macchine in dotazione al personale dell’Ente.
Le jeep dei Guardiaparco, così come le jeep del personale tecnico e di quello
operaio, sulle fiancate delle vetture hanno impresso il logo marchio
istituzionale dell’Ente, unitamente al logo del sistema delle aree naturali
protette della Regione Lazio, creato dall’Agenzia Regionale dei Parchi.
I mezzi di comunicazione riassunti nell’espressione below the line
sono quelli considerati classici e tradizionali per eccellenza, ovvero gli
strumenti cartacei o promozionali in genere. Il Parco Naturale Regionale dei
Monti Lucretili, tramite il controllo dell’Ufficio Tecnico – Area
Comunicazione ed Educazione, nell’ultimo anno ha prodotto diverse
tipologie di manifesto dalle dimensioni standard 70x100, destinati
all’affissione esterna lungo i percorsi indicati dalle Amministrazioni locali o
nelle bacheche ecologiche dell’Ente disposte lungo l’intera area protetta.
Nel periodo estivo da Giugno a Settembre, sono stati stampati sia per l’anno
2004 che per il 2005, due diverse tipologie di manifesti che annunciavano la
“Campagna di prevenzione e lotta agli incendi boschivi” che ha interessato
le associazioni di volontariato e Protezione Civile operanti nell’area. Un
altro manifesto è stato realizzato nel 2004 per promuovere l’inaugurazione
ufficiale delle attività del LabTer del Parco (Laboratorio Territoriale per
l’informazione e l’Educazione Ambientale) con sede a Montorio Romano,
così come – anche per promuovere la conoscenza del nuovo logo marchio
istituzionale dell’Ente – per il Capodanno 2005 è stato affisso un manifesto
augurante, in concomitanza con la produzione delle locandine 50x70 e dei
programmi della 3ª Rassegna musicale Natalizia: i Cori del Parco. L’ultima
sfornata di poster del 2005 si riferisce ai 14 pensati per la promozione di
tutte le zone del Parco relative alle aree prossime ad ognuno dei comuni del
territorio insieme al poster istituzionale.
Per personalizzare tutte le Case del Parco e brandizzare anche gli
allestimenti degli stand in mostre ed eventi, il Parco ha prodotto la bandiera
istituzionale dell’Ente, utilizzata anche durante le ore didattiche di
educazione ambientale.
Per promuovere la conoscenza dei Centri Visita del Parco, è stato
realizzato un leaflet a due ante 10x21, che ha riassunto tutti i riferimenti e
gli elementi essenziali quali gli indirizzi, i numeri di telefono, gli orari ed i
giorni di apertura dei centri, insieme ai diretti indirizzi di posta elettronica
istituzionali.
Come ulteriore strumento di comunicazione pensato per un uso
almeno annuale di ogni fruitore, è stato realizzato il Calendario fotografico
2005 del Parco dal tema “La natura che sorprende”, in cui sono state inserite
immagini di piante, fiori ed ambienti naturali.
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Nell’ambito del Programma Quadro “Aree Sensibili: Parchi e
Riserve” (APQ7) siglato tra Regione Lazio, Ministero dell’Ambiente e della
Tutela del Territorio e Ministero dell’Economia e delle Finanze, all’inizio
del 2005 è uscita la nuova edizione della Guida ai servizi delle aree naturali
e protette del Lazio – Parco Naturale Regionale dei Monti Lucretili. 96
pagine tutte a colori con i riferimenti di cui ogni visitatore e turista ha
bisogno per vivere e soggiornare nei Lucretili: b&b, hotel, ristoranti, terme,
centri sportivi, eventi, comuni e centri storici, con accenni alla flora, fauna e
sentieri natura.
I mezzi di comunicazione riassunti nell’espressione above the line
sono quelli considerati moderni e multimediali per eccellenza, ovvero gli
strumenti informatici e di nuova generazione in genere. Il Parco Naturale
Regionale dei Monti Lucretili, tramite il controllo dell’Ufficio Tecnico –
Area Comunicazione ed Educazione, nell’ultimo anno ha pubblicato la
nuova versione on line del sito internet istituzionale. Strutturato per essere
una sorta di portale dell’area naturale protetta, è registrato con i domini che
si trovano agli indirizzi www.parcolucretili.it e www.parcomontilucretili.it.
Una intro in linguaggio Flash introduce il web navigatore con musica ed
immagini relative al Parco. La barra menù è divisa secondo le maggiori aree
d’interesse: l’Ente, le leggi, i bandi, i progetti, il Parco, i comuni, eventi e
news, turismo, comunicazione e link utili. Prevista la zona forum, game, faq
e guestbook. Per un corretto utilizzo degli strumenti di comunicazione
multimediale, l’Ufficio Tecnico – Area Comunicazione ed Educazione ha
redatto un documento dal titolo “Sito, e-mail e newsletter”. Inoltre sono state
realizzate 2 versioni di desktop ed un animato screen saver studiati per la
personalizzazione istituzionali delle postazioni multimediali ed informatiche.
Tutto il personale Guardiaparco, amministrativo e tecnico
dipendente dell’Ente, unitamente ai gestori delle Case del Parco tra Centri
Visita e LabTer, è stato dotato di una casella e-mail personale facilmente
memorizzabile, avendo rispettato il suffisso del dominio istituzionale
“parcolucretili.it”.
Sin dal 2004 è stata poi creata la nuova gabbia grafica della Parco
Lucretili Newsletter, voluta per promuovere le attività culturali, gli eventi e
le manifestazioni sul territorio. Il formato grafico è salvato in pdf. La
ricezione è gratuita e l’inoltro del messaggio è effettuato nel rispetto della
normativa vigente sulla privacy e la riservatezza dei dati sensibili. Per
ricevere la Parco Lucretili Newsletter basta compilare l’apposito form di
richiesta presente sul sito internet istituzionale.
L’Ufficio Tecnico – Area Comunicazione ed Educazione del Parco
Naturale Regionale dei Monti Lucretili si avvale di un proprio Servizio
Stampa che mantiene continui e costanti rapporti con i mass media quali la
stampa sia locale che nazionale, le tv sia locali che nazionali, satellitari e
specialistiche, le radio e le redazioni dei giornali on line e delle redazioni
internet. Periodicamente il Servizio Stampa dirama a giornalisti e
professionisti della comunicazione dei comunicati stampa ufficiali, recanti
le news sulla programmazione, le attività e la vita dell’Ente.
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Questo mezzo consente di tenere informati i mass media sui
cambiamenti e le novità relative alle attività del territorio lucretile. Qualora
una redazione giornalistica o un free lance desiderasse ricevere l’invio dei
comunicati stampa ufficiali, non può far altro che compilare il form di
richiesta predisposto sul sito internet istituzionale dell’Ente. Periodicamente
il Servizio Stampa cura anche una Rassegna Stampa che vive della sua
versione cartacea e di quella on line. On-line è disponibile sul sito
istituzionale dell’Ente. Nella versione cartacea viene inviata in visione
gratuita a tutte le realtà istituzionali con cui l’Ente dialoga di frequente:
Regione Lazio, le Province di Roma e Rieti, la IX, X, XX Comunità
Montana oltre a tutti i Comuni afferenti il territorio tutelato.
Per il Parco Naturale Regionale dei Monti Lucretili partecipare ad
eventi destinati al grande pubblico quali mostre, fiere, sagre o
manifestazioni varie, significa fidelizzare il contatto con l’utenza
rafforzando la percezione della propria immagine. Solitamente il Parco
organizza stand espositivi presieduti da personale specializzato nelle attività
di front office come i Guardiaparco. Durante questi momenti d’incontro con
il pubblico vengono forniti servizi di primo orientamento, di illustrazione ed
introduzione all’area protetta, relativi anche a come arrivare e quali strade
percorrere per accedere nel territorio, oppure informazioni su ospitalità,
alloggi o sentieri natura accessibili agli appassionati. Negli eventi, l’Ufficio
Tecnico – Area Comunicazione ed Educazione del Parco si occupa di
predisporre l’allestimento di spazi espositivi con materiale promozionale in
distribuzione gratuita a quanti ne facciano richiesta. Nell’ultimo anno l’Ente
ha partecipato a decine di eventi del settore, alcuni anche dal riscontro
internazionale, quali Mediterre svoltosi ad Otranto nel 2004, la Borsa
Internazionale del Turismo 2005 presso la Fiera di Milano nello stand della
Regione Lazio. Il Parco è stato presente anche alla manifestazione Vieni in
Provincia (edizioni 2004 e 2005) e Provincia Naturale (edizioni 2004 e 2005)
promosse o patrocinate dalla Provincia di Roma, all’esposizione Tuttonatura
nella Provincia di Rieti, all’Arbor Day 2005 nel Municipio Roma VII, presso
la mostra mercato Alimentare la Qualità di Sora, ed alla Fiera di Roma con la
2ª Mostra Agricoltura & Ambiente 2004, al 2° Salone della Montagna 2004
ed al Salone dei parchi e del Vivere Naturale ParkLife 2005.
L’Ente, anche attraverso il lavoro dei Centri Visita del Parco presenti
in ognuno dei 13 Comuni del territorio, è solito partecipare anche a sagre,
feste tipiche del folklore e delle tradizioni locali, organizzate nei piccoli
centri lucretili, in quelli limitrofi o in altre aree protette del sistema della
Regione Lazio. Tra questi, gli eventi della 5ª e 6ª Festa Ecologica nella
Riserva Naturale Regionale delle Montagne della Duchessa, il 5° Concorso
Nazionale 2005 dell’Infiorata di Poggio Moiano, il 3220° Natale di Tivoli,
la rassegna Cineto in Fiore 2005 a Cineto Romano, il Festival delle Cerase
a Palombara Sabina o la Maratona dei Monti Lucretili a Vicovaro.
Ma a volte è stato proprio il Parco ad organizzare direttamente eventi
o ad essersi adoperato fattivamente per la gestione di manifestazioni di varia
natura. Le festività religiose del Natale 2004 sono state accompagnate dalla
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Rassegna musicale Natalizia: i Cori del Parco (nell’anno 2004-2005 giunta
alla 3ª edizione). In concomitanza con la Giornata Europea dei Parchi
promossa dall’organismo internazionale EuroParc in cooperazione della
Federazione Italiana dei Parchi e delle Riserva Naturali, per l’edizione
dell’anno 2005 è stata organizzato a Prato Favale l’evento Puliamo il Parco,
a cui hanno partecipato decine di operatori ecologici inseriti nella pianta
organica dell’Ente. Con il coordinamento dell’Agenzia Regionale dei
Parchi, il Parco Naturale Regionale dei Monti Lucretili ha poi contribuito
anche all’organizzazione delle giornate di escursioni denominate Giorni
Verdi, dove in ripetute occasioni da Marzo a Giugno 2005 dei pullman
messi a disposizione gratuitamente dall’Assessorato all’Ambiente della
Regione Lazio, hanno accompagnato diverse comitive di escursionisti
romani (e non) alla scoperta dell’insolito verde dei Lucretili.
Nel Parco Naturale Regionale dei Monti Lucretili la
programmazione delle attività di educazione ambientale è gestita
dall’Ufficio Tecnico – Area Comunicazione ed Educazione di concerto con
il personale Guardiaparco referente GENS ed i docenti referenti GENS che
operano nei singoli istituti.
I Programmi Gens
Con il coordinamento dell’Agenzia Regionale dei Parchi del Lazio
(ARP), le attività didattiche mirate all’educazione sostenibile sono confluite
nel programma GENS attraverso i progetti “Piccole Guide”, “Guide
Esperte”, “Ragazzi del Parco”, “Crediti Formativi” ed “Amici del Parco”
che, nel quadriennio 2001-2005, ha coinvolto tutte le Scuole del Parco delle
classi materne, elementari, medie inferiori e superiori.
Per l’anno scolastico 2004-2005 il numero dei partecipanti alle
attività è notevolmente incrementato, sia per ciò che concerne il numero
complessivo degli studenti inserti nei singoli progetti che il numero
complessivo del personale docente coinvolto e formato attraverso i corsi di
formazione residenziale organizzati dall’ARP. I numeri parlano di 1.076
alunni partecipanti al programma GENS in 9 diversi istituti scolastici, per
un totale di 19 scuole e 203 classi coinvolte. Questi i numeri:
–
203 alunni inseriti nel programma Piccole Guide
–
87 alunni inseriti nel programma Guide Esperte
–
54 alunni inseriti nel programma Ragazzi del Parco
–
662 alunni inseriti nel programma Amici del Parco
–
70 alunni inseriti nel programma Crediti Formativi
–
52 insegnanti coinvolti.
Le scuole con le quali l’Ente ha lavorato nei programmi di
educazione ambientale sono l’Istituto Comprensivo di Marcellina,
Montelibretti (plesso di Moricone), Poggio Moiano (plessi Ponticelli,
Scandaglia, Orvinio), Montorio Romano (plessi di Monteflavio e Nerola),
Palombara Sabina (plessi di Cretone, Stazzano), Tivoli (plesso di S. Polo dei
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Cavalieri), Vicovaro (plesso di Licenza), il 257° Circolo di Palombara
Sabina e l’Istituto tecnico Petrocchi di Palombara Sabina.
Tra i mesi di maggio e giugno 2005, alla fine dell’anno scolastico e
dei singoli programmi di educazione ambientale, in ogni scuola del Parco si
sono svolte le feste finali GENS, dei momenti di incontro a conclusione dei
singoli progetti ultimati. Alla feste, oltre gli alunni e gli insegnanti referenti,
hanno partecipato anche centinaia di genitori, i quali hanno potuto ammirare
i lavori svolti dai ragazzi, apprezzandone idee e propositi.
Il Parco è stato anche invitato a partecipare ad incontri
sull’educazione ambientale con scuole limitrofe i confini perimetrali
dell’area naturale protetta lucretile. Inviti sono giunti dalle scuole di
Contigliano (RI) e Guidonia Montecelio (RM).
Il 30 maggio 2005 invece, nel Comune di Caprarola in provincia di
Viterbo, si è svolto il convegno conclusivo dei programmi di educazione
ambientale GENS, organizzato dall’ARP e dalla Regione Lazio. Unitamente
agli interventi di ricercatori ed operatori del settore di tutte le aree naturali
protette della Regione Lazio aderenti alle attività educative, dinnanzi il
numeroso pubblico intervenuto è stato apprezzato l’intervento del
Responsabile dell’Ufficio Tecnico – Area Comunicazione ed Educazione
del Parco Naturale Regionale dei Monti Lucretili, seguito dalla
rappresentazione canora della canzone dell’Orecchio Verde, musicata da
personale tecnico e Guardiaparco dell’Ente.
Il Consiglio dei Ragazzi del Parco ed i Consigli Locali
Il Consiglio Direttivo, organo programmatico e d’indirizzo
dell’Ente, con Deliberazione n. 3 del 20 maggio 2004 dall’oggetto
“Programma GENS – Formazione e attivazione del Consiglio dei Ragazzi
del Parco” ha istituito il “Consiglio dei Ragazzi del Parco” ed i singoli
“Consigli Locali” degli studenti del Parco Naturale Regionale dei Monti
Lucretili, inserendosi di fatto nel progetto dei “Ragazzi del Parco” con la
programmazione di attività dalle attività di elevata rilevanza didattica,
pedagogica, scientifica ed educativa, su tematiche relative delle
sostenibilità dell’ambiente e del territorio naturale protetto. I “Consigli
Locali” sono propedeutici al “Consiglio dei ragazzi del Parco”. Ecco le
“regole del gioco”.
–
Formazione dei Consigli Locali
I “Consigli Locali” sono indispensabili affinché le classi aderenti
al progetto discutano delle tematiche ambientali relative al loro
territorio. Qualora i membri del singolo Consiglio Locale
soddisfino tali criteri continueranno il lavoro anche nell’anno
scolastico successivo. La periodicità delle riunioni dei singoli
Consigli Locali dovranno avere una scadenza trimestrale.
–
Funzioni e capacità: i Consigli Locali eleggono i due membri
che, ciascuno per ogni Comune, confluiscono poi nel “Consiglio
dei Ragazzi del Parco”. I baby consiglieri devono avere la
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–

–

–

–

capacità di analizzare il territorio di appartenenza e sintetizzare
proposte. Hanno altresì il compito di ascoltare e rappresentare
eventuali proposte pervenute dalle altri classi della loro scuola.
Attività didattica: sopralluoghi sul territorio. Discussioni in aula,
e poi confronto con gli altri membri dei Consigli Locali;
confronto con amministratori locali; confronto e discussioni con
i tecnici e il personale del Parco.
Formazione del Consiglio dei Ragazzi del Parco dei Monti
Lucretili: è l’organo che esprime e rappresenta la volontà e le
scelte maturate nell’ambito dei singoli Consigli Locali. È
composto, come indicato al punto 4 della Delibera n. 3/2004, da
26 membri, 13 ragazzi e 13 ragazze.
Funzioni e capacità: ha funzione propositiva, e comunica
direttamente con il Consiglio Direttivo del Parco; valuta in
termini di priorità le proposte da avanzare agli organi direttivi
del Parco o degli Enti preposti alla realizzazione delle opere
ritenute indispensabili.
Attività didattica: riunioni in seduta plenaria, valutazione di progetti,
sopralluoghi nel Parco, incontri con gli amministratori locali.

La prima assise plenaria del “Consiglio dei Ragazzi del Parco” si è
tenuto a Palombara Sabina (RM) nelle antiche stanze del Castello Savelli il
9 giugno 2004. I baby consiglieri in rappresentanza di tutte le scuole
dell’area protetta erano circa 60 membri. Alla presenza del Presidente del
Parco e di membri del Consiglio Direttivo, del Direttore dell’Ente, del
Responsabile dell’Ufficio Tecnico – Area Comunicazione ed Educazione,
del Direttore dell’ARP, dei Dirigenti Scolastici e di membri della
Commissione sull’Educazione Ambientale, gli alunni e le alunne baby
consiglieri hanno rappresentato le loro originalissime proposte. Alcune, già
dal trascorrere del primo anno di attività dell’organo consiliare, sono poi
state realizzate dall’Ente. Altre hanno avuto una valutazione positiva
dall’organo programmatico dell’Ente, che ne terrà conto per dare una
risposta ai baby consiglieri riguardo le loro proposte ed eventualmente
realizzare quelle fattibili, in sintonia con il Piano di Assetto del Parco.
Realizzare le proposte, i suggerimenti, i sogni, le aspettative emerse
durante le attività del “Consiglio dei Ragazzi del Parco” è un atto di grande
disponibilità e apertura che non soddisfa solo le esigenze degli utenti più
piccoli ma anche – in ottica futura – di coloro che saranno i costruttori del
futuro del Parco.
L’implementazione delle attività del “Consiglio dei Ragazzi del
Parco” ha come obiettivi le attività dei “Consigli Locali” che hanno operato
nell’anno scolastico 2004-2005.
Nei mesi di aprile, maggio e giugno 2005, il Responsabile
dell’Ufficio Tecnico – Area Comunicazione ed Educazione unitamente a
personale tecnico e personale Guardiaparco referente GENS, hanno operato
per l’attivazione dei 7 singoli “Consigli Locali”. Si sono susseguiti numerosi
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incontri nelle scuole del Parco con alunni, insegnanti e dirigenti scolastici al
fine di spiegare le finalità e il funzionamento del progetto.
Come fase propedeutica alla costituzione dei singoli “Consigli
Locali”, si è ritenuto opportuno effettuare degli incontri preliminari di prima
informazione per spiegare agli studenti coinvolti il funzionamento
dell’organo collegiale d’area e le sue finalità propositive e costruttive. Ogni
singolo “Consiglio Locale” è poi deputato a nominare al proprio interno un
Presidente, con funzione di rappresentanza dell’organo e di interfaccia con
le strutture dell’Ente, un Segretario, con funzioni di verbalizzante, deputato
a redigere un regolare verbale in cui vengono riassunti tutti i punti all’ordine
del giorno affrontati e discussi dai baby consiglieri.
Quindi si è poi entrati nella fase operativa, in prossimità della
conclusione del calendario delle attività didattiche. I “Consigli Locali” si
sono formalmente costituiti, nominando di volta in volta i singoli
rappresentanti. In ognuno sono stati nominati difatti Presidente, Segretario e
Consiglieri. Alla presenza di personale dell’Ufficio Tecnico – Area
Comunicazione ed Educazione e dai Guardiaparco referenti “GENS” del
Parco Naturale Regionale dei Monti Lucretili sono state avanzate molte
proposte che verranno esaminate dal vero e proprio Consiglio Direttivo,
l’organo programmatico e d’indirizzo dell’Ente.
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PROGETTO DI CITTADINANZA ATTIVA
“PARTECIPARE PER CRESCERE”
Filomena Massaro
Dirigente Scolastica dell’Istituto Comprensivo
di Monterenzio (Bologna)
Per un’ecologia dei comportamenti
Questo progetto triennale è un esempio di progettazione integrata
che vede l’Istituzione Scolastica di Monterenzio (istituto comprensivo che
include tre ordini di scuola – infanzia, primaria, secondaria di primo grado)
e l’Ente Locale impegnati congiuntamente per realizzare le finalità
formative di consapevolezza delle problematiche ambientali del territorio di
appartenenza e di partecipazione responsabile alla vita sociale e culturale.
I percorsi didattici tracciati nel progetto sono volti ad educare alla
cittadinanza attiva considerando il territorio come laboratorio nel quale
esaminare casi, elaborare idee, tentare soluzioni a problemi, confrontare le
soluzioni proposte con altre applicate in contesti simili.
Per la realizzazione del progetto l’Istituto si avvale della
collaborazione della Dott.ssa Daniela Del Gaudio, in veste di consulente
coordinatrice esterna.
Le finalità
Sono state individuate alcune finalità fondanti di tutto l’impianto
progettuale, finalità educativo-formative che afferiscono a tutte le
discipline scolastiche:
–
Rendere alunni ed alunne consapevoli delle problematiche
relative al loro ambiente di vita
–
Sviluppare negli alunni conoscenze fisico-scientifiche relative
agli elementi costitutivi della vita (acqua, aria,…) indispensabili
per esaminare il proprio ambiente di vita
–
Scoprire la possibilità di intervenire in un contesto socioambientale offrendo soluzioni positive a problemi evidenziati
–
Avviare alle procedure ed ai metodi propri della ricerca scientifica
–
Sperimentare in modo diretto le forme di rappresentanza
democratica della nostra società in contesti via via più allargati
(dal consiglio di scuola al parlamento europeo)
–
Riflettere sulla pace come occasione di dialogo per lo sviluppo
socio-ambientale.
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Gli obiettivi
Il progetto triennale (2004-2007) si pone alcuni obiettivi relativi al
campo delle “educazioni” per:
–
Educare al rispetto dell’ambiente
–
Educare allo sviluppo sostenibile e incrementare la consapevolezza
dei problemi ad esso relativi
–
Valorizzare la creatività come stimolo all’apprendimento
–
Promuovere la lettura di testi
–
Educare al rispetto del patrimonio ambientale naturale e storico-artistico
–
Educare alla pace e alla legalità
Educare al rispetto dell’ambiente
Si è cominciato con il tema dell’acqua quale elemento essenziale
della vita e dello sviluppo sociale, ma anche causa di drammatici conflitti.
Partendo dalla realtà del loro territorio i ragazzi hanno affrontato il
problema dell’inquinamento di fiumi e torrenti, del risparmio idrico e del
rischio idrogeologico, realizzando anche prodotti audio-visivi.
Attraverso una metodologia laboratoriale che ha coinvolto i bimbi
della scuola dell’infanzia e delle classi di scuola primaria sono state
realizzate semplici esperienze per:
–
Osservare l’acqua nelle sue diverse qualità
–
Fare ipotesi su alcune sue caratteristiche
–
Ragionarne e discuterne assieme
–
Prevedere quali potrebbero essere i risultati di un esperimento
–
Individuare le condizioni che non permettono a un esperimento
di “riuscire” e sviluppare la capacità di affrontare un fallimento.
Nella scuola dell’infanzia l’acqua è stata osservata e “discussa”
come elemento che si vede, si sente, si odora, si gusta, si tocca. Ma anche
capace di mescolarsi con altre sostanze
L’acqua è… “qualcosa che aiuta a fare le formine con la sabbia”

Nella scuola primaria si sono sviluppati esperimenti su acqua, terra e
luce, per definire le condizioni di vita dei diversi esseri viventi.
La progettazione delle esperienze ha portato i ragazzi a preparare un
protocollo che hanno seguito nell’esecuzione di diverse attività, ad esempio
quella con le piante.
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Nel laboratorio geografico-scientifico, i ragazzi della scuola secondaria
di primo grado, mediante ricerche su internet ma anche rilevamenti sul
territorio e riflessioni personali, hanno trattato i seguenti temi:
–
La qualità batteriologica delle acque
–
L’inquinamento dei fiumi
–
L’acqua come risorsa
–
Lo stato di salute di alcuni fiumi italiani
–
La fitodepurazione
Educare allo sviluppo sostenibile e incrementare la consapevolezza
dei problemi ad esso relativi.
I ragazzi hanno effettuato rilievi fotografici lungo l’Idice per ideare e
realizzare, in collaborazione con un’esperta dell’Università di Palermo, il
progetto del futuro parco fluviale nel quale è prevista anche una pista ciclabile.
All’interno di questo percorso didattico, sono state particolarmente
approfondite due problematiche: il rischio idrogeologico e il risparmio idrico.

Un tratto del fiume Idice, oggetto di studio delle classi
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Il risparmio idrico
Sul problema del risparmio idrico, dopo una serie di riflessioni e
discussioni, i ragazzi hanno elaborato alcune proposte, sottoposte poi al
Consiglio Comunale. Tra queste:
–
La dotazione di regolatori di flusso ai rubinetti delle scuole e
degli uffici pubblici
–
La distribuzione di materiale informativo (ideato e progettato dai
ragazzi stessi) a tutti i cittadini del Comune, per sensibilizzarli al
problema.
Il rischio idrogeologico
Partendo da mappe concettuali, i ragazzi hanno disegnato i ponti
come elementi di congiunzione e separazione dei territori, soffermandosi
pure sull’aspetto della loro sicurezza. Con la consulenza anche di esperti di
Legambiente, hanno poi partecipato a lezioni sul dissesto idrogeologico,
fenomeno in preoccupante aumento in questo territorio.
Promuovere la lettura e valorizzare la creatività
La lettura in classe del romanzo fantastico “La profezia di
Arcadueò”7 ha fornito lo stimolo per laboratori di animazione e cinema dai
quali sono nati due cortometraggi e un cartone animato liberamente ispirati
al testo.
I prodotti audiovisivi8 e l’impianto complessivo del progetto sono
stati presentati dai ragazzi alla Fiera del Libro di Bologna, ed. 2005, presso
lo stand della Regione Campania, alla presenza dell’autrice.
“Il dragone e l’acqua ritrovata”(cortometraggio realizzato dalla classe I
A scuola secondaria)
Un gruppo di ragazzi, giocando lungo la riva dell’Idice, si accorge
che il torrente si è prosciugato.
Chiedono aiuto al “nonno” che racconta loro la storia del drago di
Sassuno9 responsabile della siccità. I ragazzi si recano nella tana del drago e,
con un incantesimo, fanno sgorgare l’acqua sorgiva.

7. Carola Flauto,ed.Albatros.
8. In collaborazione con Cooperativa Voli.
9. Località del Comune di Monterenzio.
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“Un aiuto dal passato” (cortometraggio realizzato dalla classe I B
scuola secondaria)
Alcuni ragazzi, giocando lungo la riva dell’Idice, si rendono conto
dell’inquinamento del torrente. A scuola il gruppo svolge una ricerca in
internet per raccogliere informazioni sulle cause dell’inquinamento al fine di
trovare soluzioni possibili per ripristinare l’ambiente naturale.
Magicamente, i ragazzi vengono proiettati nel passato: nell’antico villaggio
celtico di Monte Bibele10. Sarà da qui che porteranno nel presente la
“medicina” per risanare il torrente.
“La storia di Arcadueò” (video making realizzato dalle classi V delle
scuole primarie)
In questa animazione il mondo è rappresentato da un fiore che si
nutre grazie all’acqua. Improvvisamente il nutrimento viene a mancare e
saranno i ragazzi a trovare le soluzioni adeguate perché il mondo possa
riprendere a vivere11.
Educare al rispetto del patrimonio storico-artistico
Le valli fluviali hanno rappresentato nell’ antichità importanti vie di
comunicazione, lungo le quali si sono sviluppati gli insediamenti umani. Nel
Comune di Monterenzio, sul crinale fra la valle dell’Idice e quello dello
Zena, 2.400 anni fa circa è nato il villaggio etrusco-celtico di Monte Bibele.
Da diversi anni è attiva una stretta collaborazione fra la Scuola
Secondaria di Primo Grado “Giovanni Falcone – Paolo Borsellino” di
Monterenzio e il Museo Civico Archeologico “Luigi Fantini”, che espone
nella sua nuova sede, inaugurata nel 2000, la principale raccolta di
testimonianze sulla presenza celtica in Italia. Questa istituzione museale è
nata grazie all’impegno

10. Importante sito archeologico di origine etrusco-celtica, situato nel Comune di
Monterenzio.
11. I materiali audiovisivi sono visibili sul sito.
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION:
FROM WHERE TO WHERE?
Prof. Michael J. Scoullos,
Professor, University of Athens
Chairman, MIO-ECSDE
Introduction
Although the Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) as a
concept has been introduced since Rio, (UNCED, 1992), the wider
acceptance and use of the term was accelerated only after the World Summit
on Sustainable Development (WSSD, Johannesburg, 2002). This shift has
become obvious at all levels: national, regional and global. The UN General
Assembly adopted, in December 2002, the Resolution 57/274 launching a
Decade on Education for Sustainable Development (UN DESD) for the
period 2005-2014. The Decade has as basic aim to promote education as the
basis for a sustainable human society and to strengthen international
cooperation towards the development of innovative policies, programmes
and practices of ESD. However, it is evident that the Decade has to cover a
very broad range of issues depending on where, who and what is involved in
the field of ESD. To this end, the present article attempts to combine in
three parts:
–
A brief understanding of the content of ESD and the evolution
from Environmental Education (EE) and Education focusing on
specific issues such as peace, gender, human rights etc., to ESD
–
The UNECE Strategy on ESD, as the first systematic initiative to make
ESD operational through a concise Regional Strategy in a specific
region which encompasses countries with a rich cultural diversity and
with widely different socio-economic and political condition
–
A brief presentation of the MEdIES Initiative, as a concrete
example of application of ESD material and methodology in the
Mediterranean region.
The evolution from Environmental Education to Education for
Sustainable Development
The WSSD offered a unique opportunity to take a new “picture” of
the ever evolving framework for Education and within it of EE and other
targeted forms of Education (such as Education for Peace, Education for
Development, Women’s Education, Education for Human Rights etc.), to
adjust our position, express our expectations and describe briefly the future
plans in promoting in a concrete way our ideas for EE and Education for
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Environment & Sustainability (EfES) as they have evolved since the
International Conference “Environment and Society: Education and Public
Awareness for Sustainability” (Thessaloniki, 1997; Scoullos, 2002).
To this end, the Mediterranean Information Office for Environment,
Culture and Sustainable Development (MIO-ECSDE) launched in 2001 the
Campaign ERA 21 (Education Reaffirmation for the 21st Century) for
fostering the “Education for All” (EFA) and for systematically introducing
and integrating specific forms of Education to serve Sustainable
Development (SD).
The Campaign ERA-21
The purpose of the International Campaign ERA-21: Education
Reaffirmation for the 21st Century was to call upon
Governments and all major decision makers to re-affirm their
commitment to education, which should be considered as the
prerequisite for any attempt to alleviate poverty, make
livelihoods decent and approach sustainable development.
Such Education should aim at Peace and Justice, respect
cultural diversity and correspond to the principles set at major
meetings and Documents such as the UNESCO-Dakar
Framework for Action, the Millennium Declaration, and
Chapter 36 of Agenda 21.

However, one may ask whether we need ESD and if the answer is
yes, is it something new and necessary or just a fashionable approach.
The following paragraphs aim to explain and present in a visual way
how we came up with the notion of ESD and its scope, as the natural and
unavoidable request of the dialectic evolution of both the EE and EFA
(Scoullos, et al. 2004). In this sense ESD is indeed essential and critical for
obtaining sustainable development.
Starting from the Stockholm UN Conference on the Human
Environment (1972) and continuing with its follow-up for EE in Belgrade
(1975) and Tbilisi (1977), and throughout the process of setting the
foundations of EE most of the critical issues of today were recognised then
as route causes of the environmental problems necessary to be addressed.
However, the political context in the 1970s was different than today.
Similarly our knowledge and understanding of the environmental issues and
their interconnections with social, cultural, ethical and economic issues were
considerably less developed than now.
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In Tbilisi Environmental Education had as main scope to raise awareness
and contribute to the protection of the environment and natural resources.
Both Environment and Natural Resources were considered as the critical
inelastic prerequisites for any sound economic and social development.
Therefore, development was considered as having inherent “limits”
imposed by the scarcity of natural resources, the population trends and the
needs of ecosystems to function. The implementation of EE was suggested
as in, about and for the environment. The latter implied that EE is
ideologically charged in favour of “green” solutions. Due mainly to
political, ideological and practical obstacles in many countries EE was
treated as a “marginal” or “luxury” issue and in some cases it was reduced
to cover only few aspects such as outdoors, nature, preservation or
conservation education.

Developing the concept of Sustainable Development (SD) (Brutland
report, WCED, 1987) and moving to the Earth Summit in Rio (UNCED,
1992) and the adoption of Agenda 21 and its Chapter 36, it was widely
recognised that “an appropriate kind of Education” was needed which will
be able to contribute substantially to SD by taking into account all elements
of the well known model of SD which is based on three pillars:
Environment/Ecology, Economy and Society (Fig.1).

Fig.1

Studying this model one could try to identify the role and place of
education in such a construction. No doubt a very well-tuned education is
needed to support this concept and structure. Is EE the kind of Education
which could satisfy our new needs and contribute to the achievement of SD
or the role of EFA?
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Fig. 2

EFA is considered as the basis for literacy and social adaptation and
therefore the background of any Educational approach towards SD but many
more elements were needed to address adequately the complex issue of SD.
On the role of EE we have two opposite views in the extremes and a wide
spectrum in between. The one extreme suggests that EE serves only the
Environment-Ecology pillar and therefore we need similar “balancing”
educational components for Economy and Society. The other extreme
claims that EE already from the very beginning covered fully the economic
and social concerns through the recognition of the complex relations
between socio-economic development and the improvement of the
environment and the analysis of the route causes of global problems and
their interdependence in which decisions and actions can have international
repercussions. This debate has not reached an undisputable conclusion.
Moving to the Thessaloniki Conference approach (1997), where the
three pillars of SD remained independent and separate, the EE was
acknowledged as including in practice a considerable number of elements of
socio-economic character and therefore it was accepted as the extended
basis of SD, expressed as “Education for Environment and Sustainability”
(EfES) (Fig.3). The latter implicitly accepts that EE could be considered as
the basic component, but not the only one.

Fig. 3
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However, the above scheme still does not include the
interdependence and interrelationships between the three pillars of SD
although it identifies the role of an appropriate Education (EfES) as its
cross-cutting basis.
In this context, the following representation for SD is proposed
(Fig.4) in which the model takes the three-dimensional shape of a pyramid
as a representation which reflects reality much better. This pyramid has as
facets Environment, Society and Economy and is based on Education that is
now defined as the Education necessary or suitable for Sustainable
Development, namely “Education for Sustainable Development” (ESD), an
education which should combine specific components to enhance the
learning about Environment, Society and Economy while it will permeates
and changes the entire Education towards sustainability.

Fig. 4

Further elaboration is required if we wish to attribute to Education its
true weight, dimensions and responsibilities in approaching SD. This is
necessary because, unfortunately, it is obvious that with Education even the
best-tuned one to serve SD, it is not possible to transform the current
development patterns towards sustainable development. In fact, in
Thessaloniki (1997) we attempted to address this problem by proposing
other three components together with Education, namely Legislation,
Economy and Technology as the means to reach SD.
In other words, Education is considered one of the components of
the overall “Governance” needed to bring about sustainability. To this end,
the basis of the SD pyramid has become now “Governance” instead of
“Education” (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5

If we simply turn the above pyramid we produce the scheme of Fig.6
where environment stands as the “natural basis” of the whole construction
while all other three facets are “human over-structures”. This scheme is very
close to the original starting point of EE, where integrity of the environment
is the prerequisite of any human activity including development. It is
however still different indicating both the proximity to the original concept
of EE and the natural evolution of the relevant ideas and concepts.

Fig. 6
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Analysing the main components of Governance in order to
implement SD leads to the use of appropriate Institutions, Technology and
Education (Fig 7).

Fig. 7

If we combine figures 5 and 7 we come up with the following model
of SD as a “diamond” or double pyramid (Fig.8).

Fig. 8

The upper part of the diamond represents the three well known
components of SD while the lower part represents the prerequisites or tools
for its implementation (Institutions, Education, Technology).
If we wish to explore more the facets of the double pyramid one
could say that to obtain SD we need: social cohesion and welfare,
responsible economy, environmental protection, effective institutions,
application of innovative and appropriate technology, and Education for
Sustainable Development (Fig. 9).
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Fig. 9

We note that Fig. 9 refers to SD and not ESD, although the latter
should necessarily include all the essential aspects of SD. On the other hand,
the Delors (Delors et al, 1996) and the Framework for a Draft International
Implementation Scheme of the UN DESD (UNESCO, 2003) rightly
emphasise the importance of culture as a critical component of ESD which
is proposed as the fourth pillar of SD. Indeed, the cultural pillar of ESD is to
provide learners with the skills to overcome the tensions and to find a
balance between global and local; universal and individual; tradition and
modernity; competition and equality in opportunities; the extraordinary
expression of knowledge and human beings capacity to assimilate; and, last
but not least, the spiritual and material (Scoullos 2004).
However, for a number of reasons several countries and even some
educators have serious reservations in introducing culture as a new pillar of SD.
This has been taken into account in the formulation of the following
scheme which could provide an acceptable and sound consensus about ESD
(Fig.10).
In fact in order to best combine all the elements presented in the
previous schemes to a concise whole, we may propose that the modulation,
components and areas where considerable work is needed within ESD could
be represented with the diamond (double pyramid) of Fig. 10, where the
naming (position) of its facets is random and therefore all interlinkages are
possible, real and important.
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Fig. 10

The UNECE Strategy on Education for Sustainable Development
UNECE (UN Economic Commission for Europe) covers a wide
region of the north hemisphere which includes 55 member states from
Europe, USA, Canada and the Caucasus area. The UNECE Strategy on ESD
is considered as the first region’s input and contribution to the UN Decade
on ESD. Actually, the process of drafting the Strategy by a Group of
Experts was launched in August 2002 in the framework of the 5th UNECE
Meeting of Ministers for Environment in Kiev, May 2003. A first draft was
prepared by the lead countries of the initiative – Sweden and Russia –
including the comments selected by the members of the Drafting Group
where the author of the present article participated actively. After a series of
meetings of the Drafting Group, the Strategy was adopted by the high level
meeting in Vilnious, Lithouania, March 2005.
The vision of the Strategy
“Our vision is of a region that embraces common values of solidarity, equality
and mutual respect between people, countries and generations. It is a region
characterized by sustainable development, including economic vitality, social
cohesion, environmental protection and the sustainable management of natural
resources, so as to meet the needs of the present generation without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs”.
Education, in addition to being a human right, is a prerequisite for achieving
sustainable development and an essential tool for good governance, informed
decision-making and the promotion of democracy. Therefore, education for
sustainable development can help translate our vision into reality.
Education for sustainable development develops and strengthens the capacity
of individuals, groups, communities and organizations to make judgements and
choices in favour of sustainable development. It can promote a shift in people’s
mindsets and in so doing enable them to make our world safer, healthier and
more prosperous, thereby improving the quality of life.
Education for sustainable development can provide critical reflection and
greater awareness and empowerment so that new visions and concepts can be
explored and new methods and tools developed.
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Objectives & Principles of the Strategy
The basic aim of the Strategy is
to encourage UNECE member States to develop and incorporate ESD
into their formal non-formal and informal education systems.

This will equip individuals with knowledge and skills relevant to SD,
making them more competent and confident and increasing their opportunities
for acting for a healthy and productive life in harmony with nature and with
concern for social values, gender equity and cultural diversity.
More specifically the objectives are the following:
–
To ensure that regulatory and operational frameworks support ESD
–
To promote SD through formal, non-formal and informal learning
–
To equip educators with the competence to include SD in their teaching
–
To ensure that adequate tools and materials for ESD are accessible
–
To promote research on and development of ESD
–
To strengthen cooperation on ESD at all levels within the
UNECE region.
Generally, the Strategy is addressed to governments, motivating and
advising them on how to develop policies and practices that incorporate SD
into education with the involvement of educators and other stakeholders. It
encourages interdepartmental, multi-stakeholder cooperation and partnerships.
The Strategy accepts the principle that ESD is an “evolving”
concept; it involves a lifelong process, permeating inter alia learning
programmes at all levels, including vocational education, educators’
training, etc., having as basic long-term objectives the development of
learners’ critical & creative thinking, fostering respect and understanding
for different cultures.
The basic themes that ESD should cover are poverty, citizenship, peace,
democracy, security, human rights, social and economic development, health,
gender equity, cultural diversity, environmental protection, natural resource
management, rural and urban development, production and consumption
patterns, and corporate responsibility.
The educational implications of the Strategy
To be effective ESD should be addressed through integration of its
themes across all relevant subjects, programmes, courses, as well as through
the provision of specific subject programmes and courses.
Furthermore, ESD should focus on enabling meaningful learning
experiences that foster “sustainable behaviour” encourage learning activities
in close relation with society adding to learners’ practical experience. In line
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with the latter, ESD should use a wide range of participatory, studentcentred & solution-oriented educational methods, including inter alia
discussions, concept mapping, philosophical inquiry, value clarification,
simulations, scenarios, modelling, role playing, information and
communication technologies (ICTs), surveys, case studies, learner-driven
projects, good practice analyses, workplace experience and problem solving.
To this end, the UNECE Strategy for ESD presupposes and calls for
the following:
–
Ensuring that through formal educational systems all pupils and
students acquire appropriate knowledge of sustainable development
and are aware of the impact of decisions that do not support
sustainable development
–
Appropriate training and re-training of educators
–
Supporting the non-formal and informal ESD activities as
essential complements to formal education
–
Relevant research.
The framework for Implementation of the Strategy
The framework for the implementation of the Strategy provides
guidelines for the following critical fields: national state implementation;
areas for actions; international cooperation; roles & responsibilities of the
various actors; financial matters; and, evaluation and monitoring.
Very briefly, the national state implementation provisions include
inter alia, that each country should translate the Strategy, distribute it to the
relevant authorities and designate a focal point. A scheme of “National ESD
platform” could bring together experts from the different sectors, in order to
coordinate the mechanisms for implementing the Strategy.
Among the most important “areas for actions” have been identified
the regulatory and operational frameworks promoting ESD; the
development of the competence within the education sector to engage in
ESD, ensuring that adequate tools and materials for ESD are accessible, and
the promotion of relevant research.
Nevertheless, within the field of “international cooperation” several
challenges need to be addressed. Among them are the main problems in EE
and in ESD in sub-regions such as Eastern Europe, EECCA and SouthEastern Europe (some of these problems occur elsewhere, as well), e.g. lack
of adequate educational materials, inefficient use of the capacity of higher
education and research institutions, shortage of skilled educators, lack of
interdepartmental and multi-stakeholder cooperation on ESD, poor quality
of education for children living in rural areas and lack of financial and
human resources to develop ESD. To this end, the Strategy identifies as
potential key actions:
–
Strengthening existing regional & subregional alliances and
networks on ESD, encouraging twinning programmes and using
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–

–
–
–
–

international legally binding instruments, such as the Aarhus
Convention to raise awareness of SD
Facilitating sharing of good practices, innovations and national
experiences and projects in development cooperation on ESD
related issues, using modern communication technologies
Integrating ESD in relevant bilateral and multilateral programmes
Encouraging the participation of NGOs and other major groups
in international cooperation on ESD
Encouraging and coordinating international events for SD
awareness raising
Enhancing and amending the region’s important schemes of
cooperation on education.

In the chapter of “roles & responsibilities” the Strategy acknowledges
that all relevant stakeholders including the education and science communities,
the health sector, the private sector, transport and industry, trade and labour
unions, local authorities, the mass media, non-governmental organizations
(NGOs), local communities, indigenous peoples and international organizations
should be invited to define their priorities and undertake their responsibilities
for implementing and following up the Strategy.
MEdIES: a Case Study of a Regional Initiative for ESD
Several initiatives have been launched underlining a stronger link
between education and sustainable development, among them the
Mediterranean Education Initiative for Environment & Sustainability
(MEdIES), one of the major Regional Initiatives concerning the Mediterranean.
MEdIES is a Type II Initiative on EE and ESD that was launched
during the WSSD (Johannesburg, 2002) and is led by the Greek and the
Italian Government, UNESCO, UNEP/MAP and MIO-ECSDE (coordinator). MEdIES is one of the major Initiatives for ESD in the
Mediterranean region since its Network of educators is continuously
expanding, involving educators from the Mediterranean countries, and
beyond. MEdIES aims to facilitate in a systematic and concrete way the
educational community to contribute to the implementation of Agenda 21
and the Millennium Development Goals, through the successful application
of innovative educational programmes in countries around the
Mediterranean basin.
These Programmes are based on cross-cutting themes in the existing
school curricula such as water and wastes.
MEdIES activities focus on:
–
Publications, such as the educational material on water “Water in the
Mediterranean”, already published in 6 Mediterranean languages
–
Meetings and e-communication and networking, basically
through its interactive webpage www.medies.net.
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Conclusion
It becomes obvious that education needs to be reshaped and modernised
in order to address current challenges and contribute to SD. ESD is a dynamic
concept that is expected to build on existing initiatives in EE culture,
technology and governance and support in a balanced way the protection of the
environment, a productive economy and a healthy society. The Decade on ESD
(2005-2014) offers a good opportunity for serious joint efforts.
The experience gained through the UNECE Strategy on ESD, the
first one attempted at UN regional level, is available to be shared. Initiatives
such as MEdIES could contribute substantially in applying ESD in the field.
The Mediterranean region should try to benefit and to this end the official
launching of DESD in the Mediterranean region is planned for 26-27
November 2005, to be held in Athens, Greece.
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GUIDE À LA PARTICIPATION ET LIGNES
DIRECTRICES POUR LES COMMUNES: EXPÉRIENCES
DU CANTON DU TESSIN (Suisse)
Lavinia Sommaruga Bodeo
Alliance Sud-Comunità di lavoro: Swissaid, Sacrificio
Quaresimale, Pane per tutti, Helvetas, Caritas, ACES
Se re-éduquer à la responsabilité, à la participation et à la liberté
Si le développement durable est un processus d’apprentissage global,
il permet donc de relier les décisions concernant l’humanité – prises au sein
des conventions et traités internationaux dans la décennie des Conférences
onusiennes (voir par ex. les conférences sur l’environnement et le
développement de Rio de Janeiro en 1992, et sur l’aspect social – Agenda
2112) – et le décisions concernant le communautés locales à travers des
projets locaux, la participation et l’engagement des citoyens.
L’Agenda 21 local13 doit être activé par le moyen d’un dialogue
constructif et re-interprétatif, avec les modèles socioculturels de longue
durée présents sur le territoire, afin de recueillir les richesses d’idées entre
les représentants des associations, des institutions publiques, de l’économie
et entre citoyennes et citoyens. Ceci requiert certainement plus de temps
pour la recherche du consensus et la mise au point des détails.
Développement humain durable signifie processus participatif avec
tous les acteurs intéressés (donner la voix à qui ne parle jamais: groupes de
minorité, les générations futures, "la nature", les communes voisines, les
communautés étrangères : Sud et Est…), qui doivent être impliqués dans la
discussion des problèmes pour définir, de commun accord, quelle direction
suivre. Ceci signifie penser au futur.
Les valeurs encrées sont la justice sociale, la sauvegarde de la terre
et une économie centrée sur l’homme. Ces vrais moteurs des Agenda 21
locaux, permettent l’articulation des activités vers la gouvernance régionale
avec le principe de la pluralité, en intégrant l’Etat, le marché et la société
civile vers une plus grande démocratie.
La paix (disait Ernesto Balducci) sera conquise, non pas par absence
des différences et des conflits, mais par une évolution humaine, une

12. Agenda 21 : programme d'actions pour le 21ème siècle destiné à traduire dans les faits
les principes et les objectifs du développement durable, défini à Rio (1992) lors du
deuxième Sommet de la Terre organisé sous l'égide des Nations Unies.
13. Agenda 21 Local : processus stratégique proposé dans l'Agenda 21 de Rio pour mettre
en oeuvre le développement durable au niveau local. Il engage la collectivité et la conduit à
la rédaction et la mise en oeuvre d'un plan d'actions concrètes.
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"mutation culturelle" de l’antagonisme vers la réciprocité dont le premier
bien nécessaire de chacun est le bien de l’autre. Les citoyens planétaires !
Lignes directrices pour la Municipalité
Actions pour l'Avenir: Agenda 21 Vevey adopté en janvier 2002
La présente grille est prévue pour être utilisée en guise d'aide à la
décision pour l'analyse de projets, est destinée à faire prendre conscience
des différents aspects en jeu et à stimuler la réflexion sur les questions liées
au développement durable:
Le projet est-il cohérent sur le plan économique ?
–
En quoi le projet est-il rentable et pour qui ?
–
A-t-on pris en compte totalement, partiellement, ou pas du tout les
coûts indirects des impacts environnementaux (transports,
matériaux, etc.) et sociaux (conditions de production, santé, etc.) ?
–
Le financement tient-il compte de la situation financière de la
commune (autofinancement, endettement, cash-flow) ?
Le projet est-il cohérent au niveau du tissu social ?
–
Y a-t-il eu consultation – concertation – participation du public et
des personnes intéressées/concernées ?
–
Dans quelle mesure le projet satisfait-il les objectifs exprimés par
les destinataires ?
–
Répercussion du projet sur le marché du travail à court, moyen et
long terme (maintien/suppression/création d'emplois) ?
Le projet est-il cohérent au niveau de la protection de
l'environnement ?
–
Les impacts écologiques du projet sont-ils connus et tient-il
compte des dernières recommandations en la matière ?
–
Est-il tenu compte de la capacité de renouvellement des
ressources utilisées et d'éventuels matériaux de substitution ?
–
Le projet constitue-t-il un progrès du point de vue écologique ?
Le projet est-il cohérent sur le plan du développement durable ?
Améliore-t-il sensiblement la qualité de vie et d'être d'une,
plusieurs ou toutes les catégories de la population, y compris les
minorités telles que jeunes, personnes âgées, handicapées,
malades, étrangers, exclus ?
–
Est-il prévu une évaluation des impacts du projet à court, moyen
et long terme ainsi que des adaptations périodiques ?
–
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Critères de qualité pour une démarche de développement durable14
Quel contenu devrait viser une démarche de développement durable ?
–
Réconcilier environnement et développement socio-économique en
diminuant la consommation des ressources environnementales et
énergétiques tout en améliorant la qualité de vie
–
Procéder à un aménagement du territoire consommant moins de
surface et générant une mobilité moins gourmande en énergie et
moins polluante
–
Appliquer systématiquement une politique énergétique efficace,
économe et innovatrice
–
Produire des solutions sur mesure et adaptées au contexte local, en
rendant visibles les potentiels et en activant les savoir-faire locaux
–
Accroître l'engagement citoyen, promouvoir la responsabilité
individuelle pour son milieu de vie, augmenter l'identification
avec l'environnement proche
–
Renforcer les structures sociales et promouvoir une nouvelle
culture de collaboration entre le système politico-administratif et
les citoyens dans l'idée d'une responsabilité partagée
–
Promouvoir et mettre en oeuvre le principe de l'égalité des sexes
–
Renforcer les circuits économiques régionaux (mise en réseau de
l'économie avec la collectivité, instauration de partenariats
intersectoriels et de nouvelles possibilités d'emploi,
approvisionnement local)
Démarche de développement durable
Définition générale
Une démarche de développement durable donne les structures, les
compétences, les procédures et les moyens à une collectivité publique pour
s’orienter vers un développement durable, de manière à lui permettre d’agir
en prenant en compte le niveau local autant que le global, le court terme
autant que le long terme, et de considérer à la fois l’efficacité économique,
l’équité sociale et la préservation de l’environnement, dans l’optique d’une
amélioration continue.

14. Office fédéral du développement durable (ARE), Critères de qualité pour une démarche
de développement durable. Aide à l’orientation pour les acteurs du développement durable
dans les collectivités publiques, Berne, Octobre 2005.
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Tour d’horizon des critères de qualité d’une démarche de développement durable

Possibilités et limites de la participation dans les procédures du
développement durable
Participation et démocratie directe
Formes traditionnelles de la démocratie directe :
Prise de position sur des projets déterminés
Principe de majorité
Lien conventionnel du droit

–
–
–

Nouvelles formes :
Possibilité d’influencer dans des moments précis
Principe de discussion (orientement au dialogue et au consensus)
Participation des personnes qui n’ont pas le droit de vote
Lien seulement moral (convention sociale) ou consultatif

–
–
–
–
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Aspects du design de processus :
–
–
–
–
–
–

Quels sont les groupes et les personnes impliquées ?
Est ce qu’il existe déjà une culture de la participation ou doit-telle encore être construite ?
À quel processus sont liées les connexions (par ex. régionales) ?
Quelles formes de collaboration sont nécessaires ?
Quelles compétences pour la régulation du processus sont nécessaires ?
Comment les groupes d’acteurs plus faibles sont traités ?

Avantages que les représentants des différentes Agenda 21 suisses
attendent d’un processus participatif
–

–
–
–
–

Une meilleure connaissance (des situations, des problèmes, des
besoins) de part de ce qui prennent des décisions, permet
l’élaboration de solutions plus appropriées
La possibilité de diffuser des informations
L’amélioration du dialogue dans une communauté et entre la
population et les autorités
La possibilité pour les autorités de favoriser une meilleure
acceptation des décisions et des projets
La possibilité de trouver des solutions aux conflits

Avantages que les représentants des différents Agenda 21 suisses
attendent de l’intégration des acteurs dans un processus participatif
–
–

–
–
–
–
–

La "démarginalisation" de certains groupes déterminés de la
population (ceux qui d’habitude ne s’expriment pas)
Une meilleure connaissance (des situations, des problèmes, des
besoins) de part de ce qui prennent des décisions, permet
d’élaborer des solutions plus appropriés
Une discussion qui vise à "régénérer" la démocratie
Une plus grande responsabilisation de la population à travers
l’implication dans le processus
Un potentiel d’innovation plus important lié au rencontre de
différents points de vue
Une meilleure connaissance de la notion "développement
durable" de part de la population
La possibilité de susciter, parmi la population, une plus grande
adhésion aux décisions et aux projets
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Cause de l’absence de processus
Manque de :
–
Ressources humaines et de temps
–
De ressources financières
–
De volonté politique
–
D’expérience dans ce domaine
–
De réponses aux problèmes de la commune

 Donc on nécessite des méthodologies, des formations et des mises
en réseau, plutôt que de ressource financières.
Conclusions
La mondialisation par le bas signifie lutter contre la pauvreté ou,
mieux encore, lutter pour une justice dans la dignité en intervenant auprès des
gouvernements, auprès des opérateurs économiques, avec la société et chaque
individu. Il s’agit de trouver des solutions couronnées de succès comme
l’Agenda 21 local. Ce sont des choix qui valorisent les dynamiques de
solidarité internationale et de justice sociale pour une communauté mondiale.
Références bibliographiques
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NETWORKING ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION:
MAGICAL WORD OR MISLEADING FAÇADE ?
Mark Paul Alderweireldt
Head of Department Province East Flanders,
Department of Environmental Education
Oude Scheldestraat 16, B-9630 ZWALM (Meilegem), Belgium
mark.alderweireldt@oost-vlaanderen.be
Introduction
Without doubt, environmental education has gained importance
quickly during the last, let’s say one or two decades. This phenomenon is,
with differences in intensity of course, visible worldwide and also within
different compartments of society, e.g. non-governmental organisations,
policy planning at governmental levels, private companies, formal education
systems, and others. Tuning the very large amount of initiatives, actors,
stakeholders, activities is an enormous challenge. However, it is clear that
more intense collaboration and tuning of supply and demand are crucial
issues in trying to seriously increase both the efficiency and effectiveness of
environmental education in general.
Networking is in this context a method that often comes into the
spotlight. This paper tries to summarise some experiences and tendencies
dealing with networks from the European to the local level.
Is networking really a magical methodology or just a misleading
façade covering an empty building ?
Networking EE in East Flanders: a brief sketch
Introduction
Belgium is a federal state, with Flanders covering the northern part
of the country. Due to the complex federal structure of Belgium (3
communities, 4 regions, 10 provinces), many governmental levels are
involved in environmental management and education. Besides this, plenty
of private initiatives thrive within the educational landscape. Hereafter, I
will give a short state of the art of EE in Flanders and then try to focus on
regional network development in the province of East Flanders.
Belgium was only recently divided in four different regions. The
reform of the state was (and is) realized into different phases, three of the
major ones finalised in 1980, 1988 and 1993. This is in political and
historical terms very recent. Beside the national level (= federal level), all
regions have certain competences in the field of environmental policy. This
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disperse situation and the recent reform of the state have clearly hampered
the development of a consistent and integrated environmental policy in the
recent past. Mostly on higher political levels, this implied that
environmental education was never a priority on political agendas.
Flanders itself, as a region and a government, has large competences
in the environmental sector. Until recently, EE retained very little attention
on this governmental level because priority was given to the development of
a consistent frame of new environmental legislation especially in the fields
of environmental planning and permits. Few time and money remained for
EE. The need for a thorough EE policy was filled by the efforts made by the
different Flemish provinces, larger cities and private organizations. Some
provinces started serious investments in EE already more than 20 years ago.
Several scientific reports and publications supply information on the
situation of EE in Flanders in general and in East Flanders in particular. Part
of them was consulted in this frame: Alderweireldt (1994), CNME (1996),
Cörvers (1991), Ghafoor Ghaznawi (1989), Huitzing (1978), Jans (1998),
Kuijken et al. (2001), Nelissen Kok (1991), Raad Voor Milieubeheer (1995),
Sorte (1995), Stryckers (1990, 1992), Sys (1994), Verheye (1995a, 1995b).
Answering questions
The province of East Flanders erected its EE department at the end
of 1993. Logically, before developing a descent EE policy plan and starting
any implementation, several important initial questions were asked.
Although the EE sector in the province was and still is characterised by a
large amount of initiators and a significant offer of EE products, no insight
existed in who was doing what, where and how. Questions also arose
concerning the geographical spreading of EE efforts in the province,
concerning the strengths and weaknesses of the sector, the global financial
input and the investment in personnel. Moreover, being historically originated
from out volunteer movements, the degree of professionalism of the EE sector
was putted into cause. To summarise, the provincial government tried to find
out where what kind of assistance or support was required.
Setting up a thorough inventory was of course the first reply to these
questions. Different methodologies were used to get a detailed overview of
the EE landscape in East Flanders: the organizations involved and their
nature as well as the whole range of EE activities, products and processes
that they develop.
Data collection, data analysis and the educational index
For each EE-initiative developed in East Flanders, information was
gathered concerning the following items:
–
Geographical situation.
–
Organisation co-ordinates and characteristics.
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–

–

–

Type of initiative and classification (e.g. publication, article,
book, course material, excursion, lecture, film or slide
presentation, local visitors centre, educational centre, exhibition,
environmental telephone, garden, information infrastructure, …
just to mention a few of the possibilities).
Target group (e.g. general public, teachers secondary schools,
teacher trainers, pupils primary school 11-12 years old,
agriculture, public services, industry, households, etc.).
Method: description of the methodologies that are integrated in
the initiative.

These EE data are not mathematical as such but an effort was made
to standardise the incoming data in order to realize at least minimal
comparability. To achieve this, a simple environmental educational index
was created based on the nature of each initiative and the general
methodologies applied.
The different methods were then grouped into three main categories:
–
Informative methodology: initiatives where information
concerning nature or environment is produced without additional
comments and often without well defined target groups.
Example: the distribution of an informative brochure concerning
a new nature reserve in the community to all inhabitants. No
participation nor response of the target group is expected.
–
Instructive methodology: initiatives where information is
communicated with additional comments and with possibilities
for dialogue. Example: course on plants or insects (expert
model). The target group is usually better defined and response
of the target group is expected. However, active participation of
the target group is not expected and no conditio sine qua non.
–
Participative methodology: initiatives where a very active
participation of a clearly defined target group is required and
even vital to the success of the initiative. Example: educational
field research with materials.
It should be stressed that classification of certain actions or
initiatives within these three classes is not always clear-cut. We therefore
intend to refine the index in the future. However, for the questions asked
before, an acceptable level of standardisation can be achieved by generating
an educational index as follows:
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Where
Ie = educational index
Winf = weights of actions with informative methodology
Wins = weights of actions with instructive methodology
Wpar = weights of actions with participative methodology
As can be seen from the formula, actions with instructive
methodology are upweighted 1.5 times whereas actions with participative
methodology are upweighted 2 times as compared to informative initiatives.
Indeed, they are assumed to have more “educational impact” than the latter.
Some general conclusions of the analysis
Due to the standardization, the educational index generates general
comparisons in order to answer questions such as:
–
How is the effort in environmental education spread
geographically throughout the province?
–
What is the relative proportion of informative, instructive and
participative efforts in a geographical context?
–
What is the proportion of efforts of public services compared to
private organisations?
Several combinations can be made between these variables but some
general conclusions are that:
–
The EE effort is highly concentrated in larger cities and the effort
is low in rural areas (Fig. 1).
–
In 30% of the municipalities, EE is very underdeveloped.
–
In more than 50% of the municipalities, educational efforts
organized by public services are very poorly developed.
–
Public services concentrate especially on informative actions
while initiatives of an instructive or participative nature are far
less numerous.
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Fig. 1. Geographical spread per municipality of EE effort in East Flanders based on
the EE index Ie (see text). * Ie = 0, white Ie = 1-30, light grey Ie = 31-50, dark grey
Ie > 50.

The use of such a partly subjective but useful educational index is
one of the approaches that have been made to get a better understanding of
the situation of EE in Flanders in general and in East Flanders in particular.
In what follows we will summarize the strengths and the weaknesses that
were observed.
Strengths and weaknesses of EE in East Flanders
The analysis of the state of the art revealed several strengths and
weaknesses of EE:
Strengths:
–
Large amount of initiators and initiatives
–
Many different target groups
–
Increasing interest of different governmental levels and public services
–
Large proportion of very active volunteer workers.
Weaknesses:
–
Lack of consultation between initiators
–
Lack of purposeful planning
–
Lack of manpower and financial means
–
Lack of feed-back and scientific evaluation (ecological,
pedagogical, ...)
–
Lack of professionalism
–
Lack of indicators of quality
–
Highly informative character, too little oriented towards a
consistent change of attitude.
In order to cope with some of the problems and weaknesses the
provincial government decided to invest in network development.
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Network development: magic word or misleading façade?
In order to ameliorate the situation and strengthen the EE sector in
East Flanders, an EE-network is being developed. This is not the place here
to detail the wide discussion about networks, their characteristics and their
problems or successes. No network, whatever its construction, does magic
but much of the discussion about this can be found in the extensive
literature, some of which is mentioned above.
Nevertheless, the EE department of the province East Flanders had
the following aims in mind:
–
Developing an integrated and systematic policy with
standardised terminology
–
Improving collaboration between different actors
–
Increasing professionalism and co-ordination
–
Prospecting the needs with a better tuning of supply and demand
–
Including the development of information networks
(computerised and other)
–
Good quality control and thorough evaluation of actions,
including development of good indicators of quality
–
Improving the quantity of initiatives
–
Improving the scope of target groups
–
Improving the geographical spread of initiatives
–
Creating multiplication effects
–
Developing an adopted expense-covering system for volunteer work
–
Improving the promotion and imaging of EE in the province
–
Improving the connection and integration with national and
international networks
–
Integration in the global environmental policy plan of the
province (interaction with other types of environmental policy).
The network is subdivided into six sub networks and stays in
continuous interaction with possible networks developed at the national and
the local (municipality) level. The main structure is summarised in Fig. 2:

Fig. 2. EE Network structure in East Flanders
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Several objectives concerning the structure and functioning of the
network were also putted forward:
–
Participation to the network is on a voluntary basis
–
The structure is a horizontal one with no predefined hierarchy
–
Partners in the network have a mutual dependence in trying to
achieve a common goal
–
Respect for the autonomy of partners
–
Network partners are as complementary as possible using the
possibilities to valorise each partner
–
The network management should be an interactive one
–
The evaluation of the process is continuous.
The spider’s glue
The fundamental basis for the EE networking in East Flanders is in
fact the inventory called Spin-WEP, referring of course to the spider’s web,
but here WEP stands for “Wegwijs Educatie Provincie Oost-Vlaanderen”
which can be translated more or less by “Guide to EE in East Flanders”.
The database contains detailed information on 23 visitor centres, 137
organizations and 65 municipalities that are active in EE in its broad sense
within the borders of East Flanders. Given the surface of the province
(2.982 km²), this is a quite large number. The spider’s silk is here also
symbolic for a two-way communication means.
Besides, the efficiency and effectiveness of the network is
strengthened by an open provincial environmental magazine, by project
related newsletters, by putting the database at everybody’s disposal, through
regular inquiries amongst the participants and through process evaluation.
Conclusions
However, several constraints can be encountered when networking is
not seriously thought over and considered in advance. You don’t just
conjure a network out of your hat! Partnerships need also trust to be build
up slowly. Moreover, it became clear that networking in the way described
above is very work intensive so regular cost/benefit analyses are necessary.
In our experience, great results were obtained by result-oriented working via
concrete projects in advance of more structured network partnerships.
I state here also that network approaches should not per definition be
integral but on the contrary integrated and that in the end, people make
networks, not their organisations. However, sometimes problems of decision
making can occur when you have to work with strictly hierarchically
structured organisations.
Also relevant in this frame is the discussion about the advantages
and disadvantages of networks that are being run by public services. It is
beyond the scope of this paper however to get into more detail on this issue
here. In relation to that, it should be continuously realized that volunteer
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work is often the core of EE initiatives, which increases the necessity of a
non-economic approach.
And finally there is sometimes blind trust in information technology
as a basis for network development. Research effectuated by our EE
department shows that access to computers, not even to mention internet, is
not always so widespread in the EE-sector as generally thought. So the onesided use of IT tools holds the risk of excluding certain actors.
Establishing a network for education and sustainable development
across Europe
During the history of the two yearly Conference on Environmental
Education in Europe (CEEE), it became clear several times that at present
there is no European wide association for professionals working in the field
of education and sustainable development. As a direct result of this, there is
little opportunity for practitioners to share good practice and offer mutual
support. Moreover, Europe, in contrast to other continents such as North
America, Australia, has not yet developed a common EE strategy. And last
but not least, relevant governmental institutions have no central point of
contact to consult over policies such as Agenda 21 or the development of
European citizenship issues linked to environmental improvement.
For these reasons, during the CEEE 2002 conference in Belgium,
chaired by the author, the process was officially started to investigate the
feasibility of a specific network on the European levels that meets the needs.
The specific functions of such a network might be:
–
Exchange of views, expertise, through professional meetings and
other channels (the platform function)
–
Gathering knowledge in issues of education and sustainability
(the expertise function)
–
Meeting of supply and demand in the field of education (the
market-place function)
–
Keeping governments in Europe, including the European Union,
alert to the need for education in relation to sustainability issues
(the agenda-setting function).
This process is leading now towards the official establishment of a
European Association for EE and education for sustainable development.
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LA EDUCACIÓN AMBIENTAL EN LOS PROCESOS
DE PARTICIPACIÓN DE LAS AGENDAS 21 LOCALES
DE VALENCIA (ESPAÑA)
Javier García Gómez y Eugenio Ivorra Catalá
Universidad de Valencia (España)
Javier.Garcia-gomez@uv.es
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Introducción
La Conferencia de Naciones Unidas sobre el Medio Ambiente y el
Desarrollo, celebrada en Río de Janeiro en 1992, establece el compromiso
de los gobiernos con el desarrollo sostenible. Este compromiso se concreta
en la redacción de los acuerdos de la Agenda 21. En su capítulo 28, asigna a
las administraciones locales la puesta en marcha y elaboración de sus
propias Agendas 21, como herramientas de gestión a largo plazo,
incentivando la cooperación entre los poderes públicos y la sociedad,
mediante procesos consultivos y participativos, haciendo compatibles las
necesidades sociales, culturales, económicas y ambientales (Programa 21;
Cumbre de la Tierra, Río de Janeiro 1992).
Dos años después de Río, tuvo lugar la Conferencia Europea sobre
Ciudades Sostenibles en Aalborg (Dinamarca), donde se redactó la carta que
toma nombre de dicha ciudad. Los municipios firmantes de la Carta de Aalborg
quedan comprometidos a participar en las iniciativas locales del Programa 21.
En la Provincia de Valencia en el año 2000 se suscribió la Carta de
Xativa, que es la adaptación del compromiso europeo a la realidad valenciana.
Para llevar adelante estos propósitos, los Ayuntamientos
desempeñan una función importantísima en la movilización y educación de
la ciudadanía en pro del desarrollo sostenible.
La Educación Ambiental, se considera una herramienta fundamental para
el impulso de las democracias participativas, e imprescindible para tener una
población mejor informada y con un mayor sentido de la corresponsabilidad.
Desarrolllo de la investigación
La presente investigación constituye parte del Doctorado que esta
realizando uno de los autores (Ivorra, 2004), en la Unidad de Investigación
en Educación Ambiental del Departamento de Didáctica de las Ciencias
Experimentales y Sociales de la Universidad de Valencia.
Se centra en la provincia de Valencia, que junto con Alicante y
Castellón forman la Comunidad Valenciana, que es una de las 17
autonomías en que políticamente se divide España. La Comunidad
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Valenciana tiene 3,5 millones de habitantes y su capital, Valencia, es la
tercera ciudad más poblada de España con unos 800.000 habitantes.
De los 265 municipios que forman la Provincia de Valencia 160 han
sido signatarios de la Carta de Xàtiva. Esto significa que un 60,38% de los
municipios de nuestra provincia se han comprometido públicamente a
emprender el camino hacia la sostenibilidad. En habitantes, esto se traduce
en que un 85% de los ciudadanos de la Provincia de Valencia, viven en
municipios cuyos Ayuntamientos han firmado la Carta de Xàtiva y forman
parte de la Red de Municipios Valencianos hacia la Sostenibilidad. Es decir
1.894.634 habitantes se encuentran bajo la influencia del compromiso de
Xátiva de los 2.237.426 que tiene la Provincia de Valencia.
Pero, lamentablemente, existe una falta de coherencia entre los
compromisos internacionales adoptados, y las acciones que se están
llevando a término para su aplicación (Declaración de Malmö 2000).
En este artículo presentamos los resultados obtenidos en relación a las
actuaciones para propiciar la participación ciudadana en las Agendas 21 Locales.
Como instrumento de observación o método para la recogida de
datos se empleó el cuestionario, ya que es un buen método de obtención de
datos de carácter sociológico, pues permite la aplicación a grandes tamaños
poblacionales y su posterior tratamiento resulta sencillo.
Las encuestas han sido recibidas por diversas vías, y en los
porcentajes que se muestran en el Gráfico 1.
Para el tratamiento de los datos se empleó el paquete estadístico SPSS
Versión 11 en castellano. Esta herramienta de análisis, permite una eficaz
generación de datos y ficheros, posibilita la producción de gráficos y tablas,
permite realizar análisis estadístico y anidamientos de los datos obtenidos, y
es un instrumento de gran aceptación entre la comunidad científica.
Vías empleadas por los ayuntamientos para la remisión de
encuestas
25,69%

50,00%
13,89%
10,42%
Encuestas recibidas por correo electrónico
Encuestas recibidas por correo postal
Encuestas recibidas por fax
Encuestas obtenidas por entrevista telefónica

Gráfico 1. Fuente: Ivorra, E. (2004)

Resultados
En la Provincia de Valencia, de un total de 138 respuestas, el 85,5%
de los municipios no han organizado sus procesos participativos en torno a
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Planes de Participación, mientras que un 5,1 % establece el Plan como
consecuencia de la implementación de un proceso de Agenda 21 Local. El
9,4% ya tenía organizada la participación antes de iniciar el proceso de
Agenda 21 Local (tabla 1).
Frecuencia

Porcentaje

NO existe

118

85,5

Anterior a la A21L

13

9,4

Posterior a la A2 11

7

5,1

138

100,0

Total

Tabla 1. Existencia de Plan de Participación Ciudadana - Fuente: Ivorra, E. (2004).

En nuestro trabajo hemos encontrado que del total de los municipios
que poseen Plan de Participación, o bien desarrollan procesos participativos
en el ámbito de las Agendas 21, un 83,3% de los municipios manifiesta
emplear como mecanismo de participación y recogida de información de la
población las encuestas ciudadanas. El 61,9% indica que emplea como
herramienta el foro de participación ciudadana, mientras que casi el 58% realiza
reuniones informativas en las que la comunidad simplemente observa y no
existe sinergia entre la administración y el ciudadano o grupo organizado. Las
mesas temáticas tan solo se emplean en un 28,6% de los casos.
Cabe reseñar que, aún habiéndose incrementado la realización de
experiencias participativas este esfuerzo no es aún suficiente dado que tan
sólo el 14,5% de los municipios firmantes de Xátiva poseen Plan de
Participación y desarrollan figuras participativas.
Paralelo al Plan de Participación, se hace necesario la existencia de
un Plan de Comunicación e información, en el que se describan los
mecanismos que se van a emplear para facilitar la información y
comunicación entre los grupos de interés, así como de la existencia de un
Plan de Educación Ambiental.
En la provincia de Valencia de un total de 138 municipios que han
contestado a la pregunta de la existencia de un Plan o Programa de
Educación Ambiental, tan sólo 21 municipios manifiestan disponer de
programaciones a medio y largo plazo (Tabla 2).
De ellos 17 (12,3%) lo poseen antes de iniciar el proceso de Agenda
21 Local y el 2,9% de los municipios (4 municipios) crean medida
herramienta de apoyo fundamental del proceso de Agenda 21.
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Frecuencia

Porcentaje

117

84,8

Anterior a la A21L

17

12,3

Posterior a la A2 11

4

2,9

138

100,0

NO existe

Total

Tabla 2. Disponibilidad de Programa de Educación Ambiental - Fuente: Ivorra, E.
(2004).

Si analizamos los municipios que han iniciado el proceso de Agenda
21 Local (33 municipios), tan sólo 13 municipios (39,4%) disponen de un
programa o plan de educación ambiental municipal, y únicamente 6 poseen
un plan de acción que trate la Agenda 21 específicamente.
Conclusiones
Aunque un 60,38% de los municipios de la provincia de Valencia
se han comprometido públicamente a emprender el camino hacia la
sostenibilidad, la participación ciudadana en la implementación de
procesos de Agenda 21 municipal, es aún débil en la provincia de
Valencia, está poco reglamentada, y no existe regulación, en la mayoría
de los casos.
Después de 13 años de la Conferencia de Río, la provincia de
Valencia está dando los primeros pasos hacia la sostenibilidad local, ya que
tan sólo el 24,5% de los municipios firmantes de Xátiva manifiestan haber
iniciado procesos de Agenda 21 Local en su municipio. Por lo tanto, se hace
necesario pasar del discurso, al compromiso y a las materializaciones, si
bien podemos afirmar que las perspectivas de futuro son más alentadoras.
En el ámbito político, el 77,92% de los municipios encuestados
argumentan que, la principal causa de que no se lleven a término procesos
de Agenda 21 en sus municipios es por la falta de voluntad política. Se hace
necesaria la búsqueda de mecanismos para convencer a los gobiernos de que
con la participación ciudadana, los políticos podrán tomar mejores
decisiones basadas en las necesidades y aspiraciones presentes y futuras de
la población. El desarrollo de las Agendas 21, necesita pues, de un mayor
grado de apoyo político, mejorando la capacidad organizativa de la
administración, proporcionando un mayor número de recursos, y
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fomentando la cooperación y el trabajo interdisciplinar entre los servicios
municipales, y con otras administraciones.
En cuanto al factor económico, el 76,6% argumenta que la falta de
dotación económica es un obstáculo insalvable para el desarrollo del
proceso de Agenda 21, así como la falta de dotación técnica en un 40,2% de
los casos.
Por ello se hace necesaria una mayor financiación y asesoramiento
técnico supramunicipal, en la línea de lo que viene desarrollando la Diputación
de Valencia, coordinando y apoyando procesos de Agenda 21 Local.
La débil tradición participativa y de responsabilidad colectiva, hace
que muchas veces los ayuntamientos trabajen de espaldas de la ciudadanía,
los verdaderos protagonistas del proyecto. Se hace necesario buscar
estrategias educativas de sostenibilidad, que incluya la Educación Ambiental,
así como unos adecuados mecanismos e instrumentos de información,
comunicación y participación.
La mayor parte de los procesos de Agenda 21 que se han iniciado, se
coordinan desde las concejalías de Medio Ambiente. Dicha coordinación,
puede producir un sesgo importante hacia los aspectos ambientales, dejando
apartados principios básicos de la sostenibilidad como son la justicia social y
la economía sostenible. Se debe fomentar en los procesos la necesidad de una
interdisciplinariedad, mediante equipos de expertos de distintos campos del
saber, o concejalías horizontales, consiguiendo así Agendas 21 Estratégicas.
Aunque los resultados obtenidos no son extensibles a otra zona
geográfica, pensamos que son un buen exponente de la situación en que se
encuentra la educación ambiental en los procesos de participación de las
Agendas 21 locales.
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MANAGING AND FACILITATING THE IMPACT
OF SCHOOL NETWORKS OF LOCAL AND NATIONAL
RANGE ON ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
Dr. Kamarinou Dimitra
Secondary Schools Department of Korinthia
Ministry of Education, Greece.
Email: tay@dide.kor.sch.gr
Savvopoulou Anna
Environmental Education Center of Drapetsona, Piraeus, Greece
Email: ansav22@yahoo.gr / mail@kpe-drapets.att.sch.gr
The aim of this paper is to present the content, the management
practices, the educational methodology, the evaluation methods, as well as
the dimensions of the organization of Local and National school Networks
on environmental issues, by using two case studies of Greek school
Networks as examples.
1st Case Study
Introduction
The first Case Study concerns a school Network of local level
consisting of C Gymnasium grade students (14-15 years old students) that
implemented a common program on Local Architectural Heritage of rural
areas within a collaborative action-research framework. The research has
shown the decisive contribution of the School’s Network collaboration in
creating an appropriate context for self-evaluation and mutual learning, in
supporting the implementation of the innovative programme in the
traditional Greek schools, in introducing the teachers into a research
methodology that enabled them to reflect on their work and on its impact on
the students, and in approaching more holistic the implementation of an
interdisciplinary programme that had both cognitive and affective goals
regarding the conservation of the architectural heritage.
The design of the programme and of the research
The research was based on the design, implementation and
evaluation of a Heritage Education programme for students aged 14-16
years (Kamarinou, 1995). The Environmental Education model that was
applied (Hungerford et al., 1988) includes knowledge of basic concepts of
architecture; the interpretation of architectural types through the study and
the determination of their interrelationship with environmental, social,
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economic, aesthetic etc. factors; the investigation of conflicting values in the
context of the preservation of architectural heritage; and the application of
action strategies for the improvement of the local built environment.
The didactic methodology was experience-based and included
research on the part of the students into their Local Architectural Heritage,
and other problem solving activities, games, role playing, simulation, field
studies etc. The design, implementation and evaluation were conceived as a
single whole (Elliott, 1991). This unified conception of education and
research is employed in collaborative action-research. This type of research
was additionally chosen, because it attempts a more holistic approach to
educational phenomena, demands the collaboration of all participants
(researcher, teachers and students) and the training of the teachers in action
(Carr & Kemmis, 1986). The research also enquired what was the impact of
the schools’ collaboration within a Network on the above subjects.
The programme was accompanied by educational material: Teachers
and Students Books, series of slides and pictures with guidelines on the
subject and the methodology, and selected literature as well. This material
was not given out ready made from the beginning, but was constantly
improved and developed according to the needs of the schools.
The implementation
The programme was first implemented for a whole year with three goals:
To determine the knowledge, the perceptions, the values and the
attitudes of the students as regarded their local architectural heritage
–
To investigate the needs and the potential of the students and of
the teachers involved
–
To examine the pilot implementation of the didactic approach of
such an Environmental Education project, and of an action
research model within a Network, as against the traditional
Greek school framework.

–

The evidence that was gathered from the pilot study gave us
feedback and the outcomes were further studied in the context of the
international relevant literature. This study led to the improvement of the
programme for the final implementation during the next school year.
Finally the programme was applied in a School Network of three
school classes of C Gymnasium Grade (average age: 15 years), situated in
rural villages of the Achaia region: Lakkopetra, Lousika, Sageika.
The evaluation methodology
It has to be underlined that the design of the evaluation was a
continuing process. The variables that deserved closer attention and the
methodology were determined as the fieldwork and the Network
collaboration went on, a trend called progressive focusing in the literature
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(Cronbach, 1988). Also it was not used a standard methodological package.
Action research is conceived as a general research strategy that is both
adaptable and eclectic. Equally no method was used exclusively.
Beyond the dichotomy between qualitative and quantitative methods
(Kidder & Fine, 1987), a range of techniques were used that enabled us to
look at what was going on and at each problem separately from a variety of
angles and points of view. For this reason the task of evaluation was
undertaken by all the participants (teachers, students and researcher in
collaboration) of the School Network, and evidence was gathered through
qualitative and quantitative methods.
This contributed to the study of the educational processes in their full
complexity, to their interpretation and evaluation from every participant’s
point of view, to the deeper investigation of questions related to action
research and to the effective collaboration of the School Network.
There was given a definite emphasis on observation, on interviewing
participating instructors and students and on diaries of each person involved.
The written material of the students was also studied: drawings, maps, every
student’s “Village book”, written exercises, essays etc., taped material from
the classroom activities (conversations, role-play games etc). Since survey
type questionnaires used late in a study can sustain or qualify earlier
tentative findings (Parlett & Hamilton, 1988) the same long questionnaire
(on knowledge, values, attitudes) was given to the students of the three
experimental groups before and after the implementation of the programme
and to a control group with similar characteristics who was not involved in
the programme. Personal interviews of the experimental group students
illuminated further the subjects of the questionnaire.
The results
The teachers by collaborating in the Network gradually evaluated
their work and improved their practices. Concretely:
–
They evaluated their work in a more systematic way. A serious
problem, which is also related to the lack of sufficient time, is
that the teachers were more concentrated on what they offered
their students than on the impact of the educational processes on
them. As the programme went on, through self-evaluation and
exchange of experience between the teachers of the School
Network, they could choose themselves the most effective
practices, using criteria like motivation, better understanding and
more active participation of the students. This improvement was
also underlined by the students in their personal interviews at the
end of the programme.
–
They improved their educational work. During their effort to
implement the programme, the teachers were confronted with many
barriers: they often said that the relative short time devoted to this
student-centred programme, the lack of teachers’ and students’
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experience in research and student-centred methodologies, and the
large number of students involved diminished the impact and the
effectiveness of the programme. Despite this, the experience-based
educational processes and the expected learning outcomes of the
programme were achieved.
It is characteristic that in the beginning the teachers underlined their
need for more detailed guidelines for the learning processes they were going
to carry out, in order to avoid wrong choices. The teachers, learning from
their own and each other’s experiences, gradually started to choose
educational activities that were more effective, like field studies, small
group work in the classroom etc. Understanding the importance of wellorganized games for the motivation of the students and for learning, they
themselves designed games with learning and assessment objectives.
These as well as the educational material they developed were
shared among the School Network.
We regard as particularly important the fact that in the Network they
confronted and investigated, through discussion and classroom feedback,
the perceptions that shape their practices. For example, the perceptions that
a conversation, a field trip or a slide show are a priori student-centred
activities or that educational games a priori contribute to students’ learning.
By evaluating the impact of these activities on their students, they
realized that student-centred learning presupposes certain organisational
tasks, taking into account the particularities of each school context. Learning
from trials and errors, which they themselves evaluated in the Network
Meetings as such, the teachers gradually organised better, that is to say, with
increased awareness of their potential and limitations, the educational
activities they chose. In the literature it is underlined that in the Network
teachers have the opportunity to solve the problems they address through
discussion and common action (May & Zimpher, 1988).
The schools developed common actions in the Network. Beyond
their collaboration in the design, implementation and evaluation of the
project, they organized together a field trip and research in the historical
centre of Athens (Plaka, neo-classical residential architecture). They
presented together their work in Congresses and seminars and published
articles in Greek educational journals. They took the initiative to reach
contact and exchange experiences with schools and institutions in other
parts of the world that investigated the same subject. They produced leaflets
sponsored by the Greek Committee of ICOM/UNESCO.
Additionally, the School Network collaboration contributed to the
more holistic approach of the programme’s implementation.
–
Through triangulation of the evidence in the Network we could
enquire and understand in greater depth the research questions.
–
The reliability of the outcomes could be better checked.
–
Safer and more reliable interpretations of the educational
procedures were given.
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–
–

The similarities and the differences of the implementations in the
schools of the Network could be more readily identified.
Above all, a proper context was created for self-evaluation and
collaborative mutual learning.

Consequently, action-research within a School Network can
contribute effectively to teacher training in a consistent educational
philosophy, not theoretically but in action, by evaluating their own
experiences and checking the potential and the limitations of environmental
learning activities.
2nd Case Study
National Network “The Ports of Greece”
Introduction
The second case study presented is concerning a rather wide
National school Network consisting of 97 Greek schools of both Elementary
and Secondary educational level (6-18 years old), which it is expanding to a
European one and is coordinated by the Environmental Center of
Drapetsona, Piraeus, Greece. The topic is this Network is “The Ports of
Greece”. It examines their functional, cultural and historical dimensions
under the perspective of their impact on the environment and the peoples’
lives. The paper presents ways of managing the collaboration of all these
remote from each situated schools, like the organization of seminars, mutual
visits, of fieldwork in the Centre for the schools in a weekly basis, the
production of educational material, the creation of a site and e-forum, and
the production of common materials book, multimedia etc.
Description of the network “The ports of Greece”
This educational network is established and supported by the
Ministry of Education (dec. 97563/C3/11-9-03) and appeals to students of
primary and secondary education level. The duration of the network is 3
years and the starting date was September 1st, 2003.
The partners of the Network are the Environmental Education Centres
of Kalamata, Makrinitsa, Stilida, Soufli and Vamou, 62 Primary and Secondary
Education Directorates from all around Greece, the University of Piraeus, The
Port Authority of Piraeus, the Directorate of Ports and Port Policy of the
Ministry of Merchant Marine. During the first year 60 schools from all around
Greece registered, while during the second year we had 97 registrations.
The members of the Joint Committee are: N. Iliadis – Director of EECD,
A. Savvopoulou – Sub-Director of EECD, V. Tselentis – Assistant Professor of the
University of Pireaus, D. Strofilas and S. Vasilopoulou – members of the
Educational team of EECD, M. Spanou – Caretaker of Environmental Education
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in the Primary Education of Pireaus, T. Axypolytos – special advisor of the Mayor
of the Municipality of Drapetsona.
The rational of the creation of the network
The importance of ports, as a basic part of the transportation chain as
well as a developmental factor, led us to encourage students of coastal areas
to become familiar with several factors which are related to the port of their
area, and to study and examine them thoroughly (regional issues, problems,
ways of port management, financial-political-social activities).
Our objective is to create a core through this network, in which the
students, the school community, the local society, the local authorities and
the external scientific collaborators can work together. We also intend to
join the schools horizontally and without hierarchy, through the common
base of the Environmental Education Network “Ports of Greece”. Moreover,
we tend to involve the students in an efficient and qualitative Environmental
Education Project.
Through the cooperation, the exchange of knowledge and experiences
among the school members of the Network – and their continuous
communication, we aim at the constant feedback of the program as well as at
the creation of a relationship based on team spirit and cooperation.
The ports, like the cities and the villages, which are directly
associated to them, cannot avoid the development in the course of time in
order to meet the ever changing needs of the citizens. However, it’s our duty
to claim and actively contribute to a better quality of life, by protecting the
environment and creating harmonic and sustainable relations, both among
people as well as between human and nature. The creation of the National
Thematic Network “The ports of Greece” is meant to highlight these issues.
Since, the protection of the environment and the issues concerning
ports cannot be restricted in the margins of a state, we intend to extend the
National Network to a European one.
Objectives
Using the ports as a field of learning, we encourage students to work
on one or more dimensions of the ports; to learn the role and the value of the
port in shaping social and financial components, to understand the impact of
the human interference, to investigate the historical sources, to realize the
changes, to compare and recommend alternative solutions of problems, to
publish the results and the conclusions of their involvement with this subject
in order to enhance the awareness of the authorities and the local society.
Finally, they should apply action strategies that can lead to the sustainable
development of the ports (Kamarinou, 2000).
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Implementation – Methodology
The implementation of the program is based on the holistic and interdisciplinary approach of the subject, on experience-based methodology and
on the evaluation of the entire project, both internally and externally.
The Environmental Education Center of Drapetsona supports in
many ways the Network.
–
Provides books to the network members, with the guidelines of
the project, worksheets which support the survey of factors
related to the port, and additional educational material
–
Designs and applies a 5-hour daily programme “The port of
Pireaus / Yesterday – Today”
–
Cooperates and supports schools with systematic, scientific and
pedagogic aid
–
Organizes congresses, seminars, meetings for further in-service
education of the teachers
–
Makes an effort to create a powerful and reliable network that
can be part of greater and wider networks and to expand it to
European level
–
Finally, it will publish a book which will contain all the network
members’ essays.
From the first year we realized that there was an intense interest of
collaboration between Environmental Education Centers, Directorates and
schools. There have been positive comments not only for the selection of
this subject but also for the implementation strategies of this project and
new participants apply for the Network.
Evaluation
The experience of the implementation of this Network showed that
networks can contribute to:
–
Further education
–
Stimulation to create a data base
–
Feedback and comparison of knowledge and experience
–
Production of new material
–
Conceiving of ideas for innovative actions
–
Collaboration in local, regional and national level
–
Exchange of experience among students and teachers
–
Mutual school visits.
The participation in the Networks’ activities shows that the existence
of a school Network can activate schools to get involved in a particular
environmental issue, to understand its value and to motivate them for the
environmental protection of their area. The fact that the Network is been
supported in many ways by the coordinating Environmental Education
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Centre makes the work of schools easier. At the same time, the application
of the program is every school differs. Based on the suggested keystones
and the material given by the Centre and mainly on the personal interests
and knowledge of the teachers and the students, but also on the particular
factors of the area under study, the schools focus and develop different
perspectives of the thematic subject.
The involvement in the Network is valuable because every school
contributes to the application of inquiring and educative methods, to the
creation of the final products, to a multi-dimensional approach of the
environmental issue and to the sharing of educational materials and action
ideas with the other schools of the Network.
Finally during the Network Meetings the following subjects are
being addressed:
–
Which methods can we suggest the members of the Network in
order to study the subject with scientific reliability adapted to the
students’ skills?
–
In what way can we have an easier, direct and positive
communication and collaboration among the members, and even
between members and authorities?
–
Can the local actions be better supported within the Network?
–
Which ways are considered to be more effective for the increase
of the environmental awareness of the local society?
–
Which are the good practices for the implementation, the
evaluation and the presentation of the project?
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THE TOWN OF CHILDRENS
LA CITTÀ DEI BAMBINI 15
Letizia Montalbano
Docente di Sociologia dell'ambiente
e Metodologia della Ricerca Sociologica
presso la Facoltà di Architettura dell'Università di Palermo
L’alone di crescente anomia che minaccia la realtà di molte città
europee è reso più inquietante dai numerosi rapporti che mostrano una
aumentata espansione delle periferie caratterizzate da frammentazione
spaziale e sociale. Il rinnovo di quartieri periferici è un problema ampio e
rilevante dal punto di vista della sostenibilità urbana che coinvolge questioni
spaziali, sociali ed ambientali. Gli strumenti urbanistici sia tradizionali sia
recenti, spesso non tengono sufficientemente conto del coordinamento tra il
sistema dei trasporti, le abitazioni, i servizi e la sostenibilità ambientale;
inoltre la pianificazione spesso trascura le categorie sociali più deboli e
meno ascoltate come bambini, disabili, donne ed anziani favorendo interessi
forti che vanificano gli sforzi tesi a raggiungere l’equità sociale. Si è quindi
resa evidente l’urgenza di coinvolgere e di ascoltare le comunità locali,
includendo associazioni e organizzazioni che operano anche a livello locale,
attraverso la costruzione di una rete interattiva che combatta la marginalità e
l’esclusione sociale proponendosi obiettivi di equità. C’è un cambiamento
nel processo di conoscenza che rispetto al metodo ed alle visioni
tradizionale presta maggiore attenzione sia alla interrelazione tra ambiente,
struttura urbana e componenti sociali, ma anche tra gli “esperti” e gli
abitanti, cercando di interconnettere il processo operato dal planner con la
conoscenza locale, cercando di integrare competenze e strumenti diversi.
È qui che il pianificatore deve operare con crescente responsabilità
per far sì che entrambe le “voci” vengano ascoltate e le scelte non siano più
a senso unico. Non è più tempo infatti di mere competenze tecniche e
strumenti razionali: nuovi scenari chiedono nuovi approcci, dove la
comunicazione sia ampliata dalla conoscenza. Non solo planners capaci di
ascoltare ma anche di rimandare il livello di timore e speranza degli abitanti
attraverso domande su interessi profondi. Le Università hanno un ruolo
fondamentale nel formare i nuovi planners, supportando una conoscenza
critica in grado di collegare differenti aspetti e questioni urbane ed attivando
capacità di ascolto e di comunicazione che considerino e coinvolgano
realmente gli abitanti.
15. AESOP - PRIZE FOR EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING FOR PRACTICE
Association of European Schools of Planning – Prize 2003
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Finalità
Il contenuto del corso16 mirava attraverso il laboratorio a fornire
strumenti per interpretare e recuperare le risorse storiche e ambientali,
secondo un approccio sistemico e sostenibile, utilizzando una metodologia
analitica interdisciplinare. Questo metodo mira a recuperare il sistema
naturale e rurale, i servizi, le infrastrutture, le attrezzature per la cultura ed il
tempo libero in relazione alle categorie più deboli e meno protette con
particolare riguardo ai bambini. Particolare attenzione è stata rivolta alla
rappresentazione e comunicazione dell'analisi e alla raccolta dei dati (in
modo da essere disponibili per la comunità locale) ed all’ “ascolto” della
voce degli abitanti utilizzando il questionario, redatto in aula insieme agli
studenti. L’area d'interesse è Borgo Nuovo, un’area marginale della città di
Palermo, ad alta presenza di giovani, alto rischio di delinquenza, alto tasso
di disoccupazione ed un generale degrado spaziale, sociale ed ambientale.
Nonostante questi problemi, l’area è caratterizzata dalla vitale attività di
associazioni pubbliche e private che operano molto attivamente nella vita
del quartiere. L’esperimento ha incluso la collaborazione con
l'amministrazione e le istituzioni locali come centri sociali, associazione di
anziani, centro di riabilitazione giovanile e soprattutto le scuole elementari e
medie. Queste ultime sono state infatti partners privilegiati all’interno del
programma poiché coinvolti in modo più diretto nel laboratorio. Il processo di
conoscenza interdisciplinare si è basato sull'idea di città come spazio della
socialità e della pluralità. Il progetto è finalizzato a migliorare la qualità
urbana complessiva e la coerenza tra le varie componenti del piano
(infrastrutture, sistemi di trasporto, abitazione, servizi, ambiente), ripensando
criticamente le scelte del piano tradizionale. Sia la fase di esplorazione, sia la
fase di progetto coinvolgono direttamente le comunità locali, le associazioni
presenti come l'assessorato ai beni ambientali e culturali. All’istruzione e alle
attività sociali. Il Laboratorio ha concluso il suo lavoro con l'operetta musicale
“Wir Bauen Eine Stadt” di Hindemith, adattata alla realtà locale, e con una
mostra dei piani prodotti. Il laboratorio ha visto la partecipazione un gruppo
di professori ed esperti esterni.17 Particolare attenzione è stata rivolta
all'ascolto e a tecniche partecipative tra comunità, studenti e istituzioni.
16. Corsi coordinati “La città e i bambini” - Università di Palermo – Facoltà di Architettura
Laboratorio di Urbanistica (Prof.C.Quartarone), Insegnamenti integrativi: Modulo di
Sociologia delle Comunità Local (Prof.L.Montalbano), Modulo di Recupero e
Riqualificazione urbana, ambientale e territoriale (Prof.G.Bonafede), Gruppo di lavoro
F.Triolo (Dottore in Pian.Terr ed Urb), A.Panzarella (arch.e dottorando), D.Mercadante
(arch .), Laboratorio di Pianificazione Territoriale Urbana ed Ambientale (Prof.I.Pinzello ),
Modulo di Recup. e Riqual. urb., territ. ed ambient.(Prof.F.Schiavo ).
17. Marisa Di Giovanna, assistente sociale, responsabile del centro giovanile ricreativo e di
recupero di Palermo - Federico Lazzaro, ex responsabile dell'Istituto autonomo delle case
popolari-Francesco Tonucci, psicologo e responsabile del progetto internazionale “La Città
dei Bambini” del CNR, Istituto di scienze e tecnologia della cognizione, Roma.-Luca
Valentino, regista, professore di arte scenica al conservatorio di Alessandria -M. Rossi Doria,
maestro elementare, che lavora come “maestro di strada” in numerose periferie di Napoli.
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Obiettivi
Obiettivo generale del corso è stato esplorare le condizioni spaziali e
sociali di un quartiere marginale di una grande città come Palermo,
attivando un processo di pianificazione comunicativo. L’obiettivo principale
è formare urbanisti che (in aggiunta alle competenze tecniche) siano in
grado di attivare capacità di ascolto e di comunicazione non solo con le
istituzioni locali, ma anche direttamente con gli abitanti e specialmente con
categorie più deboli e meno ascoltate come i bambini. Il team del
laboratorio, quindi, mirava a modificare l'inclinazione degli studenti di
architettura ad agire tramite grandi segni progettuali che non tengono
sufficientemente conto dei reali problemi e desideri degli abitanti,
soprattutto dei bambini che, oltre ad essere in grado di apportare interessanti
e necessari contributi al processo di piano, sono anche particolarmente
capaci di attrarre sui loro suggerimenti progettuali un sentimento condiviso
di rispetto ed approvazione di tutta la comunità locale che è di grande
importanza anche per la gestione del piano. Il team del laboratorio ha
cercato di attivare un percorso comunicativo ed interattivo tra differenti
fasce generazionali, non solo per integrare la tendenza analitica degli
studenti di pianificazione con la predisposizione progettuale degli studenti
di architettura, ma anche per migliorare le capacità creative di studenti e
bambini, armonizzando i loro punti di vista. Inoltre, il team ha cercato di
considerare realtà e desideri di tutti gli abitanti e di confrontarli con le
possibilità della pubblica amministrazione locale di realizzarli.
Obiettivi specifici sono stati:
–
Contribuire a formare l’identità e la crescita di studenti e bambini
attraverso una conoscenza critica dell’area in esame e un
consapevole confronto con le comunità locali.
–
Prendere in considerazione ed interpretare la realtà e i desideri
degli abitanti come soggetti abili a contribuire ad arricchire il
processo di piano. Essere in grado di integrare la conoscenza
tecnica con quella locale.
–
Aumentare la responsabilità del planners nel processo di
apprendimento/conoscenza dell’habitat locale dove si opera.
–
Migliorare la capacità di operare analisi spaziali, ambientali e
sociali.
–
Sviluppare la capacità di rappresentazione dello spazio urbano.
–
Incrementare il valore della capacità creative degli studenti e di
tutti i soggetti coinvolti al fine di costruire un processo di
pianificazione sostenibile.
–
Consentire agli abitanti la comprensione delle analisi, della
raccolta e interpretazione dei dati, dei risultati del processo di
pianificazione coinvolgendo amministratori e comunità locali.
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Metodologia
L’approccio metodologico di questo laboratorio è basato su tecniche
partecipative e pratiche di ascolto finalizzate ad incrementare le capacità
creative di tutti i soggetti coinvolti nel programma (bambini, studenti,
professori, esperti esterni, comunità locale, associazioni, istituzioni).
Il team del laboratorio, crede, infatti, che attivando un processo
comunicativo sia più facile arricchire un quadro condiviso di problemi,
qualità e possibili azioni/strategie per riqualificare il quartiere.
Le tecniche usate nel corso sono state le seguenti:-Visite guidate sul
sito - Redazione di singoli reportage - Dibattiti in classe - Decodificazione
dei reportages - Lezioni frontali - Seminari con esperti esterni, operatori
sociali, insegnanti delle scuole elementari e medie - Dibattiti in classe sulle
lezioni e seminari - Redazione e distribuzione di questionari indirizzati a
differenti fasce di età (adulti, bambini, ragazzi), cercando di formulare
domande che potessero restituire informazioni sui loro desideri e la loro
realtà - Laboratori con i bambini - Laboratori per costruire un sistema di
analisi finalizzato a descrivere: lo sviluppo storico dell'area con riferimento
al resto della città, l’accessibilità, il paesaggio, morfologia del tessuto
urbano, sistemi di trasporto, abitazione, servizi a scala urbana e di quartiere,
luoghi di svago, spazi aperti di relazione, sicurezza - Interpretazione dei
risultati dei questionari - Laboratorio per la redazione di un quadro finale
sintetico - Sceneggiatura dell'opera musicale “Wir Bauen Eine Stadt”
adattata al quartiere con l'aiuto di esperti esterni ed utilizzando il materiale
prodotto dai bambini - Redazione di progetti dell'area d'interesse per gruppi
di studenti - Messa in scena dell'opera musicale, mostra dei progetti e scelta
dei migliori.
Figure coinvolte: Bambini e insegnanti svolgono a scuola le attività
preparatorie attraverso un brain storming, lo sviluppo dei temi, dibattiti e la
compilazione dei questionari elaborati dal Laboratorio dell’Università .
Due volte al mese durante un incontro il gruppo del laboratorio e gli
insegnanti delle scuole elementari e delle medie relazionano sul lavoro
svolto e si confrontano sulle principali difficoltà incontrate. Anche gli
esperti e gli operatori sociali sono coinvolti in quest’attività.
Difficoltà
Le maggiori difficoltà incontrate sono connesse a fasi organizzative
e operative.
Le difficoltà organizzative in particolare sono state: il coordinamento
con gli esperti esterni; il coinvolgimento ed il coordinamento con gli
operatori sociali; le relazioni tra comunità locali e istituzioni; il reperimento
dei fondi necessari per sviluppare il progetto.
Questi problemi sono stati superati con una serie di azioni e
retroazioni finalizzate a costruire scenari condivisi. In particolare, gli esperti
che lavorano con i bambini sono stati incuriositi e sinceramente interessati di
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arricchire la loro esperienza con l’originale programma proposto all'interno
del laboratorio, mostrando grande disponibilità ad intervenire. Gli operatori
sociali hanno scoperto una ricaduta positiva nei loro programmi così come le
scuole elementari e medie e le altre associazioni che hanno collaborato
attivamente a costruire un calendario di incontri per coordinare le attività.
L’amministrazione locale ha incluso questo Progetto nei propri
programmi (vedi iniziativa “La scuola adotta un monumento”) e
finanziandolo in parte insieme alla Facoltà di Architettura. Le difficoltà
nelle fasi operative sono state invece: cambiare alcune date con gli studenti
e tutti i soggetti coinvolti a causa di eventi imprevisti. Generalmente tutti i
soggetti sono stati disponibili a tali modifiche; fare emergere le questioni
urbane da alcune classi elementari dove gli insegnanti non erano
sufficientemente preparati allo scopo. In questo caso gli insegnanti più
giovani e più organizzati hanno aiutato i loro colleghi a migliorare le attività
propedeutiche al laboratorio.
Innovazione
L’approccio metodologico è innovativo perchè ha attivato processi
di pianificazione comunicativa, alternativi agli strumenti di pianificazione
tradizionali, coinvolgendo un gran numero di soggetti sociali :
–
ha preparato gli studenti a lavorare in aree marginali,
considerando i reali bisogni degli abitanti, spesso inespressi
–
ha stimolato gli studenti a interagire con i bambini come una
particolare categoria che rappresenta un inusuale indicatore della
sostenibilità urbana
–
ha aiutato le istituzioni e le comunità locali a interagire le une
con le altre
–
ha fornito svariati scenari, attraverso i quali è possibile scegliere i
migliori
progetti
che
possono
essere
implementati
dall’amministrazione locale, in alternativa ai piani tradizionali.
Inoltre si è visto come i bambini hanno:
–
sviluppato interesse ai problemi e alle qualità della loro città
–
espresso la loro percezione dell’ambiente acquisendo
consapevolezza critica
–
acquisito nuova conoscenza su questioni urbane e spaziali
allargando la loro capacità operativa
–
riconosciuto il grosso valore creativo della comunicazione tra
tutti i soggetti coinvolti
–
acquisito abilità nella rappresentazione, nella descrizione e nella
selezione dei problemi emergenti e delle qualità dello spazio
delle periferie.
Essi si sono espressi con consapevolezza sulle scelte per le aree
marginali riconoscendo se stessi come particolari indicatori di sostenibilità.
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Si sono sentiti responsabili e partecipi degli aspetti sociali e spaziali.
I bambini hanno inoltre fornito analisi interessanti sulla vita del proprio
ambiente e soluzioni creative contribuendo al processo di pianificazione
partecipata. Il metodo proposto dal laboratorio è stato inoltre ritenuto
innovativo per le seguenti ragioni: gli insegnanti delle scuole elementari e
medie possono includere nella loro offerta formativa problemi inerenti
all'urbanistica e all'ambiente, avendo l'opportunità di confrontarsi con
esperti nel campo. Il confronto con esperti della città e dell'ambiente, così
come con psicologi, operatori sociali e altri esperti in ambito educativo,
contribuisce ad arricchire le loro competenze, quello con le istituzioni locali
offre nuove possibilità di ampliare l'offerta formativa scolastica, e di
rivolgerla anche verso altri campi affini a quello ambientale.
Riproducibilità
Tutto il processo è un programma pilota ed è stato documentato in
un CD in modo da costituire un prototipo per essere usato da
amministrazioni locali, scuole e università. Il CD è stato allegato al libro
“La Città e i Bambini” (recentemente edito dalla Palumbo per la collana
didattica TenerCittà) che racconta l’esperienza del laboratorio e che viene
adottato da quest’anno nei corsi di Architettura ed Urbanistica. Si vuole
anche realizzare un kit dell'opera “Wir Bauen Eine Stadt” da distribuire, in
ambito nazionale, a scuole caratterizzate anche da contesti sociali e culturali
differenti. Il programma del laboratorio è stato successivamente esteso ad
altre scuole di aree marginali (ex. il Malaspina, quartiere dove sorge
l'omonimo carcere minorile) come nell’ambito del progetto di
riqualificazione attraverso la creazione e l'istallazione di manufatti artistici
dell'area del fiume Oreto18, al quale anche i bambini di Borgonuovo,
quartiere lontano dall’Oreto, hanno partecipato con sopralluoghi ed
elaborati. Il fine è quello di costituire una rete di centri di ascolto, con
riferimento ai problemi urbani e ambientali, e costruire un mosaico di piani
innovativi. Questo mosaico potrebbe fornire possibili risposte alternative da
considerare nella pianificazione generale.

18. Progetto patrocinato dalla Fondazione pro-Fiumara D'arte in collaborazione con il
Comune di Palermo, che ha coinvolto tutti i laboratori della Facoltà di Architettura
dell'Università di Palermo negli a.a. 2004–2005 e 2005-2006.
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LA CITTÀ SOSTENIBILE: IL RUOLO DELLE SCUOLE
NEI PROCESSI DI GOVERNANCE AMBIENTALE
DELLA CITTÀ DEL FARE
Massimo Padovano
Direttore del Progetto “La Città Sostenibile
Agenda 21 Locale della Città del fare”
L’intervento illustra la strategia “di rete” promossa dall’Agenzia
Città del fare SCpA per favorire il coinvolgimento delle scuole di una vasta
area a Nord-Est di Napoli nell’ambito del progetto “La Città Sostenibile” e
per promuovere sistemi stabili di relazioni tra stakeholders sui temi
dell’educazione ambientale, all’interno di un modello di governance
territoriale in evoluzione.
L’Agenzia nel contesto territoriale
Città del fare SCpA è l’Agenzia Locale di Sviluppo di 10 Comuni a
Nord-Est di Napoli, identificatisi come Sistema Territoriale di Sviluppo
(STS) “Città del fare”. Nata nel 1998 come soggetto gestore del Patto
Territoriale per l’Occupazione “Area Nord Est della Provincia di Napoli”,
dal 2002 Città del fare SCpA ha assunto l’attuale denominazione ed ha
ampliato la propria missione operativa alla progettazione e gestione di
servizi in forma associata per i Comuni Soci. In particolare, l’Agenzia si è
orientata verso la realizzazione di progetti integrati di sviluppo negli ambiti
della pianificazione territoriale, della programmazione economica,
dell’inclusione sociale e dell’innovazione amministrativa.
Città del fare SCpA opera in un territorio che ha subito negli ultimi
50 anni una profonda e traumatica trasformazione socio-economica ed
urbanistica. Il rapido passaggio da un’economia rurale ad una società di tipo
prevalentemente industriale è stato imposto da grandi programmi nazionali
di infrastrutturazione industriale, pensati essenzialmente in funzione delle
esigenze di sviluppo e riorganizzazione territoriale della città capoluogo. Il
contesto locale riflette oggi contraddizioni e limiti di questo approccio,
evidenziando forti punti di crisi relativi alla struttura territoriale, allo stato
delle risorse ambientali e alle dinamiche socio-economiche. Con
riferimento, in particolare, alle problematiche territoriali ed ambientali, nel
STS si combinano e si addensano gli effetti negativi di una molteplicità di
“agenti” e fattori, che, determinando condizioni generali di gravissimo
degrado, richiedono un costante monitoraggio della loro evoluzione ed
evidenziano la necessità di un controllo rigoroso del territorio.
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Rete Partenariale e Concertazione per lo sviluppo
Città del fare SCpA esercita una funzione di agency, ovvero di
raccordo tra Istituzioni, Cultura, Economia e Società del STS. La sua azione
si fonda su due “pilastri”, che favoriscono il processo di costruzione ed
accumulazione di capitale sociale territoriale:
–
Il Partenariato, luogo di incontro dei 150 attori sociali ed
economici, pubblici e privati, che esercitano poteri, funzioni e
responsabilità nel STS
–
La Concertazione, metodo moderno e maturo per trattare i
conflitti e ricercare soluzioni condivise nella comunità locale.
La strategia utilizzata vuole conferire caratteri di competitività al
STS, assicurando democrazia e partecipazione al processo di sviluppo,
contribuendo a costruire un tessuto istituzionale, sociale ed economico più
coeso, aumentando efficacia ed efficienza delle funzioni pubbliche.
Per assicurare buoni livelli di governance locale, già negli anni
scorsi il Partenariato della Città del fare si è dotato di proprie “regole di
concertazione”. Attualmente è in corso un processo di rafforzamento del
modello di governance territoriale, che passa attraverso la revisione dello
Statuto dell’Agenzia, l’evoluzione istituzionale del Partenariato,
l’internalizzazione del “punto di vista ambientale” nel sistema di regole,
funzioni e competenze che connota il modello.
Verso una città sostenibile
La Città Sostenibile è il progetto di Città del fare SCpA finalizzato
all’attivazione e al consolidamento nel STS del processo di Agenda 21
Locale, strumento essenziale per dare attuazione al mainstreaming ambientale
nella costruzione e realizzazione di programmi e azioni locali di sviluppo.
Obiettivo strategico è la costruzione di un modello di governance
ambientale, idoneo a favorire la definizione, l’assunzione e la diffusione di
regole, scelte e comportamenti – individuali e collettivi – orientati
concretamente alla compatibilità e alla sostenibilità dello sviluppo territoriale.
Il progetto, che ha avuto inizio nel settembre 2004, dispone di un budget
di 1.600.000 Euro, in gran parte a valere sul Programma Aggiuntivo – Patti
Territoriali per l’Occupazione (Delibera CIPE 83/2002).
La Città Sostenibile è articolata in quattro fasi principali, che
prevedono interventi diversificati:
–
Il coinvolgimento degli attori territoriali nel processo di Agenda
21 Locale
–
La costruzione di un sistema permanente di monitoraggio ambientale
–
L’attivazione del Forum Agenda 21 della Città del fare
–
La redazione e adozione del Piano d’Azione A21.
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A scuola di ambiente
La Città Sostenibile sta realizzando una linea di intervento per
l’educazione ambientale nelle scuole pubbliche del STS, articolata in tre
filoni progettuali che sono attuati e gestiti direttamente dall’Agenzia:
Laboratori di Progettazione Partecipata
I due Laboratori attivati – La città innovata dai bambini e Pensare
Sostenibile – coinvolgono attivamente 120 alunni di 4 scuole primarie e
secondarie di primo grado. Gli interventi sono articolati in quattro fasi:
–
Analisi dell’ambiente scolastico ed urbano da un punto di vista,
ambientale, sociale e sensoriale, per identificare i problemi
ambientali “emergenti”
–
Formulazione di ipotesi progettuali relative ai temi prescelti
(riqualificazione degli spazi urbani e scolastici, realizzazione di
percorsi sicuri casa-scuola, sfruttamento sostenibile delle risorse,
tutela della biodiversità)
–
Realizzazione di alcuni degli interventi progettati
–
Promozione di eventi pubblici e di prodotti di divulgazione dei risultati.
Ecoscuole in rete
L’intervento è finalizzato all’attivazione e alla “messa in rete” di
Agende 21 scolastiche in 6 Istituti del secondo ciclo. Il progetto, che adotta
l’approccio metodologico del programma internazionale Eco-Schools,
prevede il coinvolgimento attivo degli studenti nella realizzazione di tutte le
fasi progettuali:
–
Costituzione degli Eco-Comitati
–
Realizzazione di Indagini Ambientali
–
Redazione di Piani d’Azione
–
Monitoraggio e valutazione
–
Elaborazione di Eco-Codici
–
Integrazione curricolare
–
Comunicazione e diffusione dei risultati.
Cinematografare21
Il progetto prevede la realizzazione e la diffusione di corti
cinematografici sui temi della sostenibilità ambientale, del rapporto tra
l’uomo e l’ambiente, delle “rinascite territoriali”.
L’iniziativa attiva due interventi:
–
Un Laboratorio sulle tecniche audiovisive, rivolto agli studenti di
8 Istituti del secondo ciclo scolastico e finalizzato alla
produzione di cortometraggi, che verranno proiettati e votati in
tutte le scuole coinvolte
–
Una Rassegna/Concorso di rilievo nazionale, in cui saranno
proiettati, giudicati e premiati i cortometraggi proposti in tre
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differenti Sezioni di concorso (Scuole della Città del fare,
Società Civile della Città del fare e Cineasti).
Fare rete per l’ambiente: nuovi valori e nuove politiche
La strategia adottata ha avviato la costruzione di una Rete
Territoriale per l’Educazione Ambientale (ReTEA), con lo scopo di:
–
Promuovere la diffusione di nuove conoscenze e competenze sui
temi ambientali
–
Strutturare relazioni permanenti di fiducia e cooperazione tra le agenzie
educative e gli altri attori del territorio (istituzioni, associazioni locali,
organizzazioni no-profit, operatori economici locali)
–
Attribuire a bambini, ragazzi e giovani un ruolo centrale nel
coinvolgimento delle comunità locali e nella promozione di
“visioni” di trasformazione territoriale, atteggiamenti di
appartenenza e “cittadinanza attiva”, nuove forme di coesione,
sicurezza ed identità sociale.
In questa esperienza, ReTEA si pone come strumento di promozione
di nuovi modelli di cultura civica ed ambito di sperimentazione di nuove
pratiche di gestione del territorio.
Sul piano culturale, la Rete stimola bisogni e “visioni” di
cambiamento, rafforza legami identitari e processi partecipativi, riconosce e
salvaguarda il valore della cooperazione sociale. Con riferimento alle
concrete pratiche di gestione, essa favorisce lo scambio di idee, conoscenze
e buone prassi tra gli attori territoriali, integra il principio ambientale nella
formazione scolastica e nelle politiche pubbliche, realizza interventi di
riqualificazione territoriale ed ambientale.
Fare rete per l’ambiente: i “nodi” e gli strumenti
La costruzione di ReTEA ha richiesto:
–
L’identificazione dei “nodi” principali (l’Agenzia e le scuole), in
relazione ai quali sono state attribuite le funzioni e si è disegnato
il “sistema di relazioni”
–
La progettazione ed implementazione degli strumenti “per fare rete”.
Sotto il primo profilo (i nodi), l’Agenzia: fornisce l’impulso strategico
alla strutturazione della Rete; realizza e gestisce gli strumenti per costruire,
manutenere e rafforzare la Rete; raccorda tra di loro i vari soggetti, incidendo
positivamente sulla natura, la qualità e l’intensità delle relazioni.
Alle scuole spetta il compito di: promuovere lo sviluppo di
conoscenze e competenze; stimolare nei giovani un approccio critico e
proattivo nei confronti del proprio territorio; veicolare, attraverso gli
studenti, i valori ambientali all’intera comunità scolastica, alle famiglie, alle
istituzioni, ai cittadini; sperimentare nuove strategie educative in grado di
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valorizzare il dialogo e la cooperazione tra i diversi attori della comunità
locale.
In relazione al secondo aspetto, i numerosi strumenti utilizzati sono
riconducibili a due macro-categorie di attività:
–
L’animazione territoriale ed il coinvolgimento di scuole,
istituzioni locali, associazioni, attraverso contatti diretti,
workshop informativi, bandi, invio di materiale tecnico ed
informativo, affissioni pubbliche
–
La costruzione e formalizzazione di rapporti tra i soggetti della
Rete, attraverso la creazione di “luoghi” di condivisione e
scambio, la realizzazione di specifici strumenti di network e
comunicazione “interna”, la sottoscrizione formale di Accordi
per attività di interesse comune tra Agenzia e scuole e di Accordi
di partnership tra scuole ed amministrazioni comunali.
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ASPETTI PECULIARI DEL SISTEMA
DEI CENTRI DI EDUCAZIONE AMBIENTALE
DELLA REGIONE LIGURIA
Serena Recagno
ARPAL-CREA. Agenzia Regionale per la Protezione dell’Ambiente
Ligure - Centro Regionale di Educazione Ambientale
Cristina Gestro
Regione Liguria- Settore Politiche dello sviluppo sostenibile
Nel corso degli anni novanta nelle Regioni italiane è stata promossa
la nascita di Sistemi di Centri di Educazione Ambientale con l’obiettivo
di messa in rete e integrazione delle diverse realtà esistenti sul
territorio (per superare la frammentarietà e la disorganicità che
caratterizzava le proposte educative) e di giungere a costruire un vero
e proprio sistema di servizi per l’educazione ambientale capace di
interfacciare agenzie educative e territorio (inteso in tutte le sue
articolazioni: cittadini singoli ed associati, scuole, EE.LL., soggetti
economici, ecc.)19.

In Regione Liguria la scelta è stata quella di costruire un Sistema di
natura pubblica, nel quale i Centri afferissero obbligatoriamente a EE.LL,
con l’obiettivo di promuovere, potenziare e realizzare iniziative di
educazione ambientale nell’intero territorio regionale e nel quadro di una
strategia di apprendimento lungo tutto l’arco della vita.
L’appartenenza degli Enti di riferimento dei Centri ai vari livelli di
governo del territorio era intesa a premessa di un presidio della funzione
educativa attraverso l’integrazione delle politiche dei soggetti presenti nel
Sistema e di ottimizzare l’utilizzo delle risorse. La natura pubblica degli
appartenenti alla rete poteva potenzialmente meglio permettere di sviluppare gli
aspetti di ricerca metodologica che stanno alla base della qualità della proposta
educativa ed era più coerente rispetto a un ruolo dei Centri del Sistema di
ascolto del territorio per l’elaborazione delle politiche e di promotori di reti
educative locali (con coinvolgimento di attori pubblici e privati).

In corsivo, citazione da: “Documento di programmazione in materia” di INFEA
(INformazione, Formazione ed Educazione Ambientale) della Regione Liguria .

19.
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Regione Liguria ha fortemente investito nel Sistema INFEA
regionale:
–
Dal punto di vista della “copertura e rappresentatività
territoriale”, a partire dal 1996 (anno di istituzione del primo
Centro, il LabTer R. Sanna del Comune di Genova) e fino al
2003 sono stati progressivamente istituiti 21 Centri.
–
Tutti i livelli di governo (regionale, provinciale, sub- provinciale e
locale) sono presenti nel Sistema e i Centri sono rappresentativi di
realtà territoriali diversificate dal punto di vista sia delle valenze
sia delle problematiche (ambiente urbano, zone costiere a forte
pressione turistica, ambiti rurali dell’entroterra, aree protette).
–
Dal punto di vista delle funzioni, i Centri sono stati destinatari
diretti o indiretti di finanziamenti per lo sviluppo di progettualità
comuni di Sistema rivolte non solo alle istituzioni scolastiche,
ma anche alla pubblica amministrazione stessa e ai cittadini.
Particolarmente importanti sono stati in questo senso i fondi del
Ministero dell’Ambiente e della Tutela del Territorio del programma
INFEA 2002/2005 che hanno permesso di curare due progetti dal Sistema e
per il Sistema dedicati alla formazione degli operatori e alla definizione dei
criteri per l’accreditamento e la certificazione dei Centri.
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1
2
3

CEA Comunità Montana Intemelia
CEA Comunità Montana Valli Argentina Armea
CEA Provincia di Imperia

4
5
6
7
8

CEA Comune di Impera
CEA Comunità Montana Ingauna
CEA Provincia di Savona
LabTer Comune di Savona
CEA Riviera del Beigua (Comuni di Arenano, Cogoleto, Varazze,
Celle Albisola Marina e Albissola Superiore)
CE Parco del Beigua
ARPAL-CREA – Centro Regionale di Educazione Ambientale
CEA Provincia di Genova
LabTer “R. Sanna” Comune di Genova
CEA Comunità Montana Alta Val Polcevera
CE Parco dell’Antola
LabTer Parco di Portofino
CE Parco dell’Aveto
CEA “Varese Ligure e Val di Vara” Comune di Varese Ligure
LabTer “Tigullio” Comune di Sestri Levante
CEA Provincia di La Spezia
LabTer Comune della Spezia
CEA Parco di Montemarcello-Magra

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
27
18
19
20
21

Il documento di riferimento che può permettere di tracciare una
sintetica presentazione del Sistema Ligure INFEA è la pubblicazione finale
nata dal percorso partecipato dei Centri verso la definizione dei criteri di qualità
delle proprie strutture e delle modalità di espletamento delle proprie funzioni20.
Nel volume è riportato anche il quadro di riferimento concettuale
costruito durante il percorso, che così esplicita la proposta educativa del
Sistema Ligure:
L’educazione ambientale, anche intesa come educazione alla
cittadinanza, essendo rivolta a stimolare il cambiamento (nel singolo e
nella collettività) necessita della capacità e dell’esercizio di riflessione
sui processi di apprendimento e su ciò che li condiziona, allo scopo di
cogliere le rappresentazioni del mondo implicite nel modo di pensare
di ciascuno, anche con l’obiettivo di modificarle, attivando modalità
di costruzione di consapevolezza e superando la semplice
20. A.A.V.V. Il percorso partecipato del Sistema Ligure INFEA verso la qualità. ARPAL,
2005.
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proposizione di “regole” (quali i classici decaloghi delle “buone
azioni”). […] Tali modalità richiedono l’interpretazione del ruolo di
educatore quale facilitatore tra saperi in essere, volto alla costruzione
di connessioni, attento a favorire autonomia, capacità di prendere
decisioni e di tracciare la strada da intraprendere.

Anche il Sistema di Indicatori di Qualità (SIQUAL) elaborato
discende naturalmente dai presupposti teorici di riferimento individuati per
il Sistema. Rispetto alla presente relazione è significativo sottolineare che,
accanto alle funzioni individuate per i singoli Centri (proposta educativa,
progettazione territoriale, informazione, comunicazione, formazione), è stata
individuata una specifica area di valutazione sul “Fare Sistema”, a evidenziare
che nel nostro caso i diversi livelli possibili di relazione fra i Centri
(collaborazione, cooperazione e coprogettazione) non sono facoltativi.
I Centri del Sistema presentano alcune specificità rispetto alle
funzioni sviluppate, legate alla natura degli Enti referenti e dei territorio che
rappresentano: la maggior parte rivolge la propria azione al mondo della
scuola ma negli anni è cresciuta l’importanza relativa delle azioni di
animazione territoriale per la sostenibilità (promozione e sviluppo di A21L,
di reti territoriali per la soluzione di problematiche locali) e di promozione
del cambiamento nella Pubblica Amministrazione. Alcuni Centri si
connotano anche per le azioni di marketing territoriale condotte e la
fornitura di servizi turistici.
L’evoluzione che i Centri hanno sperimentato dagli anni Novanta ad
oggi, emersa in modo chiaro dalle riflessioni che hanno portato al SIQUAL,
dovrebbe implicare anche una ridefinizione delle originarie terminologie
INFEA, soprattutto per quanto riguarda la distinzione fra Laboratori
Territoriali e Centri di Esperienza.
Brevemente, le funzioni principali dei Centri all’interno del
Sistema sono:
–
Il monitoraggio dei bisogni educativi del territorio e delle
risposte in atto
–
Il supporto alla costruzione della strategia g-locale per
l’educazione ambientale
–
Lo sviluppo di programmi di comunicazione, educazione e
social learning secondo una strategia coordinata e riferita a
principi condivisi.
A partire dall’esperienza condotta in questi anni, i punti di forza del
Sistema, che “fanno la differenza” rispetto al valore aggiunto che potrebbe
produrre una rete di soggetti a maglie più lasche rispetto a quella ligure,
potrebbero essere sintetizzati come segue:
–
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Questo è un aspetto attualmente in progress per il Sistema
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–

–
–
–

Ligure: lo sviluppo di strategie integrate implica forme di
governo del Sistema di tipo partecipativo con organi di indirizzo
in cui possono esprimersi (secondo forme di rappresentanza) tutti
i soggetti appartenenti al Sistema e che siano luogo di confronto
e di costruzione di percorsi comuni. Allo stesso modo, si è
chiaramente evidenziato che è necessario che gli EE.LL pongano
i propri Centri all’interno di un quadro strategico locale forte
orientato alla sostenibilità complessiva del territorio, di cui il
CEA va a costituire il motore.
Elaborazione di un quadro di riferimento concettuale (rispetto
agli obiettivi e alla metodologia) comune, di un sistema di
indicatori di qualità e individuazione di modalità di valutazione
condivise. Per il Sistema Ligure questo è stato possibile grazie al
progetto di ricerca sulla qualità. Tali documenti, pur essendo
sempre in evoluzione (dovendo rispondere a un concetto di
qualità dinamica) sono ora un’importantissima base di confronto
interno ed esterno per il Sistema. Inoltre, l’accreditamento e la
certificazione dei Centri potranno rispondere alla necessità di
rendere riconoscibile la qualità della proposta educativa sul
territorio.
Formazione interna periodica, funzionale rispetto alla
progettualità da esprimere.
Sviluppo di azioni di ricerca e innovazione in educazione
ambientale.
Presidio di una funzione di comunicazione e “memoria” di
Sistema.

Alcuni punti di attenzione su cui il lavoro dovrà continuare nei
prossimi anni per far sì che il Sistema esprima appieno le sue potenzialità
sono invece:
–
La definizione di regole, modalità e strumenti per la gestione di
un struttura di rete che sia al tempo stesso flessibile e “leggera”
(e non sia quindi un freno alle attività) e robusta, in modo che le
funzioni minime del Sistema siano sempre garantite.
–
La difficoltà a mantenere attiva la funzione di ricerca
metodologica, per carenza di finanziamenti.
–
Il lavoro necessario per promuovere e preservare la capacità dei
soggetti facenti parte del Sistema di riconoscersi quali parte di un
organismo, dotato di una propria “identità di Sistema”.
–
Il bilanciamento delle forze centrifughe e centripete all’interno
del Sistema.
–
Il superamento di quella che si potrebbe definire una naturale
tendenza, quanto più un Sistema è strutturato, all’autoreferenzialità.
Questo è sicuramente uno dei “difetti” più pericolosi per i Centri
di Educazione Ambientale, che porta al venir meno del dialogo
costruttivo con gli altri soggetti che si occupano di educazione
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ambientale sul territorio e quindi a un sostanziale impoverimento
della qualità dell’offerta educativa a livello locale.
Per quanto riguarda gli sviluppi futuri del Sistema Ligure, alcuni
degli aspetti su cui si sta lavorando per fornire un servizio educativo sempre
più efficace ed efficiente alle comunità locali sono:
–
Il riconoscimento istituzionale dell’architettura e delle modalità
di funzionamento del Sistema e la ridefinizione di alcuni aspetti
alla luce dell’esperienza maturata negli ultimi tre anni.
–
L’integrazione dell’educazione ambientale in tutte le politiche
di settore.
–
L’accoglimento della sfida costituita dall’adesione alla Decade
UNESCO per l’Educazione allo Sviluppo Sostenibile, con
particolare attenzione alla nuova riflessione necessaria per
ricollocare l’educazione ambientale attualmente sviluppata dal
Sistema Ligure nel nuovo scenario.
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LA BIODIVERSITÀ DEL FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA
COME NODO CONCETTUALE
DELL’EDUCAZIONE AMBIENTALE
PER CREARE UNA RETE EDUCATIVA TERRITORIALE
Elvio Toselli, Enrico Bressan
Dipartimento di Biologia, Università degli Studi di Trieste
Via E. Weiss 2, 34127 Trieste - Tel. +39 040 5582080
E-mail: etoselli@units.it – ebressan@units.it
Nella Regione Friuli Venezia Giulia (NE-Italy) è in corso di
attuazione dal 2002 un progetto educativo finalizzato alla costituzione di
una rete regionale tematica di “Educazione alla Biodiversità”, una rete
educativa territoriale che coinvolge oltre alle scuole di ogni ordine e grado,
la Regione, l’Ufficio Scolastico Regionale e il Dipartimento di Biologia
dell’Università degli Studi di Trieste. Quest’ultimo svolge attività di
coordinamento lavorando in partenariato con la rete di scuole coinvolte
mettendo a fuoco la tematica della biodiversità per approfondire la
conoscenza della biodiversità esistente nella regione, considerata indicatore
forte di sostenibilità ambientale. In questo quadro l’Educazione Ambientale
(Fig. 1), concepita come un processo formativo attivo a carattere
multidimensionale, si pone i seguenti obiettivi:
–
Approfondire e divulgare gli studi scientifico-ambientali e
stimolare la diffusione del “Pensiero Ecologico” e dei Saperi ad
esso intimamente connessi, promuovendo un’abitudine di pensiero
e d’azione fondata sulla consapevolezza dell’interdipendenza tra
tutte le forme viventi della biosfera e dei cicli biogeochimici che
perpetuano il loro dinamismo evolutivo.
–
Coinvolgere la componente emotivo-affettiva dell’individuo
mediante lo sviluppo di forme vissute di “intimità” con la Natura,
attraverso momenti di contatto diretto e indiretto con i viventi.
–
Affrontare criticamente i valori culturali attuali che spingono
l’uomo ad estraniarsi dall’ambiente e dalla natura vivente al fine
di far sorgere nel cittadino la consapevolezza e il senso di
responsabilità nell’utilizzo equo e avveduto delle risorse naturali,
per addivenire ad una “dimensione etica estesa all’intera
biosfera: l’Etica naturalistica”.
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Fig. 1. Modello generale dell’educazione Ambientale

L’Educazione ambientale può contribuire alla costruzione di una
nuova visione del mondo fondata su un’Etica naturalistica
(Uomo+Biosfera, Uomo+Ecosfera) e prefigurare un Futuro Sostenibile della
Società Umana nella sua globalità mondiale. Essa si propone nello stesso
tempo di diffondere esperienze diverse più complesse e più complete di
naturalità. In tale prospettiva, l’Educazione ambientale (Fig. 2) si colloca,
come processo formativo a carattere multidimensionale attivo, quale
cerniera tra lo studio della Società umana attuale e quello della biodiversità
e dell’ambiente esistente, valutando l’impatto della presenza dell’uomo
sugli ecosistemi e riconoscendo nel contempo il valore degli Ecoservizi che
la Natura offre spontaneamente alla Società umana.
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Fig. 2. L’ Educazione Ambientale e i Valori umani della natura e della biodiversità.

In questo contesto uno degli aspetti meno indagati dalla letteratura e
meno noti dagli studi sull’evoluzione e sulla formazione della personalità
umana è il ruolo svolto delle esperienze realizzate a contatto diretto e
personale con gli ecosistemi naturali nella formazione della personalità in
generale, nello sviluppo di atteggiamenti e di attitudini più sensibili al
contesto ambientale e naturale in particolare, nonché dallo sviluppo di un
profondo senso di appartenenza alla realtà naturalistico-ambientale in cui si
vive. Abbiamo ritenuto, pertanto, necessario formulare alcuni modelli
educativi generali di riferimento, basati sulla nostra evidenza empirica, che
consentissero di collegare l’aspetto esperienziale del contatto con la Natura
relativa a determinate realtà territoriali con le misure di conservazione della
biodiversità attuate nel territorio e le opportunità didattiche offerte dalle
moderne tecnologie multimediali, anche in corrispondenza con moderni
strumenti di ricerca scientifica, come per esempio i Sistemi Geografici
Informativi e lo studio di immagini satellitari, o ancora i database
multimediali di flora e fauna a scala regionale, l’esame e la produzione di
erbari virtuali. Con questa prospettiva, lo sviluppo e la formazione dei
giovani vengono concepiti in un senso umano ampio ed esteso, che
comprenda l’ambito cognitivo in senso stretto, l’ambito emotivo-affettivo e
l’ambito sociale “valoriale”, cioè quello relativo e strettamente condizionato
dal tessuto socio-culturale in cui il soggetto vive, agendo nella prospettiva di
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giungere ad una “formazione multidimensionale attiva” (Toselli, 1997a). Gli
aspetti percettivo, emotivo-affettivo e cognitivo delle “esperienze di
naturalità” (fig. 3) (Toselli et al., 1999; Toselli, 2003), che potremmo
considerare come elementi costituenti la “matrice cognitiva generale” (Fig.
4) dello sviluppo evolutivo dei ragazzi, sono da noi legate indissolubilmente
alle realtà “di Natura” incontrate dai giovani medesimi.

Fig. 3. Le esperienze di naturalità: Esperienze dirette (attuate tramite il contatto diretto e
personale con ambienti naturali, semi-naturali, prossimo-naturali non dipendenti dalla
presenza o dalle attività dell’uomo, si tratta cioè di ecosistemi in cui Flora e Fauna sono
spontanee), Esperienze indirette (attuate tramite il contatto diretto e personale con ambienti e
specie biologiche all’interno di contesti strutturati creati dall’uomo) ed Esperienze vicarianti
(attuate tramite l’uso di canali comunicativi che veicolano testi ed immagini, rappresentazioni
figurate di ambienti naturali e di specie biologiche).
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Fig. 4. Matrice cognitiva

In questo senso le “esperienze cristallizzanti” messe in atto nel corso
degli anni ’90 presso le classi della Scuola Media Statale AddobbatiBrunner di Trieste nell’ambito del programma di Educazione alla
Biodiversità, seguono la seguente tipologia diversificata: “esperienze dirette
di naturalità”, “esperienze indirette di naturalità” ed “esperienze vicarianti”.
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Le “Esperienze dirette di naturalità” sono state messe in atto nel
corso dei numerosi anni scolastici in cui il progetto di Educazione alla
Biodiversità è stato realizzato. Si è valutato che l’ambiente elettivo per la
realizzazione di tale tipo di esperienze era ed è rappresentato dalla Riserva
Naturale Regionale della Val Rosandra (pSIC) che è situata al limite
orientale del territorio del Carso triestino ed istituita ai sensi della L.R. n. 42
del 30 settembre 1996.
Nel corso delle uscite gli studenti hanno potuto osservare di persona i
diversi aspetti del paesaggio della Val Rosandra da un punto panoramico
favorevole all’osservazione, ascoltare e apprendere dalla guida naturalistica
gli elementi geomorfologici, vegetazionali, floristici e quelli relativi ad alcuni
aspetti faunistici più importanti (quali ad esempio la presenza di una coppia
nidificante di Gufi reali, Bubo bubo), racchiusi tutti in tale prezioso ambiente.
Uno degli elementi naturalistici più significativi della biodiversità
spontanea locale è dato dalla presenza di Iris illyrica, che fiorisce
generalmente tra l’ultima settimana di aprile e la prima di maggio, e che
cresce sui versanti acclivi e rocciosi del M. Stena.

Le Esperienze dirette di naturalità, messe in atto nell’ambito del
programma scolastico annuale nei periodi stagionali più favorevoli,
consentono agli studenti di poter osservare ed esaminare personalmente
segmenti significativi della biodiversità. Per quanto riguarda l’Iris illyrica, è
stato possibile raccogliere materiale biologico interessante, scattare
fotografie e prendere appunti riguardando il suo periodo di fioritura.
Nel corso di vari anni scolastici (in particolare a partire dall’a.s.
1998-99) studenti di numerose classi della scuola media, hanno potuto
svolgere osservazioni, ricerche e studi sia “sul campo”, sia in laboratorio
focalizzando l’attenzione sulla biologia e sull’ecologia delle piante di Iris
illyrica presenti nella particella sperimentale predisposta nel giardino della
Scuola Media Statale Addobbati di Trieste.
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Le Esperienze indirette di naturalità sono attualmente svolte nella
particella ad Iris illyrica presente nel giardino della scuola. Essa è il risultato
di una serie di attività iniziate nel corso degli anni ’90: prima con la raccolta
sul M. Stena di alcuni esemplari di tale specie (a.s. 1995-’96), proseguita
con la loro provvisoria sistemazione in vasi nel giardino della scuola e
infine con il lavoro di sistemazione in una aiuola nel giardino. Si è pervenuti
così, nel corso dell’a.s. 1998-’99, alla sistemazione definitiva delle piante
nella particella sperimentale destinata alla loro coltivazione ex situ. La meta
educativa di tale impegno è stata quella di organizzare e di compiere attività
didattiche periodiche e sistematiche di osservazione, di studio e di raccolta
del materiale biologico vegetale cresciuto durante lo svolgersi del ciclo
fenologico annuale di questa specie, in modo tale da far nascere negli
studenti una forma di sensibilità e di cura verso una specie biologica. Per
esempio, la raccolta di materiale biologico offre l’opportunità di esaminare e
valutare le dimensioni dei semi, mettendo in atto abilità operative
significative, connesse con importanti concetti scientifici.
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Fig. 5. Banca dati multimediale sulla biodiversità. Esempio per l’Iris illyrica; Conservazione
“in situ”: Riserve naturali regionali del Carso; Conservazione “ex situ”: Giardino Botanico
“Carsiana” e “Civico Orto Botanico” di Trieste

Allo scopo di favorire lo sviluppo e la diffusione di attività didattiche
interattive, il progetto prevede la realizzazione di una banca dati multimediale
sulla biodiversità (Fig. 5), che tenga conto della necessità di chiarire e
divulgare le finalità della CIDB e la necessità di far comprendere il concetto
complesso di biodiversità (illustrando gli habitat, le specie e le popolazioni
locali) parallelamente al potenziamento delle capacità cognitive dell’Uomo,
usufruendo dei momenti di esperienze diretta, indiretta e vicariante.
L’utilizzo di immagini satellitari (Esperienze vicarianti) della serie
Landsat che illustrano una visione cromatica del paesaggio della provincia
di Trieste con gli insediamenti urbani e più in generale l’uso del territorio da
parte della comunità locale, consentono agli studenti di acquisire una
“rappresentazione globale” delle caratteristiche ambientali reali dalle quali
poi viene avviata la descrizione e lo studio degli aspetti ecologiconaturalistici più significativi attualmente esistenti nell’ambito del paesaggio
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complessivo del Carso di Trieste. Le attività didattiche connesse con tale
importante opportunità di mediazione vicariante delle esperienze di
naturalità, hanno portato alla realizzazione di mappe grafiche disegnate
dagli studenti, che si focalizzano sulle caratterizzazioni cromatiche degli
elementi più importanti del paesaggio.

Il Sistema Informativo Geografico sulla biodiversità in preparazione
dai ricercatori del Dipartimento di Biologia dell’Università degli Studi di
Trieste sarà un utile strumento per le Esperienze vicarianti nell’Educazione
Ambientale. Con tale strumento gli studenti potranno infatti apprendere, per
esempio, il tipo di vegetazione presente nei vari habitat della regione (Fig.
6) o analizzare l’andamento della biodiversità presente sul territorio
regionale (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 6. Esempio di interrogazione del Sistema Informativo Geografico sulla biodiversità

Fig. 7. Mappa della ricchezza floristica della Regione Friuli Venezia Giulia (dati da
Poldini, 2002).
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NGO CONTRIBUTION TO REALISATION
OF GOVERNMENTAL TASKS
IN ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION IN HUNGARY
Kriszta Vásárhelyi, Gabriella Ádám
Green-chain (Körlánc)
Countrywide Association for Environmental Education
Address: Kaszap u. 6-14, Kecskemét, H-6000 Hungary
E-mail: vasarhelyikriszta@yahoo.co.uk, csimpo@hotmail.com
Web: http://korlanc.uw.hu
Abstract
According to Hungarian legislation, all schools have to prepare an
educational programme, and since the 2004/2005 school year this includes
an environmental and health education programme and its implementation.
This process was supported with various guiding documents
prepared by the Ministry of Education in cooperation with the Ministry
of Environment, and the larger NGOs were invited to participate in
preparation and dissemination of these materials.
As a cooperation of these two ministries, a small office facilitating
environmental education was established in 2000.
It disseminated information to large networks of kindergartens,
schools, NGOs and other institutions.
The Körlánc (Green-chain) Association, one of the largest
countrywide NGOs on environmental education (EE), and Education for
Sustainability (EFS), has been established in 1992. This community
based programmes of this NGO include annual conferences, seminars,
environmental educational innovations. It established a national network of
8 regional working groups. Körlánc also took part in preparation of the
above-mentioned educational guides.
In 2005 a creative children club named Zöldfülű (Youngling),
was established by university students, in collaboration with a large EE
centre for children aged 5-10 in the capital, Budapest.
Programmes include visits to the natural sites, museums, and
various creative, co-operative games and a summer camp.
In this paper, the situation of EE in Hungary today, including the
relevant activities of the NGOs, field study centres and Eco-schools are
described. The goals, activities, methods, networking of the Körlánc
Association, the role and importance of our children club are presented, as well.
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Introduction
Hungary’s Environmental education has developed significantly
in recent years. A cooperation agreement has been signed by the Ministry
of Education and the Ministry of Environment and Water for the purpose
of developing environmental education in schools between 2002-2008.
The cooperation agreement has been accepted as a renewal of an
agreement signed between the two ministries in 1999 that had in the
meantime expired.
The basic principles of the cooperation are to harmonise
environmental and policy, and to ensure that the Ministry of
Environment and Water and the Ministry of Education are strategic and
operative partners in the field of environmental education (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Organisational structure of environmental education (EE) in Hungary

Sulinova
Sulinova (www.sulinova.hu) is a private agency for educational
developments and modernisation, which stresses the importance of
educating sustainability in all subjects.
Sulinova is responsible for the teacher trainings, the development of
subjects, intersubjects, cultivation, tools and methods, forming project teams
and distribution and evaluation of completed educational tools.
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They are also a research centre for developing skills and quality
improvement.
The countrywide EE associations
Hungary has seven countrywide and hundreds of local and regional
associations for EE (see Figure 1). One of these seven countrywide
associations is Körlánc, which we were representing at WEEC as well.
Hungarian Society for Environmental Education, MKNE
(www.mkne.hu) organises conferences, in-service teacher trainings and they
have published the National EE Strategy (2003). The mission of this society
is to increase the environmental awareness and knowledge, to disseminate
good practices of EE, to improve the interpersonal skills of environmental
educators, to develop ethics based on the respect of nature and mankind and
to train competences needed for the ecological sustainability.
The Independent Ecological Centre, IEC (www.foek.hu) was
founded 1989 in Budapest. Its earliest programme has covered
environmental education: identifying and visiting the existing schools and
workshops in that year. Since that IEC has worked in the field of EE on
several levels: innovative teachers’ trainings, adult or inter-generational
education, EE on the Internet, Integrative EE, i.e. landscape education based
EE programmes, Field Study Centre at the Lake Balaton Highlands
(Vigántpetend) offering programmes like The Landscape is Your Cradle,
Sustainable Forests, Round the Year, Arts and Crafts in the Countryside.
Association
of
Forest/
Open-air
Schools,
AFOAS
(www.erdiskegy.hu): the main aim of this association is to join those
educational institutions which regularly organise activities in order to make
students become more familiar with our social and natural environment, to
promote and develop the values, the necessary and proper behaviour and
thinking in order to maintain the sustainable development, become
environmentally conscious and be aware of the importance of protecting the
nature. These activities are parts of the schools’ curriculum and are organised
during the school terms. The schools, joining this association, think that openair or forest schools are comprehensive projects which concentrate on gaining
knowledge through experiences and in a holistic way.
Zöld Szív (Green Heart) Nature Conserving Association for Youth,
ZSZ (www.c3.hu/~zsziv/) was established in 1989. Its aim is to form
attitudes towards nature, to educate children to love and respect nature. It
has got 18.000 members countrywide in Hungary and in Romania. They run
various projects: international river-watching network, natural educational
programmes, e.g. forest, meadow and stream projects, “Old Tree” projects
to get to know and save ecological values, Green Heart-families,
kindergartens, artists and the special prize of a “Green Heart Village”.
Regional centre help the work of smaller groups. Each group has a task to
adopt and take care of a natural value. Green Heart cooperates with other EE
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associations. They organize teacher trainings, summer camps and a threeday national meeting in every year.
The E-mission Society for Protection of Nature and Environment
(www.e–misszio.hu/) was founded in 1988 with 30 members. Now they
work with 600 people (mostly volunteers, activists) around Hungary and in
some neighbouring countries. The E-mission's goal is to have sustainable
natural and built environment, where an environmentally conscious society
can live using local, natural, economical and social sources. Among the
society's aims environmental education has a highlighted role. Their
educational centre works to develop a behaviour and lifestyle, which is
responsible for nature, and to create a mental, emotional, moral and
aesthetical basis for respecting and knowing nature. They have a library,
series of lectures, clubs, contests, teacher trainings, outdoor school
activities, in the summer biking and arts and crafts camps. They have
programmes for all ages.
Active Relaxation and Environmental Education SouthTransdanubian Society, AREESTS (www.gyeregyalog.hu): this society aims
at supporting market access for the services and values of people, civil
organizations and companies who actively promote the values and
importance of nature and the environment surrounding us, the
environmental education outside the schools and the sustainable
environmental development in a “learn by playing manner”. Every
organisation or person can join the society who acts in our region and can
provide such services – one special only or covering multiple areas – for a
group of children and those who agree with their mission statement.
Körlánc (www.korlanc.uw.hu) came to life in 1992 as a result of an
intergovernmental agreement between Hungary and the USA to promote the
environmental education in Hungary. Its name represents cooperation and
interdependence. For the sustainable development we are working out
projects and programmes, our members are writing and translating books to
help the teacher’s day-to-day work in the field of environmental education.
A journal is published monthly, which contains all the information about
events and tenders. Every year we organize a conference where we can
change our experiences and where we can get to know the newest
contributions of knowledge. Mostly these conferences are organized as part
of the festival of a city.
The most important work of Körlánc is networking between teacher
training colleges in Hungary. Now we have 8 fairly independent workgroups in different cities.
All of our workgroups are located in teacher training colleges,
where future teachers are trained for sustainable development, and they
already start using their skills while they are having professional
practices in primary schools and kindergartens and also in the ecoschools (which are parts of the colleges). In this way after the schoolyears they can take the philosophy with them.
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Each work-group has a special profile, depending on the sources in
that area (e.g. national parks, eco-tourism, kindergarten-pedagogy, protected
plants, etc.).
Our club: Zöldfülű
The intellectual centre of Körlánc is in the capital, Budapest, and
our work-group – which is the youngest – is also working there.
Zöldfülű (Youngling) is a project we started last year at Budapest.
We are enthusiastic university students, who have decided to create a place
for children to learn about their environment, body and senses, to feel safe
and friendly about animals, plants, all the magic of nature, and have as much
fun as possible.
One of our programmes is the club which we organize every second
week. Every time we deal with a special topic (for example water). Our
sessions are built up from creative nature games, interactive learning
activities, which make them different from a school lesson. We get the ideas
of these games either from different books or we find them out ourselves.
We find it important that the children can wholeheartedly enjoy our club, we
play as much outdoor games as possible, and also we learn to create things – in
December we made Christmas present from waste.
Along with the clubs, we have school holiday programmes, full-day
excursions with outdoor games and activities. This summer we had a 5-day
camp. Each day we discovered nature around the capital, Budapest – green
islands close to our homes, which are accessible within an hour travel any
time of the year.
Hungarian Network of Eco-schools
Like these associations the Hungarian Network of Eco-schools
(www.oikoskola.hu) is working in Hungary as a part of the international
cooperation. The Network affiliates with the network of Eco-schools that
has been in action world-wide for more than ten years. The Network of Ecoschools is one of the prominently significant parts in the Environment and
School Initiatives programme of OECD (OECD-ENSI). The Eco-school
network is the realisation of an extensive school reorganising programme,
where the central point is not the modification of the curriculum, but the
change of the whole of the school life. In the case of Eco-schools the main
aspect of changing the school life is the aspect of sustainability. However
when the aspects of sustainability is put into the centre of interest other
areas are highlighted. One of these areas is the alteration of the traditional
lectures and classroom activities towards more practice-orientated, life-like
pedagogical activities (open-air school, project methods, drama pedagogy).
An another area, which is an important part of the Eco-school programme, is
the civic education for participant democracy. In the sustainable society
there is a need for responsible minded citizens who are actively present in
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public life. Eco-schools try to help their students in becoming citizens like
the above described. The model of sustainable conduct of living is set up in
the functioning of the school and not only presented in a curricular form.
The year 2005 was the year of the launch of the Eco-school Award
in Hungary. 144 schools, 4% of the total Hungarian Schools, were awarded
on 3 June 2005 by the Ministry of Education and by the Ministry of
Environment and Water commonly. The award is based on self-monitoring
and continuous development. There are 25 compulsory criteria (compulsory
to achieve in three years) and 70 optional ones. The awarded schools have a
three-year work plan, which fix their steps toward the criteria, identify
documentation, a deadline, and a person in charge for all of the compulsory
criteria, and the selected optional ones. The control and the support of their
work will be based on their work plan.
We think these 144 schools and the non-governmental organizations
could play a catalyst role in the way of transformation of Hungarian society
toward sustainability.
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Reports of research/Rapports de recherché
Rapporti di ricerca
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MEdIES
THE MEDITERRANEAN EDUCATION INITIATIVE
FOR ENVIRONMENT & SUSTAINABILITY
Ms. Iro Alampei, M.Sc.
Environmental Education Programme Officer, MIO-ECSDE
12, Kyrristou str., 105 56, Athens GREECE
Tel. +30 210 3247 490, 3247 267, Fax. +3010 3317 127
Web: www.mio-ecsde.org E–mail: mio-ee-env@ath.forthnet.gr
MEdIES is a Type II Initiative on Education for Sustainable
Development (ESD) or Education for Environment and Sustainability (EfES),
or Environmental Education (EE) that was launched in Johannesburg during
the World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD, 2002).
The Initiative is supported by the Hellenic Ministry for the
Environment, Physical Planning and Public Works and (as of March 2004)
the Italian Ministry for Environment and Territory. Leading partners of the
Initiative are also the Mediterranean Information Office for Environment,
Culture and Sustainable Development (MIO-ECSDE) together with United
Nations Environment Programme / Mediterranean Action Plan
(UNEP/MAP), and United Nations Educational and Scientific and Cultural
Organisation (UNESCO).
These five comprise the Core Group of MEdIES. ΜΕdIES water
issues are supported and implemented in close cooperation with GWP-Med.
For the initial period of 2003-2007 MIO-ECSDE is entrusted with the
coordination of the Initiative (Operational Coordinator).
Apart from the leading partners of MEdIES, there are many more
confirmed partners to the Initiative such as Governments (through relevant
ministries or other governmental agencies), Educational Institutions (such as
universities, EE centres and schools), NGOs and IGOs active in the
Mediterranean region, etc. These comprise the wider MEdIES Task Group.
Actually the basis of the Initiative is the e-Network of Educators for
ESD that implement the MEdIES integrated educational programmes, as a
vehicle to sustainable development.
The main Goals of MEdIES, compatible with the principles of
sustainable development are:
–
Sustainable management of natural resources (i.e. water, energy, etc.)
–
Facilitation of networks of educators working in programmes of
ESD.
MEdIES aims at facilitating the educational community (educators
and students) to contribute in a systematic and concrete way to the
implementation of Agenda 21 and the Millennium Development Goals
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(MDGs), through the application of innovative educational programmes in
countries around the Mediterranean basin. Overall, this continuous exchange
of information and close collaboration of countries of the northern and southern
Mediterranean will allow the development of a methodological framework, to
be eventually implemented and evaluated further in other regions.
The main activities undertaken within MEdIES are:
–
The development, dissemination, implementation and evaluation
of materials for ESD based on cross-cutting themes in the
existing school curricula (such as freshwater and wastes). The
educational material for secondary education “Water in the
Mediterranean” was the first one in a series of planed EE
publications in several Mediterranean languages that will follow.
“Water in the Mediterranean” has already been produced in
English, French Italian, Greek, Turkish and Arabic while the
Croatian, Spanish and Portuguese versions are in the pipeline.
The pilot Greek edition of the educational package on household
wastes, for secondary education, entitled “Wastes in our lives”
has also been produced and its English amended version is
expected to be ready by the end of 2005. The useful “Handbook
on Methods used in Environmental Education for Sustainable
Development” has also been prepared.
–
Under MEdIES framework, several regional and/or national
seminars are organised on various ESD themes such as
experiential educational methodologies, Information &
Communication Technologies (ICTs) etc., aiming to support
educators through proper teacher training in the field of ESD.
The first regional Workshop of MEdIES entitled “Environmental
Education: the Mediterranean Perspective” took place in Athens,
December 2002, attended by ~100 participants from various
Mediterranean countries, followed by several national seminars
(Athens, October 2003; Rome, March 2004; Istanbul, October
2004; Cairo, December 2004).
–
MEdIES’ interactive web page (www.medies.net) provides the
platform for the exchange of experiences and know how in
educational matters among all involved partners. The site
provides useful material for all those working in the field of ESD
and serves as an interactive point for sharing information and
browsing websites of relative organizations, government bodies
and NGOs active in the Mediterranean region. All MEdIES
publications as well as reports from the MEdIES meetings are
available online for MEdIES e-members.
Membership to the MEdIES Initiative:
–
Organisations: Any relevant Governmental Body, Institution,
NGO, etc. in the Mediterranean, engaged with goals and
activities compatible with those of MEdIES at regional, national
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–

and/or local level can join the Task Group through an application
form and a letter of expression of interest to the Coordinator
(MIO-ECSDE).
Individuals: Any individual formal or non-formal educator may
become member of MEdIES e-Network, free of charge, by
signing on, electronically, at www.medies.net. The e-Network
receives all relevant educational information through regular emails and educators are facilitated by MIO-ECSDE in their
communication with each other, and in promoting their work.
They have priority in receiving invitation to workshops and
seminars on EE, organised in the context of MEdIES.

For more information on MEdIES please visit our web page
www.medies.net or send e-mail to info@medies.net. We would welcome
any comments on the content of the web page.
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KIDS FOR THE ALPS:
A PAN-ALPINE PROJECT SCHOOLS
INVOLVE LOCAL COMMUNITIES
Barbara Albonico
Education Office of WWF Italy
Introduction: the WWF for the Alps
In 1996, the WWF launched the international campaign Global 200:
238 areas of the Earth (ecoregions) have been identified, which host
particular species, ecological processes and environmental conditions and
are critical areas for the conservation of the largest habitat of the Earth.
The Alps are one of the principal European ecoregions, whose
singularity is politically recognized by the Convention for the Alps, the
international treaty agreed by the EEC, Italy, Germany, France,
Liechtenstein, Austria, Switzerland, Slovenia and the Principality of
Monaco. This treaty aims at protecting the Alps and encouraging a
sustainable development, which preserves the resources and allows a
compatible exploitation.
For a long time, the WWF associations of the alpine nations have
united in the European Alpine Programme, in order to develop a plan of
long-term preservation for the ecological integrity of the region, also
through the knowledge of the cultures and the needs of the local
communities and through their involvement. Within this programme, the
international education project Kids for the Alps was founded, in order to
promote an alpine and European identity among young people and to arouse
their interest in the knowledge of their environment and in the collective
commitment for a sustainable future.
Ecological unit and cultural diversity
The Alps are divided among different people but they form a single
vast region, which is one of the wild areas of the European continent. The
Alps also hold another record: they are the reservoir of Europe. The multitude
of watercourses that crosses the Alps is a precious resource, which must be
preserved with a collective effort. “Give Life to Your River” is the current
proposal of Kids for the Alps, which promotes the recovery of the meaning of
water as a resource and of river as a complicated ecosystem and European
patrimony. This educative programme leads the students from the knowledge
of the territory and the value of its resources to the personal commitment, in
order to promote information about these subjects inside their communities
and to urge local authorities to take actual measure of protection.
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This programme has three fundamental aims:
–
To arouse interest in the environment of the river as a whole,
which goes beyond the attention during calamities;
–
To restore a more balanced relation with the environment
through a more responsible behaviour, as well as through the
recovery of the cultural roots and the identity of the territory, to
reach an international dimension;
–
To promote the idea of the environment as a collective
patrimony, the idea of the river as a meeting point and a route,
which connects people from distant countries, by spurring the
student to act and intervene in their community in order to
achieve the collective aim of sustainable development.
On these bases, we decided to create an international web site for the
project (in the four languages of the alpine nations) as a place of meeting,
knowledge and exchange, but without the restriction of the “virtual” level.
The young people, who participate to Kids for the Alps, had the opportunity
to meet each other in the “Summit of the Kids of the Alps” in Innsbruck in
June 2003. The students participating to this event came from Italy,
Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Slovenia, and the Principality
of Monaco; they presented their proposals and made their precise requests
for the future of the Alps to the audience and the politicians.
International and local level: a network for sustainable development
Our environment is the patrimony of all the people, the men of today
and the generations of the future. Therefore, around the Alps and their
watercourses can and must concentrate the effort of all the communities.
Within this international project, young people from all over the world can
realize the same programme of knowledge and action on their territory;
single local experiences are developed and exploited to reach an
international dimension. In this way, the complexity and unitariness of the
environmental system are emphasized and the sense of responsibility toward
nature is promoted. The commitment for a sustainable development offers
the opportunity to gather a network of different subjects around collective
interests: nations, associations, schools and local authorities can cooperate
to achieve a common target, namely to spread a culture of attention for the
environment and to take measures on their territory.
Thus, the various WWF of the alpine nations united for a common
initiative and looked for the agreement and support of other associations,
local authorities, parks and schools. Kids for the Alps is sponsored by
several Regional Education Offices and supported by “Alliance for the
Alps” (the municipalities of the alpine area, which committed themselves to
the sustainable development). A pilot experience was also started for this
project with the partnership of a park. This network is open to the schools
and the needs of young people, agrees with the initiative and contributes to
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the fixed aim with its qualifications. The school classes, which have been
helped in their activity, are protagonists and can suggest initiatives to
protect the rivers, to make the citizens aware, to start a dialogue with the
local governments and invite them to take actual measures to become “riverfriendly communities”.
The proposed programme aims at starting a process, which can lead
the whole community toward awareness and change through the contribution
of young people and the cooperation of associations and local authorities.
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KIDS FOR THE ALPS:
UN PROGETTO PANALPINO
IL COINVOLGIMENTO DELLE COMUNITÀ LOCALI
DA PARTE DELLE SCUOLE
Barbara Albonico
Ufficio Educazione WWF Italia
Premessa: il WWF per le Alpi
Nel 1996 il WWF ha lanciato la campagna internazionale Global 200
identificando 238 aree del pianeta (Ecoregioni) che ospitano specie, processi
ecologici e condizioni ambientali particolari, e costituiscono aree critiche
per la conservazione dei maggiori habitat terrestri.
Le Alpi sono una delle principali ecoregioni europee e la loro
individualità è riconosciuta anche a livello politico dalla Convenzione delle
Alpi, il trattato internazionale stipulato tra Unione Europea, Italia, Germania,
Francia, Liechtenstein, Austria, Svizzera, Slovenia e Principato di Monaco
che ha lo scopo di tutelarle, favorendo uno sviluppo sostenibile che
salvaguardi le risorse, consentendone un uso compatibile da parte dell'uomo.
Da tempo i WWF delle nazioni alpine si sono uniti nello European
Alpine Programme, per sviluppare una prospettiva di conservazione a lungo
termine che possa preservare l’integrità ecologica della regione, anche
attraverso la conoscenza delle culture e dei bisogni delle comunità locali e il
loro coinvolgimento. Nell’ambito di questo programma, ha preso avvio il
progetto educativo internazionale Kids for the Alps, il cui obiettivo è quello di
promuovere tra i più giovani un’identità alpina ed europea e coinvolgerli nella
conoscenza del loro ambiente e nell'impegno comune per un futuro sostenibile.
Unità ecologica e diversità culturale
Condivise da popoli diversi le Alpi costituiscono un’unica grande
regione e uno degli ultimi spazi naturali del Vecchio continente. Le Alpi
però hanno anche un altro primato: quello di essere il serbatoio d’Europa.
La miriade di corsi d’acqua che le attraversa rappresenta un bene prezioso
per la cui protezione è necessario un impegno comune. “Dai vita al tuo
fiume” è l’attuale proposta di Kids for the Alps che promuove il recupero
complessivo del significato dell’acqua come risorsa e del fiume come
ecosistema complesso e bene europeo. Il percorso proposto conduce i
ragazzi dalla conoscenza del territorio e del valore delle sue risorse,
all’impegno in prima persona perché le loro comunità siano informate su
questi temi e le autorità locali si attivino in concrete azioni di tutela.
Questo programma si pone tre scopi ben precisi:
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–

Far nascere un interesse per l'ambiente fluviale nel suo
complesso che vada oltre l'attenzione in occasione di calamità
Ristabilire un rapporto più equilibrato con l'ambiente attraverso
l’assunzione di comportamenti responsabili, ma anche attraverso
il recupero delle radici e dell'identità culturale di un territorio che
arriva a dilatarsi sino alla dimensione internazionale
Promuovere una visione dell’ambiente come bene condiviso, del
fiume come punto di incontro, come via che idealmente unisce
popoli anche lontani, invitando i ragazzi all’azione e
all’intervento nella propria comunità come contributo al
raggiungimento di un obiettivo comune di sviluppo sostenibile.

Di qui la scelta di creare per il progetto un sito internazionale (nelle
quattro lingue parlate nelle nazioni alpine) come spazio di incontro,
conoscenza e scambio. Ma senza fermarsi al livello “virtuale”. I giovani
partecipanti a Kids for the Alps hanno avuto occasione di incontrarsi nel
“Summit dei ragazzi delle Alpi” tenutosi a Innsbruck nel giugno 2003. Vi
hanno preso parte studenti provenienti da Italia, Germania, Austria,
Svizzera, Liechtenstein, Slovenia e Principato di Monaco, che hanno
presentato al pubblico e ai politici i loro progetti e avanzato richieste precise
per il futuro delle Alpi.
Livello internazionale e locale: una rete per lo sviluppo sostenibile
L’ambiente che ci circonda è un patrimonio comune dei popoli, degli
uomini di oggi e delle generazioni di domani. Così, attorno alle Alpi e ai
loro corsi d’acqua può e deve concentrarsi l’impegno di tutte le comunità.
Un progetto internazionale dove i giovani di diverse provenienze possono
realizzare un medesimo percorso di conoscenza e azione sul proprio
territorio, in cui le singole esperienze locali siano valorizzate ma
contestualmente anche rese significative nella dimensione internazionale,
evidenzia la complessità e unitarietà del sistema ambiente e promuove quel
senso di responsabilità nei confronti della natura che non deve conoscere
confini. L’impegno per lo sviluppo sostenibile offre l’opportunità di riunire
attorno ad interessi condivisi una rete di soggetti diversi: nazioni,
associazioni, scuole ed enti locali possono collaborare al raggiungimento del
comune obiettivo di diffondere una cultura di attenzione verso l’ambiente e
realizzare interventi sul territorio.
Per tale ragione i diversi WWF delle nazioni alpine si sono uniti in
un’iniziativa comune, ricercando l’adesione e il sostegno di altre
associazioni, di enti locali, di parchi, del mondo della scuola. Kids for the
Alps è patrocinato da diversi Uffici Scolastici Regionali, gode del sostegno
di “Alleanza nelle Alpi” (i comuni che nell’arco alpino si impegnano a
realizzare uno sviluppo sostenibile), sul progetto è stata avviata
un’esperienza pilota in partnership con un parco. Questa rete si apre alla
scuola e alle istanze dei giovani, riconoscendosi nell’iniziativa e
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contribuendo con le proprie competenze al raggiungimento degli obiettivi
che si pone. Le classi, supportate nella loro attività, divengono prime attrici
nel proporre iniziative in favore dei fiumi, nel sensibilizzare la cittadinanza
e nell’avviare un dialogo con le amministrazioni locali, invitate ad adottare
misure concrete per divenire “comunità amiche dei fiumi”.
Il percorso proposto intende, quindi, innescare un processo che dai
giovani e con l’affiancamento delle associazioni e degli enti, muova l’intera
comunità verso la consapevolezza e il cambiamento.
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LE ATTIVITÀ DEL GRUPPO DI LAVORO C.I.F.E.
DEL SISTEMA DELLE AGENZIE
PER LA PROTEZIONE DELL’AMBIENTE
Ing. Gaetano Battistella
APAT – Coordinatore del Gruppo C.I.F.E.
Nel Sistema delle Agenzie per la protezione dell'ambiente italiano il
Gruppo di Lavoro dei Referenti agenziali per la Comunicazione,
Informazione, Formazione ed Educazione ambientale (C.I.F.E.) è stato
istituito dal Consiglio Federale sulla base dei contenuti della “Carta di
Padova” riconoscendo che la comunicazione, l'informazione, la formazione
e l'educazione ambientale sono “strumenti strategici” del Sistema Agenziale
ai fini del pieno espletamento delle funzioni di prevenzione e protezione
ambientale nella logica dello sviluppo sostenibile.
Le attività del Gruppo C.I.F.E., coordinato da APAT, riguardano il
collegamento con il Sistema INFEA, la predisposizione di “Linee guida per
l’educazione ambientale nel sistema agenziale” per la definizione di
metodologie educative condivise, di standard di qualità dei servizi resi e di
criteri di valutazione degli interventi, l'attuazione di iniziative formative,
l'aggiornamento del documento sullo stato dell'arte dell'educazione
ambientale nel Sistema Agenziale “L’educazione ambientale nelle agenzie
per la protezione dell’ambiente” ed il coordinamento delle iniziative di
comunicazione, formazione ed educazione ambientale dei gruppi di lavoro
tematici del Sistema Agenziale.
Con queste attività il Gruppo interagenziale CIFE fornisce contributi a
livello nazionale per l'Annuario dei Dati Ambientali, per iniziative comuni di
comunicazione, informazione, formazione ed educazione ambientale – quale
ad esempio il Progetto Flepy – e a livello internazionale attraverso il
collegamento con il Network “Green Spider” promosso dall’Unione Europea,
ponendosi come interlocutore del Sistema Agenziale in campo operativo, con
iniziative e metodologie condivise.
In questa 3ª Conferenza a 13 anni dalla Conferenza di Rio de Janeiro
del 1992, l’attenzione mondiale sulla tematica dell’Educazione Ambientale
con la proclamazione di apertura della Decade delle Nazioni Unite (DESD)
ed il lancio delle strategie mondiali ed europee da parte dell’UNESCO e
dell’UNECE vedono l’educazione ambientale, la formazione ambientale e la
ricerca come strumenti fondamentali per sviluppare tra i cittadini capacità di
problem solving e di networking per rafforzare la protezione dell’ambiente
su basi tecnico-scientifiche e per promuovere la diffusione della cultura
ambientale in Italia con il riconoscimento della fondatezza scientifica dei
suoi contenuti educativi, in un contesto più ampio articolato e diffuso anche
ad altri campi educativi.
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In questo ambito il Gruppo di Lavoro interagenziale CIFE del sistema
APAT/ARPA/APPA sviluppa un percorso formativo su alcune tematiche di
riferimento della Educazione Ambientale, in termini di approfondimento sia
degli aspetti tecnico-scientifici sia di metodologie e processi educativi,
formativi e comunicativi adottati e adottabili in future azioni attraverso un
“Corso-Laboratorio sull’educazione ambientale per lo sviluppo sostenibile”,
per avviare una progettualità condivisa nel contesto del sistema agenziale, in
accordo con le strategie e i programmi internazionali e nazionali che saranno
messe in atto nell’ambito della DESD.
Il Corso prevede un programma costituito da 7 Moduli formativi
(ciascuno dei quali sarà ospitato da un'Agenzia ARPA/APPA) e si rivolge,
oltre ai Referenti del Gruppo CIFE, anche a rappresentanti interni ed esterni
al sistema agenziale, che sono coinvolti in processi educativi, quali i
responsabili e/o operatori dei nodi del sistema INFEA ed altri enti e
associazioni a livello nazionale e locale.
Tutte le informazioni sono disponibili sul sito APAT all’URL
www.apat.gov.it
e
tramite
l’indirizzo
di
posta
elettronica
formazione@apat.it.
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YOUTH EMPOWERMENT PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAMME - ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP THROUGH
THE YEPP PROGRAMME
Mario Bellinzona, Massimo Infunti
YEPP Italia
What is YEPP?
The Youth Empowerment Partnership Programme (YEPP) brings
together foundations in Europe and the USA who want to work together, in
an international context, to provide better conditions and improved options
for disadvantaged children and young people aged 0-26.
YEPP works in both urban and rural geographical areas where there
is a need to promote comprehensive and co-ordinated development to
provide conditions for youth to flourish and overcome disadvantage and
potential social exclusion and to promote democratic pluralistic awareness.
These areas have been named “Centres of High Intensity” (CHIs). In
CHIs, there is a need for multi-level innovations to address complex social
and educational challenges as they exist on the ground.
YEPP does not impose a single youth programme. It works through
broadly based and democratically agreed needs assessments and subsequent
action plans (operational plans) in which sustainability and feedback through
on-going evaluation are key components. Furthermore, it addresses a wide
range of issues that are essential for healthy and fulfilling human development.
YEPP works through partnership. It provides the opportunity for
both big and small Foundations to co-operate with national governments
and businesses to plan and jointly fund a long-term commitment to
implementing the action plans.
Through this mechanism sharing of expertise and good practice in
the context of sound policy development and resourcing is viewed as
essential to the continued improvement of the work in the CHIs. The
international context is ensured through the involvement of the OECD and
the European Commission and the transnational work of YEPP itself.
In its goal to increase choice, YEPP aims to impact on various areas
of relevance to growing up in a global society. These include personal and
community related aspects and cover the social, political, economic,
cultural, educational, legal, and environmental situation. Even though not all
of these areas may be featured in all CHIs and their respective operational
plans, it is a common conviction of all YEPP actors that a holistic approach
is the only way of improving youth empowerment in a sustainable way.
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YEPP in Torino – The Can Do Approach
In Torino Yepp is Active in two districts: Mirafiori and Parella. We
have realized that young people there feels frustrated and often complains
about “things that do not happen”. So the Support Group (the group of
stakeholders that works for changes in the district) agreed to support selforganisation of the youths.
This idea originates by noticing that a few youths show behaviour
containing a proposal addressing the district where they live. They must be
educated to an active citizenship, having them trying by themselves the
usefulness of the organisation and personal commitment for the
improvement of the environment where one lives.
The project proposes to activate paths that would favour the
participation of youths to the life of their district, the access to information
(rights, duties, resources, etc.) and the spreading with their peers of the
acquired participation models. For such purpose, it is proposed to act, on the
one side, within a scholastic framework and, on the others, within an
informal framework.
You can’t do that! Yes, we can.
The idea of active citizenship underlying the Can Do approach is
based on the concept of power – the power to become whom we want to be
and can be, the power to do what we want to do and can do.
If we apply this concept to the world of young people, we realize
that the young are at the same time in a worse and in a better position when
compared to adults: worse because they see they have less power than adults
and better because it is easier for them to learn how to cope with the
dominating “can’t do culture” enhancing the idea that no ideas – except the
ones decided by the powers that be – can be turned into action.
If our goal is to build can do citizens and can do communities, it is
vital to turn the typical top-down process of community development into a
bottom-up process. What happens in a typical top-down process is that, after
consultations led by outside professionals, experts analyse the collected data
and share the typical top-down comments: “This is not representative”,
“There is not enough evidence of this”, “It’s a good idea but there is no
money for it”, “We are already doing this but they don’t know it”, “We have
already tried this but it just doesn’t work”.
This kind of process seems to forget about the people who expressed
their feelings, needs, concerns, the people who feel frustated about the place
they live in. The experts usually leave the neighbourhood after the
consultations, priorities are set by local authorities, sometimes action is
taken and improvements are made or new services are created.
But the experts leave. Whereas local people stay, which is why they
are the ones who know exactly what it is like to live in their neighbourhood.
So wouldn’t it be more sensible to work bottom-up? Looking for local
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people who are fed up with the situation? Helping them map local resources,
which are often hidden? Helping them take small and immediate action with
small and immediate results? Could this be the way to start giving power to
local people and actually produce change?
Young people, frustrated by powerlessness, feel they can’t be what
they want to be and can’to do what they want to do. A series of negative
experiences of the dominating “can’t do culture” has reinforced these
feelings and gradually built a passive attitude: if they can’t do it, they
simply give up and complain that “nothing really can be done here”. We
have to move on from this passive attitude towards positive action, and we
have to do it now.
In order to give young people the power they need, we must give
them the tools that are necessary to cope with power: in front of the brick
wall their ambition meets, they need to have the key to open the door in the
wall or the ladder to climb over it.
Shall we stop talking?
The first thing to do is to avoid useless talk, because talk kills. And
there are five basic reasons why talk kills:
–
“Too much analysis on problems can erode our will to act – so
called paralysis by analysis
–
Those people confident about talking are very often the very
people least equipped to take practical action; yet by their own
verbosity they alienate those who might have something useful to
say about how action could be taken
–
Talk just takes up too much time and by the time people have
come to the end of it, they have begun to forget about the anger
or concern that motivated them in the first place
–
Talk is therapeutic and we come to think of it as a form of action
in its own right and pesuade ourselves gradually that we have
“done our bit”
–
Talk results in ever-diminishing legitimacy - as the practical and
the unconfident are excluded, so an unrepresentative clique takes
over that will never have credibility either with the powers that
be or people on the ground” (Pike, 2003).
Winding or straightforward?
The second thing to do is to avoid long and winding roads and
choose short an straightforward tracks.
In other words, in order to spur young people to raise issues they are
concerned about, we ought to move from this kind of matrix:
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problems

causes

effects

people
involved

indicators

Environmental
issues
Social issues
Economical
issues

to this kind of approach (eyes down, rubbing shoulders, hands on):

Once action is taken and immediate results can be seen, a rippling
out effect is produced and more people are involved...
Action this day
In order to help can do communities take action, workshops led by
Dr Tony Gibson are held and the original packs of materials are translated
and adapted to the local context together with local tutors and young people.
In Turin, two high schools and one youth centre have already been
involved. Through consultations led by young people among young people,
two groups have been set up. In the Mirafiori Sud District, the highschool
group is presently writing a newsletter, with the aim of raising issues
students are concerned about and setting up new action groups. In the
Parella District a group of 17 years old students is organising a series of
lectures after consulting the rest of their highschool.
Small actions that promise results in the near future. Once the results
are under everybody’s eyes, more young people may want to join in, and the
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action taken inside the school is likely to go beyond the school’s borders
and reach out into the wider neighbourhood.
References
Gibson, T. (1996). The Power in Our Hands. Charlbury: Jon Carpenter.
Gibson, T., Bean, J. (1998). The Doers’ Guide to Planning for Real.
Pike, M. (2003). Can Do Citizens. London: Social Enterprise Service.
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ENVIRONMENT AND SCHOOLS INITIATIVES (ENSI)
Soren Breiting, Nicola Bedlington
Environment and School Initiatives (ENSI) is an international
government based network focused on innovation and research in
Environmental Education (EE) and Education for Sustainable Development.
It was established under the auspices of OECD – CERI (Centre for
Education, Research and Innovation) in 1986. Over the last year, ENSI has
developed an official partnership with UNESCO in the framework of the
UN Decade on Education for Sustainable Development (UN DESD). ENSI
brings together school initiatives, school authorities, teacher training,
educational research institutions and other stakeholders from more than
twenty countries worldwide and its membership is growing.
ENSI supports educational developments that promote
environmental understanding, dynamic qualities and active approaches to
teaching and learning, and citizenship education. This is achieved mainly
through research and the international exchange of experiences. ENSI
adopts a participatory approach involving schools, students, teachers,
teacher trainers and public administrators, with their main focus directed
towards action research and development.
A recent example of our work is the development of Quality Criteria
for ESD.
ENSI has been active in the discussion around and development of
ECO Schools and of Quality Criteria since June 1995, in line with ENSI’s
work programme and policy direction. In both fields, ENSI and its national
actors were involved in rich and extensive developments in all member and
partner countries. In 2002 when drawing up the proposal for the EU
COMENIUS III Network project “School Development through
Environmental Education“ SEED, ENSI decided to contribute to this
initiative and in collaboration with the SEED network launched a research
project which included two stages.
The first stage of the research aimed to identify the implicit and
explicit criteria inspired by values of Environmental Education, as used to
guide, support or award Eco-Schools involved in incorporating principles
and actions for sustainability in whole school plans. This stage also involved
identifying and documenting innovative case studies in this area. The
information collected and reflected on from this phase of the project has
resulted in the SEED/ENSI publication: “A Comparative Study on Ecoschool Development Process” (Morgensen, Mayer & Varga, 2005).
Stimulated by the comparative study, the second stage of the research is a
non-exhaustive list of Quality Criteria for ESD-schools (Breiting, Mayer &
Morgensen, 2005).
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QUE FAZER? IL PARTICIPATORY RURAL APPRAISAL
COME STRUMENTO DI COSCIENTIZZAZIONE:
IL CASO DI ORROLI IN SARDEGNA
Monica Caggiano
INEA- Istituto Nazionale di Economia Agraria
Il Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) è definito da Robert
Chambers come
una famiglia di approcci, di metodi e comportamenti tesi a mettere gli
individui in condizioni di condividere, accrescere ed analizzare la
propria conoscenza delle loro condizioni di vita e di fare programmi,
agire, controllare e valutare il proprio operato (IDS,1999).

Questa è solo una delle numerose definizioni che, nel tempo, sono
state adoperate per descrivere il PRA, come riflesso della ricchezza
semantica e delle diverse chiavi di lettura implicite nello strumento.
Tra le prospettive possibili, in questa sede eleggiamo quella del PRA
come processo di “educazione problematizzante”. È evidente il richiamo
alla prassi teorica di Paolo Freire, secondo cui:
mentre la pratica “depositaria” comporta una specie di anestesia, perché
inibisce il potere creativo degli educanti, l’educazione problematizzante, di
carattere prevalentemente riflessivo, comporta un atto permanente di
rivelazione della realtà. La prima pretende di mantenere l’immersione; la
seconda, al contrario, di sforza di far emergere le coscienze, da cui risulta la
loro inserzione critica nella realtà (Freire, 1973).

L’emersione delle coscienze e conoscenze è stata una delle finalità
del PRA realizzato nel comune di Orroli, nel cuore della Sardegna.
L’esperienza nasce su esplicita richiesta dell’Amministrazione
comunale, all’interno di un percorso di programmazione dal basso dello
sviluppo rurale realizzato assieme a due comuni limitrofi, con l’obiettivo di:
–
sensibilizzare la popolazione sulla propria realtà
–
esplicitare il punto di vista degli abitanti sulle risorse, i problemi,
i vincoli e le potenzialità del territorio
–
coinvolgere i cittadini nei processi decisionali di interesse comune
–
raccogliere indicazioni/idee progetto dalla popolazione sulle
linee di intervento da adottare per lo sviluppo della comunità
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sollecitare una più alta motivazione ed più attiva partecipazione
alle iniziative locali.

Il PRA si è sviluppato tra marzo ed aprile del 2005, attraverso un
percorso iniziato con l’individuazione e la formazione del Gil (gruppo
d’iniziativa locale), che ha curato la fase di promozione e connessione con il
territorio e la sua comunità.
Il fulcro del processo è stato la “settimana di campagna”, tenutasi
dall’8 al 16 aprile 2005, in cui si è svolta la raccolta dei dati, l’analisi, la
presentazione e la valutazione dei risultati da parte del gruppo di esterni21
coadiuvati dal Gil, sotto il coordinamento del responsabile scientifico22.
La settimana si è aperta con due giornate di formazione e creazione
del gruppo, in cui si è avviata la conoscenza diretta del territorio anche
attraverso passeggiate e discussioni sul campo in compagnia degli abitanti.
Successivamente, l’indagine si è realizzata mediante 26 interviste
semistrutturate o “conversazioni al tavolo di cucina”: una coppia di
osservatori ha incontrato altrettanti nuclei famigliari, nelle rispettive
abitazioni, intrattenendosi in un colloquio informale.
Si sono attivati, parallelamente, 10 focus group che hanno coinvolto
diverse categorie di attori della comunità locale, nello specifico: pensionati,
giovani, disoccupati, liberi professionisti, artigiani, commercianti,
casalinghe, oltre che studenti delle scuole medie ed elementari. Questi
ultimi, incontrati nelle proprie classi, hanno illustrato le proprie proposte
anche attraverso degli elaborati grafici.
La discussione, sia nelle interviste, che nei focus group, è maturata
seguendo gli indirizzi sviluppati dagli interlocutori all’interno di una traccia
principale, che prevedeva l’analisi del territorio di Orroli sotto 4 punti di
vista:
–
“cose belle” ,
–
“cose brutte”,
–
proposte concrete,
–
idee pazze: se avessi una bacchetta magica cosa vorrei ad
Orroli…
La collezione, selezione ed elaborazione delle informazioni si è
sviluppata mediante tecniche di visualizzazione che hanno consentito di
stabilire una grammatica ed una sintassi del discorso comune, nonché di
individuare in modo sistematico le diverse aree tematiche emerse dal
complesso delle conversazioni ed evidenziare le idee progetto sulle quali
indirizzare l’attenzione.
21. Il gruppo, eterogeneo anche per la provenienza geografica, ha compreso due laureande
in scienze politiche, due economisti, un ingegnere, un architetto, una formatrice, un
agronomo ed una laureata in scienze politiche.
22. Mario Satta, Agronomo, con una ventennale esperienza nella gestione di programmi
complessi.
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La condivisione visuale ha facilitato i processi partecipativi,
consentendo a tutti gli attori di vedere, commentare, manipolare e
modificare la rappresentazione fisica delle diverse situazioni.
I risultati di questa fase di analisi sono stati lusinghieri e, nel
complesso, hanno consentito l’individuazione di 92 idee progetto accorpate
in 7 aree tematiche.
La presentazione dei risultati alla comunità locale è avvenuta durante
una serata a cui è stata invitata tutta la popolazione.
L’esposizione degli argomenti emersi si è realizzata mediante tre
strumenti di immediata e facile lettura:
–
la drammatizzazione teatrale di un adattamento originale di
“Alice nel paese delle meraviglie”
–
l’esibizione dei poster elaborati dal gruppo degli esterni
–
la mostra dei disegni degli alunni delle scuole elementari.
Al termine della rappresentazione, gli abitanti sono stati invitati non
solo a valutare la rispondenza della lettura data alla loro percezione della
realtà locale, ma anche ad esprimere la propria adesione ad una o più
proposte, votando nelle apposite urne, nonché a partecipare ai gruppi di
lavoro costituiti per la realizzazione delle idee progetto.
Agli stimoli della settimana di campagna, dovrebbe seguire
un’azione di affiancamento ai gruppi locali, da parte dell’Amministrazione
comunale, finalizzata alla realizzazione delle idee emerse. Malgrado la fase
di programmazione sia stata condotta con successo, i risultati ottenuti
potrebbero essere in parte vanificati dal fatto che il PRA di Orroli è stato
realizzato alla fine del mandato legislativo dell’Amministrazione comunale
proponente, con ripercussioni negative sull’implementazione delle
progettualità individuate. Le conseguenze sfavorevoli potrebbero essere
amplificate dal fatto che il PRA, come la gran parte dei processi di
programmazione partecipata, fa nascere forti aspettative tra la popolazione
locale, bambini compresi, che qualora deluse innescano meccanismi
controproducenti di sfiducia, discredito e disimpegno dei cittadini rispetto
alla partecipazione pubblica.
Nonostante i suoi limiti, il caso di Orroli offre numerosi spunti di
riflessione, convalidando, in primis, la forza della metodologia nell’attivare
un’esperienza “totalizzante” le cui implicazioni emotive rafforzano i
processi di coinvolgimento ed interpretazione razionale.
Il PRA ad Orroli, inoltre, è stato certamente uno strumento capace di
coinvolgere la cittadinanza in una riflessione comune, in cui la storia di
ciascuno ha contribuito e si è intersecata con le altre fino a costruire un
senso di appartenenza, una “memoria condivisa” capace di stimolare una
coscienza critica sulla condizione attuale da cui derivare delle risposte
concrete. Il PRA, in tal senso, ha delle enormi potenzialità come strumento
di educazione problematizzante capace di mettere in discussione la
percezione fatalista che gli uomini possono avere della loro condizione,
stimolando la comunità locale a una presa d’atto della realtà intensa come
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“realtà storica”, suscettibile di essere da essi trasformata. Il processo, infatti,
si sforza di far emergere la consapevolezza soggettiva di determinate
trasformazioni la cui esigenza a livello oggettivo esiste già nella comunità
locale. Essa, tuttavia, non sempre è ben definita come “necessità” di
problema che richiede una risposta all’interno della stessa comunità.
Il PRA, in definitiva, sollecita delle modalità relazionali fondate sul
confronto, sullo scambio di esperienze e sullo sviluppo di un piano
dialogico comune, al fine di una partecipazione consapevole della comunità
alla vita politica e sociale; ciò conforta l’affermazione di Freire, secondo cui
Non esiste una cosa denominata
l’educazione è politica per sua natura.

neutralità

dell’educazione,
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IMPORTANZA DELL’EDUCAZIONE AMBIENTALE
NEI PROGETTI DI COOPERAZIONE ALLO SVILUPPO:
UN’ESPERIENZA NELLA REPUBBLICA
DEMOCRATICA DEL CONGO
Laura Ciacci
Ufficio Cooperazione Internazionale
WWF Italia
Educazione ambientale o educazione allo sviluppo?
Dall’esperienza di attività educative nei paesi del sud del mondo, il
WWF crede che l’educazione ambientale possa svolgere un ruolo strategico
nella creazione di prospettive di futuro e di sviluppo per le comunità locali.
Dobbiamo innanzi tutto inquadrare l’attività educativa nelle linee-guida
delle attività di cooperazione. Per un’organizzazione ambientalista come il
WWF, l’azione di tutela ambientale ha una portata molto più ampia:
–
Collega l’azione di lotta alla povertà con le strategie di
conservazione della biodiversità e di sviluppo sostenibile.
–
Promuove l’uso efficiente delle risorse per ridurre l’impatto dei
consumi nei paesi sviluppati.
–
Sostiene politiche locali e internazionali volte a bloccare il
degrado ambientale causato dagli effetti delle attuali politiche
socio-economiche. Continua a lavorare con le comunità locali e
le popolazioni indigene per lo sviluppo dei progetti sul campo,
volti ad assicurare il loro diritto a beneficiare a lungo termine
dell’uso sostenibile delle risorse.Lavora in partnership con le
istituzioni dedicate a dare accesso alle risorse ambientali e a
sviluppare lo sviluppo locale.
–
Contribuisce, ove possibile, a restaurare l’ambiente degradato
con il supporto delle popolazioni locali più povere.
–
Supporta la promozione di strategie nazionali per lo sviluppo
sostenibile nei paesi partner.
Supportiamo la convinzione dell’importanza dell’educazione
ambientale in un progetto di cooperazione internazionale attraverso la
nostra esperienza in Africa, dove lavoriamo dal 1961.
Sempre di più il WWF dedica gli sforzi maggiori alla formazione
professionale di personale del luogo perché la conservazione in Africa è più
efficace quando viene seguita dagli Africani. A questo si affianca
un’importante attività di educazione ambientale sulle popolazioni giovani
che costituisce spesso l’unica opportunità formativa dai 3 ai 18 anni.
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La sua importanza è ancora più grande quando si deve operare in
situazioni di conflitto, come ad esempio nella Repubblica Democratica
del Congo.
Diamo alcune cifre di un pese in rovina (fonte Famiglia
Cristiana)
–
Superficie: 2.344.860 kmq (8 volte l’Italia)
–
Abitanti: 50.336.000 (al 1999)
–
Debito estero: 13 miliardi di dollari (263 dollari pro capite) nel 1998
–
Alfabetizzazione: 77% (1995)
–
Salute: speranza di vita 51 anni; accesso all’acqua potabile 42%
della popolazione; mortalità infantile 207per mille sotto i 5 anni.
Dati nel 1998. Durante la guerra gli indici sono peggiorati
notevolmente (come ad esempio la mortalità infantile che in
alcune aree ha toccato punte del 50%).
–
Cifre della guerra: tra le ultime stime delle vittime, a cura di una
ONG americana IRC nell’aprile scorso, tra i 3,3 e i 4,7 milioni di
persone, delle quali il 90% morte per cause indirette della guerra
(fame e malattie). È il conflitto più sanguinoso dopo la
seconda guerra mondiale.
–
Uomini in armi: 1 milione di uomini armati tra miliziani ed
esercito. Costo previsto per disarmo e riabilitazione: 150 milioni
di dollari.
L’esperienza in RDC si basa sulla modalità di intervento in
situazioni di conflitto; la sfida in zone di conflitto fa si che raramente
politici ed élite subiscano gli effetti nefasti dei conflitti, quanto piuttosto la
popolazione e l’ambiente. I conflitti sono sinonimo di sofferenza indiretta ed
indicibile e i loro effetti sull’ambiente si aggiungono a queste sofferenze.
Gli assi di azione:
–
Sviluppare nuovi approcci per realizzare gli obiettivi a lungo
termine in materia di conservazione e rinforzare i legami tra i
mezzi durevoli di sussistenza e l’ambiente.
–
Riconoscere i rischi per le risorse naturali e identificare le
occasioni di intervento in materia di conservazione durante i
periodi di transizione e di ricostruzione nel dopoguerra.
–
Essere flessibili e polivalenti anche rispettando gli obiettivi a
lungo termine.
–
Mantenere la presenza sul territorio e rafforzare la capacità di
gestione della situazione di conflitto.
–
Promuovere una sana pianificazione fondata su informazioni credibili.
–
Assicurare, per quanto possibile, un finanziamento continuo
durante e dopo il conflitto.
A fianco di strumenti di conservazione come lo statuto di patrimonio
mondiale dell’UNESCO, formazione ed educazione costituiscono la leva di
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speranza di futuro per le popolazioni locali. Destinatari di tutto ciò sono sia i
giovani che gli adulti: ai primi – dai 3 ai 18 anni – si propongono i temi
ambientali come opportunità educativa, sia complementare che
compensativa; ai secondi invece un training iniziale per diventare formatori
e moltiplicatori di attività educative.
Ad esempio il Progetto PEVI (Programma Ambientale intorno ai
Virunga) è un progetto integrato per riconciliare priorità di conservazione
attorno al parco naturale di Virunga. Le azioni del WWF in RDC mirano
infatti a garantire l’integrità del Parco (habitat insostituibile e unico dei
gorilla di montagna) con la creazione di meccanismi e strumenti sostenibili
di rilancio socio-economico delle popolazioni locali attraverso:
–
Produzione sostenibile di risorse alimentari ed energetiche per le
popolazioni trasferitesi nella zona attraverso progetti agroforestali e di capacity-building nelle aree al confine con il parco
–
Programmi di formazione ed educazione per le comunità locali
sulla gestione e l’utilizzo sostenibile delle risorse naturali
–
Ripristino di una fascia tampone ai confini del parco che convinca
le popolazioni a diminuire la pressione sulle aree naturali
–
Riduzione del prelievo di fauna selvatica mediante la diffusione
di pratiche di allevamento (anche con l’obiettivo di riduzione dei
rischi sanitari collegati al bushmeat trade)
–
403 villaggi – sugli esistenti 975 – coinvolti in campagne di
sensibilizzazione e conferenze sull’importanza del parco e
dell’ambiente in generale.
L’educazione ambientale viene infine promossa come processo
formale nel percorso formativo in RDC costituendo, in molti casi,
addirittura l’unica offerta formativa (in un paese in guerra non esiste più
alcuna struttura pubblica).
Tra le attività è stato possibile creare un sistema molto simile a
quello adottato da organizzazioni come il WWF nei paesi occidentali: le
classi “amiche del panda”, gestite da reti di adulti volontari che seguono un
iter di formazione formatori.
Ogni anno viene organizzata una colonia estiva per i bambini (inizio
luglio-fine agosto), in cui vengono coinvolti i bambini nella pulizia di una
città e viene realizzata una rappresentazione teatrale per parenti e amici alla
fine delle vacanze.
Entrando maggiormente nel dettaglio della parte più strutturata
(l’educazione ambientale nel processo educativo formale), è possibile
illustrare alcuni output:
output 1 – scambio di idee ed esperienze sull’educazione ambientale
tra il progetto, i suoi partner e il sistema educativo nazionale
Workshop sull’educazione ambientale per lo sviluppo a lungo
termine:
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materiale guida prodotto e distribuito ai dipartimenti per la
scuola primaria e secondaria, compreso il coordinamento delle
scuole cattoliche (a Beni e Butembo).
nell’ultimo anno, 2 meeting di feedback e 13 conferenze
sull’educazione ambientale hanno visto la partecipazione a
Butembo di 10 ONG, 80 persone, 21 studenti, 43 insegnanti, 8
ranger, 90 pastori della chiesa battista.

output 2 – network educativo a livello locale, regionale e nazionale
Oltre al piano strategico complessivo, durante la conferenza
internazionale sull’educazione ambientale a Karthoum/Sudan (15-17
gennaio 2005) è stato organizzato un workshop per i paesi nel Bacino del
Nilo per creare il sistema di scambio delle esperienze.
Gli strumenti utilizzati:
–
La scuola di Goma, con percorsi dai 3 ai 16/18 anni:
–
Classi, giochi, musica, danza.
–
La rivista Kacheche distribuita in concomitanza con le lezioni
scolastiche.
–
Meeting con autorità locali, militari e decision-makers.
–
Le campagne di sensibilizzazione (4.820 bambini e 27.057
adulti hanno partecipato a 42 incontri alle diverse campagne
in sei mesi su temi quali: aspetti e tecniche agroforestali, la
demarcazione partecipata, le malattie trasmissibili, il valore
dei gorilla e la necessità di proteggerli, il riciclaggio dei
rifiuti, l’importanza ecologica ed economica del Parco dei
Virunga, il reinsediamento della popolazione e il relativo
impatto sul parco).
–
L’Unione dei Musicisti del Congo (UMUCO) ha lanciato una
canzone sul processo di pace nei Grandi Laghi e la
conservazione del Parco, con relativa promozione radio e TV.
–
Le campagne di sensibilizzazione su radio e TV hanno coinvolto 95
programmi radio, 11 programmi TV (di cui 6 nazionali e 5 locali).
L’educazione ambientale diventa così componente essenziale dei
fattori strategici per il successo di un processo di sviluppo:
–
Stessi obiettivi, integrazione tra ruoli differenti
–
Entusiasmo e presenza sul territorio
–
Partnership e valorizzazione delle risorse locali
–
Capacity building ed educazione.
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
IN L&M HDI COUNTRIES:
ACTIVE/COOPERATIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES
IN A PRIMARY SCHOOL OF EQUATORIAL GUINEA
Riccardo D’Eramo & Caterina Lorenzi
Department of Biology , “Tor Vergata” University, Rome, Italy
Vincenzo Zuccarello
Department of Biological and Environmental Sciences
and Technology, University of Lecce, Italy
Sustainable development is strongly linked to biodiversity
conservation particularly in Low & Medium Human Development Index
(LHDI) countries. This is the background where Environmental Education
could contribute to spread the comprehension of biodiversity values and to
stimulate the creation of appropriate instruments for a correct management of
natural resources. Towards a suitable approach to sustainable development,
Environmental Education should take care of the local context, meeting up
the different signs of complexity and the traditional knowledge.
Our research suggests to use active/cooperative learning strategies in
environmental education projects that involve primary school children of
LHDI countries.
Three classes of a primary school located in Bioko’s Island
(Equatorial Guinea) have been involved in our research, for a total of 116
students in a 10-17 age range, both sex and belonging to four different
ethnic groups. Through the project students were involved in analyzing and
understanding the local biodiversity and the complexity of the relationship
between man and nature.
The analysis of the initial and final state concept maps shows an
important transformation in terms of complexity and extension of concept
maps; a strong change in the typology of links between the concepts has also
been observed. The results of this study invite to think again to a teaching
methods for a sustainable environmental education in L&M HDI countries.
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IL VILLAGGIO DELL’ARTE - VDA
Rosita Izzo, Orlando Lanza
PaeseSaggio workgroup
Claudio Calabritto, Monica Carmen, Raffaele Esposito,
Mario Festa, Rosita Izzo, Orlando Lanza
Introduzione
Il progetto VdA propone la realizzazione e la sperimentazione di
nuove strategie per lo sviluppo e la valorizzazione del territorio inteso come
sistema complesso e mutevole in cui intervengono dinamiche economiche e
sociali di tipo sia culturale che identitario, come pure processi collettivi di
percezione del territorio.
Il progetto si sviluppa all’interno di un’area protetta, il Parco
Regionale del Matese, il cui obiettivo fondamentale è l’attivazione di
processi di sviluppo in sintonia con la tutela e la salvaguardia ambientale.
Quasi sempre il parco è percepito dalle Amministrazioni locali come
un “vincolo” che limita l’agire e gli interessi specifici, quindi
sostanzialmente ostacolato nel suo formarsi. È solo con l’apertura a
prospettive di sviluppo connesse al riconoscimento delle risorse naturali e
culturali che l’integrità del paesaggio, oggi, è anche “risorsa economica” in
grado di innescare un’inversione di tendenza fino al raggiungimento di una
condivisione allargata dei valori promossi dal sistema parco.
In Italia la maggior parte della superficie protetta dei parchi regionali
e nazionali ricade nel Mezzogiorno ed è localizzata sulla dorsale
appenninica. Gli indicatori socio-economici rivelano che in questi parchi, ad
eccezione dell’Abruzzo, sono comprese aree ad alto tasso di spopolamento,
con redditi e consumi tra i più bassi del paese.
Il problema di fondo di queste aree è quello di trovare una nuova
identità, una sintesi tra tradizioni e modernità che non rinneghi le specificità
culturali e ambientali.
In queste aree la possibilità di agire, per gli attori locali, all’interno
di processi di sviluppo, è condizionata da un lato dalla diffusione di una
nuova consapevolezza delle risorse e potenzialità presenti nel territorio,
dall’altro dalla capacità di interagire con esse strutturando attività, contenuti
e forme di comunicazione per portarle ad un livello di visibilità e di
connessione con realtà esterne alla propria.
Arte-Paesaggio-Produzione è la sintesi di un approccio nei confronti
del paesaggio inteso come luogo di sperimentazione sociale, ambientale e
tecnologica di alto profilo, lungo un sentiero di riconciliazione tra attività
umane e salvaguardia ambientale, tra innovazione tecnologica e recupero
delle tradizioni locali.
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Il contesto
Il Matese è un massiccio montuoso a cavallo tra Campania e Molise. Il
versante campano comprende circa 30.000 ettari di boschi. Gli insediamenti,
alcuni dei quali dal carattere prettamente rurale e montano, hanno subito, al pari
di molte aree analoghe in Italia, il fenomeno dello spopolamento a seguito della
forte emigrazione avvenuta a partire dagli anni ‘50.
L’esclusione dai processi di sviluppo economico-industriale ha
messo in crisi economie locali tradizionali e ha indotto il progressivo
impoverimento e la marginalizzazione sociale dei territori.
Tuttavia, esclusione ed isolamento hanno preservato queste aree dai
fenomeni di sfruttamento e degenerazione ambientale, rendendole luoghi
possibili per la sperimentazione di nuove strategie di sviluppo sostenibile, di
gestione del territorio e delle sue risorse. Strategie che fanno riferimento a
nuovi concetti di urbanità caratterizzata non dalla concentrazione di risorse
pesanti, né dall’edificazione intensiva, bensì da nuovi processi di
polarizzazione: “nodi” di interscambio sociale, culturale e quindi economico.
Nell’ambito del Programma Operativo Regionale “POR – Campania
2000-2006” – Programma Integrato Territoriale “PIT - Parco Regionale del
Matese”, PaeseSaggio workgroup, attraverso un protocollo di intesa
“PaeseSaggio azione matese” sottoscritto dalle Amministrazioni dei comuni
di Gallo Matese, Letino, Prata Sannita, Fontegreca e Capriati al Volturno e
con il consenso dell’Ente Parco, ha ottenuto il finanziamento di una serie di
interventi riconosciuti, all’interno del P.I.T. quali “progetti portanti” per lo
sviluppo sostenibile del Parco stesso.
Il gruppo
PaeseSaggio workgroup è un soggetto collettivo fondato da
architetti, che compie ricerche e azioni sul territorio, con particolare
attenzione ai territori marginali, luoghi segnati da un lungo e costante
processo di abbandono e che vivono attualmente una fase di transazione
economica e culturale.
Le azioni mirano alla ri-valorizzazione di quelli che noi definiamo
“Paesaggi potenziali” basandosi su processi di cooperazione internazionale,
multidisciplinare e partecipativa.
Il metodo
PaeseSaggio ha adottato metodi di partecipazione diretta, agendo
fisicamente nei luoghi in cui intervenire, attivando processi di coinvolgimento
locale e costruendo reti culturali per il supporto internazionale.
Il programma “azione matese” agisce e mette in relazione tre settori
fondamentali di intervento: economico-sociale; del patrimonio edilizio;
territoriale-ambientale.
Obiettivi fondamentali sono:
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–
–

Sviluppo di un’identità locale connessa ai valori del sistema
parco
Uscita dalla condizione di marginalità geografico culturale.

Il programma prevede sia interventi di recupero di manufatti
attualmente in stato di abbandono, attraverso l’uso di materiali e tecnologie
biocompatibili, che progetti definiti “immateriali”, ossia concernenti attività
di tipo formativo, artistico e culturale.
Il progetto
Il Villaggio dell’Arte consiste in una serie di laboratori di arte partecipata
finalizzati alla realizzazione di installazioni artistiche, di ricerche e di interventi
per la valorizzazione paesaggistica del territorio dei cinque comuni.
L’intervento fa riferimento al concetto di Arte come Azione, integrata
sul territorio per la valorizzazione dei contesti sociali e dei paesaggi.
Far interagire produzione artistica, abitanti e visitatori rende i luoghi
punti attivi di incontro, scambio e produzione di esperienze. Il
coinvolgimento di partner istituzionali fa sì che il potenziale economico e
culturale che ne scaturisce, possa essere sfruttato sinergicamente.
Così, non solo i luoghi fisici, teatro dei laboratori, diventano
socialmente significativi, ma anche il tessuto di relazioni, di percorsi, e
preesistenze beneficia di tutto il processo.
L’intervento si struttura su due filoni tematici.
Da un lato il tema identitario – la costruzione di un’identità viene
affrontata in una prospettiva di elaborazione di eventi spesso drammatici che
hanno inciso nella compagine sociale e hanno modificato le relazioni
percettive, affettive, economiche con il territorio.
Quali le linee privilegiate attraverso cui la memoria intesse rapporti
con il passato e apre scenari per il futuro? In questo caso l’azione artistica
lavora attraverso le testimonianze dei singoli scegliendo le modalità più
appropriate per la condivisione delle esperienze, generando un primo livello
di informazione/azione e confronto/collaborazione tra gli abitanti.
Dall’altro il tema del paesaggio e del rapporto uomo-ambiente
all’interno del “sistema parco”. L’intervento degli artisti tiene conto della
vocazione che per quel luogo è stata eletta: un luogo caratterizzato dalla
compresenza di preesistenze naturali (sistema faunistico, floristico, assetto
orografico del territorio ecc.) ed antropiche (nuclei storici delimitati e
compatti dalla marcata qualità insediativa), fortemente caratterizzate e
finalizzato alla messa in relazione di questi sistemi in un’ottica di
valorizzazione reciproca.
Questa condizione sollecita il ruolo che l’Arte può avere
nell’indagine delle relazioni tra l’uomo e la Natura e ha portato a selezionare
un tipo di operazioni non invasive per il territorio. Il lavoro dell’artista si è
manifestato seguendo un linguaggio e un’operatività che affianca le
aspirazioni del Parco senza sovrastarle. Quale immaginario sostiene
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attualmente il rapporto uomo-ambiente? Come ri-crearlo in chiave
contemporanea nell’ambito di questo contesto? L’approccio ha percorso
trasversalmente ambiti e discipline diverse promuovendo forme di
interazione tra arte, paesaggismo e sociologia.
L’evento vedrà una seconda edizione nell’estate del 2006 con
l’obiettivo di diventare un appuntamento annuale, integrato nella cultura
collettiva e sostenuto autonomamente dalle locali politiche di sviluppo.
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CENTRI DI CULTURA
PER L’INFANZIA E L’ADOLESCENZA
CENTRI PER L’EDUCAZIONE
ALL’AMBIENTE E ALL’AGRICOLTURA:
L’IMPEGNO DELLA CITTA’ DI TORINO
Umberto Magnoni
Direttore Istituzione Torinese per una Educazione Responsabile
La Città di Torino già da molti anni offre, ai bambini ed ai ragazzi
torinesi, alle loro famiglie, alle scuole opportunità, strumenti, percorsi di
educazione ambientale. Educare all’ambiente significa promuovere
esperienze che inducano i bambini ed i ragazzi a scoprire il mondo di cui
sono parte, attivare occasioni che permettano loro di sentire forte e presente
l’appartenenza al territorio che li circonda, all’ambiente nel quale vivono e
crescono. Non si tratta solo di “imparare” a rispettare l’ambiente, la
consapevolezza delle responsabilità proprie e della comunità di cui si è parte
non si ottiene soltanto enunciando valori e conoscenze teoriche; l’ambiente
va esplorato, vissuto, usato; solo così si può prendere coscienza del suo
inestimabile valore, farne davvero patrimonio nel percorso educativo e nella
formazione culturale di ogni bambino e di ogni ragazzo. I Centri per
l’Educazione all’Ambiente si propongono di dare ai nostri bambini, alle
scuole, alle famiglie strumenti con i quali poter rendere praticabili e
percorribili questi obiettivi.
Il nucleo centrale del Progetto Ambiente Educazione Sviluppo è
l’educazione all’ambiente. L’obiettivo non è solo analizzare e studiare
l’ambiente dal punto di vista puramente naturalistico ed ecologico, ma
anche coglierlo e percepirlo sotto l’aspetto delle relazioni sociali che in esso
si sviluppano ed interagiscono. All’interno del progetto, che si articola in
diversi percorsi didattici e sezioni di ricerca (Nido e Ambiente, Natura e
Avventura, Ambiente e Cultura, Vivere il Verde), la formazione continua
degli insegnanti gioca un ruolo di fondamentale importanza, perché
consente loro, attraverso l’esperienza diretta, di scoprire e sviluppare nuove
opportunità didattiche da sperimentare e proporre ai bambini.
I Centri di Cultura per l’Educazione Ambientale nascono con l’intento
di promuovere occasioni, pensate per i bambini e i ragazzi, atte a favorire
l’incontro con il mondo. Un mondo fatto di fisicità, azione, tecnologia,
informazione, conoscenze e relazioni che vanno sperimentate. I percorsi sono
organizzati in tre sezioni di ricerca: Agricoltura, Parchi e Verde Urbano,
Acque e Fiumi. La gradualità dei percorsi, delle metodologie e i contenuti si
adeguano all’età, ai bisogni e agli interessi dei bambini e dei ragazzi.
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Obiettivi generali:
–
Dialogare con i bambini e i ragazzi per cogliere le loro
conoscenze sulle tematiche ambientali
–
Proporre esperienze che sviluppano una mentalità scientifica e
sistematica, una struttura di pensiero che colleghi le molteplicità
degli elementi, delle loro connessioni, relazioni e processi
–
Indurre a una pratica ecologica, intesa come comportamento
ecocompatibile
–
Sollecitare l’esigenza di scoprire, osservare, conoscere, vivere e
tutelare l’ambiente come parte dei bisogni dell’uomo
Temi e metodologie trasversali:
–
L’inquinamento
–
Il riciclaggio
–
Uso di apparecchiature scientifiche
–
Uscite ed escursioni nella città e fuori porta
–
Collegamenti e visite a consorzi e aziende agricole produttive
–
Raccordi con enti e istituzioni che si occupano di educazione e
tutela ambientale
–
Incontri con esperti sulle tematiche ambientali, agricole e di
allevamento
–
Documentazione e campagne informative
Agricoltura: perché una fattoria in città
La Cascina Falchera è aperta al pubblico dal 1996. Il Comune di
Torino ne ha curato la ristrutturazione per farne un centro di incontro e
conoscenza della realtà rurale, un luogo nel quale fare esperienze agricole,
un centro di educazione ambientale rivolto ai bambini e ragazzi di tutte le
età, una sede di formazione, informazione e documentazione utilizzato dagli
insegnanti, dalle famiglie e dalla cittadinanza in genere.
Obiettivi specifici:
–
Incontro e conoscenza della realtà rurale: tradizione, cultura e
imprenditoria agricola
–
La fattoria intesa come un sistema complesso: gli ambienti, i
protagonisti, le azioni e le relazioni
–
Coltivazione, allevamento, produzione e consumo critico: tempi
agronomici e tempi pedagogici
Parchi e Verde Urbano: perché il verde cresca con te
Il verde inteso come una opportunità per conoscere, fare scienze e
divertirsi. L’urbanistica e l’impatto ambientale: l’ecosostenibilità. Il
paesaggio: estetica, funzionalità, degrado. La progettazione partecipata:
proposte sul futuro della Città. Questi sono i campi di ricerca su cui i
bambini e i ragazzi si attivano accompagnati dai loro insegnanti: giardini,
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cortili, prati, boschi, sponde dei fiumi, parchi e collina sono gli ambienti di
riferimento, le aule in cui si vivono le esperienze.
Obiettivi specifici:
–
Conoscere le zone verdi della Città
–
Migliorare la conoscenza del territorio
–
Fruire l’ambiente
–
Far rilevare l’intervento dell’uomo nell’ambiente e gli elementi
di squilibrio
Acque e Fiumi: uso e abuso della risorsa acqua
Dalla conoscenza del ciclo dell’acqua alle caratteristiche e
conseguenze dell’inquinamento idrico. Come allestire e curare un acquario.
Percorrere il corso dei fiumi della città: Po, Dora, Sangone e Stura; visitare
l’impianto di potabilizzazione. Questi sono glia aspetti culturali e di
esperienza che affrontano i bambini e i ragazzi presso il Centro alternando la
ricerca sul campo e in laboratorio.
Obiettivi specifici:
– Conoscere il ciclo dell’acqua e l’ecosistema acquatico
– Conoscere i fiumi della città
– Migliorare la conoscenza del territorio
– Far rilevare l’intervento dell’uomo nell’ambiente e gli elementi
di squilibrio.
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URBAN GREEN AS A PLACE
OF ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP PRACTICE:
EXPERIENCES IN GENOA (ITALY)
Giorgio Matricardi
University of Genoa, Biology Department
Nello Agosta, Agostino Barletta, Barbara Comparini
“Green Friends” Urban Advisory Group, at the Environmental
Policies Department of the Municipality of Genoa
Edoardo Canavese, Rita Porro
Municipality of Genoa
Introduction
The improvement of the urban environment and of the quality of life
of citizens are the main objective recommended by the Council of the
European Community to implement a sustainable urban development
strategy which tackles the rising environment-related health problems
(Commission of the European Communities, 2004). The CEROI
Programme (CEROI UNEP, 2000) recognizes the green urban spaces as
important elements to enhance the quality of life in urban areas, including
the “green areas” indicator in the core set of parameters which describe the
sustainability of the urban environment. The objective associated to this
indicator is to provide as many green areas (open areas, parks, playgrounds)
in a city as possible. The CEROI programme works within the context of
Agenda 21 which encourages the public participation and the active
involvement of citizens to facilitate the access to environmental information
for a sound decision-making and a general awareness-raising in cities.
Besides, citizens’ participation (both at the individual and the collective
levels) plays a central role in determining the success of actions and
programmes aimed to achieve sustainable development of urban areas
(Collins, 2004).
The quality of the urban environment is affected by both the
ecological and the social quality of green urban areas (Venn & Niemela,
2004; Coles & Caserio, 2004), but too often city green is managed on a
haphazard basis. Wolf (2004) suggests that thinking to the urban natural
capital as “green infrastructure” could allow the Municipalities to develop
administrative policies which would sustain the people awareness about the
public value of urban green, supporting the commitment of resources to
manage the infrastructure. Green infrastructure management is based on the
ecological information which is a multidimensional knowledge; YliPelkonen and Kohl (2005) stressed the role played by local ecological
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knowledge (resulting from the not specialised citizens) in supplementing
scientific data to guide sustainable urban land use planning.
The active citizenship experiences in Genoa
The foregoing concepts introduce the framework for the experiences
in urban green participated management sustained by the Municipality of
the city of Genoa (Italy) from the end of the Eighties. We include these
experiences between the environmental education actions addressed to the
general public (both youth and adults) and aimed to sustain primarily the
individual everyday decisions which can affect the environment and
secondarily the citizens’ involvement in decision making about common
goods. The experiences were launched to answer to the citizens’ request of
assumption of responsibility in the decision making about the urban
environment and to face the problem of the lack of resources for the
management of the urban green areas by the public administration. The
origin of the citizens’ demand of involvement, which typified the process
we discuss, is of particular interest; usually the public administration calls
the citizens or their stakeholders to participate in some environmental
education actions devoted to improve the public awareness about the
environmental goods. On the contrary, in Genoa the citizens claimed to be
directly involved in green management and the Municipality recognized in
this request a viable solution to its administrative problems.
Supported by the degradation of small urban green areas, the first
requests of assignment were addressed to the Municipality of Genoa in the
earlier Eighties, by groups of citizens living in the neighbours of the areas.
The lack of experienced administrative procedures produced some not
homogenous cooperation agreements between citizens and civil services and
generated the requirement of consolidated rules. In the framework of the
Educative Cities Charter (AICE, 1991), signed by the major of Genoa in
1998, in 1999 a participative process involving the citizens concerned in the
green management problem has been started by the Municipality with the
support (from 2003) of the Department for Environmental Policies. The
main objectives of the process were:
–
To carry out a census of the existing experiences; this led to the
enhancement of the network connections between the private and
public subjects involved
–
To produce a municipal resolution regulating the agreements;
working on the rules allowed to expand both citizens’ and
municipal workers’ knowledge on urban green management and
improved the civil services’ awareness about the effectiveness of
the active citizenship processes and their introduction in the
public administration practice
–
To produce an informational handbook to be distributed between
citizens interested in starting new assignment experiences; the
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edition of the handbook allowed to spread information about the
existing and the new municipal regulations.
The rules resolution has been adopted by the Town Council of
Genoa in 2004 and the handbook has been published and distributed to the
citizens in the same year.
Until 2004, the number of green management agreements signed
between public and private subjects showed a large increase, covering
uncared areas, historic gardens, parks, school gardens and yards of the city;
in 2004, such an increment and the parallel rising of technical and practical
needs coming from the existing experiences, induced the Municipality to
introduce the “Green Friends” qualification to streamline the bureaucratic
procedures bringing to the assignment of the areas to the citizens’ groups
and to facilitate the relationships with the public administration services.
Some minimal standards in the engagements are established for the
attribution of the qualification, both for the citizens and for the
Municipality: the former undertook to maintain the area and to watch over
its right use; the latter undertook to supply materials, technical and
phytosanitary assistance.
In 2005 the Municipality established the “Green Friends” Urban
Advisory Group at the Environmental Policies Department, composed both
by citizens and by municipal officers; all the citizens recipient of green areas
assignments joined the advisory body.
The mission of the group was:
–
To support the settlement of the public administration
policy and of the action plans about the urban green
–
To give opinions on the municipal annual accounts and on
the regulations about the green areas
–
To introduce environmental education projects.
In a word, the advisory group is a place in which active citizenship
takes place and turns to practice.
Brief discussion
Despite the long time required for the inception of the process we
have presented (hopefully, time would not be a limiting factor for
environmental education), the course of these experiences is at the beginning.
The first problems arose both from the implementation of the new set of rules
in the local administrative systems and from the integration between new and
existing regulations; the novelty of the process implies to answer to a lot of
problems and needs a gradual adjustment of the outlined framework.
However, it is possible to identify some main concepts acting as a
background in the context of the interactions between the urban
environment governance and the citizens’ welfare. Through the experiences
of assignment of urban green areas, the territory could be recognized as the
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place in which the environmental knowledge shared by the subjects
involved (both private and public) can be strengthened, allowing people to
regain the places identity (Augé, 1995). Thus, the public awareness about
the environmental goods and their value, supported by the recovery of the
meaning and of the intelligibility of the green places, could promote a deep
understanding of the central concept of compatible urban development and
could induce to the active citizenship; the involvement of citizens and civil
services in cooperative networks could, finally, produce social interactions,
responsibility, critical thinking and some experiences which could relate
scientific knowledge together with everyday life.
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AZIONI 21 A SCUOLA:
EDUCARE ALLA SOSTENIBILITÀ ATTRAVERSO
AZIONI LOCALI PARTECIPATE
Giancarlo Onnis
Referente del LABTER-EA – Laboratorio Territoriale per
l’Educazione Ambientale del Comune di Savona
La partecipazione degli Enti locali italiani al Convegno di
Johannesburg 2002 ha avuto come esito principale il passaggio dalle
dichiarazioni di principio alla richiesta di concretezza: rendere la sostenibilità
concreta e misurabile agli occhi dei cittadini attraverso la realizzazione di
azioni concrete .
I Centri dei Sistema Ligure per l’educazione ambientale chiamati a
contribuire alla redazione del Programma Regionale INFEA (Informazione
e Formazione per l’Educazione Ambientale) hanno raccolto questa
indicazione elaborando un intervento di educazione alla sostenibilità
centrato su azioni concrete condotte dalle comunità scolastiche
sull’ambiente interno/esterno, sull’ambiente relazionale, sull’organizzazione
e sul piano didattico pedagogico.
Il progetto “Azioni 21 a scuola” è stato sviluppato in continuità con
esperienze regionali precedenti (La sperimentazione: Progetto Agenda 21 a
scuola a.s. 1999/2000; la certificazione: Progetto “La scuola si certifica” a.s.
2001/2002 e l’azione: Progetto “Azioni 21 a scuola” a.s. 2003/2004) ed ha
visto I Centri del Sistema Ligure dell’educazione ambientale proporsi,
attraverso le azioni comprese nel programma ed in relazione alle attività
degli Enti Locali di riferimento, come facilitatori di processi partecipativi e
promotori di percorsi di progettazione e ricerca per la sostenibilità locale.
I destinatari/protagonisti del lavoro sono stati ragazzi e gli
insegnanti delle scuole elementari (secondo ciclo), medie inferiori e
superiori della Regione Liguria.
Sotto il profilo metodologico il progetto ha attivato un percorso di
ascolto dei fabbisogni formativi ed ha creato gruppi di lavoro misti
(insegnanti, dirigenti scolastici, referenti o collaboratori del Labter,
componenti di associazioni, tecnici e/o dirigenti di enti locali) per
progettare, pianificare e realizzare le attività.
Il gruppo di Centri delegati (LTSanna, LTSavona. CEAValpolcevera)
ha elaborato una prima bozza del progetto nel dicembre 2002 e condotto nella
primavera del 2003, insieme al resto del Sistema Ligure, un processo di ascolto
e indagine sulle esperienze pregresse e sui fabbisogni formativi degli istituti
scolastici). La formazione degli insegnanti e degli operatori è stata realizzata
tra ottobre e il novembre del 2003, mentre l’avvio dei tavoli di azione locale
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partecipata è coinciso con l’attività didattica svolta nell’anno scolastico
2003/2004.
Lo scopo della presente relazione è illustrare la rete di relazioni e
descrivere il processo di ricerca comune attivati a livello locale per costruire
un sapere articolato e condiviso sulla sostenibilità ambientale. La nostra
proposta di Azioni 21 deriva infatti da una idea complessa di EA come
“processo dell’apprendere – individuale e collettivo – connesso ad una
ricerca di sostenibilità (sociale, ambientale, economica…)” che ci ha indotti
a promuove, nei diversi contesti locali coinvolti, esperienze di
riflessione/trasformazione del rapporto sé/ambiente (il giardino della scuola
o il quartiere), società/ambiente (la raccolta differenziata e la mobilità
sostenibile), uomo/ambiente (la relazione educativa, l’abitare gli spazi,
ecc.). Abbiamo cercato di costruire contesti educativi adeguati ad applicare
tali principi, aiutando insegnanti, genitori e ragazzi a prendersi cura non solo
del cosa apprendere, ma anche del come, della loro coerenza reciproca e del
quando realizzare le azioni di cambiamento studiate. Le azioni locali
partecipate intraprese hanno infatti affrontato il rapporto che ciascuno
intrattiene con i propri ambienti, i rapporti complessivi all’interno della
società e quelli tra società (i sistemi socio-economici) e gli eco-sistemi
proprio a partire dalle singole realtà territoriali, dai luoghi dove ciascuno
vive ed opera e dove è collocata la scuola. Abbiamo per questo promosso
circa sessanta azioni diverse sul territorio regionale sia sull’ambiente fisico
(interno o esterno all’edificio scolastico), che sull’ambiente relazionale e
sull’organizzazione, sul piano didattico pedagogico.
Le principali criticità rilevate sono state: la scarsa attitudine a lavorare
per problemi, il permanere della settorialità e la diffidenza ad attivare gruppi di
lavoro misti per ciò che riguarda le Amministrazioni Pubbliche; la mancanza di
tempo, la scarsa propensione alla problematizzazione e al lavoro per progetti,
per ciò che riguarda il mondo della scuola. Le difficoltà incontrate hanno
condizionato e ritardato la immediata realizzazione di azioni come la
riconversione spazi pubblici, l’attivazione di percorsi sicuri casa-scuola e la
posa in opera di segnaletica specifica, ecc.
I punti di forza hanno rappresentato all’opposto una sorta di “rovescio
della medaglia” perché relativi alla rete di alleanze attivata che alle
caratteristiche stessa delle azioni locali avviate. I gruppi di allievi, genitori,
insegnanti, tecnici, amministratori, sono stati in grado di avviare, in molti
contesti locali, processi di “informazione e formazione, interessati ed attivi in
relazione alle tematiche della sostenibilità ambientale”, così come la natura e
le caratteristiche dei progetti realizzati ha aiutato i protagonisti ad “essere
cittadini, consapevoli, attivi e capaci di prendersi cura del loro ambiente di
vita e delle altre persone”.
Il nostro agire ha costretto tutti gli attori sociali coinvolti alla
concretezza e alla ricerca delle coerenze tra la attestazioni di principio e la
prassi quotidiana interessando, in qualche caso piani di sviluppo locale del
territorio (l’agricoltura biologica) e dando priorità in altre occasioni al tema
della cittadinanza attiva (la riconversione degli spazi scolastici),
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individuando contenuti e processi che hanno valorizzato le virtù morali, la
motivazione etica e la capacità di lavorare con gli altri per arrivare a
costruire un futuro sostenibile.
Le Azioni 21 avviate in Liguria testimoniano infine del nostro
tentativo, spesso goffo e parziale, di agire sulla realtà per far crescere la
consapevolezza che la sostenibilità non è un sacrificio ma un’opportunità
per “abitare meglio la terra”.
Perseguire questi piccoli obiettivi ha rappresentato, in fondo, un
piccolo passo nella direzione della costruzione di una società sostenibile per
un futuro sostenibile.
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LE ECOSCUOLE IN RETE DELLA CITTÀ DEL FARE
Massimo Padovano
Direttore del Progetto “La Città Sostenibile
Agenda 21 Locale della Città del fare”
Città del fare SCpA
Salvatore Antignani, Manuela Cascella
Ufficio di Sistema A21 Città del fare SCpA
Città del fare
Città del fare SCpA è l’Agenzia Locale di Sviluppo al servizio del
Sistema Territoriale amministrato da 10 comuni a Nord-Est di Napoli: Acerra,
Afragola, Brusciano, Caivano, Cardito, Casalnuovo, Castello di Cisterna,
Crispano, Mariglianella e Pomigliano d’Arco. Nata nel 1998 come soggetto
gestore del Patto Territoriale per l’Occupazione “Area Nord Est della Provincia
di Napoli”, l’Agenzia dal 2002 ha ampliato la propria missione operativa,
svolgendo funzioni di promozione, coordinamento ed attuazione di progetti
integrati negli ambiti della pianificazione territoriale, della programmazione
economica, dell’inclusione sociale e dell’innovazione amministrativa.
L’Agenda 21 della Città del fare
La Città Sostenibile è il progetto finalizzato all’attivazione e al
consolidamento del processo di Agenda 21 Locale nei 10 comuni soci
dell’Agenzia. Finanziato dal Programma Aggiuntivo – Patti Territoriali per
l’Occupazione (Delibera CIPE 83/2000), il progetto promuove la
sperimentazione di un nuovo modello di governance ambientale, volto a
favorire la definizione, l’assunzione e la diffusione di regole, scelte e
comportamenti – individuali e collettivi – concretamente orientati alla
compatibilità e alla sostenibilità dello sviluppo territoriale.
La Città Sostenibile ha attivato “A Scuola di ambiente”, una
complessa linea di intervento riservata alle scuole pubbliche del primo e del
secondo ciclo scolastico. “A Scuola di ambiente” è articolata in tre diverse
iniziative di educazione ambientale, costruite, attuate e gestite direttamente
dall’Agenzia: Laboratori di Progettazione Partecipata, Ecoscuole in rete,
Cinematografare21. La strategia adottata mira a costruire una Rete
Territoriale per l’Educazione Ambientale (ReTEA), allo scopo di strutturare,
sui temi della sostenibilità ambientale, reti permanenti di cooperazione tra le
scuole e gli altri attori del territorio. ReTEA attribuisce ai giovani un ruolo
centrale nel coinvolgimento delle comunità locali e nella promozione di
“visioni” di trasformazione territoriale, atteggiamenti di “cittadinanza
attiva”, nuove forme di coesione ed identità sociale.
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Ecoscuole in rete: gli obiettivi e la metodologia
Ecoscuole in rete è un progetto finalizzato alla realizzazione di
Agende 21 scolastiche in sei istituti pubblici della Città del fare.
L’intervento, che ha avuto inizio a marzo 2005 e terminerà nel maggio
2006, ha come destinatari gli studenti e l’intera comunità scolastica, le
associazioni e le istituzioni pubbliche territoriali. L’obiettivo perseguito è
stimolare nei partecipanti lo sviluppo di una “coscienza ambientale”
attraverso l’esercizio di pratiche di cittadinanza attiva, che favoriscono il
coinvolgimento diretto degli studenti nella realizzazione di un sistema
semplificato di gestione ambientale e la partecipazione alle attività
progettuali dei rappresentanti della comunità scolastica, delle istituzioni e
della società civile.
Il progetto adotta la metodologia Eco-Schools, un programma
internazionale per l’educazione, la gestione e la certificazione ambientale,
promosso dalla Foundation for Environmental Education (FEE) e rivolto
alle scuole di ogni ordine e grado. L’iniziativa si articola in 7 step, che
ripercorrono “in piccolo” il processo classico dell’Agenda 21 Locale:
–
Costituzione dell’Eco-Comitato, l’organo composto dai diversi
“attori” della scuola e da una rappresentanza delle autorità e
dell’associazionismo locali, con il compito di coordinare tutte le
fasi progettuali
–
Realizzazione dell’Indagine Ambientale nell’edificio scolastico,
per individuare le problematiche ambientali che necessitano di
un intervento urgente
–
Redazione del Piano d’Azione Ambientale, il documento che
illustra le problematiche ambientali ritenute prioritarie e le azioni
da intraprendere per migliorare la qualità dell’ambiente scolastico
–
Monitoraggio e valutazione dei risultati raggiunti, per verificare
l’efficacia delle azioni previste dal Piano rispetto agli obiettivi
prefissati
–
Stesura dell’Eco-Codice, in cui sono descritte le regole
sperimentate con l’attuazione del Piano d’Azione Ambientale e
che rappresentano il nuovo “stile di vita” della comunità scolastica
–
Integrazione curriculare, che offre alla scuola l’opportunità di
trattare le tematiche e i contenuti del progetto all’interno di
diversi percorsi didattici
–
Informazione e coinvolgimento della comunità scolastica e della
comunità locale sui contenuti e sui risultati delle attività progettuali.
Le scuole che avranno portato a termine tutti gli step potranno
richiedere la certificazione ambientale di Eco-scuola, che sarà attribuita con
la consegna della “Bandiera verde”.
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Gli strumenti per “fare rete”
L’elemento che caratterizza il progetto, conferendo un distintivo
valore aggiunto all’esperienza in corso, è la costruzione di una Rete delle
Ecoscuole di Città del fare, al fine di promuovere la cooperazione tra le
scuole e gli altri attori del territorio sui temi della sostenibilità ambientale,
stimolare l’attivazione di nuovi progetti ed agevolare l’accesso al network
internazionale di Eco-Schools.
La costruzione della Rete è facilitata dall’utilizzo di strumenti
specifici, che rafforzano il senso di appartenenza ad una comunità, ad un
territorio, ad un processo di cambiamento e favoriscono lo scambio di idee,
informazioni e conoscenze:
–
L’animazione territoriale - L’Agenzia ha condotto un’intensa
attività di animazione, allo scopo di coinvolgere scuole ed
istituzioni pubbliche locali nelle diverse iniziative di educazione
ambientale proposte. Il progetto è stato promosso attraverso il
servizio di front-line riservato ai 15 istituti pubblici del secondo
ciclo scolastico e la realizzazione di un convegno di
presentazione per le scuole e le istituzioni del territorio.
L’adesione agli interventi è stata regolamentata da un Bando
multi-azione, i cui contenuti sono stati divulgati con
l’organizzazione di incontri informativi.
–
I seminari formativi - È stato realizzato un ciclo di seminari
rivolti ai docenti referenti e agli studenti delle scuole
partecipanti, al fine di garantire la corretta implementazione della
metodologia proposta e trasmettere ai partecipanti le conoscenze
di base sui temi della sostenibilità ambientale. Il percorso
formativo, che ha rappresentato un primo momento di
conoscenza, dialogo e confronto tra i partecipanti, si è articolato
in 5 seminari per i docenti e in 6 seminari per gli studenti, uno
per ciascuna delle scuole coinvolte nelle attività progettuali.
–
Il servizio di tutoraggio - L’Agenzia ha fornito alle scuole un
servizio di tutoraggio, allo scopo di supportare docenti referenti e
studenti nell’implementazione del progetto e di favorire il
raccordo tecnico, operativo e funzionale tra le scuole e Città del
fare SCpA.
–
Il “kit delle ecoscuole” - A tutti gli studenti che partecipano
attivamente al progetto è stato distribuito il “kit delle Ecoscuole”,
composto da un Manuale informativo, un Eco-glossario, adesivi
e gadget promozionali. Il Kit promuove l’immagine coordinata
del progetto e stimola il senso di appartenenza ad un unico,
condiviso processo di cambiamento. Ad ogni scuola, inoltre,
sono stati forniti un pannello informativo sui contenuti di
Ecoscuole in rete ed una “eco-bacheca”, realizzata con legno
riciclato, per la pubblicazione di comunicazioni e avvisi relativi
alle attività in corso.
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La sezione web dedicata - Al progetto è dedicata una sezione
web del portale de La Città Sostenibile (www.a21.cittadelfare.it).
Questo spazio assicura un’ampia divulgazione dei contenuti e dei
risultati progettuali, favorendo lo scambio di esperienze tra le
“ecoscuole” di Città del fare, la cooperazione tra le scuole ed il
network internazionale di Eco-Schools, l’interazione tra gli
studenti e gli utenti del web. Il portale, inoltre, attiva meccanismi
di competizione tra le “ecoscuole”, attraverso la partecipazione a
quattro concorsi premio:
–
L’ecoscuola più efficace
–
Il racconto giornalistico migliore
–
La foto più bella
–
La scuola più originale.

–

Gli Uffici stampa - L’attività di coinvolgimento ed informazione
delle comunità scolastiche sulle iniziative realizzate e sui risultati
raggiunti è curata da Uffici stampa, composti e gestiti dagli
studenti ed attivi presso ciascuna scuola. Gli Uffici stampa hanno
il compito di descrivere le attività svolte, attraverso la redazione
di racconti e la realizzazione di foto. Gli studenti, inoltre, con il
supporto tecnico ed operativo dell’Agenzia, curano la redazione
di un bollettino, distribuito nelle scuole coinvolte ed inviato ad
associazioni ed istituzioni del territorio. La pubblicazione dà
spazio a riflessioni, racconti, proposte ed osservazioni degli
studenti in merito agli interventi programmati ed attuati.

I primi successi e le sfide da vincere
A distanza di nove mesi dall’attuazione dell’intervento è possibile stilare
un bilancio provvisorio, che mette in luce – tra i successi già ottenuti – la
costruzione di un efficace coordinamento tecnico, amministrativo e gestionale,
una buona adesione degli istituti scolastici al Bando e l’avvio di rapporti formali
e strutturati tra le scuole e l’Agenzia. L’apprezzamento del Coordinamento
nazionale Eco-Schools sull’esperienza in atto rappresenta un importante
riconoscimento e un forte stimolo a continuare il cammino intrapreso.
Tra le sfide da vincere emerge la necessità di stabilizzare la Rete,
rafforzando i legami di reciproca fiducia tra i suoi attori ed integrando il
principio ambientale nei programmi formativi delle scuole. Un passaggio
obbligato, in questa direzione, è l’ottenimento della “Bandiera Verde” per
tutte le scuole impegnate nelle attività progettuali.
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CONCERTACIÓN DE ACTORES
EN LA IMPLEMENTACIÓN DE UNA ESTRATEGIA
SOCIAL PARA LA CONSERVACIÓN
Laura Pérez Arce
La Reserva de la Biosfera Sierra Gorda, ubicada en el norte del
estado de Querétaro, México, con alrededor de un millón de acres de
extensión, 14 tipos de vegetación, un santuario en el corazón de México, sus
montañas cársticas que constituyen una extraordinaria zona de recarga de
acuíferos, con prácticamente el 100% de su extensión propiedad privada o
ejidal, los tesoros biológicos que son nuestro mandato preservar en manos
de sus 100,000 habitantes de 638 comunidades de extrema pobreza en un
grave rezago, faltas de habilidades productivas y sin oportunidades,
impactando diariamente con sus hábitos y el ignorante manejo de sus
recursos naturales.
Obra pública no sustentable por parte de los tres niveles de gobierno,
nula aplicación de la ley, se presentan como las más urgentes amenazas en
contra de la biodiversidad.
Ante este creciente impacto, que conlleva el mismo “progreso” y la
sobrevivencia de sus habitantes, nació esta iniciativa local hace 17 años,
sembrando la conservación desde la base, orientando a sus comunidades
hacia prácticas sustentables a través de la educación ambiental a todo nivel,
la aprobación de ecotecnias, el saneamiento continuo y reciclaje de
materiales, involucrando a las comunidades, niños, padres y maestros, en
actividades continuas mes tras mes por muchos años, haciendo crecer una
cultura de amor y respeto por la Tierra.
Al mismo tiempo buscando establecer un desarrollo alternativo fuera
de las practicas tradicionales como agricultura y ganadería que lo han
mantenido en el atraso y pobreza, desarrollando las capacidades locales,
dotando de infraestructura, asistencia técnica, capacitación para el
aprovechamiento de sus recursos forestales maderables y no maderables así
como la diversificación de las oportunidades productivas con el
establecimiento de proyectos de cerámica, apiarios, talleres de carpintería,
piscicultura, ecoturismo, producción de conservas, deshidratado de frutas y
flores. Este año, gracias a un programa pionero por parte de la CONAFOR,
se iniciará el paso de servicios ambientales como la cosecha de agua, con lo
que se compensará a propietarios de 20,000 has de bosques y selvas y
esperamos poder estimular las plantaciones forestales con pago de secuestro
de carbono también.
Una sinfonía con 163 proyectos en campo con 23,000 participantes
activos en el proceso, años y años de tejer redes, consensos, negociaciones
con instituciones de los tres niveles de gobierno como CEA, CNA,
CECADESU, CECATI, CONACULTA, CONCYTEQ, CONECULTA,
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CONABIO, CONAFOR, CONANP, DICONSA, FONAES, PRODERS,
PRONARE, SEDUOP, SECTUR, SEDEA, SEMARNAT y ayuntamientos
locales, corporativos como CUMMINS, DEACERO, ECOCE, SHELL,
BASF ECOFIBRAS, fundaciones y organismos nacionales e internacionales
como GESG, JICA, FMCN, WWF, IMAC, Fundación Gonzalo Río
Arronte, Fundación Roberto Ruiz Obregón, US Forest Service, además de
universidades y medios de comunicación, un decreto federal como reserva
de la biosfera y su inclusión en la Red Internacional de Reservas de
programa MAB de la UNESCO, un programa de manejo intensamente
consensado y finalmente un proyecto GEF full size que será ejecutado por la
iniciativa local y sus numerosas redes de trabajo social, enlaces
comunitarios, vigilantes sociales, brigadistas de incendios, reforestadores,
maestros, eco-clubes juveniles y redes de otras instituciones, todos
orientados hacia nuestra tarea común, ejecutando en tiempo y armonía esta
amplísima orquestación de la sustentabilidad.
Toda esta actividad a través de muchos años sólo puede suceder con
una amplísima red de amigos y contactos que envuelven el intento contra
tiempos de hostigamiento y voluntad política adversa, financiamientos
escasos y muy competidos, es por lo tanto especial llevar aparejado un
intenso programa de relaciones públicas y visibilidad social. Una gestión de
recursos financieros interrumpida y a todo nivel, institucionalmente
orientados los diferentes sectores a una inversión reorientada a la
sustentabilidad, internacionalmente compromisos muy fuertes para la
iniciativa local que después de los años de trabajo podemos asumir, para
conseguir el tránsito definitivo de nuestra reserva a la sustentabilidad como
una experiencia viva, un movimiento social para la conservación.
Sólo la conciencia compartida a todo nivel dentro de la región
generaría la sustentabilidad, procesos a largo plazo en donde las nuevas
generaciones lleven esta orientación a marcar el rumbo del desarrollo, reglas
y programas, ordenamiento desde la base, gobernabilidad para la reserva,
aplicación de la ley.
Sierra Gorda es una ebullición de actividad, la operación de la
conservación en campo con una sinergia social-institucional-internacional,
que nos permitirá cristalizar este paradigma de la sustentabilidad como una
puesta en marcha, levantando una ola de amor y acciones reales,
concentrando todo en la misma región, potenciándose por la participación
social en creciente, esperamos vencer este punto de resistencia y como una
realidad de vida, los serranos pueden asegurar su permanencia y progreso
nuestros preciosos tesoros, bosques y selvas, pueden conservarse como un
refugio para la vida natural.
Quisiéramos subrayar el valor de la iniciativa local que nace con raíz
y conocimiento de la región y sus procesos sociales, y es capaz de asumir el
cuidado de la Tierra con emergencia y pasión identificando plenamente con
urgencias y soluciones con una determinación total para conseguir la
preservación de valores regionales.
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La ONG Grupo Ecológico Sierra Gorda ha sido el eje articulador, la
conexión de donde esta red se ha generado, después de 10 años de trabajo y
como una acción estratégica conseguimos el decreto federal de nuestra
Reserva, única en su origen, en donde las comunidades locales lo
promovieron; desde entonces un miembro de la iniciativa local, pasó
directamente a la administración pública del área y en conjunción con el
brazo operador que es la ONG local, se ha avanzado mucho en un modelo
de co-administración y co-manejo que senta un precedente único y que abre
la puerta a un manejo más real en Reservas con población asentada en ellas
y que piden a gritos que se trabaje con su gente, en donde actualmente se
esta revirtiendo la perversa tendencia actual y se dará la conservación como
una realidad. Si no orientamos y hacemos posible el progreso para las
comunidades locales, ellos impactarán diariamente a modo de hormiga, al
paso del tiempo, con incendios provocados, nuevos basureros, explotación
forestal de extrema pobreza, obra pública irresponsable, seriamente
impactan a la conservación. Las comunidades son los actores centrales a los
que hay que involucrar en tareas de conservación significando una gran
fuerza de trabajo y voluntad que es necesario capitalizar para la consecución
de nuestro objetivo, reinvertiendo con esto la tendencia actual.
Existen buenos programas de gobierno, combate a la pobreza,
productividad, capacitación de las instituciones para vincular procesos, dar
el paciente seguimiento necesario y velar por los intereses comunitarios;
supliendo deficiencia, ocupando vacías, tejiendo procesos, se consigue
articular a las instituciones.
Las escasas capacidades locales y los laberintos en las regulaciones
de los programas oficiales, los sitúan en una distancia difícilmente superable
por ellos mismos, existiendo brechas que no consiguen superarse sólo a
través de un programa de trabajo que interactúe constantemente logra una
fluidez en los procesos. Nuestro Consejo Asesor con 42 miembros trabaja
activamente a través de sus subcomités: educación, impacto ambiental,
productivo y forestal, habiendo conseguido orientar la obra pública la
concertación de proyectos comunitarios ya en marcha. Esta coordinación es
posible si existe un firme y enérgico eje articulado que se mantenga en la
raya hasta la consecución del objetivo.
Parte esencial, es contar con los recursos financieros necesarios para
la articulación de todas estas redes institucionales y comunitarias, es la
gestión de recursos económicos ante fundaciones y organismos nacionales e
internacionales que haga posible que se dé toda la respuesta hacia la
sociedad involucrada como que empuje y jale los recursos oficiales, por lo
que estos actores son un nivel esencial al que debe atenderse
persistentemente, buscando nuevas formas de colaboración, generando
nuevas alianzas, manteniendo la vigencia del proyecto continuamente, por
lo que debe uno mantenerse visible todo el tiempo a través de un constante
trabajo en los medios al alcance.
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“WATCHING BEYOND”
(AURORA, 8 YEARS OLD)
Silvana Ranzato, Mario Bellinzona
Laboratorio scuola/città sostenibile
Cooperativa Sociale Terzo Tempo
In 2010 over 90% of the European population will be living in urban areas.
In 2030 about 50% of the world population will be living in urban areas.
The project was originated by the analysis of the effects of people’s
move to towns and cities as well as by the mere observation of towns and
cities and of the lives people lead there.
Western towns and cities are now synonymous with the so-called
“anonymous” suburbs (which in fact are dangerous places day and night),
new urban expansions, endless lines of terraced houses annihilating the rural
landscape without creating a new urban landscape, high-rising buildings
popping up in the very city centres and rivalling with the old church towers,
new industrial areas, so dull in the day and so dangerous at night.
In western cities public spaces are neglected, often unsafe, the air is
unbreathable and the noise is the background to all our words, traffic is so
chaotic that you can’t even raise your head and realise how astonishingly
horrific these cities have become.
In western cities mobility kills (road accidents, lung diseases).
This is where man’s cubs grow, and are conditioned from their birth.
Cities are becoming man’s only environment, where man
communicates, produces, consumes, moves.
Not only are these cities ugly, but they don’t even function well.
They are not democratic from a spatial point of view, because some
categories, like children and the elderly, can’t use them unless they are
ready to risk their lives.
In these cities, relationships are at stake.
In these cities, streets separate and isolate instead of connecting;
liveability is measured by indicators such as safe routes, urban sanctuaries
protecting the sheltered species of non-drivers.
In some neighbourhoods, pavements and streets are occupied mainly
by immigrants, who don’t have a car. This huge presence of foreigners with
different languages and gestures scares natives, who do not realize that an
inhabited street is much safer than an empty street.
What lies ahead are two opposite scenarios: this ancient use of public
space may inspire the natives and spur them to get ownership of these
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spaces again, but more likely foreigners will fill the streets with their cars as
soon as they can afford it.
In order to live in cities where cars are less used, where people can
meet in public places, where technological levels are high in all sectors,
where energy consumption is minimized, where there may not be a shared
idea of beauty but a shared concern and search for beauty, the present day
trend must be changed.
Environmental education: educating people towards the city of
everyone, for everyone.
The project “Watching beyond” has been set up after observing the
present day Italian urban landscape and comparing it with other countries
and different practices of landscape management.
The project was born when the Italian law on traffic and mobility
plans was passed. Such plans were meant to introduce sustainable mobility,
reducing the use of cars and changing the use of cities and citizens’ habits in
the way they move. Such plans needed to be accompanied by information
campaigns raising people’s awareness, and schools could be the right place
to start with young people and, through them, reach the adults.
But in fact such plans have only contributed to fostering the use of
cars instead of producing a cultural change in the way people move in cities.
So what can we do to make our cities more liveable?
Today’s children/future adults must learn to watch the urban
environment in a critical and careful way, because present day adults are
both the victims and the ones responsible for the cities we all live in.
This is the reason why we have decided to set up this project in
schools (students from 3 to 18 years old), in order to create child-friendly
cities through actions involving children.
With no demagogy: no one thinks that children can be left alone with
the responsibility of dealing with the urban environment and cities’ mobility.
But schools, being communities of children and adults (parents and
teachers) interacting with local councillors, can become aware of this
negative development and help create and spread a new cultural model of
urban life.
So the major aim of this project is to help children look round
carefully and intentionally, in other words watch space: from their
classroom to their school-garden, from the street to the route to school they
should walk alone, instead of being driven by their parents in a car.
Watching carefully is the first step: the second is to notice the
features and limits of what is around us through the comparison with
relevant situations and solutions, thus building on one’s specific knowledge.
In order to show adults (parents and councillors) suggestions for
better cities, we need to combine the two steps and “watch beyond”, as 8
year-old Aurora told us.
It is vital to redesign schools, streets and cities and introduce the idea
of sustainability. A sustainable school pays attention to children’s needs and
helps them develop the skills that are necessary to manage space.
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Sustainability means living in a city where you don’t risk your life in the
streets and where school-gardens are not used as parking lots.
A sustainable city is a place where you find children in the streets, not
just walking to school, but walking to their friends’ homes, or simply walking.
Education means exchanging views, participating in decisions and
giving suggestions.
Adults too need to “watch beyond” and go beyond their private
interests and habits, which turn them into passive and unsustainable users of
urban spaces.
Environmental education in schools must involve adults (parents and
teachers) and help them reconsider their certainties and habits.
If adults decided to move in a more sustainable way (using public
transport, cycling, walking short distances) streets would be much safer
for everyone.
If local administrations were aware of death risks produced by the
breach of driving regulations, if controls became stricter, adults would have
to change their driving habits.
If…then schools could simply teach the meaning of road signs and
cities would be more liveable.
But reality is unfortunately different.
In order to involve adults in the ideas for change imagined by
children who have “watched beyond”, it is vital to guarantee adults’
acknowledgement and respect of children’s needs.
If children suggest ideas that would turn the area around their school
into a safe place, adults (parents, teachers, local councillors) must take into
account children’s ideas and underlying needs and do something about it.
Not just because children’s efforts are to be respected, but because
through them new information is gathered and a greater awareness on risks
is raised.
The respect of local knowledge – be it children’s knowledge or other
citizens’ knowledge – is one of the main principles of participation. Local
knowledge is to be combined with (not opposed to) the knowledge of experts.
The correct practice of community design reinforces democracy: the
decision-making process is more transparent and citizens become a
community. For children and adults, community design is the right way to
share the project of a sustainable city.
Facts and outcomes
Over the past five years the project – started in 2001 with the scheme
“Shall we make a garden?” and in 2002 with the scheme “Beautiful and safe
streets” – has involved the city of Turin as well as 14 towns in the Turin
area, totalling 129 classes and about 7,400 students aged 3 to 18 years old.
The process involves students at school (10 to 22 hours), families, local
councillors, paediatricians and local associations, and most of all teachers.
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At the end of the process, some school-gardens were transformed
according to the children’s needs and suggestions and several “Clean air
days” were organised, in which children walked to school on their own,
starting from meeting points a third of a mile away from school.
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“GUARDARE OLTRE”
(AURORA, 8 ANNI)
Silvana Ranzato, Mario Bellinzona
Laboratorio scuola/città sostenibile
Cooperativa Sociale Terzo Tempo
Nel 2010 più del 90% della popolazione europea abiterà le città.
Nel 2030 circa il 50% della popolazione mondiale abiterà le città.
Il progetto nasce dalla riflessione sugli effetti del fenomeno
dell’inurbamento e dalla mera osservazione della città, del suo funzionamento e
della vita che vi si svolge.
Della città occidentale con le sue periferie storiche che eufemisticamente
definiamo anonime, mentre spesso sono dormitori impraticabili di giorno e di
notte; con i nuovi quartieri di espansione pretenziosi, gli svillettamenti che
snaturano, annullandolo, il paesaggio agricolo con le sue storiche peculiarità senza
creare un nuovo paesaggio urbano; con gli edifici spuntati non si sa come nei centri
storici, che competono solo per altezza con il vecchio campanile; con le
invereconde nuove aree industriali, squallide di giorno, di notte luoghi a rischio.
Della città dagli spazi pubblici trascurati, spesso insicuri, dall’aria
che in inverno prende alla gola, dal rumore che è sottofondo a tutte le nostre
parole, investita da un traffico caotico che non permette di alzare la testa e
stupire di come è diventata brutta.
Della città dove si muore, per spostarsi, di incidente automobilistico,
oltre che, sempre per il traffico, di malattie polmonari.
Dove crescono i cuccioli d’uomo, da subito condizionati.
Le città stanno diventando il solo ambiente dell’uomo, dove questi
comunica, produce, consuma, si sposta.
Questa città, oltre che antiestetica, funziona male. E’ una città
spazialmente non democratica, perché alcune categorie, bambini e anziani
ad esempio, non possono usarla se non rischiando la vita.
È una città che non si prende cura degli utenti deboli, ma ne fa degli
utenti a rischio.
A rischio non solo di incidenti automobilistici, che in Italia
continuano ad essere anche in città molto elevati, in controtendenza con gli
altri Paesi europei. A rischio di povertà di relazioni, di imbarbarimento.
È una città isolata e frammentata dalle strade, che separano, invece
di unire; una città dove la vivibilità si misura in percorsi sicuri, oasi urbane
nate per salvaguardare la specie protetta dei non-automobilisti.
In alcuni quartieri i marciapiedi, le strade sono occupati
essenzialmente da cittadini immigrati, che per motivi soprattutto economici
usano molto meno l’automobile. Questa presenza massiccia di stranieri, con
altri suoni, altre lingue, altre gestualità, che sono soliti per cultura ad una
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maggiore prossimità, crea disagio e insicurezza negli autoctoni che non
colgono che una strada abitata è molto più sicura di una strada vuota, che
non capiscono l’aspetto positivo di presidio territoriale.
Abbiamo dinanzi due opposti scenari: da un lato che questo uso diverso
e antico dello spazio pubblico contagi gli autoctoni nelle loro modalità di
utilizzo della città, che invogli ad un riappropriamento dello spazio pubblico;
dall’altro, cosa più probabile, che capiti l’inverso, vale a dire che, appena
possibile, anche gli stranieri occupino la strada con l’automobile.
Per una città dove si usi certamente meno di oggi l’automobile, dove
sia possibile l’incontro, una città tecnologicamente avanzata in tutti i settori,
che contenga il consumo energetico, per una città dove vi sia – se non
un’idea di bellezza condivisibile e condivisa – almeno una ricerca del bello,
bisogna cambiare tendenza.
Educazione ambientale è educare alla città di tutti e per tutti
Il progetto “Guardare oltre” nasce dall’osservazione del paesaggio
italiano odierno, dal confronto con altri paesaggi europei, con altre gestioni.
Nasce in concomitanza con la legge che prevede per le città i piani
del traffico (PUT e PUM), dall’idea che tali piani si pongano con forza
l’obiettivo di intervenire sulla città per una mobilità sostenibile, con
interventi che limitino il traffico automobilistico e modifichino l’uso della
città. Piani così eseguiti, di impatto sulle consuetudini consolidate di
spostamento, vanno accompagnati da un’opera di informazione che può
portare ad una nuova consapevolezza relativamente all’ambiente urbano, e
la scuola può essere il giusto tramite.
Ma l’obiettivo dei piani è stato più quello di facilitare il più possibile il
traffico veicolare che non di rimettere in discussione le modalità di spostamento.
Persa l’occasione storica dei piani della mobilità, si ripropone la
domanda: che fare, per migliorare la città e con essa la vita dei cittadini?
Chi, se non i futuri cittadini adulti, devono imparare a guardare la
città con occhio critico, vigile e attento, visto che gli attuali adulti sono le
vittime ma anche gli artefici di queste città?
Da qui scaturisce la scelta dell’intervento nella scuola, per una città
che tenga conto dei bambini, sulla quale intervenire con i bambini.
Senza demagogia: nessuno pensa che un lavoro di intervento
sull’ambiente e sulla mobilità competa ai bambini, ai soli bambini. Ma la
scuola-comunità, alla quale appartengono anche gli adulti, insegnanti e
genitori, che si confronta con gli amministratori comunali, può con i
bambini prendere coscienza di questo sviluppo distorto e contribuire a
creare e diffondere un diverso modello culturale di urbanità.
Così l’obiettivo primo che si è dato questo progetto è portare i
bambini ad osservare con attenzione ed intenzionalmente lo spazio che li
circonda, a guardare: dall’aula al giardino della scuola, dalla strada al
percorso che dovrebbero fare a piedi da soli da casa a scuola, e che invece
fanno in automobile con i genitori.
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Guardare con attenzione è il primo passo: il secondo è cogliere le
caratteristiche e i limiti di ciò che ci circonda attraverso il confronto con situazioni e
soluzioni emblematiche, ampliare cioè le proprie conoscenze specifiche.
Per presentare agli adulti, genitori e amministratori, le proposte di
modifica e miglioramento della città è necessario combinare i due momenti,
e “guardare oltre”, come ha detto Aurora, di 8 anni.
È necessario ripensare l’ambiente della scuola, l’uso della città e
delle sue strade, e introdurre il concetto di sostenibilità, che si traduce in una
scuola attenta ai bisogni dei bambini, che educhi anche al controllo dello
spazio; che preveda un uso senza rischio di incidente delle strade urbane e
un utilizzo del giardino scolastico non come parcheggio.
I bambini per strada non solo per andare a scuola, ma per andare
dagli amici, per passeggiare; i bambini, oggi spariti, che si riappropriano
della città ci indicano che la città si avvia a diventare sostenibile.
Educare è confrontarsi, partecipare alle scelte e contribuire alle proposte.
Ma bisogna che anche gli adulti imparino a “guardare oltre”, oltre i
loro piccoli interessi privati. Oltre le loro abitudini consolidate, che li rende
pigri esecutori passivi di modelli insostenibili, per quel che concerne la
mobilità e l’uso complessivo degli spazi urbani.
L’educazione ambientale nella scuola deve coinvolgere gli adulti,
genitori e insegnanti, e mettere in discussione le loro certezze e, soprattutto,
i loro comportamenti.
Se gli adulti adottassero un comportamento più sostenibile rispetto
alla mobilità, se usassero di più i mezzi pubblici, la bicicletta, si muovessero
nel caso di una distanza inferiore al chilometro a piedi, le strade sarebbero
molto più sicure per tutti.
Se le amministrazioni fossero determinate nel controllo delle
infrazioni, consapevoli dei rischi anche mortali che il mancato rispetto delle
regole causa nei confronti non solo dei bambini, gli adulti dovrebbero
cambiare comportamento.
Se… allora nelle scuole basterebbe proporre un’educazione stradale
“tradizionale”, approfondire la conoscenza della segnaletica, e la città
sarebbe più vivibile.
Ma la realtà è purtroppo diversa.
Quindi per responsabilizzare gli adulti, per coinvolgerli in una
proposta di cambiamento della città che i bambini guardando oltre hanno
immaginato, il progetto ha un bisogno fondamentale della loro
partecipazione. Non per concretizzare il progetto dei bambini: ma per
riconoscere e rispettare le loro esigenze.
Se i bambini propongono un intervento che mette in sicurezza, ad
esempio, l’area vicino alla scuola, gli adulti, genitori, insegnanti e
amministratori, devono confrontarsi con il progetto, fare propria la
necessità, dare un seguito alla richiesta.
Non per un astratto rispetto del lavoro dei bambini: ma perché
attraverso il lavoro sul campo dei bambini essi stessi hanno acquisito nuove
informazioni e sono diventati più consapevoli dei rischi anche ambientali.
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Il rispetto delle conoscenze diffuse sul territorio, siano esse dei
bambini o di altri cittadini, sono uno dei fondamenti della partecipazione:
non in contrapposizione, ma ad integrazione e supporto del sapere tecnico.
La progettazione partecipata, se praticata correttamente, è uno
strumento di democrazia che favorisce la trasparenza nelle scelte, il
coinvolgimento e la crescita civica dei cittadini. Per i bambini e per gli
adulti è la via da utilizzare per condividere un progetto di città sostenibile.
Dati e risultati
L’attività, che ha preso l’avvio nel 2001 con il progetto “Facciamo
un giardino?” e nel 2002 con il progetto “Strade belle e sicure”, ha coinvolto
in questi anni, oltre alla città di Torino, 14 comuni della Provincia di Torino
per un totale di 129 classi e di circa 7400 bambini.
Oltre alla presenza in classe di un “esperto”, per un monte ore
variabile da 10 a 22, il progetto prevede il coinvolgimento delle famiglie,
dell’amministrazione locale, incontri con i pediatri e altre associazioni
presenti sul territorio e soprattutto momenti di formazione degli insegnanti,
che, in quanto formatori, sono coinvolti in prima persona in tutto il progetto.
A conclusione degli interventi, sono stati apportati miglioramenti in
alcuni giardini e sono state organizzate “Giornate dell’aria pulita”, con i
bambini che si sono recati a scuola a piedi da soli partendo dai punti di
raccolta individuati ad un massimo di 500 metri dalla scuola.
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BASIC CRITERIA
OF THE “ECO-SCHOOLS” EVALUATION PROCESS
Raffaella Riccobene
Master Degree in Environmental Science, Eco-Schools National
Operator - FEE Italy (Foundation for Environmental Education;
www.eco-schools.org, eco-schools@feeitalia.org)
Vittoria Carnevale
PhD Student - University of Calabria,
Eco-Schools Local Operator
Diego Marazza
PhD Student – University of Bologna, AISA
Italian Association of Environmental Science
Eco-Schools is a programme for environmental education,
management and certification. Eco-Schools was developed on the basis of a
simplified environmental management system (EMS) involving both direct
and indirect school stakeholders, thus providing a contribution for
implementation of Local Agenda 21 at the level of school community.
The Programme incorporates seven elements which schools at any
level can adopt as a methodology. These elements have been designed to be
the core of the Eco-Schools process, yet the structure is flexible enough to
be adopted in any country, and at any level of schools’ previous
environmental achievement.
This flexible system, with its pedagogic and practical elements, has
made Eco-Schools a very successful programme with clear and tangible
benefits to schools and communities, and of course to teachers and young
people. Eco-Schools includes a certification process, which has as an award
label the Green Flag.
The key criterion for school evaluation which may result in the
certification with the Green Flag (the Eco-Schools eco label) is based on the
improvement of school environment in terms of lifestyle of school
stakeholders and reduction of environmental school impact in a
participatory manner.
International requirements
The criteria for assessing schools for the award should be faithful to
the guidelines agreed at international level. Following are the most
elementary criteria for assessing Eco-Schools for the Green Flag, though
National Programmes often have further quantitative, qualitative or
procedural requirements.
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The Eco-Schools Process, sometimes referred to as the 7-step
process, is the central, underlying approach that Eco-Schools
offers. Some national programmes go beyond this, but the
successful implementation of this process will be common to
all schools, which have been awarded
Eco-Schools should involve the whole, or the greatest part, of
the school. It should not be a programme for an EcoCommittee only. National Programme Managers will
consider evidence of whole school activities in their
assessment for awards
Eco-Schools should achieve at least 2/3 of the objectives in
their Action Plan, in order to qualify for an award. This
should be demonstrable
The school should demonstrate an active communication
strategy, to inform the whole school and community of its
activities
The Local Authority(ies) should be involved in some
capacity – this is a required element of Local Agenda 21,
which characterizes Eco-Schools
While national programmes and schools specifically can, and
should be encouraged to, participate in various themes and
issues of relevance to Local Agenda 21, the core themes of
Eco-Schools are Water, Energy and Waste
Schools are recommended to establish links or contacts with
other schools in different regions or countries, using the EcoSchools linking project or any other means.

National procedures and requirements
The local operators are the collaborators of the national operator and
have the responsibility of evaluating the overall work of a school and its
progress over the years of its participation to the programme. The evaluation
of a school is taken into account by the National Operator and the National
Committee that is reviewing schools twice a year. The member of the
National Committee are national operator, local operators, FEE Italia
representatives and other external members (different every year). The
evaluation process for Italian Eco-Schools programme foresee different steps.
–
Every operator participate to the eco-committees during
school year, give consulence to the teachers via e-mail,
telephone or during specific meetings; if the eco-committee
is not ready for the certification award, the operator dissuade
the teachers from sending school report to the national
commission.
–
After Eco-Committee publish the Action Plan, the local
operator has to fill in a pre-evaluation document (see
attachment 1) useful for monitoring the school work and
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–

–

–

where is indicated a score about the school activities, some
indicators and notes of the operator itself.
Local operators with more experience can organize a
Regional Committee for evaluating local schools; in May and
in November the local operators proposes to the National
Committee the schools that are being eligible for award after
having implemented the “ECO-SCHOOLS” project at least 6
months (better 1 year). On June 2005 the National Operator
published a portfolio (attachment 2) useful for the teacher
which have to collect documents for the final report and
some guidelines useful for the local operators for reading and
assessing the portfolio itself. The report has to be submitted
by school in the form of print or electronic portfolio: it
contains generally text by teacher and students, photos,
drawings, artworks, schemes, video etc. The school must
clearly show that they have completed the seven steps and
demonstrate specific actions that are transforming them into a
sustainable school.
The national operator inform the local operators about the result
of the assessment tacking into account the schools evaluated by
the Regional Committee; the local operators have to inform the
schools, the local authorities and other stakeholder about the
results and the date of the award ceremony.
The FEE Italia send out Green Flag and certificate to schools
(1 Green Flag for each school awarded for the first time and
1 or more certificates for every institute which is awarded for
the first time or which confirm the certification).

Indicators
For every step we take into account some indicators, which accord to
the ISFOL and Emilia Romagna INFEA network quality indicators
(Bertacci, 2003):
–
Eco-Committee: the variety of the members of the Committee
(teachers, parents, students, representatives of industries, local
government, environmental associations, etc...) is very important
as the methodology of forum managing (consideration of all
point of view and requirements of the stakeholder of the schools
community) and exploitation of the resources and skills of every
member. Furthermore we consider how many times the member
of the eco-committee meet each other and if documents about the
meeting are disseminate.
–
Environmental Review: we consider how is implemented the
audit of the school building as the evaluation of the priorities and
the real involvement of the students. We want to see the results
of the review.
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Action Plan: we consider how is rigorous alias if every action is
associated to a responsible, objective and date of expire; if the
Action Plan is correlated with the environmental review and is
setting achievable and realistic targets and deadlines to improve
environmental performance on specific issues.
Monitoring and Evaluation: we consider if is planned a
monitoring scheme and are established indicators (qualitative
and/or quantitative) of process; if the feedback are considered
and collected.
Curriculum work: we want to consider the global effort of the
schools community and teacher equip; if the whole school is
involved in practical initiatives, for example, saving water,
recycling materials and preventing litter. We consider if
sustainable education is part of the school curriculum. Efforts
should be made to involve environmental education throughout
the curriculum, in addition to the more evident areas of study
such as science and geography.
Informing and involving: the school community has to make ties
with external organizations in order to benefit from their
experience and expertise. Eco-Schools have to consider the wider
community when preparing action plans to keep the wider
community informed of actions taken through classroom
displays, school assemblies and press coverage. Typical
awareness activities are communication of the eco-code to the
mates at school, holding an exhibition for teachers, parents and
friends for example. Other factors are production of leaflets,
slogans, brochures, as well as activities related to the broader
local community or the media (i.e. press releases and
publications to the local media).
Eco-Code: we consider if it's original, specific and well disseminated.

As above mentioned for all these evaluation factors there is a special
form in paper designed by the National Operator.
This is a useful tool for the National Operator and local operators
since the answers are compared to the schools’ overall performance and
may explain the level of achievement related to problems they have had (or
not) during the implementation of the Project.
Local requirements
The challenge for the next years is the elaboration of guidelines for
assessing school at local level in according with the local Agenda 21 action plan.
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L’ESPERIENZA DEI CENTRI DI EDUCAZIONE
AMBIENTALE DELLA PROVINCIA DI MODENA
Liliana Ronconi
Collaboratrice Provincia di Modena
La storia
Intorno alla metà degli anni ’80 per rispondere ad un’idea di
ambiente come luogo di incontro tra componenti antropiche e naturalistiche,
come luogo di ricerca continua e dinamica dell’equilibrio tra le esigenze
dell’uomo e risorse della natura, si elabora un’educazione ambientale che
richiede il coinvolgimento di razionalità, emozioni, valori etici, tradizione,
innovazione, comportamenti sensibili e rispettosi verso l’ambiente.
I primi Centri di Educazione Ambientale (CEA) nati in quegli anni
in provincia di Modena hanno fatto progressivamente riferimento a un’E.A.
costituita da natura e cultura, portandola nella scuola, interlocutore
privilegiato e luogo d’elezione per costruire cultura ambientale.
L’azione dei C.E.A. era basata su un modello didattico-pedagogico
adeguato ad una situazione strutturalmente complessa volto ad evidenziare
le interconnessioni e rispettosa dei tempi di apprendimento della persona.
Nel percorso di crescita della Rete ha avuto un ruolo decisivo
l’Assessorato Ambiente della Provincia di Modena che ha supportato la
nascita e l’evoluzione dei Centri fornendo un incentivo economico, il
modello di riferimento pedagogico, alcuni strumenti operativi e soprattutto
la consulenza costante dello Sportello Verde, luogo di incontro e formazione
per gli operatori dei C.E.A..
Negli anni ’90 è stata avviata una seconda fase con il fine di
promuovere un sistema di Centri articolato su tutto il territorio provinciale
per sottosistemi locali con referente il Comune capofila e con il sostegno di
un Coordinamento provinciale presso l’Assessorato Ambiente.
Il supporto dell’Ente locale conferisce il carattere “permanente” del
Centro, percepito dal cittadino come una struttura al proprio servizio,
radicato nella realtà territoriale, non soggetto a mode estemporanee.
Il processo di avvio dei C.E.A. si è concluso nel 2000 con il progetto
di rilancio della Rete, inserito all’interno del processo di Agenda 21 Locale
per lo sviluppo sostenibile della Provincia di Modena e cofinanziato dalla
Regione Emilia Romagna.
Il progetto si poneva l’obiettivo di ampliare la fascia dei destinatari
delle attività coinvolgendo il mondo degli adulti e dell’extrascuola e di
operare un cambiamento culturale dei Centri, da attuare attraverso un
percorso di autoriflessione.
Il percorso di ridefinizione si è però rivelato lungo e complesso e ha
raggiunto solo parzialmente gli obiettivi prefissati ma, a fronte di
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un’apparente mancanza di concretezza, ricopre un’importanza rilevante
nell’acquisizione di una maggiore consapevolezza della propria identità e
quindi nella pianificazione di azioni mirate sul territorio.
Lo stato di fatto nel 2005
Per avere un quadro il più possibile esaustivo pur senza la pretesa di
esaurire la complessità della situazione attuale della Rete, è necessaria una
riflessione per individuare i punti di forza da valorizzare e le criticità da
affrontare come opportunità di crescita.
I punti di forza sono riconducibili a:
–
Distribuzione capillare dei nodi che richiama una forte aderenza
territoriale, una capacità di ascolto dei bisogni locali
–
Elevata specificità dei C.E.A. che recepiscono ed amplificano le
caratteristiche del territorio
–
Supporto delle Amministrazioni Comunali a parziale garanzia di
continuità ai progetti
–
Esperienza quasi ventennale: il lavoro svolto finora è una enorme
risorsa da valorizzare e sulla quale impostare il cambiamento.
La Rete dei C.E.A. della Provincia di Modena oggi è costituita da 15
Centri e si presenta articolata su quasi tutto il territorio provinciale in una
situazione dinamica. Una caratteristica della Rete modenese è la specificità
dei nodi: ogni Centro possiede una propria vocazione che è espressione
della realtà e delle esigenze del territorio e, pur appartenendo alla Rete si
differenzia per aspetti peculiari.
I C.E.A. sono supportati dai Comuni che, spesso in forma associata,
entrano a far parte della Rete attraverso una convenzione con la Provincia; si
impegnano a garantire la sede al Centro, a promuoverne le attività e a
finanziarle definendo la ripartizione degli oneri finanziari e logistici sulla
base della propria consistenza demografica e territoriale.
All’interno della convenzione la Provincia assume la funzione di
Coordinamento impegnandosi a promuovere progetti comuni, a garantire la
formazione per gli operatori e a supportare l’attività dei Centri tramite
l’erogazione di contributi.
La tipologia dei Centri è piuttosto uniforme per quel che riguarda la
struttura economica ed organizzativa, mentre la gestione operativa è
diversificata e contribuisce a definire la specificità di ogni singolo nodo
assieme alla realtà territoriale su cui insiste il Centro.
Una corretta riflessione porta inevitabilmente ad evidenziare anche i
punti critici del sistema, individuando gli elementi da sviluppare:
–
Consapevolezza di un quadro di riferimento comune e condiviso,
della “filosofia”
–
Comunicazione
–
Formazione
–
Cura delle relazioni
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Una rete “funziona” se esiste una ragione d’essere del sistema. I
cambiamenti verificatisi all’interno dei singoli Centri hanno reso necessario
puntualizzare nuovamente l’orizzonte di senso di questa Rete: occorre
costruire premesse condivise, esplicitare e aderire ai motivi dello stare
insieme e ai valori dei quali si è portatori, infine occorre definire gli obiettivi
strategici, i mezzi e le metodologie che la Rete intende adottare per
conseguirli perché l’agire di sistema assuma senso e coerenza.
Un altro punto focale per la gestione della Rete è la comunicazione
tra i nodi: la Provincia favorisce, tramite incontri periodici e il sito web
(www.retecea.provincia.modena.it), lo scambio di informazioni e di
esperienze ma la relazione ha bisogno anche di altri momenti in cui
rafforzare il senso di appartenenza, il fattore umano ed empatico che non
possono essere soddisfatti da un legame quasi esclusivamente telematico.
Importante elemento sul quale lavorare è la cura delle relazioni: una
rete non è una somma di punti, occorre mantenere la relazione ponendo
attenzione alla qualità e al benessere dei soggetti che fanno parte della rete.
Prospettive di rete
È necessario accrescere la pratica con il lavoro di Rete realizzando
un percorso formativo comune di condivisione degli obiettivi per ricostruire
una comunità di educatori capace di progettare e lavorare insieme.
Occorre consolidare i rapporti con le A21L promuovendo il
coinvolgimento degli adulti. Emerge come nodo cruciale da affrontare il
rapporto, a volte inesistente, tra le P.A. e il corpo docente e i cittadini.
Costruire questa relazione può tradursi nel raccordare, connettere,
ricondurre i progetti di educazione ambientale ai processi di Agenda 21
cercando di far collimare gli obiettivi dei percorsi educativi agli obiettivi dei
Piani di Azione. Se l’E.A. ha tra i suoi compiti quello di promuovere e
perseguire lo sviluppo sostenibile, deve necessariamente percorrere questa
strada in collaborazione con le A21L mettendo a sistema le risorse a
disposizione, ottimizzandole, evitando sprechi e raggiungendo mete
qualitativamente più elevate o creative.
Il C.E.A. e la Rete nel suo complesso devono quindi promuovere una
maggiore trasversalità e sinergia tra settori della Pubblica Amministrazione.
Coordinamento provinciale: quale ruolo?
Oggi la Provincia svolge la funzione di coordinamento attraverso:
–
L’organizzazione di incontri periodici, itineranti tra i centri per
favorire la comunicazione e la reciproca conoscenza
–
L’istituzione del bando provinciale per l’erogazione di contributi
per progetti di E.A.
–
La gestione e aggiornamento del sito web della Rete
–
La promozione di iniziative comuni
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Dal 2000 la scelta della Provincia è stata quella di non elaborare e
realizzare direttamente progetti di educazione ambientale (funzione svolta
territorialmente dai C.E.A.), ma di coordinare i progetti comuni e di
occuparsi della formazione degli operatori.
Il cambiamento culturale richiesto alla Rete e promosso dal progetto
di rilancio vorrebbe trasformare il C.E.A. in un supporto reale della P.A.
nell’adozione di processi partecipativi volti a dare sostanza ed efficacia alle
scelte “ambientali”; questa evoluzione deve però interessare anche la
Provincia che deve rivedere il proprio ruolo di coordinamento
coerentemente con gli obiettivi della Rete.
Occorre però, prima di agire, avviare una riflessione che espliciti che
cosa è oggi l’E.A.: l’agire educativo pur essendo connotato da flessibilità,
incertezza e da continui aggiustamenti in divenire, deve inserirsi in un
contesto definito e avere chiaro l’orizzonte di riferimento.
Gli obiettivi che il Coordinamento deve ineludibilmente perseguire sono:
–
Supportare la rete favorendo e curando relazioni
–
Garantire la coerenza del sistema
–
Promuovere la formazione per gli operatori dei centri
–
Fungere da collegamento con il Servizio Comunicazione,
Educazione Ambientale, A21L della RER
Queste sono alcune possibilità individuate, modificabili e soprattutto
da declinare in azioni concrete, subordinate alla consapevolezza del proprio
ruolo e degli obiettivi strategici ai quali tendere.
La Rete dei C.E.A. della Provincia di Modena è stata ed è una realtà
significativa nel mondo dell’educazione ambientale ma la complessità della
situazione attuale porta con sé istanze di cambiamento e di evoluzione che
non possono essere disattese.
Il percorso finora intrapreso alimenta la speranza di avviare un
cammino importante ma è tuttavia necessario che gli Enti locali si
impegnino a supportare l’educazione ambientale in quanto processo atto a
costruire cultura che contribuisce al cambiamento degli stili di vita,
elaborando un qualificato sistema di intervento educativo basato su una rete
di opportunità di educazione ambientale.
Per sostenere adeguatamente tale azione educativa è necessaria una
programmazione di medio-lungo periodo sostenuta da volontà politica, che
coinvolga attivamente anche i Comuni e la Provincia in modo che possano
perseguire una reale coerenza tra il dichiarato e l’agito.
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PROMUOVERE PARTECIPAZIONE
E “GOVERNANCE” E “FARE RETE”
Schellino Marilisa
Legambiente ITALY
Progetto "Tesori d'Italia" e "La scuola adotta un comune:
il ruolo educativo della dimensione locale
nella società della globalizzazione” (ASSE 2.7)
Tesori d’Italia: Alla scoperta delle risorse locali
Possiamo dire che il fenomeno della globalizzazione, se per un verso
ha aperto le porte del mondo facendoci sentire cittadini del nostro Pianeta,
per un altro ha sviluppato la tendenza a marginalizzare quelle aree non
direttamente coinvolte, almeno apparentemente, nei grandi scenari
internazionali. Anche nel nostro Paese molti territori sono ormai a rischio di
spopolamento, impoverimento ed emarginazione economica e culturale,
anche se sono in realtà la culla di numerosi “tesori” che rendono l’Italia un
paese unico al mondo.
Con lo scopo di investire nelle peculiarità territoriali nasce
PiccolaGrandeItalia: la campagna di Legambiente a sostegno dei piccoli
comuni e del patrimonio d’arte e tradizioni che essi custodiscono.
Valorizzati in modo adeguato, i piccoli centri rappresentano uno dei motori
di un nuovo sviluppo economico del paese che punta alla qualità. La
risposta ad una globalizzazione incontrollabile che riparte dalle identità
locali, dalla difesa della terra e suoi prodotti tradizionali.
PiccolaGrandeItalia è un viaggio attraverso la nostra identità, le
nostre radici più profonde. È la proposta di un processo di sviluppo ecososteninibile che mette in primo piano la qualità della vita e la difesa delle
infinite bellezze naturali ed artistiche di cui siamo ricchi.
Parallelamente a PiccolaGrandeItalia prende forma il progetto di
educazione ambientale rivolto alle scuole “Tesori d'Italia”, una proposta
educativa che concorre alla valorizzazione dei numerosi e diffusi “tesori” di
cui l'Italia è ricca. L’obiettivo del progetto è la scoperta e la ri-scoperta dei
nostri numerosi tesori naturali, culturali, artistici, paesaggistici, agroalimentari e artigianali pieni di storia, bellezza, tradizioni, sapori e profumi
che sono l’identità del nostro Paese e la cui salvaguardia costituisce la base
per uno sviluppo di qualità e per una necessaria coesione sociale.
Le scuole, attraverso il progetto Tesori d’Italia possono coniugare
pratiche educative innovative con l’impegno culturale e sociale a favore del
territorio in cui operano.
Centrale a questo scopo è il coinvolgimento delle comunità locali in
particolare le amministrazioni locali, protagoniste, con le scuole, nella
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attivazione di percorsi di ricerca per scoprire, studiare, difendere e
valorizzare i tesori del proprio territorio anche attraverso l'attivazione di
gemellaggi con scuole di città e la progettazione e gestione di soggiorni
educativi da proporre alle stesse scuole.
Nasce così, all’interno del progetto “Tesori d'Italia”, “La scuola
adotta un comune”, un’iniziativa rivolta alle scuole dei piccoli comuni e alle
scuole di città che si pone l’obiettivo di portare i bambini e i ragazzi che
vivono nelle grandi città a contatto con la varietà e la diversità delle
numerose realtà territoriali del nostro Paese e di facilitare il superamento
dell’isolamento di cui soffrono le scuole dei piccoli comuni (difficoltà
organizzative provocate da dal turn over di docenti e dirigenti alla povertà
delle strumentazioni e degli arredi, alla diffusa presenza di pluriclassi, …).
Il progetto si basa sui gemellaggi con soggiorni educativi: con il
viaggio di istruzione gli ospiti possono conoscere, attraverso i racconti degli
abitanti del Piccolo Comune, usi e costumi delle loro zone. I ragazzi della
scuola ospitante si trasformano in ciceroni per mostrare a chi abita in città
non solo le gioie artistiche del proprio paese ma soprattutto quelle naturali,
ambientali e culturali che contraddistinguono le zone in cui essi vivono. Lo
scopo è creare un legame sociale tra i soggetti coinvolti, che duri anche
dopo il viaggio di istruzione, portando avanti lo scambio culturale e creando
momenti di incontro anche in estate, chiedendo ospitalità presso le famiglie.
Nel corso dell’a.s. 2004-2005 la sperimentazione di “La scuola adotta
un comune” ha coinvolto quarantaquattro piccoli comuni in Italia, ha fatto
incontrare centinaia di bambini e ragazzi che vivono realtà sociali e culturali
tanto diverse, ha fatto capire agli abitanti il valore ed apprezzare la modernità
del proprio territorio, ha fatto fare passi avanti nella consapevolezza che
l'abitare un territorio significa anche e soprattutto responsabilità e
condivisione, ha permesso di iniziare a creare nuove forme di turismo che
oltre a favorire l’economia di questi luoghi costruiscono cultura ed educano
ad un usi più equilibrato del nostro territorio raccogliendo in modo originale
ed adeguato alla nostra storia le sfide della globalizzazione.
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EDUCARE ALLA SOSTENIBILITA’
IN UN SISTEMA DI PARCHI PERIURBANI
A. Somaschini
Dirigente Educazione e Comunicazione,
Ente Regionale Parco di Veio,
Via F. Cavallotti, 18 – 00063 Campagnano (RM)
somaschini@parcodiveio.it
N. Dominicis, L. Fedele Mammì
Guardiaparco, Ente Regionale RomaNatura,
Via Gomenizza, 81 - 00195 Roma
Roma è una delle città più verdi d’Europa: ville storiche, parchi
pubblici e aree naturali protette ricoprono più del 60% del territorio del
comune. Grazie alla storica imposizione di vincoli urbanistici, molte zone
della periferia si sono salvate dal processo di cementificazione che ha
caratterizzato lo sviluppo della città negli anni ‘60 e sono attualmente
occupate da estese zone agricole, in parte destinate alla pastorizia estensiva.
L’Ente Regionale RomaNatura (Fig. 1) è stato istituito nel 1997 per gestire
tali territori in un sistema di 13 aree naturali protette (circa 14.000 ettari).
Molte di queste sono state fortemente volute dagli abitanti, dai comitati di
quartiere e dalle organizzazioni non governative che risiedevano in zona.
Nonostante la forte motivazione popolare, però, ancora oggi la
gestione dei territori di periferia è complicata dalla cultura di molti che
ritengono queste aree una terra di nessuno, dove quindi i senza fissa dimora
costruiscono assembramenti di baracche, dove è possibile abbandonare
rifiuti o commettere ogni tipo di illecito e di abuso.
Partendo da questi presupposti, RomaNatura ha lavorato per
trasformare quella che nell’opinione generalizzata era “terra di nessuno”, in
“terra di tutti”, fruibile da cittadini, studenti ed attori locali intenzionati a
promuovere un’economia sostenibile. In questa accezione assume particolare
importanza la possibilità di mediare i diversi interessi e ambizioni che si
creano nei confronti di un medesimo territorio. L’obiettivo è stato quindi
quello di attivare un servizio di educazione ambientale mirato
contemporaneamente a coinvolgere studenti delle scuole, cittadini e famiglie,
ma anche gli attori locali che potessero contribuire a un diverso modello di
sviluppo economico compatibile con la salvaguardia del territorio.
Garantire un’azione educativa efficace quando ci si confronta con un
bacino di utenza di più di 2.5 milioni di abitanti, è estremamente difficile,
tanto più se si pensa ad un organico dell’Ente partito da 14 unità e solo
recentemente più che triplicato. La strategia dell’Ente è stata quindi quella
di coinvolgere, attraverso un bando pubblico, le realtà presenti sul territorio
che avevano lottato per proteggere queste aree. A loro è stato affidato il
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compito di gestire i servizi di fruizione, quali le visite guidate per le scuole e
per i cittadini, progettare in modo partecipato i sentieri natura e i centri
visita, collaborare all’organizzazione di eventi di coinvolgimento del
pubblico, ma anche al monitoraggio del territorio ed al servizio antincendio.
Con l’erogazione annuale di un contributo ad un organismo gestore
per ciascun parco, RomaNatura ha voluto promuovere un incubatoio di
imprenditoria verde al servizio della città. Poiché i fondi ordinari a
disposizione per gestire questo processo si sono fisiologicamente ridotti nel
tempo, in conseguenza ad un aumento dell’organico e dei costi di gestione
dell’Ente, per continuare a supportare le realtà presenti sul territorio,
RomaNatura si è fatta promotrice della stesura in partnership di una serie di
progetti tematici mirati all’ottenimento di nuovi finanziamenti.
In quest’ottica un progetto di Agenda 21 locale ha permesso di aprire
un centro visite nella Riserva Naturale della Valle dell’Aniene finalizzato ad
educare i cittadini ad un uso sostenibile della risorsa acqua. Oggi il centro
visite è affidato ad un’Associazione locale (Insieme per l’Aniene) che si
occupa di offrire una serie di servizi quali la sua apertura nei week-end, le
attività per le scuole, i centri estivi, un servizio di pulizia della riserva con
l’aiuto anche di campi di volontariato internazionale. La stessa Associazione
ha attivato per proprio conto una serie di ulteriori fonti di finanziamento per
contribuire alla gestione dell’area protetta ed una serie di servizi a pagamento.
Con una simile finalità è nata la Rete delle Fattorie Educative di
RomaNatura finanziato dall’Assessorato alle Politiche Educative del
Comune di Roma (L.285/97). La rete è composta da cinque aziende agricole
localizzate all’interno dei parchi naturali che, dopo un comune processo di
formazione, di adeguamento delle infrastrutture e di attivazione di laboratori
didattici, si sono aperte al modo della scuola, per ospitare nell’arco di una
giornata gli studenti che arrivano per fare pane e biscotti, formaggio, miele,
olio o coltivare l’orto. La promozione di una strategia multifunzionale nelle
aziende agricole biologiche poste ai margini della città, è fondamentale per
garantirne la sopravvivenza. Queste, attraverso il lavoro agricolo, mettono in
pratica un’azione continua di controllo del territorio che può essere
accompagnata al trasferimento di una cultura della sostenibilità, dove il
rispetto della natura è l’elemento che determina la sopravvivenza del
sistema stesso.
L’attivazione di un partnerariato con i diversi attori locali attraverso
la stesura di progetti comuni, la realizzazione delle infrastrutture e
l’attivazione dei servizi, ha permesso a RomaNatura di raggiungere
approssimativamente 250.000 cittadini che sono stati coinvolti a vari livelli
nelle iniziative mirate alla promozione dello sviluppo sostenibile (Fig. 2).
Oggi non sono solamente le scuole a venire a fare attività nelle aziende
agricole, ma anche i genitori ad utilizzare i punti vendita biologici per fare la
spesa o i ristoranti nei giorni prefestivi e festivi. La collaborazione con le
realtà presenti sul territorio ha permesso a RomaNatura di moltiplicare in
modo esponenziale la propria forza d’azione. Allo stesso tempo, la
collaborazione con l’ente pubblico e la connessione in rete con altre realtà
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territoriali su un comune obiettivo, ha permesso ai singoli attori locali di
accedere a fonti di finanziamento inaspettate e di prendere coscienza di
essere parte di un progetto comune di ampie dimensioni.
Grazie a questa collaborazione le aziende agricole si sono ritrovate,
dopo circa 3 anni a vedere aumentate di circa il 50% le proprie utenze,
mentre le fonti di finanziamento delle attività educative si sono trasformate
da risorse ordinarie dell’Ente a finanziamenti extra su progetti tematici.

Fig. 1
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FORUM DI AGENDA 21 GIOVANI
DELLA PROVINCIA DI VERCELLI
Gabriele Varalda, Francesco Borasio,
Raffaella Pagano, Amanda Forte
Provincia di Vercelli – Laboratorio Territoriale
Centro di Educazione Ambientale
Cinzia Zugolaro, Valeria Di Marcantonio, Paolo Cotignoli
Studio Sferalab, Torino
I giovani della Provincia di Vercelli sono protagonisti, da diversi
anni, di un percorso di sensibilizzazione e di un processo partecipato volto
alla identificazione e condivisione di priorità progettuali per un futuro
sostenibile del loro territorio.
Il Centro di Educazione Ambientale della Provincia di Vercelli, con
la collaborazione dello studio SferaLab di Torino, ha avviato, a partire
dall’a.s. 1999-2000, un progetto rivolto alle scuole elementari, medie
inferiori e superiori del territorio provinciale. Attraverso la sperimentazione
di metodologie di progettazione partecipata, utilizzate nei processi di
Agenda 21 locale, si sono coinvolti oltre duecento studenti e una ventina di
insegnanti, nella costituzione di un Forum Giovani per la sostenibilità.
Durante la prima fase del percorso di sensibilizzazione si è lavorato
insieme agli studenti, al fine di fornire loro le conoscenze per comprendere e
maturare un atteggiamento critico-analitico verso le problematiche ambientali
e il paradigma della sostenibilità. Successivamente si è sperimentata la
metodologia, definita Seminario Workshop EASW (European Awareness
Scenario Workshop), con lo scopo di coinvolgere gli studenti in una prima
esperienza di ideazione di scenari futuri e di progettazione partecipata. In
tale occasione, i partecipanti si sono scambiati informazioni e opinioni
relativamente ai processi che governano lo sviluppo tecnologico e l’impatto
delle tecnologie sull’ambiente naturale e sociale.
Nel corso dell’a.s. 2002-2003 si è dato inizio ai lavori del Forum di
Agenda 21 Giovani con la costituzione del Gruppo di Coordinamento,
composto da studenti e docenti, che ha rappresentato il punto di riferimento,
una cabina di regia sia per l’aggiornamento sullo stato di avanzamento del
progetto sia per la pianificazione delle attività da svolgersi.
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Nello specifico, il Gruppo di Coordinamento si è strutturato
internamente in due commissioni:
–
La commissione “comunicazione”, ha lavorato sulle modalità e
sugli strumenti di comunicazione da adottare nel Forum.
L’obiettivo principale, infatti, è stato quello di dare visibilità alle
attività del Forum, informando e sensibilizzando i giovani sui
concetti della sostenibilità in campo ambientale, di Agenda 21 e
sulle tematiche specifiche affrontate nel Forum. A tal proposito,
la commissione ha elaborato il logo ufficiale del Forum Giovani.
Successivamente, ha realizzato un audiovisivo sui temi della
sostenibilità e sul ruolo dei giovani quali protagonisti del
presente e nel futuro, curandone testi, ripresa e montaggio.
Infine, il gruppo comunicazione ha realizzato il sito internet del
Forum Giovani lavorando sulla struttura, sui contenuti e sulla
grafica al fine di creare un sito di facile consultazione, rivolto
principalmente ad un’utenza di giovani (www.ag21giovani.vc.it).
–
La commissione “temi” si è posta l’obiettivo di attivare un
confronto fra i giovani su specifiche tematiche ambientali. Ha,
quindi, realizzato sulla base del modello dell’Indicatore Europeo
A1 relativo alla “soddisfazione dei cittadini rispetto alla realtà
locale”, un questionario di indagine volto ad individuare gli
interventi da attuare sul territorio, le strutture mancanti, gli
habitat da salvaguardare, l’opinione dei giovani sulla qualità
delle strade o dei percorsi ciclabili della propria città. Si sono
raccolti complessivamente 1349 questionari, dalla cui
elaborazione sono emersi gli ambiti tematici verso cui si è
registrato un maggiore interesse da parte dei giovani. In seguito i
partecipanti al Forum hanno scelto i principali temi su cui
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approfondire il dibattito. Si sono pertanto avviati 4 tavoli
tematici corrispondenti ai seguenti ambiti: aria, acqua, energia,
parchi e aree verdi.
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Gruppo di
di
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Il Forum si è quindi articolato in plenarie e in gruppi tematici. Gli
incontri dei tavoli tematici sono stati condotti da facilitatori che hanno
gestito i gruppi di lavoro al fine di individuare le azioni progettuali, le
relative modalità di realizzazione e i soggetti da coinvolgere per una loro
successiva implementazione. Si sottolinea, inoltre, come le progettualità
individuate dai giovani siano sempre state ricondotte allo specifico contesto
locale contribuendo, così, ad un rafforzamento dell’identità territoriale. Le
47 azioni progettuali così definite hanno costituito la base per la redazione
del Piano di Azione di Agenda 21 Giovani della Provincia di Vercelli. La
sensibilità registrata, da parte delle amministrazioni locali, verso il tema
della sostenibilità e della partecipazione, ha, inoltre, consentito di inserire
tale documento programmatico in un vivace e ricettivo contesto politico e
culturale, capace di avviare e rafforzare processi sinergici locali.
In particolare, sulla base di quanto evidenziato all’interno del Piano
d’Azione, il Forum Giovani ha lavorato al fine di rendere attuativa
l’installazione dei frangiflutti negli edifici scolastici coinvolti nel progetto.
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Inoltre, si è definito l’avvio per la procedura d’acquisto di pannelli
solari fotovoltaici da installare presso alcuni degli edifici scolastici al fine di
avviare piccole filiere di energia. Infine, il Forum Giovani ha curato
l’organizzazione e la realizzazione della Festa della Natura che si è
realizzata nel mese di maggio 2005 presso il Bosco della Partecipanza di
Trino Vercellese. Il gruppo di lavoro ha infatti strutturato e ideato, nei
diversi incontri tematici, l’organizzazione dell’evento e le attività ludiche
sulla sostenibilità da proporre ai giovani partecipanti.
Il progetto ha offerto quindi ai giovani l’opportunità di confrontarsi e
crearsi una propria opinione su specifiche tematiche ambientali facendo
emergere in loro un elevato interesse per i contenuti affrontati.
In conclusione, il progetto di sensibilizzazione costituisce un
percorso innovativo di coinvolgimento dei giovani volto a migliorare le loro
capacità di dialogo, confronto e scambio di opinioni e di analisi diagnostica
delle criticità e delle problematiche ambientali. Inoltre, la possibilità di
partecipare alla pianificazione della attività procedurali, per l’implementazione
delle azioni proposte dal Forum, può, sicuramente, contribuire a rafforzare il senso
di responsabilità e di appartenenze dei giovani al proprio contesto territoriale.
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EDUCAZIONE ALL’AMBIENTE, ALLA
SOSTENIBILITA’, ALLA CONVIVENZA
Boris Zobel
Consorzio Pracatinat – Laboratorio per una società sostenibile
Disagi, speranze, prospettive. In un mondo che è cambiato e che
cambia rapidamente e in cui si vanno destabilizzando in modo irreversibile
tutte le “solide” certezze su cui si era a lungo potuto contare (lavoro, tempo,
spazio, verità, stato, comunità..), è necessario porsi domande di senso, in
particolare in ambito educativo e formativo.
Non si può più fare educazione senza occuparsi del sistema mondo,
dell’essere umano e di come questo si relazioni con l’ambiente come
sistema complesso di natura, società, cultura, tecnologia; riflettendo su
come questo si relaziona con se stesso e con gli altri.
Il moltiplicarsi, in questi ultimi anni, delle più diverse “educazioni”
(alla pace, all’ambiente, all’intercultura, alla legalità, alla cittadinanza, al
traffico, ecc.), segnala la difficoltà a rappresentarsi la realtà come sistema
complesso; mostra la tendenza, anche in educazione, a frammentare e a
separare con l’illusione che ad ogni specifico problema si possa far fronte
singolarmente; e che quando questo non è possibile o è troppo impegnativo
nella società degli adulti di oggi, possa essere affidato con l’educazione agli
adulti di domani.
Ma con la separazione e la frammentazione dei problemi complessi e
globali che abbiamo, si negano anche le loro interdipendenze sostanziali; ed
è proprio per la complessità di tali interdipendenze che l’educazione
dovrebbe essere promossa quale processo di sviluppo personale e sociale per
l’uomo lungo tutto il corso della sua vita. Mettere al centro le relazioni e le
interdipendenze (tra le persone, le società locali e l’ambiente a differenti a
livelli) significa focalizzare la dimensione “conviviale” della sostenibilità,
ossia la dimensione costitutivamente sociale (e quindi relazionale) di ogni
azione educativa, ambientale, culturale e politica.
Nell’ambiente, la maggior parte dei problemi che si evidenziano
sono effetti; e le cause principali sono l’uomo, le sue relazioni, le sue
organizzazioni e i suoi modi di vivere e di progettare il suo futuro. La
maggior parte di problemi ambientali sono quindi problemi sociali.
La sostenibilità diventa allora progettare e lavorare per continuare a
vivere con gli altri, uguali e differenti come sostiene Touraine, e come
continuare a vivere, ancora per lungo tempo, con la natura di cui facciamo
tutti parte.
Sostenibilità significa lavorare nel presente per un possibile futuro
affinché abbia ancora senso, come per i tempi di Catone, “piantare un albero
per un altro tempo”.
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Le difficoltà a convivere, nel locale come nel globale, sono le prime
cause del rischio che corre il nostro futuro e dovrebbero pertanto diventare il
centro delle riflessioni e delle progettazioni educative, sociali, politiche e
ambientali perché nel nostro attuale mondo globale senza convivenza
rischiano di non esserci più ambiente, politica, cultura, economia.
Sperimentare, lavorare per costruire forme di convivenza è quindi
una condizione necessaria per ridarci una capacità di futuro. Riflettere e
progettare educazione alla convivenza e alla sostenibilità significa allora
anche occuparsi (ciascuno nel suo specifico ambito di intervento ma
innanzitutto come cittadini), delle problematiche legate ai divari tra le
condizioni di vita delle diverse parti del mondo locale e globale, significa
affrontare i problemi della povertà, dei diritti umani, dell’ingiustizia sociale,
delle migrazioni, degli squilibri climatici, dell’acqua (ecc.). Significa
promuovere un approccio conoscitivo che metta in evidenza le relazioni di
profonda e complessa interdipendenza esistenti tra tutti questi fenomeni su
scala globale e tra i vari soggetti (persone, istituzioni, associazioni..) che su
scala locale concorrono nel generarli.
Ma alla conoscenza, che non è solo trasmissione ma anche costruzione
e azione, occorre affiancare un campo di sperimentazione che sia
continuamente ispirato e sostenuto da esempi positivi, da realizzazioni coerenti.
Di qui la centralità di politiche e di progettazioni educative a loro coerenti.
La modernità conteneva un’idea forte di emancipazione intesa come
libertà da ogni legame. Oggi vi è la necessità di riconoscere che le
autonomie ricercate non possono che essere libertà dentro i legami. Educare
allora alla convivenza è condizione necessaria ad una sostenibilità globale,
ad una capacità di futuro che se non è per tutti rischia di essere
continuamente a rischio per tutti. È quindi necessaria una sempre maggiore
convergenza e integrazione tra il mondo dell’educazione e una realtà
(sociale, politica, culturale…) in cui si costruiscono effettive situazioni di
convivenza e di sostenibilità.
Perciò un programma educativo segue un programma politico, un
programma orientato alla convivenza, alla sostenibilità e al miglioramento
della qualità della vita e dell’ambiente complesso di cui questa è parte;
perciò una pratica educativa e formativa segue, si sostiene, è funzionale ad
una pratica politica, proiettandola nel tempo: parafrasando Catone si
potrebbe dire che l’educazione è la politica per un altro tempo. Affinché ciò
sia possibile, è necessario operare per ri-integrare il più possibile il mondo
della politica, anch’esso frammentato per problemi emergenti,
settorializzato per campi e temi come lo sono le materie scolastiche,
vincolato al passato e immobilizzato nel presente. Tutto ciò può essere
avviato soltanto costruendo condivisione sulla sua necessità, sui suoi
vantaggi, sul miglioramento della qualità della vita, delle relazioni e
dell’ambiente che ne può conseguire.
Per affrontare il difficile lavoro di condivisione occorre però forse
riuscire a cambiare sguardo; per esempio provando, al posto di astratti
individui e società, a pensare a persone, e a noi tra queste; in società, come
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nell’ambiente, a intravedere qualche relazione, qualche legame di fiducia; se
riuscissimo a mediare, a riaprire giochi, allora nel disagio potremmo trovare,
attraverso le persone e i loro progetti, i loro tentativi, le loro azioni e le loro
contemplazioni, qualche presagio di speranza.
La speranza è definita come una conoscenza completa delle cose,
non solo di come esse appaiono e sono, ma anche di come devono diventare
per essere conformi alla loro piena realtà non ancora dispiegata. Una
conoscenza completa delle cose servirebbe per farci un’idea di chi siamo,
dove siamo, con chi siamo, per riuscire a vedere nuovamente le connessioni,
i legami: relazionali, familiari, sociali e ambientali (eco-socio-sistemici). Ma
è possibile una conoscenza completa?
È forse possibile solo una conoscenza parziale, ma condivisa (come
elaborazione di esperienza comuni); questa conoscenza parziale può essere
arricchita e integrata da comprensione, insight, empatia, un sentire che si
rapporta a cose non facilmente visibili con gli occhi, comprensibili con la
mente: “si vede solo con il cuore” dice la volpe al Piccolo Principe.
E qui c’è un nodo importante, dove la razionalità cartesiana,
estromessa dalla porta riemerge dalla finestra, ovvero la sequenza
Conoscenza – Consapevolezza – Responsabilità: diventiamo, siamo, ci
sentiamo responsabili per conoscenza consapevole del valore di una cosa,
una persona, consapevoli e responsabili degli esiti imprevedibili di una
nostra azione? O piuttosto, soprattutto per legami, sintonie, appartenenze,
sensibilità, obblighi “sentiti” prima che conosciuti razionalmente?
Possiamo conoscere razionalmente e completamente quel tutto
sistemico che qualcuno chiama GAIA, o “la struttura che connette il
granchio con l’aragosta, l’orchidea con la primula e tutti e quattro con me?
E me con voi?” o il brulichio della vita? Eppure la comprensione di tutto ciò
è talmente importante che Bateson la chiama saggezza sistemica, una
comprensione non razionale del Tutto che ci costituisce e con cui viviamo,
pleroma e creatura, mondo umano e mondo non umano.
Forse però possiamo chiedere aiuto ad altri lati dell’esperienza umana,
ad altri linguaggi, come le arti, la musica, o la poesia, che possono, secondo
Claudio Magris, rappresentare le contraddizioni senza risolverle
concettualmente, bensì componendole in un'unità superiore, elusiva e musicale.
Ma se questo ci aiuta a percepire i legami che ci formano e ci
compongono in un’unità superiore, ci serve poi una strada per connetterli al
nostro operare; e sono questi stessi legami che possiamo ritrovare, rivedere
tra noi, nelle nostre cose quotidiane. Legami, che possono diventare i nostri
appigli creativi e operativi, contro la solitudine, nell’isolamento del cittadino
globale, che ci rende impotenti. Appigli per svelare l’onnipotenza illusoria e
insostenibile che ci è data dallo sviluppo tecnologico, appigli per passare da
autonomie improbabili (il “tutto gira intorno a te” di una nota pubblicità) a
forme di dipendenza più mature…e sostenibili.
Come possiamo costruire e utilizzare questi legami? Forse provando
ad aiutarci a vedere, a valorizzare e a costruire nuove relazioni, nuove
comprensioni, con la mente e con il cuore, cognitive e affettive. Forse
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aiutandoci a costruire (dare e avere) fiducia, in un contesto di sostenibilità e
convivenza, locale e globale. Forse provando a costruire, come suggerisce
Natoli (2002), legami esemplari,
che educano a essere liberi, perché dissipano come illusoria la pretesa
di una libertà incondizionata, il delirio di onnipotenza (Natoli, S.,
2002. Stare al mondo, Milano: Feltrinelli).
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SCUOLA, SVILUPPO, TERRITORIO
FARE PATTO PER UN FUTURO SOSTENIBILE
Cinzia Zugolaro, Valeria Di Marcantonio,
Elena Casassa, Paolo Cotignoli
Studio Sferalab, Torino
Con l’intento di riconoscere il ruolo delle scuole come luoghi di
progettazione partecipata finalizzata a comprendere e realizzare azioni di
sostenibilità, il Comune di Orbassano, insieme a 10 Comuni facenti parte
del Patto Territoriale del Sangone, ha coinvolto le scuole elementari e medie
inferiori del territorio nel progetto di sensibilizzazione “Scuola, sviluppo,
territorio, fare patto per un futuro sostenibile”.
Nella promozione dei processi di Agenda XXI locale e delle relative
iniziative di informazione ed educazione allo sviluppo sostenibile, gli attori
del mondo della scuola rivestono infatti un ruolo di rilievo. Si è considerato
il soggetto scuola come un attore che partecipa, con le proprie competenze e
col proprio mandato educativo a una sostenibilità dello sviluppo.
Le attività svolte nelle classi si sono ispirate all’idea che la scuola
possa esercitare un ruolo centrale per la costituzione di una rete di soggetti
attenti alla riqualificazione del territorio circostante.
Il progetto ha voluto quindi perseguire i seguenti obiettivi:
–
Stimolare gli allievi alla vivacità intellettuale e alla curiosità
necessarie per affrontare il loro ambiente di vita.
–
Promuovere una loro partecipazione attiva e cosciente ai
problemi ambientali, sociali ed economici, comprendendo la
complessità del significato del termine sostenibilità e dei processi
di Agenda 21.
–
Fornire agli studenti gli strumenti e l’occasione per elaborare e
progettare interventi sostenibili sul territorio.
Il progetto
Il progetto si è articolato, secondo lo schema seguente, in un modulo
generale, in cui si sono affrontate, in modo interattivo con gli studenti,
diverse tematiche legate all’ambiente e alla sostenibilità dello sviluppo, e un
modulo specifico, in cui ciascuna classe aveva la possibilità di scegliere una
delle tematiche riportate nello schema.
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1° incontro:
L’AMBIENTE E LE
RELAZIONI
MODULO
GENERALE

2° incontro:
LA SOSTENIBILITA’
3° incontro:
AGENDA 21

Progetto
Scuola, sviluppo,
territorio, fare
patto per un futuro
sostenibile
MODULO
SPECIFICO

1° scelta:
AREE URBANE E
SPAZI VERDI
2° scelta:
BIODIVERSITA’

CHI HA
PARTECIPATO:
5 COMUNI (Orbassano,
Beinasco, Bruino,
Coazze, Rivalta)
20 DOCENTI
300 STUDENTI

3° scelta:
RIFIUTI

4° scelta:
L’ACQUA E
L’AMBIENTE FIUME

La progettazione del territorio
Le classi sono state coinvolte in un concorso di idee denominato “La
città nel 2020 come la vorrei” volto all’individuazione di azioni ed
interventi finalizzati al miglioramento della qualità del territorio. Le classi
hanno pertanto identificato alcuni luoghi da ripensare e riprogettare secondo
i principi di sostenibilità.
Il concorso ha permesso di sviluppare le capacità di analisi critica e
costruttiva sia nei più piccoli sia negli studenti delle scuole medie facendo
così emergere esigenze, speranze e capacità progettuali.
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I progetti elaborati nelle classi hanno principalmente riguardato la
riqualificazione e la fruizione del territorio prendendo in esame gli spazi
verdi, i giardini delle scuole, le piste ciclabili, la gestione dei rifiuti, i luoghi
per lo sport ed il divertimento.

I progetti partecipanti al concorso sono stati valutati e premiati
secondo i criteri della sostenibilità, fattibilità e originalità con l’obiettivo, da
parte delle amministrazioni coinvolte, di promuoverne la reale attuazione.
A cura di:

Sferalab-C.so Massimo D’Azeglio, 30 –
10125 Torino
Tel. 011/6680434Fax 011/6694663
www.sferalab.it
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